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NSA Highlights U.S. Tasks
During Next Nine Years
As we set about charting our individual and collective
courses for our services to our beloved Faith for the
next nine years, Ute American Bah! 'is have both a wide
range of choice of services and almost the whole world
in which to put them into action.
In the hope that it may aid in bringing our plans into
proper foeus, the National Spiritual Assembly has reviewed the goals of the Nine Year Plan given to the
believers of the United States by the Universal House
of Justice and has set them forth in the following manner for easy reference. In doing so we also share with
our fellow believers throughout the world the knOWledge of the numerous tasks that are ours alone as well
as the areas in which we have been called upon to
lend assistance to other national Baha'i communities.
In the Western Hemisphere we are called upon to:

OPEN - Turks and Caicos Islands in the British
West Indies with the assistance of the NSA of Jamaica.
- Barbuda, St. Kitts-Nevis, Saba, St. Eustatis, St.
Martin and Guadeloupe (with the assistance of the
NSA of Haiti), all in the Leeward Islands.
- St. Vincent and Dominica in the Windward Islands.
RESETTLE - Antigua and Martinique (with the
aid of the NSA of Haiti), islands in the Leeward
group.

ESTABLISH AT LEAST ONE LOCAL ASSEMBLY
in
- St. Lucia, Leeward Islands, and in Barbados,
Windward Islands.
- The Bahamas (additional)
ESTABLISH TWO LOCAL ASSEMBLIES in
-Bermuda
- Grenada (Windward Islands) and the Virgin Islands (with the help of the NSA of the Dominican
Republic).

ESTABLISH AT LEAST THREE LOCAL ASSEMBLIES in Puerto Rico, with one of them to be incorporated.
RAISE TO FIVE THE NUMBER OF CENTERS
in Bermuda and the Bahamas.
.
RAISE THE NUMBER OF LOCALITIES where
Baha'is reside in the Leeward and Windward Islands
to fifty.
FORM THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
of the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, with
its seat in Charlotte Amalie, Virgin -Islands.
INCORPORATE THE AFOREMENTIONED NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.
ACQIDRE - A national l.Ial'iratu'l-Quds for that
National Spiritual Assembly.
- A national endowment for same.
- A Temple site in or near Charlotte Amalie.
OBTAIN LEGAL RECOGNITION of Baha'! Holy
Days and Baha'i Marriage Certificates in the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico.
ASSIST MEXICO in teaching the Mayan Indians
in Campeche, Chiapas, Yucatan and Quintana Roo.
ASSIST BOLIVIA in consolidating mass teaching
areas.
ASSIST CHILE AND VENEZUELA in acquiring
Temple sites in Santiago and Caracas, respectively.
In the Pacific Ocean - Assist the NSA of the Hawaiian Islands to consolidate the Marshall, Caroline and
Mariana Islands.
In the Indian Ocean - Assist in the acquisition of a
national I:Ia~iratu'l-Quds in Reunion Island and a
teaching institute in Mauritius.

In Asia - Assist the NSA of North East Asia in the
consolidation of the teaching work and the formation of
a National Spiritual Assembly in Taiwan.
- Establish one local Assembly in Kazakhstan (eir-
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curnstances permitting) and translate and publish

Baha'i Hterature into Kazakh.
In Europe - Open the Ukraine.
- Assist the National Assemblies of the Netherlands and Portugual to acquire Temple sites in The
Hague and in Lisbon, respectively.
In Africa - To assist the fonowing National Spiritual
Assemblies in their tasks of consolidation, acquisition
of national 1:Ia?lratu'l·Quds, teaching institutes, and
summer/winter school properties:
North East Airie a
North West Africa
Tanganyika and Zanzibar
Uganda and Central Africa
West Africa
West Central Africa
South and West Africa

On the Home Front 1, Raise the number of localities where Baha'is reside from the present 1,650 to 3,000.
2. Increase (virtually double) the number of local
assemblies to 600, including at least two in each
state.
3. Incorporate at least one assembly in each state.
4. Obtain legal recognition of the Baha'i Holy Days
and the Baha'i Marriage Certificate in each state.
5. Translate and print basic selections of Baha'i
literature for the steadily increasing number of In·
dian believers.
.
6. Enroll a greater number of believers from mi·
nority groups, especially Chinese, Japanese, Spanish-speaking, Indians and Negroes.
7. Sharply increase contributions to the National
and International Baht.. 'j Fund to meet the need of
the expanding institutions of the Faith at the World
Center and of the Cause as a whole.

In assigning these prodigious tasks to the American
Baha'i CommWlity the Universal House of Justice has
reminded the believers that the beloved Guardian, in
the first epoch of the Formative Age of the Faith, on
more than one occasion addressed them as the "spiritual descendants of the Dawn-breakers" and ,jchampion
builders of the World Order of Bahft'u'llah" upon whom
the Center of the Covenant showered his special blessings and promises of victory provided their exertions
"increase a thousand fold." Under the Nine Year Plan
responsibility for the prosecution of the Master's Divine
Plan "although now abundantly shared by over three
score national communities" is still primarily vested
in the American Baha'i Community. The immediate
needs are the following:
1. An army of self-supporting pioneers to open the
many new islands and to establish the fifty new centers in the Caribbean area.
2. Pioneers and settlers to establish a second local
assembly in the nine states of the United States
''''There there is now only one assembly.
3. Individuals and families to disperse from the
I ar ge com muni ties to raise up 300 new local assemblies throughout the country and to open up 1,300 new
towns, cities and villages to the Faith.
4. An outpouring of sacrificial funds to acquire the
large list of properties and Temple sites listed above
as well as to support the ever increasing needs of the
Faith at home, at the World Center, and throughout
the entire world.

From this moment onward to 1973 our every thought,
our every prayer, our every effort and interest must
be oriented to these goals, believing with all our hearts
that if we arise to do our part "this community will
find itself securely established upon the throne of an
everlasting dominion."
-U.S.

NATIONAL SpmITUAL ASSEMBLY

First NationaL Convention of the Baha'is at Malayasia held in Kuala LumpuT April 25-28, 1964.
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Baha'is of the Indian Ocean
Hold FiTSt Convention - Elect
National Spiritual Assembly
LEFT: First National Spil'itua! Assembty 01 the Baha'is

Of the Indian Ocean. Left to right, seated: S. Appa, E.
Lutchmaya, N. Doomun J H. Tirvengadum. Standing: R.
Lutchmaya, P. Murday, R. MUTee, P. Fabien, S. Valay-

den. BELOW: FiTst Convention of the Baha'is Of the
Indian Ocean. Hand of the Cause Enoch Dlinga was an
honored guest of the convention.

---

'Amatu'I-Baha Ruhiyyih Khanum
Distinguished Visitor at
Ceylon National Convention
The third National Convention of the Baha'is of Ceylon was held on April 21-22 in Colombo. RUl).iyyih KhaDum arrived in Ceylon on April 2Q and during her two
and one half day stay she addressed a large audience
of inquirers at the Convention Hall, a reception at the
home of Lady de Soysa (President of the y.W.e.A.)
which was attended by nearly 100 prominent ladies,
and a village meeting at Kuruwita, which is an all
Buddhist village. In addition there were numerous
press conferences and a radio interview.
The Convention opened with prayers read in Sinhala.
Tamil and English. 'Amatu'l-Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum
then read the message from the Universal House of
Justice which included the ten goals to be achieved by
Ceylon during the next nine years. She concluded, I'm
confident you can accomplish these in two years. Take

the Message to everyone. offer this gift and watch the
souls of men become quickened."
The 1964·65 National Spiritual Assembly was elected
and consists of the following members: Lionel Peraji,
V. Chitravelu, S. Raveendra Raj, A. C. M. Fassy, Mrs.
M. Fassy, Anwer Cadir, Keitb de Folo, B. D. Saleh,
and M. D, Bascran.
The work of mass teaching has begun in 'Ceylon and
the believers are hoping and praying for the time when
the Faith will spread across the jungles, mOWltains
and valleys as it has in India.

Baha'is of Ceylon at the aiTpoTt to welcome 'Amalu'lBah'; Ru1tiyyih 1Q1anum.
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FORST NATOONAl SIPORBTIUJAl
ASSIEMRl'Y IEllECirlED UN VlIET INAM
The first National Convention of the Baha'is of Viet
Nam and the election of the first National Spiritual
Assembly was given wide publicity by the press and
radio. Newsreels and radio covered both the meetings
and the convention for six days. Finally on April 30
the National Spiritual Assembly was officially and publicly received by the Chief of State and the Deputy
Prime Minister on behalf of the Government.
The last event is of special interest not only per se
but because exactly one year previouslYt on April 21,
1963 the then Interior Minister Bui-van-Luong banned
the Cause and its activities in Central Viet Nam. Seven
months later the Diem regime was toppled and NgoDinh-Diem and Ngo-Dinh·Nhu were shot. Bui-vanLuong tied and the Faith was emancipated and began
its upward march.
Recently the Baha'is appealed to the Minister of De·
fense to :release Mr. Le-Loc member of the National
Spiritual Assembly, who had been drafted into the
Army one year ago by the past Government. They eXM
plained that as a member of the National Assembly
Mr. Le.Loc's religious obligations require his presence.
The Defense Minister graciously cabled the release of
Mr. Lac who has just returned to work full time for the
Cause of God.
The message from the Universal House of Justice eXM
tended a loving welcome to the newly formed National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Viet Nam. It also
listed the goals assigned to that community for the new
Nine Year Plan. Some of these are: To establish the
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Cambodia

Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhlijir with some of the del<!gates and friends including a delegate fTom the Javai
tribe in traditional hat and costume.
with its seat in Phnom-Penh, to acquire a national
l;Ia~iratu'l-Quds in Phnom-Penh, to acquire a site for
the future Ma:illriqu'l-A<i..hk..ir in or near PhnomMPenh,
to incorporate sixty local spiritual assemblies, and to
acquire a site for the future Mawriqu'I-A4bkar in or
near Saigon. In addition, Viet Nam is to assist the National Spiritual Assembly of Thailand in establishing
the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Laos.
The tasks are great but the believers are assured
that with the grace of God they will be aided to accomplish all of the goals assigned to them.

Delegates to the fiTst National Convention Of the Bah<i'is of Viet Nam.
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First National Spiritual Assembly of the Bah"'is of Viet
Nam, Left to right: Pham-Huu-Chin, Jamshed Fozdar
(chairman), Le-Loc, Daug-Binh (vice-chairman), DoNgullen-Hanh, Le-Can, Trinh-Dinh-Khoi (secretary),
Ngullen-van-Nhuong, Gary Morrison (tTeasuTer).

Meeting in Murcia, Spain addressed by Hand of tI,e
Cause John Ferra by.

First Convention Hears Report
of Six Thousand New Believers
The first national convention of the Baha'is of the
Philippines was held on April 25-28 in the suburbs of
Manila. The large hall was beautifully situated in a
palm grove by the sea and at night the twinkling lights
of the city across the bay were an attraction for the
delegates from the villages.
Nearly 150 delegates and believers from twenty provinces and ten different tribes attended and this was the
first time that many of them had been with people of
a different tribal' background.- The convention was
honored to have as a guest Hand of the Cause Dr.
Ral:tmatu'llah Muhajir who shared his love and inspi·
ration with everyone.
Each day prayers were read in different dialects and
a Baha 'j of two months from the Mansaka tribe was
able to recite his from memory. Loving messages from
the National Spiritual Assemblies around the world
were read during the four days. The report from the
National Teaching Committee was very inspiring. Dur·
ing the last Saha'i year more than 6000 new believers
enrolled including six new provinces and 200 new localities. The addition of twelve new tribes raised the

total to twenty-two and literature is now translated
into twenty-one languages.
The convention was the first time in the history of the
nation that the different tribes, all of whom are Filipinos, had come together in love and harmony. Many
were not able to speak the various dialects but were
able to communicate with their brothers in the Faith
through the language of the heart.
Just before the close of the convention a message
arrived from Ihe Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land
and it rekindled the spirit which had been generated
during the preceding four days. On this last day, one of
the believers from the Mangyan tribe, who had been
shy and withdrawn on the first day, was sitting next to
a Saha Ii from the Negrlto Tribe, which is from the far
north. Previous to their meeting they had never known
that the other's tribe existed. The Negrito was express·
ing his sadness that they would not see each other
again. The Mangyan said genUy, "You will take part of
my heart to the North Cagayan Valley and r will take
part of yours to my island in the south and we will
always be together in the spirit!J

LErr: First Nationa! Convention Of tne Ban..',s of tne Pnilippines neld in PaTaiiaque, Rtzal Apri! 25-28, 1964.
fuGHT: FiTst National Spiritual Assembly of the Philippines. Left to right, standing: Theo Boehner!, Orpha
Daugherty, Pablo MeTcade (vice-chairman), Neva Dulay (treasurer), Jack Davis (secretary). Sitting: Domi""doT Anunsacion, Luisa Mapa-Gomez, Vicente Samaniego (chairman), Ruth WalbTidge
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So.u1JL anrl Wm t1#JUro- ConuJUd.iD.fL
t1cc°PLL rrl.Rw CJraJhznrp.L
The historic national convention of the Baha'is
of South and West Africa was held in Swaziland in a
vacated prison camp. Coils of barbed wire encircled
the camp, a vivid reminder that this Cause had its
early beginnings in HThe Most Great Prison." It created
a renewed sense of dedication to Baha'u'llah and a
nearness to the World Center, the source of inspiration
and guidance.
The convention opened the evening of April 30 with
the Ridvan feast. Prayers, readings from God Passes
By and a talk on significance of Ric;1van set the tempo
for the whole convention.
Some one hundred people were in attendance, the
large majority being indigenous people who had, with
great perseverance, overcome the various difficulties
created by the border which exists between Swaziland
and the Republic of South Africa. Many more would
have come if they could have obtained the necessary
permits. None from the Mozambique side were able to
obtain passports so none of these devoted souls were
able to attend. They were greatly missed.
The keynote of the convention was set by the messages detailing the Nine Year Plan from the Universal
House of Justice. In the discussion that followed, the
convention was of the opinion that this was a personal
challenge to every single believer needing the serious
consideration of all the believers in the Region. This
Plan was discussed at great length and recommendations were made to the National Spiritual Assembly of
ways and means whereby this Plan could be carried
on to a successful conclusion. It made the convention
realize that the time of the pioneers as we know them
has now passed as someone put it: liThe work now rests
firmly on the shoulders of the new believers themselves
with the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly
to carry the Cause of God on to greater victories than
ever before. ~.
One of the main tasks of the convention, that of electing the Regional Spiritual Assembly, was carried out in
an atmosphere of devotion and humbleness with prayers for guidance that the right choice should be made
by the delegates as they fulfilled their sacred task.

National Spiritual Assembly Of the Bahli'is of South and
West A/rica Ri(lvcin 1964. Left to right, top row: Lowell
Johnson (chairman), Max Seepe, Bishop Brown (treasurer). Middle row: Dale Anen, Paddy Mazebuko (vice-

chairman). Mrs. Valera Allen (assistant secretary).
Bottom TOW: Mrs. Bahiyyih Ford (recording Secretary), Mrs. Ephens Senne, William Maseh!a (secretary).
A stirring message from the Hands of the Cause in
Africa pointed out that the beloved guardian, Shoghi
Effendi made this promise to the believers when he
prepared them for the Ten Year Crusade: "May those
who are privileged at this auspicious hour to render
so noble a service to the Cause of God and fulfill
so glorious a destiny, arise to perform befittingly their
task to achieve such feats in the days to come as to
draw forth from the Source on High a still greater
measure of divine blessings that will enable them to
write a still more brilliant chapter in the annals of
God's Infant Faith and to contribute an outstanding
share to the worldwide estahlishment and ultimate
recognition of its newly bam Administrative Institutions. "

FiT8t National Convention. held. in Swa.zdand in a building once used as a PTison.
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First Spiritual Assembly of Santa Cruz, Bolivia formed

in Ridvan 1964. This was one of the most recent cities
open to the Faith.

National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia elected Ri(ivan
1964. Left to right, seated: Andres Jac1<a1<allo, Angelica
Costas, Yolanda de Lopez, Carmello !ac1<a1<allo. Stand-

ing:

Fourth National
Held in Bolivia

<

Estanislao Alverez, Alberto Rocabado,
Costas, Nazario Tirado, Sabino Ortega.

Athas

(0 nvention

The fourth National Convention of the Baha'is of
Bolivia was held in La Paz. Because of the delicate
political situation only twenty-seven of the thirty-eight
delegates were able to attend. Hand of the Cause Jal.l1
Khitzeh was a distinguished guest and he explained
the Nine Year Plan.
Some of the goals of the Nine Year Plan which were
discussed were: Bolivia is to have 1200 centers and
600 assemblies, recognition of the Holy Days is to be
obtained, literature is to be translated and published
in the Chiriguano, Siriano, Yanoiguia, Moxos, Tokano
and Chipaya languages, literatUre in Quechua is to be
enriched and Baha'i education is to be extended to as
many youth and children as possible.
Following are some of the goals which the National
Spiritual Assembly has set for the coming year: the
centers are to be raised to 1200, assemblies to 150 and

three assemblies are to be incorporated, the Holy Days
are to be nationally recognized, a school for children
and youth is to be established in North Potosi, courses
at the deepening school in Cochabamba are to be increased.
The enrollment of new believers did not increase
much during the past year but deepening and conso1idation has been excellent.

CORRECTION
In BAHA'i NEWS No. 388 on page eight the first re·
port from the Universal House of Justice should
be changed as follows: The word "recalls" in line
15 of column 2 should be changed to Hrecords."

1964 Convention of Bolivia held in La Paz. Hand oj the Cause Jalal Khazeh is seated in the center.
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MOTHER TEMPLE OF EUROPE DEDICATED JULY 4
Full Report Will Follow jn later 'ssue
3000 newspapers and magazines were invited to write
in for documentation of the dedication of the Frankfort

Temple. To those replying an excellent portfolio was
sent containing: a booklet explaining basic facts about
the faith, information on all Baha'i Temples and the
Frankfurt Temple in particular, architectural details
of the Temple construction, an invitation to attend the
inaugural service with reply card, a sample copy of

Bah,Pi Briefs (German magazineL a copy of the Baha'i
literature catalog, quotations from the Writings, a
sheet of Baha'i statistics, photos of the Temple, map of
Temple location and a covering letter from the national secretary on special letterhead.
Since BAHA'i NEWS goes to press several days before
the dedication the details will have to wait for the
September issue.

Detail of Ihe Dome by day and night. Below: view Of Ihe Frankfurt Temple along the approach road.

Delegates and visitors at the National Convention of Belgium he!.d in Brussels.

Beiqiull Holds
Annual Convention
There has been a steady and dynamic rate of activity
in Belgium throughout the last few months resulting in
an increase in the number of new believers. The city
of Brussels alone has added fifteen new BaM'is in the
last few months. The Race Amity Day observance held
in Liege was well attended by guests from all over
Belgium.
The annual convention was held in Brussels April 28May 1. Members of the N a liona! Spiritual Assembly for
this year are: N. A. Kamran (chairman), S. Gillain
(vice-chairman.) , R. Swinnen (secretary), A. Samii
(treasurer), Mrs. S. Bastogne (recording secretary),
Shoghi Ghadimi, Mrs. Lea Nys, Jean Laperehe, Ben
Levy.

National Spiritual Assembly of Mexico 1964-1965. Left
to right, seated: Rafael Quiroz, Anna Howard, Dr.
Edris Rice-WTay, Valeria Nichols, Romeo Guerrero.
Standing: Juan de Vios Pena, Sam BUTTafato, Juvenal
Gutierrez, Alejandro Cervantes.

FiT.t Local Spiritual Assembly of the Bah<i'is of Huntsville, Alabama elected on Ri4vcin 1964. Left to right,
seated: Mrs. Eva Schmidt, Mrs. Joyce ChalmeTS, Mrs.
Frances Lochner. Standing: Robert Chalmers (treasurer), Sigurd Schmidt, Mrs. Florence Bagley (secre.
tary), Benjamin Lochner, Stanley Bagley (chairman),
LesteT Himes (vice-chaiTman).
SpiTitual Assembly Of Southern Judicial District of San
Mateo County, Califorina, recently incorporated.

T
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In a public proclamation dated May 19 and published
in the local newspaper on June 4, Edgar M. Elbert,
Mayor of Maywood, Illinois, stated: " . . . in recognition of the service being rendered our community by
the Maywood Assembly of the Baha', World Faith in
establishing peace, love, harmony, and friendship
among the various races, (I) do hereby proclaim Sunday, June 14, 1964, jRace Amity Day' and so declare
it to be a day of special services of love, good will,
harmony, peace and friendliness toward all mankind,
regardless of color, race, nationality or religion."
On publication of this proclamation the Proviso District Ministerial Associaton urged its some seventy
member churches to lend their support, although only
a small number arranged special observances or
programs for the event. However, in some cases they
featured non-whites as soloists, organists~ and ushers.
Several ministers used for their sermons subjects such
as: "One Mankind - One God," "Our Brothers," "All
Men Created Equal," "Mankind Indivisible." It was
noted that these remarks appeared on outside bulletin
boards: "House of Prayer and Worship for All JIIIan-

Baha'is put Race Amity Day wreath on Lincoln MemOTial.

kind." "All Races Welcome."
The small Baha'i community of Maywood itself held
a lawn party with prayers and readings by children
and YOWlg people, followed by a barbecue luncheon.
Fifty-two persons were present. Chinese, Negro and
Caucasian were represented. The key results were
two: first, one interested person requested a Baha 'j to
visit her home to discuss the Faith with her and her
husband; and, second, a good foundation was laid for
more widespread observance of this event by the
churches and their commWlities next year.
The Euc-lid, Ohio, BaM'i community with the support of the Cleveland commWlity observed its Race
Amity Dayan Wednesday evening, June 10, on the advice that a week-day meeting would attract more visitors. The program consisted of a panel discussion on
"The Material and Spiritual Aspects of Race Amity~"
the participants being Carl Stokes, Ohio State Representative, Stuart Wallace, head of the real estate firm
of Fair Housing, Inc., and Mrs. Betty Lewis, of Cleveland, who presented the Baha~i point of view. Howard
Tangier of Berea. Ohio, acted as moderator.
In _order to prevent incidents by supremist groups
and rabble-rousers in the Hwhite suburb" of Euclid
where the meeting took place, there was no advance
publicity or advertising. Instead, the Baha'is mailed
more than 500 invitations to clubs, schools, and
churches. One hundred persons responded and some
excellent contacts were made for the Faith.
In Redding, California, the Baha'i community observed its Race Amity Day by joining with the Negro
Christian Methodist Episcopal Church for their regular
Sunday morning service. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas West
of Sparks, Nevada, were the guest speakers during
the period usually reserved for the minister's sermon.
Their topic was: "Race Unity - Assurance of World
Order." Twenty Baha'is and fiftyafive church members
were present. The minister set the mood for the receptivity of his congregation by his repeated affirmation
of the dynamic messages delivered by the speakers,
The Redding believers feel that this was the most successful and important meeting ever held in the community and that it was a complete demonstration of
race amity, At the close of the meeting the minister
spoke "The Greatest Name" twice to the congregation
and invited all to return again. During the social hour
which followed many questions were asked and two
Baha'i pamphlets were given to everyone.
In reporting its local observance of this event, the
Los Angeles community stated that the audience filled
not only the Center's public meeting room but also the
Platt Annex and overflowed onto the patio, It was estimated that seventy per cent of those attending were
guests.
Against a mural background by Leonard Herbert on
the "Oneness of Mankind" the speaker. Elwyn G. Van
Zandt told of Duart Brown's HParable of the Nine
Springs," and stories of Sidney Sprague taken from
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the 1946 edition of The Baha'i World. The talk was
followed by a varied program of entertainment including recitations from Shakespeare, songs, sonnets, deJightful stories of love and amity, folk songs and prayers. The report states: "The program was one of the
longest proclamation programs Los Angeles has presented. It lasted almost three hours. tJ
Youngstown, Ohio, Baha'is sponsored a panel discussion on the human rights aspects of civil rights. One
panelist was a woman prominent in civic and social
affairs; another a former candidate for the school
board, and another a director on the board and national delegate for the local chapter of the NAACP.
Still another was a Hungarian born, free lance photographer and social scientist who has worked in a number of trouble spots of the United States during the Integration crisis. A third of the audience was non·
Baha'i.
Peoria Heights, IUinois, Baha'i community also held
a public meeting of the panel discussion type with
Winnie Foster and Mrs. Augustine Todd as speakers.
t

This meeting received widespread publicity through

the local press and by television. A cameraman from
the TV s ta tion arrived before the meeting and took
pictures of the chairman, speakers and the audience
which were featured on the ten o'clock broadcast that
evening with good coverage of the meeting and a
potent explanation of the views of the Baha'i Faith re·
garding racial problems, The Monday edition of The
Peoria Journal also carried a picture of the speakers
and an excellent caption of the aims and purposes of
Race Amity Day.
The Baha'is of Hamburg Village and Hamburg Township, New York, held their Race Amity Day program
on the Cattaraugus Indian Reservation at the United
Mis sions Presbyterian Church Hall with 126 persons
present, half of whom were non~Baha'is. An interra~
cia! group consisting of an American Indian, an
American Negro, an Eskimo Indian, an African from
Ghana, and a Persian Baha'i were the speakers on
"What Brotherhood Means to Me." The Cattaraugus

Members of the Eugene, Oregon community observe as
MayoT Edwin E. Cone signs Race Amity Day PTocla-

mation.

Day gatileTing oj Baha'is and guests oj

Manatee County, Florida.
Indian Interchurch Choir sang before and after the
program and an Indian friend chanted a dawn prayer.
A picnic supper in the church yard followed with most
of the people remaining for an afternoon of fellowship.
At the Ba1timore, Maryland, commemoration the
guest speaker was Cortez Puryear, Associate Director
of Community Service of the Baltimore Urban League.
A graduate of Hampton Institute in Virginia, Mr. Puryear since 1960 has been at Morgan College and has
served w~th many organizations and agenci~s in the
fie~d~ of health, ~ducation. welfare and housing with
~ehglOus emphaSIS. He spoke mainly about the advances made by the Negro and the ways in which doors
are now opening in business, education and public
recognition. The Baha'i speaker was Clarence M. Per~
cival who spoke about the potentialities of man as one
race to develop the attributes of God and to establish
the Kingdom of God on earth.
Montgomery County, MaryIand~ Baha'IS were host to
nearly 200 friends and guests in the Howard High School
Auditorium where the speakers on the panel were ministers from two Christian churches, a lay leader of the
Ohab Shalom Congregation and Albert James representing the Baha'i Faith. Clarke Langrall, a local Baha'I. served as moderator. The report states that the
speakers sometimes amused the audience and often
surprised themselves "when confronted with dramatic
and profound questions from those who listened." The
program was interspersed with beautiful music in
praise of God by a Methodist choir and a quartet of
young sisters from a Roman Catholic Church. There
was also a Baha'i choir growing larger and better in
every performance, which sang "Passin' Through" a
traditional fo1k song with new words by Ed Hockenberry. succinctly relating the story of progressive reve1ation.
Earlier in the day a group of Baha'is In the District
of Columbia laid a wreath inscribed with the words
"Race Amity Day - Baha'i World Faith" on the steps
at the Lincoln Memorial. Baha'i prayers were said at
the side of the reflecting pool. This action not only drew
attention from those in the vicinity but the wreath
remained throughout Monday when the mass of New
York clergymen staged their march on the Capitol
in support of the Civil Rights Bill.
In Nashville, Tennessee, the Race Amity Day observance took the form of a tribute to those organizations

.,
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and individuals who have dedicated themselves to the
establishment of amity and equal opportunity among
men. Invitations were sent to nineteen organizations.
Twelve responded. Twenty~five guests attended_ At the
conclusion of the program a folder titled "A Tribute
to Workers for the Oneness of Mankind" was presented
to each organization represented. Included in this fold~
er were three Baha'i pamphlets: "A Pattern for Future
Society," "Above All Barriers," and "One WorldOne Family." During the soci al hour which followed
many expressed a desire to know more abollt the Faith.
Some two hundred persons attended the observance
sponsored at the International Students Center by the
BaM'is of Beverly Hills, Culver City, Culver City
Judicial District and West Hollywood, California. The
spirit of the gathering was so joyous that, with few
exceptions. all stayed from three o'clock in the after~
noon until nine in the evening. many of them experiencing for perhaps the first time the unique spirit of
love and fellowship that can always be found when
people allow themselves to be enveloped in the light
and beauty of the teachings of BaJu"u'llah.
The program centered around the theme: "Race
Amity - A Means to World Peace." It opened with
quotations from different Holy Books and philosophers
on the oneness of mankind t with the readers representing various racial, religious and national backgrounds.
Robert Quigley acted as chairman and introduced the
guest speaker, Councilman. Thomas Bradley .of Los
Angeles, who stressed the Importance of SOlVIng the
racial problem in America and commended the Baha'is for their efforts and sincere dedication to this
prinCiple. Mrs. Lisa Janti closed the meeting with a
short talk on the Baha'i teachings of world unity, the
universal implications of prejudice, and the responsi.
bility of everyone arising to serve his fellow men.
In San Francisco, California, 150 Baha'is from the
Bay City area constituted a peaceful parade from a
given spot to the Harding Theatre where 400 persons
gathered to listen to Municipal Court Judge Joseph
Kennedy and Baha'i speaker Wayne Hoover diSCUSS
Civil Rights movements. Dignified placards were carried so that persons along the route would be informed
of the purpose and sponsorship of the march. As far
away as Sacramento the parade received commen?-able television coverage by means of a short film chp
and commentary.
In Fort Worth, Texas, the Baha'is observed their
Race Amity Day event by participating in a workshop
conference with the Fort Worth Chapter of the South-

Baha'is and guests attending a Race Amity Day progTam and cook-out in Maywood, Illinois.
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Part of the audience at a program in Peoria, IlUnois:.

ern Christian Leadership Conference at which George
Galinkin, chairman of the Local Spiritual Assembly.
presented the major address describing the work of the
Baha'is for race amity and human rights. The discussion period was led by the minister of the Negro
Methodist Church who has had a long acquaintance
with the Faith and was the one who invited the Baha'is
to participate in the workshop when he learned that
they were looking for a place for a Race Amity Day
program. As a result of the workshop a woman who
had attended the Race Amity Day program a year ago
called to report that she now wanted to become a
member of the Faith.
The Baha'is of Rapid City t South Dakota, sponsored
a public meeting foHowed by questions and conversation time with tea. The speakers were Robert Burnette, member of the National Congress of American
Indians from the Rosebud Reservation; James Fran·
cis, Secretary of the local chapter of the NAACP, and
Glenford Mitchell (BaM'i), Assistant Editor of A/rica
Report magazine. The chairman was Bill Myers, vicechairman of the local Assembly. Approximately 45 persons attended, representing Negroes, Indians, Jews,
and Caucasians.
In Durham, North Carolina, Race Amity Day was
sponsored by the believers of a number of neighboring communities, and took the form of a picnic at
Tylers Lake near Greensboro. After lunch there was a
period of prayer, followed by a brief welcome and a
talk about the Baha'i Faith by William Allison. On the
preceding Sunday the Baha'is of Durham held a local
observance at which time Miss Valerie Wilson related
valuable experiences While living and teaching as a
Baha'i pioneer in Liberia for eleven years.
It is impossible to include even a brief reference to
the many other reports that have been received from
all parts of the country. The foregoing were chosen
principally to give a picture of the great variety of ob·
servances and the ingenuity of the Baha'i communities in arranging programs that would provide not only
opportunity to proclaim the teachings of Baha'u'lLili on
the oneness of mankind but also to demonstrate to the'
public that the Baha'is do indeed practice them in their
daily lives and relationships. Race Amity Day was first
observed by the Baha'is of the United States in 1952
and it continues to be a very special event which lends
itself to an infinite variety of ways of proclamation
and demonstration of the basic tenets of the Faith.

~
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BAHA'i DAY IN
FRENCH SWITZERLAND
Eighty-five Baha'is and their
friends (left) gathered in Vevey,
bordered on beautiful Lake Leman,
to celebr.ate the fourth Baha'i Day in
French Switzerland, generally known
as Journee Bahci~i Romande.
Recently declared Baha'is told of
the factors that led to their accept.
ance of Baha 'u'll.ah.'s Faith. One told
how his intellectual research of the
Faith gradually took hold on his
heart and climaxed in his declaration. Another spoke of his strong
religious and Biblical background
and his joy in discovering that the
Bible prophecies had been fulfilled_
Mter luncheon (left) Dr. Shoghi
Ghadimi spoke on "The Prestige of
Science" and how the powers of science must be cOWlterbalanced and
complemented by true religion.

BAH A" 'N THE NEWS
An excellent article about the Baha'i Faith appeared
in the May 9 edition of the Indianapolis Times. It was
part of a series of articles entitled I<What My Neighbor
Believes" which presents histories and facts of some of
the lesser known religions which exist in the city. The
article on the Faith gave a brief resume of its history
and stated its major principles. It also emphasized that
the Baha'i teachings require an extremely high stand~
ard of moral conduct. The article concluded by stating
Baha'i beliefs on the immortality of the soul and the
purpose of man's creation. These beliefs are seldom
mentioned in articles a bout the Faith and as a result
many people have the erroneous impression that Baha'i is an eclectic humanism rather than an independent religion having definite spiritual teachings of its
own.

o
The entire Food Fare page of the April 17 issue of the
ATizona Republic was devoted to the BaM.'i Faith. The
first three-quarters of the page showed photographs of
Phoenix Baha'is at a fireside, at Sunday school classes
for children and other related activities. In addition
there was a large photo of the Baha'i Temple in Wilmette and of 'Abdu'l-Baha above a large headline lOA
New World Faith." The last quarter of the page was entitled HFireside Foods" and showed a photo of Mrs.
David Gander in front of a buffet table filled with food.
Recipes for interesting foods served at firesides were
listed with the names of the contributors. The back
page of the section had a good article about the Faith
which listed the basic principles, mentioned other

teachings and described the Temples in America, africa, Australia and Europe. This was a very unusual
and clever idea which obtained excellent publicity for
the Faith.

o
The April 20 edition of the St. Paul Pioneer Press contained a three column article about the Baha'i Faith
and a photograph of the Temple. The article briefly
mentioned some of the history of the Faith including
the place and date of its introduction in the United
States. The basic principles were listed and "independent investigation of truth" was stressed. The article
emphasized that Baha'is do not seek to convert peopie
but rather to aid them to investigate the truth for themselves.

o
Living Goals for Everyone, a 78-page book by John
A. Hannum, written to assist the reader in iiachievm.g
insight through self-deveiopment," published by Expo·
sition Press Inc., New York, N.Y., includes in a bibliography of "little books" which the author has found
inspiring, reference to the publications of the Baha'i
Faith, Hthe number and length of which," he states,
I'are very great." After mentioning the title he liked
best, Mr. Hannum says: °This faith, which is a relatively recent development (mid·nineteenth century),
has provided me with' much inspiration and is unusual
for its tolerance, high moral tone and ardent practice.
Their viewpoint is amazingly enlightened, and if one
can do nothing more, one must agree that they set a
fine example."

National Convention

of the Baha'is

of Canada held April 1964 in TOTontO, Ontario.

Training Session for SUllmer
Youth Projeds Held at Davison
The insistent requests by the Baha'i youth that their
enthusiasm and vigor be used for the Cause has evoked
a pilot plan for summer youth projects, each project to
be sponsored by Baha'i communities. Proj ects are, in
general, of two kinds - Baha'i teaching and Baha'i
service to the underprivileged. A number of projects
submitted are also concerned with human rights"the most challenging issue." A committee composed
of Jane McCants, secretary. Harold Johnson, Robert
Walker and Donald Streets planned a week's training
session for the projects at Davison Baha'i School, June
13-21.
The training session brought together students and
staff from 27 states. There were more than 100
registrants of which more than 80 were youth. Perhaps
50 visitors attended different sessions. The program included two days on direct teaching of the Faith, methods and experiences; one day each on social service
projects for youth and human rights issues; two days
on specific training for the projects, with heavy emphasis on the Baha'i life and behavior. Many special
events were possible with an able faculty including the
committee-Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jordan, Jack McCants, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Dr. Sarah Pereira, Bettijane Walker, Douglas Martin, Jamison Bond, George

F. Hutchinson, Richard Thomas, Dr. Albert Porter,
Dr. Irvin Lourie, Glenford Mitchell, Alyce Earl (music), Charles Abercrombie, Ruth Perrin, Ken Jeffers,
Richard Greeley. Tom Hooper and others. A youth
faculty group participated most effectively - Robert
Walker, Douglas Ruhe, Roger Williams and many
others. Emanuel Reimer, with Virgil Ghant provided
excellent management. Dr. and Mrs. David Rube
served as administrators.
An extraordinary feeling of dedication and purpose
permeated the week of intense experience. Music was
part of every session, thanks to Alyce Earl and Ed
Hockenbury and a corps of enthusiastic singers. Serious
study, animated discussion and purposeful thought were
the rule in this project-focussed week.
On Sunday, June 21, project teams set off for Greenville, S.C. (6), Atlanta, Ga. (6), Rochester and Red
Lake Indian Reservation, Minn. (6 and 2 later), Gallup,
N.M. and Phoenix, Arizona (3) and Niles, Michigan
and Washington, D.C. (2). The remainder headed to
their homes, resolved to develop summer youth efforts
in their local areas. In the main. projects were four to
six weeks long, financed by anonymous donors who
have almost liquidated the support commitment of the
NSA. Year-roWld efforts were stressed and the summer
project hopefully will have repercussions throughout
the Nine Year Plan. including pioneering service when
the youth have, through such service as this, reached
maturation.

Some oj those attending the training session at Davison
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ence, but the bOlUlties of the conference far exceeded
the efforts or expectations of the Wichita Community.
This was the first youth conference ever held in Wichita, and planning has already begun for next year.

Summer Project
Follows Powwow

Some of the many youth attending the Wichita ConfeTence,

Wichita Youth Conference

Exceeds Expectations
Sixty~five participants, including forty-eight youth
from five states~ attended the Wichita, Kansas Youth
Conference over the weekend of May 15, 16~ and 17.
Approximately half of these were non~Baha'is, and the
three youth declarations expressed the atmosphere of
warm fellowship and earnest study that prevailed.
Keynote speaker for the conference was Dan Jordan,
who spoke on "Chastity, Courtship, and Marriage,"
"Understanding Race," and ~'Looking Ahead to '73."
Nancy Dobbins of Ft. Worth spoke on "Being of Service"'; Lois Goebel of Clayton, Mo., spoke on "Choosing
an Occupation"; and Brandie Watson of Oklahoma
City spoke on "What is an Educated Man?" Dan Jordan also spoke on "The Baha'i Faith: from Dissonance
to Harmony" at a public meeting preceding a youth
party on Saturday evening,
Concurrent with the youth sessions were separate
sessions for adults on ~'Baha'i Principles of Child Edu·
cation." These were conducted by Paul Pettit, NeI
Golden, and Florence Avis of St. Louis and by Jean
Randazzo of Lawrence, Kansas. Not only was this dis~
cussion valuable, but the separate adult sessions guar~
anteed that the conference remained truly a youth

conference.
The conference site was a Y.W.C.A. camp on the
edge of Wichita. The outdoor, country atmosphere added much to the "summer school" spirit of the con~
ference, and the convenience of a central location aI·
lowed maximum use of time.
P artkularly stim ula ting to the youth were the opportunities for small group discussion. Most of the sessions began with a ten or fifteen minute keynote talk,
during which the basic Baha'i principles were outlined.
Then the large group was broken up into three small
discussion groups, each of which was led by one of the
four conference teachers and discussed a predetermined aspect of the general subject. Mter approximately forty minutes of discussion~ the large group
reassembled to hear reports from each discussion group.
This format allowed the maximum of youth participa~
tion while still maintaining a purposeful agenda. On
Sunday morning the youth also presented an Informal
panel discussion on "The Baha'i Standard vs. the
American Standard."
Planning was begun in December for this confer-

A Baha'i sponsored International Powwow, taking
place on the Red Lake Indian reservation in northern
Minnesota over the weekend of May 30 and 31 attracted
over 100 campers, including 35 foreign students coming
as guests of the Baha'is. Others came (rom as far
south as Milwaukee (650 miles) and as far north as
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada (750 miles).
During the weekend a warm and friendly relationship developed with many of the Indian people in the
settlement of Ponemah. Many were invited into homes
and asked to return. Much literature was distributed
and many individual firesides held. One immediate
fruit was the first declaration at Red Lake and the
acceptance of the Faith by a visiting Canadian Indian,
Charles Ryder, former chief of the Assiniboines in Saskatchewan. In addressing the gathering Mr. Ryder
stated that he had been hearing speeches about broth.
erhood for many years, but had never seen it untiJ
this Powwow.
An immediate follow.up project will be directed by
Robert and Norma Cameron, who will camp on the
reservation during the month of July. With them win
be some college-age youth from Duluth and six Baha 'j
youth from the Baha'i Summer Youth Project. This
activity will be located at Ponemah and will consist
of service through the summer recreational program
handled by the school system and direct teaching of
the Faith to those interested. These efforts will be supplemented by assistance from other Baha'is planning to
be there for briefer periods.
First Spiritual Assembly of Daly City, California
formed in Ri¢van 1964. Left to right, standing: Bi!! Reimann, PaTviz Mahboubi, To,m Burke, Tad Swanagen,
Ed Karres, Zabih Mahboubi. Sitting: Juliet KaTTes,
Lee O. Day, Peggy Schultz.
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Slides 01 Baha'i World Congress and
International Baha'i Convention Now Available
After painstaking care and at the request of the
Hands of the Cause in. the Holy Land a slide program
of 82 carefully chosen color slides has been arranged to
portray the great historic significance of the 1963 In·
temational Baha'i Convention in Haifa and the Baha'i
World Congress in London. Each set of slides has an
informative booklet with a "running commentary that
may be read to the audience as the slides are projected.
The program is appropriate for use at any Baha'i
group or community activity, such as firesides, feasts,
conventions, institutes and schools, and makes a valuable addition to any archives, local or nationaL It is
NOT suitable for use as an introduction to the Faith.

the record.
ORDERS FROM OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
should be sent through the appropriate National Spiritual Assembly to the Bahati Distribution and Service
Department of the National Spiritual Ass.embly of the
United States, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois
60091, and each order must be accompanied by a remittance in United States Dollars. Please be sure to
specify whether the order is for the slides and the
booklet only, or for the slides, booklet and record or
tape narration.

National Baha'i Addresses
Please Address Mail Correctly!
National Baha'i Administrative Headquarters:
536 Sheridan Road, WUmette, Ill.

National Treasurer:
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill,
Make Checks Payable to: National Baha!i Fund

Baha'i Publishing Trust:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
Make Checks Paya.bJe to: Baha'i PgbUsbing Trust

Baa'i News:
Editorial omce: 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, lli.
SubscripUon and chaug-e of address: 112 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS

August 2()-Asma' (Names)
September S-'Izzat (Might)
U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS

August 7-9
September 5-8
The slide set is available with or without a recorded
English "sound track." which includes voices of s.ome
of the speakers at the Royal Albert Hall. The recording
is available either as a 12~inch long-playing record or
as a 30/4 I.P.S. tape. Spanish and Persian versions are
in preparation and when ready will be announced in

BAIIA'f NEWS.
How to Order
BAHA'I RESIDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES may
order the slide sets and narrations from the Baha'i
Distribution and Service Department, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois 60091. The 82 slides with the
narration booklet cost $7.50. The set with the hooklet
and the narration on either tape or record costs $12.00.
Each order must be accompanied by a remittance in
the proper amount, and if the narration is desired the
order should indicate whether it should be the tape or

!:\lIt-\lIfBl;"'1B,);!lI' ';;.r.l1l!11;?t;lIzll
Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, August I b
4:15 p.m.

BAHA'i Nt::ws is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Haba '{ world community,
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: James Cloonan, Managing Editor; Mrs. Lilian Cloonan,
Assistant Editor; Mrs. Eunice Braun., International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Sp.iritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baba'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Dlinois, U.s.A.
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On July 4, 1964, the Mother Temple of Europe, near
Frankfurt am Main, Germany, was dedicated to the
unity of God and of mankind. Nearly 1500 Baha'is came
from all over the world to participate in this histori~
event that began with two dedication services on Sat·
urday morning. An equal number of people, including many Baha 1 is, attended the public programs in the
afternoon. The gigantic task of building the first Baha'i
House of Worshhip on the European continent, given
to the Baba'is of Germany by Shoghi Effendi over a
decade ago and assisted by the believers throughout
the world, thus drew to its victorious conclusion.

SEPTEMBER 19"

The Temple stands on a low hill in the midst of
peaceful, green countryside near the village of Langenhain in the Taunus Hills. Planned and built by Teuto
Rocholl, architect from Frankfurt am Main, this House
of Worship seats approximately 500 persons. It measures 158 feet in its basic diameter, with twenty-seven
pillars supporting the dome on the interior. The construction of the dome is such that a maximum amount
of light can enter, bringing about an interesting play
of light and shadows, attractively brightened by the
sun's reflection on the 570 glass panels.
Upon ascending the low steps encircling the Temple
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and entering through the clear glass doors, the beauty

and light of the interior impells one to look upward to
the Greatest Name, in gold against a light blue background in the apex of the dome. Below the level of the
dome, purple and gray-blue draperies line the glass
walls, the color being further enhanced by the many
beautiful floral arrangements for this day o-f dedication.

Dedication Program
The Batia.'i dedication program opened with a solo,
the Twenty-Third Psalm, SWlg in German by Norman
Bailey. a baritone with the German Opera company.
This was followed by the reading of Baha'i prayers
in several languages and the dedication address in

German by 'Amatu'I-Bah" R.:u,.lyyih Khimum, the representative of the World Center of the Bah,,', Faith. At
the close of her address, she asked all to rise while

Viewing of Sacred Portraits
Following this program, 'Amatu'I-Baha Rul;1iyyih
Khanum arranged the portraits of Baha'u'llah and the
Bab on a table before an exquisite golden and red Per-

sian rug which she had brought from the Holy Land as
a gift to the German National Spiritual Assembly for
the Temple - a rug which had lain in the room of
Bahit'u'llah at Bahji. Red roses brought from the grave
of the beloved Guardian in London were placed near
the portraits. The Baha'is were then privileged to view
these sacred pictures, first passing in front of Rul)iyyih
Khanum who anointed each one with attar of rose.

Special Inaugural Service for Dignitaries
A special inaugural service was held at 2:30 p.m.
for officially invited guests from the government, in-

"(On) occasion historic dedication (of the) Mother Temple (of) Europe
(we) join (the) assembled friends (with) prayers, praise (and) thanksgiving (for the) achievement (of this) highly significant objective (of the)
beloved Guardian's world redeeming plan. (In) accordance (with the) Divine promises (of the) sacred edifice consecrated (to the) everlasting glory
(of the) Most Great Name (it) will become (a) point of light radiating (the)
spirit (of) Baha'u'llah's Teachings and hasten fulfillment (of the) spiritual
destiny (of the) entire continent."
-HANDSFAITH

she read a prayer revealed by Bahu'u'llah. This was
followed by a prayer of 'Abdu'l-Baha, in German,
an extract from Gleanings in English, a prayer chanted
in Persian and further readings from the Old and New
Testament in German. Maria Montana sang a modifica~
tion of a musical arrangement of the Arabic Hidden
Words composed by Charles Duncan. There were read~
ings in German from the Bhagavad-gita, the Qur'im

and the Bah~ '; Writings, with additional prayers in

SwediSh, French and Spanish. The program concluded
with the prayer of Baha'u'llflh, HFrom the SweetScented Streams:' set to music by Charles Wolcott and
sung solo in German.

Inside the temple at public dedication ceremony.

eluding regional and local authorities, preceding the
two public programs. For this occasion, R\I.1:liyyih
~fmum read an address in German. A Frankfurt
chorus of twenty voices sang three selections, a cappeUa, for this service and for the first of the public
programs which followed. These were "Sigt dem Herm
ein neuces Lied" by J. S. Bach; "Exultate deo, adjutori
nostro" by Alessandro Scarlatti sung in Latin; and, for
closing, ··Cantata domini canticum novum u by Schiitz,
sung in Latin,

Publicity in Leading Newspapers

On July 3 about thirty press representatives had attended a press conference on the Temple dedication.
Articles appeared in five leading Frankfurt newspapers
and on Saturday and Sunday radio and television pub-

licity occurred. On Sunday, July 5, following the day
of dedication, 2,000 people visited the Temple. Weekly
informal programs are now being held, although. formal services cannot begin in the Temple until maintenance facilities and landscaping are completed. ll-

luminated at night, the Temple is visible from the city
of Frankfurt.
Miss Edna True, representative of the National Spiritual Assembly of the U,S., commenting on the significance of the Temple dedication said: HAs the day of
dedication progressed, the spiritual radiance of this
Baha'i House of Worship became increasingly evident,
setting aglow the hearts of all who were privileged to
be present."
Another Baha'i Temple has become a Hsilent
teacher. "

T
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UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE EMPHASIZES
NEED TO TEACH ALL OF MANKIND
To all National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,

TEACmNG THE MASSES
When the masses of mankind are awakened and
enter the Faith of God, a new process is set in motion
and the growth of a new civilization begins. Witness
the emergence of Christianity and of Islam. These
masses are the rank and file, steeped in traditions of
their own, but receptive to the new Word of God, by
which when they truly respond to it, they become so
infiu~ced as to transform those who come in contact
with them.
God's standards are different from those of men.
According to men's standards, the acceptance of ·any
cause by people of distinction, of recognized fame and
status, determines the value and greatness of that
cause. But, in the words of Baha'u'llah: "The summons and Message which We gave were never intended to reach or to benefit one land or one people
only. Mankind in its entirety must firmly adhere to
whatsoever has been revealed and vouchsafed unto
it." Or again, "He has endowed every soul with the
capacity to recognize the signs of God. How could He,
otherwise have fulfilled His testimony unto men, if
ye be of
that ponder His Cause in their hearts. I I
In countries where teaching the masses has succeeded,
the Baha'is have poured out their time and effort in
village areas to the same extent as they had formerly
done in cities and towns. The results indicate how unwise it is to solely concentrate on one section of the
population. Each national assembly therefore should
so balance its resources and harmonize its efforts that
the Faith of God is taught not only to those who are
readily accessible but to all sections of SOCiety, however remote they may be.
The unsophisticated people of the world - and they
form the large majority of its population - have the
same right to know of the Cause of God as others. When
the friends are teaching the Word of God they should
be careful to give the Message in the same simplicity
as it is enWlciated in our Teachings. In their contacts
they must show genuine and divine love. The heart of
an unlettered soul is extremely sensitive; any trace
of prejudice on the part of the pioneer or teacher is
immediately sensed.
When teaching among the masses. the friends should
be careful not to emphasize the charitable and humanitarian aspects of the Faith as a means to win recruits.
Experience has shown that when facilities such as
schools, dispensaries, hospitals, or even clothes and
food are offered to the people being taught. many complications arise. The prUne motive should always b.e
the response of man to God's message, and the recognItion of His Messenger. Those who declare themselves
as Baha'is should become enchanted with the beauty
of the Teachiogs, and touched by the love of
Baha'u'Jlah. The declarants need not know all the proofs,
history, laws, and principles of the Faith, but in the

them

process of declaring themselves they must, in addition
to catching the spark of faith, become basically informed about the Central Figures of the Faith, as well
as the existence of laws they must follow and an administration they must obey.
After declaration, the new believers must not be
left to their own devices. Through correspondence and
dispatch of visitors, through conferences and training
courses, these friends must be patiently strengthened
and lovingly helped to develop into full Baha'i maturity.
The beloved Guardian referring to the duties of Baha 'j
Assemblies in assisting the newly declared believer
has written: " ... the members of each and every Assembly should endeaver. by their patience, their love,
their tact and wisdom, to nurse, subsequent to his admission, the newcomer into Baha'i maturity, and win
him over gradually to the unreserved acceptance of
whatever has been ordained in the Teachings."
Expansion and consolidation are twin processes that
must go hand in hand. The friends must not stop expansion in the name of consolidation. Deepening the
newly·enroIIed believers generates tremendous stirn·
ulus which results in further expansion. The enrollment
of new believers, on the other hand J creates a new
spirit in the community and provides additional potential man·power that will reinforce the consolidation
work.
We would like to share with you some of the methods
by national assemblies in various continents that have
proved useful in teaching the masses, and attach a
list. Certain of these may be valuable .in your area,
in addition to any methods you may yourself devise.
We are fervently praying that all national and local
spiritual assemblies, supported by the individual be.
lievers, will achieve out·standing success in the ful·
fillment of this glorious objective.
Please share this communication with all the friends,
With loving Baha'i greetings,
July 13,1964
-THE UNIVERSAL HoUSE
Baha'i World Center

OF

JUSTICE

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR
TEACHING THE MASSES
1. Materials are sent at once to the new believers. In
some places this material is in the form of printed
cards, mainly in color, portraying a Baha'i theme or
principle. This helps the new believer to know that
his declaration has been accepte'd and to feel that
he now belongs to the new Faith.
2. Training courses of about two weeks duration are
held. To facilitate attendance and reduce cost, a
number of villages are grouped together as one
zone in which the course is held. The students to the
courses are usually selected, so that the more cap-
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able participate, and teaching is facilitated. Trans·
portation expenses, feeding and accommodation are
provided, if it is found that the participants are unable to cover such expenses themselves. The material to be taught is prepared ahead of time, presented in simple language, and translated into the
vernacular. After the course, the more promising
students are picked out, and with their consent, are
requested to undertake teaching projects for a
limited period. It is sometimes found that long-term
projects are also useful. These projects generally'
are carefully planned as to their duration, places
to be visited, and material to be taught. If the travelling teachers are not able to cover their expenses,
travelling and living expenses are provided by the
Fund for the execution of a given and temporary
teaching project.
3. Shorter training courses in the form of conferences
over a long week-end are held.
4. These activities - training courses and conferences
- are repeated as frequently as possible and are
not dependent upon the acquisition of Teaching Institutes. In the absence of such institutes, these
courses and conferences are normally held in Baha'i
homes or hired quarters, such as schools, etc. In
order to facilitate the physical catering and aCCommodation of the participants they are sometimes
asked to come to the course with their eating utensils
and bedding.
5. In the visits made to the villages, the visiting teacher
meets with the local commWlities to give them basic
Baha'i knowledge, such as living the Baha'i life, the
importance of teaching, prayer, fasting, Nineteen
Day Feasts, Baha'i elections, and contributions to
the Fund. The question of contributions to the Fund
is of utmost importance, so that the new believers
may quickly feel themselves to be responsible members of the Community. Each national assembly
must find ways and means to stimulate the offering
of contributions, in cash or kind, to make it easy for
the friends to contribute and to give proper receipts
to the donors.
These are but suggestions based on experience which
may help you in your efforts to ~teach and deepen the
spiritually starved multitudes in your area.
In the course of carrying out such a tremendous

President of Finland
Reteives Copy of "New Era"
The Eighteenth World Medical Congress, held in Helsinki, Finland June 13-19, 1964 afforded a rare opportunity for the message 01 Baha'u'lhlh, the All-Knowing
Physician, to be presented to the President of Finland,
the Minister of the Interior and many other distinguished persons. On Sunday, JWle 14 a copy of
Bahd'uJUdh and the New Era. was given to Mr. Urho
Kekkonen, the President of Finland, by Dr. Habib'u'llah Zabihian, Persian pioneer in Finland, who was
accepted as an international observer at the Congress
on behalf of the Iranian Medical Association. On June
15 a copy was also presented to the Minister of the
Interior.
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spiritual campaign among the masses, disappointments
may well be encountered. We tabulate a few instances
that have been brought to our notice:
a) Visiting pioneers or teachers may find, in some
places newly-enrolled believers not so enthusiastic
about their religion as expected, or not adjusting
to standards of Baha'i life, or they may find
them thinking of material benefits they may hope
to derive f.rom their new membership. We should
always remember that the process of nursing
the believer into full spiritual maturity is slow,
and needs loving education and patience.
b) Some teaching committees) in their eagerness to
obtain results, place undue emphasis on obtaining a great number of declarations to the det-

riment of the quality of teaching.
c) Some travelling teachers, in their desire to show
the result of their services, may not scrupulously
teach their contacts, and in some rare cases, if,
God forbid, they are insincere, may even give
false reports.
Such irregularities have happened and can be repeated, but must not be a source of discouragement.
By sending a team of teachers to an area, or by sending at intervals other teachers to those areas~ and
through correspondence and reports, such situations
can be detected and immediately adjusted. The ad~
ministration of the Faith must at all times keep in close
touch with the teaching work.
To sum up:
1. Teaching the waiting masses is a reality faCing
each national assembly.
2. The friends must teach with conviction, determination, genuine love, lack of prejudice, and a simple language addressed to the heart.
3. Teaching must be followed up by training courses,
conferences, and regular visits to deepen the believers .in their knowledge of the Teachings.

4. The close touch of the National Office or Teaching Committees with the work is most essential, sO
that through reports and correspondence not only
is information obtained and verified, but stimulation and encouragement is given.
S. Expansion and consolidation go hand in hand.

As the doctors attending the Congress were eager to
find out what had been presented to the dignitaries,
Dr. Zabihian was able to obtain a table lor the exhibition of Baha'i literature which was subsequently
shown on television. The Baha'i literature was exhibited
for five days and all the English pamphlets were taken
by interested people from the Congress.
In an excursion to Turku the wife of Professor Annis,
former President of the World Medical Association,
became interested in the Faith and was eager to have
more information. It was arranged for her to receive it.
After the Congress Dr. Zabihian was invited to visit
the Central Hospital and Health Organization of Porvoo. During this visit a reporter from the local paper
interviewed him and wrote a lengthy article for his
paper.
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European Teaching Conference Follows Temple Dedication
Univenal House of Justice Addresses Conference
To the beloved of God gathered in the
European Teaching Conference called on the
occasion of the dedication of the Mother Temple
of Europe.
Dear Baha'i Friends,
We have just witnessed the dedication of the Mother
Temple of Europe - a project of untold significance
and tremendous potential for the spread of the light of
God's Faith in that Continent. One of the major achievements called for by our beloved Guardian at the outset
of the Ten Year Crusade, this Ma:illriqu'l-A4bkar was
triumphantly raised during its closing years as the
fruit of long and arduous labors in the face of determined opposition and upon the sacrificial gifts of believers from all parts of the world. Now dedicated in
the opening months of the Nine Year Plan, it forms a
striking link between these two great crusades demonstrating afresh the organic progress of the Cause whereby the efforts exerted in one period bear fruit in the
next, which in tUrn endow the Baha'i CommlU1ity with
new and greater capacities for the winning of still
greater victories.
You are now gathered in this Conference to deliberate on ways and means of accomplishing the goals
which are set before you. Let every believer, as he considers in detail these various goals, bear in mind four
supreme objectives: to carry the Message of Baha'u'llah to every stratum of society, not only in the towns
and cities but a1so in the villages and country districts
where the virus of materialism has had much less effect on the lives of men; to take urgent, wise and weJIconsidered steps to spread the Faith to those countries
of Eastern Europe in which it has not yet become established; to reinforce strongly the heroic band of pioneers in the islands of the Mediterranean and the North
Sea - islands which are to play such an important role
in the awakening of the entire continent - as well as

On Sunday. July 5. following dedication day of the
Mother Temple of Europe, a European Teaching Conference was held in a specious hall of the Gesellschaftshaus im Zoo.
After a devotional program with prayers in several
languages, the conference was opened by Ruprecht G.
Kruger, chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly
of Germany. He welcomed the representative of the
World Center, 'Amatu'l-Baha Ru1)iyyih Khanum, who
had just returned from a trip to India, and Hand of the
Cause, John Ferraby, of England. Owing to illness I the
other European Hands of the Cause were not able to be
present at the dedication or the conference. The chairman then greeted representatives of the national spiritual assemblies participating in this conference, name-

to prosecute energetically the goals you are called
upon to achieve in other continents and Oceans' and to
foster the cooperation between National Com~unitie.s
and between National Spiritual Assemblies and the
Hands of the Cause of God which has contributed so
markedly to the work of the Faith on that Continent
and is so essential for its future development.
Above all let every European Baha'i have ever-present. in his .~ind. that these are the five years during
whIch Baha u'llah sojourned on the soil of that Continent a century ago. Let him resolve so to deepen his
knowledge of the Faith and so to increase his standards of self-sacrifice and dedication to the Cause as to
play his part in building a Community which will be
worthy of this supreme bOtmty and which will be a
beacon light to the peoples of this fear-wracked world.
In 1953 Shoghi Effendi wrote that the Continent of
Europe had Bat last at this critical hour - this great
turning point in its fortunes - entered upon what may
well be regarded as the opening phase of a great spiritual revival that bids fair to eclipse any period in its
spiritual history." Those who have been privileged to
witness the extraordinary strengthening and consolidation of the Cause in Europe during the course of the
last eleven years are well aware of the reservoir of
spiritual potential that has been building up and the
transformation of the life of the European Baha'i
Community that has ensued. May the completion and
dedication of the MaIDriqu'I-Ad...hkar be the signal for
the unleashing of this potential. bringing about on the
European mainland and in the islands arOlmd its shores
a quickening of the process of individual conversion
comparable to those events which have transpired
with such astonishing suddenness in other continents of
the globe.
July. 1964

-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

ly: from America, Africa, Asia and Australia, as well
as from the fourteen centers of Europe outside of Germany. The conference was conducted in English, with
simultaneous group translation in French and German.

c. bles From Ihe World Cenler
Rlil;1iyyih Khimum, the first speaker, read a cablegram from the Hands of the Cause in Haifa and the
Message from the Universal House of Justice. She emphasized five points included in that message: (1) carrying the Baha'i Faith to every stratum of society; (2)
spreading the Faith to Eastern Europe; (3) reinforcing
the band of pioneers particularly in the islands of the
Mediterranean and the North Sea; (4) prosecuting the
goals in other continents; (5) fostering cooperation be.

~~,----

GTOUp consultations at European Conference. Left to right aTe conferences on pubhshing trusts, mass media
and news exchange.

tween national spiritual assemblies and the Hands of
the Cause. She pointed out that in these first years of
the Nine Year Plan we are living in the same five
years? one hundred years ago, in which Baha'u'llah
suffered so much on the Continent of Europe.
RUl),iyyih Khanum conveyed the love and greetings
of the Baha'is of India and of their National Spiritual
Assembly, stating that she was returning to India and
Ceylon after a brief rest,
Many messages were received and were read
from time to time during the conference, from Hands of
the Cause, from national and local spiritual assemblies
and individual Baha'is in all parts of the world. From
Hawaii came the gift of a plant for the Temple grounds.
Repom Given by Fifteen NSA's
Reports on ,jHow to meet the requirements of the
Nine Year Plan" were then called for by the conference chairman from the representatives of the fifteen
European National Spiritual Assemblies. Seven of
these were presented during the morning session: Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, British Isles) Netherlands and Belgium. The interweaving pattern of the
goals, assigned by the Universal House of Justice to
each national assembly, called for a close cooperation
between them and the Bah.a'is in all parts of the world,
continuing and extend.ing the work of the beloved
Guardian in his Ten Year World Crusade. The representative from each of the national spiritual assemblies
gave the present statistical status of the Faith in that
cOWltry, outlined the objectives assigned for the Nine
Year Plan on the home front and in respect to the tasks
in which it must assist or be assisted by other national
assemblies in overseas and global missions. Many of
these representatives presented plans drawn up by
their national assemblies for achieving their objectives.
John Long, chairman of the National SpirituaJ
The GeseUschaftshaus im 200, site of the European
Teaching ConfeTence.

Assembly of the Baha'is of the British Isles, presided as
chairman for the afternoon session, After a devotional
period, reports of the national spiritual assembly representatives were continued. They were caned for in
the following order, after the representatives of the
United States and Canada had presented the greetings
of their communities; Luxembourg, France, Italy, Portugal. Spain. Switzerland, Austria and Germany.
Address by Ruhfyyih Kh6num
Promptly at 5 p.m. it was time for the eagerly awaited address by ~Amatu'l-Baha Ruqiyyih Khimum on
mass conversion. She told how she had spent four
months traveling all over India. accompanied by Vio-.
lette Na1ibjavani. visiting especially the villages. She
said she now knows that mass conversion is a reality,
as she has seen it and experienced it. To her, she said,
it is like sowing the seeds of rice - if they are sowed
in the right soil, they grow profusely, but they will not
grow if sowed in cement. She said there are 100,000 to
125,000 Baha'i villagers. What kind of Baha'is are they?
she asked. She stated that they aTe Baha'Is, that those
who have been Baha'is only a few months are as deeply devoted as the greatest teachers of the Baha'i world.
These are the "cream" - even though illiterate, they
are the greatest Baha1i teachers in the world today,
There are others, she said, who barely know what they
are doing, and there are those in between these two
extremes,
RUl),iyyih K.l1imum said that the Hindus teach in symbols, so in speaking in the villages she useq the symbol
of the wheelan their ox carts, whose strength is in its
hub. She would ask, Is the strength in the rim? No,
they would answer. In the spokes? No. In the hub? Yes.
She likened the rim to humanity, the spokes to the
many different ways and customs of humanity, its
races and religions. and the hub to the Faith of Baha'u'lIith which holds all firmly in unity and in perfect balance. This they accepted. She concluded her talk by
suggesting that the Baha'is of the West try more to
reach the disillusioned youth of today. She also said:
"let us never give any human being the impression
that you become a Baha'i at the age of fifteen years or
that signing the declaration card has anything to do
with belief. You enroll by signing the card in order to
receive the privileges of the Faith and to protect it, but
can anyone," she said, "think that when jAbdu'l-Baha
as a boy of eight went to the Siyah-Cbi>I to inquire about
His Father this child was not yet a Baha'i?" She
pointed out that Baha'u'llah commanded all parents
to raise their children in the Cause of God.
Public Addresses Given In Evening
The evening of Sunday, July 5, was given over to the
public meeting. The two speakers were Dr. Eugen

Representatives attending the European Conference.
Schmidt, an Auxiliary Board Member from Germany t
and Rul;1iyyih Khanum. Dr. Schmidt spoke in German
on "The Baha'i House of Worship" and ouUined its spiritual significance and ftulction, citing passages from
Isaiah and from the Arabic Hidden Words in conclusion.
The subject of Ibe address in English by RuJ:tiyyih
Khimum was ,jHumanity in Crisis." She referred to the
ever-recurring crises in the world, suggesting that they
were due to its illnesses. She pointed out that what the
world needs today more than anything else is unity.
This unity is provided in the teachings of Baha'u'llahj
the Divine Physician. International organizations at
present are not capable of holding all the spokes of the
wheel together or in balance, because they lack the
love and faith that Baha'is have. This Faith, she said,
is the gift Bahit'is are offering to the world t a gift as
natural as the coming of spring and the shining of the
sun. Annaliese Bopp, Secretary of the German National
Spiritual Assembly, gave an excellent concurrent translation into G€rman of this talk.

Group Con.ultation Held on Nine Yeor Plan
On Monday morning, July 6, from 8:30 to 10:30, group
consultations were held on various topics, each topic
being assigned a different meeting place. The topics
were: (1) Teaching on Ibe home front (melbods, sum·
mer schools, traveling teachers). (2) Cooperation of
national spiritual assemblies for propagation of the
Faith in Europe. (3) Baha'i literature (BaM'i Publish·
ing Trusts, printing, translation). (4) Mass media
(press, radio, television). (5) Baha'i news exchange
(joint publication). (6) Finances (planning, budgets,
concentration on special tasks).
Summary reports of these consultations were given
in the conference hall beginning at 11:00 a.m., wilb
Louis Renuzet, Auxiliary Board Member from Belgium,
as chairman for this session and for the afternoon session which concluded the conference. All felt that the
group consultations and the meeting of the Baha'is
frorn the various countries participating in the Nine
Year Plan for Europe were of great benefit. Almost
all the summaries emphasized the great need for an
increase in the flow of funds in order to do the necessary work.
The European Teaching Conference was attended

also by representatives of eleven national spiritual assemblies not participating in European objectives of
the Nine Year Plan. These were the National Spiritual
Assemblies of the Baha'is of the Arabian Peninsula. of
Australia, of Colombia, of Ibe Indian Ocean (Mauri·
tius). of fran, of fraq, of Norlb East Africa (Ethiopia),
of Pakistan, of Panama, of Turkey and of Venezuela.
Baha'is were also present from British Guiana, Indonesia and Malaysia.

Summary of Conference
In summarizing the Conference, Louis Henuzet emphasized the need for pioneers. He called on Jessie He·
veIl, from the World Centert who read extracts from
words of Shoghi Effendi, and on John Ferraby, Hand of
the Cause. Mr. Ferraby pointed out that when one is
in the Ma~l].riqu'l-A4...:qkar, one is in the presence of Baha'u'llah, that this is as near to being at the Holy
Shrines as it is possible to come in Europe; that the
Ma>;»riqu'I·Adhkar is the heart of the European Baba'i
Community; and that the power of the Covenant will
flow through those who actively follow Ibe path of the
Covenant - the path of Ibe Nine Year Plan at this
time.
The conference was closed with a plea by RUJ:tiyyih
Khimum to the European Bah" 'is and particularly Ibe
German Baha'is in Frankfurt and the surrounding
area, to support the regular weekly programs of the
Temple, pointing out that the eyes of all are now on the
Baha'is. She said: "There is nothing we can give to the
Cause; any sacrifice is returned one hundred fold."
-Reported by BEATRICE ASHTON
Speakers Platform at European Conference.
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Convention of Baha'is of the South Pacific Ocean held at Suva in the Fiji Istands Ri<;lvan 1964.

Teaching Conference Precedes
First National Convention of the
Baha'is of the South Pacific Ocean
The first teaching conference of the Baha'is of the
South Pacific Ocean was held in Suva, Fiji on April 22.
Hand of the Cause H. Collis Featherstone was present
as well as seven believers from Tonga, four irom Western Samoa, one from American Samoa, one from New
Guinea and nine from Fiji. The Conference opened with
devotions in Tongan, Hindi, English and Samoan. Mr.
Featherstone then spoke on the historic significance of
the occasion and told the believers that thay must not
be discouraged with the smallness of their numbers_
Following Mr. Featherstone, Mr. Lisiata Maka of Tonga
spoke On strengthening the community life. He com~
mented that if the local spiritual assembly would func~
tion with great love and unity the rest of the community would draw strength from them and follow their
example.

Teaching Needs Discussed
Mrs. Mary Tuataga spoke about the consolidation of

the Faith. She stated that the Islands of the South Pacific contained a great potential for mass conversion
but that the complete dedication of each believer was
necessary before such a goal could be accomplished.
In addition, she said that the people of the Islands
lacked confidence in themselves and that this constituted their greatest" handicap in teaching. She assured
her listeners with the quotation, "God will assist all
those who arise to serve His Cause."
Following a discussion_ on the topic "An Active Teach~
ing Program" Mosese Hokafonu spoke on teaching
methods in Tonga, Jane Atuatasi spoke on teaching in
American Samoa and Niu Tuataga spoke on teaching
in Western Samoa.
Mr. V. Latu Tu'akihekolo summarized all the previous discussion and stated that more effort should be
put into teaching and into being more cooperative
with the community.

sonic Hall in Suva from April 23 to 25. The Convention
Message from the Universal House of Justice was
read as well as cables from Hawaii, New Guinea, California. and the Solomon Islands. The secretary of the
outgoing Regional Spiritual Assembly presented the
Annual Report which included the following informa·
tion: there are 1900 believers throughout the South
Pacific, literature has been translated into 24 languages
there are nine schools in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands.
and Baha'i burial grounds have been acquired in Fiji,
Samoa and the Solomon Islands.

Consideration of the Nfne-Year Plan
The following recommendations were approved: For
the Tongan Islands the goal would be fifteen local
spiritual assemblies and two groups formed, the Samoan Islands goal would be twenty-five local assemblies. In addition, it was recommended that a Baha'i
teacher from Tonga or Samoa go to assist the believers
in the Cook Islands; that the National Spiritual Assembly request the National Spiritual Assembly of the
British lsles to try to send a pioneer to Fiji, and a
pioneer to help in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands and
that the matter of purchasing national endowments,
headquarters and Temple site properties be given prior
consideration in all areas, in conjunction with teach~
ing plans.
Nationa~

Spiritual Assembly oj the Bahci~is of the South
Pacific Ocean erected Riflvan 1964. Left to right, front
row: Mr. Idris, Miss Irene Jackson, Mrs. Mary Tuatagu, Hand of the Cause, H. Conis Featherstone. Back
row: Lutu Tu.'akihekola, Stephen Percival, Lisiate
Maka. Absent: Miss Mabel Sneider, Joe RusseU, Richard WeUand.

First Annual Convention Held
The first Annual Convention was held at the Ma-
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More School Districts
Recognize Holy Days

National SpiTitual Assembly of Haiti 1964-65. Left to
standing: Jacques Hyacinthe, Jean De.sert, EllswoTth Blackwell, PhiHippe Bastien, Andre St. Louis.
Seated: Ampelius Posy, Vesta PieTre-Noel, Ruth Blackwell, Eustice Bailey.
right~

National Convention of Haiti
Sets Goals for Year
The Baha'i national convention of Haiti was held at
Port au Prince on May 2, 1964 at the I:Ia?-irat'ul..Quds.
Nineteen delegates? representing thirteen local spiritual assemblies from the Republic attended. Following
are the members of the National Spiritual Assembly
for 1964-65: Ellsworth Blackwell (chairman), Eustace
Bailey (vice-chairman), Ampelius Posy (recording secretary), Andre St. Louis (corresponding secretary),
Mrs. Ruth Blackwell (treasurer), Jacques Hyacinthe,
Philippe Bastien, Mrs. Vesta Pierre-Noel and Jean
Desert.
The total Baha'i membership in Haiti is now 1060 with
twenty-one assemblies at the beginning of this new
year. The goal of this convention, in conjunction with
the goals of the new Nine-Year Plan, was to consolidate the work already accomplished and to continue
mass conversion in the country.
During the past year the community was enriched
by the arrival of three Baha'is from the United States.
In October 1963 Mrs. Ruth Cornell, formerly of Ohio
and IllinOis, arrived in Haiti. In December Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Creager, formerly of Madison, Wisconsin,
came to Haiti with their four young children. Mr. Creager is a director at the HaitianMAmerican Institute at
Port au Prince. This work permits him to be actively
engaged in the promotion of the Baha'i work both
locally and nationally. The Haitian Community is
happy to have the devoted services of these friends.
The convention ended with a Ri9van dinner and the
presentation of educational films.

Baha'i Schoo! in Liancourt, Haiti.

The Spiritual Assembly of Everett, Washington, has
reported that as of May 6, 1964, the Superintendent of
the Everett Public Schools notified the Assembly that
henceforth Baha'i children will be granted excused absences from their classes on Baha'i Holy Days if their
parents submit written requests in advance and with
the understanding that the students involv~d will be
responsible for the completion of any assignments that
are missed by reason of their absence.
The report conveys the information that the State law
invests the superintendents of schools with discretion~
ary power to excuse children from school upon the parent's request for purposes of religious instruction.
Therefore, it would seem that in any community in the
State of Washington where there are Bahati children
in public schools, there should be little difficulty in Securing recognition of the Baha'i Holy Days.
It has also been learned that the statutes of the State
of New Jersey provide that a board of education, at
its discretion, may excuse the absence of pupils for religious holidays other than those included in the minimum list of holidays. A written excuse from the parent
should be presented to the proper school authority for
the absence of such pupils on such days so approved
by the local board of education. On April 14 the Montwill Township Board of Education, New Jersey·, agreed
to excuse Baha'i children from classes on their Baha'i
Holy Days, thus making this the fifth school district in
New Jersey to have taken such action.
Since one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan is to
greatly increase the number of states and IDcalities
where recognition is given to Baha'i Holy Days, the
National Spiritual Assembly hopes that all Baha'i parents and commWlities will make efforts in this direction in the school districts which their children attend.

52nd Unity
Feast Held
For the fifty~second consecutive year, several hWldred persons - Baha'is, their families and friends of
the Faith - gathered at Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N.J., to commemorate the Unity Feast given in
1912 by 'Abdu'l-Baha. This year it was held on June
27. Speaker was Mr. William Maxwell, Jr., who spoke
on "'Abdu'l-Baha - The Revealer of the Secrets of
Divine Civilization."
Mrs. Martha Kavelin served as chairman and Mr.
Farhang Javid read the talk given by 'Abdu'l-Baha on
the same grounds fifty-two years ago. Musical selections were rendered by special guests George Coleman
and Mrs. Margaret Staten Brown.
Later, the special devotional at the pine grove was
led by Mrs. Ruhieh McComb and Mr. Joseph C. Ioas,
both of whom had been privileged to meet 'Abdu'l-Baha as very young children during his tour of America.
To quote 'Abdu'l-Baha's words to those gathered at
that spot in 1912 " ... for this meeting is a prototype Df
that inner and complete spiritual association in the
eternal world of being."
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Passing of Margery McCormick Ends
Long Years of Service to the Faith
"Grieved (to) learn (of) passing (of) Margery McCormick, beloved devoted servant (of) Baha'u'IHlh.
(Her) lustrous services (to the) Faith spanning (a)
long life time (is a) befitting memorial. Assure (her)
family (o! our) prayers (at the) Holy Shrines (for the)
progress (of) her soul (in the) Abha Kingdom."
(Signed: Universal House of Justice.)
"Grieved (over) passing (of) much loved Margery
McCormick, devoted servant (of the) Faith, outstanding
teacher (and) Board Member. Her indefatigable services (in the) successive stages (of the) unfoldment (o!
the) Divine Plan (are) unforgettable. Extend loving
sympathy (to) bereaved family (and) assure (them
of) ardent prayers (at the) Shrines." (Signed: Handsfaith.)
"Deeply grieved (over) passing (of) dearly loved
member (of) Auxiliary Board, Mrs. Margery McCormick. Her outstanding valuable services make her
alive always in (the) Abha Kingdom where she is enjoying the presence of the Blessed Beauty and the
beloved Guardian. Hands (of the) Western Hemisphere
as well as their Board Members extend deepest sympathy to her dear family (and) friends." (Signed:
ZikTu'lI/ih I£/.>/idem.)
The foregoing messages Were received and read at
the funeral services of Mrs. Margery McCormick on
July 17 in Wilmette, Illinois, where she passed away
peacefully in her sleep on the morning of July 14. As
the messages indicate, Mrs. McCormick, in her eightieth year, was up to the last moment an active and beloved servant of Baha'u'llah, a dedicated teacher and
member of the Auxiliary Board of the Hands of the
Cause in the Western Hemisphere.
Mrs. McCormick was widely known and deeply loved
by great numbers of Baha'is in all parts of the world.
but particularly in the middle west, south and southeastern states where she travelled most widely during
the past three years, sometimes on circuits lasting several weeks at a time. Her travels in previous years
included an early pilgrimmage to the Baha'i World
Center representation of the National Spiritual Assem·
bly of the United States at the formation of the National
Spiritual Assembly in the South Pacific and of South
East Asia, as well as attendance at the Baha'i World
Congress in London in April 1963.

More Race Amity Day
Reports Received
In observance of Race Amity Day the Baha'is of
HuntsviUe, Alabama planned t<> hold a picnic in one of
the local state parks after having learned from the
park officials that there were no restrictions rega~ding
admittance to the park. However, when Negro frlends
and their guests arrived, they were stopped at the park
entrance by armed guards and requested not to enter.
The park officials explained that the admittance poli.CY
had been changed the previous day on recelpt of rnstructions from the State Capitol to exclude Negroes
from the park. This injustice provided a perfect opportunity to demonstrate the unity of the Baha'i Faith.
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The Baha'is and their friends already on the park
grounds packed up the food, drinks and equipment
and transported it back to the cars where they joined
their Negro friends and proceeded to a private Baha'i
home where the picnic was held. There were more than
50 people in attendance, only 12 of whom were Baha'is.
Not one person objected to the personal inconvenience or embarrassment created by the situa·
tion. The non-Baha'i guests were indignant at the discrimination and this served to enhance the unity of the
entire group. As a result, several of the guests have
attended firesides and have expressed a growing interest in the Faith.
Following the incident the local spiritual assembly
promptly sent a letter to the park authorities protesting the injustice. The principles of the Baha'i Faith
regarding the oneness of mankind and obedience to
established governments were outlined and the hope
was expressed that the State of Alabama would soon
put into practice the principles of liberty and justice
upon which the United States was founded.
The last session of a three day teaching conference
was devoted to an observance of Race Amity Day by
the Baha'is of Alturas, California on June 21. Sixtyone people attended including Indians from the Piaute,
Navajo, Washoe and Pit River· Indian Tribes. There
were also a number of Negroes present. The program
consisted of a panel discussion the subject of which
was °Unity in the Love of God." The speakers on the
panel were Miss Bennett Dorn, Negro; Mr. Willie
Astor, Washoe Indian Baha'i and Dr. Leo Karczag,
Caucasian.
The Baha'is of Howard County, Maryland sponsored
a Race Amity Observance in cooperation with the Mt.
Zion Methodist Church of Highland. There were three
speakers: Rev. Ellsworth N. Bunce, Jr. of Highland,
Albert C. Thaler who spoke about the Jewish Faith,
and Albert B. James, Baha'i speaker. Songs were sung
by the Methodist Church choir, the Baha'i Singers of
the Washington Area and by a girls' Quartette from the
St. Louis Catholic Church. Over 150 people attended
only half of whom were Baha'is.

Dionisio Reos, fiTst Po.mo.
Indian believeT. He is noW
a member of the Healds·
bUTg Judicial DistTict Assembly, California.

LEn: Zikru'll<ih Kh6dem (center) and Chester Kahn (rig itt) who spoke at the National Convention in Wilmette
enjoy a break between activities. RIGHT: Some of the 300 attending the meeting.

Gathering Held at Pine
Springs Navajo Reservation
The weekend of June 20-21 witnessed a beautiful
"gathering of all races in prayer for peace." This was
held on the Navajo Indian Reservation where in 1962 a
similar unforgettable gatheriog took place. Now two
years later at Pine Springs, Arizona, there is a Navajo
Baha'i CommWlity that numbers thirty-nine. At noon
on Saturday. those present were invited to partake of
a meal prepared by the Navajo friends, consisting of
beef stew and fry bread. Just as the last were beiog
served, a large yellow bus approached bearing a
large sign, "Baha'i Faith," ~n the side. Suddenly the
number gathered swelled by the addition of more than
forty friends who had traveled all night from various
parts of California to be present. Though the material
food had dwiodled, spiritual food abounded.
As the friends gathered for the afternoon program,
the setting was once again enhanced by the beautiful
mural which was paioted by Chester and Franklin
Kahn, depicting the oneness of mankind, and this was
framed by two beautiful, fiutte'ring banners bearing
the Greatest Name. It was before this setting that over
300 friends from across the United States, and the
beautiful colors of all races, gathered in peace and
united in purpose as prayers were uplifted in various
languages, Persian, German, Navajo, Hopi, Thai, and
English. The program was opened with greetiogs of
welcome from an elderly Navajo, whose beautiful and
loviog words were translated ioto English. Zikru'Uili
Khadem, beloved Hand of the Cause, chanted a prayer
in Persian and greeted all those who had gathered and
shared intimate glimpses of his experiences as a Baha'i
which touched the hearts of all present. A message
from Haifa from Amoz Gibson, member of The Univer~
sal House of Justice, was not received in time to be
shared with all the friends: HGreetings to you, 0 my
brothers! You have gathered in love and harmony to
serve Baha'u'llah and your meeting shall be blessed by
LErr: AfternDon entertainment

gTOUp

the Great Spirit, Creator of us all. It is His will and decree that will continue to bind you together as true
brothers and this blessing of union will spread to all
the earth. Indeed! It is iotended that the Indian brother
will be a very great teacher of this day - the day of
the unification of the human race. On Saturday momiog (before morniog comes to you) I shall pray at the
Holy Shrines on Mt. Carmel for each of you and for your
meetiog io the land of the people who live between the
four holy mountains. Shalom is the greetiog of the people of this land and in their ancient language it is the
word of peace. Shalom! Sha!o.m! To each of you. Your
brother, Amoz r r
In the evening, Saturday r Lawrence Hautz, a pioneer
from Africa, presented a slide program depicting the
results of his efforts in Africa and a group of Navajo
Indians chanted some ceremonial songs, including a
chant to the accompaniment of a com grinding ceremooy performed by two Navajo women. After the eveni.ng program, the crowd dispersed, some to jOin the
circle dance around a blazing fire, others to camp fires
to join in singing and enthusiastically share the event
of the day. As the hour advanced, one by one the
groups dwindled and the camp fires slowly faded as
all retired to sleep under the clear, fresh. star-lit sky.
hearts overflowiog with the love and joy of such an unforgettable experience.
The crisp Sunday morniog was greeted by early-risers who could hear the strains of morning prayers beiog chanted by awakeniog Persians. At the Sunday
morniog program, Sam Yazzie, Navajo Baba'i of Pioe
Spriogs, spoke io Navajo of the joy of this gatheriog
and commented, ,jMay you walk. home the beauty way
and may you tell your children what you saw today
and may you walk the life of eveflastiog." Mr. Khitdem reminded those present of the new Nine Year
Plan, the beginniog of the Kingdom of God on Earth,
and stated that uTrus conference will always be remembered in ages to come . .. may this meeting be
but a beginning for all of us. p,

including some of the children attending. RIGHT: Volu.nteers prepare the food.
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First local spiritual assembly of the Baha'is of La
Esperanza, Territoyio Amazonas, Venezuela: (Guajibo

Tribe) formed April 21, 1964.

Fir3t local spiritual assembly 01 the Baha'is of I.sla
Buenos Atres~ Territorio Amazonas, Venezuela (Guajibo
Tribe) Jormed April 21, 1964.

fourth Annual Convention
Held in Venezuela
The fourth national convention of the Baha'is of Venezuela was held in Caracas May 1-3, 1964, following a
three day preparatory school for the five indigenous
delegates. For the first time in Venezuelan history
there were five indigenous delegates representing three
tribes. Several of the delegates were Wlable to speak
Spanish and were able to follow the convention only
through an interpreter. The depth of belief of these pure
hearted people was an example to all present.
There was much joy when it was announced that Venezuela had not only met its goal of 1000 believers but
had surpassed it with 200 additional Baha'is. In addition, there was a three-fold increase of local assemblies
and two more indigenous areas were opened to the
Faith.
The members of the new National Spiritual Assembly are: Joan Lozier, Yolanda Rodriguez, Clara Perez,
Julio Perez, Israel Posner, Peter McLaren, Addie Teske,
Judith McLaren and Bernice Bernardo.

National Spiritual Assembly of Guatemala elected May
2, 1964. Left to right: Dale Sinclair (vice-chairman).
Jose Trinidad Gra.majo (corresponding secretary),
Edith McLaren (assistant treasurer) t Oscar Sierra
(chairman)} Alice Sinclair, Atberto Landau (treasurer)~
Roderick K. Lana, M. Enrique Chavez (recording secretary), Julio Cesar Montenegro.

Delegates and visitors at the 4th Annual Convention
oj the BaM'is of Venezuela in Caracas, May 1-3, 1964.

National Convention of Guatemala held May 1 in
Guatemala City,

T
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Eighth annual convention of Baha'is of North East Asia.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Omnibus, a magazine of life around Chicago, featured an article about the Baha'i Temple in its May issue. The article gave a short history of the Faith and
told how the Temple came to be built. Seven photographs accompanied the article, including a large
aerial shot of the Temple, a photo of Architect Louis
Bourgeois and also one of the original model. and a
couple of shots showing construction in progress. The
tiUe of the article was "Make a Beginning; r which
was taken from a statement made by 'Abdu'I-BaM
when He was- asked by the American believers if they
could build a temple in the United States. "Make a beginning," He replied, 'Iand it will come about."

o
The May 28 edition of the Berea News, ·a newspaper
that serves nine suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio ran an excellent article about the Baha'i Faith. The article
stressed that the Baha'is believe in the unity of mankind as well as the unity of all the revelators of God.

National Spiritual Assembly of North East Asia -April
1964. Left to right, standing: Eugene Schreiber (recording secretary), Ata'u'tlah Moghbet (treasurer), Yasu.yuke Hosoda. Hiroyasu Takano (chairman), Masazo
Odani. Seated: Philip Marangel!a (vice-chairman), lkuo
Mizuno, BarbaTa Sims (corTesponding secretary). Miss·
ing - Roul!ah Momtari,

A brief history was given and the basic teachings of
the Faith were mentioned as well as a few of the administrative principles. The article concluded by men·
tioning the firesides 01 Howard and Betty TangIer of
Berea.

o
Clara A. Edge, a Baha'i, has recently published a
novel about the life of Qurratu'l-Ayn entitled Tdhirih.
The book, taken from such sources as The Dawn..
Breakers, gives the reader considerable historical :in.
formation about the early days of the Faith. The book
is printed by Edgeway Publishers, Grand Rapids, Mich.

o
The July 25 edition of the Chicago Daily News carried
a picture story of a wedding held recently at the
House of Worship. The story described the wedding
ceremony and emphasized that there is no ritual or
set form in a B aha 'i wedding. The bridegroom was
Dr. Nosralu'llah Tahzib of Chicago and the bride was
Joanna Thomas of Wilmette.

Members of the Nationa! Spiritual Assemb!y of Panama.
Left to right, standing: Vicente Montezuma, Moise.
Guevara, Alan Pringle, Harry Haye, James Facey,

Frank Keith. Seated: Raque! Constante, Leota Lockman, AHcia Facey.

T
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ThiTd National Convention of the Baha'is of LuxembouTg held April 24-26_

Luxembourg Holds Third
Annual (onvention
Nine delegates and filly-two believers attended the
National Convention held April 24-26 in Luxembourg.
Consultation centered upon the filling of the goals of the
Nine Year Plan set for the country by the Universal
House of Justice. Three persons offered to pioneer in
goal cities and a Temple Site Fund for the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg was inaugurated. Twenty Luxembourgers~ three of whom were youth, came into the Faith
during the la_st year and it is hoped that this number
will greatly increase thus enabling all the goals to be
fulfilled.
The convention closed with a Unity Banquet.
National Spiritual Assembly of LuxembouTg 1964-65.
Left to right, standing: Ronald Bates, Azziz KhabirpouT,
Leslie MaTcus~ Ma.mood E.shraghi. Sitting: Virginia
Orbison .. Ann Ashen, Jeanne South, Honor Kempton,
Suzette Hipp.

Annual Convention

ot

the BaM'is of Turkey.

National Spiritual Assembly of Turkey 1964-65. Left to
,right, front TOW: Dr. E. Sinai, (vice-chairman), M1's.
Hidayet, Mr. Inan, Mrs. Orun. Dr. Ozshuya (chair.
man). Back TOW; Mr. DTakhshan~ Mr. Guney, Mr.
Ghuchani (secretaTY), Mr. Epnan (tTeasureT).

. . . ··K. . . ~._ •• _
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A New Baha'i School
Inaugurated In
Rocky Mountains
The Rocky Mountain Baha'i School held its first session, June 28-July 4. in a setting of snow capped
mOWltains and pines, at the YMCA of the Rockies near
Estes Park, Colorado. The school was privileged to
have the separate faciJities of Mountainside Lodge two
miles above the main camp at an altitude of 8000
feet. Not since International School (Temerity) near
Colorado Springs had to close its doors to make way
for the Air Force Academy some years ago has there
been a Baha'i school in the Rocky Mountain area.
Baha'is and interested students of the Faith gathered
from seven states, adding their loving enthusiasm to
the natural exhilaration of this lofty mountain setting
only a few miles from the Continental Divide. A warm
welcome by Barbara Roberts, administrator of the
school, oriented the guests to the program for the
week ahead.

Four Daily Classes Held
Four classes were held each day, with additional
evening programs of talks or slides. Devotions were a
daily, early morning event, on the front steps of the
lodge, facing the sunlight on the eastern mountain
skyline.
Paul Pettit presented the Nine Year Plan as the opening session. After a preliminary introduction, the class
was asked to elect a mock National Assembly which
in turn appointed four committees for separate group
consultation on basic ideas for expediting this work:
International Goals; Caribbean; National Teaching;
and Community Development.
The second morning class was largely a workshop
p raj eet on Bha a'i Ii ter ature, under the direction of Mrs,
Eunice Braun. On the final day a "Know Your Baha'i

A few

0/ the many attending the first Rocky Mountain
BaM'; School.

Literature" quiz was held. with Mrs. Marilyn Fisher
of Casper, Wyoming, winning a near-perfect score and
a choice of two Baha'i books.
Each day was highlighted by a mid-afternoon talk on
I I 'Abdu'l-Baha
and the Covenant" by Curtis Kelsey,
auxiliary board member. His warm manner of relating
personal experiences with the Master in the Holy Land
(where he went as a young believer to place the
electric lighting in the Holy Shrines) and his careful
delineation of the whole structure of the Covenant to
the Universal House of Justice of our day held every.
one's close interest.
Lively participation was the keynote of a discussion
class on "Baha'i Living" led by Mrs. Allene Squires of
Dallas, Texas. Not only were the various, basic quali.
ties given in the Writings for living the Baha'i life
noted, but also many practical examples for applying
them in everyday life.
A number of people assisted with teaching the children and providing them with recreational activities.
Mrs. Gladys Roberts. who also acted as registrar.
taught the inquirer's class. Two evening slide programs
were provided by Robert Pickering and Derald Hendry, Baha'i students from a nearby college.

Lodge which housed th.e Rocky Mountain Baha'i School and the scenery which surrounds it.

>"._ .._
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Baha'is Present Official Greetings
to Annual NAACP Convention
Dr. Rexford Parmelee, Chairman of the Baha'i Assembly of Washington, D.C. was invited by the presiding officer of the 55th National Annual Convention
of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People to present greetings from the Baha'IS
of the United States. Dr. Parmelee reminded the 2800

delegates assembled in the Statler-Hilton Ballroom
that 'Abdu'l-Baha, son of the Founder of the Baha'i

Faith t addressed the fourth -Annual Convention of the
NAACP in Chicago and spoke the following words:

"Man is the most noble of God's creatures and He
makes no distinction on the basis of color or creed."
Dr. Parmelee then introduced Dr. Sarah Martin
Pereira, member of the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of the United States, who read the following message from the National Assembly addressed to
Roy Wllkins, Executive Secretary of the NAACP.
"The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the United States extends to you a warm and sincere
greeting, acknowledging the continuing success of your
noble aims and lofty ambitions to achieve justice
and equal opportunity for colored peoples. We feel we
are a kindred spirit because our endeavors to further
the cause of the oneness of mankind parallel yours. All
organizations working for unity are of God and will
one day share in the glory and the gratification of having striven earnestly and long for the promised day
when the unification of mankind will become a
cherished reality."

New~y

formed local spiritual assembly

of Band;armasin,

Kahmantan. Indonesia. Left to right, seated: Mrs.
Idrus, Mrs, MaHncroth Djata (chairman), Mrs. PUTwaningshi (treasurer). Standing: Mr. Idrus (secretary).
Mr. Slam at Soed-harroo, Mr. Eny Djony, Mr. Supadi
(vice-chairman), Mr. Salianto, Mr. Sidik Hadi Purnama.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
September 8 - 'lzzat (Might)
September 27 - Ma~iyyat (Will)

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
At the 55th National Cont'ention of the NJ.ACP. Left to
right~ Miss Jeanette Robbins. Dr. Sarah Pereira, Roy
Wilkins (NAACP executive secretary), Dr. Rexjord

October 9-11

Parmelee.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Service of Worship
SundaY"
3:30 to 4:10p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, September 20
4:15 p.m.
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Assistant Editor; Mrs. Eunice Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
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110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
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Historic Rug
Some members of the
famous A1tmadpur family
had been in the presence
oj the beloved Master
when the Shrine oj the Bab
had almost been co.mpleted. In their tonging to have
a share in that great and
historic enterprise ~ they
asked the Master ij they
coutd make a special carpet for the floor and send
it to Haifa. He ~ccepted
their request .and gave instructions as to what design they should choose tOT
the carpet. This photo. was
taken after its completion
and before its dispatch to
the Holy Land. The pe<>pIe sitting in front are
from the family oj IjajA~mad, in whose silk factory the Bab's body had
been kept atter being taken from the edge oj the
moat outside the city of
Tabriz. This TUg is now
placed in the Shrine oj the
Bab.
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A JOURNEY TO THE LAND
OF THE DAWN-BREAKERS
During this past year Hand of the Cau.se,
A. Q. Faizi, spent several weeks meeting with
Baha'is in fran, a journey which culminated in
a memorable visit to the House of the Bah in
Shiraz. The foI!.owing excerpts from a personal
tetter written by Mr. Faizi aTe being shared in
BAHA'j NEWS with his permission.

"The story of this one month and a half is simply
wonderful. Though the friends were requested not to
arrange extensive programs for me, after two or three
days, experience showed that it was utterly beyond
my power or that of any committee to control the
many demands of the dearly beloved friends of Tehran.
They were so eager to ask and so longing to know!

The Bab's room showing the exact place where the
Bah and MuHci IJ'Usayn sat face to face on that memorable night of May 23, 1844.

A view of the exterior of the room taken from the Toof
of an adjoining house.

Youth Increase Knowledqe of Teachings
"The youth in fran are especially interested in any
problem concerning our Faith. They proved so eager
to attend the meetings that if the committee had invited for example one hundred, there would be at least
500 present. If there were not enough chairs the incomers would just stand in rows, sometimes for hours.
The Youth Committee everywhere in fran have many
subsidiary committees such as: Public Speaking,
Teacher Training Classes, Publications, etc. Though
confronted with many many difficulties, they have had
wonderful achievements in all lines of their activities.
"Let me describe to you one of their classes: On a
special day parents and friends were invited to ohserve
the final examination of the public speaking class.
There were two groups, each group consisting of more
than thirty boys and girls under the supervision and
guidance of three teachers. The members of each class
had taken many teaching tours from Tehran to many
different parts of Persia, especially to villages. Each
one had committed to memory more than seventy-five
quotations from OUf Sacred Writings. Thus they get
ready to use the proper sayings in their speeches or
when they talk to some contacts. Each knew by heart
at least five long tablets in Persian or in Arabic. Though
the means of transport are not adequately comfortable,
available or cheap, scarcely any of the students had
been even late to any of the classes. When they made
speeches or recited the Tablets or quoted the Writings,
their pronunciation and delivery were clear and penetrating. At the end of the meeting we had the pleasure
to look at the many different books that the students
had copied and the different books to which they had
referred, during the whole year. When they asked me
to tell them something, I was so thrilled that I could
hardly talk. At the end of the day they promised to
continue their studies to get ready for their future
services. With tears in their eyes they expressed homage, respect and loyalty to the House of Justice and
conveyed the message that they would be ready to

participate in the new plan arranged by that exalted
body.
"Having in mind the many obstacles that our young
and old people have in irim what they achieve approaches miracles. This proves that no obstacle is unsurmountable if we rely wholeheartedly upon the grace
of God and the strength we receive from Him.

Past Sufferings Recalled
"From Tehran I went to Isfahan where I spent five
nights. One of these nights I went to a nearby village
called Najaf-Abad, the friends of which are renowned
for their bravery and steadfastness. As it was winter
and the friends could not use their Baha'i Hall, they
had taken the trouble of pitching a huge tent in one of
the houses. The floor was covered with many colorful
carpets. More than a thousand Baha'is sat on the floor
and as the ladies had covered themselves with colored
cloths the whole gathering seemed to me like a beautiful garden of many different flowers. The friends who

T
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were sitting there were the ones who suffered the most
during the year 1955 when the cruel waves of persecution covered all lands in fran.
"My struggle for words proved useless. Love and devotion and the memories of the past and the remembrance of their sufferings were too strong for the feeble
words to express anything, I continued looking at
them, and from every row of the friends I received
strength and inspiration and then at last I started to
talk to them about the beloved friends of Bolivia, the
rapid progress of the Cause in India and Africa and I
told them some stories which I had gathered throughout
my one year trip round the wor1d. The description of

the International Convention and the World Congress
brought tears to their eyes. I could then see visibly in
their faces that they were praising Bahci'u'llah and
said that if their feet are in fetters and they can't take
the torch of God freely round the countries, their
brothers and sisters in other parts of the world with
their sacificial services take the light of the Cause even
to the very dark and obscure corners of the world,

Vi,it to the House of Bab
HIn Shiraz also I spent five nights. There I had the
honor to visit the House of the Bab and the very same
room where Mulla ~usayn sat face to face with the Bab
and heard his melodious voice when He declared His
mission.
j'Something really miraculous took place for me in
Shiraz. I had sent a cable to the Hands in Haifa and begged them to appoint a certain date and hour when they
would gather in the Shrine of the Bab and I in the Bilb's
room, for the purpose of a simultaneous prayer. Thus
a spiritual magnetic chain would be stretched between
the starting point and the final one: His House in Shiraz
and His Resting·Place on Mount Carmel.
"I received the answer to this cable in Tehran, but
let me tell you this. One day I was drawn as if by
mysterious forces to the House and I walked in in tears
and full of supplications. There in that very same room
I remembered all my dear ones in the countries where
I had passed through, and I prayed and supplicated
for every one of them. The illumined faces of the dear

friends were just in front of me when I was in that
very small room. It was a feeling which permanently
stays with me and forever remains indescribable.
What affected me the most was the very small size of
the House, the rooms and the little pond in the courtyard. To compare this smallness with the grandeur of
the message which covered the whole earth, makes us
comprehend the mysterious ways by which the Cause
of God makes progress in different countries of the
world under so much hardships, difficulties and plights.
How great! How very great is the plan of God t That
very tiny Room, by His decree and desire became the
fOWltain-head of all the blessings, the springtide of the
spiritual revival of mankind and the Primal Point
from which powers are constantly released for the
spiritual Conquest of the globel
"When in Tehran I received the Hands' cable which
I expected from Haifa, I came to know that on the very
same day and hour that the friends gathered in the
Shrine of the Bab, I went to His House in Shiraz.

Spiritual 80unties for Those Who Arise
"These days are the wonderful days of the early weeks
of the year 121. I hope and pray that you will be ushered
into this year with fresh powers and ample energy and
be ready to do your part in the glorious Nine Year Plan
of our beloved House of Justice. We all remember vividly the Guardian's words when He gave us His World
Crusade. He said that the Ten Year Plan was a preliminary step or an introduction for the future world
plans which would be initiated by the House of Justice
. . . We are sure that the results will be great and full
of powers and potentialities which will enable every
Baha'i to perform heroic feats. Fresh forces and ample
resources will be at the disposal of the beloved friends
and I am certain that the Baha'is will once more mount
their steeds and render their sacrificial services to the
Cause with such terrific speed and enthusiasm that
the eyes of the whole world will be amazed at the rapid
consummation of the Plan. Any substantial help and
assistance given by the friends to fulfill the goals of this
divine plan will surely and abundantly attract many
blessings from On High for themselves, their friends,
relatives and their homelands."

Eighth Summer School of the Ba.ha'is of Pak:istan held June 21-27 at Abbottabad. Hand oj the Cause Tara?u'llah
SamandaTi (seated with the Greatest N arne) addressed the participants every day.
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Visiting

u~ith

Baha'is in Calcutta.

Glimpses of 'Amalul- Baha
Ruhiyyih Khanum in India

Girls from Panchag1ni School sing

a Hindi song at meeting in Agaram
Village.

Posing with friends after a recep-

tion and meeting at ImmadatraUi.
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LEn: Twenty-ninth National Convention of the

Bahd~is

ual Assembly

01 inin held RiQ.vdn 1964
of fran for 1964·65.

in TehTan. RIGHT: National Spirit-

Twenty-Ninth National
Convention Held in Iran
The twenty-ninth National Convention of the Baha'is
of Iran was held in Tehran on the first three days of
RiQvan. Representatives from all of the provinces attended. The new National Spiritual Assembly was
elected and consists of the following members: Professor M. Hakim (chairman), Abbasqull ~ahquli (sec·
retary). Salim Noonoo (treasurer), Mrs. B. Nilderi
(assistant secretary), Hidayatu'llah Sohrab (vice-chairman), Habib Sabet, Miss Adelaide Sharp, Dr. M.
Qaim-Maqami and Dr. Masih Farhang.
On the afternoon of the third day the delegates paid
a visit to the newly built hall of the Baha'i Summer
School in Tehran and they personally extended their
thanks to the founder of the building.

New Era School in PalKhgani Commemorates
Completion 01 Nineteen Years
On August I, 1964 the Baha'is of Panchgani, India
gathered to celebrate the feast of Kam31 and the nineteenth anniversary of the New Era School. When the
New Era first opened its doors in 1945 there were two
teachers and sixteen children. Today there are about
200 students, twenty-five of whom have 5uccessful1y
completed their secondary education.
Four new people have just been added to the staff. Dr.

Hand of the Cause Tara?u'Uah Samandari (seated in
center) on a recent t..,.ip to Dacca in East Pakistan.
Mr. Samandari was we!comed not only by Baha'is bu.t
by .many other eminent people of this city including
the head Of the Department 0; Philosophy and Psychology at the University of Dacca. His trip to the
renowned city~ capitol of East Pakistan, wiH tong be
remembered.
Spiritual Assembly of SandakanJ SabaJt, Malaysia
fOTmed Ri4van 1964.

and Mrs. Sidney I. Dean arrived to assume duties as
Principal and Boarding Section Supervisor respectively. Originally from Hawaii they had been pioneering
in Hong Kong for the past fourteen months. Also newly

arrived were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. McArthur from
Great Britain who will serve as teachers and provide
clerical assistance.
On August 4-7 the school was honored by the presence of Hand of the Cause Ral).matu'llah Muhajir who
had just arrived in India from South East Asia. Dr.
Muhajir addressed the children in a loving and inspirational manner and he stimulated the Baha'is of Panchgani to greater teaching efforts.
Mentioned in the Ten Year Plan, this school is destined to become a Baha'i University in the future.

T
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Those attending Fourth Annual Bahd'i Convention of Brazil in Bela Horizonte. The convention gave its attention
to spreading the Faith throughout the country in keeping tvith the Nine Year Plan; teaching among the Indians.
The new National Assembly is: Rangvald Taetz (chairman), Vivaldo Ramos (viceachairman) J Muriel Miessler

(corresponding secretary), Osmar Mendes (recording secretary), Djalat Eghrari (treasurer), Mrs. Nylza Taetz,
ShapooT Monadjem, Anthony Warley, Robert Miessler.

Good Fortune Helps with
Swedish Temple Plans
When the Baha'is of Sweden purchased their Temple
Site they were forced to buy a plot totaling 20,000
square meters which included approximately 10,000
meters of useless land. Since that time certain events
have occurred which can only be interpreted as the
intervention of a Higher Will. First the highway to the
international airport. which goes through the property, was widened thereby leveling off the ugly edges.
Then a decision was made to close the adjoining military training field and to open this area to civilian
use.
The latest development is that the Baha'is will be
able to sell the useless 10,000 square meters to a construction firm for a sum of money double the purchase

price and at the same timet through a formal decision
by the building authorities who have agreed to the
building of a temple on the property, to enlarge the
holdings of the site. When this acquisition has been
carried through the Temple Site will be the most beautiful and the most suitable imaginable, situated on the
highest point in the landscape, with the adjoining
Jand softly falling to all sides.
The formal decision of the municipal building board,
which favors the building of a temple, included such
vital elements as the establishment of a city plan of
which the proposed Bahit'i Temple will be a part. The
decision of the building board was reported by a local
newspaper, which printed a favorable article welcoming the future temple. The members of the building
board also requested some literature about the Baha'i
Faith as the idea of the proposed temple interested
them so much.

LEFT: Senor and Senora Nahuelpan (seated) first Mapuche Baha'is in Chile. Standing are Chilean teachers
Teodoro Fernando Ca,mpos, Mary Benda and Nilda Carrasco. Senor Campos, a youth of 20, must be considered
instrumental in the mass conversion among the Mapuche tribe. RIGHT; Meeting in Aguas Tendidas.
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LEFT: Spiritual Assembly of Caban, Guatemala formed Rigvci.n 1964. Me.mbers (not aU present aT in order listed)
Oscar A. SieTTa (chairman), Dee Worth Lamb (secretary), Federico Valladares Montes (treasurer), Oscar R.
Siena C., Josue Absal6n Cabrera, Aura P. de Sierra, Rosita Coronado de Siena. RIGH'l': Caban Community and
friends at a pub lie meeting.

Seventh Yukon Bah.fi Conference
Held at Jacbon Lake
About 110 Baha'is and their friends gathered for the
Seventh Yukon Baha'i Conference held July 1- 5 at Jackson Lake, twelve miles from Whitehorse. The confer
ence was made memorable by the first visit of Hand
of the Cause Ugo Giachery and his wife Angeline. Dr.
Giachery spoke about the beloved Guardian, Shoghi
Effendi, teaching the Faith and other related subjects.
Others who spoke during the conference were Peter
Simple of Fort Yukon, Alaska; Beverly Kolstoe 01
Fairbanks, Alaska who taught the children as well as
speaking at one of the adult classes; Tom Baumgartner
of Big Delta; Sally Anderson of Douglas; Janet Stout of
Palmer and Willy Willoya. Canadian believers who
spoke were Shirley Lindstrom of Mayo, Yukon and
Marg Brda of Richmond, British Columbia.
All who attended felt that this conference was one of
the best ever held in the Yukon.
w

Spiritual Assembly 01 Victoria, British Columbia, Can
ada, incOTpomted MaTch 1964. Lelt to Tight, jwnt: Anne
McGee, Roland McGee. Seated on couch: E. Nelson,
Joyce White, Lyda Mortland, Mina Ramsey. Standing:
w

Annie Harrigan, Nan GreenwDod, Pau.l Valentine.

Students attending Seventh Annual Alaska Baha'i SUmmer SChOD~ hdd July 19·24 in Juneau. Hand of the Cause
Ugo Giachery (seated first row) attended and spoke to the students.
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Some of the youth at the Davison School Training
Course before leaving for their assignment in Atlanta,
Georgia

,-.~-~

Baha'i youth member, second from left~ with group of
Atlanta children in reading class.

Baha'i Summer Youth Projects: A First Report
The Baha'i youth are our love and our hope. But their
enthusiasm and passion for the Faith of Baha'u'llah
must be annealed in real experiences which will foster
Baha'i attitudes of teaching and service to others. In
the first summer of youth projects there has been a
great confirmation of the power of a youth effort. Experiments have been conducted; well-disciplined projects have been carried out; casual and poorly executed
labors have also occurred. A complete analysis of the
projects, by Mrs. Jane McCants, project secretary, will
be a guide to cooperating communities for programs
hereafter.
The training session at Davison Baha'i School June
13-21 infused the youth with the meaning of the goals
they were undertaking, and with the splendid destiny
which their generation of Baha'is must anticipate. The
intensity of spirit which the youth and faculty alike
manifested must be attributed to the high sense of
purpose engendered in each youth by the specific project goals of teaching and service. Each saw himself as
an instrument of God. performing the work of the
Cause where it mattered, in areas of true human need.
in the rural and urban South, in the slums, on Indian
reservations, with Latin-Americans. Some twenty-five
of the older youth were assigned to specific projects
upon the termination of the training session; most were
of early college years; the remainder were asked to
take initiative in their home communities. Projects
were conducted originally in nine communities: Atlanta,
Georgia; Greenville, South Carolina; Rochester and
Red Lake. Minnesota; Gallup, New Mexico;· Phoenix, Arizona; Niles, Pontiac and Detroit, Michigan;
and Montgomery County, Maryland. A later organization of communities for short-term efforts included

Melrose Township, Illinois; Rapid City, South Dakota;
Sioux Falls, South Dakota; Huntsville, Alabama;
Duluth, Minnesota; Charleston, West Virginia; Nashua,
New Hampshire; and a special youth teaching effort
occurred in the Eliot-Portsmouth, New Hampshire area
in association with Green Acre Baha'j school. Because
of geographical difficulties, the great spirit of the far
western youth was essentiaUy untapped this year.

The Atlanta Project
With characteristic energy the Atlanta, Georgia
community mustered a three·faceted human rights
program which included an off·the-street school for
Negro slum children, a range of direct Baha'i teaching
activities, and a series of one-mankind demonstrations
of integration. Nine youth were assigned to the project

from Davison: Rogers Williams, Daniel Conner, Jean
Stiner, Jean Thompson, Stephen Waite, Peter Johnson,
Vera Varner, Jeffery McGurk and Susan Clay. The entire community entered intensively into the full scope
of the work, offering loving support in funds, housing,
food, hospitality, and labor of many kinds, including a
Iummage sale. The Atlanta youth fortified the project.

The school ~ A children's schOOl was set up in a dilapidated abandoned house in the midst of Atlanta's
most deprived Negro ghetto. From 10:30 a.m. to 3:30

p.m. three age groups of 60-70 children (Redbirds,
Sprouts and Seedlings) learned about basic science,
hygiene, sex education and comparative religion, including the Baha'i Faith, using lesson plans of Patricia
deBoucher. Music, songs, dancing, skits, prayer memorization and refreshments were the daily fare. Field
trips to the zoo, a synagogue, and to Atlanta University
were high points. Following a program given by the
children for parents and friends (150 attended), a park
picnic on August 14 witnessed the happy closing of the
eight-week session.

Baha'i teaching - Door-to~door surveys were Wldertaken in conjWlction with school activities, in the neighborhood of the s.chool and elsewhere. Two invitational
surveys. were undertaken in middle-class Jewish and
middle-class Negro neighborhoods. An adult class was
set up for parents and others as a result of the stimulus
of the school and the surveys. A <lBaha'i One World
Picnic" was held August 16, followed by a public lecture
in the Westside YMCA by Jack McCants. There was intensive publicity of many kinds, including radio and
news stories. Countless firesides expanded the contacts of the project. A Baha'i chorus was organized,
and provided the spirit for many occasions; there was
much impromptu singing. A farewell party for the team
by the community and its contacts demonstrated that
the Atlanta community itself was revivified by the examp1e of dedication manifested by the youth.
Human Rights Acti?)ity - Project members sought to
appear in public integrated groups wherever possible.
Numerous restaurants, swimming pools, bowling alleys,
motion picture houses, parks, and a Baptist Church and
Jewish synagogue were integrated by this teachingthrough-living. Despite two incidents of unpleasantness,
once at the closing day picnic, once at a pool, the reports of the youth, their blithe spirits and ardent
tongues as they returned to their homes and colleges
reflect their conviction of the progress made in the
name of the Faith, through youth intrepidity.
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another station; (3) an hourIs discussion with
ant-Governor Keith held in his office.

Lieuten~

Red Lake Ponemah

Four

Baha~i

youth me,mbers of Atlanta team teaching
games to Negro children.

Upon the termination of the project in Atlanta, three
youth spent the August 15--16 week-end in Huntsville,
Alabama. to assist in reaching the Negro community.
A picnic and songfest was held at a Negro church, and
contacts were made to activate Baha'is and interest
newcomers. Rogers Williams and William Zucker spent
a teaching week at Frogmore, Squth Carolina, to lend
their talents to the expansion efforts of that community.

The Rochester-Red Lake (Minnesota) Project
With the organizing impetus deriving from Kenneth
Jeffers (Rochester) and Robert and Norma Cameron
(Duluth). a team of youth project members were assigned to Rochester and to the Indian Reservation at
Red Lake. The youth included Behzad Zandieh, Diana
Beasley, Ernestine White, Charmian Gordon, Claudia
Waite~ Robert Murray, Jacqueline Ballou and later
Glenn Morgan.
The assemblies of Olmsted County and Rochester,
Minnesota, c90perated to sponsor a unique eight-day
project called "Project 'Glad Tidings.' ,. In order to
test empirically the value of the door-to-door approach,
which arouses a great variety of opinion in our national
community, two questionnaire designs were developed
to be used by interracial survey teams. Both approaches satisfied the high standards of dignity and
non-aggressive courtesy which should characterize any
public presentation of the Faith. Nearly 1,000 interviews
were obtained; almost 100 persons were interested in
hearing more about the Faith. Contact cards are being
used now in a fol1ow-up program by the two communities. Much was learned about the area surveyed, e.g.,
over one-haU had heard the word "Baha'i," and 4%
knew of Baha'u'llah's claim to be the return of the
Christ Spirit.
The approaches were evaluated and conclusions
reached. Few people interviewed were antagonistic; the
great majority were friendly and cooperative. The indirect .. ad follow-up" design, presented at Davison by
Richard Greeley, appeared to be the better of the two
approaches. Although the youth were trained to develop
skill and confidence by a professional, Kenneth Jeffers,
they felt that the interview technique could easily be
adopted by Baha'is interested in this type of teaching.

Additional results included: (1) A striking newspaper
picture of one interracial survey team with accurate
remarks about the project and the Faith; (2) a brief
news item about the project broadcast by one radio
station and a half-hour interview of the entire group by

Transported to Ponemah. central village of the Red
Lake Indian Reservation. the group camped out under
the guidance of the Camerons. Simple friendship with
the Indians, nightly campfires for singing and Baha'i
discussion, and organlzation of recreation for the idle
children attracted the favorable attention of the village.
Subtle opposition developed during the first week as the
program of activity took form; and the Tribal Council
then requested the group to leave~ while inviting them
to return another summer.
With the untimely collapse of the Red Lake program,
the youth moved to Duluth, where for three days they
conducted door-to-door informational efforts regarding
the Faith, in association with impromptu discussion
meetings.

Short Term Teaching Efforts
Diana Beasley and Ernestine White undertook a week
of team-teaching in Quincy and Melrose Township.
Illinois. Greatly hampered by the problem of limited
publicity because of Covenant-breaker activity, nevertheless direct-contact survey methods informed perhaps a hundred families of the existence of the Faith.
With Karl Borden and Steve Moore, Diana and Ernestine visited Rapid City, South Dakota, where as two
interracial teams they surveyed 175 homes, conducted
firesides, spoke to the NAACP, and visited contacts in
combined sociality-teaching efforts.
En route home, the team spent three days in Sioux
Falls South Dakota, again conducting contact surveys,
meeting for discussion sessions in teaching the Faith.
A day in Charleston, West Virginia, on August 26 by
Borden and Moore added a small increment to the extraordinarily bold effort put forward by lone Donald
Basham, Jr., who throughout the summer had been
steadily pursuing a door-to-door survey method designed to inform of the Faith and to find receptive persons for commtulity discussion meetings.

Impressions and Comments
The youth themselves, and the communities and individuals who sponsored them, have been subjected to
strenuous and searching Baha'I experiences, tests of
their sincerity and sacrifice. As pilot programs, developed on short-term bases, frequently without adequate forethought or detailed planning, the worth of the
many community efforts was very positive. Many new
enrollments, many lively and inquiring pre-Baha'is,
multiplication of Baha'i discussion groups, development of parent classes to support child-teaching, exposure of the intrinsic merit of service projects in activating individual Bahit'is and their associates, but most
of all the provision of important and sacrificial creative
work for the youth ... these have been valuable results.
Toughening the moral and intellectual fiber of the youth
and their communities in the fire of authentic teaching
and service projects has been healthy and rewarding.
The projects can be the training ground. in all likelihood, for many of that new crop of hardy pioneers for
the Nine Year Plan who will harvest the promises of
Bah"'u'll"h.
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Some of those attending the Council Fire of Unity. The picture was taken dllTing an ObS2n)anCe held at Manmound near Baraboo, Wisconsin.

Council Fire of Unity
Held in Wisconsin Dells
On July 25 and 26 the Baha'i group of the Wisconsin
Dells was host to the first Council Fire of Unity held in
the state of Wisconsin. In preparation 250 posters were
printed and distributed locally and a small number
were sent to other communities for distribution. The
group had had no previous Indian contacts nor. ?ad
there been any Indian teaching efforts. In additIOn,
there is a generally hostile attitude towards the Indians
by the inhabitants of the area. So the attc:nd.ance of 140
people at the Council was extremely gratIfymg.
.
People from Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, MIn·
nesota, North Carolina, Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Germany and iran attended and four Indian
tribes, the Winnebago, SiOUX, Makah and Ojibway were
represented. In addition, there were Japanese, Persians
and Negroes. About thirty Indians were present as well
as many non·Indian contacts.
The Saturday evening program began with prayers
in Winnebago, Persian and English; followed by five
speakers who spoke between nine and midnight. T~e
speakers and their topics were: Herbert Suhm of MIlwaukee - The Oneness of Mankind, Shinji Yamamoto
of Madison - Progressive Revelation, Margaret Clayton of Shorewood - indian Prophecies, Visions and
Dreams as They Pertain to the Baha'i Faith, Ken Jeffers of Rochester Minnesota - Personal Experiences
with Canadian and American Indians and the Baha'i
Faith. Ken also acted as program co-ordinator.
On Sunday morning all assembled at the Council Fire,
formed a twenty car caravan and proceeded t~ t~e
site of the only known Indian effigy mound ~Ullt In
the form of a man. It is considered to be a speCIal and
holy place by the Indians. Prayers were chanted in Persian by Benzod Zandieh. Additional prayers were recited by Jim Borland a Negro Baha'i, Steve Y.amamo~~:
a Japanese Baha'i, Richard Feldman, a JeWIsh Baha 1

and Rita Barbre, a Makah Indian Baha'i. Francis Le~
Quier followed with an explanation of the significance
of the mound and George Neuzil finished with a short
talk and "thank yous. ,.
The Council Fire was a tremendous success and
served sevel-al purposes. It introduced the Faith to the
Winnebago Indians of the area as well as to many nODIndians; it was a living example of love, unity and
brotherhood and it was a means of introducing local
contacts to Baha'is from neighboring communities.
Most important of all, it was accomplished by only two
Baha'is, George and Lori Neuzil, with the help and lov·
ing support of Baha'is from the surrounding communities, the nearest of which is fifty-five miles away. This
is a marvelous example of what can be accomplished
by determination, hard work, prayers and cooperation.
The Baha'i Community of New Orleans attending a
picnic with their guests at a city park just integrated.
Baha'is from Baton Rouge and Gretna also attended
the affair.
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Some of the many attending the First Southern Cati~
fomia BahaJi Summer School heW, July 5-11 near
Los Angeles.

Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery stimulated the
friends with challenging talks, reminding all of the
uncompromising goals ahead and of the spiritual love
the Faith brings out in the true believer. Mrs. Giachery
also spoke. Arthur Da!11, member of the National Spiritual Assembly spoke of the tremendous role of the youth
in the new Nine Year Plan and of the importance of
the Fund. Evening programs were varied and of special interest to all. Mrs. Lilian Ala'i, Knight of Bahft'u'llah, recently returned from Samoa, showed colored
movies of pioneering in the South Pacific. A pageant
was presented in full costume by the Costa Mesa youth.
Mrs. Nura Mobine spoke on the Holy Family.
At a program commemorating the Martyrdom of the
Bab on July 9, Mrs. Sara Kenny spoke movingly of this
event.
On Friday a human relations panel included a well
known consultant to the Los Angeles Human Relations
Council, a Rabbi, an Episcopalian Minister and a
prominent Los Angeles City Councilman. Color movies
and display posters aided in the discussions.
The school closed on Saturday morning with a stirring talk by Paul Pettit, thus ending a week of high
spiritual experience for many who had never previously attended a Baha'i School.

First Southern California Baha'i
Summer School Huge Success
225 Register for Week
The establishment of the first Southern California
Baha'i Summer School fulfilled the long standing
dream of many of the Baha'is in the southwest who
have worked and prayed for the realization of this goaL
The historic week of July 5 -11, 1964 took place at the
Pacific Palisades Presbyterian Conference Grounds in
a beautiful wooded canyon near the P.acific Ocean,
about an hour's drive from the center of Los Angeles.
The school program opened Sunday afternoon under
the shade of a majestic oak. Jean Villesenor of the
Pasadena Community displayed arts and crafts and
instructed participating children and adults in nature
painting. In the evening the program was continued
by David Villesenor who enchanted a crowd of over
200 with a demonstration of Indian Sand Painting
around the campfire.
The daily schedule was a full one: three morning
cl asses each for children, youth and adults. Afternoons
there was a choice of recreation or special Hsunshine
talks" added to take advantage of the special bounty
of many visiting Baha'is, including Mr. Curtis Kelsey,
Auxiliary Board Member, who related personal experiences in the Holy Land with 'Abdu'I-Baha. Auxiliary
Board Member, Marc Towers, who told of his pilgrimage to Haifa. and Mrs. Marguerite Sears, who recounted her experiences as a Baha'i in Africa.

Two Hands of the Caus. Present
Another series of "sunset seminars" were held at 7
o' clock each evening. Hand of the Cause William B.
Sears narrated slides taken by Hand of the Cause Faizi
in Persia, the first shown in the western world of the
Bab's home in ~iraz, affording the guests a stirring
journey to the home of the Bab.

First Spiritua~ Assembly of Kirkwood, Missouri formed
Ri¢van 1964. Left to right, seated: Jane Gardner, Ruth
Thompson .. Florence Kahn (secretar.y)1 enTal Vaughn.
Standing: George Thompson (chairman), Joseph Dickerson~

First

Ja.mes RusseH, Steve Stewart Gilbert Kohn.
j

Spiritual

Assembly

of

Hi!!sborough

Florida formed Ri¢van 1964.

County,
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Despite the inclement weather the Makah Club Indian Dancers perform their ceremonial dances at the Second
Annual Council Fire in Neah Bay, Washington.

SecO/Id Council Fire
Demonstrates Unity of Man
On August 1 and 2, the Makah Indian Baha'is were
host to over 360 people, 89 of whom were not Baha'is,
for the second annual Council Fire on the Makah Reservation at Neah Bay. Washington. Visitors came from

six states and Canada, and nine Indian tribes were represented - Navaho, Toppenish, Stella,
Ehatasett,
Thlinget, Wenache, Yakima, KlaIlam, and Makah.
Forty-five Makah Indians registered, more than doubling last year's attendance.
Early Saturday afternoon the Makah Club favored
the assembled crowd with a number of their sacred
Indian dances. The opening address was given by National Spiritual Assembly member, Paul Pettit, followed by Auxiliary Board Member, Marc Towers,
Franklyn and Mary Jane Kahn, Navaho Baha'is from
Flagstaff, Arizonia spoke, and we heard also from the
American Indian Service Committee's representative,

Calvin Thur. Vinson Brown of California returned again
this year to speak of Indian prophecies and legends,
and numerous greetings from assembled guests and
those unable to attend were given or read throughout
the meeting, One declaration was made Saturday afternoon, The two day program was co-operately chaired by
Makah, William Tyler; Persian, Shamsi Afnan of Kitsap Co. No.1; and recently returned pioneer from Unalaska, Alaska, Jenabe Caldwell.
After the delicious baked salmon dinner prepared
by the Makahs Saturday evening, a community sing
began around the huge fire and accounts from those
making pilgrimages to the Baha Pi Holy Shrines. were
given.
The program resumed following the Sunday morning pancake breakfast and continued until noon with
many of the speakers of Saturday returning to the platform. Throughout the two day meeting, the many
races present confirmed, with love and harmony, the
oneness of mankind.

Annual picnic of the Chicago Baha'i Community held August 9 at the Dan Ryan Forest Preserve. 500 Baha'is
and guests attended.
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Those attending Southeastern Baha'i Schoo! pause from

Southeast School Held
in Blue Ridge Mountains
A week of study and loving fellowship was shared by
175 Baha'is and friends who gathered in the foothills of
the Blue Ridge Mountains June 28-July 4 fot the Southeastern Baha'i Summer School. Participants arrived
from places as distant as Alaska, Oklahoma, Wisconsin,
New York and Florida.
Hand of the cause Zikru'llah Khadem and Auxiliary
Board Member Mrs. Velma Sherril conducted classes
in Baha'i History and Baha'i Administration. Other
classes were: "The Theory and Practice of Prayer"
conducted by Janet Cutler, "Reaching Ready Soul,"
by William Allison and ·'Baha'i Unity at Work" by
Mrs. Jane McCants. Mrs. McCants also told of the
summer youth projects being conducted in Atlanta,
Georgia; Greenville, South Carolina and other locations. Duane and Mary Dumbleton conducted the afternoon sessions for the youth. The children's presentation
of songs and prayers delighted everyone.
During the final meeting on Saturday morning, Jack
McCants told of his recent pilgrimage to the World
Center in Haifa.

Bahli'i Delegates Attend
U. N. Conference
The Non-Governmental Organizations Conference
held at United Nations Headquarters May 26 and 27
was an inspiring experience from ~ Baha'i point of
view as an example of unity in action for here .there
was at least an embryonic expression of the urgmg of
<Abdu'l-Baha to "be as one soul in many bodies," the
single earnest motivation being the welfare of society.
The keynote of the conference was the cooperation
of the NGO's with the United Nations Office of Public
Information regarding dissemination of information
about the United Nations. Subjects discussed were: the
International Cooperation Year; the U.N. and Mainten-

busy schedule for photo.

ance of Peace; United Nations and Human Rights, particularly the policies of apartheid in South Africa; Campaign of Freedom from HWlger 1 Disease and Ignorance;
Economics and Industrial Development of Under..d,eveloped Countries; briefings from the Specialized
Agencies, and information on the United Nations Development Decade.
Of particular interest was the address by U.N. Secretary General U Thant in which he outlined the logical
procedure in solving problems as being that of "Thesis,
Antithesis, and Synthesis." In other words, the dispassionate weighing of pro and con, and then the consideration of the interests of majority and minority in the
light of justice.
Two Baha'i delegations were in attendance at this
conference, one representing the Baha'i International
Community and the other, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States.

Newly formed Spiritu.al Assembly Of Culver Judicial
District, California. Left to right, seated: Juanita Johnson, Sara Williams, Erma Reitan. Standing: Lemuel
Henderson, Joseph Williams, Victor To,m, Eugene John-son and Tom MiUington. Fred Ward was absent.
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paying tribute to Mr, Baldwin as "Champion of the
rights of man on numberless legal battlefields, nand
sent greetings and gratitude on behalf of the Ba~
ha'js of the United States. At the dinner, the Baha'is
were represented by a table of ten and at the end of
the ceremonies presented Mr. Baldwin with a bouquet
of roses.

o

Spiritual Assembly of Odessa, Texas incorporated June
22, 1964. Left to right~ standing: GeraW LivermoTe~
Pedro TijeTina~ Edmon Couch, Richard Wright, Fred
Ban. Seated: Mrs. Betty Couch, Mrs. Geneva Bell. Mrs.
J~nie Faye TijinerG. Absent: Mrs. Mary Louise Wright.

State of South Dakota
Recognizes Baha'i Marriages
A most important recognition by the State of South
Dakota of the independent character of the Baha'i Faith
appeared in a recent Associated Press release emanating from a ruling on August 24 by the State's Attorney
General Frank Farrar, that officers of local spiritual
assemblies in the state are permitted under state law
to perform marriage ceremonies. The state law allows
certain judicial, cOWlty and municipal officers to perform marriage ceremonies, as well as ministers of the
gospel or priests of any denomination.
In making his ruling Mr. Farrar stated: "Those persons authorized by the Baha'i faith to solemnize marriages, according to the practices of their religion, are
Iministers of the Gospel' within the meaning of state
law. "
This brings to thirty-one the number of states in Continental United States where the Baha'i marriage cer·
tificate is legally recognized. A goal of the Nine Year
Plan is to achieve such recognition in the remaining
seventeen states.

News Briels
The Baha'is of Detroit were represented by five believers and five guests at the recent Roger Baldwin
testimonial dinner held in Detroit, Michigan. The dinner was to commemorate Mr. Baldwin's 80th birthday
and the 44th Anniversary of the American Civil Liberites Union which he founded in 1920. Roger Baldwin is
an outstanding American who has spent the major portion of his life defending the rights and liberties of
individuals and the causes~ both popular and unpopular, which they espoused. He has defended Margaret
Sanger. the birth-control pioneer, Henry Ford, Gerald
L. K. Smith, the late Senator Taft, Norman Thomas
and Ross Barnett. In addition, he spoke out for the persecuted Baha'is during the Persian and Moroccan persecutions. It was because of this that the National As·
sembly took a half page paid ad in the program

At a program of student compositions presented on
May 26 at the University of Oregon, Don Addison per.
formed on the piano his composition "To the Martyrs of
Nayriz." After the performance there was considerable comment and questions about the Faith which
continued at the public forum discussion, moderated
by the Dean of the School of Music, which was held
immediately following the program.

o
The Evanston, Illinois, Assembly recently sponsored
an all day institute, the theme of which was "Living a
Baha'i Life." The institute was divided into two parts:
(1) Living a Baha'i life outside the Baha'i community
and (2) Living a Baha'i life within the community. A
multitude of related topics were discussed and the day
ended with a presentation of Baha'i consultation and a
review of basic Baha'i laws and observances. Programs were sent in advance with a letter encouraging
attendance and follow-up phone calls were made, As
a result there was almost 100% participation.

o
The Baha'is of Long Beach, California, have initiated
an excellent "Book-A-Month" program which they highly recommend to all local spiritual assemblies. The
program has three purposes: (1) to encourage deepening by individual reading; (2) to encourage use of the
local and national library services, and (3) to encourage
individuals to build up their own personal Baha'i Ii·
braries.

Islip Township (New York) Local Spiritual Assemb!y
formed Ri~vcin 1964. Left to right, standing: Massoud

Eghrari, Isabella Eghrari, Rene Martin, PhyItis Morris,
George MOTris. Seated: Aida Troy, Juliana Wyatt,
Muriel Martin~ Doris Mercier.
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Each Baha'i month the librarian selects a book and
obtains a supply to have available at the NineteenDay Feast. For the present she is emphasizing the Jess
expensive ones but she asks for and accepts suggestions from the other members of the community
for other books. The book of the month is on display
on a special display card, obtained from a drug store
where it had been used for a cosmetics display. During the consultation part of the Feast the Librarian
calls attention to the book and tells briefly about its
contents. She also suggests that those who do not have
a copy of the book purchase one and those who do have
a copy to get it out and that all Baha'is read it during
the next nineteen days. If there is time or a desire for
it, the assembly has provided that a few minutes be
allowed at this point in the Feast for brief discussion
of the book for the previous month.
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Assembly of

Escondido~

California

formed April 20, 1964. Left to right, back: Louis Mas-

cali, Alice Clemmer, Annie McGuire, Gayte Ames,
Eugene Hicks. Front: Erma Haukedah~, Truel1a Hicks,
Lillian Gregory and Lula Vawter.

FiTst Spiritual Assembly of Clovis~ New Mexico. Left
to right, standing: Sgt. PhWip Edwards, Sgt. Richard
Rehling, Gerald Wright, Lt. Col. John McHenry, Sgt.
John Hauser. Seated: Thomas Beker, Mrs. Fay Dudley,
Mrs. Anne Rehling, MTS. Elizabeth McHenry.

First Spiritual Assemb~y of Davis, California formed
Ri(lvan 1964. Left to right, seated: Fay Eggert, Fred
Seibel~ (chairman), Charlotte Grover. Standing: MaT~
garet Seibd (secretary), Joseph Savage (vice~chair
man), Sandra Woodead (recording secretary), Karen
Woodead (treasurer), James De Moss, Mary Greenblatt.

was held JWle 19-21 in the Green Mountains near Rochester, Vermont. Eight Baha'i youth, adults and their
friends from a ten state area were present. Talks and
discussions were on such topics as: the history and
basic principles of the Faith, the problem of racial
prejudice in the United States today, and opportunities
and responsibilities of the Nine Year Plan. One of the
highlights of the Conference was a sunrise prayer service held on the summit of Mount Cushman.

o
Seymour Weinberg, author of The Lord is One, spoke
about the Baha'i Faith at the International House of the
University of Denver on July 10 as part of a Great
World Religions series. On the following week he was
asked to speak at a program commemorating the birth
of Muhammed which was also held at the International
House. The head of the Muslim community in Denver

publicly praised Baha'u'llah and later told Mr. Weinberg that his f.ther had met Baha'u'llah in prison in
Acca. In addition, many of the Muslim students from
both Denver University and the University of Colorado expressed their appreciation to Mr. Weinberg for
his talk and the students from the University of Colo~
rado s.id th.t they hoped that he would be able to address their group in Boulder, Colorado.

o
The New York City community has started a Spanish
class taught by Lionel Gonzalez for Baha'is wishing to
pioneer in Spanish speaking countries. Since several
non~Baha'is have joined the class it has proven to be
an excellent teaching medium. Mr. Gonzalez reads
Baha'i prayers in Spanish and uses Baha'i literature in
the class. In addition, he has instructed the class to attend Baha'i meetings which are held in Spanish.

~-~---
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BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The July 3 edition of the Uganda Argus (Uganda,
Africa) contained an outstanding one half page article
about the Faith. The headline was, Baha'i Houses of
Worship in four Continents, and the article was flanked
by photographs of the four Temples and a description
of the features which they hold in common and the
purpose for which they were built. A quotation from
the writings of 'Abdu'l~Baha was included, liThe real
temple is the very word of God: for to it aU humanity
must turn, and it is the center of unity for all mankind
• • • • tr The article began with a brief historical sketch
of the origins of the Faith and continued with an exposition of its basic teachings. It emphasized the universality of the Faith and traced the social and spiritual evolution of man from the family and tribe to the
nation. 'iNat only do Baha'is believe that the purpose
of God for this day is that man should recognize the
true oneness of humanity," the article states, Ilbut that
the ultimate and complete unification of mankind is not
only essential but inevitable. They believe that. nothing short of the power. and design of God can succeed
in acccmplishing the establishment of a truly united
world community." The article concludes with an excellent exposition of the social and spiritual teachings
of the Faith. A notice at the end of the page invited
readers to a special service held at the Kampala Temple on July 4 celebrating the occasion of the dedication
of the Temple in Frankfurt. This was one of the finest
articles about the Baha'i Faith yet seen in a non-Baha'i
pUblication.

National Baha'i Addresses
PI •• se Address Mail Correctly!
National Baha'i Administrative Headquarters:
536 Sheridan Road. Wilmette. Ill.

National Treasurer:
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette. Ill.
Make Checks Payable to: National Baha.'i Fund

Baba'! Publishing Trust:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, lli.
Make Checks Payable to: BaJui."i PublishiDl' Trun

Baha'i News:
Editorial omce: 110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette. Ill.
SubS<lription and change of address: 112 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette, 111.

C,Jlendar of Events
FEASTS
October 16 - '11m (Knowledge)
November 4 - Qudrat (Power)

HOLY DAY
October 20 - Birth of the Bab
PROCLAMATION EVENT
October 24 - United Nations Day
U.S, NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
November 20-22

o
Two newspaper articles featured stories and photographs of the Wilmette Baha'i Temple. The story in the
June 21 edition of the Chicago American was full of inaccuracies. However the story in The London Free
Press; London, Ontario, Canada contained. a very good
description of the Temple and the surrounding gardens
and was very sympathetically ~ritten. The writer concluded; I'We were most grateful for the generous replies to our questions. What impressed us most, however, was one of their principles: 'Let your vision be
world-embracing, rather than confined to your ownselves.' "

o
A short movie film, ulsrael by Seat" distributed by
Sterling-Movies U.S.A., Inc., Chicago, devoted largely
to advertising of a steamship line, closes the narrative
with an eRective view of the Baha'i gardens at the Baha'i World Center, and an excellent comment concerning them.

J

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hotirs
Weekdays
10,30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sunday. and Holidays
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, October 18
4:15 p.m.

•
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lUJlNBVIERSAIL IP>ARTBCBIP>ATOOIN
To the Baha',s of the World
Dearly loved Friends,
In our message to you of April, 1964, announoing the Nine Year Plan, we called attention to two
major themes of that Plan, namely " .. , a huge ex~
pansion of the Cause of God and universal participation by all believers in the life of that Cause."
The enthusiastic vigor with which the believers
throughout the world, under the devoted guidance of
their National Spiritual Assemblies, have arisen to
meet the challenge of the Plan, augurs well for the
huge expansion called for. We now ask you to bend
your efforts and thoughts, with equal enthusiasm, to
the requirements of universal participation.
In that same· message we indicated the meaning of
universal participation: " . . . the dedicated effort of
every believer in teaching, in living the Baha'i life,
in contributing to the Fund, and particularly in the
persistent effort to understand more and more the
significance of Baha'u'lhih's Revelation. In the words
of our beloved Guardian, 'One thing and only one
thing will unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted
triumph of this sacred Cause, namely, the extent to
which our own inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects the splendour of
those eternal principles proclaimed by Baha'u'lUlh.'"
"Regard the world as the human body" wrote
Baha'u'llah to Queen Victoria. We can surely regard
the Baha'i world. the army of God, in the same way.
In the human body, every cell, every organ, every
nerve has its part to play. When all do so the body
is healthy, vigorous, radiant, ready for every call
made upon it. No cell. however humble, lives apart

from the body, whether in serving it or receiving
from it, This is true of the body of mankind in which
God "has endowed each humble being with ability
and talent," and is supremely true of the body of the
Baha'i World Community, for this body is already
an organism, united in its aspirations, unified in its
methods, seeking assistance and confirmation from
th~ same Source, and illumined with the conscious
knowledge of its unity. Therefore, in this organic.
divinely guided, blessed and illumined body the par.
ticipation of every believer is of the utmost importance,
and is a source of power and vitality as yet unknown
to us. For extensive and deep as has been the sharing
in the glorious work of the Cause, who would claim that
every single believer has succeeded in finding his or her
fullest satisfaction in the life of the Cause? The Baha'i
World Community, growing like a healthy new body,
develops new cells, new organs, new functions and
powers as it presses on to its maturity, when every
soul, living for the Cause of God. will receive from
that Cause, health, assurance and the overflowing
bounties of Baha 'u'llah which are diffused through
His divinely-ordained order.
In addition to teaching every believer can pray.
Every believer can strive to make his "own inner
life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects the splendour of those eternal principles
proclaimed by Baha'utllah." Every believer can contribute to the Fund. Not all believers can give public talks, not all are called upon to serve on administrative institutions. But all can pray, fight their awn
spiritual battles, and contribute to the Fund. If every
believer will carry out these sacred duties, we shall
be astonished at the accession of power which will

Hands of the Cause and members of the Universal House oj Justice surround President Shazar Of Israel and
Mrs. Shaz.ar on their visit to the World Center, Accompanying them weTe Mayor Khoushy of Haifa and Mrs,
Khoushy.

T
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result to the whole body. and which in its turn will
give rise to further growth and the showering
of greater blessings on all of us.
The real secret of universal participation lies in
the Master's oft expressed wish that the friends
should love each other, constantly encourage each
other, work together, be as one soul in one body. and
in so doing become a true, organic, healthy body animated and illumined by the spirit. In such a body all
will receive spiritual health and vitality from the or~

First Convention of Tanganyika and
Zanzibar Brings New Awareness
On the evening of May 1, 1964, in Dar-es-Salaam.
Tanganyika. this first national convention opened with
a unity feast, the local community acting as hosts.
Much concern was felt because many delegates had
not arrived. Word had come of a train breakdown on
the line which would be utilized by a number of the
travellers. There were many flooded roads in the area
which would hinder bus service. Prayers were offered
for assistance, giving new hope to those present.
Next morning, during the opening, devotional period, there was the sound of footsteps as seventeen
delegates came in and took their seats, having arrived after a difficult, nightlong journey. Then, just
before the election of the National Spiritual Assembly, five more delegates arrived, bringing the total
to forty-two. This was gratifying, considering all of
the travel hazards involved.
Hand of the Cause, Musa Banani, representing the
Hands in the Holy Land and also acting on behalf of

ganism itself, and the most perfect flowers and fruits
will be brought forth.
Our prayers for the happiness and success of the
friends everywhere are constantly offered at the Holy
Shrines.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

The Baha'i World Center
Haifa, Israel
September, 1964.

the Universal House of Justice, gave inspiration, encouragement and direction throughout the convention, beginning with the message from the Universal
House of Justice. He closed with a message from
the Hands of the Cause in Africa, which was later
distributed to all in English or Swahili. He said: "There
are two ways to solve difficulties - two powers to
assist in fulfilling the goals of the Nine Year Plan.
Both are necessary. One is material power, manpower and money. The second is spiritual power."
He closed with these words: "As long as there is unity, harmony, love and cooperation, there is no doubt
about the fruits of success."
Another highlight of the· convention was the reading
of messages from Baha'i friends throughout the
world. Not having had such an experience before, it
was a revelation and a delightful surprise. It made
those present very happy and much strengthened for
they became aware of the power of this Faith and
the blessings bestowed upon them by Baha'u'llah.
The National Assembly members elected are as
follows: H. S. Akida; Allen Elston, chairman; Mrs.
Mary Elston, secretary; Lamuka Mwangulu; Jalal
Nakhjavani, treasurer; Wallace NgaUomba; Glory
Nyirenda, vice-chairman; Ruhulah Yazdani.

First National Convention of the Baha'is of Tanganyika and Zanzibar.
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Guatemala Expands Efforts
Guatemala is moving forward with its tasks in the
great Plan. There is much difficult work ahead but
many have arisen to devote their energies to the
gigantic assignment from the Universal House of
Justice. They have been much strengthened by the
several visits of Dr. Ugo Giachery, Hand of the Cause,
and Artemus Lamb, auxiliary board member who has
spent many years, including those of the World Crusade, in Latin America.
One of the principal obligations is to establish the
National Spiritual Assembly in Belize (British Honduras) along with the aid of Great Britain. Valiant
efforts have already been made and a new, attractive
Center now exists in the capital city. The city of Boom
has been chosen for another Assembly, with pioneers
Cora Oliver and Shirley Warde already established and

teaching there. Forty-five people recently came to a
public meeting held in Boom, presided over by the city
Judge. Nineteen enthusiastic people attended next
day' 5 fireside.
The Mayan Indians who live in the north of the
country have not been for gotten either and plans are
being made to reach them. Guatemala also has cooperative tasks to perform with Mexico. The State of
Chiapas was recently opened there by veteran pioneer r
Louise Caswell, who visited San Cristobal de las Casas

In June~ Artemus Lamb visited Huehuetenango to talk
about the mEssage from the Universal House oj Justice.
The fiTst young man at the left in the doorway left his
home in Todos Santos at 3:QO A.M. to walk fifteen miles

to catch the bus. Just as he was within a quarter of a
mile of the highway the bus went by and he had to wait
three hours for the next one.

In

Belize - Future NSA

Baha'i School he~d in AprH at Huehuetenango, Guate~
mala with Louise Caswell and Roderick Land as
teachers.
and Tilxtla Gutierrez in her teaching journey. Alberto
Landau is bringing his usual spirit of dedication to the
task of constructing the Martha Root Institute in Muna,
Yucatan.
Four language goals for Guatemala are: Chorti,
Chuz, Uspanteca and Aguacateco, the latter having
only recently been put into written form by a Christian
missionary. A student of the missionary, now a
member of the National Spiritual Assembly of Gua-

On his return from an extended trip through Mexico,
Artemus Lamb stopped in Huehuetenango. Seventeen
people from seven di.tferent ptaces came to hear him
speak. Three guests declared themselves at this
meeting.

,."._._,
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temaia, has prepared the first Baha'i translation in
this language.
En~oura9in9

Si9ns

Word of the Faith is also spreading in Huehueten·
ango, Guatemala. A radio program has been effective
in reaching people, causing one public school teacher
to speak favorably of it before his class of sixty; and
the manager of a tourist hotel to recommend the program to her employees. Another person came to the
Center to purchase twelve copies of Reality Of Man for
his relatives. Then a yOtu1g man came in to make his
declaration, saying that the prayer "Remover of Difficulties" had wrought great changes in his life.
Perhaps most unique of all was the pioneer's experience who unexpectedly came upon an unknown herder
sitting on a grassy knoll reading Baha'i Administration.
The "city . . . the mountain .. the valley and the
land" are indeed becoming bJessed!

New Translations - New Tribe
Mark Venezuelan Indian Teaching
Upon receipt of the details of the Nine Year Plan
goals in early May, the Venezuelan believers were
pleased to find among these goals one task which had
already been achieved - the translation and publica~
tion of Baha'i literature in the Guajiro language. Only
a few weeks before, three Baha'i prayers had been
translated and published in Guajiro.
Recently three Baha'i prayers have been translated
and published in the language of the Motilon-Yukpa
Indians, another Nine Year Plan goal; and the same
three prayers were translated shortly afterward in the
Carina Indian language although this is not a goal of
the Nine Year Plan. Work is now being completed on
an introductory pamphlet to be published jointly in
Guajiro and Spanish. All translations have been made
by new Indian believers.
Expansion work in Territorio Amazonas has led to
the inc1usion of a new Indian tribe in the Faith. Sr.

The unusual dwelling of the PiaToa lndiatls.. shown
above, is known as a ChUTllata.

Some of the first Piaroa believers and their children in
the village of Agua Blanca, TeTTitoTio Amazonas. With
them -is Guajibo Baha'i teacher Ramon Ra.mirez in the
last TOW, second from the right.

Ramon Ramirez, a Baha'i teacher of the Guajibo tribe
and the first Venezuelan Indian enrolled in the Faith
(in 1962), decided on his own initiative to take the
Baha'i Message to the Piaroas. Travelling by canoe for
a full day against the swift currents of a river swelled
by heavy rainfall, he finally arrived in a small Piaroa
village where the Message he had brought was enthusiastically received. During a successive visit to the
same village the first nine Piaroa believers were enrolled on July 8.
The second Guajiro School for Baha'i teachers was
held in Los Mochos August 15 to 20. Under a palm roof
built by pioneers and local Baha'is, daily COurses were
given in Baha'i History, Spiritual Teachings and Char.
acter, Baha'i Laws, Baha'i Administration and Health
and Hygiene. The extensive use of visual aids added
greatly to the success of the School. At the close of the
program eight Guajiro Baha'i Teachers were graduated. Of special interest to the participants in the
School was the visit of Jack Sanders, a Baha'i university student from the U.S.A. who was spending his
summer vacation helping with the teaching work in
various Indian regions of Venezuela.

Early Victories in
Latin America for the New Plan
The Bulletin of the National Assembly of Panama
reports new and early victories in the Nine Year Plan
for Mexico. The Island of La Mujeres has been opened
with the declaration of two believers there, a Mayan
pioneer has opened the island of Cozumel in the goal
territory of Quintana Roo. Also, the first Institute required for the Nine Year Plan has been established in
Muna, Yucatan, Mexico.
From Venezuela comes news of the opening of the
Island of Aruba, one of their Nine Year goals.
Baha'is around the world will be encouraged to learn
of these successes and eager to attain similar victories
before the close of this first year of the great Plan
given by the Universal House of Justice.
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THE TONGUE OF POWER - Part I
by Eunice Bra un
ALL THE works of man, words are the most enOFduring.
The temple of Solomon has crumbled to
dust) the melodies that David played to accompany the
psalms have drifted away on an ancient wind, but the
words live: HDay unto day utteretn speech and night
unto night sheweth knowledge. u The Ten Command-

ments and parables of Jesus still guide men's lives
though no material tokens remain to mark the passing of Their days on earth. For words are carried forward not only on clay and stone, on papyrus and parchment? but in the mind and heart and on the tongue;
and the words of the Prophet of God are like no other
words for they are inscribed unto the inner recesses of
the soul.
HWrite aU that We have revealed unto thee with the
ink oj light upon the tablet of thy spirit,"1 Baha'u'llah
commands.
This is the ink that survives millenniums of time and
comes forth renewed in each dispensation when the
Divine Author appears again. In this King of Days, the
dispensation of Baha'u'llah, He gives us The Hidden
Words, a volume slim and sparing of words as a small
book of poetry, but so potent that it reveals to us the
essence of all that has been "uttered by the tongue of
power and might, and revealed unto the Prophets of
old."2
History does not trace the exact pathway that began
with man's first uttered words as symbols of communi~
cation until the day that language became letters to be
engraved on tablets of stone, so that man could record the laws of his Lord for the generations that followed. The pictographs and hieroglyphs of ancient
Egypt are the earliest known written symbols; and it
seems highly significant to the unfolding drama of Revelation through the ages that the phonetic alphabet is attributed to a Semetic people and had its origin in the
Siniatic peninsula,
Undoubtedly it was a Manifestation of God who
brought the impetus that made man's tongue an ln~
strument of power and inspiration. I "The God of
Mercy hath taught the Qur'an, hath created man, and
taught him articulate speech."'3 The pathway of civilization is marked by words - from first, simple sounds
spoken to convey man's needs and desires, to a religious literature revealed for planetary man in an age
of universal peace.
Literature is defined as the ~'writings of a period Or
country kept alive by beauty of style or thought," hut
the revealed Word of God cannot be contained within
this definition. Although it has its origin in the land of
the Prophet and is revealed in the tongue that He
speaks, it has a power which transcends limitations
of language, culture and physical boundaries. Men
may reach forth to quench it but it is carried like an
underground stream beyond the borders of its beginning, It belongs to no one people or culture but to all
the souls who desire it. Drop by drop, through hidden
springs, or thundering over cataracts, it brings its
soul-refreshing water of life,
Thus the parables of Jesus, spoken in an almost for-

gotten Aramaic tongue in ancient Palestine, were retold throughout the Greek and Latin world and were
later to become Holy Scripture to all of Europe, the
New World and beyond. It carried with it the holy
books of the Jews, making words recorded on clay
tablets on MOWlt Sinai a code of ethics for the western
world.
The scholar who selects, compares and evaluates,
must use a different measuring rod when confronted
with the Revealed Word of God. He must look through
the same glass as the artist, craftsman, lawyer or
laborer - the glass of a pure heart, whereby all who
would know truth are aided to see with their Hown
eyes and not through the eyes of others,"4

The Greatest Gift
The greatest of all divine gifts to man, apart from the
gift of life and consciousness itself, is the Creative
Word of God, Through it, God manifests His mercy
and His justice. The Word spoken by His chosen Manifestation changes individual lives and redirects the currents of civilization. This is the Word, which the Bible
declares is not "returned void." It accomplishes its
mission, for it is creative. The fabric of personal faith
lS knitted to that Word when the golden thread of man's
inner faculty, his spiritual insight? responds to the Word
of the Prophet of God and reaches out to be woven with
the greater pattern of the Divine Will,
"Be and it i,I" declares the Prophet of God. It may
not be visible to our eyes today, but tomorrow or next
year or next century all is fulfilled,
Stories of the coming of Revelation from God are
filled with mystery and awe for us. To Moses the Voice
spoke from a burning bush that flames would not consume. A Voice from the heavens spoke to Jesus when
lie came out of the River Jordan; and Mul;1ammad's
first awareness of his role as God's Revelator came to
Him on Mount Hira near Mecca when the Voice spoke:
"Cry in the Name of thy Lordl" In this new Dispensation, when the whole world of humanity shall look
to one Author, we have been brought nearer to this divine phenomenon, for we live in the Day of Days when
the Word itself has been signed and sealed and sometimes even penned by the Prophet's own hand.
What were the circumstances surrounding Baha'u' •
llah when the first intimation of Revelation came to
Him Who was to be the Creator of a new world order,
the Lord of Hosts, the Spirit of Truth? Shoghi Effendi
Rabbani, great grandson of Baha'u'llah, late guardian
of the Baha'i Faith, has shed light upon this auspicious
event in his historical work. God Passes By.
To Baha'u'llah, descendant of Abraham, Zoroaster
and Jesse, and scion of a noble Persian family, Revelation did not come at first on a mountain top nor on the
banks of a river. It came in a subterranean dungeon
in the prison of Siyah-Cbal in Tihran, where He had
been placed as an expounder of the Cause of the Bab,
the youthful Prophet who had been martyred three
years earlier. In chains, Baha'u'llah first heard the
Voice that said: aWe shaH render Thee victorious by
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Thy Pen."5
The short, meteoric mission of the Bab, Herald and
Forerunner of Baha'u'llilh, was evolving "in the year
nine"G (as He had proclaimed in His book, the Persian
Sayan), into the Mission of lIHim Whom God would
make manifest." j The Bayan was the seed, the Bab
wrote from the prison fortress of Mah-Kii. that held
within it the potentialities of the "Revelation that was
to come." It was revealed "for no other purpose except
to establish the truth of Hi:$ (Baha'u'llith's) Cause."
Although the Persian Bayan contained laws and ordinances that were to abrogate the Quranic laws and
inaugurate a new, universal cycle, Shoghi Effendi
states that these were not designed to be a permanent
guide for the future. but rather an eulogy of the Promised One. In referring to these ordinances. Baha'u'IHth
later wrote: " . . . the world of Command hath been
make dependent upon Our acceptance." He had, therefore, "enforced some of them and revealed them in a
diJferent text, in the Book of Aqdas, while We have not
adopted others!'8
Much of the Bah's voluminous Writings were
despoiled and interpolated by His enemies. Of all of
His works, Baha'u'll.~h states in The Kitab-i-iqan~ Hthe
first, the greatest and mightiest of all" was the Qayyum'
l-Asmaa', the commentary on the Surih of Joseph. The
first chapter had been revealed to Mulla IJusayn in the
upper room of the Bab's home that memorable eve of
May 23, 1844. A portion was later presented to Baha?u'llah, winning His immediate allegiance to the
Bab's Cause. Its main purpose was to prepare the people for the coming of the "true Joseph" (Baha'u'llah)
and to foretell the tribulations that He would suffer at
the hand of His own brother. Revealed in Arabic. this
entire work was translated into Persian by the renowned poetess, Tahirih, the only woman among the
Bab's disciples. Portions of this work and others of the
Bab are quoted in many passages in the major Bahia'i works.

The Gathering Forces of Prophethood
The Voice that spoke to Baha'u'llilh in the fetid dungeon of the Siyilh-Qlal marked the beginning of Revelation. It continued with His banishment to Ba@dad
where He revealed the Tablet oj Kullu·t-Ta~rim, proving His ascendancy over the superficiality of His halfbrother, Mirza YaQya, who was already arising to fulfill the devisive role foretold by the Bab. The Voice accompanied Baha'u'llith to the mountains of Kurdistlm,
in Sulaymaniyyih, where He retreated for a time in the
attire of a dervish. Here He astotulded scholars, learned
doctors and people of all degree when they discovered
His presence. The beauty and power of an Arabic ode,
the Qa~idiy-i-VaTqa'iyyih, so moved them they declared
it surpassed the work of their most illustrious poet,
Ibn-i-Farid, though they were unaware of Baha'u'Uah's
true station. These days of self-exile were to be His last
days of comparative tranquillity_ Soon He would return to Bag!ldad, knowing full well the Role He must
play.
A soul-stirring picture comes to mind when we think
of Him now, pacing the banks of the River Tigris, revealing the Hidden Words, a portion each in Persian
and Arabic_ It was the year 1858. He was forty-one
years of age, approaching the springtide of His spiritual magnitude. The Kifab-i-iqrin was revealed during
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this second Bagl1dad period and Shoghi Effendi declares these two works to be the "two outstanding contributions to the world's religious literature_" The
Kittib-i-iqan, he further states, is "foremost among the
priceless treasures"~) of His Revelation, occupying an
unequalled station in Baha'i literature (except for the
Kitab-i-Aqdas, the Book of Laws).
The Seven VaUeys and The Four Valleys were written during this period, along with a host of epistles,
odes, tablets, commentaries and prayers. These were
portents of what was to come, as He gathered together
the reins of His Prophethood in the seven-year period
that marked his return from Sulaymaniyyih, lUltil
the declaration of His Mission in the garden of RiQ-van,
April, 1863.
In the Tablet of the Holy Mariner, written on the
first day of Ridvan, 1863, before His banishment to
Constantinople, . He foretold the grim trials that lay
ahead, a theme shortly reaffirmed in the LawQ.-i-Hawdaj
revealed as the band of exiles neared the port of
Samsun where Baha'u'llah caught a first stmset glimpse
of the Black Sea and a Turkish streamer that awaited
Him.

New Phase of Ministry
Now began a new phase of Baha'u'l1ah's ministry,
to be reflected in His Writings. During the four
months in Constantinople, the Proclamations to the ecclesiasticalleaders and kings began. First came a Tablet to the proud, arrogant Sultan of Turkey, 'Abdu'l'Aziz; then a Tablet to 'Ali Pa:illa, Grand Vizier, who
stated it was as if lithe King of Kings were issuing
his behest to his humblest vassal . . . "10
Through the subsequent five years in Adrianople, the
calamities foreshadowed in the earlier Tablets developed relentlessly. Here Bah;i'u'llah suffered some of
the most anguished moments of His entire life. Here He
proclaimed His Mission, powerfully and inexorably to
the world's leaders. The prayers of fasting were revealed. The Tablets to Napoleon III, the Shah of Persia, the rulers of Christendom were written and the
Tablet to the Kings (the Surih-y-MuIUk). These were
the letters of a divine Prisoner to those who seemingly
held His life in their hands, who had the power not
only to assuage His suffering but to summon the people and nations of the world to a just and lasting peace.
Shoghi Effendi's condensed but weighty work, The
Promised Day is Come, addressed to Baha'is of the

West, summarizes many of these illustrious Tablets
and analyzes the impact they were destined to have
upon their recipients and upon the whole world. Hardly
had they been written, when religious and political dynasties began to reveal the weaknesses within. The
"sword of wisdom . _ . hotter than summer heat, and
sharper than blades of steel"11 had struck.
Shortly before leaving for His last exile to 'Akka in
Palestine in 1868, Bahil'u'llah revealed the Tablet to the
Ra'is. From this moment, He declared, the equilibrium
of the world and its people had been upset, a process
that would continue until the teachings of the true
Physician would be applied.
In The World Order of Baha~u'Uah, a series of letters
written by Shoghi Effendi immediately preceding
World War II, we are apprised of this retributive and
purifying process that involves the disintegration of

8
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the old order along with the emergence of a new, di~
vinely inspired civilization. Herein are outlined the
steps that will take humanity from the nucleus of that
new order as it exists today, to its fruition in a universal, golden age when the whole earth "will have yielded its noblest fruits."

His Most 5i9nol AGt
The product of Baha'u'llah's pen reached its zenith
during His incarceration in 'Akka from August 31, 1868,
until His passing May 29, 1892. Additional Tablets were
written to the kings, to Pope Pius IX, and to Queen Victoria whom He commends for having "entrusted the
reins of counsel into the hands of the representatives of
the people." 1 2
The Kitcib-i-Aqdas, His Book of Laws, revealed while
residing in the House of 'Abbtid, was the "most signal
act" of His ministry. Shoghi Effendi states. The resounding theme of all of these Tablets and of the Aqdas itself is justice fOT all mankind. Although not yet
adequately translated into English or available in its
entirety, large portions of this Most Holy Book are
found in the major Baha'i works such as Gleanings
and the Epistle to the Son of the Wolf and are quoted
by Shoghi Effendi in his works: God Passes By, The
World OTder of Bahti'u'l!<ih, The Promised Day is
Come and Advent of Divine Justice. It is also to be
found in the gradual training of the believers by
iAbdu'l-Baha in a whole new arena of spiritual understanding and social responsibility. The Aqdas was supplemented by Baha 'u'llah with additional ordinances
in such Tablets as lfillraqat, Tajalliyat, Tarazat, Bi:ill.·
arat, Tablet of the World and others, contained all. or
in part, in chapter four of Baha'i World Faith.
Baha'u'llah's last major work was The Epistle to the

Baha'i Summer School at

BantJ~

Son of the Wolf. It was written to a bitter enemy, a
person filled with hatred for Baha'u'llah and for the
Light which He brought. Its soul-lifting theme is the
overflowing mercy of God, a divine gift which even a
darkened soul can reach out and grasp, if it will. In this
work Baha'u'Uah alludes to His Book of the Covenant
The KitabRi-'Ahd, as the "Crimson Book," His "Most
Great Tablet." This was written entirely in His own
hand and given to 'Abdu'!-Baha for safekeeping shortly
before His passing. In this document, the link that was
to maintain the unity and authority of the Faith was
forged when' Abdu'l-Baha, His eldest Son, was appointed the Center of His Faith, the "delineator of its future
institutions. ,J
These are highlights only of the voluminous Writings
of Baha'u'Uah, the outpouring of thirty-nine years of
continuous Revelation. "Well is it with him who fixeth
his gaze upon the Order of Bahit'u'llah," the Bab
had declared in the Bayan. Now Baha'u'llith could say
as His earthly life neared its close: oWe . . . have not
fallen short of our duty to exhort men and to deliver
that whereunto I was bidden by God
"
(to be continued)
1. Hidden Words, 21
2. Hidden Words, 3

3. Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, 1
4. Hidden WOTd.1, 4

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Epistle to the Son ot the Wolt, 21

God Passes By, 29
God Passes By, 30
BahQ.'£ World Faith, 203
God Passes By, 140
10. God Passes By. 160
11. Epistle to the Son ot the

watt. 55

12. The Promised Day is Come, 35

Alberta, Canada held August 16-23.
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New Local Spiritual Assembly of the Bana'is of Koolaupoka Oahu, Hawaii formed Rio;!van 1964. Left to
right, front: Mrs. Judy Blakely, Mrs. Elsie Umetsu,
Miss Elena MarseUa. Back: Dudley Blakeley, Howard
OTT, Donald Stevens, Hugh Chapman, Max Eckels,
Paul Umetsu.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Ewa
Judicial District elected April 21, 1964. Left to right,
seated: Joseph DeSena (treasurer), Miss Tyshon Clark
(secretary), Mrs. Florence Ke!!ey (chaiTman), Jacques
Smith (vice-chairman). Standing: Commander Laurence
Kelley. Donald AnTed, Mrs. Susan DeSena, Duane
Troxel, Philip Lemon.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Waianae Judicial District elected April 21, 1964. Left to right,
seated: William Shattuck (chairman), Mrs. Angela
Russen (vice-chairman), Mrs. Dorothy Kleinschmidt
(secretary), Raymond Russeli (tTeasurer). Standing:
John Knaus, Floyd Loving, Mrs. Gladys Johnson, Roy
Johnson, Frank Kleinsch.midt.
First Local Spiritual Assembly oj the Baha'is of Wahiawa Judicial District formed April 21, 1964. Left to
right, seated: William Tift (secretary), Mrs. Betty
Schuster (treasurer), Craig Quick (chairman), Gunnar
Luth (vice-chairman). Standing: Car,mine Maceri, Phi!""

lipo Kahuhu, Gordon Schuster, Richard Spray, Lau-

rence Watts.

new
hawaiian
local
assemblies
Local Spiritual Assembty of the Baha'is oj Honolulu
Judicia! District elected Apri! 21, 1964. (FoTmerly LSA
oj the Baha'is oj Honoltdu with jurisdiction over the
entiTe island of Oahu). Left to right, seated: Claude
Caver (treasurer), Maurice Willows (vice-chairman),
James Wada, Michael WoodwaTd (chairman). Standing~ Miss Gertrude Garrida~ Mrs. Lois Willows (recording secretaryt Paul Thiele, Miss Eva Geary, Mrs.
Elizabeth HoUingeT (corresponding secretaTY).

----.-~.
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Scenes fTom the Teaching Institute held in EI Lago de Coatepeque, El Salvador, August 4.0. Hand of the Cause
Doctor Ugo Giachery is at the left of the photograph.

Walk Five Hours to
Salvador Institute

ward in order to attend to their jobs at a coffee farm.

Mingling with the Baha 'js at the teaching institute in
El Salvador were some fifty guests who came to learn
more about the Faith of Bahil'u'lliih and of the spirit
that has caused that Faith to penetrate their land and
many other countries of the world. How to teach the
Faith - this was the theme, used at so many institutes
and conferences throughout the Baha'i world commu~
nity, and participated in by an the attendants at this
August institute at Coatepeque Lake.
'Abdu'l-Baha has taught that successful teaching requires devotion and self-sacrifice; but seldom is this
so visibly demonstrated as at this program designed
to forward EI Salvador IS goals of the Nine Year Plan.
In order to attend a single meeting of the day. friends
from Las Lomas de San Marcelino walked five hours
and then had to again resume the long journey home-

"0 ye believers of God! Show ye an effort . . /' wrote
the Master in the Tab~ets of the Divine Plan. uOh,
how I long that it could be made possible fOT me to
trave~ through these parts, even if necessary on foot
and with the utmost P<lverty ... and promote the divine
teaching.s."
Dr. Ugo Giachery, Hand o! the Cause, encouraged
the hearts of the friends with stories of pioneering in
Africa and brought enlightenment in many areas of the
Teachings. A course in Baha'j history was conducted
by Quentin Farrand. The last session witnessed the
declaration of one of the guests. All of these experiences were to be counted among the special blessings
of this institute so that the time to say Hasta pronto
came much too soon; yet each one took with him the
spiritual forces released during the meetings and the
memory of the long walk of the devoted friends of Las
Lorn as de San Marcelino.

Students at Baha'i Teaching Institute at Indore, India pause from classes to pose with distinguished visitor
~Amatu'l-Bahd R1lttiyyih Khanum during her visit last March.

I
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Guarani Indian Chief
Enrolls in Paraguay
Paraguay has enrolled its first Indian, a chief of
the Guarani tribe. Although most Indians of Paraguay avoid contact with outsiders, Rosendo Segundo
carries on pleasant relationships with many other
Indian chiefs, with government and military authorities and with President Alfredo Stroessner. He contacted the Faith through a chance meeting with a
Baha'i in a store while on a visit to the capital city,
Asuncion, to arrange for the official documentation
of land for an Indian colony. After this, he was taken
to the Baha'i Center where he became confirmed in
the teachings through the efforts of auxiliary board
member, Hooper Dunbar.
For Rosendo SeglUldo, the Faith is the answer to an
old promise of his grandfather concerning a new day of
unity for the Indian people. He has already introduced the teachings to two Indian chiefs who were
on visits to the capital and plans to visit their remote
tribes. He speaks little Spanish but is fluent in Guarani which is widespread throughout the country, a
language in which Baha'i literature has already been
translated, according to the statistical information
compiled by the Hands of The Cause in 1963.
The Baha'is of Paraguay feel that a rich harvest is
re ady among the Indians of their land and are hopeful that Hooper Dunbar and Rosendo Segundo might
both be able to direct concentrated effort in this field.

180 Indian Guests
Attend Baha'i Conference
There was something of the spirit of an international conference at the fourth prayer powwow held
near beautiful Lake Eucha in Oklahoma. There were
the messages from the Universal House of Justice,
from the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land, the
National Assembly and the Indian Service Committee

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of Brazil
faT the year 1964-65, together with Hand of the Cause

Jata! Khcizeh. Left to right, seated: Robert Miessler,
Muriel Miessler, Mr. Khazeh, Ny!a Taetz, Shapoor
Monadje.m. Standing: Vivaldo Ramos, Osmar Mendes,
RanY1>ald Taetz, Djala! Eghrari and Anthony Worley.
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to greet the 233 guests (180 of them Indian) who assembled on September 12 and 13 under the sponsorship
of the Rogers, Arkansas Local Assembly.
The greeting from the Universal House of Justice
read in part: "Such a gathering will assuredly bring
forth the blessings of the Great Spirit-the Creator
of the heavens and the earth."
The Hands of the Cause conveyed loving greetings
to all and the "hope that this meeting may demonstrate once again the spiritual power generated by
such gatherings and shed the illumination which the
Master foretold when the native inhabitants of the
Americas would come in contact with and accept the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah, the great Prophet whom
God sent to unite all peoples in this day."
Prayers were offered in many languages.
In this way a world-encircling fellowship, with love
and guidance radiating from the heart of the world,
the Holy Land, brought forth an atmosphere of understanding and illumination. Various aspects of the
teachings were highlighted by Nancy Dobbins of Fort
Worth, Brandsford Watson of Oklahoma City and Peter Terry of Santa Fe.

Fal.land Islands Continues
to Be Goal of United States
The Falkland Islands off the southern tip of Argentina which were among the goals opened by an
American Baha'i pioneer during the Guardian's Ten
Year Crusade, have again been assigned to this same
community by the Universal House of Justice under
the Nine Year Teaching Plan for the purpose of raising up a local spiritual assembly.
Pioneers Mr. and Mrs. John Leonard are the only
Baha'is in that goal at present. They would welcome
the prayers of all the believers that their efforts will
achieve this objective well before 1973. The American
Baha'is are requested to add this goal to the list of
objectives assigned to them in the Ric;tvan message
from the Universal House of Justice.

Exhibit 0/ Baha'i books arranged by the community
of Curtiba, Brazd in the neighboring city of Ponta
Grossa, the goal city of the Curtiba Baha'is. The exhibit was viewed by hundreds of passers-by, several of
who.m expressed their desire to know more about the
Faith.

.,"
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LEFT: Dinner time at the Fifth Annual Bolivian Congress held in

OruTO

in June. RIGHT: Between sessions aU

gather for photo of the Congress.

Complete Analysis of
Nine Year Plan Published
The complete Analysis oj the Nine Year International
Teaching Plan has just been published by the Publish-

ing Trust of the United States at the request of the Universal House of Justice. This work, prepared by the
Universal House of Justice, details each portion of this
august Plan, categorizing it in a most convenient form.
The last section carries a chart covering all of the national spiritual assemblies (listed by continents) showing statistics on centers and groups, spiritual assemblies and incorporated assemblies for 1964 and again
listing the goals for 1973. The various territories and
island groups under each national assembly are also
listed.
Every Baha'i will wish to obtain a copy of this work
in order to be informed of the overall program of the

Baha'i exhibit at the Canadian National Exhibition.

Faith throughout the world and to try to recognize his
privileges and responsibilities in respect to it.
Believers of more than ten years will recall Shoghi Effendi's book that charted our part as we began the
awesome Ten Year Crus ade in 1953. As various believers answered the call of God to fulfill their own
spiritual destiny, one by one the goals were achieved
and we began to read of unbelievable victories in BAHA'i
NEWS coming from all parts of the globe, victories that
gladdened the heart of our beloved Shoghi Effendi
even as the burdens increasingly fell upon him.
Now~ in this decade, each Baha'i has a similar opportunity - to serve Baha.'u'lhlh under the direction of
our first Universal House of Justice, to show our loyal~
ty, our loving obedience to that majestic institution
raised up in the hundredth anniversary of the declaration ot the Divine Author of the institution itself.
In the current message from the Universal House of
Justice, we read of the request for universal participation and of the "overflowing bounties of Baha'u'llah
which are diffused through His divinely.ardained
order." " ... In addition to teaching every believer can
pray. " " . . . fight their own spiritual battles and contribute to the Fund."
This is the Plan and each has his measure of responsibility toward its success, to blend his deeds, his
prayers and his funds into the universal participation
of the Baha'i World Community.
The Universal House of Justice has also made available an Adenda to the Statistical Information published
by the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land to cover
the period of RiQ.vim 1964. For information on ordering,
please refer to the Baha'i Publishing section On the
last page.
OWn

Bolivian ConCJress Reported
in Press and Radio
Bolivian Baha'js gathered from the cities, villages
and the country to hold their Fifth National Congress
in Oruro in the month of June. This ancient city of
the Andes mountains, founded in 1604. stands at an
altitude of 12,119 feet in the heart of the mining districts. Seventy-four Baha'js came together there to
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discuss ways and means of implementing their goals
of the Nine Year Plan. The economic problems that
exist and the special needs that teaching work takes
on in this land were thoroughly studied and consulted
upon, so that the first year of endeavor might prove
fruitful.

El Patria, a daily newspaper of Bolivia, gave two
articles to the Faith during the period of the ConM
gress. A twenty minute radio audition was also held.
Most promising of all were the strong, new steps
taken by the youth of Bolivia to offer their services
wholeheartedly to the Cause of God. They came from
many parts of the country to hold their own meetings
and to set plans for their first Youth Congress in Janu~
ary of 1965 in Cochabamba. This gave new inspiration
and courage to all of the faithful friends who are
striving to bring the Message to their countrymen.

BAHA'I SUMMER YOUTH PROJECTS II
GREENVILLE, South Carolina: Youth Teachers and
Singers.
In the South there is a rapid social evolution which
focusses upon the emergent Negro minority. It is a
place of bright hope for Baha'i progress through interracial teaching and living. Therefore a team of six
youth was sent to Greenville, S.C. to undertake, under
the guidance of the local spiritual assembly, a six
weeks combined program of tutorial assistance to Negro students, of rural Baha'i teaching, and of Baha'i
human rights activities. Karl Borden, Edson Hockenbury, Marian Parmelee, Douglas Ruhe, Patsy Sims,
and later Richard Thomas composed the newcomers.
Local youth participated intensively: Eddie Donald,
Curtis Butler~ the Abercrombies, William Smith, Steven Moore, and others. It was an energetic team addicted to group singing, whose ambitious objective
was mass conversion.
Service: Fifty-five Negro students of primary and secondary school age had applied for transfer to heretofore
aU-white schools. Their tutoring program, designed
to prepare them for the stiffer requirements of the
new schools, was staffed by four of the youth; a fifth

Baha'i Children's School held recently in Sandaken,
.afalaysia.

taught art at the Y.M.C.A. Easy and friendly contact
by the tutors with the students and their parents prepared them for a more integrated life. Culminating
the six weeks program, a parent-teacher banquet
was sponsored at a local church, while a picnic for the
students- was conducted by the Baha'i teachers.
Teaching and Human Rights: Innumerable fireside
discussions of collegiate Baha'i stamp were carried
out with the Greenville contacts, but particularly during the last three weeks with rural contacts in the
county surrounding Greenville, in nearby Piedmont
and Pendleton. Key to the successful contact with the
Negroes was the interracial group singing, music
which bridged the gulfs of culture and race, and
made true human contact possible.
Two Baha'i projects were possible: petitioning for
the opening of a public swimming pool serving the
Negro community, and interracial public facilities
visits following the signing of the civil rights bill. The
Greenforest Public Swimming Pool had been closed
by authorities to prevent integration. More than a
thousand children frequenting the pool were thus deprived of this needed recreation. In order to serve the
Negro community surrounding the pool, door-to-door
petitioning was conducted, ultimately to collect 800
names. The petition was then heard before the Greenville City Council after cooperative planning for presentation.
Visits to churches, to the Piedmont community center, to public parks and stores and restaurants demonstrated Baha'i solidarity and provided abundant teaching opportunities.
Side ventures included attendance at the Southeast·
ern Baha'i Summer School, near Asheville, N.C., a
trip to Greensboro, N.C. for a discussion meeting,
and a journey to the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference training camp near Savannah, Ga.
The six weeks were rich in experience, in the planting of Baha'i seeds, in the public recognition of the
unequivocal Baha'i position on the oneness of mankind t in new declarations (seven sO far), and in the
opportunities to serve the community and its neediest
citizens.
GALLUP, New Mexico, and PHOENIX, Arizona: Three
Girls of Good Will.
The Southwest is dry, beautiful, and rich in Baha'i
opportunities through the communities' contacts with
the Indians and Spanish-Americans. Ouida Coley,
N aney Marlowe and Sharon Wade, because of their
training in Spanish, were assigned to serve Gallup,
N.M. and Phoenix, Ariz. in exploratory programs of
service and teaching.
At Gallup in two periods of two weeks each the girls
undertook to canvass the town to inform about the
Cause, and helped also to recruit students for a free
art class conducted at the Baha'i Center by Gordon
Laite, distinguished Baha'i artist. They worked with
the juvenile probation officer, Mr. Maldonado, accompanying him on his rounds and contacting the Indian parents. Teaching at discussion meetings, attending all Baha'i community events, the girls spent weekends at Bread Springs, Toadlena, Chinle, Teec Nos
Pos and Klagetoh on the Navajo Reservation, wholeheartedly entering into Indian life with friendly and
beautiful spirit. At the famed Inter-Tribal Ceremonial

.,..
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in Gallup they were able to staff tbe BaM'i booth full
time, there to make contacts for the Faith.
In Phoenix tutoring of high school dropouts and work
in the Golden Gate Settlement House was combined
with Baha'i discussion meetings both in the city and
in nearby Tempe.
The way of life of the Indians was facinating in
its challenge to familiar Baha'i teaching methods.
Along with the extensive travel experiences to and
from the Southwest, to the Zuni Reservation and to
the Southern California Baha'i Summer School (for
Nancy), there was a rich and mutually inspiring
fellowship with the Baha'is of the two communities.

ie, were bolstered by Jim Sims and Norman Hodge.
With Dr. Irvin Lourie as youth adviser, the local
spiritual assembly developed a volunteer service at
a recreation center in the Negro section of Rockville
with the assistance of Bah-a'i Percy Holstein, offering
a variety of activities for the children and youth: arts
and crafts, singing, games, etc. Outings into Washington, tutoring for those having school difficulties, and
a community picnic - campfire sponsored by the entire Bah-a'i community and attended by about 150 persons were a direct contrast with the hostility? gunfire,
and church-burning which had been the immediate
antecedents of the Baha'i activities.

NILES, Michigan-SOUTH BEND, Indiana and MONTGOMERY COUNTY, Md.: Two Experimental Com-

NASHUA, HUDSON, PORTSMOUTH, N.H., and ELIOT,
Maine: youth Initiative at Home.

munity Projects.

An interracial team of two young men, James Sims
and Curtis Butler, was assigned to active MichiganIndiana Baha'i sister communities to expand work
long underway. In extensive door-to-door surveys regarding knowledge of the Faith, with dissemination of
literature. in talks with the NAACP, community clubs,
church groups, and a newspaper interview the youth
sought to foster wider knowledge of the Faith under
the guidance of the local assembly and Mr. Donald
Streets, youth adviser. Baha'i discussion groups were
sparked by the youth and the general level of the information on the Faith in the non-Baha'i community
perhaps was significantly raised during the four weeks
of the ellort.
In Rockville, Montgomery County, Maryland, a
group of local youth, Les1ie Mitrotti, Allan, Kathy and
Bonnie Kern, Steven Coley, Gwynne and Eileen Lour-

Some

-----------

Of those attending the

NOTthw~st Chil.dTen~s

Upon their return from Davison Baha'i School, Sandie
and Grant Rohde, Mary and Dorothy Tucker with David Schlesinger actively set about discovering opportunities for se!,vice, Baha'i teaching and human rights
projects in their own back yard. Electing to serve the
aged in nursing homes of Nashua and Hudson, regularly visiting the elderly to bring them flowers, prayerbooks, and friendship; sparking fireside meetings; actively participating with the NAACP; and collaborating with the youth throughout New England - a yearrOW1d effort hopefully has begWl.
Joining with the youth working at the Green Acre
Baha'i Institute: Gloria and Daniel Reimer, Alicia and
Claudia Waite, Jacqueline Ballou and others} the Nashua-Hudson youth participated in a door-ta-door information survey undertaken in Portsmouth, N.H. in connection with a weekend institute of the school. At the
school itself. the youth were vibrantly active and in-

SummeT School held at Astoria,

Oregon~

August 19-25.

----.~~~
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tensely participant in every program. bringing a spirit
of energetic resolution which helped to bring many
declarations of faith,
VALEDICTORY.
With the conclusion of the projects, and the return
home or to school of almost all of the youth (some few
remained at their cities of assignment), a summary
and analysis is being prepared by the youth projects

secretary. Mrs. Jane McCants, for the guidance of communities who subsequently may wish to utilize the un-

rivalled spirit and initiative of the youth. By the grace
of God there were no accidents and no incidents of
any gravity, despite the miles travelled, the youthweeks spent, the billions of words exchanged, the prodigious output of Baha'i energy expended, and the potentials for difficulty in the many kinetic situations en~
countered. The youth were vastly stimulated. The
host communities have learned better how to offer
guidance for utilization of the youthpower. The summer has been a time of live experience for all involved_
Planning for new projects with better management of
details will begin soon for the summer of 1965.
- by David S. Ruhe

FROG MORE WINTER INSTITUTE
Thursday, Dec. 31 (first class at 1:30 p.m.)
until Sunday noon, Jan. 3)
Penn Community Center, Frogmore, South Carolina
4 days: $16.00 for adults; $11.00 for
children 2 to 12 years of age
Send $3.00 for each reservation by Dec_ 18th to:
Miss Yvonne Harrop, Registrar
P.O. Box 3614
Augusta, Georgia 30904
This is more than a traditional winter school- it is a
teaching institute devoted to enrollments during the in·
stitute, expansion of the Faith in the southeastern area,
and specifically oriented to the goals of the Nine Year
Plan in the South. All are encouraged to foster the
attendance of friends not yet enrolled_

Some of over sixty peopte attending the ei.ghth Japan
Summer School August 8-9. Hand of the Cause Agnes
Alexander holds the Greatest Name.

Those attending 1964 National Convention Of Sweden.

NEWS BRIEFS
A panel discussion on July 19 on the results of current efforts toward racial integration was the first
major public teaching effort sponsored by the newly
formed Local Spiritual Assembly of Cedar Falls, Iowa_
Fifty-eight adults and twenty children, half of whom
were Baha'is, attended and many visitors participat.
ed in consultation on what constructive action could
be taken by individuals and the groups they belong to
in accelerating this movement.
The panel members were: the director of the Lu·
theran Student Center of the State College of Iowa, a
teacher from Columbus High School in Waterloo, and
Mr. Sam Jackson (Baha'i) from Elmhurst, Illinois_
A picnic supper and a swim party for the children followed the program.

o
Mrs. Betty S. Feldman, a member of the Baha'i
Community of Baltimore, Maryland, was able to give
the Baha'j message to approximately 300 Negroes when
she was invited to participate in the dedication of a new
Negro Baptist Church. Recently Mrs. Feldman was
able to arrange through proper official channels to
make Baha'i books available to prisoners in the Maryland Penitentiary where she is also assisting in the rehabilitation of five Negroes by helping them to record
for use in the chapel original songs which they have
composed.

o
In April, as a service to the community and to attract attention to the Faith, the Baha'is of Clayton,
Missouri, sponsored a vfry successful show of art by
amateur artists in a leading department store_ The
contestants who entered their works competed for the
privilege of having them shown. 103 artists submitted
215 works from among which 40 were chosen_ Three
small prizes were offered in each of three categoi-ies
- oil, water color, and graphic arts. Approximately
2,500 people saw the display, many of whom not only
asked questions of the Baha'i in constant attendance,
but also asked for literature and showed surprise that
this service was offered by the Baha'i community with~
out the hope of "getting anything in return_"

1
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Robert W. Sparks, Jr., chairman of the Bellaire,
Texas, Baha'i group, gave a talk for a comparative
religion study class at Congregation Brith Shalom on
Friday evening June 19. The title of the talk was

"Basic Facts of the Baha'i World Faith." Mr. Sparks
first showed some slides of the World Center in Haifa
then explained the history and goals of the Baha'i
Faith. He then stated that Baha'is seek to establish
world unity through individual application of moral
laws, not through politics.

o
The Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Niagara Falls, New York, commemorated the 1912 visit of
'Abdu'l-Bahil to Niagara Falls with a program at the
Hotel Niagara on Sunday, September 13. The program
began with a luncheon at 12 :30 which was attended by
seventy·three adults and six children. The formal part
of the program began at 3:00 p,m. and began with a
discussion of 'Abdu'l·Baha's identity and station, personality and influence. This was followed by the reading
of excerpts from his writings. At 4:00 p.m. fifty of those

who attended walked to the Falls.
The event received excellent publicity in the local
newspaper.

Baha'i Publishing Trust
Analysis of the Nine Year International Teaching Plan
of the Baha'i Faith, 1964-1973. By the Universal House
of Justice. This is the complete analysis of the Nine
Year Plan with all of the goals delineated. Each goal
is listed, such as Temples to be constructed, National
Spiritual Assemblies to be established, etc., with each
continent and the National Assemblies within them
responsible for the various accomplishments of the
Plan. The last section of the book has a tabulated
chart which shows Assemblies, Groups, Centers and
Incorporated Assemblies as of 1964 listed by continents
and then by National Assemblies, along with their inclusive territories and island groups, followed by the
goals for 1973.
Size 9 x 6, with soft grey, paper cover printed in redrust.
Material entitled Addenda to Statistical Information

Published by the Hands "f the Cause in the H"ly Land,
Ridvan 1963 has also been compiled by the Universal
House of Justice. This separate, eight page, self-cover
booklet designed to be inserted in the cover pocket of
the Statistical Information on the Faith, 1844 to 1963,
published April 1963. It brings the statistics up to date
with the beginning of the New Nine Year Plan.
Copies of the two above titles will be mailed as one
set.
Per set (one copy each) . _.................. _. $1.00

sets.:.........
.. ... _... _.. $20.00
100 sets . _. _... _.......... _..... _.... _........ $75.00
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Growing List 0/ City School Systems
Recognize Baha'i Holy Days
The local Spiritual Assembly of Eugene, Oregon, reported on August 25 that the Superintendent of Schools
for District No.4 of the Eugene area has granted permission to the schools to excuse Baha'j children from
attendance on Baha'i Holy Days.
The Chicago Assembly also reports that on its
own initiative the Office of the Superintendent of
Schools for that city has asked for a list of Baha'i

Holy Days to be included in the school calendar along
with the holy days of other religions to be observed

by children of those faiths_

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
November 4-Qudrat (Power)
November 23-Qawl (Speech)

HOLY DAYS
November 12-Birth of Baha'u'llah
November 26---Day of the Covenant
November 28-Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha
(1:00 a.m.)

U_S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
November 20-22

U.S. STATE CONVENTIONS
December 6

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekdays
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sundays and Holidays
10:30 a_m. to 5 :00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p_m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, November 15
4:15 p.m.
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Progress of the Nine Year Plan
News from the World Center

Convention

messages,

and

reports

reaching

the

World Center, indicate that in all parts of the world the
Plan has evoked an enthusiastic response from the believers and a spirit of dedication and determination
to achieve its goals. The realistic, mature and dedicated manner in which National Spiritual Assemblies
have approached their tasks bears eloquent testimony
to the training which our beloved Guardian's plans,

and particularly his Ten Year Crusade, have given to
the Baha'i world. A wide variety of methods has been

adopted by the different National Spiritual Assemblies
- the Generals of the Plan - some choosing to phase
their work in three or more stages, others to lay the
basic foundation for their total tasks this year and
then to build on that, and some National Spiritual
Assemblies even have informed the House of Justice
that it may be possible to achieve most of their objectives of expansion and consolidation within the next
two or three years.
The Convention of the Philippines recommended a
goal for 1973 of one million believers, and the National
Spiritual Assembly of Korea has adopted, as the goal
for the first year of the Plan, the raising of the number
of Assemblies to 100, the total number called for under
the Plan. Everywhere the army of God is on the move.

accepting a gift of 400 square meters of land in Quezon
City, a suburb of Manila.
In the South Pacific, a new language, Marshalese,
has been added to the list of Baha'i literature.
In the South West Pacific Ocean the National Haziratu'l-Quds has been acquired in Noumea.
,.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Colombia reports
that in Valencia and Tarrasa, local I:Ia~iratu'l-Quds
have been acquired, and the local Spiritual Assembly
of Bogota has been incorporated.
Two virgin territories in Africa have been opened:
Gabon and Mali.
The incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly
of Argentina has now been accomplished.
In Finland an additional National Endowment has
been established by purchase of a new property in Tervalampi village.
Two Assemblies have been formed on the Island of
Grenada thereby attaining its goal under the Nine Year
Plan.
The Group called for in the Marshall Islands has been
established.

Recognition of Faith in Persia
Goals Already Achieved
The National Spiritual Assembly of Mexico reports
that the goal island of Las Mujeres has been opened
with the declaration of two believers on that island,
and a Mayan pioneer has opened the island of Cozumel
in the goal territory of QUintana Roo.
The first Institute called for under the Nine Year
Plan has been established in Muna, Yucatan (Mexico).
The building of the I:fa?iratu'l-Quds in Aden has been
accomplished.
Of the 14 new National Assemblies formed last Ric;lvan, the first to be incorporated is the National Spiritual Assembly of the Hawaiian Islands, on June 5, 1964.
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Philippine
Islands has established its National Endowment by

The Ministry of Health and Education of fran has
permitted the establishment of a Nursing School attached to the Baha'i Hospital in 1'ihran. This is a highly
significant step in the evolution of the Faith in Persia.
For the first time since the closing of Tarbiat School
an officially recognized Baha'i educational institution
in Persia is able to operate under Baha'i jurisdiction.
The remaining shares of the Shop of the Bah in
Sbidtz. being one third of the total shares, have been
purchased by the Baha'i community and the whole
property is now oYVlled by the Faith.
The National Assembly of Persia reports that the re~
pairs to the House of the Bab and to that of His uncle,
as well as to other Holy Places in ~biraz have all been
completed.
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FIRST SUMMER SCHOOL IN MOROCCO
The first Baha'i summer school of Morocco was held
in Meknes, from August 31 to September 6. Over twenty
participants were gathered on a farm situated in a
suburb of Meknes, belonging to one of the Persian pioneers, Mr. Hossein Rowhani Ardakani. The city of
Meknes, with more than seventy registered Baha'is,
has the largest Baha'i community in Morocco.

When, early last summer, the Regional Teaching
Committee for Morocco was formed and, according to
the instructions of the National Spiritual Assembly of
North West Africa, met with the National Youth Committee to investigate the possibilities of organizing a
summer school, it seemed improbable that this project
could materialize in such short notice. However, at this
point the Local Assembly of Meknes volunteered to take
charge of the material side of the arrangements. It
was only this generous offer that translated hopes and
ambitions into reality.
Two important features made this summer school
remarkable: first, the presence of three of the im·
prisoned friends who had faced every wave of adver·

Italian Youth Exhibit High Degree of Servi<e
at Summer S<hool
The Baha'i school of Italy was held at the Hotel Miramare, Bellaria, on the Adriatic coast from September
12-2{l. The hotel was situated on the sea and even the
weather seemed to make an effort toward the success
of the school with a week of blue, sunny skies. The
friends present numbered 180, of nine nationalities,
with seventeen Italian guest students and five of other
nations. Over half were youth.
The spiritual tone of the school was set by a beautiful
talk by Hand of the Cause, .John Ferraby, on "Living

sity and tribulation in the name of the Cause. One of
them, Auxiliary Board member Mohammed Othmani
Kebdani, with infinite tact and understanding and a
heart overflowing with love and humility, served as the
director of the summer school. Everyone present felt
truly privileged to spend a week in close association
with these dedicated servants of the Cause of God who
for more than nineteen months accepted incarceration,
humiliation and torture, and through their steadfast
devotion and selfless dedication proclaimed the Greatest
Name throughout the world at the time of the Jubilee~
The second feature of the sum"lner school was that
all but one of the courses were taught by Moroccan
friends. These courses included: History of the Faith;
Baha'i Administration; Comparative Religion; Baha'i
Life; and Presentation of Some of Baha'u'Uith's Writings. Every class hour was followed by an intense
question and answer period in which all enthusiastically
participated.
With the successful consummation of this first summer school, it is planned to hold both winter and summer sessions in the future.

the Baha'i Life." The courses were on Islam t Advent

of Divine Justice Administration and others, given in
1

Italian, Persian and English. Guy Murchie came from
a distance to give a course on "Religion Proved by
Science. "
The culminating point of the week was reached when
a guest from Florence made her declaration, followed
by a young couple from San Remo.
On the day the program was organized by the Na~
tional Youth Committee, a young Italian from Bari
said: "Among other things a Baha'I youth must learn
is to live for others." In many other ways, the youth
demonstrated their willingness to be of service.

Baha'i Summer School of Italy held at Be!laria on the Adriatic coast September 12-20.
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Baha'i Summer Schools on
Three Continents
A lively and inspiring summer school was
held in Oostduinkcrke, Belgium~ the last week

of August with five new believers resutting
from it. It was a welt organized program,

showing results in the active participation of
all pre.sent.

Photo at Tight shows a portion of the fifty
who attended the summer schoot in Taegu,

Korea Augu.st 27-30, representing sixteen
communities. About fifteen came from the
southern islands of Korea.

EspeciaHy gratifying is this view of Bahd'i friends attending the first summer
school in Morocco held August 31 to September 6 in Meknes. Baha'is around
the world will recall the long period 01 imprisonment faT many of the believers

there and the joyous news of their release announced in May, 1964 BAHA'i NEWS.
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Faith Spreads in Malaya and Sarawak
The National Assembly of Malaysia and Brunei reports that the Faith is spreading among the aboriginal
Senoi people of northern Malaya. Hand of the Cause,
Dr. R. Muhajir has recently visited the Baha'is of this
region where the traveling teacher, K, Krishnan, is
working. The American pioneer. Harlan Lang, has
made several teaching trips to the bush area of the
Ibans and other tribes in Sar awak where a native

teacher, Smith Ottan, has brought over 300 of his Melanau people into the Faith this year.
Photo at left above shows a gathering of Senoi believers at the kampong of Menderang, Sungkai, Perak,
Malaya with Dr. Muhajir. Three photos at right, top to
bottom, show spiritual assemblies of the kampongs of
Menderang, Jentong and Kelmong, aU in Perak, Malaya. (A kampong is a small compound.) Lower right
shows a group of Melanau Baha'is in Tellian, Sarawak
with the native teacher, Smith Ottan at left.
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Baha'i Summer School
Held in Perigueux, France
The Baba'is of France held a summer school in
Perigueux in the Dordogne valley, August 30 to Septem.
ber 6. The school was honored by the presence of Hand
of the Cause John Ferraby and his wife and of Dr.
Navidi, Auxiliary Board member of the Hands of the
Cause in Europe.
Perigueux is very well known for its artistic and
archeological treasures as well as for the beauty of its
location. Classes were held in the lovely palais de fetes,
which is surrounded by beautiful formal gardens in
which the friends enjoyed walking during their free
periods.
Classes were held on the Administrative Order, the
Nine Year Plan, Prayer and Meditation, and the Life
of the Bah. A public meeting conducted by Mr. Tirandaz
was attended by many interested people who, during
the course of the evening, asked a number of questions.
l;Iaha'is from Morocco, Tunisia, Belgium, England,
Monte Carlo and Holland attended the school and
shared news of the progress of the Faith in their countries. The youth held a round table discussion on such
subjects as the duties of Baha'i youth, their behavior
in front -of their non-Baha'i contemporaries, their hopes
and their projects. In addition, they discussed the relationship between parents and children, and education.
Mrs. Ferraby spoke about Shoghi Effendi and his work
and of her life and experiences in the Ho]y Land.
For the recreational part of the program, an excursion was made to the Dordogne valley, which is noted
for its beautiful scenery and its lovely castles, At
Tremolat t the friends were so moved by the beauty
of the countryside that they stopped for prayers. At
Barre de Dorome, after a tour of the village and of the
grottoes, a spontaneous public meeting was held during
which Mr. Navidi, Dr. Barafroukhteh, Mr. AlaI and
Mr. Tirandaz answered questions for more than two
hours. One of the people who attended this meeting
was Professor Bicharat Tabbah of the University of
Beirut in Lebanon.
The summer school closed in an atmosphere of
warmth and good will between the Baha'is and the
people of Perigueux and many new contacts for the
Faith were made,

Meager Funds, Physical Hardships and Devoted
Teachers Mar. Efforts in Bolivia
"The tragedy of teaching in BOlivia," writes a pio~
neer, 'lis the shortage of manpower and literature."
The glory of teaching there is the number of waiting
souls, especially among the Indians, ready and willing
to hear the Message of Baha'u'llah; and great hope lies
in such humble, devoted believers as Miguel Diez, a
Baha'i of Santa Cruz who spends every spare moment,
outside of earning a living for a large family, in
spreading the Faith. His duties take him to many
towns and villages, including one that has two native
Indian groups, Chirugans and Guayos. Here he has
made friends with the jefes or chiefs and has brought
Athas Costas of the National Assembly, and Hooper
Dunbar, Auxiliary Board member, to speak to them.

Miguel Diez,. Indian Baha'i teacher of San.ta Cruz,
Bolivia, in center of photo, with. GuaTaye Indians, The
chief (Jefe) and his wife are sitting at the right and
left of Miguel.

Recently a special committee for this region went
out to assist in presenting the teachings to two hundred
Chirugans, after hours of travel on muddy roads. Then
the jefe of the Guayo Indians hrought them to his home
to speak to thirty people gathered there, Each Saturday
Miguel Diez returns to them alone, for the committee
is unable to assist him further, expanding their Wlderstanding of the Faith and enrolling each time the ones
who desire to be Baha'is. On Sundays he goes to
another village.
One day Miguel found sadness and grief among his
new B aha' i brothers in one of the villages. A young
believer, just twenty-one years of age had died suddenly and they did not understand how to take care of his
burial and wished to do it right. Miguel walked the
long miles to the burying ground, read prayers from
his prayer book which he carries in his truck and :reolayed to those present the Baha'i message of uLife
After Death" which he had himself i ust heard. the previous evening at a meeting. This gave them much joy
and reassurance.
Although Miguel knows that Baha'u'llah accompanies
him in his journeys, he prays for more helpers to
give the Message and to deepen the new believers.

Distinguished Frenchman
Questions Baha'is Concerning
Protedion of Animals
Recently an eminent French personality, a member
of the Academy of Sciences, asked the Baha'is if
Baha u'lIilh had revealed any laws for the protection
of animals. The Baha'is answered in the affirmative
and stated that Baha'i love is so vast that it extends
beyond the human species to the animal kingdom, They
also quoted the teaching of Baha'u'llah in which he
enjoins men to treat animals with justice I kindness
and fairness and strongly forbids them to cruelly
abuse animals. It is interesting to note that shortly
after Baha'u'Uah revealed this law the Society for the
Protection of Animals was founded in many countries
of the world.
7
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Costa Rica Holds First Indian Institute
Last March the Costa Rican National Assembly sponsored a four-day Indian school in Amubre, Talamanc.
Although these photos were delayed in reaching BAHA'f
NEWS, this first teaching institute for the Costa Rican
Indians is of deep interest. The photo at right shows a
group of teachers (with the pioneer pointing) and three
Indian friends getting ready to ferry everyone across
the Sixaoloa River by dugout canoe. From this point,
it is a half day's walk on to Amubre. The view below
shows a portion of those who attended the sessions
and the thatched roofed hut which is the Baha'i Center
there.

Shown above is a group of Baha'i youth among the
Indian believers. Standing third from right is a youth
who has displayed marked ability for teaching among
his people. He comes from the village of Coen and had
to walk a full day to come to the school. At left below
appears a group of new Baha'is who declared themselves during the school sessions. These friends walked
all day and half into the night from their village of
Alto Urein. The photos themselves were sent from London to Costa Rica, having been taken by a young man
who became a Baha'i while visiting Costa Rica and
then attended the Institute.

Royal Cambodian Government
Rl!(ognizes Faith by Royal Decree
Another sovereign state, the ancient Kingdom of
Cambodia with its world famous Angkor Wat temple,
has extended a very respectful recognition to the Faith
of Baha 'u'llu.
Upon the request of the National Assembly chairman
in 1963 and the personal intervention of Mrs. Shirin
Fozdar whose esteem by the Cambodian Royal Court
dates back to 1954, His Royal Highness Prince Noro-

dam Sihanouk, Head of State, has issued an impressive
Royal Decree under his own signature, recognizing the
Baha'i World Faith as well as its World Center in
Haifa, Israel, authorizing its practice in Cambodia as
wen as its right to construct and own temples and religious centers.
The Cause which was first brought to Cambodia in
1954 has, through a succession of pioneers, steadily
progressed from one local assembly in 1958 to nine at
present and will surely be establishing a National Spiritua] Assembly during the Nine Year Plan.
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Agnes AlexandeT, Hand of the Cause, seated at right with Ainu Chief.
MT. MOTitake in front of an old Ainu house. Kneeling beside Miss Atexander is a son of the Chief, Mr. Umegae, known as the ULion of Hokkaido." Miss Yamami. Baha'i from ShirBoi (island) and Bernard Leach
shown at left of group. Photo above shows a portion of group attending
this first Teaching Conference in Hokkaido.

Ainus of Japan Participate in Hokkaido Conference
The first teaching conference held in Hokkaido, second largest island in Japan, occurred September 26-27,
1964. It was held in the Town of Shiraoi which has a
large Ainu population. Aside from a few pioneers and
Japanese, most of the sixty-five participants were
Baha'is of Ainu ancestry.
Japan's own Hand of the Cause, Miss Agnes Alexander t recounted her experience in taking the Faith to
Hokkaido in 1932.
In Shoghi Effendi's last letter to Japan, he advised
the Baha'is to teach the Ainu so that they would then
arise and teach their own people. Mr. Umegae. son of
Chief Moritake, is the living proof of the Guardian's
words. The pioneers have named him the "Lion of

Hokkaido,H for he has taught most of the Baha'is there.
The famous English potter, Mr. Bernard Leach,
spoke at three diJferent public meetings in connection
with the conference.
One of the pioneers produced a vial of attar of roses
which had been originally sent by Shoghi Effendi
through Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khazeh, to the first
convention of North East Asia in Tokyo in 1957. The
vial was still about half full and it was a solemn, spiritual experience to be anointed with this gift from the
Guardian,
The day after the conference eleven Baha'is went to
an Ainu village not far from Shiraoi and in a few hours
gathered over one hundred people for a meeting. About
hal! of the adults enrolled in the Faith and are eagerly
awaiting further deepening in the Teachings.

Students and teachers at
a class held at newly acquired Teaching Institute,
Mysore, India.

T
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Publishing Trust of Germany
Exhibits at Frankfurt Book Fair
The Baha'i Publishing Trust of Germany was represented this year for the first time at the International
Book Fair in Frankfurt-am-Main, September 16-22.
The Baha'i display was located among the stands of
other religions in the very same hall where the International Baha'i Congress in 1958 took place.
The location appeared to be very favorable as almost
all visitors had to pass by. A photograph of the Baha'i
House of Worship in Langenhain, already well known
in Germany, attracted many visitors. Booksellers
praised the genuine workmanship of the books, clergymen read in the Baha'i prayer books and many visitors
showed quite an interest in looking through the Baha'i

books.
Baha'is were present at the display to answer questions and to give out literature catalogs and pamphlets.
Many people were contacted in this way.

Two views of the world famous Internationa~ Book Fair
in Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany. showing the German
Baha'i Publishing Trust's booth in the center.

Mrs. Ruth Pringle~ Auxiliary Board member, seated in
center, with members of the Jicaque Indian tribe in
Honduras whom .she visited on September 15. Mrs.
PTing~e visited several centers in Honduras during
September and October. Two schools fOT training native
teachers are now planned fOT December.

Publishing Trust Founded in Belgium
A Baha'i Publishing Trust for the French language,

a goal of the new Plan, has been established in Brussels, Belgium, under the direction of the National Spiritual Assembly of Belgium. Several basic titles have
already been produced. A general conference on at-

taining the remaining goals of the Plan ouUined by the
Universal House of Justice was held October 18, re·
suIting in open consultation.
National Day, an annual event in Belgium, was
marked by believers in Antwerp by Baha'i talks in

both Flemish and French at the Flemish Cultural Museum Center during the month of September.

Philippine Baha'is Receive Visit
from Agnes Alexander
Visiting the Philippines in mid-August, Hand of the
Cause, Agnes Alexander, from Kyoto, Japan, related
experiences of the first national convention in Hawaii

and the early days of the Faith in the 1900's. On two
weekends, she taught the Baha'is of Muntinlupa, inspiring the friends there to further deepen their knowledge of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.
A teaching conference was held in Mindanao to consolidate activities of the Bilaan Baha'is there and to
celebrate completion of their new Center. Deepening
in administration and sharing knowledge of the Teachings with all one's friends and neighbors has also occupied Baha'is in the two provinces of Bukidnon and
Lanao del Sur. The month of August found Mrs. Rose
Mangapis opening many new areas in the BicoI provinces. A number of school teachers and other professional people on the island of Ticao, Masbate, enrolled
in the Faith. A family from Persia, Mr. and Mrs.
Eshraghian and their three children, have joined forces
with Joseph Domingo in Mountain Province and new
teaching victories are anticipated there.
-Philippine Tidal Wave

..• '- ..""...... - "'-'-'BAHA'I NEWS
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CHARACTER TRAINING
IN IRAN
Last year forty character training classes in religion were held in Yazd, Iran. 300 youth and children were taught under the direction of thirty
teachers. In Andimi;w:k five teachers conducted
nine classes regularly. Classes are graded from
one to ten and a portion of those held in Yazd are

shown here.
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Faith Continues
to Flou,.ish

in Af,.ica
The National Assembly of West AfTica elected April,
1964. Left to right: J. A. G. Edwards, James Kabia,
Zara Dunne (recording secretary), Edward Johnson,
Hand of Cause John A, Robarts (representing the
Hands of the Cause), Daniel Ojei (vice chairman),
Major Dunne (treasurer), Wm, R. Foster (chairman),
Oliver Campbell and Tamar Fakhry (secretary).

Rhodesian Believers Study Administration

National Spiritual Assembly of the BahlFis of South
Central Africa formed Ri4van, 1964. First TOW~ left to
right: Mrs. Helen Hope, Miss Mary Mabogo~ Mr. Eric
Manton and Miss Ethna Archibald; back row: 1\.1r5.
Jessie Manton~ Leonard Chiposi~ Mrs. Florence FaCheAazam and Enayat SohaiH. L. Marowa is absent from
the photo.

First Convention of the Baha'is of South Central Atrica,
April, 1964. Hand Of the Cause. Enoch Olinga, is seated
in the center and on his right is LoweH Johnson, representative of the mother Assembly of South and West
Africa.

South Central Africa has recently scheduled teaching
conferences in both N orthem and Southern Rhodesia
particularly with a view toward increasing the abilities
of the believers .in functioning within the administrative framework of the Faith. Board member Shldan
Fat'he-Aazam and Mr. and Mrs. Eric Manton went to
Mwinilunga area where a conference attracted friends
as far as forty-six miles. The discussion centered on
how to hold Feasts, functions of a Local Spiritual Assembly, and the Baha'i Fund. A trial Feast was held.
Several villages were visited on this same journey.
The Southern conference was held at the Salisbury
Rural Community Baha'i Center in late August, with
Board member, Amos Zauyamakando and Mr. Fat'beAazam conducting the sessions for some fifty adults
and twenty children. The Teaching and Deepening
Committee of Mashonaland planned the two-day event.

National Spiritual Assembly of NOTth-West Africa. Left
to right, seated: Mr. Obbadi, MT. Bouchoucha (vicechairman)~ Mr. Djalati; standing, left to right: Rouhani
Ardekani (treasurer), Mr. Saberan~ Dr. Tai, Dr, Amine
Mesbah (chairman), Rowshan Mustapha, Mohamed
Maanan (secretary).
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Swiss School and Conference
Augment Nine Year Plan
A Swiss summer school, with courses in
German and French for the sixty-five attendants, was held August 23-30 at Miinchenwiler Castle, Morat, in Fribourg canton, goal
city of the Nine Year Plan. Twenty-five people from Morat responded to invitations published in local press and on posters. Morat is
an historic city famous for the battle which

defeated Charles 'le-Temeraire.

A Swiss German teaching conference was
held at Vogelinsegg, September 13, with
sixty-three Baha'is participating. Six communities reported on the inception of the
Nine Year Plan in their area. The people in
the photo (left) stand on the historic battlefield near St. Gall, the first Christian city in
Switzerland, two miles from the international
Pestalozzi Refugee village of Trogen where
the Faith will soon be represented. This conference aimed at opening the canton of Appenzell-Interior Rhodes, a charming region
of hilly landscapes and beautiful chalets, one
of the nine remaining cantons among a total
of twenty-five of the Swiss Confederation
which are to be opened to the Faith in the
Nine Year Plan,

The Cham elders of the Tan-Linn District, Binh-Tuy
province of South Viet Nam. Baha'i te_achers in the first
row~ in non-traditional dress are; Quan-Dinh-Minh, from
the National Teaching Committee for Ethnic Minorities;
Do-Nguyen-Hanh, member of the National Spiritual Assembly; and Nguyen-Cong-Chanh, youth teacher. In
August 280 Chams accepted the Faith and 400 in September, making a total of 845 new believers for September fOT V'iet Nam as a whD~e.
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will increase in volUme and accelerate in performance.
The theme recommended for ICY is "Peace and
Progress through Cooperation." The symbol of the year
will be crossed hands. Many projects have already
been suggested, and many are moving toward implementation. Baha'is will wish to become fully informed
of this ellort toward cooperation. The U.S. United Nations Committee will undertake to guide the Ameri..
can community in suggested activities which will further the goals of the Faith with the UN.·
-U.S.

UNITED NATIONS COMMITI'EI:

Memorial Service for Mrs. Margery McCormick
to Be Held in Baha'i House of Worship
First Teacher Training Institute fOT Zone 1, Guatemala,
held at the Bahd'i Center in Huehuetenango on September 25-27 which resulted in five responses for pi·
comp~eted a 9-year

oneeTing. Huehuetenango has also

goal in publishing a pamphlet in Aguacateco.

Fi rst Summer School Held in Caracas, Venezuela
On October 10-12, the first summer school of Ven-

ezuela was held in Caracas. DUring three days, Baha'is
from various parts of Venezuela, lived, studied and
prayed together, The spirit was one of unity enabling
many to render enthusiasm for teaching of the Faith,
The highlight of the school came during a class on the
Nine Year Plan of Venezuela with the realization of
the big job that lies ahead. Inspiration also came in
noting that several goals have already been completed
and many others are near completion.

Saturday evening. December 12. has been selected
jointly by the Hands of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere and the National Spiritual Assembly as the date
for a memorial service for former Auxiliary Board
member and long-time active Baha'f teacher, Mrs. Margery ]\1cCormick, who passed away in Wilmette Illinois. on July 14, 1964. All Baha'is, and any other'relatives, friends, and acquaintances of Mrs. McCormick
are invited to attend.
The program will begin at eight o'clock and will take
place in Foundation Hall of the Baha'i House of WorShip.

International Cooperation Year (ICY)
Baha'is and the United Nations
From the last century came Baha'u'IUth's clarion
call: "Let your vision be world-embracing, rather than
confined to your own self." He stated that "the time
must come when the imperatiVe necessity for the holding of a vast, an all-embracing assemblage of men will
be universally realized." In this century of social and
political adolescence the Baha'i Universal House of
Justice has set as one goal of the Nine Year Plan the
"development of the relationship between the Baha'i
CommWlity and the United Nations." Ever since the
United Nations Charter Conference in 1945 the Baha'is
have been active in support of the UN. Accredited observers to the Department of Public Information of the
UN Secretariat represent both the American Baha'i
Community and the Baha'i International Community.
In this International Development Decade of the
1960's the United Nations General Assembly has adopted a resolution which designates 1965 as International
Cooperation Year (ICY). As befits next year's celebration of the 20th annivers ary of the UN, stress will be
laid upon the enormously significant efforts already
undertaken by the specialized agencies in particular.
The UN is hopeful that these cooperative undertakings
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Hand of the Cause H_ Collis Featherstone
Pays Brief Visit to North America
Hand of the Cause, H. Collis Featherstone, of Port
Australia, visited the Temple area in Wilmette in October, on his way to the Conclave of the
Hands at the Baha'i World Center. His visit provided
an excellent opportunity for proclamation of the Cause
of Baha'u'llah, highlighted by a haJf-hour interview on
one of Chicago's radio stations.
Speaking at a fireside in Chicago, Mr. Featherstone
warmly greeted the interracial gathering and reviewed
the teachings of Baha'u'llah on the oneness of mankind:
"Love is the animating force of the Faith. When we
look at one another with love, we draw to the surface
Adelaide~
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all the hidden endowments, When we look at one
another with hostility. We prevent our own growth and
discourage the growth in others.
"In this great century we must vie with each other
in being the lovers of humanity. Our privilege as
Baha'is is inestimably great, for we have been given
the teachings and prayers of Baha'u'llah to assist us
in this effort to bring unity and peace to mankind."
Mr. Featherstone met with the National Spiritual Assembly during his brief visit and also addressed a
large Baha'i gathering in Foundation Hall of the Baha'i
House of Worship on Friday evening, October 9, leaving the next day for Ottawa and Montreal, Canada.

Hand of Cause William Sears
Holds Conferences on Nine Year Plan
Beginning in August and before leaving for the conclave of the Hands of the Cause at the World Center in
mid-October. Mr. William B. Sears conducted a series
of meetings for Baha'is only in San Diego, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and Daly City in California, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and in the Baha!i House of Worship for the
believers in the Temple area. In preparation for several of these meetings, Mr. Sears sent a personal appeal to each believer to attend the meeting which
would be devoted to discussion of the Nine-Year Teaching Plan, its various objectives, especially for the home
front, and how our very lives, both physically and
spiritually, are at stake in this present hour. The destiny of America and the destiny of the entire human
race, he wrote, may well depend upon what we do or
do not do in the next few months, days, or even hours.
The first meeting was held in San Diego on August
29. The attendance was large and the friends were
raised to great heights of inspiration by Mr. Sears'
own contagious enthusiasm and heart-stirring appeal
for prompt action on aU fronts, including Baha!i
character building, achieving racial unity. and support
of the Baha'i Fund which is the life-blood for much of
the work to be accomplished Wlder the Nine-Year Plan.
"What a concentration of Baha'i man power! u. exclaimed Mr. Sears in greeting the audience of 500
Baha'is assembled in Hollywood for the all-day session
sponsored by the Los Angeles Local Spiritual Assembly. Among the subjects discussed during the morning
session were pioneers, home front teaching, The Universal House of Justice, the World Order of Baha'u'llith
and its significance at this hour. It closed with the
showing of the beautiful slides of the First International
Baha'i Convention and the Baha'i World Congress with
narrated commentary.
When discussing the Universal House of Justice Mr.
Sears suggested that a cablegram be sent to that Supreme Body, The idea was immediately adopted and
the following message was dispatched: H500 hearts
filled overflowing inexpressible gratitude bounties Nine
Year crusade. Redoubling prayer. efforts, energies,
bring fruition goals beloved Cause."
Similar messages were sent from several of the other
meetings. While discussing "The Baha'i Funds" Mr.
Sears recommended that provision be made for the
believers to leave contributions, if they wished to do
so, on their way to lunch. It was exciting to receive
reports from time to time during the afternoon that the
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sum was mounting until it finally reached $1,683,00.
Again at some of the other meetings the friends were
given an opporttmity to make immediate contributions,
all of which have helped toward meeting the national
deficit.
Mr. Sears talked of the jjCleansing ... Catastrophe"
and that we are "faced with a grave, grave problem
- shortness of time." "Much will depend on the reaction of the rank and file of the believers to the pleas
now addressed to them," he said, and Hour great
bounty and our great privilege is to awaken the people
to the greatness of this time."
The Los Angeles Assembly reporting the meeting
stated: HThere just is no way to put into words the
inspiration he [Mr. Sears] gives to all who hear him
and the deep effect he has on them. If the obvious
emotion of many, and the determination on the faces
of others, is any indication of what will transpire in
Southern California in the future, wonderful reports of
much activity toward the fuIfilIment of the goals of our
Nine-Year Plan should be filling your agenda (the
NSA) each month."
Mr. Sears followed much
the same agenda at all of
his meetings, using quickly
drawn charts and illustra·
tions to bring out some of
the important facts on the
history of the Faith, the
years of outpouring of Di·
vine Revelation and the
teachings and directives of
Hand of Cause, Wm.
'Abdu'I-Bahil and Shoghi
B. Sears, using visual
aids in iUustranng an
Effendi. He spoke particuaddress.
larly of the significance
and great importance of
the Nineteen-Day Feast and recounted the disorganized,
haphazard manner in which he has seen them COnducted in many places. He also reminded the friends
repeatedly at each meeting that the beloved Guardian
called the American Baha'is the "chief executors" of
the Master's Divine Plan, the "last remaining stronghold" of Baha'u'IJah's world-redeeming Faith, and that
to the American Baha'i community is given the major
responsibility and bounty of His world-redemptive
mission.
Reading extracts from The Advent of Divine Justice,
Mr. Sears also stressed the need for uprightness of
character, the need for knowing the sacred literature,
the proper methods of teaching, and preparation for
pioneering, the urgent necessity for elimination of racial prejudices in the Saha'i community and in the
world outside, and the call to every individual, young
or old, black or white, newly enrolled or veteran in
the Faith to arise to meet the challenge and the new
opportunities of the Nine-Year Plan.

Baltimore Area Camp-Out Week-End
Draws AHendan(e of Nearly 100
A youth camp-out week-end sponsored by the Baltimore County Spiritual Assembly. Maryland, assisted
by the Washington, D.C., and area youth attracted
youth and a number of adults from a radius of 200
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miles, including the states of Maine, New York, North
Carolina and Virginia. The gathering was held on the
farm of Dr. F. S. Lee, at Owings Mins, Maryland.
The daytime program of fun included horseback
riding, swimming, and various kinds of active games,
with a hayride and a barn dance on Saturday evening,
followed by late group singing of folk songs around a
huge camp fire. The days ended with prayers. The Sunday program began with dawn prayers at the top of a
nearby hill from which there was a beautiful view of
the rising sun.
Besides frequent prayer sessions, the inspirational
program included a talk by Mr_ Glenford Mitchell on
HMan and Nature," Baha'i readings, and lively discussion of various Baha'i subjects.
Although the attendance was large, the work did not
prove to be too great a drudgery for anyone group of
persons since many of the youth volunteered to assist
in the necessary work of cleaning up, pitching the tents,
clearing spaces for gatherings in the adjacent woods,
gathering wood and building the camp fire. Me. Royal
Foust and Mr. Clarke Langrall together with Dr. F. S.
Lee formed the committee to plan and direct the program.

Urbana-Champaign. Illinois Baha'is
Celebrate Fiftieth Anniversary
During the week end of October 18 the Baha'is of
Urbana? Illinois, together with their fellow believers in
nearby Champaign celebrated a half century of activity
in the Faith of Baha'u'JliIh_
The earliest known mention of the Faith in Urbana
was in 1907 or 1908 when Charles Greenleaf and a
Persian Baha'i were invited to speak in the Unitarian
Church. The next year, just prior to going to Persia as
a physiCian to women, Dr. Susan Moody spoke to a
gathering of interested friends in the home of Mrs.
M. P _ Kelley. Three ye ars later, in 1912, Reverend
Albert Vail, pastor of the Unitarian Church in Urbana,
met 'Abdu'l-Baha in Malden. Massachusetts, and soon
thereafter started a UUnity ClubB for the members- of
his congregation for the study of all religions, includ·
ing the Baha'i Faith. From this group came a number
of very active Baha'is who became early teachers and
pioneers for the Faith in many parts of the world.
Dr. Glenn Shook, author of numerous articles and
books on the Faith, including "Science, Mysticism, and
Revelation," once recalling the intensity with which
these early Urbana believers studied the prayers and
sacred scriptures, said: j'Those were glorious days;
we were all filled with great love for the Faith_ Our
hearts overflowed with praise and thanksgiving for
this common salvation. From the first we were a
spiritual brotherhood."
As secretary of the group, Dr. Shook wrote to
'Abdu'l-Baha. The date of the Master's reply in October
1914 has ever since been regarded as the birth date of
the Urbana B aha 'i community.
The Baha'is met in many different homes until in the
1930's when they rented their first center_ The present
center, where they have met fat seventeen years, was
the former home of Mrs. George Busey, now the resi·
dence also of Dr. Garreta Busey, well known in both
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America and Europe as a Baha'i teacher and writer,
who has used her sabbatical years for teaching in The
Netherlands and the Island of Corsica.
From the very early years there have been classes
for children. The University Baha'i group was the first
recognized Baha'i College Club in America and has ex·
isted uninterruptedly for at least thirty years.
During the first twenty·:tive years all the Baha'is of
the area met as one community - Urbana, Champaign,
St. Joseph, and Arcola. Later, when the Guardian stipulated that each civic unit must have its separate com·
munity. Urbana immediately elected its own local
Spiritual Assembly. In 1941 it became incorporated
and at the same time received authority to conduct
legal Baha'i marriages.

Early Pioneers and Teachers
Among the well known believers, besides those mentioned above, who have at one time or another called
Urbana their Baha'i home are the following:
Mrs. Ellery (Mabel Hyde) Paine who served on sev·
eral national committees, helped edit BAHA'i NEWS,
and compiled The Divine Art of Living; Dr. Genevieve
Coy, an educational psychologist, who spent a year
teaching in the Tarbyiat School for Girls in Tehran,
conducted her own school in New York, and on her re.tirement went as a Baha'i pioneer to Salisbury, Rhodesia, where she passed away several months ago. Miss
Johanna Schubarth, a nurse who left Urbana to return
to the native Norway where she translated many of
the Baha'i books in Norwegian. At the time of her
death the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith, asked that her
grave be made a place of reverence, calling her "the
mother of the Norwegian Baha'i community and the
founder of the Faith in that country." Mr. Allan McDaniel, professor of civil engineering at the University
of Illinois when he became a Baha'i, who went to New
York as an engineer, served as a consulting engineer
in the construction of the Baha'i House of Worship in
Wilmette, and wrote a book about his experiences,
The Spell Of the Temple. Mr. McDaniel was a member
of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada from 1925 to 1942. Mrs.
L-R Mi-ss Garreta Busey, Miss Elizabeth Hackley, Mrs.
Anna Kunz, Mrs. Ida Zeleny, Mrs. Annie Mattoon.
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grams were Hand of the Cause Mr. Zikru'llilh Khadem
Miss Elizabeth Hackley, a member of the
Champaign-Urbana Baha'i group, and Mrs. David S.
Rube of Wilmette, Illinois,
The local newspapers gave excellent coverage of the
annive.rsary both before and after the e:ent, quoting
extenSIvely from notes on the local hIstory of the
Baha'i Faith supplied by Mrs. Eleanor Sweeney Hutchens? a member of the Urbana community from whose
account the foregoing story has been compiled.

original

Some 01 the Urbana-Champaign Baha'is with Hand of
the Cause, MT. Khadem.

Jakob (Anna) Kunz. one of those who returned to Ur-

bana for the celebration, served as member of the Urbana Assembly for several years before leaving about
ten years ago to pioneer for the Faith in Switzerland.
When the Italo-Swiss National Spiritual Assembly was
formed she was its secretary until the end of the World
Crusade. Miss Flora Emily Hottes who pioneered in
Bolivia and in Peru. Mr. Eugene Schreiber who went
from the Vniversity direct1y to Japan ten years ago
and is now a member of the National Spiritual Assem~
bly for Northeast Asia. Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wolff, who
came to the community after pioneering in Norway.
Holland and Surinam, and later left to teach the Faith
in Korea, Malaysia and Hawaii. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Mattoon, Knights of Baha'u'lIah, pioneers in Key West
and Latin America. Mr. Howard Snider in Switzerland.
Mrs. Beatrice O. Ashton, who served for many years
on the editorial committee of The Bahd'i World and is
now pioneering in Canada.
Several other members of the community have also
pioneered and taught in foreign fields, among them
Mrs. Margaret Swengel Bustard (before her marriage).
Joel McGruder in Puerto Rico in which goal Miss
Loraine Cutler is now teaching in an elementary school.
Within the past year, Miss Sue Slavik and Mr. Jack
Sanders, touring Latin America with the University of
Illinois Orchestra, visited Baha'i communities in ten
countries, helping in every way they could in their free
time. Mr. Sanders later returned to Venezuela to teach
among the Indians during the summer months.
Among those still living in Urbana from those first
years are: Mrs. Esther Gordon Harding, Miss Elizabeth Hackley, and Mrs. Ida Zeleny.

Clo.e Tie. With the World Center
The faith of the members of the Urbana community
has been strengthened through the years by the reports
of those who have made the pilgrimage to the World
Center of the Faith, including Mrs. Kunz, Mrs, Paine,
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mattoon who made the journey
du.ring the lifetime of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Urbana's fiftieth anniversary itself was celebrated
by a full day of activities, Sunday, October 18. At ten
o'clock in the morning there was "open house" at the
center for eVeryone interested in the Faith, followed
by a noon dinner in honor of many "home comers~' followed by a public meeting in the afternoon again at the
Baha'i center. Among the speakers for the several pro-

Bah.fi Youth Hold Picnic
on Cherokee Indian Reservation
Mrs. Ethel Murray who has pioneered alone for many
years on the Cherokee Indian Reservation in North
Carolina has reported with great happiness that a
very successful youth picnic was held with the Cherokee BaM'is on October 17-18 high in the beautiful
Smoky Mountains. Seventeen Baha'is.. representing
three races, and twenty non-Baha'is? including several
children, were present from such localities as Greensboro, Asheville, Charlotte and Durham t North Carolina; Greenville, South Carolina, and Atlanta and Augusta, Georgia.
After a greeting from the American Indian Service
Committee had been read, all gathered in a large circle
on the lawn of the Bahali Center and listened to short
Baha'i talks, followed by games and by guitar music
by a non-Baha'i Indian.
A cook-Out supper was furnished by Feredoun Jalali
after which Jack Perrin entertained the group with
colored slides. The local Baha'is were then driven to
their homes and the rest spent the night in the center
and in tents on the Baha'i grounds.
The Sunday morning temperature was unusually
warm and together with the brilliant autumn colors
of the mountain foliage added much beauty and inspiration to the gathering for pr&.yers and consultation.
Most of the friends had to leave immediately after
luncheon but a few stayed to climb to the top of the
mountain over a worn Indian trail while others sat on
the ground in a circle to pray and sing songs. All were
reluctant to leave and expressed the hope for a series
of such meetings.

Baha'i Center on the Cherokee Reservation, North
Carolina.
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THE TONGUE Of POWER Unique Role of 'Abdu'I.Baha
One of the first tablets revealed by 'Abdu'!-Baha,
durmg the first year of His ministry. was to re-echo the
c~ll ~)f the Bab to the Western nations and peoples,
smglmg out especially the American continent which
was to "lead all nations spiritually," an act which culminated later in The Tablets of the Divine Plan revealed during World War 1. Sent to America shortly
after the war. these letters brought to that community
its first understanding of the leading role it was to play
in bringing the teachings of Baha'u'l1ah to the entire
world. Shoghi Effendi called it the Divine Charter.
Upon it were based two seven-year plans and the
great, ten-year World Crusade inaugurated by him in
1953, with its further development in the current NineYear Plan under the Universal House of Justice.
'Abdu'I·Bahits writings form a unique part of the
literature of the Baha'i Faith. Although not the Creative Word of the Manifestation of God, they none·theless command authoritYt both because He was the appointed Interpreter and Exemplar of the Teachings and
because of the inherent spiritual stature of this Vehicle
to whom the authority had been given.
The whole development of publishing activity in
America was closelY interwoven with the acti vi tes of
'Abdu'I·Bah.a. His writings, translated into English, are
largely denved from many Tablets to individuals and
assemblies, including those that encouraged and initiat·
ed the building of the first Baha'i House of Worship
in the western world in Wilmette, Illinois. it was the
need to publish these Tablets as well as to tr ansla te
and make available the Writings of Baha'u'llah that a
Baha'i Publishing Society was formed in Chicago in
1902. They produced three volumes of The Tablets of
'Abdu'I-Bahli in 1909. In 1911 twenty-six titles were
listed in The Star oj the West, a Bahiti magazine that
began in 1910 under the name t Baha'i News. Many
historic names are connected with the PUblishing So·
ciety: Thornton Chase (the first American Baha'i),
Charles Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Agnew (who
carried on the distribution work until 1910), Albert
Windust and Mary Lesch. They had no backing from
the fund and had to practice a rigid economy with
only their own labor and support to carry the work for·
ward. Mary Lesch handled most of the work of the
Publishing Society from her own home from 1910 to
1924, a service rendered without remuneration and
outside of the time she spent earning her livelihood.
In the early 1900s a Board of Counsel had also been
formed in New York City to handle some publications.
These later evolved into the centralized Publishing
Committee in 1921, with the coming of the Guardianship. This first committee was composed of names now
also a part of Baha'i history: Horace Holley, its first
secretary, served until 1928, 'when Marion Little succeeded him; Montford Mills; Roy Wilhelm; Wm. H.
Randall and Siegfried Schopfiocher. In 1938 Mrs.
Clara Wood became business manager, having al·
ready been associated with the committee for eight
years, a post she held until 1951.
In 1955, as a goa! of the Ten Year Crusade, the Baha'i Publishing Trust was founded to carryon the

Part"

publishing activity, based upon principles given by
'~bdu'I.Baha and Shoghi Effendi and under the direcbon, of the National Spiritual Assembly. It functions on
busm.ess procedures on a self-sustaining basis with
the all~ also of providing for its OWn necessary, future
expanSIOn.
'Abdu'I·Baha's writing had previously reached the
West as early as 1891 when A Traveller's Narrative
translated by Prof. E. G. B~owne, noted orientalist of
C.an:-bridge University, was published by the university s press, its authorship unknown at the time. In the
East, The Secret of Divine Civilization had also been
anonrmously published in India in~1875, followed by 3n
Enghsh translaton published in 1910 in London.
Noteworthy during this period were the talks given
as answers to the questions of a pilgrim to the Holy
L~nd in, the y~~rs ~9~4-1906, the most troublous period
of Abdu I-Baha s mmlstry. These answers were given to
~aura Cliffor.d Barn~y in Persian, translated into Enghsh and published With His approval as Some AnsweTed
Questions in 1908. During this time, ~Abdu'I·Baha was
known to write with His own hand as many as ninety
tablets a day, often working through the nighttime
hours to carry on His manifold responsibilities.
'Abdu'l-Baha's western journeys to proclaim the Faith
of Baha'u'llilh (1911-1913) were recorded in the publication of m any of His lectures and informal talks as The
Wisdom oj 'Abdu'l-Bahli (Paris Talks) and the compre,hensive American collection, The Promulgation oj
Umversal Peace, (a selection of which is now avaUable in Foundations of World Unity). These latter lectures were given in churches, synagogues universitie~, ~e ~ublic platfo~s of philosophical ~nd peace
SOCieties, m Bowery Mlsson and in private homes from
New York to California and in Canada. They covered
a, broad range of subj.e~t matter - from the progressive character of religiOUS revelation, the essential
harmony of science and religion t the need for eliminating all forms of prejudice - to the steps necessary for
~stablishing las~ing peace and world order. Underlying
It a~l was the emphasis on the common origin and
destmy of man and the organic unity that must be
achieved in this century and which would evolve into a
lUliversal civilization, characterized by higher moral
and ethical standards than mankind has ever known.
This, He said, would manifest itself through the power
of the new Word released by Baha'u'llah.

Completing the Literary Symphony
As the Bab and BahaVllah had shared a unique
spIrItual communlOn that blended the Revelation of
the Primal Point into that of the Promised One of all
ages - SO, in a lesser but equally efficacious way. the
Witt and Testament of 'Abdu'I-BaM, according to Shoghi Effendi, was the result of the "mystic intercourse"
between the Author of the Baha'i Revelation and His
appointed Interpreter. Through this Charter, the continuing Wlity and integrity of the Faith were assured
through the institutions of the Guardianship, the Hands
of the Cause of God and the Universal House of Justice
ordained by Baha'u'llah. This document, unique in re-ligious annals, appointed Shoghi Effendi as Guardian
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of the Faith. Under his patient but firm leadership, the

institutions were further defined and reinforced and
the administrative framework was outlined and caused
to emerge throughout the world. His instructive letters
guiding this development are found in Baha'i Administration; in a first volume of Messages to America; and
in Messages to the Baha'i World, 1950-1957 that marked
the beginning of his communications to the Baha'i
World Community as a whole, rather than to national
assemblies and commlUlities only.
These works and those mentioned previously (The
World Order of Bahci'u'llcih, The Promised Day Is Come
and The Advent of Divine Justice) are all analyses
and commentaries on the Faith of Bahit'u'llah. They
pertain either to the direct application of its administrative principles and the delineation of its goals, Or
they penetrate deeply into the significance of His Revelation to modern society. to the political, social and
religious crises of our time as well as to the future
structuring of world order. His monumental, historical
work, God Passes By~ records the first century of the
Faith.
The writings of Shoghi Effendi complete the literary
symphony of the Faith. As an inspired conductor, he
has taken the divine composition of the Composer,
blended it with the coda of the Master, and interpreted. and applied it with clarity and precision for the
guidance of those who comprise its multifarious audi.
ence.
A commentary on Shoghi Effendi's contribution to
Baha'i literature is not complete without mention of
The Baha'i World volumes which received his deep
interest and careful direction. These volumes, initiated
by Horace Holley, which began in 1925, were, he stated, "Wlexcelled and unapproached by any p~blication
of its kind" in the varied literature of the FaIth. They
are an international record of the aims and purposes of the Faith and a documentation of its worldwide
activities.
(to be concluded)

Geyserville Bah.fi School Honors
American Indians in Special Program
Between 250 and 300 persons attended a special program at the Geyserville, California Baha'i School on
Sunday, August 23 honoring the American ~dians.
Mrs. Nura Mobine who is active in working WIth the
Indians in Oakland, California, was chairman of the
meeting which was called to order by a member of the
Choctah tribe who beat on an Indian drum accompanied by an Indian cry.
Vinson Brown recited an Ojibway Indian prayer
which was a supplication to God for strength and
knowledge and was also one of the principal speakers.
He spoke of his personal interest in the ancient Indian
beliefs and traditions, concluding his talk with the
statement of a Navajo belief that originally all races
were one race and spoke the same language, that the
Great Spirit had become angry and had split the people
into many racial types but that some day all men will
again be one. To the Indians who were present as
guests Mr. Brown stated that when the Indians awaken
to the spirit of Baha'u'lhih, they will become the spir-

The first Seneca BahaJis to accept Baha'u'Zldh. They
are three brothers (left to Tight), Richard, Edwin and
David Gordon. They live on the Cattaraugus Reservation in the State of New York.

itual leaders of the western world.
Another Baha'i speaker was Mr. David Villasenor,
author of Tapestries in the Sand. Half Indian and half
Mexican by birth, Mr. Villasenor is one of few experts
in the field of Indian sand paintings, having developed
also a method of preserving them. ;He explained that
there are day and night paintings, for the reason that
the Indian believes a different spirit pervades the day
and the night, and described the meaning of the symbols used in much of the Indian art.
Representatives of several Indian tribes were introduced, one of them playing beautiful selections on his
musical saw.
"A spirit of true brotherhood and love permeated
the meeting." wrote Mr. Eric Mosai Teitelbaum, a
Baha'i of Montrose, California, who was asked the next
day to write up a story on the program for The Geyserville Press. "All were happy and friendly, and it appeared that all had felt the stirring spirit of Bah.i'u'·
llah, Everyone went home with a renewed and regenerated spirit with newly acquired energies to face the
greatest enemy of all ~ self.1t

The Danville, Hlinois, Baha'is sponsored an interracial
picnic on September 6, with special invitations being
sent to leaders from among the NegTo~ Indian~ Chinese
and Jewish residents of the locaHty. The program included brief talks on local~ national and international

unity.
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Baha'; World Peace Day
Attracts Strong Support
With each passing year since its inception in 1959

World Peace Day has become a more impressive and
widely publicized Baha'i proclamation event. This

year still more state governors issued formal proclamations or statements calling upon their electorate to join
tlre Baba'is in their national observance of this annual
occasion. Among those governors, now numbering
more than thirty, who issued such proclamations this
year were: Albert D. Rosellini of the State of Washington; John A. Love of Colorado; Otto Kerner of Illinois;
William L. Guy of North Dakota; Governor J. Millard
Tawes of Maryland, and Governor Endicott Peabody
of Massachusetts.

Governor Love's proclamation made special mention
of the ~'high degree of moral rectitude and justice
[called for] in social and administrative activities, and
complete freedom feom prejudice in dealing with people
of different race, class, creed and color." Governor
Rosellini, after reference to the ceaseless work of the
Baha'is Uta foster a high standard of moral integrity
and justice toward a goal of world peace through the
elimination of prejudices" stated that •'no one can
doubt that the great religions of the world have influenced and molded the lives of millions ... " and that
while "the fires of hatred are flamed the world over
the conscience of America and the world lies within
those who strive steadfastly in the pursuit of peace. n
In addition to state governors, mayors of several
clties also called upon their communities to unite with
and support the Baha'is in the cause of peace. Among
these were: Mayor Robert G. Relm of Kirkwood, Missouri; Gus O. Nations, Webster Groves, Missouri;
Frank E. Mann, Alexandria, Virginia, and Mayor
Theodore R. McKeldin of Baltimore, Maryland, who
expressed the hope uthat this day may inaugurate the
age of close and continuing collaboration among the
nations of the earth in their quest for World Peace."
While only a relatively few reports have been received about the nature of the local observances, most
of those that have come reveal a very healthy degree
of mitia tive and variety in bringing the Dec asion to the
attention of the general public. In most cases, the plans
included a public meeting with speakers well known
for their work in the cause cd peace. For example, all
the Baha'i communities of the State of Maryland collaborated in arranging a public meeting at the Morgan
Christian Center, Morgan State College in Baltimore,
on the subject: "America's Role in World Peace." Mrs.
W. Newton Long, president of The Baltimore League
of Women Voters, was the guest speaker sharing the
platform with Mathew W. Bullock, the Baha'i speaker.
ApprOximately 130 persons were present, mostly nonBaha'is. Attractive flyers, quoting from the proclamations of Governor Tawes and Mayor McKeldin were
widely distributed.
The Baha'is of Greater St. Louis, Missouri, presented
Richard Black, City Manager of suburban Webster

Groves ~d Mrs. David S. Rube of Wilmettel illinois,
to an audIence of about seventy-five. Mr. Black, speaking on HSuburbia U.S.A." dealt with the individual's
responsibility to his community as a basis for world
peace, while Mrs. Ruhe discussed America's role in
achieving this goal The program included several musical selections by an interracial singing group composed of Baha'is of the area. Good publicity appeared
in the major daily newspapers and several weekly publications.
The Baha'is of Phoenix, Arizona, made their event
a three day observance, beginning with an informa1
fireside on Friday evening to enable the guest speaker,
Richard Monka of Culver City, California, to meet the
Phoenix area friends and their contacts. The following
day a community supper was held in the home of one
of the believers fallowed by another fireside. Then on
Sunday, Mr. Monka addressed a public meeting. As
in the past three years, the Governor of the State of
Arizona had again issued a proclamation designating
"SlUlday, 20 September 1964, as World Peace Day. H
Advance publicity daily for one week on three radio stations and press information in three local newspapers and one in Windsor, Ontario, Canada, were
used by the B aha' is of Detroit, Michigan, to announce
their local observance for which Jameson Bond, professor of sociology and anthropology at the University
of Windsor. was the speaker. Professor Bond's address
explained the central principles of the Baha'i peace

Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery and MTs. Manila
Lee, World Peace Day speaker, examining the prochlmation issued by San Diego's Mayor, MT. Frank Curran.
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FOUT members of the Denver community look on as
Gov. John A. Love of Colorado signs pToclamation fOT
WOTld Peace Day observance.

plan and gave the audience a glimpse of the world
civilization that it envisions.
Raymond Rouse of Springfield, New Jersey. proclaimed the Baha'i Faith and its role in establishing

first the Lesser Peace and then the Most Great Peace
at a meeting of more than a hundred persons in the
Alexandria Recreation Center, sponsored by the Baha'is of Alexandria, Virginia, in cooperation with the
other Baha'i comrn unities and groups in the Wa shington, D.C., area. Included in the program was Dr. Sarah
Pereira who offered words of welcome to the audience,
Mrs. Soo Fouts who read the opening prayer, and the
solo reading of "The Sweet Scented Streams t '! accompanied on the piano by Mrs. Edith Head. The Baha'i
area chorus composed of many adults and youth from
various communities rendered several spirited selec
tions, and a special surprise was a melodious oboe
solo by a guest from the local high school.
The advance publicity for the Alexandria meeting included a proclamation by Mayor Frank E. Mann recognizing World Peace Day, an article and picture of Mr.
Rouse as the featured speaker, and some thirty posters,
as well as seven days of spot announcements on the
radio station following the mid-day news broadcast.
Simple refreshments were served to the visitors at the
conclusion of the program, thus giving them opportunity to become acquainted with the Baha'is and the
Faith.
Springfield, Illinois, was another Baha'i cammunity
that spread its observance of World Peace Day over the
entire week end. Beginning on Friday noon, Dr. David
S. Rube spoke to the Frontiers International Club at
the Leland Hotel, and in the evening Mrs. Rube spoke
before an audience of twenty-eight at the Lee Medical
R

Center on the subject of Human Rights. On Saturday
morning a seminar, moderated by Dr. Ruhe, was held
at the Springfield Baha'i Center to discuss methods to
serve human rights and solve problems. There were
present representatives from the Urban League~ the
World Federalists, the NAACP, the Mayor's HUman
Relations Council, the Methodist Church and the Springfield school system. The Baha'i Faith was represented
by Mrs. Elizabeth Lower and Mr. Aden H. Lauchner.
In the evening Dr. Ruhe spoke to an audience of fortyfour on "The Price of Peace."
A committee composed of representatives of Urbana,
Champaign, and the University of Illinois Baha'i Club,
IllinOis, planned the Peace Day program for Saturday.
September 19, in the faculty lounge of the Illini Union.
It was advertised by posters in the campus dormitories,
by flyers mailed to members of J)€ace groups, to the
"Speechmates," the Baha'i-originated interracial worn.
en's speaking club, and by newspapers. Everyone in·
terested in peace was invited to come to a workshop
on "A Quest for Peace" and to contribute their
thoughts to small discussion groups preliminary to a
pooling of ideas at the close of the meeting. There were
thirty·eight present, representing the Negro, Cauca·
sian, and Mongolian races; of the Baha'i t Christian,
Jewish, Sikh and Buddhist religions, and of the American, Indian, Persian and Thailand nationalities. The
keynote speaker was William W. Munson of Chicago
who gave the teachings of Baha'u'Uah as the contribution of the Baha'is to the general assembly which fol10wed the groups discussions on the questions: Is World
Peace Possible? What Are the Prerequisites of World
Peace? What Can a Group or Community Do to Promote World Peace? What Can an Individual Do to Promote World Peace?
Mrs. Terah Cowart-Smith of Durham, North CarOlina,
was the featured speaker for World Peace Day in Madison, Wisconsin. The meeting was held in the new Inter
national Center in beautiful and inspirational sur·
roundings which included displays by UNICEF and
other organizations. Forty-nine Baha'is and seventeen
non-Baha'is were present.
R

Mayor Gus O. Nations of Webster Groves, (center),
signs World. Peace Day proclam ation with A. Keith
Schulte, left, local As.sembly chairman, and L. R. McCOTd~ program chairman, looking on.
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In Los Angeles, CaJifornia, the World Peace Day
program was sponsored by the Baha'i Youth Committee. More than 350 Baha'is, relatives and friends were
present. The afternoon's program opened with a prayer
for America by Rowena Burack. The first speaker
was Rebecca Lease whose topic was "The Role of
Youth in World Peace," which she said included the
responsibility of youth to help solve the problems of
tomorrow by confessing with the tongue, believing in
their hearts, and giving evidence in their actions, that
world peace can be established. Mr. Anthony Lease,
using a similar theme, based his talk on the 1954 message of Shoghi Effendi, "American Baha'is in Time
of World Peril." Miss Mary Jackson followed with a
message of HBaha'i Requisites for World Peace," Mrs_
Serrita Camargo Herbert. acting as moderator. summarized the talks and appealed to all to go out and
work for the world as envisioned by Baha'u'llah. Miss
Anita Carroll closed the program by singing "One
God."
Supper for all present followed the afternoon program and t)tis in turn was followed by a party for the
youth. More than 100 persons remained throughout the
day, including the round table discussion at 10:00
p.m. on "The Role of the Individual in World Peace"
for which Leonard Herbert served as moderator.
A local musician and business man, Mike Walker,
was the guest speaker for the program at Gallup, New
Mexico, with Mrs. Jeanne Laite representing the Bahit'is. Mr. Walker has done extensive research into the
origin of all types of music from Negro spirituals to
modern jazz. Newspaper and radio coverage of the
event was very good. Following a question period, the
guests were invited to remain for an informal supper.
In Fargo t North Dakota t the showing of color slides
of her travels to Europe and Africa this summer was
part of Dr. Mavis Nymon's address on "Needs for a
Peaceful World." These included pictures of the dedication of the Baha'i House of Worship in Europe. Refreshments were served and a social hour followed. A
fireside was held that same evening for a visitor from
Williston who wished to hear more about the Faith before returning to her home.
Advance publicity included a news story sent to
seventeen radio and television stations in North Dakota
together with a copy of the proclamation of Governor
William L. Guy's call for observance of World Peace
Day.

Those who participated in the WOTld Peace Day in Los
Angeles) California, weTe, left to right, Anita CaTToU.
Mary Jackson, Mrs. Serrita Herbert, Tony Lee, Rebecca Lease, Rowena Burack:.

"Youth Speaks for World Peace" was the topic for a
youth panel sponsored by the San Diego Baha'i community in near~by National City, California, on September 27 with approximately seventy~five in attendance. The speakers were representatives of the NAACP,
the First Baptist Church of National City, the State College Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, and
the Baha'is with Tom Raschel as the speaker and Mrs.
Patricial Hull as moderator.
San Diego also sponsored a local public meeting
which was widely publicized through the publication of
Mayol' Frank Curran's proclamation of World Peace
Day and a photograph of him signing it in the presence
of five Baha'is. Mrs. Manila Lee was the guest speaker.
Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery and Mrs. Giachery were present at the meeting briefly before Dr.
Giachery left for the Conclave of the Hands of the
Cause in Haifa.
Glenford Mitchell, assistant editor of Africa Report
magazine, was the World Peace Day Speaker for the
Durham, North Carolina, Baha'i community at the local
African Methodist Episcopal Church. The program included an organ prelude and a solo presentation of
"The Lord's Prayer" by two members of the congregation, we1come remarks by the minister, and the

There were only two Baha'is in Smithtown, N.Y., but
they. too, observed World Peace Day by arranging a
very attractive exhibit in a downtown store.
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of speakers in National City, CalifoTnia,
.sponsoTed by neighboring San Diego community.
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reading of excerpts from the Baha'i literature.
Publicity for the occasion appeared in local news~
papers along with a photograph of Mr. Mitchell, and
on radio. Approximately 300 invitations were sent to
civic leaders, educators, and other friends and contacts
of the local Baha'is. A fireside for youth was held the
preceding evening in the home of Mrs. Ludmila Van
Sombeek and follow-up community firesides are now
being held for inquirers attracted by the meeting.
The Baha'is of Waukegan, Illinoist held their cele.
bration of World Peace Day one week earlier than the
regular date of September 20. Mrs. Harriet Terry illustrated her talk with excellent color slides taken during

her recent tour of some ten countries in Europe and
Africa and her visit to the Baha'i World Center. The
pamphlet, liThe Baha'i Peace Program" was given to
each guest as he entered the room, and the literature
table proved to be a real attraction. Refreshments and
a fellowship hour followed the formal part of the
program.
More than 130 written invitations had been sent to
organizations and individuals and good publicity was
carried on the local radio and in the daily newspaper.
One hundred twenty-six persons were present. Semimonthly firesides were planned to follow up the interest of those who wished to learn more about the faith.

Southwestern S(hool Holds S-day Session
Some 124 Baha'is registered for various lengths of
time during our eight day session this year. An
additional thirty commuted for evening meals and
programs, thus glVmg us many sessions of 154
believers. We are delighted to report that 74 of this
number were under twenty-five years of age.
The purpose of this yearts school was to prepare us
all for America's role in leading the world spiritually.
We approached this task by having our first class present stories of the lives of some of the most prominent
Dawn-breakers. This class was taught by Mrs. Nancy
Dobbins. Mrs. Jane McCants outlined our present mission as given to us in Advent of Divine Justice. Auxiliary Board member Mr. Curtis Kelsey further educated
us, on how one was to live today, by telling us stories
of iAbdu'I-Baha. Mr. Larry LaRocque's class on administration revolved aroWld the individual r s responsibilities, sufferings, and victories both in local communities
and in reference to our roles as possible pioneers of
the Nine Year P1an.
A practical application of our stUdies was the prayerful "attack" on the nearby hamlet of Lewisville, Texas.
This hamlet had been lovingly "bombarded" last year
by valiant youth teacher-so This year, as last, they distributed invitations to a Saturday night of Baha'i talk
and fellowship. The Negroes were the only Texans
that responded to our call. Over 30 came on a semira iny night with only a few hours notice.
Auxiliary -Board member Mr. Marc Towers. who Hew
in at the last possible moment to replace a teacher for
the youth, spoke about how "Man Plans and God De-

Southwest Bahci'i Summer School
held at Lewisville, Texas with Hand
of the Cause, Wm. B. Sears, seated
in the center. He is flanked on left
and right by Curtis D. Kelsey and
Marc Towers, AuxUiary Board mem-

bers.

cides." This added gift to our youth confirmed us in
our original desire to see that the youth and children
got the best programming and teachers that we could
provide. We sincerely feel this was our best year's program for them, due to the excellent planning and teaching of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Laite, Mrs. Mary Helen
Brown, and Miss Bernice Ward. The Baha'i youth (1s-.
21) met with the adults the first two periods and their
consultative classes were taught by Marc Towers and
Jane McCants.
Without doubt the highlight of our school was the surprise visit of Hand of the Cause of God, William Sears.
The five hours of his vitality, insight, knowledge and
guidance which he gave us so stirred the school that
Mr. Sears had to return to the speaker's stand again.
He had literally galvanized us with the words which
offered us a second chance at fulfilling 'Abdu'l-Baha's
and Shoghi Effendi's instructions of 50 and 26 years ago,
respectively. Lovingly he communicated to us his faith
in our capacity to respond to: (1) closer personal and
social contacts with all minorities, (2) fantastic increase in our numbers. (3) fantastic increase of con~
tributions to the fund, (4) greater love and fellowship
among the believers, (5) dispersal from cities, (6)
taking up residence in the hamlets and towns, for here
is where mass conversion has started all over the
world.
This was at least a beginning or start at our second
chance to retain our role as spiritual leaders of the
world and a second chance at living up to our heritage
as HSpiritual Descendants of the Dawnbreakers."
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Leca! Spiritual Assembly of the Bahli'is of Richmond
Georgia, formed on April 21, 1964. Standing:

County~

Ray Headrick, Jack Fitch, Bilty U. Buckley, Fred

Fultz, John M. Bowers; seated: Ashburn P. Searcy,
Mary Dorothy Bowers. Nancy Searcy, Ruth Meurer.

Local Spiritual Assembly oj Yakima~ Wash., signed its
legal incorporation papers on October 18, 1964. Sitting,
left to right: Mrs. Maragret Suhm, Mrs. Ruth Diessner
(.secretary), Mrs, Alice Holmes~ Mrs. Barbara Cristophe. Standing, left to right: Mr. Proctor Day, Mr.
Douglas Suhm (vice chairman), Mrs. Janet Lindstrom
(chairman), Mr. Edvard Lindstrom (treasurer), Mr.

NEWS BRIEFS
During the week of August 3, Mrs. Audrey Reynolds,
Fort Yates, North Dakota, whose husband, Jonathan,
is a music instructor. maintained "open house" in a
Baha'i tent in the Commercial Indian Village on the
hill above the Bismarck, North Dakota. Junior College.
This period was chosen because it was the week of the
annual North Dakota Pageant, and the Foundation of
Indian Culture was pleased to give her the necessary
permission. The tent itself was furnished by the Baha'is of Fargo who helped to erect and furnish it for
the occasion. Thousands of copies of notes referring to
the Baha'i Faith and old Indian ways and sayings were
duplicated by the Fargo friends for distribution. A
sign, "Baha'i World Faith" was prominently displayed
outside and Mrs. Reynolds spent most of her time
seated in the doorway to greet the visitors who came
up from ilie encampments to visit her and to make
inquiries about the purpose of the tent. An attraction
for the children was Mrs. Reynolds· pet raccoon! The
highlight of the experiment was the Inter-Faith Service
on Sunday evening, August 9, when the Baha'is were
given permission to include the Baha'i Faith. Mr. Reynolds gave a short talk and reading while Martha
Gerken, as first Sioux Baha'i in South Dakota, read
the prayer for all nations. More than 200 people heard
of the Faith that evening. An excellent story about
Mrs. Reynolds in the Bismarck newspa.per during the
week aided in attracting visitors.

o
The Baha'is of Lane County, Oregon, arranged an
especially attractive booth to proclaim the Faith during the County Fair, August 25-29. The booth, 10 by 10
feet in size, featured a very colorful flower garden on
ODe side, with a garden bench on the opposite side on
which was displayed free literature, Here visitors could
sit and read or ask questions of the attendant. The
garden had a nine-pointed star in the foreground made
of white crushed rock. Each point was marked with
the symbol of one of the world's religions.

Donald Diessner.

OVer 2,500 pieces of literature were given away during the five days. Each item was stamped with three
telephone numbers where further information could be
secured.

o
Robert W. Sparks, Jr., chairman of the Bellaire
Baha'i group, gave a talk on June 19 before a comparative religion study class at Congregation B'rith
Shalom on "Basic Facts of the Baha'i World Faith,"
It was received with much enthusiasm,

o
The Kokomo Morning Times of Kokomo. Indiana,
October first carried more than a haH page of publicity about the Baha'i Faith in connection with a public
meeting at which Mrs. David S, Ruhe was the speaker.
Besides a fine story about Mrs. Ruhe as a person and
a Baha'i, there was included an excellent 3lh by 6 inch
boxed statement entitled "Baha'i Beliefs" consisting of
a few sentences of the history of the Faith, its rapid
growth, and the basic tenets.

o
On October 16 and 17, the Baha'is of Pendleton, Oregon, published in two parts in the East Oregonian the
text of the pamphlet by Dr. Stanwood Cobb, "What Is
a Bahil'i?H It was part of a series of articles on "What
Our Religions Are." The paper reaches at least 17,000
readers and is the leading newspaper in Eastern Oregon.

o
The proclamation efforts in Victor Judicial District,
California, have recently included the erection of a
large V-shaped sign. 12 feet long and five feet high, on
a well travelled road in the Apple Valley area. It is
located on property across from a residence trailer
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park and next to a grocery store where it is clearly
visible to all who live and travel in that community,
The sign is so constructed as to make it possible to
change the brief Baha'i message from time to time
and it carries an address and telephone number from
which information can be secured.

o
The Bahatis of Niagara Falls, New York, on September 13 commemorated the anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
visit to that city in 1912. The celebration began with
a luncheon at the Hotel Niagara with 79 persons present, followed by a formal program at three o'clock
introduced by Fred H. Reis. Since the objective of
the program was to create for the guests a sense of the
presence of 'Abdu'l-Eaha, it consisted of four Baha'is,
each introduced briefly by Mr. Reis. The readings
dealt with these subjects: Identity and Station (of
<Abdu'l-Baha), His Personality and Influence, Excerpts
from His Teachings, and "Face to Face." Two displays
in the foyer added much to the impressiveness of the
occasion. One was a colored photograph of the Master
and a collection of books and pamphlets containing
His talks and writings. The other was a series of photographs of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the historical information
of His visit to the Niagara area, backed by a large
poster containing the names, translation and explanation of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'I~Baha and "Baha'i." Two
fine advertisements and two articles in the Niagara
Falls Gazette, September 5. Were used to invite the
public to join with the Baha'is in this celebration.

o
The Baha'is of Rapid City, South Dakota, were cosponsors with the local branch of the N.A.A.C.P. and
the Black Hills Civil Rights Committee at a dinner to
pay tribute to MISgi. Darius King, a newly enrolled
Baha'i who retired in August after twenty years of military service. The purpose of the event was to pay tribute to Mr. King for the excellent guidance he had given
the young Negro airmen stationed at Ellsworth Air
Field Base. In presenting Mr. King with a plaque in
memory of the occasion, William Davis, president of
the N.A.A.C.P", included in his remarks reference to
Mr. King's membership in the Baha'i Faith which he
said, 'lis doing more for the cause of brotherhood and
equality than any other religious or political group in
the world." He added: "I say this because the Baha'is
offer their solutions to the problems not with the civil
rights laws, as greatly needed as they are, but with
true and genuine love and sincerity." Addressing Mr.
King directly, he closed his remarks with these words:
"May God bless you and may He guide you to continue to be, as the plaque reads, a living example of
the oneness of mankind."

o
Three Baha'is of Louisville, Kentucky, recently presented a program on the Faith before seventy-five members of one of the city's Methodist Churches. Two talks
on the history of the Faith, and proofs of tM Prophethood of Baha 'u'lhih were followed by the showing of
color slides of the Shrine of the Bab, the Baha'i Temples, and views of the World Center. Many questions
were asked and quantities of literature were taken.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The May, 1964 edition of Courier, published in England, carried an excellent four-page story by Morley
Masefield on The Religi.on of Bahd'i. It is well illustrated with pictures of the Shrine of the Bab, a stage in
the construction of the House of Worship in Sydney, a
full view of the Mother Temple of Africa and two of the
World Congress in London. On the cover of the publication the Baha'i article is the first listed among the
table of contents.

o
HaMemos magazine, published in Mexico as a Sunday n~wspaper supplement but distributed throughout
Latin America, carried an illustrated feature story on
the Baha'i World Center in Haifa, Los Jardines Persas de Haifa. It described the beauty of the Baha'i edifices, the gardens and also gave brief? accurate h~tori
cal backgroWld on the Faith and the teachings.

o
An illustrated feature article appearing in EtelaSuomen Sa1Wmat of Lahti, Finland gives an accurate
and positive description of the Faith based upon an interview with O. T. Shelton, American pioneer in Lahti.
The article concludes with this statement: "The Finnish Baha'is are working, praying and hoping that
some day all the nations of the world will serve one
God, the creator of all mankind out of one pattern
and establishing brotherhood and a lasting peace. Baha'is believe that this has been ordained by God, will
ultimately come to pass and that one must accept all of
God's prophets, each of whom brought God's Message
when He came." The article includes a photograph of
the Frankfurt Temple.

First Local Spiritual Assembly in Cedar Falls, Iowa,
formed Ri<;lvan 1964.
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The "Woman's World n column of the August 26
Free Press of Colorado Springs, Colorado, edited by
Mary Ann Lee, was devoted to a story of the recent travels of Mrs. Raymond Zinky, a Baha'i of
Colorado Springs, to the Baha 'f World Center, Europe
and Africa. Stating that "religion helps local woman enjoy overseas trip to fullest extent," the article
refers frequently to the Baha'i Faith and the warm
spirit with which Mrs. Zinky was welcomed by
Baha'fs in both continents.

o
The Niagara Fans Gazette, Niagara FaHs, New
York, on August 29 carried a four-column half-page
story about Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kappus and their
four children who have returned to the town of Somerset after five years of pioneering in Peru and Ecuador. Besides describing living conditions and experiences in teaching among the Indians, the article
defines what a "Baha'i pioneer" is and refers to the
Ten Year "Spiritual Crusade" that inspired the
Kappus family to volunteer their services to these
equa torial countries. A photograph of the family is
included in the story.

In another article about Israel in La Razon, also a
Buenos Aires newspaper the following two items about
the Baha'is were mentioned: "The 30,000 citizens of
Acre (Akka), Jews, Moslems, Christians, Druses and
Baha'is live and work hand in hand in perfect harmony." "The tourist will love visiting mosques, ancient
fortresses, the Museum, the Crusaders' building and
the Baha', World Center with the shrine of its Founder,
always covered with dowers."
I

o
The Cannes, France newspaper L~Echo de la Cote
d~Azur et de la Principaute printed an article about the
Baha'i Faith and included a photograph of the Shrine
of the Bab. The article opened with several of the Baha'i teachings then briefly mentioned the history of the
Bab and of Bahit'u'llah.

o
In an article on Israel in the August 1964 issue of
House and Garden a brief mention was made of the
Baha'i shrine and gardens in Haifa. In addition, one of
the photos accompanying the article Was of the Shrine
of the Bah on Mount Carmel. Although the mention was
brief, House and Gardens has a large circulation and
the name Baha'i will have been brought before millions of people.

Calendar of Events

Baha'i Publishing Trust
Baha'i Calendar, 121-122 (1965)_ A beautiful, new photograph of the Shrine of the Bab and part of the terraced gardens is depicted on the Baha'i Calendar for
this coming year, with the Holy Days and Feast
Days highlighted in green and gold_ As usual, all pertinent information about the special observances, the
days on which work should be suspended and a Baha'i
calendar of the Nineteen Day Feast appears on the
reverse side.
Per copy ...................................... $ .25
10 copies ..................................... $2.00
25 copies ....... ' .............................. $4.50
~c~~ .. · · · . · . · · · ........ ··· .....

n.w

New Editions
Some Answered Questions was recently reprinted with
a new preface based upon information supplied by
Laura Clifford Barney, the interlocutor who secured
the answers from 'Abdu'l-Baha for this important work.
Price remains at $3.00.
Faith fOT Freedom now appears in the Hslimline" format in a warm, flame-red color, with no increase in
price (10/$1.00; 50/$4.50). This continues to be one of
our best introductory pamphlets with its omnibus coverage of many aspects of the Faith.

FEASTS
Decembel' 12 -. Masa'il (Questions)
December 31- Sharaf (Honor)
U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
December 10
U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
December 31- January 3

1:.'LB;;ip?P,lB.",tiK'II:PI'i®,£mt)
Bahai House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekday.
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p. m. (Auditorium only)

Sunday. and Holiday.
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
SundaY'
3 :30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Su nd ay, December 20
4:15 p.m.

BAHA'f NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
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UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE REPORTS
ME DING WITH HANDS OF CAUSE

The Most Great Prison, 'Akka, Israel, taken in 1907 by
the late Hand 0/ the Cause, Roy C. Wilhelm.

Beloved Friends:
Once again the World Center of our Faith has been
the scene of historic events t affecting profoundly the
immediate prosecution of the Nine Year Plan and the
future development of the World Order of Bah"'u'llah.
The occasion was the gathering in the Holy Landt for
a period of fourteen days, of the Hands of the Cause of
God to discuss their vital respdnsibilities, and particularly as Standard Bearers of the Nine Year Plan.
The Universal House of Justice took advantage of this
opportunity not only to receive the advice, opinions
and views of the Hands on the progress of the Nine.
Year Plan but to consult them on the highly important

goal announced by Ric;lvim 1964 under World Center
Goals as uDevelopment of the Institution of the Hands
of the Cause of God, in consultation with the body of
the Hands of the Cause, with a view to the extension
into the future of its appointed functions of protection
and propagation."
It was apparent that the elucidation of this vital
goal, affecting as it does the relationship of the Hands

of the Cause of God to all other institutions of the
Cause, was imperative to the prosecution of the allimportant teaching work and the development of the

Bahil'j World Order.
Accordingly, the Universal House of Justice gave

2
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Meeting of the Hands of the Cause of God with members oj the Uni"ersal House of Justice at Blth;;
in October, 1964. Regrettably, Hands of the Cause Dr. Hermann GTDssmann and Hasan BaZyuzi weTe
unable to be PTesent in the Holy Land.
its full attention to this matter and, after study of the
sacred texts and hearing the views of the Hands of the
Cause themselves, has arrived at the following decisions:

There is no way to appoint, or to legislate to make
it possible to appoint, Hands of the Cause of God.
Responsibility for decisions of matters of general
policy affecting the Institution of the Hands of the
Cause, which was formerly exercised by the beloved
Guardian, now devolves upon the Universal House
of Justice as the supreme and central institution of
the Faith to which all must turn.
It is with great joy that we are able to share with
you the initial steps now taken to attain the goal.
The assignment oi the Hands to various continents
remains unchanged but, in order to expedite the work,
the continents of Asia and the Western Hemisphere
will each be divided into zones for the day-to-day
work of the Hands. one or more Hands being responsible for each zone. Asia will consist of two zones: the
Middle East comprising the countries from and including Pakistan westwards and also Asiatic U.S.S.R.;
and South and East Asia comprising the remainder of
the continent. The Western Hemisphere will consist of

three zones: North America, Central America (including Mexico) and the Antilles, and South America.
The Hawaiian friends win be included in the Australasian continental area, as listed in the recently issued
statistical summary.

Members of Auxiliary Boards Inereased
The number of members of the Auxiliary Boards
for the propagation of the Faith will be increased in
every continent, raising the total number of Auxiliary
Board members in Africa from eighteen to twenty.
seven; in Asia from fourteen to thirty-six; in Aus·
tralasia from four to nine; in Europe from eighteen to
twenty-seven; and in the Western Hemisphere from
eighteen to thirty-six.
The Hands of the Cause in each continent are called
upon to appoint one or more members of their Auxiliary
Boards to act in an executive capacity on behalf of
and in the name of each Hand, thereby as.sisting him
in carrying out his work.
The exalted rank and specific functions of the Hands
of the Cause of God make it inappropriate for them
to be elected or appointed to administrative institutions, or to be elected as delegates to national conventions. Furthermore, it is their desire and the desire
of the House of Justice that they be free to devote

. . ..
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their entire energies to the vitally important duties
conferred upoo them in the Holy Writings. The importance of close collaboration between the Hands of the
Cause and National Spiritual Assemblies cannot be
overstressed, and a separate communication is being
addressed to National Assemblies on this subject, supplementing guidance given in earlier letters.
We anticipate announcing at Ridvan 1965 plans for
Oceanic and Intercontinental Cont'erences t an overall
plan for world-wide proclamation of the Faith during
1967-68, the centenary year of the revelation of the
St'lriy.il.Mullik. involving co-operation of national and
local assemblies throughout the world. and conditions of entry for a competition for the design of the
Ma'!!!riqu'l-A<lbkar of Panama.
Teaching the masses is the greatest challenge nowfacing the followers of Baha'u'llah. No work is more

All-Irish Conference on Nine Year
Plan Held in Belfast
The Irish Teaching Committee was overjoyed to find,
on reading the memorable message from the Universal
House of Justice on uUniversal Participation," that
they had arranged a consultative meeting for the whole
of Ireland the very next day in the Belfast Baha'i
Center, September 13.
The consultation was based on the Nine Year Planopening new areas and developing those already

1

important than that of carrying His Message with utmost speed to the bewildered and thirsting peoples of
a spiritually parched world. Now. as the Hands return to their various continents, reinforced by a wider
and more efficient organization of their work, we are
confident that the whole Baha'i world will, with rising
enthusiasm and ever-increasing success, press forward with the teaching work, greatly increase the
flow of pioneers, more widely participate in the financial support of the work of the Cause and add rapidly
to the list of goals already accomplished.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-TIm

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Baha'i World Center
Haifa. Israel,
November. 1964

opened. One of the goals, obtaining an I:Ia~iratu'l-Quds
in Dublin. is already accomplished. The meeting ended
with a devotional period.
The Teaching Committee of Ireland was highly encouraged, stating: uWe came away full of enthusiasm
and with dedicated hearts and minds to face the very
great task before us."
A weekend school in the Belfast Castle followed shortly after the conference on October 10 and 11. Just prior
to the school, a public meeting drew sixty in attendance, incJuding many inquirers.

The .{la;iratu'l.-Quds at the right and Meeting CenteT on the teft of photo of the South West Pacific Ocean
of Honiara, British S'owmon Istands. The first National Spiritual Assembl.y fOT this region was elected heTe,
Rillvrin, 1964.
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Third Luxembourg Summer School
Featured in Magazine
The third Luxembourg Baha'i Summer School was
held August 28-30 in Larochette, a small scenic village
having two 11th Century castles, whose picturesque
ruins perched on the rocks above. Speakers included
Hand of the Cause John Ferraby, Auxiliary Board
members Louis Henuzet and Dr. Eugen Schmidt and
Madame Erna Schmid!. A very good photograph of the
assemblage appeared in the Luxembourger Revue, a
weekly picture and news magazine t thus affording the
Faith excellent publicity.

Baha'i Sum mer School of Cilan sector of Iran, held in
one of the gaTderl .• at Ra.sht, July, 1964, with fifty-six
attending.

Swiss Newspaper Commends Baha'i Programs
Seven out of the twelve Swiss Baha'i communities observed United Nations Day in October. Public meetings
included talks in German, French. English and Italian. Baha'i speakers travelled as far as 600 miles to
speak on the work of the UNO. The Locarno community t in the Italian-speaking part of Switzerland,
invited Mr. Nasser Sabet from Torino, Italy. on this
occasion.
Exhibits of photographs on the activities of the UNO
were arranged in display-windows in Biel, Zurich,
Basel and Bern. A display emphasizing the work of the
UNO and its specialized agencies was organized at the
National I;!a+iratu'l-Quds where Mrs. Etty Graeife,
member of the Swiss National Assembly, spoke on
"How does the UNO work?"
It is interesting to note that, because of her neutral·
ity, Switzerland is not yet a member of UNO, although
it participates in UNESCO and other specialized agencies. Apart from an important concert broadcast by
European radio networks from a concert han in Geneva on UN day, the humble efforts of the Swiss
Baha'i communities may well be the only observances
of this occasion in Switzerland on such a large and
scattered basis. Bern's largest daily, Berner Tagblatt,
published a favorable report on the display and the
public meeting organized on UN day by the Bern Baha'i
community.
Baha'i Day in FribouNJ
On November 1, 1964 t the National Teaching Committee of the French-speaking part of Switzerland invited
the Baha'is of that area and their friends for Baha'i
Day, the second Journee Baha'ie Romande in 1964, in
the Swiss Catholic stronghold city of Fribourg, capital
of a canton to be opened to the Faith under the Nine
Year Plan, About seventy-five Bahatis participated.
Talks were given by Mr. Gerald Saudan and Dr. William S. Hatcher.

Third Luxembourg Sum meT School held August 28-30,

with Hand of Cause, John FeTTaby.

.

Hand of the Cause CaHis Featherstone describes expansion of Faith in South Pacific area to seventy
Baha'is gathered in Bern! Switzerland, October 26, 1964.
Mrs. Etty Graeffe, member

of the Swiss National As-

sembly, is inteTPTeting in German.
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Left above~ a group of Indian believers Of the viHage
oj Juan Montalvo, Ecuador, on occasion of electing fiTst
of nineteen aU-~Indian Local Spirituat Assemblies. -Right
above~ a visit to an Indian Baha'i home in the mountains of llaman, Ecuador, by pioneers (left to right,
bacK: TOW) Rufino Gualavis;, Julio Hidrobo, Gayle Woolson (Auxiliary Board member) and Raul Pavon.
Another pioneer -in the Indian area, Teresa Jara, is
shoUo"11 in the tower photo at left of group.

Sa nte Fe, New Mexico Youth Conference
Features Challenging Discussions
A Baha'i youth conference sponsored by the local
Spiritual Assembly of Santa Fe, New Mexico, October
23-25, iirew an attendance of 64: persons. ten of whom
were not Baha'is. The classes consisted of a keynote
speaker after which the gatbering divided into three
groups for discussion on one aspect of the main topic.
The subjects were: What is an Educated Man?, Choos·
ing an Occupation, Being of Service to Other People
and to Baha'u'Uah. All were Jed by well qualified Baha'i teachers: Bransford Watson, David Smith, Gordon
Laite, and Ted Claus.
The youth panels dealt with the subjects: "The Baha'i Standard and tbe Accepted American Standard:
Is There a Difference - What and Why," and '4Chas·
tity, Courtship and Marriage." There was also a gen·
eral discussion by everyone on aspects of Indian teaching and teaching in general.
John Cook, folk singer from Southern California, pro~
vided entertainment and led singing between sessions
and in the evening.
The groups were made up of representatives of the
American Indians, East Indians, Persians, Negroes
and Caucasians.

Wee.end Schools Being Held
Throughout England
The English Teaching Committee has scheduled a
series of Weekend and One Day Schools to afford
Baha'is an opportunity for fellowship and for the spiritual reinvigoration that comes with studying together to
deepen in knowledge of Bahi'u!llah's Teachings. These
are being held in the months of September through
November in Nottingham, Canterbury, Torbay, York,
Bristol, Winchester, Leicester, with another planned
for Dalston Hall in February.
The classes are also open to students of the Faith and
inquirers, with exception of one session which is set
aside for Baha'is only. Its purpose is to encourage
each believer toward personal identification with. the
goals of the Nine Year Plan and enthusiasm for the
work of aclrieving these goals, as well as a strengthening of the link tbat binds each one to the World Center
of the Faith in the Holy Land.
The Teaching Committee reports: uThere is evidence of a growing awareness of the urgency of responding at once - and there is something for everyone to dol"
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PioneeTS Carmela JachakoUo and EsaoHah Rezvani
witness enrollment of first Negroes of Bolivia in Miguil-

la, Sud Yungas, a fertile valley south 01 La Paz_

"A Certain Attraction Towards Unit,,"
At a lecture recently sponsored in New South Wales
by the University of New England, Armidale, the guest
speaker, Dr. E, G. Parrinder, Reader in the Study of
Comparative Religions, University of London, gave a
talk. on "Christian Theology and Two Asian_ Faiths."
At the end of question time, a Presbyterian minister in
the audience asked Dr. Parrinder if he eouId tell them
about the Bahit'is they had been hearing so much about
lately, to which the speaker replied: "I've been waiting
for someone to bring this up . . . everywhere r have
been in Australia, the subject of the Baha'i Faith crops
up. This subject is too vast to cover now - it would
take over an hour. The Baha'i Faith js very interesting
and we are hearing more about it every day. The
Baha'is have a certain attraction towards unity."

Eight members of the fourth National Spiritua~ Assembly of Nicaragua left to right (seated): Jose Marin
Vazquez (vice-chairman), Octavia Gomez Mejia, Maurico Fajardo Forbes (a Miskito Indian), Edgar Gomez
Fonseca (recording secretary); (standing); Salomon
Escalante Elizondo (secretary), Mrs. Cecilia King
B!ake, Mrs. Leticia A. de Escalante (treasurer) Jorge
A. Harper.
J

A portion of the 300 Baha'is and guest. celebrating the
Birthday of Bahci'u'Hci, Saigon, Vietnam. Among those
present were charge d'Affaires of Malaysia and representatives of the Interfaith Liaison Committee.

Bahii'is Have First Session at
World Esperanto Congress
During the first week of August, 1964, the forty-ninth
Esperanto World Congress took place in The Hague,
Holland, under the patronage of Queen Juliana. About
2500 persons from forty-three countries participated.
More than twenty organizations had asked for room
for their special arrangements. The Baha'is were assigned a smal1, nice hall. A portrait of 'Abdu'l-Bahil
decorated the room, and Baha'i literature in Esperanto
was placed on the table. The congress management
had set the Baha'i session at the very beginning of the
extensive program.
Dr. A. Miihlschlegel, Hand of the Cause, opened the
session with greetings to the forty-five participants.
Mrs. Etty Graeffe, Locarno, Switzerland, read a prayer
and gave a short introduction to the Faith. Then Mr.
W. Von der Ley spoke on the subject "Baha'i - Religion of Peace." He concluded with mention of
-Abdu'l-Bahil's talks in Stuttgart, Paris, London and the
United States, stressing the importance of Esperanto
and of an international language.

Fifth Annual Summer School in Santa Cruz, Bolivia,
September 25-30 with Indians present from the Alto
Plano and believers trom aU parts Of the country. During the sessions, a trip was made in pOUTing rain to
Belgica, thirty-five kilometers distance, to visit the new
Indian Group Of the Guarayes.
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INSTITUTES ON UNIVERSAL PARTICIPATION
HELD ACROSS THE UNITED STATES
More than 2,400 Baha'is in the United States
gathered in forty··one nation-wide Institutes on October
31 and November 1 to concentrate attention on Universal Participation in the Nine Year Plan set for us
by that supreme body, the Universal House of Justice.
Universal Participation is one of the two major objectives of that Plan, and detailed guidance for bending our efforts and thoughts to its requirements and resulting blessings have been given us by the Universal
House of Justice in its Message to the Baha'is of the
world of September 1964 (printed in November issue
of BAHA'i NEWS).

The 2,400 and more staunch and devoted members
in the "army of God" came together in' groups of
from fourteen to over 200 in the forty-one cities. They
wiblessed a slide program reviewing the historic series of events which took place at Ric;lvan 1963 beginning on Mt. Carmel with the launching of the institution of the supreme and august administrative body
of the Faith, the Universal House of Justice? and culminating in London with the great and glorious first
World Congress.
They prayed together earnestly for guidance and
as sistance to be enabled to gain a clear understanding
of their part in the great new Nine Year Plan. to
achieve self-free consultation and unity of purpose, and
to offer their hearts and resources toward the fulfillment of the goals.
The reports on the Institutes evidence a high spirit
of consultation shared by both youths and adults,
eagerness to serve the F ai th and achieve the objective
of "universal participation,t' a desire to gain a greater depth of understanding of the significance of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llith, and a genuine interest in
the institution of the BaM'l Fund.

Governor Endicott Peabody of Massachusetts signs
Proclamation for Worfd Peace Day September 20, 1964
as" Baha'is of Brookline, Cambridge and Boston look
on. From !eft to right: Dr. Alfred Neuman, Miss Marina
Kazemzadeh, Dr. Sam McClellan~ Mrs. Mildred Mc·

Clellan, Mr. Harold Scott.

The believers reviewed and discussed together the
meaning and ways of achievement of universal participation, its effect upon the Baha'i World Community
and upon the individual member, and the real secret
of it, as explained by the Universal House of Justice
in its Message. They came to realize that "in addition
to teaching, every believer can pray, every believer
can strive to make his fown inner life and private
character mitror forth in their manifold aspects the
splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by
Baha'u'llah,' and every believer can contribute to the
Fund." And they contemplated the secret of universal
participation given in the Master's oft-expressed wish
that the friends should love each other, constantly encourage each other, work together, and be as one soul
in one body. and in so doing become a true, organic,
healthy body animated and illumined by the spirit.
They were assured that "in such a body all will re...
ceive spiritual health and vitality from the organism
itself, and the most perfect flowers and fruits will be
brought forth."
To quote from a few of the reports coming in on
these Institutes: HThe slide program was received
with glowing enthusiasm and was an inspiration to the
friends. tJ "There was very good discussion on those
points that lent themselves for participation, and
again there was much emphasis upon teaching and on
exemplifying the high standards of the Faith in our
every-day lives." "The spirit of the Institute was so
great that a' magnificent effort was made to express
to the National Spiritual Assembly willingness of the
friends to achieve universal participation. n "All participants were elated at the close of the day. The
spirit throughout was very wonderful and we all consider this type of conference a bounty. I t
And from some of the larger gatherings: "There
was an excellent attendance and very matu:re par·
ticipation from the youth present, which added a great
deal to the joy of the conference." "From the very
beginning there was a joyous spirit manifested. by
those present, and continuous participation. I t "We
are sure that the words of the many who were inspired to speak gave each one who heard them some
inspiration or thought that will aid them in their participation in the Nine Year Plan. . . . All resulted. in
an extremely happy day, each one leaving with a
sense of inspiration and many spoken expressions of
having partaken of a wonderful institute."
'IThe spirit at this conference was powerful Great
love and unity were inanifest. Indeed, I am sure that
all the friends felt kindled within them a renewed senSe
of dedication. Approximately the last thirty minutes
were devoted to specific action to ac:;complish the goals
of the Nine Year Plan - individuals volunteered to
find some way to re-activate a Baha'i; others offered
to pioneer abroad and at home some time during the
nine years; some volunteered to teach among the
minority groups in the city, and all evidenced a deep
realization of the importance and need for universal
participation in the Baha'i Fund."

-u.s.

NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE
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Observance of U.N. Day Marked by Great Variety
Public meetings, suppers, teas, and informal parties
held on the weekend of Oct. 24 throughout the United
States once again marked the observance by Baha'is
of the anniversary of the adoption of the U.N. Charier.
Using the theme UUnited Nations and Justice for All,"
Baha is in communities both large and small demonstrated to the public their loyalty 10 the principles of
world government and justice. Reports have been re·
ceived from over forty communities, many of which
arranged public meetings. Among those are:
The Baha'is of Kltsap County, Washington who held
a panel discussion among three welllmo'Wll local speakers who gave pro and con views in a lively discussion
of "Can the U.N. Help Us Attain a Peaceful World?"
The meeting was well attended, the Baha'i speaker
clearly establishing the Baha'i viewpoint. At the Peterborough, New HampslUre meeting, guest speaker
Grenville Clark (author of "World Peace Through
World Law") expressed astonishment at finding his
thoughts expressed in the teachings of the Baha'i Faith.
Visitors composed more than a majority of the audience at this very stimulating meeting. In Burbank,
California Mayor Dallas Williams addressed the gathering, complimenting the Baha'is the world over for
their fine principles. The Chieo, California group arranged a meeting at which two college professors of
Chico State College participated as speakers, thereby becoming aware of the Faith. Again, in Alhambra,
California the Mayor of the city was present. The
Yakima~ Washington community entertained the chair·
man of the local U.N. Association as guest speaker.
This speaker, Mr. Lukins, noted that the Bah9.'! community was the only local organization to mark U.N.
Day with a public meeting. The Lawrence, Kansas com·
munity, using a local church as a meeting place, held
a public panel in which members of the clergy, both
Protestant and Catholic, a professor from the University of Kansas, and a Baha'i, Mr. Sam Jackson, participated. This well attended meeting generated so
much interest in the Faith that two spontaneous gatherings were held afterwards. The professor expressed
his feeling that world unity was being brought about as
a result of the "spirit" of these times, whereas both
members of the clergy showed interest in holding such
meetings more often.
In the south, where enthusiasm for the U.N. is some·
times difficult to generate, the Baha'is held public gatherings in Houston as well as in Fort Worth, Texas and
in Gallup, New Mexico.
Resourcefulness in obtaining publicity was demonstrated by the LaCrosse, Wisconsin Baha'is who placed
large U.N. displays at the University and donated a
book on the U.N. to the University Library. In addition
to this a Baha'i spoke on a local television program.
giving the Baha'i viewpoint on U.N. In Fort Wayne,
Indiana a month long window display, television \.':overage of the Mayor signing a prodam a tion concerning
U.N. Day, as well as interviews with college officials,
posters and spot radio announcements all arranged by
the local Baha'is preceded a well attended public
7

meeting. The Baha'i speaker, Mr. Dan Jordan, was interviewed on TV and radio, all of which resulted in
further public awareness of the Faith and its support
of U.N. principles.
Celebration in a lighter vein, including parties, teas,
international suppers were also held, thus showing
how the Baha'is practice their beliefs in lighter as well
as more solemn moments. Among the communities re.porting such activities are: Cheyenne, Wyoming, with
an international dinner, and Birmingham, Alabama
where an international supper at which were served
dishes from many lands followed by movies, games
and a social hour. Ferndale, Michigan with an "Ina
ternational Potluck Supper" cooked from recipes of
European, Asian and African origin, included a program with a brief talk on the Faith and a U.N. film,
"Worlds Without End. I I
Among the communities holding teas were: Fargo,
North Dakota and Madison, Wisconsin. In the latter
community over thirty organizations cooperated lUlder
sponsorship of the Bah.iJis to hold a uUnited Nations
Day Women's Tea" in one of the churches. Recipes for
the international desserts served were printed on file
cards as gifts to the guests. Each card included also
a short appropriate Baha'i quotation. A talk given by
Mrs. Beth McKenty on HUnited Nations and Justice for
All" served to tell the 175 guests how the Faith supports
the principles of world government and brotherhood.
There was excellent publicity including television coverage t both before and after the event and the Baha'i
committee was invited to sit on the Mayor's Committee
for the U.N.
Also among those celebrating U.N. Day in the lighter
vein was Ann Arbor, Michigan with a "Hootenanny and
Folk Dance" attended by about eighty-five Baha'is
and guests. Another unique type of observance was in
Urbana, Ohio, where for several weeks preceding U.N.

Gene O. Moore, Mayor of Marion, Indiana i.s here sign·
ing a proclamation oj United Nations Week with members oj the newly-formed InteT-Faith United Nations

Committee looking on. At left is Dr. George E. Winder,
Baha'i.
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New York window display in Niagara Falls, New York.

Day, the Baha'i children's study class concentrated on

the U.N. theme. Then at the public fireside on October
24 the children gave a dramatization of the U.N.
Baha'is of the whole North Shore (Lake Michigan),

IUinois area cooperated to make a distinctive oeca·
sian of this important day in Foundation Hall of the
Baha'i House of Worship_ For the first time in this area
there was official and active support of a Baha'i sponsored U.N. Observance by the League of Women Vot..
ers, the United World Federalists, a number of Girl
Scout Troops and area members of the American Association of United Nations. Two excellent new UNESCO
movies about the developing nations preceded a brief
discussion by Dr. David S. Rube about the Baha'i
Faith's support of the work of the U.N. Refreshments
served afterwards included food representative of
many nations. About 225 people attended, many for the
first time, and one veteran U.N. supporter called this
the most meaningful event she had ever attended because of the "spirit of cooperation."

In Vallejo, California where there are only one adult
Baha'i and five youth members, a youth conference on
U.N. Day, attended by twenty-four youth, drew special
attention to the occasion. At least one hundred persons
attended the public meeting which was addressed by
two Baha'ls. Mr. Willis Sprattling, Jr., Aerojet Space
Corporation Egnineer, and Mr. Vinson Brown, California naturalist. author and publisher. After the program several dozen youth and contacts remained for
an informal party.
The Oak Park, IlUnois community observed U.N.
Day with a dinner for approximately thirty-five guests
among whom was a young man from Rhodesia, four
student nurses from the Philippine Islands and one
from Korea who came in their native formal costumes.
Miss Charlotte Linfoot, the speaker, described how the
United Nations was helping to put into effect certain of
the social principles of the Baha'i Faith.
The Euclid, Ohio Baha'i community followed ODe of
the suggestions of the U.S. United Nations Committee
and presented a large United Nations flag to the
Euclid Public Library, together with a commemoration folder showing a picture of the Baha'i House of
Worship in Wilmette with the inspiring inscriptions
over the entrances to the Temple printed on the page
of the folder opposite the picture. The library officials
were so pleased that they themselves arranged for
photographic and newspaper coverage of the presentation.
More than 150 persons attended the United Nations
Day meeting in Los Angeles, California, where one of
the features was the showing of a motion picture, "A
Gift to Grow On," regarding the activities of UNICEF
in Central and South America.

Two of the many costumed guests in /Tont of the Baha'i
exhibit at the UN festival in Casper, Wyoming. More
than 250 people attended the inteTnational suppeT and
pTogTam sponsoTed by nine oTganizations, including the
Baha'i community.

in

San Diego. California <lisp!ay
hotel lobby, October
19-25, showing flags oj member nations flanked by dolls

in dress of various countries.

T
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Student guests at UN Day Me'eting, Hamburg, New
York. Kenya, Tanganyika, Argentina and Mexico are
represented. In center Dr, Carl Hatch, professor from
the University of Buffalo who spoke at the meeting.
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The Baha'is of BakeTsjield, California joined with otheT
local organizations interested in United Nations jor the
observance of United Nations Week. Mayor Gene Winer
(center) signed a prodamation calling fOT cooperation.
John Verhoeven, left, was the Baha'i pUbhcity representative,

Beverly, Massachusetts Bahci'is. celebrated United Nations Day with a supper at Cove Community Center.
Guest speakeTs, Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Lucas of Ipswich, aTe seated in front with Mrs. Walter Rogers,
right. Standing are, Moses Wasonga, ArthuT Edwards,
and John Otieno. Wasonga and Otieno are exchange
students from Nigeria.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of Glencoe, Illinois,
formed April 21, 1964. Seated, left to right: Dr. Lillian
Dove, Mr,s. Maria Jones, Mrs. Jean Rankin, Mrs. Catherine JejJeTson. Standing, lett to right: Robert BaTtlett,
Robert Hammond, Wilson Rankin, John Bush, Mrs.
Helen Hammond,

T
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THE TONGUE OF POWER -

Part III (concluded)

by Eunice Braun

Classifyin9 Baha'i Literature
Baha'i literature can be classified into three general
categories for the student of the Faith. Works of Original Source include the writings of Central Figures of
the Faith for which we possess the original written
document, signed and sealed by the Authors. Preeminent among these are the Writings of Baha'u'llah, followed by the Words of the Bah. their special position
explained by the Bab Himself in His statement: "The
Bayan deriveth all its glory from Him Whom God shall
make manifest, n and by a statement from Shoghi
Effendi in The Dispensation of Bahd'u'!!cih: "Allied,
though subordinate in rank . . ." The Writings of
'Abdu'l-Baha come next, concluded by the works of
Shoghi Effendi. These are the authoritative utterances.
TTanscripts 01 Oral Talks is a further classification
for works of 'Abdu'l-Baha which received His approval
for publication, but which were transcribed from the
t~an5Iator's immediate, oral English rendition, conslsting mainly of The Promulation of Universal Peace
and some talks given in Europe. These talks are
eventually to be translated from the original Persian
notes.
Secondary Sources comprise the third and last category, consisting of all books and pamphlets published
on the Faith that express the understanding of various
authors of the teachings. Leading the list, however,
must be such works as Nabil's matchless narrative
The Dawn-Breakers, which Shoghi Effendi translated,
followed by the basic text, Baha'u'U<ih and The New
Era, a portion of which ~Abdu'l-Baha Himself edited.
In addition to these, there are many books and pamphlets giving various approaches to the Baha'i teachings, as well as study outlines on basic texts, so that
altogether, there are currently close to 200 published
items available in the English language in the West.
Many stories were recalled about the Master during
His lifetime, from pilgrims who visited Him in the
Holy Land and especially those which accumulated
during His western tours. They have formed a vivid,
many-faceted portrait of Him, coming as they have
from the viewpoints of many observers. While Shoghi
Effendi did not suppress them, he made it clear that
all diaries and records of visits to Haifa, or various
stories recounted about 'Abdu'l-Baha, must be clearly
removed from the '·list of what we might call the authoritative utterances," being only the understanding
of the writer or commentator. Shoghi Effendi further
stated: "Baha'u'llith has made it clear enough that
only things that have been revealed in the form of
Tablets (Le., written, signed and sealed) have a binding power over the friends. Hearsays may be matters
of interest but can in DO way claim authority. This basic teaching of Baha'u'llah was to preserve the Faith
from being corrupted . . . . This being a basic principle
of the Faith, we should not confuse Tablets that were
actually revealed and mere talks attributed to the
Founders of the Cause. The first have absolute binding authority while the latter can in no way claim our
obedience. The highest thing this can achieve is to

influence the activities of the one who has heard the
saying in person." 1:'l
This further emphasizes the great gift God has
vouchsafed to humanity in this Dispensation through
an authentically preserved Revelation.
Baha'i literature will be further enriched in the future. There are Tablets not yet adequately translated
into English. There are letters from the Master and
from Shoghi Effendi not yet in available, published
form. One thing is certain however - Shoghi Effendi
did not cease in his labors until the Revelation of Baha'u'lhih was abundantly and authentically rendered
into the English language, from which it has since
been translated into hundreds of languages and tribal
tongues. In the midst of the overwhelming task of
guiding a world community I and in addition to his own
writings, he translated The Kitcib-i-fqan, The Epistle to
the Son of the Wolf, Hidden Words, Prayers and Meditations, Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'lldh,
many prayers and tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha and The
Daum.-Breakers (a work he advocates as an "unchallengeable textbook" for summer schools and an Hin_
spiration in all literary and artistic pursuits.")

Guardian Specifies Hi9h Standards
With the original publication of these works in America l initiated by Shoghi Effendi. the principles concerning Baha'i publishing came into being. They involve a
careful adherence to accuracy combined with a high
standard to maintain the dignity of the faith. Shoghi
Effendi has written: H • • • everything put before the
public should be of the highest type both literary and
artistic. "14 Founded upon basic principles of the
Faith, made applicable to publishing by Shoghi Effendi,
the National Spiritual Assembly of the U.S. is invested
with the authority for effecting policies of publishing
and distribution in America. Central responsibility
for carrying out these tasks is placed upon the Baha'i
Publishing Trust.
The matter of literary and artistic standards naturally brings up the inevitable and difficult question of defining the substance of good taste. Final judgement has
to rest with those upon whom the burden lies and on the
administrative body which places the responsibility.
Extremes to avoid are a fixation on transitory, contemporary modes, or an inability to adapt to any change.
Based upon fJaha'u'llclh's principle of moderation,
Shoghi Effendi offers enlightenment in this area. Moderation, he states, must be exercised "in all that
pertains to dress, language, amusements and all artistic and literary avocations." In stronger language, he
declares that the Baha', standard (including art and
literature) "can tolerate no compromise with the
theories, the standards, the habits and excesses of a
decadent age. 7I
To facilitate having written materials accurately
reflect the exalted nature and purpose of the Faith and
to assist the National Assembly in its responsibilities
in this respect, a Reviewing Committee was established in the ear]y years of the guardianship. This prin-
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ciple of review had been previously demonstrated by
'Abdu'l-Baha Himself in having a translation of His
own sent to a Spiritual Assembly for approval ·'50 that
things may be arranged in an orderly manner." Shoghi
Effendi fortified this action by sending his own literary

works. such as God Passes By as well as his translations of the Writings of Bah!t'u'llah and The DawnBreakers, to the American Reviewing Committee that
"he might be the first to abide by that rule . . ."
All of this admittedly places the scope of Baha'i
publishing on a high plateau involving continual vigilance and personal obedience. However, although authenticity of the written works and fidelity to accuracy
in any presentation of the Faith is mandatory. there is
no censorship of personal reading. Baha'u'llah does
not hamper anyone in his search for truth, even though
he may for a time be searching in the dust.
In a transitional aget beset with the moral collapse
of an old order. it is difficult to discern the relationship
of liberty to law or to equate the delicate balance between freedom and discipline. At such a time in history
extremes prevail. Modern man looks back to centuries
of injustice and views any restriction as an obstruc
tion to freedom. He begins with a high protest against
tyranny and ends with self-imprisonment. sealed off,
through a lack of faith and humility. from his own
spiritual potential. At the other extremity. fearful that
a

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Mrs. Beverly Stafford of Santa Rosa, California, has
called attention to a new supplementary textbook for
seventh grade students in the California public schools,
Understanding Israel, which carries on the cover a
beautiful view of Haifa in which the Shrine of the Bab
is clearly visible. The introductory page carries the
same photograph with the legend: HA View of Haifa
from the Persian Gardens." The text is written by
Marion Gartler, Judith Laken and George Hull of the
California State Series Textbooks, and the photograph
is by A. L. Golman of the Photographers Guild.

liberty becdmes libertinism, he lays a heavy hand
upon all that does not conform to his traditional pattern, however outworn its application to man's contemporary needs.
Only the Manifestation of God has the key to this dilemma. Baha'u'llili has expanded the boundaries of
man's freedom by releasing him from the lower part of
his nature into a higher arena where his true spiritual
potential Can be exercised and more fully developed.
The teachings of Baha 'u'llah t increasingly understood
and practiced by its adherents t will in the future bring
about a new, golden age of literature as in all of the
arts of man. In this formative age, when the "new hu~
manity" has not yet come into being, this flowering
cannot spring forth. This is the day of planting, rooting and nurturing the Creative Word of God in the
hearts of men. Man's most creative act in this day is
the revivifying of souls so that the whole world can one
day bring forth its finest fruit, the Kingdom of God, a
divinely inspired civilization.
"Unloose your tongues

and proclaim unceasingly

His Cause. This shall be better for you than all the
treasures Of the past and of the future
"
13. '"Bahd'i News, May, 1939
14. Bahd'i News. May. 1932

"The Embrace of the Baha'i" is the title of a superior
five-page article about the Baha'i Faith written by Joel
Lieber in the October, 1964 issue of Kiwanis Magazine~
published for the members of the Kiwanis Organiza.
tion in more than 5,000 communities throughout the
world, Many favorable reactions have already been
received from members of Kiwanis Clubs, some indi.
eating they would welcome more information about the
Faith.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekday.
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)

Calendar of Events

Sunday. and Holiday.
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

FEASTS
January 19---Suitan (Sovereignty)
February 7-Mulk (Dominion)

Service of Worship
Sunday.
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

WORLD REliGION DAY

Public Meeting

January I9--Unity in Religion

U_S_ NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
February 12-14

__,__,

a~"".

Sunday, January 17
4:15 p.m.
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NSA of United States Reports Status of Goals
Of the twenty seven new territories in the Americas
to be opened to the Faith under the Nine Year Teaching Plan, nine have been assigned by the Universal
House of Justice to the Baha'ls of the United States;
and of four areas to be resettled in the same continents,
two are responsibilities of the United States. It is also
responsible for the formation of one of four new Na.
tional Spiritual Assemblies called for in the same
area, namely, The National Spiritual Assembly of the
Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, with its seat
in Charlotte Amalie in the Virgin Islands.
The establishment and incorporation of this new pillar of the Universal House of Justice is dependent
upon the prior achievement of the following goals:
L The opening of these islands in the Caribbean Sea:

Barbuda
Dominica
Guadeloupe
Saba
St. Eustatius
S1. Kitts-Nevis
S1. Martin
St. Vincent
Turks and Caicos
2. The resettlement of Antigua and Martinique.
3. Increase in the number of localities where Baha'is
reside in all the aforem en tioned islands to fifty.

4. The establishment of at least one local assembly
in Barbados and St. Lucia, and two each in Grenada and the Virgin Islands, all of which had
been opened during the Guardian's Ten Year Crusade.
In addition to the formation of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, calling for the prior achievement of the abovementioned goals, the Baha'is of the United States are
responsible for the acquisition of a national l:Ia~iratu'l
Quds in Charlotte Amalie, acquisition of a Temple site
in or near the same city. and the acquisition of a national endowment as well as obtaining from the civil
authorities of the Virgin Islands recognition of the Baha'i Holy Days and the Baha'i marriage certificate.

FEBRUARY 1965

In

Atlantic and Caribbean Areas
Present Statu. of Goal.

Of the islands or island groups to be opened the following goals have been accomplished as of January
1, 1965:
Barbados - two settlers: Mr. D. R. Holder, Mrs. Etta Woodlen; two local members.

Guadeloupe - one family transferring from Haiti
Martinique - one family transferring from Haiti
St. Lucia - three settlers, Mrs. Esther Evans, Mr.
and Mrs. Carrol Hoepner
St. Vincent - opened by Miss Annabel Jackson~ Baha'i youth from Grenada
Grenada - Two local Spiritual Assemblies formed at
Ric;lvfm 1964 in St. John's and St. George's. with one
group of five adults in St. Andrew's and one of five
youth in St. Mark's, thus accomplishing that particular

goal.
Antiqua - opened by Mr. and Mrs. McKenzie Edwards
The Virgin Islands have had for some time a well
grounded local Spiritual Assembly in St. Thomas which
is now working diligently with the Caribbean Goals
Committee and the NSA to open other centers and
especially to acquire the Temple site which is urgent
in view of the rapidly increasing tourism and rising
land values in and near Charlotte Amalie.
As of January first, five American settlers had already arrived in the islands to be included in the new
National Assembly. They include Mr. Benjamin
Schreibmann who pioneered in European goal countries
during the Ten Year Crusade. Several others have already made preliminary visits to investigate business and employment possibilities and expect to be
settled before Ri~van 1965.
The American pioneers settled in the Virgin Islands
and Grenada (Leeward Islands) since last midsummer
are:

Tom Millington, Victor Tom, Melvin Barber, and
Miss Katherine Meyer, all in Charlotte Amalie; Mr.
Benjamin Schreibman, Grenada.

T
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Pioneers at Other Island Posh
Pioneers from the United States already settled in
other islands in the Atlantic Ocean area where two or
more local spiritual assemblies are to be formed are:

Miss Loraine Cutler, San German, Puerto Rico
Miss Dorothy Behar. Mayagues, Puerto Rico
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ayoub and children, Freeport,
Bahamas

Mother Temple of Europe Receives
Gift as Requested bv Amelia Collins
"Happy (to) inform you (we are) remitting forty
thousand dollars (as) contribution (to the) Temple
from funds bequeathed (for) special purposes by beloved Hand Cause Amelia Collins, outstanding benefactress (of the) Faith, thus fulfilling her wish (to)
make further gIft (to) sacred edifice reared (in the)
heart (of the) European continent."

Traveling Teachers Assisting
Teaching trips have been planned by the Caribbean
Goals Committee for Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas beginning
in December and for Mrs. Marguerite Sears in January, not only to encourage the teaching efforts of the
beHevers already resident in their goals but also to aid
them in understanding their responsibilities under the
Nine Year Plan as a whole. They will also bring back
valuable suggestions and information for the considerable number of other pioneers who are making definite
plans to settle in these areas within the next few
months or the next year.
Besides constant attention to the islands which will
comprise the National Spiritual Assembly of the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, special assistance
is also being sought for Bermuda, the Bahama Islands
and Puerto Rico.
Bermuda and the Bahamas have one assembly each,
but each must open four more centers.
Puerto Rico must have at least three local assemblies, one of them incorporated, by the close of the Nine
Year Plan. San Juan, Puerto Rico has had an assembly
for many years, but the community needs strengthening. As indicated in the list of pioneers, two new centers
in Puerto Rico; namely, San German and Mayaguez
have recently been opened.
The foregoing report deals only with the goals of the
United States near its own eastern shores. In addition
to these and great responsibilities on the home front,
the American believers have been asked to collaborate
with other National Assemblies in achieving 26 of the
total 219 inter-assembly goals, besides preserving a
large number of goals hardly won under the Ten Year
Crusade. In assigning these responsibilities to the
American Baha'i community, the Universal House of
Justice in its RiQvan 1964 call to action stated:
"The goals assigned to your community in the Nine
Year Plan are indeed prodigious and your efforts must
be prodigious to match them. Mobilization of all resources, both human and financial, is called for and a
concentrating of all your powers on the objectives to
be won. Setting aside all other considerations, may this
community arise at once to grasp its share - the
lion's share - of the new tasks, set its face toward
leadership of the world community with all that leadership entails at home and sustaining less forttu1ate
commWlities abroad, and as one soul move nearer,
along its destined path, to that glorious day when, as
declared by 'Abdu'L-Baha Himself, ' . . . all the peoples
of the world witness that this community is spiritually
illumined and divinely guided. Then will the whole
earth resound with the praises of its majesty and
greatness.' "

(Signed)

HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF GOD

December 14, 1964
Commentary:

The cablegram quoted above, sent by the Hands of
~e Cause from the World Center to the National Spir-

Itual Assembly of Germany, fulfills a wish expressed
by beloved Hand of the Cause Amelia E. Collins in the
last two week.s of her life which ended January 1,
1962. Mrs. Collins was closely identified with the Mother Temple of Europe from its beginning to the time of
her death. It was she who laid the cornerstone for this
edifice on November 20, 1960 as representative of the
beloved Guardian. Here as always Mrs. Collins reflected her deep love for and devotion to Shoghi Effendi
and. her immediate support of every lUldertaking dear
to hIS heart.

-u.s.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

American Pioneers Aiding in
Consolidation of Foreign Goals
Baha'is from the United States who have moved to
Africa since Ridvan 1964 to aid in the teaching and
consolidation tasks of other National Spiritual Assemb~ies: are: Mr. and Mrs. H~rvey Wilks of Issaquah,
Washmgton, to South West AfrIca; Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Morgan, transferred from Cambodia to Uganda;
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hawthorne, r:eturning to Uganda
after several months in the United States for health
reasons; Miss Louise Stewart of Decatur, Georgia.
who has taken a teaching position in Libya.
News has also been received that John T. Huston of
Ann Arbor, Michigan, pioneering in Taiwan, has voltu1teered to open one of the new goal cities of that
cOWltry which is to have its own National Assembly
by Rid vim 1973.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Mexico has reported that Mr. and Mrs. George Neuzil of Seattle,
Washington, will arrive in Yucatan soon after January
1; that Mrs. Gladys Stewart of Preston, Idaho, had
already arrived to assist with the ever-increasing
work in the National Baha'i Office, and that Mrs. Sadie
Robertson of Billings, Montana is settled in Cozume!
Island, Quintana Roo, Mexico.
Mrs. Diana Carson of Grand Junction, Colorado will
assist with the teaching work in Curacao, Dutch 'West
Indies, where her husband is stationed in a government post for three years.
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Some close views of the Mother Temple
of the West, Wilmette, Illinois, showing
details of the delicate patterns of ihe exterior molded in ·concrete and quartz.
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A portion of the audience attending the U.N. Day observan.ce in Panama City, Republic of Pan.a.ma, sponsored by
the Bahd'is. Dr. Donald P. Benjamin, U.N. Economic Advisor to the government of Panama, appears in photo at
right with- Alan Pringle, translator. Mrs. Raquel de Constante was the Baha'i speaker,

Baha'is Sponsor Panamanian UN Observance
A large crowd of Baha'is and friends attended the
United Nations Day program sponsored by the Baha'is
of Panama City. Republic of Panama.
Dr. Donald P. Benjamin, economic advisor to the
government of Panama, delivered the featured address
on the three D's of the United Nations' undertakings Disarmament, Decolonization, and Development - out~
lining the ever-changing problems. He paid high trihute to the National Spiritual Assembly for the interest
in promoting a United Nations Day celebration, and
stated that after comparing the Baha'i principles with
those of the United Nations, he is more than ever convinced that the United Nations is heading in the right
direction.
Mrs. Raquel de Constante, the Baha'i speaker, mentioned the non-political activities of the United Nations
that are supported by the Baha'is, particularly in the
field of human rights which promote the unity of the
hUman race.

In Memoriam Service Held
for Mrs. Margery McCormick
Baha'is from several states joined with relatives
and personal friends on Saturday evening, December
12, in Foundation Hall of the Baha'i House of Worship
in a beautiful service in memory of Mrs. Margery D.
McCormick, member of the Auxiliary Board for Teach~
ing in the United States who passed away in Wilmette
on July 14, 1964 at the age of seventy-nine.
The program consisted of prayers and other selec.
tions from the Baha'i sacred scriptures by Baha'is who
had been very close to Mrs. McCormick during her
lifetime. Dr. Daniel Jordan spoke beautifully of the
personal life of Mrs. McCormick, paying special tribute to her complete dedication to the Faith, mentioning
particularly her instant obedience to the instructions
she had received from the beloved Guardian on the
occasion of her two pilgrimages. Hand of the Cause,
Mr. Zikru'l1b.h I5.jladem recounted her widespread serv~

ices in the teaching field as member of the Auxiliary
Board for Teaching. Dr. David S. Rube, secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly, acted as chairman.
At the close of the program all the friends were
invited to visit with Mrs. McCormick's two sons, Alan
and James, and their wives at the l:Ia~iratu'I-Quds.

Key West Schools Recognize
Baha'i Holy Days
Key West, Florida, which has been a goal of both the
Ten Year Crusade and the Nine Year Teaching Plan
for the establishment of a strong local Spiritual As~
sembly has reported that the Key West schools have
given recognition to the Baha'i Holy Days since 1955.
The formation of the Assembly at Riq.van this year
now seems quite certain. The next step win be the in·
corporation of the Assembly.

Large Increase in Number of
Visitors to Baha'i Temple
The following comparative figures indicate the large
increase in the number of visitors to the Baha'i House
of Worship in Wilmette, Illinois, on national holidays
as well as for the entire calendar years of 1963 and 1964:
Memorial Day Week End
July 4th Week End
Labor Day Week End
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Calendar Year

1963
1964
1,236
2,323
2,112
2,946
2,203
3.168
610
609
1,147
298
104,645 116,006

An early issue of BAHA'i NEWS will carry a more
detailed story of the number and kjnds of groups comprising special tours.

Human Rights Observances
Baha'i communities and groups are showing resourcefulnesss .in bringing the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights to the attention of the general public.
From the reports received to the time of this writin~
one learns that believers throughout the United States
are becoming ever more successful in proclaiming the
principles of human justice for which the Baha'i Faith
slands.
An essay contest on the subject of "Unity of Humanity" open to youth of McKinley County, New Mexico
was announced widely by the local Assembly of Gallup, New Mexico. The prizes, small cash awards, plus
a trip to Santa Fe were awarded at a public meeting
on Human Rights Day. The meeting was well attended
by visitors and the two winners read their essays. The
program also included music provided by groups of
various backgrounds: Spanish, Negro, Croatian, Jugoslavian and Indian. Refreshments added to the happy
party-like atmosphere of the occasion and one of the
radio stations conducted an on-the-spot interview with
the two prize winners.
The trip to Santa Fe at which the prize winners were
greeted and congratulated by Governor Jack M. Campbell served as a fitting climax for these girls. Excellent
publicity, including pictures was obtained in the local
papers and the Baha'i community has thus contributed
effectively to the feeling of good will in that locality.
Another noteworthy detail of this project was the panel
of judges, selected from five different ethnic groups of
GallUp.
Urbana Hlinois concentrated on using the talents of
young people in its program. Children of the Baha'i
classes sang and gave readings from prayers and
scriptures of'the religions of the world about peace. A
movie. about the United Nations was shown and a brief
Baha'i talk given.
Refreshments and table decorations were planned
with the children in mind and included Chinese fortune
cookies and dolls from around the globe.
Music and a dramatic reading, together with a brief
introductory talk marked the HUman Rights Day celebration in Great FaUs, Montana. Sixty people, mostly
J

visitors attended and enjoyed the very moving musical
program as well as the friendly social hour which followed.
In Greenv'fHe South Carolina the program was outstanding in that the Baha'is were the only group to
hold a U.N. Day or Human Rights Day observance in
the entire city. Also the interracial fellowship for which
the Baha'is are well known furnished an additional
means of displaying the Baha'i Faith in action in one
well publicized afternoon. The meeting, held in the
civic room of a bank, attracted 20 visitors who joined
twelve Baha'is in a congenial program. The speakers
included Richard Benson, Baha'i; Robert Anderson,
one of the first Negroes to attend the University of
South Carolina~ and other non~Baha 'is who contributed
to the program by singing or giving readings on human rights and obligations. The period of fellowship
and refreshments which followed was especially fruitful since so many were attending a Baha'i meeting for
the first time.
A public meeting in Temple City, California at which
three Baha'is participated was one of the most successful such gatherings held there by the Baha'is in recent
years. This meeting was planned with the cooperation
of three nearby communities and the speakers were:
Mr. James F. Nelson, chairman, Mr. David Lepard,
and Mrs. Manila Lee. The subjects covered were the
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights and the Baha'i view
of hum an rights.
Public meetings marked the day also in Quincy, minois where Mrs. Lois Goebel spoke on "Human Rights
Justice for AU" and in Waterloo, Iowa. In the latter
city Mr. James Jackson, newly elected Negro member
of the State Legislature spoke on "Justice for All" and
Mrs. Virginia Finch, Baha'i of Cedar Falls, gave a
very fine talk on the Baha'i views on human rights.
The Baha'is of Ni!Igara Falls, New York observed the
day by presenting a short talk and color slide tape on
HUnited Nations - Capital of Our World" at the local
Kiwanis Club meeting. And in Danville, IUinois the day
was marked by a Baha'i advertisement in the local
newspaper as well as a I5-minute panel discussion on
the radio on "Universal Declaration of Human Rights."
J

Governor Jack M. Campbell, at New Mexico, congratulates EUa May King and Alice Mitche!!, winners Of the
Human Rights essay contest sp<)nsored by the Baha'is
ot Gallup, New Mexico. This picture appecTed in the
The Baha'is ot P-ueblo, Colorado presented a United

weal newspaper of GaUup.

Nations flag to Colorado State CoUege. The presentation
and other UN Day events of the Pueblo BamFis received
widespread pub licity.
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Local Spiritual Assembly of the Gulf Islands, B.C.,
Canada. Left to right, back TOW: Mrs. Edna Moan,

Ftetcher Gennett, Mrs. Bernice Crooks, Mrs. Katherine
Saunders, Capt. Walter Luth and (inseTt) Mrs. Lisa
Luth. Front row, left to right: Mrs. Elinor Bennett, Mrs.

0/ the Kansas City, Kansas Local Spiritual Assembly, incorporated on Ju~y 6~ 1964.

Eight members

Catherine Huxtable, Clifford Huxtable. The Gulf Is-

lands was a Ten Year Crusade goal~ designated by
Shcghi Effendi as an alternate new territory to Anticosti Island. Forming a Spiritual Assembly in the Gulf
Islands was -the fiTst Nine Year Ptan goa! to be filled in
Canada.

Las Vegas Baha'i Youth
Hold Well Attended Roundup
Over 16(} Baha'I youth and their friends gathered in
Goodsprings, Nevada over the weekend of November
27-29 for a conference which included: planning and
organizing for future youth activities, studying the Baha'i writings on world unity, and learning at first
hand of the needs as well as opportunities for bringing
the Faith to the Indians. The youth came from eight different states, many of them at great sacrifice in order
to meet, share their experiences and show their love
for the Faith of Baha'u'lloo. They met in Goodsprings,
Nevada Community Hall for classes, sleeping quarters
being provided inside for the girls while the boys
showed pioneering spirit by sleeping outside in tents
and sleeping bags.
Highlights of this very inspiring week-end included
a talk by Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Florence Mayberry on the Nine Year Plan, an observance of the
Anniversary of the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha at 1:00
a.m. Saturday, November 28, and a panel of Navajoes
on Indian teaching. There was time also for fun and
relaxation with a dance and the showing of slides of a
trip to Europe and of other youth groups, featured on
Saturday evening.
Excellent pUblicity was obtained, with several inches
in a feature column of the local paper devoted to a
description of the event. Appropriately, the concluding
sentences of this writeup stated:
"Just as they had come in silently and ready for
anything, 50 the crowd left one by one the -cars filled to
capacity, starting back on the long road to their individual destinations. By Sunday afternoon the village
had settled down but never to be quite the same. The
Baha'i- youth had marked it with prayers and plans
and songs and laughter."

Mayor Proclaims
World Religion Day
For the first time, to our knowledge, a mayor has officially recognized and proclaimed World Religion
Day, as established by the Baha'is. In a statement
dated December 16, 1964, Mayor Edgar M. Elbert, of
Maywood, Illinois states:
HI, Edgar M. Elbert, mayor of the Village of Maywood, Illinois in recognition of the annual observance
of World Religion Day observed throughout the world
and established by the Baha'i World Faith to promote
the oneness of religion and the abolishment of all
prejudice whether it be political. racial, national or religious do declare there is but one God and everyone
worships the same God it is my duty and privilege to
declare the third Sunday in January as World Religion
Day ~ and urge our citizens to gather together for worship and dedicating ourselves to the service of God by
a bolishing any and all prejudice so that our lives may
promote the welfare of all mankind and bring forth
peace and harmony to all."
Members of Loca! Spiritual Assembly of Citrus
cia! District, California, first formed on April 21,
Seated, from left to right: Mrs. Dorothy Nelson,
Lynn DeWester, Mrs. Joan Beck (secretary),
Betty Conow. Standing, left to right: Lou Palos,
Beck, Arthur Conow, James Nelson (chaiTman),

DeWester.

Judi-

1964.
Mrs.

Mrs.
Jack
Scott
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Waukesha, Wistonsin Baha'i Conferente
on Religion and Rate Attended by 600
An interfaith conference on Religion and Race, the
-first effort of its kind to be held in Waukesha. Wisconsin, took place there on November first and featured Dr. Daniel Jordan, National Spiritual Assembly
member as one of the three main speakers.
The Waukesha Baha'i Community put forth great
efforts to promote the conference which was centered
around the theme, quoted in part·from Baha'u'llah, lOA
mighty instrument in the healing of world problems is
the recognition of equality and kinship of all people,"
The mayor of Waukesha proclaimed November 1-6
as Religion and Race Week. for which the conference
featured not only leading clergymen, and representa·
tives of the Jewish, Christian, and Baha'i communities
but afforded opportunity for discussion of religion and
civil rights by lawyers, ministers, and civic officials.
The first speaker on the program for the day was
Dr. Daniel Jordan, with the subject, "The Sociology t
Anthropology, and Psychology of Race Relations in the
World." He was followed by a former city planner of
Milwaukee who spoke on the economic waste in segregation. The evening speaker, a monsignore from
Chicago, summed up the conference with a talk on
solving man s ills through religion.
A permanent committee on Religion and Race has
now been established in Waukesha, and the Baha'is of
this community are happy to have been invited to be
a pa rt of this committee.
f

Green Lah Institute Attracts 418
On November 13, 14 and 15, 418 Baha'is and contacts
(301 adults. 56 youth. 61 children) registered for the
Green Lake Institute in Wisconsin. The theme for the
weekend was "A Divine Command - the Nine Year
Plan." The purpose was to prepare Baha'is for more
effective personal and community participation in the
Nine Year Plan. Specific Baha'i quotations were used as
focal points for each session. Highlights of the program
included talks and discussion periods, an informal panel discussion for youth, a worship service, dawn prayers, a complete children's program consisting of eighteen special sessions for three different age groups and
group singing.
Some of the topics included: ,jPurpose of Existence";

One.: oj the many Baha'i meet-ings he~d in the home of
Mrs. Ludmila Van Sombeck in Durham, North Carolina.
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"As the Twig Is Bent"; "Youth Today - Adult Tomorrow"; nCommunity AppJication"; j'Our Baha'i Heritage"; and "Inter-Community Cooperation." Contributing to these topics were Mrs. Velma Sherrill, Mrs.
Jane McCants, Mrs. Margaret Rube, Dr. David S. Ruhe
and Jack McCants.
The three-day institute brought forth a spirit. of rededication toward fulfilling the following promise by
'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Ere long the word of God will display a wonderful
influence and finally that region (America) will become the paradise of Abha. Consequently, strive ye
bravely that this aim may be accomplished in the near
future. Striving means this: we must live and move
according to the Divine commands and behests, be
united in loving with joy and ecstacy; ... engage continually in the service of the Cause of God!' (Divine
Art of Living, p. 62)

Oneida Indian Choir Featured
At Baha'i Meetings
Friendly contact with the Oneida Indians who live
near Green Bay, Wisconsin, has been re-established,
with two recent Baha'i events featuring the Oneida
Choir. A group of twelve singers who have learned
many songs in the Oneida language sang at a Baha'i
teaching conference in Madison On November 22,
and at a public meeting in the Chicago Baha'i Center
on December 5.
On each occasion, Mr. Oscar Archiquette, the trans~
lator of the Baha'i booklet in the Oneida dialect? acted
as commentator. He told many interesting stories of
the history of his people, stressing their ancient belief in the oneness of mankind.
Mrs. Ruth Baird, of Oneida, Wisconsin, directed the
choir. which included a blind singer, Mrs. Ninhem,
who told the Baha'is afterwards of her joy at "hearing
the message."
Sixty Baha'is and friends attended the Madison conference sponsored by the Madison Local Spiritual Assembly, with Mrs. Beth McKenty, Wisconsin representative on the National Indian Teaching Committee, as
chairman. Following the choir's singing, they were
entertained at a Japanese dinner in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Shinji Yamamoto before beginning the long
drive back to the reservation.
It is significant that the first Indian in the United
States to become a Baha'i was from this tribe and
reservation: Mrs. Marian Steffes, now living in California.
Oneida Indian singers at the Chicago Baha'i Center,

December 5.
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State Conventions of United States
Consult on Goals and Victories
The fifty-six state and electoral district conventions
of the United States called to elect a total of 171 delegates to the 1965 National Baha'i Convention were held
on December 6, 1964. Although much of the country
was either suffering or just recovering from a severe
winter storm t the total attendance of believers was considerably better than in previous years, The largest of
the conventions appears to have been the Northern
California District with an estimated attendance of 400.
At most of the conventions there was excellent representation of the youth members who took active part
in the consultation. In several places the youth met
together during the luncheon recess for consultation
among themselves on how to increase their own teaching efforts, reporting later in the afternoon to the adult
members their desire and willingness to make maximum use of their time and talents for the Faith.
Besides the election of the allotted number of delegates to the National Convention, the highlight of each
convention was the reports from the believers on victories won for the Faith thus far this year. This subject
was designated in the program as the "Festival of Accomplishment" and followed the reading in the morning of brief messages from the Hands of the Cause in
the Western Hemisphere and a semi·annual report
from the National Spiritual Assembly. Time was allotted also for discussion of a message from the National
Teaching Committee on the home front goals of the
Nine Year Plan, assessment of Baha'i resources, and
recommendations to the National Spiritual Assembly.
The flavor of the conventions as a whole can perhaps
be conveyed by brief excerpts from or comments on
the following reports selected at random:
The report from Northern California, besides stating
that this was the largest state convention to have been
held in that district, comments that it was a very hap.
py gathering, due in large part to the presence of many
new Baha'is and others who had not attended a convention for several years. Many of the active participants
in the consultation were youthful in years and many
youthful in their Utenure as Baha'is." "The spirit of
the convention can best be expressed in one wordteachingH and that "we are prepared to look forward
with confidence to the total victory of the Nine Year
Plan."
The host Assembly, Citrus Judicial District, for
Southern California District No. 1 Convention, had invited any community wishing to do so to prepare a display for exhibition. Prizes given for the three best went
to Bakersfield, Pomona, and Pasadena, respectively.
Among the specially interesting reports given during
the "Festival of Accomplishments" was one by the
Glendale Judicial District community of twelve mem·
bers which had sponsored a series of cultural evenings,
each attended by approximately 100 persons of mixed
races. Another community reported many interested
contacts having been made as a result of one Baha'i
recruiting volunteers to assist the Foundation for the
Junior Blind address hundreds of envelopes for its annual Christmas drive for ftmds. Among the successful
fire~ides reported are several being held in the area
on a regular basis for Spanish-speaking persons.
In the small and sparsely Baha'i·populated State of
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Delaware the believers consulted specially on such
subjects as: personal obligations to the Faith' how
~soIated believers can serve more effectively; W~ys of
lnvolving non-Baha'is in efforts to promote knowledge
of the Faith; social activities geared to the Faith and
how to work with non-Baha'i mates.
'
At Sarasota, host to the Florida Convention for the
past three years, the manager of the hotel in which the
~eeting was held thanked the Baha'is for coming, say.
rng the Baha'is are "one of our favorite groups." He
expressed special appreciation of the fact that "the
Baha'is are demonstrating integration." Two of the bellboys sent word that they wanted to become Baha'is.
A highlight of the Idaho Convention was choral singing by the children of the Boise-Ada County Children's
Hour. During the summer months the attendance at
the classes numbered forty children and parents.
Another accomplishment of these two communities
was the winning of the "theme prize" for its .float entered in the Treasure Valley Fairland Parade span.
sored by the Roise Chamber of Commerce. This received excellent press and television coverage.
Both the Northern IUinois and Wisconsin State Conventions were greatly inspired by the brief appearance
of Hand of the Cause William B. Sears who spoke on
the spiritual meaning of elections held "in the rarefied
atmosphere" of prayer.
At the Southern Illinois Convention every community
in the district was called upon to report its outstanding
achievements. They showed great variety, such as securing from the Governor of the State of Illinois a
proclamation for the observance of World Peace Day,
special door-to-door proclamation efforts, week-end institutes in a Negro area, displays and exhibitions. and
increase in the number of children's classes,
In Kansas also the various communities were called
upon to report their victories. All had made excellent
advances in public relations, in publicity and various
other fields, Wichita, to take one example, reported a
very successful youth conference and a good public
teaching program. As part of the UN Day observance
the community had presented a suitably engraved
placque of appreciation to the person in Wichita who
had given the greatest service to the UN during the
preceding year. This event alone brought the Baha'is
much publicity. Another victory directly related to the
goals of the Nine Year Plan was the lncorporation of
the Kansas City Spiritual Assembly.
At the Missouri Convention it was strongly recommended that Baha'i children be taught early to sacri·
flce for and make contributions to the Baha'i Fund by
saving a portion of their allowances or earnings for
this purpose. It was also recommended that health education programs be developed in minority group
housing projects and that every community engage in
teaching youth and children even though there are no
Baha'i children in the community at the time.
The New Hampshire Baha'is who are scattered and
few in number agreed in their consultation on more association and cooperation to achieve "universal participation" in the Nine Year Plan.
The report from New Jersey referred to the large
number of "new" Baha'is among the 102 believers in
attendance and to "the high peak of spiritual maturity" reflected in the consultation.
Western New York also commented that "undaunt-
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ed by hazardous weather conditions" the convention
welcomed a number of new believers, and that seven
new localities were represented.
At the North Dakota convention where there was
much discussion on teaching the Faith to the American
Indians, it was agreed that the most effective methods
were (1) by the Indian believers themselves and (2)
by all Baha'is living the life. There was also good consultation on how all the Baha'i manpower in the state
could be marshalled to support monthly public meetings in Bismarck, a goal city, starting in January by
the use of radio programs.
The South Dakota Baha'is discussed the possibility of
cooperating with college foreign students in sponsoring
an international festival of some kind.
These and other conventions also discussed the importance of every believer making and adopting his
own Nine Year Plan, and of both local assemblies and
individual Baba!fs lining up their Baha'i goals and activities with the goals of the world wide Nine Year
Teaching Plan given to us by the Universal House of
Justice. The importance of each one solving his own
spiritual problems was also stressed. Some conven~
tions sent telegrams of love and dedication to the Universal House of Justice, the Hands of the Cause in the
Western Hemisphere, and the National Spiritual Assembly, and a few sent spontaneous, unsolicited contributions to the International and National Baha!i
Funds.
The recommendations to the National Spiritual As~
sembly from all conventions were promptly sent to
that body for its study and action at its December 31January :1 meeting.

As a follow-up to the article on the Faith published
in a recent issue of the Kiwa.nis Magazine one of the
Baha'is of Baltimore COlUlty, Maryland, was able to arrange to have a talk on the Faith given at the Kiwanis
Club of Loch Raven, Maryland. On November 12 Paul
Pettit, member of the National Spiritual Assembly,
addressed a meeting of 125 Kiwanis Club members
representing 12 different clubs and including severai
clergymen. In response about 35 people took pamphlets
and there were numerous favorable comments on the
program.

o
The Baha'i Faith is represented at the newly dedicated Henry Koh] Memorial Chapel at the Washoe
County Medical Center in Reno, Nevada. By contributing to the inter-religious project the Baha'is are recognized by a pew with the name of the Faith inscribed
and Baha'i books displayed. Baha'is conduct prayer
and meditation services there on two evenings a month.
At the dedication of this Chapel in September a member of the local Spiritual Assembly read two Baha'i
prayers as part of the program.

o
By invitation two Baha'is spoke on certain aspects
of the Baha'i Faith before the Gravity Research Foundation Institute in New Boston, New Hampshire on
August 29, 1964. They were Mr. Matthew Bullock who
outlined the history of the Faith and introduced the
second speaker, Mrs. Robert Lee Moffett who spoke on
some of the scientific teachings found in the Writings
of Baba'u'Jlah that must motivate all sciences in this
New Age.

o

NEWS BRIEFS
The Baha'is of Peoria Heights, Illinois sponsored a
display at the Peoria Heights public library during the
month of November, featuring the great books of all
religions with the symbol of each religion placed in re~
lation to its book. In connection with the display a small
ad was run in the local newspaper stating: HHave
you seen the display of the books of all religions at
your public library?" This helped to generate interest
and several groups of church women visited the library to see the exhibit.

o
Mr. Robert Amerson, a Baha'i of Racine, Wisconsin
has instituted an arrangement with his employees
which may be the first of its kind in the United States.
Heretofore his firm has permitted employees leave
from their work for a total of five religious and national holidays but without pay. Recently Mr. Amerson
informed all employees that all work will be suspended on the nine Baha'i Holy Day, for which all will receive their full salaries. This is indeed the Baha'i
Faith in action.

Winston G. Evans from Keene, New Hampshire gave
the Baha'is of Delaware County, Pennsylvania much
new teaching encouragement and incentive during
his visit to that community in early November. On a
previous visit he had talked with a teacher at CrozeT
Theological Seminary in Chester and was asked to
speak there at some future time. Excellent publicity
including a radio interview preceded his well-attended
talk in the seminary lounge where he spoke on "An Introduction to the Baha'i Faith. n This was a very vital
message to give at this time when some theologians
actually profess the "death of God" theology.

o
Evanston, Illinois Baha'is all worked under the leadership of its public teaching committee to sponsor a
meeting in Kendall College's attractive, new auditorium in November, drawing 150 in attendance. The
program featured a narrated slide program by Robert
Quigley, largely based upon Africa, including the Tern·
pIe in Kampala. The impact of the Faith in Africa, as
''''Tell as other parts of the world, was dramatically presented. Over 500 invitations were mailed, nearly 100
posters were silk-screened by the committee for window and bus display, radio and newspaper publicity
was secured and the entire community telephoned
friends and contacts.
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The Luminous Hour
Remembrance of an Early Believer
I first heard of the Baha'i Cause a little before 1900,
while I was in school in Paris. There I met a small
group 01 people, a few American students, like my~
self, who seemed to be involved in a new religion

stemming from Persia_ I can't say that I was especially impressed by what they said. Rather I was
attracted by these people as lUlusual people - one .in

particular, a very beautiful girl who seemed to radiate
a special magnetic charm. I was completely captivated
by her and not understanding what she was saying, I
just silently sat in wonder, somehow feeling her special
station. Her name was May Bolles, who later became
the mother of Rul;Liyyih Khanum.
I was leaving for home, New York City. and before
leaving May gave me a letter to a friend who she said
would explain things to me . . . . I fOWld her to be a
beautiful woman, beautiful and on fire with the religion
she had embraced. Her name was Elfrida Martin. With
her was a Persian, Anton Haddad, whom I found out
later was the translator of the famous Siiratu'l-Haykal.
'Abdu'l-Baha had sent him to America to teach and it
was listening to him that I caught the first impact of
something far greater than I could grasp at the moment. It all seemed too big, too incomprehensible for
my understanding, too fantastic for my mind to grasp,
but my heart seemed to know what my mind was un-

a ble to take in.
Anton's theme was that the Spirit of Christ was on

earth again to bring the people back to God. This
thrilled me as ever since childhood I had in my heart a

love for Jesus. I longed for Him always. Now was that
divine Spirit here again? It mwt be so, I wanted it to
be 50. It flooded my heart with hope until I came to
believe even before I knew anything about what I was
to learn later, the greatness, the majesty of Baha'u'llah.
So it was that Mrs. Martin and I were the first Baha'is
at that time in New York. In her apartment, where

felt the magnetic power of the "Servant of God" the
only title He wanted; they told us about Hi~ and
brought back the first teachings, His love, His hopes
for those who believed in Him.
In those days we in Paris wrote 'Abdu'l-Baha to
confirm our love and devotion to Him and those letters
were always answered by Him. After my schooling I
returned to New York City having lived in Paris four
years. The Tablets I received, thirteen of them, made
a strange impact upon me. I was unable to "digest"
them - that's not the best word - it was simply I
could not believe that they were addressed to me. It
was as if I should look over my shoulder to see the
person for whom they were meant. To this day this
one sentence still makes me stop short; • 'Praise be
to God, thou hast been accepted in the threshold of
the Almighty and are mentioned in the Supreme Con~
course!" These Tablets are now safe in the Archives.
I no longer remember dates, years, what happened in
such and such a year. My life was a simple one, sometimes hard, many heartbreaks, but over the long span
of life since 1900, now 1964 and close to ninety, I at
last have made the words in the Tablets my owneverything 'Abdu'l-Baha had predicted for me has come
true.
Year 1905: "0 thou who art advanced to God!
Be assured and content with the great bounty and generosity of God, and be cheerM because all that which
is absolutely good win become possible for thee. In
this day all that which is conducive to the eternal happiness is attainable by thee. Be not grieved at allneither sit down dispirited. Every difficulty will be
changed to enlargement, and every affliction will be
transformed to the mercy of omnipotence."
"Upon thee be greeting and praise,"

(signed) 'Abdu'l-Baha 'Abbas

Anton Haddad gave the lessons of the Cause, the
wonder of it, the holy words, entranced me. The holy
words, life-giving fountains, revealing, ever new, to
this very day since 1900. I believe I am thus the oldest

Years passed with just living until? unexpectedly, I
had a chance to go to Haifa. Years before 'Abdu'l-Baha
had given me permission in one of His Tablets, but I

living Baha'i, who was living in New York City at that
time.
Soon after that I returned to school in Paris and
joined that first Baha'i group of Europe, of which the
Guardian many years later wrote me how blessed I
was to have been a member of that group. A small
group but there was radiance, the spirit of Baha'u'IHlh
so strong, a tightly united group; it made me speechless; all I wanted was to be with them; my whole life
was changed. There were no books ... the teachings of
the Manifestation of God were spread by word of mouth
and from heart to heart! How powerful the Spirit that
radiated from this group, out into the far reaching
corners of this earth, until from that small beginning
the radiance of the Cause of God is now felt by people,
remote and far away.
There were no books. just a few words brought back
to us from pilgrims who had gone to . Akka to see the
prisoner, ·Abdu'l-Baha. They had seen Him, they had

passed, in 1921. Four unforgettable weeks were spent
in the Holy Places, surrounded by so much love, the
hours spent in the shrines, in prayer and meditation,
the precious time spent with the Greatest Holy Leafa pure spirit - as well as several visits with the Guardian . . . . by his bedside, as he was ailing and depressed. The burden of responsibility thrust upon him
so suddenly almost crushed him. Looking back now,
since he has passed away, I have felt that he too was
a martyr, for the responsibilities became ever more
heavy. However, Wlder it all he gained in strength
spiritually which helped him to become a brilliant
leader ...
Nineteen Hundred is a long time ago that I caught
a glimpse of what was to come, but to me the year to
be remembered is 1817 - November 12, when at the
hour of dawn a child was born in the city of Tihrim. To
me that hour must have stirred the very atoms of the
earth, making the earth tremble with joy, for on it would

had to wait all those years and by then 'Abdu'I-Baha had
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walk the spirit of God and in another city an unnamed
disciple of Al;tmad-i-Ahsa'i (the forerunner of the Bab)
bowed to the ground in an act of wonderment, testifying that "At this hour the light of the Promised One
has broken and is shedding illumination upon the whole
world." How shining was that hour! And as the be.lievers multiply t their army marching into the far off
countries of the earth, exiles from home and kin, they
carry the torch held high to teU the people of that
luminous hour - November 12, 1817.
As to the moment of my actual meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha
this was at the house of Ed Kinney. As He entered the
rOOm there was a strange stillness; we were awed by
His presence; majestic yet very human, He looked at
US with compassion. He strode about the room, some
of us were sitting on the floor and every time He passed
me I touched His garment. He spoke at length and
each sentence was translated but what these words
were I have no idea, for I like others was completely
engulfed in an exalted consciousness in which the mind
had no p1ace. I don't believe those words were taken
down at that time, tape recording was still half a century away. Many of those present have described this
scene and it can be found in several books. For me the
words were lost - we were all caught up in an intensely vibrant atmosphere. As we gazed at the beautiful face of 'Adbu'l-Baha, we were not in this world. A
few who were there then are still aJive, carrying the
spirit of that moment out into the far reaching corners
of the earth and al1 who hear them too are given a
portion of radiance emanating from 'Abdu'l-Baha.
-MRS. BERTHALIN ALLIEN

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
La Vie Protestante, a Calvinistic weekly, Geneva,
Switzerland, has published an article which mentions
the Baha'i Faith for the first time. The article has resulted from the publication of a book by the secretary
of the World Council of Churches, Dr. Visser't-Hooft,
entitled L'Eglise, face au syncretisme (The Church
Facing Syncretism). In this work, the author attempts
to approximate the Faith with various syncretistic
movements and beliefs.

Twenty-five Swiss newspapers have pubUshed articles on the Baha'i House of Worship in Germany in
both French and German languages. Another Swiss
magazine, L t Es8or, a hi-weekly. has published a review of Dr. Wm. Hatcher's lecture at the Ecumenical
Center of Bossey of the World Council of Churches near·
Geneva, as published in a Baha'i quarterly teaching
bulletin.
La Prensa, a Buenos Aires, Argentina newspaper,
mentioned the Baha'is in an article about Israel. In discussing the population of Haifa the article stated:
"Among them is also found a group unique in character called Baha'i, the name of its founder and Prophet,
and whose main characteristics are propagation
throughout the world of the idea of justice and peace,
love of mankind, and the practice of good actions and
an honest life (but is there a religion which does not
uphold these wonderful principles?). The community
owns the most beautiful garden and the city has a golden domed shrine on Mount Carmel, world center of the
followers. "

OUT Religion and Our Neighbors by Milton G. Miller
and Sylvan Schwartzman, published by the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations (New York) discusses Judaism in relation to the three major divisions
of Christianity, in comparison with Is1am and the far
eastern religions and includes some statements on the
Baha'i Faith. This large, beautifully illustrated book
contains many interesting statistical and comparative
charts on various aspects of the major religions. The
Baha'i Faith is mentioned four times in the text including a glossary definition and a half-page photo of the
Baha'i Headquarters in Haifa. One of the excerpts about
the Faith states: "Its teachings affirm the unity of God
and all mankind and incorporate many of the ethical
teachings of the major religions. Baha'i predicts the
coming of a day, brought about by the Spirit of God
working through His 'Chosen Mouthpiece' (that is, men
like Moses, Jesus, Mu1).ammed, and those like Baha'u'llah, who have written its scriptures), when the whole
human race will be united. There is no priesthood or
ritual, but several distinctive temples are maintained,
one of which is in Chicago. U This book has been selected for us e by youth in Jewish religious schools.
Guam Times Weekty published in Agana, Guam,
Saturday, August 8, 1964, carries a very interesting
article, "The Many Faces of Time," by Marjorie Smith
reporting on a visit to Guam by Dr. Wil1ard E. Edwards, a poriessional electrical engineer who has made
it his hobby and his leisure time business to work
toward simplifying the Gregorian calendar and who is
known as the originator of "The Perpetual Calendar."
Dr. Edwards has travelled around the world five times
in the interests of the eventual adoption of a world calendar. A half page of the article carries the Baha'i calendar for the Baha'i year 121 with a brief legend
explaining that the Baha'i era dated from "the Declaration of the coming of Baha'u'IIah in 1844 A.D." and
that the basic tenet of Baha'i philosophy is the assertion that the Founder of the religion represents the
"final coming of God" and that the Baha'is are confident that this calendar win eventually prevail.

Danville, Illinois Baha'is
Participate in Interfaith Tea
The Baha'i Faith was represented this year for the
first time at the Annual Interfaith Tea in Danville? Illinois on December 4.
The purpose of the tea was Hfor all Danville churches
and congregations to come together in fellowship . . .
in order to grow in understanding and appreciation of
one another's beliefs."
The Reverend Calvin T. De Vries, Presbyterian,
spoke on "Interfaith Relations." He said: HA proper
understanding of man's existence as the result of 'divine intention' forms the basis for healthy interfaith
relations. "
The tea was held in a large school (Lutheran) auditorium with display tables for books, charts, pamphlets, etc., placed in a 1arge circle. The Baha'i table
occupied a prominent spot in the circ1e, the two Baha'is
in attendance being kept busy answering questions and
distributing pamphlets. Interest shown by visitors was
unusually keen.
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Baha'is at Florida State Convention enjoy a banquet at
the Sarasota Terrace Hotel, SaTa~ota, Florida. A photograph

of

the banquet, held the night before the Con-

vention was published in the locat newspaper.

BAHA'I PUBLISHING TRUST
Release the SOD (cloth). By Wm. Sears. The cloth·
bound edition of this work was not listed in the recent
catalog. It is now back in print again and available at
the same, original price.
Per copy .......................................... $2.50

Baha'i Pocket Calendar. Indicates all Feast and Holy
Days in small, billfold size; runs from May 1, 1965 to
April 50, 1966. (Please state clearly if 1964-65 pocket
calendar is being ordered or the new, 1965-66.)
25 copies ........................................ $1.00
100 copies ........................................ $3.00
Mysticism Science and Revelation. (Cloth) By Glenn
A. Shook. This title, imported from England, is now
back in print again. Written by a physicist, it evaluates
mystical practice throughout the centuries and also
gives an interesting approach to the reconciliation of
science and religion. Cloth only.
Per copy ........................................ $2.50

Some of the Baha'is who attended the South Dakota
State Convention.

Calendar of Events
Feasts
February 7-MuJk (Dominion)
March Z-'Ala' (Loftiness)
Intercalary Days
February 26-March 1
Days of Fasting
March 2-21
U.S. National Spiritual A"embly Meetings
February 12-14

Few Baha'i World Volumes Still In Print
A number of volumes of The Baha'i World are now out
of print and can no longer be purchased, The following editions are still available and can be ordered
as long as the supply lasts: Volume VI, $3.00; Volume
X, $8.50; Volume XI, $9.50. They are shipped postpaid
within the U.S. and territories and for an additional
$,50 per volume in shipping charges to any point in
the world.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
WeekdaY'
LOO p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sundays and Holiday.
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship

Correction

Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

In BAHA'i NEWS for December, 1964, page 20, first paragraph, line 11 it is stated that Mr. Anthony Lease was
a speaker at the World Peace Day program in Los Angeles, California. The speaker was Tony Lee, Los Angeles Baha'i youth. The editors regret this error.

Sunday, February 21
4:15 p.m.

Public Meeting

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the sec-ond month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Dlinois, U.S.A.
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by George Townshend
a believer turns in faith towards God a proW HEN
found change in his being is wrought through
which he becomes a "new creature," 'Abdu'l-Baha likens this change to the ante-natal process whereby spiritual forces surrounding the body of an infant as it is
formed before birth gradually permeate it according to

the degree of its receptivity. Similarly a believer's
faith draws about him the everlasting bounties of God
which he by degrees appropriates into his being according to the measure of his capacity and of the spirit.
ual preparation he has made. (Tablets 157.) Man's nat·
ural condition is that of an animal: until he is born
again from this and detached from the world of nature
he remains essentially an animal, "and it is the teachings of God which convert this animal into a human
souL" (Letter to the Hague.)
To those who seek to turn to God inspiration adequate to every demand is given. Great as have been
the bounties poured forth from heaven in past Advents,
those of to-day are greater far. Both in the Gaspe! and
the Apocalypse the overwhelming weight of this Second Coming and the victory of the righteous over the
infidel have been foretold. A power above the ken of
men and angels, we are assured, now enforces men's
obedience to the will of God.
The teachings on the spiritual life are such as beseem the age of the man's maturity, when every soul
is required to investigate the truth for himself. They
are given in plain terms, not in "proverbs." They are
authentic, being the written word of Baha'u'llah or
'Abdu'!-Baha. They are not of doubtful interpretation.
They are voluminous and comprehensive, offering diverse approaches to knowledge and being adapted to
diverse temperaments.
The Obligatory Prayers [for example] are given to
help a Believer in this search. They are not concerned
with the objects so familiar at this time - as the expansion of the cause, the giving of the message, the
unifying and pacification of the peoples. No. They are
designed to be used daily by Baha'is of all degrees for
generations and centuries to come. They are about
that which Baha'u'Uih wishes to be the essence and
constant center of Baha'i devotion and thought, Comprehensive and complex they may be: but their sub~
ject is one and simple. It is the knowledge and the love
of God.
The Short Prayer states the whole matter in a word:
°Thou has created me to know Thee and to worship
Thee."
The Medium Prayer is more particular. It specifies
in two verses the fact of the Manifestation, The first
verse presents this in its transcendent aspect, proclaiming God's Advent and His Sovereignty. The second
acknowledges His omnipresence and unity, gives the
substance of His Revelation and remembers the champions of the Faith.
The Long Prayer develops the theme still more fully
and deeply. It seeks the vision of God's Beauty, an ap-

proach to His presence, an eternity of progress in His
knowledge. The main phases of the thought seem to be
Self-Surrender, Confirmation, Adoration and Thanksgiving, Penitence, and Trust in forgiveness and redemption through the special graces of this Dispensation.
While this Long Prayer has one definite, elevated subject, believers have found that they can apply it, or
major parts of it, to a special crisis or a special act in
their own lives and can thus the better understand the
Prayer and spiritualize their problems.
How marked and how significant, on the one side the
correspondence and on the other the contrast that exist
between this prayer of the New Age and the Lord's
Prayer which Christians have been repeating for nineteen centuries, Here is reflected the continuity of the
work of Christ and Baha'u'llah and the Oneness of their
common purpose. Here, too (in an hour when many
fear Christ has thrown away His teaching on an unworthy race), is a testimony to the ultimate SUccess of
His glorious ministry and sacrifice.
The first petitions of the Lord's Prayer are for the
coming of the Kingdom of God on earth.
The Obligatory Prayers imply and declare that the
Kingdom has come: for instance "the All-Possessing is
come, Earth and heaven, glory and dominion are
God's ... 'I and "He who hath been manifested is the
Hidden Mystery . . . through whom the letters 'B' and
'E' have been joined and knit together . . . " (that is,
mankind's true existence begins in the New Era).

Prayers and Meditations
Besides these and similar prayers, the Guardian has
given us in the volume, Prayers and Meditations, a
number of other prayers of a different origin - prayers
made by Bahci'u'llcih for His own use, acts of commun·
ion between the Prophet Himself and the Most High.
To these a special mystery attaches, as He Himself
affirms (p. 282), and they are bequeathed to us by His
particular grace. They offer us a new approach to the
knowledge of God, and constitute perhaps the highest
point we can attain in our mystical contemplation of
the Prophet's ministry.
Some of these pieces are ascriptions to the power, the
exaltation and the munificence of God. Others deal
with His creative and redemptive work. Others belong
to dramatic moments in His struggle against the evil
forces of His environment. The range of thought and
emotion which we find in them far outreaches ordinary
human experience. On the one hand it soars to unimagined heights of adoration and triumph and joy.
On the other, it plumbs depths of such anguish as only
the truest love could know. But whatever the subject or
the occasion of these prayers they all are one continu·
ing diverse song of self-surrender and praise and
thanksgiving to God. From every page - now in phrase
or in sentence or paragraph or sometimes in a whole
long prayer of glowing and sustained emotion - pour
forth tributes of adoration magnifying the enternal
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Beauty of Him whose love gives sustenance to the uni·
verse and who with one least drop from the infinite
ocean of his Mercy now redeems and beatifies mankind.
Love for God inspires every thought and deed. "In
Thy path and to attain Thy pleasure, I have scorned

rest, joy, delight. I have wakened every morning to the
light of. Thy praise and Thy remembrance and reached
every evening inhaling the fragrance of Thy mercy
. . . The fire of Thy love that burneth continually within me that so inflaIlled me that whosoever among Thy
creatures approacheth me and inclineth. his imler ear
towards me cannot fail to hear its raging within each
of my veins." (pp. 103, 270). "Nothing whatsoever can
withhold me from remembering Thee though all the

tribulations of earth were to assault me from every
direction. All the limbs and members of my body pr<>claim their readiness to be tom asunder in Thy path
and for the sake of Thy pleasure, and they yearn to be
scattered in the dust before Thee. Oh, would that they
who serve Thee could taste what r have tasted of the

sweeloess of Thy love." (p. 152). Upbome by this love
He counts toil in God's cause to be "blissful repose,"
"anguish a fountain of gladness." (p. 136).
Here in this devotional record may be traced the spir~
itual creation and the first ideal beginnings of the New
Age and its glories. Here is fought and won in the heart
and soul of the Prophet that battle which established
for us the Victory of God on earth. Here is invoked that
wrath of an outraged Deity which now overwhelms
mankind in its cleansing fires.
As one contemplates the awfulness of the tragedy unfolded in these pages: as one ponders over this intimate revelation of the impassioned love, the wrongs,
the sufferings of Him by Whose stripes we are healed
and who for our redemption endured the abominations
of the world: the Call to God sounds wi tb a new appeal, and one hears with a new realization and a new
resolve the summons of the All-Victorious.
Excerpted from The Mission oj Bahli'u'llcih by
--GEORGE Tow NSHEND

Dr, Ugo Giachery Visits TUDOn
Dr. Ugo Giachery, Hand of the Cause for Central
America and the Antilles, spent five days in Tucson,
Arizona, in December which made it possible for him
to be the speaker for that community's observance of
Human Rights Day attended by forty persons. On that
particular occasion his subject was: uThe Spiritual
Origin of Human Rights." He was also interviewed
on a TV program during which. he answered numerous questions about the Faith.
At a meeting of students and youth at the Student
Union Building on the campus of the University of
Arizona Dr. Giachery spoke on "Science and Religion. u
Dr. Giachery's strictly Baha'i meetings included
showing at the Feast of Questions more than a hundred
color slides of the Baha'i World Center and of the
Hands of the Faith; an inspiring talk to the believers
on teaching and pioneering; visits to shut-ins and
small social gatherings, and a dinner with the members of the local Spiritual Assembly.

of the Cause. TaTazu'Uah Samandari brought
great inspiration to the Baha.'is of the Principality of
Monaco on December 2, 1964 in a meeting in Monte
Carlo.
Hand

Winston Churchill's Passing Brings
Remembrance of the Master
The passing of Winston Churchill brings to mind
certain connotations with the passing of the beloved
Master in Haifa in 1921. As soon as the news of the
passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha reached London, Winston
Churchill, then British Secretary of State for the
Colonies, telegraphed immediately to the High Commissioner for Palestine, Sir Herbert Samuel, instructing him to "convey to the Baha'i Community, on behalf
of His Majesty's [King George V] Government, their
sympathy and condolence. Sir Herbert Samuel im·
mediately sent a message conveying his desire to
attend the funeral in person in order to "express his
respect for His creed and His rega rd for His person."
On that occasion, Sir Herbert Samuel was accompanied
by Sir Ronald Storrs, First Governor of Jerusalem since
Pontius Pilate, and Sir Stewart Symes, Governor of
Phoenicia, as well as many other British Government
officials.
H

Youth oj Milan, Italy, who have formed a study class
with Colonel Alai. The youth oj Italy have organized
many weekend schools including one held late in
NovembeT in Perugia.
J
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A V;s;1 10 Persia
by Guy Murchie
EDITORIAL ~on:: The editors of BAHA'I NJ:ws GTe pEe08ed to present
the foUowi,7l.g notes from. the tliaTy of Guy MUTchie taken. on his
;ot.n-nell in Iran in 1964. made with the special permission of the
Untvet's4' House of Justice. PhotoS' fued ah!' afso by Mr. Murchil!,
taken at tPte time oj the ;ouT'n.c:!y.

Sprln'!ltime in Shfraz
March 21, 1964

The history proper of the Bah.. 'I Faith began on the
evening of May 22, 1844, in Shiraz in southern Persia
(now called irim) when the inspired seeker, MulJa
I.Iusayn, met and accepted the Bab. So it is appropriate
to begin a visit to Persia in the garden city of Shiraz. in
spring and precisely at the site of the southern or

Kaziran Gate where the two actually saw each other
for the first time at sundown on that fateful day.
An old caravanseri or inn still stands near the historic spot with its ample courtyard surrounded by
vaulted rooms, and near by are several big plane trees
(some six feet in diameter) which must have cast their
shade on resting caravans at that time. MullA I:Iusayn,
it seems? had walked in the last few miles from
Bu~ihr on a dirt road through grassland with a few
scattered trees since cut down, probably wild al·
monds, olives, ash, poplars and willows, with here and
there flat-roofed mud huts some of which are still
standing. The Kaziran Gate, one of six gates of the old
city, is no longer there, but merchants and peddlers
are still selling vegetables, frui Is, clothing and pottery
on wooden stands at the base of the big planes probably about as they did in the Bab's time ....
Next we saw in the southern (now Jewish) quarter of
Shiraz, the small mosque called Masjid.i·IIkhani where

Room in the smaU mosque ca.ned Masjid·i--Ilkhani in
®'raz where Mull'; #"usayn met with the Letters of the
Living and urged t1u!m to seek the Bab, Who, Him ••!f
occasionaUy ca.me here, unrecognized~ to participate
in pra.yers.

Mulhi !:Iusayn met with the future Letters of the Living
and told them to disperse and find the Bab, Whom he
had already found. This we reached through many
narrow alleys with overhanging roofs of sheet metal,
which I was told were quite old as the metal came
from Russia in the time of the Bab. Some houses were
propped against others across the alley at the second
story level. A public bath stood near by where Mull ..
l:1usayn used to bathe with his followers in a tiled pool
about six feet square and three feet deep. The mosque
is built of brick with vaulted roof, has wooden doors
arched at the top, and is now virtually empty of
furnishings . . . .
We visited the Bab's own house in the afternoon,
reaching it through a series of narrow alleys and
finally a tunnel, a common sort of passage in olden
times for reasons of secrecy and defense and still help.
ful for the same reason today. Two Afnim brothers,
great-grandsons of the Bab's brother, live there and
are custodians, dwelling and receiving pilgrims in ad..
joining quarters purchased for the purpose. They are
very gracious, quiet and hospitable. After tea we
were shown the holy house. First the little patio, per.
haps just over twenty feet square, with a small square
pool in the center filled througb a pipe from a fortyfoot well in one corner with revolving drum to take the
bucket rope. By the well is a block of stone on which
the Bab used to sit and a tall orange tree which He Himself planted. The house and lower quarters (for the
Bab's wife, mother, servants, etc.) have a checkered
tile design on their walls, mostly blue and white. Doors
are of carved wood. The livingroom (or, as Persians
say, guestroom for receiving visitors) is upstairs. This
is where the Bab took Mulia !:Iusayn on the fateful night
of May 22, 1844, to announce His Cause. The stairs con·
sist of nine steep steps, then one more above the upper
landing. Before entering the room which is about
twelve feet square, we knelt and touched our foreheads to the threshold, one by one, then silently en.
tered, having left our shoes outside the patio below.
Prayers appropriate to the occasion were chanted. The
wall design (white on blue) carved in the plaster just
above where the Bab had sat in the northwest comer
of the room beside the window showed the ancient
traditional Persian design of a lion attacking a bull.
The next day in Persepolis, not far from Shiriz, we
were to see the same design carved· in several places
on the ancient palace walls, for it is said to be sym·
bolic of the power of regal or divine authority over
mere brute strength. Although enemies of the Cause
demolished much of the woodwork and some masonry
in this house in mob action in 1957. it has been restored
with great care and accuracy. Five wooden windows
face west out of the holy upper room toward the setting sun, and we walked out upon the flat mud roof
overlooking and partly surrounding the patio. The roof
contains straw to bind the mud, and salt to prevent
grass growing. Wooden rafters let it overhang the
courtyard. We could see the purplish gray mountains

T
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The clusteT af ash trees in right centeT fOTeground is
the remains of the original large ash tree under which
the Bab was resting when He saw the soldiers of the
Governor of Sj:!.ircl.z approaching to arrest Him neaT
Borazjan.

to the north and a crow's nest in a tall plane tree about

thirty feet to the south in a neighboring patio. Swallows
flitted overhead and hooded crows cawed near by. The
latter have gray bodies with black heads, wings and
tails. Wblte-cheek.ed nightingales are common here
too, both wild and as pets in cages. A young pear tree
is growing in the adjoining courtyard to the north. now
owned by Baha'is but half demolished. A few cracks
in the Bab's house dated from the earthquake that
destroyed m any buildings in Shinh in 1850 shortly
after His martyrdom. We picked a few leaves from the
thorny orange boughs as we talked of the Bah and
Mulla I:Ius ayn.

The 86b's Shop in B6s.ihr
March 23
At 6 a.m. a group of five of us set oft in a landrover
for Bu,!!!ihr on the Persian Gulf about 1SO miles west
of Shiraz to see the shop of the Bab who, being a
merchant, had used it in His business of transporting
tea, spices and other goods imported from India and
more distant places. We roared and bounced over the
very rough gravel road, winding over high mountain
passes, fording rivers and stopping briefly at an oasis
for breakfast where, in a small caravanseri, an old
man squatted smoking his bubble pipe and warming
himself over a tin brazier. Passing an occasional
camel caravan, at about 9 o'clock we got to Kaziran
which used to be well known as a lion hunting center even as recently as the Bab's day, though the number
of lions left was small by then - and the area still
has plenty of leopards, wild boar, deer, antelope,
wolves, foxes, jackals. wild goats, rabbits, quail,
pheasants, and other game.
When we arrived in Bu®.ihr at noon it was hot on
the arid, treeless flatland and when we made our way
through the low city (no building more than two stories
high) strewn along the shore, jt was refreshing to view

the green gulf with its big breakers rolling in over
the undredged shoals. The Bab's shop is in an alley
one block away from the sea, the main doors through
which caravans would pass being of wood with lions
and other figures carved in them. The buildings themselves, warehouses etc. are made of stone plastered
with mud as is common all over Persia. We walked into the courtyard and washed the dust off our hands and
faces while children and a cat played around us. Red
bougainvillea and jasmine grew out of the small flower
bed next the salt water well attended by a pitcher boy
who poured directly on our soapy hands according to
custom. Salt water is only seven or eight feet deep here
which discourages the digging of cellars, a serious
drawback in such a hot climate. Drinking water comes
by collecting rain from' the fiat roofs which is piped
into cisterns.
Before inspecting the office, we repaired upstairs to
the relatively new quarters built for the custodian and
for receiving pilgrims and there, on magnificent Persian rugs, sat cross-legged on the floor for lunch. First
we had tea in tiny glasses and cookies, then delicious
hazel nuts, almonds and pistachios, followed by rice
with raisins, fried shrimp, egg cakes. paperthln "bread, n fried potatoes. sweet jelly and soft
drinks in original bottles, all served on a patterned blue
oil cloth laid flat on the rug.
Although a slight sea breeze kept us reasonably
cool, one could easily imagine the intense heat of
summer here where shops then traditionally close
at ten o'clock in the morning not to reopen until about
five and office workers often sit waist-deep in barrels
of salt water which, they say. was the custom in the
Bab's office also, the indoor temperature sometimes
reaching 115 0 F. Out in the blazing sun of course it
was much hotter but the Bab Himself regularly on Fridays went out upon His roof to chant His noon prayers
at considerable length. He sometimes remained at
Bu:!illihr a month or more. requiring from a week to
10 days to travel to or from Shinlz with His goods.
Finishing our meal willi fruit, someone spoke of the
Babls fondness for tangerines and a kind of sweet

Wooden ships in the Persian Gulf at Bushihr t pTobably
similar to the one the Bab sailed in on His voyage to
Mecca in 1844.
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grapefruit that the Persians call "sweet lime." His
Ethiopian servant Mobarak carried a large basket of
them on to the ship when the Bab sailed out of here for
Mecca in 1844, there being no fresh water on the vessel.
After some more tea and a few prayers t we made
our pilgrimage downstairs to the Bab's personal office,
a rather dark little room about thirteen by eleven feet
in area and perhaps twelve feet high. Three wooden
grilled windows, which can be slid up out of the way,
shielded the room from the semi-public passageway
between the yard and the street. Oil lamps were on the
table and one could almost see the young Bab sitting
there working on His accounts, a barrel of salt water
perhaps standing in one corner.
Before leaving BuIDihr we walked along the quayside where a number of wooden ships were moored
or docked, most of them about seventy-live feet long
built with spiked planking, single masts, no gaffs, canvas sails, engmes (probably diesel), long upsweepmg
bows and tiller chains running aft to T-shaped rudder
posts -likely similar to the ship the Bab embarked on,
although that may we]) have been larger. At Borazjim
(some forty miles inland) where we spent the night
we went to see the famous ash tree under which the
Bab was resting when He saw the mounted guardsmen of the governor of Shiraz passing by on their way

to BU:ilJihr to arrest Him after His return from Mecca,
whereupon He immediately offered Himself as a willing prisoner. The old tree was cut down several years
ago but new shoots from its stump have already
grown into a clump of trees some thirty feet high. The
story goes that the old man owning this land told
his sons and heirs before he died that it was his will
for them never to cut down this holy tree under which
such a "famous siyyid" had rested, but later one of
them heedlessly chopped it down, only to die himself
the very next day. Returning to Shiraz we zigzagged
our way up over the "Old Woman Pass," reportedly
almost 10,000 feet high, over which the Bah walked
barefoot a s a prisoner, having refused to ride the
stolen horses respectfully offered Him by the governor's men. The narrow stone-paved road built by Shah
Abbas the Great some 300 years ago, skirting the
newer gravel road, is plainly visible still, and we
stopped to pick wild forget-me-nots appropriately
growing there amid dark red poppies, yellow asters,
camomiles and wild grape hyacinths, while numerous
scraggly wild almond trees covered the lower mountainsides, probably having provided welcome sustenance to the illustrious Prisoner and His escort as
they are still offering to wayfarers today.
(To Be Continued)

Baha'is from many points gathered at Saint John, New BTtlnswicK, Canada, JOT a weekend confeTence in October,
1964, to discuss implementation of the Nine YeaT Plan. Photo below was taken at a social gathering that included
many friends of the beHevers.

Baha'is of Palermo, Sicily, with theiT friends, gatheTed on NovembeT 12-13, 1964, to meet with Hand of the Cause
Ugo GiacheTY. Friends fTom many parts of Italy also came to Rome jar the November 14-15 meetings (right above)
with Dr. Giachery on his return from the meeting of the Hands in the Holy Land. On his way to the Conclave, he
also met with Baha'i of Italy in Milan~ on October 17.

Hand of the Cause Mr. Jahiil Khiizeh
Pays Brief Visit to the United States
The Baha'is living in the area surrounding the Baha'i
House of Worship in Wilmette had the inspiring and delightful experience on January 14 of hearing Hand of
the Cause Mr. JaliLl Khiizeh speak about the ways in
which the Faith has spread and is growing in many
countries, paying high tribute to those dedicated indio
viduals who have made teaching the primary objective
of their lives.
Mr. IQtazeh spoke particularly about how the Faith
grew in such countries as Korea where native believers were drawn quickly into the teaching work locally
and through dispersal, and described in detail the plan
adopted by the National Teaching Committee of Bra·
zil where communities are quickly raising up new local spiritual assemblies through the medium of an integral attack concentrated within a brief period of about
three weeks. As quickly as a nucleus of new believers has been established an intensive program of deepening is tmdertaken and these in turn institute the
plan in another new city. Mr. Khazeh pointed out that
if such a plan were adopted by every community the
nUfilber of local assemblies called for under the Nine
Year Teaching Plan could be achieved within three
years or less.
Among the most moving portions of Mr. Khazeh's
address was the recital of his personal experiences in
the presence of the Universal House of Justice during
the recent meeting of the Hands of the Cause in the
Holy Land. He stated, and the audience felt with him,
that words could not express the majesty and the power vested in and expressed by that supreme institution of the Faith of Bah3.'u'llah. He explained how the
Universal House of Justice was conceived by Bahfl'u'llah and invested with authority in the Holy Book,
the Aqdas, nurtured by 'Abdu'I.Baha, explained and
planned for by the beloved Guardian, and finally
brought into actual being by the Hands of the Cause

following the passing of Shoghi Effendi. That divine
guidance, freed from all error f has returned to the
earth is certain and assured and all who heard Mr.
Khazeh wondered at the bounty which was theirs to be
living in a day when this unique institution has come
into existence. Everyone left the meeting with a deeper sense of awe, of love, and of gratitude to Baha'u'nah for His Divine Plan and this glorious instrument
through which His confirmations and continuing power
are being shed upon the earth, moving it unswervingly
toward the establishment of the Most Great Peace.
Before coming to Wilmette I Mr. Khazeh spent a few
days in Champaign and Urbana in Southern Illinois
where, besides spending long hours in consultation
with Hand of the Cause Mr. Khadem, he held two
meetings for Baha'is only and addressed two public
firesides. He has now returned to Brazil to resume his
duties as Hand of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere
responsible for the South American zone.

Hand oj the Cause, MT. Jalal Khdzeh addTessing a liTe·
side group in Champaign Illinois. Hand of the Cause
Mr. Khadem and Mr.s. Khddem aTe standing in the
J
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Baha'i women oj the village

of Baymis. Anatolia in
of the region lies

their native dress. This typical vHtage

about 250 kilometers east of Ankara, Turkey on the
main highway to the Syrian border. A Bahd'i chHdren's
class is shoum below. Photo at right shows a mixed
group from the Baymis Baha'i Community.

Back in the dark pages of history, Anatolia, which
means Hthe sunrise," witnessed severa! sunrises of
God's civilization. Now in this new Dispensation of
Baha'u'Udh, they have begun to gather around His
light. Materially this land is very remote from the life
of the modern world; but spiritually they are strongly
bound to the spirit of the New Day.
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Villa Virginia, indigenous school

of

Panama (above)

which- opened in September, 1963, was named for Mrs.
Virginia Seibert of the U,S.A. at the June, 1964 meeting
of the National Assembly of Panama. This honoT "",.
accorded in her memory for the many months 01 prodigious labor expended on the school prior to her death,
as well as for her loving spirit which brought joy to
those a round her. Her faith in the success of the school
inspired everyone - new and old Baha'is and aU of the
students. Some of the Baoo'is attending the November
28-29, 1964 school sessions are shown in photo at left.
The two photos be tow show a portion of the dining room·
classroom area. The first school for youth was held at
Villa Virginia December 26·28.
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The Local Assembly of Cordoba, Argentina, has been sponsoring "picnic firesides" in the beautiful mountain regions neaT by. The morning is spent in social activity. Alter lunch, various topics aTe presented, followed by discussion. Among ten inquirers in above photos, one has just recently enrolled.

Baha'is of Rangoon, But-ma in their Ij~rat't-Quds
listening to an address by Hand of the Cause Collis
Featherstone, Novembu 19, 1964. OVer 2000 new believers Of Buddhist background have recently embraced
the Faith in Burma.

Tn. first Nationa! Assembly of Malaysia elected April,
1964 at Kuala Lumpur with Amat'ul-B"hIi RUhEyyih
Khanum present. Seated, !eft to right: Mrs. Grete
Fozdar, Ruhiyyih Khanum, MTS. George Lee, vicechairman, Mrs. Marjorie FozdaT; standing, teft to
ri.ght: Yan Kee Leong, secretary, Harlan Lang, Dr.

John Fozdar, chairman, Leong Tat Chee, treasurer,
M. K. Fozdar and Chin Yun Sang.

A new Baha'i School opened January 1, 1965, in Pandan, Sikkim, sponsored by the National Spiritual Assembly of India. Sikkim, a protectorate of India, borders
and Tibet in tne Himalayas.

The Baha'i Community oj Chandnagar, India, near Calcutta, present at a meeting held on November IS, 1964
addressed by Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone.

A wedding feast that became a teaching dass took place January 7, 1965, when the happy group (above left)
gathered on the occasion ot the marriage of Miss Irene Jackson, secretary of the NSA of the South Pacific, to
Victor Williams, a Fiji·born Indian~ at the 1ja-?iratu'l-Quds in Suva, Fiji. A similar situation resutted in the Gilbert
and Eltice Islands on December 18, 1964 when an American pioneer, Joe RusseU, maTried a GUbertese school teacher, witnessed by over 200 guests. Although BAHA'i NEWS dces not usuaHy report weddings, the unusual publicity the
Faith received on these occasions made them noteworthy_

The first Somali Baha'i marriage, performed Septem-

ber, 1964. The bride, Hawa Abdu!cadiT, is the second
Somali tvOman to accept the Faith in MogadisCiO, having studied the Faith in both Arabic and English and
attended the Summer School.

Summer Schools held at Mogadiscio, Somalia, in July neft) and October, 1964. Fatumah Jama, the first Somali
women Baha'i in Mogadiscio appears in center of photo at left. Guest teacher from Nairobi., Kenya, Persian pioneer E_ Fananapazir, appears front row center (right)_ A new Assembly was formed in Berbera at Rilj.van, a group
was formed in Hargeisa and a new center opened in Jamama_ Believers of Somali have high hopes fOT their Nine
Year goals.
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Korea Welcomes First Visit from Japanese Baha'i

replace them with love and harmony. Her visit will
long be remembered in Korea and the results will be
incalculable.
The seventh Teacher Training institute was held in
Kyongju, an ancient capital located in the southeastern part of the COlUltry, from December 11 to 13. About
thirty attended, from twelve communities in that area.
Subjects were similar to those of the previous institute with special emphasis on the Nine-Year Plan,
since Kyongju is the center of an important mass
conversion area. Seventeen local assemblies were
elected in this province last Ri<;lvan, but most of them
were in one county. The first year goals of the Nine-Year Plan include the opening of ten new counties in
this province, and it was announced at this institute
that eight of lbe ten have already been opened. There
is no doubt that the remaining goals for lbis province
will be achieved before April.

October, 1964, saw a historic event in the progress of
the Faith in North East Asia: the first visit by a Japanese Baha'i to the friends in Korea. Because of the lack
of diplomatic relations between Japan and Korea,
individuals cannot apply for visas for personal trave1.
However, under special circumstances, a Japanese
citizen who is invited by some Korean organization
may be granted a visa. In connection with plans for
UN Day, the National Assembly of Korea issued an official invitation to Mrs. Ayako Ogi, one of the muchloved older members of the Tokyo community. and
after lengthy investigation into the beliefs and activities of the Baha'is, the Ministry of Education recom.
mended to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that Mrs.
Ogi be granted a visa. She arrived just in time to attend the sixth Teacher Training Institute, which was
arranged for October 23-25, so as to coincide with UN
Day.
The Teacher Training Institutes are being held at
approximate two-month intervals in various parts of
Korea for the purpose of deepening the newer believers
and encouraging those who attend to become more active in carrying the message to the surrounding areas,
The sixth institute, which was stimulated by the presence of Mrs. Ogi, was held at Anyang, a few miles
south of Seoul, and attended by about twenty believers from rural communities in the two northern provinces of lbe Republic of Korea. The subjects included
Baha'i history, laws and administration, plus the NineYear Plan and lbe responsibilities of the Korean
friends. UN Day was celebrated wilb a special program including talks by Mrs. Ogi, Dr. David M. Earl,
and Mr. Kim Kui-yong of the government broadcasting
station, a close friend of the Faith.
After the institute, Mrs. Ogi made an extended
teaching trip to Taegu, Pusan, and Kyongju. As the
first Japanese Baha'i whom the Korean friends had
ever met, her personal humility and warm-hearted
love for Korea seemed to work miracles in each place
that she visited, as she gave living proof of the pCJwer
of Baha'u'llah to destroy hatred and prejudice and

The seventh Teacher Training Institute held a.t Kyongju, Korea) December 11-13, 1964. Auxiliary Board Members) Yang Chae-ho and John McHenry III appear in
back row, fifth ancl sixth from right.

World Religion Day Well Received in Grenada

Philippines Set Goal of New LSAs by Ridvan

Baha'is of Grenada, British West Indies, sponsored a
World Religion Day program in St. Georges lbat featured a public talk by American pioneer, Ben Shreil:>mann, on the theme "This Wondrous Day." Cephas Pil·
grim, lbe St. Georges secretary reporting lbe event,
states that lbe guests present hailed the talk as "something really new - a talk which had a message for
the sincere seeker." The main address was followed
by a short commentary from Hyland Joseph of the
Maran Baha'i group. The meeting opened with readings by Alfred Perrotte to a musical background. Two
newspapers, The West Indian and The Torchlight gave
good publicity, the latter journal featuring a special
article on the Faith and its principles.

Several regional conferences in the Philippines were
held to forward the formation of new local assemblies
by Ri\lvan~ 1965. A conference in Solano in early December attracted friends from nine communities. The
Solano Assembly plans to assist eight nearby communities in electing their own Assemblies by April 21.
Baha'i youth took charge of the food arrangements for
the day.
In late December, Baha'is from ten barrios met at
Cabatuan, Tarlac t including many youth, and made
plans to hold another conference in February. The
meetmg held at Bagnio was set for the fourth. weekend of January. A number of students of Baguio have
recentJy enroUed in the Faith.
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Frogmore Institute Keyed to Action
"Unprecedented!" Mr. Zikru'llah Khadem our be~
loved Hand of the Cause, exclaimed
the ~losing of
the four day Frogmore Winter Institute, and our already-bursting hearts once again overflowed with
thankfulness to Baha'u'llah. No words can describe
the spiritual experience and bounty of this session.
The unprecedented attendance of 191. the seven decla·
rations (two adults and five youth) and the 26 believers who volunteered as pioneers on both the homefront
and foreign soil are only the outward manifestations
of the indescribable spiritual power which permeated
the very atmosphere.
Mr. Khadem and Mr. William B, Sears set the tone
of the institute, the theme of which from the beginning
was the individual privilege and glorious bounty of
arising to serVe Baha'u 'Ilah through the Nine-Year
Plan of the Universal House of Justice.
Each class was an inspiration and supplement to this
theme. Miss Jean Norris led the devotional readings
and prayers at the beginning of each day. Mr. Kbadem then opened each morning session with truly
heart-stirring stories of our spiritual forefathers, the
early Dawn-breakers, and instilled into our souls our
priceless heritage. Mrs. Khadem, too, added her lovely spirit to the institute and beautifully developed this
sam.e theme in one of the evening meetings, telling the
stones of the early heroes of the Faith, who sacrificed
themselves that we might live. Following Mr. Khadem's class each morning, Mrs. Marguerite Sears chal~
lenged us into a deeper awareness and study of some
of the practical aspects of our Faith, including in her
~entle presentation the subjects of teaching, adminIstration, and individual deepening. Following this
class, Mr. Sears addressed the friends and believers
who filled the auditorium. His unforgettable stories,
depth of knowledge, and sacrificial devotion to the beloved Guardian caused our tears to mingle with our
laughter and seemed to clear our hearts of all else but
love.
The afternoon sessions, too, were informative and
stimulating. Dr. Allan Ward conducted a class on Consultation - the divine principle enabling us to function
effectively as groups rather than merely a~ individuals ~
and Albert Porter and William Maxwell guided our consideration of teaching into the perspective of mass enrollment.

-at

Hand of the Cause Mr. WiHiam B. SeaTS consults with
Mrs. Jane McCants about the day's agenda. Hand of
the

C~use

Mr. Khadem, right.

MT. ~nd Mrs. Khadem on the Penn Community Center
campus J seat of the FTogmore Baha'i Winter Institute.

Every aspect of the institute was keyed to action. The
youth represented the Faith in the annual Emancipati~n Day Parade held on January 1 in near-by Buford
With two cars proudly displaying the signs, BAHA't WORLD
FAITH, ALL MANKIND IS ONE and UNITY - OF GOD, OF MANKIND, OF RELIGION. The children's class memorized
prayers and songs and performed in the evening public
meetings. The chorus, led by Alcye Earl, sang not only
at the public meetings but provided the musical background for a narrative which Mr. Sears was inspired
to write and tape-record for the friends in Africa. It will
be sent "to Africa - with love" from the Frogmore
Winter Institute with the hope that the African friends
will send one back to the summer school for us.
Without adequate facilities at the Penn Community
Center for such a large attendance, the School Committee arranged for many Baha'Is to stay in the homes of
Frogmore Island residents, and the good relationships
thus established were becoming clearly evident before
the session was over.
Finally, perhaps the most remarkable action evidenced - after, of course, the wonderful response of
twenty-six souls to the Hands' ··call for action" in pioneering - was the total contribution for the National
Fund. Almost everyone who came to the institute had
made a financial sacrifice just to attend, but when
called upon to act and give whatever was possible, "if
only a penny," the friends responded without reservation.
When, during the tearful closing program, Mr. Sears
told those gathered in this aura of love that these few
days had been the happiest he and Marguerite had
spent since returning to the Western Hemisphere, our
hearts could contain no more nor ask for anything
but service. No one left this blessed island without a
gloriously deepened consciousness of what it means
to be happy. Our souls had been watered with life, with
reality, and we dispersed with but a single desire: to
increase our exertions henceforth a thousand-fold'
to seize these golden days of "fast-fieeting opportuni:
ty"; to arise to the call of the Universal House of Jus·
tice without delay and give our lives for Him from
Whom they came. May your prayers ring with ours as
we go forth to raise the call of "ya-Baha.?u'l-Abha" in
the cities, villages, countries, and islands of the world!
-

NANCY !..ARSON
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Distinguished Guest Speakers
Highlight Human Rights Meetings
Although Human Rights Day, December 12, has long
since passed? excellent reports continue to come in
about wrique types of observances which were sponsored by Baha'i communities in the United States,
many of them bringing added prestige to the Faith
and to the Baha'is as individuals. These few additional
reports, together with those published in the Febru~
ary issue of BAHA'i NEWS will suggest ideas that can
be adapted in many more communities, large and
small, for Human Rights Day next December.
The Santa Cruz Judicial District, California Bah-a'is
held their meeting in Cabrillo College in the town of
Aptos in cooperation with the American Association of
University Women and the Public Affairs Committee
of the Young Women's Christian Association. A brief
music and slide collage opened the program, the
slides being cut-outs of photographs from the book,
"Family of Man. n The Mayor of the city of Watsonvi11e - one of three mayors in the area who issued
Human Rights Day proclamations - welcomed the
audience and personally read the proclamation he
had signed.
There were three other speakers who introduced
each other in turn. The Baha'i speaker was Mr. Wayne
Hoover of San Francisco who presented Bahil'u'lIah's
teachings for peace and justice in this day. Mr. Lester
Bailey of KGO-TV, San Francisco, acted as moderator and answered in a warm and tactful manner many
questions about the civil rights struggle asked by the
audience. Dr. Marvin E. Lee, professor of economics
at San Jose State College, spoke on the economic
foundation of achieving human rights. Numerous questions, both verbal and written, were asked, the majority of them seemingly addressed to the Baha'i speaker.
One hundred twenty-five persons were present, nearly
all of them being non-Baha'is.

Human Rights Day in Washington, D.C. was attended
by a hundred persons. In the photo Dr. Mordecai W.
Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University,
one of the speakers, is being presented with a copy of
HGleanings" by Mrs. Tahmineh Irani Parsons, the
Bahci'i speaker.
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The Baha'i display, one of three, was a large cut-out
of the Baha'i Temple, surrounded by photographs of
Baha'is throughout the world, with give-away pamphlets
(three titles) on the table below. One hundred pamphlets were taken at the end of the meeting. Advance
publicity included 900 flyer announcements mailed,
handed out and distributed to schools, libraries and
stores, seven announcements and articles m three Santa
Cruz County newspapers, one television announcement,
and posters on display at the coI1ege.
The San Francisco, California, program was strictly
Baha'i in that all the participants were Baha'is and the
meeting Was held in the Baha'i center. Several races
and nationalities were represented in the audience as
well as by the speakers and readers. Mr. Silas Stanley, the main speaker, talked about the many kinds of
direct and indirect forms of discrimination being practiced today and outlined ways and means by which
they could be eliminated.
Community Leaders AHrac+ed
In Fort Worth, Texas, the Human Rights Day program included as guest speaker a Negro minister who
is president of the local chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and a student from Pakistan. The latter spoke of the great struggle in his country for human rights, while the Negro minister spoke
chiefly about current racial problems in securing employment and education. The Baha'i chairman related the work of the Baha'is in the field of human rights
as part of their daily life and activities, using a number of quotations from the Writings of Baha'u'IHlh on
the subject.
There was excellent advance publicity and some
forty persons were present, thirty of them non-Baha'is.
"Education and Human Rights" was the theme for
the Human Rights Day public meeting in Salem, Oregon, on December 9. The guest speaker was Mrs. Beatrice Stevens of Portland, coordinator of community
relations for the Peace Corps in that area. She is also
on the executive board of the Oregon division of the
American Association for the United Nations.
While individual invitations had been sent to each
member of the newly appointed Salem Human Rights
Commission, including the Mayor, only the Baha'i
member of the Commission was able to attend. However, there were acknowledgments and commendations from the Chief of Police, the priest of one of Salem's Catholic churches, and a business man vitally
concerned with the human rights movement. Two
members from the Salem Chapter, American Association for the United Nations, came, with Mrs. Stevens,
and also because of attendance at Baha'i meetings in
the past, they recognized that the Baha'is of the Salem
area are some of the staunchest supporters of the
United Nations.
The Gulfport and Harrison COWlty Baha'is in Mississippi held their Human Rights Day meeting on Sunday, December 13, in a Negro Baptist Church in the
county. About eighty persons were present. The speakers were a local physician, the principal of a high
school, and Mrs. Virginia Johnson, Baha'i of Jackson,
Mississippi. Following the meeting nearly seventy persons had dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Baker in Gulfport.
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BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Omnibus, a magazine which focuses attention on
"Good Life Around Chicago," carried in the January.
1965 issue a story about Wilmette by Dennis P. Leavy.
It is accompanied by a full page aerial view of the
Baha'i House of Worship and its gardens, referring to
it as "a glorious tourist attraction." Following reference
to the delicacy of the construction as "a fitting locale
for the contemplative kind of faith it houses" the arti~
de states that "it took forty years to finish the building
and no workers were fatally injured on the long and
dangerous job, and no strikes were ever called. Nor
was a mortgage ever issued."

o
The Atlanta Constitution, Atlanta, Georgia, on December 31, 1964 printed an almost half-page article on
the Bahai Faith submitted by the Local Spiritual Assembly of DeKalb County, Georiga, as one of the paper's series of articles on ~'What OUr Religions Are."
The article~ which was given the tiUe. "Young Baha'i
Faith Stresses the Oneness of All Mankind," was written in the same question and answer form as the others appearing in the series, both questions and answers being taken from current Baha'i pamphlets. The
newspaper has a wide circulation throughout the State
of Georgia as well as in the capital city of Atlanta.

o
A very interesting featUre story about Mrs. Arthur
(Cora) Schulte, a Baha'i of Topeka, Kansas, written by
Pat Phillips filled most of one page in the December 26,
1964 edition of the Topeka State Journal. There were
forty-five inches of print and a large picture of Mrs.
Schulte in her home. Much excellent information about
the Faith was woven into Mrs. Schulte's story of her
busy Baha'i, fami1y and community life.

o
While appearing in the stage play "Bye Bye Birdie"
in North CaroJina, actress Joan Kelly, a Baha'i, not
only received considerable mention of her Baha'i interests in the several newspaper interviews given her
in the state, but she also gave a public address on the
Faith t titled HYour Place in God's Plan. H She also
spoke to a gathering of Baha'is of Cherokee and Asheville. One of the newspaper articles concluded with
these sentences: "It should be pointed out that Miss
Kelly is no crackpot advocate of some far out faith.
She iS in fact, an instructor at the University of Ca1i~
fornia at Los Angeles. Her field? Comparative Religions, naturally."
t

o
The Arkansas Citizen, a Negro weekly, in its religious news section for the week of December 3 - 10.,
1964, carried the full statement of the National Spiritual Assembly on "The Oneness of Mankind," published
some years ago as a single page mailing piece. The
column in which it appeared was headed "Baha'i
World Faith. "

Spiritual Assembly of Plainfield, New Jeney, formed
April 21, 1964. Left to right (standing): MT. AlbeTt

Weiss, Mr. Richard Jensen, Mr. HaTry Cook, Mr. Bernard Feldman. Seated: MTs. GloTia Jensen, MrS'. DoTothy Weiss, MTs. Bonnie Cook, Mrs. Paula Reinecker,
Mrs. Connie Feldman.

News Briefs
On Saturday, December 26, about thirty Negro non·
Baha'i children and youth gathered at the home of Mrs.
Ella Henderson in Little Rock t Arkansas, for a combined meeting of the study classes of Wrightsville and
Little Rock. Slides were shown of the Baha'i Temples
and Shrines t the 1963 Baha'i World Congress, and
views of local and state activities. The selection of
these slides brought into perspective the world scope
of the Baha'i Faith as well as the practical application
of the brotherhood of man.
The class in Wrightsville was formed by Mr. Fred
Walton. the first Negro Baha'i of Arkansas, and consists of some fifteen children from the surrounding
neighborhood. Already two of the youth wish to he·
come registered Baha'is.

o
Baltimore County, Maryland, Spiritual Assembly
which is among those that have greatly increased their
contributions to the National Baha'i Fund this year has
explained how this has been achieved. At the beginning of the Baha'i year the community decided to increase by 30Q per cent the contributions made during
the year 1963-64. Up to the first of December it was
running 130 per cent ahead of the budgeted amount. At
that time the community consulted further on ~e subject and set as a new goal an amount which it felt
would represent its proportionate share of the current
national deficit.
The Assembly considers its improved support of the
National Fund to having adopted more business-like
methods in setting a budget and definite goals for the
year, rather than following the general practice of
sending contributions to the National Fund on a percentage of "the balance on hand." The report states
that since the adoption of the plan the friends are truly
amazed at the res\11ts.

T
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School Systems In Nebraska and
Wyoming Recognize Baha'i Holy Days
The Winnebago Public School, Winnebago, Nebras~
ka, now excuses Baha 'f children from classes on Ba~
ha'i Holy Days provided they make up any work lost
during their absences. This is the first school system
in the State of Nebraska to give such recognition to
the Faith.
The Superintendent of Schools of the Natrona County
High School District and School District No.2, Casper,
Wyoming, on October 27, 1964 confirmed to the Local
Spiritual Assembly of Casper that Baha'i parents may
request permission from the school principals for their
children to remain away from their classes on Baha'i
Holy Days, with the expectation that the children will
make up the work they have missed. He graciously
stated that if this permission from him is not sufficient,
he would be willing to consider some other statement
and arrangement. This is the first time a school system in wyoming has taken this step.
O'Neill Junior High School of the Downers Grove
Public School System in Illinois, as of October I, 1964
has permitted its only Baha'i pupil to remain away
from classes on Baha~i Holy Days on condition that
lesson assignments for the days missed are carried
out.
The Superintendent of the Springfield, Illinois,
Schools, District No. 186, on December 29, 1964 likewise informed the Springfield Assembly that Baha'i
children may be ~cused from classes, without penalty, on Baha'i Holy Days if they will make up any work
which is missed during those absences.

Baha'i House of Worship

Local Spiritual Assembly of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
incorporated September 23, 1964. The first assembly in
Oklahoma to incorporate. Standing (I. to r.): MT. Horst
Balke, Mrs. Anne Davidson, Mrs. ArabeUe Haywood,
Dr. Virginia Harden, Mr. DeWitt Haywood. Seated O.
to r.}: Mr. Bransford Watson, Miss Idabel Since, Mr.
Morris Sobhani, Miss Helen Callaway.

Mr. and Mrs. Antranik Kevorkian
Expelled from the Faith
The National Spiritual Assembly of Argentina has
announced that two former members of the Buenos
Aires Baha'i community, Mr. and Mrs. Antranik Kevorkian, have been declared Covenant-breakers and
have been expelled from the Faith. Henceforth no believer is permitted to have any contact with them either
personally or through correspondence. National and
local assemblies are requested to see that this fact is
made known to any and all Argentine believers nOw
Jiving in their areas.

Visiting Hours
Weekdays

Co'endar of Events

1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)

Sundays and Holiday.
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, March 14
4:15p.m.

FEASTS
March 21 - Baha (Splendor)
April 9 - Jah\! (Glory)
DAYS OF FASTING
March 2 to 21
HOLY DAY
March 21 -

Naw-Ruz (Baha'i New Year)

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
March 26·26

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial QfHce,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
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A Visil 10 Persia
by Guy Murchie
Continued

Birthplace of Baho'u'lIcih
April 2
Baha'u'llah's House in Tihran was built about a
decade before His birth in what was then the fashion·
able northeastern section of the city. Invited to visit
it, I was first cautioned to speak no English as we
walked through the streets and to keep my camera
concealed because of the many and dangerous enemies of the Cause in the area who, if they realized
it were a place of pilgrimage venerated by Baha'is,
would likely attack and demolish it as they have so
recently done to the Bab's house and others.
Leaving a broad street we made our way for three
or four hundred yards through circuitous alleys
where boys were playing ball, finally entering an
ordinary-looking door which opened into a large court·
yard. There we were greeted by the unpretentious
Room in which Baha.'u'llah was born in Tihran between
dawn and sunrise on November 12, 1817.

Bahli'u'Uah House in Tihnill, showing L'enti~ator on Toof
and -basement which kept the vaulted brick underground rooms cooler in summer,

custodi an and his family who conducted us without
delay to the holy Home, which was actually built by
Mirza Buzurg, Ba.hit'u'Uilh's father. as the first of seven
houses in a family compound. This walled enclosure
of several acres, typical among the oriental nobility,
included when completed a central kitchen building
where meals for all the homes were prepared before
being carried to their destinations by the ubiquitous
servants. The courtyard of Baha·u'lIit.h's house is about
sixty feet long by fifty wide with a small grape arbor,
rose bushes and many small fruit trees such as apple,
pear and pomegranate, and flanked in some places by
colona des of thin spiral columns. Walls are mostly of
buff-colored brick with red windows rounded at the top,
arched doorways, circular decorations here and there,
and blue tile latticework at ground level to ventilate
the basement rooms and keep them cool in summer.
Several bedrooms upstairs open upon Hat roof areas
while still higher rise special towers serving as the
upper vents of the basement circulation system.
We soon climbed up the very steep three brick steps
that led to the main parlor or receiving room, the steps
being comparable in height and steepness to those of
a railroad coach when you mount from the level of
the rails, the accepted thing in the old days and presumably requiring a strong helping hand or boost for
ladies and children. Touching our foreheads to the
threshold, we entered the large parlor without shoes,
stepping silently upon the exquisite pale carpets that
covered the Hoor from wall to wall. some thirty feet
one way and twenty feet the other. This was the room
Baha'u'llah was actually born in, appropriately just
before sunrise on the morning of November 12, 1817.
It was traditional to use the best parlor for such an
important event as a birth. The most conspicuous

T
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feature of the room is the south wall facing the courtyard with its three great windows with fairly large
panes of glass between wooden muntins, most of the
panes transparent but a few colored bright red, blue,
yellow and green. Since the house was ransacked in
1852 at the time Baha'u'llah was put into the dungeon
of Siyyiih·ChaI, and remained in Muslim hands for some
half a century. the present windows are only copies
of the originals. Other features in the room, appear
of high standard, the general style giving prominence
to the Romanesque arch with not only the windows
rounded at the top but the pale blue plastered walls
lined with niches, each rounded at the top and ending
at the bottom in a shelf or mantel about three feet
from the floor. There is also a small fireplace about
fourteen inches wide and two feet high in the middle
of the north wall, a mantelpiece above its arched top
also. The theme of round-topped niches continues
throughout the mansion apparently, for all the base-ment rooms have it, including the luxurious bath suite.
We found the basement rooms pleasantly cool with
their vertical ventilating shafts and vaulted brick
ceilings of a pinkish but varicolored hue, and I
noticed that the main room directly below the birth
chamber has nine niches arrayed along its north side.
In the west basement is a small kitchen with a chim.
ney above the arched stove niche, evidently used be.
fore the central kitchen building was built or perhaps
for minor meals. The bath suite of three rooms was
especially interesting. At the bottom of the steep flight
of stairs extending about eight feet below ground,
we came first to a sort of dressing room, roughly
octagonal with a central footbath of blUe tile (also approximately octagonal) about two feet deep, then far.
ther on, a bigger washing room likewise more or
less octagonal but with alcoves that have attractive
floral tracery in the tiled lower levels of their niches
and, last of all, a short flight of steep steps leading
up into a smaller pool room kept four or five feet deep
in hot water and, if desired, filled with steam. The
steps all around the pool could accommodate children
of various ages and no doubt Baha'u'llah played there
with His brothers when they were growing up.

Cool basement entrance to Bah,Pu.'Udh's House in
TihTan used during the heat Of summer,

"'Iooio, , _ _
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POTch Of the House in TihTan,

DetaH of basement ventilator.
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This mansion was unusual, having been designed
for Bahci'u'lhlh's father as one of the Sbith's important
ministers whose specific assignment was to advise
and look after the Sbah's eldest son, a young prince
who then had the title of governor of the province
of Luristftn. As Bahit'u'llah grew to manhood, the house
was more and more used for guests who were particularly attracted by its provisions for escaping summer
heat, not only in the vaulted basements by day but
while sleeping upon its extensive roofs by night, usually beneath specially-made mosquito net canopies,
these insects being plentiful in Tihran throughout most
of the year. After His father died when Baha'u1llah
was twenty-two, He grew accustomed to spending
more of His .time at His various country houses to the
north, usually leaving the Tihran house entirely in the
hands of guests.

The Black Pit
April 3
This morning we drove to the ~ah's old summer
palace high up toward the foothills of the Elburz
Mountains and saw the approximate place where
Baha'u'llah was arrested in August 1852, stripped of
His outer clothing and driven barefooted and bareheaded before an abusive mob all the many miles
down to the dungeon to be imprisoned in heavy chains
for four months. We drove over the game road He trod
in His bare feet. It was probably a dirt road then but
is now asphalted. Along both sides remain many old
trees that were there on that terrible day and younger
ones that have grown up since. Most of them are ash,
I believe, with occasional planes and mulberry trees
among them.
There is not much to see of the dungeon of SiyyahChal, which means Black Pit, because it is underground and inaccessible because of the large modern
buildings now being erected around it, but from the
third story of one of these a few rubble-strewn ruins
and portions of brick wall could be glimpsed behind
a row of poplars. These ruins, however, are undoubtedly the remains of a domed building constructed above
the Siyyah-Chhl after Baha'u'llah was there and which
collapsed relatively recently. The actual dungeon is
entirely underground, having originally been built as
a water reservoir for one of the city's public baths,

The road over which. Baha'u'l!ah walked barefoot and
bare-headed on His way to the Siylih-c/:<ci! in southern
Tihran. The trees are said to have been mostly ash with
.

occasional planes and mulberries.

then later adapted as a place for confining the most
dangerous criminals and enemies of the state. It is
described as about eighteen feet deep, watertight and
undrainable, with no opening but a small aperture at
the top of three flights of very steep stairs. It was
almost pitch dark and reeked with the fonl stench
from nearly 150 prisoners kept there under heavy
chains and their legs in stocks without any provisions
for sanitation. There was no structure above groWld
at that time but an open iiprison yard" to which the
prisoners were hauled up each day at the time of the
noon prayer for a little air and exercise - presumably
so they wouldn't just rot away in the pestilential
vermin-infested hole and thus spoil the program of
torturing and killing them. The $bah evidently took
some personal interest in their treatment for his city
palace and its ample gardens adjoin the Slyyah-cbal
on its north side and stand there today as a public
museum with glittering hallways of millions of tiny
mirrors and elaborate exhibits of royal gifts from the
crowned heads of Europe and Asia. It is said that in
1852 the Shith in his bed at night must have actually
heard th;- prayers chanted by Baha'u'llah and His
many fellow Babis who were exultantly awaiting
martyrdom just beyond his garden wall.
Leaving the Slyyah.(;hal, we visited a near by large
circular public square where many Babis were beheaded during that same period of persecution,
there having been a raised brick platform there at the
time so the large blood-thirsty crowds could see every
detail without obstruction. We also saw the garden
where Tahirih was martyred, apparently some half a
mile northwest of the Slyyah-Cbal. The area belonged
then to the "chief of the nomads" in the Tihrim region
who, I understand, lived in a comfortable house near
by. The garden probably contained many large pine
trees, ashes, elms, etc. for tall and beautiful old pines
still stand there and many other trees, though now
the city is closing in. A '~modem" hospital is already
there and tennis courts and a swimming pool. Yet
birds continue to enjoy the garden and I noticed wagtails, hooded crows and sparrows. The well where
Tahirih was buried is now unmarked and unknown
but, I'm told, 'Abdul-Bah" reasonably predicted it
would be discovered in time and made into an appropriate and beautiful shrine.
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Fourth World Religion Day Held
in Saigon National Hall of Culture
A banner announcing the fourth World Religion Day
observance in Vietnam appears in front of the National
Hall of Culture (former Parliament House) in Saigon, in
photo at right. A portion of the distinguished audience
of over 400, representing many cultural, religious and

diplomatic levels and including many dignitaries is
shown below. The national radio, the government
press, eight Vietnamese, two French and two English
newspapers gave wide pUblicity to the panel program
presided over by the Notable Luong-Truong-Tuong,
third from right in panel photo. The Baha'i speaker.

Trinh-dinh-Khoi, second from right, stressed not only
the need but the power that exists today for achieving

peace and tranquillity.
Further signs of the stirring progress of the F ai th
in Vietnam is evidenced by the 2,000 recently enrolled
members of the Cham community in Central Vietnam,
part of whom are shown in photo at lower right.

_
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Left, above: attendants at Owom, Nigeria Conference. Conference leaders and translators are shown in photo at
right. Left to right, standing: Mrs. Mughrabi, chairman; Mr. B. Akparika, Mr. Ekpenyong. Seated: Mrs. Elizabeth Njang, Mr. K. Umoh.

Village Teaching Conference Held in Eastern Nigeria
Over the holiday period, December 25-26, 1964, the Re-

area, and many of the believers, formerly pagan, were

A very warm welcome greeted the travellers arriving late in the evening. The village was filled with moving lanterns, with laughing, singing and cries of
"Allah'u' Abha, Allah'u'Abha." All the visitors were accommodated in the village and the Owom Community
built a fine shelter of bamboo and palm for a meeting
place.

very ready to accept the teachings of Baha'u'llah. Now
believers number about 130 induding two village
chiefs.
Two of the Committee members as well as other believers arrived some days before to help make arrangements. Transportation was a problem solved by
using an ancient minibus which could do the ~rip over
rough and winding mountain road. The drive was
beautiful through seventy-two miles of cool primeval
forest of stately trees, palms and flowering evergreens,
the home of the elephant, gorilla, chimpanzee and deer.
The people are hWlters and farmers growing cocoa, oil
palm, coffee and rubber.

News of the conference spread quickly and drew inquirers who walked several miles from nearby villages. Nothing of the kind having ever been held in the
Tegion before, the visitors from nearby villages were
fascinated and favorably impressed to see that
Baha'is had taken so much time and trouble to come
to their area. Attendance at the conference sessions
was good, even though it coincided with another festivity held in the same village. Several declarations
were accepted even before the dose of the conference
and the believers feel sure that the Faith will grow
and spread throughout the region in the days to come.

gional Teaching Committee for Eastern Nigeria arranged a teaching conference in the village of Owom
near the Nigeria-Cameroon frontier. Owom is the most
central viHage of a group of five in which Baha'is reside. Christianity has scarcely penetrated into this

Delegates and visitors attending the N ationa! Con-

vention, Victoria, West
CameToon. Seven mem·
bers of the newly elected
National Spiritual Assembly are seated in the front
TOW
with Hand Of the
Cause MT. John RobaTts.
Left to right: Solomon

Tanyi, Mrs. LitHe Rosenberg, OscaT Njang, Mrs.
Johana Ngompek, John
Robarts (Hand of the
Cause); Moses Akombi J
Mrs. Janet Mughrabi, Jawad MughTabi,
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Hand of the Cause William Sears Revitalizes Baha'i Communities
One of the clearest testimonies to the existence of a
Divine Creator is the human hand, in its coordination,
its unity. its delicacy, its strength. It holds the pen,
transcribing thought to word and with a singJe gesture,
myriad truths are conveyed. Witness it extended in
friendship, grasped in love, uplifted in prayer!
In this Day of God, how blessed are we to have in
our midst the Hands of the Cause of God, functioning
with all the attributes of the human hand, and more.
Since his return to this country from the Conclave of
the Hands in the Holy Land in November, Hand of
the Cause William B. Sears, with the pen of love, has
written on the tablets of the hearts of over one thousand Baha'is, the message from the Hands for now,
here, today. In addition, the glorious Message of Ba~
hit 'u'llith has been announced by him to over six hundred people at both intimate and public meetings. Inestimable numbers have been reached through television, radio, local publicity and through the Associated Press release of an interview with Mr. Sears by
George W. Cornell, Religious Editor. The publication
of this article was not only timely in relation to his
numerous visits, but the efforts of many other com~
munities and circuit teachers were aided by the release. Several newspapers tied in local Baha'i announcements with the Sears interview.
An excerpt from a report from Atlanta states: "We
hurried from the fireside to our television sets. A reporter from the city's major television station interviewed Mr. Sears on the evening newscast, viewed
throughout the city and surrounding areas. It was TV
time we could never have paid for and publicity beyond our hopes."
Mr. Sears, along with his dear wife, Marguerite,
was besieged by blizzards and rain storms, from the
midwest to the south. but" ... none can withstand the
operation of Thy sovereign Will." The report from
Atlanta bears this out. "The rain which had drenched
the city all day continued steadily into evening, and
the thought occurred to us that perhaps we had over·
indulged our faith in renting the largest hotel banquet
room in the city for our public meeting, since the
maximum attendance we had ever had was eighty-six.
We could hardly believe our own eyes, in spite of the
hard work, long hours of preparation and concentrated
prayers, when over 300 people flooded, literally, into
the room and hung their umbrellas! At least 200 were
non-Baha'is. "
Various accounts indicate that the effect of this vital
message on the friends differed, for the most part,
from reactions at comparable meetings in the past.
It is felt that a great process of self~examination has
been set in motion by his visits. He has held some
forty meetings, not to amuse the believers, although
in his warm, unique manner. he does, but rather, he
has given every ounce of his strength to awaken us
from lethargy, to give us courage and self-assurance,
to revitalize us to the point that we do. indeed, "know
in what Day" we were created.
Mr. Sears discussed the Administrative Order in all

Mr. Sears in Manatee County, FlOrida, at an impromptu

meeting with the friends.
of its aspects; the importance of teaching, stressing
the responsibility of each individual to share the Message of Baha'u'llah, according to his own capacity and
means and the significance of the Funds and their
relationship to the fulfillment of the goals of the Nine
Year Plan.
He spoke at length about the grave transgression of
gossiping and backbiting, refering to the destructive
resu1ting disunity. Quoting from 'Abdu'l-Baha. April
1912 Letter to USA: H • • • were it not for this difference
among you, the inhabitants of America in all those
regions, would have by now, been attracted to the
Kingdom of God and would have been your helpers
and as sisters. "
He emphasized that America is in a "time of world
peril," and told of the many things that each and
every Baha'i can do NOW, individually and col1ectively. It is important to act, and act promptly and decisively - "That is the need of the present hour."
Quoting from some of the reports from the visited
communities: "Aside from the wonderful spirit, quite
beyond all words, and the magnificently glowing love
which Mr. Sears brought to Sarasota and the whole
Florida west coast area, and aside from the thrilling
message he gave to everyone who attended our public
meeting, Mr. Sears' visit to the believers seemed to
change every Baha'i into a new being. He brought to
them not merely inspiration, which can subside, nor
resuscitation nor reinvigoration, which can come and
go, but the realization of a new being. I feel as if I
have come out of a prison. And. from the general
comments we heard, we believe it is reasonable to
conclude that every Baha'i attained to a new stage of
growth." "It was two days of precious, eternally preserved moments when new veils were lifted from each
weeping eye and the warmth of love flooded anew each
heart. "
"It is impossible to describe the power of Mr. Sears'
message, the new light flooding with each moment
our souls. He spoke on pioneering, contributing to the
Fund, praying for constant guidance that we may be
used as clear channels, avoiding rigidity and needless
complexity in our teaching and administering, and on
testing every action and every goal by the touchstone
of: ~Is it bringing in new believers?' "
"As he spoke, he seemed to be helping us to sweep
away the imaginary or real obstacles that hold us
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from total commitment, total self-abnegation, total glory. Every problem seemed to dissolve into nothingness. We caught a glimpse of the significance, the
power and the blessing of the Universal House of
Justice. We wanted to shout for joy that we receive
direction and divine, infallible guidance from this institution. Suddenly there were no problems - our dilemma:; were resolved; our action nothing but getting up; our duty only to find and fulfill our glorious,
God-given destiny. burning out with rapidity, zeal and
entire selflessness the candles of our transient lives,
that the darkened, groping earth may quickly be il-

lumined with the Glory of the Kingdom of BaM."
Not only have these meetings resulted in rededication, but many new Baha'i brothers and sisters have
declared their faith, and undoubtedly, there will be
more in the future, for each individual has his own
critical moment of unfoldment.
It is hoped that many more communities will be
visited by Mr. Sears after Riq.van. The importance
and bounty of attending meetings planned in or near
your city cannot be expressed. New life is being poured
into the veins of the American believers. Go and receive your share!

Baha'is of South Africa
Hold School at Rustenburg
There is a belief among the Africans that anything
that begins with rain has the blessing of God. On the
evening of December 5 clouds gathered and a gentle
shower of rain fell in Rustenburg where, inside the
house where the Baha ?is were to hold a school, gathered believers who had come for the IIrst session. On
Sunday, the 6th the school was opened with a talk by
the Chairman who concluded eloquently, HThe panel
of teachers is bursting 'With eagerness to impart their
know Iedge t and the students are just as eager to be
the recipients of this wonderful treasure."
This school, forerunner of the training institute
called for by the Universal House of Justice in their
Nine Year Plan, was attended by over forty believers
from various centers including South West Africa, Natal, the Cape, Transvaal and Swaziland. It lasted three
weeks, during which time a wide variety of subjects
including the Covenant, laws and administration of
the Faith were covered specifically and in concrete detail. Thus the students learned that each one can take
the work of the Faith firmly in his own hands with the
realization that he can perform the necessary functions. On the last day of the school, when time for parting came, the 'believers were consoled with the thought
expressed by 'Abdu'l-Baha that, HIf you love Me, go
far away from Me." So ended a glorious three weeks
that will be remembered and echoed thus, "Oh Baha'u'Ilah, what have You done?"
First National Spiritual Assembly Of Kenya, formed
April, 1964. Standing, left to right: James Wasilwa,

Aziz Yazdi, Elamu Muswahili, Taherih Ala'i, Festas
Mulkalama. Seated, left to right: Bonaventure Wafu!a,

Wedding party in Seremban. Mataysia. This maTriage
on Decem ber 20 was attended by 100 friends who cn me
from great distances~ inctuding Malacca~ SelangoT and
Borneo.

Sixteen friends of Dang a rea attending the first teaching

class held at newly acquiTed Institute Devlati, India
from December 20 to 24, with members of the Institute

Committee.
First National Spiritual Assembly of Tanzania (formerly Tanganyika and Zanzibar) formed April, 19t>4. Standing, left to right: Jamsheed Samandari, Lamnk<1 Mwan-

gulu, Allen Elston, chaiTman; Glory Nyirenda, v. chairman; Jalal Nakhjavani. tTeasurer. Seated, left to right:

Julius Makanda, Frank Mnkoyani, Christopher Mu-

Wallace NgaUumba, Marye Elston, secretary; Ruhulah
Yazdami, Hussein Akida. As of Feb. 1965 there are 75

sambai.

local assemhties and Baha'is in about 26S localities.
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World Religion Dav Observed Throughout the U. S.
Pageants, teas, large public meetings, talks before
various groups and clubs as well as liberal use of the
press, radio and television furnished the means by
which Baha'ls in the United states brought World Religion Day with the theme "Oneness of Religion" before the public. The following accounts are representative of the types of meetings held and serve to show
the variety of means which can be used successfully.
In Seattte I Washington a large public meeting was
held in the beautiful Seattle Civic Center Playhouse.
Mrs. Florence Mayberry, Auxiliary Board Member,
addressed. an audience of 700 on leThe Baha'i Story/'
Particularly noteworthy is the fact that this meeting
is the beginning of a concentrated teaching program
in that area, planned to reach nearby Indian reservations as well as many towns. Radio, television and
press interviews are being used extensively. Mrs. Mayberry, staying for the entire month of February is
scheduled for at least thirty public appearances. At the
time of this report sixteen declarations had been received. The Los Angeles Baha'i Center was the scene
of a youth pageant, "The Pageant of World Religions"
enthusiastically received by a capacity audience. Material for this pageant, which has been presented
previously in the area, was prepared from readings
from the scriptures of various religions. The use of
scriptUres of other religions proved very effective at
the meetings in both HambuTg, New YOTk and Champaign-Urba.na, Illinois. At the latter place the readers
were themselves members of the faiths represented.
In both places these readings were followed by talks
by Baha'i speakers. A potluck supper followed by showing slides of the Temple and Holy Land proved to be
a friendly and effective way to convey the message of
World Religion Day in Waterloo, Iowa. On the same
weekend a tea as well as public fireside was held in
this community. One community in the Atlantic City,
New Jersey area, was invited to send a speaker· to a
church youth group which was studying various religions. The ready made audience was very receptive.
A program of slides of the Holy Land, piano music and
a brief talk: on progressive revelation was held at a
tea given in a public inn in Manatee County, Florida.

Visitors outnumbered Baha'is at this gathering and of
particular note is the fact that the management warmly welcomed the integrated group and invited them to
return at a future date. 'Abdu'l-Baha says (B.W.F. p.
378). "Singing and music are the spiritual food of the
hearts and souls." Reports from many communities
show that the use of this spiritual food at public gatherings is increasing. In Greenville, South Carolina the
chorus of a local high school opened the meeting with
four well sung selections. Two highly qualified Baha'i
speakers and the use for the first time of a room in the
largest and most attractive downtown hotel were the
ingredients of a highly successful World Religion Day
meeting. In Fort Worth, Texas members of the Baha'i
children's classes sang at the opening of the meeting.
This community is happy to report a new surge of
activity and marked increase in enrollments, arising,
undoubtedly from the fact that the members have, for
the past month, been united in an intensive program of
prayer.
These sample reports will serve to show that World
Religion DaYt which has been observed by the Baha'is
in the U.S. since 1949 has once again been effectively
used by believers in communities both large and small
to tell the world the simple yet important truth: the
foundation of all religions is one.

World Religion Day meeting in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
The speaker, Miss Katherine Meyer from the Virgin
Islands was guest on the first Baha'i television program
in San Juan.

Part of a weH attended meeting in San Francisco at
which Vat Sage spoke on UOneness of ReHgion.'~

Stephen Moses reads PTayer Jor AU Mankind with Senior High Bel Canto Choir in background. At this meeting
in Seattle the choir sang aTTangements fTOm Baha'u'Uah's writings.
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The Baha'i Faith received indirect but notewortny attention recently when a Baha'i couple of Ostend, Belgium, MT.
and Mrs. Iran Mowtavi, arranged a public exhibition of outstanding Iranian art in the halls of their home. The event
was televised oveT the national network and inclu.ded in the distinguished list

of

guests the MayoT

of

Ostend and the

Iranian Ambassador to Belgiu.m, second and third from right. Others who attended were the Iranian Director Of
Public Information fOT Europe from Paris and many municipal officials.

Belgian Baha'is Honor Opening of Ghent
On December 13, 1964, at Ghent, Belgium, the National Teaching Committee of Belgium officially recognized the City of Ghent as a Baha'i Community having
a representation of two, Baha'is from Brussels, Ant-

werp, Leige and Charleroi participated in this official
opening.
Mr. Phillipe De Coster of Ghent presided over the
program which had as its theme, "The Rights of Man."
Causeries were given by Mrs. Lea Nys on "The United
Nations and the Baha'i Faith"; Mr. Fernand Radar on
HUniversaI Peace" and Mr. Louis Henuzet on "The
Right of Religious Liberty."
This was a most inspiring and memorable day for
the Baha'is of Belgium and a splendid opportunity for
bringjng the attention of the Faith to the people of
Ghent.

A

oj those attending an inspiring winter school
held in LoosdTecht, HoHand in DecembeT~ 1964.

gTOUp

News B,.iefs:
During the month from December 17, 1964 to Janu~
ary 17, 1965 the Baha'is of Kenya, Africa were hosts
to Mrs. Mary- Gibson, from Haifa. While in Nairobi,
Kenya Mary appeared on uWomen Talk," a Voice of
Kenya television program and for a half hour discussed the Faith and answered questions from the
other five ladies on the program. As a result the
"Daily Nation" newspaper printed a letter to the editor inquiring about the Faith. The local Spiritual Assembly's prompt reply to this inquiry was the first
publicity of tbis sort given to the Faith in Kenya, as
was the television program.

o
The week of February 14 was called "Spiritual Exploration Week" at Arizona State University, the theme
for the daily program of lectures and "buzz sessions"
being, uDoes Anyone Care?" Speakers included members of the clergy, Protestant~ Catholic and Jewish.
The Baha'i Faith was well represented by Mrs. Robert Gulick who was one of five leaders of the sessions,
leading discussions on topics such as, "Our Faith Under Fire," and "Life With a Capital L." Mrs. Gulick
also addressed classes in education and religion and
was happy to find that the stUdents asked intelligent
questions and seemed convinced by her answers.

o
The BaM'is of HoUywood, FloTida held a very successful fireside on February 14 at which Dr. Farzio
Davachi, Baha'i physician from Persia, gave a warm
and well varied talk a bout the F ai th, expl aining its
laws and giving a vivid picture of the early days of
the Faith in Persia. The audience, almost half of whom
were visitors, received the talk with interest, and lingered long afterwards for discussion. Newspaper pub]icity for the gathering was excellent.

T
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o
The Baha'is of Niagara FaHs, New York were recently invited to send a guest speaker on the United
Nations at the local Kiwanis Club luncheon. The program consisted of the color slide taped lecture ,jUnited
Nations, Capital of Our WorldJl and was enthusiastically received by the audience of thirty-five business
men. Reference to the Faith was made through the
reprint of the Kiwanis Magazine article, "The Embrace of the Baha'i" and an invitation was extended
by the club for a more detailed talk about the Baha'i
Faith.

o

Sketch for Baha'i garden, featuring the theme~ "The
E aTth is One CountTY and Mankind Its Citizens P to be
displayed in the 1965 Chicago Wortd Flower and Garden
Show, March 20-28. In commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the United Nations~ this and other exhibits
are designed to feature an international theme,

District of Columbia Acquires Center
After years filled with hopes and plans and after an
intensive year of sacrificial giving the Washington,
D.C. Baha'i Community, with the approval of the National Spiritual Assembly, has acquired a Center. It
is a large corner residence on prominent 16th Street,
which cuts through the very heart of the city. extending northward from the Washington Monument and the
White House, Its location alone provides a means of
proclaiming the Faith. The new Center is adequate for
public meetings, the holding of simultaneous classes of
the Pioneer School, the name given by our Beloved
Guardian to the children's classes, and the extension
of hospitality to visiting Baha'is. The acquisition of the
new Center not only reflects the recent growth of the
Faith in the Nation's Capital but presages a significant
further expansion as many new activjties are made
possible.

Participants in meeting in Meriden, Conn., jOintly sponsOTed by local chapter of N,A.A.C.P. and Baha'is, in
recognition of Negro History Week. Left to Tight: MT.
John Rogers, research worker in Negro History; Miss
Vivian Taylor, Dr. Samuel McClellan, and MTs. Leon
Joyce, program chairman.

What One Baha'i Can Do
House at 5713 16th StTeet in Washington, D.C., recently
pUTchased by the local Baha~is for a Center.

A Baha'i at Iowa State University had the singular
privilege of having Dr. Daniel Jordan, member of the
National Spiritual Assembly, appear on a religious
program at the University. It was sponsored by the
Student Reli~ious Council, of which he is a member.
The program, called IMPACT, composed of a series
of religious lectures, was designed to bring religious
concepts to the attention of the student body for its
evaluation.
Dr. Jordan chose for his theme, "Baha'i: A New
Force in Religion." He, together with members of the
University Council, was available for classroom presentations, residence discussions and personal confrontations. He also appeared on a faculty forum. Public invitation was extended to a reception held for Dr.
Jordan in the Gallery of Memorial Union,
Because of the determination and dedication to serve
the Faith on the part of this one Baha'i college stUdent,
many heard of Baha'u'llah and His Message for the
first time, Aside from his studies, this busy young student fulfills speaking engagements on the Faith at the
"Y's" and in church groups, not to mention weekly
firesides.

.,.
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First local Spiritual Assembly of Asheville, North
Carolina, elected April 21, 1964, Left to right: Jack
G-uiUebeaUX', Witham Reid, Miss Margaret GTeenlee,
treasurer; Witham Tucker, chairman; Mrs. Mary Su.e
Turner, Herbert Turner, Mrs. MaebeH Bethea, Douglas
Phillips, vice-chairman; Mrs. Bernice Tucker, secre-

tary,

De Kalb lninois Daily Chronide February 12 printed a three-quarter page spread on the Baha'i Faith,
including a large picture of the Temple in Wilmette.
The article entitled "Those That Have Eyes, Let Them
See - The Case of the Missing Millenium" gives a fun
account, with liberal quotations, of the book "Thief
in the Night." The writer then tells about his visit to
the Temple in Wilmette and the very profound impression he received, He speaks of what a welcome
change it is, "after big impressive cold cathedrals,
after chromium plated modernistic churches." He
states: "This is the only reJigion I know that officiaJly
recognizes the existence of any other religion." The
closing sentences of the article are: "The prophecies
are much less important than what BahitJuJllah has to
say to the world, You, yourself, must choose what you
will believe,"

o

BAHA" 'N THE NEWS
The Bermuda Mid Ocean News for January 23 carried a detailed account of the Baha'i Faith, telling of
the establishment of the first local assembly there,
and including a picture of that assembly. The article
is accurate and objective, referring to the fact that
the Faith has no clergy and describing the followers
as spending much time in learning about their faith
and as being j~among the most well informed on their
religion of any denomination."

An Associated Press feature article on the Bah8'i
Faith has appeared in January in many papers
throughout the United States. It was written by George
W. Cornell, AP religious writer and bears the title
"'Baha'is Expect Their Faith to Win the World!" The
article, based on an interview with William Sears,
touches on the ideals of Baha'i character, prayer, the
concept of a Prophet of God as wen as giving a brief
history of the Faith.

o
Omnibus, a local Chicago magazine, for February
has a brief article about the world headquarters of
the Faith on Mt. Carmel and includes pictures of the
Shrine of the Bab and of the International Archives.
The author refers to the "magnificent" Baha'i Temple
in Wilmette and mentions its similarity to the beauty
of the center on Mt. Carmel.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours

Calendar of Events

Weekdays
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m, (Auditorium only)

FEASTS
April 9 - Jalill (Glory)
April 28 - Jamal (Beauty)

Sunday. and HolidaY'
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p,m. (Entire building)

HOLY DAYS

Sunday.
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Feast of Ridvim - April 21-May 2
(Declaration of Baha'u'l!ilh)

ANNUAL CONVENTION
Baha'i House of Worship
April 29, 30, May 1, 2

Service of Worship

Public Meeting
Sunday, April 18
4:15p,m.
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Unassailable Foundation of the Cause of God
The Universal House of Justice has requested that
the following letter, addressed to a National Spiritual
Assembly, be published in BAHA'I NEWS for the edification of the friends throughout the world:

The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'ls of the Netherlands.
Dear Baha'i Friends,
We are glad that you have brought to our attention
the questions perplexing some of the believers. It is
much better for these questions to be put freely and
openly than to have them, unexpressed, burdening
the hearts of devoted believers. Once one grasps certain basic principles of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah
such uncertainties are easily dispelled. This is not to
say that the Cause of God contains no mysteries. Mysteries there are indeed, but they are not of a kind to
shake one's faith once the essential tenets of the Cause
and the indisputable facts of any situation are clearly
understood.
The questions put by the various believers fall into
three groups. The first group centers upon the following queries: Why were steps taken to elect a Universal
House of Justice with the foreknowledge that there
would be no Guardian? Was the time ripe for such an
action? Could not the International Baha'i Council have
carried on the work?

The Basis for Election
At the time of our beloved Shoghi Effendi's death it
was evident, from the circumstances and from the explicit requirements of the Holy Texts, that it had been
impossible for him to appoint a successor in accordance
with the prOvisions of the Will and Testament of
IAbdu'I-Baha. This situation, in which the Guardian
died without being able to apPoint a successor, presented an obscure question not covered by the explicit
Holy Text, and had to be referred to the Universal
House of Justice. The friends should clearly understand that before the election of the Universal House
of Justice there was no knowledge that there would
be no Guardian. There could not have been any such
foreknowledge, whatever opinions individual believers
may have held. Neither the Hands of the Cause of God,
nor the International Baha'i Council, nor any other

existing body could make a decision upon this aU-important matter. Only the House of Justice had authority to pronounce upon it. This was one urgent reason
for calling the election of the Universal House of Justice as soon as possible.
Following the passing of Shoghi Effendi the international administration of the Faith was carried on by
the Hands of the Cause of God with the complete agreement and loyalty of the National Spiritual Assemblies
and the body of the believers. This was in accordance
with the Guardian's designation of the Hands as the
Behle! Stewards of Baha'u'll;ih.'s embryOnic World
Commonwealth. I'
From the very outset of their custodianship of the
Cause of God the Hands realized that since they had
no certainty of divine guidance such as is incontrovertibly assured to the Guardian and to the Universal
House of Justice, their one safe course was to follow
with undeviating firmness the instructions and policies
of Shoghi Effendi. The entire history of religion shows
no comparable record of such strict self-discipline,
such absolute loyalty and such complete self-abnegalion by the leaders of a religion finding themselves
suddeniy deprived of their divinely inspired guide.
The debt of gratitude which mankind for generations,
nay, ages to come, owes to this handful of grief-stricken, steadfast, heroic souls is beyond estimation.
The Guardian had given the Baha'i world explicit
and detailed plans covering the period until Ridvan
1963, the end of the Ten Year Crusade. From that
point onward. unless the Faith were to be endangered,
further divine guidance was essential. This was the
second pressing reason for the cal1.in.g of the election
of the Universal House of Justice. The rightness of the
time was further confirmed by references in Shoghi
Effendi's letters to the Ten Year Crusade's being followed by other plans under the direction of the Univer~
sal House of Justice. One such reference is the follow~
ing passage from a letter addressed to the National
Spiritual Assembly of the British Isles on 25th February 1951, concerning its Two Year Plan which immediately preceded the Ten Year Crusade:
j'On the success of this enterprise, unprecedent~
cd in its scope, unique in its character and immense
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in its spiritual potentialities, mmt depend the initi-

ation, at a later period in the Formative Age of the
Faith, of undertakings embracing within their
range all National Assemblies functioning through·
out the Baha'i world, undertakings constituting in
themselves a prelude to the launching of worldwide enterprises destined to be embarked upon, in
future epochs of that same Age, by the Universal
House of Justice, that will symbolize the unity and
co-ordinate and unify the activities of these National Assemblies. n
Having been in charge of the Cause of God for six
years, the Hands, with absolute faith in the Holy Writings, called upon the believers to elect the Universal
House of Justice, and even went so far as to ask that
they themselves be not voted for. The sole, sad instance of anyone succumbing to the allurements of power was the pitiful attempt of Charles Mason Remey to
usurp the Guardianship.
The following excerpts from a Tablet of I Abdu'lBaha state clearly and emphatically the principles
with which the friends are already familiar from the

Will and Testament of the Master and the various
letters of Shoghi Effendi, and explain the basis for the
election of the Universal House of Justice, This Tablet
was sent to Persia by the beloved Guardian him self,
in the early years of his ministry. for circulation

among the believers.
u • • • for 'Abdu'l-Baha is in a tempest of dangers
and infinitely abhors differences of opinion . . .

Praise be to God, there are no grounds for differ-

ences.
"The Bab. the Exalted One, is the Morn of Truth,
the splendor of Whose light shineth through all re.-

gions. He is also the Harbinger of the Most Great
Light, the Abha Luminary. The Blessed Beauty is
the One promised by the sacred books of the past,
the revelation of the Source of light that shone upon
Mount Sinai, Whose fire glowed in the midst of the
Burning Bush. We are, one and all, servants of
Their threshold, and stand each as a lowly keeper
at Their door.
UMy purpose is this, that ere the expiration of a
thousand years, no one has the right to utter a sin·
gle word, even to claim the station of Guardianship. The Most Holy Book is the Book to which all
peoples shall refer, and in it the Laws of God have
been revealed. Laws not mentioned in the Book
should be referred to the decision of the Universal
House of Justice. There will he no grounds for difference . . . Beware, beware lest anyone create a
rift or stir up sedition. Should there be differences
of opinion, the Supreme House of Justice would immediately resolve· the problems. Whatever will be
its decision, by majority vote, shall be the real
truth, inasmuch as that House is under the protection, unerring guidance and care of the One True
Lord. He shall guard it from error and will protect
it under the wing of His sanctity and infallibility.
He who opposes it is cast out and will eventually be
of the defeated.

"The Supreme House of Justice should be elected

according to the system followed in the election of
the parliaments of Europe. And when the cOWltries
would be guided the Houses of Justice of the vari~
ous countries would elect the Supreme House of
Justice.
·'At whatever time all the beloved of God in each
country appoint their delegates, and these in turn
elect their representatives, and these representatives elect a body, that body shall be regarded as
the Supreme House of Justice.

uThe establishment of that House is not depend.
ent upon the conversion of all the nations of the
world. For example, if conditions were favorable
and no disturbances would be caused, the friends
in Persia would elect their representatives, and
likewise the friends in America, in India and other
areas would also elect their representatives, and
these would elect a House of Justice. That House of
Justice would be the Supreme House of Justice.
That is all." (Persian and Arabic Tablets of lAbdu'l-Baha, Vol. III, pp. 499-501)
The friends should realize that there is nothing in
the Texts to indicate that the election of the Universal
House of Justice could be called only by the Guardian.
On the contrary, 'Abdutl-Baha envisaged the calling
of its election in His own lifetime. At a time de-scribed by the Guardian as "the darkest moments of
His (the Master's) life~ Wlder 'Abdu'J-Hamid's regime, when He stood to be deported to the most inhospitable regions of Northern Mrica," and when even
His life was threatened, 'Abdu'I·Baha wrote to Haji
Mirza Taqi Afnim, the cousin of the Bab and chief builder of the I,w.qabad Temple, commanding him to arrange for the election of the Universal House of Justice should the threats against the Master materialize.
The second part of _the Master's Will is also relevant
to such a situation and should be studied by the friends.
The Infallibifify
The second series of problems vexing some of the
friends centers on the question of the infallibility of
the Universal House of Justice and its ability to function without the presence of the Guardian. Particular
difficulty has been experienced in understanding the
implications of the following statement by the beloved
Guardian:

"Divorced from the institution of the Guardianship the World Order of Baha'u'llilh would be mutilated and permanently deprived of that hereditary
principle which, as 'AbduJI-Baha has written, has
been invariably upheld by the Law of God. 'In all
the Divine Dispensations,' He states, in a Tablet
addressed to a follower of the Faith in Persia, 'the
eldest son hath been given extraordinary distinctions. Even the station of prophethood hath been
his birthright.' Without such an institution the in·
tegrity of the Faith would be imperiled, and the
stability of the entire fabric would be gravely endangered. Its prestige would suffer. the means required to enable it to take a long, an uninterrupted
view over a series of generations would be com·
pletely lacking, and the necessary guidance to de-
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fine the sphere of the legislative action of its elected
representatives would be totally withdrawn. "
(HThe Dispensation of Baha'u'llah,"
The WOTld OTdeT of Baha'u'IUih, p. 148)

Let the friends who wish for a clearer understanding
of this passage at the present time consider it in the
light of the many other texts which deal with the same
subject, for example the following passages gleaned

from the letters of Shoghi Effendi:
"They have also, in unequivocal and emphatic
language, appointed those twin institutions of the
House of Justice and of the Guardianship as their
chosen Successors, destined to apply the principles,
promulgate the laws, protect the institutions,

adapt loyally and intelligently the Faith to the requirements of progressive society, and consum~
mate the incorruptible inheritance which the
Founders of the Faith have bequeathed to the
world."
(Letter dated 21st March 1930,
The World. Order of Bahtl'u'!l<ih, p. 20)
HIt must be also clearly understood by every be-

liever that the institution of Guardianship does not
under any circumstances abrogate, or even in the
slightest degree detract from the powers granted to
the Universal House of Justice by Batui.'u'Uah in
the Kitab-i-Aqdas, and repeatedly and solemnly
confirmed by 'Abdu'l-Baha in His Will. It does not
constitute in any manner a contradiction to the Will
and Writings of Baha'u'llab., nor does it nullify any
of His revealed instructions. It enhances the prestige of that exalted assembly~ stabilizes its supreme
position, safeguards its unity, assures the continuity of its labors, without presuming in the slightest

to infringe upon the inviolability of its clearly-defined sphere of jurisdiction. We stand indeed too
close to so monumental a document to claim for
ourselves a complete understanding of all its implications. or to presume to have grasped the mani~
fold mysteries it undoubtedly contains. "
(Letter dated 27th February 1929
The World Order of Bah<i'u'Uah, p. 8)
"From these statements it is made indubitably
clear and evident that the Guardian of the Faith
has been made the Interpreter of the Word and that
the Universal House of Justice has been invested
with the function of legislating on matters not ex~
pressly revealed in the teachings. The interpretation of the Guardian, functioning within his own
sphere, is as authoritative and binding as the enactments of the International House of Justice,
whose exclusive right and prerogative is to pronounce upon and deliver the final judgement on
such laws and ordinances as Baha'u'llilh has not
expressly revealed. Neither can, nor will ever, infringe upon the sacred and prescribed domain of
the other. Neither will seek to curtail the speCific
and undoubted authority with which both have
been divinely invested."
("The Dispensation of Baha'u'IHlh"
The WOTld OrdeT of Baha'u'IUih, p. 150)
"Each exercises, within the limitations imposed
upon it, its powers, its authority, its rights and

prerogatives. These are neither contradictory I nor
detract in the slightest degree from the position
which each of these institutions occupies."
("The Dispensation of Baha'u'll.ih"
The WOTld OTder of Baha'u'IUih, p. 148)
"Though the Guardian of the Faith has been
made the permanent head of so august a body he
can never, even temporarily. assume the right of
exclusive legislation, He cannot override the decision of the majority of his fellow-members, .....
("The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah"
The WOTld OTder of Baha'u'!!ah, p. 150)
Above all, Jet the hearts of the friends be assured
by these words of Bah,a'u'Hah:
"The Hand of Omnipotence hath established His
Revelation upon an unassailable, an enduring
foundation. Storms of human strife are powerless
to undermine its basis, nor will men's fanciful
theories succeed in damaging its structure."
(Quoted on p. 109 of
The World OrdeT of Baha'u'!!ahj
and these of lAbdu 'I~Baha:
"Verily, God effectetb that which he pleaseth;
naught can annul His Covenant; naught can ob~
struet His favor nor oppose His Cause! He doeth
with His Will that which plea seth Him and He is
Powerful over all things!"
(Tablets

Of 'Abdu'!-Baha,
Vol. III p. 598)

It should be understood by the friends that before
legislating upon any matter the Universal House of
Justice studies carefully and exhaustively both the Sacred Texts and the writings of Shoghi Effendi on the
subject. The interpretations written by the beloved
Guardian cover a vast range of subjects and are
equally as binding as the Text itself,
There is a profound difference between the inter.
pretations of the Guardian and the elucidations of the
House of Justice in exercise of its function to "deliber·
ate u~on all problems which have caused difference,
questIons that are obscure, and matters that are not
expressly recorded in the Book." The Guardian reveals what the Scripture means; his interpretation is
a statement of truth which cannot be varied. Upon the
Universal House of Justice, in the words of the Guardian, "has been conferred the exclusive right of legis·
lating on matters not expressly revealed in the Baha'i
writings," Its pronouncements. which are susceptible
of amendment or abrogation by the House of Justice
itself, serve to supplement and apply the Law of God.
Although not invested with the function of interpretation, the House of Justice is in a position to do ev·
erything necessary to establish the World Order of
Bahit'u'llah on this earth. Unity of doctrine is maintained by the existence of the authentic texts of Scrip.
ture and the voluminous interpretations of 'Abdu'lBaha and Shoghi Effendi, together with the absolute
prohibition against anyone propounding "authori.
tative" or °inspired" interpretations or usurping the
function of Guardian. Unity of administration is assured by the authority of the Universal House of Jus.
tice,
Statements such as these indicate that the full meaning of the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha, as
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well as an understanding of the implications of the
World Order ushered in by that remarkable Document
can be revealed only gradually to men's eyes, and
after the Universal House of Justice has come into being. The friends are called upon to trust to time and
to await the guidance of the Universal House of Justice, which, as circumstances require, will make pronouncements that will resolve and clarify obscure matters.

The Authority to Expel
The third group of queries raised by the friends
concerns details of flUlctioning of the Universal House
of Justice in the absence of the Guardian, particularly
the matter of expulsion of members of the House of
Justice. Such questions will be clarified in the Constitution of the House of Justice, the formulation of which
is a goal of the Nine Year Plan. Meanwhile the friends
are informed that any member committing a Hsin injurious to the common weal," may be expelled from
membership of the House of Justice by a majority vote
of the House itself. Should any member, God forbid, be

guilty of breaking the Covenant, the matter would be
investigated by the Hands of the Cause of God, and
the Covenant-breaker would be expelled by decision
of the Hands of the Cause of God residing in the Holy
Land, subject to the approval of the House of Justice,
as in the case of any other believer. The decision of the
Hands in such a case would be announced to the Baha'l world by the Universal House of Justice.
We are certain that when you share this letter with
the friends and they have these quotations from the
Scriptures and the Writings of the Guardian drawn to
their attention, their doubts and misgivings will be dispelled and they will be able to devote their every effort to spreading the Message of Baha 'u'llah, serenely confident in the power of His Covenant to overcome whatever tests an inscrutable Providence may
shower upon it, thus demonstrating its ability to redeem a travailing world and to upraise the Standard of
the Kingdom of God on earth.
With ]oving greetings,
Haifa, Israel
March 9, 1965
-THE UNIVERAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Regional Teaching Conjerence held in Cartagena, in the south ot Spain, November 22} 1964. Bahri/i subjects were
presented by Antonio Jimenez and Jose. Lopez Monge from Murcia. Emilio Egea from Cartagena and Charles
loas, auxiliary board member trom Madrid. Baha'is from Alicante Murcia, Cartagena and Madrid were in
attendance.
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Hands 01 the Cause Make
New Assignments to Western Hemisphere
The following cablegram has been received from
the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land:
HAPPY (TO) ANNOUNCE (THE) APPROVAL (OF
THE UNIVERSAL) HOUSE (OF) JUSTICE (TO
THE) ASSIGNMENT (OF) HAND (OF THE) CAUSE
WILLIAM SEARS AS HAND (TO THE) WESTERN
HEMISPHERE SERVING NORTH AMERICA. (WE
ARE) CONFIDENT (THAT) HIS PRESENCE WILL
GREATLY ASSIST (THE) EXECUTION (OF THE)
MOMENTOUS NINE YEAR PLAN (AND) STIMULATE (THE) TEACHING WORK VITAL (TO THE)
HOMEFRONT.
(signed) HANDSFAITH
Haifa, Israel
March 25, 1965

Hands oj the Cause Zikru'U<ih Khlidem and William
Sears with members oj Auxiliary Boards and representatives of national administrative bodies at conference in Wilmette, March 27 and 28.

New Avenues of Proclamation Open in Italy
The Bah"- 'is of Italy have brought the Faith into public focus in new and noteworthy ways in recent months.
The International Club of the University of Padua invi ted the B aha' is of that city to give a conference on
the Faith at the club, with thirty guests participating
in discussions that continued for many hours. Human
Rights Day observances were also scheduled in many
Italian cities - Bologna, Mantua, Padua, Milan, Genova, Turin and Florence. This was a challenging idea
for those who attended the meetings since the work of
the UN is little understood as yet in Italy and the
idea of human rights one that has not penetrated deeply into the consciousness of the people.
Youth Plan Education Program
The National Youth Committee has been sending a
monthly program of suggestions for reading and study.
In Milan, Florence and other cities that have large
groups of students, weekly study sessions based upon
these programs are being carried out. A youth weekend school was held in Florence in February with the
participation of friends from Perugia and Bologna. Various groups presented. material on the great religions
of the past with prizes offered for the best presentation.
The success of this school has spurred on the youth of
Milan and Genova to plan a simiJar session.

Alashns Sponsor Lively Conference

ID

Petersburg

Baha'is and interested contacts from many points in
Alaska and from the Yukon gathered for a three-day
conference in Petersburg, A1aska~ late in February,
maintaining an atmosphere of concentrated study and
enthusiasm throughout. Courses and discussions were
held on a wide range of subjects. Child Education,
Bible Prophecy, Foundations of World Unity, and Consultation were among the many topics. Two recently
aPPointed auxiliary board members, Ted Anderson and
Howard Brown, presented material on Native Teaching
and the Nine Year Plan respectively. Others who assisted in preparing and presenting courses were: Marian Johnson, Georgine Moul, Charles King, Bob
Schwartz, Leo Baldwin, Norman Heimdahl, Walter
Gnagy, Jerry Meck:elson and Georgia Haisler. Mary
Brown and Charlotte Schwartz gave an impromptu
resume of their recent teaching trip to Hoonah which
resulted in two new Baha'is. A panel program was
presented to the public on Saturday evening and a
social evening was also scheduled for public participation.
There were many others, including the planning
committee, who lent their talents and wholehearted
cooperation to make this Petersburg conference a
continuing source of inspiration to all who attended.

The Hand of the Cause oj God, Mr. Samandari speaking
to over a hundTed friends dUTing his visit in Milan.
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PEACE ON EARTH
Some Thoughts on the
Last Encyclical Letter of Pope John XXIII
U90 R. Giachery
WE consider the past history of mankind, we
I Freadily
see that all religious institutions, from time
immemorial, have been concerned with the problem of
individual salvation. The needs of the people, their
freedom and welfare, were matters of concern only
when the safety and existence of the religious institutions were either challenged or were endangered. The
clergy occupied itself with the beatitudes and the mys·
tic aspects of life after death. and remained insensible
to the longings of the masses, particularly in the fields
of learning an~ knowledge.
Human society was regulated by a different order
based on the now outworn system of master and serf,
artistocrat and plebeian, a system of caste, of unilateral economic practice and the like. Scientific investigation was discouraged; indeed, at times it was persecuted or forbidden. Leaders of scientific institutions,
particularly those under Christian sponsorship, were
caught slumbering by the first rays of light appearing
on the horizon of scientific discoveries which were to
revolutionize the whole world and bring about a complete new order. Although the Renaissance of the fifteenth century, herald of the explosion to come after
one thousand years of total darkness, gave warning of
the vast upheaval in the making, nevertheless the leaders of Buddhism, of Islam and of Christianity, deeply
involved in the expansion and administration of their
widespread domains and in the exercise of their temporal powers, missed the opportunity to avert the catastrophic reactions which have successively beset the
world for well over four hundred years.
Nor did man's struggle for a reasonable amount of
individual freedom find sympathetic response or encouragement, and history teaches us that any attempts
to achieve rights based on justice, freedom, truth and
common interests were either opposed or denied, or
drowned in human blood.
We may say that the fundamental reason for this
long and arduous struggle lay in the erroneous conception that religion is necessary only for the salvation of
the soul and that anything pertaining to hUman problems, such as race, politics? freedom, social and ec·onomic needs, education, and the like, did not come
within the realm of spiritual consideration. The solution of these human problems, therefore, was believed
to lie outside the interests of the organized religious
institutions. On the other hand, governments which
were revolving around the principle of absolute monarchy, in which the life, possessions and happiness of
the subject peoples were in the hands of despotic rulers, never understood the spiritual aspect of a wellregulated, law~abiding, peaceful and harmonious society.
At the same time the basic tenets of Christianity lived
only within the shell of theological theories and ritual

observances, while man wandered aimlessly from despair to hope, from joy to misery. Bloody wars took
place between armies of the same faith; scientific facts
were denied or ignored; the Inquisition, and persecution of the Jews and of the followers of Luther and of
Calvin dealt bodily blows to faith and hope. In the
Christian world during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the human family clamored for some form
of upolitical rights," as in the French Revolution and
the struggle between the American Colonies and the
British Crown. Islam, too, had abandoned the spiritual
path of regeneration for a militant attitude of conquest
and subjugation which nowadays has become the es.sence of nationalism. The result of these false conceptions has been a struggle for domination and influence
which could have been avoided had all the churches of
the world prepared man for an inner belief and conviction based solely on the spiritual approach.
One hundred years ago BahaJu'llah presented to the
whole world a set of basic principles and laws which
today constitute the stilI unfulfilled though longed·for
basis on which man can today found his happiness.
Exiled from His native land of Persia and kept a prisoner of the Turkish Sultan, Baha'u'llah was awakened
by the breezes of the Holy Spirit in ample time both to
foresee the revolutionary technological changes coming in the nineteenth century and to reveal a complete
plan for the world-wide regeneration of mankind and
the harmonious evolution of human society.
In His letter addressed (ca. 1868) from His prison to
Nasiri'd-Din, the Shah of Persia, Baha'u'llah proclaimed:
HO king! I was but a man like others, asleep upon
My couch, when la, the breezes of the All-Glorious
were wafted over Me, and taught Me the knowledge Of
all that hath been. This thing is not from Me, but from
One Who is Almighty and All-Knowing. And He bade
Me Hft up My voice between earth and heaven, and
for this there befell Me what hath caused the tears Of

every man of understanding to flow . . . . I was indeed
as one dead when His behest was uttered. The hand of
the will of thy Lord, the Compassionate, the Merciful,
transformed Me." (PDC 4()'41)

The reader is no doubt informed of the verities of the
Baha'i Faith, so that it is not necessary to enumerate
the basic principles of Baha'u'lhih's Revelation. For
this reason. also, details are omitted concerning the
events and changes produced in the world under the
irresistible impact of His Revelation, since the middle
of the last century. Suffice it to state that Baha'u'IH,h,
out of His great universal love for every living being,
formulated the broad, unassailable foundation for the
establishment of a durable peace and of a veritable
"Kingdom of God on earth." Furthermore, integration
of divine law and human civilization has been evolving,
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since then, in a growing realization of the collective
influence of religion on the mass of humanity, an in4
fluence which, in previous times, as stated before, was
believed to be exercised only over individual souls.
The world as a whole, however. except for a handful
of His followers, has thus far ignored not only the ap-

plication but even the acknowledgment of such a
mighty Revelation, trying, selectively, to adopt some of

His basic principles through round-about and thorny
measures and ignoring others. The first open recognition (not, however, officially admitted) came with the
universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted in
Paris on December 10, 1948. (The writer, as an Observer to the United Nations from the Baha'i World Com·
munity, was present at that historical meeting. He also
collaborated with other representatives of many NonGovernmental Organizations in the drafting of that
document, at the NGO Conference in Geneva. Switzerland, in May of that same year.)
In recent years the head of the most powerful Church
in Christendom, after some feeble attempts by one or
two of his predecessors, has had to admit openly the
need to transfer the whole matter of "human rights U
from the political-economic-social area of human activities to the more effective, no bIer and loftier field
of a spiritual crusade. He thus has not only acknowledged but has come to support, almost word for word,
what Baba'u'll8h had formulated and proclaimed a
century before - a proclamation for which Baha'u'llah
underwent untold suffering, persecution and imprisonment for nearly forty years.
It was on April 11, 1963 - while the Baha'is of the
world were preparing for the election of their first international body, the Universal House of Justice, and
the Hands of the Cause of God together with the members of the International Baha'i Council were making
last-minute arrangements for this historical occasion
in Haila at the Baha'i World Center - that Pope John
XXUI issued to the world his last Pastoral letter, the
Encyclical "Pacem in Terris,J (Peace on Earth). For
this letter he received world-wide acclaim. (It is noteworthy that this Encyclical was addressed, for the
first time in history, to "All Men of Good Will,H as wen
as to the officiais and the faithful of the Church.)
In the light of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah, it will be
of interest to quote freely from the official translation
of this document:·
"Headings are those of the present writer.

(1) A World Commonwealth. " . . . men are taught
[by laws] how ... the community of all peoples should
act towards each other . . . the establishment 01 such
a world community of peoples being urgently demanded today by the requirements of universal common
good ...
UToday the universal common good poses problems
of worldwide dimensions which cannot be adequately
tackled or solved except by the efforts of public authorities . . . in a position to operate in an effective
manner on a worldwide basis. The moral order itself,
therefore, demands that such a form of public authority be established . . . its purpose is to create, on a
world basis, an environment in which the public authorities of each political community, its citizens . . .
can carry out their tasks, fulfill their duties and exercise their rights with greater security."
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(2) Search after truth. "Every human being has the
right to freedom in searching for truth ... has the right
to be informed trulhfully . . . and his right to investigate the truth freely, with the duty of seeking it and
possessing it ever more completely and profoundly_"
(3) Universal education. HThe natural law also gives
man the right to share in the benefits of culture, and
therefore the right to a bas ic educ a tion ... I I
(4) EquaHty between men and tDDmen. U • • • equal
rights and duties for man and woman ~ _ . Women have
the right to working conditions in accordance with
their requirements and their duties as wives and mothers . . . Since women are becoming ever more conscious of their human dignity, they will not tolerate
being treated as mere material instruments .. _ Of
(5) Oneness of man/cirni. "Human society . . . ought
to be regarded above all as a spiritual reality, . , The
order which prevails in society . . . should be inspired
and perfected by mutual love ... racial discrimination
can in no way be justified, at least doctrinally or in
theory."
(6) Oneness of God. "Men . . . are brought to a better knowledge of the true God who is personal and
transcendent, and thus they make the ties that bind
them to God the solid foundations and supreme cri·
terions of their lives . . . The progress of science and
the inventions of technology show above all the infinite
greatness of God, who created the universe and man
himself." [What a change from the days of GaliJeo!]
(1) Science and religion. "It is not enough to be il·
lumined with the gift of faith ... And since our present
age is one of outstanding scientific and technical progress and excellence, one will not be able to enter these
organizations [for the public good) and work effectively from within unless he is scientifically competent,
technically capable and skilled .. ~ In other words, it
is necessary that human beings ... should so live and
act in their temporal lives as to create- a synthesis between scientific, technical and professional elements
on the one hand, and spiritual values on the other."
(8) Disarmament. "It is with deep sorrow that we
note the enormous stock of armaments that have been
and still are being made in the more economically developed countries with a vast outlay of intellectual and
economic resources _ . . Justice, right reason and
humanity, therefore,. urgently demand that . . . a general agreement should eventually be reached about
progressive disarmament and an effective method of
control."
(9) Atomic energy. "One must bear in mind that,
even though the monstrous power of modern weapons
acts as a deterrent, it is to be feared that the mere
continuance of nuclear tests . . . will have fatal consequences for life on the earth. n
(10) Spiritual solution of the economic problem. "Human beings have the natural right to free initiative in
the economic field and the right to work . . . and that
each worker receives a wage in keeping with the laws
of justice and equity _ .. peoples should set up relation·
ships of mutual collaboration, facilitating the circulation from one to the other of capital, goods and
manpower ...
UAt the present time no poJitical community is able
to pursue its own interests and develop itself in isolation, because the degree of its prosperity and develop-
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ment is a reflection and a component part of the degree
of prosperity and development of all the other political
communities. "
(11) Obedience to rulers. ~'When. in fact, men obey
their rulers, it is not at all as men that they obey them.
Through their obedience it is God, the provident Creator of all things. whom they reverence . . . "
(12) The Common Good. "Men, however, composed
as they are of bodies and immortal souls, can never
in this mortal life succeed in satisfying all their needs
or in attaining perfect happiness, Therefore all efforts
made to promote the common good, far from endanger~
ing the eternal.salvation of men, ought rather to serve
to promote it."
That these sentiments echo the pronouncements revealed by Baha'u'IIa.h ODe hundred years ago, for

which He was long subjected to exile and imprisonment, will be obvious to every student of the Baha'i
Faith.
A month after the Encyclical was given by Pope
John XXIII, he was awarded the BaIzan Foundation
Peace Prize, totalling one million Swiss Francs (about
$250,000). The Pope announced he would give the money to charity. He passed away on June 3, 1963, Jess
than two months after issuing this Pastoral letter.
Note: References to statements of BaM'u'llAh are listed here only
as examples for comparison:
rl) Gl. 286; WOB 203.

(2) Kitdb~i.lga:n 192·193, 196
(3) BWF 200; Gt. 333-334, 259·260.
(4) BWlI' 241.
Hi) Gl. 94-97; BWF 168, 182;

WOB 42, 202-203.

(6) Gt. 192·194, 166,

(7) BWF 189, 195. 240.
(8) poe 28 (Gt. 253); PDC 21-22
(GI. 251): GL 249.
(91 .BWF 183.
(10) BWF 131, 195.
(11) BWF 181, 192.
(l2l G1. 286, 254-255; BWF 184.

African Believers Evolve Dynamic Institutes
Two institutes have been held on an exploratory
basis in the region of South and West Africa. More
and more of the teaching work is being placed in the
loving and willing hands of the African people, lending a new and fresh approach. After a general curriculum had been set up by the National Spiritual Assembly to cover the various aspect.s of the Faith, a group
of Mrican friends spent a weekend in consultation and
evolved the kind of program that they felt would be
most helpful to them. There was a general desire to
know more about the Covenant and how it related to
everyday living. They suggested a program that demonstrated a Baha'i community in action. This program
was carried out in four one-week sessions in Rustenburg, and in Swaziland.

Practical Experiments in Baha'I Functions
Each week began with the election of a local spiritual
assembly which would be the guiding body for the
week and would have charge of aU activities of a community nature. It arranged for the election of delegates, the holding of a national convention, the election of the National Spiritual Assembly, a feast, a
fast, Holy Day commemoration, study classes, and
other Baha'i functions. Through these activities more
was learned in a week than could have been learned
in months of ordinary teaching.
A quote from the report of the National Spiritual Assembly secretary, William Masehla, gives this pictur ... : "Paddy Mazibuko (Board Member) opened the
school and expressed the hopes and prayers of the
National Spiritual Assembly and the pilot committee
for success of this forerunner of the T:r:aining Institute
called for by the Universal House of Justice in the
historic Nine Year Plan. With an eloquence that can
rarely be equalled, he concluded his talk with these
words: 'The panel of teachers is bursting with eagerness to impart their knowledge. and the students are
just as eager to be recipients of this wonderful treasure."

Friends at the Institute at Rustenburg, Transvaal,
South Africa. This was the fiTst institute held there
under the Nine Year Plan.

Administr.tion Makes Faith Practical
The school was then turned over to the teachers who
taught the ('Covenant and Administration," dealing
with the various aspects of these subjects.
I! was successfully brought to the attention of the
believers that the Covenant of God carried with it a
responsibility that all should recognize. The laws revealed through this Covenant must be obeyed and
carried out as their share of the Covenant, which
included respect for the administration and its vatious institutions.
The administration was presented as an instrument
whereby the teachings of the Faith could be made
meaningful and practical, and the Covenant showed
the Hand of God ceaselessly working to offer man an
opportunity to serve in this ever-advancing civilization.
It became" evident as the course continued that the
administration and the Covenant cannot be separated. The believers had that wonderful, if not unique,
privilege of partaking in a drama that could make
humanity happier than it is at present.
The virtues and attributes of a true believer were
presented in such a forceful manner, and so convincingly that many tears were shamelessly shared, as
the hearts of the believers longed to acquire these attributes. So well were the stories of the Master handled

,
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The /iTst historic Institute held in Swaziland, South Africa under the Nine Year Plan.

that many hours were spent discussing the beautiful
life that He led and trying to discover ways and means
of acquiring these attributes.
While the Institute started out to be for Baha'is only,
the news spread and people a sked to be allowed to
bring their contacts. At the end of ODe of the weeks
there were fourteen declarations.

A Religion for an Evolving Society
There was a deep sincerity on the part of the African teachers to make this a truly outstanding venture.
At the beginning there was much discussion and con~
sultation as to the problems encountered in the teaching and what might be done to improve methods.
It ended in a renewal of dedication and a new understanding that this religion held a challenge such as
none had encountered before and the Baha'is must demonstrate in their lives that this religion offers comfort
and hope and supplies all the needs of an evolving
society.

pressed as being like "heaven right here on this old
earth." The way in which both teachers and students
labored to make this venture a success proved beyond the shadow of a doubt the truth of the beloved
Guardian's words that the Mrican people are "pure
hearted," and further, as expressed by 'Abdu'l-Bahi
in His tribute to Louis Gregory, the first Hand of the
Cause of the African race they are "pure gold in the
currency of any country."

Swaziland Institute in session

European Bahli'ls Serve African Friends
The place of the Europeans in these institutes was
to cook for and serve the African friends that more
could attend the complete course. Only the vernacular
language was used to ensure a smoother flow of spirit
and uninterrupted thought. If a European happened
to come into one of the classes one of the teachers
came to sit beside him to quietly translate.
An added joy of these institutes was the spirit of
co-operation and unity that ODe of the believers ex-

T
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Schools and Traveling Teachers
Peru now has Baha'is in widely separated regions.
The city of Cuzco, known as the archaelogical center
as yet has no Baha'i assembly, but there are assemblies and groups in the surrounding villages. Teaching
trips to their pueblos involve much walking and arduous climbing, but the campesinos (farmers) as the Indians prefer to be called, do not mind walking for
hours to meet their Baha'i brothers and sisters.

Cajamarca like Cuzco is famous for its ancient Inca
civilization. The small town of Celendin in this region
has a very active assembly which is extending teaching activities to the nearby farms.
One part of the Puno region borders on the highest
navagable lake in the world, Lake Titicaca. The friends
in this region are widely scattered in the vast Andea
Mountain range, making frequent meetings difficult.
A journey from the capital city of Lima (on what is
said to be the highest switch-back railroad in the
world) brings one to the city of Huancayo. Here there
is an active local assembly, which carries on teaching
in the surrounding area, and near here also is land
for the future Baha'i school.

Photo at top shows the first Baha'i of the Cuzco region,
Eraltacian Quispe, (holding Greatest Name) Native
pioneer (standing, left) Fidel Flores. Nert to him
(standing) is pioneer, Eve Nicklin.
Above: Campesinos

wa~k:ed

JOUT

hours to visit the

pioneer who was hving in Urabamba, Peru.
Below: The Flores family, the first Baha'is of the pueblo
01 Pampa Cruz near the city of Huancayo.

The Amazon region is especially interesting because
the Faith of Baha'u'llah transcends the frontiers along
the banks of that mighty river, the Amazon. There are
assemblies and groups in three countries bordering
the river: Peru, Colombia and Brazil. Iquites is the
principal city in the Amazon region and here a goal
has been attained this year in the formation of an assembly in the department of Loreto. This has been
accomplished through the efforts of a Peruvian pioneer
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Salazar. He travels
frequently throughout the Amazon region of the three
countries.
Mass teaching has begun well in Peru but with each
victory the needs for more teachers and the opportunities for still more activity become apparent. At reg·
ular intervals schools for the campesinos are held at
the Baha'i National Headquarters in Lima. These last
a week for each session and thus those who are newly
enrolled are enabled to teach the Faith to their own
people. The photographs on these pages give glimpses
of some of the ready souls who are arising to serve
Baha'u'Ulih.

T
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Spread Faith Thoughout Peru

Above: At left is a group of Baha'is in Celendin~ .small
toum in the region of CajamaTca. At the right a Baha'i
famHy and friends on Islandia, a small island on the
A mazon River.
To the left is one of the groups of friends along the
River Amazon. Along this riveT there aTe, spirituaUy

speaking, no frontiers, fOT Baha'is live in Iquitos and
Island-ia, Peru; in Lancia, Colombia and in EI Marcos,
Brazil. Pioneers Eve Nicklin and Pattie Beane recently

visited these places.
Below aTe two scenes at the Baha'i School, held at
Baha'i National Headquarters, Lima, Peru, Both students and teachers aTe shown at this school, held fOT
«los campesinos H of three regions in Peru.
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BAHA'IS STUDY TABLETS OF THE DIVINE PLAN

"A Gift from 'Abdu'l-Baha - The Unique Spiritual
Heritage of the American Baha'i Community" was
the theme for nationwide institutes for concentrated

study by the United States believers of The Tab!ets of
the Divine Plan. At the request of the National Spiritual
Assembly, these meetings for study were called to
comply with the wishes of the Universal House of Ju.&tice that all American believers become oriented to
and more deeply aware of their global responsibility
and the blessings bestowed upon them, as given in
The Tablets of the Divine Plan.
From reports of over

two~thirds

of the one hundred

thirty-five institutes and of hundreds of individuals,
this study. held March 6 and 7, was received with
overwhelming praise and gratitude throughout the

country. Time and again, the friends asked for more
institutes on this subject, which is the Charter of the
Nine Year Plan and of the Plans preceding and follow·
ing it until the time when the healing Message of
Bahl.'u'lll.h has reached the entire human race. Their
requests for additional institutes range from every
other month to an annual event. The objectives of the
Nine Year Plan and the book, The Advent of Divine
Justice~ were also strongly recommended for concen·
\rated study by the American community.
One ideal result from these institutes is that communities have reported using them as springboards
for beginning study classes in their commWlities on
the Tablets of 'Abdu'l.Baha, enabling the friends to
become thoroughly familiar with this Divine Plan.
Mention was made in many reports that the new
believers benefited from their study of the Tablets by
gaining greater knowledge and understanding, and
that many of the older ones who have participated in
one or more of the Plans initiated by the beloved
Guardian in the execution of the Divine Plan also
gained a fresh understanding and inspiration. Many
reports told of a new spirit of action and desire to
serve in the promotion of the goals of the Nine Year
Plan.
There was evidence of keen interest and inspiration
from the specific Tablets addressed to each of the four
regions of the United States as named by 'Abdu'l-Baha, and the glorious prayers accompanying the Tablets, giving the believers of those regions the guidance

Baha'i Holy Days Recognized
in Four More S<hool Distrids
School authorities have granted permission for
children of Baha'i parents to be absent from school on
Baha 'j Holy Days in the following places: ASheville,
North Carolina; Buncombe County, North Carolina;
Baltimore COWlty, Maryland and Racine, Wisconsin.
This is the first time such recognition of Baha'i Holy
Days has been shown in North Carolina. Baha'i Holy
Days are now recognized in 146 school districts in 38
states.

and assistance to spread the Glad Tidings, as the beloved Master longed for them to do.
A very interesting addition to the historical background of the Tablets was presented in the institute
held in Wilmette, in Foundation Hall of the House of
Worship. One of the believers had been· present at the
actual "unveiling" of these Tablets in New York at
the Eleventh Annual MaIDriqu'I.A<!!:>kar, Baha'j Congress and Feast of the Ridvan, in 1919. In her words:
"The most important event of this particular Convention was designated as 'The Unveiling of the Divine
Plan.' It was quite literally that. The meeting hall in
the McAlpin Hotel was a very long room, at the far
end of which was a sort of stage. Each day at one or
two of the sessions, there would be upon the stage two
easels. As the session opened, these easels were
masked by richly colored draperies which made dramatic spots of color on the stage. After introductory
remarks had been made and the translations of the
Tablets for the particular session read, the cords of
the draperies were drawn, and the original Tablets
were un veiled. These Tablets were framed and under
glass, and in this form those for the United States, I
believe, are preserved in Our archives. H
One can imagine the excitement of those attending
this momentous occasion and of those back home
awaiting word of what was happening. Yet, it was almost twenty years later "while the fabric of an indis.
pens able Administrative Order, designed as a divinely
appointed agency for the operation of that Plan, was
being constructed," that the initial launching of the
Divine Plan took place. First, there was the Seven
Year Plan of 1937-1944, then the Second Seven Year
Plan of 1946·1953, followed immediately by the Ten
Year World Crusade culminating in the Most Great
Jubilee in London in 1963. Now, the Baha'is are involved with the new Nine Year Plan of 1964-1973,
initiated by that supreme body the Universal House of
Justice, which must "witness a huge expansion of the
Cause of God and Universal Participation by all be-lievers in the life of that Cause.))
An estimated 2,700 believers of the United States participated in this intensive study of The Tablets of the
Divine Ptan.

-U.S.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

Madison Youth Conference
A youth conference sponsored by the Baha'i Club of
the University of Wisconsin was held in Madison on the
weekend of February 26. Excellent facilities provided
at Wakancia, a Y.M.C.A. camp near Madison. helped
create a warm and homelike atmosphere. About 150
people from six states besides Wisconsin heard inspiring messages from members of the National Spiritual Assemblies of Canada and the United States. as
well as from the National Teaching Committee. Consultation centered on the Nine Year Plan.
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Ayyam-j· Hoi
Ayyam~i-Ha.

the Intercalary Days or the "Days of

Ha" meaning 5, coming between the eighteenth and
nineteenth months of the Bah~'i year offer a unique
chance for the believers to gather in purely social
ways, to exchange gifts, to invite others to join in the
fun and perhaps also to give to those less fortunate.
These are the days when we can draw closer together
in love and fellowship to prepare for that most holy of
Baha'i months, the month of the Fast. As our tmderstanding of the Faith deepens, as our communities

grow and become more active reports of community

observances of these days are more numerous.
From the Canadian Baha'i News we read: "As the
Intercalary Days approached we consulted on
them ... Since these days were ordained for us, we as

Some of the childTen who took paTt in the play given
in Los Angeles during the Intercalary Days.

Baha'is should celebrate them, firstly to convince ourselves, secondly to convince non-Baha'is that we too
have a very special Holiday gift-giving party time ordained for us by our Founder . , , we made our plans,
purchases and presentations one at a time. Four days
of thrills and excitement each day more rewarding

than the last; and when the time came to begin the
Fast we were so gloriously ready. We were gloriously

satiated and wanted, really wanted to fast. Celebrating
the Intercalary Days has given me a new insight into
the Fast. Never before have I truly longed to fast."
The Baha'is of Orange County, California celebrated
the Intercalary Days at the County Fairgrounds in
Costa Mesa with a party Saturday evening, a movie

and pot luck dinner on Sunday and gift giving to the
ne edy on Monday,
In Oakland, California the community had a Persian dinner Saturday night at a hall in a park. Six
Persian families prepared dinner for eighty people,
many of whom were guests. The group included American Indians as well as people of other than American
backgrounds. A welcoming talk of explanation of the
occasion, children's recitation of verses from the Holy
Prophets, music and fun combined with the delicious
dinner to give everybody the true Baha'i spirit of joy.
One guest asked to sign a declaration card. others
asked to be invited again.
The believers in Gallup. New Mexico .held their second annual art exhibit during the Intercalary Days.
Eight artists exhibited and there was also a collection of drawings by children from France, Poland and
PortugaL About eighty people visited the exhibit, some
returning more than once. Added attractions were a
children's party on Friday evening and a pot luck supper Saturday, Radio and newspaper coverage was
good. This exhibit was so successful that a repetition
in six months is planned.
On Sunday, February 28 the Los Angeles, California
Baha'i children's school gave a play, "The Wonder
Lamp" written by Hand of the Cause, Abu'l-Qasim
Faizi. This celebration of Ayyam-i-Ha was held outdoors beside the Los Angeles Baha'i Center and attracted an audience of over 200. The effort that was
us ed in preparation for the event and the rehearsals
of the forty children who took part brought the Baha'I
school to a new high level of activity and enthusiasm.
Meanwhile on the preceding evening the adults of the
same community gave an eight man panel discussion
of the writings of the Prophets of the past.

Sacramento, California Bahci'is and their friends
gathered during the Interca~aTY Days fOT a program

presented by the children.

Fort Worth, Texas Baha'is and. their fTiend.s enjoy a
.sodal evening during Intercarury Days.
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Marian Anderson Visits Baha'i Exhibit
The National Spiritual Assembly of the United States
was host, the second time within the year t to Miss
Marian Anderson. world famous contralto, during the
Chicago World Flower and Garden show in March.
While in Chicago for professional purposes, Miss Anderson visited the show at the invitation of the National
Assembly, since the rose which recently was named
for her was featured in the Baha'i exhibit.
After luncheon at the Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel,
Miss Anderson and a small group of Baha'is went to the
flower and garden show and to the Baba'i exhibit, the
theme of which was HOne Earth One Country. n The
exhibit was designed by Wyatt Cooper, Superintendent
of buildings and grounds of the Baha '{ House of Worship, and press photographers took pictures of the exhibit with Miss Anderson and Mr. Cooper.
The director of the Chicago World Flower and Gardent Show introduced Miss Anderson to all the visitors
present. In this introduction he spoke warmly and
with gratitude and praise of the Baha'is, the gardens
at the Temple in Wilmette, and the fact that Miss anderson was a guest of the Bah3. 'is in her appearance at
the show. Miss Anderson then spoke briefly to the
visitors. The response of the audience to her presence
evidenced the love she has won from all peoples, and
she graciously shared with the Baha'is this love, the
prestige of her name, and the publicity gained by her
visit. The director. the president of the show, the press
representatives and the audience were exceedingly
cordial and warm in their welcome.
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Miss Marian Anderson receives rose named in her
honor from Mr. Wyatt Cooper at BaM'i exhibit.
Baha'i exhibit at Chicago World Flower and Garden
Show, March 20-28.

News Briefs
A panel discussion scheduled for a Baha'i public
meeting in Indianapoti.s. Indiana in February was
made up of representatives of five world religions, including Baha'i. This seemed so newsworthy to the newspaper and television editors that good publiCity was
given to the meeting in advance. and a local television
station showed the panel, with a ten minute interview
of the Baha'i moderator, on its regular evening news
program.

o

Among those attending this meeting in Escondido~ Cahlornia on February 5 were Indian friends of the Diegueno~ Capuchine, Luisene and Cupeno tribes. Hand of
the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery, center, spoke and showed
s!ide •.

o
Baha'!s of Hempstead Township, New York held a
public meeting on the theme of world brotherhood
February 14 at a public hall in Hempstead. A panel of
speakers including representatives of Jewish, Christian, both Catholic and Protestant, and Baha'i Faiths
participated and there was music performed by various religious groups as well as the Baha'is. Advance
newspaper publicity was good and a picture of the
speakers was printed in a local paper after the meeting. The program was warmly received by over 200
visitors.

o

The Baha'is of Rapid City, South Dakota find that as
cosponsors of the annual brotherhood banquet, a well
publicized civic event, they can demonstrate the principles of the Faith as well as bring it to the attention
of clergymen and civic leaders. This year one of the
four receiving the annual brotherhood award was Bill
Myers, a Baha'i who is active also in local civic OTg aniza tion s.

T
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Indians of Paraguayan Ch.~o Region Re~eive Faith

Muskegon. Michigan Baha'i youth present panel dis~

sion at B"'nai Israel Temple February 21. The meeting,
one in an interfaith series uYouth. fo1' Understanding"
brought favorable comments and exceHent pu.bticity.

International News Briefs
News from Brazil
The Porto Alegro community has instituted short
courses to which members of the new communities are
invited. At these sessions. each lasting several days. the
new believers have the opportunity to deepen and to
learn more about Baha'i administration. The courses
are so popular that the number of pupils wanting to
attend exceeds the space available.
A magazine, Sabedoria meaning wisdom, published
by an esoteric group in Brazil recently printed an article giving an authentic account of the Faith and a listing of Baha'i books. The article declared that Baha'u'Ilah is the Promised One of aU religions.
In Ouritiba the friends recently resolved to become
the largest Baha'i community in Brazil. They have
adopted a unique plan which involves daily activity on
the part of each person and is proving to be very successful. One city nearby has been opened to the Faith
and work is progressing in two more. Publicity is freq u.ent as well as good and a large youth group is
active. Recently they have started their own monthly
bulletin as well as children's classes.
7

First Baha'j Summer School
Held in Papua, New Guinea
For three and a half days in December sixty believers from various parts of the Territory of New Guinea
came together under one roof for the first Baha'i summer school to be held in that area. They came from
near and far some even walking for a day over rugged
mountains to get there. The roof was the sago palm
leaf roof of the Baha'i Center in Medina Village, New
Ireland where the school was held. Periods of prayer,
of listening to talks about the basic teachings of the
Faith and of workshops and discussion alternated with
time for fun, cooking and eating to make the days of
this historic session pass quickly and happily. The
school ended on a joyous and positive note, with friends
full of enthusiasm to go out and teach. Plans for next
year's school are already Wlder discussion.

Since the enrollment of Paraguay's first Indian, Rosendo Segundo, chief of the Guarani tribe (reported in
November BAHA'i NEWS), the Faith has been spread·
ing in many remote and almost inaccessible regions.
On November 21, Hooper Dunbar, auxiliary board
member, and Oscar Lopez of the Paraguayan National
AssemblYI were able to have a small mail plane make
an additional stop close to Rosendo's house t and thus
considerably ease an otherwise long and difficult trip.
The next day all three men made plans to go to the
Chaco, a subtropical region of northwest Paraguay.
The first three hours of the journey were made by
tractor, the only vehicle capable of coping with the
terrain, and later by bus and plane. They found the
Chaco suffering from a long drought and intense heat
of 109 0 F. Prayers were offered. That afternoon the
drought was broken by a downpour.
Although discouraged at first by the seeming dependency of the Indians upon the various Christian missions
which have colonies there, many were found who were
not attached in this way. Others from the various colonies asked to hear the Message, so that in all 101
believers were enrolled, including two from the Catha-lic mission who begged to be admitted. It is hoped
that members of the Guarani tribe dependent upon the
missions may transfer to the fertile colony that Ro-sendo is preparing for this purpose.

Covenant -Breakers' Suit Dismissed
Six months ago the Covenant-breakers brought suit
in Illinois against the National Spiritual Assembly of
the United States, making certain unfounded claims.
In late March, as confidently expected, their complaint
was dismissed by the federal Court. The dismissal was
based on several legal grounds raised on the motion of
the National Spiritual Assembly. Through the guidance
of the Universal House of Justice in surmounting these
obstacles the Cause gains ever increasing force.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Baha'is of the Dominican Republic have been much
encouraged by an excellent article on the Faith appearing on March 3 in Et Caribe, the largest newspaper on
the island. The newspaper had been asking many
church leaders for their ideas on achieving unity
through the meetings of the Catholic church begun by
Pope John. The reporter interviewed Angel Jimenez
Maxwell, secretary of the national teaching committee and member of the local Spiritual Assembly of
Santo Domingo. The article carried the following large
headline: "I believe that Prejudices Obstruct Unity
of Churches," and appeared in a prominent spot. It is
well written and sympathetic to the Faith.
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The Teheran J ouTnal for February 25 published a
photograph of the Baha'i World Center in Haifa. The
picture, taking almost a quarter of a page shows the
Shrine of the Bah and bears a caption referring to
Him as the "Martyr herald of the faith." This is the
first time such a photograph has appeared in an Iranian
official newspaper.

o
An associated press article of February 25, written
in Haifa and carried in American newspapers sold in
all the large European cities gives an accurate and
quite comprehensive account of the Faith. The writer
stressing ilie wide geographic spread of the Faith as
well a5 its diverse membership, uses the title, "Faith
Extends to 300 Lands from Haifa."

o

Baha'i Publishing Trust
Baha'i: A Way of Life for Millions. Reprinted from
Ebony Magazine. An excellent article on the Faith.
written by Lerone Bennett, editor of Ebony Magazine t
has appeared in the April issue of this well known and
highly respected journal. This is an eight·page article,
beautifully illustrated with many photos both in black
and white and in color and spread throughout eight
pages of the magazine. The article is exceptionally well
written and accurate in its presentation. The National
Spiritual Assembly has been especially grateful for the
cooperative attitude on the part of the magazine and
its earnest desire to present the Faith accurately.
A large quantity of reprints have been made to be
sold at cost only. These will be prepared as self-mailers
and a very widespread coverage by mail, handout literature and personal presentation is anticipated, with the
cooperation of all communities and believers through·
out the country.
30 copies (minimum order) .................. $3.00

Calendar of Evenfs

HI Way a monthly youth bulletin published by the
Presbyterian Church carried in its issue for January
1965 a two page article on the Faith written by a high
school student, member of the Church and teacher in
Church schools. Her account, based on a visit to a
service in the Temple and interviews with Baha'i youth
is accurate and friendly in tone. Publication of the featUre resulted in at least one invitation from a church
youth group to a Baha'i speaker, in Tuba City, Arizona.
The speaker, Mr. Dunning found the g;oup alert and
ready to ask perceptiVe questions.

o
The SpartanbuTg, South Carolina Journal for March
6 gives a prominent position on the church page to a
page length colUmn describing the BahA'i Faith. The
account is quite complete and accurate and a picture
of the Temple in Wilmette is included. This publicity
is particularly noteworthy because there are as yet no
Baha'is in this southern city.

Spanish Edition of World Congress
Slide Program Available
The Spanish edition of the slide program of the 1963
Baha'i World Congress and Convention is now available
in a narration booklet, on long playing record and On
tape. Order from the Baha'i Distribution and Service
Department, 112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Illinois 60091.
Please remit in advance in U.S. dollars.
slides, booklet, tape (or record) .............. $12.50
slides only.... ..... ....... . ........... .. .... . .. 7.50
tape 3% loP.S.) or record only................ 4.50
narration booklet only.. . ........... . . ..... ... .
.75

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekdays
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. (auditorium only)
Sundays and Holidays
10 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Entire Building)

FEASTS
May 17-'~amat (Grandeur)
June :;-Nur (Light)

HOLY DAYS
May 23-DeclaraUon of the Bab
May 29-Ascension of Bahit'u'llah (3 :30 a.m.)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m. (Public Meeting)
Sunday, May 16
4:15 p.m.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
OTgan reporting current activities of the Baha'i world commWlity,
BAHA'f NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month pre<:eding date of issue. Address: Bahii'i News Editorial Office,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois, U.S.A. 6009l.
Change of address should be reported diret':tly to National Baha'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
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Ri~van

Message
From the Hands of the Cause of God
In the Western Hemisphere
To the Baha'i Conventions of Alaska, Canada, and

the United States

lawlessness and gross immorality, are, alas, unleashing, with ominous swiftness, amongst various classes
of society to which the members of this community

Beloved Friends:

belong." (Message to America, September 21, 1957.}

This Glorious Ri<;lvim, when the AbhA Kingdom hails
with delight the victories of the Bah .. 'is throughout the
world, we have gathered in this Convention to give

Our beloved Guardian quotes Baha'u!lloih Himself
as saying of pioneering: "No act! however great~ can
compare with it/' and Hit is the prince of all goodly

our thanks to Baha'u'llah, the King of Glory, Who, with
the hosts of the Concourse on high and a company of
his favored angels, has aided His lovers to win the

deeds . . ." Shoghi Effendi has repeatedly assured us
that pioneering is the most important single service
that any Baha'i can render. I'Let the doubter arise, n
he say 5, "and prove to himself" the truth of these

astounding glories recorded for us and for posterity
by that august, supreme body of the Faith, the Uni·
versal House of Justice, "the source of all good and
freed from all error."
We have come with throbbing hearts to offer will-

ingly and with pride all our energies, our resources,
nay rather our very lives, to the Blessed Beauty,
Who chose us to be recipients of His Message in this
Day. Hwhich shall never be followed by night," as a
sign. of our humble thanksgiving and devotion.
The Hands of the Cause of God in the Western Hemis·
phere, in support of the stirring appeal of the Universal
House o£ Justice for pioneers at home or abroad and
for universal participation in the fulfillment of all the

goals of the Nine Year Plan, call upon each one of
us to make the coming year one of unprecedented de·
votion~ dedication, and sacrifice. Let us remember the
inspiring words written by the beloved of all hearts,
Shoghi Effendi, less than two months before his passing and directed to the friends here in the west:
HThe spirit that sent forth, not so long ago, in such
rapid succession, so many pioneers to such remote
areas of the globe, must at all costs and above every~

thing else, be recaptured, for the two-fold purpose 01
swelling the number, and of ensuring the continual
flow, of pioneers, sO essential for the safeguarding of
the prizes won in the course of the several campaigns

of a world-girdling Crusade, and of combatting the
evil forces which a relentless and all-pervasive materialism, the cancerous growth of militant racialism,
political corruption. unbridled capitalism, wide-spread

great promises.
Thus we see, in the words of the beloved Guardian,
that upon our degree of sacrifice and determination,
upon our selflessness in arising to pioneer with all

the ardor of our being, will depend, not only the
winning of the goals of the Nine Year Plan! but also
the security, health, happiness, and salvation of the
very society to which we belong. By the sacrifice of
all that we hold dear, we can release those "intangible
spiritual forces" which alone can bring healing to a
stricken humanity.
Beloved friends, there are no promises given to
any group of people in history which can compare
with the glories and joys that await the pioneer who
arises in this day. The beloved Guardian, referring
to the opening of Latin America, assures us in The
Advent of Divine Justice that "the erection of yet
another outpost of the Faith in its heart . . . will

create limitless opportunities, galvanize the efforts,
and reinvigorate the life, of those who will have accomplished this feat~ and infuse immense courage and
boundless joy into the hearts of the isolated groups

and individuals in the neighboring and distant Republics, and exert intangible yet powerful spiritual
influences on the life and future development of its
people." Imagine such a promise!
Therefore the Hands of the Cause at this solemn
hour remind you that you in this part of the world
are the "Chief Executors" of the beloved Master's
Divine Plan, which is the charter of this very call to
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pioneering. You are the spiritual descendants of the
Dawn-Breakers. You are the uchosen instruments!!
upon whom 'Abdu'l-Baha depended to show the way
and lighten the path that others might follow. You
are the °Apostles of Bahit'u'll.lh." What a great bounty,
what a marvelous opportunity J To be an Apostle of
Bah .. 'u'llilh! How ardently the beloved Shoghi Effendi
used to refer to this passage of the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha and repeat it from memory:
"The disciples of Christ forgot themselves and all
earthly things, forsook all their cares and belongings,
purged themselves of self and passion and with abso·
lute detachment scattered far and wide and engaged
in calling the peoples of the world to the Divine
Guidance, till at last they made the world another
world, illumined the surface of the earth and even to
their last hour proved self-sacrificing in the pathway of that Beloved One of God. Finally in various

lands they suffered glorious martyrdom. Let them
that are men of action fonow in their footsteps!"
Let each one of us re-examine his life in the light
of the loving and moving call raised by the supreme
body, the Universal House of Justice, and ask himself what sacrifice he can make to participate in
the spiritual conquest of the globe. There is no time
to lose. Every hour is unimaginably precious.
Beloved friends, let us not deprive ourselves of such
an everlasting glory,
With warmest love,
In the service of the beloved Guardian,
HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF

GoD

IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE

William Sears
Zikru'llah Khadem
Ric;lvim, 1965

CABLEGRAM FROM THE FIFTY.SIXTH U.S. NATIONAL CONVENTION

to
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

April 30, 1965
(The) delegates (of the) Fifty-sixth (National) Convention (are) awed (by the) majesty (and)
beauty (of your) illuminating (Ric;lv{m) message. (We) humbly accept (the) breath taking
challenges. pledge (our) immediate effective dedication (and) devotion (to our) sacred tasks
(and) offer (our) unflinching loyalty (and) love (to our) divinely ordained Supreme Institution. (Our) grateful hearts (are) gladdened (and) inspired (by your) personal re-presentative
(and the) ceaseless assistance (of the) Hands (of the) Cause. Recent upsurge (of) activities
(and) publicity portends emancipation, growth (and) consolidation. Beseech supplication (at
the) Shrines (for the) unity (and the) liberation (of the) energies (and) resources (of) this
dedicated community.

REPLY FROM THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

to
THE FIFTY·SIXTH U.S. NATIONAL CONVENTION
Hearts filled (with) gratitude (for the) spirit (of) loyalty (and) devotion demonstrated (at)
your fifty-sixth Convention. Share with Hands, delegates (and) friends evidence upsurge (of)
activity throughout (the) Baha'i world (as) reported (in) convention cables received at (the)
World Center. Praying (at the) Shrines (that the) friends (in) America (may) individually
(and) collectively be enabled (to) take full advantage (of the) opportunities presented through
(the) resistless unfoldment (of the) potentialities (of the) Divine Plan (to) set (a) shining
example (to the) entire Baha'i world.
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light of the Faith Spreads in Central America
Hands Announce
Additional Board Members
On February 12 the Hands 01 the Cause in the Western Hemisphere announced to the National Spiritual
Assemblies of Central America, Mexico and the Antilles and to the Auxiliary Board Members the appointment of two members to the Auxiliary Board for Propagation. They are: Mrs, Carmen Burafato, from Mexico
and Mr. Gabriel Torres, from El Salvador.

"This is the Hour"
The exciting story of mass conversion now begins
to unfold in Guatemala. Dr. Muhajir, Hand of the Cause,

went there at the end of February to lead a teaching
conference opening the campaign. The feeling expressed there was that "This is the hour. If we do
our best we will succeed, if we don't we will suffer
greatly."
The Quiche area was chosen for the first visit
where Dr. Muhajir with Rod Land and Jennie Taylor
went for five days, from there going on to Huehuetenango and Quezaltenango. In response five men went to

the Todos Santos area, walking seventy-five miles in
five days and visiting five pueblos one of Which, San
Martin showed definite signs of widespread interest
in the Faith. The first meeting in San Martin brought
an audience of seventy inside the building where it
was held, others remaining nearby outside. A few days
later ninety came to a meeting at the same place.
Pioneers have visited the town for five to ten day
periods at intervals of a month or so and it is fully
expected that news of many enrol1ments will come
soon.
Meanwhile in Guatemala there are those who seem
to be guided toward the light of the Teachings through
their own inner yearnings and dreams, much as the
early Dawn-Breakers were led to find the goal of
their desires.
In Honduras, also believed to be ready for mass
conversion, two schools were held recently to train
teachers. Mrs. Ruth Pringle, Auxiliary Board Member and M:. Moses Bere from Panama assisted with
teaching and at the end of the sessions five diplomas
were given. Mrs. Pringle and Mr. Bere were interviewed on television. Two pioneers, Mr. Berejano and
Mrs. Wanita GEorge made a teaching trip to some
Jicaque Indians with the result that the Baha'i population of the State of Yoro grew from one to eighteen
in less than a week.

Hand of the Cause Dr. R. Muhri.jir at teaching conferences in Guatemala. Left: Guatemala City, February 21. Right:
A gathering of belie1~e'l'"s with Dr. Muhd:jir in Huehuetenango March 6.
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Teaching ConfeTence in Tegucigalpa, Honduras in April with Hands of the Cause Dr. Giachery and Dr. Muhajir present.

Teaching Conference
Held in Honduras
Tegucigalpa, Honduras on the weekend of April 3
was the scene of a conference called by the Hands of
the Cause in the Western Hemisphere for consultation

with Auxiliary Board members as well as members
of the National Spiritual Assemblies of Central America, Jamaica and Haiti. The agenda focused primarily
on teaching and led to very inspiring discussion of a
wide range of closely related subjects. The two Hands
of the Cause who were present, Dr. Ugo Giachery
and Dr. Rahmatu'lbih Muhajir lent wisdom, direction
and joy to the meetings.
In Central America where mass conversion is a
reality there is great need for pioneer teachers who
can train the indigenous believers, who can then go
back to their homes to teach their own people. A plan

involving the interchange of teachers, or "helper
scheme" which calls for close cooperation among the
National Assemblies of Central America was the
high point of the conference. As a result a long list
of volunteer teachers was drawn up, These teachers
stand ready to help in the widely scattered areas
where schools for training in the Faith are to be
established. These dedicated souls will form long
range plans to travel to remote places, to meet and
overcome the many obstacles of visa delays, transportation and other physical difficulties. The plan involves cooperation and coordination of efforts by all
parts of the Baha'i administrative order which has
come into being in these areas during the Ten Year
Crusade.
The closing session of the conference delighted the
friends especially as it was devoted to talk of plans
for the Panama Temple to be built on a high mountain
overlooking the Pacific Ocean, the Bay of Panama and

Schools for Baha'i teachers in Honduras. Left: Karbita, Dec. 20, 1964. Left to right: Mazie Argueta, Monico Car.
denas, Ruth Pringle, Enrique Castell.anos. Right: San Pedro Sula, Jan. 1, 1965. BacK, left to right: Wanita George,
Elmerene Neff, Juan Argueta, Tomas Brent, Harold Neff. Front, left to right: Matilda Flores, Mazie de Argueta,
Ruth de Pringle, Moises BejeranoJ Grace Dean.
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At Quezalten:ango, Guatemata. Left: seven ot the twelve children. and youth with their teacher at recent weekend Institute. Right; Fwrentina ViHatoTo (right) o~dest believer. Of her thirteen children five are believers or studying.
Fifteen oj her fifty grandchildren are learning the Faith.
the Canal Zone, From this site can be seen the ships
the Pacific awaiting their tum to enter the
Canal. Large fleets of shrimp boats can be seen, a
spectacular sight by day and a blaze of twinkling
lights at night. The vivid presentation of the Temple
building plans resulted in a spontaneous expression of
appreciation in unsolicited contributions to the Panama Temple Fund.
in

First Year of Nine Year Plan
Brings Progress in Germany
The National Spiritual Assembly of Germany began
the first year of the Nine Year Plan with three phases,
scheduled as follows: June - September, consolidation
of existing local assemblies; October - December, extension of teaching work by regional teaching conferences and speaker-training courses for small and
large meetings; January- March, opening of new goal
cities and supplementary work in other newly opened
areas with semi-public meetings held regularly.
The first phase of the consolidation work was strongly supported by the National Assembly and the Auxiliary Board members. For the second phase, regional
tea ching conferences were held every second month
in ten areas. At least three speakers contributed to
each conference as a result of the emphasis on this
important development.
Concerning the third phase, there have been so
many Baha'is so full of initiative that it began several
months in advance of schedule. On the East Frisian
Islands and the Island of Sylt, pioneers arrived in
November. Another moved to the city of Trier, a
Catholic stronghold, in the autumn, and an engineer
from Cologne drove 100 miles each week to help
arrange the firesides there. The second meeting drew
thirty-nine participants, three-Iourths of them being
contacts. Groups in Dortmund, Bad Godesberg and
Krefeld are working hard for assembly status by

Two Devoted Believers
Pass to the Abhii Kingdom
Mirza Rawhani of him passed away in London
March 19 and was buried on March 24 near the resting
place 01 the beloved Guardian. Informed of his passing, the Universal House of Justice sent the following
cablegram: "Grieved (at the) loss (of) Muhammad
Husayn Rawhani (a) distinguished promoter (of the)
Faith. His services (in) achievement (of the) goals
(of the) Crusade (are) unforgettable. Assure (his)
relatives (and) friends (of our) fervent prayers (at
the) Holy Shrines (for the) progress (of his) soul (in
the) Abba Kingdom."
On April 8 Alice Schwarz of Stuttgart, West Germany
passed away. Her death just before her 90th birthday
ended a lifelong period of service to the Faith. When
'Abdu'l-Baha was in Germany He visited in her home in
Stuttgart. Upon notification of her passing the Universal House of Justice cabled as follows:
"Grieved (to learn 01) passing (of) dearly loved Alice
Schwarz. Offering prayers (at the) Holy Shrines (in)
praise (and) gratitude (for) her life (of) devoted service (to the) Faith. Supplicating progress (of) her soul
(in the) Abba Kingdom."
Regional Teaching Committee of NordrheinMWestfalen,
West GeTmany.

RiQ.van.
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One of the dasses of the school at Ezeiza addressed by
Mr. Juaquin Costa.s.

Three South Ameri<an Countries Sponsor S<hool

The first Baha'i Chi~dTenJs Schoo~ 0/ BUTzaco. MTs.
Cooky de Costas on the left, and Mrs, Lola de Caballero

on the right, are their teachers.

Uruguay. Paraguay and Argentina attracted over
fifty people from four countries to a co-sponsored
summer school in Ezeiza , Argentina, February 27 to
March 2.
As the first of March coincided with the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the passing of Mrs. May Maxwell, the
mother of Rul:)iyyih Khimum, who passed away on a

teaching mission in Argentina, a bouquet of flowers
was dedicated to her resting place and the following
cable was received from the Universal House of Justice:
"Deeply touched (by your) loving gesture (in) memory
(of) May Maxwell. Assure prayers (at) Shrine (for)
success (of) your endeavors.
Among other highlights were the presence of Auxiliary Board Member. Hooper Dunbar; a special program by the children of Buenos Aires and Burzaco;
and the declaration of intent to become Baha'is by two
peop] e attending the school.
jJ

The first Baha'i Children's Schoo! Of Buenos Aires. Mrs.
Zulema de Mielniku on the Tight, and Mrs. Parvin de
Saeed on the left, aTe their teachers.

Some of those attending the /irst Su.mmer Schoot ot the three countries of Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina
held in Ezeiza, Argentina. This is a goal of the Nine Year Plan.
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Yuutan
Scenes at the Institute Cultural Baha'i-Marta Root
in Muna, Yucatan, Mexico. The Institute is being used
regularly for teacher training courses, children's

classes, the commemoration of Baha'i Holy Days, as
well as feasts and special gatherings. The Baha'i com·
munity of Muna now numbers one hundred and twelve
members with many new believers enrolling all the
time.
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A Visit to Pel'Sio
by Guy Murchie
continued
EDIrOI'ILU. NOTE: ~i.s is another in a series of QTttcleS wf'itte:r!. by
G~y MUTe.Me from. his .d~ry kept on. hi.& journey to' Iran. in 1964 and
pnnted wd:h. the penntss101t of the Universal Hause at Justice. The
photos used were taken ~ Mr. Murchie on his joun&ey.
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Visit to Fort Tabars;
April 6
Mazindaran is Persia's central northern province
that spreads along the southern shores of the Caspian
Sea. Hidden some 17 miles from the coast in its lush
lowlands lies Fort Tabarsi where the greatest "f several holy battles was fought in early Babi history.
So it was with eager anticipation that I set out this
sunny morning with five companions (interpreter,
guides, etc.) to visit this sacred spot that is still so
inaccessible to most westerners.
We drove in a jeep from the town of Shabi (called
Aliabad a century ago) and, after half an hour on a
wrong road, we crossed the new highway bridge over
the Talar River, where in 1848 Mulla Husayn made
his Bahi followers abandon their precious belongings
in order to purify them from the taint of earthly
possessions. At that time the river is said to have been
in flood and the country was partly wooded round
about, hut today we found the water fairly low and
surrounding cOWltry fiat with many rice fields where
farmers were plowing with black humped Brahmin
oxen and the occasional villages showed houses with
thatched roofs clustered behind hedges of woven
wattle, sometimes covered with brambles that may
have been blackberry.
Shortly west of the river We turned south off the
highway onto a dirt road with ruts and mud holes on
a sort of causeway between the paddy fields, stopping
to ask the way of farmers and in villages where
chickens and ducks scattered before us and children
and adults stopped to stare. In the second village the
ruts got sO bad the jeep was hopelessly stuck, so we
got out and walked the remaining couple of miles.
The interpreter's wife, who was with us, put on a
chaduT (sbawl) for the sake of modesty in the eyes
of the country people, particularly as the fort is not
owned by Baha'is yet and many Muslims are very
sensitive on such matters.
It was getting quite hot as we picked our way
slowly ahead, sometimes through deep mud, once
across a plowed field with here and there a large
walnut tree, then back to the road with its mud walls
and hedges. Birds flew by frequently and we heard
one sing sweetly but unseen from a densely-leaved
tree a phrase that sounded like "Swink-swee-na-na!
Swee-na!" Further on we came to a dead, dark brown
snake several feet long, which the guides referred to
as a korkori. Nearby two men were building a hut
near a rice field by tying together a framework of
sticks stuck in the ground, presumably in preparation
for plastering it with mud and thatching the roof. A
young mother in white chadur and flowery pants

Old Fort Tabarsi containing the tomb of Shaykh Tabarsi.

passed us with her 3-.year-old daughter wearing a red
bandana and gold earrings and a necklace of beautiful
agate-like stones, both of them barefoot. Then came
a shepherd boy with a long stick and more than a
hundred black and white sheep. Our conversation ran
mostly to simple Biblical-type anecdotes.
Just after a very tame magpie had hopped out of
our way into a clump of nettles, we rounded a cOmer
of the road and at last we saw it. There was Fort
Tabarsi, a third of a mile away and, Wlexpectedly,
on the far side of what seemed to be a small lake,
actually a 2-acre reservoir created by a long mud
dam for summer irrigation. The fort apppeared as a
low white building among tall trees on the plain just
north of foothills leading gradually up to the snowy
Elburz mountains visible in the haze to the south. On
a clear day these peaks viewed from Fort Tabarsi,
which is probably below sea level, must be very impressive as they reach more than 3000 feet hlgher
than the highest Alps. Frogs croaked loudly in the
pond and a heron circled gracefully overhead, finally
alighting on a distant grassy bank. Several horses
grazed in a nearby field as we skirted the water.
We were thirsty from the midday heat, despite having
drunk some dubious well water at a farm along the
way. so when we arrived at the fort we were thankful
for the chance to refresh ourselves with the clear
cool, holy water from the 5Q..foot well dug there by
Mulla Husayn's men. Meantime one of our gUides
spoke with the Muslim family living in a small house
near the fort. presumab1y as caretakers. An old
woman, apparently rather apprehensive toward us,
was eventually cajoled into consenting to our pilgrimage - perhaps in hopes of earning a little money
by it - and we were invited to visit the fort.
We walked through the east gate house which, before the famous siege, was one of two entrances
1
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through an encircling mud wall, most of which has
been replaced with a feeble wickerwork fence. There
under several huge trees (which I could not identify
without their leaves) and many small pomegranate
and fruit trees, some weirdly pollarded, stood the fort
with its plastered white walls and reddish tiled roof
about 50 feet long by 25 feet wide. A few children
stood around among grazing sheep, mallard ducks
and bantam chickens. We entered the recessed porch
at the east end facing us, then, removing our shoes,
went into the first of two inside rooms, each of
which is about 20 feet square. This is of white plaster
covered with faded banners on the west wall and
indented with niches surmounted with pointed arches.
Through a door we next entered the west room which
contains the 700-year-old tomb of the famed Muslim
saint, Shaykh Tabarsi, the presence of which is said
to have caused this building to be chosen for their
last stand by the three hundred-odd Babis under attack by several regiments of the Shah's best troops,
the site being thus assured immunity from desecration
after their martyrdoms. Mulla Husayn also is buried
in this room. since Quddus, who survived him and who
alone slept in this room during the siege, determined
to keep bis body safely hidden from the steadily approaching enemies. But the only visible object in the
room is the dominating tomb of the shaykh. surrounded
by a sort of cage of open woodwork about 12 feet long,
S feet wide and 61h feet high. The floor is of ancient
turquoise tile and there are two niches in each of the
plastered white walls. The ceiling is of wood, temporarily replacing the pyramid-shaped upper ramparts
said to have been built by the Babis for the siege and
which the Baha'is hope some day to restore. Meantime
the shaykh's body holds the fort safe from destruction.
After we had chanted the Tablet of Visitation for
Mulla Husayn and said a prayer in English, we were
asked to leave the fort. So we put our shoes back on
and trooped over to the Muslim house where we were
ushered into its single, small room. The Hoor was
covered wih coarse brownish rugs and around the
bottom of the walls were colorful bed quilt rolls sur~
mounted by huge red cushions, against which two old
FOTt Tabarsi from an artificial lake west of it. The fort
is the building in the center between the two tall trees.
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Pastoral scene taken through the door of Fort TabaTsi
(looking north).
barefooted women and a grown~up boy sat on the
Hoar and poured us tea from a brass samovar fueled
with glowing charcoal. As the nine of us sipped our
tea, an old woman handed me a piece of iron cannon
ball which she indicated had been dug up beside the
fort. Although at first I thought she might have intended this as a gift, she soon intimated to one of
the guides that she would like to be paid for it, and
he handed her a few coins which she gratefully accepted. Since the siege lasted eleven months, probably
there are enough cannon ball fragments about to keep
the family in pocket money for many years. At any
rate 1 my piece of ball shows that the Shah's artillery
used cannon balls about 5lh inches in diameter and
hollow, the casing being about three quarters of an
Inch thick. While Quddus and Mulla Husayn had
quarters in the fort itself, their Babi soldiers dug
themselves in outside 1 by the end of the siege being
well protected, it is said, by a moat about 10 feet
deep and 10 feet wide outside the walls and several
deep dugout chambers within. They even built themselves a sizeable pool for bathing about 50 yards north
of the fort. The Muslim artillery were firing from a
small hill perhaps 100 feet high and half a mile or so
to the south. One of the large smooth-ba rked trees
(perhaps a live oak) north of the fort still has a
"cannon ball hole" in its split trunk.
The captain of the Babi defenders alter the death of
Mulla Husayn was Muhammad Harati, under the overal! leadership of Quddus, and he led forays to the hill
where the tents of the Shah·s troops could be seen,
and captured cannon and ammunition, giving the Babis
artillery of their own. The Babi soldiers were mostly
laymen and commoners who wore the traditional baggy pants and coats and felt caps of the period, but a
fair number were mullas (corresponding to priests)
wearing r-obes and turbans. This costume would have
been a serious disadvantage in fighting but, following
Mulla Husayn's example, they would roll up their
sleeves and tuck their skirts up into their sashes,
revealing long, loose dark-colored pants underneath.
Thus attired, they could not -only ride their horses
easily but felt themselves at no disadvantage an the
ground. In fact their spiritual elation made them so

'
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fearless and invincible that they were victorious in
every military action they undertook without exception, even when outnumbered a hundred to one. Their
final capture and martyrdom was actually their greatest victory of all, this time not a military but a
spiritual one, since the enemy had been able to attain
his end only by descending to the vilest treachery.
Before leaving the fort, I noted that one of the commonest flowers growing here seemed to be the appropriate forget-me-not, while not far away stood something like a blue wild chrysanthemum, a scarlet
pimpernel and a sort of yellow aster the guides called
"tetikokh" (probably Senecio vulgaris). Birds included
the gray hooded crow, goldfinch, sparrow? raven and
several hawks. The hoopoe, reputed to have carried
notes from Sheba to Solomon~ is also common here,
we were told, and I heard what sounded like a quail's
whistle across the fields. Among wild mammals in·
habiting the area, according to my guides, are porcupines, jackals, wolves, wild boar which bother farmers by eating their rice and wheat and, in the foothill
forests, tigers J

Muslim children beside the weH dug by MuUa Husayn
and his men at FOTt TabaTsi, The water • .5 ,meters doum
tastes good and lODKs pure and clear.

First Baha'i Center of Cambodia in Phnom penh , Cambodia. The Roya! Government of Cambodia has ollicia!ly recognized the Faith as weU as this Center.

Attendants at the first Summer School held at Medina
Baha'i Center in the Bismarck ATchipelago, New
G1dnea.

Hand oj the Cause Mr. T. Samandari on a recent visit to Morocco. At lejt he is shown with the friends in Rabat
and at the right in MaTrakesh_ Despite age and health every minute of his three month visit was occupied in service to the Faith; this example stirred aU who met him to renewed activity and dedication..
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BAHA'I GROUP TOUR OF UNITED NATIONS

Honoring International Co-operation Year. which
marks the 20th anniversary of the United Nations,
over 250 Baha'is and their friends met at the United
Nations for a Baha'i group tour on Saturday, April
3rd, as arranged by the UN Committee. It was the
first time so many Baha'is had gathered together
there and the effort was so successful that it is hoped
this will become an annual event.
The Baha'is came from central eastern seaboard
states, and as far south as Washington, D.C. They assembled in the public lobby of the General Assembly,
and were taken on tours, in groups of twenty, by UN
guides of many nationalities.
After one-hour tours, everyone converged in one of
the large conference rooms for briefings by United
Nations officials. Mr. Philip S. Messinesi. Political
Officer, Political and Security Council Affairs, said
the UN is seeking cooperation and harm ony in world
affairs. He saw need for people at the village level
to understand what the UN is doing. He was followed
by Mr. Edward Lawson, Deputy Director of the Human
Rights Division, Economic and Social Affairs. Mr.
Lawson mentioned various human rights concerns of
this international body, such as refugees and stateless
persons, forced labor, slavery, the status of women
and racial and religious discrimination. There is need
for. covenants on human rights, with binding effects,
and eventually for international machinery. Baha'is
should note that fellOWShips for the study of human
rights are available.
Baha'i tourists had some free time to visit the Meditation Room - a symbol at UN of man's spiritual
reality. Mr. Brooks Mendell, an author, who had sponsored the Meditation Room, addressed them briefly on
the importance of this symbol at the UN.
There was also time to visit the post office, which
prints its own stamps, the gift shops and the book
store, as well as to view the lovely grounds near the
East River. Many remained for dinner together at a
restaurant on United Nations Plaza.
After dinner, Mildred Mottahedeh, International
Baha'i Representative to the United Nations, spoke
on The Most Great Peace. She put the work of the UN
in focus for us as Baha'is, pointing out that both the
Baha'i and the non-Baha'i world have roles to play in
creating a world at peace. Eventually the plan of the
world and God's plan will be forged together. She
felt that without the United Nations we would have
had an atomic war, and anything that is wrong with
the UN is what is wrong with the world, for it is a
reflection of the world.
Baha'is left for home, feeling better informed about
the massive work of the United Nations and inspired
to work together vigorously as Baha'is in support of
the UN. It is thought that they left a favorable impression at the UN as well. We look forward to an
even more successful group tour next year. Mean·
while, we hope that Baha'is, as they have the opportunity. singly or in groups, will continue to visit the
United Nations.

the United Nations, Baha'is seated around confe,..
ence table waiting for the talk.s to begin.

St. Louis Bicentennial Observed
by Baha'is with Large Public Meeting
The 200th anniversary of the founding 01 St. Louis,
observances of which will continue until December
1965 t provided an ideal opportunity for the Baha'is of
that area to hold a prestige type public proclamation
meeting which attracted a capacity audience and much
favorable publicity. Planned with the cooperation of
local assemblies and groups in the area the meeting
held on March 28 at the Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel in
the beautiful Crystal Room was attended by over 250
guests who heard Mr. Anthony Lease speak on, lIThe
Challenge of Unity." The program included music
by a chorus of thirty, an original piano selection by a
local Baha'i concert pianist and the reading of prayers.
Punch was served afterwards, giving visitors a chance
to linger, adding to what was described by some of the
guests as a wonderful feeling of togetherness rather
than merely integration.
This is the largest and most successful public meeting to date in this area. The cooperation of all the
believers was smooth and efficient. One declaration
was made at the meeting, with several others expressing interest in further study.

Choir at the proclamation meeting in St. Louis,
MaTch 28.

-UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE
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Baha'is of Phanthier Town in Central Vietnam at New Year celehration. Since last Ridvan there has been an in-crease of over 5600 believers during a year of tragedies of natural disasters and the terrors of war.

Naw-Ruz Observed
Joyously
Naw~Ruz, one of the happiest Holy Days in the
Baha'i year, as wen as one of the oldest festivals Qbserved by man, was marked in various ways, mostly
social, throughout the American Baha'i community.
Hollywood, California reported a sumptuous buffet
supper party where Baha'is and fifty gu~sts gathered
for fellowship and to hear an excellent Baha'i talk by
Mr. David Bond. Several declarations were made on
that evening and other guests expressed serious interest
in knowing more about the Faith.
Riverside, California with 36 nearby communities
held a picnic and public meeting in a local park
where over 300 people heard Hand of the Cause William Sears and Mrs. Eulalia Bobo speak on the Faith.
There was excellent newspaper publicity, including
pictures of the speakers and a twenty minute radio
interview was featured with Dorothy Updike, librarian of the Baha'i community. Three declarations followed within a few days of the meeting and there
were many other signs of awakening interest, such
as repeated requests for Baha'i speakers at high
school classes and at a church.

Baha'i friends in Saigon, Vietnam at New Year celebrations.

On Long Island the believers of Nassau and Suffolk
Counties celebrated with a dinner and dance attended
by 400 people, coming from as far away as Massachusetts and Arizona. . . . In Durham, North Carolina at
a dinner and program at a local hotel Mr. Jalali
from frim spoke on the significance of the feast, which
comes at the time of Spring and renewal in the world.
Musical selections by Jerry Willliamson accompanied
by Kathnel Blair, music student at North Carolina
College. added much to the beauty of the occasion.
. . . At the New Orleans Baha'i Center the children
and YOllth of the community gave a program of readings, poems, prayers and songs to a most appreciative
audience of Baha'is and their friends.
From St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands comes news
of a celebration on March 20 with a pot luck dinner
attended by all the Baha'is in SI. Thomas and two
visiting believers from Florida. News of incorporation of the assembly which had been completed the
day before made the occasion doubly happy. At a
public meeting on the following day Katherine Meyer,
pioneer to Margarita Island during the Ten Year
Crusade showed slides of the places where she had
taught, as well as of Baha'i summer schools and the
Temple at Wilmette.

, . . . . . . . . . . -11"",",._
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BAHA'is PARTICIPATE IN MARCH ON MONTGOMERY
In response to the request of the National Spiritual
Assembly a group of Baha'is participated in the recent
stirring march for human rights on Montgomery. Alabama. At the same time two telegrams went from
the National Assembly making known the uncompromising stand of the Baha'is f-or unity of all mankind. The telegrams read as follows:
"To the President, Washington, D.C.
liOn eve historic march signalling end limitations
Negro voting Southern States, we affirm your moral
stand for the rights of man. America's world leadership
depends upon these courageous steps toward political,
social and personal freedom. May God allow you
to speak forth with wisdom and eloquence. that you
may become, in America and in the world, the upholder and defender of the victim of oppression, whoever he may be." (Signed: National Spiritual Assembly Baha'is United States)
"To the Southern Christian Leadership Conference:
"Your moral leadership human rights in South
praiseworthy history making freedom .in United
States. Sending representation Montgomery affirm
your cry for unity of Americans and all mankind."
(Signed: National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the United States)
From the story of the Baha'i group which went to
Montgomery we read:
,cThe National Spiritual Assembly's call to several
communities to send representatives to the march was
answered by: Henry Miller, Diane Schnable, and Daniel
Connor from Chicago; Josef Mydell from Atlanta and
Joan Bronson of Montgomery..
A 3' x 3' sign with
4Mankind One Family' on one side and 'Justice for All'
on the other side was made for the group of five to use
in the march.
"Eagerly the group arrived at St. Jude church
grounds where the other marchers were gathering.
At the grounds we said prayers. After prayerful consideration we decided to write cBaha'i World Faith'
in small print above the big black letters of our sign.
. . Almost immediately other marchers began com~
ing over, asking who we were and what was Baha'i. ..
We had pamphlets, Man One Family, for the occasion.
A Peace Corps representative from Washington wanted
to know more about the Faith . . . A reporter from
a Boston newspaper came over to get a scoop on the
Baha'is. He was followed by other reporters who were
taking notes . . as they viewed the sign of the group.
One of the marchers came over .. whom we found to
be Mr. Charles Carter. a BaM.'i from Norfolk, Mass.
Amid the thousands of marchers meeting Mr. Carter
was like finding a fountain in a desert. No sooner had he
introduced himself than one of the marchers inquiring
about the Faith turned and pointing to Mr. Carter exclaimed, 'Hey, it was you that I heard about Baha'f on
the bus, coming down here!' We were overjoyed also to
meet Mrs. Mary Jane Austin, a Baha'i from Beltsville,
Maryland.
':'While walking around the grounds with the sign,
waiting for the march to begin, a couple of the Baha.'is
were approached by a young Unity minister who said,

'The Baha'is are here. Good!' A young Negro student of
Alabama State College introduced himself and decided to
remain with the Baha'i group throughout the march.
At the end he got the address of the Baha'is in Montgomery, promising to see them again. 'Hold that sign
high' yelled other marchers to the Baha'is as the
march began. Among those impressed with the sign
was a minister of the Reformed Church of America.
He not only remained with the Baha'is during the
march, but helped make sure that the sign was caught
by the TV cameras. A marcher from Florida looking
at the small letters of Baha'i World Faith at the top
of our sign made the commment, 41 see you are very
modest about the fact of your being Baha'is and
seem to be concentrating more on the content of your
sign.' . . There were many other favorable com~
ments from the spectators as the Baha'is marched
among thousands along the streets of Montgomery.
One Negro woman after reading the sign aloud cried,
'Thank you, Lord.'
"The Baha'is who marched will never forget these
moving experiences. We were very happy to be
among and share with others the wonderful realiza.
tion of the oneness of mankind. Viewing the traumatic
situation of America and the American Baha'is' participation in remedying the great sickness of their nation,
we are reminded of the words of Shoghi Effendi, 'The
American believers, standard bearers of this world.
wide community and torch·bearers of an as yet un·
born civilization, have girt up their loins, unfurled
their banners, and stepped into the arena of service.
Their plan has been formulated. Their forces are
mobilized. They are steadfastly marching towards
their goal. ... The generality of mankind, blind and enslaved, is wholly unaware of the healing power with
which this community is endowed, nor can it as yet suspect the role which this same commWlity is destined to
play in its redemption.' (Shoghi Effendi, Messag.es to
America p. 14)"

..

Baha'is in march on Montgomery. Holding the sign,
Josef Mydell. Behind him, Danie! Conner.
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- the U.R.C. sponsored a "Dialogue Program H of six
courses this past semester on various religious subjects and "Living Religions of the World" was one
course offered. Instructors from the University faculty
gave a statement of the central concepts and the
role of the religious community in the contemporary
world. Religions included were Primitive African Religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Islam,
Judaism, Christianity, and Baha'i World Faith.
Dr Manucher Javid spoke on a dual platform giving
the Baha'i history and Mr. Gustave DeCocq spoke on
the Baha'i principles. Attendance was around 50 people
with 35 non-Baha'is. Very fruitful questions and answers followed the talks,

o

Marker for HAuntie" Victoria's gTave~ placed Sept, 19,
1964 in Greenwood Cemetery, Atlanta, Ga, She served
the Faith from 1919 until her death, at which time
Slwghi Effendi referred to her thus: "Indefatigable wholly consecrated pro,moter of the Faith. Her services unforgettable_ "

News Briefs
From the National Spiritual Assembly of Finland

comes news of a teaching trip to Northern Finland
and to Lapland made by Mrs, Greta Jankko and
Dr, H. Zabihian for a week beginning January 9,
Public meetings were arranged in QuIu, Tomio, Rovaniemi, Kemi as well as {)ther centers in the area.
The meetings were announced in local newspapers
and in Kaleva the Baha'is had an interview which
was published. The meetings featured pictures about
the Holy Land. The National Spiritual Assembly of
Finland has sent the books, Baha'u.'lldh and the New
Era: and Some An.swered Questions in Finnish as gifts
to the libraries in 57 towns. Surely these efforts and
the fervent prayers that Northern Finland may be illuminated with the message of Bahil'u'llah will bring
results.

The Baha'is of the Second Commissioner's District
of Spokane, Washington were requested to furnish a
speaker for a Presbyterian Youth Conference March
7. Mrs. Ruth Ottmar of Millwood, Washington spoke
and Mr. Bob Beasley was chairman. Mrs. attmar,- as
a former member of this church was able to arouse
the special interest of many of those attending. The
audience of 60 boys and several parents was most
attentive.

o
"The Divine Springtime is Come" was the theme of
a symposium given by Baha'i youth of Columbus, Ohio
March 28 at the Chittenden Hotel. The occasion was
the observance of Baha', World Youth Day. The illustrated program "Arm-chair Tour of the Baha'i World"
followed the symposium, Good publicity was obtained
in newspapers, on radio and TV.

Mrs. Terah Cowart-Smith of Greensboro, N.C., Bahci:i
lecturer and member of the United National SpeakeTs
Research. Committee, was guest speaker during a -recent
International Tea given by the TaHahassee chapter of
Jack and JiH of A.merica, Inc. She is shown here (second from left) talking about the Baha'i Faith with a trio
of teen-age "Jills" fo1!owing the tea held in the Student
Union Building on the Florida A & M University campus. Mrs. Smith was introduced by Dr. Thelma T.
GOTham (not shown), Baha'i, director of public Teta~
tions at Florida A & M University,

o
Baha'i young people in Niagara Falls, New York
recently gave a color slide program "The Bahil1i Faith
-A World Religion" before the Niagara Interchurch
Young Adults Group at a Methodist Church. Fred Reis
gave a short talk and Mildred McKoan presented the
script accompanying the slides. Questions and discussion after the program showed that it aroused keen
interest on the part of the audience. A well selected assortment of pamphlets. both Baha'i and from the U.N.
was distributed.

o
Through the efforts of Mr. Danny Reimer and Steve
Yamamoto - who are two of the four officers of
the University of Wisconsin Religious Council, composed of representatives of all reJigiolls organizations

T
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On March 24, 1965 Mrs. Florence Pringle of Hamburg, New York and Dr. V. Abbassi of Buffalo. for·
merly of fran were guests on the "Art of Living" pro·
gram on radio Station WGR Buffalo. The program
lasted about an hour. This is the second time this
year that Mrs. Pringle has been invited to be a guest
on this program. The calls received by the station
in response to both programs have been so numerous
that the station is asking her to appear in April. Tapes
have been made of both programs by Mr. James Gibb
of Burlington, Ontario thus beginning a series of programs on the Faith.

o

Some at those attending a teaching conference at
Boulder. Colorado on a weekend in March. Sponsored
by the Rocky Mountain Youth Committee this and a
simultaneous conference in GaUup, New Mexico stressed
uThe Covenant of God with Man." There were enro tl.ments at each.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The Barbados Sunday News for April 11, 1965 carries a writeup, including picture of Mrs. Etta Wood·
len, Baha'i pioneer to that area. The article with
large headlines reading, "Baha'i Pioneer Brings New
Faith to Barbadians," tells about Mrs. Woodlen's ac·
tivities and past accomplishments and describes the
Baha'i Faith as being the only international organization of its kind, stressing the relation of the F ai th to
Biblical prophecy.

Fot!ow Me, a handsomely illIustrated guide to Tucson,
Arizona carries a full page illustration (above) of Hand
of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery inspecting the National
Baha'i Braille Library located in the Tucson Baha'i
Center. Accompanying statement reads: jlAll over the
world there is a wonderful new revivifying force. , . to
unite mankind in peace . . . It is called Baha'i . . .
Those who have eyes to see and ears to hear ... come
and investigate the truth."

the positive to express the joy of our time and to
make some connection between the material and the
spiritual aspects of life."

o
The many thousands of Americans who take automobile trips this year will be reminded of the existence
and location of the Baha'i Temple in Wilmette. The
1965 edition of the Rand McNally Road Atlas of the
United States, Canada and Mexico has, on its outside
cover a portion of the Chicago Lake Front area with
the Baha'i Temple clearly marked.

o

o

Baha'i artist and sculptor, Vernon Voelz of Sarasota,
Florida has recently held an exhibition at the local
St. Armand's Gallery. Very favorable reviews appeared in several papers. One of the reviews, by
Elihu Edelson in the Sarasota Citizen stated that Mr.
Voelz is a member of the Baha'i Faith, and described
it briefly, He quoted Mr. Voelz own statement of a
strong belief in a better future and as one whose
statement of faith in an age without faith leads him
as an artist, "to feel more responsibility to deal with

The Plainfield, New Jersey Courier·News for February 15, 1965 carried a long feature article on the
Baha'i Faith headed, "Baha'i Religion is Called a
World Faith. Beginning Was in Persia but Now Covers
the Globe." The article. written by Albert Weiss, a
Baha'i of North Plainfield, gave a complete account
covering topics such as how the Faith was founded.
its relationship to Islam and Christianity, its social
attitudes and implications as well as its progress
throughout the world
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
One God, One Truth, One People. Some Thoughts on the
Peace Encyclical of Pope John XXIII. By Ugo R. Giachery. This article treats of the decline of religion and
the general progress and welfare of mankind "when the
inner spirit of religion" dies away, with particular
reference to Christianity. The Divine Plan of Baha'u'Uah
is presented as the source of spiritual regeneration for
the individual today, as well as the foundation of a just
social order for which people of the past have vainly
struggled through the centuries,
The author qu.otes from the encyclical, "Pacem in
Terris," of Pope John XXIII, showing how the head of
the most powerful church in Christendom had come to
partially reflect the teachings of Baha'u'llah, proclaimed a century before.
This brochure will not only help Baha'is to become
more knowledgeable on this subject but should be of
great assistance in teaching both Catholics and nonCatholics, inasmuch as this last encyclical has been
widely known and discussed throughout the world. It
has been produced in the slimline format of many of
our prestige pamphlets.

10 copies
................... $1.00
50 copies ..................................... $4.50
The Future of Mankind. An Interview on the Baha'i
Faith with Curtis Kelsey, (Reprinted from Weekend
Magazine, Bergen Evening Record.) This illustrated
self·mailer contains some of the most pertinent questions on the Faith with answers that convey a basic
understanding of the teachings. The author has included
in his answers many direct quotations from the Writings. A four-page spread, 10lh x 6+2, this two-color brochure folds to a self-mailer 3%~ x 6lh, This should prove
to be a most convenient and helpful teaching item,
2(} copies """"'"
100 copies ., ...

every individual believer to function knowledgeably
within the administrative framework of the Baha'i Community.
Per copy ..................................... $ .25
10 copies ..................................... S2.00

Note: Baha'i communities of any size should order
through their local literature representative (or librarian) .

Baha'i Answers. This small "vest packet" pamphlet of
questions and answers has been one of our most usable
teaching items, judging from its distribution ever since
it was first published in 1957. A new printing updates
the content referring to statistics and also includes the
establishment of the Universal House of Justice, as well
as other later historical data, Prices remain the same.

............................... $ .75
................................. $5.00

10 copies
100 copies

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
June 5 - Nilr (Light)
June 24 - Rahmat (Mercy)
PROCLAMATION EVENT
June 13 - R ace Unity Day
U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETING
.June 18, 19, 20

Baha'i House of Worship

....... $1.00
..................... $4.00

Visiting Hours
Daily

Revi sed Tilles
Declaration of Trust. (By-Laws of the National and
Local Spiritual Assembly.) At the direction of the Universal House of Justice, this document has been revised and updated again to include all applicable administrative information. Each local assembly has
already received a typed copy of the contents, now
again available in published, pamphlet form. This is
essential information for assembly members and for

10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, June 20
4:15 p.m.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for cirCUlation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baba.'i world community.

BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committe€: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot. National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorjal Office.
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.SA. 60091.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois. U.S.A.
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"We Must Gird Ourselves for Heroism"
(Commentary on the Message from the Universal House
of Justice, Ridvan, 1965)
According to the explanation of the beloved Guardian, the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'l-Baha, is divided into
epochs. The .J:i'irst Seven Year Plan constituted the
first stage of the first epoch, the Second Seven Year
Plan the second stage, while the Ten-Year Crusade
constituted the third and conduding stage of the
first epoch of the Divine Plan.
At Rjt;lvan. 1964 the Community of the Most Great
Name entered the second epoch of the Divine Plan
when the Universal House of Justice launched the
Nine Year Teaching Plan designed, among other objectives. to raise the banner of Baha'u'llah in all
areas of the planet where His followers have not vet
established a nucleus of the World Order of Baha.;u'Bah_
The Message from the Universal House of Justice
at Ri<;ivan, 1965 brought soul-stirring ne\'r's of the rapidly increasing momentum of that majestic process
launched by our beloved Guardian in-- 1953, when he
called the widely-scattered, obscure Baha'i World
Community to embark upon its first glorious, worldencompassing crusade, a process of which the Nine
Year Plan is but another stage. In one year, the
Message stated, the number of centers where Baha'ls
reside had increased nearly six thousand, bringing the
total to twenty-one thousand and six, while in country
after country the institutions and endowments of the
Faith became more firmly established.
Confident that this momentum could further increase, the Universal House called for even greater
heights of heroism in carrying forward the objectives
of ·Abdu'l-Baha's Divine Charter on which the Guardian focused our undeviating attention. There are
seventy-two areas, the Message tells us. where pioneers must be placed this year. These are fifty-four
virgin territories not yet opened to the Faith, and
eighteen once opened but not no\'l occupied. A careful
estimate made by the Universal House of Justice revealed that a minimum of four hundred sixty-one per!Sons must be found immediately to fill these goals.
In order to distribute the responsibility among the
national Baha'i communities according to their
strength and capaclty, the Universal House of Justice
has provided each National Spiritual Assembly with
a summary of the pioneer needs for each territor~y,
assigning to nearly all of them a specific list of territories for which they are to furnish pioneers, financial
assistance, or both this year. In many instances these
are assignments in addition to those given each National Spiritual Assembly at the beginning of the Nine

Year Plan, and are to be undertaken in cooperation
\"'lth the National Spiritual Assembly having jurisdiction over the specified area.
To guide those who will arise and "put their whole
trust in God" to conquer these spiritually deprived
areas for Baha'u'llah, the Universal House of Justice
in its Message stated that the following minimum
number of pioneers and settlers are needed in these
five major areas of the globe:
Africa .......................... 86
The Americas .................. 96
~o\.sia ............................ 191
Australasia ..................... 29

Europe ___ . _. ______ .. __ ... __ . _.. 59
To assist the National SpirItual Assemblies in the
early placement of pioneers, the Universal House of
Justice appointed a special pioneer committee for
each of these areas which will provide for the exchange of vital information, continentally and intercontinentally, and assist the pioneer committees of
the respective National Assemblies in the routing of
pioneer offers and in the transfer of pioneers to their
posts.
As a still further aid in the rapid opening of the
areas, the Universal House of Justice has established
an International Deputization Fund from which supplementary support will be given to specific pioneering projects when other funds are not available. It is
hoped that all the friends who are unable to respond
to the pioneer call will support this FlUld in Compliance with the injunction of Baba'u'llah that those
who are unable to personally arise and promote the
Faith of God will enable "him who will, in his stead,
proclaim this Revelation."
Heartening reports are being received of the numbers of individuals ,',Tho immediately arose at National
Conventions to respond to the call for pioneers but
many, many more are needed and the time is short.
The Cniversal House of Justice appeals to every believer to "consider this challenge, be he . . . 'in active service or not, of either sex, young as well as
old, rich or poor, whether veteran or newly enroIlep.'" Great are the tasks indeed. "The teaching
of the Faith must enkindle a WOrld-encircling fire in
whose light the Cause and the world . . . are clearly
illumined. Destiny is carrying us to this climax; we
must gird ourselves for heroism."
[ED. NOTE: Other aspects of the message from the Universal House of Justice will be dealt with in future
issues of BAHA'i NEWS.]

NOTE: The letter from the Universal House of Justice, Unassailable Foundation of the Cause of God
published in BAHA'i NEWS for May, 1965 was incomplete. A complete copy of this letter accompanies the
present issue as an insert. This important communication should be preserved for frequent reference and
study_
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Convention

Inspires Resolve to Win New Victories
The fifty-sixth Annual Convention of the Baha'is of
the United States opened on a joyous note. There was
cause for rejoicing because notable victories had already been won in the first year of the Nine Year
Plan, and also there was a sense of elation because

two Hands of the Cause had come to share information and inspiration with the delegates and other assembled friends.
Paul E. Haney, Hand of the Cause in the Holy Land,
was present as official representative of the Universal
House of Justice, thus filling a unique and never-before-given assignment by that august body. He presented the stirring Message of the House of Justice
and answered authoritatively many questions that
flowed forth in the wake of the reading of that Message.
His appearance was also a "homecoming" that
brought happiness to him and to the Baha'is who gave
him their loving welcome.
With William B. Sears, also on the platform through
the days of the convention, the Baha'is of the American Community felt blessed, both because of his position as Hand of the Faith, and also because he is
now assigned to assist in Homefront Teaching in the
Western Hemisphere.
The meeting room of Foundation Hall, where sessions were held from Thursday morning, April 29, Wltil through noon on SlUlday, May 2, had been given a
face-lifting. Like the delightfully bright spring weather
that continued throughout the week, this room was a
pleasant harbinger of the great achievements and

spiritual bounties to come through the Divine Plan.
It had been attractively renovated, with new acoustic
walls and soft carpeting. Vlith an enlarged, recessed
platform and seating arrangement svtung about 90 degrees counterclockwise, the speaker's table was at one
end of a straight axis beginning at the outside entrance
doors. In front of the reading desk were fragrant
Marian Anderson roses. These were replaced later
by \vaxy, red anthurium blooms from the year-old
national Baha'i commWlity of Hawaii.
Momentous Message

On the first morning, after beautiful devotions in the
auditorium, came the reading of the momentous message from the House of Justice, reporting to the Baha'i
world that the long-promised breakthrough in largescale conversion is no\'{ imminent. "The majestic process launched by our beloved Guardian in 1953 . . . "
this Message further pointed out, "is now gathering
momentum, and posterity may well gaze with awe
upon the development, by so .small a fraction of the
human race.
. of the Viry pattern and sinews of
world order. n "The teaching of the Faith must enkindle a world-encircling :fire in whose light the Cause and
the world - protagonists of the greatest drama in human history - are clearly illumined. Destiny is carrying us to this climax; we must gird ourselves for
heroism. "
'With this great assurance ringing in their hearts
and with the immediate challenges clearly delineated

Left, Hand oj the Cause Paul Haney addressed the Convention as the first offi.c~at represe~tative of the UniveTs~l
House of Ju.stice. Right, HaruI of the Cau.se WiHiam Sears encouraged the trlends to shU greater endeavors tn
fulfilling the Nine Year Plan.
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moment elsewhere in the United States so sacred as
this. The Supreme Concourse . .
all the Manifestations of God .. rush to your aid. You want their answers. They can help.
Take your cup in your Own
\,.,."ay and empty it with the names."
The members and officers of the National Spiritua1
Assembly now are: Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh. chairman;
Robert Quigley, vice-chairman; Dr. David Ruhe, secretary; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, assistant secretary: Miss
Edna True, recording secretary; Arthur L. Dahl, treasurer: Dr. Daniel Jordan; Dr. Sarah Martin Pereira;
Paul Pettit.

Institution of the Hand.
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahci'is of the United
States e1ected at Ridvan 1965. Front left to right: Miss
Edna TT1.l.e, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Miss Charlotte
Linfoot, Dr. Sarah Pereira. Rear left to right: Dr. Dan~
iel Jordan, Paul Pettit, Dr. David Ruhe, Arthur Dahl,
Nationa~

Rooert Quigley.
by the Message taking shape in their minds~ the delegates were quickened to consultation that was swift,
animated, eager and inquiring. They tried to assess
the abilities and opportunities and face up to the short~
comings of the American Baha'i Community, gratefu1
for the infallible guidance of the House of Justice concerning goals and needs. Led off on important topics
by committee representatives and National Spiritual
Assembly members, assisted frequently by the wisdom of the Hands, guided through the channels of procedure by the ability and humor of the chairman of the
Convention, such consultation was productive of many
formal recommendations and many suggestions.
The presentations, discussions and the sharing of
experiences, all evinced a spirit that was wonderful to
\vitness, said I\{r. Haney on the last morning. He spoke
particularly of the joy, the vitality, the enthusiasm,
the confidence and the sense of dedication of the participants in the activity of this great institution of the
Cause of God. "It will be a joy and a privilege to describe the convention to the Universal House of Justice," he said, "but only your action and response can
convey the news that the House of Justice wants to
hear. ,-, There is a two-fold chaI1enge for the delegates.
he pointed out: to share the inspiration received at
this convention when thev return to their own communities; and to take respo~sibility in every way possible
to make the upsurge now so evident in the Baha'i
world a reality on the American homefront and in the
foreign fields.
The message of gratitude which the convention sent
to the House of Justice referred to the "upsurge" of
spirit in the convention and brought in rep]:y from
Haifa the word that the members of the House of Justice were praying at the Shrines that the "friends take
full advantage of the resistless movement" now
marked in the progress of the Faith.

Sacred Atmosphere of Election
Midway in convention, in the sacred atmosphere 01
a Baha '} election, the delegates cast their ballots for
members of the new National Spiritual Assembly. At
such a time, l\.'1r. Sears said, the very air throbs. It
throbs here as it does at the Shrines. "There is no such

One beautiful evening was spent with the Hands and
the Auxiliary Board members in an atmosphere
breathing the fragrance of Mt. Carmel. After a stimulating song period, Ina Mae Brown, a Sioux Indian,
great-granddaughter of Sitting Bull, and member of
the new Standing Rock Assembly, read with divine
sweetness "0 Thou Incomparable God . . . " Then Mr.
Sears, acting as Chairman, introduced Board members and the speakers of the evening. Jack McCants,
Board member, read the Message of the Hands of the
Western Hemisphere, which was an appeal for each
Baha'i to make the coming year one of unprecedented
devotion, dedication and sacrifice in Baha'i pioneering. For the Baha'i world to supply 461 pioneers, Mr.
Sears showed that the "divine art of living" must be
"the divine art of loving" and become the "divine art
of leaving!"
Mrs. Velma Sherrill and Mrs. Florence Mayberry,
who attended the convention as specially commissioned deputies of the Auxiliary Board of this hemisphere, addressed the convention. Mrs. Sherrill traced
the evolution of the institution of the Hands from the
time of Baha. 'u'l1iih until the step most recently taken
of increasing the number of Board members for all
continents and establishing zones for activities of assigned teams in North America.
Mrs. Mayberry held her listeners spiritually spellbound with the story of her 1957 pilgrimage and her
meeting with the beloved Guardian. "You don't think
you are worthy to make the pilgrimage?" she queried.
"::-.lot anyone is worthy. .
The world isn't worthy,
but God sent His Prophet to help us. I wanted help,
and so I wanted to go."

A gr0"11p oj Baha'is uisiting at the United Nations exh.ibit during the U.S. Convention.
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Arsenal of the Sah,,'! World

,

Speaking on "Arsenal of the Baha'i World," Mr.
Haney described with great clarity the interlocking
significances of the three great Baha'i Charters that
set in motion Baha'u'llah's ,""orld Order and revealed
how, when the Universal House of Justice meets, a
mysterious process of consultation takes place from
which flow decisions that are divinely right and which,

as laws, are for the salvation of the world.
After the inspirational readings and prayers of the
RiQ.van Feast on Saturday in the auditorium, the two
speakers for the evening session were Mr. Haney and
Mr. Sears, using the subject "The Role of the U.S. in
the Baha'i World." Once again in this new epoch of
the Faith under the House of Justice, the American
believers are called intD the arena of heroism and sacrifice, Mr. Haney said. He pointed out that in the Message to the United States at Ri<;lvan 1964, giving them
their tasks of the ~ine Year Plan, the Universal House
of Justice again conferred upon the American Community the power to accomplish the goals and that
same spiritual primacy which 'Abdu'l-Baha had bestowed upon them in His Divine Plan. The House of
Justice has referred to their spiritual primacy by assigning to them the lion's share of the tasks again.
Most of the pioneers needed must come from Persia
and the United States. At another time, Mr. Haney reported that the Guardian once said that the American
Community will never lose its primacy.
With the same qualities of warmth and unselfish love
and Baha'i wisdom that Mr. Haney gave to the convention, William Sears addressed the believers, mixing
knowledge 'with entertaining stories to sharpen his
points. "Our world goals take precedence," he reminded all, "but on the homefront rest the world
goals. The problems can be solved only as a direct
consequence of Baha~u'llah's Message . . . Are we resolute Bah'§' 'is, clear-minded, the 'chosen remnant,'
'apostles of Baha'u'llah'? Who are these wondrous
souls? . . . If we would love the believers, we would
succeed on the local level. . . . 'Abdu'l-Baha said that
the futUre progress of all time rests on the local spiritual assemblies."

Pioneers Vorunteer
The Ric;lvan evening closed on a very moving note
when more than 30 volunteers for pioneer fields were
called to the platform. Some who have been preparing
for pioneering since last Rh;lvfkn, showed redoubled
eagerness to serve.
In consultation the delegates wrestled with problems
on the homefront, convinced that with the loss of twenty-nine Assemblies at Ric;ivan and in spite of a gain of
the same number of new ones, there are shortcomings
in teaching procedures and in "living the life" which
must be understood and overcome. They heard that as
a whole the last year was one of triumph for the National Fund, although monthly contributions still fell
much below the budget. With the Cause advancing at
an alarming rate for the Fund, "universal participation" will be required. With uthe joy of giving" as the
theme, we have the capacity to meet the needs, the
treasurer is confident. The delegates recommended
adoption of a budget of $700,000. Announcement of new

Standing Crow from Fort Yates, North Dakota is
shou..."'n with some of the Baha'i children at the U.S.
Convention.
literature available, expansion plans for summer
schools and institutes, explanation of the new training
institutes for teachers, preparation of school curriculum materials to be forthcoming, exhibits of children's
work kits, breakthroughs in national proclamation
through the non-Baha'i press, confirmations on Indian
reservations and production of special literature for
the Indians, the newly inaugurated "Invasion" plan
and youth administration, schools and conferences,
contacts with leading clergymen and with inquiring
college students - these were topics the discussion of
which manifested the human resources being tapped
and to be tapped in the American Baha'i Community.
The officers serving the convention were Firuz Kazernzadeh, chairman, and Dr. David S. Rube, secretary. There were 1,300 delegates and visitors attending.
Of the 171 delegates, 148 were present to vote in person. Youth numbered 112, many of whom met one evening for dinner and a special program. Contributions
made during the convention were reported as follows:
to the new International Deputization Fund, $883.46;
to the =-rational Baha'i Fund, $1,648.35; and for the
Panama Temple, $500. A grand piano was used in
Foundation Hall - the gift of a Baha'i. Exhibit booths
and sale counters were busy places.
It was reported that the National Teaching Commit·
tee and the Community Development. Committee are
now well staffed, that remodelling needed in the Publishing Trust and National Office (annex) buildings is
completed, that more than S88,OOO of the accumulated
deficit of S125,000 has been repaid and that efforts
through the United Nations resulted in freeing
the Moroccan prisoners and regaining their jobs. A
new and longer list of preferred goals has been made
out for homefront teaching efforts. New contingents of
Youth trained at the summer schools will be ready for
calls from communities for "invasion" service. The
new Pioneer Committee for the Americas has been
appointed. Such are some of the bases from which
the American Community can operate as the second
year of the Nine Year Plan begins.
ALICE SIMMONS Cox~ Convention Reporter
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Colombians Set for Intensive Indian Teaching
The Baha'is of Colombia are planning intensive
teaching work among the Guajiro Indians of their
country, with a goal of 5,000 new believers during
the coming year. This work began in 1961 with the
first visit of Hand of the Cause, Dr. Muhajir, who encouraged the National Assembly to undertake this
work on a contiriuous basis. It was difficult at first to
keep a pioneer in the field. For the last year and a
half, a Persian pioneer, Habib Rezvani, walked the
sands of the Colombian Guajira desert from ranchero
to ranchero of these nomadic Indians, who subsist on
goats and the few crops that come during the brief,
rainy season. About one hundred responded and a
sound basis of trust and understa.nding was established.
Donald Witzel, Auxiliary Board Member, gave further impetus to the work in 1964, bas~d upon his experience in teaching thousands of Indians in Panama,
Venezuela and other countries of Latin America. During April, 1965, Dr. Muhajir returned, visited the
Guajiro people and redeclared his faith in their purity
of heart. Negotiations are now under way to purchase an Institute building as a center for the Baha'i
education of the Indians and for training native teachers, a basic essential for success in the ne\\' plan.
The national convention also resolved to almost triple the present number of local assemblies. The first
Indian woman to be a delegate in three years volunteered the formation of fifteen assemblies from among
the Guajiros. A special programming committee has
been named to produce visual aids in mass quantities.
including 3,000 photographs of 'Abdu'l-Baha and reproductions of the Greatest ::-.lame. to be placed in ev-

cry Baha'i home in Colombia. Tra.veling teachers will
be provided with simple, visual concepts of the teachings. A goal of 500 new believers of the cities and
villages has also been set. Several new regional teaching committees have been appointed, eight in all, to
reduce travel time and expense and to stimulate
more people into direct responsibility for carrying out
a vigorous program. Within these same regions, the
local assemblies have their specific goals to establish
ne\""T assemblies. The National Assembly members,
and two traveling teachers with considerable success
in the field, have specific Departments of the country
and the committees in these areas, to encourage, stimulate and assist in every way, particularly by the example of direct action in the field. They will also assist with the Institutes.

Other Goals of Nine Year Plan
Eighty localities out of the one hundred required
have already been opened. Twenty-three out of twenty-seven local assemblies have been formed. Four
out of five required incorporations have been
achieved and the fifth is in process. The opening of
Saint Andrews and Providence, English-speaking island goals set by the Universal House of Justice, has
been accomplished, although reinforcement and permanent, resident pioneers are needed. Renewed effort is now being made to reach the mountain-dwelling Motilon Indians and also to bring the Faith to the
Choco Indian tribe near the Panamanian border. On
the other side of that border, the jungle already resounds with the Greatest Name~

... _Two-day

Instit~lte

held dw·.zng recent visit of Dr. R.
M1thcijir.

A Guajiro Bahci'i family receiving a visit from Dr.
M"hcijir, Donald Witzel, Stewart Waddell (member of
the Indian tea.ching team, from Scotland), and Habib
Rezvani.
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Faith Reaches All Peoples in Colombia

f'~

.. -~-~

Habib Rezvani at one of the Bahci~i rancheros teaching
children to read and write. There UTe no schools and
the people are mostly illiterate.

A traveling companion of the Guajira
ho~d~ng

de~egate

is shown

the Greatest Name with convention delegates

and visitors.

Members oJ the newLy elected JVationaI A.ssemb~y of
TeTesll- Alarcon,
Leonar POTras, Ellen Sims; second TOW: Luis Montenegro (chairman and treasurer) JInes Montenegro
(recording secretary) Habib Rezvani, Gloria de Fritsche
(secretary) Stewart Waddell; back row, Donald Witzel
(A.uxiHary Board member) and Charles Hornby_
Colombia, fron( row lejt to right,

Guajira Indian woman ddegate (second from right)
shown during the balloting faT the new National SpiTit~

un! Assembly.
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Pioneers Arise in the Philippines

The Second Annua~ Convention of the. Philippines induded de~egates from among e~even minority groupsKaUnga, [fugao, D'Bahaon, Biraan, Bagabo, Ratagnon, Bukid, Mangyan (Pula), Manabo, Tagbanua and 19OTot.
Inspiration in understanding the Message from the Universal House of Justice was given by Board member, Vic

Samaniego. The new National Assembly (at right) devoted its first meeting toward consulting with the new
volunteers jor pioneering. They aTe (left to right); Mrs. Fe Samaniego (recording secretary), Miss Ruth Walbridge
(assistant treasurer), Mrs. Neva Dulay (treasurer), Eugenio AvaMentos, Theo. Boehnert (chairman), Mrs. Luisa
Mapa-Gomez, Mrs. Rose Mangapis, DominadoT Anunsacion (vice chairman), Jack Davis (s-ecretary.).

National .ija,;iratu'I--Quds of the Philippines, occupied
Apr;! 1, 1965.

Hand oj the Cau ... e, CoWs Featherstone, from Australia,
in center above, viSiting the Philippines a few days
after the Nationa~ Convention. His ~ovin-g spirit, deep
understanding oJ zhe Writings and an ability to convey
both, brought joy and determination to the hearts of
aU who heard him, ga~vanizing them for new victories
ion the Nine Year Plan.

Some of the newly arisen pioneers from the Philippines

who volunteered their services at the recent national
convention.
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New Goals Won in the Caribbean Area
One of the quick victories of the Nine Year Teaching
Plan was achieved in the Caribbean area with the
formation at Rigvan of two local spiritual assemblies
on the Island of Barbados, with the promise of more
by next Ri<,ivan. Mrs. Etta Woodlen, American pioneer who arrived in Barbados in the fall of 1964, soon
found many souls ready for the Faith and these im~
mediately joined her in an active teaching and publicity campaign.
Guadeloupe Island, settled by the Jean Desert family from Haiti, witnessed the enrollment of two native
believers early in April. Assisting in the teaching
work is Mr. Sidney Friday from British Guiana whose
employment takes him to Guadeloupe six months each
year.
Martinique Island has been opened by the Andre St.
Luis family also from Haiti, and St. Vincent has been
settled by Miss Shirley Jackson who has reported having approximately fifteen persons interested in enrolling.
St. Lucia Island has a Baha'i group as the result of
the settlement there of the Philip Trutza family from
Texas.
In the Virgin Islands, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas
has a very active Baha'i community. A second center
in St. Croix was opened before Ri<;lvan through settlement there of Mrs. Patricia Sheppard from Texas.
The Grenada Islands re-elected their two local assemblies. Growing Baha'i groups in other localities
give promise of further expansion of the local institutions within the next year or two.

..,.--

j,

l\.fl1%'j

First belie1:ers enrolled under Nine Year Plan in Guadeloupe: Franklin Bozor (telt) and Pierre Deloe (right)
with Sydney Friday (center) a Bahci'i from British
Guiana who spends si.'t' months a year in Glwde!oupe
and is assisting the pioneer fami~y Jean Desert (from
Haiti) in the teaching work.

Local Spiritua~ Assembly of the Baha'is of St. Thomas,
Vir.gin Islands, incoTpoTated March 19 1965. Standing left
to right: Ellerton V. Harmer, Charles Dayton, WiHiam
Dickerson, Jean LaMothe, Douglas Covey, Knud Jensen. Seated left to right: Marjorie Harmer, Ruth Katharine Meyer, Mary Dayton.
J

Bahci'is from Havana, Marianaa, Cienfuegos and Camaguey, [eft below, gatheTed in Cienfuegos. severaL months
ago to hold summer schoot sessi.ons on Islam. Right be!olL', group attending classes on Christianity held in
Camaguey province, December 3-6, 1964.

-----
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Believers Throughout the World Hold Conventions
Elect National Spiritual Assemblies

In the Americas

(Below) Ninth AnnuaL Convention of the Baha'is of
Alaska, held at Anchorage, AprH 24 and 25. Hand of the
Cause Zikro.'llah ..fQ?cidem is holding the Greatest Name,
and Howard J. Brown, Auxiliary Boarer Member, is on

his right. E~even Alaskan aduUs with ten children
p~edged to pi.oneer to Alaskan goals during the Nine
Year Plan. Photo at right shows new~y elected National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Alaska. Front neft
to right): Hand of the Cause, Z, Khcidem, in center;
Janet J. Smith, Evelyn Huffman; Lois Lee: Charlotte
Schwartz. Rear (left to right): Robert Moul; maine
Reed; John Ko~stoe; AuxHiuTY Board Member, Howard

J, Broum,' Don A. Anderson; Ben Guhrk.e.

---
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Eight de!egates attending the Argentine Convention at Buenos Aires (at left, above - one absent) elected the
foUowing National Spiritual Assemb~y in photo at Tight: left to right, seated: VaIi-u-llah Samadari, Manuel Ca-

ballero, Dr. Jose Mieln"ik, Cayetano Liardo; standing: ShapooT Saeed, Ost'aldo Costas, Aramis Costas, Miguel
Angel Paniagua, and Cinar Torres Lopez.

Fifth Venezue~an National Convention (right above) was held in Tocuyito, Carabobo State fTom April 30 to May 2.
Delegates representing fouT Indian tribes gathered with visitors to welcome Miss Eve Nicklin, new~y appointed Au.xitiary Board Member for Venezuela and pioneer faT twenty five years in South America. A five day pre-convention
schoo~ was al.so he~d. Members of the newly elected National Assembly are shotL'1t (above left) with Miss Nicklin.
Left to right: Miss Nicklin~ Rafae~ Gonzales, Peter McLaren, Yo~anda Rodriguez, Eloy Carrasca~, Addie Teske,
Julio Perez, Mrs. Martha Posner, Israel Posner, Mrs. Judith McLaren.

Delegates attending the Fifth Annual Convention of Honduras, held in La Ceiba, shown at left above, elected
the following National Spiritual Assembly: left to right, seated: Mrs. Maizie Arguela, Mrs. Emma Lawrence~ .
Mrs. Ruth Pringle (auxiHary board member attending convention), Mrs. Lidia Varda, Miss Olinda Sierra Andre; standing: Roldan Mat-ute~ Jose Lopez (vice-chairman and recording secretary), Felix Suazo Barrios, CarI.os Vasquez (treasurer), Luis Boush (chairman). Most oj the consuUation oj the convention centered around
teaching, inspired by the recent historic congress hdd in Tegucigalpa in .4pril, with two Hands of the Cause
(reported in June BAHA'i NEWS)
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Teaching in Antwerp and Liege Accelerates
An intensive campaign involving the distribution of
60,000 leaflets in the Flemish language, and a large,

publicized meeting has brought significant results
through an increased number of interested seekers
attending firesides. An accurate article on the tenets of
the Faith appear in Het Laatste Nieuws, with promises of a series of articles to follow.
Seventy-five percent of ;lil deClarations took place_
in the city of Liege the past year. The principal success is attributed to joint gatherings with an informal,
social atmosphere and good discussion.

The Fourth Annua~ Convention of Belgium this year
elected the following National Assembly: H. A. Kamran
(chairman), Ben Let.-'Y (vice chairman) Roger Swinnen
(secretary) ~ Louis Henuzet (treasurer), Mrs. Bastogne
(assistant secretary), Fernand Bronchain, Shoghi
Ghadimi, Jean-PieTTe Laperches, Mrs. Lea Nys. Important milestones under the Nine Year Plan, objectives
given by the Universal House of Justice, were announced: purchase of Endowment at Landelies; establishment of fifth local assembly in Ixelles; establishment of Baha'i PubUshing Trust fOT the French
1anguage.
yo

In Europe

The first Loca~ Spiritua~ Assembly of Granada, Spain,
formed Ri~v6n, 1965. Seated, left to right: Mrs. Anselma
Ava~os, Mrs. Carmen Monserrat, Mrs. Juanita Ortuno
(chairman), Miss Dorothy Smithson; standing, ~eft to
right: Khalil Granfar, Celestino Gomez (treasurer),
A1TS. Frieda van Houten (secretary), Mrs. Molouk
Foroughi J RouhoUah Foroughi (vice chairman).

Leit above shows the Italian Convention at the 1;fu-?i.ratu'l-Quds in Rome, Apra 30 to May 2. The newly eLected
National Assembly (at right) are sho'U.o"7/., front row left to right; ..'\frs. Agnese BoeTio, Hossein Mahboubi Miss
Teresa Tabba. Standing: JVed Bl-ackmer, Aldo Cervuni, Prof. Alessandro Ballsani, Prof. Hossein Avaregan, Au
gusto Robiati, Col. GiuIio Jacoviello.
J
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150 Attend Thirty-Fihh German Convention

A portion of the 150 deie-

gates and visitors who
weTe present to hear the
Message from the Univer-

sal House of Justice on the
opening

day,

APTi~

24.

Ri¢vcin was observed with

an evening service in the
House of Worship.

Forty-eight (out of fifty-nine)

delegates

consulted on the Nine Year Plan. The first

three, newly formed Assemblies

were announced: Bad

P~an

..

~iW"embers

of the newry e~ected Nationa~
Assembly of Germany are shown at right
(seated left to right): H. Sabet, Miss A.
Bopp (secretary), R. C. Kruger (chair-

man); standing; Dr. B. Hemmati (vice
chairman), C. Maltz, H. Grossmann, P.
11A"iihlschlegel, O. Hafner (treasurer).. R. A.

Steiner.

of the

Godesberg~

Dortmund and Furth.
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The new National Spiritua~ Assembly e~ected at the Second Annuat Convention of the Bahd'is of Vietnam is shoum
lett above~ with the assembled delegates and visitors pictured at right. The Saigon Daily News published a photo
of the Assembly and their names, as farrows, left to right: Pham-Huu-Chin, Le-Loc (treasurer). Do-Nguyen-Hahn,
Le-Can, R. Edwards, Trinh-dink Khoi (secretary), Dang-Binh (vice-chairman), Phan-van-Mink, Jamshed Fozdar
(chairman) .

Hand of Cause Visits Leper Hospital in Hawaii

In Asia
Malaysia Increases LSAs by One-half
The Baha'is of Malaysia have elected the following
National Assembly: Dr. C. J. Sundram, chairman; K.
Rajah, vice-chairman; I. Chinniah, treasurer; S.
Vasudevan, secretary; Mrs. George Lee; Yankee
Keong; Dr. J. Fozdar; A. Raman; and Tony Fernandez. Thirty-four new local spiritual assemblies have
been added this past year, making a total of 108,
twenty of these being in Borneo.

Second

Annua~

Malaysian Convention

he~d Apri~

Hand of the Cause, Dr. Muhajir was a February visitor to Hawaii. While there, he was able to visit each
community on Oahu and provided much inspiration
to the new assemblies.
On February 8, accompanied by Dr. Claude Caver,
he visited the state hospital for Hansen's Disease at
Kalaupapa, Molokai. This was the first visit of a
Hand of the Cause to this area t and was of special interest to Dr. Muhajir, both from the medical standpoint
and because Shoghi Effendi stated that the Baha'is
would go forth to teach in the leprosy villages.
Both the staff and patients are understandably distant to visitors as a rule, but the warmth and compassion demonstrated by Dr. Muhajir overcame their reticence. He established a warm relationship with all
those he met.

30 - May 2 at the University of

Ma~aya

in Seremban. There

weTe 40 aborigines among the 130 attendants. The principat consurtation centered around teaching plans.

,

• •
• •
• •
• •

"[[
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and Africa

The Second Annual Convention fOT the Baha'is of West Ce7l'~Ta~ Africa, (right abot.'e) was held in Victoria, West
Cameroon, April 30-May 2. Forty-one delegates assembled, a~most an coming from remote bush villages in West
Cameroon, Photo, left above, shows new~y dected ~Vational Assembly members as foHows: Stephen Tabe, Sampson Forchnk, Mrs. Janet Mughrabi (secretary), Moses Akombi, Mrs. LiWe Rosenberg, Oscar Njang, Ja-wad Mughrabi and So~omon Tanyi. Sherman Rosenberg was not present.

Boise Baha'IS Sponsor
Arts and Cralts Show
On April 17 and 18 the Western State Fairgrounds
in Boise, Idaho was the scene of an intercultural
arts and crafts show sponsored by the Baha'is of
Boise and of Ada County, Idaho. The theme was
"Unity of Humanity" and all artists, ethnic groups
as \I,rell as children of nearby schools \vere invited
to participate-.
Cultural groups for whom areas at the exhibit were
set aside included Basques, Orientals, Indians and
Europeans. There were areas also for hobby crafts.
fine arts and crafts with divisions for juvenile, amateur and professional entries.
There were 651 entries. Those on the theme of
"Unity of Humanity" were judged and trophies presented to the winners by the Director of the Boise Art
Gallery. The participants included artists from two
other nearby states and Canada, and the displays included work from nine Indian tribes: Creek, ShoshoneB~nnock, Nez Perce, Spokane, Ute, Makah, Paiute,
Navajo and Pueblo.
At the time of presentation of a\vards :Mr. Chester
Kahn gave a talk on the theme of the exhibit. During the day Mrs. Alta Kahn demonstrated the art of
::-.r avaja rug \veaving while her son Chester showed
slide::; af various Indian Council Fires.
At the entrance to the exhibition was a Baha'i display naming the Divine Revelators and stating the
Golden Rule as expressed in their Faiths. Baha'i
books and pamphlets were also included in this display. with free pamphlets for those who \l,.·ished. A
great deal of interest \llaS shown in the Faith and the
friends in the area consider the event so successful
that they plan to make it an annual proclamation effort.

Teaching

In

the United States

Chester Kahn and his mother, Mrs. Alta Kahn discuss
the unity of humanity with the Basqne peop~e, visitors
at the Boise Arts and Crafts Show.
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Individual Firesides
(Reprinted jrom BAHA-i NEWS, page 4, July, 1957)

of Lakewood, Calijornia gather with their
friends to celebrate Riqvan. Active teaching of the
Faith is carried out in Lakewood through regular
weekly firesides.

Baha~is

The following excerpt is taken from a letter written
on behalf of the Guardian by his Assistant Secretary
dated March 6, 1957, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett of
Butte, Montana. It is reprinted as an incentive to
all American Baha'is_
"The friends must realize their individual responsibility. Each must hold a Fireside in his or her
home, once in nineteen days, where new people are
invited, and where some phase of the Faith is mentioned and discussed. If this is done with the intent of
showing Baha'i hospitality and love, then there will be
results_ People will become interested in 'what' you
are interested in, and then be interested in studying.
Individual firesides 'i.·,..ill bring knowledge of the Faith
to more people, W1der favorable circumstances, and
thus constantly enrich its circle of friends, and finally
its members. There is no substitute for the teaching
work of the individual."

Baha'i Club Organized
at Western Reserve University
The Baha'i Club of Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio, organized by the seven Baha'is on
the campus, held its first public meeting April 22 with
Dr. Sarah Martin Pereira as speaker_ Dr_ Pereira is
professor of Romance Languages at the District of
Columbia Teachers College and member of the National Spiritual Assembly. Her subject was liThe Challenge of our Age." A number of good questions were
asked by members of the audience. The meeting 'i.vas
advertised bv means of invitations to the students and
faculty of ¥iestern Reserve and to personnel of other
colleges in the area, as well as by posters on the 'Vest·
ern Reserve University campus and one at Cleveland
State College.

Howard Tangler, Dr. Sarah Martin Pereira and Miss
Lydia Martin talk with a student from India (right) jollowing a Baha'i meeting sponsored by the Baha'i Col·

lege Club of Western Reserve University.

Baha'i Club at University of Houston is the first Baha'i
club in Texas, Members plan weekly meetings in campus reUgious center.
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Profile in Perseverance
Three dedicated. untried Baha'i youth, faced with a
seemingly insurmountable obstacle and armed only
with faith and courage. proceeded to bring the Message of Baha'u'llah to a Christian stronghold at Hope
College in Holland, Michigan.
Hope College is a Reformed Church of Christ
(Dutch) school. It probably represents one of the
most conservative Christian groups in the United
States_
Petition had been made to the school's Student Life
Committee for formation of a Baha'i Club on campus,
to no avail. Not only did the authorities deny the petition but forbade the friends to meet together on campus. Subsequently, the teacher of a non-Christian religion class offered to have a Baha'i speaker address
his class. With this ray of hope, the young people un~
dertook to act with dignity, boldness and faith, and
thereby unfolded the follmving success story:
They contacted the National Teaching Committee
for a Baha'i speaker, arranged for him to address two
seminary classes and the non-Christian religion class
on two separate days. The third day, they held a public meeting. In the meantime, they provided for invitations to be placed in every student mail-box, displayed posters in several stores in the area, and
placed articles, as weU as p'aid advertisements, in
both the Hope College school paper and the Holland,
Michigan Sentinel.
What were the results? Let the Bahiiti teacher's report speak for itself. Winston Evans, who accepted the
Hope College assignment, writes: "The student response at the three classes was excellent - many questions - much literature taken. There were about six~
ty-tive at the public meeting.
. after the talk, an
hour's question and answer period . . . about 500
pieces of 1iterature taken in the three days, We're
sure Hope College will never be the same. This never
could have happened if our youth had not had the
faith and burning desire to spread our beloved Faith."
Remarkable as this all seems, even more remarkable is the fact that these three young people, Linda
Davis, Terry Stahelin and Jonathan Vliegand, are re~
latively new Baha'is - in fact, Jonathan enrolled only
in January of this year!

Baha'is from the Monterey Peninsula Baha'i commu.nities and Salinas, California at a meeting with Auxiliary Board 1vfember J Anthony Lease (center back) on
ApTil 18.

More than 1,500 persons viewed the Baha'i exhibit on
Youth Interfaith Day in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, February
21, Bahri/i youth from Appleton, iWadison and M-i1waukee
assisted the local Bahci'is in answering questions asked
by the visitors. Ten other religious groups also had
exhibits. The event was held in the Catholic High SchooL

Indian Bahci'is representing five tribes in the SeatHe,
Washington area have formed an HAn Indian Bahci'i
Panel." The panel travels to the reservations throughout the area to teach the Message of Buhd'u'llcih.
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Local

Spiritua~

Assembly of

Lakewood~

California

formed April 21,1965. Back row (left to right): Suhayl
Ala'i, Iraj Taler-Reza, Dr. Norman Antonson, F. Dana
Eckfeld, Robert Brunst. Front (left to right): Mrs.

Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Alameda,
Californ'ia, formed April 21, 1965.

Leila .tlntonson, JHrs. Beatrice \:YTiUiams, Mrs. Lihan
Ala'i, Mrs. Jalet Brunst. This Assembly was made possible because seven Baha'is Of Long Beach, California
moved to Lakewood for this purpose,

New U.S. Local Spiritual Assemblies
Newly Incorporated Spiritual Assemblies

Local Spiritual Assernblu of Antelope Judicial District,
CaHtornia, incorporated MaTch 25, 1965. Seated left to
Tight: Mrs. Gwen Carter, Mrs. Marion Jackson, ~~fTS.
BeatTice Busby, Mrs. Mildred Brackett. Standing left
to T1.ght: Ray Brackett, Charles Jackson, Dell FaUs,
Waltaee Carter, Jr., Reuben Busby.
Loca~

Spiritual Assembly at Baha'is of Pompano Beach,

Florida, elected at Rigvan, 1965. Front (left to right):

George .Miller, Annaleen Schwandes, Mildred Wimbley,
John Wimbley. Rear (left to right): John Graham,
Elmer Schwandes, Roy MH~er, Sid SiglOa~d and Carl

Svendsen. This AS.'iembly was originally formed in 1962,
lapsed for two years.

Local Spirituar .4ssembly of Temple City, California,
incorporated April 9, 1965. Front rou:: lett to right:
J'\tfrs. Dorot.hy Heller, Mrs. Joanne Honinger, Mrs,
1sabel O'1..'erlin, Miss Alva Christensen. Back row, left
to right: Pau.l Stirneman, Mrs. Bertha Stirneman
Henri HeUer, Mrs. Hilda Pulley, Charles PuHey. '

Local Spiritual Assembly of Dumont, New Jersey incorporared }').-farch 23, 1965. Members: Archie Tichenor
(cha"irman), Donald Drexler (vice chairman), Mrs.
Blanche Kaufman (secretary), Benjamin Kaufman
(treasnrer), Mrs. A.gnes Tichenor, Mrs. Adair DreXler,
Adele Psay!a, Alice Morse, Mae Will.
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express concern for prejudice and injustice every~
where, not just in the South." The occasion gave the
Baha'is many opportunities to meet their fellow tov.rns~
people and to obtain excellent publicity for the Faith.

c
The Brisbane. Australia radio station invited the
University Baha'i club to give a short talk, informing
new students of their activities. They \vere able to
present the teachings of the Faith and its aims. The
talk \vas repeated several times on the University
Hour for a fe\,,' weeks.

o

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Baha'i Center in lVledina, Bismarck Archipelago, iVeu.'

Gu.inea.

News Briefs
Approximately fifty persons, two-thirds of whom
were not Baha'is including several Navajo Indians,
participated in the observance of the twelfth day of
Ric;ivan by the Baha'i community of Gallup. Ne\~l Mexico. Dr. Fazlollah Missaghi. a Baha'i from fran, research mining engineer and faculty associate at the
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
showed beautiful slides taken during his trip to iran
in 1961, and three little Navajo girls read prayers in
English and Navajo. There was also chanting in Persian and a prayer in Esperanto.

o
\Vhile on her teaching trip in Ne\ll :11exico, Arizona
and Texas, Mrs. Ruth Moffett spent one entire day in a
Navajo hogan some miles from Gallup, New Mexico,
where she talked about the Faith with twenty-seven
Navajo Indians. Eight adults and two fourteen-yearold youths made their declarations of acceptance of
Baha'u'llah.

o
In March when Baha'is of Lawrence, Kansas, were
asked by a local minister to attend a meeting in his
church for the purpose of joining other religious
groups in planning some sort of ((sympathy for Selma"
service in Lawrence, one of them suggested that there
might be many citizens in Lawrence who would not
join in a march but would like to take part in a prayer
service and openly express their sympathy. The idea
that more could be accomplished if members of many
faiths joined to pray together and to resolve to overcome problems with the help of God met \vith enthusiastic response. Thus an nInterfaith Service of Concern
for Selma and America" was held on March 14 with
some 500 persons in attendance at the St. John's Catholic Church. Publicity made it clear that the meeting
was planned by Protestants, Catholics, Jews, Unitarians and Baha'is. Reverend Paul Davis of the Plymouth Congregational Church who was one of the speakers pointed out that the group had come together "to

An Associated Press release written by Hal Mc~
Clure and originating in Haifa, Israel, has been appearing in newspapers throughout the country since
early May. The well written article covers briefly and
accurately facts about the Founders of the Baha'i
Faith, its world-wide scope, its relation to all the
world's great religions, and some of its basic tenets
and aims.

o
PTincipes, the journal of the Palm Society which is
engaged primarily in study of the palm family
throughout the world, carried in a recent issue a biographical sketch of the society's treasurer, Mr. T. R.
Baumgartner, a Baha'i. It mentions that, with his wife,
Mr. Baumgartner is very active in the Baha'i Faith
and is treasurer of the Miami, Florida Assembly.

o
The Niagara Fa!!s (New York) Gazette, May 8,
1965 carried an excellent feature article on the Baha'i Faith by staff writer Dick Klug. The article was
based on an interview with Fred H. ReiSt member
of the local Spiritual Assem bly of Niagara Falls whose
picture accompanied the article which dealt largely
with the Baha'i view on government and the structure
of the Faith as (Ithe prototype for the future world
government. "

o
The January 1'965 issue of the Kanawake News,
published by the Indians of Caughnawaga Reserve
(near l\fontreal, Canada) carried a fine article on
"What is the Baha'i Faith?" written by Betty Frost.
Readers who were interested in further information
were invited to attend the regular weekly Baha!i fireside on the Reserve.

o
Mention of Baha'l Holy Days on calendars printed
for general use is becoming more frequent. The Zion,
lWnois community calendar for 1965 mailed to all
schools in the district indicates· on the appropriate
dates all nine Baha'i Holy Days in the year when work
is suspended by Baha'is. Secretariat .1'.J~ews, Volume
XIX, February 26, 1965 lists in its :\'Iarch Holiday Calendar the Feast of Kaw-Ruz (Baha'i). This publication
is circulated among personnel working at United Na~
tions Headquarters in New York. The World Holiday
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Calendar for 1965 published by The Friendly World,

Brooklyn, New York. includes the principal religious
holidays of World Religions, starting with seven of the
Baha'i Holy Days. This fifty-two page booket lists also
the national holidays of most of the countries of the
world as well as special days at the United Nations.

o
The Chicago Tribune May 20 carried a full column
story in Robert Cromie's book section about Dr.
Rosey E, Pool. a recently enrolled Baha'i who had
just concluded her visit as an exchange professor
at A & M College, Huntsville, Alabama. A native of
the Netherlands, Dr. Pool is interested in the work
of United States Negro poets and has published four
anthologies, two in Holland and two in England. In
addition to a lengthy interview with Mr. Cromie durN
ing her visit to Chicago. Dr. Pool was the guest of
honor at a party arranged for her bv the editor of
Negro Digest and also spoke at a numb~r of firesides.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
July 13 -

KaIimat (Words)

August 1 -

Kamal (Perfection)

HOLY DAY
July 9 -

Martyrdom of the Bab

U,S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETING

. Baha'i Publishing Trust
New Printing of World Order of Bah.§'u'U.§h
Includes a Paperbound Edition
The World Order of Baha'u'lhih, By Shoghi Effendi.
This collection of the World Order Letters of Shoghi
Effiendi forms a vital link in Baha'i literature. In it
he analyzes the twofold process that is transforming
the face of the planet-the first, an integrating process
and the second, a disruptive One. The unfolding steps
through the various epochs of the Formative Age of
Faith, to the golden age of the Cause of Baha'u'llah,
are clearly envisaged.
Since building the World Order of Bah3.'u'lliih is the
prime ilUlction and concern of every Baha'i, an under~
standing of the goals and the timing involved in reachN
ing them is of prime importance. Nevertheless, the
distribution record on this tiUe has been very small
indicating a profolUld lack of awareness on the¥ part of
a large portion of the Baha'i community. It is earnestly
hoped that the two new editions, in both paper and
cloth bindings, will help to remedy that lack and that
this title will meet with a strong response from the
builders of the kingdom of God on earth.
Conrad Heleniak has utilized a drawing by Harlan
Scheffler, well known scratchboard artist, in designing
a most attractive cover for the paper edition and a
jacket for the clothbound book.
Cloth, per copy ...................... .
S3.00
Paper, per copy ....... .
1.50

July 30. 31. August I

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10 :00 a.m. to 9: 00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
SUNDAY, JULY 20

Picture Book in Color of House of Worship
A strikingly beautiful picture book in color of the
Baha'i HOuse oJ Worship in Wilmette, Illinois designed
by the late Robert Buckley, is now available. It pre~
sents 21 post card sized color pictures of the exterior
and interior of the House of WorShip and of the sur.
rounding gardens. There is also an appropriate text
explaining its construction and unique design. Twenty
pages with heavy cover, 5 x 7 inches~ per copy .... S.50

OrdeT fTom

BlUM. 'f PUBLISHDI'G TRUST

110 LI~DEN A VENUE
WILMETTE I ILLINOI S

4:15 p.m.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation amang Baha'is anly by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities at the Baha'i world .community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually nppointed Editorial Committee: IVIrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun. International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
~aterial must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date af issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.

Change of address should be reported directly to tiational Baha'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Dlinois, U.s.A.
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Fort of Khajih at Nayriz in fran, scene of Va!.lid'. heroism that preceded his
martyrdom. The complete story of the courage <1f this devoted follower of the
Bdb can be read on TYP. 478-499 oj the Dawn·Breakers.
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Conventions Elect National Assemblies

Left: Delegates and friends attending the Eighth National Convention of Mezico. Right: Hand of the Cause Dr.
Ugo Giachery in center holding Greatest Name, with members of the newly elected National Spiritual Assembly
of Mexico.

Left above: Fifth National Convention of the Baha'is of Cuba, held in La Habana (Havana) April 23-25, 1965.
Right above: Baha'is from La Habana and Marianao during Naw·Rliz Celebration in March.

Left: Fourth Annual Convention of the Bahd'is of Finland held in Helsinki during Rillvan 1965. Right: National
Spiritual Assembly of Finland elected at the Convention. Left to right: Mr. M. Namdar, v. chairman; Mr. D. o;a,
Tee. secTetary; Miss Mai;a Ravota., Dr. H. Zabi~ianl chairman; MTS. Toini Saarimen, Miss SiTkka Salmi, Miss
Aili Honkanen, Mr. E. Kylliiiinen, treasurer; Miss Ritva Yli-Pohja, COTTe•.•ecretary.
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Left: Group of believers in front of the H~ratu'l-Quds in Auckland, New Zealand, at the time of the National Con.vention May 1 and 2, 1965. Right: National Assembly of New Zealand. Seated, lett to right: Mrs. J. Simmons, Mrs.
P. Butler. Standing, left to right: Mr. P. Leodley, chairman; Mr. Ward, Mr. D. Weeks, Miss F. Whitcombe, Mr.
M. Mckenzie, Mr. J. Can, Mr. P. Sucherigg.

AU delegates, except one, were present for the National Convention of North West Africa, held in Rabat, Morocco,
May 1-2, 1965. Members of the National Assembly elected at this convention (right above) are as follows, left to
right, standing: Dr. Fouad AhmadpouT, DT. A. Mesbah. (chairman), DT. E. Ta'i, Shawqi Riaz Rawhani, Hosain.

Ardakani (treasurer), E.mad Saberan (vice-chairman). Seated: Mohammed Ma'anan (secretary), Rawshan Mustapha~ and Esma'it Mimoun.

Friends and delegates attending the thirty-sixth annual Convention of India held at New Delhi April 27-80, 1965.
FollOwing the Convention was a teaching class for three days which was largely attended by villagers from ma•• teaching areas. The .maJority of the delegates came from villages and showed spontaneous and praiseworthy
spirit in offering to serve the Faith.

~,-
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The Fruits of Teaching in Brazil
The National Convention of Brazil, above, left, was
attended by 150 delegates and friends, elected the
National Spiritual Assembly shown above at the right,
and rejoiced in news of victories in teaching the
Faith. Through the efforts of two small communities,
the National Teaching Committee and use of the "Integral Teaching Plan," the five local spiritual assemblies
pictured at right and below were brought into being.
They are (below, counterclockwise): Gravatai, Viamao, Tapes and Esto; (right) Lauro de Freitas. Members of the Nationai Assembly are: (standing, left to
right) Anthony Worley, Vivaldo Ramos, Shapoor Monadjem, Djalal Eghrari, ValialJah Bartar, Osmar
Mendes; (seated, left to right) Mrs. Nylza Taetz, Mrs.
Muriel Miessler, Miss Ingeborg Straeke.

"1
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Dorothy Baker Institute Inaugurated in Guatemala
The Baha'is of Guatemala have inaugurated the
Institute Dorothy Baker in May. 1965 in Chichicasten.
ango. It is named for the Hand of the Cause who
loved Latin America, who made many journeys to
these cOlUltries and served on the Inter·America Teaching Committee for a number of years. Its purpose
is to train native believers to be Babati teachers. The
present plan is to have an institute the third week of
each month. Photo at lower left shows first group
attending the sessions.
Hand of the Cause, Dr. U go Giachery, was present
for the fifth annual convention which is reported as
being the ··most wonderful we have had." He is shown
in photo of the newly elected National Assembly at
left above (last row, second from left), and also with
the entire convention group at right above. Auxiliary
Board member, Gabriel Torres from El Salvador
was also present.

Left, Ninth Annual Convention of Baha'is of North East Asia with Hands of the Cause Miss Agnes Alexander and
MT. Collis Featherstone. The Convention was held May 1 and 2 at Toshi center in Tokyo. Right: Hand of the Cau••
Miss Agnes Alexander, second from left, with members of the National Spiritual Assembly of North East Asia.
Left to right seated: Philip MarangeHa, chairman; Miss Alexander, Mrs. Barbara Sims, COTTes. secretary; Dr.
lkus Mizuno, v. chairman; Standing !eft to right: Eugene Schreiber, Tee. secretary; Mazazo Odani~ Abbas Katirai,
Hiroshi Yamazaki, RouhoUah- Momtazi. Inset: Ata'u'Udh Moghbet, treasurer.
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Hand of the Cause, John FeTTaby, two Auxiliary Board
members and about eighty friends assembled in Bern,
on April 24 and 25, 1965 for the Fourth Swiss Convention. The Faith has made gains in this European Alpine
country and has spread to all but si.r of the twentyfive cantons of the Swi.s Confederation.

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of Canada
elected Ridvan 1965, with Hand of the Cause, Zikru'll<ih
Khadem (center front), and three Auxiliary Board
members who attended the Canadian convention this
yeaT.

AN INVITATION FOR SUBMISSION OF DESIGNS FOR
THE BAHA'i TEMPLE OF PANAMA
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Panama invites the submission of designs for the
Baba'i Temple to be erected in Panama. Located at a
crossroads between East and West, North and South,
its construction will have a particular significance
among the Baha'j Temples of the world, including those
already built in North America, Africa, Australia, and
Europe.
The site on which the Temple will be built is located
within the limits of the City of Panama, about six
miles from its center. It is at the summit of a hill of
volcanic rock formation, 600-700 feet above sea level.
The land is two hectares (4.942 acres) in area, and is
presently covered with brush and some large trees.
Access to the property is by a road that connects with
other roads leading into the heart of the city.
The Temple is to be of a size that will provide an
auditorium for worship seating five to six hundred
people. It need not be similar in appearance to other
Baba'i Temples, but should be nine-sided and surmounted by a dome. A height of forty to forty-five
meters would seem adequate, but determination of
this will relate to design. No rooms other than the
auditorium for worship are to be included, except that
space for maintenance, toilets, etc., may be provided
in a basement. A separate building for the caretaker
could alternatively house these latter facilities.
The climate of Panama is characterized as humidtropical or tropical-rainy. There is a dry season from
January to April and a. rainy season from May to December, with considerable variation in rainfall. ThWlder storms during the rainy season are frequent. Relative humidity is high, ninety percent much of the time,
somewhat lower in the dry season. Temperatures
range from the low seventies (Fahrenheit) at night to
the high eighties during the day.
Local available building materials include basaltic

stone, cement, sand and brick. Other materials in
general use in Panama are imported from various
parts of the world. A reasonably good level of tecbnology is available.
It is expected that the submitted designs will include
a plan, elevation and section. A simple site plan can
show means of approach and any suggested landscape features. Other drawings may be submitted in
explanation of the deSign, together with a written
description, if desired. The scale and type of drawings is left to the discretion of the authors.
In submitting a design, the author agrees to accept
as final all decisions of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Panama. and agrees to waive
any and all claims against the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Panama or any other Baha'i
body.
Designs are to be sent to the National Spiritual All·
sembly of the Baha'is of Panama, Apartado 513, Panama, Republic of Panama. to arrive by December
31, 1965. The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of Panama will consider the designs submitted and
will make the final decision as to selection. It is expected that awarding of a contract for architectural
services will be in accordance with established prafes-sional pr actice. In the event that none of the designs
submitted is accepted, it will be so stated. It may be
stipulated that the author of a selected design shall
associate with an organization equipped with facilities
to handle the architectural and engineering work.
The following items are available from the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Panama at the
above address:
Map showing the location of the site.
Topographical survey of the site.
Tables of temperature, relative humidity and
rainfall in Panama.
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The Nineteen-Dav Feast
Unique and Peerless Gathering of Baha'Is
Non: The NaUonal Spiritual Assemb1y suggests. Ulat the f()llowfng
article, reprinted from the BrlUsh Bahti'f JounwL be read by the l0cal communities and. CQosu1ted upon at some future Feast.

The institution of the Nineteen-Day Feast is Wlique
and peerless amongst all the gatherings and the communal ellorts of mankind. Its quality and the mode of
its functioning show the health and virility of a Baha'j Community. From it can flow an incalculable
and illimitable measure of spiritual power. The beloved Master once said that should the Baha'is make
full use of the potentialities of the Nineteen-Day Feast,
they could thereby change the destinies of their town.
He also said that He would be there in this gatheriog
with the Baha'is.
And the converse is also true. A Nineteen-Day Feast
held io a climate alien to the life of the Faith, divorced
from the priociples laid down for the conduct of such
a Feast, shut out from its guiding light, becomes a venomous instrument and injures every individual BaM'i as well as the Community.
•Abdu'l-Baha has repeatedly said that if religion becomes the caUSe of discord it is better to be without it.
Medicine is to cure, to heal; should it aggravate a disorder, it becomes lethal. Similarly, a Nineteen-Day
Feast reduced to the level of a mechanical ritual or
made the area of cantankerous contention cannot but
harm. It is better, far better, to be without it.
The more delicate and well-balanced an instrument,
the more damaging will be the consequences of its
failure . . . .
For us Baha'is, as stated by the beloved Master,
the Nioeteen-Day Feast is what the Holy Communion
is for the Christians. Does a sincere Christian go to
the Holy Communion to have a jolly time or to be insufferably bored? Of course not.

Fellowship in o..ha'u'liah
The Nineteen-Day Feast, according to the direction
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, is composed of three distinct parts,
each one well-defined in its scope, and yet all so
blended as to form one continuous and unbroken process. In the art of the ballet, music, movement and
decor each stand as a separate entity and yet completely merge into one indivisible unit. So are the
component parts of the Nineteen-Day Feast. The link
and the keynote is fellowship in Baha'u'llah.

{/

Experience the Unity

Baha'is come to a Nineteen-Day Feast not so much
to partake in communal worship, to express and exchange views and ideas about the multifarious proble:ms of their Community, to associate lovingly with
one another, but above all of these, supremely important and vital as they are, Baha'is come to a Feast
in order to experience the unity unfolded by the Divioe
Hand of Baha'u'llith. A Nioeteen-Day Feast that fails
to make this experience a blazing, throbbing reality,
is nothing but a mechanical performance that will
only serve to blazon hwnan frailties.

The conflicting tendencies of the world must be
shed outside the doors of the Nioeteen-Day Feast. This
does not mean either the assumption of an air of indifference or hiding behind a facade of spiritual pride
and affected superiority,}It only means emptying our
hearts and minds to make room for the grace ot
Bahil 'u'llah. otherwise a barrier wrought by our own
hands will intervene between the communal character
of the Feast and the Source which is to feed and sustain it.
IIMust Know Intimately"
The first part of the Feast is devotional. Prayer
must come from the depths of one's heart. Otherwise
it is not prayer. It is automation. The words that we
use while we pray which are prayers revealed by the
Founders of our Faith we must know intimately. We
must be familiar with them not just by an iotelligent
grasp of what they signify, but because of what they
evoke from our innermost beings t by the token of the
deep longing response they command from our
hearts. When the Persian believers chant a prayer at a
meeting, it is almost always a prayer that they have
used in their own solitary devotionals, with which
they are well acquaioted. Thus their chanting is not
merely giving utterance to a sweet and charming mel..
ody. They know the meaning, the import of the words.
And words take wiogs.
Distributing books just a short while prior to the beginning of the devotional part of the Feast and then
asking some of the friends present to read prayers or
Tablets which they may never have set eyes on before
is a practice which has often-times been followed.
There are occasions, and abundant they have been,
when in spite of this glariog defect, the spirit of the
Feast and of those attending it makes full compensation, and the devotional is raised to supreme heights.
But this practice is fundamentally wrong, and there
have ~een sad failures . . . .

"With Joy and Gladness"
Another very important point to bear in mind is the
very injunction of Baha'u'lhlh not to burden souIs with
lengthy recitations of scriptures. He has said: ~ITo
chant but one verse with joy and gladness is better
for you than reading all the Revelations of the Omnipotent God with carelessness."
If a believer is giving a Feast, it is his or her privilege to arrange the devotional program. However no
local spiritual assembly is bound to observe the custom which has grown up of having one believer or
more acting as hosts at a Nineteen-Day Feast. The
assembly can take full charge of the devotional and
have the cost of relreshments defrayed from the local
funds at its disposal. There should be no rigidity of
procedure in these respects.

Creative Consultation
The second stage is usually termed Hthe business
part, U of the Feast, an appellation which can be mis-
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construed. It is the period of consultation. The secretary and the treasurer of the assembly and various
committees present reports. The purpose of these reports is certainly not a mere enumeration of problems, resolutions and decisions. Otherwise the medium
of a bulletin, a newsletter would suffice. The underlying principle is consultation and creative consultation at that. It is a hUman oddity to cling to the trivial
and talk ad nauseum about it. I remember a Nineteen-Day Feast when a great deal was spoken about
serving tea at a particular function and tempers were
frayed. A principle to uphold most conscientiously is
the inalienable t the sacred right of every believer to
express freely his views on questions and problems
that are the subject of consultation, and to offer suggestions. But the opinions of one or two people! no m a tter how ferventiy held and how forcibly expressed,
cannot be taken as the considered view of the whole
Feast unless definitely voted as -a recommendation
that emanates from a Nineteen-Day Feast. Should it
fail to do so, it will have gravely compromised a fundamental principle of the Cause, and has much to answer to Baha'u'lhlh.
But the deliberations of the Nineteen-Day Feast

Baha'i Delegations Attend NGO Conference
at the United Nations
Two Baha'i delegations, one representing the Baha'i
International Community and the other the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United States, attended the
annual Non..Governmental Organizations Conference
held at the United Nations Headquarters in New York
City on May 21-28. Lectures and panels with questions
from the floor clarilied the work of the UN and the relationship of these organizations to it. The NGOs serve
many functions, including the education of their own
groups, the education of the general public and a
"feed back'! to the UN from the grass-roots. The favorable interpretation of the UN, accentuating the positive rather than the negative, has been of vital importance, especially during this critical period in its
history.
U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations,
said: UIn my experience, 1963 was one of the best years
in the history of the United Nations, so far as international relations were concerned. In that year we witnessed the signing of the partial test-ban treaty . . .
and we witnessed the adoption by the General Assemblyof a resolution banning nuclear weapons in outer
space." Unfortunately there has been a set-back in this
effort. The Secretary-General regards ignorance, illiteracy, disease and poverty as the real enemies of man.
Over two-thirds of the world is thus nlagued. He believes that "we have to go to the root of the problem if
we are to establish a stable world order, if we are to
see that the principles of the United Nations Charter
are implemented in all parts of the world."
Tibor Mende, Chief of the Economic and Social Information Unit of the Office of Public Information, said
that the UN is doing a great deal about which the world
knows very little. The economic and social field is becoming the center of gravity of the UN, he said. He
stated that people feel their lives are wasted. There is
great difference between suffering without a purpose
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m~st rise above petty thoughts and obstinate hagglmgs. They must bypass small matters of little value.
Certainly any subject that is related to the work of the
Cause and the life of the Community can be brought
up at the Feast, but to make ponderous issues of
trivialities is a grave betrayal of the purpose of the
Feast. At all times this thought must be present in
our minds that consultation is a unique feature of our
Faith, and that consultation is not argumentation~
Creative indeed must be the consultation of a Nineteen-Day Feast.

Fellowsh ip and Love
The third and concluding part of the Feast is of a
social nature. When this stage is reached, the atmosphere of the Feast is well established. It can be
dismal and intolerably weighed down, it can soar
above the stars. And breaking bread together is an
ancient and time-honored custom of mankind, sym..
bolic of fellowship and love. In a Baha'1 Feast it transcends the flat level of custom and rite, and becomes a
scintillating expression of unity.
HASAN BALYUZI

and suffering with a purpose, and people no longer are
content to remain futile. Three-fourths of the UN activities deal with such problems.
Roger Baldwin, who has proven to the Baha'is his
concern for the rights of man by his efforts on behalf
of the rights of Baha'is, said that about one hundred
Non-Govemmental Organizations are concerned with
human rights.
The Conference was told that either the UN has a
very bright future or mankind has no future whatever.
It is not a sovereign parliament of the world. The UN
can only mirror what is outside its walls.
Baha'is by their very presence at this important conference proved that they are among those who will support and help strengthen this vital institution. In this
time of crisis, our support is needed as never before.
The representatives of the Baha'i International Community at the Conierence were: Mr. Glenford C. Mitchell, Mrs. Etta Mae Mikhael, and Mr. and Mrs. William
Wold.
The delegation representing the National Spiritual
Assembly of the BalLi'is of the United States included
Mrs. Florence Steinhauer, Miss Eloise Mitchell, Mrs.
Elizabeth Thomas and Mrs. Annamarie Honnold.

Hand of Cause Ramatu'Jlcih Muhcijir
Visits North America
Hand of the Cause, Dr. Ramatu'llah Muhajir who
had completed several weeks of teaching in Central
America paid a brief visit to the Baha'i House of Worship and the National Baha'i Headquarters in Wilmette, Illinois, June 23.
While in the Temple area, Mr. Muhil.jir was able
to attend the Nineteen-Day Feasts of both the Wilmette and Evanston communities and to speak to the
friends about the goals of the Nine-Year Plan.
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400 Attend Souvenir of 'Abdu'I·Bah,i
in West Englewood
It is a tradition that the annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'lBah;' held in West Englewood, New Jersey on the
fourth Saturday in June is never marred by rain.
June 26, 1965 was no exception, the weather being not
only clear but ideal in temperature.
Over 400 Baha'is and friends gathered at the Evergreen Cabin for picnic and fellowship, but most of all
to commemorate together in loving association the
day in 1912 when 'Abdu'I-Baha Himself addressed the
friends at this very spot and predicted that in days to
come thousands would gather in celebration of that
day.
The meeting was honored by the presence of beloved Hand of the Cause Zikru'llilh Khadem and National Spiritual Assembly member Paul Pettit, both of
whom spoke about 'Abdu'l-Bahit as the Perfect Exemplar of the Baha'i Faith and of the mystery of His
station. The great responsibilities of the American believers towards the fulfillment of the Divine Plan as
well as their present obligations to the Nine Year Plan
of the Universal House of Justice were also stressed.
The chairman, Mr. Archie Tichenor referred lovingly to the Hand of the Cause Roy Wilhelm who owned
the Evergreen Cabin property when 'Abdu'I-Bah;'
visited there. Mr. Tichenor also pointed out that
Shoghi Effendi called the first Unity Feast held at the
Evergreen Cabin in June 1912 the true birth of the
Bahit'i Faith in America.
Music was furnished by Carol R utste1n who, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Harriet Kelsey, sang
~jThe Lord's Prayer" and "From the Sweet Scented
Streams." One guest, a Baha'i. originally from Canton,
China, had been taught the Faith by Martha Root and
has translated Baha'i writings into Chinese.
On display was the 1908 Reo automobile in which
'Abdu'I-Baha rode through the streets of New York.
References were given to Biblical prophecies fulfilled
by His trip in this car.
Mter the talks pictures were taken of those present
who had seen 'Abdu'l-Baha; and finally a commemorative service was held in the grove at the exact spot
where the Master addressed the friends in 1912.

! Jhe

Origin and Purpose of World Peace Day

I

World Peace Day observed annually on the third
Sunday in September was inaugurated by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States in September 1959 by a cCBaha'i Proclamation
Day" to commemorate the first mention of the Baha'i
Faith in America on September 23, 1893. Thereafter it
became an annual event known as World Peace Day
beginning in 1960. The continuing purpose of this special Baha'i event is to spread recognition of America's
spiritual destiny to raise the standard of peace in the
world.

Attendants at 1965 Souvenir Feast who saw 'Abdu'!Baha. Front, lett to right: Mrs. F10Tence Bettinger
Oliver, Mrs. Rouhieh Jones McComb, Mrs. Bertha Rohe
Clark, Mrs. Rita Magee, Mrs. Arnie Wright. Back, left
to right: Curtis Kelsey, Mrs. Lorraine Hopper Welch,
Mrs. Catherine Healy, George R ath.

Picnickers at Souvenir of 'Abdu'!-Baha West Englewood,
New Jersey June 26, 1965.

In recent years an increasing number of State Gov..
emors have issued proclamations at the behest of the
Bah;' 'i s thus adding sta lure and more widespread
knowledge of this Bahit'i endeavor.
One of the objectives of the Nine Year Plan is to secure such proclamations from every state in the United
States, and the Baha'is in state capitals are urged to
see that this is done. Obviously, only one local spiritual
assembly should make the approach to the Governor's
office for the purpose. Reference to back issues of
Baha'i News will suggest the procedure and the content
of the proclamation. Once such a proclamation has
been issued, it is a simple matter to request a repeti..
tion each year.
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Varied Observances of Race Unity Day
in the United States
Observance of Race Unity Day in the United States
this year was marked by a wide variety of activities,
many of which took the form of well advertised public
meetings at which speakers discussed Tace unity as an
essential requirement for a peaceful society. There
were also many informal gatherings such as picnics
which provided opportunity for fellowship and public
demonstration of the Baha'i belief in and practice of
the oneness of mankind. In most instances a very special effort was made to reach the Negro members of the
community by inviting Negro speakers, musicians and
choral groups to participate.
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Testimonial Dinner
One unique observance was a Louis Gregory testi~
manial dinner sponsored by the Baha'is of Urbana,
Illinois t assisted by their neighboring community of
Champaign. On this occasion a plaque was awarded
to the individual chosen by the Urbana Assembly from
among the persons suggested by organizations and individuals for their contributions toward better racial
harmony in the community. One hundred and forty
were present to hear about Louis Gregory and to honor
the recipient of the award and others who had been
nominated. The program- included an address on "Race
Unity-Key to World Peace" by Professor Robert E.
Hayden, Baha'i poet and member of the faculty of Fisk
University, Nashville, Tennessee. There was a followup uGlad to Have Met You" party at the Baha'i Center
the night after the dinner at which Professor Hayden
read some of his poetry.
Newspaper publicity included announcements of the
award, invitations to the public to recommend recipients, a picture of the members of the special committee appointed to select the winner, a 1S-inch article
by a newspaper reporter on Louis Gregory, a picture
and a 14-inch article about Professor Hayden as speaker, a story on the twelve nominees for the award, and
a picture of the presentation of the plaque. Especially
gratifying was the TV coverage of the event. All three
local channels showed the presentation of the award,
some of them two or three different times. One station, WILL-TV, featured a five minute interview with
Professor Hayden on race unity during its regular news
program at 6:30 the following evening.

t
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Donald E. Moyer, right, winner oj the Louis Gregary
award plaque. With him are Prof. Hayden, Baha'i poet
and speaker, and Champaign. Mayor Emmerson Dexter
who presented the award.

Picnics
In Tucson, Arizona, one of the local Baha'i families
was host for a picnic attended by fifty adults and
Children, mostly non-Baha'is. The program consisted
of carefully planned music and talks. The meeting
opened with the reading of a prayer for unity followed
by a song by a nine-year-old girl accompanied on a
portable organ by her four-year-old sister, both daughters of the minister of a Negro Baptist Church. Three
Baha 'f speakers, including one youth, talked on the need

United Nations Party
In order t() attract attendance at the Race Unity
observance in San Francisco, California, the Baha'is
sponsored an informal "United Nations Dance" in
Chinatown the night preceding Race Unity Day inviting any and all who could do so to come in the national
dress of their homeland. The following day the formal
observance of Race Unity Day, also held in Chinatown,
consisted of a formal public meeting with Mrs. Mamie
Seto as a speaker. Mrs. Seto was a Baha'i pioneer in
Hong Kong during almost all of the World Crusade.

San Francisco, California Race Unity Day meeting held
in Chinatown. Mr. Lim P. Lee and Mrs. Mamie Seto
(seated front center) were the speaker •.
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for race unity in order to establish a peaceful world.
The program ended with a choral selection by the children of the House of Prayer Church led by a Negro
minister.

Picnic marks Race Unity Day in Louisville, Kentucky.
The Cleveland and Euclid Bahll.'i communities in
Ohio planned their program to provide a full day's
observance, beginning with an intercommunity picnic
sponsored by the Cleveland friends after which all
attended the public meeting in Euclid. The speaker for
the evening was Mr . Julien Madison. Negro representative of the NAACP and Cleveland Urban League
who stressed the need for race unity and outlined the
problems involved in achieving it. Mr. John Copeland,
Baha'i, explained how it will be accomplished under the
World Order of Bah •.'u'llah.
For one month prior to a similar display in the U.S.
Grant Hotel where the San Diego, California, Baha'is
celebrated Race Unity Day. the public library featured
an international doll collection centered about the
theme "The Earth is One Country and Mankind Its
Citizens." The theme for the display in the hotel was
the same as that for the public meeting, namely,
"The Earth is One Home; Let it be in Unity." Mrs.
F. Joseph McCormack was the speaker. A luncheon
in the hotei dining room for the Baha'is and their
guests followed the meeting.
A panel of three Baha'i speakers, two from Waterloo
and one from Cedar Falls t representing three races,
was the featured program for the Race Unity Day
observance in Waterloo, Iowa.
St. Petersburg, Florida, had as its guest speaker
Mrs. Constance Baker. Of the forty-two present, twelve
were Negroes.

Governor's Testimonial
The Baha'is of Sacramento and Sacramento Municipal Court District communities in California sponsored
a picnic in one 'of the local parks. The formal program
included talks by a local attorney representing the

NAACP and a Baha'i from San Francisco. A high
point was the reading of the following letter from the
Governor of California, Edmund G. Brown:
"I am pleased to join with you on this Race Unity
Day to observe one of the great truths of all religious
beliefs - the brotherhood of man. In America we have
a unique grasp of the essential truth of that belief.
For our country has been founded and grown great
through the strength of our dedication to a democratic
society, firmly anchored in our belief of brotherhood.
On this day. let us all join in a prayer for the race
unity we all believe in so profoundly."

Programs in Churches
Recognizing the reluctance of the Negro community
to attend meetings away from their own church, the
Baha'is of Key West, Florida, decided to take their
Race Unity Day program to a Negro church. Having
attended one of the Negro churches having a white
minister as part of their obs ervance of the Birthday
of Baha'u'llah, the Baha'is hoped to lay the foundation
for their Race Unity Day observance by offering a
program of Baha'i slides in this same church, but
the minister rejected the program. The Baha'is then
sought permission to give both programs on two
successive Sunday evenings in another Negro church.
Although he said he had never heard of the Baha'i
Faith, the minister said he would welcome anyone
who was trying to unite the races. He was greatly
impressed with the program, particularly with the
Baha'i prayers. He asked first the choir and then the
congregation to say the word "Baha'i" and then said:
"1 want you to remember that word so that the next
time you see the word 'Baha'i' you will recognize it."
He strongly urged the members of the congregation
to come to see the Baha'i pictures of the Holy Land
the following Sunday, to hear what Hthese friends"
have to say and to bring friends with them.
The Bellevue B aha 'i group of Washington, consisting
of three adults and one youth, drew an attendance of
82 persons at their picnic, including Baha'is and their
contacts from six neighboring communities and groups.

Mayor Edward Munoz of Gal!up, New Mexico signs
Race Unity Day Proclamation. With him are Mrs.
Eulalia Bobo of Beverly Hills, California and James
Stone of Gallup.
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The event received excellent publicity in the newspapers and in adult education classes one of which
was a courSe on "The Negro in United States History,"
conducted by Mrs. Naomi Robinson, a member of the
Bellevue Group. A sign at the picnic site carrying the
word "Baha'i" drew considerable notice and favorable
comments from persons going down to the nearby
beach to swim.

Portrait Display
An afternoon open house at the local YWCA sponsored by the Spokane, Washington, Baha'is featured
a display of portraits representing nine different
races. These were original oils and charcoals by
five area artists, including one who is a BahA'i, Public~
ity included two newspaper invitations and spot announcements on eight radio stations. There was also
a personal interview on KREM·TV featuring the
Baha'i artist, Mrs. Mary Parker, and two of her
portraits. Her oil pastel portrait of 'Abdu'I·Baha, belonging to the Baha'i community, was also included
in the display. This was the first time that an interview on the Baha'i Faith had been telecast in Spokane.
Beautiful background music was provided by a tape
recording prepared by the Baha'is of the Spokane
County Second Commissioners District.

Raci.1 Unity Panels

Part of display of pom-aits by local amsts sponsored
by the Baha'is of Spokane, Washington in connection
with their Race Unity Day Observance.

International Arts
,/
.~ Beverly

Hills, Culver City and Santa Monica Baha'i
communities in California cooperated in presenting
a program emphasizing appreciation of international
and racial arts. Fifteen nations were represented by
instrumental, solo, choral, and dance numbers. Russ
Garcia, internationally known composer and conductor, arranged the choral music. Robert Quigley, ViceChairman of the National Spiritual Assembly, an
award-winning radio and TV producer, gave a short
introduction to the Baha'j Faith. The reprint on the
Faith from the April issue of Ebony Magazine was
attached to each program and many inquirers sought
out additional literature and addresses of firesides.
The program was presented in the International
Students Center just off the UCLA campus. Many of
the 300 persons attending were students from the
university.
The Baha'is of Scottsdale, Phoenix and Tempe, Ari·
zona, were hosts at a Race Unity Breakfast Cook-out
in Scottsdale Community Center with more than sixty
in attendance. Invitations to the public were extended
by means of posters placed in local -markets, drug
stores, gift shops, book stores and at the Indian
Center on the nearby Salt River Reservation. At the
close of the breakfast all gathered for prayers in
Spanish, Persian and English_ The spirit of those attending was so joyous that many returned for the
afternoon fireside at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Johnson where Mr. Elliot Sater was the speaker.

Salem's (Oregon) Race Unity Day public meeting
featured a Baha'i panel comprised of Mrs. Melba
King, Eskimo, Clyde Johnson, Negro, Mrs. Una Dean,
Caucasian, and Shigsicho Tanaka, Japanese, who
spoke on the various universal teachings of the Baha'i
Faith under the general theme, "Race Unity-Means
for Peace." A no--host piCnic preceded the meeting.
Invitations were sent to members of Salem's Human
Relations Commissi.c:m and .. the newly formed InterFaith Interracial Committee. The meeting was also
publicized in the bulletin of the Presbyterian Church
whose minister is a member of the Human Relations
Committee. The warmth and sincerity of the panel
members and the visiting Baha'is reached the hearts
of all present, many of whom stayed a while to visit
and said they would come again.
Fort Wayne, Indiana, Baha'is planned both a youth
Race Unity evening for Saturday and a public meeting for Sunday. Mr. Lightener, a Civil Rights worker
from Indianapolis, and Miss Bettijane Walker of Toledo, Ohio, were the speakers for the Saturday night
program, which was followed by a discussion and
evening of dancing. Although the attendance was not
as large as expected at the youth meeting, the discussion was excellent and lively. The Sunday meeting

International doll collection displayed in San Diego,
California for Wee I< before Race Unity Day.
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addressed by Miss Walker was attended by seventyfive persons. A Negro choral group and members of
the Baha'; Children's Sunday School provided the
music. A news broadcast from one of the local TV
stations came and interviewed Miss Walker, took a
picture of her with some of the children, and broad.
cast the film on the Sunday night news broadcast.
Approximately eighty persons attended the meeting
in Portland, Oregon. Represented were Negroes, Indians, Eskimos, Caucasians, and visitors from Persia, Cambodia and England. The speakers were Mr.
John Holley, Negro, Director of Community Services
for the Urban League of Portland, and Mr. George P.
LaVatta, a Shoshone-Bannock Indian and adrninistra tive officer assigned to education with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. The Baha'i speaker was Dr. Graham Conroy, Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Portland State College. Mr. Vernon Thompson, a newly
enrolled Negro Baha'i in Portland. served as moderator and conducted a lively question and answer period
following the talks.
The fact that the only available room in· the hotel
where the Baha'i Center is located was a large ballroom presented a great challenge to the New York
Baha'i community to gather a large audience for its
observance of Race Unity Day. Publicity in neighborhood papers and personal invitations attracted some
two hundred persons. The speaker. Dr. George Goodman, a Baha'i, who is Director of Community Relations at radio station WLIB, introduced his subject
with interesting anecdotes and then gave a stirring

conclusion with the Baha'i message. Music and refreshments created an informal and friendly atmosphere which prevailed throughout the meeting.

The Race Unity Day observance co-sponsored by the
Baha';s of Inglewood and Culver City Judicial District,
California, also took the form of a picnic in beautiful
Centinela Park. The speaker was David Bond, Baha'i.
well-known Shakesperean actor and producer, whose
subject was "The Baha'i Concept of Race Unity." He
began his talk by reciting Baha'u'llB.h's words "Blessed
is the Spot." Music and group singing added warmth
and fellowship to the day.
Guest speakers for Race Unity Day in Columbus,
Ohio, were Mr. and Mrs. L. Paul Harris of Mattoon, Illinois, whose subject was "Race Unity, Means for
Peace." They also appeared on a televised interview
on WLWC-TV. On the preceding evening Mr. and Mrs.
Harris gave a colored slide program on the Holy Land,
including pictures of the BaM.'; Congress and the
Frankfort Temple.
Other communities that reported observances of
Race Unity Day similar to those mentioned above were:
Denver, Jefferson County and Boulder in Colorado;
Montclair, New Jersey; Laramie, Wyoming; Kokomo,
Indiana; Wichita, Kansas; Alhambra, California; Minot, North. Dakota; Lima. Ohio; Lawrence, Kansas;
Racine, Wisconsin; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Provo, Utah; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Melrose Township, Springfield and Peoria Heights in Illinois; Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and Omaha, Nebraska.
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Baha'is and friends in St. Paul Minnesota gathered to
hear radio broadcast of Balui', panel on Race Unity
Day. Elsa Steinmetz from Bern, Switzerland led the
discussion afterwards.

Race Unity Day meeting in New York City. The chairman, Mrs. Linda Jones, is seated and at the Tight is the
speaker, Dr. George Goodman.

Opportunity Knocks

and (3) removing outdated and unofficially published
books.
It is more evident in recent months that there has
developed a greater awareness of the Faith on the
part of the general public. This is an avenue that must
not be overlooked, and each community should make
some elIort to follow through with the above suggestions-else some priceless OpportWlity be missed.

With increasing opportunities presented by the
press, radio, television and leading magaZines, the
friends are urged to survey public libraries, school
libraries and college libraries in their areas for the
purpose of: (1) placing Baha'; books for the first time;
(2) adding later editions and recently published books;
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Local Spiritual Assembly of Waukesha, Wisconsin incorporated April, 1965. Back row, left to ripht: Mrs.
Naoma Parker,. Mrs. Ann Holmstrom, Kenneth Parker,
Mrs. Laura Hartkopf, Mrs. Grace Anderson. Seated,
left to right: Mrs. Maxine Kennel, Albin E. Kubala,
Charles Kennel, Mrs. Rose Kubala.

Local Spiritual Assembly of North Olmsteel, Ohio formed
April 21, 1965. Standing, left to right: Mrs. Ruth Kitson,
William Rees, Mrs. Esther Rees, KiumaTs Haghighi,
Noble Curry. Seated, left to right: Miss Pat Kitson, Mrs.
Dolores Haghighi, Dr. Daryush Haghighi, Mrs. Margaret

Local Spiritual Assembly Of Peterborough, New Hampshire, formed Ri4van, 1965. Rear, left to right: Mrs.
Jane (hover, Mrs. Grace Ross, George Goding, chairman; Mrs. Mary Goding, secretaTY; Miss Sandra Whitney. Front, left to right: John Marlowe, Mrs. Nancy
Bowditch, Mrs. Rubie Tuttle, treasurer; Mrs. PoHy
Marlowe, vice chairman.

Local Spiritual Assembly of North Maricopa County,
Arizona formed April 21, 1965. Rear, left to right: Raymond H. Helmick, vice chairman; Joseph ShaTp,. Y.
Cecile Malkiewica, William Cornelius Davis, Col. C.
Bradford Cleveland, chairman. Front, left to right:
Mabel L. Helmick, Vida R. Grassie, Elizabeth H.
Sharp, treasurer; Lenore P. Cleveland, secretary.

Recognition of Baha'i Holy Days

how often the friends fail to take the time or effort
to do this much. This shows that such recognition
need not wait until there are enough believers in
a locality to form an assembly, for here is a striking
example of what the individual, an isolated believer,
can do in achieving a goal of the Nine Year Plan.
The local assembly of Costa Mesa, California, is
happy to report that superintendents of both the elementary and high schools in that school district have
recognized the Baha'i Holy Days and that Baha'i pupils
may be excused from classes on these days.

One of the goals of the Nine Year Plan is recognition
of Baha'i Holy Days in each State. Mrs. Glades Steffensen, an isolated believer in Andalusia, Illinois, mother
of two small children attending the public grade
school, wrote to the local school authorities asking
permission for her children to be excused on the
Baha'i Holy Days. She received an immediate assent
from the principal. She reports that she simply wrote
a letter requesting that her children be excused, a
letter - all that is needed in most instances and yet

Curry,
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submitted by the Spiritual Assembly of Salem. Brief
quotations from the Writings of Baha'u'llah were included to define the purpose of man, the purpose of the
Manifestation of God, and the purpose underlying the
teachings of Baha'u'llah. A post-office box address and
telephone number were given for readers desiring
more inform a tion.

a
The Daily Times-Advocate, Escondido, California,
on May 22 carried a five-column, lS-inch long article
titled: "History of Baha'i World Faith Told." The material was submitted by Mrs. Louise Sweeney, local
Baha'i, at the request of the religious editor who has
been very generous in giving publicity to Baha'i activities in Escondido and the North County community.
Besides an excellent, brief statement of the nature.
aims, purposes and history of the Faith there are
pictures of the International Archives building at the
World Center and of the four existing Baha'i Houses of
Worship.

o

MTs. Lynette Storm (left), Toledo, Ohio, daughter of
eaTly belie"er, Mrs. Mary Hanford Fora, with Mrs.
MargaTet R-uhe of Wilmette, Illinois at Baha'i meeting
in Toledo. M1's. Ford was an art guide at the World's
Fair in Chicago in 1893 where she heard about the Faith
and accepted it at that time.

a
The Blade, daily newspaper of Toledo, Ohio, June 5
carried on page 10 two articles on the Baha'i Faith.
One was the Associated Press release from Haifa by
Hal McClure about the Baha'i religion, illustrated by
a picture of the Shrine of the Bab, the other was a feature article by a Blade staff writer tiUed: "BaM.'i
Faith Unites Diverse Groups. U It is an interview
with Mrs. Margaret Rube of Wilmette, Illinois, on the
occasion of her visit to Toledo and includes a brief
statement of the principles of the Faith and of its introduction to America in 1893. The article was accompanied by a photograph of Mrs. Rube with Mrs. Lynette Storm, daughter of Mary Hanford Ford, one of the
very early teachers and writers of the Faith and one of
the first Americans to accept Baha'u'llah.

a
For some time the merchants of Salem, Oregon, have
sponsored a series of articles on "The Churches of Our
Community" in the Saturday edition of the Statesman
and the Capital Journal which have wide circulation
in the cities and counties surrounding SaleTil. Each artiele is set out in large type in a box measuring eight
by thirteen inches. Number 77 in the series, Saturday,
May 22, was devoted to an article on the Baha'i Faith,

The Minot (North Dakota) Daily News, June 12, carried an ll-inch three column article by a staff writer
about Mrs. Vera D. Esinhart, a local Baha'i, who has
u a tremendous urge to help people" and who is compiling a book containing quotations collected from
many sources over m any years and which she finds
worth remembering. The title of the story is: "Minot
Baha'i Settler Wants to Publish Book of Gems on Religion, Philosophy." A picture of Mrs. Esinhart at her
typewriter accompanies the article which also mentions Mrs. Esinhart's plans to hold a tea in her yard
on Race Unity Day to which the public was invited.

a
Two newspapers in the West Indies have recently
given several columns to excellent articles on the
Faith. The Trinidad Sunday Mirror published a photo
of 'Abdu'l-Baha and an article with the following, large
heading: "A Message of Peace and New Way of Life."
The West Indian of St. Georges, Grenada, gave a 24column inch space and clearly stated that Baha'u'llllh
was the return of the spirit of Christ. "Since God's will
for man cannot be ignored forever/~ it reads, "this
vital truth revealed and expounded by Baha'u'llah, the
FOWlder of the Baha'i Faith, must, some day, capture
the attention of every honest, independent seeker
after truth."

American Pioneer
Passes to Abba Kingdom
On Friday, June 25, 1965, Mrs. Etta Waodlen, pioneer
to Barbados in the Caribbean, passed away suddenly
while visiting in her former home city of Wi1mington~
Delaware. She had been very active as a teacher at her
pioneer post, leaving a thriving and growing community
of believers there. It is understood that she is the first
American pioneer under the Nine Year Plan who has
passed away.
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Baha'. Distribution and Service Department
Panel of Baha'is on ABC Network
On June 13, 1965 the ABC Network made available
to its local radio - stations a 24-minute panel program
on the Baha', Faith. The Baha',s appearing on the
panel were Hand of the Cause Mr. William Sears, Dr.
Firuz Kazernzadeh, Auxiliary Board Member Mrs.
Florence Mayberry and Dr. Daniel Jordan. A taped
reproduction of this very well received program is
now available, for use only in Baha'i firesides and other
meetings. It must not be used in radio programs.
Seven inch reel tape, speed 7% i.p.s., postpaid .. $3.50

"Growing Pains of a Local Spiritual Assembly,"
The Community Development Committee's first recording, "Growing Pains of a Local Spiritual Assembly"
is about the conduct, duties, and responsibilities of the
assembly, its members and its officers. This playlet
was written by Hand of the Cause 'Amatu'l-Baha RuJPyyih Khanum, portraying in humorous but effective
manner the mistakes, the planning, the devotion and
the earnestness evident in assembly meetings. It was
produced by a group of professional Baha'ls in California. The Committee has made a gift of a tape to
each local assembly. Others may wish copies and these
are now available for the use of Baha'is only. It should
not be used in firesides.
Five inch reel tape, speed 3% i.p.s., postpaid ... $2.50

"Do It Yourself" Visual Aids for Children's Classes
The Baha'is of Paramus, New Jersey, displayed at
the 1965 National Convention uDo It Yourself" visual
aids for the spiritual education of preschool and early
school children. The theme is "Learning Can Be
Fun." Six of these aids are being made available in
kit form on the following subjects: 1. The Hand Puppet,
2. The Four Kingdoms, 3. Prayer, 4. Baha'is Bnild,
5. The Year of Events, and 6. Spiritual Growth.
Mimeographed kits of six subjects, 5 sets postpaid $1.00
The above may be ordered from Bahai Distribution
and Service Department, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
lllinois 60091.
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
Unity from Diversity. This statement, prepared by Dr.
Daniel Jordan, discusses the prejudices that are prevalent in SOciety today, particularly as they apply to
interracial marriages, the false and unscientific beliefs
that exist in this respect and the Baha'i principle of the
oneness of mankind, ubased on equal rights and com~
mon responsibilities." The Baha'i teachings on mar~
riage in general are also explained, including the
necessity for parental consent "since the solidarity of
SOciety depends upon the stability of the family." While
not a mass distribution item, this should prove a" valu~
able aid in clarifying BaM 'f beliefs.
20 copies ........................................ $1.00
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It is estimated that almost 700 persons
attended the fortieth annual Unity Feast
under the renowned "Big Tre e U at Geyserville Baha'i Schoo! in CatifoTnia, held
this year on July 4. That the Baha'i
Faith is indeed a World Faith 'Was
demonstrated by the presence Of per-

sons from as far away as Greece,
Turkey, Rumania. Persia, and Africa.
Auxiliary Board member WilHam Max..
weIll the guest speaker, addressed the
gathering on the subject: The Oneness
of Mankind. The first Unity Feast at
Geyserville was held on August 2, 1925
in celebration of the seventieth birthday
anniversary of Mr. John D. Bosch who
donated the property which has been
occupied by the Geyserville Baha'i
School since 1927.
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Universal House of Justice Announces
Passing of Leroy loas
"GRIEVED ANNOUNCE PASSING OUTSTANDING HAND CAUSE LEROY IOAS. HIS LONG SERVICE
BAHA'f COMMUNITY UNITED STATES CROWNED ELEVATION RANK HAND FAITH PAVING WAY HISTORIC DISTINGUISHED SERVICES HOLY LAND. APPOINTMENT FIRST SECRETARY GENERAL INTERNATIONAL BAHA'i COUNCIL PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE GUARDIAN FAITH TWO INTERCONTINENTAL
CONFERENCES ASSOCIATION HIS NAME BY BELOVED GUARDIAN OCTAGON DOOR BAB'S SHRINE
TRmUTE SUPERVISORY WORK DRUM DOME THAT HOLY SEPULCHER NOTABLE PART ERECTION INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES BUILDING ALL ENSURE HIS NAME IMMORTAL ANNALS FAITH. LAID TO REST
BAHA'f CEMETERY CLOSE FELLOW HANDS. ADVISE HOLD BEFITTING MEMORIAL SERVICES."
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

T

HE hearts of countless Baha'is throughout the world
are saddened by the passing of Leroy Ioas, Hand
of the Cause of God. The entire Baha'l world has tasted
of the fruit of his labors for the Cause that was the
supreme object of his endeavors and upon which he
spent a lifetime of prodigious talent and energy. Most
of all he is remembered for his close association with
the beloved Guardian, after he was called to Haifa by
Shoghi Effendi in 1952 to assist in the overwhelming
burdens of the work at the World Center. Here he became Assistant Secretary for Shoghi Effendi and was
charged with the supervision of the construction of the
dome of the Bab's Sepulcher, a service Which culminated in the Guardian's naming one of the doors of the
Shrine itself the Bitb-i-Ioas, as a tribute to his work.
He later performed a similar service in the construction of the International Archives building.
Leroy 10as was e!evated to the rank of a Hand of the
Cause on December 24, 1951. In April of 1952, he was
appointed by Shoghi Effendi as Secretary-General of
the fir:Iit International Baha'i Council, which office he
held until the election of the second International Bah,,'i Council in April of 1961.
In February 1953, Mr. Ioas was sent by Shoghi Effendi as his personal representative to the Mrican Intercontinental Conference in Kampala, Uganda, to
ue1ucidate the character and purposes of the impending decade-long World Crusade and rally the participants to energetic, sustained, enthusiastic prosecution
of the colossal tasks ahead." In September of 1958, he
performed the same mission in Singapore at the last
of the five similar Intercontinental conferences planned
by the Guardian before his death.
Though frail in health, Mr. Ioas came to the United
States as the representative of the Hands of the Faith
in the Holy Land to attend the 1964 National Convention. Following this, he spent several months travelling
across the southern part of the country on a teaching
trip that was a spiritual enrichment to those privileged
to hear him and a source of much joy to Mr. leas
whose heart had always been dedicated to the teaching
work. Following his return to Haifa, his health steadily
declined and finallY after it lengthy period of hospitali.
zation he passed away on July 22. He has been laid to

rest in the Baha'i cemetery ill Haifa close by His fellow
Hands of the Cause from the United States, Mr. Horace
Holley and Mrs. Amelia Collins. A memorial service
wi! be held for him at the BaM.'i House of Worship in
Wilmette on October 16 at 8 p.m.
Prior to going to Haifa, Mr. loas Was known throughout America and especially in the western states for
his intensive and constant teaching activities. He was
active in the establishment of Geyserville School, in
the organization of race unity conferences, as chair. .

Hand

of the

Cause MT. Leroy Ioas by the dOOT named
fOT him at the Shrine of the Bab.

man of the National Teaching Committee for many
years and also served on the first European Teaching
Committee. His membership on the National Spiritual
Assembly from 1933 to 1945 and from 1949 to 1951 was
a vital contribution to the Faith, where he served for
a number of years as treasurer.
Leroy loas was born into a distinguished Baha'i fam. .
ily, his parents having been active supporters of the
Faith before the Master's visit to America who greeted
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'Abdu'l-Baha in 1912 when He came to Chicago. Many
of the Baha'i friends have heard him speak of the profound effect the presence of the Master had upon him,
even though he was very young at the time. It brought
much happiness to him that his own family served the
Faith wholeheartedly. His wife and lifelong companion,
Sylvia, sustained him in all his elIorts and herself was
appointed to the fi:rst International BaM'i Council and
elected to the second Council. Both of their daughters,
Anita and Farrukh, pioneered in America and abroad,
Farrukh having passed away following a five-year period of pioneering in the World Crusade in Europe.
When Leroy Ioas spoke about the beloved Guardian
whom he had served so many years and whose call he
had answered with such a ready loyalty, he evoked in
the hearts of his lisieners a spirit of love and a determination to serve that was not easily forgotten. That
he had the power to lift the individual to that spiritual plane and stir him to action in the path of God,
in a way that was not only deeply moving hut profoundly dignified, was further proof of the capacity of
this servant of Baha 'u'nab to be a channel of His inspiration_
HEvery Bahi'i must tum and give themselves to
God. It makes no difference what the responsibility is,
national spiritual assembly, local spiritual assembly,

3

pioneering, all must become channels; until he does,
he cannot do full service to the Faith of Baha'u'llah."
These words followed Mr. Ioas' tribute to Shoghi Effendi at the Conference in Singapore, one of the most
inspiring word pictures ever drawn of the beloved
Guardian. [BAHA'i NEWS, December, 1958]
At this same Conference, he spoke of an evening in
Haifa when the Guardian, weary and pressed from
work and not far from the time of his own passing,
spoke entirely on spiritual things, saying, let us enter
the door of heaven and forget for a few minutes_ "It
was the most beautiful I ever heard," said Leroy loas.
To those countless friends who loved him, it is enough
to know that this faithful soldier wbo bore a lifetime
of cares and labors in the Cause of God, has entered
that door of heaven to join his beloved leader; and that
he has reinforced that heavenly army that gives
strength to those of us who remain in the arena of
earthly action. This helps to assuage some of the grief
and loss we feel at the passing of this "lion" of the
Faith of Baha 'u'nab, this revered Hand of the Cause
who was to have been the representative of the Universal House of Justice at the Intercontinental Conference
in October of 1967, in Wilmette, to commemorate the
centenary of BaM'u'llah's proclamation of His Message to the kings and rulers of the world.

First Baha'i Enrolled
in Grand Turi! Island
Dan Conner, Baha'i youth of Chicago, Illinois, on
July 19 reported the enrollment in the Bah,,'i Faith
of the first member of the Turks Caicos Island group
in the British West Indies_ He is Mr. Joseph Astwood
of Grand Turk Island. Mr. Connor arrived in Grand
Turk Island about July 1 for two months and within
a week had made many friends, had made two speaking engagements with local churches, and started
plans for a public meeting.

Delegates attending the recent convention in Panama.

The National Convention of the Baha'is of Spain with the newly elected National Assembly shown at right: (left
to Tight seated) Isidro TOTTeUa, Jose. Lopez Monge, Ramon EscC!.rtin and Antonio Jimenez; (left to Tight stand-

ing) Carlos Chias, Miguel Medina, Emilio Egea, Fernando Sanz, RDuhollah Mehrabkhani.
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Embryos of Mighty Institutions of the Future
In its Ri.;lvan 1965 Message to the Baha'i world, the
Universal House of Justice, placed before the Baha'is of the world four "challenging and immediate
tasks." The third of the four stresses need for "the
speedy acquisition" of the National l;Ia~iratu'l.Quds~
Temple Sites, National Endowments and Teaching
Institutes called for in the Nine Year Teaching Plan.
'4These basic possessions are the embryos of mighty
institutions of the future," the Message reads, 4'but it
is this generation, which, for its own protection and
as its gift to posterity, must acquire them." By acquiring them in the early years of the Plan, the Universal House of Justice says we will thereby Hliberate the energies and resources of the growing world
community for a concentrated, resolute and relentless
pursuit in its later stages of great victories whose
foundations are now being laid."

Hazlratu'l-Quds
Ranking as one of the most important institutions
of each national Baha'i community, and pivot of all
Baha'i administrative activity in the future, is the national Haziratu'l-Quds. The Guardian in God Passes By
tells u~ that the name signifies I'the Sacred Fold."
Complementary in its functions to those of the
Ma!illriqu'l-A@kar, this institution, he says, will in
the future include the secretariat, the treasury, archives, a library. the publishing office, an assembly
hall, a council chamber and a pilgrim's hostel. He
further says: "When these parts are brought together
and are made jointly to operate in One spot, the ::aa~ratu'l-Quds will be increasingly regarded as the
focus of all Baha'i administrative activity, and will
symbolize the ideal of service animating the Baha'i
community in its relationship alike to the Faith and
to mankind in general." Meanwhile the l:Ia:?iratu'lQuds will serve primarily as the national administrative center, but also, through suitable social and
educational activities, as a center for teaching the
Faith.
Under the beloved Guardian's direction there were
in existence in 1963 fifty-six national l;Ia?iratu'l-Quds
valued at $1,800,000. Now the Universal House of
Justice in its Nine Year Plan calis for fifty-two more:
Africa, 26; America, 4; Asia, 13; Australasia, 7;
and Europe, 2. Of this number twenty can be acquired by the conversion of twenty existing local
I:Ia~iratu'I-Quds into national ~a~iratu'l-Quds.

Temples and Temple Sites
By the end of the Ten-Year Crusade, the Baha'is of
the world could proudly proclaim the existence of four
Baha'i Houses of Worship, one in each continent except Asia, and the possession of sites for forty-six
more to be erected in the future. Only the erection
of the Temple in Teheran had not been accomplished,
but in its stead there was the Temple in Kampala,
Africa, not originally called for in the Guardian's
World Crusade. The Universal House of Justice, there-

~ore, has made the erection of the House of Worship
m Teheran one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan,
and added to it is the building 01 a Temple in Panama.
Baha'i architects have been invited to submit designs
for the Panama Temple by the end of 1965 and the
laying of the cornerstone is scheduled to be part of
the Intercontinental Conference in Panama in October 1967.
A large increase in the number of Temple sites is
also called for in the Plan - sixty-two in all. These
will be spread as follows: Africa, 27; America, 7;
Asia, 14; Australasia, 7; Europe, 7. The Universal
House of Justice reminds us that "the speedy conclusion of these projects will save tremendous expense
later and endow the Faith with increasingly valuable
properties. "

Endowments
The endowments that the believers have been called
upon to acquire, both by the Guardian and now the
Universal House of Justice, also give prestige and
stature to the Faith in every country where it has
heen established. Each National Spiritual Assembly
as it has been organized has been required to establish first a :E,la.iratu'l-Quds and then to acquire a
piece of land or a house, however small, for an endowment. Thus, by the end of the Ten-Year Crusade
all fifty-six National Spiritual Assemblies owned property other than their national headquarters and Temple sites. The value of these endowments in 1963 was
$10,500,000, hal! of this being in the United States.
Under the Nine Year Plan of the Universal House
of Justice fifty-four more national endowments are
to be acquired: Africa, 27; America, 4; Asia, 13;
Australasia, 7; Europe, 3.
For "the speedy acquisition" of all these properties
so essential to the unfoldment of the World Order of
Bahit'u'llah, funds are needed. The Universal House of
Justice has appealed to all believers, no matter
how deprived they may be in terms of material possessions, to contribute regularly and to the point of
sacrifice to their National Funds and to the International Baha'i Food. The Temples we now so proudly
possess reflect the sacrifices of thousands of Baha'is
all over the world, many of them no longer living.
Many of the newer Baha'is have been deprived of
the blessed bounty of contributing to the erection of
first Temples, but to this generation is given the sacred privilege of making "its gift to posterity" by insuring "the speedy acquisition" of "the embryos
of mighty institutions of the future," called for in this
first world-wide plan of the newly formed supreme institution of the Faith, the Universal House of Justice.
Note: For details as to where the properties mentioned in this article are to be acquired see the
booklet Analysis of the Nine Year International
Teaching Plan Of the Baha'i Faith by the Universal
House of Justice.
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Nayriz - Scene of Vahid's Heroism
by Guy Murchie
Eorrom.u. NOTE: This is another in a series of articles written by
Guy Murchie from his diary kept on bis jour~'y to Irin in 1964 and
printed with the permission of the Unversal House Qf Justice. 'TIle
photos were taken by Mr. Murchie on his journey.

March 25
The Journey to Nayriz
We set out this morning at 6 a.m. to visit Nayriz,
some 100 miles southeast of Sb.!raz, site of the greatest
siege in the early Baha'i history of southern Persia,
which occurred in 1850. As we bounced over the rough
gravel road eastward into the rising sun, we soon
reached Lake Maharioo, a salt sea about twenty miles
long, around which melons are grown not much dlfferen tIy than they were in the Ba b' 5 day. Outcrops of
chrome ore were visible in the nearby mountains and,
I was told, several chrome mines are in operation in
the area. The only trees were in fruit orchards such as
reddish pomegranite groves near the lake and neat
rows of fig trees along the lower slopes of the foothills.
Wild mustard in bloom made an occasional patch of
yellow, while larks and wagtails ran across the road
amid faint clouds of dust hanging on the still morning
air.
Sarvestan
In Sarvestan, a flat-roofed mud village, we passed
the old homes of many 19th-century martyrs of our
Faith who had been executed in 1Th.iraz by shooting
them from the mouths of cannon. Later we climbed
into hilly sagebrush country with almonds in bloom.
In an oasis of two or three houses amid willows we
stopped for breakfast of papery bread. tea in tiny
glasses, fried eggs. raw onion and yogurt, the traditional fare of well-to-do merchants here. An old woman nearby in pants was churning butter in a goatskin
rigged on a frame with a cord for easy shaking. Others in yellow flowery clothes were sorting and cleaning
wheat. An old man was killing a lamb against the
ground by slowly Slitting its throat with a big knife.
On our way again, we passed occasional mud forts
with round towers at the corners and straw-topped
walls, a black nomad tent here and there, and flowers
such as red poppies and others resembling the tall,
pale asphodels of southern Europe. Twice we overtook
camel caravans and, more often, saw large flocks of
sheep and goats, sometimes near their folds made of
brambles arranged in a circular corral for defense
against the wolves. That these marauders are a real
menace was evident from the sticks, cudgels and woven slings carried by the shepherds. One of our passengers mentioned having been attacked by three
wolves this past winter in Azerbaijan while walking
alone between villages on a pioneering trip. but he
took to his heels and, with the help of a few stones as
missles. somehow managed to reach a house.
Some of the narrower ravines we passed through, I
was told, were favorite haunts of highwaymen who
frequently robbed and sometimes killed passersby.
But the only inhabitants of the area we met were goats
and black, scrawny cattle and once a dervish or
tramp carrying his bowl and bubble pipe and stand~

Entrance to the Fort of Khajih in Nayriz where Vahid
was besieged.

mg, curiously enough, next to a whirling dust devil
that had sprung up beside the road. Looking over
some of the garden walls into fig orchards, we could
see lush grass growing under the trees where, I was
told, were thousands of autumn crocuses, the stigma of
which make an orange-colored threadlike food called
saffron commonly used for flavoring Persian stews.
Lake Nayriz
Mter nearly four hours of driving, including a stop
to fix a flat tire, we descended from a high pass where
snow was visible on mountain crags to salty Lake Nayriz about eighty miles long and sprawling across a
wide, gradual valley surrounded by beautiful rocky
mountains, some sienna-colored, others ochred, brownish and purplish with overlayers of weathered gray.
Igneous volcanic mounds rose like small Gibraltars
here and there along the lakeside where the ground
was sometimes streaked in red and often punctuated
with small meandering streams which, as we approached the town, were seen to be the sources of irrigation projects. Now a few swallows skimmed over
our heads as we overtook a file of donkeys bearing
brush to fuel the bakeries and public baths.
N ayriz, like other Persian towns, is made out of the
earth surrounding it so its mud walls perfectly match
the valley floor. Although almost all the houses are
low and flat.roofed, there is one big ancient temple,
now used as a mosque, that is said to antedate the
Muslim era and is a place where God presumably was
once worshipped only in the form of the SUD, moon
and stars.
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and several old men, one of the best of whom was a
wiry ninety-year-old shoemaker. These inspired he-roes actually fought hand-to-hand on this occasion
for eight hours in darkness, demoralizing the enemy
and accounting for sixty dead and more than a hun..
dred seriously wounded by dawn.
There is little sign left of this fierce fighting in the
gentle, carpeted plain around the fort where wild
vetch grows with its fragrant, lavendar blossoms,
wild mustard, grape hyacinths, Persian clover, wild
geraniums, silver weed, forget-me-nots, fescus grass
(known for its resistance to trampling), wild brome
grass and mint so pungent you can smell it some-times in the fort itself. The streams too are in bloom
now with the small white blossoms of watercress,
floating lilies, ferns and knot grass.

Yahid's Tomb

Vahid's room in the Fort of Khajih in Nayriz where he
li"ed during the siege. Note fireplace (right) and door
(left) leading to the ladder to the corner tower (about
15 feet high) where Vahid could view the enemy.

Fort of Khajih
We drove directly around the town to the Fort of
Khajih on the far outskirts, a holy spot famous for the
seige of 1850 where illustrious Vahid and his few score
of Babi followers held off the S11~h's army until they
were martyred by foul treachery. The fort occupies
several acres and is roughly square, its walls made of
mud with straw for a binder and embedded with stones
in a few places, the towers rising to about fifteen feet
high at the corners. The whole fort now serves as a
sort of citadel or walled village like Irbil in 'Iraq or
Carcassonne in France with many families dwelling
there and children, donkeys, dogs and chickens moving freely about. The well that Val)id's men dug near
the gate is still being used and Val;dd's own room, at
the corner nearest the town from which attack was
most expected, seems to be just as he left it. It contains a charming little fireplace as well as a brazier or
sunken fire pit in the brick floor, and the walls are
indented with niches in traditional Persian style. They
appear to be made of plastered mud but sound hollow
to a rap as if they had flaked or crumbled inside. To
the left of the fireplace is a doorway into a dark passage leading to the tower up which Va};Lid was wont to
climb to his lookout station in order to keep track of the
enemy. Before leaving of COUrse we chanted and recited prayers in this quarter of the fort.
Between the fort and the town is a swift-flowing
stream of good, clear mountain water along which
graceful old willows and plane trees grow, the largest
of the planes being famed because Val)id often held
meetings under it while rallying his men before the
siege. The number of his loyal Babf followers was
pathetically small at first and, it is recorded (in The
Dawn Breakers, p. 486) that Val)id's second sally
against the thousands of troops surrounding the fort
numbered only fifteen including half a dozen boys

After leaving the fort we saw ValJ.fd's tomb-with
its pointed dome, then walked over to the nearby
graveyard where, two generations later, the famous
eighteen martyrs of 1904 were buried. These unfortunates, having attracted attention through their courageous devotion to their Faith, were dragged from
their homes in N ayrlz and brutally killed on the very
day that 'Abdu'l-Bahit placed the holy remains of the
Bab in the Shrine on Mount Carmel, about a thousand miles away in Haifa. One of us chanted 'Abdu'lBaha's Tablet of Visitation as we stood at this spot,
thinking of the meaning of His statement that these
eighteen martyrdoms were a sacrifice taken by God
on the occasion of the arrival of the Bab's remains
at His final resting pIa ce.
Another episode in Baha', history that happened
here in 1850 was the arrival of large government
reinforcements shortly after Val)id's death when the
Shah had given orders to exterminate the hundreds of
Babis still remaining in the region. One Mirza 'Ali
Sarda r, who had been chosen to succeed VaQid, had
already mustered a sizeable company of Babis with
the idea of avenging Val).id, but, when it became
obvious that the Babis could not overwhelm the tens
of thousands of soldiers with artillery closing in on
them, and the fort was clearly too feeble to withstand prolonged bombacdment with cannonballs, the
Babis made a strategic retreat to the mountains and
found caves with streams to water them. There they
built eighteen fortresses in the vertical ravines t visible from Nayr!z, and there they held off the besiegers for many months, even capturing cannon by
bold forays and hauling them up the raVines, and of
course sending out frequent scouts and messengers
to bring supplies and information. There were trees
all over these mountains at the time, one of the commonest kinds being the wild almond which provided
much-needed food, and even the valleys were wooded
here and there, though few trees are left today. But
despite these meagre blessings and all their courag~
ous efforts, of course the embattled Babis could not
withstand the Shah's hordes and their constant replacements forever and eventually they suffered their
hundreds of separate martyrdoms in the long heartrending campaign as the royal troops brutally
dragged off women and children. usually torturing any
men left alive, finally beheading living prisoners and
dead bodies alike until they had collected some 400
Babi heads to display in their triumphal proceSSions.
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A Meetinq at Nayriz
Leaving the graveyard, we repaired for a sort of
picnic lunch in a very beautiful Baha'i garden full of
trees and swift streams. Besides willows, walnuts
and planes, there were many kinds of fruit trees:
apple, pear, apricot, plum, quince, pomegranite,
peach, mulberry, almond and plantains. Under a
low, old grape arbor on a Persian carpet that literally
reached from stream to stream (two of them being
only eight feet apart), we sat and partook of rice,
lamb loaf, sa1ted fish, carrots, paper bread, yogurt
and water from the streams that seemed really
U sweet scented"
as they gurgled by in that bIos gamy
setting with birds twittering iust above us and bluebodied, black-winged dragonflies alighting on green
blades that grew out of the water. We saw a turtle
plodding through the garden and we ate green almonds olf the trees. Then for half an hour we lay

~- ---~---

down and slept on the carpet, some of the Persians
putting handkerchiefs over their heads for extra
shade.
Before starting back to libiriiz we attended a special Baha'i meeting at the Nayriz :aa~irat'u}..Q.uds
which was crowded with hundreds of eager but rath.
er bewildered-looking people. After prayers, talks
and some discussion, several children recited poetry,
which is as popular in Persia as baseball in America,
contests in it being broadcast regularly over the ra·
dio and TV. For the past two years, I was informed
with pride, a twenty-two year-old girl in Sbiraz has
been 'jnational champion" in the poetry quoting tournament in which each contestant in turn must quote a line
beginning with the last letler of the previous line
quoted. Indeed public statues in Persia, one is glad to
seep are less often of generals than of famous poets.

...... - ......

Participants at the annual Convention gathered in jTont
of the national center, The Hague, Holland.

Swiss-Sponsored Program Given in German Temple
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Switzerland sponsored a "Swiss Day" at the Baha'i
House of Worship near Frankfurt/Main, Germany on
June 6, 1965. Thirty-five Swiss Baha'is participated
from all of the various language regions. Readings
were given in French, German and Italian and a
prayer set to music by a Swiss Baha'i was rendered.
About 400 guests were present, most of them German
visitors to this Mother Temple of Europe.

Ireland
Two members of the Belfast Assembly and one
member of the Greenisland group. in Ireland, are
serving on the United Nations Association committee
appointed for International Cooperation Year. Lisbeth
Greeves represents the Baha'i Faith, Jane VilliersStuart the United Nations Association and Keith Munro the Northern Ireland Council of Social Services.
Although this committee was not able to prepare a
float for the Lord Mayor's show on May 22, the Baha'is
asked for permission to prepare one and won first
prize for it in its section. The committee members are
also serving on a number of sub-committees for other
sp ecial UN proj eets.

EUTopean ConfeTence in Bern, Switzerland, June 1213, 1965, attended by the Hands of the Cause in Europe,
Auxiliary Board members and Nationa! Assemblies,
which stressed need for pioneers and discussed other
aspects of the Nine Year Plan. More than 70 attended.

News from Vietnam
The Baha'is in Phan-Rang have built houses for
flood victims who are non-Baha'is. This has been
greatly appreciated and teaching work is going well
there.
Mr. Pham-Huu-Chin is teaching the Faith in QuangNgai province and the Bahati Community in Binh-Son
has been reactivated. Binh-Son and Binh-Thang com·
munities have made their Baha'i Assembly and now
have a place for regular meetings.
A Baha'i Center in Trinh-Hoa, Phu-Nhieu village
has been constructed and the furniture and decora·
tion are being completed.
The Baha'is in Ba-Xuyen, Chuong-Thien, DinhTuong, Thanh-Khiet, Kien-Tan have found places to
use as centers and Baha'i assemblies have been
formed.
In spite of the war, the Baha'i Teaching Committee
in North Central Vietnam is teaching the Faith and
holds public meetings wherever possible.

,~.-----
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First British Honduras Institute is Harbinger of Future Progress
Utilizing the visit to British Honduras of Auxiliary
Board member Artemus Lamb and his wife. the recently formed Local Spiritual Assembly of Burrell
Boom held the First Teaching Institute of British Honduras on Saturday and Sunday, June 12-13, 1965, in
Boom, in the home of Baha'i settler, Mrs. Cora H. Oliver. Believers from Belize City made the trip of
around twenty miles each day, to participate.
The program planned by the Boom Community was
executed by Artemus Lamb, assisted by the pioneers
nee Lamb, Shirley Warde and Cora Oliver. Much time
was allotted for discussion and questions. The Chairman of the Boom Assembly opened the Institute, explained the purpose, and introduced Mr. Lamb, well
known to the believers from past visits, and who repre~
sents the Hands in this area.
The entire first day was spent in study and discus~
sion of the Covenant and 'Abdu'I~Baha. Saturday eve~
rung the friends enjoyed Baha'i songs and local music.
Sunday morning an inspiring study of the Guardian
and his Plans, beginning with the opening of Latin
America in 1937 up to the present day, prepared the
way for the afternoon session, which was devoted to
the study of the Divine Institutions, including the Universal House of Justice and the Nine-Year Plan. It
culminated with a study of the present goals of the
Plan for British Honduras, its current stage of development, and suggestions for future growth.
The spiritual atmosphere, love and unity, which permeated the Institute, and the receptive capacity of
the believers, was reflected in the countenances and
comments of those who partiCipated, and augurs well

for the future development of the Faith in this country. Below are a few expressions from British Hon...
duras BahaJis who attended:
"I'm still filled with it - I'm living it over and over
again." "It was fruitful." HIt provided an opportun.ity
to know other believers." 101t made me feel different."
'lIt was very warm and friendly. It made me feel they
were really brothers and sisters." "It was inspiring
and made me want to get into action. u Hit was very
instructive - something we should repeat." "I was in...
spired - and educated. OJ

First Baha'i teaching Institute helel in British Honduras, at Burrell Boom June 12 and 13, 1965.

The South Pacific Ocean Convention held for the
first time in Nuku'alofa, capital city of the King-

dom of Tonga. In addition to the Tongan Baha'is,
believers came from Fiji and Western Samoa.
Delegates from the Gilbert Islands could not attend, due to lack of transportation. Nationat Assembly members elected were: Steve Percival
(chairman), Latu Tu'ak.ihekola, Mosese Hokafonu,

Lisiate Maka (vice chairman), Mrs. Mary T-uataga
(recording secretary), Mrs. Irene WiUiams (secretary/treasurer), Mabel Sneider, Joe Russell and
Rick. WeHand. A Teaching Conference was held
prior to the Convention on Universal Participation.

A New Law For The Solomon Islands
The Solomon Islands Bahit'is are thrilled to be able

to share the news that as a direct result of their ef.forts, aided by the former Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the South Pacific, a new law has
come into existance, which will enable not only the
newly formed National Spiritual Assembly of the
South-West Pacific to become incorporated, but all
local spiritual assemblies in the Solomon Islands as
well.
When the first Spiritual Assembly in the Solomon
Islands was formed at Honiara in 1955, it was not
able to become incorporated as no appropriate legislation was in existance. The legal committee of the
Local Spiritual Assembly recommended that the matter should be referred to the Regional Spiritual Assembly of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji. The Regional Spiritual Assembly then took legal advice,
and as a result of this, a Suva solicitor was commissioned to prepare a bill mtended for the establishment of charitable trusts in the Solomon Islands.

As soon as the draft bill was completed it was forwarded to Honiara, where the Baha'i legal committee notified the government that the Baha'is of Honiara felt that the bill was badly needed and to this
end they were asking a member of the legislative
assembly to present it as a private member's bill
at the next session of the legislative assembly. As
soon as the judicial department sighted the proposals,
they enthusiastically received them and requested
permission for the government itself to present the
bill to the assembly.
The bill was duly presented at the December session of the legislative assembly where it received
warm praise and support from government and nongovernment members alike. It received the assent
of the Queen's official representative on December
29, 1964.
Even though all the members of the legislative
assembly were not aware who had prepared the bill)
the government itself knew it well enough. This can
do nothing but good to improve the relationship between the Baha'i community and the government.

-
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Baha'i Youth Trained for Summer Service Projects
at Two Baha'i Schools
The Summer Projects Program for the Baha'i youth
of the United States had its spontaneous and spectacular inception at Riqvim. 1964 and began its swift development with a youth training session at Davison
Baha', School to precede the actual summer project
work.
This training period proved to be a vital and invaluable aspect of the 1964 summer youth program and
was repeated this year, but at two schools instead of
one: Davison, Michigan, for the youth of the eastern
part of the United States, and Geyserville, California,
for those living in the western states. Separate committees were appointed to work out all the details, including the selection of teachers, screening the applicants when necessary, and to work Qut plans with the
local spiritual assemblies in the communities requesting a Summer Youth Project. The laller included arrangements for honsing, supervision, and chaperoning the youth assigned to their projects.
Because of the projects awaiting them following the
training sessions, all youth enrolled for the sessions
felt they had specific goals toward which to work.
Speaking on her experience at the Davison training
session, Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Florence May~
berry said: "They were serious, devoted Baha'is . . . .
Their vitality was being channeled into service. . . .
This is a marvelous, happy, working way to train our
youth.
"The keenest attention, best attendance at classes,
and most enthusiastic response occurred at this session. Frequently, the young people reacted with such

inspiration and enthusiasm that they arose as one at
the end of the various classes, applauding. . . . I wish
every Baha'i youth in the country could have attended.
This is one of the major ways in which they can be
trained in morals and service, and in responsibility."
Following are reports from the two sessions, held respectively June 13-20 and June 21-28.

Davison Baha'I Youth Training Session
The Davison Youth Training Session for the 1965
Baha'i Summer youth Projects in the Eastern U.S.
was lauded by Mrs. Florence Mayberry in the final
hour of her informative and inspirational class, as
< 'one of the most exhilarating teaching experiences of
my entire Baha'i life!" With spontaneous accord~ the
youth arose from their seats, applauding and in tears,
as if in expression to all present that this week·long,
rigorous and demanding training schedule had indeed
been one of the most exhilarating ulearning" experi·
ences of their Baha'i lives! "You are the Hosts of
the Lord/' she said, Hmost often when you are least
conscious of it. Go forward!"
This year's expanded Project plans began with an
inspirational and practical training week at Davison.
Jooe 13-20. Its purpose was to galvanize and speed-train
the volunteer youth as an "army" - jjthe Invincible
Army of Baha'u'llilh." As though it were a Hspiritual
boot-camp~" this training session sought to discipline
and deepen, through intensive lecture courses, group

Those attending the 1965 Youth Project Training Session at Davison, Michigan.
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participation sessions and practical work-shop preparation, these youthful warriors of the Faith for the spiritual battles of the present hour - and to train them for
participation, by means of service, resourcefulness,
obedience, and intensive teaching tactics, in the nation~
ally sponsored Summer Youth Projects.
Each class and outstanding teacher present offered
an invaluable and unique contribution to this intense
training program. The early morning class, "The
Hosts of God, J. covered the historical growth of the
Faith and many of its heroes, the Covenant and devel~
opment of the administrative order, the Nine Year
Plan of the Universal House of Justice, and the glorious
station of the j'true believer" among the "Hosts of
God." The class following this one, brilliantly conceived and dramatically executed, centered upon 'Ab_
du'l-Baha, as Servant, Person, Center of the Covenant,
and unique and perfect criterion for the daily life of
each Baha'i. Following this stimulating session, each
youth eagerly absorbed the forceful, but lovingly presented, content of the third morning class, entitled
"The Indomitable Weapon: An Illumined Character"
which developed with comprehensive simplicity the
abstract concept of the "source of religious moralityU
to its practical application on a Summer Youth Project, in terms of appearance, behavior, language,
cleanliness, courtesy, and "curfew -11:30 P.M.!"
The afternoon sessions varied from lecture, discussion, and work-shop orientation for specific project
assignments to youth-prepared public presentations.
Regularly included were two specific courses: "Teaching the Faith Through Music" and "The Most Challenging Issue: the Pivotal Battle." Each evening pro-gram also presented a vital and challenging message;
and no curfew seemed late enough, so engrossing and
exciting were the conversations, the group singing,
the spontaneous story-telling fests, and the fascinating new friendships.
The Projects and the Training Session have been
abundantly blessed by the prayers, co-operation and
financial contributions of individuals and communities
across the nation and by the invaluable services of the
following teachers and staff members at Davison:
Auxiliary Board Members, Mrs. Florence Mayberry
and Mrs. Beth McKenty, Dr. and Mrs. David Ruhe, Dr.
Firuz Kazemzadeh, Mr. Douglas Martin, Mrs. Jane
McCants, Mr. Gleuford Mitchell, Dr. Peter Khan, Dr.
Allan Ward, Miss Janet Cutler, Mr. Ken Jeffers, Mr.
James Keene, and Mrs. Nancy Larson. And the school
was efficiently and lovingly managed by Mr. Emmanuel
Reimer and his capable staff.
In the closing hour of the Training Session each participating youth was encouraged to speak briefly from
the fullness of his heart before he returned to his home
community with the hope of launching his own at-home
project there or began the trip to that special project
to which he had been assigned by the national committee: whether to work on the Cherokee Indian Reservation in North Carolina; with tulderprivileged Negro children in Washington D.C.; in the skillfully organized integral teaching campaigns of Chicago, Indianapolis, or Rochester, Minnesota; in the rural tutoring programs of Conyers, Georgia or Gretna, Louisiana; in the virgin territory of the Turks and Caicos
Islands; in Pontiac, Michigan; Green Acre, Maine;
Champaign, Illinois or other "at~homelJ project devel-
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opments too numerous to mention. Would it were possible that every Baha'i could have had the experience
of hearing these youth! They could not wait to go forward, to get to their teaching work!
Though severely restricted in material resources,
still limited in disciplined educational training, and
like the early Babis, lacking the benefits of m a lure experience, their hearts are aflame with the unquenchable fire of the Faith. They have the capacity, as the
irrefutable words of the Beloved Guardian clearly
point out, through the energetic and enthusiastic teaching and service that they alone can best render, to call
the attention of the masses of this hemisphere to the
Truth of this sacred Cause: "No greater demonstration can be given to the people of both continents of the
youthful vitality and the vibrant power animating the
life, and the institutions of the nascent Faith of Baha'u'IIa.h.... Through such a participation the critics and
enemies of the Faith, watching with varying degrees
of skepticism and resentment, the evolutionary processes of the Cause of God. and its institutions, can best
be convinced of the indubitable truth that such a
Cause is intensely alive, is sound to its very core, and
its destinies in safe keeping." (Advent of Divine Justice, p. 58.)
-NANCY LARSON, Secretary
Summer Youth Project-East

Geyserville Training Session
There were almost seventy people in attendance at
the Geyserville Youth Training Session, June 21-28,
fifty-five youth between the ages of fifteen and twenty~five years.
There were two classes in the morning and two in
the afternoon, with an inspirational program each evening. The group was divided in two and the teachers
gave each class twice, thereby enabling all to have
more direct participation.
Two of the most outstanding classes were the workshop in the afternoon and the classes on teaching
children. In the workshop the youth played Baha'i
Password (using words found in Baha'i Writings),
Twenty Questions (using historical figures in the
Faith), and took turns giving five-minute talks as if at
a fireside meeting, having questions fired at them by
the others as if they were seekers. This was most
fruitful since the youth discovered that it is one thing
to know the answers and quite another to be able to
put them into words under pressure. One session was
entirely devoted to a discussion in which they were
able to ask the teacher questions for which they did
not know the answers, but which they were often
asked. The teacher answered the questions and gave
references in the Writings for them.
The classes on how to teach children were varied
and included three sessions in which the youth learned
how to work with various craft materials and two sessions in which they discussed the psychology of teach..
ing. They also answered a questionnaire containing
three questions: 1) Why are you doing this? 2)What did
you expect to find? 3) What do you hope to achieve?
They then listened to a tape recording telling about the
experiences of one youth on last year's project, and
they were then asked to answer the three questions

-,-
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Hand oj the Cause Winiam Sears with those who attended the Youth Project Training Session at Geyserville,
California.

again in light of what they had heard. They also discussed the problems connected with teaching children
in under-privileged areas, and the special teaching
techniques involved.
Since the training week included a Feast Day, a
Feast program was held the evening before. Instead
of a business portion (since they were not a community) consultation was held on the meaning of prayer.
It proved a high point of the week, full of spirit and
reverence. Many of the youth remarked that for the
first time they realized what the meaning of a Feast
was. After the social portion everyone hiked up into
the redwood grove above the campus for the evening
devotional period, which greatly enhanced the beautiful spirit engendered by the Feast.
Another high point was the visit by Hand of the
Cause William Sears and Robert Quigley.
One session proved to be more fruitful than expected. During the day each person was given a card
on which to write down any question dealing with the
Baha'i standards of morality and rectitude of conduct
which he was too shy to ask out loud or which had
never been satisfactorily answered_ These were placed
in a box and in the evening separate consultations
were held with the girls and the boys about the questions submitted. Three of the male teachers handled
the boys' session and three women handled that of
the girls. After about an hour of fuli and frank discussion leaders were switched, the men speaking
with the girls and the women with the boys_ It was
found that the consultation that took place was honest
and direct in this less inhibiting atmosphere and
many things were cleared up for the youth.
During the week the youth were given actual ex-

perience in door-to-door canvassing. They had two
classes on the campus in which they learned the techniques and practiced with each other. They then obtained permission from a nearby local Baha'i com...
munity to go door-to-door, inviting people to a public
meeting to be held at Geyserville at the end of the
week_ They were then taken out in small groups over
a period of two days. The responses received ranged
ali the way from gracious hospitality to open hostility,
but they were not discouraged and the experience they
received by actual practice was more valuable than a
dozen classes on it could have been_
The feeling of unity on the campus was overwhelming. Everyone participated in the work of maintaining
the school, and this seemed to add to the spirit. Of the
four non-Baha'1 youth in attendance, two had made
their declarations by the end of the week_
The youth who were to be involved in teaching Indians received no specialized training at the session.
They went from Geyserville to Flagstaff, Arizona,
where they received this training under the super-vision of the American Indian Service Committee.
Those who were not going away from their homes
on projects this year attended a special workshop on
the nSpiritual Invasion Plan" and are well prepared
to assist ill initiating it in their own home communities.
The teachers who conducted the classes on the
campus were: Mrs_ Chris Faulconer, Mr_ Harold Jackson, Mrs. Lisa Janti, Mrs. Joan Beck, Mrs. Anna
Stevenson, Mrs. Barbara Cook, Mrs. Eileen Norman,
Mr. Luis Palos, Mr. John Cook.
-En.EEN NORMAN, Secretary
Swnmer Youth Project-West

._,-
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Southeastern Summer School Emphasizes Teaching
The 1965 Southeastern Baha'i Summer School was
held from June 25 to July 3. As the days passed, the
spirit animating those at the school became increasingly intense. By the end of the week, all were galvanized with the spirit of God and were prepared to
carry the Message back to their homes.
Auxiliary Board members present included: William
Maxwell, Beth McKenty, Albert James, Ellsworth
Blackwell, and Jack McCants. At certain evening sessions they spoke of the Universal House of Justice
and the Hands of the Cause, as well as of the duties of
the Auxiliary Board.
The main emphasis of the summer school was on
teaching. Ellsworth Blackwell was called upon several times in the evenings to speak of his experiences
with mass conversion in Haiti. Beth McKenty. in her
class on the Nine Year Plan, had the friends alternately in awe and tears with stories of confirmations
in teaching. She emphasized that when teaching the
Cause of God one should expect confirmations.
William Maxwell gave historic examples of teaching in his class on the Dawnbreakers referring to
the deeds of "stainless purity" and jjsublime heroism" performed by the spiritual ancestors of the believers today. The divine guidance and protection
under which the Faith is constantly growing - as
well as the fact that after every calamity in the
Faith comes an accelerated march and victorieswas stressed.
The other two classes were on e'Guidance in the
Conduct of Life," taught by Terah Cowart-Smith and
"Selections from Gleanings ll by Albert James. Mrs.
Smith's class dealt with the concept of eliminating the
ego from one's motives, thereby making him a purer
channel of the Will of God. Many beautiful quotations
from the Writings were used. Albert James' class gave

a deeper appreciation of the endless treasures in Gleanings, This brought forth much good discussion among

the friends. Both of these classes were also directed at
proclaiming the Faith,
There was much opportunity for giving the Message during the week. Almost every evening session
was attended by visitors from the Frogmore area.
Among them were several youth, a couple of whom
asked many questions. One morning a man wandered onto the school grounds. He said that he had
read a book about the lost millennium (Thief in the
Night) and wondered if the Baha'is would give him
anything else to read. The lifeguard at the beach
where many of the friends went in the afternoons attended the last evening program. Teaching trips into
other parts of South Carolina and to Savannah were
made by some of the Auxiliary Board members.
Visits were made to the homes of sick and elderly
Baha'is. One long-time Baha'i in the area who had
been virtually forgotten, said that she had prayed for
twenty-three days for something to happen - then
some Baha'is from the summer school came to visit
her. She wrote a poem that day, calling it Resurrection, and later attended sessions at the school, show~
ing boundless enthusiasm.
On the last evening a tape was made of greetings
and singing from the Southeastern Summer School
to be taken by William Maxwell to Geyserville Summer School. When Mr. Maxwell left, all the friends
gathered outside, waving and singing "Allah-uAbha." He shouted, "I've got to catch a plane now.
You all teach." All left Frogmore with the same assurance that had been given to the Letters of the living: "Fix your gaze upon the invincible power of the
Lord, your God . . . and be assured of ultimate victory."

Early Believer Honored
Family and Baha'i friends who attended the June 8, 1965 dedication program of the Mary B. Martin School in
Cleveland, Ohio are shown at the left.
This public elementary school erected
in 1963 was named for the mother of
Lydia B. Martin and Sarah Martin
Pereira (see account in BAHA'f NEWS,
March 1963, p. 15) and serves as a fitting living memorial to one who took
an active part in civic and humanitarian affairs. She was the first Negro
member of the Cleveland Board of
Education, where she served from 1929
to 1939. The picture shows a portrait of
Mrs. Martin in the background. She
was active in the Baha!i Faith from
1912 until her death in 1939 and her association with the Faith was given a
prominent place in the newspaper stories at the time of the naming of the
school in 1963 and at the recent dedication services in June, 1965.
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Beverly Hills Baha'is Present Tree
to Public Library
In commemoration of the twentieth anniversary of
the signlng of the United Nations Charter, the Beverly
Hills Baha'i Community presented an Eriobotrya Japonica (Bronze Loquat) tree to the new public library on Wednesday, June 23d.
Mayor Frank Clapp accepted the tree on behalf of
the City of Beverly Hills from Mr. Anthony Lease
Auxiliary Board member. Participating in the presen:
tation was a Baha'i Youth, Miss Jill Christy, twenty
years old, who was born during the week that the
United Nations Charter was signed in San Francisco.
Mr. Lease, in his presentation address, recalled the
prophetic words of 'Abdu'l-Baha Who, when He addressed an audience in Sacramento during His historic
visit in 1912, said:
UMay the men of affairs in this democracy uphold
the standard of international conciliation. . . . May the
first flag of International Peace be upraised in this
State. PI

Mayor Frank Clapp receives tree from Miss Jill Christy
and Auxiliary Board member Mr. Anthony Lease.

Baha'is Play Important Role in Human
Relations Workshop for Youth
ANYTOWN ARIZONA is an educational workshop
in human relations for high school youth at a camp
setting wherein youth of diverse religious, social, racial, national and economic backgrounds, through supervised study, learn more about the ethnic groups
that make up the American society. Self-government
is practiced by election of the steering committee
through which the youth participate in the workshop.
Religious services are provided separately for Protestants, Catholics, Mormons and Baha'is.
The ninth annual program consisted of two sessions
at the Sky-Y Camp, Prescott, Arizona, June 7-13 and
13-19, 1965, for high school freshmen, and for sophomore and junior students, respectively, Enrollment was
limited to 150 students selected by high school faculties or sponsoring agencies for their leadership qualities, their scholastic achievement and their interest
in human relations. Among the twenty organizations
sponsoring Anytowl1 Arizona are the Red Cross, Camp
Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, B'nai B'rith, National Conference of Christians and Jews, the Church of Jesus
Christ of the Latter-Day Saints, Phoenix Indian School,
and the Baha'i Assembly of Phoenix.
For six successive years, Mrs. Nancy Phillips, Baha'i of Phoenix, has served as one of the advisors.
This year the Baha'i advisors were: Mrs. Phillips for
the first session, and Mrs. Joan Koshbin of Tucson

Representing the United Nations Association was
Mrs. Robert G. Neumann, President of the Los Angeles
Chapter and Mrs. Moyna Lansbury of the newlyformed Beverly Hills Unit.
Special guests were Consul General of the Dominican Republic Mrs. Blanche Diaz Pou, Consul General
of Korea Mr. Kwang Soo Ahn, and Consul of Haiti Mr.
Roland Coyard.

and Mr. Phil Lucas for the second. Janet Bechtold
and Robert Gulick, Jr., Baha'i youth of Phoenix, attended as delegates to the first session, and George
Danenburg of Tucson at the second. John Cook of
Glendale was a special guest on several occasions,
providing musical entertainment.
The participation of Baha'i advisors involved the
regular duties of all other advisors, i.e., program
planning, discussion leading, and general counselling,
plus special ones which included participation in
panel discussions in which the teachings of the Faith
were presented, and the holding of a Baha'i worship
service during each session. There were many opportunities for discussion of the Faith as eager campers found many answers to their searching questions on inter-racial and inter-religious relations.
Since then a number of young people have expressed
their interest in the Faith by attending firesides in
Arizona communities.
The long-range involvement of the Baha'is in this
program, extending over a period of six years and
enhanced this year by the sponsorship of "Anytown"
by the Phoenix Baha'i Assembly along with other
Phoenix organizations, has opened many doors to participation in inter-racial and inter~religious activities
of a very worthy nature. It can safelY be said that
Baha'i contributions to the Any town program have
created an indelibly favorable impression of the
Faith on the minds of hundreds of both young and
adult leaders across the state.

-1-
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Read""s for the Baha'i worship se,..,ice held on the
opening day of the Anytown, Arizona workshop. BaM'i
participant shown is Mrs. Nancy Phillips, second from
!eft. The young .man second from Tight is a Navajo student from the Phoenix Indian schoo! and a counseUoT
on the A nytown staff.

Staff members planning program of religious discussion, always the most popular subject at Anytown. Participants shown represent (seated lett to right) Protestant, Baha'i, Jewish and Buddhist faiths and (standing)
Mormon and Catholic.

Nellis Briefs
On Friday, June 11, 1965, the friends of the Los angeles Baha'i Community enjoyed an evening of reminiscences about 'Abdu'l-Baha by Ramona Allen
Brown. She recalled the visits she had with Him during His trip to California, and she related many details
of these visits. Mrs. Brown recalled the talks He gave
to a group 01 young girls and their happioes s io studying the Teachiogs. She recounted that when she and
her lather, who was a physician, were iovited to visit

'Abdu'I-Baha, He spoke about healiog and why it was
necessary to use physical medicioe and surgery with
the spiritual power of prayer to achieve it. At another
time 'Abdu'l-Bilha spoke of the "implements to be
used in teaching which are severance, love of God,
knowledge of God, endeavor, praiseworthy attributes,
and eloquence. In another talk to this group He said,
"If you would achieve Divine Confirmations you must
teach. "
This was an evening of joy for the friends and it was
especially noteworthy that there were four generations

The Mayor of San Mateo, California, handing to Mrs.
Marilyn Raubitschek, Baha'I, the proclamation he issued for support of Race Unity Day.

Approximately 65 persons attended the Race Unity Day
meeting sponsored by the BaM'! communities of Colorado Springs and Suburban Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Viewing the poster adveTtising the meeting aTe' (I. to
r.) Mrs. Joan MiTanda; Mrs. Les Davis; Sgt. Howard
Tho.mas; Mayor Harry Hath of Colorado Springs. Mayor
Hath signed a proclamation jor Race Unity Day.

U
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of Baha'is in Mrs. Brown's family. It was evident that
the people attending this meeting, especially the
youth, were moved by hearing stories from a person
who had been in the presence of 'Abdu'l-Bahil.

o
The tenth azmiversary of the passing of Mary McLeod Bethune, well known Negro leader and founder
of Bethune-Cookman College was commemorated in
Mt. Zion Baptist Church, Miami, Florida on June 27,
1965. The guest speaker was Mr. Jack McCants, Baha'i Auxiliary Board member. His subject was "The
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man" and
in covering this theme he showed that Baha'is share
with those paying tribute to Mrs. Bethune the concern
for brotherhood, justice and the fulfillment of the oneness of mankind. Mrs. Toby Emmanuel, Baha'i) introduced Mr. McCants and read a Baha'i prayer.
The Baha'i speakers were very well received by an
audience of about 200 people, most of whom had
probably not heard of the Faith before and a few of
whom have subsequently attended Baha'i meetings.

ill Wilmette. Giving a brief account of the basic Baha'i teachings the article tells also of the establishment and incorporation of the local assembly in Fort
Worth, of the local teaching program and of the establishment of the Faith in 1700 other centers in the
United States. The World Center in Haifa with its
shrines and gardens is also mentioned.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
September 8 - 'Izzat (Might)
September 27 - Ma!illfyyat (Will)

PROCLAMATION EVENT
September 19 - World Peace Day

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
September 3, 4, 5, 6

o

Baha'i House of Worship

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Israel on $5 a Day a book by Joel Lieber, published
by Arthur Frommer, Inc., New York in 1964 carries on
page 137 a reference to the Shrine of the Bab and the
Baha'i Gardens in a paragraph headed "Baha'i Temple. n In addition to giving directions how to reach the
Baha'i Shrines the article states: °Raifa's most impressive sightseeing attractions are the splendid Persian Gardens and Baha'i Shrines .... The immaculate,
majestic Baha'i gardens ... are a reposeful, aesthetic
memorial to the founders of this Faith. . . . Baha'is
believe in the brotherhood of all men, a common
world language, and the unity of all religions. . . . All
the beautiful grounds that you "ee were planned by
Shoghi Effendi, the recently-deceased Guardian of the
Faith. I t

o

The Albuquerque Journal for July 3 carries an 18
column inch article on the Baha'i Faith under the
title "Growing Baha'i Faith Holds Key Conviction in
Man's Basic Unity." The article gives an accurate
account of the Faith based on interviews with local
believers. This newspaper has a circulation of over
40,000 and is the most widely read paper in the state.

o
The Brown Texan published monthly in Fort Worth.
Texas carries a two page article about the Baha'i
Faith in its issue for July, 1965. The accotult shows a
picture of the members of the local Spiritual Assembly of Fort Worth as well as of the House of Worship

Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
SundaY'
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, September 19
4:15 p.m.

National Baha'i Addresses
Plea,e Addre55 Mail Correctlyl
National Baha'i Administrative Headquarters:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, ill.

.

National Treasurer:
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, ill.
Make Checks PaYable to: National Ba.h3.'i Fund

Baha'i Publishing Trust:
110 Linden A venue, Wilmette, III
Make Checks Payable to: BaJuI'i PublishinK Trust
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Oclober 20
God is My witness, 0 people! I am come to you with a Revelation from the
Lord, your God, the Lord of your fathers of old. Look not, 0 people, at the things
ye possess. Look rather at the things God hath sent down unto you. This, surely,
will be better for you than the whole of creation, could ye but perceive it. Repeat
the gaze, 0 people, and consider the testimony of God and His proof which are in
your possession, and compare them unto the Revelation sent down unto you in
this Day, that the truth, the infallible truth, may be indubitably manifested unto
you. Follow not, 0 people, the steps of the Evil One; follow ye the Faith of the
All-Merciful, and be ye of them that truly believe. What would it profit man, if he
were to fail to recognize the Revelation of God? Nothing whatever. To this Mine
own Self, the Omnipotent, the Omniscient, the All-Wise, will testify."
-Words of the BAB
Gleanings

I am the Mystic Fane, which the Hand of Omnipotence hath reared. I am the
Lamp which the Finger of God hath lit within its niche and caused to shine with
deathless splendor. I am the Flame of that supernal Light that glowed upon Sinai
in the gladsome Spot, and lay concealed in the midst of the Burning Bush. . . .
With each and every Prophet, Whom We have sent down in the past, We have
established a separate Covenant concerning the "Remembrance of God" and His
Day. Manifest in the realm of glory and through the power of truth, are the
"Remembrance of God" and His Day before the eyes of the angels that circle His
mercy-seat. . . . Should it be Our wish, it is in Our power to compel, through
the agency of but one letter of Our Revelation, the world and all that is therein to
recognize, in less than the twinkling of an eye, the truth of Our Cause."
-Words of the BAH
The Dispensation of Bahrl'u'llah
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Cables from Haifa Mark Passing of Mariam Haney
BGrieved announce passing Mariam Haney devoted
servant Bahlt'u'llah mother beloved Hand Cause Paul
Haney. Her total dedication Faith spanning period more
than sbdy~five years staunch upholder covenant earliest
days testing tireless activities circulating tablets Master
services national and international level whole hearted
loyalty steadfastness assure loving welcome 'Abha king.
dom. Share message immediately Washington As·
sembly.n
Haifa, Israel
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
September 2, 1965

"Grieved passing Mariam Haney one few remaining
vanguard early American believers. Consistent steadfast unremitting services over half century 'Abdu'I·Baha,
Shoghi Effendi unswerving loyalty Center Covenant
defense institutions Faith throughout every stage ev~
lution Baha'i Community West unforgettable. Ardently
hope Washington and other communities will profit example this herioe maidservant Baha'u'llab now ascended
receive well earned reward presence her beloved Master. Kindly share message Washington Assembly immediately.
Haifa, Israel
-lliNDSFAITH
September 3, 1965

Twelve newly enrolled Baha'is of Tristan Suarez, a
small village in Argentina near Buenos Aires, who deelaTed themselves afteT an intensive three month teaching program sponsored by the National Teaching Committee.

Attendants at the Regional Teaching Congress of Bolivia, Ecttador and Peru heW at Lima, Peru July 16-19, 1965, the
first of a series of four regional congresses to be held in South America. Hand of the Cause, Mr. JaMI Kh<izeh, is
standing at the !.eft. Auxiliary Board members Mrs. Gayle Woolson of Ecuador, Miss Mercedes Sanchez of Peru,
and Mr. Athnos Costas of Bolivia as well as representatives of the national spiritual assemblies of Bolivia, Ecuador
and Peru were present with friends from several cities of Peru. The conference was held to discuss methods and
means fOT teaching the eight million indigenous peoples residing in these three countries" which contain nine tenths
of South America's total Indian population.
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Two Hands of Cause Teach at Finnish School
The fourth annual Finnish Baha'i summer school was
held in Mukkula Tourist Center, Lahti, July 2-7, 1965.
The school was especially blessed for its entire duration
by the presence of two Hands of the Cause, Mr. A. Q.
Faizi and Dr. Adelbert Miihlschlegel. Mr. Edvard Olsson of Sweden, an older Baha'i who had been taught the
Faith in America during the 1920's by Fazel Mazandarani and Abu'l-Fa<jl, bestowed a significant spiritual
contribution to the entire school.
In his opening remarks on the evening of the first
day, Dr. Miihlschlegel stated that it was indeed an
historical occasion, since it was the first Baha'i sum~
mer school to be held on the European Continent in
1965. For the following four and one-half days, the
friends from Finland were given the rare opportunity of
being taught for the most part by the two Hands of the
Cause about such diver~e and interesting subjects as,
uBaha'i Education/' HAspects of Spirit," E'Baha'i Administration," "Baha'i Holy Places," and "The Guardianship."
On Sunday, July 4, the entire morning program was
presented by Finnish friends, among whom were Greta
Jankko, who spoke on "The Guardian," Aili Honkanen
on "The Renewal of Religion/' and Auxiliary Board
Member Osmo Paivinen on "Comparative Religion."
Although relatively few non-Baha'is attended the
summer school sessions, the Faith received good free
publicity. Baha'i book displays with smaller posters
advertising the summer school were arranged in two
bookshops in Lahti. One of these had three pages of the

Ebony article on the Baha'i Faith as a background. A
large poster with some Baha'i principles and summer
school information was displayed in a third bookshop.
Interviews with Mr. Faizi were printed in three newspapers, two of which are in Helsinki and have the
largest circulation in Finland. The most thorough item
was printed in Lahden Kunnal!islehti, a small, weekly
newspaper distributed freely to all homes in the city of
Lahti. Lastly, many people of Europe and America
visited the Mukkula Tourist Center, a relatively new
but popular summer lodge. Almost everyone there at
the time of the Bahil'i summer school saw advertising
posters which were strategically placed in the area.
Contact was made this summer with Finns, Swedes,

Germans, Austrians, Americans, and citizens of the
Soviet Union.
A public meeting featuring as speakers Mr. Faizi and
Fred Perry, an American pioneer speaking the Finnish
language, was held the evening of July 6. Many interested people were present for the first time at a Baha'i
event, and one of them has already seriously begun
studying the Faith. It was the most successful public
meeting held in Lahti for quite some time.
In spite of cold, rainy weather, all friends present at
Mukkula agreed that it had been a very spiritually
productive Bah .. 'I school. All resolved to pray and work
harder to achieve all the goals of the Nine Year Plan,
using the spiritual and educational experiences re ..
ceived at the summer school as a springboard to everincreasing activity.

.

..

Baha'is and friends attending the 1965 Finnish summer school. Hands of the Cause Dr. Ade!bert Mii.hlBchlegel, Mr.
A. W. Fai" with Mr. Edvard OlBs"" are in the center of the first TOW. AuxiliaTl/ Board member Osmo Piiivinen is
standing in the back row on the right.
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Delegates from Mali, Gambia, Ivory Coast and Liberia
at convention held in Monrovia, Liberia elected the
National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa shown
above: first row, left to right: WiUiam Enoanyi, rec.
sec.; William Foster, v. chm.; James Wesson, Edward
Johnson, Joseph Strong; back row: Vivian Wesson,
chm.; Vera Edwards (Au.xiliary Bd. mbr.) Zara Dunne,

William Foster, treaS'.; Ruth Foster, Mr. Daniels, MT,

CO'M'es. sec.~· Laura Hill, treas.; Tamar Fakhry.

Kobi.

Eight members of the first Local Assembly of Nimba,
Liberia aTe shown above, first row, left to right: George
Sumo, v. chm.; Charles Russell, Tee. sec.; Ciaphll
KotHe, chm.; James Wesson, corTes. sec.; back TOW:

North East Africa Receives Visit from Hand; Attains a Goal
Mr. Tarazullah Samandari, Hand of the Cause, now
ninety-two years of age, has visited a number of African
countries this summer, including Libya, Sudan, Ethiopia and Somalia. The Baha'i News Bulletin of North
East Africa writes of his visit: liRe is really a treasure
who still stores brilliant memories of his experience in
the presence of Baha'u'llah. 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi
Effendi. He grows young and energetic when he recites
the Words of Baha'u'lliih and narrates his experience
with Him."
This same bulletin also announces the appointment of

two new auxiliary board members: Aziz Yazdi of Nal~
robi, Kenya, and Dr. Mehdi Samandari of Mogadiscio,
Somalia.
With the re-opening of Chad. another goal of the Nine
Year Plan has been accomplished. This was one of the
inter-assembly collaboration projects with the National
Assembly of Uganda and Central Africa responsible,
assisted by the National Assembly of North East Africa. Two YOWlg men from Khartoum, Sudan, have filled
this goal, having been inspired to do so at the national
convention held in Asmara, Ethiopia.

Group of Baha'i youth who have recently accepted the
Faith in Ujjain area of India. These youth come from
Arya Samaj bac1cground and were taught, in childhood,
to hate other religions.

A Teacher Training Class held in District Haziratu.'lQuds, Sholapur, India, sponsored by the Area· Teaching
Committee.

-,l
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African School-Symbol of Baha'i Unity
The growth of the Faith in maoy areas of the world is
immeasurably aided by schools aod institutes where
the friends can gather for study and fellowship and
where the BaM'i principle of serving humanity can be
demonstrated. Pictured above is a group at such ao
institution the School at N ginamadolo, Swazilaod
(South Ai~ica). This School has been built and maintained by the loving contributions of the American
friends and pioneers and stands as a symbol, in a
COWltry where education is still at a premium, of
Baha'u'1liIh's command that the children of the world
must be educated.
The School has been built by united effort. As it is in
such a remote, mountainous area it was most difficult to
supply the materials, but eventually this has been
completed and it is a true community center in a region

overflowing with children. Mr. aod Mrs. William Wilks
(pioneers in South Africa) have assisted in many ways
in the establishment and operation of the school by
supplying materials and with the curriculum used by
the teachers during the "scripture hour."
The people are very proud of their new school, the
former one having been in a one room building made of
poles and mud. When school is not in session it becomes
a center for Bahati meetings, conferences and insti..
tutes. It is the hope of the Baha'is that it will in.
creasingly become a center for the diffiusion of knowl-edge and good-will.
The picture below shows a fireside meeting in Bas-.
otuland (South Africa). The occasion was the visit of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lisota, of Redding, California
who were visiting South Africa after their pilgrimage to
the World Center. They are shown with the group at the
School in Swaziland and their visit to Africa included
stops also in Southern Rhodesia and Uganda.

T
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Baha'i International Community Pays Tribute to Delegations
of the United Nations on Twentieth Anniversary
To mark the Twentieth Anniversary of the United
Nations, a special series of commemorative meetings
was held at the end of June in San Francisco where the
Charter was originally signed in 1945. Each of the
member nations sent a delegation and many outstanding addresses were delivered.
It is of interest to Baha'is to note that it was in
California that 'Abdu'l-Bahit said in 1912, "May the first
flag of international peace be upraised in this state." In
commenting on the United Nations the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi wrote in The Challenging Requirements of
the PTesent HOlLT: "Indeed if we would read aright the
signs of the times, and appraise correctly the significance of contemporaneous events that are impelling forward both the American Baha'i community and the na·
tion of which it forms a part on the road leading them
to their ultimate destiny, we cannot fail to perceive the
workings of two simultaneous processes, generated as
far back as the concluding years of the Heroic Age of
our Faith, each clearly defined, each distinctly separate, yet closely related and destined to culminate, in
the fullness of time, in a single glorious consummation.
One of these processes is associated with the mission -of
the American Baha'i community, the other with the
destiny of the American nation. The one serves directly
the interest of the Administrative Order of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah, the other promotes indirectly the institutions that are to be associated with the establishment of
His World Order. The first process dates back to the
revelation of those stupendous Tablets constituting the
Charter of 'Abdu'I-Baha's Divine Plan . . . . The other
process dates back to the outbreak of the first World
War that threw the Great Republic of the West into the
vortex of the first stage of a world upheaval. It received
its initial impetus through the formulation of President
Wilson's Fourteen Points, closely associating for the
first time that Republic with the fortunes of the Old
World. It suffered its first setback through the dissociation of that Republic from the newly-born League of
Nations which that President had labored to create. It
acquired added momentum through the outbreak of the
second World War, inflicting unprecedented suffering
on that Republic, and involving it still further in the
affairs of all the continents of the globe. It was further
reinforced through the declaration embodied in the
Atlantic Charter, as voiced by one of its chief progenitors, Franklin D. Roosevelt. It assumed a definite
outline through the birth of the United Nations at San
Francisco Conference. It acquired added significance
through the choice of the City of Covenant itself as the
seat of the newly-born organization, through the declaration recently made by the American President related to his countryts commitments in Greece and Turkey,
as well as through the submission to the General
Assembly of the United N alions of the thorny and
challenging problem of the Holy Land, the spiritual as
well as the administrative center of the World Faith of
Baha'u']Ia.h. It must, however long and tortuous the

way, lead, through a series of victories and reverses, to
the political unification of the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres, to the emergence of a world government
and the establishment of the Lesser Peace, as foretold
by Baha 'u'llah and foreshadowed by the Prophet
Isaiah. It must, in the end, culminate in the unfurling of
the banner of the Most Great Peace, in the Golden Age
of the Dispensation of Baha'u'llah.."
The implications of the above passage as well as the
clear picture it presents of the role of the United
Nations in the development of Baha'u'lliih's World
Order has a significance for Baha'is that will become
increasingly apparent in coming years. We are deeply
grateful to the United Nations for the role it played in
establishing Israel and maintaining comparative peace
in that country so that our World Center can function
and fulfill its purpos e. We are also grateful to the
United Nations for the part it played in resolving both
the Persian and Moroccan crises when the believers in
those countries were sorely persecuted.
As a token of our appreciation and support of the
United Nations the Baha'i International CommWlity
decided to present a small gift to each of the delegations of the member nations and to some of the officials
of the United Nations, including U Thant, the Secretary
General. A beautifully finished box, bearing on its cover
the celestial and terrestrial globes of the world, was
prepared in Italy. On the inside cover the following
message was attached:
"Presented in appreciation by the Baha'i International Community on the occasion of the Twentieth
Anniversary Commemorative Meetings of the United
Nations, San Francisco, June 1965. 'The earth is but one
country and mankind its citizens.' Baha'u'llah. n
Numerous letters of thanks were received from the
various delegations and we quote from a few.
New Zealand Mission to the United Nations: III deeply appreciate the gesture of the Baha'i International
Community in presenting me with a memento of the
Twentieth Anniversary of the United Nations. Not
merely am I delighted by the beauty of the box but
even more by its appropriateness. The profound saying
~The earth is but one country and mankind its citizens'
will remain constantly in my mind as this box with its
two globes faces me on my desk." F. H. Comer,
Permanent Representative.
Delegacion de Chile ante las Nacionas Unidas: HI had
great pleasure in receiving the beautiful box which you
so kindly sent me on the occasion of the Twentieth
Anniversary Commemorative Meetings of the United
Nations Charter. Thank you very much for this lovely
present which I will treasure as a testimony of Baha'i
support of the United Nations cause. lJ Javier Illanes.
Charge d'Affaires.
Permanent Mission of Ireland to the United Nations:
"I wish to thank you very sincerely for presenting to
me on behalf of the Baha'i International Community,
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on the occasion of the Twentieth Anniversary Commemorative Meetings of the United Nations in San
Francisco, such a very pretty gift with such an appropriate inscription. I much appreciate the kindness of
the Community." C. C. Cremin, Permanent Representative.
In addition to the letters we also received many
telephone calls to express appreciation and thanks and
some of the callers asked for Baha'i literature.
During the commemorative meetings in San Francisco a Festival of Faiths was held at Cow Palace. The
Baha'i World Faith representative, Mr. Arthur L. Dahl,
was seated on the platform with representatives of
various religious groups.
On United Nations Day and Human Rights Day, two
of the public events scheduled for Baha'i communities
this year, we will have a further opportwrlty to express
our support of the United Nations and our belief in the
evolution of world government. Let us hope that every
Baha'i community throughout the world will do its part
by arranging programs of interest to the general public. In our public support of this young organization we
can begin to see the meeting of the "twofold process" of
which Shoghi E !'fendi spoke so eloquently.
-MILDRED R. MO'I"I'AHEDltH
INTERNATIONAL NGO REPRESENTATIVE
IN THE UNrrBD NATIONS

Esperanto (ong ress Provides
Bahli'i Teaching Opportunity
The Portland, Oregon, Baha'i community recently
had an unusual teaching opportunity when the National
Congress of the Esperanto League for America met in
that city. Among out of town BaM'is attending the
Congress was Mrs. Roan Orloff Stone, of Gallup, New
Mexico. A Baha'i public meeting was arranged for
her, to which the Esperantists were invited.
To an audience of about forty-five people, about half
of whom were not Baha'is, Mrs. Stone told how Esperanto has helped the Baha'i Faith and how the Faith has
helped the Esperanto movement.
One of the guests at the meeting, Mrs. Gigi Harabagiu, a Roumanian now living in California, spoke
briefly, in Esperanto, telling of her meeting, years ago,
with Martha Root. Mrs. Helen Reed Bishop also spoke
movingly about Lydia Zamenhof, daughter of the inventor of Esperanto and a Baha'i, telling of her visit to
Haifa and her death in a concentration camp during
World War II.
As a result of this meeting, several Esperantists
voiced an intention to investigate the Faith, and a local
Esperantist invited a Baha'i to speak to her group, the
Unitarian Fellowship.

Public meeting held in Mantua, Italy during a teaching conference in July. A week later the /irst Italian believer to enroli in Mantua made his declaration. Right: Sig. Aida Neva (holding Greatest Name) the first Italian beiiever to malt. his declarati"" to the local assembly of Mantua, Italy. Sig Neva learned about the Faith during
hospitalization when he Tead aU the availabte Baha'i books and met several Baha'is.

Eighth annual Ala.lta Baha'i Summer School held at Juneau, Alaslta July 10-14, 1965.
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The Day of the Covenant
This day, November 26, is one of the Baha'i Holy
Days and is dedicated to the commemoration of fAbdu'l_
Baha and His station.
In Ihe early days of the Cause the believers used to
observe May 23 as the birthday of the Master, 'Abdu'lBah ... When letlers were sent to Him telling of the
happiness at these celebrations He revealed a Tablet
in which He said, in part:
Although their (the believers') intention is no
otheT than good,. their aim be to pTomote the
Word of God and to commemorate the True One
among the people in this manner, yet, according
to the text of the Religion of God and the irrefutable command, May 23 is the day of the
DeclaTation of His Highness the Supreme (the
Bab) . . . Consequently they must celebrate and
adorn that Blessed Day in the name Of the Decla-ration of that Orb of regions; make rejoicing and
happiness, and impart the glad-tidings of heavenly
beatitude to each other . .. No one must mention
that day, May 23, except as the Day of the Declaration of His Highness, the Bab.
T.A.B. pp. 575-6
The Baha'ls then asked the Master if they could have
a day to celebrate the Covenant, and after may supplications to Him, 'Abdu'l-Baha appointed November 26
as the Fete Day of 'Abdu'l-Bahii.. It was referred to thus,
or as "The Feast 01 the Appointment of the Center of
the Covenant. I I
Many years later, in enumerating the Baha!i Feast
Days and Holy Days our beloved Guardian gave instructions that November 26 should be observed as the

A Herald of Baha'u'lIah's Covenant
In these days of new, successive victories in the Faith
of Baha'u'llah, it is fitting to recall with thankfulness the services of devoted Baha'is who helped lay
the groundwork for the present rapidly-growing structure. One of these was Roy Wilhelm, whose "saintliness," in the words of the Guardian, lIindomitable
faith, outstanding services, local, national, international, exemplary devotion, qualify him (to) join ranks
(of) Hands (01 the) Cause, insure him everlasting reward (in) Abba Kingdom."
In this tribute at the time of Roy Wilhelm's passing,
Shoghi Effendi also refers to him as "greatly prized,
much loved, highly admired herald (of) Baha-'u'llah's
Covenant, n whose "distinguished career enriched annals (of) concluding years (of) Heroic and opening
years (of) Formative Age 01 Faith. Sterling qualities
endeared him (to) his beloved Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha."
Roy Wilhelm's home was .in West Englewood, New
Jersey. It was on this property that 'Abdu'l-Baha held
His historic Unity Feast in 1912, whose anniversary is
celebrated every year. Of this home 'Abdu'l-Baha
wrote Roy Wilhelm: "Your house is My house; there is
no difference whatsoever between yours and Mine."
From 1909, when Roy Wilhelm was first elected to the
national body formed to represent the North American
Baha'is in planning and constructing the House of

Day 01 the Covenant by the believers throughout the
world, and should be referred to by that name.
This day is not, however, one of the Baha'i Holy Days
on which work should be suspended. An explanation of
this is given in Bahfi/i World, vol. XU, p. 552 as follows:
'Abdu'l-Baha in one of His Tablets addressed
to a believer of Nayriz, Persia, has written the
following: HNine days in the year have been
appointed on which work is forbidden. Some of
these days have been specijicaUy mentioned in.
the Book. The rest follows as coroUaries to the
Text; work on the Day of the Covenant, however,
is not prohibited. Celebration of that day is left
to the discretion of the friends. Its observation
is not obligatory. The days pertaining to the
Abha Beauty (Baha'u'llah) and the Primal
Point (the Bab), that is to say these nine days
aTe the only ones on which work connected
with trade, commerce 1 industry and agricutture
is not allowed. In like manner, work connected
with any form of employment whether govern.mental or otherwise, should be suspended. ~J
As a cOToUary of this Tablet it foUows that the
anniversaries of the birth and ascension of
'Abdu'l-Baha aTe not to be regarded as days on
which work is prohibited. The celebration of
these two days, however, is obligatory.
Especially recommended for reading and study on
this Holy Day is the pamphlet by Juliet Thompson,
'Abdu'l-Baha-the Center of the Covenant. This pamphlet of 28 pages gives a warm and revealing word picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha by a gifted believer of the early
days who spent many hours in His presence and to
whom He wrote many Tablets.

Worship in Wilmette, he was elected annually to the
Baha'l Temple Unity Board and to the succeeding
National Spiritual Assembly, for over thirty years,
except for one year on account of illness. For many
years he was its Treasurer. It was in his care, to his
office at 104 Wall Street, New York City, that cablegrams and Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha were sent for
many years, to be forwarded by him to their destinations.
Sever aI years before he died, Roy Wilhelm had
retired from many activities and lived in a home he
had built, surrounded by pine woods, in the State of
Maine. Even in this isolated spot people came from all
over to see him and were told of the Message of Baha'u'Uilh.

Home of Roy WHhelm in West Englewood, New JeTsey.
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Baha'i Youth Institute
Held in Mobile, Alabama
The weekend of July 23-25 in Mobile, Alabama
marked an historic milestone for the Baha'i Faith. One
of the oldest cities in the country and a southern
stronghold, Mobile witnessed another step toward the
goal of the new World Order of Baha'u'llilh.
There have never been over three or four Baha'is in
Mobile at anyone time and during a period of years,
there was only one - Mrs. Virginia Gans, a lone pioneer. In recent years, another embraced the Faith,
Mrs. Alberta Williford, so then there were two! They
formed a group and thereby doubled the power of the
Faith in that locality. Their efforts for proclaiming and
teaching were intenSified, and itinerant teachers for the
Faith became more and more aware of the warmth and
devotion of these two staunch believers. It was they
who conceived the Mobile Youth Institute Weekend.
Early in the spriog, they began plans for holding this
meeting in Mobile. Receiving permission from the
National Teaching Committee and obtaioiog the Jackson, Miss. assembly as sponsor, they carried forward
their plans. Letters were written all over the country to
obtain speakers. Jackson provided a representative
from their assembly, Mrs. Virginia Johnson, who gave
unstintiogIy of herself and her talents, aod furnished
free literature and visual displays.
The Institute was held in the Juliette Derricotte
YWCA Branch, a former Baptist Church. Meetings
were held in what once had been the rectory. Children
were cared for in an air-conditioned nursery. Delicious
meals were prepared and served in the kitchen and
dining areas by Mr. Henry Gans, with the assistance of
two guest students from the school where Alberta
Williford teaches.
On Friday afternoon, the first day of the Institute,
BahIt'is and their contacts began arriving. Arrangements had been made with non- Baha'i friends for
hospitality to those who required it. By Saturday, a
total of forty (youths and adults) and fifteen children
had arrived. They had come from six states, representing thirteen Baha'i communities and groups consisting
of Urbana, lli.; Nashville, Tenn.; Odessa, Fla.; Jack.SOD, Gulfport and Handsboro, Miss.; New Orleans,
Gretna and Fort Polk, Louisiana; Birmingham, Htmtsville, and Mobile, Alabama.
Mrs. Erma Hayden, of Nashville, Term., was in
charge of the lirst session after the Friday eveniog
meal. This was an inspirational session of devotions.
and singing Baha'i songs.
The Saturday morning session was conducted by
Mrs. Virginia JOhnSOD, who spoke on the lives, examples and teaching methods of the early believers in
Baha'u'llah in the Western world. This session was
closed with a tape sent by the Nashville Baha'!s which
included jAbdu'I-Baha's voice chanting a prayer at the
very end. The afternoon session consisted of a panel of
youth using as its theme, "Spiritual Prerequisites for
Teaching the Faith." Panel members were: Michael
Reimer, Sudie Johnson, Sara Ray, Zoro Banks and
Jean Nicholson. That eveniog there was a public meeting at which Jack McCants~ a board member spoke,
with Orville Minney, of ·Huntsville, Ala., acting as
chairman. Ten non-Baha'is attended in addition to the
Baha'is.

Two radio stations gave free spot announcements on
Friday and Saturday about the Saturday eveniog public meeting, and paid advertisements were placed in
the local newspapers.
The Sunday morning session was conducted by Jack
McCants. He devoted the entire morniog to the work of
the Universal House of Justice, the Hands of the Cause
and their Auxiliary Board members and a discussion
about the Nioe Year Plan.
Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike attending this Institute
expressed themselves about the spirit which radiated
from it. All were eager to return home and intensify
their efforts io the Cause of Bah" 'u 'llilh.
It was reported that the Institute generated a great
deal of ioterest on the part of people who lived near the
YWCA and from the people who worked there, who had
occasion to observe.
Already plans have begun to germinate for a possible
fall institute as a followup, and it is the hope and
prayer that much progress will have been made in the
interval between.

Some Of those who attended the Youth Institute held at
Mobile, Alabama, July 23-25, 1965.

Fireside on Navajo Indian Reservation
A unique fireside was held on the N a vaj 0 Indian
reservation over the weekend of July 10 and 11.
The fireside was initiated by the Navajo Baha'i
youth at Klagetoh Tradiog Post, Ganado, Arizona, and
was held at the home of the Goldtooth family.
Approximately fifty people attended, including twelve
members of the Youth Project West who had recently
completed their trainiog period at Geyserville. Many
new Navajo seekers attended the meeting and listened
to inspiriog talks by Auxiliary Board members Beth
McKenty and Chester Kaho.
The fireside was later divided into five study groups
with a discussion leader and translator for each group.
In the evening color sUdes were shown by one of the
Gallup friends. The reverence and response of the
Navajo people was perhaps the most distioctive quality
at the meeting. This reverence and the enthusiasm of
the youth combioed to make this one of the warmest
Baha'i gatheriogs yet held on the Navajo reservation.
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BaM'1 youth at Green Acre, August, 1965.

Eat&usiasm of Youth
Sparlts Activities at Green Acre
The fire of the love of the Cause of GOO has stirred the
youth at Green Acre this summer to dedicated and
sustained activity. Two youth weeks, a program of
proclamation, including a rally and follow up in a
nearby town, nine declaration among their own numbers as well as the daily tasks of painting, repairing,
carpentering, helping with children have all been undertaken gladly and in the true BaM.'; spirit of service.
The rally and proclamation program took place in
South Berwick, Maine. For several weeks before the
meeting they publicized the event with posters, writeups in local papers and personal calls. The meeting,

held in a "resort chalet" voluntarily donated for the
purpose by the owner, attracted an audience of 150,
many of whom have shown serious interest in learning
more and in attend.ing Green Acre.
These results have come from the willing cooperation
of many youth, working together in the Baha'j way.
Under the loving guidance of Brad Lucas of Ipswich
the following are some of the many young people wh~
helped make the undertakings a success: May Khadem,
Sharon Davis, Grant Rhode, Steve Waite, Eric Byrd.
Gloria and Danny Reimer and Claudia Waite. Surely
the many services sa lovingly performed by these
young people will leave lasting results both at Green
Acre property and in the hearts of the m any people
they taught.

Auxiliary Board members Curtis Kelsey, second from
right and Jack McCants, third from lett with some of
the newly enrolled youth at Green Acre. They aTe, left
to right: John Raynor, Margaret Paterson, Sue McVicker, Greg Garfield, Steve White, Steve Wyatt.
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Second Summer School Held at
Big Bear Lake, California
The second annual Baha'i Summer School for Southern California was held this year at Big Bear Lake, in
the San Bernardino Mountains, some 7,000 feet above
sea level. The classes were held in a picturesque
mountain lodge which, with its surrounding dormitories}
was nestled among stately pines.
Each day began with devotions followed by morning
classes for children, youth and adults all conducted by
a staff of well-experienced teachers headed by Auxiliary Board member, Mrs. Florence Mayberry.
The afternoons were left free for Baha'is and their
non-Baha'i friends and relatives to enjoy swimming,
hiking, horseback. riding and other types of recreation,
but special elective seminars of poetry, fireside teaching, pioneering and choral singing were well attended.
The solitary scheduled afternoon class was one conducted by Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Beth MeKenly,
The evening programs included an eloquent talk by
Auxiliary Board member Mr. Chester Kahn who spoke
about teaching the American Indian; slides of the World
Center were shown by Mr. and Mrs. James Nelson;
there was a stirrjng presentation of activities of the
Southern California youth, and a "talent night" provided a most enjoyable mid-week diversion.
The program for the observance of the anniversary of
the Martyrdom of the Bab included stories by Hand of
the Cause, Dr, Ugo Giaehery about the life of the Bab
and a pictorial pilgrimage of the Shrine of the Bab by
means of seldom seen slides and charts.
The Thursday and Friday evening sessions were open
to the public. The former was devoted to a talk on the
activities and goals of the United Nations, and the

latter included a very enlightening talk on the Faith by
Mrs. Mayberry,
The Friday evening session was followed by folk
dancing of old and new types and then a song fest
around a great camp fire.
On the last day there were reports by the Summer
School Staff, including the announcement that nearly
$1,700.00 had been sent to the National Baha', Fund as
a direct result of the talk by Hand of the Cause William
B. Sears on the bounties of participating in the Cause of
God, His was the final and most stirring of all the talks.
In it he described the California Victory Plan which will
involve every Baha'i in California in an intensive teaching program from September first to Ric;lvan, designed
to spread the Faith from the desert of the east to the
ocean of the west of the state and from the mountains
of the north to the border of Mexico on the south, In
closing he called upon every believer in Baha'u'llab to
arise and assist in this great plan for the victory of the
Faith of God.

Flagstaff LSA Sponsors
Summer School
Sixty-five persons including twenty-five youth attended a four day summer school sponsored by the
local Spiritual Assembly of Flagstaff, Arizona from June
28 to July 1. Immediately preceding the summer school
there was a three day teaching institute, and following
it was the annual Flagstaff Indian Pow-Wow.

AIl sessions of both the Institute and Summer School
were held at the Baha'i property at Bellemont,
several miles west of Flagstaff. The property, about
five acres, is located in the famous pines of northern
Arizona. A single building served the needs of the

Southem California Baha'i Summer School held at Bear Lake July 4 to 10, 1965.

~,-
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school's first session; participants camped in tents and
cooking was done on a large outdoor stove during the
four days of the school.
The Teaching Institute drew about forty believers
from Arizona and other western states, and culminated
in a public talk by Francis Johnson of Scottsdale on
Sunday night, June 27. The three days of discussion on
teaching the Faith of Baha.'u'll;'h were led by Mr.
Johnson, his wife Loraine, and by Doug Calley of
Sedona.
About ten guests, youth and adults, attended the
summer school and participated in discussion groups
introducing them to the Faith.
The general theme of the school was liThe Baha'i
Way of Life. n Discussion the first day centered on liThe
Baha'i Within the Family," under the leadership of
Col. C. Bradley Cleveland, of Phoenix.
On the second day Julie and Eliot Sater expanded the
discussion to "The Baha'i Within the Community."
Then James Wonders of Nevada led the discussion on
"The Baha'i Within the Nation."
For the final day of the school, Gordon Laite, from
Gallup, New Mexico, conducted discussion sessions on
"The Baha'i Within the Nation/' and "The Nine Year
Plan."

A New Tea<hing Approach
An audio-visual Baha'i Information Center was used
by the Baha'is of the Monterey Peninsula during the
month of June to bring the Faith of BahQ'u'U:i.h to the
attention of Seaside, California, the peninsula area with
the largest Negro population. Two of the friends, Robert
Kammer, of the Carmel group, and Dawn Edwards Polprasid, of Carmel J.D. community were asked by Benj amin Browne, one of the two Seaside believers, to
assist with teaching. The local assembly of Monterey
offered administrative sponsorship.
An empty store was found in a newly constructed
building, located at the main intersection of Seaside
where through traffic passed. Posters, radio and newspapers were used to announce the opening.
The Ebony magazine article was featured on the window, a large sign that could be seen by traffic converging at the intersection was prepared to attract attention
to ·'Bahft'i. n The friends from the different communities shared materials and labor, even the nine pointed
star, made by Ed Miller, was brought from as far as
Santa Cruz, and an added touch was the sketch by Kahlil
Gibran of the Master, lent to the Center by Inez Greeven,
one of the two Carmel believers who knew ·Abdu'lBaM. In short, the Seaside Project became a center of
loving lUlity, a real joy and beautiful setting for Baha'i
information.
The Center was divided into two areas: the front
section, visible from the street through a large plate
glass window, was filled with maps, charts and photographs. One wall of this section was devoted to a book
display and free literature. A hospitality table with
refreshments was included in this section. The rear
section of the center was set up as a theater for showing
slide programs about the history of the Faith, the World
Congress in London and the World Center in Haifa.
During June from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily an average
of ten inquirers came each day. At the end of the month

Book display at the BaM', Information Center maintained in Seaside.. Catifornia during the month 01 June
1965.

J

five carloads of friends and seekers went from Seaside
to the July 4 Unity Feast at Geyserville. Three declarations have already been received from people who
visited this center. There has been an active program
of follow up to include those who showed interest in
learning more about the Faith.
From inception to completion there were so many
confirmations that the friends who took part in this
project knew, with thrilling humility that indeed God
assists all those who arise to serve Him. No doubt the
future will reap the reward of harvesting seeds sown in
such loving spirit at this Seaside Center.

April Edwards reads a Bahu'i book to visitors at the
Seaside, California Bahu', Information Center.
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Local Spiritual Assemblll of Alameda, California,
formed at Ri\lvej", 1965. Bottom row, left to right:
Catherine Rafaat, Verna Rowtey, Pearl Newcomer,.
sec.; Margaret Cavanaugh. Top TOW: Hugh Rawley,
John Newcomer, Robert HeidTick 7 Leonard Kress, Atollah R afaat, chm.

Corredion
On page 18 of the July 1965 issue of BAHA'i NEWS
the pictures of the local spiritual assem hlies of

Antelope Judicial District, California and of Alameda, California were exchanged. A picture of the
Alameda local assembly appears in this issue.

Local Spiritual Assemblll of Washington County, Ch"egon formed at Ri\lvan, 1965. Left to right, seated:
Esther Helmick, Mabel Young, Bettll Dempster, chm.;
Linda Brown, sec. Standing: Harry Earle, Phlillis Murphy .. Fred Young, ueas.; MaTgu.erite Earle" Tec. sec.;
Don Murphll, v. chm.

Baba'i Holy Days Re<ognized
The Local Spiritual Assembly of Snohomish County
District #1, Marysville, Washington and the Marysville Baha'i Group together have obtained recognition
of Baha'i Holy Days in the Marysville School District.
Baha'i children will be excused from their classes on
those days on receipt of a note from their parents. In
granting this permission, the Marysville Superintendent of Schools wished the believers well in their
endeavors.

Picnic, Julll 25, 1965 at the Carney faTm near Clarkesville, Tennessee. Fifty Baha'is and visitors gatheTed to
greet Jenabe Caldwell and his familY, to heaT of their
experiences in pioneering in the Aleutian Islands, and
to enjoll the spirit of Baha'i !ave and fellowship.

Members of the Local Spiritual Assembly of the Bahli'is
of Colorado Springs, Colorado, on the occasion of the
incorporation of the Assemblll May 20, 1965.

Baha'i Delegates Active
at Congress of World Federal ists
During the week of June 2O-June 27 the United World
Federalists and the World Congress of World Federalists met at the Hilton Hotel in San Francisco. Baha'i
delegates to the Congress were: Dr. Dwight Allen of
Stanford University, Mrs. Adrienne Reeves of San Jose
and Mrs. Dorothy Wolfrom of Palo Alto, California.
Planned to precede the United Nations twentieth anniversary meeting in San Francisco, this Congress dwelt
upon the need to strengthen the U. N. through charter
revision, provision for a peace-keeping body,
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strengthening of the Universal Court of Justice, and
disarmament.
Topics discussed at the session included: "Freedom
from War"; Freedom that Want"; Freedom for Diver~
sity"; and "Peace on Earth 1" Distinguished partici.
pants included: Carlos Romula, the Hon. Jerry Voohis,
Steve Allen and Norman Cousins as well as many
others from many countries.
Throughout the Congress, at discussion meetings,
social gatherings and committee reports the Baha'i
delegates had ample opportunity to communicate the
Baha'i views on subjects under discussion and to give
information about the Faith to those interested. One
member of the Congress, in answering a question from
a Federalist about the Baha'i Faith stated that the
Baha'is had the concept of world peace through world
law long before the Federalists. Another Federalist
delegate from England, lingered after the Congress to
accept hospitality from one of the Baha'is and to
discus. the Faith at length.

News Briefs
Again this year a member of the Bah .. 'I community
of Albuquerque, New Mexico was invited to speak to

Dr. Archie Bahm's class in Philosophy of Religion at
the University of New Mexico. A Baha'i speaker has
been included each semester that the class has been
given since 1949. This year Mrs. Mary Lou Ewing,
member of the local assembly of Albuquerque, addressed the class on May 20, 1965.
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The Baha'i Activities Club this Fall begins its ninth
uninterrupted year on the campus of the University of
New Mexico, in Albuquerque. Declarations have occurred every year and of these six are now pioneering,
while two are members of the Indian Service Committee. Prominent displays have been exhibited in the
Student Union Building over the past five year. and
members of the student group have held membership
in the inter-religious council for the past six years. The
tribute below was given to the Baha'i Club by the
Chairman of the Program Directorate for 1965-66:
"Officers and Members Baha'i Activities Center, Universi ty of New Mexico-On behalf of the Art and
Exhibit Committee of the Union Program Directorate, I
would like to congratulate your group for having the
best showcase display during the 1964-65 school year.
The name of the Baha'i Student Association will be
engraved on a plaque and will be hung in the Program
Directorate's permanent showcase in the Activities
Center, courtesy of the Art and Exhibit Committee."
In July 1965 Dr. Allen Ward, head of the speech
department in Lane College in Tennessee, gave a series
of four lectures on the Baha'i Faith in the Student
Union Building at the University of New Mexico. The
attendance was greater at each successive meeting.
There was good publicity.

o
An animated discussion period followed a public talk:
on the subject "World Peace and Security-a Dream or
a Reality" by Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone at
the Parnell Library in Auckland, New Zealand last
June. The meeting which was chaired by a member of
the United Nations Association of Auckland, attracted
over eighty people.

Nine foot i!lumination of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Prayer for the
Western States. This was prepared by Norman Guarke
of San Bernardino faT the California Victory meetings.

California Victory Campaign Announced
An unprecedented state-wide "Victory Campaign"
has been launched by a California Victory Committee
appointed by the National Spiritual Assembly. The
Committee with Hand of the Cause, William Sears and
Auxiliary Board members Florence Mayberry and Anthony Lease has held special meetings attended by
members of local assemblies of California. Seventy
percent of all assembly members in the State have
attended "victory briefings" in Glendale, San Bernardino, Manhattan Beach, San Diego, Sacramento and
San Jose. The goals of the special eight month victory
campaign were outlined to each Assembly in a rarified
atmosphere of dedication and resolve.
Each Assembly was given an exteru;ion teaching goal
of a group to be raised to assembly status by Ri~van.
This would double the number of assemblies in California, raising the number from eighty-five to one
hundred seventy. Each isolated believer is to strive for
group status, and every assembly and group is to open
at least one new center for the Faith in the next eight
months.
October is the launching date for special weekend
meetings and proclamation, beginning in Los Angeles,
with succeeding weekend meetings in San Diego and
San Francisco.
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Cannel. As publiShed In Readers Digest Condensed
Books, summer 1965, a small color drawing of the
Shrine of the Bab is included on the opening page.

o
The Power of Faith, by Woodi Ishmael, published by
Pocket Books 1965 has an article On 'Abdu'l-Baha
including a full page picture of Him, in the sectio~
t

called "Prophets of Faith." This section covers also the
Old and New Testament prophets, Joseph Smith and
John Wesley. The article on 'Abdu'l-Baha quotes from
Baha'u'lllih, speaks of 'Abdu'l-Baha as a central :figure
in His Father's Faith Who carried the movement to
Europe and America In 1911 and 1912, dedicating the
cornerstone of the Baha'i Temple in Wilmette. Reference is made to the BaM'i Faith as growing, with three
million adherents In the world today and 310 spiritual
assemblies In the United States.

Baha'is and friends at picnic July 25, 1965, sponsored
by Baha'is of Culver City J.D. and Inglewood, California. David Bond addressed the group on "The Divine
Art 01 Living."

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The City of Man, by W. Warren Wagar, Professor of
History at Wellesley College, published by Houghton
MifBin, deals with the hopes and possibilities of a world
culture. After a brilliant introduction, Prof. Wagar
analyzes the full range of recent prophetic thought On
the crucial theme - World Civilization, from Toynbee,
Huxley Teilhard de Chardin and Jaspers In Europe to
Hocking, Northrop, Sorokin and Mumford in America
as well as many others. He quotes verbatim from The
World Order Of Bahd'u'll<ih by Shoghi Effendi, about
three pages belng devoted to the Baha'i Faith. Here are
a few excerpts:
But of aU the positive religions on the contempoTaTY scene claiming divine authority, the only
one unambiguously and almost single-mindedIy consecrated to the job of unifying mankind
is the Baha'i Faith. Its origins are recent, its
believers few~ its ambitions bTeathtaking.
In the new world civilization, tne Bahd.'i Faith
will become the soul of humanity. It is the one
true IDOTld religion, says Shoghi Effendi, which
fUlfills all the others and is "destined to attain,
in the fullness of time, the status of a world
embTacing commonwealth."
The Bahd', Faith is one of the fWblest in history.

o

The local telephone directory for 1965-1966 for Wilmette and Kenilworlb, illinois, published by the North
Shore Directory Company and distributed to every
home and business in Wilmette and Kenilworth car~
ries on its cover a large picture in color of the Baha'i
House of Worship from the Llnden Avenue - Sheridan
Road approach. The map lncluded in the classified
section also clearly indicates the location of the Temple.

o

The Source, by James A. Michener, pUblished In 1965
by Random House, refers in the opening paragraphs to
"the golden dome of the Baha'i temple" on Mount

o
Two excellent articles on the Baha'i Faith and the
Davison School appeared in the newspaper, The Davi-son Index durlng August, 1965. Pictures taken at the
school were lncluded with these unsolicited and very
accurate articles which totalled over forty column
inches of publicity for the Faith.

o
The North Shore Guardian, published weekly in Waukegan, Illinois gave generous space in its August 21
issue to the story of the Baha'i Woodlawn Summer
Project in Chicago. A picture of the children on the first
day of the Woodlawn day camp heads the article, titled
"A Love Story" which describes the project, recounts
the joyous BaM'i meetings held at Woodlawn and
invites all to a special "Gateway" meeting at the
Temple.

o

On March 6, 1965 The Spartanburg Journal, Spartanburg, South Carolina, carried an almost full length twocolumn article on the Baha'i Faith under a picture of
the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette. It was written
by the church news editor who used material furnished
by the State Service Representative and referred to a
number of the localities in South Carolina where there
are Baha'is. The title of the article was: "World's
Newest Religion has Greenville Unit. I I

o
When Hand of the Cause Mr. A. Q. Faizi was In
Finland recently at the Baha'i summer school in Lahti,
his visit was written up in three Finnish newspapers.
Accounts In each of the two largest papers in Finland
referred to his background, his travels for the Faith
and reference to the most important Baha'i principles.
In a small weekly paper, distributed freely In Lahti a
longer article was prlnted telling of his visit and quoting him at some length. This article quotes Mr. Faizi
thus:
"This is the day promised by all the Prophets of the
past. Each man is called upon to help in the establishment of God's Kingdom on Earlb.... I have found the
(Finnish) people very kind, of excellent manners, upright, truthful, and above all, very brave. I hope and
pray that they will channel all Ibese excellent qualities
to help in the establishment of peace, security and
divine brotherhood on this planet before wars change
men into brutal beasts. U
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
A New Way of Life (What it Means to be a BaM.'!
Youth). This is a completely revised edition of the 1960
youth compilation, with all selections taken from the
Central Figures of the Faith. (There are also some
letters from Rul).iyyih Khiumm to youth in an appendix.) Some of the maj or topics are: Standards for a
New Race; Education for the New Day; Teaching the
Cause of God; Building aNew World. It emphasizes the
special role of youth and opportuuities for service that
exist in this day. The Prayer for Youth and a selection
from the poem "World Anthem" by Florence Mayberry
are included. In a handy, pocket size (4'h x 7'h), the
photographic cover has illustrations of youth from
many lands.
Per copy ...........................•............. $.30

Baha'i Distribution and Service
Department
The Embrace of the Baha'i
A limited number of reprints of the four page article
which appeared in the October 1964 issue of The Kiwanis Magazine~ The uEmbrace of the Baha'i," by
Joel Lieber, are still available. This article has aroused
considerable interest among Kiwanians and has led to
numerous requests for Baha'i speakers. It is a reason..
ably accurate account which can be used as an introduction to the Faith with business men's organizations
and others. Reprints may be purchased at a price of 10
for $1.00 postpaid.

National Baha'i Addresses
Plea.. Address Mail Correctlyl
National Baha'I Administrative Headquarters:
A GUIDE FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Published bi-monthly by
The Child'. Way Editorial Committee
RATES: U.S.A .................... $2.00 per year
Back issues, set of six .... $ .50
Foreign .................. $2.50 per year
Back issues, set of six .... $1.00
For information, subscriptions write to:
The Child'. Way
Box 245
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette. IIl1.

National Treasurer:
112 Lfnden Avenue, Wilmette, DL
Make Checks Payable to: Na.tional Bahi'j Fund

Baha'i Distribution and Service Department
112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette,

Baha'! Publishing Trust:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,

m.

m.

Make Checks Payable to: Bahi,'i PublishfDg Trut

Bah8.'i News:
Editorial Offi.ce: 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,

m.

Subscrlptlon aDd change. of addre.. : 112 LInden Avenue, Wilmette, m.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours

Calendar of Events

Weekdays
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium onlY)

Sunday. and Holidays
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Service of Worship
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

HOLY DAY
PROCLAMATION EVENT

Public Meeting
4:15 p.m.

October 16 - 'Ilm (Knowledge)
November 4 - Qudrat (Power)
October 20 - Birth of the Bab

Sunday.

Sunday, October 17

FEASTS

October 24 - United Nations Day

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
October 15, 16, 17

BAHA'i NEWS Is published tor c:lrculaUon amon& Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, .. a ......
organ reporting current activities of the BahA'i world community.
BAm':l NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; lIIiss Charlotte Llntoot, NaUonal Spiritual Assembly Representative.

Material must be received by the tWODtieth of the second month preceding date of Issue. Address: BahA'I New. Editorial 0llIce,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
Cbanp of address should be reporled directly to NaUonal Baha'i Omce. 112 LInden Avenue. Wilmette, J1Una1J, U.s.A.
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Prodamafion of Baha'u'llah in Adrianople
The history of the life of Baha'u'llah can be described
as a book: whose pages are darkened with unbearable
cruelties inflicted on Him by a perverse generation, but
whose characters shine with the splendors of God's
Revelation, shedding their luster upon a world steeped
in ignorance and prejudice. This contrast of light and
darkness, of majesty and imprisonment, of glory and
abasement reaches its climax in Adrianople. For it was
in this city, situated on the continent of Europe, that a
century ago the Sun of Baha 'u'llilh's Revelation
mounted to its zenith and the proclamation of His
Message was made to the whole of mankind; and it was
there, at the same time, that He suffered most and
sustained the heaviest blow in the whole period of His
ministry.
He entered Adrianople in December, 1863, at the age
of 46, full of vitality and vigor, and left it four and a
half years later bent with sufferings, visibly aged, His
hair turned white. His half-brother, Mirza Yahya, the
leader of the Babi Community, had witnessed the
ascendancy of Baha'u'llah. Prompted by an intense
jealousy and encouraged by a notorious Bahi, he
mustered such audacity as to open a campaign of
opposition to Baha 'u'llilh. Through the spread of
voluminous letters of calumny among the believers in
Persia, as well as the authorities in Constantinople, he
misrepresented the Cause of God and its Author. He
actually succeeded, around 1864-65, in poisoning Bahil'u'll8.h's food, planned His assassination and, above
all, challenged the Fountainhead of a mighty Revelation by his own so-called declaration of prophethood,
which soon was to make him the laughing-stock of the
mass of believers as well as members of the general
public.
The aftermath of the poisoning left Baha'u'llilh with a
shaking hand till the end of His life. After this time He
seldom took His pen to write. Today, a mere glance at
any of the Tablets written by His own hand after this
tragic event bears witness to the shaking of His blessed
hand.
The sufferings inflicted on Baha'u'llilh by the breakers of the Covenant of the Bab find no parallel in the
whole period of His ministry. Little wonder that in some
Tablets revealed in that land He pours out His heart
and laments His afflictions.
In the midst of hopelessness and agony, and at a time
when the Cause of God had undergone an internal
convulsion and a temporary breach had been made in
jts rank and file, Bahll 1u'llah, with a tremendous power,
arose to proclaim His Mission to the world at large.
About a year before His departure from Adrianople and
through the operation of His irresistible Spirit in a
dramatic way, He established His ascendancy over
Mirza Yahya. Swiftly and decisively that "Most Great
Idol" was broken with the Hands of Power and Might
and cast out from the people of Baha. The Sun of Truth,
which had suffered a momentary eclipse, now began to
shine in all its splendor.
The beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, has referred
to this episode as the fulfilment of St. Paul's prophecies

recorded in the New Testament (II Thess. 2:3.4,8):
"Let no m an deceive you by any means: for that day
shall not come, except there come a falling away first,
and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;
who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is
called God, Or that is worshipped; so that he as God
sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is
God .... And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom
the Lord shall consume with the spirit of His mouth,
and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming."
Soon after Mirza Yahya's humiliating downfall, a
glorious chapter opened in the annals of the Faith. As if
the gates of heaven had been flung open, the vernal
showers of the Revelation of BaM'u'llUh began pouriug
down with unprecedented intensity. Ionumerable Tablets were revealed with such rapidity that within the
span of one hour His amanuensis would record the
equivalent of one thousand verses. After being transcribed, these Tablets were dispatched to Persia. For
months a number of secretaries, .including 'Abdu'l..
Baha, then in His early twenties, were busy day and
night and yet were unable to cope with the task.
The community of Baha'u'llah's followers in the land
of His birth, now being identified as the "people of
Baha" as distinct from the "people of Bayan," were reinvigorated and inspired through the dissemination of
these soul-stirring Tablets. They chanted them and
copied them with much eagerness as they gathered at a
certain house, sometimes in the dead of night to insure
their own safety.
These Tablets which at this time streamed forth from
the Supreme Pen constitute some of the most historic
and significant of Baha'u'llah's Writings. There was the
Suriy-i-Ghu~n (Tablet of the Branch) in which He
foreshadows the station of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and which
can be regarded as the harbiuger to that Covenant
which He explicitly established years later in 'Akka.
The Kitab-i-Badi' was written to refute accusations
brought against Him.
In His weighty Tablet to the Shah of Persia, Baha'u'llah familiarized that ruler with, and demonstrated
to him, the authenticity of His Mission. It was written in
a language of unsurpassed beauty and eloquence, partly in Arabic and partly in Persian. 10 the Lawi).-i-Ra'is,
revealed on the way to 'Akka, He addressed 'Ali Pasha
of Turkey, admonishing the Grand Vizir in strong
language for the cruelties he had inflicted on Baha'u'lhlh and His loved ones.
The most momentous of all, the Suriy-i-MulUk, which
was revealed about a year before His departure, was
addressed to the entire company of the monarchs of the
East and the West in a language most majestic and
penetrating, entirely in Arabic. In this Tablet He proclaims His Mission and discloses the dazzling greatness
of His own station, admonishes the sovereigns for their
indifference to His Message and that of the Bab, summons them to embrace His Cause, urges them to be
Wlited among themselves, counsels them to reduce
their armaments, exhorts them to be just, warns them
of the chastising calamities which will befall them if
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they do not heed His Message, and states in unequivocal language the ascendancy of His Faith even
without their assistance or allegiance.
Thus a mighty process for the proclamation of His
Message was set in motion. The initial phase of this can
be said to have occurred soon after Baha'u'llih's arrival in Constantinople in 1863 through the revelation of a
special Tablet addressed to SuIt,m 'Abdu'l-'Aziz, the
text of which we do not possess. The process reached
its plenitude in Adrianople around 1867-68 through the
revelation of the Sw-iy-i-MuIUk-His clarion call to the
rulers and ecclesiastical leaders of the world whom He
addressed collectively and in many instances, separately; and it was fully completed, at a later stage in
'Akka, through the dispatch of individual Tablets to
some of the outstanding monarchs of the time and also
in the revelation in 1873 of memorable passages addressed to certain sovereigns in His Most Holy Book,
the Kitab-i-Aqdas (Book of Laws).
It was in August, 1868, that Baha'u'llah was banished
to 'Akka. Many of the inhabitants of the city of Adrianople, both Muslim and Christian, assembled outside
of His house, and all, especially the Christians, wept at
His departure.
Now a century has passed. Baha'u'llah's Message
has encircled the world, and the rising institutions of
His World Order, erected by peoples of all races, colors
and classes in every continent of the globe, stand

strong and incorruptible as the only refuge for a tottering world ci viliza tion. Yet, with the exception of an
illustrious Queen who three decades ago acclaimed the
greatness of this Cause, the leaders of the world have
so far turned a deaf ear or remained indifferent to His
summons and warnings; and consequently, mankind
has been plunged fUrther and further into tormenting
calamities and suJlerings.
Who knows that as the valiant band of Baba'u'llilh's
spiritual warriors battle against the forces of darkness
what spiritual forces may be released to hasten the
advent of a blissful era for the earth? Supported by the
Concourse on High and guided by that divinely-inspired
body - the Universal House of Justice - this band of
the faithful marches confidently forward for the prosecution of the goals of the Nine-Year world-encircling
Plan as a further move toward that glorious consummation which 'Abdu'I-Baba foretold during His darkest
days while incarcerated in the city of 'Akk3.. In glowing
terms, too, the beloved Guardian in His letters to the
believers in the Cradle of the Faith described that
future era when the kings and rulers of the world will
recognize the glorious station of Bah.3'u'llih, and, ranking as foremost among the proclaimers of His Cause,
will arise with matchless courage and faith to win
memorable victories in His Name.

Western Canadian Bahd'i Summer School held at BanD, Alberta trom August 15 through 21.
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Teaching conference held at
Madina, Bismarck Archipelago,
New Guinea Ju.... 12 and 13,
1965.

Teaching Conference in New Guinea
The Bah.. ·j Center at Madina on New Ireland in the
Bismarck Archipelago was the scene of a teaching
conference on the weekend nf June 12 and 13. attended
by about forty believers coming from New Guinea and
Australia as well as from both. the east and west coasts
of New Ireland. The beautiful setting contributed to
the spirit which prevailed during the weekend. The
Center, constructed of bush materials is just across the
road from the Pacific Ocean rolling in across a coral
r ...f. The swaying coconut palms and the fireflies
twinkling in the fragrant tropical undergrowth gave
the impression of paradise, while the floral decora~
tions of the center. artistically arranged by the believers of Madina reminded the friends of 'Abdu'lBaha's many references to the flowers of one garden.
The sessions led by members of the local assembly

Newly enrolled believers of the
Ancoraimes DepaTtment of La
Paz, Bolivia taught by a young
Persian Pia.....r. Ziaoliah Vojdam.

of Madina, as well as by visiting believers from the
Bismarck Archipelago, stressed. this year's message
from the Universal House of Justice and the goals to
be won in this area and in the surrounding islands.
There was a talk on how the Bah .. ·j Faith fullIlls Christian prophecy, another on "D:l1fusing the Fragrances"
by a local believer. as well as time for loving fellowshiP. prayers and singing. Two languages were used
as well as English. showing how great is the need for a
universal language especially in places like this where,
on one island with a population of 30.000 several languages are spoken.
The end of the conference brought regrets at parting.
renewed plans for future gatherings and increased
dedication to the tasks ahead.

... ,..... ..
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Regional teaching Congress held:
in Georgetown l BTitish Guiana,
August 20 through 22. Believers
came from British, FTench and
Dutch Guiana, N oTthern Brazil,

Eastern Venezuela and: Trinidad:. Hand of the Cause Jalli!
.K/!<izeh is shown holding the
Greatest Name.

Summer Teaching Trips
Bring Victories in the Caribbean
The Cause of God is sweeping forward in the islands
of the Caribbean! No sooner are statistics set forth than
they are outdated, so rapidly is the picture of progress
changing. By the time these Jines are published there
will proba bIy be one hundred island believers and fifty
pioneers in these goals which are the foremost responsibility of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United
States.
Two notable volunteer teaching trips of this past
summer added inestimably to the progress of the Faith
in these islands. Mr. David Schreiber journeyed all the
way from Hawaii on his own to take an island hopping
trip through the Leeward Islands enrolling believers
and making valuable contacts. He flew to Antigua and
from there, accompanied by a Baha'i of the islands,
took native sailboats between islands, a method that
was both less expensive and more fun than travel by
plane. Mr. Schreiber's report glows with enthusiasm.
He tells us that the best way to get information about
sailboats is by gOing to the piers and asking. He found
that in the island villages J of which there are many, it
was much easier to teach and interest people than in
the cities. Busses were a cheaper and friendlier way of
going from city to village than private car or taxi. Most
rewarding of all was the list of believers enrolled and
the names of the many who showed interest in learning

comfortable bed, and plenty of boiled water. I seldom
get lonely, for my hut is inhabited by an assortment of
flies, cockroaches, and a few crabs and lizards." The
progress this enterprising young man made in these
islands during his six weeks stay, made possible by the
financial contribution of another dedicated Baha'I, is
another victory for the goals of the Nine Year Plan.
There are now six declared Baha'is on Grand Turk.
The Cause of God is sweeping forward in difficult areas
in the islands of the Caribbean!

Second Teaching Institute
in British Honduras
Burrell Boom, British Honduras was the scene on
August 15, of a one day teaching Institute, the second
planned and conducted this year by the believers of
British Honduras and attended by twenty believers and
guests. A wide range of subjects covered in the two
sessions included: Who is Baha'u·ll3.h? Why are you a
Baha'i? A Survey of the Life and. Writings of Bahi:l.'u'1I0b and The Ri<;lvim message from the Universal House
of Justice.
The Baha'is in this country have as a goal the
establishment of at least four local assemblies by
Ri<;lvan 1966 and ultimately, during the Nine Year Plan
the formation of a National Spiritual Assembly.

more.

Another exciting teaching trip to the islands was
made by a young Baha'i college student, Mr. Daniel
Conner, during his vacation. He spent several weeks on
the Turks and Caicos Islands. These are described as
"little orphan" islands in the Bahamas which have
been bypassed to a large extent by the changes of the
present times. They are primitive with no agriculture
or industry. Formerly salt was exported, but last year
that industry closed down. The settling of pioneers in
these islands seems formidable. In the first letter received from Dan Conner after his arrival on Grand
Turk Island he writes, "After just a little more than a
week, I have managed to become integrated pretty
much into community life here. The natives are charmingly friendly .... As I suspected, living conditions are
somewhat primitive, although I have electricity, a

Picnic in Uppsala, Sweden enjoyed by Baha'is and theiT
friends. F oUowing this hapPII outing two of the guests
declared their faith in Bah<i'u'llIih and otheTs of the
group continue to attend fiTesides.

~
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Benelux Summer School Held in De Vechtstrom, the Netherlands
The three Benelux countries held their schools at a
combined site at De Vechtstrom in the northern Netherlands from August 23 through 30. After having formed
separate national spiritual assemblies in 1962, it was
the will of the three communities to join ranks and
partake of the spiritual atmosphere of haviog summer
school together. The 150 friends attending represented
.fifteen countries including Morocco, Tunisia, Japan,
Great Britain, United States and others on the Continent of Europe.
The school was greatly blessed with the presence of
Hand of the Cause Abu'l-Qilsim Faizi throughout most
of the school. Time will prove the worth of the jewels of
wisdom and inspiration which he opened through his
superb courses on: The Meaning of History, Baha'i
Education, and the Hidden Words. He discussed the
Universal House of Justice, the Guardianship, the meanings found in the Greatest N arne, and the true spirit of
Baha'u'llilh's Teachings.
The courses took many forms: conferences, workshops, lectures and seminars and were given in Dutch
and French. Three Auxiliary Board members, Mr. Gert
van der Garde of Holland, Mrs. Dorothy Ferraby of
England and Mrs. Lea Nys of Belgium presented the

functions of the Hands of the Cause of Europe and the
teaching goals. All of the classes were well attended
and all present reached new levels of uoderstanding
and enthusiasm.
For the first time in this area an effort was made to
reach people in the nearby villages and as a result
seventeen guests attended a special meeting at which
slides of the Holy Land and a brief presentation of the
Faith were offered. Several of these guests, among
them a reporter for a local newspaper I were so much
interested that they returned for other meetings later t
and this resulted in an invitation to the Baha'is to speak:
to another group in a nearby village.
To add variety and relaxation to the program of
intensive studies a trip to the nearby seacoast towns of
Urk and Giethoorn, "the Venice of the North" was
enjoyed by the Bah .. 'Is. Evening programs also lent
added variety and richness to an already joyous and
full program. Truly, when the Unity Banquet was held
on the last night all felt that a never to be f<>rgotten
experience of rich spiritual value had been theirs and
that they were thus reinforced and strengthened in
rendering services to the Faith in the months ahead.

Benelux Summer School held in the NetherlBnds from August 23 through 30.
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Fi,.sf Spiritual Assembly of I.,elles, Belgium. Seated,
left to right: Mrs. H. Beugoms, Mrs. L. Henu~et (seCTeta.",), Mrs. E. de Koninck, Mrs. M. Molitor. Standing,
left to right: Parois Samii (treasurer), Miss H. DeutsMe, L. Henu~et (chairman), G. Molitor (vice chairman). Absent Mr •. D. Rasquinet.

U1..'pl4Y in a
center
permanently for display by the Baha'is of Brussels
this feature has been successful in attracting many
seekers to inquire about the Faith and to attend

meetings.

New Goals Set in
Southeast Asia
The National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia and
Brunei first established at Ri<;lvan, 1964 reports mounting victories in new as well as established areas.
Teaching institutes and m any trips by individual believers have been the means by which these achieve.
ments have been accomplished. The National Assembly
has undertaken a systematic teaching campaign, ap.pointed national teaching and consolidation committees, begun Ibe publication of a quarterly newsletler.
The building for Ibe first teaching Institute of Malaysia
was completed at Malacca in August, and in April Ibe
national Haziralu'l Quds was opened in Kuala Lumpur.
So rapid has been Ibe spread of Ibe Cause in Borneo
that Ibe Universal House of Jwtice has called for the
establishment of Ibe National Spiritual Assembly of
Brunei at Ri<;lvan 1966. This is a supplementary goal of
the Nine Year Plan.

,- .'
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National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia 1965-1966. Left
to right: Dr. John Foroar, K. Rajah (vice chairman),

Yan Kee Leong, E. A. Fernandez, Mrs. George Lee, Dr.
Chellie Sundran (chairman), A. Raman, Inbum Chinniah (treasurer), S. Vasudevan (secTetary).

Some of those who attended the Malayan Summer School held in August at Malacca.
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The Baha'i Society - An Experiment in Baha'i Living
At the Davison Baha'i School during the week of
August 16 to 21, an experimental course on "The Baha'i
Society: The Baha'i Faith in Life u was conducted with
Dr. David S. Ruhe and Margaret K. Ruhe as directors
of the program. The Baha'i year was compressed into a
week so that the important Baha'i events, their spirit~
uaI meaning and significance could be experienced
intensively~ The workshop method was used, with every
single person participating not only in the planning but
in the enactment of all events. Role-playing was utilized as an effective way to learn about action in the
communities.
On Monday three local Spiritual Assem hUes were
elected, and at once each local Assembly set up an
ideal Feast. Together all analyzed carefully the meaning of the three parts of the Feast, discovering a
general dissatisfaction with the manner in which
Feasts are often carried out. The devotional period was
found to be too long, often tedious and boring; the
consnltation was criticized as lacking the true spirit of
creative, constructive consultation. Each local Assembly then worked out an ideal Feast; and a splendid
social part was prepared by a committee who provided
a beautiful setting with flowers and candle-light, and a
variety of fruits, cold drinks, and sweets for refreshment.
Tuesday was devoted to a study of the meaning,
significance and conduct of a Baha'i wedding. a Baha'i
funeral, and a declaration and enrollment. The friends
were greatly excited by the opportunity to participate
in setting up programs for these events. Many had
never been present at a Baha'i wedding nor funeral,
but found these practice sessions enormously helpful. A
mock Baha'i wedding was conducted with beauty and

dignity, as was a funeral. For the enrollment candidate
a brand neW Baha'i was chosen and presented with a
book signed by everyone on campus.
On Wednesday the group planned the Intercalary
Days, and on Thursday studied the true meaning of the
ten Holy Days. The friends came forth with wonderful
and creative plans for celebrating these great events;
as one of the Baha'is said, "I never realized the
potentialities in these historic events."
For the purpose of the course Friday was the day of
the Fast, and almost all kept the Fast. The day began
with pre-dawn prayers, followed by a beautiful family
hike through the green countryside. At night-fall NawRuz was celebrated with a refreshing and colorful
program. The children presented a play dealing with the
various Prophets of God; Vinson Jamir read Fereshteh
Nurani's brief talk on the meaning of Naw-Ruz; David
Ruhe gave the third in a series on the Life of Baha'u'll.ih entitled "The Proclamation of Baha'u'J.Iah, U
showing slides of Adrianople, Akka, and Haifa.
Thus, through daily workshop sessions, by role-playing and enactment of Baha'i events, the friends learned
together how better to carry out the events of the
Baha'i life-year. One person summarized his reactions
by saying "We'll all be more flexible when we go home,
for we realize that there are many unusual ways to
bring vitality and life into our programs." All felt the
need for more study and research, since to arrange
befitting observances of the Holy Days and other events
a more thorough understanding of their inner, spiritual
meanings is necessary.
The Baha'i society is a nascent society. All can have
a creative hand in making it steadily more beautiful
and meaningful.

Second Summer Schoo! of Morocco held in Meknes, August 23 to 29. An attendance oj one hundred included inquirers
and for the first time a greater number of ladi.. were present than at previous schools.
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Youth Projects 1965: Baha'is in Training For the Golden Age
The Baha'i Faith in the United States is becoming a
"youth movement" in spirit and in fact, spontaneously
recreating those stirring days of the Dawn-breakers of
a century ago. The new young believers are gaining a
vision of themselves as standard-bearers of today,
trained pioneers for tomorrow, and stable building
blocks of Baba'i communities for their lifetimes. With
this vision the youth projects of 1965 have brought to
some 150 youth and fifty communities various meas ..
ures of healthy, if often brnising, group experieoce.
Many Baha'i concepts are implicit in the youth projects. First and strongest is obedience to Baha'u'lliili's
admonition to teach the Cause of God; reaching the
racial minorities is that crucial corollary goal emphasized by Shoghi Effendi. For the youth, teaching and
reaching people for the F ai th must be achieved by
emergence from Baba'i isolation into that true worship
which is work performed in the spirit of service. "Let
deeds, not words, be your adorning," is the touchstone
motto of all the youth. Real experience away from
home's shelter is the way of conviction. Teamwork for
the great Cause of God is the heart of the Baha'i group
psyche. And true morality is forged in life challenges,
for there a stainless character is finally felt to be the
ultimate weapon of religious teaching, without which
the love of God cannot penetrate the veils of materialism and deprivation.
Simultaneously, it seems obvious that the youth projects are a splendid preparation for each youth for his
future chapter of pioneering for the Cause. All the
virtues of Baha'i activity are soon brought forth. Each
youth knows that he is on the ideological front lines.
There he speaks of the Cause and absorbs opposition,
labors and endures, cooperates and takes initiative,
lives marginally in food and shelter, yet richly in life
experience. In short, he learns to pray and strive, and
thus becomes a true Baba'i, to himself and palpably to
all.

Youth who helped with project at Indianapolis, Indiana.
L. to R.: Greg Dahl, Linda Dmk., Susan McMann,
Glen Morgan.

East and West: Veterans and Beginners
The summer projects began with systematic and
inspiriting training sessions at Davison and GEyserville Baha'i Schools, as reported in the September

BAaA'f NEWS.
For its second year the veteran Eastern Projects
Committee developed a most provocative group of
endeavors. A community "invasion plan" was launched in Indianapolis; community work and teaching programs operated together in Chicago, Illinois, Pontiac,
Michigan, Washington, D.C. and Conyers, Georgia.
Indian Reservation teaching was begun at Cherokee,
North Carolina and Fort Yates, North Dakota. Spot
projects were carried through at South Berwick, Maine
and Racine, Wisconsin. A singing quartet triumphantly
toured eastern Canada.
In the West's first year, Indian reservation projects
took precedence, at Sparks, Nevada, Flagstaff and
Klagetoh, Arizona and Gallup, New Mexico. At-home
programs were Wldertaken in Hermosa Beach and San
Francisco, California. And a trio of working, singing
wanderers went from Geyserville to the Yukon, thence
through Alaska and British Columbia homeward down
the Pacific Coast.

The Eastern Projects: Wor/c, Service, and Teaching
Indianapolis. From DaVison School with Miss Thelma
Cooley went youth Linda Drake, Glenn Morgan, Susan
McMann, Gregory Dahl, and Richard Kochman to staff
the Indianapolis community's excellent direct-teaching
experimental plan. "The project was just about ideal,"
said one youth of the careful preparation and followthrough. Mr. Dale Keirn and Dr. George Winder expended a week's vacation; surrounding communities
supported the Indianapolis friends most generously.
Housed by local Baha'is and trained in doorstep contact
methods by Ronald Hauck, the youth canvassed three
chosen city areas; Haughville, a low-income Negro
neighborhood, and two middle-income integrated and
white neighborhoods. Systematic planning, training,
letter·mailing, home calls, meetings with those interested, and confirmation of a chosen few provided a
most intensely rewarding experience. A presentation
manual and a 'Chome deepening" technique were tried.
Of 550 homes visited and 150 good contacts made, there
were seven confirmations, ten brought to serious study
of the Faith, and thirty-five concerned inquirers almost
all from Haughville. The community is continuing the
effort, with Susan McMann remaining as youth worker.
Chicago, Woodlawn Project. In the National Teaching
Committee's August and September teaching Bulletins
a full story is given of the first phases of this continuing
project. Woodlawn has become a pilot program for
intensive urban teaching of the Faith.
Conyers, Georgia. Into a rural Georgia town near
Atlanta poured a dedicated small task force of Baha'i
youth and adults to support the twenty-year-long hopes

-----

Dall School led by Baha'i youth at ConlleTs, Georgia.

of Mrs. Essie Robertson, lone Baha'i of Conyers. Merri
and Charmian Gordon, Greg Dahl and Peter Johnson,
Vera Varner, David Howard and Dan Conner teamed
with young adults Patti Lowery and Nancy Larson, Don
and Ruhiyyih Streets, and with the devoted friends of
the Atlanta community who supplied housing, support,
an audience, love, and a 1948 Packard. A day school
succeeded wonderfully with its ninety-odd children
who, in one parent's words, Hlearned more in five
weeks than in a whole year of winter school" because
their teachers helped them Uta discover love, and selfCOnfidence, and facts for themselves." One youth summarized the feeling of all: "It was a most emotional
and loving experience for me." And, we add, for the
childrent for their parents. for the Atlanta friends, for
Mrs. Robertson. (See also NTC Teaching Bulletin, September.)
Washington, D.C. At Barry Farms, a federal housing
unit in southeastern Washington, a playground school
was staffed by projecteers Joyce Pitchford, Peter Johnson and Norman Hodge, with cooperation from Mrs.
Frances Coley, Steven Coley and Terry Randolph of the
local community. Difficult physical circumstances and
a short term project were made rewarding by the
children's responses; "young, rigid and stern faces ...
blossomed into glowing smiles" under the love of the
youth. It is a project which, hopefuJJy, will be reborn.

Pontiac, Michigan. Off·the-street child supervision plus
a classroom tutorial effort at the Hayes Jones Center
was the basic community service program staffed by
youth Steven Moore, Pamela Moreen, Leandra Sanders
and Steven Waite, with principal young adult supervisors Chris and Julie Ruhe. A well-pUblicized interfaith Human Rights Panel was a key proclamation
achievement, While the Pontiac community provided
homes, support, songs and guidance throughout an
intense experience.
Cherokee, North Carolina, and Fort Yates, North Dakota. At two far apart Indian reservations youth groups
undertook teaching programs: in CarolinaJs Smoky
Mountains among the Cherokees and on the Dakota
high prairies among the Sioux. The Asheville commun-ity sponsored and supported the Cherokee group of Jae
Voelz, Steven Yamamoto, Ellen Owen, and young
adults Janet Cutler and Fereydoun Jalili, working with
elder pioneer Ethel Murray and three Indian believers.
Children's classes and innumerable teaching contacts
provided an unforgettably meaningful experience;
"For ourselves," said one youth Hthere was a real bond
of unity, and . .. the success was immeasurable.'1
John and Audrie Reynolds at Fort Yates then sponsored Steve Yam arnoto and Sioux youth Ellen Owen,
back among her relatives. Pow-wows at Bullhead and
Standing Rock Reservation were highpoints of the twoweek project which culminated in Mrs. Reynolds'
adoption into the Sioux tribe as "Good Feather."

CheT~kee, North CaTalina. LEFT: :fun fOT those of all
ages. RIG",,: Staff and some of the children. Mrs. Ethel
Mu.rray i.s: in

TeaT TOW"

on the right.
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South Berwick, Maine; Grand Turk Island; Bacine
Wisconsin; and a Singing Tour in East Canada. The
Green Acre youth developed a big community-opening
proclamation effort in South Berwick, Maine, at the
Spring Hill Recreation Center. With song and story and
speech the Baha'i message was given in depth by a
youth team including Claudia, Steven and Alicia Waite,
Daniel and Gloria Reimer, Sharon, John and Gregory
Davis, Eric Byrd, Robert Anderson, May Khadem,
Linda Richter, Douglas Raynor, Grant and Sandra
Rohde, and many others.
Dan Conner (who cannot bear the heat) set forth
single-handed to open the hot and humid Grand Turk
and Caicos Islands for the Faith. And as a music
student he studied the songs of these isola ted islanders
throughout a four weeks' stay. His Bah.. 'i prize, J os .ph

Astwood, Sr., came into the Faith during his brief stay,
and five Baha'is have now followed his conviction.
Home from Davison SchooFs exhilaration to Racine,
Wisconsin came Carolyn, Linda and Susan Drake,
Terence and Sheila Amerson who planned and carried
out, with great spirit and industry, a public meeting, a
piCnic and a group of youth discussiOns, developing
enroute an extensive community-wide informational
program.
Across eastern Canada went a handsome teaching...
by-singing group whose enthusiasm was so infectious
that uit brought an absolute transformation of the
Canadian communities" which they visited. Danny and
Gloria Reimer, Kathy Lee and Doug Raynor travelled
eastward through Ontario into Quebec and downward
through the Maritime Provinces on a wave of sheer
spirit set to music.

The Western Projects: Getting Started With IS Rush
After the Geyserville session, five groups of youth

went to their assignments; twelve to Flagstaff, Arizona,
for Indian reservation orientation by the Indian Service
Committee, three to the Yukon, four each to Gallup and
Sparks, and the rest to home projects in San Francisco,
Hermosa Beach, et aI.
Three to the Yukon and Alaska. Philip Lucas, Larry
Jordan and Jere McKinney undertook a colossal trip
beginning at Geyserville to Whitehorse in the Yukon,
where they assisted in construction of a permanent
teaching institute at Jackson Lake, and there taught
among the Tlingit Indians. uThe enthusiasm of the
three" at the Alaska Summer School, Juneau, was so
musically infectious that the "three wonderfully dedicated people" returned for an invited tour down the
Alaska Marine Highway into British Columbia, and so
home. leaving a great impetus behind "this tremendous

team."
Flagstaff and Klagetoh, Arizona. After a week at Flagstaff, Arizona where they received intensive training on
the Indian culture, Reginald Newkirk, George Danenberg, Lynda Somerhalder and Margaret Derman spent
four weeks at Klagetoh on the Navajo Reservation in a

rich, frustrating and also rewarding camping out
month.
Gallup, New Mexico, utilized the services of Cynthia
Nolen, Pamela MacIntyre, Diane Schnable and Paul
Vaughn for the operation of a children's summer
school, and for extensive house-to-house teaching at
Gamarco on the Navajo reservation. A folk-singing
concert and dance in Gallup were highpoints of special
teaching.
Reno-Sparks, Nevada, welcomed Jane Kerns, Susan
Hoy, Lee Urquhart (of Canada) and Iris Danenberg to
staff a six weeks summer school for 70 children of the
Indian colony with the aid of non-Bah .. 'i youth and the
Sparks community. Later Reggie Newkirk and Margaret Derman arrived from Klagetoh to replace Jane
and Susan. Five public school teachers from the Reno
and Sparks communities were the regular staff; the
projecteers became their teaching assistants. A spaghetti dinner, a door-to-door teaching survey combined
with newspaper publicity, a hootenanny, children'.
Sunday classes and sundry activities ended in a graduation ceremony and farewell of "happy shining faces, H
all looking forward to a lively summer in 1966.

Baha'i youth. with the Indians at Fort Yates, North Dakota.
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At home in San Francisco and Hermosa Beach. An
afternoon neighborhood school was organized to "develop unity between all races and religions." Held at the
San Francisco Center, Margaret Bedford, Vikki Hoover
and Michael Monroe planned and staffed a three week
effort, adding also a neighborhood information survey
program. In a campaign to alert the people of Hermosa
Beach to the presence of the Faith, a door-to-door
distribution of invitations to a weekend meeting
brought keen stimulus to the entire community.

YOUTH PROJECTS 1966: A PROSPECTUS
The successes have been real. And we all have learned
from any failures. The proj eets have had galvanizing
effects upon the youth themselves, upon the summer
schools and upon the communities. For the summer of
1966 there will be three mid-June youth training sessions, one at -each of the permanent schools. Six U.S.
areas will have small executive committees administering area projects, while international cooperative
projects may be sponsored with Canada, Alaska and
Mexico. High school age youth and pre-Bah,,';s will be
trained for at·home assignments; college age or older
youth, after full training sessions, will be sent on awayfrom-home projects. Projects will be relatively few,
better chosen, better and earlier planned for. better
executed. For the expanded program with its improved
proj ect designs and administration, m any young adult
supervisors will be critically needed.

At work in the school at the San Francisco Baha'i
Center.
Children of the Indian colony who came to the school
taught by the BaM'i youth at Sparks, Nevada.

Throug h the Eyes and Hearts of the Youth . _ •

Left to right: Jere McKinney, Phil Lucas, Larry Jordan,
BaM'i youth who went from Geyserville to the Yukon
and thence to A!aska to assist with teaching and at

summer institutes.

The "spiritual invasion" plans of the many projects
succeeded best and most with the youth themselves, of
course. Personal youth confirmations of Faith were the
rule. Each youth learned to teach through teaching of
so strenuous a variety as to exceed almost all adult
Baha'i experiences. Singing became a daily exercise of
love, habit-forming. Each learned to organize meetings, programs, themselves; learned to live with each
other with consultation, real-life labor and racially
integrated activities in the public eye.
On Teaching. Said Vera Varner: uA wonderful and
enlightening experience ... preparing me for a greater
teaching experience." Linda Drake: "We went to make
friends with these people." Said Nancy Drake: uMore
talking and teaching should bring amazing results. I t
since "there are a lot of Baha'is in this area and they
should be in the Faith."
UMost of the time we met warm responses," said Jae
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Voelz, "excluding the dogs , , , Whatever effort we
made was always rewarded double,"
Terry Amerson: "It all made me feel that I really
accomplished something, U when as Ellen Owen commented, "you learn to open up your heart to all
people. U "Our being there, integrated, really helped to
imprint upon their minds the oneness of mankind."
Vera Varner at Conyers: "All the kids responded to
love and laughter" " ... and there was no end to our joy
and satisfaction at the little things we had done (Pam
Moreen}."
On Work and SeTvice. lilt was very hard work" was
the almost universal verdict, spoken by Greg Dahl,
"this experience of teaching the Cause directly and full
time"
David Howard felt that "close contact with the chil..
dren was the most rewarding thiog about the project,"
Ellen Owen: "We made most of the people know about
the Faith, and trust us" so that as Vera Varner put it
"seeing the work we did made people want to investigate .... " Introspective Carolyn Drake: "I must make
an effort to get to know the interested people better , , ,
then they will not be so reluktent (sic) or skeptical of it
all."
On the Pre-Pioneering Experience. Lynda Somerhalder of Klagetoh, bluntly: "These projects weed out the
glamor of pioneering. The youth who are physically
able to wa1k across the finish line at the end of a
summer. , . and on into a pioneering goal • . . will truly
be the experienced ones."
Opined Jim Sim's of Woodlawn: "Now I know I can
pioneer anywhere. n
On. Difficulties. "Let's face it-it wasn't all great.
J

There were many painful spots , . . that made the time
very rough."
u . . . lack of communication between the youth and
adults . . , because the youth, raring to go from
Davison, clashed with the adults who wanted to think
about ideas a little while and slow down a little."
". , . just getting exposed to the group concept really
directly for the first time .. , working with the same
people 16 hours a day for six weeks straight . . ."
j'. . . I need friends to admit the discouragement,
then pass on to find the mountainous good things that
really happened • • ."
On Dedication. Behind every project was the devotion
of some or many. There was "the beautiful patience of
Essie Robertson ..• (with) an almost perfect situation
awaiting us" at Conyers (Greg Dahl). And at Fort
Yates Steve Yamamoto felt that "it was a real blessing
staying with the Reynolds, seeing their complete devotion."
In the end, each youth lived a small slice of the true
Baha'i life. "A wonderful and exciting experience." HI
enjoyed every minute of the whole summer project,"
"Extremely rewarding to me what I learned about the
Indians." "The transforming elixir was the Baha'i
smile. u "It has been one of the most wonderful and
inspirational experiences of my life."
Veteran Glenn Morgan expressed his conviction that
"as the projects progress from year to year, they grow
better and better." May it be so. But Ellen Owen
eloquently and happily said it for all: "Thank you for a
learning summer."
- BY Ds. DAIIID S. Rum:

Ninth Japanese Baha'I Summer School held at Takarazuka, Japan, August 21 and 22. The attendance was over
one hundred.
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Albuquerque Sponsors
Summer Institute
The Baha'is of Albuquerque, New Mexico sponsored
a weekend Institute August 14 and 15 in the Sandia
Mountains. The theme was" IAbdu'I-Baha, the Exemplar in America" and the leader Dr. Allen Ward of Lane
College, Jackson, Tennessee. Sixty-two attended, coming from eight states besides New Mexico. All were
refreshed and inspired by the warmth and love which
came from learning about the Master, 'Abdu'I-BabA,
the Perfect Exemplar of our Faith.

Some of those attending the summ"," Institute neaT
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Broward County Expands Teaching
The Broward County, Florida Baha'i Community
reports a summer teaching project which has proved to
be successful especially in bringing each and every
member into the role of actively teaching the Faith. It
grew out of efforts of last winter and is continuing to
draw the members into greater and more frequent
teaching activity.
Last winter two deepening classes were held each
week led by Terah Cowart Smith, ZelIa Svendsen and
others. These classes were to deepen the friends in the
meaning of the Writings, prayer, and the history of the
Faith. Round the clock prayers were also held from the
end of January until Ri4van. With all of these wonderful classes and prayers, the feeling of love and unity
grew among the believers with the result that they
decided to start more individual firesides. A chart was
made showing a large tree, its limbs bare of leaves, as
they are just before Spring. Every time the message of
Baha'u'llilh was given to an inquirer, whether in the
home J on the street or even in casual telephone conversations a leaf was added to the tree, showing the
date and location and the name of the Baha'i. Immediately the believers started having little coffee sessions,
evening firesides or inviting fellow employees to lunch
or coffee and telling them of the Faith. In addition to
all these individual firesides a study class and fireside
is held weekly for the whole community.
At present the tree, bare of leaves last Spring, has
forty-five leaves, with many more about to bud.

Baha'i float entered in the annu.al Gooding County Fair
in AUllust by the Baha'i lIroup of Gooding, Idaho. This
float entitled uGod's Flower Garden" carried the Baha'!

children and their friends and attracted many favorable comments. It was one of thTee religious entries in
the Fair.

Third Annual Council Fire
Held on Makalt Reservation
In the beautiful setting of the Makah Reservation, In
Washington, amid towering spruces with the PacifJ.c
Ocean on one side and the Sooes river on the other, the
third annual Council Fire attracted 215 guests, including representatives from eleven Indian tribes. The
Baha'i speaker, Auxiliary Board member Chester
Kahn, a Navajo Indian, represents to Baha'is a living
example of the significance of 'Abdu'I-BahR's statements about the importance of teaching the American
Indians.
The Makah believers greeted their friends and guests
and the elders of the tribe sang traditional tribal songs.
All joyfully shared in the spirit of the occasion which
included prayers and music as well as inspiring messages.
Two enrollments took place at the time and there
have been two more subsequently as a direct result of
the spirit of this gathering. Although these new believers are not Indian the spirit of the Indian Council Fire
was the cause of their illumination.
The fourth Council Fire is already joyfully anticipated and the Bah .. 'is are sure that the day will soon
come when these Indian friends will increasingly respond to the love of Baha'u'llah.
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Baha'I childTen's class in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.
teacher, Paul Lanberge i. shown in center reaT. Started
in 1953 this clas. meet. weekly on Saturday mornings.

National Assembly Visit
to Green Acre Publicized
Thursday, September 2 was a special day for Green
Acre. Thanks to the combined efforts of tbe Green Acre
Council, tbe National Assembly publicity representa.
tive, Jessyca Gaver, and Green Acre's publicity representative, Tim Rost, a very productive press conference and luncheon were held at Fellowship House that
noon for tbe visiting National Spiritual Assembly.
Among the press were representatives from the York
County Star, Portland Telegram, Manchester UnionLeader and United Press International. All these
papers used stories in one form or another, and the UPI
bulletin was also used by a Boston radio station, in
addition to being sent on tbe wire to all New England
papers using the service.
The fact tbat this was tbe first time in fifteen years
tbat tbe National Assembly had held its meetings in
this New England area made a great impact on tbe
local press.
Stories of youtb activities botb at Green Acre and
across the country were given by youtb represented by
Greg Dahl who had been on the Davison and Indianapolis projects this summer, and Gregg Davis who had
been working on tbe Green Acre staff this season and
helped witb the very successful Soutb Berwick youtb
efforts.
A tour of tbe facilities of Green Acre and the work
projects on the buildings and grounds completed by
Green Acre students of all ages was led by Dr. Sam
McClellan, representing the Green Acre COWlcil. Paul
Marston, a free lance photographer who was assigned
to take pictures for the Manchester Union Leader, was
so captivated by seeing people of a religious gr"up as
"un"stuffy, that he returned over the weekend to take
additional pictures of Hand of the Cause William Sears,
Dr. McClellan and Robert McLaughlin for anotber local
interest story in the same paper.

IS

ChildTen in St. John, New Brunswick sing with Miss
Leila MOTTis, a Baha'i fTom Prince Edwtlrd bland who
came to h.elp conduct a. children's summer school in.
July. This Baha'i school which lasted one week had
steadily increasing attendance and TeceilJed fine publicity in the local papeTs.

TeiKhing the Mormons
Baha'Is frequently ask whether there is any relationship between the Baha'i Faitb and Joseph Smith
and tbe Mormon (Latter Day Saint) religion. This
question was answered by tbe beloved Guardian in 1941
in a letter written on his behalf by his secretary to an
American believer (Mrs. Helen Robinson), part of
which was published in BAHA'i: NEWS No. 175. The
complete letter is as follows:
"Regarding your question concerning Joseph Smith
and the 'Book of Mormon'; as tbe Baha'I Teachings
quite clearly outline the succession of Prophets from
the days of Christ as being MuI)ammad, the Ba b, and
finally Baha'u'llilh, it is obvious tbat Joseph Smith
is not a Manifestation of God.
I'The Baha'is should deal with the members of all
religious sects, however, with the greatest tolerance
and friendliness, and try to point out to tbem the
significance of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah to tbe
world in this great Day. The Guardian would advise
you to teach the Mormons, like everyone else, the
Faith, when you find them receptive. They have many
good principles, and tbeir teachings regarding chastity, not drinking or smoking, etc., are quite similar to
ours, and should form a point of common interest."

A Radio Fireside Quiz
On August 16 Miss Juliette Whittaker of Peoria,
Illinois and Mrs. Alice Cox of Washington, illinois were
the speakers on WMBD radio program, "Topic", an
informative forty-five minute program during which
people may phone in their questions on tbe topic of the
day. Their topic was "What is This Baha'i Faith?"
which brought forth a very spirited discussion. The
radio announcer himself was keenly interested and
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asked many questions. Phone calls came in from the
entire Peoria area at such a rate that the announcer
asked the Baha'is to make their answers as brief as
possible because of the many people waiting on the
telephone lines with questions about the Faith.
The request to participate on this program came
from Rev. Siory, head of the Council of Churches in
Peoria.

New Publication by Reference Library Committee
The National Reference Library Committee has prepared a llO-page compilation from all Baha'i Writings
giving detailed definitions of the (approximately 20)
BASIC CLASSIFICATIONS OF EXISTENCE approved
for USe in preparing the future Master Index of the
BahA'i Revelation. A small number of copies are immediately available for distribution at $3 per copy. It
is believed that this is the first compilation in English
that puts together all that is in current Baha'i literature
abont the soul and human make-up, and the most vital
quotations about the other fundamental elements of
the over-all "God's-eye" view of the three conditions
of existence (Deity, Prophethood and Servitude).
In addition to clarifying the general subject headings of the prospective Master Index and Subject Indexes, the compilation also offers a new and interesting way to study our Teachings. It is the source-material used for a course on "New Door to Power Through
Study of the Creative Word," and the Committee hopes
that this mimeographed bock may prove useful to the
friends in many ways.
A summary form (excluding the actual quotations)
of this material will be a part of the indexing course
which is in preparation and which is expected to be
launched on a pilot basis this winter.
To order your copy of THE BASIC CLASSIFICATIONS OF EXISTENCE: A COMPILATION, send $3
to Edward G. Lippitt, Treasurer, National Reference
Library Committee,
1556A Quarrier Street
Charleston, W .Va. 25311

How to Have Success in Teaching
A new printing of Success in Teaching by R1i1).iyyih
Khanum has been prepared in a convenient 9 x 6 size
This is a down-to-earth discussion of teaching, emphasizing both personal and community attitudes and actions. It contains a discerning analysis of many of the
weaknesses that exist in this area of endeavor as well
as giving practical suggestions for action. A reading
and discussion of this material by the entire community at least once a year could do much to forward

positive teaching efforts. An editorial statement has
been added to update the administrative status of
the Faith, especially concerning establishment of the
Universal House of Justice. The price is $.15 per copy
(no quantity price), available from the Baha'i Publishing Trust, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette 60091.
There are a number of booklets and documents in
the published literature all prepared in identical size
(9 x 6). A practical thing to do is to secure a pinch
binder, approximately 7 x 10 inches, available from
most office supply companies, and assemble several
booklets into a single, hard cover volume, or perhaps
two volumes. Such items are Tablets oj the Divine
Plan, Dispensation of Baha'u.'Hdh, Bahti~i Community,

Your Experience as a Baha'i, Declaration of Trust,
Anatysis Of the Nine Year Plan and many others, including Success in Teaching. This is convenient to
keep on a bookshelf for ready reference and also for
carrying intact to study sessions, or for reference at
local assembly meetings.

Calendar of Events

FEASTS

November 4-Qudrat (Power)
November 23-Qawl (Speech)

HOLY DAYS
November 12-Birlh of Baha'u'll"h
November 26-Day of the Covenant
November 28-Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha
(1:00 a.m.)

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBlY MEETINGS
November 19-21

U.S. STATE CONVENTIONS
November 7

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Wee'day.
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sunday. and Holiday.
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sunday.
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, November 21
4:15 p.m.
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Universal House of Justice Announces
Final Purification of Shrine of Baha'u'lIiih
ANNOUNCE BAHA'I WORLD REMOVAL FROM IMMEDIATE PRECINCI'S HOLY SHRINE BARA'U'LLAH REMAINS MIRZA DIYA'U'LLAH YOUNGER BROTHER MIRZA MUHAMMAD-'ALI HIS ACCOMPLICE IN EFFORTS SUBVERT FOUNDATIONS COVENANT GOD
SOON AFTER ASCENSION BAHA'U'LLAH. THIS FINAL STEP IN
PROCESS PURIFICATION SACRED INTERNATIONAL ENDOWMENTS FAITH IN BAHJI FROM PAST CONTAMINATION WAS
PROVIDENTIALLY UNDERTAKEN UPON REQUEST FAMILY OLD
COVENANT BREAKERS A PROCESS WHOSE INITIAL STAGE WAS
FULFILLED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA WHICH GATHERED MOMENTUM
EARLY YEARS BELOVED GUARDIAN'S MINISTRY THROUGH
EVACUATION MANSION ATTAINED CLIMAX THROUGH PURIFICATION HARAM-I-AQDAS AND NOW CONSUMMATED THROUGH
CLEANSING INNER SANCI'UARY MOST HALLOWED SHRINE
QIBLIH BAHA'I WORLD PRESAGING EVENTUAL CONSTRUCTION
BEFITTING MAUSOLEUM AS ANTICIPATED BELOVED SIGN GOD
ON EARTH_
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
The above cable was received on the morning of
November 12, 1965, the 145th anniversary of the birth
of Baba'u'llab.. This is a final victory in the process of
eliminating all traces of the presence of the Covenantbreakers, whose machinations to subvert the Cause
brought such trials and anguish to 'Abdu'l-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi. Mirza Mu!)ammad-'Ali, half-brother of
'Abdu'l-Baha, designated by Shoghi Effendi as the
"archbreaker of Baha'u'll;ili's Covenant/' challenged
the appointment of 'Abdu'l-Baha as the Center of the
Covenant. In His Will and Testament, the Master
mentions Muhammad-'AI! several times and names
him the "Ce~ter of Sedition, the Prime Mover of
Mischief . . . ,PI
Following the ascension of Baha'u'Uah, Mul].ammad'Ali, his children, relatives and a few other Covenant
breakers, continued to live in the immediate vicinity
of the Sacred Tomb, having inherited some shares in
the Mansion and adjacent buildings. Mu!)ammad-' Ali
died in 1937, five years after the Guardian had succeeded in removing him from the Mansion itself and
restoring it to its former beauty. At this time the British high Commissioner changed the status of the Man.
sion of Bahji from a personal residence to a museum
and pilgrim house of the Baha'i Faith. Over a long
period of years, Shoghi Effendi was able to carry out
the legal steps that eliminated most of the unsightly
structures still occupied by Covenant breakers which
stood near the Mansion and the Shrine.
On November 12, 1952, the 132nd anniversary of the
birth of Baha'u'llah, Shoghi Effendi announced the
acquisition of a forty-acre property in the vicinity of
the Holy Tomb and the Mansion. He also informed the
Baha'i world of the commencement of a large-scale
landscaping program to beautify the immediate pre-

cincts of the "holiest spot in the entire Baha'i world,"
itself a prelude to the eventual erection of a befitting
Mausoleum to "enshrine the Dust of the Founder of
God's Most Holy Faith." The outer sanctuary, immediately adjacent to the Tomb of Baha'u'lhih, was
termed by Shoghi Effendi as the I;Iaram-i-Aqdas, or
Most Holy Court, and was transformed into a land..
scaped area with curved paths, cypress trees and a
monument-lined path leading to a beautiful wrought
iron gate. The gate is the gift of Hand of the Cause,
Mrs. Amelia Collins, and is the main entrance leading
to the Shrine.
On September 6, 1957, shortly before his passing,
Shoghi Effendi announced the "complete evacuation
of the remnant of Covenant-breakers and the transfer
of all their belongings from the precincts of the Most
Holy Shrine, and the purification, after six long decades, of the l;Iaram-i-Aqdas from every trace of their
contamination. I I Now the removal of the remains of
Mirza Mu.J:.tammad-'AH's younger brother, from the
inner sanctuary of the Shrine of Baha'u'llah, Qiblih of
the Baha'i world, is a final witness to the declined fortunes of those who exerted many years of effort in
attempts to subvert the Cause of God.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY

Note: For a detailed account of the historical aspects involved
in the activities of the Covenant~breakers over a long period
of years and the acquisition and beautification of Baha'i properties surrounding the Holy Shrines, the friends should refer
to messages from Shoghi Effendi contained in Me.sage8 to
America, 1932-1946, Messages to the Baha'i WO'Tld 1950-1957,
The Citadd of Faith, as well as articles in Baha'i World XII
(sections on Current Baha'i Activities and The World Order of
Baha'u'lllih) .
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Memorial Service Honors Outstanding Hand of Cause Leroy C. loas
On Saturday evening, October 16, 1965, friends from
all over the world gathered in the Baha'i House of

Worship in Wilmette in memory of beloved Hand of tbe
Cause of God, Leroy C. Ioas who passed on to tbe Abha
Kingdom on July 22. His wife, Mrs. Sylvia Ioas, and
many other members of the immediate family were
present, as Hand of the Cause Zikrullah Khadem began
the memorial service by chanting in Persian a meditation by Shoghi Effendi. The deep love, admiration and
gratitude, intermingled with feelings of great loss and
joy, felt by tbose who knew Leroy Ioas, must have also
swelled in tbe hearts of all as they heard tbe opening
remarks of Mr. Arthur Dahl, chairman of the meeting:
uBeloved friends, we are gathered in this sacred
edifice tbis evening to pay homage to one of tbe truly
great American Baha'is, and one who, for many of us,
was also a deeply loved and valued friend. Those of us
who at one point in our lives were close to Leroy I know
tbat tbe sum total 01 his accomplishments is so vast
tbat its true weight in Baha'i history can not be
evaluated at tbis time. What we can do is to recall tbose
wonderful talents, qualities and actions which not only
led to great achievements, but also endeared him in
small ways to the individual Baha'i.
uSo that we might review and re-live this wonderful
life of Leroy Ioas who brought such brilliant accomplishment to the Baha'i world, we have asked members
of his family and some of his friends to remember with
us tbe incidents and qualities whi~h marked tbis stalwart life."

Meeting the Master
Mr. Ioas' brother, Monroe, told of their early life in
Chicago where in 1898 their parents wrote a letter to
'Abdu'I-Baha in 'Akka telling Him that tbey wanted to
serve the Faith of Baha'u'llah. Leroy and the other
children were sent to tbe SUnday School of their choice,
however, tbey attended tbe firesides which were held
regularly in their home, and Leroy was a great student.
Monroe told of the profound impression upon his broth.
er, Leroy, when first meeting the Master in 1912; of his
complete devotion to Him even as a boy; of the occasion when he brought Him a bouquet of white carnations and his joy at receiving in return from the Master
the red rose which He had worn.
Some of Mr. loas' most fruitful and exciting years
were spent in California where he went to live about
1919. Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Assistant Secretary of the
National Spiritual Assembly, reviewed with tbe friends
the days in the San Francisco Bay area, where Mr. loas

was an active teacher and his home the center of
Baha'i love and hospitality.

Teaching in California
It was during this period of his life that Leroy Ioas
pioneered in many aspects of the teaching work, especially in public proclamation and the training of Baha'l
teachers. The outstanding success of the first World
Unity Conference, held in 1925, was tbrough tbe tireless
efforts and planning of Mr. Ioas, and resulted in succeeding large proclamation meetings for the next
twenty years.

The publicity resulting from tbese first meetings
created interest on the part of the public, and this
pointed up the need for Baha'i teachers. Mr. loas
realized teachers must be found among the newer
younger Baha'is, and as a member of the Western
Coast Teaching Committee, he conceived the idea of
holding institutes for deepening believers and preparing them to teach. This idea took shape at Geyserville
on August 1, 1925, when a group gathered to celebrate
the seventieth birthday of John Bosch. Within two
years, the first Baha'i School came into being, planned
and conducted by a committee with Mr. 10as as its
chairman. Mr. loas' own deep knowledge of the Faith
added to his devotion and other outstanding abilities
gave him a special talent for tbe training of Bah,,'1
teachers.

Member of National Assembly
In 1932 Leroy Ioas was first elected to tbe National
Spiritual Assembly of tbe Baha'is of tbe United States
and Canada. In this capacity increased responsibilities
and opportunities were opened to him, especially in
awakening the entire North American Baha'i Communi ty to the importance and glory of teaching tbe
Cause of God. At this time tbe National Teaching
Committee came into existence and Mr. lOBs was made
the chairman. This illustrious committee won the glorious victory of completing the first Seven Year Plan.
Mr. Ioas served on tbe National Assembly until 1951,
with a break of three years.
ult is quite impossible," Miss Linfoot stated, "to
cover the vast extent of Mr. loas' teaching and admin..
istrative services. However, no matter how great the
demands made upon him in his business and in his
responsibilities as a National Assembly member, he
never slackened in his personal teaching, both public
and individual. n
Miss Linfoot told the friends tbat during tbe twentyfive years of her close association with Mr. IOaB. who
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had given Ihe Faith to her and to all members but one
of her family, his love for Bahit'u'llah and the Master,
his vision of the future of the Faith, his tireless efforts,
his devotion to Shoghi Effendi, and his ability to touch
the hearts of his fellow~men were a constant source of
inspiration and an example to all who knew him. uHe
was my first teacher," she stated. "I among hundreds
am eternally grateful to Bahii'u'Uab for having Mr.
10as as a friend and teacher, and to have early in my
Baha'i life caught some vision of the Divine Plan
through which his spirit will continue to exert his

influence for ages to come."
From California Mr. Ioas and his family moved 10
Wilmette, and it was here, in December 1951, that he
received word that the Guardian had appointed him a
Hand of the Cause of God. Soon afterward, Shoghi
Effendi called him to the World Center to help him with
the work there.
Mr. 10as' sister, Mrs. Margarite Ullrich, told of his
life after leaving Wilmette.

Serving in Haifa
He was appointed a member and Secretary General
of the first International BaM.'i Council which had been
formed in January 1951 by the Guardian.
Among the multitudinous duties which Shoghi Effendi
assigned Mr. Ioas, and one of the most outstanding,
was the supervision of the work on the Shrine of the
Bab. Another herculean task was his supervision of the
work in the construction of the International Archives
Building. Both of these tasks were accomplished
through a series of miraculous events which were
followed. in turn, by other important achievements. For
example, a meeting was arranged between Shoghi
Effendi and the president of Israel. Mr. loas' personal
contact and association with the heads of the Israeli
government, with whom he had to consult over many
matters pertaining to the Faith, forged links of respect
and admiration for our Faith from that government.
Other distinguished services which he was able to
render and for which the Guardian stated the whole
world is deeply indebted to him, was the purchase of
the Temple land on Mount Carmel, and the freeing of
the land around Bahji from the Covenant-breakers.
These incidents and others, as related by Mrs. IDlrich
are clear evidence that Hand of the Cause Leroy loas
gave his all in a life of devotion and service to his
Beloved.
Mr. Hugh Chance, member of the Universal House of
Justice, spoke of Mr. loas' great and courageous spirit
during the last days of his illness in Haifa. "I do not
know what kept him here except his love for Baha'u'nab," Mr. Chance stated. He told of how Mrs. Ioas
stayed with him faithfully day and night, stating that
she had shared with him his life and service to the
Cause, and that it was only fitting that she share this
meeting in his memory.
Mr. Chance told the friends that the funeral services
for Mr. 10as were held in the place where he 1i ved for so
many years in his service to the beloved Guardianthe former Western Pilgrim House, the building where
the Universal House of Justice now meets and works.
From there he was taken to the Baha'i cemetery in
Haifa and laid to rest in close proximity to the other
Hands of the Cause of God, Amelia Collins and Horace
Holley.

UHands of the Cause are always very precious to us,"
Mr. Chance concluded, "but this one in particular left
his imprint upon us not only in the Baha'i world but
also in the first stages of the history of Israel. The
people 01 Israel knew and admired and loved him. He
was truly a great man. His life itself is his own
memorial. "
Personal Tribu!.,
Mr. Dahl l the chairman, then shared with the friends
some personal observations and experiences with Mr.
Ioas, to whom he referred as his "spiritual father. U He
spoke also 01 the early days of teaching in the San
Francisco area and the Geyserville School, and of the
great stir in the business community in San Francisco
when Mr. Ioas left his business at great financial
sacrifice in order to serve his beloved Faith in Israel.
Mr. Dahl pointed out that it seemed to him Mr. Ioas'
greatest joy Was in teaching, and that he possessed a
special gift for answering the questions of all kinds of
people; he was a person-ta-person teacher.
Loving messages from Hands of the Cause, Dr. Ugo
Giachery and Mr. William Sears were read. In Mr.
Sears' letter he recalled how the Guardian had referred
to Leroy 10as as "Hercules," because of his prodigious
labors on behalf of our precious Faith.
The services in Foundation Hall were concluded with
a chant in Ara hic of one of the Guardian's meditations
for the departed, by Miss Bahia Dloomy, and the
friends then quietly withdrew to the Auditorium upstairs where prayers and meditations were chanted and
read by Hand of the Cause Zikru'llah Khadem, N ationa!
Assembly members Dr. Sarah Pereira and Dr. David
Ruhe; Mr. Rowland Estall, member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Canada; Auxiliary Board member, Mrs. Velma Sherrill; and Mrs. Nadi SoharL
Among the readings of the Word of God, we heard "0
Son of the Supreme! I have made death a messenger of
joy to thee."

Other Memorial Services
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Switzerland held a memorial service for beloved Hand
of the Cause Leroy leas at their National ij:a#ratu'lQuds on August 21, attended by friends from every part
of Switzerland. I'The visits of beloved Hand of the
Cause Mr. loas in our country," their letter states, "and
his letters to the Italo-Swiss Assembly regarding the
purchase of our I:Ia~iratu'I-Quds and Our Temple land,
as well as his loving advice provided to pioneers in
Switzerland, are dearly remembered by many friends."
Other befitting services were held in Swiss communities, locally, in memory of Mr. loas.
There have been many memorial services held locally in the United States to pay homage to Hand of the
Cause Leroy Ioas, the first being on July 29 at Geyserville Baha Pi School, which Mr. loas helped to establish
in 1927. Near relatives} close friends and students were
present.
A memorial for Mr. loas was held in Southern California at which Hand of the Cause William Sears spoke
of the devoted service, courage and achievements for
the Faith of this distinguished Hand of the Cause ot
God.
Birmingham, Alabama. and Monterey-Carmel Judicial District, are among the local spiritual assemblies
reporting local memorial services.
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Faith Makes Impact Throughout Belgium

VISIT OF
HAND OF CAUSE
STIRS BAHA'IS

AND THE PUBLIC

rJ"1HE Belgian Baha'is awoke one September week.I. end to the presence in their midst of 'Abu'l-Qasim
Faizi. Although expected for months, they did not
realize fully the mark he would leave in their communities both among themselves and their friends. This
Hand of the Cause, this untiring pioneer who has served
in difficult Arabian posts, brought the Baha'is and their
guests very close to the pulse of the Cause that radiates
throughout the world from the heart of the Faith in the
Holy Land.
Said one Baha'i guest: "He has a remarkable use of
the metaphor," and it was precisely his able storytelling and pertinent examples which so amply clarify
the teachings that made people aware of the invisible
powers of the Cause and its import today in world
affairs.
Following upon the enthusiasm and high sense of
mission generated at the Benelux summer school held
several weeks previous, a national teaching conference
was held at the ~a~iratu'l-Quds in Brussels, September
18-19. Foremost in mind were the goals of the Nine Year
Plan: increase teaching in Flemish speaking regions
(being intensified); assure existence of fifty centers
(twenty-one now established); formation of twelve local
assemblies (five now formed); incorporation of four

local assemblies (two incorporated); establish Baha'i
Publishing Trust for French language (completed);
recognition of Holy days and Baha'i marriage certificate; purchase national endowment (attained); attain
financial independence (present goal of all local assem...
bJies); enrich Baha'i literature in French (currently
progressing - preparation for The Dawn-BreakeTs at
hand).
On the evening of September 18, a round table discussion entitled "L'an Deux Mille a L'Heure du ChoixS'Affirmer ou Disparaitre,t' was held at Hotel Cosmopolite in the heart of Brussels' business district with

PHOTOS: (1) Participants in National Teaching
Conference, Brussels; (2) Hand of Cause Mr. Faizi
with Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Colleye; (3) with Osten.de Group; (4) with AntweTp Baha'is and visitors; (5) with believers of Liege; (6) Mr. Faizi

with

~T.

and Mrs. Maurice Careme in Brussels;

(7) WIth Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried Van Praag, (e:rtreme right and left); (8) Departure of Mr. Faizi
from Zaventem-Brussels airport; (9) Mr. A. Q.

Faizi and Mrs. Lea Nys, Auxiliary Board member.
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over 150 people present. Baha'is of varying major
religious backgrounds presented the viewpoint of their
former religions on a series of five questions posed by
the moderator, with Mr. Faizi enunciating the Baha'I
point of view. This meeting had widescale advance
publicity throughout the city.
The subsequent four days following the weekend
conference constituted a period of intense activity,
duri:ng which Mr. Faizi accompanied by auxiliary
board member Mrs. Lea Nys and Mr. Cambyse Samii,
visited the larger commWlities of Belgium, with firesides being held in Brussels, Ostend, Antwerp, Charleroi and Liege. These were animated by a sense of
expectation, the attendees - both Baha'is and their
guests - eager to hear Mr. Faizi's commentaries on a
broad spectrum of religious and social questions.
Though time was at a premium, three visits made
by Mr. Faizl are worthy of special note: (1) A special
interview accorded by Belgian's leading poet, Maurice
Care-me, a man of remarkable insight and sensitivity,
whose writings on universality are akin to the Faith.
This interview took. place simultaneously with publication of an article in PaTis-Match (Benelux edition) on
his latest book of poems. (2) A meetinl' with the wellknown Dutch-Flemish author, Siegfried Van Praag, and
with his journalist wife. (3) A visit, requested by Mr.
Faizi, to Wiertz Museum in Brussels to see the canvasses of painter Wiertz who recorded the anxiety of
the XIV century in his works and his protest against the

"great ones" of the earth. Mr. Faizi was escorted
through the museum by Hubert Colleye, noted writerj ournaUst.
Mr. Faizi's visit to Belgium thus came to a close, but
his presence and encouragement will long manifest
itself in the daily lives of the Baha'is.

t

Italy Holds Two-Wee. School in Bellaria
The fourth Italian summer school was held again in
Bellaria near Rimini, September 5-19. This year the
committee made a contract with a large hotel double
the size of the preceding year and for two weeks instead
of one. It was with trepidation that they opened the
school for fear of not being able to cover the contract,
but their fears were unfounded for 284 friends attended
from sixteen countries, a truly international school.
There were more than twenty non-Baha'is who enthusiastically followed not only the lectures but a progressive course just for them, resulting in five declarations.
The two Hands of the Cause present were John
Ferraby t who gave an interesting course on uThe
Charters of the Cause of God," and A. Faizi who spoke
on "The Meanlng of History from the Bah .. 'I Point of

National SpiTituai Assembly of Belgium, elected at
Ri(!van 1965. Left to right: Ben Levy (v. chainnan),
Hasan Kamran (chairman), Shoghi Ghadimi, Andre
Jacobs, Fernand Bronchain, Jean--Pierre LapeTche,
Roger Swinnen (secretary), Mrs. Bastogne (ass't SeCTe'MO
tary), Louis Henu.zet (faT reaT, treasurer).
View," HEducation Baha'i," which was very helpful to
the young mothers present and other subjects. The
profound words and the spirit which accompanied them
aroused such enthusiasm that other teachers gave up
their courses willingly so that all could gain more from
the Hands of the Cause of God.
In the evenings all listened to stories from Baha'is of
other lands. The Local Youth Committees organized
delightful programs. The youth of Genoa offered a
beautiful chorus of youthful voices, and the youth of
Milan gave a play of Goldoni with profes sional acting,
costumes and scenery. One evening was dedicated to
the English youth present which was both interesting
and entertaining. The National Youth Committee organized a quiz and other recreation. This balanced the
hours of study and kept the youth busy and happy so
that the fifteen days of school seemed all too short.

Most of the 284 BaM'is and their guests who attended the two-weelc Italian summer school at BeUaTia near Rimini.
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Berlin Youth Institute Kindles Enthusiasm

For ten days the city of Berlin was the center of a spiritually motivated institute for Baha"
youth. It was the fifth European
summer school for youth, held
from July 31 to August 10. Its
theme was I'From Darkness
into Light;" its goals were intensely directed to the future
unity of the world of humanity.
One hundred and fifty youth
came from nineteen countries
- fourteen European and five
from other continents. A welcome was extended to all on
behalf of the German Baha',
youth by Hellmut Schmidt.
They took part in enlightening
courses followed by small discussion groups, carried out in
English, German or French,
with simultaneous translations.
They prayed together, studied,
and shared their thoughts and
hopes for the application of their Bah,,'i ideals. Appropriately they were housed in the Berlin "House of
Youth.'f
A great enrichment to the school was the presence of
Hand of the Cause, Dr. Miihlschlegel who led a course
on "History of One Hundred Years."
Sightseeing to East- as well as West-Berlin brought
sharply into focus the urgent need for a spiritual power
to unite mankind. Teaching experiences in the various
cotmtries were discussed, this again emphasizing the
many different cultural backgrounds of the world and
the need to reach all peoples with the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah. The common determination to fulfill the
goals of the Faith was shared by all present and the
desire to apply all of their strength to this purpose.
An important official recognition was given to the
youth. On behalf of the Berlin Smat, Oberregierungsrat Peter Haensch spoke to the Baha'is at a reception
given at the ScMeberger Rathous. Among other things,
he said: "As you know it is not depending on us alone to
get over the barrier that splits the peoples of East and
West. I mean that an aid to reach this high goal is
tolerance, not of carelessness but of respect toward the
thinking and doings of others - not only in words but in
deeds. I will go still further and say that charity is

necessary in order to keep peace on earth. I know that
an essential part of your religion is tolerance and that
you stress the common [foundation] of all religions.
Knowing this, I feel that it was very valuable to choose
Berlin for your gathering and I must tell you that we
are delighted to have you here. I presume that you do
not anticipate that everybody becomes Baha'is. But it
is important that the essence of your Faith will change
the life of the people of the world; that the principles
will be practiced among the peoples and thereby cause
peace to be kept on earth . . ."
Hellmut Schmidt thanked him for the friendly reception and enumerated the goals of the Baha'i Faith. Dr.
Farhad Sobhani mentioned the requirements of true
tolerance.
What a strong contrast this Berlin institute offers to a
world in general where youth engages more distractedly each day in violent and degrading activities. What a
challenge to Baha'i youth all over the world to live the
teachings of their Faith and to bring its healing to
others. And lastly, what an inspiration to Baha'is all
over the world to add their prayers to those of the
young people assembled in Berlin in this summer of
1965!
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Turkey Wins Nine Year Goal With First Summer School

The scene for the historic, first Summer School ever
held in Turkey was set in a green, :/foroering garden at
Ya!ova, near Istanbul. Hand Of the Cause, Dr. R. Muluijir brought much joy with hi. unexpected appearance~ midway on his journey to the East. The believers
of Turkey are happy to have achieved this goa! of the
Nine Year Plan.

Sixty-two participants representing
eleven localities, some of them outride Turkey, concentrated for eight
days on the history, principles and
administrative oTder of the Faith.
Photo at lower left shows a children's
class in session,
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ABovz: The jifth National Convention of the Baha'is of

Bolivia, held in La paz at Ri(lvan 1965 was attended by
delegates and friends who came from eight of the nine
provinces of that country. Hand of the Cause Dr. R.
MuMjir and Auxiliary Board member Athas Costas attended. RIGHT: The newly elected National Assembly
met at once to put into operation plans

fOT

teaching

institutes among the Indians. The members of the
National Assembly are: Estanislao Alvarez, Nazario
Tirado,. corTes. secretary; EhsanoZhih Rezvani, treasurer; Mrs. Angelica Costas, Tee. secretary; Andres
JachakoUo, Mrs. Yolanda de Lopez, Sabino Ortega,
Mario Pinto, Miguel Diez.

First Step Toward Victory in Trinidad-Tabago
Accelerated teaching ellorts in Trinidad during the
past year have culminated in the formation of the Local
Spiritoal Assembly of the Baha'is of Port..,f-Spain on
April 21, 1965. This Local Assembly, brought back into
existence after several years, marks the first important
step toward the achievement of the numerous goals
assigned for Trinidad-Tobago in the Nine Year Plan.
The process was begun last year when Dr. Israel
Posner from Venezuela, the National Assembly responsible for the formation of the National Assembly of
Trinidad-Tobago as well as many other Nine Year Plan
goals for that area, made a successful teaching trip to
Port..,f-Spain, in which he held public meetings, obtained good radio and newspaper publicity, and awakened some of the earlier believers to renewed activity.
Soon afterward two devoted pioneers from England,
Mr. and Mrs. JOM Firman, arrived in that same city
and their constant and dedicated teaching ellorts in
collaboration with the local believers have resulted in
several new declarations in one year.
The joyous news of the election of the Local Assembly
of Porl-of-Spain is, however, only the first step. Many
other goals must be achieved leading up to and following the formation of the National Assembly. These

goals include twenty centers, four local assemblies, acquiring a national endowment, temple land, and Hazirato'l-Quds, and others. Additional pioneers and ~~
visiting teachers will be needed.
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Local Spiritual Assembly of Baha'is Of Port of Spain,
elected at Ri(lvtin 1965. Left to Tight, REAR: Mrs. Baptiste., John Firman, Mrs. Philips. MIDDLE: Mrs. Firman,
Mr. Paris., Miss Hopkinson. FRONT: MTs. George, MT.
KedheToo, Mrs. Coure.
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First Local Assembly Formed
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Iceland

The historic, first local spiritual assembly was established last Rigvim in the capital city of Reykjavik,
Iceland, the first of three assemblies required for the
Nine Year Plan. The signatories of the original document were: Asgeir Einarsson, Kirsten Bonnevie, Flor~
ence Grindlay, Jessie Echevarria, Carl John Spencer,
Charles Grindlay, Liesel Becker, Barbel Thinat and
Nicholas Echevarria. One of the earliest traveling
teachers in Iceland was Eskil Ljunberg and the first
pioneer, Marguerite Allman, arrived in 1956, during the
Ten Year Crusade.

Mrs. Amelia Collins, late Hand of the Cause, was
first to visit Iceland, in 1924. During these few hours
spent in Reykjavik she was able to make friends with
an Icelandic lady with whom she corresponded about

the Faith for many years. This same lady was then
able to open many doors for Martha Root, the renowned
traveling teacher, who came in July of 1935 to make the
Faith known in that land.
It was a memorable month for Martha Root, filled
with interviews, discussions with many people of note.
a public hall filled with people who came to hear her
address, radio broadcasts and newspaper articles for
the first time in Iceland. One of the people she met was
the famed sculptor, Einar Jonsson. It was in a museum
that bears his name that Mrs. Collios met ber Icelandlc
friend. Later, in 1937, a noted educator and author of
Iceland, Miss H6lmfridur Arnad6ttir, wrote a beautiful
tribute to the Faith [BaM'. World, Vol. VII] and made
the first translation of BaM'u.'lldh and the New Era into
Icelandic.
Anyooe who thinks of Iceland as a frigid, grim land
should read Martha Root's description of it in her
article, "The Soul of Iceland-A Baha'i Saga'" in Bah4~'
World, Vol. VI: " . . . land of jagged snowcapped
mountain peaks, great glaciers ... magnificent waterfalls, boiling hot springs . . . everywhere that wonderful
fascination and nameless charm associated with this
bigh altitude ... a climate of extraordinary clearness
and purity . . . the air is full of ozone, one does not feel
fatigue, and the salty breezes from the ocean are most
bracing . . . . The future will witness many travelers
from all lands coming to ... Iceland; for bodies J minds,
souls experience here something different from what
they have ever known before. There is a calm repose in
the very Icelandic atmosphere . . . not to be found
anywhere else . . . "
But it was the people of Iceland that Martha Root
loved, for she had a special admiration for these
descendants of the Vikings - their strong character,
exceptional kindness and hospitality.
Baha'is in all lands will welcome with joy this first
assembly in Iceland and wish it Godspeed - even as
there must be great joy in the AbM Kingdom among
those two great souls who began the work thirty and
forty years ago!

Greenland Enrolls First Native Believer
Greenland now has its first native believer. Mr.
Hendrik Olsen of Upernavik first heard of the Faith in
1946 by receiving literature sent to outstanding persons
in Greenland by Mrs. Johanna Hoeg, now an Auxiliary
Board member. At that time, Mr. Olsen was a member
of the local parliament, later becoming a member of
the Landsrad itself, the parliament of Greenland. The
Canadian Baha'i News reports: "He has very high
literary distinctions, having been chosen as the translator for the works of Knud Rasmussen and he has
offered to place these talents at the service of the BaM'i
world community by translating Bahti'u'lI<ih and the
New Era."
The first pioneer to Greenland was Palle Bischoff of
Denmark (1951-1954), followed by Bill Carr, Knight of
Baha.'u'llah, who has managed to remain there steadily
since 1955. The Baha'i World Community joins with
these friends in welcoming this first believer of Greenland.

National Assembly members of Haiti, elected at the
Fifth Annual Convention. Seated, left to right: Am-

pelius Posy, vice-chairman, Ruth Blackwell, treasurer,
Ibeney Fleurescar, F. FOTelean !uste-Constant, chair..
man; standing, left to right, Serge Eugene, Jacques
Hyacinthe, Mural St. Juste, Salmat Pierre-Paul, and

Philippe Bastien.

Two

tea.ching

committees

were

formed to open up the north and south sections of the
Republic.
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personal funds and is acting as the resident Baha'i and
caretaker. It is sincerely hoped that in the not too
distant future contributions from Baha'is in other countries may be added to the contributions of the Korean
Baha'is so that all parts of the property may be utilized
by the Faith. When the third floor is released it can be
used as a hostel in conjunction with teaching institutes
and summer schools, whil,e the small house at the rear
can be rented out and the funds used for paying
building expenses.
In the meantime, the Baha'is are making good use of.
the parts of the building that are now theirs, and offer
their everlasting thanks to the m any generous donors.
Dr. Muhoijir, Hand of the Cause (center front) helping

to inauguTate new teaching plans in KOTea during visit
from October 7-12. He was accompanied by Auxiliary
Board members John McHenry III and Yang Chae-ho
(.eated left to right). Also in the photo are Mrs. Elizabeth McHenry and Kim Chan-Jin (.eated at Tight) and
(standing left to Tight) Lt. Co!. John S. McHenry, Kim
PihSu, Pal< Sam-Bong, Kim Yong-Yon and Suh Byong-

In. Two teachers' conferences are scheduled for late
November, after which the teachers win spread out
over aU of Korea to carry the "illumination of the
Divine Teachings.'"

Korea Purchases Haziratu'I-Quds
The Baha'is of Korea are proud to announce that
through the generosity of the Nation al Spiritual Assembly of Iran, some Persian friends outside Iran, as
well as some American pioneers, they have just passed
a momentous milestone toward completing the goals
for the Nine Year Plan for Korea. On October 8th, at a
cost 01 $11,183.00, final negotiations were completed for
the initial purchase price of their l:Ia~iratu'l-Quds, in
the capital city of Seoul. Unfortunately, an additional
$1,400.00 is needed to meet the total cost of $12,583.00, as
authorized by the Universal House of Justice, before
the Baha'is will have the complete use of the building,
plus $300.00 needed for repairs and redecorating. The
soundness of this investment is verified by an offer to
buy the building at a profit of $55,350.00 during the short
time since the purchase.
The dignified and impressive three story building,
which has double glass doors, brass studded, and an
attractive display window facing the street, is well
situated near the heart of the city on a main thoroughfare and easily accessible from all parts of the city.
At present the Baha'is have the use of the large lobby
and the spacious second floor, which is large enough to
accommodate National Spiritual Assembly meetings,
offices for secretarial work, Nineteen Day Feasts for
the Seoul Community, public meetings and firesides,
and several weekly study classes.
Due to the peculiar real estate system practiced in
Korea, the third floor of the building and a small twostory house on the grounds at the rear are still occupied
by 'renters,' who paid key money to the original owner
for the use of these rooms. Their investments were not
part of the basic purchase price to the bank from which
the Baha'is bought the building. However, the National
Spiritual Assembly Secretary, Mr. Kim Yung Yun, has
paid 150,000 won ($553.00) for the first floor with his

Pioneers to Korea Give Years of Service
The Baha'i Community of Seoul, Korea, has recently
bid farwell to several stalwart pioneers who gave much
of themselves to the work of the Faith in Korea. On
August 4, 1965, Dr. David and Mrs. Joy Earl returned to
the United States after a long period spent in the
Orient, two years· of which were in Korea. Dr. Earl
served as chairman and Mrs. Earl as treasurer on the
National Assembly since its inception in April, 1963,
and held the same offices on the Local Spiritual Assembly of Seoul. Their teaching work was invaluable: they
kept their home open for classes (the ouly meeting
place available) several times each week, helped conduct teaching institutes and summer schools and went
out into the villages to spread the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
A few weeks later Mrs. Lee Smits left Seoul with her
three small children to join her husband, William, in
Hawaii where he had preceded her. Korea owes a great
debt to the Smits. Bill was one of the first pioneers who
came to Korea to stay and it was through his continued
teaching efforts that many people throughout the country heard of the Faith and became Baha'is. In 1963, at
the London Congress, Lee was one of the only two
native-born Korean Baha'is there and the only one to
stand before that vast assemblage and read a prayer in
her native tongue. Their home in Seoul was long the
official residence of the Baha'is of that city and their
Duly meeting place.
It is with the deepest regret that the Baha'is of Korea
have bid farewell to these esteemed pioneers~

Baha'is oj Seoul, Korea bidding farewell to pioneers Dr.
David and Mrs. Joy Ear! who returned to the United
States in August of 1965 after many years oj pioneer-

ing effort in the Orient, two years being spent in Korea.

Second National Convention of the Baha'is of Tanzania, East Africa hela: April 30 - May 2, 1965. Despite bad weather
and transportation di./liculties forty-nine of the ninety-five delegates were abZe to attend. The gathering was inspired
by loving messages from the Hands Of the Cause brought by Board members Peter Mutabazi and Wallace
Ngallomba.

Second National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Tanzania, East Africa. Left to right, rear: Hussein S.
Akida, Ruhulah Yazdani, Allen Elston, chairman, Jaw'
Nakhjavani, treasurer. Front: Dr. Jamshed Samandari~
Mrs. M. Nairni, Joseph Sekikubo, v. chairman, Mrs ..
Marye Elston, secretary, Lamukll Mwangulu, Tee ..

secretary.

Second annual Convention of the Baha'is of Kenya, he:~ aurm.o R:itfvan
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A Tribute to an Earlv Believer
Mrs. Mariam P. Haney, who passed to the Abha
Kingdom September 1, 1965, was among the first believers in the United States. In 1909 she and her husband Charles Haney made a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land where they spent nine days near Abdu'l-Baha,
the Master. This pilgrimage was the inspiration for
both of them throughout the rest of their lives and some
of the gems of wisdom they received at this time were
printed in a little book, A Heavenly Feast.
Mrs. Haney gave tirelessly of herself towards the
work of the Faith. Her home was open to the friends
who enjoyed her hospitality, enriched with the Teachjngs of the Faith and interspersed with her stories
gleaned from her rich experiences in serving the Faith.
For many years she lived in Washington D.C. where
she served as secretary of the local Assembly, as
fireside teacher, as member of the program committee
serving Green Acre School, as member of the National
Inter-racial Committee of the Baha'is and, most notably, as writer of articles and editor of the Bahil'i
Magazine, Star of the West. She also served as member
of the editorial Committee of the early volumes of
Baha'i World. Among her students were many teachers,
professors, deans and even the president of Howard
University. She was a well known figure in inter-racial
circles in Washington.
Her one son, Hand of the Cause Paul Haney, now

residing in Haifa, visited her during the summer of 1965
after attending the National Convention in Wilmette
where he had been sent to serve as official representative of the Universal House of Justice.
"Mother" Haney lived a life of dedication and steadfastness in the Faith, her works and attributes being
shining examples of the fullness of her Wlderstancling
of the words of the Master.
In visiting her just one month before her ascension to
the Abha Kingdom, it was apparent that her continuing
concern and her bright and lively interest in the growth
and progress of the Faith in Washington, in America
and throughout the world were undimmed. Her cbaracteristic alert and probing questions gave evidence of
her devotion to the Faith. Particularly when the believers whom she knew or about whom she had heard
some compliment were mentioned, she would ask, "Is
he active in the Faith? Is he a comprehending Baha'i?"
Although grieved at the passing of our beloved friend
and co-worker, Mrs. Mariam Haney. we are consoled in
the knowledge that her memory lingers fondly and we
found solace in the beauty of the services conducted at
her funeral by the Spiritual Assembly of Washington,
D.C. on Sunday, September 5 in the Barber Funeral
Home, Laytonsville, Maryland. The large number of
friends who gathered to pay tribute to this steadfast
and heroic maid-servant of Baha bore eloquent testimony to the realization that Hdeath protJereth unto
every confident believer the cup that is life indeed."

Mr. T. Samandari, Hand

of the

Cause, and Soheit SamandaTi meet
with friends of Sudan during their
tour of NOTth East Africa .
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1. Hand of the Cause, Mr. Samandarl, at the Tenth Baha'i SummeT
School of Somalia, while on hi.
tOUT of North East Africa. With
him are, (second left) SoheU Sa- .
mandan, first pioneer to Somalia~
and Auxiliary BoaTd member,
M ehdi Samandarl (second Tight),
July 22-August 1.

Mr. Le-Loc, secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Viemam, addressing a distinguished audience on.
the occasion of the Birthday of the
Bab in October. This photo was published in the SlIigan Daily News with
lin excellent IITticie concerning the

occasion.

New Teachers Developed Through India Institutes
Teaching work in India is moving forward - that
land that had such tremendous success during the
concluding years of the Ten Year Crusade. Several
teaching institutes are being carried ont a recent one
having been inaugurated at the district J!:a~lratu'l..Quds
of Sholapur in the Marathllanguage, conducted by N. S.
Jadhav. Examinations are held and grades given at
the conclusion of the courses held in these institutes.
One thousand people of Bastar, one of the most
primitive districts, were able to hear the Baha'] meso
sage through the efforts of an indefatigable teacher,
Shri Nathulal Malviya [Hadi], thus following up on ef·
forts made by Amatu'l-Baha Rill),lyyih Khanum just a
year ago. Mrs. Shirin Boman has visited several districts, including Dhar, the scene of great success in the
early days of mass teaching in India.
The National Assembly of India, in a special bulletin
to the Indian Community, states: "We are happy to
inform. . . . we have been able to present Baha'i
literature to all the Ministers of the Central and State
governments, to many District Magistrates and Block
Officers, and are receiving their sympathetic and

favorable replies. We hope to continue our efforts
toward giving the Message of God to the elite and
educated masses of India through literature and correspondence. II

National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Southwest
Pacific, elected at Ri(ivan 1965. Left to right, reaT: Wilson Rooikao, Edmond Mae!igwath, Hamlyn WalkeT,
Ishmael Olawai, Bill Laing. Front: Johnson Tolomae,
Violet Hoehnke (Auxiliary BoaTd member), Gertrude
Blum, Alvin Blum. Absent: Bertha Dobbins.

__
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Know Your Baha'; Literature
"The Secret of Divine Civilization"
by 'Abdu'l-Baha
[Reviewed by Walter Wootten 1
'Abdul-Baha, in His thirty-first year, addressed a
monumental anonymous dissertation on political science
to the SPllh of Persia. The treatise is called The Secret
of Divine Civilization, translated into English from the
original Persian text by Mrs. Marzieh Gail. On first
appearance, an epistolary lamentation of the deplorable conditions of nineteenth-century Persia, it is also an
apologia of revealed religion; yet again it is a broad
outline of future world order.
By way of historical background, we may note that at
the time of its writing (1875), absolute despotism ruled
the thrones of Europe and Asia. People's wills had been
beaten down and tyrannized in that century to such a
nadir that authority and power were distilled in the
persons of these monarchs. L'etat, c'est moi. In a
sense, that condition of centralization facilitated the
missions of the Ba b and BaM 'u'llllh, for They had only
to address those despots, and technically, their accept...
ance or rejection was effected on behalf of everyone in
their Tespective Tealms! Such was the case when the
Sun of Reality dawned over Persia in 1844, and again in
1852. Baha'u'llah especially addressed His claims and
epistles to the world's temporal and spiritual rulers. In
another sense, the Sbahs of Persia nominally held
imperium ov er every peTson in the world by virtue of
their royal trusteeship tenure of the Holy Imamate,
the authorized institution of successorship of the Prophet Muhammad!
And· so the Bab addressed the Sb.ah; Baha'u'llah
addressed the spah; and likewise did 'Abdu'l-Baha in
The Secret Of Divine Civilization (as had Muttammad
before them, in 628 A.D., and been rejected by spah
Chosroes II, who promptly thereafter plunged to his
dynastic ruin and death). Let us weigh this fate of SPah
Chosroes II, by way of comparison, with the Chinese
Emperor Tai-tsung 1 who not only in reply to Muttammad, circa 628 A.D., sent Him felicitations, but unprecedentedly requested that Muttammad send a number of His best scholars to the empirial court of China!
Little wonder why that wise emperor preserved his
"mandate from heaven" in universally envied prosperity for twelve hundred twenty-four yeaTS until 1844
A.D., when England destroyed China by invasion,
treaty concession, and partition.
And now what is the secret in The SecTet of Divine
Civilization? The premise seems to rest upon repeated
statements by 'Abdu'l-Baha that humanity may
achieve Divine civilization, based on the teachings and
laws of GO{PS Manifestations without necessarily developing elaborate and specialized material technology,
but, however, "Until the two agree, real happiness
among mankind will be unknown." (P. U.P., I, p. 165)
This theme seems to be repeated at least twenty-seven
times in The Secret of Divine Civilization, albeit in
different ways and from diverse perspectives J to cite a
few:
Close inve.tigation will show that the prim aTl/
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cause of oppression and injustice, of unrighteousness, irregularity and disordeT, is the people's
lack of religious faith and the fact that they aTe
uneducated. (p. 18)
· . . the happiness and greatness, the rank and
station, the pleasure and peace, of an individual
have never cansisted in his personal wealth, but
rather in his excellent character, his high resolve~
the breadth Of his learning, and his ability to solve
difficult problems. (pp. 23-24)
· . . external lustre without inner perfection is
"like a vapor in the desert which the thirsty
dreameth to be water." (p. 61)
Religion is the light of the world, and the progress, achievement, and happiness of man result
fTom obedience to the laws set down in the holy
Books. BTiefly, it i. demonstrable that in this life,
both outwardly and inwardly the mightiest of
structures, the most solidly established, the most
enduring, standing guard OVeT the world, assuring
both the spiritual and the material perfections of
mankind, and protecting the happiness and civi!ization of society-is religion. (p. 71)

Nothing can be effected in the world, not even
conceivably, without unity and agreement, and
the perfect means for engendering fellowship and
union is true religion. (p. 73)
· . . religion is the very basic and Toot-principle
of culture and civilization . .. (p. 75)
Our purpose is to show how true religion promotes the civilization and honor, the prosperity
and prestige, the learning and advancement of a.
people once abject, enslaved and ignorant, and
how, when it falls into the hands of leadeTs who
are foolish. and fanatical, it is diverted to th.e
wrong ends, until this greatest of splendors turns
into blackest night. (p. 80)
· . . souls who have become characterized with
such attributes of holiness [i.e., the Manifestati01lS] aTe the distilled essence oj creation and the
sources 01 true civilization. (p. 82)

Those qualities which the philosophers attained
when they had reached the veTY heights of their
wisdom, those noble human attributes which characterized them at the peak of their peTfection,
would be exemplified by the believers as soon as
they accepted the Faith. (pp. 83-84)
· .. in every particular the basic elements of
their [European] civilization are derived from
Islam. (p. 92)
The purpose of these references is to establish
the fact that the religions of God are the true
SOUTce of the spiritual a.nd materiat perfections of
man, and the fountainhead for aU mankind of enlightenment and beneficial knowledge. (p. 94)
· . . even the minutest details of civilized Hfe
derive from the grace of the Prophets Of God.
(p. 96)

And yet, if we ponder the lessons of histoTl/ it
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will become evident that this very sense of honor

and dignity is itself of the bounties deriving from
the instructions of the Prophets of God. (p. 97)
. . . the Divine religions, the holy precepts, the
heavenly teachings, aTe the unassailable basis of
human happiness, and that the peoples of the
tvOr!d can hope fOT 110 Teal relief or deliverance
without this one great remedy. (p. 99)
From these verses it is clear that the secret of
material civilization and scientific technology is moral
righteousness; the secret of moral righteousness is
social religion; the secret of social religion is Divine
Revelation; the secret of Divine Revelation is that
whoever manifests God~ whether He speak with the
rank of u • • • Divinity. Lordshipt Prophethood, Messengership, Guardianship, Apostleship. or Servitude,
. . . whatsoever be their utterance, . . . all is true,
beyond the shadow of doubt." 2
Having thus disclosed what the secret of Divine
civilization is, cAbdu'l-Baha then set up Baha'u'lhlh's
social program for the political union and reconstruction of the nations of the planet. On pages 64-66 He
declared: "True civilization will unfurl its banner . . .
whenever a certain number of .. , sovereigns ... shall
arise ... to establish the Cause of Universal Peace, ..
a Union of the nations ()f the world." He invoked the
principle of a unitary armament control and collective
military security. assuring the people of the "unfailing
grace of God" in this noble endeavor.
Having touched upon the essentials of world order,
'Abdu'l-Baha turned to the matter of internal administration. He prescribed the aholition of absolute arbitrary authority of state and local magistrates and
governors, the very prevalence of which killed the Bah,
exiled Baha'u'llfth and snuffed out the lives of over
twenty thousand Baha'is. He implemented a merit
system for individual public leaders, whether political
or spiritual and even set forth the broad outlines of
their progr~m of education. He urged the formulation
and promulgation of a single code of civil, criminal and
procedural law. and deplored the conflicting, demoraIiM
zing decisions and consequences which unwritten judi·
cial decisions, Oex non scripta) unmodified by statute.
produces-that it results in a society "brainsick" with
"prolonged litigation," He limited sentences of capital
punishment and cases requiring imprisonment to the
decisions of higher courts. Even those decisions, He
said, should rest upon the final decree of the sovereign,
himself and even the sovereign might conduct his own
indepen'dent investigation into the nature of an alleged
criminal act.
'Abdu'I-BaM approved of the systematic study of
political science based on the Divine Law, and urged
also that a nation's military officers be kept informed of
the most modern developments in military science.
In short 'Abdu'lMBaha lamented the torpor which had
fallen ov~r Persia, cited historical examples of the
dazzling glories to which the Persian peoples and
governments once had attained, tried to reinspire pride
in the hearts of His countrymen, and predicted that
some day her government and peoples again will, by
the assistance of American and European peoples, be
the most admired envied, and advanced nation in the
world." Yet alas! "Abdu'l-Baha in The Secret of Divine

Civilization did not specify when this glorious event
would materialize. On the contrary, He went so far as to
express doubt that His epistle would be heeded at all by
the ~ah. He wrote:
... it is by no means certain that pub lie opinion.
in Persia wi!! be materially affected by its
perusal. (p. 69)
Then what of The Secret of Divine Civilization? Is it
another dead letter to a dead ~ili of the deservedly
dead Qajar Dynasty? Has the spirit it enshrines been
allotted exclusively to the Persians and for no other
peoples? Both 'Abdu'I-Baha and twentieth-century history answer_Clno !" Elsewhere, the Center of God's
Covenant wrote:

When the spirit is breathed in the East, its signs
immediately appear in the West, ... and it hath
a spiritual dominion which penetrates the pillaTs
of the wor!d .•
The far-seeing Virginian Woodrow Wilson, shortly after
the writing of cAbdu'I-Baha's The Secret 01 Divine
Civilization, commenced formulating a plan for international peace and a League of Nations. If, in Persia
and Turkey the "Spirit of the Age" was repressed,
wheels of progress instantly began to be set in motion
in the West, causing that spirit to find expression, first
by Chancellor Bismarck 5 , then by President Wilson.
Wilson, in two strokes of his pen, became th.e outward
instrument that broke the backs of the Sultan of Turkey, arch-persecutor of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha;
destroyed ancient despotic dynasties in Europe and
Asia that had spumed and opposed Baha'u'llah; caused
to be concluded a treaty (Covenant) of a League of
Nations; caused a tribunal of international law to be
established in Europe, and set up the very forerunner
of a future world super-state to be based. on a future
code of w()rld law t
To Baha'is as well as to all sincere men and women
everywhere struggling against the forces of evil, and
the "demoralizing influences which a corruption·ridden
poIiticallife so strikingly manifests" (A.D.I. p. 19); to
those impotent statesmen who are being swept away
beneath the undertow of Divine retribution - The Secret of Divine Civilization is especially commended.

1. Williams S, W'o A Hist011./ of China. Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York, 1897, pp. 33-37.
2. BahA'u'llAh. Kitdb-i--lgdR, p, 181.
3. For statements by ·Abdu·...Baha regarding, Per:sia's dazzling
future, see StaT of th.e West, IX, 2. pp, 23.24; Ibid, p. 116. two passages; lbid, XIV. 8, p. 245: . . . . , Ere long, ye shaH see how the
government of Baha'u'Uah's native land will become the most ad·

van(:ed country in all the regions of the world;" Most notably is His
statement, quoted by the beloved Guardian Shoghl Effendi. recorded.
in BaM'i News, #031. April, 1929, p. 4: "Ere long will your brethren
from Europe and America journey to Persia. There they wlli promote
to an unprecedented degree the 1nterest of ari and Induatry. There
they will rear the institutions of true civilization. promote the deve1op..
ment of husbandry and trade, and assist in the !Spread of education
. .. Assuredly they wUl come: assuredly they will contribute In the
making of !nin the envy and the admiration of the peoples and.
nation of the world." See also 'Abdu'I~BaM's recommendation that
a Persian-American reciprocal trade allianCE be concluded. whereby
PerSia ,",'OuId provide unimaginably vast raw materials and the
United States: would provide Persia with technology; recorded in
PTI'.nnu!gation of Univers«t Peace, r. pp. 32-34.
4. 'Abdu'l-BaM, Tabkts oj 'Abdu't-Bahd. II, p. 289.
5, Shoghi Effendi, Th.e P?'O'mised Day Is Com:e, Baba,'[ Publi$hing
Committee, 1941, pp, 58-59. Shoghi Effendi eulop~es the German
Chancellor Otto von Bismark as "a statesman nghtly regarded as
'(lone of the geniuses of his century' . , . that sagacious: statesman. the
true fcuntler of his [Emperor William n] empire, to whose sagacity
BaM'u'llah had paid tribute, and to the unwisdom of whose imperlal
and ungrateful master 'Abdu'J·baM bad testified,"

,
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World Peace Day Celebrated in Thirty-Nine States
The sixth annual World Peace Day, September 19,
1965, was marked by observances in eighty localities in
the United States according to reports received. One of
the ways of obtaining recognition for this day is to
solicit proclamations from state governors. In the past

six years proclamations have been obtained in a total
of thirty states, many of them annually. The chart

shows activities this year including proclamations by
governors and those by mayors. The story is related
this year eXclusively in charts and pictures.

World Peac:e Day Ac:tivities
GOVERNOR'S MAYOR'S
PR~~

PLACE

MATION

PROCLA·

PUBLIC

:MATION MEETING

Alabama
Mobile

OTHER
ACTrVlTY

X
X

Huntsville
Arkansas
Little Rock
Arizona

Phoenix

X

X

Iowa

X

Kansas
Topeka

Des Moines

X
X

Massachusetts
Cambridge
Maine

X

Flagstaff

X

Eliot

California

Alhambra
Alturas

X
X

Potluck Supper
Rally

Maryland

X
X
X

Potluck Supper

Missouri
St. Louis

X

Campbell
<San Jose)

Corona J.D.
Culver City
Lakewood

X
X

Picnic

(with Long
Beach &

OTHER
ACTrVlTY

X
X

Wichita

Tempe)

X
X

Radio Publicity

X

Picnic

X

Baltimore
X
Prince
Georges co.
Webster Groves

X

X
X

X
X

X

Montana

communities)

X
X
X
X
X

Los Angeles
Orange
Palm Springs
Pomona
Riverside
X

Potluck Supper
Potluck Supper

X

Colorado

Denver
X
Jefferson co.

X
X

Display at Fair

Florida
Radio Publicity
Radio Publicity

X

Cook out

X

Georgia
X
X

Illinois

X

Omaha

TV Publicity

X

Tea

(with Macy,
Lincoln.
Winnebago,
Council
Bluffs, Iowa)

X

Peterborough
Springfield
New

X

Mexi~o

Publicity

Albuquerque

campaign

University

of New
Mexico

Display

New York

North
Hempstead
Twp.

X

X

New Jersey

X
X
X

(with Miami)

Pinetlas co.
West Palm
Beach.

Duluth
Nebraska

Carson City X
New Hampshire

X

Ft. Myers
Key West
Miami Beach
No. Dade co.

Newspaper
Publicity

Nevada

Connecticut

Hartford

X
X

Minnesota

X

Santa Maria

X

Butte
Great Falls
Helena

nearby

ChampaignUrbana

X

Wilmette

Maricopa. co.,
Scottsdale.

Atlanta
Cobb co.

PLACE

Springfield

(with Glendale, No.

SacTamento

GOVERNOR'S MAYOR'S
PROCLA.~
PROCLA- PUBLIC
:MATroN
MATION MEETING

New York

X

X
X

Dinner

~

--

...

--~~--
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PLACE

GOVERNOR'S MAYOR'S
PROCLA· PROCLA~ pUBUC
MATION MEETING
MATION

X

Yonkers
North CaroliDa
Raleigh
X
North Dakota
Fargo
Ohio
Columbus
Dayton

OTHER
ACTIVITY

Drama ..
documentary

X
X
X

Picnic

X

2 day picnic
& meetings

X

Picnic

(with
Cincinnati)

Oklahoma
Disney
(Mayes co.
with Rogers,
Ark.)

X

Tulsa
Ore(on
Eugene
Lane co.
Portland
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
West Chester
Puerto Rico

X
X
X

Mayor Robert Baker Of Lakewood, California Signs
World Peace Day Proclamation. Rear, !eft to right:
Iraj TalebeTeza, chairman of local Assembly; Mrs.
Jateh Brunst" Mrs. Leila Antonson, secTetary j F. Danm

EckJeld, treasurer.

X
X
X

SanJuan

Rhode Island
Providence X
South Dakota
Siouz Fa lis X
South Carolina
Frogmore

X

Radio Publicity
Picnic

X

Potluck Supper

X

Picnic & Hay
Ride

(with
Savannah, Ga.)

Tennessee

Nashville

X

Texas
Amarillo

X

Ft. Worth
Houston
Utah
Salt Lake
City &
Salt Lake
co.
X
Virgin Islands
St. Thomas
Wisconsin
Madison
X
West Allis
Wyoming
Casper

Laramie

X

X

X
X
X

TV Telecast

New York City. Left to right: Dr. Roberts Fuller of
IDea! Assembly, Isabelle Silk, chaiTman of the meeting;
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, speaker; Fred Thomas, guest
singer; Vereda Pearson,. accompanist; William Dunlap,

v. chairman of local Assembly.
X
X
X
X

Bus Trip to
Temple
X
X

Some of those who attended the two day picnic and
meetings held at Grand Lake of the Cherokees near
Disney, Oklahoma.

Governor Carl E. Sanders of Georgia with (lett to
right): Raymond Lindsey, Maceo Winkfield, Melvin R.

Slate, Mrs. Taube C. Slate, and Iraj Radpour.

Miss Jane Ward and Willie Astor watch Governor
Grant SaWl/er of Nevada sign a World Peace Day
Proclamation.

Arizona's Governor Samuel P. Goddard signs Proclamation. In Tear~ left to right aTe: Bruce Palm berg, Mrs.
George Bechtold, Mrs. Raymon<! Helmick, Mrs. Francis
Johnson.

Governor John H. Chafee of Rhode Island holds World
Peace Day Proclamation -with Mrs. Beth Newport. MTS.
Edith Carpenter and Ernest Lewis aTe on his left.
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Guardian's Messages to America,
1947 -1957, Now a Published Work

Annual Thornton Chase Memorial seTvice held, in memo.". of the first American Baha'i, in California's Inglewood Park Cemete.". on Sunday, October 3rd was
attended by more than 350 Baha'is and guests. Children

Of di1JeTent nationalities placed floweTs at the grave,
theTe were pTayers and a Baha'i choral selection as
weU as the reading of an account Of the life of Thornton Chase.

Fifty -Third Anniversary of 'Abclu 'I- Bah.),s Visit
to Niagara Falls Commemorated
More than 100 Baha'is and their friends from Western
New York and nearby Canada attended commemoration festivities on September 11, marking the visit of
'Abdu'l-Bahit to Niagara Falls in September, 1912. The
program planned by the Spiritual Assembly of Niagara
Falls, New York lasted during the afternoon and evening. beginning with visits to Baha'i displays at the
Hotel Niagara, followed by a walk to the Falls over the
same route on which the Master walked, then dinner at
the hotel with a public meeting afterwards.
The plans prepared by tbe local Assembly were
carefully made and carried out showing the believers
and their guests the intrinsic spiritual value of such a
commemoration and bringing comments of appreciation and thanks for the opportunity to participate in the
program.
The uwalk to the Falls" to the area where 'Abdu'lBaba walked in 1912 brought people a bit closer to an
understanding of the spirit of the Master. The excellence of service rendered by the Hotel Niagara provided the material feast while the presentation of the
messages,
'Abdu'l-Baha- the Person and His Message" by guest speakers auxiliary Board member
Peggy Ross of Canada, and John Trauger of New York
State as well as the introductory comments of Arthur
Patterson inspired all to new appreciations of the Servant of Baha.
Every member of the Niagara Falls Community
cooperated to carry out the m any tasks of handling
tickets and registrations, auanging Baha'i literature
display and sales, decorations, hostessing. The printed
souvenir program, including a picture of the Master,
description of Him and His visit to this area brief
quotations from His messages on these occasions
brought compJimentary acclaim from many. The carefully prepared arrangements for publicity resulted in
radio interviews including Mildred McKown, Peggy
Ross, Fred Reis and Florence Pringle as well as
excellent newspaper coverage.
U

The BaM.'! Publishing Trust of the U.S. has just
published a new collection of the messages of Sboghi
Effendi entitled Citadel of Faith: Messages to America/
1947-1957. These consist of the letters addressed to the
American Bah;; 'i Community during tbe years 1947 to
1957. These messages are of deep concern to all
Baha'is - to the American believers who were reminded of their spiritual primacy as the trustees and execu.
tors of the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'l-Baha as well as to the
inheritors of that mission as it became fulfilled throughout the world in the Ten Year Crusade and in conjunction with the other existing pillars of the World Order of
Baha'u'llah.
Hand of the Cause in the Holy Land, Paul Haney, has
written the Preface to this work, in which he states: uIt
is certain that a careful study of these communications
will impart to the reader a profound understanding of
the unique character of the mission conferred upon the
American Baha'i Community, not only in foreign fields,
but on its own home front, and will reveal to the
individual members of that favored community a new
vision of the nature of that spiritual primacy which is
their birthright."
Included in this valued collection of more tban eighty
messages are: "Challenging Requirements of Ute Pres..
ent Hour"; "The Citadel of the Faith of Bahatu'IIah";
HSpiritual Conquest of the Planet"; "American Baha'is
in the Time of World Peril"; and his final message to
America, UHeights Never Before Attained." There is
also a Necrology section with Shoghi Effendi's tributes
to the gallant souls who passed on in Baha'i service
during this decade.
This is the most important work issued. by the Trust
since the publication of Shoghi Effendi's Messages to
the Baha', World, 19M-1957. It is boped that every
believer will gain through this work a "new vision" of
individual responsibility in the Nine Year Plan.
Care ha s been taken to make this book in its physical
details a befitting receptacle for the words it contains.
It is bound in olive-gold Holliston sailcloth, stamped in
gold on a dark background. Tbe jacket, in complementary tones, was designed by Conrad Heleniak. with
drawings of the four Baba! temples by Harlan Schemer.
A debt of gratitute is owed to Robert and Sue Meinhard
who did the initial research in collecting the messages;
also to Marian Lippitt for ber work on the index. (See
Publishing Trust announcement for price.)

Tanana Valley Sponsors First Summer Institute
Baha'is of the greater Fairbanks area are very bappy
with the results of the first summer institute to be held
"on this frozen tundra we call home." The institute J
which they hope to make an annual event, was sponsored by the Local Spiritual Assembly of Tanana Valley, assisted by the Fairbanks Baha'i Community on
August 21-22. Much of the program took place out of
doors for the thirty-five attendants. Teaching, living a
Baha'i life, history, administration and the principles
and laws Were among the subjects presented by various
teachers, including auxiliary board member of Alaska,
Howard Brown.
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New Believers Attracted By Love In An Area Ravaged By Hate
Its streets had been strewn with the dead. Whole city
blocks had been fiery infernos. Civil war, in miniature,
had erupted with explosive violence in Watts.
An uneasy peace settled slowly on this denselypopulated core of colored citizenry in the very center of
the sprawling Los Angeles megalopolis. Its physical
scars, ugly as they were, still were nothing in comparison with the deeper wound s in the hearts of a Negro
populace understandablY embittered, sullen, suspicious. The police, overwhelmingly white, had been
dismally unconvincing as a guardian of peace and
justice. Many residents, toughened by prior clashes
with the law, and with the savagery that is born of the
slums, had lashed out viciously at invader and neighbor alike. Could any other group of people be less
convinced that mankind's destiny is unity? Would
people, afraid to open their doors, open their hearts?
The word of John Law had roused resentment. The
words of Baha'u'llah would arouse hope of justice and
unity.
Such was the conviction of a Baha'i man and wife,
who faced the challenge of Watts with prayerful dedication and determination. Their efTa rts were the seeds of
a campaign of love in a turbulent, hate·tormented area.
They were speedily joined by equally dedicated souls.
The result has been one of the most surprising, striking
and significant victories in reaching and teaching a
minority group.

Eight New Bah.'i. in the First Four Weeks
How was this accomplished, and how can it initiate
and inspire similar significant breakthroughs with minority groups in all of the nation's metropolitan areas?
Their first step was to make contact with a Negro
Baha'i resident of Watts. They asked permission to visit
the home. Husband was Baha'i; wife non-Baha'i. During the visit they were successful in gaining introductions to neighbors, some of whom were hesitant, some
hostile, but all of them curious about a white couple's
visit to a Negro friend's home. The white visitors
invited their new Negro acquaintances to visit their
home. It was made plain that it was not a gesture, but
meaningful, sincere. and warm with a genuine friendship. In the exchange of viSits, the teaching team first
taught without talking, but by listening. They sought
out the thoughts and attitudes, the minority group
feelings and reactions.
Then they spoke of Bah.3.'u'llah - in a fireside that

Duluth Baha'is Co-Sponsor Conference
A Study-Action Conference on the Indian of Northern
Minnesota held October 2 at the UniverSity of Minnesota in Duluth was initiated by the Baha'i Assembly of
Duluth and co-sponsored by seventeen other organizations including such groups as the Duluth Council of
Churches, the N.A.A.C.P., Minnesota Chippewa Tribe,
Jewish Federation and the League of Women Voters.
Mrs. Norma Cameron of the Duluth Baha'i Community
was chairman of the Conference Planning Committee
while Joyan Peterson represented the Baha'is on this
Committee. The residents of seven Indian Reservations
were invited, many of whom appeared on the program

truly imparted light and warmth. They brought the
light of Baha'i with the warmth of love. As interest was
aroused, follow-up firesides were immediately arranged, spreading out to more neighboring homes,
opened to two--person teaching teams of black and
white. At one such meeting, just two weeks later, three
declarations took place; one the wife of the initia1ly~
contacted Baha'i; one a pastor who resigned. her
church post the following week! Two weeks and two
nights later the number of new Baha'is had reached
eight!! To cover the story of this glorious victory for
THE BAHA'i NEWS as an inspiration for us ali, this
reporter sought expressions from the growing group
now dedicated to this wonderful Watts teaching project.
The keys are these, we were told:
uSearch out your minority group acquaintance with
friendship and interest. Get him to talk about himself.
Take him to coffee." "If you do not know a minority
group person well enough to invite yourself to his home,
find a reason to invite him to yours. Baha'u'llah will do
the rest."
uYou may be surprised to find him far more spiritual
than you were when you investigated Baha'i. The
poorer they are in material possessions, the richer they
are in recognition of God."
"Be a servant to the seeker. In his home or yours, be
the one who rises to serve the refreshment, to wash the
dishes. Show the Faith in action."
~'When interest is achieved, make the firesides frequent. Don't desert the new believer. Help him start his
own firesides immediately. And have a deepening plan
that works."
It is hardly surprising that their words echo those of
'Ahdu'I·Bahl>. as quoted in the Advent of Divine Justice,
page 32:
"If you meet those of a different race and color from
yourself, do not mistrust them, and withdraw yourself
into your shell of conventionality, but rather be glad
and show them kindness." And further:
"When a gathering of these two (black and white)
races is brought about, that assemblage will become
the magnet of the Concourse on high, and the confirmation of the Blessed Beauty will surround it."
May the fire and the fervor of the Baha'! activity in
Watts inspire us all to bring the message of Baha'u'Uiili to the hungry, the restless, and unshepherded multitudes.
in which Indian Agency representatives also took part.
Ken Jeffers, representative for the Indian Service Committee of the Baha'is was one of the speakers.
Among the many good results of this cooperative
effort were invitations to Ken Jeffers to address members of the Chippewa Tribe and the Fond du Lac
Reservation and to speak at Macalester College in St.
Paul; a telegram of commendation from Congressman
John Blatnik; good press notices, and the many inform~
al opportunities which arise at such gatherings for
Baha'is to know other people and to show by deed and
attitude as well as word what the Baha'i Faith offers to
humanity today.
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The Movement of Pioneers to Foreign Goals
The exodus of American believers to posts outside the
U.S. continues at a hearteningly steady pace. Since
Ric;lvan 1965 fifteen adults and two youth have settled
in U.S. goal areas. These are primary goals for which
the United States has sole responsibility and are located
in Puerto Rica and the Caribbean. Fourteen adults and
one youth are now in ··inter-assembly collaboration
goals/' those posts where the American Baha'i Community has been asked to assist other National Assemblies by sending pioneers. In addition there are
twenty-three adults and one youth who have moved to
foreign posts not assigned to the United States in the
Nine Year Plan, but where assistance with Baha'i
teaching is welcome and needed. To add to this total of
fifty-six can be named at least half a dozen young
Baha'i men in the military service who have been
placed in areas where the Faith is rapidly becoming
established and where, in their free time these believers are rendering valued service in sp;eading the
Message of Bahil'u'l!ah. In many instances these young
men, knowing where Baha ti needs exist, requested
transfer to these posts, often termed Hhardshipu by
the military.
The U.S. Foreign Goals Committee is encouraged by
the :nthusiastic response from many believers who long
to pIoneer. Because procuring jobs and necessary entrance papers to some of the goals is not easy, there
are many not counted above who are actively preparing for serving the Faith overseas. At least nineteen are
at present in the "staging process and hopefully will
be at their posts within the next few weeks.
. Despite this response there are still at least thirty
pIOneer posts to be filled by American believers before
~ext Ric;1.van. Those who can arise to volunteer, without
Jeopardizing their Baha'i communities are urged to get
in touch with the Foreign Goals Committee, 112 Linden
Ave., Wilmette, Illinois.
U

News Briefs
The Baha', Journal of the British Isles reports another dynamic two-week summer school session at Dalston
Hall with a total registration of about eighty, including
many youth. The article states: "The theme of the
school was set against the title 'Worthy to bear His
Name.' All the talks and seminars helped us to gain a
deeper understanding of the significance of Baha'u'llah's Revelation and the part individuals can play
during these days. U Some highlights mentioned are:
"The enlightening sessions on Prayers and Meditations'
the enthusiasm and efforts of the young people wh~
attended the seminar on teaching methods and speaker
training, and the maturity of the consultation during
the discussions of living a new life in the old order with
special reference to chastity and morality. The J commemoration of the Martyrdom of the Bab was memorable and use was made of a script by Hand of the Cause
Hasan Balyuzi."

The Cupbearers
There are Baha 'fs who wander all over the world
bearing in their hands a Cup holding the Water of Life:
They walk alone in distant lands, they go to the farreaching corners of the earth, the Arctic beaches, the
small islands. They proclaim the Cause of God unto all
who are in the Heavens and the earth. They are looking
for those who are thirsty, the lonely, the downtrodden
who have lost hope, the poor, and the rich who are
disenchanted with their possessions, agonized with fear
that they may lose what they have, trusting no one
hoarding their gold. They indeed are the most pitiful ot
all. For these the cupbearers are looking and when they
find them they will offer the Cup of Salvation new
hope, healing. Happy the one who drinks and sl'akens
his thirst. If he rejects the drink the cupbearers will
pass on and leave him in the hands of God. He will
continue his search looking neither left nor right, unaffected by his surroundings, be it a city of culture and
abundance, a remote island or the desolation of the
slums. He is not concerned with his needs, for everything he needs and more will come to him. He need not
make plans for he is Divinely guided, he will be
protected by the Power of the Greatest Holy Name Allah-u-Abha, he will lead the people to Baha'u'll8h, the
Holy Manifestation of the Word of God.
Unhappy people of the earth, beset with trouble.,
wandering aimlessly without hope, without faith, eternally crying, Uwhy am I here; why was I born, what
does my life mean? Is it only to work, eat. sleep, suffer
and see others suffer?" Something within them tells
them that this cannot be the true meaning of life, but
they cannot find the answer. Happy the seeker who
meets the cupbearer and drinks from the cup offered
him with love, one drop will suffice to enrich him with
the Bounty of the Lord, the Almighty, the All-Knowing.
He will give him the answer as given by Baha 'u'lllth in
one an embracing answer: "1 bear witness that Thou
hast created me to know Thee and worship Thee." For
this and for this only were we created.
-MRs. BERTHALlN AI.LmN

o

The Baha'i House of Worship in Africa appears on the
Uganda television every time the news is shown as one
of the background bUildings. It is estimated that since
the dedicaton about 50,000 visits have been made to it.
Embassies and tourist agenices bring visitors to this
place of beauty.

MembeTs of Chicago'. Baha', Community collected
1,000 bar. oj soap for distribution to the people of South
Vietnam. Some of those who took part are shown
above at the Chicago Baha'i Center. The so",p is used
to help cure skin diseases.
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Baha'is all over the world will be saddened to learn of
the passing of Issam Tahan on August 8, 1965 in
London. He was the small boy who, while his father
was in prison in Morocco 1 chanted a prayer at the Most
Great Jubilee celebration in the Royal Albert Hall and
who, Hand of the Cause T. Samandari thereupon said,
was crossing the space that would take others a thousand years to cross. He is buried near the resting place
of the beloved Guardian. He had been brought to
London for heart surgery by his father, Fuad Tahan.

o
The Baha'i Newsletter of the South and West Africa
Region brings news of an assembly formed in Windhoek. The Newsletter states: "Such a triumph for the
Faith and for the believers .... the steadfastness of the
pioneers over such a long, discouraging period, the
never flagging efforts of the little band of believers
there. is an inspiration to us all. In that land which
suffers so much from drought. our dear friends will now
be like the crops after the first rains. They will raise
their beads and grow from strength to strength and the
Faith will be the richer for their wonderful example. n

The winning Teligious display at the University
Merica annual activities night was pTepaTed
Baha'i students. SandTa Bryant and Kenneth
aTe shown at the booth which was one of fifty
tTacted about 2500 visitors. Kenneth Gibson,
Arnoz and Mary Gibson, is president Of the
association.

Of New
by the
Gibson
and atson Of
student

o
Auxiliary Board member, Mrs. Florence Mayberry
visited Spokane, Washington in late September, ap.pearing on TV and speaking at three meetings, two
being public meetings and one for Baha'is of the area.
Her visit brought joy and renewed enthusiasm to the
believers, and opened new doors for those many guests
who heard of the Faith for the first time.
A large public meeting held at the Unity Church of
Spokane on September 27 was on the subject, "Baha'i
World Faith: The Religion for This Age" while at a
public coffee hour two nights later at the Inland Power
and Light Co. Auditorium there was chance for further
talk and raising of questions. The events were well
covered by the nine local radio stations While the
interview with Mrs. Mayberry on television proved so
interesting that the time given to her was increased.
The newspapers also gave space for full writeups,
including a picture of Mrs. Mayberry.
People outside the Spokane Community cooperated
fully and the chairman at the Unity Church meeting
was Mrs. Ruth Ottmar, of Millwood, Washington.

o
On October 5th, a meeting well publicized in press,
radio and TV, was held at the Dunbar Negro Recreation Center, by the Baha'is of Fort Myers, Florida.
Margarite and Clarence Ullrich showed their slides of
the Holy Land, to an audience of about 150. Th·e
audience included children and the members of the
Dunbar Senior High School Chorus, who were invited to
sing. The evening's program was opened with a prayer
by a minister of one of the Dunbar churches. The adult
audience was very attentive and many free pamphlets
were picked up after the meeting. Also encouraging?
was the splendid cooperation received from various individuals, churches and schools of Dunbar, in
announcing the meeting and helping to distribute the
invitations. The prinCipal of the Senior High School
expressed keen interest in knowing more about the
Faith. The meeting closed with a community singing of
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" and the prayer for
all mankind.

The Baha'i booth at the recent Virginia State Fair in
Richmond attracted attention from many of the 500,000
who attended the event. Thousands of pieces of literatUre were taken and there were thirty-six requests for
speakers, literature, or information about Baha'i meet...
ings. These requests came from as far away as Japan,
although mostly from the immediate Richmond area.
All inquiries have been answered either with infonna...
tion as to meetings nearby or with literature about the
Faith.

o
The arrival of Miss Bennett Dom as a Baha'i settler
in Rogers, Arkansas was used as an opportunity by the
Mayor for a letter of welcome to her. The letter stated
in part: '~Through the faclli ties of the Welcome Wagon.
we are very happy to welcome you to Rogers and hope
that your residence here will be both happy and prosperous. We hope you will attend the church of your
choice and take advantage of the public library, youth
center, parks and other facilities available for your
comfort, convenience and enjoyment. We also invite
you to participate actively in the civic affairs of our
city . . .
The above letter shows a wide departure from the
long standing attitude which forbade Negroes to remain
in the city of Rogers overnight. When threats of physical violence came soon afterwards, the Mayor furnished police protection and declared publicly that there
would be no rioting in Rogers.
tp

BAHA" IN THE NEWS
The Brown Texan, published monthly in Fort Worth,
Texas has in it.s issue for September an article, "The
Religious Cycle - Baha'i Day" which tells of the need
by man of the Holy Spirit and quotes several paragraphs from the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha concerning this
Holy Spirit. The author Kathryn Langlois states of these
quotations, "Surely these are goals worth praying and
meditating for! II
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Vogue Magazine for November 1, 1965 carries an
article about the Baha'i artist Mark Tobey and refers to
the fact that he is a member of the Baha'i Faith.

o
Everyone's Guide to Israel by Joan Comay, published
by Doubleday & Co. 1962 refers briefly on pages 284-5 to
the prison in Acre (sic) and the gardens and shrine of
Baha'u'lllth near there.

o
The Swedish newspaper Viirmlands Folkblad on September 9, 1965 published a feature article about the first
Swedish Baha'i, Edward Olsson, on the occasion of his
eightieth birthday. The article stressed the fact that
Mr. Olsson is a very active teacher of the Baha'i Faith
and told of how he became a believer in the United
States in 1921 and came to Sweden ten years ago to
become a well known and loved member of the Scandinavian Baha'i Community and how he makes frequent trips to Baha'i summer schools and conferences.

o
The September 1965 issue of House Beautiful carries
an article on Israel which mentions, on page 199, the
ugolden dome of the international Baha'i Temple and
its gardens."

The Child's Way
A GUIDE FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Published bi-monthly by
The Child's Way Editorial Committee
RATES: U.S.A .................... $2.00 per year
Back issues t set of six .... $ .50
Foreign .................. $2.50 per year
Back issues, set of six .... $1.00
For information, subscriptions write to:
The Child's Way
Box 245
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours

Baha'i Publishing Trust
Citadel of Faith (Message to America/1947.1957) Shoghi
Effendi. Preface by Hand of the Cause in the Holy
Land, Paul Haney. Included in this collection of more
than eighty messages are: "Challenging Requirements
of the Present Hour"; "The Citadel of the Faith of
Baha'u'llflh"; "Spiritual Conquest of the Planet"; and
"Heights Never Before Attained." Approximately 200
pages with preface, table of contents and extensive
index; [For more details of this most important work
see news annoWlcement elsewhere in this issue.] bound
in olive-gold sailcloth, stamped in gold on dark background, with attractive jacket created by Conrad Heleniak and Harlan Schemer.
Per copy (clothbound only) ....................... $3.00
Power to Renew the World (A Challenge to Christians).
Two letters written in 1957 by two students, one at Vanderbit University and the other at Vanderbilt Divinity
School, explain their decision to become Baha'is in a
convincing and articulate manner. There is an intro..
ductory statement by Winston Evans; aLso some excellent commentaries by well known people, one of thebest and most recent being from the book, The City of
Man by W. Warren Wagar, Professor of History, Wellesley CoUege, published by Houghton Mifflin.
There is an attractive cover design, matching in size
many of our small, popular pamphlets, 3% x 5%:.
100 copies .................................... $5.00
[A minimum of 20 copies for $1.00 can be ordered]
Baha'i Wan Calendar, 1966. The new calendar has a
photo of the Baha'i Temple in Wihnette not previously
published and also an enlarged detail photo of a single
pylon that shows the various symbols. Feast and Holy
Days are depicted in color a s usual and all detailed.
information about special observances are on the back.
Per copy ...................................... $ .25
10 copies ...................................... $2.00
25 copies ...................................... $4.50
50 copies ...................................... $7.50
[No standing orders are being sent on this item,
except overseas.]

Weekdays
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)

Sundays and Holidays
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Buildiog)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

December 12 - Masa'i1 (Questions)
December 31 - Sba raf (Honor)

U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

Pubt.c Meeting
Sunday, December 19
4:15 p.m.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS

December 10

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETING
December 31- January 2

BAHA'i NEWS is publisbed for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'f NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.

Material must be re<:eived by tbe twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
112 LiDden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois, U.S.A. 6009l.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A.
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The Mayans of Yucatan Welcome Teachings
The Cause of Baha'u'llab, established first among the
Mayan peoples in the States of YucaHm and Campeche,
has extended across the Peninsula to the Territory of
Quintana Roo and its beautiful tropical Islands of
Cozumel and Muj eres.
The renowned civilization of the ancient Mayans
draws increasingly the visits of scientists and travelers
from all over the world to view its magnificent ruins.
However, it is in the myriad Mayan villages which
compose the entire country population (that is to say
rural areas) in the Peninsula, where one sees the
dawn of the realization of the true destiny of these
peoples, a destiny which, under the Banner of Baha.·u' ..
11ah, will even excel their former achievements.
Almost three years have passed since the first pioneers, Mrs. Edna Ford and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Foster,
and a short time later Dr. and Mrs. Alejandro Cervantes, arrived. During these three years the work has
been singularly blessed by visits from Hand of the
Cause, Dr. Ugo Giachery, accompanied by Mrs. Giachery, and, in the past year that of Dr. Ramatullah
Muhajer.

Mrs. Edna F01"d, pioneer, Teturning from one Of her
multiple journells on foot to the Malian villages accompanied bll Don. Wiltrido Farfan, first Malian Bahd',
teacheT in Muna, Yucatan. The torrid heat of Yucatan

and its torrential

Tains

Don Jorge Coronado, first Mayan member of the Nil'
tional Spiritual Assembly of Mexico with Dona Matilde
Men<>, on his left, the fiTst Malian woman to graduate
as a teacher, and STta. Marina tram Xcumya.

in the villages which are the homes of the Bah/o 'j
teachers trained there. Even non·Baha'is desire to
attend the sessions.
Through the courtesy of the National Spiritual As·
sembly of Guatemala, its member, Alberto Landau,
was loaned to supervise the construction of the Insti..
tute. The original plan and design was drawn up by
Samuel Burafato, member of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Mexico and Dr. Alejandro Cervantes,
another member of the Assembly, again journeyed to
Yucatan to help in the initiation of the construction
work.
The Institute serves regionally as the center of preparation of Mayan teachers and Teaching Conferences. It
plays an important role in the local activities of the
Bah,,'i Community of Muna which includes children

are no obstacle.

Throughout the three years many have come to
assist. Mrs. Ford has remained as a permanent pioneer, walking miles over rocky roads in rain and
intense heal day in and day out to help the new Baha';
communities. The work has also been greatly assisted
in the last year by the Auxiliary Board Member,
Artemus Lamb and Mrs. Lamb, who have lived on the
property of the "Instituto Cultural Baha'i - Marlha
Root,!J among the Mayan friends in the village of
Muna, Yucatan. Mr. and Mrs. George Neuzil drove
from the State of Wisconsin to spend several months
and Mrs. Valeria Nichols, more recently, has settled in
the area to help with the work.
The Institute has now become a living and vital part
of the teaching work for the entire area and is famous

View from the roadway in front

Of the

Institute Cultural

Baha'i-Marta Root, Muna, Yucatan. The Ives Annex
forms the "L" on the left.
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and youth classes, the celebration of the Nineteen Day
F.easts, the commemoration of Baha'i Holy Days, wed·

dings, Baha'i social gatherings and public meetings.
The Mayan teachers who recently graduated from
~e teacher's training courses are taking an active part
m the work, accompanying more experienced ones on
teaching trips, attracting new believers in their own
villages, assisting in the opening up of new centers to
the Faith and going in pairs to teach in unopened
localities of their own choosing. Extensive traveling
includes visits to the Territory of Quintana Roo Isla
Mujeres and the State of Campeche as well as t~ the
twenty-eight Baha'! Centers in Yucatan.
After many months of trips to the Territory of Quintana Roo, the village of Dzula and the town of Filipe
Carrillo Puerto have been opened to the Faith. The
spiritual conquest is limited only by the lack of sufficient pioneers and teachers to take the Mess age of
Baha'u'llah to these spiritually receptive people.

Funeral of First Samoan Believer
Becomes Public Proclamation of Faith
A funeral service for the first Samoan believer, SaiIala Tamasese, who passed away in Apia On September
25, became what was perhaps the most significant
public proclamation of the Faith in Samoa to date.
Members of the Cabinet, chiefs, clergy and members of
the Royal Tamasese family were present to hear
BaM'! tribute paid to this descendant of the Royal
Tamasese family who was a staunch soldier of Baha'u'llah. For eight years he taught the Faith openly
and continuously through the country in the face of
much opposition and pressure from chiefs and clergy.
"I am a Baha'i and I always will be!" said Saila]a
Tamasese shortly before his passing, and his wife and
family were faithful to his trust in making certain that
he was given a Baha'i fWleral.
Because of his Faith, the listeners were told by Niu
Tuataga (Auxiliary Board member), the royal name of
Tamasese would live on for many centuries to come,
even as the apostles of old. The station of Baha'u'llah
and His fundamental teachings, including the concept
of life after death, was presented through readings aod
prayers by Sione Mailla, vice-chairman of the assembly, and Lilian Ala'i, Knight of Bab8.'u'llah.
This courageous servant of Baha'u'llMl was, in passing, enabled to pay eloquent and powerful testimony to
his beloved Faith, even as he served steadfastly while
on this earth. Baha'is around the world will add their
prayers to those of the friends in Samoa, in gratitude
for the life of Sailala Tamasese.

First Confe-rence of the Hands Of the Cause for Africa
their Board membeTs~ and members 01 two Na.tionai
Spiritual Assemb!ies of Africa held in Salisbury Rhodesia in September. Hands Of the Cause Enoch O!inga.
and John Robarts are in the front row, third from left
and third from right respectively.

Conference Called by Hands in Africa
During the weekend of September 3-5 the Baha'is of
Salisbury witnessed the first of three conferences being
called by the Hands of the Cause in Africa to discuss
and c~nsult on means of closer coordination and co-operatron between the institution of the Hands and their
~ard members, and the National Spiritual Assem...
blies. The other two conferences are to be held. in
Monrovia, Liberia and Nairobi, Kenya.
Two of the Hands from Africa, Enoch DIinga and
John. A. Robarts attended. Musa Banani sent loving
greetings by telegraph. Twenty-six people were present
including eight members of the South and West African
Assembly, eight from the South Central African Assembly and six Auxiliary Board members from the two
regions. All sessions were held at the National Hazi.
ratu'I·Quds in Salisbury. A review of where each r~gi~n
stood in relation to its goals in the Nine Year Plan
showed that there was a lack of productive activity in
both regions and much work is to be done if these goals
are to be achieved.
The conference provided an excellent opportunity for
the National Assembly of South Central Africa to meet
and consult with its parent National Assembly of South
and West Africa on various subj ects common to both
regions. Besides the conference sessions, time was
taken for each national assembly to meet and take up
its own business, as well as for the Hands and their
Board members to meet for discussion of their own
problems.
The friends left the conference with the fervent wish
of all that the work in the southern part of Africa would
now gain momentum so that the goals of the Nine Year
Plan would be achieved.

First Annua! Baha'i Summer School Of Hawaii held at
Waianae July 31-August 8, 1965. Paul Thiele acted as
co-ordinator and Mrs. Nila Sewen Was registrar. A
variety oj courses was offered including one on Baha'i
Law by Mr •. Bea Rinde.
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The Heart and Qiblih of the Baha'i World
Last month, on page 2, BAH.ti'i NEWS carried the
cabled announcement from the Universal House of
Justice about the final cleansing of the Qiblih of the
BahO.'i World of the last remains of the Covenantbreakers. The commentary mentioned briefly the historic steps undertaken by the beloved Guardian toward
this objective during his lifetime. The following additional information is now offered for the benefit of the
Bah .. 'is who will soon make the pilgrimage to this
hallowed spot and for others who wish to familiarize
themselves with the relative location of the areas
mentioned in the cablegram.
In his message to the Baha'j World on June 11, 1952
the Guardian referred to the authorization granted by
the high government officials of the State of Israel for
the demolition of a dilapidated house belonging to the
Covenant-breakers situated next to the Mansion of
Baha'u'lilb.
"Public access to the heart of the Qiblih of the Baha'i
World is now made possible," he announced, "through
traversing the sacred precincts leading successively to
the Holy Court and the outer and inner sanctuaries of
the Blessed Threshold of the Holy of Holies ...
The "sacred precincts" referred to in this message
are the properties of the Faith in Bahji, including the
Mansion of Baha'u'llilb to the east of the Shrine of
Baha'u'llah and the gardens aod landscaping surrounding the Shrine.
The "Holy Court" is the 1:Iaram.i-Aqdas, which consists of the landscaping and formal gardens providing a
befitting approach to the Shrine as well a s to the
Mansion. This is sometimes referred to in the writings
of the Guardian as the outer sanctuary of the Shrine.
The Covenant-breakers owned property inside the
I.Iaram-i-Aqdas, consisting of a ruined building next to
the Mansion. During the last year of the Guardian's life
the lJaram-i-Aqdas was finally purified from the contamination of these Covenant-breakers through their
evacuation under an expropriation order obtained

from the Is raeli Government. Shortly after the pa ssing
of the Guardian the building was itself demolished.
The "outer sanctuary" more specifically also refers
to the small court with a small gate, a portico and few
steps leading to the entrance door of the inner sanctuary of the Shrine. (See the photograph of the entrance
to the Shrine of Baha 'u'llilh on the cover page of BAHA'I
NEWS for November, 1965.)
The "inner sanctuary" is the roofed area consisting
of a beautiful central garden, the surrounding paths of
which are covered with rugs, and where the privileged
pilgrims and visitors stand in prayer and view the
uBlessed Threshold" and "the Holy of Holies," where
lies interred, in the words of the Guardian, "the holiest
dust the earth ever received into its bosom." It is at the
entrance door of this inner sanctuary that the Guardian
decided to deposit the Roll of Honor bearing the names
of the Knights of Baha'u'llah. (See Message of May 28,
1953, Messages to the Baha', World, page 49.) Within
this inner sanctuary in one of the two rooms adjacent
and to the east of the Holy of Holies had been buried
the remains of MIrza lIiya'u'IIa.h who died in the early
years of the ministry of 'Abdu'l-Baha at a time when
the Shrine of Baha'u'lllih was not entirely under the
control of the Master. It should be recalled that the
present structure known today as the Shrine of Bahil'u'..
llah was at that time a dwelling-place. It was in the
"northernmost room U of this house that the sacred
remains of the Blessed Perfection were interred. (See
God Passes By, page 222.)
It is the final transfer of the body of this Covenantbreaker from the holy precincts that is announced to
the Baha'i World from the Universal House of Justice.
NOTE: The message from the Universal House of Justice
concerning the final cleansing of the Qiblih of the
Baha'i World was received in Wilmette, Illinois on the
one hundred and forty-eighth anniversary of the birth
of Baha'u'llah.

On the birthday of Baha.'u.'Udh speaking to a packed audience of OVeT 400 peTsons, MT. Dang-Binh, vice chair-

man of the National Spiritual Assembly Of Baha'i. of Vietnam stated that world order will not be established
by arbitraT!/ or magical acts, but through painful transition from youth to manhood, the elimination Of obsoiete
passions and prejudice and the development oj world consciOltsness.
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A Visit to Persia
by Guy Murchie
(continued)
Editorlal Note: ThLs is aftOthet" in. a ssriu of arliclt!s written by GUll
IfUTChie from his dia:ry kept DB his JOUrney to lrmt in. 1964 and.
prUt.ted toith. the pennis.rion 01 the UnWersa' HOW!Ie of Justice. The
plLo1:os toeN' take" bll Mr. Murchie.

March 27-

Isfllhll_
Idahan was, until about a century ago, not only the
most central but by all odds the largest city of Persia
and it still basks in the memory of ~hh 'Abbas ~
Great of the early 17th century who made it his capital.
It is a city of beautiful turquoise mosques and trees and
waterways, many of its boulevards having small, flowing canals on both sides as well as four continuous rows
of trees that local Baha'is call "the flowering of the
Bab's Cause" and that consist mostly of planes and
poplars with here and there a pine, ash or cypress. This
naturally gives it something of a pleasant garden
atmosphere if you don't mind the dust and traffic or the
hundreds of drooping telephone wires.

The Tomb of the renowned martyred bTothers Of Irf<ihtin.

windows with thousands of tiny glass panes between
muntins of delicate wood. Then finally to an extensive
basement of vaulted brick, ventilated for cooling in
summer, where the Bab had remained in seclusion for
many days in 1846.

Yael-Home of t.e Seven Martyrs

A camel caTavan on a Toad to 'j'ihTan fTom I$!aMn.

To the visiting Bab9.'! the most interesting places are
the houses where the Bab stayed during His months in
the city and the homes and graves of the immortal
martyrs. An especially interesting place, therefore, is
the magnificent home of the famous martyr brothers of
~fahan, I;Iitji Mirza I;Iasan and I;Iaji Mirza I;Iusayn, in
which the Bab was also a guest. After visiting the
exquisite marble tomb of these merchant heroes who
died for their Faith in 1879, we made our way through
the muddy streets and past the camel pens of the
bazaar and devious byways full of displayed wares to
the secret and unpretentious doorway that led to the
imposing courtyard and mansion built by their wealthy
father and where they lived as citizens of the highest
reputation all their days. Taking off our wet shoes, we
walked through handsome hallways, up steep stairs
and through room after room with plaster moldings,
large elaborate mosaics, hand carved panels and great

My interpreter and I went to Yazd on a crowded bus
from I~fahan, the city of trees, and it took six hours of
bouncing over a rough gravel road as we sped
eastward over the Great Salt Desert which is flat, dusty
and buff-colored in the foreground, sometimes with
sparse brown grass or sage clumps, white in the distance with a backgroWld of lavender mountains against
a gray blue sky. I am told there are sand dunes up to
700 feet high on this desert, som e of them star-shaped
as seen from the sky.
Yazd is a city of towers built of sandy mud the color
of the desert and has some 65,000 inhabitants. It is said
to have been founded as a sort of desert concentration
camp where Alexander the Great kept prisoners captured in this part of Persia, and by the 19th century
A.D. it had become the leading center of the nation's
silk industry" but has hardly yet felt any influence of
the 20th century. It reveals its age in the ubiquitous
wind-blown walls of mud, some more than half eaten
away by the rasping sand storms. There seem to be few
birds here beyond hawks, crows and sparrows, but
camels are common in the streets~ plodding ponderous..
lyon their splayed sand-shoe hoofs and odd caravans of
laden cattle thread the mazeJike alleys. In fact I saw a
boy riding a heifer, sitting atop a big load of grain,

.Shaykh Ahmad wrote most of hiS' books in Yazd in the pre-dawn of
BahA'i history.
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Public Square of Yazd where one of the maTtyrdoms
took place. Two Mlillds are walking by at the right.
guiding her with a rope through a hole in her nose.
There are few dogs, but cats scuttle through the dusty
lanes or gaze lynxlike up at you from restaurant floors,
hoping patiently for at least a crust of bread from teadrinking, raw-onion-chewing patrons arguing vainly,
beads in hand, about their brittle problems.
The BaM.'is of Yazd have a large l:Ia~ratu'I-Quds with
well-tended gardens and a wide view of the city from
the roof, revealing its distinctive feature of numerous
ventilating towers described by Prof. E. G. Browne in
1888 in his A Year A mang the Persians and still
important for cooling water reservoirs and summer
sleeping cellars. Beyond a few salty dunes in the
distance one can see snowy mountains, while in the
foreground one's eye catches a black flag fluttering on
a high pole above a structure being built just beyond
the Hazira gate. This will be a mosque and local
Baha'is surmise that it was put there to counteract the
influence of our growing Uheresy."
Among the martyrs' graves shown us in a brief tour
of the city was a particularly sacred burial spot: the
well where the bodies of the famed j'seven Martyrs of
Yazd" were dumped in 1890 after they had been judicially condemned as Baha'is by the city government
and each man handed over to a separate group of

~~--

1966

executioners to be tortured and killed as they wished in
public squares and markets. Later I was led by a
cautious BaM'i, walking 100 feet ahead (to a void seeming associated with a camera-wielding foreigner), to
most of the seven places of martyrdom, some of them
inside the vast covered bazaar full of merchants and
bustling people in the center of the city. After the
mutilated bodies showed no more signs of life, we were
told, they were dragged by their feet in a proud
procession through the main streets, then by a route
unchanged in three quarters of a century out to the
appointed well for disposal. An artisan was drying
adobe bricks at one place in that road, spreading them
out in the Silll just as has been done for thousands of.
years. The holy well is still unmarked to avoid provoking local mullas, the Muslim Upriests" who continue to
be very suspicious and belligerent toward Baha'is here,
but the surrounding land is owned by bellevers who
have made it into a beautiful rose and pine garden.
Ncm:: The story of the BAb's I!I'OJourn in ISfAhan il given in the Do.'tOftoo
Breakers pp. 199416. Picture. of the lamoUi brothers who were

martyred in IsflhAn are in Bah4" World., val. X p. 24. See also God
Passes Bv pp. JOO.2O:I for the story af these martyrdoms, as well as
thase 01 the seven believers at Yazd.

View of Yazd from the roof of the

l!~ratu'l-Quds.

~

!

Some Baha'is from Grenada Windward Islands, with
friends at a Conference picnic on October 10, 1965.

~

of Southern California attended uYouth Victory Day" September 26 at the home
Of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quig!ey in Bever!y Hills.

Approximately eighty youth
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Baha'is Celebrate the Twentieth Anniversary of the United Nations
Both BAHA'i NEWS and the Baha'i United Nations
Committee are gratified with the arrival of many enthusiastic and inspiring reports from such widely separated places as California, Puerto Rico and New
Hampshire. These testify to the fact that the Baha'is
found many ways in which to celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of the United Nations in October 1965.
Groups as well as local spiritual assemblies showed
initiative and creativity, Both small beginnings and
large endeavors merit praise.
Baha'is have discovered the United Nations Association of the United States of America, The UNA is a
product of a recent merger of The American Association for the United Nations and The United States
Committee for the United Nations. It is independent
and non-partisan. Its "50,000 individual members and
over 100 major national voluntary organizations" are
bOWld together in a great desire to work for justice t
freedom and peace. On the national level, the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the U.S. is one of
its affiliated member organizations and was recently
represented at its biennial convention. Cooperation on
the local level is proving mutually beoeficial. The UNA
chapters, scattered over the country, will prove ever
more capable of supplying good speakers on the U.N.
for Baha'i meetings.

A representative from the Flint, Michigan, Public Library gives acceptance speech for the U.N. flag presented by the Bana'is of Flint.

The Baha'i Community of Flint, Michigan presented
a 3' by 5' UN flag, staff and standard to the Flint Public
Library at a public meeting. Engraved on a brass plate
attached to the standard were these words: HPresented
to the Flint Public Library by the Flint Baha'i Community Oct. 17, 1965. n Several members of the local
UNA, in which the Baha'i Community has group mem·
bership, came to the meeting. One UNA member said
that no other religious or other organization in town,
with the exception of the UNA itself, was as dedicated
to the UN as were the Baha'is. A printed card was
handed Qut, bearing Baha'i quotations and beginning,
"We, the People of the Baha'i World Faith ... knowing

of Hamburg
New YOTk pTesems to
Mrs. Jane Czerniejewski a Distinguished Service Award
in appreciation of the public service to United Nations,

all too well that prejudice, injustice, and war must be
eradicated, join all mankind in support of the peaceful
and humanitarian efforts of the United Nations!
Baha'u'llilh . . . wrote . . ~ 4Cleave unto that which
draweth you together and uniteth you.' "
Among the larger endeavors was San Francisco,
California. Baha'is brought together some 200 people in
the Harding Theatre for an elaborate program including
dancers, a guitarist and a speaker. With only oneeighth of those present Baha'is, the guest book proved
most useful. Sail Lake City, Utah, joined by the Salt
Lake County Baba'is, had a festive time at a pot.luck
luncheon with international dishes; a UNICEF movie,
UHungry Angels"; various groups in national cos~
turnes, dancing and singing; and, of course, a Baha'i
speaker. 'lb.e combined Baha'i Centers in Dade County,
Florida invited as special guests foreign students in
native costumes from the University of Miami. The
friends were eager for an easy mingling of people,
rather than inactive participation. Display tables with
dolls of all nations, Mexican pottery, Norwegian art
and a UN exhibit kept the large crowd moviog before
they heard an excellent Baha'i talk and participated in
learning songs of other lands. Baha'i literature was
warmly received. Fort Worth, Texas had a three~part
program: 1. Program with a short UN tape, a prayer,
songs by childreo, remarks. 2. An international buffet.
3. Displays showing international aspects of the Baha'i

A few

of those who gathered at the Holiday Inn in Nashville/ Tennessee, to observe U.N. Day.

Some of those w,,? .attended the United Na.tions Day meeting held at the Baha', Cabin at Teaneck, New Jersey.
The ~e1'fu, ~mt always pTesent a~ thts blessed place where 'Abdu'I-Baha walked added to the significance
Of thIS occaSion of the commemoration of the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the United Nations.

Faith and the United Nations. In Hamburg, New York a
large buffet luncheon meeting heard a panel of five
youth speak on the structure of the UN, hum anitarian
aspects, NGO contributions, strengths and weaknesses
of the UN and finally Baha'i recommendations for the
success of the UN. New York City's two-part program
featured a panel of eight Baha'is born in various
c01mtries, who spoke on the purpose and development
of the UN and its various branches and agencies. Invitations showing pictures of Baha'i Houses of Worship
had been sent to individuals, organizations and
churches.
Noteworthy gatherings were held in many other
cities. Nashville, Tennessee was delighted that the
Holiday Inn, where the meeting was held, gave unre·
quested publicity. On the marquee was printed "Wei·
come Baha'i World Faith." In Fargo, North Dakota
foreign students attending three area colleges were
invited to an international costume party to celebrate
the twentieth birthday of the UN. While the evening
was purely social, Baha'i books were displayed and
many Baha'i pamphlets were taken. In Yakima, Wash. lDgton the president of the local UNA took part in a
panel. North Hempstead Township, New York com·
bined in a meeting international desserts from 9 coun·
tries, a flag display, folk music and a Baha'i talk. At
Eugene, Oregon two communities combined to sponsor
an international folk dance at the University of Oregon
campus. Baba'is with folk dancing experience planned
and executed the event. In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Lionel Gonzales I a Habit' i working in the UN secretariat, illustrated the evolutionary nature of the United
Nations. First it spoke of ubackward nations," later of
·'underdeveloped nations/' finally of "less developed
nations JJ and now of "developing nations."
Babit'is have given trees and helped issue an ICY
proclamation. The Pueblo, Colorado Baba'is are giving
a flowering crabapple tree, which is to be planted in the
spring outside the new McClelland Public Library. This
gift is in commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the
UN. A brass plate will be embedded near the tree
saying, uYe are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of
one branch. Deal ye with one another with the utmost
love and unity." In Greensboro, North Carolina the
mayor was present when the Baha'is dedicated a 7·foot
UN Peace Tree to the city. At Antelope J.D., California
two Bahe. 'is assisted the honorary mayor issue a proc-

lama tion declaring 1965 to be International Cooperation Year.
Activity has come from rural areas and groups. The
rural community of Verde Valley, ArIzona remembered
to honor UN Day. The Socorro, New Mexico group
worked with the Tech International Club on an impressive program. The Clayton, Missouri group, with
help from Webster Groves, sponsored its first large
public meeting on the occasion of UN Day. Even the
mayor was present~
Children have made their contributions. Their voices
were heard in folk singing in Socorro, New :Mexico. In
Waterloo, Iowa the children of the community partieipated in a skit, HWorld Peace, n with three races
represented. The Baha'i group of Whittier J.D., California partiCipated in a UNA sponsored UN Day program called "A Child and a Song." Members helped
appeal to the churches to gather the cbildren's choir.
into a combined junior choir of different faiths with
Negro, Oriental and Caucasian children. Nearly 500
voices sang to raise funds for the Freedom from Hunger program. Nipo Strongheart, a Baha'i of the Yakima
tribe, interpreted the Lord's Prayer in Indian sign
language. Individual Baha'is donated new music, uIt's
a Small WOrld" (Disney) and "Let There Be Peace on
Earth" (Sy and Jill Miller).
Baha'is have gone beyond the doors of the Baha'i·
sponsored gathering. Niagara Falls, New York presented yet another program with its color·slide taped
lecture, "United Nations - Capital of Our World," this
time to a junior high school in Hamburg. Our liNGOs,"
past and present, have gone out to speak. Mrs. Lee
Blackwell spoke to apprOximately 900 students at the
Lincoln High School in Marrero, Louisiana; Mrs. Anna ..
marie Honnold to a League of Women Voters study
group and to a Media (Pennsylvania) Fellowship House
luncheon.
Prayers, films, booths, the book review and the
service project have been used. Temple City, California
had an evening of prayer for the continuing work of the
UN. In Duchess County , New York a public meeting
was divided between a UNA speaker and a Prayer for
Peace Service at which prayers were offered from the
Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem, American Indian
and Baha'i Faiths. Films were used in San Juan,
Puerto Rico (~'The Hat")1 Portsmouth~ New Hampshire
("Overture" and "Fable for Friendship") and Peoria,
Dlinois ("UN Charter"). At Columbus, Ohio the Baha'is
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felt that having a booth at the UN Festival was more
successful than having a meeting. For two days they
gave away hundreds of Baha'i pamphlets and mimeo~
graphed prayers and gathered signatures in their guest
book, hoping to use them for a follow-up meeting.
The Brookhaven Township, New York group had a
booth, HOne World - One Family." at the Three Village Port Jefferson UN Day Festival. They were listed
on the program. In Palo Alto, California a report was
made on Clark M. Eichelberger's new book, UN - The
First Twenty Years_ The Ipswich, Massachusetts
Baha'is decided to have a service project instead of a
formal meeting. They set up a UN and UNICEF store
in the front window of a local newspaper office. This
they manned for a week for 7% hours a day. Much was
sold and the Baha'i Peace ProgTam was offered as well
as UN publications.
Awards played their role. At the buffet luncheon in
Hamburg, New York the mayor, one of the honored.
guests, presented Mrs. Jane Czerniejewski with the
Distinguished Service Award in recognition of her public service as Hamburg's UN coordinator. The UNA of
Los Anreles gave the Youth Group of the Baha'i Local
Assembly a Certificate of Commendation for exemplary
volunteer service. In Widrlta, Kansas the Local Assembly once again presented its annual Baha'i-UN award
to the person who gave outstanding support to the UN
in the past year.
There has been some very outstanding newspaper

publicity. Excellent letters to the editor appeared in
Key West, Florida and Urhana, Ohio_ The Baha'is of
Snohomish County District No.1, Washington ran a
small insert which said simply this:
WE SUPPORT THE UNITED NATIONS
Baha'is of Snohomish County
"So powerful is unity's light that
It can illumine the whole earth.
-BAHA.'U'LLA:a
The Niagara Falls, New York, Gazette carried quotations from the Writings of BahO.'u'llah. One ad included
a Baha'i prayer. In the Miami, Florida, HeTald the Baha'is saluted the United Nations. In large, bold type the
San Francisco, CaUfornia Baha'is asked, uDo you up ..
hold the UN? Baha'is do!"
The Baha'is of Gallup, New Mexicc> honored the UN
for a week with a variety of activities, which included
an art exhibit with paintings from children of other
lands, a tea with other groups, contacting churches to
help with UNICEF's "trick or treat", a poetry reading
night and a talk.
No doubt there will a lively follow-up across the
country. Th.e Baha'is of Duluth, Minnesota even plan a
UNA membership drive, which will put them in contact
with many people. Surely both the Baha'is and the UN
have gained countless friends for the extensive program has been friendly, entertaining, informative,
challenging and inspiring.

U.N. Day Exhibits. Upper Zeft
and counter clockwise: Nashville, Tennessee; Peoria, Illinois
(two); Brookhaven Township,
New York; Teaneck, New JeTsey; ColumbuS, Ohio; Clayton,
Missouri; Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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Historic Deep South Institute Held in Mississippi
On the shores of the great Gulf of Mexico at Waveland, Mississippi, an unprecendented Deep South Institute was held Thanksgiving weekend, November 2528 - its theme "Dawnbreakers of the New World
Order."
Sponsored by the Local Spiritual Assembly of Jackson, Mississippi, the Institute brought together distinguished Hand of the Cause Zikr'u'llah Khadem,
Auxiliary Board Members Curtis Kelsey, Jack McCants,
William Tucker, and National Teaching Committee
member, Jane McCants, as representative of the Na~
tional Spiritual Assembly, to conduct the program for
this momentous occasion. It was the first of its kind in
the history of the American Baha'i Community and
the first to actively involve aU the Institutions of
the New World Order in the United States. Its significance cannot be properly evaluated at present, but
no doubt future history will mark it as an event from
which emanated a new spiritual upsurge of teaching
in the Southern States.
The first day of the Institute was given over to registration and a get-acquainted session. That evening,
beloved Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem, and Auxiliary
Board Member, M'e. Kelsey, spoke on the CCDay of the
Covenant" giving its meaning and significance. Mr.
Kelsey told some delightfUl stories of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
Center o:f the Covenant, after which the friends were
presented by Mr. Khildem with a golden ribbon bearing
the message: "The Beloved of all hearts, Shoghi Effendi, is surely calling us On High for Universal Participation called for by the Supreme Body of the Faith,
the Universal House of .Justice. The time is short!"
Mr. Kelsey presented each with a joyful photograph of
'Abdu'I-BahO..
The second day opened with Mr. Khadem recounting
remarkable stories of historical value in the progress
and development of the Faith. His explanations of
prophetic verses in the Holy Qur' an and Old and New
Testaments were most illuminating. He advised the
frieods to make an effort to study and comprehend the
Glorious Book of Mui)ammed.
Mr. Jack McCants presented a brief but comprehen-

sive historical account of the Covenant of God and the
sacrifices made by the Prophets and their followers to
establish God's Religion in the hearts of men.
Dr. William Tucker offered very practical ways and
means for winning the goals of the Nine Year Plan.
His remarks were directed to each and every Baha'i of
aU ages and backgrounds.
Mrs . .Jane McCants gave an impassioned and inspiring talk on the 1965 Ri<;lvan Message of the Universal
House of Justice. She cited the example of Badi, that
heroic, humble youth who stood on the rock until he
could present the Message of Baha'u'Jlilh to the Shah,
the implication being that were the friends to follow
his example of steadfastness and devotion many victories could be shared in 1967 at the celebration of the
Centenary of Baha'u'llah's proclamation of His Messages to the kings and rulers of the world.
That evening, Mr. Khadem talked more about the
Master, the Guardian and the Universal House of
Justice and showed a film of 'Abdu'l-Baha in America
in 1912, there by bringtug those gathered closer to the
Center of the Covenant.
The third day was a continuation of the two previous
days, carrying forward the spirit of "the love of God
.. . stirred with higher waves," which had been generated by the love and inspiration of the participants in
the program. Highlighting this day was the commemoration early the next morning (1 :00 A.M.) of
the Forty-fourth Anniversary of the Ascension of 'Ahdu'l-Baha. Mr. Curtis Kelsey, who was in Haifa at the
time and one of the last persons to visit him shortly
before His passing, shared with those gathered his remarkable reminiscences of that event.
All who a !tended this Institute were truly inSPired and
counted themselves privileged to have been a part of it.
Several national and cultural heritages were represent·
edt those in attendance including an African student
and an American Indian. Approximately one hundred
forty adults and youth from fifteen states and two
foreign countries shared the benefits and bounties of
this blessed event.

On arrival at the Alabama State Convention, held at the
Holiday Inn in Birmingham, Alabama, the friends were
greeted by a large billboard proclaiming the event.
After lunch the group assembled under this sign for

photographs demonstrating to wide-eyed passers-by

that the Baha'i principle of unity can function even in
the heart of Birmingham, Alabama.
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Teaching Conference of the
BaM'is of Eliot, Maine held at
the Fellowship House at Green
Acre on the weekend of Octo be,.
8-10 and led by Mrs. Terah C,
Smith. This was the third such
teaching conference to be held
at Eliot recently.

College Club Visits Temple
The Baha'i College Club of
the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, brought their friends
to Wilmette on October 31 for a
visit to the House of Worship
and f:la;iratu'l-Quds. Arriving
about noon they enj oyed a potluck lunch and social hour with
the North Shore Baha'; Youth
Club, followed by a visit to the
f:I"pra where they had a spontaneous songfest. They attended the devotional service at
the Temple, heard a short talk
by Mrs. Margaret Ruhe and
had an opportunity to visit the
beautiful grounds of the House
of Worship. All seemed delighted with this opportunity for
acquainting their friends with
the national Center of the Faith
in Wilmette and the chance to
share in the Baha'i spirit of
warmth and fellowship.

News Briefs
The Finnish Baha'is News Bulletin has announced the
purchase of land for a temple site for Finland, as of
October 1, 1965. '!he Universal House of Justice cabled
the NSA of Finland as follows: "Delighted news accomplishmeot goal Temple site, further evidence numerically small highly promising devoted Finnish
Baha'i community."

o
The local Assembly of Sacramento MunIcipal Court
District in Carmichael, California celebrated the Birth.
day of Baha'u'llah with a Persian potluck supper giving
believers and their friends an opportunIty to enjoy the
spirit of Baha'i fellowship on this happy aoniversary.
Over thirty attended the gathering which was held in
a home in a goal area of the California Victory Plao.

o
Local Assembly of South King County second Commission District, Washington, incorporated June 15,.
1965. Left to right, rear: W. Richard Jahnke, Opal L.
Conner, Elizabeth J. Harris, Ede McCollum, Jack Ting-

stad. Front: M. Sue Tingstad, Douglas HaTTis, Magdalen
Bruce, Carolyn. Christiansen.

In Peoria Heights, Illinois! the birthday of Baha'u'll8h
was observed with a public meeting in a downtown
building. Mr. Farhang Alai spoke to the audience of
about forty, stressing the teachings of Baha'u'Uflb. A
spirited question period during the social hour following
the talk. There was excellent newspaper publicity.

.
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Visitors to Alaska State Fair Learn of Faith
One of the most successful public proclamations ot
the Faith ever held in Alaska took place during the
State Fair held in Palmer over Labor Day weekend.
The Matanuska Valley Local Assembly, assisted by
Palmer and Spenard friends, staffed the booth. Interesting discussions were held, over eight hundred pieces
of literature were presented to interested people, and
31,000 attendees at the fair were exposed to the Baha'i
Faith in four days.

A New Way of Publicizing the Faith
Two Baha'is, George and Lori Neuzil, managers of a
motel at Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin, have started this
summer a plan of replacing the Gideon Bibles, usually
put in hotel rooms with copies Of Bahd 1u'Ucih a.nd the
New Era. Each book was accompanied by a notice to
the effect that it was there for information only, there
being no desire to force these thoughts or incur 0 bligation. The resnlts at the end of the summer showed that
all copies of the book had been read, at least in part,
seven copies having been taken away. About 100 free
pamphlets Were taken from the display racks in the
front office.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
David Villasenor, noted Baha'i artist of Pasadena, California (center) reproduced in fiberglass the Aztec stone
calendar discovered in Mexico dating back to the
middle 1400's. It is cal!ed the "Stone of the Sun." Mr.
ViUasenor was commissioned to make this reproduction.
jor the Los Angeles County Museum. It stands twelve
leet high, weigh. about 600 pounds and took mOTe than
ten months to complete. Shown with Mr. ViUasenOT is
Lie. Luis EcheveTris, SecTetary of the Interior of Mexico, and Ernest E. Debs, Supervisor Of Los Angeles
Third District.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
January 19--Sultan (Sovereignty)
February 7-Mulk (Dominion)

WORLD RELIGION DAY
January IS-Religion Comes of Age

The new, fourth edition [1966-671 of Who's Who of
American Women makes mention of the Baha'i Publishing Trust and BaM', New. in connection with the
listed biography of Mrs. Eunice Braun, as the manag..
fig director and international news editor respectively.
The informa lion has also been scheduled for inclusion
in the forthcoming edition of Who's Who in the Midwest.

Baha'; House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekday.
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sundays and Holidays
10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

Service of Worship
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
February 11-13
March 25-27

Public Meeting
Sunday, January 16
4:15 p.m.

BAHA'f NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'fs only by tile National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'f NEWS is edited by an annUally appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.

Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, minois, U.S.A.
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Universal House of Justice Calls for
200 Additional Pioneers to Ensure Victory
Announce all believers rejoice response Baha'i world pioneer call raised Ridvan message requiring 460 pioneers course current year. Thus far 93 settled
posts including 15 virgin territories: St. Andres Island, Providencia Island,
Marmara Island, Chad, Niger, Cayman Islands, Turks and Caicos, Ischia,
Gotland, Alaska Peninsula, Barbuda, St. Kitts-Nevis, Inner Hebrides, Bornholm, Capri. 35 additional settled same goals. 167 more arisen and in process
settling. Total 295 souls responded call. Further 200 believers needed next four
swiftly passing months fill remaining goals. Fate Pioneer Plan hanging balance, praying fervently Holy Shrines required number heroic souls arise meet
challenge critical hour. Urge promptly assemblies needing funds execute
assignments apply immediately International Deputization Fund. Imperative
settle all territories announced Ridvan except those dependent favorable circumstances. Virgin and resettlement territories priority. Confident spirit devotion friends glorious faith ensure brilliant victory this primary objective
so-vital Nine Year Plan.
Haifa, Israel
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
December 11, 1965

COMMENTARY:
Following dispatch of the foregoing cablegram to the
Baha'! World Community, the Universal House of Justice sent to all National Spiritual Assemblies a detailed
list of current needs together with a report of the progress made on all goals of the Pioneer Plan initiated at
Ridvlln 1965. As announced in the cabled message,
run:ety-three of the 204 posts had been settled, including fifteen virgin goals. A later letter reports that the
number of goals settled had been increased to 107 t leaving ninety-seven still to be filled. To open the remaining
forty-two virgin goals and to re-settle vacated posts two
hundred pioneers, in addition to those already in process of settling, are needed before Ric;lvlln 1966.
Of the ninety-seven posts still to be settled the Universal House of Justice has listed thirty-rune that are to
be given top priority. These call for a minimum of

forty-two believers. By continents these priority goals
are distributed a. follows:
Africa 6
America- 15
Asia5

Australia Europe-

5
8

The fate of the Pioneer Plan hangs in the balance.
National and continental committees are ready to act
promptly, funds are available to National Assemblies
unable to execute their own assignments, and the Universal House of Justice is praying fervently at the Holy
Shrines that the required number of souis will arise to
meet the challenge of this critical hour. Who are the
two hundred lovers of Bahil'u'llilh who will respond for
the triumph of His Cause and complete victory of the
goals for this first stage of the Nine Year Plan?

The Universal House of Justice Answers
Questions About the Kitab-i-Aqdas
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States
Dear Baha!i Friends,
We have received a number of inquiries as to the
translation and publication of the Kitab-i-Aqdas from
friends who are unable to read it in its original form.
We feel the following extract from a letter written on
behalf of the beloved Guardian by his secretary dated
December 27, 1941, addressed to the National Spiritual
Assembly of India and Burma clarifies this question:

"The reason it (the Kitab-i-Aqdas) is not circulated
amongst all the Baha'is is, first, because the Cause
is not yet ready or sufficiently matured to put all
the provisions of the Aqdas into effect, and second,
because it is a Book which requires to be supplemented by detailed explanations and to be translated
into other languages by a competent body of experts.
The provisions of the Aqdas are gradually, according
to the progress of the Cause, being put into effect
already, bolh in Ihe E asl and the West . .."
As is well known, the beloved Guardian has already given in God Passes By, p. 214-215, a summary of the contents of this Most Holy Book, and
included the codification of all the laws of the Kitabi-Aqdas as one of the objectives of the Ten Year
Crusade. It is the intention of the Universal House
of Justice to achieve this objective by publishing
a synopsis and codification of these laws during the
current Nine-Year Plan.
Much of the Kitab-i-Aqdas has already been translated by the beloved Guardian and has been given
to the friends in the West, although not designated,
in every case, as coming from the Most Holy Book.
We give you below a list of such references for
your guidance:
Glea:nings from the Writings of Se<:tions XXXVII, LVI,
Baha'u~Udh
LXX. LXXI, LXXII,
XCVIII, CV, CLV, CLlX,
and CLXV.
pp. 26 (lsi para.) , 36-37
The Promised Day Is Come
(until the end of 2nd
para.) 40 (2nd para.).
and 84·85 (until the end
at 1st para,)
The ChaUenging RequiTements pp. 16-17 (until the end
of the Pre3ent HOUT

of 1st para,)

Bahd'i Administration

p. 21 (lst para.)

The World Order of
Bahd''U,'Uo.h

p. 134 (2nd para.)

The BaM', Community
(1963 Edition)
Star of the West, Vol. XIV

p. 40 (2nd & 3rd paras.)
pp. 112.114

The two reasons given by the Guardian in the ex·
tract of the letter quoted above need further amplification:

1. As regards the first reason, regarding the timeliness of putting into effect all the provisions of
the Kitab-i-Aqdas, it must be borne in mind
that the beloved Guardian further stated:
"The Laws revealed by Baha'u'llith in the Aqdas
are, whenever practicable and not in direct eonfiict with the Civil Laws of the land, absolutely
binding on every believer or Baha'i institution
whether in the E asl or in the West. Certain laws,
such as fasting, obligatory prayers, the consent
of the parents before marriage, avoidance of
alcoholic drinks, monogamy, should be re-garded by all believers as universally and vitally applicable at the present time. Others have
been formulated in anticipation of a state of
society destined to emerge from the chaotic
conditions that prevail today. When the Aqdas
is published this matter will be further explained and elucidated. What has not been formulated in the Aqdas, in addition to matters of
detail and of secondary importance arising out
of the application of Ihe laws already formulated
by Baha 'u'llith, will have to be enacled by the
Universal House of Justice . . . " (Boo'! NEWS,
October, 1935)
The Guardian has further written:
"It should be noted in this connection that this
Administrative Order is fundamentally ditlerent from anything that any Prophet has previously established, inasmuch as Baha'u'llih
has Hiroself revealed its principles, established
its institutions, appointed the person to interpret His Word and conferred the necessary
authority on the body designed to supplement
and apply His legislative ordinances. Therein
lies the secret of its strength, its fundamental
distinction, and the guarantee against disintegration and schism. I I (World Order of Bahd.'u'lllih, p. 145)
2. As to the second reason given by the beloved
Guardian in the extract referred to above, it must be
noted that the supplementary material to go with the
publication of the laws of the Kitab-i-Aqdas may well
include the fQUowing items, all of which require careful research and translation:

a. The Annex to the Kitab-i-Aqdas, the "Questions and Answers." (God Passes By, p. 219)
b. Tablets of Baha'u'llith in "elaboration and elucidation of some of the laws He (Baha'u'llah)
had already laid down." (God Passes By, p.

216)
c. Tablets of Baha'u'llah establishing "subsidiary
ordinances designed to supplement the previsions of His Most Holy Book." (God Passes
By, p. 216)
d. The Letters and Writings of 'Abdu'I-Baha and
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Shoghi Effendi in interpretation of the laws
and ordinances of the Kitab-i-Aqdas.
e. Other explanations and footnotes that may be
required in elucidation of the provisions of
that Book.
We hope the foregoing will clarify the matter for the
friends.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

December 6, 1965
Bahl1'i World Center

Universal House of Justice
Cables Tribute to Allen McDaniel
Informed of the passing of Allen Boyer McDaniel on
December 18, 1965, the Universal House of Justice sent
the following cablegram to the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States:
GRIEVED LEARN PASSING DEVOTED GREATLY LOVED SERVANT FAITH ALLEN MCDANIEL. TIRELESS ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED MOST
DIFFICULT PERIOD CONSTRUCTION MOTHER
TEMPLE WEST. MANIFOLD SERVICES MEMBER NATIONAL ASSEMBLY SPANNING NEARLY QUARTER CENTURY UNFORGETTABLE.
PRAYING SHRINES PROGRESS SOUL ABUNDANT BLESSINGS ABBA KINGDOM.
Mr. McDaniel bad a long and distinguished career as
an engineer, executive, and educator. He served on the
faculty of a number of universities, and as an expediting engineer for the United States Army during World
War I, supervised extensive construction projects in the
United States and its possessions, was the author of
many technical books, and held membership in numerous pro1essional associations.
To the Baha'is Mr. McDaniel was best known for his
association with the design and construction of the
Baha', House of Worship in Wilmette, Illinois. It began
in the early 1920' s when he wa s on the faculty of the
Engineering Department of the University of Illinois,
soon after he had first heard of the Baha'I Faith. He
was invited as a consulting engineer to advise on the
elevation of the main floor of the Temple structure, and
soon thereafter he headed the search for materials and
methods for the construction of the Temple itself, a
search that led to the John J. Early Studio in Washington, D.C., which produced both the exterior and interior
ornamentation of the Baha'i House of Worship.
For nearly a quarter of a century Mr. McDaniel
continued to act in a professional capacity on the
Advisory Board of the Temple Trustees, at the same
time serving as member of the National Spiritual
Assembly from 1925 to 1945, much of that time as its
chairman.
Following several years of ill health, Mr. McDaniel
moved from Waterford, Virginia to Lemon Cove, California, where he was residing at the time of his death.
Mr. McDaniel's book, The Spell of the Temple published in 1953 by Vantage Press, Inc., New York ~ 'N.Y.,
gives a fascinating account of the erection of the
Mother Temple of the West from the time of its inception to its public dedication in 1953.

Edward Struven, Earlv Baha'i,
Passes Awav in Florida
GRIEVED NEWS PASSING EDWARD STRUVEN DEVOTED SERVANT FAITH ASSOCIATED EARLY
DAYS TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION PRAYERS SHRINES
PROGRESS illS SOUL ABHA KINGDOM
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Mr. Edward Struven, well known to many American
Bah! 'is for his long years of service in connection with
the early stages of the construction of Baha'i House
of Worship in Wilmette, illinois, passed away in Bradenton, Florida, on December 31, 1965.
Mr. Struven became a follower of Baha'u'llah in 1896
and was among the believers who welcomed 'Abdu'l..
Baha on His arrival in New York in 1912. In 1923 Mr.
Struven, a construction engineer, was asked to assist in
the construction of the Temple. Many Baha'is who
visited the Temple long before any superstructure ap"peared above the foundation will remember the exciting image Mr. Struven gave them of the glorious edifice
that would soon begin to dominate the landscape and
lakefront area of Wilmette.
In 1943 Mr. Struven visited Arizona and then settled
in Florida where he continued to teach the Faith
actively until his death.

Margaret Lentz
May 23, 1877 -

December 12, 1965

The above dates encompass the life-span of Miss
Ma rgaret Lentz, early believer, ardent teacher and
devoted pioneer. She came to the United States from
her home in Germany, spent some time in the eastern
part of this country, served for a short period at the
National Baha'I Center in the early years of its establishment in Wilmette, went to Africa as one of the first
pioneers to that continent, and returned to Europe,
settling in Austria, where she worked indefatigably for
the Cause of Baha'u'llah until her death.
The love, devotion and gratitude expressed by the
National Spiritual Assembly of Austria for Margaret
Lentz and the eulogy by Hand of the Cause Dr. Adelbert Miihlschlegel at her interment, bear eloquent testimony to the reverent and loving regard in which she
was held. Her work on this plane is not forgotten or
ended, for the friends of Austria have paid her a great
tribute in the following words: HIt is our desire to
faithfully carry on her work which she has concluded
on this earthly plane in such a way that she may
rejOice and be pleased with us."
A true follower of Baha'u'llllh, self-sacrificing and
wholly devoted-such was Margaret Lentz.

Baha'i Holv Days Recognized
Superintendents of Schools in two more localities
have recently granted permission for children of
Bahalis to be absent from school on Baha'i Holy Days.
They are: Bloomington, Indiana and St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Fourth South American Teaching Congress Held in Buenos Aires

Fourth Regional Teaching CongTeSS of South America, held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, NOI.lember 5, 6 and 1,
1965 with Hand of the Cause, Jawl Khdzeh, Board members Rangvaid Taetz, Margot Worley, Edmund Miessler,
Athos Costas, Hooper Dunbar and Leopolda Caraballo and representatives from the National Spiritual Assemblies

of ATgentina, Bolivia., Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and U Taguay. VaH Samadani, chairman of the NSA of Argentina,
welcomed the attendants on behalf of the host assembly. The various coun.tries -reported on progress in the Nine
Year Plan with special consultation on ways and means to teach and consolidate the Indian teaching work.

Much of the consultation at the Teaching Congress
centered aTound Baha'i community life .. relationship of
the Hands and AuxiliaTl/ Boards to the Administrative
organs of the F uith and the fundamental need to live a
BaM', life as a basis for any teaching. Mr. Khazeh
frequently cited the statem ents of Shoghi Effendi in
Tespect to success in teaching.

Hand of the Cause Mr. Khazeh (center) expressed
gratitude to the Hands of the Cause in the Western
Hemisphere for calling the Teaching Congress. Mar-

got Worley (left) reviewed some of the points made
at the previous Teaching Congress in Georgetown, British Guiana. Hooper Dunbar (right) reiterated the points
mentioned by the Universal House of Justice as applying to every Bahd'i in the Nine Year Plan: teaching ..
living the life, contributing to the Fund and studying the
Revelation of Baha'u'l!ah.
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Bogota, Colombia Hosts Regional Teaching Congress

Regional Teaching Congress of Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador welcomed at Bogota, Colombia lJ.a;iratu'!-Quds by Hand of the Cause,
Jaldl Khlizeh.

The second of a series of four South American
Regional Teaching Congresses convened by the Hands
of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere and the Auxiliary Boards was held July 30 - August 1, 1965 at the
Bogota, Colombia l]:a~iratu'l-Quds. Mr. Jalitl Khazeh,
Hand of the Cause, welcomed all thos e present in the
name of the Hands of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere and expressed his desire that during the sessions
of this historic event ordained by the Universal House
of Justice and convened by the Hands of the Cause, the
essential purpose would be an exchange of ideas and
experiences, especially mass conversion, as well as the
mutual study of the best ways and means of serving the
threshold of Bah.. 'u'llah. It was hoped that the fruits of
this Congress would be the development of plans and a
new impetus in spreading the Faith in the three representative countries, as well as having a clearer understanding of the relationship between the institution of
the Hands of the Cause and their Auxiliary Board
members with the administrative bodies of the Faith.
The congress was blessed by the attendance of the
following persons: Hand of the Cause, Mr. J alai
Khazeh; Auxiliary Board Members, Mrs. Gayle Woolson of Ecuador, Eve Nicklin of Venezuela and Donald
Witzel of Colombia; the representative of the National

Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador, Mrs. Isabel Pavon de
Calderon; eight members of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Colombia and Bah .. 'Is from the Colombian
communities of Bogota, Barranquilla, Bucaramanga,
Cali, Manizalez, Pereira, Ibague, Cienaga de Oro and
Sanbito.
A cable of greeting and love from the congress was
approved to be sent to the Universial House of Justice
and the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land and a
reply received from the Universal House of Justice as
follows: GRATEFUL NEWS CONGRESS BOGOTA
PRESENCE HAND CAUSE KHAZEH PRAYING
SHRINES CONFIRMATIONS BAHA'U'LLAH WILL
SURROUND YOU BRING NEW ZEAL FRIENDS
TEACHING EFFORTS SURPASS GOALS NINE YEAR
PLAN.
There was excellent consultation during the three
days on the themes of the "The Baha'i Civilization,"
UThe Nine Year Plan," related to each country participating,
"National Assemblies, It
'iTeaching
the
Masses/' "The Protection of the Faith," and "Adminis_
tration of the National Office." Mr. Khazeh enriched the
discussion from his vast store of experience and wisdom.

First National Youth Congress of Brazil held in early
September, with Hand of the Cause, Jallii Khdzeh.

T-
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FIRST
TEACHING CONFERENCE
HELD IN
QUICHE
Left above, Baha'Is and friends at
meeting in Coban, Guatemala, with.
Auxiliary Board membeT, Artemus
Lamb. Photo below shows first National Teaching Conference held in
Quiche, Guatemala, September 24
and 25, with Artemus Lamb present.

Kenya Goes Forward on Goals of Plan
The National Assembly of the Baha'ls of Kenya in
Africa have annoWlced the achievement of two goals of
the Nine Year Plan. The National Assembly has been
officially incorporated and also the local Baha'i Center
of Nairobi has been converted into a National IJa~irat'l
Quds.
A few months ago, the National Assembly of Kenya
organized eleven teaching conferences for the purpose
of having special discussions on the Nine Year Plan.
Eleven conferences were organized out of which ten
were successfully held. These occurred in Malava,
Namawanga, Nairobi, Tudodo, Kilifi, KisH, Transnzoia, Nandi, Menu and Masianda. These ten conferences brought forth a total of 1,350 in attendance. In
addition to Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga, many
friends travelled to these various places to conduct the
conferences and to make them a success. Another
series is being planned for early 1966.
Four provincial teaching committees have also been
organized to expand the work in Western Province, Rift
Valley Province, Nyanza Province and the Coast Province. Since May, they have been instrumental in enrolling 1,610 people. Much of their time has been utilized
also in consolidation of the Assemblies and large
groups.

The first native believer of Greenland, Hendrik Olsen,
(second from right) mentioned in December Bw'f
NEWS. His wife (left) and son are present, together
with Mrs. Johanna Hoeg, Auxiliary Board member, and
Dr. Rafatt, who joorneyed to Greenland from Den.mark
to witness MT. Olsen's declaration on July 15, 1965. M1's.
Hoeg's and Mr. Rafatt's presence in Greenland resulted
in mILch excellent publicity for the Faith. In Upernavik,
Mr. Ol.sen's home, a public meeting was attended by
100 people.

National .(fa.lratu'!-QlLds of Alaska located three miles
sooth of Anchorage. The office of the National Spiritual Assembly is in the rear at the right.
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Many Visitors Attracted to
West Cameroon, East Nigeria Conferences
Right: Baha'is and friends at Teaching Conference in Ekpene Tete, Eastern Nigeria, August 28-29, 1965,
Below left: Teaching Conference in
Tinto, West Cameroon, October 9-10,
1965, which attracted 242 people.

Below right: Members of Tinto District Teaching Committee, with three
National Assembly members present.

The regional and district teaching committees have
been very actively planning and holding village teaching conferences which have not only been a strong
encouragement to believers, giving all who attended a
chance to deepen their understanding 01 the Faith and
to ask many questions, but have also been the cause of
the gaining interest of non-Baha'is in each area.
The first conference was held at :Mkpott near Mamfet
West Cameroon on August 7. About forty-five Baha'is
and friends gathered from ten communities in nearby
villages. The chief 01 the village gave a hall for the
conference which was gaily decorated with posters
announcing the meeting. The entire population of
Mkpot gathered to hear the singing of Baha'i songs as
the believers from the several villages arrived. Among
items on the program discussed was the importance of
the Nine Year Plan as it concerns Cameroon Republic,
and special contributions were offered for the establishment of a teaching institute.
Eastern Nigeria was the scene of the next conference
held in Ekpene Tete near Calabar, central to a number
of rapidly increasing Baha'i communities. All who
attended were inspired by the talks and general discussions, and the conference was noteworthy for the active
participation of old and new Baha'is.
The rest of the conferences were held in West Cam·
eroon, the third being held at Muyuka, near Victoria.
More than twenty Baha'is gathered from several communities in the area to enjoy a varied program which
included a 'mock' election of a local spiritual assembly.
This conference was inspired, not only by the many
visitors, but also by the presence of AUxiliary Board
Member, Mr. Manfred Ekongwe.

242 Attend Tinto Conference
The largest conference was held in Tinto, MamIe Division, on October 9 and 10, when many Baha'i communities were represented among the 242 believers, visitors
and non-Baha'is attending. The conference was held in
the Customary Court Hall and invitations were sent out
to the important chiefs and quarterheads of nearby
villages, many of whom attended. The program included not only social, spiritual and administrative teachings of the Faith, but again there was a study of the
Nine Year Plan and a discussion on the fulfillment of
prophecy.
The last two conferences coincided on October 23 and
24, one held at Kembong near Mamfe, and the other at
Mutengene near Victoria. At Kembong the meeting
reached its climax as two believers stepped forward to
offer to spend short periods of teaching in two of the
goal towns in the area and two declarations were
accepted.
At Mutengene, which is also a goal town for the
formation of an assembly by next Ri<j.van, the believers
gathered in the home of the secretary of the group.
Again many friends had come from nearby communi·
ties, including Auxiliary Board member, Mr. Samuel
Smart from Victoria.
In all cases the believers in the 'host> villages contrib·
uted both food and shelter to the visitors and the
meetings were very successful because of the fine
Baha'i spirit and hospitality which prevailed. Almost
all of the conferences were attended by at least one
member of the National Spiritual Assembly as well as
the members of each regional or district teaching
committee.
J
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Know Your laha'i Literature
"The World Order of Baha'u'llah"
by Shoghi Effendi
[Reviewed by Marion Hofman}
The World Order of Baha'u'llcih is a legacy to the
Bah,,'is and to the world which our generation can but
dimly appreciate. This series of essays, written from
1929 to 1936, by Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the
·Bah"'i Faith, embody in bold, vast, and certain outline
the pattern and the evolving momentum of World
Order.
It is a unique book, the first and only one of its kind,
for its appearance depended upon a fitting climax in
history and upon the assured knowledge which only
the Guardian of God's Faith could bring. Here is no
tentative approach to the events of our time, no deduction of trend based upon reasonable observation and
subject to all the limitations of the human mind. Here,
rather, is the consummate revelation of a process t
divine and irresistible, which today is surrounding and
motivating the actions of humanity on the threshold of
its mightiest age-the epoch of world civilization.

Pathetic Efforts of World leaders
The seven years which produced these essays can be
seen in retrospect as a critical but stagnant time, when
beneath a relative calm the roots of disintegration were
fastening on every social institution. In the experience
of nations they represent the culmination of that period
of respite and fatuous security between two wars, which
in reality was a breeding-ground of superficial panaceas obscuring the true and bitter situation. While
some sixty governments renounced war as an instrument of national policy, through their indifference,
lack of vision, or unscrupulous acts they were preparing the most frightful war in recorded history. They
believed or professed to believe, that peace could be
had for no price but a promise and the ink on a piece of
paper. The intricate and solemn responsibilities of
interdependence, and the sacrifices and labors which
the building of a peaceful international society would
require were passed by with a thoughtlessness nothing
short of sulcidal. Barely-repressed hostilities, warning
signals of economic disruption, the introduction of
shameless philosophies of government, and finally the
outbreak of conquest in two widely-separated areasall were neglected and glossed over by a world unwilling to abandon its traditional divisions for the dynamic
task of universal reconstruction. "How pathetic
indeed," came the Guardian's penetrating judgment in
1931, "are the efforts of those leaders -of human institutions who, in utter disregard of the spirit of the age, are
striving to adjust national processes, suited to the
ancient days of self-contained nations, to an age which
must either achieve the unity of the world, as adumbrated by Baha'u'lIa.h, or perish. H

For Baha'fs a Seed-Time
For the Baha'is these seven years will also be remembered as a seed-time of relative quiet, not of evil

It"

but of vigorous and fruitful days. For these were the
years immediately preceding the opening of the greatest collective enterprise in the first century of the Faith,
the inception of that Divine Plan which is so intimately
entwined with the world's destiny. They were, moreover, in the most literal sense the last stretch of calm
before the Judgment Day. And it was preciSely through
the influence of the Guardian's writings, which poured
in a continuous flow from Haifa, that the tiny community of followers of Baha'u'llith was quickened and
tr ained to take up its role in the world-shaking events
so soon to be unleashed upon an unsuspecting generation.
A Vision of Persuasive Power
As humanity neared its zero-hour and the clash oI
irreconcilable forces loomed ahead, upon the very eve
of that final and universal struggle for the destruction
of outworn systems, which is still raging and can only
end with the emergence of a world society, the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith raised a clear and unequivocal
call summoning men of all nations, races, cIasses, and
beliefs to a single and a sacred goal. "It is towards this
goal-the goal of a new World Order, Divine in origin,
all-embracing in scope, equitable in principle, challenging in its features-that a harassed humanity must
strive."
In some such terms as these, sweeping and irresistible as the movement of nations at their crucial hour,
we who support the life-germ of a potent Faith must
seek the meaning of this remarkable guldebook, The
World Order of Baha'u'llcih. Toward it Bah,,'is have a
special responsibility, for here are contained the indispensable truths which will clarify and invigorate our
every activity. Above all, here is a vision of persuasive
power-the vision of a world in birth-whose dynamic
impact is certain to unlock the convictions of masses of
men who, in the not distant future, will rally to the
standard of Bah"'u'llilh.

All the Fundamentals of World Order
To study tbis book is to realize that, within its scope,
are all the fundamentals of World Order. Why world
civilization must be spiritually based, the unique fusion
of Baha'u'llah's "regenerating Spirit" with His u su_
preme instrument for the establishment of the Most
Great Peace," the social principles which will buttress
world society, its root in the organic oneness of mankind, its structure and key institutions, the distinction
of this Divine Economy from all other religious and
political systems, the authentic sources and explicit
safeguards of world unity, the significance and function
of World Order as the consummation of "man's collective life on this planet," the challenge of its inevitable
unfoldment to all resistant institutions) America's predominant role as its "champion-builder," the "fire of
ordeal" through which humanity is bound to pass with
its assured outcome in the gradual welding together of
discordant elements into one all-encompassing world
commonwealth, and finally the entrancing vista of a
"Day when the kingdoms of this world shall have
become the Kingdom of Baha'u'llah" - these are but
some of the themes which the Guardian unfolds in
seven matchless essays.

No Single Word Dispensable
These are pages so packed with meaning that they
cannot by any effort be truly summarized. In the
writings of Shoghi Effendi no single word is dispensable. Nothing less than his own two hundred pages
can encompass the essence of World Order which he
portrays. Nor is one essay to be preferred above another,
for like the World Order itself, they are organic and
progressive; each supplements and evolves the Guardian's thought with its own individual purpose and use.
So compact are these chapters, so revealing, inexhaustible, and often astonishing, even to Baha'is, that they
exercise a constant claim and bestow an ever-renewing
stimulus and joy.

Particular Essays for Prior Attention
Perhaps for those approaching the Faith of
Bahit'u'll8.h for the first time, it is wise to point out two
sections in particular, The Goal of a New World
Order (1931) and The Unfoldment of World Civilization (1936). The first is a classic statement, perfect
and irrefutable, of the world's plight, its travail, and
the promise and foundation of the coming Order. It is a
statement which grows more valid with every passing
day and ought to be known by the intelligent citizenry
of this and every land. Both essays are without doubt
the creative source of concepts which even now are
transforming and elevating the currents of contemporary thought to a recognition of humanity's coming of
age and the steady unfoldment of world commonwealth.
Still a third section indispensable to students is The
Dispensation Of Bnha'u'U<ih (ISM), giving definitive
form to the essentials of Baha'i belief which are requisite to membership. Yet basic as this chapter is for
students, it has a thousand-fold interest for Baha'is
themselves whose 'Iilrst obligation" is 'Ito strive to
obtain a more adequate understanding of the signifi-

cance of Baha'u'llilh's stupendous Revelation." Here is
the Guardian's own explanation and measuring-rod of
"certain fundamental verities ... whlch lie at the basis
of our Faith and the integrity of wbich it is our first
duty to safeguard. U The marvellous virility of the
World Order of Bahil'u'll8.h is vividly glimpsed in this
description of its source and development, for Uthe
bedrock on which this Administrative Order is founded
is God's immutable Purpose for mankind in this day. I t

Impact en First Recipients
Those who open The World Order of Bahd'u'lIcih for
the first time will always have in store a vital and
lasting experience. Yet it is something to have lived
through the impact of these messages as published
from year to year, absorbing them with passionate
concentration, and discovering within one's inmost nature the traces of their steadily-maturing effect. With
consummate wisdom and skllI the Guardian led out the
small band of Baha'u'llah's followers, expandlng their
wisdom, deepening their understanding, rousing their
energies, until no longer immersed in the processes of a
dying civilization they stood, ready and pOised for their
task, upon the threshold of that new World Order whlch
is the chief object of Divine Revelation in our age.

Transmutin9 Potency
The fulfillment of Baha'u'llah's great remedy for society requires the instrumentality of conscious and
willing lives who, recognizing in the daily struggles of
our time the birthpangs of World Order, will become its
first and loyal citizens. Tbis book contains the potency
to transmute all those who respond to its import into
men and women for whom "the earth is but one country
and mankind its citizens." In The World Order of
Bahd'u'Udh the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith has
unloosed in his readers such energies and hopes as
shall never be stilled until the wondrous edifice of the
Most Great Peace has been forever reared.

The National Administrative and
Teaching Committee of Cambodia
meeting with lamshed Foz-daT, chairman of the National Assembly of
Vietnam who aTe presently responsible for the work in Cambodia. Cambodia has already achieved its Nine
Year goal of the required number of
local asse,mblies and are working
toward completing the numbeT of
centers by Rigv<in, 1966. The Faith
in Cambodia has been recognized by
Royal Decree. Land is cUTrently being purchased and it is planned to
build the Haziratu'!-Quds on it by
this coming' Rigvan" the location be~
ing on one Of the main avenues of
the city of Phnom Penh.

to
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National Spiritual Assembly Represented at White House Conference
Our National Spiritual Assembly was represented at
the White House Conference on International Coopera..
tion held in Washington, D.C. from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.
For three days some 2,000 delegates listened to panels
dealing with areas of hum an endeavor where further
cooperation would help establish peace in our world.
Thirty diverse subjects ranged from space to human
rights. Questions and comments were invited from the
floor. Eventually 300 recommendations were ready for
our government to consider.
From a Baha'i point of view, it was apparent how
slowly and laboriously m an evolves in the direction of a
God-given plan for peace, security and justice. A sampling of the recommendations from Committee Reports
of the National Citizens' Commission will demonstrate
this fact:
1. uThat it be made normal practice for all university students to acquire a second world language, preferably ODe of the four official languages of the United Nations." (Report of the
Committee on Culture and Intellectual Exchange,
p.25.)
2. "That we recognize that the world is being made
one, not through political or other ideological
notions, but by scientific and technological lact
. . ." (Ibid. p. 30.)
3. "That public and private assistance to raise
the educational level 01 developing countries be
materially increased at once . . . H (Report of
the Committee on Education and Training,
p.14.)

4. "That the United States delete the Connally Amendment to its reservation to the declaration accepting the compulsory jurisdiction
of the International Court of Justice . . ." (Report of the Committee on Development of International Law, p. 1.)
5. "That the United States encourage a more widespread acceptance of true third-party attitudes
in the peacekeeping functions of the United N ations and greater utilization by Members and by
the Organization of third parties in mediatory,
conciliatory, and all other forms of peacekeeping efforts." (Report of the Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, p. 23. Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg was quoted as saying, uWe must find
new strength and new capabilities for building,
brick by brick, the community of man. H t p. 1.
The report says that IC we have yet to learn how
to generate that frame of mind and spirit that
makes it possible to move on .. . 1!, p. 2.)
6. "That the United States support the creation of
a U.N. Peace Force . . . . " (Report of the Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament,
p. 38.) The Report also proposed "a series of
steps which taken together would make a systematic and significant beginning to more far-

reaching disarmament," (p. 2.)
7. "That Governmental and private agencies Jom
in launching a nationwide campaign among
American youth to learn a second language/'
(Report on the Committee on Youth Activities,
p.2O.)

8. lCThe Committee endorses efforts to develop
universal treaties and conventions on human
rights." (Report of the Committee on Social Welfare, p. 35.)
9. "That the United States promptly ratify the four
human rights conventions which are now pend..
ing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee." (Report of the Committee on Human
Rights, p. 24.)
10. "That the United States plan in advance for
observance of International Human Rights Year
in 1968." (Ibid. p. 24.)
11. "That the United States withdraw its self-judging reservation to its acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice. I I (Report of the Committee on Peaceful
Settlement of Disputes, p. 27.)
12. "That the U.S. and voluntary organizations support international cooperation programs to improve educational opportunities for women at
all levels including training in foreign language
• • • I I (Report of the Committee on Women, p. 19.)
Such recommendations will serve as guidelines in
reshaping our society. They do not surprise or appall
Baha'is. They move in the direction of the world plan
enunciated by Bahit'u'llah already in the last century.
One high government official spoke of the enormity of
the problems relating to peace. He said they make
pygmies of everyone. He acknowledged they must be
approached somewhat "on our knees." Prayers, not
implications, are needed, he said.
At the huge banquet at which Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg spoke, each guest was given a copy of The
United Nations: Twenty YeaTS published by the United
Nations Association of the USA (345 East 46th Street,
N.Y. C., N. Y. 10017, priced at $1. 50 each.) For readable
and timely information on United Nations matters this
book is highly recommended. Baha'is will be pleased to
find our NSA listed under Council of Member Organizations of the UNA, p. 119. (Also recommended for yearround study is Clark M. Eichelberger's UN-The FiTSt
Twenty YeaTs.)

Baha'is know that the Lesser Peace will be established because God so wills it, because there are men
who care, because there are those who struggle to
cooperate. But only God's plan through Baha'u'llah can
establish the Most Great Peace.
-ANNAMARIE HONNOLD,

Representative of the NSA
of the Baha'is of the USA
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First Training Institute Enkindles Pioneering Spirit
The first Pioneer Training Institute ever attempted in
the United States, sponsored by the Foreign Goals
Committee, was held at Davison Baha'i School December 27 through 31, 1965. Over fifty Baha'is eager to gain
knowledge as well as inspiration for their future pioneering came from near and far. For the five days of
the Institute they attended classes from morning
through evening sessions. time being taken out only for

meals. The courses were intensely interesting, varied
and inspiring so that the time passed quickly and each
one went away feeling that his plans for serving the
Cause of God were more clear, well laid and confirmed.
Each of the six members of the staff who conducted
courses had pioneered outside the United States, some
for over ten years. Thus the teachers spoke from a
wealth of experience gained at their posts of widely
varying types and locations. Auxiliary Board member
William Maxwell taught the source and pattern of
Baha'i pioneering, using NabiPs Narrative of the DawnBreakers for text and showing how the plan for pioneering was laid by the Bab as He guided the Letters of the
Living. Mrs. Florence Mayberry, also an Auxiliary
Board member discussed the role and motivation of a
pioneer, giving helpful guides for the Baha'i teacher
who is suddenly confronted with unexpected situations
in his efforts to spread the Faith. Dr. David Earl,
recently returned from thirteen years in the Far East
gave a comprehensive picture o£ religions and social
movements in Asia while Mrs. Joy Earl told of the daily
life, customs and habits of behavior in Japan and
Korea. Relating some of the everyday experiences that
go with living in the West Indies Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Maxwell brought vividly to the students practical as
well as spiritual guidelines for the Baha'i who goes
there to live. Mr. Jameson Bond from Canada, a Baha'i
and pioneer who is trained in the science of anthropology, combined the knowledge of his field with a thorough
study of the Baha'i Teachings to show how those who
travel to new places can understand other peoples in
the deepest sense of the word and thereby be guided to

teach in the best way. He showed also how the plan for
spreading the Faith of Baha'u'llah is definite as to time
and place, and how 'Abdu'l-Baha in His Tablets of the
Divine Plan urges the believers, like the army of a
Divine Commander, to press on for victory.
Dramatic stories of pioneering experiences were
shared one evening by those who had pioneered a broad
during the Ten Year Crusade. Among those who contributed to this very dramatic and spiritually inspiring
evening were: Mrs. Catherine Cole, Miss Bettijane
Walker, Herbert Vaughan, Mrs. Luella McKay and son,
Mr. Bruce Matthew. Mr. Dale Enger, pioneer to Asia
also shared his thoughts and experiences in mass
conversion.
During one evening session Mr. Fred McClusky, a
former volunteer in the Peace Corps told of his experiences, contrasting the attitudes and concepts found
there with those of the Baha'is. Colored slides of Baha'is
and their activities in Central America were shown on
one evening, while on the closing night Christopher
Ruhe led the group in singing.
High point of the whole session was the decision by
one of the students to proceed immediately to her
pioneering post. Mrs. Elouise Sanders of Savannah,
Georgia, granted permission for a pilgrimage to Haifa
in early January, came to the school prepared to
pioneer in Africa wherever she was needed. While at
the school her post of Liberia was selected, visa and
necessary papers obtained and all joined to give her a
warm and joyful sendoff. Others expect to leave for
their posts in the near futUre.
This institute, made possible by the devoted cooperation of so many who have already given their hearts
and time to teaching the Faith of Baha 'u'll8.h to those
in other lands is, the Committee fully expects, the first
of many more similar sessions. At frequent intervals
and in various places the friends will gather in the
futUre in order that those who long to serve Bahi'u'llih
in this most worthy of all ways may be helped to attain
their purpose.

Those who attended the historic Deep South Institute held November 25 to 28 at Waveland, Mississippi and -reported in January Baha'i News. The Hands in Haifa cabled the follOWing message to the Conference: "Extend loving
greetings friends attending historic institute. Assure ardent prayers success laying foundation outstanding victories vital teaching work in area."

...._-
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Wilmette Sponsors
Human Rights Day Program
Human Rights Day was observed at the Baha'i House
of Worship when the Wilmette Baha'i community sponsored a unique program to honor Dr. Martin H. Bickham, 86 year old Wilmette Methodist layman, as the
"Father of Human Rights" in illinois. Dr. Bickham's
record in the field of race relations and human rights
groups spans over half a century, and he was on the
first commission for race relations in Illinois in 1943. He
has worked since that time with the local Baha'i
community, serving with the late Horace Holley when
Mr. Holley was NSA secretary, in establishing clear
lines on freedom of worship, rights of public accommodation, and rights of residence for all people, and
specifically relating to the minority race members of
the Baha'f Faith.
In recognition of this outstanding local citizen, the
Wilmette Baha'fs obtaIned effective metropolitan and
suburban press coverage as well as having the honoree
on a popular Chicago TV program, "The Morning
Show" which mentioned the Baha'i program several
times. Invitations were extended to an extensive list of
local dignitaries, as well as those citizens involved in
human rights groups. Baha'i communities in Chicago
and the Temple area also extended invitations to many.
Coverage was wide, indeed.
The night of the program was rainy; intense fog
prevailed. In spite of this, over 200 people attended,
many coming into the Baha'i House of Worship for the
first time, and all moved by this program.
Dr~ David S. Ruhe chaired the evening, with an
effective talk by Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeb on "Working
Together For Human Rights" setting the mood for the
evening. Then, briei mentions of various aspects of Dr.
Bickham's career were given by Dr. Franklyn Haiman,
illinois chairman for the American Civil Liberties Union; by Robert Young, president of Wilmette Human
Relations Committee; by Mrs. Harvey Aki t JapaneseAmerican Wilmette housewife, and by Rev. Bruce Gideon, as sistant minister of the Wilmette Methodist
Church where Dr. Bickham has been a member for 48
years. Senator Paul Douglas of illinois sent a telegram
in tribute, as did the Church Federation of Chicago, and
the Chicago Metropolitan Human Relations Commission.
The presentation of the beautifully designed citation
plaque was made by Wilson Rankin, Glencoe Baha'l

Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh (left) and Dr. Martin H. Bickham admire the citation honoring the Wilmette human
rights leader. Wilson Rankin Of Glencoe holels the
plaque designed by Lynn Hutchinson as Dr. David S.
Ruhe looks on.
who has worked for 20 years with Dr. Bickham in this
field of human relations in northern illinois. The tremendous ovation following the presentation was partly
for Mr. Rankin as well as for the honored guest.
In accepting the tributes to him, Dr. Bickham said
that three significant movements brought the people
together that evening: the founding of the llIinois Race
Relations Commission in 1943, the holding cd the firsti
International Conference of Baha'is held in Wilmette :in
1944 in the lOOth year of the Baha'f Faith, and the
founding of the United Nations in 1945.
He cited steps of progress in the years following,
toward human rights as they related directly to his
work with members of the Baha'i Faith, and he moved
those Baha'is attending with his glowing references to
the many times he shared efforts with Horace Holley,
efforts resulting in opening hotels to all races, establish...
ing the Baha'i Home in Wilmette and freedom to
worship.
The follow-up on this event is a renewed interest in
study of the Faith by casual friends, an intensified
understanding of the Baha'is locally, and a greater appreciation of the many friends of Dr. Bickham that this
outstanding gentleman has been given a public honor
long due to him, and given by the Baha'is of his own
home town.

At a winter paTty given in Chicago, December 19 as a
follow-up to the Woodlawn Project of last summer. The
fifty children who attended enjoyed games and singing, a favorite among the games being one called
"pioneering."

,.

At the Youth Retreat sponsored by the National Teaching Committee and held Nooember 25 to 28 at De:rler,
Michigan at the home of Mary WoUer. The ninety-three youth and their friends who came from thirty-three localities and nine states held stndy classes and discussion periods throughout the weekend at which there were four enTollments and the promise of several more to came soon...

Baha'is Open United Nations Office
in New York
The new Baha'i United Nations Office, consisting of
two small but attractive rooms in a new building facing
the United Nations, will well serve the purposes of the
international Baha'i UN representative, the national
Baha'i UN representative and the United Nations Committee of the Baha'is. Mrs. Etta Mae Mikhae1 will be at
the office two days a week to serve as executive
assistant.
The Baha'i United Nations Committee met in the
United Nations Plaza building for the first time in
December 1965 and was given the use of a fine conference room on the same floor as their office. It is
expected that the newly opened office will add greatly
to the prestige of the Faith as well as offer the convenience of work space. Members of the Committee
plan to have an extensive literature display and to
announce the address of the office to other nongovernmental organizations.

UN Official Shows Slides at Birthday Celebration
A capacity crowd from all walks of Isthmian life
gathered in the newly inaugurated Cristobal YMCA
auditorium Tuesday evening, October 19, to celebrate
with the Canal Zone Baha'is the 146th birthday anniversary of the Bab.
The YMCA manager narrated a collection of color
slides covering his extensive travels as a United N ations official in the Near and Middle East during the
United Nations demarcation operation between Egypt
and Israel.
Mrs. Leota Lockman, chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Panama, spoke on
"The Importance of the Baha'i Teaching in this Day."
Organist Charles Peterson followed with the presentation of his latest composition, the musical score of a
Baha'i prayer, The Tablet of A1}.mad. As the music was
heard publicly for the first time, his wife, Eda, intoned
the words of the prayer.
There were eighty-five people present, sixty-five of
whom were guests.
The eveningts activities were brought to close with a
repast prepared by the YMCA's catering service.

Washington Baha'is Honor Early Believer
Dr. 'Ali Kuli Khim presently living in Washington,
D.C. and known by believers as the translator of many
talks and Tablets of the Master, was honored last Fall
at a surprise party given by the Baha'Is of the area. Dr.
Khim, who speaks regularly at the public meetings in
Washington, expressed his appreciation at the demon..
stration of love and devotion by the friends and stated
how especially happy he was that at last the Baha'Is
have purchased a house to be used as a Baha'i center
in the nation's capital. At the time of writing Dr. Khan
is ill and hospitalizeii.

Baha'i Children Observe Holy Day
by Visiting Former School
Elham and Abram Jazab, shown in the center, observed the Birthday of Baha'u'llah by paying a visit to
their former classmates at Moses McKissack School in
Nashville, Tennessee. These children, daughters of Dr.
and Mrs. Amin Jazab (Mrs. Jazab is the granddaughter
of Hand of the Cause, Mr. Samandari) were enrolled in
this excellent school attended mostly by Negroes, and
made many friends while there. Their voluntary enrollment at this school opened many doors for direct
teaching of the Faith. ThIs picture made by a photographer of the newspaper Nashville Tennessean. accom..
panied a human interest story on the two Persian children who came back to visit their classmates.
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Local Spiritual Assembly of Lawrence, Kansas incorporated November 29, 1965. Standing, left to right:
James SchroedeT; Mrs. Mary E. StUAlrt, treas.; Mrs.
Jean Randazzo, chm.; DaTTeU Borland; Richard. Hicks,
v. chm.; Olin Karch. Seated, left to right: Mrs. Carol
Schroeder; Miss Laquetta McCammon; Mrs. Jan Conley, Sec.

Local Spiritual Assembly of Verde Valley, Arizona
formed at Ri4vdn 1965. Seated, left to right: Seaf P.
Gimlin; Mrs. Hulda Corbin, v. chm.; Walter Jones;
Mrs. Louise Calley. Standing, left to right: Mrs. Ardith
KLeiss; Mrs. Bessie Gimlin, treas.; Doug Caney, chm;
Mrs. Emma Jones, sec.; Mrs. Ann Stadelman, librarian.
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Local Spiritual Assembly of Casper, Wyoming incorporated December 15, 1964. Standing, left to right:
Eldon D. Foreman.; Morteza Hosseini; Alvin G. Hate,
Jr.; John D. Sargent, Sr.; David M. Fisher. Seated,

l.eft to right: Marilyn Fisher; Sue Foreman; Virginia
Demery; M.S. Pauline Hale. This is the first Assembly
inCOTpOrated in the State.

Local Spiritual Assembly of Victor J.D., California i....
corporated November 19,1965 and the first Assembly to
be incorporated in San Bernardino County J ea lifonzia.
Front, left to right: John Russell, Mrs. Kathryn Herbst,
Mrs. Sylvia Sunatt, Tee. sec., Vernon Surratt, chm.
ReaT, left to right: Mrs. Frances SUTTatt, William
Surratt, v. chm., Mrs. Doris Russen~ COT. sec., Wil1ia.m

Russell, treas., Mrs. Margaret Androwsky.

Local Spiritual Assembly of the BaM',s of Toledo, Ohio
incorporated November 9, 1965. Seated, left to right:
Mrs. Lynette Storm, Mrs. Betty Foster, treas.; Mrs.
Robert Diehl, Mrs. Florence Zmeska!, Tee. sec., Dr.
Otto Zmeska!, ch.m. Standingl left to right: DT. K. H.
Lin, Jerry Lemuel, Dr. W. S. Hatch, Sec.; George AUen,
v. chm.

- . - - - - . -...,~*-

Upsurge in College Teaching Activities
It is gratifying to report an upsurge in college teaching activities throughout the United States. A great deal
of ingenuity and inspiration has been demonstrated in a
number of instances.
One such instance was the unique ufree bake sale"
devised by the Baha'i Club of the University of Rochester in New York. On December 5, the Club sponsored a
symposium at the university on the topic, "God's Law:
Religion and Science Agree." Appearing as their guest
speaker was Dr. Peter Kahn, a noted Baha'i lecturer
and research physicist working at the University of
Michigan in the fields of radio astronomy and space
exploration electronics. The Friday morning prior to
the symposium, the Baha'i Club set up the Hfree bake
sale" whereby they offered on a first-come, first-served
basis homemade bakery goods free of charge. This
event Was held in the Student Union from 9:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. at a time when the students came for their

mail to a postal station in the area. Predominant at the
counter was a Baha'i poster display and a tape recording of Baha'i songs. Flyers announcing the bakery treat
had been distributed earlier, and they read: "Food for
Free. . .Why? Because most UR faculty and students
dontt know there is a Baha'i Club on this campus, or
what a Baha'i is, and they should!" Accordingly, a
large number learned a bout the Baha'i Faith.
In the mid-west, other unusual events were taking
place on the University of Minnesota campus. The
Baha'i Club had set up a literature table across from
the lunchroom in the Student Union from 11:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. The project met with much success, attracting about twenty-five interested inquirers. A 15-minute
taped interview was made for airing on the campus
closed-circuit radio station, reaching hundreds of students in their dormitories. Mter the taping session, the
Baha'i student was invited to speak from "the soapbox" which had been set up for the purpose of proclaiming one's views on many subjects. He spoke for
five minutes on the Baha'i Faith to a group of one
hundred students.

Booth sponsored by the Kansas University Balui'i Club
at the Student Union Activities Carnival where campus
clubs and gTOUpS introdu.ce their organizations to the
students. Several hundred pieces Of BaM'i literature
were distributed here and many visitors asked to be
notified of future meetings.

Balui'! booth at the Virginia State FaiT.

Virginia Invests in Perpetual Proclamation
In the early Fall over a pi!riod of nine days, the
friends in Virginia proclaimed the Faith to several
hundred thousand, via a booth at the Virginia State
Fair in Richmond. Although the administrative body,
(LSA of Alexandria), put responsibility for the project
in the hands of a volunteer committee of three, every
Baha'i in the state was invited to contribute with
advice, materials, labor, money and prayer.
The unusual and outstanding feature of the project is
the fact that the booth can be easily taken down, stored
and reassembled year after year at city, county and
state affairs. The months of planniog and labor that
went into the project will not need to be repeated, and
the total cast of $450 includes a one-time outlay for the
booth of $300. In the future, for the cost of a site and
literature, plus a small "amount of labor, the booth can
be used to reach other thous ands! It is presentlY being
set up for a three-state inter-area meeting on World
Religion Day.
The booth was done in blue, white and gold, with only
two posters - one showing the Golden Rules of the
different religions, and the other the oneness of the
Prophets. An automatic and continuous carousel projection of slides showed a colorful cross-section of the
peoples of the Faith, the four National Temples, the
1963 London JUbilee and the gardens and Shrines at the
World Center on Mount Carmel. Because rear-view
mirror projection was used, the booth was uncluttered.
Most of the friends who took turns two at a time
manning the booth in six-hour shifts stayed outside the
booth, giving viewers freedom to view slides and look
over literature without feeling any pressure. Thousands of pieces of literature were displayed in conveni..
ent stacks, two or three of the 12 titles at a time. By far
the most popular pieces of literature were Life AfteT
Death and PTophesy Fulfilled.
Encouraging was the number of young people, especially men of college age, who engaged in animated
conversation among themselves about the slides and literature. Almost every passerby took pamphlets, and 36
signed slips requesting speakers, invitations to meetings, etc. Follow-ups were immediately started by letter
to the seeker and referral of the name to the proper
commWlity. Since everyone of the thousands of pieces
of literature carried an LSA name and address and two
telephone numbers, the Virginia friends really think
they'll never hear the last of this project.
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News Briefs
Dr. David S. Ruhe on December 6 spoke on "The
BaM.'! Faith of Enlightenment", before the Loyola
Ecumenical Forum, a program sponsored by the Department of Theology of Loyola University in Chicago.
His talk was the last of a series of four talks presenting
the viewpoints of several religious bodies on maj or
theological issues and their impact on contemporary
life. The question and answer period lasted for an hour
after the lecture. Dr. Ruhe was invited to return for
another address next summer.

o
"The Presence of the Holy Ghost Creating aNew
World Order as Revealed by Baha'u'll8h" was the
subject of the message by Mr. Jack McCants on
"Baha'i Night" at the Jones Tabernacle African Methodist Episcopal Churcb in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
November 7. The entire program except one anthem
was conducted by Baha'is from several communities.
Dr. Emmer Henri Booker, minister of the Churcb
expressed the appreciation of his congregation for the
very stimulating evening during which greetings were
read from Baha'i communities as fal' away as New
York, California and Hawaii.

the sessions. Many of Ihose attending were recently
enrolled Baha'is who expressed great enthusiasm and
appreciation for the opportunity for intensive study and
discussion.

o
The Thanksgiving Day week-end was a very busy one
for the Baha'ls of Gallup, New Mexico. Since the date
of the Day of the Covenant coincided with Thanksgiving
evening, a typical Thanksgiving Day dinner was served
to more than fifty persons Who included the VISTA
workers in the area and a number of close non-Baha'i
friends. The dinner was followed by a musical program
by the local Baha'is and a fireside meeting. On the
Friday and Saturday a Rocky Mountain Baha'i youth
conference was held in the Bah1>.'i center with eighteen
in attendance, and on Sunday fifteen boys from the Job
Corps Camp at Mexican Springs were brought in for a
dinner of Thanksgiving Day' 'left overs" and a discussion on the Baha'i Faith. To encourage interest in
Human Rights Day the Gallup Assembly sponsored an
essay contest for young people thirteen to eighteen
years of age on the subject "Working Together for
Human Rights."

o

The Kansas University Student Union at Lawrence,
Kansas was the scene, December 4 and 5 of a Central
States Teaching Institute sponsored by the local Spiritual Assembly of Lawrence and attended by forty-eight
believers from five States. The theme was "Universal
Participation - a Key to Expansion." Mrs. Velma Sherril, Auxiliary Board member being keynoted for the
Institute and Mrs. Jan Coniey of Lawrence, chairman of

The Birthday of Baha'u'lllth was commemorated in
Los Angeles, California with a public meeting at whicb
Dr. Amin Banani showed a colored slide film consisting
of pictures of modem day Tehran, and of the Holy Land
where He spent the last years of His Life. The pictures,
collected over a fifteen-year period brought the Baha'ls
and their guests a vivid understanding of some of the
places associated with the life of Baha'u'll8h and
aroused interest in the principles and meaning of the
Faith whicb He brought to the world.

Calendar of Events

Baha'i House of Worship

o

Visiting Hours

FEASTS
February 7-Mulk (Dominion)
Marcb 2-'Ala' (Loftiness)

Weekday.

INTERCALARY DAYS
February 2~Marcb 1

Sundays and Holiday.

10:00 a.m. 10 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
10 :30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire building)

DAYS OF FASTING
Marcb 2-21

Service of Worship

U.s. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
February 11-13
March 25-27

Sunday.

NATIONAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
April 28-May 1

Sunday, February 20

3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
4:15 p.m.

BAJI!'f NEWS Is publlshed for circulaUon among BaIuI'1s only by the NaUonal Spiritual Assembly of the United State., as a news
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Bra~ International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, NaUonal Spiritual Assembly Representative..
lIIaterial must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of Issue. Address: BahA'l Newa Editor!al Olllce,
112 LInden Avenue, Wilmette, Illlnols, U.S.A. 60091.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'I Olllee, 112 LInden Avenue, Wilmette, Dl!nols. U.S.A.
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BAHA'I YEAR 122

MARC:H 19"

This Memoria! was placed on Mt. Carmel by Shoghi Effendi in honor of Bahiyyih Khdnum, sister Of 'Abdu'!-Baha
and daughter of BaM'u~nah, elevated by Him to "a station such- as none other woman hath surpassed." (see
Baha'i World vol. V pp. 169-188)
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THE INSTITUTION OF THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF GOD
By Garreta Busey
Our understanding of the World Order of Baha'u'llah
is at best very imperfect. Only gradually do we begin to
realize that it is an entirely new creation, based on a
knowledge, infinitely beyond our comprehension, of
man, his needs, and his destiny_ We come to it stained
with the prejudices of the various cultures in which we
have been reared and can but dimly perceive its
principles and its implications. Thus, in the formative
age of this new Dispensation, blinded by the old and, too
immature to understand the new, we have the double
task of clearing our hearts of all love and hate engendered by former cultures and deepening our knowledge
of a System hitherto unknown in human experience.

Established by Bah"u'liah
The Institution of the Hands of the Cause of God is
one of the elements of the World Order which we are
familiar with and profit by but do not fully comprehend. Unprecedented in human history, it was one of
the first of the institutions of the Faith tQ be actually
established, when Bah,,'u'llilh Himself appointed the
first Hands of His Cause. Of these He wrote:
"May My praise, salutations, and greetings rest upon
the stars of the heaven of Thy knowledge - the Hands
of Thy Cause - they who circled round Thy Will, spoke
not save after Thy leave, and clung not save unto Thy
hem. They are servants whose mention and praise are
recorded in the Holy Writ, Thy Books and Tablets,
wherein are extolled their services, victories, and high
resolve. Through them the standards of Thy oneness
were raised in Thy cities and realms, and the banners
of Thy sanctity were uplifted in Thy Kingdom. They
utter not a word on any subject ere Thou hast spoken,
for their ears are attuned to hear Thy Command, and
their eyes are expectant to witness the effulgence of
Thy Countenance. They are servants who have been
well-favored, have attained Thy good-pleasure, and
have arisen in Thy Cause. The people of the world, the
denizens of the Kingdom, and the dwellers of Paradise
and the Realm on HIgh, and beyond them, the Tongue
of Grandeur send salutation upon them. Praise be to
Thee, 0 my God, that Thou hast aided me to make
mention of them and to praise them and their stations
in Thy Cause and in Thy days.
"No God is there save Thee, the Reckoner. the AlIKnowing, the All-Wise." (Tablet of Baha'u'Ilah, translated in the Holy Land.)

Explained by'Abdu'I.Baha
'Abdu~l-Bahitt in His Will and Testament, which was
regarded by Shoghi Effendi as a supplement to the
Kitab-i-Aqdas, provided for the appointment, by the
Guardian, of the Hands of the Cause of God and
specified as their functions the protection and the
promulgation of the Faith ...... My object is to show
that the Hands of the Cause of God must be ever
watchful and so soon as they find anyone beginning to
oppose and protest against the Guardian of the Cause of

GDd cast him out from the congregation of the people of
Baha and in no wise accept any excuse from him." (p.
12)
"The obligations of the Hands of the Cause of God are
to diffuse the Divine Fragrances, to edify the souls of
men, and to be, at all times and under all conditions,
sanctified and detached from earthly things. They must
manifest the fear of God by their conduct, their manners, their deeds and their words." (p, 13)
In this document, the Hands of the Cause of God are
referred to as "pillars" and are mentioned immediately after the Guardian and those of the "offshoots of
the tree of Holiness" who have stood firm in the
Covenant. In the second paragraph 'Abdu'l-Baha
praises them as those who have "declared His Proofs,
proclaimed His Faith, published abroad His Law, detached themselves from all things but Him, stood for
righteousness in this world, and kindled the Fire of the
Love of God in the very hearts and souls of His
servants. "

Appointod by the Guardian
In conformity with the Will and Testament of the
Master, on December 24~ 1951, the Guardian announced
the .aPPointment of the first twelve Hands of the Cause
of God. Two months later, when he brought the number
up to nineteen, he further clarified their station:
"Members august body. invested in conformity with
'Abdu'I·Baha's Testament, twofold sacred function, the
propagation and preservation of the unity of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah, and destined to assume individually in
the course of time the direction of institutions paralleling those revolving around the Universal House of
Justice, the supreme legislative body of the Baha';
world, are recruited from all five continents of the
globe and representative of the three principal world
religions of mankind." (Shoghi Effendi, Messages to
the BaM'i W<>rld, p. 21)

Chief Stewards
When in October, 1957, in his last message to the
Baha'i world, Shoghi Effendi augmented the number of
Hands to twenty-seven. he referred to them as the
"Chief Stewards of Baha'u'llah's embryonic World
Commonwealth." His unerring foresight, his divinely
inspired infallibility, is well illustrated by this title. A
steward is one who takes charge of the running of a
household or an estate. Less than a month after this
message was written, when the believers had not yet
recovered from the shock of the loss of their beloved
Guardian, the Hands of the Cause of God were called
upon to take authoritative charge of the affairs of the
Baha'i world. In the interim between the passing of the
Guardian and the election of the Universal House of
Justice, they protected the Faith by such actions as the
explulsion of Covenant-breakers and the dissolution of
the defecting National Spiritual Assembly of France,
which they re-established by calling a new election. At
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the same time, they reassured the believers, stimulated
them to unremitting activity in fulfilling the goals of the
Guardian's Ten Year Crusade, arranged for a glorious
celebration of the Centenary of Baha'u'llith's Declara~
tion of His Mission, and conducted, according to strictest Baha'i principles, the election of the Universal
House of Justice.
In spite of their high station and the authority which,
as Chief Stewards of the Faith, they have been called
upon to exercise, the Hands -of the Cause of God, like all
the institutions of the World Order of Baha'u'llah,
submit to certain limitations. Although they function
under the Guardianship, they have DO right to interpret the sacred Writings. Indeed, all such interpretation carne to an end with the passing of Shoghi
Effendi. They devote themselves to the protection and
propagation of the Faith. and now, since the election of
the Universal House of Justice, they are released from
all administrative activity.

Relaiion to Universal House of Justice
The relation which exists between the two international institutions of the Baha'I Faith is one of the
strongest proofs of the power of the Covenant. It was
briefly defined by Hand of the Cause Leroy Ioas at the
Conference of the Hands of the Western Hemisphere
and their Auxiliary Board members in January, 1964,
when he said that the Institution of the Hands is the
Remnant of the Guardian with the responsibility of
protecting and promulgating the Faith and preserving
its unity; it supports the pillar of the Universal House
of Justice.
Discord between the Hands of the Cause and the
Universal House of Justice is inconceivable. The appreciation of the supreme authoritative body of the
Bah.;iti Administration for its supporting pillar, the
Hands of the Cause, is beautifully expressed in the
letter of the Universal House of Justice to the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Netherlands, March 9, 1965.
Among other things, it points out the undeviating adherence of the Hands to the iostructions of Shoghi
Effendi during their custodianship and says: "The
entire history of religion shows no comparable record
of such strict self-discipline, such absolute loyalty and
such complete self-abnegation by the leaders of a
religion finding themselves suddenly deprived of their
divinely inspired guide. The debt of gratitude which
mankind for generations, nay, ages to come, owes to
this handful of grief-stricken, steadfast, heroic souls is
beyond estimation."
The Hands on their part have again and again in
tlleir correspondence with each other and with the believers expressed their great joy that God has at last
sailed His Ark on His Holy Mountain, as Baha'u'llah
prophesied in the Tablet of Carmel. They take great
pains to educate the friends to appreciate the majesty
of its station by referring to it jn their letters as "that
Supreme, Infallible Body t" "the source of all good and
freed from all error. Jt They show it the utmost respect.
Any matter, for instance, which an individual Hand
feels should be brought before it is respectfully submitted through their elected body residing in the Holy
Land.
A moving account of their first meeting with the
newly elected Universal House of Justice was described
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by Hand of the Cause JalOl Khazeh on a visit to the
United States last year. When a spokesman for the
House, in announcing a decision, began to cite passages
from the Writings on which it was based, one of the
Hands expressed the thought that the acts of that
Supreme Body are divinely inspired and need no justifi~
cation. Then one of the members of the Universal
House of J wtiee, asking permission to speak for the
whole, replied that this is indeed true. When the House
acts as a body t its decisions are infallible and not to be
questioned. And yet, he pointed out, the station of its
individual members is lower than that of the Hands,
each one of whom had been appointed by the beloved
Guardian.

The Aristocraiic Principle
Thus the Hands of the Cause of God are the most
august individuals in the Baha'i Community. They
represent the aristocratic principle of the World Order
of Baha'u'llah. mentioned by the Guardian in The
Dispensation Of Bahti'u'!l4h (p. 60). Each was selected
by the Sign of God on earth for the character and
capacities which he possessed, and each should be
treated with great respect and reverence:
This we forget in America, because it is our national
habit to show respect to no one. Reared in a democratic
society, which from its beginning has looked askance at
the claims of an hereditary aristocracy, and increasingly informal in our way of life, we are inclined to
neglect the courtesy due to these great souls, especially
when, in their humility, they fail to demand it. That
very humility is an evidence of their high station. It was
one of the qualities of Baha'u'llah Himself, Who said:
"I would love to lay My face upon every single spot of
Thine earth, that perchance it might be honored by
touching a spot ennobled by the footsteps of Thy loved
ones!" (Epistle to the Son of the WOlf, p. 44.)
For one who is not a member of the Institution of the
Hands of the Cause of God but who has had the great
privilege of working with it, the opportunity to see how
the divine virtues are exemplified in the way it functions has been an illuminating experience. Although
the Hands were given the duty by 'Abdu'l-Baha of
casting out from the congregation of the people of Baha
those who oppose the Covenant, they do not go about
this in a summary or dictatorial fashion. On the contrary, with the necessary firmness they combine the
utmost patience, making every effort to touch the heart
of a defecting believer and to warn him of the gravity
of his act before recommending to the World Center his
expulsion from the Faith.
Demonstrate Love

The well-spring of all religion is love, and this the
Hands pour forth upon the believers in great abun~
dance. It is an education in the Baha'i way of life to see
how they follow the example of the Master and the
beloved Guardian in their generous praise of the
friends for their accomplishments, how wisely they
ignore those errors and short-comings which time and
the grace of Baha'u'llah will correct.
The promulgation of the Faith includes not only
giving the Message to the world (and this the Hands
and thei r deputies, the members of the Auxilia ry
Boards, do in public talks and firesides) but also deep~

-,-
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ening the believers and, what is more difficult, arousing

them to an awareness of their part of the Covenant,
specified in the Master's Testament, the obligation of
"one and all to bestir themselves and arise with heart
and soul and in one accord, to diffuse the sweet savors
of God, to teach His Cause and promote His Faith." (p.

10)
We little realize the sacrifices the Hands of the Cause
are continuaUy making for us. The burdens under
which they labor are heavy and unremitting. Their
correspondence with the World Center, with the members of their Auxiliary Boards, and with individual
believers is enormous. They travel widely and as inexpensively as possible, spending themselves in an exhausting effort to arouse us from our apathy. If only we
could realize that by a more active response we could
keep a little longer this precious heritage from our
beloved Shoghi Effendi I In spite of the illness of many
of them, they are in ceaseless activity. justifying the
wisdom of the Guardian, who appointed them knowing
that they could be trusted to fulfil the obligation laid on
them by the Master to "strive and endeavor to the
utmost of their ability to diffuse the sweet savors of
God, and to guide all the peoples of the world," and on
all of us as well "not to rest for a moment, neither to
seek repose."
The Auxiliary Boards
Less than a year after the appointment of the first
Hands of the Cause in our time, Shoghi Effendi called
upon them to establish Auxiliary Boards, who were to
act as their "adjuncts or deputies" in the promulgation
of the Faith. Again, in October, 1957, he announced "a
further expansion of the august institution of the Hands
of the Cause, in view of the recent assumption by them
of their sacred responsibility as protectors of the
Faith," by the addition of Auxiliary Boards specifically
appointed for protection (although any of these "deputies, advisors, assistants" to the Hands may be
called upon to perform either of the two functions of
that institution). Now, with the growth of the Faith and
the demands of the Nine· Year Plan, the number of
Auxiliary Board members has been doubled.
These devoted servants work closely with the Hands
of the Cause of God and get their authority from them.
They dQ not act without their permission. They are their
messengers, shuttling back and forth to weave, through

travel and correspondence, the web of loving unity
which binds together the Baha'is of the world and to
extend it to all mankind. They too, by virtue of their
appointment, through the Hands, partake of the aristocracy of the institution they serve.
The ceaseless activity of the Hands and their Auxiliary Board members is made possible by the five
Continental Funds, instituted for this purpose by the
Guardian. These funds pay the necessary expenses of
travel and correspondence of the institution. They do
not provide the living expenses of the Hands nor do
they supply the means of livelihood of the members of
the Auxiliary Boards except temporarily when it is
necessary for the fulfilment of their duties.
The Auxiliary Boards too have their limitations. They
take no part in the administrative activities of the
local and national Spiritual Assemblies, which alone
have authority over the teaching of the Cause in their
areas. They assist in this work only by invitation. Their
primary functions are to aid the Hands in the protection of the Faith, to deepen the believers, and to stimulate each individual to teach.

The Bounties of Thi. Decade
Each period in the history of the Faith has its special
bounties, which we tend to take for granted. Ours, in
this historic decade, are very great. We have seen the
Ark of God launched upon Mt. Carmel and are secure
in its infallible guidance. We live in the time of the
Hands of the Cause of God, the remnants of the beloved
Guardian, appointed individually by him. We can meet
them personally and inhale the "divine Fragrances"
which they diffuse. We imow the wholesome, the healing power which comes down to us from the unity of
these two great institutions of the Faith. The love, the
mutual respect, the close cooperation, without a trace
of envy or contention for power, demonstrated by the
highest bodies in the Baha'i World Order. is unique in
the annals of the world and is an example to Baha'is
and non·Baha'is alike.
As we purify ourselves from the misconceptions of
the past, as we read and reread the divine Writings, we
become more deeply aware of the age in which we live
and of Baha'u'llah's gifts to us at this particular time.
Then we realize that these blessings are bestowed on us
for one purpose only: that we may act - here and now.
Only by action can we make them fully ours.

Many of those who attended the
Pioneer Training Institute at
Davison, Michigan, reported in
February BAHA'; NEWS.
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COLOMBIA-VENEZUELA JOIN FORCES IN INDIAN TEACHING
Colombia and Venezuela have a unique opportunity
for cooperation in mass teaching. There are thousands
of the same race of Indians, the Guajiros, who have the
same customs and language and apparent spiritual

susceptibility, on both sides of their common horder.
There are many Baha'is among both these Colombian

and Venezuelan Guajiros, about 1,000 on the Colombian
side and 1,500 on the Venezuelan side. A request came
from the Universal House of Justice that· the newly
developing Indian Institute of Riohacha. Colombia be
shared with Venezuela at almost the same time that the
first Guajiro Teacher Training Institute was being held
at Riohacha, in which five Venezuelan Guajiro Baha'is

and Peter McLaren, the pioneer teacher of these people, participated. This was December 18-19, 1965.
For the sake of history it may be of interest to record
the names of the Indian participants: Rosalba Pimien·
ta, Tiana Arpllshana. Tomas Pimienta, Juan Arb..:
Pimienta, Martha Duarte Arpushana, Maria Teresa
Duarte Arpushana. Carmen Pimienta Arpushana,
and Martha Epiaya all of Colombia and Rogelio Hernandez, Jose Martin Sempron, Cecilia del Carmen
19uaran, and Maria Cecilia Gonzalez all of Venezuela.

Guajiro Inllian Women are strong, intelligent dnll se!freliant and aTe becoming leaders in Baha'i teaching.
The Guajiros are a semi-nomadic people who have
resisted. the temptations of the nearby highly materialistic civilization. And since they have maintained
relative purity of heart, their acceptance of Baha'u'lliili
comes easily. The big job is getting enough teachers
into the field to give them the Message, accept their
declarations of faith in Baha'u'IU.h and His principles
and then to follow up with deepening. They are dispersed over a broad expanse of the Guajira Peninsula,
a semi-arid sandy expanse with vegetation varying
froIIl cactus and scrub growth to good-sized trees. The
Guajiros often change their location, with seasons and
whims, complicating the consolidation process.
Colombia was host at the first Indian Institute, but
Venezuela provided the maturity and spirit, since these
Guajiros have had more experience with Baha'i Institute living and learning. Their memorized prayers and

Guajiro Indians with pioneeT teachers of fouT nationalities at FiTst Indian Institute in locality of Riohacha,
Colombia.

humble reverence reflected their love of Baha'u'llllh.
Their contagious enthw;iasm and wise consultation in
both the Guaiiro and Spanish languages helped to
make the event a delightfully happy and cooperative
experience. Teaching methods were demonstrated
which relied heavily on visual aids, prayers and vari~
aus songs which teach aspects of the Faith. The city
Baha'is of Riohacha cooked. and served meals with a
spirit of service and love that the Indians do not usually
receive from the so-called civilized peoples.
A charming contribution to the teaching was made by
Munirih McLaren, age three and a half, who travels
with her father throughout the Indian area, sleeping in
a hammock at night and withstanding the heat and
other hardships by day. Her presence teaches. The
Indian friends are always delighted with her "Tagwarda Baha'i" [Baha'i brother!] salutation and her songs
in their language.

Indian Women Are Natur.1 Leaders
The predominance of women will be noted in the list
of Institute participants. This may well portend the
important role they are to play in the teaching of the
Cause of God among the Guajiro people. The women of
the Guajira are strong, intelligent, self-reliant, responsible for their Children, and chaste. Their ethical rules
of conduct and morals are very strict. Their established
customs have not placed them in an inferior position in
relation to the male. They are respected and trusted.
Girl babies are not scorned - in fact they are to be
desired since a healthYt beautiful daughter commands
a good price in goats and sheep on the marriage
market, a custom that is in the process of change for
Guajiro Baha'is. As would be expected, the women
here lead in Baha'i teaching and two thirds of the first
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Muniri.h. McLaren, daughter of pioneer Peter McLaren,
with Clenticia Sendal Epieyu, delegate to last yeaT's
convention in Venezuel.a. Munirih. is winning many
friends among the Indians as she accompanies her
father on teaching trips.

binational institute participants were ladies dressed in
their many·colored full-length "mantas."

Second Institute Planned
A second such institute was immediately planned for
the middle of January and it was carried off with equal
success and the participation of fourteen Colombian
and five Venezuelan Guaj iros.
A month after the first Institute, the Colombian National Spiritual Assembly made history by convening its
January meeting at the seat of the Indian service and
teaching, Riohacha. Auxiliary Board member~ Donald
Witzel and the nine members of the National Spiritual
Assembly spent one night in the field at the rancheria
of Tomas Pimienta, one of the first Guajiro Bah.i'fs.
Prayers for teaching success were recited together
under a beautiful full moon at night and again as the
sun lighted the horizon at dawn. Along with the traveling teachers of the area, representatives of the Guajiros and Baha'is of Riohacha, they participated in a
delightful and happy program dedicating the ground of
the new building for the Rioha~ha Indian Institute,
Villa Rahmat. Prayers were read in Guajiro and Span.
ish, including the Tablet of Visitation of 'Abdufl-Baha.
Mr. Witzel, representing the Hands of the Cause, talked
about the great importance placed upon the teaching of
the Indians by 'Abdu'I-Baha and Shoghi Effendi and
read quotations of the beloved Guardian. Luis Montenegro, chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly,
expressed the satisfaction of the Assembly for the
important step being taken for the confirmation of the
Baha'is of the area, especially the Indians, and for the
consolidation of groups and assemblies through the
help of newly trained teachers selected from the ranks
of the Indian believers themselves. He exhorted the
Riohacha Baha'is to be exemplary in their service and
love to their Guajiro brothers and sisters.

Believer Brings Dedication Stone
As an unpremediated symbol of the spirit called for
by Mr. Montenegro, at exactly the propitious moment

of the program, a Riohacha believer, Ruben Quintero,
arrived on foot t carrying in his arms a heavy erosionpolished river stone which was accepted with unanimous enthusiasm and placed in the readied concrete
bed as the "first stone" of Villa Rahmat, the Indian
Institute of Riohacha. For the North American Baha'is,
the occasion was poignantly reminiscent of 'Abdu'lBaha's laying the cornerstone for the Wilmette Temple
and the arrival of the humble woman with her contribution of the rejected builder's stone. It was a kind of
promise that all will go well with Villa Rahmat in spite
of what seem like unsurmountable financial obstacles
at the present time and that the teaching effort will
flourish in Colombia, supported by people with this kind
of selfless spirit. "Make a beginning," the Master said
about the Temple. The National Spiritual Assembly of
Colombia has made a beginning with only a small part
of the planned building which will in the future be able
to house fifty student teachers at one time.

Interview With Governor
During this dedication weekend, the National Spiritu·
al Assembly of Colombia accomplished an interesting
step in its public relations with the officially Catholic
Colombian government. An interview was arranged
with the governor of the new department of the Guajira, Dr. Tovar Daza. A commission of five members met
with him for nearly an hour. His direct and penetrating
questions as to the origin and teachings of the Faith
and the motives of the National Assembly in the Guajira were given straightforward answers. They presented
him with a copy of Renewal oj Civilization in Spanish.
The reaction of Governor Tovar Daza was friendly.
positive and appreciative. The National Spiritual As·
sembly of Colombia was very pleased to be able to
convey news of this notable occasion and the hope for
good results thereof to the Universal House of Justice,
along with news of the collaboration of the Venezuela
BahiJ. 'is in the first two Riohacha Institutes and the
breaking of ground for Villa Rahmat, which it is hoped
will be a "center of mercy" for the Guajira area.

Baha'is of New Ireland
Give Talks at Summer School
Newly enrolled Baha'is gave many of the talks at the
recent summer school sessions held at New Ireland,
Territory of Papua and New Guinea. They were of a
very high standard, and given without any notes ac·
cording to Mrs. M. Bluett, pioneer to that area.
A highlight was an impromptu speech given by a
woman who said that before she became a Baha'i she
was in prison spiritually, a worthless thing, and now she
and the men of the village were equal. In her own way,
she demonstrated the social principle of equality of men
and women and the power of the Faith of Baha.'u'IIa.h to
make it a reality. The average attendance at classes
was eighty.
Mrs. Bluett says, "Running the school is not so
complicated as a European one, becawe the people are
happy with simple food and are used to sleeping on
bare boards."
The landscape of New Ireland is tropical, very picturesque with volcanoes in the distance, and the village
Baha'is are hospitable and cooperative.
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How to Make Baha'i News the "Foremost Baha'i Journal of the World"
In 1925, in the early years of the Guardianship,
Shoghi Effendi turned his attention to BAHA'i NEWS~
founded just a few months previously. He wrote to the
National Spiritual Assembly that it "should be made as
representative as possible, ... replete with news, up-todate in its information, and should arouse interest
among believers ... in every comer of the globe." His
hope was that it would "become the foremost Baha'i
journal of the world." To fulfill Shoghi Effendi's request requires the earnest cooperation of all local
assemblies, summer schools and other national committees who sponsor or initiate programs of more than
local interest.

Reporter Needed From EaCh Assembly
At Shoghi Effendi's request, each national assembly
was asked to appoint a BAHA'i NEWS correspondent to
be responsible for directly reporting events of its area.
In this same respect, the National Spiritual Assembly
urges each local assembly to appoint someone to act as
the news reporter from each community. All items
published must come from the official sources only,
channeled through the LSA's news correspondent or
from a national committee. -The assembly should announce this to the entire community to a void the confusion of having individuals send in their personal reports.

who generate these noteworthy events are a part of the
historic process. However, personalities, as such, are
not the focal point of interest for articles nor is personal
achievement for its own sake, in endeavors that have
no connection with the Faith. First person stories are
not desirable.
There should be no long quotations from letters, talks
or (in accordance with a directive from Shoghi Effendi)
no long quotations from the Writings.
Dates and places of events should be fully stated,
particularly when several events are treated in one
article. Since BAHA'i NEWS serves as an historical
documentary, these facts are highly essential. It is best
to remember the old reporting guide, who, what, when,
where, and why.

Material Should Be Submitted Promptly
BAHA'f NEWS goes to press thirty days ahead of
publication date. Material to be published must be in
the hands of the editors on the 20th of the month before
it goes to press. For example for pUblication in the June
issue of BAHA'i NEWS, an article must be received by
the editors no later than April 20, which allows only ten
days for all editorial and copy preparation of materials.
News received after this time, while worthy enough in
itself, may be crowded out by later events.

Photo Guide
Articles Should Be Brief, Accurate, Prompt
As the Faith expands around the globe, now embrac·
ing sixty-nine national communities with more soon to
be formed, it is obvious that the character of the news
must change, especially in respect to subject matter
and length. Articles should be of interest to Baha')
communities all over the world. They should be as
concise as possible, eliminating nonessential details,
with focus on events of more than local interest. Successful teaching programs, public proclamations,
unusuai publicity for the Faith, outstanding college
activity and noteworthy educational and social programs within the BaM.'i community itself - all of these
and many more can be worthy of mention, especially
when accompanied by good action photos. The goals of
the Nine Year Plan should be kept in mind along with
any achievements within the community that help to
attain them. Effort should be exerted to make known
the methods and talents that have led up to a successful
program, rather than only the topiC and name of the
speaker. Often the "behind-the-scenes" activity may be
the most meaningful, making the story less stereotyped
and with less repeating of the same names over and
over again. It is impossible, of course, to mention the
names of all persons involved in any project, but an
attempt should be made to reveal the exceptional effort
and the extraordinary endeavor that is responsible for
any outstanding event.
It is important to remember that BAHA'i NEWS exists
primarily to record the growth and progress of the
Faith and its institutions. Within this framework, those

When possible include photographs of the event
reported, having them as clear and representative as
possible. Photos should be black and white prints on
glossy paper, sharp, clear and in focus. They should be
no smaller than 21/4 by 21/4 inches, the desired size being
5 by 7 or 8 by 10 inches.
Subjects: Newly established local spiritual assemblies~ newly incorporated local assemblies, new ~a+i
ratu'l-Quds, Baha'i school activities, teaching conferences, public teaching events of an unusually successful nature, events connected with celebration of
each of the special Baha'i Days such as United Nations
Day, World ReJigion Day, etc.
Standards: All nine members of the assembly must
be present when the photo is taken. Do not insert or
paste in pictures of absent members. No additional
person should appear on the official assembly photo.
only the nine members. It is not necessary to include
the Greatest Name in the group photo. If it is used it
must be done with great dignity. If held, it must be
approximately chest high and held very straight. A
better way is to stand it upright on a table. If framed,
the glass should be removed, to prevent the reflection
from the glass producing a white blur.
Arrangements: Try to arrange an interesting pose
when photographing assemblies or small groups. They
can be grouped at a table, signing a document (if
appropriate) or examining a book rather than sitting in
rows. The ideal is not to be too stiff or forma!, but
dignity of dress and posture is also of great importance.
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These pictures become a record for all time, and appear before the entire Baha ti world.
Examples: Some good examples of Baha'i photos that
show animation as well as dignity are listed from
recent issues of BARA'i NEWS:
1. .Jan. 1965, p. 10: Bakersfield, California: Baha'is
with mayor signing UN Proclamation.
2. Dec. 1964, p. 8: German Book display at Frank-

furt International Book Fair.
3. Aug. 1965, p. 14: Local Spiritual Assembly of Wau·
kesha, incorporated.
4. Sept. 1965, p. 14: Beverly Hills, tree presentation.
5 . .July 1965, p. 16: Baha'i College clubs of Western
Reserve and of Houston.
6. March 1965, p. 13: the Khadems at Frogmore campus.
7. March 1965, p. 14: Human Rights Day in Washington, D.C.
Include complete data: Complete descriptive information on the subject matter of photos must accompany
them, but should not be typed on the back or in any
way mar the print. Please be careful to have informa-

tion clearly printed and correctly spelled.
Photos used in BAHA'f NEWS become the property of
BAHA'i NEWS and cannot be returned.

Dignity and Wisdom
In addition to the "qualities of accuracy, reliability,

Michigan State Service Representative
Gives Party for Isolated Baha'is
Approximately forty isolated Baha'is and members
of small Baha'i groups in Michigan were the guests of
the State Service Representative, Mrs. Helen Eggleston, in her home in Davison, Michigan on December 5.
The purpose of the party was to give these friends
opportunity to become acquainted in an informal manner. There was no agenda, and no special program, but
the gathering was blessed with the presence of Hand of
the Cause of God Mr. Zikru'llah Khadem and Auxiliary
Board members Mrs. Beth McKenty and Mr. William
Maxwell.
As the friends arrived they were served coffee and
visited together until about 11:30 a.m. when all participated in a prayer session. Following a buffet luncheon
Mr. Khadem talked about the Baha'i Faith in general,
emphasizing the necessity for each Baha'i realizing
that every single teaching of Baha'u'Ucih is defensible
by reason and understanding. Many questions Were
asked, and answered by him. Mrs. McKenty and Mr.
Maxwell spoke on their personal experiences and observations about how the Baha'i Faith changes the character of individuals and even of groups and villages.
The discussion of the Nine Year Plan was necessarily
brief but it brought forth evidence of an apparent
desire on the part of all present to do some service for
the Faith, including cooperation in opening new centers
and in extension teaching in a nearby town.
The loving attitude and radiant warmth of Mr.
Khadem and the Auxiliary Board members, the gracious hospitality of Mrs. Eggleston, the informal nature

thoroughness," Shoghi Effendi also stated that the
NEWS should have "dignity and wisdom. JJ While to a
certain extent dignity can be said to be relative to time
and place and certain indigenous conditions, Baha'is
should strive earnesUy for dignity and modesty. 41, • •
there exists a sign in the being of man which guards
and protects him from that which is unworthy and
unbecoming. That sign is called modesty." ( Words of
Paradise, BWF, p. 180)
Again, we need to remember that BAHA'i NEWS doc.
uments historical events for ages to come; and that it
reaches people of all backgrounds, many of whom have
just awakened to the light of the Faith, are striving to
educate themselves toward a nobler life and need the
best examples that can possibly be offered to them
espedally from those who have every opportunity t~
present such an example. It is understandable that
many indigenous people coming into the Faith must
wear the only attire which they have at this time.
Nevertheless, readers of BAHA~i NEWS will observe the
dignity often exhibited in many photos received from
parts of the world where people lack much of the
material sUbstance of the West. Shoghi Effendi calls for
"modesty, purity . . . the exercise of moderation in
language, .. and all artistic and literary avocations."
Certainly this must apply to BAHA'i NEWS, in the careful
choice of material and its presentation, especially in
regard to photographs.

of the gathering-all combined to create a spirit of
relaxation and happy, Baha'i family fellowship which
many had not experienced for a long time, if ever
before, because of their isolation from groups of
Baha'is.

Spiritual Assembly of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida formed
at Ri(lvan 1965. Lett to right standing: Walter Felder,
George Frye, Capt. Charles Gillman, Fred Webb.

Seated: Kay HarTis, Mrs. Mabel Jay, Mrs. Hedwig
Felder, Mrs. Dorothy Frye, Mrs. Joanne Gillman. The
community has grown from nine members last April
to fifteen adults and one youth all Of whom participate
actively.
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Baha'is in Thirty-Two States
and Panama
Honor Human Rights Day
As of late January Human Rights Day reports have
been received from only thirty-two states, the District
of Columbia and Panama. Few activities for this day
were reported from the southern states, but it is hoped
that more was done than reported and that the list of
participating cities at the end of this report may be
incomplete. However? the great diversity in ways the
friends marked this very important Day should give
ideas for another year.
Probably the largest event commemorating Human
Rights Day was at the Baha'i House of Worship In
Wilmette and was reported in BAHA'i NEWS for February. Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois, unable to attend
the memorable event in person sent a telegram which
said: "I am glad to know that Dr. Bickham's friends
and admirers are paying tribute to him, and I want to
pay my respects to him now.'~

MayOT Richard C. Lee of New Haven, Connecticut
hands Human Rights Day Proclamation he has just
Slgned to Oscar Stone (center) Baha', of New Haven
as John Danie1s 1 Deputy DiTectoT of New Haven's
E quat Opportunities Commission looks on.
human rights. Mter refreshments and fellowship at the
Hotel, over 125 people heard Mr. Rupert John, Information Officer in the Human Rights Division at the United
Nations. He was impressed by the Baha'is and described them as being "the most responsive group I
have ever addressed."
Oscar Stone, in New Haven, Connecticut, contacted
John Danie]s, Deputy Director of New Haven's Equal
Opportunities Commission and arranged with Mayor
Richard C. Lee to again sign a proclamation to encourage- the people of New Haven to observe December 10
as United Nations Human Rights Day. The New Haven
Baha'is mailed copies of this proclamation to schools
libraries, churches and human rights organizations ~
the area, including a presentation at a meeting of the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith and use of the
text of the proclamation in the large advertisement of
the meetlng for Human Rights held by the Baha'is_
A Human Rights Day essay contest sponsored by the
Baha'is of Gallup, New Mexico resulted in the two
winners reading their essays at the Baha'i public meeting and going to Santa Fe a few days later to meet the
Governor.

Those who attended the theatte performance of The
Eleanor Roosevelt StOTY as part of the Human Rights
Day observance in New York City.
In New York City the Baha'is celebrated with a
double feature program. Preceding the formal meeting
at the Henry Hudson .Hotel, some sixty Baha'is with
friends and their guest speaker from the United Nations
attended a matinee theatre party of °The Eleanor
Roosevelt Story" a film which portrays the life of the
famous woman who 50 dynamically led the cause of

Governor Campbell Of New Mexico with Ida Vi Giacomo and Reuban Ghahate, winneTS of the Human
Rights Day essay corttest sponsored by the Bahd'is of
Gallup, New Mexico.

flr-
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In Fargo, North Dakota, a unique program called for
audience participation of an unusual sort. At a public
meeting a youth gave the background of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. The thirty articles therein were printed separately on cards, which were drawn

by members of the audience of thirty people. Each
person then came forward, read his article and commented briefly on it. Since the group was international,
including university students from India, Formosa,

Japan, Nigeria and the United States, a very interesting
program resulted and all the articles in this very important document were clearly brought to the attention

of all. Later the group enjoyed an international smor-

Human Rights Day Observances
STATE
N orth D~kota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

gasbord and recorded music from various nations.

Other unusual ways of marking the day include:
Use of participants from other than U.S. backgrounds,
as in San Fransisco. California; Inviting a guest speaker who told of women who have worked for human
rights and showed pictures of them, as in Hartford,
Connecticut; Distribution of copies of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights to all students and teachers at the local high school, as was done in Ipswich,
Massachusetts; Book review of newly-released books on
the subject, as was done in Butte, Montana with a
review of: The United Nations: Twenty Years; Having
foreign language literature available for guests from
other countries, as in Cleveland, Ohio; And the use of
films as well as appropriate music, well performed.
These last were used in a number of places including
Detroit, Michigan, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Wyoming
Panama

CITIES
Fargo
Cleveland
Eugene & Lane County. Portland
Philadelphia, Swarthmore
Houston
Fairfax County
Spokane, Pasco, Kirkland, Tacoma,
Yakima
Charleston
Brookfield, Fond du Lac, Kenosha,
Madison, Milwaukee. Racine, Waukesha
Laramie
Canal Zone, Southern District

Human Rights Day Observances in 1965
STATE
Alabama
Arizona
California

Colorado
Connecticut
District of
Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

CITIES
Huntsville, Birmingham
Scottsdale, N. Maricopa COtU1ty, Verde
Valley
Bakersfield, Berkeley, Eureka, Fresno,
Inglewood. Los Angeles, Pomona, -San
Diego, San Francisco, San Mateo, San~
ta Barbara, Santa Clara, Santa Paula,
Shell Beach, Temple City
Aurora
Hartford, New Haven

Washington
North Dade County, Key West
Atlanta
Batavia, Chicago, Oak Park, Peoria,
Peoria Heights, Springfield, Wilmette
Waterloo
Iowa
Topeka, Wichita
Kansas
New Orleans
Louisiana
Massachusetts Beverly. Ipswich
Montgomery County & Takoma Park,
Maryland
Prince Georges County
Clinton Township, Detroit
Michigan
Duluth, St. Paul
Minnesota
Butte, Great Fans
Montana
Sparks
Nevada
New Hampshire Nashua, Peterborough
East Orange, Teaneck: & Dumont
New Jersey
Albuquerque, Gallup
New Mexico
Dutchess County, Hamburg, Hunting~
New York
ton Township, Babylon Township, New
York, Yonkers

Illuminated Baha'i Temple Display at Moore, Oklahoma
for Proclamation Program held December 10-12.

Proclamation in Moore, Oklahoma
A proclamation program pioneered by the Baha'i
Group of Moore, Oklahoma awakened a sleeping community to the announcement that "The Promise of All
Ages - Baha'u'llah" had come.
Mr. Eugene King, Chairman of the local Spiritual
Assembly of Seattle, Washington, was guest speaker
during the December 10-12 weekend. The program
consisted of a Youth Rally and the public proclamation
meeting on the eleventh.
Nine radio and TV stations accepted announcements,
two Norman, two Oklahoma City and one Moore newspaper ran featUre articles of the meeting with Mr.
King, who is an Alaskan-born Tlingit Indian. Door-todoor personal invitations with appropriate Baha'i literature were distributed to courteous and curious Moore
residents by youth teams as part of their participation.
The youth rally attracted eighteen youth, including
three Creek-Seminole Indian guests, one of whom made
his declaration. The public meeting enlisted the attendance of over forty with nine inquirers.
Moore, a group of six adults and four youth, with the
assistance of nearby Norman and Oklahoma City
pooled their resources and talent to carry out this mass
p roclam a tion.

T
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World Religion Day Widely Proclaimed
In Seventeenth Observance
Beginning with the inauguration of World Religion
Day by the Bah" 'is of the United States in 1950, the
Baha'i Community of Maywood, Illinois, has steadily
worked toward making this event a city~wide observance. This year these efforts won wide support and
publicity from all segments of the community.
Although the Ministerial Association of Maywood as a
body rejected, by a vote of six to five, official participation several of the ministers proffered their
wholehearted support and cooperated in the planning
for a public meeting to be held in the council chamber
of the village hall. The observance was announced in
an open letter signed by religious and civic leaders,
widely circulated even in the neighboring Chicago
metropolitan area where it received excellent news·
paper coverage, especially in the religious section of
the Chicago Daily News.
Mayor Edgar Elbert issued a proclamation that in
recognition of this day "established by the Baha'is H and
"as a symbol of our love of God" "we light our homes
inside and out between 7:00 and 9:00 p,m." He also
urged that all the citizens of Maywood participate "by
worshipping and praying that all prejudice whether it
be racial, political. national or religious be abolished
from the minds and hearts of all men and peace on
earth be established."
The Chamber of Commerce called upon all business
organizations to cooperate by keeping their stores and
offices lighted, and one of the leading banks urged its
clients to light their homes as suggested by Mayor
Elbert.
The theme for the non-sectarian public meeting was:
"A Community's Prayer for Peace." Representatives
of the Protestant, Roman CathOlic. and Jewish faiths
were the speakers. Mrs. Bette Smith, Baha'i and member of the local planning committee, acted as chairman.
Nearly two hundred persons were present, at least
three fourths of them non-Baha'is. There was no discussion of creeds or doctrines but only of the Divine
Creator and man's relation to Him. According to a
follow-up article in the local press. Reverend Robert
Vornholt, pastor of the First Congregational Church,
struck the keynote in his challenge to the audience to
decide whether or not they believed there is a God in
the universe and if they do. to demonstrate their belief
in Him and in prayer as a means of communication
with Him. This same article reported that eighty per
cent of the homes and fifty per cent of the business
establishments were brightly lighted during the hours
of the public meeting. Recommendations have been
received by the planning committee on which the
Baha'is are strongly represented to have an even
bigger observance next year,

Mayors f Proclamations
In addition to the Village of Maywood, the mayors of
a number of other cities having Baha'i communities
gave their support to World Religion Day by issuing
similar proclamations. Among them was Chicago's

7

Mayor Richard J. Daley. A record crowd was drawn to
the public meeting in the Chicago Baha'i Center to
hear Auxiliary Board member William MaxwelL There
were forty-five spot announcements on local radio stations and excellent notices in five of Chicago's large
newspapers, two of which carried Mayor ,Daley's proclamation, reproduced on this page. The article in the
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Chicago Defender, America's largest Negro newspaper,
stated the purpose of World Religion Day as announced

by the National Spiritual Ass em bly and th e claim of the
Baha'is that the blueprint for universal peace is contained in the Writings of Baha'u'llith.
Mayor Herschel Lashkowitz of Fargo, North Dakota,
after stating the purpose of World Religion Day and the
aims of the Baha'i Faith in the abolition of any and all
forms of prejudice, called upon all citizens "whatever
their faith or personal conscience, to participate in such
observance, each in his own individual manner t to the
end that mankind makes progress toward the goals of
world peace . . . good will and brotherhood/' His
proclamation was read at the public meeting which
included prayers read or chanted by members of
Hindu, Muslim, Christian and the Baha'i Faiths. A
panel of three youth and moderator discussed the
subject: "Religion Comes of Age."
In Gallup, New Mexico, the mayor's proclamation
also urged all citizens to participate in the observance
of World Religion Day, and in Sparks, Nevada, the
Baha'is enclosed their mayor's proclamation in an
invitation to the ministers of the local churches to
devote some portion of their sermons on World Religion
Day to prayer for the abolition of prejudice and the
establishment of peace on earth.
George W. Raven, Township Supervisor of Islip
Township, Long Island, New York, whose proclamation
was signed also by the four township councilmen,
designated the day as one of ··special observance by all
faiths in commemoration of World Religion Day." Good
radio and coverage in newspapers that circulate widely
in Nassau and Suffolk Counties also drew much attention to the event.

Mayor Edgar M. Elbert of Maywood, Illinois, signs
annual World Religion Day proclamation. With him is
George W. Amersan, secretary of the Maywood Assembly.

Members of the Spiritual Assembly of Beverly Hill8,
California, look on as Mayor Frank Clapp (center) displays his proclamation for World Religion Day. Left
to Tight: Rob Sennett, vice-chairman; Mrs. Lisa Janti;
Robert Quigley, chairman.

The mayors of Beverly Hills and of Fresno, CalifOTIlia, and of Great Falls, Montana, and possibly many
others not yet reported also responded to the requests
of the local Baha'is to make World Religion Day a
community-wide observance.

Public Meetings Well Attended
In Cleveland, Ohio, World Religion Day was observed
by a public fireside in aBaba 'i home. A beautiful
poster-type invitation was displayed outside the home

the day prior to the meeting. Attractive hand-written
invitations were sent to a special list of thirty persons.
Twenty-five attended, sixteen of them non-Baha'is. The
speaker was Mr. Howard TangIer, Baha'i from Berea,
OhiO, and violin music was contributed by a contact.
Unsolicited publicity appeared on the day of the meeting in the Sunday edition of Cleveland's largest newspaper.
The meeting in Tulsa~ Oklahoma, where one-third of
the audience were non-Baha'is, was opened with the
reading of the prayer for the removal of difficulties in
English, Spanish, French, German and Italian. Mr.
Jack McCants, Auxiliary Board member was the
speaker.
Mr. Jerry Meckleson of Yakima, Washington, recently from Petersburg, Alaska, was the speaker at the
Spokane, Washington meeting on "Criterions of Divine
Truth. PO The event received excellent newspaper, radio
and television coverage. The latter was furnished unexpectedly and without prior arrangement by the station's reporter-photographer who came to the meeting
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to interview Meckleson and film the beginning of the
program.
The Baha'is of Tempe, Scottsdale, Phoenix, and
North Maricopa County supported a public meeting
arranged in Mes a. Arizona, by isola ted believer. Mr.
David Hildebrand. Approximately thirty-five persons
attended, at least nine of whom were not Baha'is.
Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Velma Sherrill was the
speaker. North Maricopa County also had its own

meeting at Cave, at which Gordon Laite was the
speaker. This meeting was preceded by an interesting
exhibit of arts and crafts arranged by the Baha'is.
In Brattleboro, Vermont, the speaker was Mrs.
Marzieh Gail of Keene, New Hampshire whose subject
was "Why Nat a World Religion?" The Bahil' is of
Hinsdale. New Hampshire,

and of Greenfield and

Montague, Massachusetts supported the effort,
Mr. Zahrl Schoeny of Evanston, Illinois, speaker at the
meeting in Batavia, Illinois, expressed such enthusiasm
and sincerity that inquirers were stimulated to ask
marty penetrating questions about the Faith which Mr,
Schoeny handled with great satisfaction. In reporting
the meeting. the local Spiritual Assembly wrote that as
a result of the interest shown by these people it has a
new eagerness "to go on from here."
The Baha'i Group at Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois, sponsored an interfaith panel on the topic
uReligion Speaks to the Planet." Almost fifty persons
attended. Much literature was taken and several students expressed interest in learning more about the
Baha'i Faith.
The Topeka, Kansas, Baha'i Community arranged
their meeting for late afternoon to be followed by a
buffet supper. Hand-written invitations were sent to a
prestige list of Topekans. including the state governor I
the mayor, and the president of Washburn University.
Response was requested only from those planning to
attend but Governor Avery sent a note expressing his
regret' that a previous commitment prevented his
attendance. Several leading citizens came. including
the mayor. Mr. Donald Newby was the speaker. A good
supply of pamphlets was nearly exhausted. Several
persons indicated a desire to attend firesides. The
Topeka Assembly feels that the evening was both a
teaching' and social success.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Paul Harris of Mattoon, Illinois,
presented a program on "Religion Comes of Age" at
the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette. Following a
brief introduction to the aims and purposes of the
Baha'i Faith, a series of excellent color slides was
shown depicting the basic spiritual and social teachings
of Baha'u'llilh and jAbdutl-Baha, and others from the
World Congress in London to illustrate how these teachings are unifying persons of all religious, racial, political and cultural backgrounds.
The Baha'is in the Greater Seattle area, Washington
collaborated in holding a large, well-advertised public
meeting in Seattle with Auxiliary Board member Mrs.
Florence V. Mayberry as speaker on ·'The Baha'i
Story."
"The Role of Religion in Today's World" was the
subject of a well-advertised panel discussion sponsored
by the local Spiritual Assembly of DeKalb County in
Decatur, Georgia. The panel members were Dr. Jay

Participants on a World Religion Day program held
January 16 under sponsorship of the BaM',s of Durham,
North Carolina. From left in the from row: Dr. Adolph
Furth, Rabbi M. Berger, and George Goodman, three
of the speakers; Mrs. Ludmila Van Sombeek, and the
Rev. Henry G. Elkins, the fourth speaker.

Cohen. research microbiologist with the United States
Public Health Service; Father Calhoun of the Roman
Catholic faith; Mr. LaMar Howard, a juvenile court
supervisor from Fulton County, and Mr. Winston Evans,
Baha'i. Questions from both the audience and panel
members following presentation of the basic precepts
of the religious faith of the speakers pointed up the
world consciousness of the Baha'i ideals and principles.
Richard M. Witter, associate director of alumni
affairs at Howard University, recently returned from
the World Center of the Baha'i Faith, Was the speaker
for the Washington, D.C., community. His subject was:
uHow Can One GQd Have So Many Religions?"
The observance of the Baha'is of Sarasota and
Manatee County, Florida, took the form of an
integrated tea for twenty-six believers and twenty-three
non-Baha'is. Mrs. Jane McCants spoke on the subject:
"A Common Faith - the Basis for World Peace. I I Mrs.
Harriet Kelsey played a number of piano solos. Several
of those attending the meeting reported that they had
been reading the Baha'i advertisements in the local
papers for some time.
In Greensboro, North Carolina, the meeting took the
form of a panel discussion by local Baha'is; in Hartford, Connecticut the speaker was Mrs. J essyca Russell
Gaver of New York whose subject was: "The Baha'i
Faith: Dawn of a New Day:" in Tucson, Arizona Phil
Lucas, Baha'i folksinger, artist and radio personality,
was the main speaker. Miss Olive Alexander, the
speaker in Miami, Florida, discussed "God, Man, and
Religion." Dennis Smith, Baha'i student and lecturer at
the UniverSity of New Mexico, was the speaker in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Brief reports have come from many other communities, including the goal city of Eureka, California,
where the event was a two-day proclamation program.
Space compels limitation of the reports to only these
few which indicate, not only the wide variety in the
program for World Religion Day, but also the increasing attention that this special Baha'i event is receiving
from persons of prominence and influence across the
nation.
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In the Philippines 500 Baha'is have enrolled this year
nine new tribes now being represented in the Faith:
Two hundred and twelve new localities have been
established this year.

A. few of the faces reflecting happiness at the Birthday
of Bahd'u'l1<ih celebTation, November 12, 1965, held at
Muntinlupa Prison in the Philippines. Over 400 attended
the aU-day meeting, and the authorities exempted
B ah<i'i prisoners from work and gran ted the USe of tn e
social hall.

The Baha'is of Malaysia are justifiably proud and
happy over the acquisition of their new ij:a~iratu'l
Quds. an achievement of the Nine Year Plan. It is
situated in a thickly populated and easily accessible
area of the busy metropolis of Kuala Lumpur. After its
purchase, a committee of a few of the Kuala Lumpur
Baha'is took charge of various alterations and did an
excellent job. The youth helped to clean and tidy the
premises. The national administrative headquarters is
now installed there and it also serves in many other
ways. Surrounding commWlities use it for joint programs and also arrange meetings for viSiting Baha'is
from abroad. The youth of Kuala Lumpur use it for
their activities. Deepening -classes, firesides and prayer
sessions are frequently held.

* • *
The National Baha'i Youth Committee of Malaysia
has requested youth groups to elect state representatives to consolidate activities within the state and also
furnish regular reports from their districts. The Committee has set very high standards for the representatives, expecting them to read and study selected books,
to memorize a number of prayers, and to be prepared
to travel in their state to arrange activities.
• * •
From the South and West Africa Baha'i News Letter
comes news of a seventy-acre site near Johannesburg,
the purchase of which has been approved by the
Universal House of Justice. The Continental Goals
Committee reports that a pioneer from Jamaica has
been found for Basutoland.

•••

The Auckland, New Zealand, branch of the United
Nations Association graciously gave full support to two
meetings sponsored by the Bah;; 'is for Human Rights
Day. The National Spiritual Assembly of New Zealand
is planning a four·day pre--convention study session in
April, 1966.

•••

The number of new believers in India is now almost
190,000. This is an increase of almost 40,000 since last
May. There are now 9,000 centers in India while new
l;Ia?iratu'l-Quds have recently been erected by the
believers in four villages.

Correction
A letter of January 17, 1966 from Korea expresses
regret in omitting mention of the National Spiritual
Assembly of North East Asia as a principal sponsor of
the purchase of their new f:la~iratu'l-Quds, reported on
page 11 of the December, 1965, BAHA'! NEWS. They state
that, as the parent National Assembly to the NSA of
Korea, North East Asia was also the chief advisor in
the selection of this building.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The Col!ieT County News for November 30 published
an article, including photograph, about Mrs. Billie
Smith, a Baha'i and leader in civic affairs whose name
will appear in Who's Who Of American Women. A paragraph in the article is devoted to mention of the Baha'i
Faith and of her affiliation with it.

o
The current edition of Who's Who of A merican Women lists Mrs. Lois K. Nochman who is a Baha'i and
member of the community of Highland Park, Michigan.
A writeup of this listing was carried in a local newspaper, the Highland Parker, mention of her Baha'i
membership and activities being included. Mrs. Noch.
man is an instructor in English at Highland Park Community College.

o
A four column account, including picture of the
family of Dr. and Mrs. Irvin M. Lourie, Baha'is of
Bethesda, Maryland appeared in the December 30
edition of the local newspaper, the Sentinel, of Montgomery County. The accoWlt, based on an interview
with the family. gives a full and quite accurate story of
the Faith, including its tenets and administrative structUre. The excellent picture of the Lourie family in their
home includes with special mention, the photograph of
the Wilmette House of Worship which hangs on a wall
of the Lourie home.

o
A nineteen inch story of the Baha'i Faith appearing
in the BaltimoTe Sun of January 9 and entitled: "Baha'i
Faith: Quiet Growth - 77 Baltimoreans Adhere to
Young Religion" grew out of the attendance at the Baltimore Human Rights Day meeting of a reporter for the
Baltimore Sun. The newspaper, in extending its coverage of the "little known and publicized Faiths in the
city," gave the account of the Baha'i Faith in compre-hensive and quite objective manner.

o
The first article in the Chicago Tribune Maga~ine for
January 16 with the title "Three Billion Faithful" refers
to World Religion Day as being sponsored by the
"Baha'ists, to demonstrate the universal oneness of all
revealed religion." Although the article does not refer
further to teachings of the Faith or to any specific
Baha'i meeting it brings to the attention of many the
name and the basic truth which the Faith proclaims.
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Michigan Legislature Pays Tribute
to the Baha'i Faith
When Powell Lindsay, a Baha'i and Legislative Assistant in the Legislative Service Bureau of the Michigan State Legislature, learned that the 1965 Baha'i
State Convention was to be held in Lansing, Michigan,
he thought that this would be an appropriate time to
bring to the attention of the 148-member Michigan
Legislature the objectives of the Baha'i Faith. He
discussed the idea with Senator Basil Brown, his personal friend, who is the Majority Floor Leader of the
Senate. Senator Brown instructed Mr. Lindsay to draft
a resolution which he would consider presenting before
the Senate.
Probably because he has been an active supporter of
human rights legislation for ten years, Senator Brown
was highly impressed to leam that the Baha'is believe
strongly in a unified world society, and therefore, when
the resolution was read On the floor of the Senate, he
spoke eloquently in support of the Baha'i concepts.
The resolution (Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 129)
was adopted by the Senate on October 14, 1965, and by
the House of Representatives on December 9, 1965. It
reads as follows:
~'Whereas, The Baha'is of the state of Michigan, will
hold their State Convention on November 7, 1965, in
Lansing. Michigan; and
"Whereas, The Baha'i Faith is a new, independent
universal religion, whose goal is to revitalize mankind
spiritually; to break down the barriers between peoples
and lay the fotmdation for a unified world society based
upon prinCiples of justice and love, and teaches that the
fundamental purpose of religion is to promote concord
and harmony, and states that religion must go hand-inhand with science, and that it constitutes the sole and
ultimate basis of a peaceful and ordered society; and
"Whereas, The Baha'i World Faith recognizes that
the major problem of OUr age is the resolution of a
series of deeply ingrained conflicts which are interrelated and penetrate various levels of society; conflicts
between ideologies, nations, religions~ races and classes. Such conflicts, when combined with the weapons of
annihilation our age has produced, threaten the future
of civilization; and
"Whereas, Members of the Baha'i World Faith have
by their daily activity spread love and unity among
people in 270 countries, islands and dependencies
throughout the world and in their concept of the principle of the Oneness of Mankind recognize what is
needed is a new spiritual approach which will reconcile
the basic contradictions in major religious beliefs, and
be consistent with modern scientific and rational principles, and offer to all peoples a set of values and a
meaning to life that they can accept and apply to our
age; now therefore be it
"RESOLVED BY THE SENATE (the House of Representatives concurring), That the members of the
Michigan Legislature, for themselves and for the people of the state of Michigan, extend their highest tribute
to the members of the Baha'i World Faith in their
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efforts to promote THE KINGDOM OF GOD ON
EARTH; and be it further
"RESOLVED, That copies of this tribute be presented to the National Spiritual Assembly, the National
Teaching Committee and the Local Spiritual Assembly
of Lansing as a testimony of the high esteem and
admiration the Michigan Legislature and the people of
Michigan for whom it speaks have for the Baha'i World
Faith. "

Appreciation to Senator Brown
In appreciation of the act of Senator Brown, the
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Highland Park,
Michigan, presented him with a handsome formal certificate of appreciation which reads as follows:
Let it be Known that:
Senator Basil W. Brown
Having performed an act so praiseworthy and
meritorious by introducing and bringing to the
attention of the legislative body of
the state of Michigan
the prec epts of the
Baha'i World Faith
in his dedication to the Oneness of Mankind
through a peaceful and divinely ordained society
founded on justice and liberty for all wherein the
individual's dignity and human rights are preserved is commended
We, the Highland Park Baha'i Community in grateful acknowledgment extend our warmest and
greatest appreciation to Senator Brown.
The certificate was signed by Mr. Marvin Hughes,
chairman of the Highland Park Baha'i Assembly.

George W. Amerson, Bahli'i,
Receives Award of Merit
While in New York City in 1912, 'Abdu'I-Baha spoke
one day to the Baha'is on the subject of "Distinction."
HI desire distinction for you," He said, and then de~
scribed the qualities by which .. the BahA'is must be
distinguished from others of humanity."
As one illustration of how persistent efforts in teaching and practising the basic principles of the Baha'i
Faith will sooner or later attract attention from "others
of humanity" it gives the Editors of BAHA'i NEWS pleasure to quote the following ~'Citation and Award of
Merit" presented on January 14, 1966 by Mayor Edgar
Elbert of Maywood, Illinois, to Mr. George W. Amerson,
member of the Maywood Baha'i Community and currently its secretary:
"The Vil1age of Maywood in recognition of the service given this community presents this award of merit
to George W. Amerson as a symbol of our esteem and
appreCiation for his untiring efforts and cooperation to
make this village a better place to live in and his
outstanding achievements and success in the promotion
of peace and unity among all peoples regardless of
race, color, political or religious backgroWld.
"For over thirty years he has been a member of the
Baha'i Faith and active in abolishing aU prejudice in
this village."
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Publication of WORLD ORDER to be Resumed

Messages to Canada. By Shoghi Effendi. Introduction
by John Robarts. This volume published by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Canada in·
eludes the first letter from Shoghi Effendi ever written
to Canada - a letter to the Montreal Spiritual Assembly, on January 2, 1923; other messages to the Canadian
National Assembly since its formation in April, 1948;
and various letters transmitted through the Guardian's
secretary and those written by Leroy loas, late Hand
of the Cause, at Shoghi Effendi's direction. Canada's
part in the Ten Year Crusade, from 1953 to 1957, form
a special section of the book, some forty messages in
all 78 pages, bound in red cloth.

After a seventeen year hiatus the Baha'i magazine,
ORDER, win soon resume publication, revitalIzed and expanded, In order to provide another
essential channel for widespread promulgation of the
Baha'i Cause, WORLD ORDER will publish features of
broad intellectual, theologica1, cultural and human interest. The intense social conscience of the Baha'i
principles will permeate its editorial policy. Its articles
will be written by men and women of stature, able to
provoke thought in those areas of particular concern to
Baha'is_ Authors will be both Baha'is and authorities
invited to contribute because of their distinctions in
selected spheres, In short, the journal will be of interest
to all persons of broad literary tastes and will not be
confined to Baha'i concerns_
An Editorial Board has been named: Dr, Firuz Kazernzadeh, Dr. Howard Garey, Mr. Monroe Michels,
Mrs. Muriel Michels_ Contributing editors and special
editors will shortly be appointed. Preparatory work on
the first year's articles is far advanced. and a Table of
Contents for the opening issue is soon to be announced.
The journal will be published four times each year,
with the first quarterly issue to appear in October 1966
or January 1967. Individual subscriptions are $3.50 per
year; special rates for multiple subscriptions and for
multiple years will be announced.
Since WORLD ORDER must support itself primarily
through the subscriptions of the Baha'i friends, and
later of those who find its pages rewarding, it is
imperative that pre-publication subscriptions flood into
the Editorial Board, as an expression of Baha'i enthusiasm felt for this vital teaching venture begun again. All
correspondence concerning the magazine, subscriptions, and checks made payable to WORLD ORDER,
should be mailed to Mrs. Muriel Michels, 1 Cove Ridge
Lane, Old Greenwich, Connecticut 06870.

Per copy ............. _" ...... '" ........... $3.00 NET
[Order through your local library service]
Available )'Tom: BaM'; Publishing Trust
110 Linden Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

The Child's Way
A GmDE FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS

Published bi-monthly by
The Child'. Way Editorial Committee
Box 245, Wilmette, nlinoi. 60091
RATES: U.S ................... _... $2.00 per year
Foreign .................. $2.50 per year
Back issues, set of six .... $1.00
Please note change in cost of sets of back issues.
Payment must aecompany OTdeT.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
March 21- Bahii. (Splendpr)
April 9 - Jal;'l (Glory) ,
DAYS OF FASTING
March 2 to 21

HOLY DAY

W~RLD

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Weekdays
10 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Sundays and Holidays
10 :30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Service of Worship

March 21- Naw-Ruz (BaM'i New Year)

U.s, NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
March 25-27
April 27; May 1-3

NATIONAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
April 28-May 1

Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meeting
Sunday, March 20
4:15 p.m.

BAJd.·1 NEWS is published for cireulation among Baha'is only by the NaUonal Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ repartiDa' current activities of the Baha'i world community.
B .....'f Nswa Is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Materlal must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,.
112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Dlinoi., U.s.A. 60091.
Change of address should be reported direcUy to National Bahii.'i Office. 112 Linden Avenue. Wflmette. lliinOis. U_S.A.
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OBSERVANCE OF BAHA'I HOLY DAYS
A Communication from The Universal House of Justice
TO: National Spiritual Assemblies.
Dear Baha'i Friends:
From time to time questions have arisen about the
application of the law of the Kititb-i-Aqdas on the
observance of Baha'l Holy Days. As you know. the
recognition of Baha'i Holy Days in at least ninety-five
countries of the world is an important and highly significant objective of the Nine Year Plan, and is directly
linked with the recognition of the Faith of Bahit'u'\Jith
by the civil authorities as an independent religion enjoying its own rights and privileges.
The attainment of this objective will be facilitated
and enhanced if the friends. motivated by their own
realization of the importance of the laws of Baha'u l Uah, are obedient to them. For the guidance of believers we repeat the instructions of the beloved
Guardian:
HHe wishes also to stress the fact that, according to
Our Baha'i laws, work is forbidden on our Nine Holy
Days. Believers who have independent businesses or
shops should refrain from working on these days.
Those who are in government employ should, on religious grounds, make an effort to be excused from
work; all believers, whoever their employers, should
do likewise. If the government, or other employers,
refuse to grant them these days off, they are not required to forfeit their employment, but they should
make every effort to have the independent status of
their Faith recognized and their right to hold their own
religious Holy Days acknowledged." (From letter written on behalf of the Guardian to the American National
Spiritual Assembly, dated July 7, 1947 - BAHA'i NEWS
No. 198, page 3)
uThis distinction between institutions that are under
full or partial Baha'i control is of a fWldamental importance. Institutions that are entirely managed by
Baha'is are, for reasons that are only too obvious,
under the obligation of enforcing all the laws and
ordinances of the Faith, especially those whose observance constitutes a matter of conscience. There
is no reason, no justification whatever? that they
should act otherwise . . . The point which should be
always remembered is that the issue in question is
essentially a matter of conscience, and as such is of a

binding effect upon all believers." (From letteT written on beha~f of the Guardian to the American National Spiritual Assembly, dated October 2, 1935BAHA'i NEWS No. 97~ page 9)
In addition, steps should be taken to have Bahil'!
children excused, on religious grOWlds, from attending school on Baha'i Holy Days wherever possible.
The Guardian has said:
"Regarding children: at fifteen a Baha'i is of age
a s fa r as keeping the laws of the Aqdas is concerned - prayer, fasting, etc. But children Wlder fifteen should certainly observe the Baha'i Holy Days,
and not go to school, if this can be arranged on these
nine days." (From letter written on behatf Of the Guardian~ dated October 25, 1947, to the American National
Spiritual Assembly)
National Assemblies should give this subject their
careful consideration, and should provide ways and
means for bringing this matter to the attention of the
believers under their jurisdiction so that, as a matter
of conscience t the mass of believers will uphold these
laws and observe them.
With loving Baha' 1 greetings,
- THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF J USTICB
Baha'i World Center
Haifa, Israel
28 January, 1966

COMMENTARY:

A letter written on behalf of the beloved Guardian
to an individual believer, published in BAHA/i NKWS,
April 1948, states: "He wishes the Baha'is to press for
the recognition of their right to observe their own
Holy Days, and to observe them wherever possible in
strict accordance with our teachings."
In this connection Shoghi Effendi in 1938 designated
the exact hour for the observance of four of the
nine Holy Days. These hours are printed on the
Baha'i Calendar published annually by the Bahati
Pub~ishing Trust of the United States.
-

NATIONAL SPmITUAL AsSEMBLY

OF THE

BAH.A.' is

OF THE UNITED STATES
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Universal House of Justice Calls for 79 Additional Pioneer Offers
On February 20 The Universal House of Justice reported to all National Spiritual Assemblies that as of
that date 161 of the 460 pioneers called for in its Ric;tvan
message had arrived at their posts, and an additional
190 were consulting and preparing for their departure.
The letter states: "Assuming that all these 190 prospective pioneers will set out for the goals specified in
the Plan, there will still remain 109 posts lacking
pioneer offers. Of these 109 posts, some are dependent
upon favorable circumstances, leaving a minimum of
79 pioneer offers still needed, if we are to meet the
challenge before RiQvan."
Addressing all the believers, The Universal House of
Justice continues:

"Beloved friends. during the period of a little over
two months since we announced that the fate of the
pioneer plan was hanging in the balance, 68 pioneers
have succeeded in setting out for their goals t That from
the ranks of the supporters of the Most Great Name 79
more believers may come forward, in the remaining
two months, to offer themselves for the posts specified
in the Plan and set out for their glorious goals is the
longing of our hearts and the object of our constant
supplications at the Holy Shrines."
The victories are almost within our grasp. May the
Baha'i World Community be able to proclaim during
the forthcoming Ric;lvan period that they have been
achieved!

Pioneers Assist Panamanian Teaching
Twenty-five Baha'is visited the sleepy little town of
Capira in Panama late one SlUlday morning in Janu~
ary. It was a door-to-door plan sponsored by the Local
Spiritual Assembly of Panama City to invite the townspeople to visit the nearby Baha'i School of Villa Virginia the following Sunday. Few villagers could resist the
warm Baha'i greetings. A week later seventy adults
and numerous children joined about seventy Baha'is
and other friends for recreation, refreshments and a
Baha'i talk at Villa Virginia.
Five new pioneers from the United States, Susan Hoy,
Linda Martin, Kenneth Francisco, Jack Ryckman, and
Arthur Krummell, participated in this integral plan
(used successfully in Brazil)_ They later joined Guaymi
Indians from the mountains of ChiriqUi, euna Indians
from the coastal islands of San BIas, and Negro youth
from Panama City in the ten-day session of the Baha'i
school, which had a record attendance of thirty-eight
students and five staff members. During the teachertraining classes at the school, seven students made
declarations. After a followup fireside in Capira, nineteen townspeople became Baha'is. One of the outstanding Guaymi Indian Baha'is, Moises Bejerano, left the
school in mid-session to carry the message to the Chaco
Indians in the dense jungle of Darien, Panama, and
brought in thirty-two new believers_
Early in February two of the new pioneers, Susan
and Linda, both only 19 years old, moved to ManachuClUl in the San BIas Islands to open a Baha'i school for
the ClUla Indians, and two other pioneers, Kenneth and
Arthur, ages 20 and 27, left to help the Guaymi Indians
in the mountains of Chiriqui.

Erratum
The Universal House of Justice requests that the
friends make a correction in the RiQ.van message of
1965, page 4, linc 22. The word "urgent" should read
"lUlique. "

Baha'is and friends at Villa Virginia Baha'i School in
Panama_

Designs for Panama Temple
Submitted to House of Justice
The National Spiritual Assembly of Panama has
submitted forty-three designs of varied architectural
approaches for the Ma:illriqu'l-Acibkar to be built in
Panama as one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan.

Australian Temple Attracts World Visitors
The Baha'i Temple near Sydney, Australia is receiving visitors in growing numbers from many parts of the
world as welJ as aU Australian States_ Many tourists
come in busses directly from visiting ships, including
s'ome who have visited the World Center at Haifa,
Israel. A number of special tours by high school students have also occurred and many intelligent questions were asked by these young people.
A dawn service was held on December 12 at the
temple as a thanksgiving in l-cspect to the clearance of
all debt involved in the construction_
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,Amatu'I-Baha Ruhiyyih Khanum Explains
Simultaneous Process of Expansion and Consolidation
In 1964 Hand of the Cause 'Amatu'I-Baha Rul:>iyyih
Khanum spent several months in India and in the
nearby countries of Ceylon, Nepal and Sikkim. While
in India she participated extensively in the mass
teaching program being carried on in the villages in
all parts of that land. The following comments written on her return to the Holy Land give much food
for thought among all the BaM'is of the world who
wish to see their beloved Faith grow and expand
among the multitudes not yet touched by the Word
of Baha'u'llilh:
"The entire Baha'i world is watching the progress
being made in India. Her teaching activities and the
remarkable rate of increase in the number of believers in that country during the last five years,
are the envy and admiration of her sister communities. But I feel a word of advice is in order here. Often,
the active workers inside a community, who are bearing the full weight of teaching, administering and
supporting it, get the idea that they should slow down
on 'expansion' and 'consolidate.' This is a dangerous
idea - a very dangerous idea, It was our beloved
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, who first used these terms;
we learned them from him; but he never separated the
two things. To him expansion was constant teaching,
according to the express command of Baha'u'lHlh,
like an army that is marching to conquer, never losing an advantage, never ceasing to go on. Consolidation is what comes behind the army; the food supply,
the education of the conquered people, the establishment of garrisons. It would be a sorry army indeed
that sat down to enjoy the luxuries of inaction when
it had the advantage! There are other armies on the
march in these days, ominous, terrible, destructive
armies, not only physical ones (perhaps the least
dangerous of all) but ideological ones; materialism
is on the march at a terrifying rate, godlessness is
advancing with frightening swiftness, inadequate political ideologies, whether from the East or from the
West, are seeking to conquer the minds of men. The
Baha'i army is one of light in its sole object is to conquer the hearts of men, its only battle is against the
increasing spiritual darkness in the world. Nowhere
in our teachings - neither from the pen of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha nor the Guardian do we find mention of circumstances under which we should not
teach this Faith actively all the time. Only when, by
law, a government has forbidden us to teach actively
do we bow our heads in obedience to government.
There is never a point at which we have, temporarily,
enough Baha'is. Baha'u'llah belongs to all the people
of this world; He came to them ~ it is their right to
hear of Him, to accept Him. To stand in the way
of this process, to hold back the teaching work, is
the deadliest of all sins.

Bah"'''lI''h'. New Social Order
"It is not only new spiritual laws which Baha.?u'l1ith

has brought to the world in this day; it is a new social
order, a divine policy. Shoghi Effendi used to say:
'We Baha'is belong to no political party, we belong to
God's party.' Let us ask ourselves how this World
Order of our Faith is to be established, how its educational, social, economic, as well as spiritual, programs
are to be put into practice, tulleS5 the material- vast
masses of human beings calling themselves Baha'isis available? How can one do two entirely contradictory
things at the same time: require of people that they
be mature, understanding, well-informed Haha 'is before
letting them into the Faith, and, at the same time,
have enough Baha'is inside it to put into effect this
great. dynamic, Order of Baha'u'U.a.h? It is like asking
that kindergarten children should first sit for entrance
examinations to the university before they can begin
their primary education!
"Let the people come in. The law of averages decrees
that everything has a scale of percentages. Every milk
has its percentage of cream; high or low, it is there.
For every hundred new Baha'is there is invariably
going to be a percentage of people of great capacity.
both intellectually and spiritually; this group will take
care of the increase in less mature and understanding,
but no less sincere, souls who comprise the rest of
the hundred. In other words you get your rank and
file, your foot soldiers, as well as your officers, all together at the same time. Just teach. Trust more in
the power of Baha.'u'llah to work His own miracles if
you but let Him, and march On to conquer, while there
is still the opportunity to do so, the hearts of the people
in that wonderfully promising part of the world.
"When we older people look back on our lives, how
often we realize that we just took it for granted that
the golden days of our teens or early youth, the fir st
joys of marriage, of parenthood, of travel, of studywhatever it was - would go on forever! Suddenly we
realized they had gone, never to come back. Today
there is an extraordinary receptivity in that part of
the world (and indeed, in many other lands, maybe
more than we realize) to the Faith of Baha'u'llahlike the soil waiting, dry and breathless with longing,
for the monsoon, for the rains that will generate life
and bring forth the new crop. This is our opportunity,
our challenge, our terrible responsibility. For our Own
sakes, for the sake of suffering humanity, we cannot
afford to fail in seizing this hour and exploiting it to
the full.
There are almost half a billion people in India, not
to mention those in neighboring countries. Not hun~
dreds, not thousands, but literally millions are ready
to accept Bahli 'u'llah if you will only tell them He has
come to them, for them, in this glorious new age in
which we are living."
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The House of Quddus in Mashhad
by Guy Murchie
Emrom.u. NO'rE: This is another in a series of articles written by Guy
Murchie from his diary kept on his journey to Iran in 1964 and pdnted
with the permission of The Universal House of .Tustice. The photos
were taken by Me. Murchie.

MaILhhad is the biggest city in northeastern Persi·a
and lies close to where that country joins Afghanistan
on the east and Turk.istan (part of the Soviet Union) on
the north. Turkistan, east of the Caspian Sea, is where
the horse is presumed to have been first domesticated
(around 4000 B.C.) and its principal city is 'I'lbqabad
where the first Baha'i temple was erected shortly after
the turn of the century.
Though close to the Great Salt Desert, Ma'lbhad i~ not
a desert city like Yazd but in fact is quite lush and
fertile, particularly in winter and spring when it enjoys
frequent rains. When I landed here today by plane with
my interpreter, a retired major general. a shower had
just washed the dusty streets and the cotton and sugar
beet fields were green and fruit orchards cOIDmg into
blossom on the surrounding broad plain. As a Baha'i
friend drove us to town along poplar-lined roads, we
could see also numerous mulberry trees which provide
the principal raw material (worm food) for the silk
industry. As we reached the first squared-off blocks of

faces of a,., spinning brass top will end uppermost, a file
of seven porters with huge trays of cakes and sweets on
their heads hurrying to a wedding feast. three old men
haggling in a radish market in front of six-foot piles of
radishes. a large crowd of pilgrims with bulky bundles
a waiting a bus to start them on a month-long journey to
Mecca and back, and two mullas at the door of a
mosque greeting each other with respecUul salaams

H OILSe of B<ib£!lYih showing steps to the meeting room at
right where Mu!la ?usayn and Quddus met with their

followers.
(bowing with hand over heart) and conversing quietly
with palms-up gestures and bland, benign expressions.

House of B.iblyyih

A discussion with a .mulla in front of a small mosque
Maslthad.

houses and approached the heart of the city its oriental
character became apparent in the loose turbans of
white c!oth commonly worn like coiled dish towels with
one end dangling in back. Lots of faces are Mongoloid
and some almost Chinese though often very dark of
skin. Exotic street scenes include camels being led
under the plane trees beside the small canal separating
the two sides of one of the main double streets, a cluster
of youths betting coins on which of the six numbered

The most important thing for a visiting Baha'i to see
in MaoIDhad is the fam()us house of Babiyyih built by
Milllil I:!usayn at the behest of Quddlis before they went
to Fort 'fabarsi and which may be said to be the first
building on Earth constructed as a 1:Ia~iratu'l-Quds
(which means in Persian "The Sacred Fold"). So we
went there by way of a street with poplars so light in
color they <seemed to be birch trees. When we got to a
muddy alley in the immediate neighborhood (apparently near the southeastern edge of town), we separated as
a normal precaution against attracting attention, and
walked quietly ahead past several women in black
chadurs and a couple of squatting beggars, filing inconspicuously through a narrow gate to find ourselves suddenly in the garden of Babiyyih. It was also a sort of
courtyard perhaps fifty feet square surrounded by low,
unpretentious buildings that would have seemed very
ordinary to one unacquainted with their history. But to
us of course these structures had a magical quality for
we redtl1ed that this area was open grass land in the
spring of 1848 when Miilla 1:Iusayn, who had iust arrived on foot from visiting the Bab in Mah-Kii. some
1200 miles away. chose the lot of land, bought it early in
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May and. with his own hands and probably those of a
few helpers, built the houses by the end 01 June in time
to move in, along with Quddus, and held many important meetings there during the first three weeks of
July - for on July 21 both these heroes leI!, at the
Bab's command, for their glorious destiny at Fort
Tabarsi from which they would never return.

on construction of the Baha'i temple in <I@.qabad more
than sixty years ago. The street outside this sacred
house and garden is traditionally known as Babiyyih
Street and many still call it that although the Muslims,
trying to erase its memory t have troubled themselves
to give it some other name,

The Story of a Baha'( in Mashhad

Tile gaTden and courtyaTd of the House of Bribiyyih.
MuUfl l:lusayn, we were told, lived in the larger
quarters on the north side of the courtyard and slept in
a bedroom about nine by twelve feet with an eleven-foot
wooden ceiling, the walls indented with double rows of
niches in traditional style except that the upper ones
have unusually fancy pointed arches at the top. The
main meeting room is approximately fourteen by
twelve feet but here the niches are rounded at the top, a
small fireplace is in an alcove to the rear (north wall),
while three outside doors and two small windows open
on the courtyard. Quddus occupied the humbler south
side of the courtyard with lower (ten-foot) ceiling and
only a single roW of oblong niches. His room was
originally rectangular, I am told, but due to later
construction of a street on the south side of the property, bas now been reduced to a wedge shape with a
single outside door and two little windows facing the
courtyard. The storeroom of the north building, which
could also serve as a hiding place in tim e of danger. is
a windowless t dark closet a bout nine by six feet behind
Mull.. ~usayn's bedroom.
The relatively ample courtyard bas at least one old
tree possibly planted by MUll.. ~usayn himself, in
which a turtle dove was sitting most of the time we
were there. The Persians call it an "anob" tree and its
edible fruit consists of orange-colored, one-inch
"beans" that look something like rose hips. There are
also several young pine trees in the garden, some pears
in blossom, a grape arbor lots of roses and a central
poolt while poplars are visible rising here and there
above the low flat roofs from outside.
The custodian of this holy house is a very dark and
wizened old man with a gentle face named Gholam
~usayn Bidari, which seems appropriate as Bidari
means "ever awake" which he must be to maintain
such a well-kept garden and buildings despite the
hostile Muslim neighbors all around. He is a mason by
trade and has the distinction of having actually worked

Repairing to another part of the city, my guides took
me to call on a seventy-four year old sick Baha'i who
honored me with tearful kisses and told such a touching
story that I cannot bear not to repeat it, nor is it
possible to forget how he looked as he sat on the edge of
his bed in his black bathrobe and woolen sailor's cap
atop his greasy, unshaven but enraptured face. It
seems that his father, a Muslim, had wanted him to
become a droshky driver when he was in his teens and,
discovering that he preferred to take up reading and
writing, violently opposed this outlandish idea on the
ground that it might lead to his becoming a Babi, as
these "scheming heretics" were still called in many
parts of Persia. The boy had never heard the name
Babi before but somehow it fascinated him despite the
evil implication his father gave it, so he secretly bided
his time to learn more about these dangerous literary
monsters. A few years later when he was a servant in
the great household of the Grand Vazir in 'fihrin he
chanced to be scolded for not being able to read, and
again he thought how wonderful it would be if only he
could comprehend a book and he hoped he could find
someone. even a Babi. who might ~ach him this
unimaginable magic.
Shortly thereafter he found himseH jobless and semistarving in Rasht on the Caspian Sea where one night
he dreamed he met a holy man with blue eyes and a

A dToshky with a typical load passes down a ,tTeet
in

Ma~had.

t

white beard who smiled on him and asked if he needed
any help. "0 yes," replied the hungry youth, clutching
the old man's robe. "Then you must be patient," said
the old man and he repeated this for what seemed a
long time eventually introducing him to a man who, he
said, would presently offer him an important job. The
young man did not know how much he could trust this
curious dream but a few weeks afterward he was
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overjoyed to encounter in a narrow alley of the bazaar
the very man he had been introduced to and, better
still, the man recognized him in return and, comparing
accounts, they discovered they had both had the same
dream at the same time. And by this means the youth
got a job which led to his being taught to read and
write, through which he discovered the Baha'i Faith
and heard that the holy man of his dream was 'Abdu'l~
Baha. By this time he was a succe:ssful merchant and
his life took on a whole new purpose, much of which
was evident from the attractive pictures still on his
walls and the large library of books behind glassfronted bookcases and his oft-expressed praise of God
for all his blessings, one of them being that his daughter in dying had dreamed she was about to be a guest of
'Abdu'l-Baha. Perhaps he was gladdest of all, however,
in knowing that his Muslim neighbors had come to
appreciate his character and deeds and one of them
had even allowed he was absolutely sure he was a
"good man" despite his being a Baha'i.
The next afternoon we were in our hotel when a
messenger arrived to inform us that a local Baha'i

Journey to the Holy land
In a far off land there is a small industrious city
called Haifa. For not only Baha'i adults but especially
Baha'i youth this bay area is a dreamland; and to be
accepted for a pilgrimage to this Most Holy Place is in
truth a dream come true.
As your Israeli cheroot, the equivalent of a New York
taxi cab, winds up Carmel Avenue you view the golddomed Shrine of the Bab for the first time, towering
over all of Haifa. Turning on Uno Avenue, you approach a great iron gate. Down the driveway are the
open doors of the warm and loving pilgrim house which
will take you in for the next nine days.
And so your most memorable and moving pilgrimage
begins. An experience packed with other experiences.
Sometime within these nine days you will spend two
days and two nights at the Mansion of Bahji, where
Baha'u'llah spent the remainder of His life after being
imprisoned. Here is His Shrine. While at Bahji you will
take one day and go to the Most Great Prison - 'Akka.
After a prayerful visit to Baharu'lIah's cell, you visit
the House of 'Abbud, within the city walls of 'Akld..
Baha'u'l1ah spent seven years upstairs in this house
without once coming down. From His window all He
could see were the untamed waves of the Haifa Bay. As
a result of this, 'Abdu'j-Baha had the Ri<;lvan Gardens
made for the Blessed Perfection. The sprouting
greenery and blooming trees surround you when you
visit here. Before returning to Haifa you stop at Mazr'ih
where Baha'u'llith spent the two years between his stay
at the House of 'Abbud and Bahii. Mazr'ih is hidden
behind a great many trees and gives you an overwhelming feeling of love when you enter.
On your return to Haifa there is one more outstanding
experience during your pilgrimage; a visit to the Archives Building. This, the first of the administrative
buildings, patterned after the Parthenon, contains almost all the relics of the Bab, Baha'u'Ilah, jAbdu'lBaha , and some of Shoghi Effendi's personal articles,

farmer with a Muslim wife had just been molested by
her fanatical brothers abducting her and threatening to
kill her if she tried to return to him or their three
children. They also destroyed his crops and commandeered his farm, hoping thus to make him destitute, and when he appealed to the police they refused to
listen to him, even kicking him out the door as a "filthy
Baha'i" . . .
My interpreter, a member of the Persian National
Assembly and a respected military figure who outranked the brigadier general responsible for the
Ma~had police, immediately took action to right the
wrong - with the result that the farmer is likely at
least to get his farm back, though extracting the wife
unharmed from her bitter family is another thing
again. Such occurrences unfortunately are still only too
common in Persia.

NOTE: For an account of the '·Babiyyih"

in Mashhad see Th.e Daw:n.

Breakers pp. 265·7 and 126-7.

and volumes and volumes of Baha'u'llilh's writings are
also included.
Like all marvelous things, your pilgrimage, in brief,
must corne to an end, a tearful and painful end.
Leaving the Holy Land is as if leaving your heart there.
Your pilgrimage has paved a new pathway for the rest
of your life.
It's an unforgettable experience, so precious and
meaningful at this age. Don't worry how you'll get
there; just pray and serve this most wonderful Cause of
ours the best you can and this bounty and blessing shall
come your way. God bless you.
-PAULETTE PAPPAS

A Baha."i Youth

Ever since the inception of the Ten Year Crusade, the
macrocosm of the World Order of Bahti'u'Uah has been
increasing~y reflected in local assemblies springing up
around the planet. Many at them represent, in their
individual members, people of a variety of rllcial, national and cultural backgrounds. Future ages wiU TecaZZ
this historic period, these early spiritual assemblies
and those who brougnt them into existence, for they aTe
the first-fruits of His World Order. The Local Spiritual
Assembly of Kampala, Uganda, Africa is drawn from
people of British, Canadian, Persian, Irish and American origins as weH as three AfTican tribes - Luo,
Mukigga, and Mutuya..
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First Youth Training Camp in Malaysia
A Baha'i Youth Training Camp held at Port Dickson
December 27-31, 1965, was planned by the National
Teaching and Consolidation Committee of Central and
South Malaya with the following aims in view:
(a) To cater for the welfare of Baha!i Youth.
(b) To promote closer relationship among Baha'i
Youth in this country_
(el To get the youth acquainted with a highly disciplined training along the lines of the teachings of
Baha'u'llith, with a display of talent and good leadership in preparation for teaching the Cause and pioneering.
(d) To practice the Baha '} way of life amidst themselves.
(e) To obtain potential youth for future Baha'i work.
(f) To teach the Baha'i youth skills in crafts.
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camp duties such as cooking, cleaning, etc.
The Baha'i youth who attended were divided into five
"watches": the truth, faith, honesty, justice and charity
watches. Each watch took tUrns every day to be in
charge of cooking for the camp and carry out other
camp chores. Each watch had a captain, and Ute duty
officer (an adult Baha'i) was appointed each day to
give instructions to the watch captains for the smooth
running of the whole schedule.
In the words of the camp registrar, Miss Erla Gud~
munsdottir, "The camp and its aim was very success~
ful. Its aim was to call upon latent qualities in the
youth, and this came out in abundance. Shyness vanished, love and joy reigned and the camp radiated
spirituality. It was not like any other camp, more like a
home for everybody - instructors, helpers and students
alike. I must congratulate the youth on showng us the
shining examples of their characters which made it
plain to us elders in how many ways the children or
youth will show us the way. I t

First Baha'i Teaching Institute
Held in Malaysia

A tight schedule was followed from 6 a.m. every
morning until 10:30 p.m. Some of the subjects were:
Public Relations, Baha'i Teaching Techniques, Baha'i
Deepening and Prayers, Voice Training, Public Speaking, Arts and Crafts and First Aid. This schedule was
followed in addition to ph:-rsical exercise and other

A hundred Baha'is met at the Malacca Baha'i Institute, the first of its kind in Malaysia, to grace the
unique occasion of its opening on January 2, 1966. The
morning was beautiful and cool as a north-easterly
breeze refreshed those who came in happy groups from
all over Malaya. Soon the institute grounds were dotted
with smiling and beaming Baha'is. lnside the building
the women were already busy with the preparation of
refreshments, while admiring Baha'is looked at the
mural on the wall of the Institute Hall. A feeling of
achievement lit the faces of everyone while many
shared with joy the short history preceding this first
session of this beautiful little Baha'i institute. Many
recalled the hard work of the first Baha'is of this
country which made such an achievement possible.
Everyone soon gathered inside the Hall of the Insti-
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tute for the program which began with prayers and
opening talks. All present were glad to know how the
land for the building was acquired and how the building
of the institute materialized although the Faith is still
so new in this country. The aims of the institute were
also given for the benefit of those intending to come for
courses. Then the Auxiliary Board member for Malaya
declared the Baha'i institute open.

Part of the one hundred Baha'is attending the opening
session of tne First Malaysian Teaching Institute, January 2, 1966.

WIw Will Replace Domingo Palocios?
Todos Santos Cuchumatan is an Indian village in
Guatemala some distance from Huehuetenango. Here
in this Indian village, a goal city, the memory of a
humble Baha'i is respected and loved. Many years ago.
as a young man, Domingo Palacios came to Todos
Santos to teach schooL Because of the meager salary of
that time, only $8.00 per month, he turned to government work and later became the mayor of the town. As
time went by he worked in other places until in his
older years he operated a small mill for his son.

P. I. Pukoya., first native believer of Laccadive Islands,
S. B. Mobedzadeh, AuxHiary Board member, and A. P.

Kumaran, first pioneer to the Laccadive Islands, a
Nine Year Plan goal.

A Baha'i pioneer used to pass
by the mill frequently but did
not stop to talk with him. Finally one day Domingo said, '~Don 't
you have anything for me?"
He read the literature that
was given to him and then
asked for a book. After that he
nearly always had a Baha'i
book in his hand. When he was
invited to attend an Institute he came and told the
friends hewas a Baha'i, Then. in response to the urging
of Dr. Muhajir to teach the Indians, Domingo Palacios
decided to return to Todos Santos where he had once
Ii ved, F rom here he wrote:
HI am content and happy. . . . I pray day and night
that by the will of God, I may conquer the hearts of
these people for Baha'u'l1ah. It doesn't matter if I
starve to death, I am going to continue teaching .in
Todos Santos." He then asked for a lamp as the
candlelight hurt his eyes.

A month later Domingo took ill on his way to attend
the Dorothy Baker Institute in Chichicastenango. He
passed away a few weeks later.

BaM'i Institute held in
ber. Mrs. Ruth Pringle,
Lui.s BO'Uche~ chairman
sembly of HonduTas,

Taulabe, HonduTas in NovemAuxitiary Board member, and
Df the National Spiritual Asassisted with the Institute.

Now from his fellow Baha'is in Guatemala comes this
tribute and this call: "He was always humble, dignified
and happy. He was really on fire with the desire to
teach the Cause. He sacrificed himself as he had very
little money and we had little to give him. We are
searching and praying for someone to take his place. n
Who will replace Domingo Palacios who fulfilled
Baha'u'llah's command for "steadfastness in His
Cause" ?

,
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Belgian Adivities Highlighted
By Visit from Hands
When the European Hands of the Cause scheduled a
meeting with their seven Auxiliary Board members at
the Brussels I.Ia~iratu'l-Quds, the National Spiritual
Assembly of Belgium asked to be their hosts on the
evening of January 29, 1966. John Ferraby, Dr. Hermann Grossmann and Dr. Adelbert Mlihlschlegel were
welcomed by the chairman of the Brussels Assembly.
Fernand Radar. Board members and fellow Baha'Is
from the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, France and
Monaco joined ranks with every major community of
Belgium and with visitors from Finland, Spain, Norway
~d Sardinia. The evening of varied discussion and
intermingling brought to the Belgian believers a closeness to those 1aboring in the European vineyard of
Baha'u'lli.th.
Following the wave of enthusiasm resulting from the
visit of Mr. Faizi in September, came the visit of Dr.
Mtihlschlegel who, in the span of several days, made a
quick tour of Liege, Brussels, Ostende and Charleroi.

Well known to the Belgian friends from past visits to
their cities. conventions and summer schools, Dr.
Miihlschlegel, speaking in French, enunciated in his
own inimitable manner the guiding principles of the
Faith and shared his broad knowledge and historical
appreciation of modern day events.
Mrs. Lea Nys, Auxiliary Board member. spoke to a
gathering of forty young people in Cuesmes, near the
French border. La Meuse printed a photo and article On
the public meeting made at Liege where Mr. Louis
Henuzet spoke.
In Antwerp two newspapers, Le Matin and La Metropole, published reports on the conference given by
Holland's visiting Mr. M. Mazgani in the elegant Archives et Musee de la Vie Culturelle Flamande. This
meeting, along with another held in Ghent, is part of
the Dutch National Spiritual Assembly's effort to assist
the teaching work in Flemish Belgium, a task assigned
to it by The Universal House of Justice.
Mr. Shoghi Ghadimi presented a brilliant expose on
"Faith at the Hour of the Atom and the Universal"
during the week of January 10, in Brussels, Mons,
Charleroi and Liege as part of world-wide celebrations
of World Religion Day.

Scandinavia/Finland Consult on Goals

Baha'i representatives fTom all the Scandinanvian countries and Finland attending the Second Nordic Teaching
Conference, DecembeT 31-January 2, 1966, Karlstad, Sweden.
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New Ireland Summer School Aduates
Renewed Spirit of Dedication
The second Baha'i summer school for the Bismarck
Archipelago and New Guinea area was held at Madina.
New Ireland from December 25 to December 28, 1965.
As the days passed and the attendance increased, those
at the school became increasingly imbued with a desire
to carry the message of Baha'u'llah to every village
and town in the Territory of Papua and New Guinea.
The presence of such a spirit of teaching was evidenced
by the two declarations made during the school. One of
these, Joseph Masa, is the first believer from his village
of Fatmilak on New Ireland and the other, Endi Basimbak. the first from the Morabe district on the mainland of New Guinea.
Auxiliary Board member for the area, Violet
Hoehnke. stressed the necessity for each one to live the
life, to teach the Cause, to contribute to the funds, and
to try each day to deepen his understanding of the
reasons why Baha'u'llah has come at this particular
time. She brought a special letter to the attendants
from Hand of the Cause in Australia, H. Collis Featherstone.
The main emphasis of the summer school was on the
history of the Faith. There is very 1ittle material on this
subject in Pidgin English, the lingua franca of the

More News of World Religion Day
Accounts of World Religion Day observances received since publication of the story in BAHA'f NEWS
for March show additional methods of promotion which
may help those making plans for future programs, In
New York City a program prepared by a professional
actress, Mrs. Josephine Holtschu Nichols. consisting of
a dialogue about the Founders and teachings of religions proved to be an effective and heart stirring way
of showing how all religions culminate in the Baha'i
Faith. It is hoped that this program may be presented
again, taped and made available to other communities.
Exhibits in public libraries, displayed in some instances for several weeks, have Jed to increased reading about religion as well as to attendance at local
Baha'i meetings.
The community of Key West, Florida used radio spot
announcements for two weeks prior to their World
Religion Day meeting as a means, in addition to
newspaper announcements, to invite the public to the
gathering. The speaker, Mr. Ben Schreibman who has
pioneered for many years, told of World Religion Day
observances in other countries showing that this is truly
a Day which is honored in many parts of the world.

Territory. Consequently everyone present was amazed
at the very high standard of the talks given principally
by the Madina believers. In his opening address chairman of the area teaching committee, Noel Bluett,
outlined the functions of a summer school as set out by
the Guardian in God Passes By_
The sessions on history were divided into four
sections. Homerang talked about the Bab, Lundeng
outlined the life of Baha'u'IHlh, Romulus covered the
life of 'Abdu'l-Baha and Noel Bluett dealt with the
period from the appointment of the Guardian until the
present day_ These classes generated much enthusiasm
among the beli~ers, as many of the stories were being
beard for the first time.

European Masters Pidgin English
Rodney Hancock, who came to the Territory in response to the call of the Guardian at the beginning of
the Ten Year Crusade, and who is now the most fluent
Pidgin speaker amongst the European Baha'is, gave an
excellent talk on "Comparative Religion". He was able
to illustrate his talk with many of the charts which
lined the walls of the building of native materials in
which the summer school was held.
A session which created considerable interest was a
mock local assembly meeting. All present were divided into a number of local spiritual assemblies, and
were then asked to consult on several imaginary problems in their community.
Other sessions were taken by Maris and Geoff Heard
on jjBaha'i Laws," and by Tovat and Elti on "Prayer".
That the abstract concepts involved in these topics was
able to be effectively translated into Pidgin is a tribute
to the speakers involved.
The last session of the school on HThe Nine Year
Plan" was conducted by Geoff Heard. Many questions
were asked about the goals, and the discussion on these
provided a fitting orientation for the departing friends
as they returned to their homes determined to dedicate
their lives to the service of the Faith.
Visiting Baha'is, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Olsen from
Racine showed slides at the gathering.
The commtmities of Salem and Eugene, Oregon were
privileged to have Mr. Chester Kahn, Auxiliary Board
member, in the area for four days of very effective
Baha'} proc1amation. At his two talks on World Religion
Day he stressed the Faith as being the fulfillment of
prophecies of revealed religions as well as those of the
Navajo Indians. In Eugene Mr. Kahn visited the University of Oregon where he had an interview with the
President, Dr. Arthur Fleming, and with Dr. Aberle of
the Department of Anthropology who is a noted specialist on Navajo studies. Mr. Kahn was also interviewed
by three local radio stations and as a result permission
has been given for inclusion of Baha'i meditations on
sign-on and sign-off programs on one TV station in
Eugene.
In Salem Mr. Kahn's visits to schools and art centers
aroused favorable interest in knowing him and learning
of the Faith. At the Chemawa Indian School he spent a
day meeting faculty and students, who include Navajo
as well as Alaskan and Eskimo Indians, while at
Willamette University, a Methodist school. he was cordially received at lunch and for interviews. Local
artists at the Salem Art Center Were interested to meet
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Cambodia. The Baha'i speaker was Kern SaToeun.

the World Religion Day audience in Phom

II

Eminent ~eadeTs Of religion attending fifth observance
of World Religion Day in Vietnam. The event was given
exceHent pubticity in the Saigon Post and the Saigon
Daily News.

this fellow-artist and to know of the real purpose of his.

visit.
World Religion Day was observed in Coban, Quezaltenango, and Huehuetenango. Coban presented the
theme of unity in three talks on the radio. The talk in
Quezaltenango was given by a Guatemalan youth in a
clear and convincing manner. A discussion followed
sharing ideas On how to unify mankind. In Huehuetenango guest speakers shared the platform followed by
general discussion over refreshments.
The National Teaching and Administrative Commit~
tee of the Baha'is of Cambodia celebrated a well
organized World Religion Day in the l:Ia~iratu'l-Quds of
the capital city, Phom Penh. Besides Kern Saroeun,
the Baha'i speaker, there was the Buddhist speaker, Un
Sum Pet, and Father Mangel, Roman Catholic speaker
for Christianity. The National Teaching Committee of
Cambodia had also put up a very attractive tableau of
various Baha'i principles demonstrating the oneness of
all faiths and progressive revelation. The National
Spiritual Assembly of Vietnam delegated their chairman, Jamshed Fozdar, to honor the occasion.

Lee County-Fort Myers, Florida World Religion Day
exhibit on display for two weeks at the Fort Myers
Public Library. The colors were gold, yellow and shades
of brown.

Display in Ferndale, Michigan Public Library on ex-

hibit for over a month has kept the library's retigious
books active. The scroll shoum. at right explains the
meaning and history oj World Retigion Day.

Chester Kahn at the display in a store window in the
business section oj Sa[em, Oregon. Shown for a week
preceding the event, this helped attract visitors to the
World Religion Day meeting.
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BAHA'I WEEK ·IN FRESNO
PHOTOS: (1) The presence of Hand of the Cause Wilham Sears and Auxiliary BoaTd member Chester Kahn
stimulate the friends; (2) ChaiTman of host Assembly,
Kenneth Smith and his wife welcome William Willoya,
one of 500 Baha'i guests; (3) Speakers
on opening night proclaim the "Oneness

1

of Mankind"; (4) Russell Garcia leads
the California Victory Chorus; (5) Indian sand painting demonstrated. (6 &
7) Techniques oj Baha'i child education
explained using displays and childTen
in action; (8) The Community Development and National Teaching Committees hold joint sessions while observing
and participating; (9 & 10) Storefronts
and exhibits help proclaim the Faith;
(11) Baha'is and guests at one of many
public meetings. (12) MayOT Hyde proclaims uThis
is Baha'i Week in Fresno";
(13 & 14) Glen Mitchell
and Mildred M aUahedah
speak at two of daily pub-

2

lic meetings.

California
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WHY PIONEER?
Baha'u'llah names two important purposes for Teligion. One is to acquire praiseworthy virtues, and the
other is to live in harmony with our neighbors, neighbors both near and far. In the Gleanings He states:
"The purpose of the one true God in manifesting
Himself is to summon aU mankind to truthfulness and
sincerity. to piety and trustworthiness, to resignation
and submissiveness to the Will of God, to forbearance
and kindliness, to uprightness and wisdom. His object
is to array every man with the mantle of a saintly
character, and to adorn him with the ornament of holy
and goodly deeds." (p. 299) and: "The fundamental
purpose animating the Faith of God and His Religion is

to safeguard the interests and promote the unity of the
human race, and to foster the spirit of love and fellowship amongst men." (p. 215) The first purpose is the
more important to start with, because without virtues
like patience, honesty. love, justice, trustworthiness,
etc., living in unity and harmony with the rest of the
world is impossible. Unity comes from within.
As an American who came to Africa to pioneer, I did
not fully realize the reason for my coming, nor did I
fully realize the purpose of religion as shown above.
Therefore it has taken me many years to know why I
really came to Africa and to profit from it. In fact, I am
only now beginning to know what pioneering is about.
That is why I want to pass on these thoughts to anyone
who is thinking of pioneering now.
Pioneering is a spiritual experience, especially in
discovering faults and developing virtues. When a person is pioneering, he ·soon discovers what his faults are,
if he doesn't know them already and if he wants to

know.
It is often very difficult to discover one's faults when
leading the normal routine life in one's own home town,
farm, or village. Each part of the world has its own
way of life which mayor may not be based upon virtue.
But, when a person moves into a new locality where the
way of life is different, he meets new standards of
morality and action, and he is forced to decide between
the old and the new. It is then that he must search his
soul to discover what is the truth. And he may find that
he doesn't know himself well enough to make a good
chOice. Then, the faults begin to show up.

of those eternal principles proclaimed by Baha'u 1 11ah.1!
(Baha'i Administration~ p. 67)
To turn a fault into a virtue, the Baha'i must pray,
read the Writings, follow the laws of the Faith obediently while continuing to try to understand their full
significance, take an active part in the teaching and
administrative activities, and most important of all
meditate on the fault, where it came from. when it
started, what caused it. As Baha'u'llah says in The
Kitci.b-i-fqan, "Retrace your steps, 0 My servants, and
incline your hearts to Him Who is the Source of your
creation. "
Everything from God is good, therefore God did not
plant this fault within. It came from some experience,
or was taught by someone. Or, perhaps it is the other
side of a virtue which has not yet been developed. But,
the way to find out is to pray and meditate, especially
meditate. Compare the old life and ways with the new
life and way in the pioneering post. Compare reactions
to experiences at home and in the new place. Compare
present actions with the standards upheld by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. Little by little a person will begin to understand himself better. and virtue will grow.
That is the purpose of religion and that is the most important purpose of pioneering. As a person grows in
understanding of himself, he grows in understanding
of God and the people around him. And the more a
person understands himself, God and the people around
him, the better teacher, the better pioneer he becomes.
It is possible to learn to understand oneself at home
and become a good teacher. But, it i~ easier and
quicker to know oneself and become a good teacher
when he is pioneering. Faults show up more clearly,
and thus they are mare easily found and turned into
virtues.
So, if virtue is your goal in life, and it should be the
main goal of every Baha'i, the most practical approach
to developing it is to go pioneering somewhere. And, no
one knows whether it is possible for him to go pioneering unless he prays sincerely to God for the answer.
Pray and meditate. God will show you the way.
-LoWELL JOHNSON

For faults to show up in a person's character is not a
bad thing. It is a good thing. For, as 'Abdu'l-Baha says,
"It is my hope . . . that you may search out your own
imperfections and do not think of the imperfections of
anybody else. Strive with all your power to be free from
imperfections. Heedless souls are always seeking faults
in others . . . Nothing is more fruitful for man than
knowledge of his own shortcomings. The Blessed Perfection says '1 wonder at the man who does not find his
own imperfections!" (Promulgation of Universal
Peace, p. 239)
But then, when a person discovers a fault, what does
he do to turn it into a virtue? This is the most important
problem of religion, and the most important problem of
pioneering. Because as Shoghi Effendi says, "One thing
and only one thing will unfailingly and alone secure the
undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause, namely, the
extent to which our own inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects the splendor

At the Indian Teaching Institute he~d in Riohacha 1 Colombia in mid January and riescnoeci. m LiAHA'i NEWS,
March 1966. p. 6. Ruben Quintero, who carried his offering of a polished river boulder to the site of Villa
Ranmat is shown placing it in its permanent bed of
concrete. When completed the ViUa Rahmat win house
fifty Baha'i student teachers at one time.
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Southeastern Winter School Offers Varied
and Inspiring Program
Baha'u'IHth's affirmation that "singing and music are
the spiritual food of the hearts and souls" is becoming a
reality especially at the Southeastern Baha'i Winter and
Summer Schools.
At this year's winter school, held December 27, 1965
through January 1, 1966 at Frogmore, South Carolina
singing raised the spirit of the school to a new high. The
youth especially gave of their musical talents. Mrs.
Erma Hayden's service as director and accompanist

was a great bounty.
William Pleasant's beautifully designed and executed
banner stretched accoss the stage of the Penn Center
meeting hall as a visual reminder to us to "Arise in His
Name, Put Your Trust Wholly in Him and Be Assured
of Ultimate Victory".
An overflow gathering of Baha'is participated in a
varied program of classes and related activities. Morning devotions were followed by a class taught by Auxiliary Board member Jack McCants, who presented the
subject of 'Abdu'I·Baha in such a way as to make the
example of the Master's teaching meaningful and useful to us in our own efforts as Baha'i teachers.
Dr. William Tucker, Auxiliary Board member. reviewed the Book of Certitude, offering new insights and
a deeper appreciation of this most mighty book.
Two afternoon classes were adeptly handled by Mr.
and Mrs. Iraj Radpour and Mr. and Mrs. Don Corbin.
The former covered the subject of the Nine Year Plan
with an especially beautiful spirit. Don and Doris
Corbin spoke on pioneering, depicting its joys and
challenges. A part of one of their classes included a
presentation by Mrs. Ethel Murray who told the heartwarming story of her beginnings and later entrenchment on the Cherokee Indian Reservation in North Carolina.
Happily there were many youth present at the winter
school. Doug Phillips and Dawn Belcher were competent counselors, aSSisting them with what proved to be
a very full program of recreation and some classes of
their own in addition to the adult classes faithfully at-

News Briefs
Through the listing of the Baha'i Faith in the church
directory of the Chamber of Commerce, the chairman
of the Spiritual Assembly of Spokane County Second
Commissioners' District, Washington, was contacted by
a minister, formerly a missionary in Japan and a
personal friend of Baha'i pioneers in Japan. He requested a speaker for his class at Whitworth College
that is studying the religions and cultures in the United
States. He himself spoke of the Faith briefly and then
introduced a Baha'i speaker. The question and answer
period that followed lasted almost an hour.

o
On January 23 three Baha'is, Miss Arleen Harrison,
Mr. F. Dana Eckield, and Mr. Iraj Talebereza, were
guests of a youth group of about sixty persons and their
minister at the First Presbyterian Church of Orange,

tended by this age group!
The evening programs offered great variety. On five
consecutive evenings different Baha'is gave intimate
glimpses into the lives of nine itaha'i heroes and
heroines.
On the last evening the children presented a short
program of verses and prayers they had memorized in
their day classes conducted by adults who had given
generously of their time and talents to work with the
chi1dren.
The youth then in song and verse added humor and
enjoyment to the evening with a creative "fun" stunt
worked out by them.
Mrs. Margaret Danner, world famous poet and more
recently, traveling Baha'i teacher, read poetry and
talked of her tea ching experiences. She inspired other
Baha'is present, who enjoy writing poetry, to read some
of their work "which they just happend to have with
them."
The evening also included a beautiful memorial service given by the Baha '.is of Frogmore for Miss Viola
Chapman of their community who had recently passed
to the Abha Kingdom. Miss Chapman was the first
Baha'i on st. Helena Island.
Visual aids were used at the winter school as always.
Colored slides of Baha'i scenes of endearing interest in
the land of Iran were shown by lTaj and Mary Kay
Radpour, taken when they visited in that country
during the past summer.
Slides of the summer youth projects in Chicago and
on the Cherokee Reservation in North Carolina were
made available to those wishing to see them and a tape
recording of a soul-stirring interview with the Hand of
the Cause 'Abu'l-Qasim Faizi was played one afternoon.
A good tree bears good fruit and this winter session at
Frogmore produced its usual good fruit, declarations-five at the last count with several mOre in the
immediate offing. The believers too carried with them a
deeper understanding of the teachings, and a greater
dedication to the achievement of the goals of the Nine
Year Plan.
California, where Mr. Talebereza gave a very moving
talk on the Baha'i Faith. There were so many questions
that the youth group pooled their questions in order to
get maximum benefit from the time and the speakers.
Many of the questions dealt with the Bible but most of
them were about the administrative order of the Faith,
the institutions of the Faith, the relationship of he
Faith to the United Nations. The minister was greatly
pleased with the response of the young people, and
expressed his delight that they were invited to make an
independent investigation of the Faith in light of their
responsibility toward the future leadership of America.
The program included the playing of a recorded Baha'i
prayer. There were many requests for literature, infor·
mation about firesides, local Baha'i youth activities.
The report states: '''Ibis meeting proved to be a very
satisfactory and educational teaching method for all
involved, including of course the three Baha'is."
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Local Assembly of Waukegan, Illinois incorpoTated
August 10, 1965. Back row, left to Tight: John Fisset,
Mrs. Louise Johnson, Dana Paxon, Ethel W. MeyeT.
FTont TOW, left to right: Mrs. Ruth Munson, Mrs. Ellen
Frew, Mrs. Annabel Whittier, Mrs. Alberta Tipton, MTs.
Harnet Terry.

Illterllatiollal News Briefs
The Baha~is of Santa Domingo~ Dominican Republic?
publicly celebrated Human Rights Day with a meeting
that featured a talk by Dr. Daisy de Vargas on the
subject of eliminating prejudice of all kinds throughout
the world. The newspaper, El Caribe, printed an article
concerning the event.

o
The Baha~is of Issaquah, Washington commemorated
the passing of a pioneer with a memorial service which
brought to many who might not have otherwise listened
the soul stirring words of BaM 'u'ILili and 'Abdu'I-Baha
concerning immortality. William S. Wilks of Issaquah
passed away on December 14 in South Africa where he
had pioneered for the Faith for several years. He was
buried on December 16 in a cemetery on a hill near the
city of Mbabane, Swaziland (which the Swazi people
call "Ezulweni" meaning ·'heaven".) On Sunday,
February 13 the memorial service in Issaquah was held,
attended by over 100 friends and noted in the loea]
paper by an account of his life and service to the Faith.
His memory will also be kept alive in Issaquah by the
gift of vine maple trees planted near the new library.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
On Sunday, November 27. the Milwaukee Sentinel
carried more than a quarter page story and photograph
on the visit to Milwaukee? Wisconsin, of Mrs. Florence
Fat'he' Aazam and her three children from Salisbury,
Rhodesia. This was the first visit home for Mrs.
Fat'he'Aazam in thirteen years, eleven of which have
been spent in pioneering in Africa with her husband.
Shidan, now member of the Auxiliary Board of the
Hands of the Cause in Southern Africa. The story
quotes extensively from Mrs. Fat'he'Aazam's account
of her experiences in teaching the Faith. The photograph accompanying the story shows Mrs. Fat'he'
Aazam and her children with the former's mother who
lives in Milwaukee and who visited her daughter in
Africa several years ago.

o
The World Ho!;day Calendar for 1966, published by
The Friendly World devotes a section to listing principal
religious holidays of world religions which includes
listing of nine holy days of the Baha'i Faith.

During Baha'i Week in Fresno, California, the message of Baha'u'llah was proclaimed for the first time in
a newspaper published for Armenians who live in
America, the California Courier for February 3, 1966.
The two column article written by George Mason, a
reporter who attended a gathering of Baha'is at the
Hotel California refers to the Baha'i principles of world
unity and peace and to Baha'u'llah's claim to fulfill
Christian prophecies as well as those of other world
reJigions. The reporter mentions the fact that the Armenian nation was the first to embrace Christianity
while many in the world had not as yet heard of Christ
and invites Baha'is who are of Armenian heritage to
get in touch with him or with the editors of the paper.

o
Follow Me Thru Tucson] the 1966 annual pictorial
guide to Who's Who and Where in Tucson, Arizona,
planned, written, photographed, and published by Natalie Norris, a Baha'i in Tucson] devotes two facing
pages to photographs of the Baha'i Houses of Worship
and one of the Tucson Baha'i Center. The general
legend reads as follows: "The Tucson Baha'i Center
represents. locally? the Baha'is all over the Earth. . . .
There's a whirl-wind growing and spreading over the
whole globe we live on. This modern age needs a spiritual guidance and impetus ... Baha~is say it is here! In
a little over a hundred years this new Faith and Way of
Life has spread encircling the Earth . . . for Unity and
Peace for all peoples."

o
The Great Lakes Tour Guide published by the American Automobile Association 1ists Wilmette, Illinois as a
place to visit, and describes the Baha'i Temple as
"what to see" there.

o
British author Muriel Spark's new book, The Mandelbaum Gate, contains on page 29 an allusion to the
Baha'i Faith in a description by an Israeli guide of a
tour he has arranged for an English client. While not
completely accurate, it is complimentary and s'O-mewhat amusing.

o
The very attractive CO~7er of a 116-page booklet published by the Public Relations Committee of the Evanston, Illinois, Chamber of Commerce carries an aerial
view of the Evanston and Wilmette shoreline of Lake
Michigan with the Baha'i House of Worship sharply
visible in the background. On page 6 there is a view of
the Evanston General Hospital with the Temple looming up majestically nearby, and on another page showin an air view of Northwestern University and newly
filled-in Jand for new construction, the Baha'i House of
Worship is again clearly visible.

o
In publicizing a travelogue to be shown and narrated
by Arthur Wilson for the charity fund of The Spokesman-Review of Spokane, Washington, the newspaper
chose as a photograph of one of the architectural
masterpiece~ of Chicago the Baha'i House of Worship
which it stated is "known worldwide as 'The House of
Worship.' "
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
Children's Workbooks and Teacher's Manuals Published
A new series of children's workbooks and teacher's
manuals have been published to cover three age groups~
with a lesson for every week of the year. They consist
of three parts: Lessons in Baha'i Living on such topics
as Prayer, Cleanliness, Work is Worship, and Unity; a
Story Section on the Prophets of God, adapted in length
and scope to suit each age group; and a series of
Calendar Lessons to be interspersed throughout the
year as needed. There is a variety of projects associated with various lessons, and references for all source
materials are noted. Special Things for Special People,
in the Primary and Intermediate Books~ have extra
lessons if needed either in the classroom or at home.
The teacher's manuals contain general suggestions
for use and there is an excellent bibliography on both
Baha'i and non-Baha'i titles which should be helpful to
teachers.
The original concept for this series of workbooks and
teacher's manuals came from Evelyn Musacchia of the
Child Education Committee of Hawaii. Much of the development of the Lessons in Baha'i Living was done
by Ruth Dasher, librarian and former principal of
Foster School in Evanston, Illinois. Mrs. Alice Cox,
editor, writer and secretary of the Baha'i Reviewing
Committee, did the major overall coordination. most
of the extensive research required for the story section,
as well as many of the stories themselves. She also
developed the guidelines for the Baha'I Calendar Les-

(Order each of the five above items individually. Be certain to
specify workbook or teacher·s manual since the general tiUe
of Bana'i Teaching Guide fOT Child1"en applies to all five books).
110 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Dlinois 60091

Calendar of Events

Baha'i Hause of Worship

sons, assisted by Barbara Casterline. Lynn Hutchinson
did the illustrations for all three workbooks. Many
others who contributed materials for this series are
noted in the books.
(This series is not to be confused with the work being
done by the Advisory Committee on Education.)
Each workbook and manual, size 8;2 x 11, is printed
with a different combination of colors for ready identification, using the same basic artwork for the covers
from a design by Evelyn Mussachia. All except the
first two workbooks have spiral plastic bindings.

Workbook.

Baha'; Tea<hing Guide I... Child.en
Pre-Primary (2 --- 5 yrs.)
Primary (6 --- 8 yrs.)
Intermediate (8 ---12 yrs.)

HOLY DAYS
Feast of Ridvlm---April 21·May 2
(Declaration of Baha'u'llah)

u.s.

NATIONAL BAHA', CONVENTION

Baha'i House of Worship
April 28·May 1

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
April 27; May 1-3

$1.25
$1.50
$2.25

240 pp.
228 pp.

$2.50
$2.25

Teacher's Manuals.
Pre-Primary and Primary
(One volume)
Intermediate (8 ---12 yrs.)

FEASTS
April 9----J alai (Glory)
April 23-Jamal (Beauty)

112 pp.
148 pp.
228 pp.

Visiting Hours
Weekdays
10 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Auditorium only)
Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Service of Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Public Meetings
Each Sund oy following Devotions

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
BraWl, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot. National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
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Universal House of Justice Hails Anniversary
of Tablets of The Divine Plan
Joyously hail fiftieth anniversary revelation
first of Tablets Divine Charter propagation
Faith throughout world.
.
Praying Shrines observance occasion may be
source renewed enthusiasm dedicating friends
accomplish goals win fresh laurels.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Received March 23, 1966
COMMENTARY:
In the month of March 1916, 'Abdu'I-Baha addressed
the first of three Tablets of the Divine Plan to the
believers in the Northeastern States, );he Southern
States and the Central States, respectively. The others,
addressed either to the Baha'!s of the United States and
Canada as one body, or to the five regional areas of
North America, followed at various times to March
1917. All of the Tablets, now pUblished under the title
Tablets of The Divine Plan, were revealed during World
War I at a time of reminiscent the most dangerous
period of jAbdu'lwBaha's incarceration .in the prison fortress of 'Akka. Through them the Master invested the

North American believers with a world mission which.
in -the words of Shoghi Effendi, was destined "to shed

deathless glory upon the Faith and its administrative
institutions. "
During the first and second Seven Year Plans the
beloved Guardian guided the American believers in the
establishment of the basic local and national administrative institutions of the Faith essential to carrying out
the mandate embodied in the Tablets of The Divine
Plan. Then, In 1953, he launched them upon the intercontinental teachtng plan of the Ten-Year World Crusade Involving all the then existing (twelve) National
and Regional Spiritual Assemblies.
Although Shoghi Effendi passed away less than five
years later, the Plan went forward without interruption
under the loving guidance of the Hands of the Cause
and culmin ated in the glorious World Congress in
London in 1963.
Now, under the infallible guidance of The Universal
House of Justice, we are engaged in a Nine Year Plan
whose goal is to consolidate the victories won, to "win
fresh laurels" for the Faith of Baha'u'llah and to make
Hthe whole earth resound with the praises of its majesty and greatness."

Finland Acquires Temple Site; Canada Assists
Another goal of the Nine Year Plan was achieved
when the National Spiritual Assembly of Finland purchased its Temple site near Helsinki J the capital city.
The Canadian National Spiritual Assembly gave financial and spiritual support as their part of this joint
project assigned by The Universal House of Justice.
A group of BahitJis and friends from four Baha'i
communities in Finland were present at the special
prayer meeting held on November 6J 1965 at the recently acquired site. The meeting was opened by a prayer
which was followed by reading selections from the
different holy books and a suitable tablet by 'Abdu'lBaha. Concluding the occasion, prayers were read in
various languages.
The Canadian BahcPi News writing of this event,
states: "Another international bond has been forged in
the FaithJ and as a result there will always be something special in the relationship between the Canadian
and Finnish communities. This is why goals are given
to us beyond the borders of our countries J to make us
raise our sights and enlarge our horizons to embrace
the world. The two arms of this embrace are the
national fund and our constant prayers for the progress
of the Faith throughout the world, to provide the
'financial and spiritual support J which our Finnish
brothers have mentioned. Let us make sure that both

Finnish BaM'is gathered on November 6, 1965 to com-

memorate acquisition of its Temple site near Helsinki,
of the Nine Year P~an. The Nationa! Spirituat

a goa~

Assembly

Of Canada assisted Finland on this project.

these arms are powerful enough to embrace the
world. JJ
The Temple site is located about twenty·twD miles
from Helsinki and is about 3,480 square meters in area.
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THE FIRST WORLD HOLY DAY
by
Horace Holley
When 'Ali-Muhammad declared His Mission in the
city of 5....hiraz, Persia, on May 23, 1844, He created the
first occasion in all known history which can be observed by the peoples of the entire world with equal
right, for one purpose, and in the same spirit. For He
whom we now know as the Bab came as one of the
Prophets of God, but His mission was not a preliminary
but a culmination of the great cycle of the past.
Through Him shone forth the Dawn-Light of the day of
the creation of mankind. When He revealed the divine
Word, the separation of the peoples was annulled, their
division transcended, their hostility overcome. Man as
the highest kingdom of reality under the Prophets
received the inspiration to arise as one organic and
mysterious being and enter into his true heritage as the
sign of God and the expression of His will. The Bab
summoned the races and peoples to respond to their
glorious destiny by uniting in obedience to the divine
decree.
There is no distinction between the Manifestations of
God. Human beings can not say that their Prophet is
superior to others. revealed a more sublime Word, or
endowed them with special authority over the people of
other Faiths. What is distinctive is the stage of development in men at the time the Prophet comes to them to
re-illumine the one true path. The Bab is the first
World Prophet, and His Declaration the first World
Holy Day, because in our own time the process of
spiritual and social evolution had completed the preliminary stages in the unfoldment of human attributes and
attained to the condition of universal civilization.
Not all humanity has yet become conscious of what
happened on May 23, 1844. Those who have this realization, and prepare to observe its anniversary this
year, demonstrate their conviction of the oneness of
God by meeting certain tests which infallibly determine both their knowledge and their sincerity.
The first condition of universality is recognition of the
unique station of the Manifestation of God, the Prophet,
as the sale connection between mankind and the Creator. One may have all rational knowledge, but lacking
this recognition he lingers outside the precincts of
spiritual truth.
The second condition is the acceptance of the equality

Religions of Vietnam Join in Baha'i Fast
A number of newspapers throughout Vietnam published "an announcement of the beginning of the Baha'i
fasting period. Publicity was also given to the fact that
the Council of Religions composed of religious leaders
of the Catholic, Caodaic and two branches of the
Buddhist religion called upon their followers to join the
Baha'is on March 2 in keeping one week of the period of
fasting, dedicating this time toward the attainment of

of all the Manifestations, the founders of revealed
religion. To reject one, whether He be Christ, Moses or
Mul).ammad, is to reject all the Messengers by substituting onets ovm limited conception for the reality
itself. For if we reject one portion of the Path, we are
not on the Path. The identifying landmarks are lost; we
must try and recover the way.
The third condition is understanding of the prinCiple
or method by which the guiding truth is brought to this
world, by recurrence of revelation, and in accordance
with a progressive enlargement of the scope of truth.
Thus it is not enough to say that one believes in all the
Prophets because they all brought the same message.
Such a view is one's own limitation arbitrarily imposed
upon the successive statements of truth as revealed and
accessible in the Sacred Scriptures of all Faiths. Were
religion only that scheme of recurrent repetition which
some philosophers teach, the very essence of progress
and development would be removed from human life.
The fourth condition is acceptance of mankind itself;
the willingness to discard the old formulas of separa..
tion which sought to justify pride of race, creed or
class, and reduced true ethical principles to the realm
of convention and convenience. These myriad barriers
which divide humanity are nothing more than expressions of prejudice. True faith impels one to help banish
these shadows from the world.
The fifth condition is confident realization that the
day of spiritual victory has dawned; that the promise of
ancient faiths is being swiftly fulfilled; that the world is
being inspired to conquer superstition, overcome igno-rance and surmount inertia; that the nations will attain
peace; that world civilization has already been created
as the pattern" of reality for the new age.
To observe with reverence and gratitude the date of
May 23, 1944 as the Centenary of the Bab's Declaration
of His mission, far from belittling or ignoring the Holy
Days of the past, in reality exalts each of them by
connecting it with its essential aim and fulfillment. For
in Him have returned Jesus, Mu.l].ammad, Moses and
all the Prophets. There is no other way in which the
peoples of today can honor their ancestral traditions
than by honoring Him in whom faith is life and not
memory nOr imagination.
"
World OTder Magazine March, 1944

peace and unity for the nation.
The Saigon Post also stated the following: "While
enjoining both fasting and prayers on the Baha'is as
two most important aspects of the spiritual growth of
the individual, His Holiness, Baha'u'llah, Founder of
the Baha'! Faith nevertheless boldly focused His
message on humanity's greatest need for unity and
peace by clearly proclalming that the highest form of
worship is selfless service for humanity."
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Journey Through Northern Iran
by Guy Murchie
Editorial Note: Th{s is a:rtCJti'ter in a se-rie:s- of arttdes 'W'f"l.tten by
GUlJ Murc1Ue from his diary ~ept on hts travel.!! to Iron t1t 1964
and printed u:>ith the permission of the Universal House of Justice.
The photos were taken by MT. MUTCflie

April 7

labol
In Babol, which was called Barfurtiiill last century
and is located near the southern shore of the Caspian
Sea. we visited places sacred to the memory of Quddus,
who was born, lived and died here and ranked second
only to the Bab Himself in the Bahi Cause. Here too is
the old caravanseri to Sabzih-Maydan where MUlla
Husayn's band of Babis foregathered preparatory to
going to Fort Tabarsi, during which meeting three of
them were shot dead by Muslims while sounding the
adhan or call to prayer (at his command) from the
roof. The third Babi was just able to finish it before he
fell (see The Daunt Breakers p. 337-38) _ The Thursday
Bazaar here, where some of the martyrdoms took
place, still follows its ancient tradition of having a
market day for peasants of the region every Thursday,
just as neighboring towns meet on other days of the
week. Yet today, a Tuesday, we passed fish lying
displayed on the sidewalks and 30 ducks waddling loose
in the fowl market followed by geese, chickens and a
few turkeys. At a 400-year-old mosque near by several
dozen sheep huddled just outside the open door through
which we could see and hear the solemn funeral chants
going on for the chief mulla who died on Sunday.
Near the edge of town we walked through a park and
broad square that cover what on May 16, 1849 was a
prairie of long grass where Quddus in chains was
tortured and paraded naked before a savage crowd
before being torn to pieces and burned at the SabzihMaydan. Orange trees, palms and stately pines decorate the park where the heirs of that awful carnage
today stroll heedlessly under the blue sky, enjoying a
peace that Quddus, among many others, died to give
them.

April 8

Amul
Approaching Amul, some 25 miles west of Babol on
the Caspian coast, we drove along a road lined with
beautiful old pollared willows, figs, mulberry trees and
poplars, here and there farmers plowing with black
oxen in paddy fields and in one place a woman carrying
a basket of fish on one arm and a baby in the other. We
stopped in the town in a deserted square (about 50
yards on each side) where stood the old mosque and
courtyard where Baha'u'llah was bastinadoed some 115
years ago. The brick building had been turned into a
mosque, we were told, in 1839, and now has a rather
thick octagonal minaret, but the basic structure is
much older and before it was a mosque it served as a
theatre, whose painted murals of mOlUlted saints on
pa~ade and birds fighting in a rose garden are still
plam to see.

Place wheTe Baha'u'Uah was hastinadoed in Amul,
Ma.zindaTan.
It was in the court behind the mosque evidently that
Baha'u'llah was subjected to the torture, which consists
of having one's feet tied in a raised position by ropes
while one lies on one's back on the ground, the bare
soles then whacked with rods (often of stout bamboo)
until they are a bloody pulp. The acting governor of
Amul had ordered the bastinadoing to appease a crowd
of fanatical siyyids who were demanding the death of
this "heretic." But the acting governor secretly sympathized with Baha'u'llah and, after the punishment, had
Him led through one of the big grilled doors of the
mosque and imprisoned in a corner room out of which.
by quietly opening a hole in a wall at night, he
conducted Him to the safety of his own home. A gentle
rain, typical of Mazindaran province, was falling as we
looked around the mosque and soon the old orange tree
in the courtyard started dripping as if weeping from its
memory of this brutal blasphemy of sO long ago, while
a broad-tailed hawk slowly circled like an unassailable
seraph far overhead. We ended our visit to Amul with a
look at the 16.').year-old bridge of twelve pointed arches
-over the Haras River and from which a Babi named
MUll'; Nematollah from Fort Tabarsi was thrown limb
by limb into the water to a death which, if only his
murderers could have realized it, was not the oblivion
they intended but rather a glorious immortality.

April 15

ejlozvin
Qazvin, 80 miles west of Tihran, is the native city of
Tahirih and was once so prominent it was the capital of
the cOWltry and even the great Caspian Sea derived its
name from it. As we walked through its now poorlykept streets to visit the ruins of her father's house, the
most distinctive feature of the town seemed to be the
extraordinary tameness of the crows, both black and
gray ones, cawing and flapping among the poplar trees
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and walking the mud walls on every hand. Although
they are probably the commonest birds in Persia,
elsewhere in the country they behave about as shy as
crows in America - yet, for some reason, here they are
almost like park pigeons, walking the streets with the
people and sitting confidently on fenceposts within a
foot of passersby . .And their nests are tenement rooker~
ies, sometimes a hundred to a single great poplar.
touching each other and continuing downward in tiers
to within three feet of the ground. Could it be that, in
some mysterious way, these birds have inherited a
faint influence from Tahirili's audacious casting off of
her chadur veil?

The ruins Of T-dhirih's House in Qazvin.
The first place we stopped was inside a large garden
owned by Baha'is that Baha'u'llil.h Himself approved
as the site for a future temple. And next door was a
house containing a vaulted brick cellar with a closet in
which l'ihirih once hid for three days when Muslim
fanatics were seeking to kill her. Perhaps half a mile
farther on we drew near to the large house v{here
+ahirih grew up but we had difficulty ,getting to it be-

Tahirih
,
" . . . the first woman suffrage martyr. who, at her
death, turning to the one in whose custody she had been
placed, had boldly declared: ~You can kill me as soon as
you like, but you cannot stop the emancipation of women.' Her career was as dazzling as it was brief, as
tragic as it was eventful. Unlike her fellow-disciples,
whose exploits remained, for the most part unknown,
and unsung by their contemporaries in foreign lands,
the fame of this immortal woman was noised abroad,
and traveling with remarkable swiftness as far as the
capitals of Western Europe, aroused the enthusiastic
admiration and evoked the ardent praise of men and
women of divers nationalities, callings and cultures.
Little wonder that 'Abdu'l-Baha should have joined
her name to those of Sarah, of Asiyih, of the Virgin
Mary and of Fatimih, who, in the course of successive
Dispensations, hayc towered, by reason of their in-

cause what is left is now surrounded by Muslim neighbors and a mosque. But at length, after inquiries at several doors, we were admitted by a round-about route
through two other houses and entered a roofless area
of perhaps half an acre of ruins surrounding an overgrown garden. We took a couple of pictures of the partly
demolished rows of wall niches, some of which may
once have held books of the extensive library that extraordinary woman grew up with, and could imagine
her walking gracefully through the long halls or writing
an ode under a mulberry tree beside the fountain. As
we left, a youngish man approached from a dark passage shouting, UWhy are they taking pictures of the
house? Is it a shrine of the heretics?" His fanatical rancor alarmed my gujdes enough so that they hastily sum·
maned a cab and we departed the area, forcefully reminded by this rabble-rousing demonstration that enemies of the new age are still all too plentiful and ready
with their brickbats, hardly yet much less dangerous
than they were in the days of "the Pure One" herself.
As my interpreter and I rode out of Qazvin on a
ramshackle bus for Zanjan 100 miles further northwest,
we soon left the wooded region west of the to\V1l which
is covered with pistachio and walnut orchards almost
as dense as a forest while numerous flocks of white
sheep and black goats graze under the trees. People
also rode by on donkeys, well wrapped against the
north wind, and occasionally the bus stopped to pick up
some ill-kempt wayfarer, such as one who entered
crying ~~Praise be to MuJ:tammad! l ' to which the other
passengers responded with a sort of cheering shout in
unison. As we careened westward over the wash·
boarded gravel, wallowing through mud holes and
fording many small rivers, the wheat and barley land
gave way to sparse brown grass 'With the inevitable
poplars and willows only in stream beds but, more and
more often, a scraggly vineyard harboring a busy
platoon of crows. Several times we passed camel caravans, plodding over the yellow earth, and in one of
them rode a new-born baby camel tied into a snug
bWldle upon his mother's back. Later we saw two dozen
brownish vultures homing in on a camel carcass at
which as many more were already feeding.

trinsic merits and tUlique position, above the rank and
file of their sex. 'In eloquence/ 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself
has written, 'she was the calamity of the age, and in
ratiocination the trouble of the wOTl¢.' He, moreover,
has described her as a (a brand afire with the love of
God' and 'a lamp aglow with the bounty of God/
UMany and diverse are her ardent admirers who,
throughout the five continents, are eager to know more
about her. Many are those whose conduct has been
ennobled by her inspiring example, who have committed to memory her matchless odes, or set to music
her poems, before whose eyes glows the vision of her
indomitable spirit, in whose hearts is enshrined a love
and admiration that time can never dim, and .in whose
souls burns the determination to tread as dauntlessly,
and with that same fidelity, the path she chose for herself, and from which she never swerved from the moment of her conversion to the hour of her death."
-God Passes By, pp 75,76
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Conferences; Summer Schools Concentrate on Nine Year Goals
Bolivia

The Sixth. BaM', Congress of Bolivia held in Sucre.

The first youth group in
Ontro, Bolivia with PeTstan pione er, Z. Voj dani in

center. At left and at Tight
are Mario and Eddy

Youth ConfeTence held in Sucre, Bolivia.

Nicaragua

Zuniga.

"Steadfast and Immovable in His Cause"
Baha'u'llah repeatedly counsels those who accept His
teachings to ((become as steadfast and immovable as
the mountain in His Cause. U Unless we become "steadfastly enduring," that flame of acceptance that first
illumines the mind and enkindles the heart will burn
low, or even become extinguished by the winds of tests.
How do we remain steadfast? Baha'u'llah tells us
that it is the "first and foremost duty . .. next to the
recognition" of the Manifestation of God. It is part of a
Htwojold obligation" that rests upon each believer. The
second obligation in itself contains the secret of steadfastness, the source of strength from which comes
perseverance and endurance under all conditions. This
is Hstrict observance of the laws He hath prescribed-

through which truth may be distinguished and separated fTam fa Is ehood."
From Nicaragua comes a story of steadfastness and
perseverance that should give special inspiration to
every lone Baha)i in the world. It was nearly twenty
years ago that Sebastian Arguello of Puerto Cabezas
read a newspaper article about the Faith that ignited
the spark of belief in his heart. He was alone and knew
no Baha'is and could find no one who would share his
enthusiasm. By mail he obtained some pamphlets from
Managua, but in these early years he only saw one or
two Baha'is briefly. In 1950 a Turkish Ship docked in
the harbor and Sebastian learned that the entire crew
and its captain were Baha'is. These were joyous days
for him. He could not communicate in their language,

Part of the group attending a summer schoo! session
in Esteli, Nicaragua, February 12 and 13, 1966. Courses
weTe taught by Mrs. Lou'se Caswell and Rodrigo
Tomas on the Nine Year Plan, the Covenant and on
Teaching. The chHdren also gave programs.

nor they in his, but they shared a love and fellowship
born of faith in Bahit'u'llah. They taught him the
meaning and value of prayer, and through it he remained firm and steadfast through the years.
Today there is a community of eight in Puerto
Cabezas. They take an active part in teaching the
Indians in nearby villages. Sebastian knows the Indian
language, Misquito, which is invaluable in reaching the
people, some of whom are now becoming Baha'is.
Puerto Cabezas contributes regularly to the local and
national funds and maintains weekly children's classes.
Soon there will be a local spiritual assembly in
Puerto Cabezas. Everyone who reads this story might
take a moment of prayer in gratitude for the steadfast~
ness of Sebastian and toward the formation of a new
spiritual assembly in this small city on the eastern
coast of Nicaragua that faces out toward the Qiblih of
the Baha'i world.
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Australia

The pioneering goals explained by Pioneer Committee
member. The Universal House of Justice urged the
school to concentrate on goals of the Nine Year Plan.
, ."-;.,_ .. ,...,..,,... ......._ ...... ><:

~~~~~ ~:':~ ~~:.

Hand of the Cause H. C. Featherstone and Frank Khan
presiding at a class session at the AustraHan Summer
Schoo 1, Dec. 25-31, 1965.

The Drops Will Become an Ocean!
The West Central Africa Newslelter tells of effective
teaching work in several countries. In Cameroon Republlc the Mamfe District Teaching Committee reports
declarations from Ekwe area, Mamfe Division, in the
villages of Esukutan, Araru, Ajaman, Otu and Ayumojok. A believer from Mbarkang has gone to lnokum to
open a sixth village. In the past two years five strong
communities have formed local spiritual assemblies
through the efforts of single, dynamic Baha'is, isolated
in towns and villages where no Baha'i lived before.
Alone and unaided, they arose with enthusiasm and
faith to teach. So Baha'u'liah has promised that drops
will become oceans, gnats will become eagles and a
single seed will give a great harvest through the power
of God.
A delayed report from Nigeria tells of the establishment of a community of fifty believers in Afaha Ofiong,
Uyo Province, through the teaching work of the Etinan
Baha'i Community. Last Ric;lvan there was only one
Baha'i in Etinan. In August the first Feast was celebrated in Afaha Otiong. Where there was one lone
Baha'i in this area there are now two thriving commu~
nities.
Pioneer reinforcements have been received in Niger
and good teaching results are reported in Takoradi and
in Sekondi, two villages in Ghana.

,
The National Teaching Committee secretary explaining
the use of pamphlets and books in teaching.

NSA of Honduras
Pays Tribute to American Pioneer
Since the death of Mr. George Haley in Tulsa, Oklahoma on December 25, 1965, the NSA of Honduras has
paid tribute to the self-sacrificing services of Mr.
Haley, who, with hls family, pioneered in their country
from November 1956 until Mr. Haley's health which
was always frail necessitated the family's return to the
U.S. in the summer of 1964.
Mr. Haley was elected a member of the NSA when it
was first formed and for three years he served as its
treasurer and chairman of the National Teaching Com~
mittee. It was his bounty to see fifteen local Spiritual
Assemblies come into being in Honduras during his
soj ourn there.
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THE HOUSE OF WORSHIP
SILENT TEACHER
OF THE BAHA'I FAITH
WILMETTE
Visitors to the Temple.
Visitors this year to the House of Worship - they
numbered nearly 120,000 ill 1965 -

find a warm and

sincere welcome to '~The Dawning Place of the Mention
of God," Since that moment in 1002 when 'Abdu'l-Baha
approved the building of a Ma@riqu'l-1;dhkar, Baha'is
have dedicated themselves to service in this "Mother
Temple of the West."
Perhaps to visitors the friendly warmth and since.rity - always a Baha'i hallmark - is more apparent
this year, as the efforts of the various committees
serving the House of Worship are now coordinated
through the Department of Temple Activities. The
committees remain diversified in their responsibilities
but. unified in their efforts from planning through producmg stages. Through Department commWlications
and its staff coordinator, Miss Helena Somerhalder
each committee is aware of all Temple activities and
events. As a result, each committee effectively plans its
work to participate in the overall Temple teaching
program.
Committees functioning Wlder the Department of
Temple Activities are: Worship (which includes the
Holy Days programs); Public Meetillgs; Guides; Ushers; and Teaching Aids. Reports of these committees
are included in the Annual Report of this Department.
The Department of Temple Activities has responsibility
for teaching activities and works closely with the Na~
tional Center Properties Department, responsible for
the physical appearance and maintenance of the House
of Worship. Both Departments report directly to the
National Spiritual Assemblv.
"Yisitors are welcomed t~ the House of 'Worship by
gwdes and ushers who have prepared for this valuable
service in a series of volunteer conferences and work~
shops. Visiting hours have been extended and groups there were 219 last year - are scheduled at any time.
Prayer books are available in the vestibule for those
who wish to pray and meditate in the Auditorium. After
viewing the new exhibits and displays and touring the
building, visitors can have a "fireside chat" '\vith a
guide in an area of Foundation Hall set aside for this
purpose. Literature is made more accessible for vis~
itors and the Baha'is who serve behind the book coun~
ter are able to assist inquirers in the selection of
literature. A new packet of literature is available which
includes a variety of pamphlets, a fact sheet on the

House of Worship and a listing of Baha'i literature
available, along with a return card for information on
Baha'i meetings and announcements.
Visiting hours at the House of Worship have been
extended and the Auditorium is now open at dawn on
all Holy Days.
Weekly SWlday public meetings are held in Foundation Hall and all Special Events Days are observed with
activities to which the public is invited. These gatherings are announced in a Calendar of Events to Baha'i
communities in the Temple area and on a bulletin
board for visitors.
A new narrated slidefilm, the first in a series, is
sho\l,o"ll in Foundation Hall and tells the story of the
House of Worship, the Word of God for this day, and the
people who are Baha'is, in twelve colorful minutes of
\!lOrds and pictures.
Exhibits are being updated and a colorful portable
display unit has been added to highlight timely subjects.
Devotions in the Auditorium are planned with a
meaningful program for visitors and the purpose of the
devotions at the House of Worship is explained on the
program and in an exhibit in Foundation HalL All Holy
Day observances are open to the public. Summertime
evening devotions are to be held on Sundays in the
Auditorium.
Baha'is who visit the Ma.wriqu'I~AQb.kar receive a
specially prepared guidelist to acquaint them \vith the
House of Worship. Those Baha'is who wish to offer their
services to the teaching program at the House of
Worship are encouraged to write the Coordinator, Department of Temple Activities, 112 Linden Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091.
"Concerning the corner-stone of the Temple,
which was laid by the Master, Shoghi Effendi says
that it has no other special significance than a
great honor conferred by the Master upon that
building and it should be treated as a cornerstone and nothing more."
-from the Guardian's Secretary

to the JVational Spiritual Assembey Of the
U.S., published in BAHA'i NEWS, Nov. 1930 J p. 6
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Interior of dome of Baha'i Temple in Germany, showtng the louvered perforations which release a diffused
light throughout the auditorium.

The Mother Temple of Europe
Near Frankfurt am Main in Germany, this House of
Worship was dedicated on July 4, 1964 to the unity of
God and of mankind. The Edifice stands on a low hill
.in the midst of peaceful, green countryside near the
village of Langenhain in the Taunus Hills. It was built
at the behest of Shoghi Effendi by the Bah.. 'is in Germany, assisted by the believers throughout the world.
The building is 158 feet in diameter and has a dome
supported by twenty-seven pillars. The auditorium seats
about 500 people. The dome, which has 570 glass panels,
admits a maximum amount of light, bringing about an
interesting play of light and shadows as the sun illumines the glass. In the interior, at the apex of the dome,
is the Greatest Name in gold agai.!lst a light blue background.
At the time of dedication the Hands of the Faith
stated, of this Temple, "In accordance with the Divine
promises of the sacred edifice, consecrated to the everlasting glory of the Most Great Name, it will become
a point of light radiating the spirit of Baha!u'llah's
Teachings and hasten fulfillment of the spiritual destiny
of the en tire continent."

A recent picture of the Baha'i Temple near Frankfurt/Main, GeTmany.

1\&..... ~
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Public :/lreside in Cologne, Germany with Hands of the
Cause, A. Faizi and Dr. MUhtschlegeI, in center.

Baha'i Books Placed in Northernmost
Outpost of the Planet

ConfeTence of the N atio1lal Teaching Committee and
the Tegiona! committees held in Langenhain~ Germany,
near site of BaM'i Temple.

During the past summer, the long-time pioneer to
Thule in north Greenland, Bill Carr, traveled to the
northern-most point ever visited by a Baha Ii on the
planet. He flew to the tiny settlemeot of Alert at the
northern tip of Ellesmere Island in the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago. The purpose was to bring the Faith to the
world's northernmost permanent settlement, only 500
miles from the north pole. Although there was a restriction on freedom -because of security. Baha'i literature
was placed in the library. Bill Carr states that there is
a good possibillty of civilian employment at the weather station there. [From the Canadian Baha'i News]
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Agnes Alexander Sends Love and Prayers
from Tokyo Hospital
The National Spiritnal Assembly of North East Asia
has recently sent a letter to all other national spiritual
assemblies to report on the health and well-being of
Hand of the Cause, Miss Agnes Alexander in Japan, A
few days after her 90th birthday in July, 1965, she came
to Tokyo, Japan, and suffered a fractured thigh. She
has been in a hospital since that time, recuperating.
The National Assembly of North East Asia wishes to
convey, on her behalf, her appreciation for all of the
prayers and good wishes on the part of the friends and
to send her love to all Baha'is and her prayers for
them.
:Miss Alexander, who lived.in Hawaii at the time, was
the first Baha'i in the Pacific area, although she actually enrolled in Italy while spending a few months there
in 1900. Her signed enrollment card was sent to 'Abdu'l_
Baha in Haifa, as was the practice in those years. She
is one of three people, all women, mentioned in the
Tablets Of The Divine Plan by 'Abdu'l-Bahil. Among
many other victories she has won for the Faith, she was
among the first to carry the Baha'i message to Japan in
1914, and the first to take it to Korea In 1921.
In trying to explain her own efforts, she has often
said, HIf we are nothing, God can use us. U She often
says, in effect, that God has a plan for everything, It is
up to us to pray and search for the plan and the will of
God.

Bahd'i exhibit at Chicago World Flower and Garden
Show held in Chicago March 19-27, 1966. This is the

fourth year that the Baoo'is have been represented at
this important event and again this year the Baha'i exhibit received an award of merit. Horticulture Magazine for March, 1966 used a photo Of last year's Baha'i
exhibit to advertise this year's Flower Show.

Regional Teaching Conference held in Taipei, Taiwan, China, December 25-26, 1965 with participants from Hong
Kong, Korea, Japan and Taiwan, sponsored by the National Spiritual Assembly of Northeast Asia for the purpose
of teaching the Chinese peop~e. Active on the program were Auxiliary Board members Charles Duncan, Taipei
and John McHenry III of Korea; Philip Marangella of Japan; Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Suleimani, Jerome Chu, John
Huston and Mrs. Abbie Maag, all of Taiwan.
What the conference lacked in numbers was overshadowed by the high standard of the program and the enthusi..
astic spirit with which an contributed to its success. Reports of progress achieved during the past yeaT~ espe..
cially among the aborigine tribes, was very encouraging. The only disappointment was the absence of friends from
the Philippines, South Vietnam and Malaysia 1 who were unable to attend. Mrs. Suleimani and her husband weTe the
first pioneers to Taiwan.
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News Briefs
Intercalary Observances
The three communities of Portland, Multnomah
County and Washington County in Oregon joined in an
international potluck dinner and party which brought
the communities closer together and demonstrated to
friends the Baha~i way of enjoying these days. Everyone was asked to come in a costume of another COWltry
and be prepared to present a skit if they wished. Exotic
foreign dishes were brought and there was much laughM
ter, singing and general good fun, The Baha'i youth
presented charades on the twelve principles.
An intercommunity party was held at the Euclid
Recreation Center in Euclid, Ohio, in which eleven
communities participated together to make the occaM
sian a success, Over a hWldred adults and children,
including many guests attended the event which began
with a program of songs and Baha'is prayers recited by
the children. The children were then entertained in
another room where they enjoyed games, prizes and
refreshments. The program for the adults included a
warm welcome and explanation of the Intercalary Days
followed by a social period.
In Tulsa, Oklahoma the Baha'is had an observance
on each of the four intercalary days, beginning with a
meeting of devotions for the believers on Friday night
and ending with similar devotions on Monday night. On
Saturday afternoon the friends gave a party at the local
YWCA for a group of girls. This included games, music,
story telling and refreshments. That evening a potluck
supper for the Baha'is and their friends brought ilUl
and fellowship to all. Then on Sunday the children were
taken to the Will Rogers Museum with lunch
afterwards in a restaurant.
The Baha'i Community of Key West Florida invited
friends to an Intercalary Days party U; a local commu.
nity house at which a brief talk on the BaM'! Calendar
with explanation of the Intercalary Days was followed
by a social hour with music and refreshments. The
visitors and Baha'is enjoyed this opportunity to share
thoughts about the Faith and it is believed that this was
one of the most successful events in years held by the
Community of Key West.
A three day Youth Conference was held in Syracuse,
New York during the Intercalary Days, attended by
fifty youth of whom at least a third were not Baha'is.
One declaration and one intention of declaring soon
were two of the tangible results of this conference, built
around workshops on Baha'i laws and administration.
Leaders were: Steve Yamamoto, from Penn State; Rudy
Handel of Colgate University and Weldon Woodard
from Syracuse (now pioneering in Venezuela).
The Mayor, City Assessor, and several local dignitar.
ies were among the guests at an Intercalary Days Open
House, February 27 in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Local
officials and persons who deal with the Baha'is in
business or community service projects were mailed
invitations to the informal event, as were all local
churches. The meeting was designed to fill the teaching
opportunity gaps left between firesides, public meetings
and personal contact, to appeal to those persons who
have heard of the Faith or have rendered a service, but
have not as yet attended meetings or given serious
consideration to the Baha'i message. There were no
speeches. Audio·visual aids were used including: a

Youth Conference at Syracuse, New York during Intercalary Days, 1966.

display featuring the basic principles, posters showing
Baha'IS around the world, literature displays, and slides
which were shown continuously .in one part of the room.
A tape recording, with earphones for private listening,
allm",~ed guests to hear an explanation based on the
pamphlet, HEasic Facts of the Baha'i Faith." Refresh·
ments and the singing of Baha'j songs by a youth group
as well as the presence of Baha'i hosts helped make the
occasion warm and friendly.
The Denver Community has had two "fun parties" of
attraction which, the friends believe, have been needed
for some time. The latest, held as an Intercalary Day
event, was a HWestern Roundup" well attended by
adults, children and even babies from nearby com·
munities of: Aurora, Arvada, Jefferson County and
Boulder in Colorado. Everyone came in casual attire
and enjoyed an evening given over entirely to fun - including square dancing. Almost fifty came, represent·
ing a v,.ide variety of races and nationalities and
proving to the guests that Baha'is can do something
else in addition to giving serious lectures.
Other communities reporting festive celebration of
the Intercalary Days were: Ann Arbor, Michigan and
Columbus, Indiana. The former held an "International
Foil<sing" while the latter held a buffet supper and
children's party.

Baha'f on the Air
Radio Station KVIP of Redding, California recently,
at the request of some of its (non-Baha'i) listeners
invited the Baha'is of that town to send a representa·
tive to the program. "The Last Word" which goes for
over two hours each morning. Mrs. Viviana Lisota
accepted the invitation and was interviewed by the
program director who asked leading questions about
the Baha'i Faith. When the program was opened later
to the public who telephoned in to ask questions the
lines were kept busy with questions from inquirers even
after the program was off the air. The Baha'is are
thankful for this opportunity to present the Faith to so
many and in a clear as well as dignified manner. The
awareness and general understanding of the Faith and
what it stands for are more widespread and in the
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minds of more people in this town as a result of the
program.
The Spokane, Washington community and Baha'is
nearby were happy to witness and take part in the
successful Baha'i meetings held when a Baha'i visitor
from irfm, Miss Rouhi Yeganeh was with them. One
newspaper gave excellent coverage of Miss Yeganeh's
visit and she was interviewed on a local television
program, being given ten minutes on the air. As a
result of this publicity the fireside at which she spoke
attracted quite a nwnber of inquirers, many of whom
are studying comparative religion. One declaration and
a number of inquiries about future meetings are some
of the results of the infectious spirit of love, humility
and complete sincerity which Miss Yeganeh brought to
the gatherings.

Baha'i Publishing Trust
Baha'i News Index, Volume III. No. 323 to No. 393 . .Jan.
uary 1958 - December 1963. Prepared by Amine DeMille. We are pleased to announce that another five
years of BAHA'i NEWS issues have been indexed. Inas·
much as many Baha'is have some or most of the issues
involved in this edition of the Index~ it is hoped that
they will utilize it. A large volume of correspondence
could be eliminated at the national center if the local
assemblies, committees and individuals would take the
responsibility of looking up information and answers to
various questions which they may have, rather than
writing in to various departments, requesting that in.
formation be supplied and re-suppJied to them again
and again. If all the issues are not available to an individual, often someone in the community has a complete file, or the local assembly itself has a complete file
of the BAHA'i NEWS issues. [The supply of back issues of
BAHA'i NEWS, and the time available to supply them,
are both extremely limited at the National Administrative Office where back issues are handled.]
Per copy ....................................... $2.00
Note; Except .in situations where payment had already
been sent for the BAHA'i NEWS Index, back orders are
. not being shipped, since many go back too far and a
number of names and addresses are no longer applic.
able. Please reorder. Standing orders, however, are
being shipped on this title.

PRICE CORRECTION
The price of the Baha'i Teaching Guide for Children,
Intermediate Teacher's Manual, is incorrectly listed
on page 16 of the April issue of BAHA'i NEWS. This
Manual, like the Pre-Primary and Primary Manual,
has 240 pages and the price is $2.50.
Local Spiritual Assembly of Tulsa, Oklahoma, formed
at Ri(ivan, 1965. Back row, left to right: Houshi JazayeTTi. James Lovelady~ Vivian Haley, Mike Greenberg,
Kay Powell. Seated, left to right: George Haley, Virginia McCoy, Grace Jones) Patti Creighton.

Order from: BAIDi'i PUBLISHING TRUST, 110 LINDEN
AVENUE, Wn.METTE, ILLINOIS 60091

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
May 17-'A+amat (Grandeur)
June ~Nur (Light)

10:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Public Meetings

HOLY DAYS
May 23-Declaration of the Bab
May 29-Ascension of Baha'u'lJa.h (3:30 a.m.)

Sundays

4:15 p.m.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Ba:ha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
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Braun International Editor; Miss Charlotte Liruoot, National Spiritual Assembly RepresentatIve.
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112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Bah.8.'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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Gifts at the Altar of Baha'u'llah
AN APPEAL FROM THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE
OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE
To The Baha'i Conventions of Alaska, Canada and the
United States
Beloved Friends:
In the Garden of Riq.vim one hundred and three years
ago, Bah;i'u'llilh breathed upon the world a new spir~t
of life. Now the festival of Riq.v3.n, "the King of Feshvals" is wafting again its fragrance upon the whole
creation, and the "People of Baha" are call~ to "rejoice with exceeding gladness" for the contmued and
ever-increasing glories and victories bestowed upon
them by their Abha Beloved.
This year the Baha'is all over the world eagerly
await the fast approaching centenary of the proclamation from Adrianople of Baha'u'llah t "the Lord of the
K.i..r:tgdom", to the world and its rulers. Thei.r hear~s
aglow with love and devotion, they are preparmg thelf
humble gifts to place at the altar of Bah,,'u'llith on the
occasion of that glorious celebration. Ya-Baha'u'l-Abha!
What a bounty!
What kind of gifts could these be other than teaching
the Cause of God and qn.iversal participation in so great
a service, as has been called for by the supreme and
infallible Body of the Faith, the Universal House of
Justice?
In his stirring references to the vital importance o~
teaching the Faith, the beloved of all hearts, Shoghl
Effendi, the Sign of God on earth, frequently explamed
that it Was the obligation of the kings and rulers of t~e
world to proclaim the Cause, that the Exalted Bab
Himself in His "first, greatest and mightiest" book, the
Qayyumu'l-Asma, had called upon these leaders to
ulay aside, one and all, their dominion", and deliv;,r
His Message to "lands in both the East and the West .
The rulers failed to respond, and dedicated believers
were chosen to arise in their place. Therefore, may the
greatest dignity and glory rest upon the believers, who
have been blessed with such a privilege.
Beloved Friends teaching the Cause of God is our
sacred obligation. 'The beloved Guardian reminds us
how the Master Himself, 'Abdu'l-Baha, "crying out
from the depths of His soul, gives utterance to His
longing in a memorable passage in the Table~s of the
Divine Plan, addressed to the North American be.

lievers, '0. that I could travel, even though on foot and
in the utmost poverty, to those regions, and raising the
call of ·ya-Baha'u·l-Ahhil' in cities, villages, mountains, deserts and oceans, promote the divine Teach.
ings! This, alas, I cannot do. How intensely I deplore it!
Please God. ye may achieve it.' H
The Hands of the Cause of God in the Western
Hemisphere, charged with the twin functions of protec·
tien and propagation of the Faith, burning with eagerness to support the moving appeal of the Universal
House of Justice, "the source of all good an,d freed from
all error", wish to offer through your glonous Convention their services and those of their Auxiliary Board
members to you, the dearly loved delegates, to the
National Spiritual Assemblies, and to all the beloved
friends. Their time, their energies, their resources, and
their very lives are yours.
In order to make this service most effective, the
Hands of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere have
postponed their international conference with their
Auxiliary Board members to a time following the
Convention, May 2()"'22, when the stirring messa~e of ~e
Universal House of Justice will be shared agam, thelr
inspiring directives consulted upon, and the precious
contributions of the delegates to the National Convention will be known,
Just fifty years ago, our beloved Master, 'Abdu'lBaha revealed the first of His historic Tablets of the
Divin'e Plan the charter of the WOrld-redemptive teaching mission 'Of the Baha'is of North Ame:-ica . We stand
today in the shadow of that golden annlversary~ Now
all of our deliberations reflect the greatness and the
majesty of the hour in which we are living.
.
May the blessings and rich bounties of Baha'u'llah
reach and surrowtd each one of us on this joyous
occasion.
With deeply loving greetings,
In the service of the
beloved Guardian,
For-Hands 01 the Cause of God
in the Western Hemisphere
William Sears
Zikru'llah Khadem
April, 1966

CABLEGRAMS FROM THE Flm-SEVENTH U.S. NATIONAL CONVENTION
To the Universal House of Justice
April 29, 1966
Friends gathered National Convention Baha'i House Worship
hearts filled praise Baha'u'llah thankful love and services Beloved
Hands standard bearers nine year plan. Grateful strenuously laboring Universal House Justice for challenging message providing divine guidance specific tasks ahead and increasing our awareness spiritual responsibilities as bearers name of God this day.
Stirred by knowledge we face era longed for expansion hope seize
great new opportunities carry God's healing afflicted mankind.
Pledge utmost efforts intensify and expand teaching activities
greatly increase flow of funds sustain forward moving army of divine Commander deepen strengthen community life and more and
more attain that distinction in individual lives exemplified by
'Abdu'l-Baha. We pray for entire human family. Fervently we supplicate Baha'u'llah's assistance oppressed Baha'i sister communities and His strengthening grace enable us to match words and
promises deeds.

To the Hands of the Faith in Haifa
April 30, 1966
Our astonishment increases continuously, sacrifice, inspiration,
devotion, loving kindness example, patience Beloved Hands standard bearers of Nine Year Plan, as we arm ourselves win universal
participation and all goals of American Baha'i community. We
pray and supplicate prayers, our combined efforts may command
joy of wonderment.

REPLY FROM THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
To the Fifty-Seventh U.S. National Convention
received April 30, 1966
Delighted greatly impressed heartened spirit determination
friends win greater victories follow own lives example master
pledged your convention message praying shrines glorious victories year ahead.

Hands Announce
New Board Members
On March 23, 1966 the Hands of the Cause of the
Western Hemisphere announced the appointment of
Mrs. Edith McLaren to the Auxiliary Board for the
Propagation of the Faith in Central America and the
Antilles. Mrs. McLaren replaces Mr. Manuel Garcia
Vasquez, formerly of Santo Domingo, who has returned
to his native country in Europe. Mrs. McLaren resides
in Guatemala.
On April 15 was announced the appointment of Mr.
Anthony Worley as the twelfth member of the Auxiliary
Board for Propagation in South America. Mr. Worley
recently left his country. Brazil, for pioneering in
Surinam, Dutch Guiana. His area of jurisdiction is to be

the three Guianas, Trinidad and Tobago which is very
important in view of the Nine Year Plan goal of
forming two new National Assemblies in this area, one
for the three Guianas and one for Trinidad and Tobago.
Twelve is the number of Auxiliary Board members
for Propagation allotted to South America.

Convention Elects
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly
The National Spiritual Assembly of the United Stales
for 1966-1967 elected at the National Convention is as
follows: Dr. Daniel Jordan, Chairman; Robert Quigley,
Vice Chairman; Dr. David Ruhe, Secretary; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Assistant Secretary; Miss Edna True, Recording Secretary; Arthur Dahl, Treasurer; Dr. Dwight
Allen; Dr, Sarah Pereira; Paul R. Pettit.
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FAR from the sea and just below the cave of
NOTElijah
at the foot of Mt. Carmel. there is a quiet
resting place. It is the Baha'i cemetery. Many believers
since the early days of the Faith in the Holy Land have
been laid to rest there. Recently the municipality of
Haifoa, with the cooperation of the Universal House of
Justice, has built a stone wall along the street, with new
steps leading off Allenby Road to a new entrance.
Among some of the early believers buried there is the
Great Afnan, Haji Mirza Vakulu'l-Dawlih, cowin of
the Bab and chief builder of the Ma!illriqu'I-A<!)1kar
of 'I!illqabad. It is in this same vicinity that Dr. J. E.
Esslemont, author of Bahci.'u.'Udh and the New Era, is
buried, of whom Shoghi Effendi wrote at the time of his
passing: "Pilgrims visiting his grave from far and near
will, with pride and gratitude, do honor to a name that
adorned the annals of an immortal Cause.'?
Three American Hands of the Cause, all of whom
served together at one time on the National Spiritual
Assembly of the U.S., and again together in tbe Holy
Land, have their final resting place close to Dr. EssIemont - Horace Holley in July, 1960; Amelia Collins in

January, 1962, and Leroy loa, in July of 1965.
Many Baha'is who are on pilgrimage wish to go to
this quiet place near the edge of the city to pay their
respects to these beloved servants of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah who have been honored to lay down their
lives in the land of the Prophets.

New stone wall along Allenby Rood
beside the Baha'i Cemetery in Haifa
and the steps that lead to the new
entrance.

At left above are shown the stones marking the resting places of Amelia Collins, Dr. J. E. EssLemont and Horace
Ho~ley. Leroy Ioas is also. buried near by. View at right is looking back towaTd the new entrance.
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Universal House of Justice Tells of
Passing of Jessie Revell at World Center
With profound grief announce passing Jessie Revell. Her tireless
steadfast devotion Faith since before Master's visit American
continent love trust admiration Shoghi Effendi crowned by appointment International Baha'i Council distinguished by service
Treasurer both appointed elected Council. Urge National Assemblies hold memorial gathering tribute unforgettable exemplary
service Faith.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
COMMENTARY: The foregoing announcement of the
passing of Miss Jessie Revell at the Baha'i World
Center on April 14 will bring sadness to the hearts of the
hundreds of pilgrims from all over the world who have
visited the Holy Land and experienced her loving
concern for their comfort and happiness. There is
nothing further to add to the beautiful tribute paid to
Miss Revell in the foregoing message, except to say
that she and her sister Ethel served the beloved Guard·
ian in innumerable ways at the World Center from

January 1951 until his death in 1957, thereafter making
themselves available to the Hands of the Cause and
then to the Universal House of Justice after its election.
All Baha'i communities wherein one or more mem·
bers have known Miss Revell and her sister Ethel will
wish to join in the national memorial gathering by
having local gatherings for the purpose. The national
memorial service will be held in the Baha'i House of
Worship June 15 at eight o'clock in the evening.

Death of 'Ali Kuli Khan, Early Translator of Baha'i Texts, Announced
Grieved learn passing •Ali Kuli Khim. His long life distinguished
services through his translation work worthy participation administrative teaching field extending over both Heroic Formative
ages unforgettable. Please convey loving sympathy family and
assure prayers progress his souL
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
The following brief sketch of the life of Dr. Khan was written
by his daughter, Mrs. Marzieh Gail of Keene. New Hampshire.
She is the author of The Sheltering BTanch, numerous articles
in Baha'i World and World OrdeT maga:t.ine, and translated The
Secret of Divine Civilization, by 'Abdu'l-Baba..

Dr. 'Ali Kuli Khan, whose title given him by the Sb.ah
of Persia was Nabili'd-Dawlih, died suddenly at his
Washington, D.C. horne on the afternoon of April 7.
Conducted by the Washington Spiritual AssemblY under
the chairmanship of Mr. Glenford Mitchell, his memor·
ial and interment in Rock Creek Cemetery took place
on April 12. Mr, Albert James represented the Hands of
the Faith and Mr. Stanwood Cobb was one of the
readers.
Leaving his native frim and serving as IAbdu'lBaha's amanuensis about 1899, Dr. Khan was sent by
the Master to the United States in 1901, 'as interpreter to
the BaM', philosopher Mirza Ahu'l-Fad!. A noted speaker, who more than sixty years ago spoke on the Baha'i
Faith at Harvard University at the invitation of William James, Dr. Khan also made many early translations of Baha'i Texts and Tablets and confirmed uncounted souls throughout his life. His administrative
service included chairmanship of the New York and
Los Angeles Assemblies and he was the last living
Dlember of America's first National Spiritual Assembly

to adopt its Declaration of Trust-a document called by
the Guardian "a pattern to every National Baha'i
Assembly, be it in the East or in the West ... "
Dr. Khan married Florence Breed of Lynn and Boston and the couple had a son and two daughters. As
fran's chief diplomatic representative to the United
States Dr. I;Q,:tan served successively as Consul and
Charge d'Affaires. pioneered United States-Persian relations and arranged the first American Financial Mis·
sian to Persia. President Woodrow Wilson sent Dr.
Khan, his family and suite to the Versailles Conference
on a military transport as guests of the United States
Government, and 'Abdu'l-Baha highly praised, in a
Tablet, Dr. &...b-an's services as a Persian delegate at
Versailles.
While heading the Persian Embassy at Constantinople
as Minister Plenipotentiary, Dr. Khan was named Head
of the Imperial Court by irim's then Crown Prince
Regent and later served as iran's Minister to the Five
Republics of the Caucasus. His Government decorations include the Gold Decoration of Learning and fran's
highest order, the 'ITimllial."
Retiring to private life in the United States he never
ceased to serve the Faith for which he had asked to be
martyred, and received from 'Abdu'l-Baha the answer:
"Living martyrdom."

The new Baha'i community in Akure, Western Nigeria,
with friends and visiting Baha'is.

Loca! Spiritual Assembly of Ekpene Tete, Eastern
Nigeria.

Nigeria Has Year of Steady Progress

made further investigations, were encouraged by a
visit from an RTe member, and enrolled. Active teaching work began immediately and Port Harcourt also
will form its first local spiritual -assembly at RiQ-vim
1966.
A free gift of literature from a believer in the United
States which was distributed by a nearby community
resulted in a declaration in Etinan, in Eastern Nigeria
in February 1965. Very soon there was a strong and
active Group in Etinan, and the Faith was accepted by
leaders of an African Church. Several members of the
congregation also became Baha'is and the teaching
expanded quickly to neighboring villages. By the beginning of August, Etinan community had succeeded in
establishing the Faith in Afahah Offiong and the first
Nineteen Day Feast was held with an attendance of
fifty new Bahittis.
In Western Nigeria the Faith progresses more slowly.
the heart of teaching and activity being in Lagos and
Ibadan. The predominately Moslem Northern region
has scarcely been opened to the Faith, but even 50
Maiduguri in the northeast has an active believer, and
the seeds have been sown in such important towns as
Kano, Kaduna and Zaria.

The past year, since Ri<;lvim 1965, has seen remarkable expansion in the Faith in many places in southern
Nigeria, helped, not only by the very energetic efforts
of the Baha'is, but also by such wonderful pieces of
publicity as the article in the Ebony magazine.
Two regional teaching committees, for Eastern Nigeria and Western Nigeria. concentrated their efforts in
deepening and consolidation of the areas where the
Faith has already taken firm root. In addition. three
district teaching committees in Eastern Nigeria contributed to the concentration of effort in the extreme
southea:stern cOrner of Nigeria, with a result that not
only will several new local spiritual assemblies be
established this Ri4van, but a number of new groups
and isolated centers have also been established. A very
successful teaching conference held in Akpabuyo, near
Calabar, during the weekend of December 24-26 gave
impetus to the teaching work and resulted in several
declarations.
Akpabuyo has been chosen for the site of a Teaching
Institute, one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan. Land
has been acquired and cleared by the believers in the
area and plans are progressing for the early functioning of the Institute.
Teaching visits by the more mature Baha'is have
been a great source of inspiration. One community
alone initiated a band of "local pioneers" who have
spent their spare time teaching in nearby villages.
Each Hpioneer" chose a village and through regular
visits and inviting contacts to teaching meetings in
their home village, succeeded in opening several new
places to the Faith.
Two important towns in Nigeria were also opened to
the Faith. The first was Akure, opened hy a young
English Bah.a'i stationed in Akure on a two year teaching contract. She was soon joined by a young Nigerian
woman, and together they were able to introduce the
faith to a number of people. Akure will have its first
local spiritual assembly at Ric;lvan 1966. Benin City, site
of a well-established Nigerian culture long before European influence entered the country, has caught the fire
of the faith from Almre.

Literature Help. Teaching Work
Among the many inquiries which resulted from the
article in Ebony magazine, two people in Port Harcourt

St. LaWTence Island, the last

of the five Alaskan virgin
goals of the Nine Year Plan,
has now been opened by the
arrival of piolleeT N apol.eon
Bergamaschi and his three
children on March 22. Mr.
Bergamaschi, who is part Eskimo, was inspired to arise
and fiU this goal during the
Winter Conference held in
Petersbu.rg, Alaska in Janu.ary.
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The Baha'i Community
COMMUNITY-NOT CHURCH
by
William Kenneth Christian
NLY within about a century have men had sufficient
facts about human history to enable them to form
an accurate picture of the scope of social evolution. And
the result of this accumulation of knowledge has been
tremendous. We can now understand quite clearly that
human history has been subject to certain rhythms or
periodic cycles of change. Great periods of civilization
have decayed into eras of chaos and confusion, marked
by warfare, tyrannical government, immorality, materialism. and intensive group competition. No proof is
needed to show that our time is such an age of decay
and chaos.
The religious aspects of a dying age are to be found in
the emphasis upon sectarianism in organization and
belief. This is always evident in an age that has lost its
sense of unity and direction. But co-existent with the
strongly entrenched sectarianism is the spiritual seed
of the new age. This new spirit planted by the Manifestation of God finds its first expression socially in the
hearts and actions of individuals and small groups of
people.
At that transitional time between great periods of
civilization as the inner decay increases to a consuming
chaos, the groups of people who are struggling to
respond to the principles of the new age find themselves
accused of the same sectarianism which marks the old
order.
The charges brought against the groups of Christians
during the weakening and collapse of the Roman order
were simply reflections of the evils in Roman civilization itself. The early Christians were charged with
immorality, with plotting against social order and treason to the Emperor, with irreligion, and with shameful
secret rites. All these charges we can now understand
were marks of Roman life itself and unfounded in the
Christian life of the time. And we can see, too, that this
was merely a psychological projection of guilt on the
part of those entrenched in the old order.
Frequently have BaM'!s heard the charge that they
were merely forming a new church. Although we can
understand that these charges are an unconscious projection of guilt in a world devitalized by sectarian
organization, we must be prepared to show clearly the
differences between a church of the older faiths and the
Baha'i communities of the world.
Our firs,t great difference is at point of origin. There is
no definite trace of a plan for religious organization in
the teachings of Jesus. Consequently, it is possible for
each of the sectarian branches of Christianity to claim,
directly or indirectly a greater degree of rightness than
the others. But Baha'u'llah. Whose world-purpose was
to create justice in a planet brought into unity, Himself
outlined a form of co'mmunity life for which there is no
clear-cut historical parallel. Commanding the establishment of Houses of Justice and outlining their powers
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and duties, Baha'u'llah also gave us the new pattern of
community center in the House of WorShip and its
associated institutions of social welfare and education.
Baha'u'llah had so deep an understanding of human
character that He not only uttered the command to
unity. but provided the form, or means, by which this
divine command might be attained. The outline of what
we call Baha'i Administration originated in the Books
and Tablets of Baha.'u'llah, was given deep explanation
in the Talks and Tablets of 'Abdu'!-Bahit and definite form in His Will and Testament, and found its
genius-builder in the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi. "For
Baha'u'll<ih, we should readily recognize, has not only
imbued mankind with a new and regenerating Spirit.
He has not merely enunciated certain universal principles, or propounded a particular philosophy, however
potent. sound, and universal these may be. In addition
to these He, as well as 'Abdu'l-Baha after Him, has,
unlike the Dispensations of the past, clearly and specifically laid down a set of laws, established definite
institutions, and provided for the essentials of a Divine
Economy."l
But Bahit'u'lH.h and 'Abdu'I-BaM. also settled the
problem of the interpretation of Their teachings, for
they "in unequivocal and emphatic language, appointed those twin institutions of the House of Justice
and of the Guardianship as their chosen Successors,
destined to apply the principles, promulgate the laws,
protect the institutions, adapt loyally and intelligently
the Faith to the requirements of progressive society,
and consummate the incorruptible inheritance which the
Founders of the Faith have bequeathed to the world." 2
Thus we find, originating with the teachings them~
selves, those institutions for the religious life of the
believers and the authority for the interpretation of the
teachings.
And "the apostles of Baha.'u'lUth in every land, wherever they labor and toil, have before them in clear, in
unequivocal and emphatic language, all the laws, the
regulations, the principles, the guidance, they require
for the prosecution and consummation of their task. ua
Proceeding then from the origin of the Baha'i institutions, the establishment of the Guardianship as Interp:.;.eter and '~he Universal House of Justice as an institution for the progressive unfoldment of the Faith, and
the great clarity of the teachings themselves, we find
yet another difference between this Faith and sectarrian churches. "Those unwarranted practices, in connection with the sacrament of baptism, of communion,
of confession of sins, of asceticism, of priestly domination, of elaborate ceremonials, of holy war and of
polygamy, have one and all been rigidly suppressed by
the Pen of Baha'u'llf.l.h; whilst the rigidity and rigor of
certain observances, such as fasting, which are necessary to the devotional life of the individual, have been
considerably abated."-!

IAliA'1 NfWr
Still another great difference is the attitude of the
Baha'i community toward unity. The word "church"

for all practical purposes means division. But the
Baha'i community embraces elements of hUman life
which the older faiths segregate. A cross-section of
humanity is to be found in the Baha'i communities of
the world-rich and poor, learned and uneducated, all
races and religious backgrounds. And the Baha'i con~
siders this the normal condition! For the Baha'i has.
responded to the command of God for unity. The basis
and reason for Wlity in the Baha'i community is the
divine principle of the oneness of mankind.
And there is the element of obedience in the Baha'i
Faith which is the denial of sectarian choice. In the
world of the older faiths, religion is generally inherited
according to one's position in life. If there were dissatisfaction with a certain sectarian church, the individual
merely moved across the street and joined another
branch. But Baha'u'llah's command to unity precludes
that in the BaM'i world. It is a part of the spititual
growth of the Baha'i that he mingle and work with all
manner of people in the community.
"None of the historic causes of association served to
create this world-wide spiritual com·munity. Neither a
common language, a common blood, a common civil
government, a common tradition, nor a mutual grievance acted upon Baha'is to supply a fixed center of
interest or a goal of material advantage. On the contrary, membership in the Baha'i community in the land
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of its birth even to this day has been a severe disability,
and outside of trim the motive animating believers has
been in direct opposition to the most inveterate prejudices of their environment. The Cause of Baha'u'l1ah
has moved forward without the' reinforcement of
wealth, social prestige or other means of public influence."5
The final difference which we might set forth is that
of the purpose of the Baha'i Faith. Baha'u'Uah has set
it forth repeatedly-"O ye children of men, the fundamental purpose animating the Faith of God and His
Religion is to safeguard the interests and promote the
unity of the human race. l ! nThe well-being of mankind,
its peace and security are unattainable unless and until
its unity is firmly established." "This goal excelleth
every other goal, and this aspiration is the monarch of
all aspirations." {:I Further study of Baha'u'Uah's
writings reveals that this unity is not a loose and jovial
fellowship but the unity of one common faith, the spirit
of dedication to the Manifestation of God finding a
dynamic and creative outlet through the institutions
which He has created.
IThe World Order of Bana'u.'llah, p. 19; 2Ibid., p. 20; 3Ibid.,
p. 21; 41bid., p. 22; iiThe Bahd.'i Worl.d, vol. VIII, p. 1: 6The
World OTdeT of Baha'u'Uah., pp. 202-3.

-World Order Magazine
Decemher, 1942

Group photo taken after a tree-planting ceremony in Ecctes, Manchester, Engtand where the lo?al Baha'i community
gave nine trees to the local council fOT a newly opened rest gardens. Mrs. Betty Reed, n~tion.al secretary of the
Baha'is of the British Isles, appears third from left in front row, next to mayoress of the VIllage. Second from left
is Mrs. Gitta Chaplin, secretary of the Eccles assembly.
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New York Conference Commemorates
The weekend of April 2 and 3 found over 300 Baha'is
from New York and fourteen other Eastern states
converged at the Henry Hudson Hotel in New York City
to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the sending
of the first of the series of messages from 'Abdu'l-Baha
to the believers in the United States and Canada known
as the Tablets of The Divine Plan.
Those were the dark days of the first World War and

Thus were the blessed days of the Master in America
recalled once more and the believers who gathered
tasted of the spirit of love and Wlity which He exemplified. It is hoped that the occasion will inspire them to
perpetuate this joy by getting together as often as
possible to share their knowledge, efforts and plans for
this wonderful Faith.

the believers in the Western Hemisphere were not
numerous, mostly they were in a few of the larger cities
of the United States. But these Tablets invested these
few devoted believers with a mission which future
generations will recognize as of supreme importancethat of carrying the healing and life giving Message of
Bahil'u']hlh to the peoples of the entire world.
In the fifty years since that day in 1916 the importance of these Tablets has become increasingly obvious
to the believers t for, propelled by the impetus of the
divine power inherent in these Tablets and under the
guidance of the Beloved Guardian and of the Universal
House of Just.ice, seeds of this Faith have been sown in
every corner of the globe and are even now bearing
fruit.
The two day program of the Conference consisted of
meetings at the New York Center in the Henry Hudson
Hotel, a banquet, and a tour of some of the most
important places in New York where the beloved Master t 'Abdu'l-Baha was present when He visited the
United States in 1912, spending seventy-nine days in
New York City and environs.
Participating in the program were: Hand of the
Cause Mr. Zik'ru'l1ith Khadem; Auxiliary Board members: Mrs. Javidukht Khadem; Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin; Mr. Curtis Kelsey; Mr. Albert James; National Teaching Committee representatives Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh and Mr. Glenford Mitchell. Music was
furnished by Mrs. Carol Rutstein and the New York
Choral Group.
Talks covered the subjects of: 'Abdu'I-Baha and His
life and Teachings; The Divine Plan; Universal Partic~
ipation in the Nine Year Plan. The presence of those
who had met the Master as well as the playing of the
record of His Voice and showing of the film in which He
appears brought His Presence to all in a particularly
intimate and warm manner. Those present who had
met Him included: Curtis Kelsey, Donald Kinney, Paul
loas, Joseph loas, WilHam Dodge, Mrs. Rouhieh McComb, Mrs. Catherine Healy, Mrs. Rene Welsh, Mrs.
Emma Jardine, Mrs. Laura Curth, Mrs. Russell Anderson, Miss Ella Quant, Mrs. Daisy Burll and Mr. George
Roth.
The tour on the afternoon of April 3 took over a
hundred of the friends to six of the most important
places where the Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke when He
was in New York, named by Him the City of the
Covenant, in 1912. At each of these places the group
heard brief talks descriptive of the occasion when He
addressed His listeners, pouring out on all who heard
Him the love and life giving message of hope and
healing.

Pane! of speakeTS who addressed the Con.ference in. New
York. Hand of the Cause, Zikru'!!cih Khcidem, second
from right with Auxiliary Board members, left to rightJ
Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin, Mrs. Javidukht Khddem"

Curtis Kelsey, Albert James.

New York Sites Visited by 'Abdu'l·Baha
*Bowery Mission, 227 Bowery April 19, 1912-Talk on
"Blessed are the poor," emphasizing that Christ
never said "Blessed are the rich," 'Abdu'l-Baha stood
at the entrance of the Mission shaking hands with
over 400 men and placing within each palm a piece of
silver. What is particularly significant is th-at He
always refused to accept any contributions toward
His own travelling expenses, but gave many contributions to all people everywhere.
*Home of Juliet Thompson, 48 W. 10th St. November

15, 1912-while painting His portrait one day Miss
Thompson heard Him tell Lua Getsinger, who had
travelled with His entourage from Haifa, to "go
downstairs and proclaim to the people of New York
that I am the Covenant and that this is the City of the
Covenant , . !' His talk on November 15 was about
"the abandonment of all forms of prejudice among
mankind," and that "until existing prejudices are
entirely removed the world of humanity will not and
cannot attain peace, prosperity and composure. This
principle cannot be found in any other sacred volume
than the teachings of Baha'u'llah . . . . "
*Church of the Ascension, 5th Ave. and 19th St. April

14 and June 2, 1912. He spoke first on the needs of the
world to follow the teachings of Jesus Christ and later
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Fiftieth Anniversary of Divine Plan

Above, left: The tour begins at Henry Hudson Hotel as
believers walk to the busses. Right: Hand of the Cause
Mr. Khddem with Board member Curtis Kelsey at
Church of the Divine Paternity. Below: Mr. Khadem
addresses the group in frant of the Church of the

Ascension.

about the way in which the world can be united
through God's principles.
*Hotel Ansonia, Broadway and 73rd St. April 16 and
17. 1912. He emphasized the world's sickness and
Divine Healing, and the beliefs of the materialistic
phi1osophers and scientists as contrasted to those of
the Baha'i Faith.
*Church of the Divjne Paternity, Central Park, West
and 76th St. May 19, 1912. He spoke on the fact that
religions are many but the reality of religion is one.
*Great Nothern Hotel, 118 West 57th St. November 23,
1912. He attended a Baha'i Unity Feast. The silver
loving cup given Him then is now in the Archives
Building of the International Baha'i Headquarters in
Haifa. He said that the gathering was a universal
one, heavenly and divine in purpose, because it was
intended for the promotion of Universal Peace.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 4th Ave .. and 20th Street,
July 14. 1912. He spoke at length on the Oneness of
Humanity and of how BahA'u'lIAh's teachings can
bring this to pass.
Home of Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Morten, 141 East 21st
Street, April 13, 1912. He gave a talk about the
spiritual world.
Hotel Astor, 44th Street and Broadway, May 13, 1912. He
spoke before the New York Peace Society on "The
Most Great Peace".

Carnegie Lyceum, now Carnegie Hall, 57th Street and·
7th Ave., April 14, 1912. He spoke on the efforts of the
Divine Manifestations to bring love and unity to
mankind.
Miss Phillips' Studio, 39 West 67th Street, April 12, 1912.
He gave a talk on this world and the world of God.
Genealogical Hall, 252 West 58th Street, November
17,1912. He spoke about the periods or stages through
which both mankind and the world of humanity go
during this existence.
The Kinney home, 780 West End Ave. Here He gave
many talks.
Home of Montfort Mills, 327 West End Ave., April 15,
1912. He spoke on the phenomenal world being entirely subject to the rule and control of natural law.
Theosophical Lodge, Broadway and 79th Street, May
30, 1912. He spoke on how the world needs a great
power by which these glorious prinCiples and purposes may be executed.
*Tt\.oSI!!

visited on Commemorative Tour April. 1966.
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Four inspired teachers quickened the spirits of the
participants at the Leroy C. leas Memorial Teaching
Institute sponsored by the Fort Worth, Texas Spiritual
Assembly on April 8, 9, 10, 1966.
Auxiliary Board Member, Jack McCants inspired and
motivated the gathering during the three days with his
talks, c'To Teach the Faith is to Live the Life", "Gaining Knowledge of the Faith", and "Reflecting the Spirit
of the Faith". Pioneer on her way to Belize, British
Honduras, Miss Ruhi Yeganeh, and Mrs, Virginia Johnson of Jackson. Mississippi related beautiful and stirring accounts of the great and heroic Baha'i teachers
both in the present and of the past. Pioneer to Tulsa,
Oklahoma, Mrs. Eileen Norman gave a challenging
talk co-mingled with lively discussion on "Yardstick for
Personal Growth", Together these talks kept the Institute at a high level of participation.
Classes for youth and adults, as well as those for the
younger children, taught by believers from Dallas,
were spaced during the day so that there was time for
visiting, relaxing, and study,
Since this was a memorial to Hand of the Cause of
God Leroy C. Ioas, much emphasis was placed on
teaching. pioneering and the example set by many of
America's great teachers.
The facilities at the YMCA Camp where the Institute
was held lent themselves to the gathering of so many
eager and spiritually hungry souls. Added to this was
that unique influence of the foreign viSitors, Miss
Yeganeh and Henry Luke Ouma of Nairobi, Kenya,
now attending Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Mississippi.
Early morning devotions were held around the parabolic-shaped lake, amidst the chirping of native birds.

The friends were reminded of the passage in God
Passes By~ "So loud was the Singing of the nightingales
on every side that only those who were near Him could
hear distinctly His voice." (p. 153).
By Sunday afternoon 104 persons had registered.
Baha'is from throughout Texas, as well as Louisiana
and Mississippi, some coming from as far away as 400
miles, made the gathering an outstanding success.
At the invitation of the Fort Worth Assembly the
editor of a local Negro newspaper came to gather
materials for a story and to take pictures. Noticing the
literature display he became quite interested in the
books and pamphlets, asked to have, and was given a
copy of Christ and Baha'u'Hah as well as several
pamphlets. Before leaving he commented that he
planned to do an editorial on the material presented to
him as well as on his visit with the Baha'is at the
Institute.
The believers gathered for this event, the first of its
kind held in Fort Worth, requested to return later in the
year, perhaps for a winter institute, Enthusiasm ran
high, not only for the camp facilities, but in apprecia·
tion of the tremendous effort and devotion shown by the
teachers who gave so much during the three days.
At the end of the sessions one person arose to pioneer
and several sought information about homefront goals,
where they could serve.
Last but by no means least should be mentioned the
wonderful youth panel presented Sunday morning, Sue
Johnson, Douglas Hubbart, Ivan Pruitt, Arthur Washington and Norman Towels set the example for both
adults and youth with Mike Reimer serving as a very
enthusiastic moderator.

Some of those who attended the Leroy C, Ioas Memorial Teaching Institute held at
end of April 9, 1966.

Baha'is and their friends celebrate Naw--Ruz at the Niagara Public Library. The occasion induded dinner and a meet~
ing the high point being the enrollment of thTee new members in the Baha'i Faith. This picture and an article appeared in the local newspaper, The Buffalo Challenger
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March 31.

Naw-Ruz -123
March 21, 1966 the joyous occasion of the Baha'i New
Year is observed by the believers everywhere. Being a
joyous holiday. one on which people like to share food
and fellowship the pattern of celebrations tends to be
similar in the various localities. We share briefly a few
of the reports received. In Madison, Wisconsin sixty
believers and friends gathered for a pot-luck supper at
which foods from many countries were served. The
program that followed was put on in large part by the
children who told stories of 'Abdu'l~Baha, gave talks on
the meaning of Naw~Ruz and read compilations which
they had prepared on aspects of the Faith. Poems,
music and a skit added variety to the evening. Some of
the talented believers who helped make the evening
such a success were: Miss Roxanne Javid, who read
two of her poems; Ruth, Judy and Carl Engler who
with Mrs. Diane Scheffer gave a violin concerto; and
Mrs. Hifumi Yamamoto who wrote the skit entitled
<CEverland" (a takeoff on Peter Pan). In Florida over
fifty believers from Sarasota as well as Manatee and
Sarasota Counties joined in a banquet at a nearby
Holiday Inn. Piano solos by Mrs. Harriet Kelsey. singing by the children, and a talk by Mrs. Caroline Dary
brought the joyful Naw-Ruz spirit to the occasion. Also
in Florida the Broward County community marked the

Naw-Ruz gathering in Philadetphia, Pennsylvania.

At Lakewood,

CaH~

fornia Naw-Ruz cete~
bration: Mrs. Bea
Witliams~ center, Bahd'i for forty years,
who moved to Lakewood in 1965 to help
form first local assembly, with Miss
Ginger Caldwell and
Robert Anderson,
newest beHevers in
Lakewood.

day with a banquet at a fine hotel in Ft. Lauderdale
where all were welcome. Until three years ago such
integrated gatherings were not possible in public places
in this Southern County. Well over one hundred Baha'is
and friends gathered to feast and hear Dan Jordan
share his musical talent at the piano. There was also an
afternoon conference On the subject "Live the Baha'i
Life and Teach" attended by over sixty persons. A
Sunday morning "brunch" for inquirers and a feast
that evening attended by Baha'is from the surrounding
communities rounded Off the celebrations leaving the
friends feeling that the "cup was running over" with
joy as this, the most joyous Naw-Ruz ever held in this
part of the South came to an end.
The home of Drs. Biian and Giti Etamad in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania was the scene on March 20 of an
observance of Naw-Ruz and the Feast of Baha. The
material feast included succulent and bountiful Perslan
dishes, while the inspirational part was highlighted by
a talk by Dr. J alaI Ahdieh explaining the significance of
the Feast of Baha as a special occasion fOI" honoring the
Manifestation Himself and of Naw-Ruz as a time to
initiate new teaching plans for the year ahead. One new
member, a youth, was enrolled on this happy occasion.
In California the Sacramento Court District Community was happy to welcome four new enrollees into
the Faith at Naw-Ruz and in Lakewood the Naw-Ruz
festivities being generally social were made happy
because of the presence of several newly enrolled
members.

Wichita Youth Hold Third
Annual Conference
Fifty-three participants, including thirty-eight youth
from six states attended the Third Annual Wichita
Baha 'i Youth conference on the weekend of April 8, 9,
and 10 held at a camp site twenty miles west of
Wichita, Kansas. The unheated dormitories and cottages, where the temperature dropped below freezing
at night proved to be a challenge as well as stimulus to
the general spirit of enthusiasm which prevailed. All
agreed that they were "soft" and "attached" to modern comforts the result being a prevailing spirit of
pioneering and good fellowship.
The keynote speaker was National Spiritual Assembly member Paul Pettit who spoke on ·'What is a
Baha'i Youth" and "Baha'i Conduct." Gordon Laite of
Gallup, New Mexico spoke on HYouth Teachers" and
c'Remaining a Baha'i During Difficulties," while Sam
Jackson used "Distinction for the Baha'i Youth" and
"Deepening" for the subjects of his talks. These presentations and the following discussions moved all to a
deeper devotion to and understanding of the Teachings.
Don Newby showed slides and told of his pioneering
experiences in Central America, and Genay Newby
gave a stimulating talk on "Goals, Responsibilities and
Challenges of Baha'i Youth."
The classes began with a twenty minute talk to the
whole group followed by conferring in smaller groups,

Oklahoma City Baha'i Center
Dedicated

The first Baha'i Center to be acquired in Oklahoma is
in Oklahoma City and was dedicated by the believers of
that city on March 20, 1966. A special message was sent
from the National Spiritual Assembly of the United
States for the occasion and Auxiliary Board member
Mrs. Velma Sherrill as well as National Assembly member Paul Pettit were present to give loving and inspirational messages.
At a public meeting on Sunday afternoon, March 20
held in a nearby hotel Mrs. Sherrill addressed a record
audience on "The New Age" and this was followed by
the dedication, open house and a dinner at the new
Center. or Ijafiratu'l-Quds. The occasion being also
Naw-Ruz was doubly festive. and friends from nearby
areas, as well as children came to join in the joyous
event.
The Center, a gift from a devoted believer, Dr.

giving all a chance to take part in the discussions. At
the end of each session the entire group heard reports
of the discussions.
Before the close of the conference one youth made his
declaration and was lovingly welcomed into the Faith.
Other results of the conference include the very favorable impression made by the Baha'is on the non-Baha'i
personnel who directed the camp and who have been

Some of those who attended the Wichita Youth Conference in April, 1966.

happy to offer the facilities to the Baha'is for a similar
session next year. This site had never been used for a
Baha'i conference before and it was gratifying to have
the camp personnel state that they had never seen a
"happier bunch of people" nor "a mOre appreciative
group. to
Virginia P. Harden, now living in another state, whose
home it was for 32 years, serves to create a fuller life
for the Baha'i community of Oklahoma City and nearby
groups. Serving as a place for state Conventions, teaching and social events as well as weddings it is sure to
add to the unity and the activity of believers in the
area.
The friends note with interest that Oklahoma City
was the ,ite of the first local Spiritual Assembly to be
formed in the State during the first Seven Year Plan
(1937-1944).

"'\

A visit by Don Larson from the United States~ was the
occasion fOT ho~ding several firesides and pubUc meetings in St. GeoTge~ Somerset and Hamilton, Bermuda.
The above photo was taken at the Baha'i Center in
Hamilton. Mr. Larson's visit also resulted in radio and
television interviews.
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Institute on the Covenant held in Greensboro, North Carolina MaTch 12--13, was ~ed by AuxHiary Board members Dr.
William Tucker and Jack McCants who, with Mrs. Jane McCants covered the topics of: the Covenant, Administration.
and Teaching. Emphasis was laid on how to implement the Covenant in our Hves and in the Institutions of the Faith
as welt as how best to caTry on the aU important task of teaching.

Vidory Campaign
Concluded in Albuquerque
The Albuquerque.
New Mexico Baha'i
community brought its
victory campaign to a
successful conclus i on
with a public meeting
on April 2, 1966 at the
Holiday Inn in Albuquerque on famous
Highway 66 where an
audience of seventy
heard Mr. Winston
Evans give an inspiring and thought-provoking public
lecture. As a direct result of this meeting a local television station presented a round table interview with
represenatives of Buddhist, Zoroastrian, Hindu and
Baha'i Faith participating, The program was later
carried on radio, The sign at the Holiday Inn here
shown undoubtedly was seen by thousands of intercontinental travellers who use the highway.

Holy Days Recognized
in Duluth Schools
Effective as of March 16, 1966 the Superintendent of
the Duluth, Minnesota Public Schools has granted
Baha'i teachers permission to suspend work on Baha'i
Holy Days without loss of pay, This is the first time. to
our knowledge, that a School district has granted permission to Baha'is to observe Holy Days without pay
penalty or demand for compensatory time.

BaToness MaTia Von Trapp, whose Ufe story inspired the
film, "The Sound of Music," visited the Ho'Use 01 WOTship in Wilmette in April and was greeted by Dr. David
S, Ruhe, Secretary of the Nationa! Assembly (left) and
Salvatore A, Pelle, Director of Public Information fOT

the Baha'is of the United States.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
A highly-favorable, three and one-half page article on
the Baha'i Faith has appeared in Iceland's biggestcirculation weekly magazine, "VIKAN," Under the
heading: "THE BIRD OF PARADISE IS CALLING,
WILL YOU NOT ANSWER HIM?", the article covers
the central figures of the Faith, its growth and teachings. It also features pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
Frankfurt House of Worship and the Shrine of the Bab,
and two large pictures from the London Congress.
Response to the artic1e has been very favorable. The
magazine has a Life-style format and is mailed by the
government of Iceland to all the farm homes in the
interior of the country.
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Regiona~

Teaching Conference recently held in GnUe, Ceylon.

The May 2, 1966 issue of The National Observer, the
weekly published by the Wall Street Journal
publishers and having a circulation of 1h million, car~
ried a feature story on the Baha'i Faith titled: "Why
the Bustling &aha tis Feel Their Religion's Day Has
nati~nal

Come." The story states that the. Baha'i Faith '·in terms
of percentage increase in members, is one of the fastest
growing faiths in the world." The author, Patrick
Young, points out that the number of Baha)i assemblies
in the U.S. "has nearly doubled since 1956." In speaking
of the Baha'i teachings the author states, "Each Manifestation of God, they say
has taught the same
eternal spiritual truths, provided new teachings to meet
the problems of the age, and released a spiritual force
to propel millions to the new faith." Of the Baha'i divine
plan he writes, "Baha'u'llflh outlined the structure and
institutions of the faith in his writings. 'He did not
leave people to work out their own order as Christ did
with the disciples: says one Baha 'f. Indeed, the Baha'is
say their administrative order, in which they practice
as completely as possible the prophet's teachings, is
actually an early model of the future world order."

Subsuiptions Pour in
for World Order Magazine
From all over America, Alaska, Australia, Canada,
East Africa, Saipan, India and a host of other exotic
areas of the world comes a heart-warming flood of
subscriptions for World Order Magazine. And included
with the orders have been a multitude of excited,
constructive and loving comments, in anticipation of
the re-appearance of this uniquely powerful teaching
aid. Some of these letters may be published on the
"Comments from Readers" page, a planned regular

feature that is expected to be a lively source of interest.
Tentative publication time for Volume 1, Number I,
has been set for October. Subscriptions may be entered
at $3.50 each per year. Please send orders with checks
payable to World Order Magazine, c/o Mrs. Muriel
Michels, I-Cove Ridge Lane, Old Greenwich, Conn.
06870,

Display at 1966 Monroe County, Florida, FaiT, arranged
by the Baha'is of Key West and shown March 25-ApriI2.
This exhibit surpassed those of previous yeaTS in terms
of location, number of inquirers attracted and amount
of literature distributed. Cooperation of nearby com~
munities of Hillsborough and Lee Counties and of Miami
Beach helped to make this a success.
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News Briefs
The annual report of the National Spiritual Assembly
of New Zealand reports the establishment of two groups
in Niue Island and a pioneer settled in Tokelau Islands,
both goals of the Nine Year Plan. Some progress has
also been made in teaching the Maoris. In this connection, a visit was made to Rama Marae at Ahipara on
the occasion of an open, non-denominational religious
meeting. Ephraim Te Paa, a Baha'i, was chairman of
the meeting and a specially prepared Maori-English
booklet was accepted by SOme of the Maori people
present. Baha'i advertisement.e:: are being placed in Te
Ao Hou, the official Maori magazine.

a
The Baha'is of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico held their first
public meeting March 13 at which the talk, in Spanish,
by Jose Monge was taped and played later that same
day on the local radio station. The meeting was announced in a prominent place in the local newspaper.
This is thought to be the first time a public talk on the
Faith has been given on radio.

a
Believers in Appleton, Wisconsin rejoice over the
excellent publicity received in the local paper during
the last week in March. The Post-CYescent on March 23
published a 9 inch announcement of local Naw-Riiz
observances including information about the Baha'i
calendar and Naw-Ruz. The celebration was reported
in the same paper a week later, with three pictures of
the guests. On Sunday, March 27 this newspaper devoted a full page to an article about the House of
Worship in Wilmette (entitled HAmerica's 'Taj Mahal''') including three large excellent photographs of
the Temple.

a
Inspired by the Victory Briefing in the Fall of 1965,
the Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Baha'i community held two
very successful proclamation meetings on April 16 and
17 and plan another one for late in May. The speaker,
Mr. Jack McCants whose topic was "The Baha'i World
Faith: Why I should be interested and How it will help
me" attracted a good audience who received his message with enthusiasm. The planning which helped assure the success of this project began in the Fall of 1965
and included: hi-weekly advertisements in local papers
which gave quotations from the Writings and a telephone number; printed invitations; annOtUlCements of
the meetings on local radio stations and in newspapers
as well as a display in the local library.

a
Nineteen Guaymis of Chiriqui Province, Panama,
made declarations and eight new Baha'i centers were
opened on these wooded slopes. In February, Auxiliary
Board member Ruth Pringle and pioneers Kenneth
Francisco and Arthur Krummell made two teaching
trips. The spirit of the Guaymi believers is proof
beyond doubt of 'Abdu'l-Baha promise that the light of
the Indians of the Americas will one day illumine the
earth.

a

The BuHetin Baha'i Suisse reports a series of lectures
given by Miss Annelise Bopp, secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Germany, in Switzerland during
the month of March. These lectures were given in the
cities of Basel, Biel, Thun and Bern. The article also
recalled to mind the excellent talks given by Miss Bopp
at the International Congress in London in 1963 and also
at the dedication of the Frankfort Temple, and expressed much gratitude to her for the teaching effort in
Switzerland.

a

The National Assembly of Vietnam continues to send
copies of the excellent newspaper publicity which is
obtained on all of their events as well as a report on
their consistent high rate of growth. During the months
of January, February and March approximately 1,300
new Baha'is were -enroHed. The formation of 100 new
local assemblies is anticipated this Ri<;lvim.

a
Bahci!i News of South Central Africa mentions a
second teaching conference held in February at the
Salisbury Rural Community Center. The communities
of Bangira, Greendale, Highfields, Matemera, Mbyira,
Mondoro, Salisbury Municipality, Salisbury Rural and
Waterfalls were represented. The Area Teaching Committee of Mashonaland, pioneers and board members
conducted the classes on Baha'i administration and
various other aspects of the teachings. Slides of the
Holy Land were shown by Mr. and Mrs. Glauder.

a
Baha'i PublishilllJ Trust
Quest for Eden. By Elena Marsella. A comprehensive
work that traces and relates the religious history of the
human race-its beliefs, practices, scripture and symbols-from earliest known times to the present. The
final chapters present the story of the coming of the
Baha'i Revelation. The essence of the book is best
stated in the author's own epilogue: "From Genesis to
Revelation, from early Sumerian theology to modern
Persian Scripture, there lUlfolds a wondrous theme ...
the tale of earth's most fabulous creature . . . he -alone
of all God's handiwork ponders the secret of his own
nature and seeks answers to those eternally absorbing
questions: from whence are we come and where are we
going?
"Little by little and age after age, the answers are
given, and Word follows Word from heaven. . . . Progress is slow and erratic, for every greedy Cain must
eventually learn that he cannot advance over the slain
body of an Abel. The road is dangerous, yet beautiful
. . . the Scriptures reveal not only the tale of a single
man, but that of a race of men: not only that of a race
of men since Adam, but that of races before him; not
only that of sentient beings on this earth, but of rational
creatures on extra-terrestrial globes; not only of raceculture on planets already in existence, but of civilizations on worlds as yet uncreated . . . . a tale of cycle
after cycle, of small cycles within large cycles, and of
a universe forever in motion."
Published with Philosophical Library imprint but
partially sponsored by the Baha'i Publishing Trust, this
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work will be interesting to Baha'is and a way of
presenting the Faith for the first time to others.
Cloth ............................. $5. 00
Paper .......... " ... '" .......... ,$2.00
New Light on the Spirit Path, The. Prepared on
behalf of the American Indian Service Committee,
written and illustrated by Ted Claus. In the words of
the Indian Service Committee, the book is ~'primari1y
intended for an Indian audience and also to deepen
Indian pioneers or teachers, It is to be used in a
manner similar to the New Era for the average, educated person __ . to explain the administrative as well
as spiritual aspects of the Faith to the prospective or
newly declared Indian believer . . _ to relate to the
Indian where he is. The book is artistically constructed
and will have greater appeal to the Indian through the
emotions than through the intellect. . , ."
Among twenty-nine chapters or sections of the sixtyfour page book are the following: "The New Teachings
for this Day"; "The True Meaning of the Word 'God' ";
"Arts, Crafts and Sciences"; "New Laws for All People"; "Prayers"; "How Man Became Man"; and
"Service."
It is hoped that every community will find a way to
utilize these booklets and give support to this project. If
they are not engaged directly with reservation teaching, they can make contact through Indian centers in
the cities, or assist those Baha'is who are actively
engaged in this work. Also, each believer will wish to
have at least one copy for his own information and
enjoyment. Size 4lh x 7%, paperbound, pictorial cover
illustrated,
Per copy ................. " .... " ............ $,75

Loyalty to Government-New Format
Loyalty to Government, the Baha'i Viewpoint, a
statement by the National Spiritual Assembly, has been
reprinted in an attractive new format that gives this
publication the prestige it should have. It has been
printed in two colors (black with orange-red decoration) on ivory laid text paper. It is hoped that there
may be additional such statements produced in the
same format for use with prestige mailing lists and
other presentations both local and national.
Several communities have recently published this
statement (or excerpts from it) as ads in loc;al newspapers, offering a free copy of the full statement to
inquirers. This statement becomes increasingly timely
in today's society. Alnong other quotations from
Baha'u'llah is the following: urn every country or

government where any Of this community reside, they
must behave toward that government with faithfulness,
trustfulness and truthfulness." (No standing orders)
20 copies .. " ...... " .. , ..... , ..... $1.00
100 copies., ... "."." .... " ...... $4.00

Baha'i Distribution and
Service Department
The Advisory Committee on Education has just completed its first manual for teachers of children's
classes. The National Spiritual Assembly has approved
the current production of children's materials and it is
expected that the program will encompass material for
eleven grade levels and that it will be designed to stimulate the children's interest.
The series is being prepared in a soft cover with a
different colored cover for each grade level, 8lh" x 11"
with holes punched for use in a three ring binder. Each
book will contain severa11esson plans for the teacher's
use in guidance of procedure, materials to use t lesson
plan for the day, timing and other helpful suggestions.
The first book, entitled "Bah..i'is Around the World,"
Grade K (kindergarten), covers Social Teachings, and
it contains 6 lesson plans. It is available for 75c from
BahaJi Distribution and Service, 112 Linden Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a,m. to 10:00 p.m.

Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:00 p.m,

Public Meetings
Sundays
4:15 p.m,

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
June 5 - Nur (Light)
June 24 - Rahmat (Mercy)

PROCLAMATION EVENT
June 12 -

Race Unity Day

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
May 20 and 22; July 1 through 4
August 12 through 15
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The present wall and gate on the site where the Bab was martyred in 1850. His
last words were: "Had you believed in Mel 0 wayward generation, every one
of you would have . .. willingly sacrificed himself in My path. The day wi!!
come when you will have recognized Me; that day I shaH nave ceased to be
with you," For a complete account see The Dawn-Breakers, pp. 500-526.
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Universal House of Justice
Informs of New Pioneer Settlements
The Universal House of Justice has informed the
Bahit'i world of new pioneer settlements since their
Ric;lvitn message. The additional virgin territories
which have now been opened are: Dominica, Islas de la
Bahia, Mocha, Nunivak Island. Pribilof Islands and
Sen Reservation (Sonora State) in the Americas; Bozca Ada and Imroz Island in Asia; Bathurst Island,
Groot Eyeland and Tokelau Islands in Australasia; the
Aeolian Islands, Ahvenanmaa and Cyclades Islands in
Europe.

The additional re-settled territories are: Rio de Oro
and Spanish Sahara in Africa and the Isle of Man and
Liechtenstein in Europe.
In the RiQ.van message Chiloe Island was inadvertenUy included as a virgin goal. Chilo'; Island is a
consolidation goal.

First Local Assembly of Vasteras, Sweden, formed
April 1966, whose membeTs COme fTom

Ru.sria~

Fin-

land, Kenya, DenmaTk, Morocco and Sweden.

t -;

.8«00'''' of Mayaguez and Ponce, Puerto Rico, on the
occasion of the first public meeting held March 13 at
Mayaguez. The speaker, Jose Monge of San Juan i.
shown at the right.

District Conference held at Sholapur (Maharashtra) ,
India, on March 21, 1966.

~. .1

Mrs. Teresa Buckley of Panama City, Panama community with BaM'is of Capira, Republic of Panama,
after presenting BaM'i books to library at CapiTa.

Some of the BaM'is of Srinagar (Kashmir) wit" Hand
of the Cause, Jenabe T. Samandan (in center) during
his visit on May 14, 1966. with Mrs. Shinn Boman, Mr.
Kamil Abbas of 'Iraq and Dr. H. M. Munje.
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German Convention
Plans
Centralized Campaign

Over 150 BahO.'iS, including delegates, participated in
Germany's largest convention to date, held in Frankfurt. Some of the achievements of the past year in
respect to the Nine Year Plan were: Local Assemblies
formed in Neckargemtind and Wiirzburg; nine volun.
leers for settlement in foreign countries - seven for
Austria and two for Greece; a number of Baha'is
moved to goal centers in Germany; local teaching
goals developed; plans generated for a chorus for the
House of Worship and for appropriate music to accompany Bah.. 'i prayers.

More than ever before it was felt that new approaches were required to achieve the necessary
growth outlined in the Plan. Methods of effecting a
centralized campaign were consulted upon, utilizing all
modern media of publicity to make the name Baha'i
known, especially directed toward youth who are considered to be more open to the principles of the Faith.
This national effort is to be directed toward one of the
large cities, beginning in the proclamation year. and
would later be applied to other cities.

....
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Mirh-Ku and TabrizImprisonment and Martyrdom
by Guy Murchie

Editorial Note: This ;is another in a. series of articles written by
Guy Murchie from his diary kept on his journey to If'dn i.n 1~4
aM printed with thll! permtssion of the Universal House of Justice.
The photos were taken by Mr. Murchie.

April 16
My interpreter and I journeyed to Tabriz, near the
northwestern corner of Persia, by train as the road is
very poor and in places drifted deep in snow. while the
fords are already in spring flood and even the airport
unusable because of a plow breakdown. First sight of
the city of the Bab's martyrdom came while we were
rattling northeastward up a valley of vineyards and
fruit orchards with buds almost ready to open: mostly
almonds, apples, pears, plums, cherries, peaches, apricots. . . . And then the straggling flat-roofed houses,
enough for more than 600,000 people, I'm told, which
would make Tabriz the third largest city of Persia
(after 'rihr an and I$fiihfm).

The Ark of Tabriz where the Bab was a prisoner
forty days.
After a warm greeting by Baha'i friends at the sta·
tion, we went to see holy places of our Faith. First of all
was the Ark, which one could hardly miss as it is
obviously the biggest and tallest building in town
though built some 800 years ago and used until recently as a prison tower. Largely intact and about 120 feet
high by 200 feet long, it is made of buff bricks with
frighteningly precipitous stairs and Homeric halls, now
crumbling in detail and serving only as the roosting
place of innumerable, raucous, hooded crows, Here the
Bab was confined in a princely room on the west side at
the top for forty days before He went to the Fortress of
Mak-Ku in 1847, guarded by a detachment of the famed
Nasiri regiment which three years later was destined to
fire the volley that ended His life. Presumably no lesser
quarters were considered suitable for such an important prisoner, the great Ark being not only the grandest

The entrance to the police building oj Tabriz, said to be
almost unchanged since the Bab's day.

edifice in this part of the kingdom but one with an
impressive aura of history and legend - such as the
still-whispered story that it has a secret escape passage
extending from the top down underground and all the
way out of the city - and, for all one can tell, this same
Ark may stand in future centuries known chiefly as a
monument to the sublime Forerunner of Baha'u'Uith.
In the Bab's day the Ark was at the extreme southern
edge of the city which spread mosUy north and east of
it with a large garden in the immediate foreground,
now bursting with new apple and pear blossoms, scattered cypresses, mulberry, poplar and nut trees in one
of which we heard a nightingale singing. Inevitably
many modern buildings have sprung up around the
area, making it a public park, and most of these - perhaps somehow due to His healing spiritual influencecontain medical and health insurance offices and the
local headquarters of the Red Cross.
The old Barrack Square of Tabriz, where the Bab
was martyred on that never-to-be.forgotten noon of July
9, 1850, no longer exists, having been replaced by new
buildings, particularly a large finance building with its
three modern wings, but of course BahaJis know the
exact spot where He was hung on a spike with His
companion and shot by the 750 soldiers of the regiment.
It is close to the northwest corner of the new building
and, they say, a good deal of the old barracks and
surroundings is preserved underground, perhaps to be
excavated as a shrine in a future age of greater
tolerance and understanding. A photograph is said to
exist showing the Barrack Square as it was in 1862
almost unchanged from the time of martyrdom, showing the trees which youths climbed that fateful day for
a better view over the heads of the great crowd and the
scores of small shops aU around, in one of which the
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Looking northwest toward Mt. Ararat from the ruins
Of the Fortress of Mcih-Ku.

Ba b had been confined the night before, according to
the guide.
After the execution, the two bodies were dumped
beside a dry moat just outside the east gate of the city
and four companies of soldiers posted to watch over
them in turn with never less than 10 sentinels on guard
at any moment. The spot is now inside a granary or
warehouse for storing wheat and barley, thus completely changed. But despite the heavy guard, sometime in
the middle in the third night the bodies disappeared
without a trace and were never again found by the
authorities. They had been carried away by a fearless
and inspired Bilbi named J:!aji Allah-Yar and somehow
transported to a small silk factory in the village of
Milan (fifteen miles away) and there hidden by its
owner, one J:!aji' Ahmad Milani who happened to be the
grandfather of roy interpreter. Thus were the sacred
remains preserved for their eventual interment (after
surviving a long sequence of hazards) in the Shrine of
the Biib on Mount Carmel fifty-four years later. J:Iaji
Ahmad was such a devoted believer that in succeeding
years he sent all his sons to jAkkiA to visit Baha'u'llah
Who offered to grant any wish Haji Ahmad might have.
And the wish of J:!aji Ahmad, namely that all his
descendants be Baha'is, seems to have -been truly
granted as he already has weJl over 200 Baha'i descendants, and they include pioneers in Morocco, Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand and many other parts of
the earth.
We had a look also at the Governor's Palace in
Tabriz, which is where the Bab was questioned a year

or two before His martyrdom_ But it is hard to visualize
how it looked in 1848 or '49 for the present palace is
completely new and modernized, though its gardens
may be planted as of old with attractive catalpa and
mulberry trees, a few fruit trees in blossom and the
beds of yeHow pansies one sees everywhere in Persia in
spring. The handsome headquarters of police opposite
the palace, however, with stone lions guarding its
entrance, is said to look just as it did in the Bab's day
and one can imagine the crowds, many members of
which speak Turkish dialects and wear woolen caps
over their ears, as not being very different.
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April 17
At 5 A.M. this morning four of us set forth in a little
Volkswagen to visit the fortress of Mah-Kti. We were
cold even in our heavy sweaters but the sun rose to
reveal that our road northward ran through a beautiful
valley surrounded by vari-colored hins rising to snowy
mountains. Hoar frost was clear white on the grass
under the almond and fruit orchards near the villages,
while charming old mud walls surrounded every house
and garden, many of them gracefully wind-blown as if
literally eaten by the sky. We stopped for breakfast in
the town of Marand forty-five miles from Tabriz where
magpies are plentiful and crows seem to be nesting in
every tree. Several elderly men were smoking bubblepipes in the restaurant as we sipped our tiny glasses of
tea and munched "Persian sandwiches" made of fried
eggs rolled in papery bread. More than half the people
here appear to be Turks, Kurds or Armenians and the
babble of tongues is a source of confusion.
Perhaps partly for this reason we took a wrong turn
and drove all the way to Djolia on the Soviet border,
three and a half hours out of our way. The farmers we
passed all seemed to be using wooden plows with
plowshares made of a pointed log of hardwood while
spade work is done by two men together, the first
pushing the blade into the ground with its handle as the
second pulls on a rope (fastened just above the blade)
to help bite out the earth. Black wool astrakhan caps
are common here as well as woven ones of a brown and
w~ite c~ecked design, and also a kind of Irish-looking,
WIde, VIsored cap in the towns. Farm women dress in
their usual colorful rags, often of red flowery patterns.
There were many herds of camels and cattle about the
very primitive stone and mud villages that are little
mOre than nomad camps, while the sheep ranged

The town of Mah-Kti showing ruins Of the Fortress,
center background.

further up the bare hillsides searching out spots of new
green growth among the brown tufts of old grass, their
shepherds hovering over little fires for warmth as the
wispy threads of smoke rose against the purple distance and, beyond the snow line, into the gray sky.
In Khuy, a town that was wildly enthusiastic about
the Bab in 1848 when He passed this way, we saw its
main landmark: a tall solitary brick minaret with
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stork's nest on top probably just as it was then. Though
behind schedule, we looked up Baha'i friends, delivered
their mail, drank tea, ate lunch and heard the problems
of the area.
On toward Mah-Ku, the country appeared increasingly bleaker with many a rocky scree and cliff almost
leaning over the road interspersed with moraines and
lava beds and only occasionally a straggling village set
among bare poplars and reminiscent of Indian pueblos
in Arizona even to the beam ends sticking out of the
mud. Once a fat, gray rabbit crossed the road in front
of tis and, while fording a stream, we saw a fox with a
big, bushy tail drifting gracefully along a hillside.
At about five o'clock we got to Mah-KiI set in a
narrow valley between towering cliffs and shrouded by
a glowering sky, and we hurried to climb through the
town and up to the ruined fortress that surmounts it
before darkness should descend on us. Three excited
town boys gUided us up the steep alleys and dizzy
trails, crossing little streams, scrambling up almost
vertical rocks and terrace walls, here and there pass·
ing little shops, children playing ball and goats grazing.
In places the precipices have crumbled enough to
endanger houses below, forcing some of the 10,000
population to move away to safer locations~ but what is
left of the great fortress where the Bab spent nine
months of 1847 and '48, stretching for some 200 yards
along and under a huge overhanging mOWltainside,
seems relatively secure.
The Mah-Kii fortress is plainly the highest structure
of the town and perhaps 800 feet above the valley where
most of the houses are. Its setting is spectacular and it
commands a wide view of the rusty palisade directly
west across the valley plus an expanse of snowy mountains to the northwest, which include Mt. Ararat, 16,946
feet high and only thirty miles away in Turkey, famed
as the landing place of Noah after the flood. The actual
structure of the fortress is mostly mortarless stone now
about half crumbled away, yet enough remains to show
its shape and character, with round towers and many
square rooms, courtyards and ups and downs of level,

even vaulted cellars for storage tmder the main floor
and all strung along for the length of two football fields.
If it soon comes into Baha'i ownership, as is called for
in the present nine-year plan, no doubt it will be
restored as closely as possible to the condition it was in
when the Bab was here, which will make it, if not the
most accessible, at least the most unique shrine in the
world.
Standing at a spot we thought might have been the
Bab's room. we recited prayers and chanted the Tablet
of Visitation. The local boys fell silent and eyed us
wonderingly, so our only audible accompaniment was
the sound of water trickling in black streaks down the
great precipice and dripping upon us from the Over·
hang while hundreds of jackdaws, crows and swallows
wheeled noiSily far overhead along with a few hawks or
eagles. And once or twice we -could hear the distant
crowing of a cock or the barking of a dog coming from
the town below where flat rooftops punctuated with
poplars sprawled in a pleasing pattern. The light rain
that began to fall while we were there could not touch
us because of the overreaching mountain above our
heads, nor could we feel the cold east wind coming
from Soviet Armenia against its other face. Indeed the
rock was like a vault of Elysium over us, albeit
fashioned of smooth stone with very few grassy ledges,
a sort of cosmic benediction that overruled the firma·
ment. The Bab called it "The Open Mountain" and
local people say Mah-Ku means literally "Where is the
Moon?" in recognition of the fact that full or nearly full
moons are never visible from here in the normal moon
hours of evening.
As we descended in gathering twilight past a flock of
sheep huddling against a tinker shop and four tightlyveiled women gathering faggots, a few snowflakes
fluttered around our ears hinting of the blizzard that
was about to engulf us as we d!'ove back to Khuy for the
night - and of the raging river that next day would
block our path to the totally ruined Castle of Chihriq,
for good reason named by the Bab during His long
imprisonment there: "The Grievous Mountain. n

Ruins Of the FOTtTess of Mah-Ku, about 800 feet above
the town.

A detail of the dTY wan stil! standing in the old FOTtress of Mcih-Ku.
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Third National Convention of the Baha'is of the Hawaiian Islands.

Hawaii Convention Consults on Temple Site
The National Convention of Hawaii was privileged to
have Hand of the Cause Zikrullah Khitdem present who
expressed the bounty of living in the time when the
Universal House of Justice has been established. '·The
supreme House of Justice is under the wings of your
Lord, the All-Merciful. . . . The laws of God will flow
fro-m Mt. Carmel to the whole world." He also paid a
loving tribute to Martha Root, outstanding international
BaM'i teacher, by reading a statement of Shoghi
Effendi concerning her. Miss Root who contacted many
national leaders and members of royalty, giving them
the Baha'i message, is buried in Hawaii. Hand of the
Cause Agnes Alexander, was also praised by Mr. Khadem in respect to her great teaching work.
All aspects of the message from the Universal House
of Justice were consulted upon, particularly the formulation of plans for the Centenary and the Proclamation.
The important matter of acquiring a temple site for
Hawaii was given considerable attention. The needs of
the Trust Territory, particularly the necessity of giving
training to groups and isolated Baha'is in administra-

tion, were discussed - a shortage of teachers being the
principal problem. Much thought was given to approaches in teaching Micronesians, including those
attending the University of Hawaii.
Messages were sent to the Universal House of Justice,
Agnes Alexander and Collis Fe a therstone and also cables of appreciation to the pioneers in Guam and in the

Philippines.
The announcement of the passing of Miss Jessie
Revell at the World Cente:r was made on the morning of
the opening day and this session was closed with a
prayer for her chanted by Mr. Khadem. The convention
itself ~as closed with another prayer by Mr. Khadem.

National Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii (back TOW, left
to right): Serrita Herbert, Gertrude Gamda, E"elyn
Musacchia, Hand Of the Cause Zikrul!<ih Khadem,
Elizabeth D. HollingeT, Florence Kelley, and Elena
MarseUa. Front row, left to right: James Wada, MaTc
Towers (Auxiliary Board member) and Hugh Chapmen. Dr. C. V. Carver is absent.
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Guatemalan Convention Held in Picturesque Upland City
Huehuetenango,
city of the
Highlands, is
Site of Sixth
Annual Baha'I
Convention

The Sixth Annual Convention of Guatemala was the fiTst to be held outside the capital city. A reception was held
at the Bahd'i Center in Hu.ehuetenango previous to the opening of the convention (shown in photo below). Among
high-lights of the convention period was an excellent hatf hour radio interview with Sra. em"men Burafato, Auxiliary Board membeT, Oscar Sierra, chairman of the National Assembly of Guatemala, and Prot. Hector Leonel
Alvares, pTOfeSSOT of pedagogy at the Institute. Edith McLaren, Auxiliary Board member from Guatemala 'WaS abo
present throughout the convention sessions.
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At right aTe shown memoers of the new N ationa!
Spiritual Assemoly of Guatemala along with two Au.riliary Board members. At left, below, Carmen Burafato

is shown participating in a tree planting ceremony.
Twenty-two trees~ including two ceibas, the national
tree of Guatemala, weTe presented to the city during
the convention. Others participating were: Mayor of
Huehuetenango, Director of the FedeTal School, the
chairman of the local assemOly and PTof. Hector

Alvares.

On a recent teaching trip to an out-of-the-way viU.age,
Bahd'is could see a grou.p awaiting them (center Tight)
as they descended the last barranco. The same group
are shoum (right below) in an evening meeting. uHow
chaUenging,H writes the pioneer, Hto think that doubtless in many places, only accessible by foot or horseback, people aTe hungering to heaT this message/"
During the convention period, a jiTeside meeting was
held in Chimusiniqui, nearby village (lett below) and
a weekLy children's class organized theTe.
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Treasurer responds to Delegates' questions.

Australian delegates study reports prior
to session.

The Australian Baha'i Convention was the result of
a communal willingness to further God's plan. United
by a comm'On desire to extend the foundations of the
new world order, they eagerly awaited the reading of
the current message from the Universal House of
Justice for guidance and inspiration in the second
phase of the Nine Year Plan.
This year radical changes of procedure made it
possible to spend m'Ore time on major issues. Subjects
rather than committee reports were introduced, with
the result that information and recommendations
flowed smoothly. A portfolio containing duplicated copies of all available reports was presented to each
delegate, Reports were submitted by the National Spiritual Assembly and the various committees. Auxiliary
Board member Howard Harwood attended all sessions
and gave valuable assistance and inspiration to the
friends.
With the exception of Cocos Island, which contains
exceptional problems, all pioneering goals have been
obtained. However, the Pioneer Committee asked for
assistance to meet other goals requested by the Universal House of Justice, From the Bismarck Archipelago
and New Guinea Teaching Committee came news of

nine new believers. Translations there are going on
apace and there has scarcely been a Feast held in
Rabaul without a new declaration.
The Temple Services Committee reported over 10,000
visitors during the year and a marked increase in the
number of groups, both religious and social, actually
attending the service. The fifty-four bronze stars stolen
from the Temple entrance doors will be replaced by
firm er ca stings.
A special publication session summarized the various
books, magazines and pamphlets and ways of increasing distribution. The committee worked consistently
throughout the year and sales were increased by 30%. A
special report on the Herald of the South was contributed by Pam Ringwood.
David Hoffman spoke of the dignity and courtesy of
the people of New Guinea, particularly in Madang.
Madge Williams, well qualified to speak on aborigine
teaching, stressed that false relationships and deep
feelings of inferiority could only be elimioated by
constant and unqualified Baha'i love.
BaM'is of Australia look joyfully toward the Proelarna lion in 1967, While advertising may be the channel
through which the public announcements are made, it
will be the contagious joy of the spirit of the Baha'is
which will have the strongest pull on the human heart.

Convention in session.

Cal! for Pioneers.

Australian Convention Benefits from New Protedure
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Memorial service

tOT Jessie ReveU held in Baha'i House of Worship, Sydney, AustTalia, eaTly in May.

National Spiritual Assembly of Australia
Sponsors Teacher Training Institute

Summer School Inspires South Australian Youth
to Persevere in Teaching

Returning to a practice of earlier years, the National
Assembly of Australia arranged for a teacher training
institute to follow convention. It was held at the national l.Ia~ratu'l-Quds. A full program was arranged, including the use of more intensive study sessions than
had previously been tried on a large scale in Australia.
This followed a year of careful preparation of such
studies.
Auxiliary Board member, Howard Harwood, and his
family worked with the group leaders, Mrs. G. Lake,
Mrs. J. Vohradsky and J. Burdett to provide both
intellectual and spiritual food. Talks were given on
"The World Community" by Mrs. M. Harwood, "The
Significance of the Universal House of Justice" by Mr.
F. Khan and Miss C. Skrine. Concentrated study was
made of the messages from the Universal House of
Justice and the Nine Year Plan. The school closed with
a devotional evening and the tape of Shirin Boman's
inspiring address to the World Congress in London,
aided by comments from Howard Harwood on aborigine teaching.

The youth of South Australia held a special meeting
following discussion at the summer school to formulate
plans for teaching. It was their desire to give the
message by personal contact in the Port Adelaide area
and to attract people to a public meeting to be held at
the town hall. They began by prayer and meditation.
All concluded that it was not appropriate to go from
door to door, but that they would try all means at their
disposal to meet people on busses, at the seaSide, in
shops and 'Other public places, and through polite conversation to introduce the subject of the Faith. Each
small group worked in different areas of the city. In
many cases it was possible to give out literature and to
call attention to a special advertisement of the meeting
in the local Messenger.
Although the youth were disappointed that none of
the persons contacted attended the pUblic meeting, they
concluded that they would continue their efforts wherever their help is requested, particularly in country
towns where it would likely meet with more success.
The report states that "the youth upheld the dignity
of the Cause at all times" and did not mention the Faith
when Ha barrier of opposition was sensed."
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The Australian National Assembly, in consultation
with the Universal House of Justice, has recently
erected a befitting monument to one of the most unique
couples in the Baha'i Faith, with a pioneering record
rarely. if ever, equalled. Hyde and Clara Dunn, always
known as Father and Mother Dunn. were among the
first to answer 'Abdu'l-Baha's call in the Tablets of the
Divine Plan which came to the American believers in
1918. They responded immediately and with 'Abdu'lBaha's cable HHighly commendable" resounding in
their hearts, arrived in Sydney in April of 1919.
Through perseverance and complete faith, they
were able to establish themselves in business, to travel
and teach continuously throughout Australia and New
Zealand. Fifteen years later the National Spiritual
Assembly of Australia and New Zealand was formed.
Seven years after witnessing this victory. Mr. Dunn
passed on at age eighty-seven, posthumously named a
Hand of the Cause by Shoghi Effendi. Mother Dunn
served as a Hand of the Cause from her appointment in
1952 until her passing at age ninety-two in November,
1960. In the closing years of her life she witnessed the
formation of the National Assembly of New Zealand as
a separate institution; the acquisition of a I:Ia?:irat'lQuds in each country; an outflow of pioneers to the
surrounding islands; and the greatest victory of allthe building of the first Temple of the Antipodes, near
Sydney t the city where the Dunns are buried side by
side.
When Hyde Dunn passed on, Shoghi Effendi called
him a "veteran warrior H who reflected "the purest
luster of the world historic mission conferred upon the
American community by 'Abdu'l-Baha." Upon both Father and Mother Dunn rests the eternal honor of having
brought the light of truth to a whole continent.

Monument erected at Sydney, AustTalia, to ma.Tk restof Hyde and Clara Dunn, Hands of the CaU3e
of God.

ing place

Teacher Training Institute he!d in Sydney, Australia, following convention. Photo at right SMWS group discussion with (left to right), Mrs. J. Vohradsky, Mrs. Stella Childs, Mrs. Ursula Hall, AuxHiary Board members Mr.

Howard Harwood and Miss Cynthia Skrine.
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Canadian Convention Recommends
Participation in Inter-Faith Projects
Baha'is will regard it as significant and altogether
fitting that the largest interfaith conference in Canada's
history was held in the same city and hotel and during
the same week as their own Nineteenth National Convention. During the two days before Baha'is began arriving at the Chateau Laurier in Ottawa, representatives
of thlrty-one faiths (all but one of the religions and
denominations in the country) gave final approval to
a variety of inter-faith projects developed by their
board of directors. The Baha'i official representatives
were Douglas Martin and Lily Ann Irwin.
Equally as important as the conference's membership was its sponsorsbip. It had been called together by
the Canadian government, acting through its National
Centennial Commission, with the object of providing a
religious basis for Canada's one hundredth birthday
celebration in 1967. Each of the member organizations
was encouraged to undertake its own Hcentennial proi~
ect," and all of them were urged as well to collaborate
in several collective undertakings. It is the inter·faith
projects which are of special interest to Baha'is, because they are so much in the spirit of Baha'u'Ilah's
injunction to c·consort with men of all religions with joy
and fragrance."
A high point of this year's convention was the delegates' reaction to the report from our Baha'i represent.
atives to the inter-faith conference. After hearing the

People of many backgrounds are represented in the
Ba.M'i Faith in Canada. Above aTe some who attended
the 1966 convention from the following ethnic gTOOpS:
Ca1Uldian Indian; English (PTotestant); French (Cath-

olic); Hindu; Canadian Eskimo; Persian; Chinese
(Buddhist); Jewish; Negro (Protestant) and Siamese
(Buddhist).

The Chateau Laurier, site of the Canadian National
Convention, 1966. The Peace Tower of the Parliament
buitdings can be seen in the background.

details of the variou£ projects being planned on both
the national and local level, the convention unanimous.
ly proposed the following action to the National Spirit~
ual Assembly: Moved to ask the National Assembly to
establish a national committee to develop a Baha'i
National Centennial project based on the theme. "Canada's Spiritual Destiny"; moved to ask the National
Assembly to encourage all of the Baha'i communities
across Canada to participate in one or mOre of the
inter-faith projects at the local level; moved that the
National Spiritual Assembly be asked to instruct its
delegates to the inter-faith conference that the Assem~
bly supports the establishment of the conference as a
permanent feature of Canadian life after the Centennial
ends; moved that the National Assembly be asked to
instruct the Baha'i delegates to the Canadian inter-faith
conference to work for full recognition of the spiritual
traditions of the Indian and Eskimo peoples of Canada.
The National Spiritual Assembly has now given its
approval to these proposals, and will keep the commu~
nity informed of the progress achieved on the Centennial project. At the moment it appears likely that the
project will take the form of a booklet entitled ciCana·
da's Spiritual Mission." It would outline both the reomarkable parallels between Baha'i and Canadian his·
tory and the substantial contributions which Canada
has made toward the realization of Baha'u'llah's vision
of collective security in the Siirih-i-Muluk.
The Canadian Convention, the first ever held in the
nation's capital, was climaxed when Hand of the Cause
William Sears advised the delegates that he plans to
move to Canada and take part in the victory campaign
now in progress. For the public congress, the huge
convention hall was filled to overflowing to hear Mrs.
Mildred Mottahedeh, international NGO representative
to the United Nations for the Baha'i International Com.
mW1ity. She also appeared twice in television and was
reported in both the English and the French press.
At a special luncheon held ill her honor she was
introduced to a small group of government people and
the press.
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Conventions Spanning the Pacific

India

Alaska

Alaska BaM'i Conventian held April 23-24, AnchoTage,
Alaska.

Hands Of the Cause, Jenabe T. Samandari, DT. R.
MuhajiT, with Kamil Abba. of 'ITaq, attending the 37th
annual Baha'i convention of India, April 3IJ - May 1, 2,
1966, New Delhi.

New Zealand

Ann..al Convention in Auckland, New Zealand, April 3O-May 1, 1966. Hand of the Cause faT Australasia, Collis Featherstone, unable to be present, was represented by Auxiliary Board members Miss The!ma Perks of Australia and
Hugh Blunden of New Zealand. Heartened by news that the goals in Niue Island weTe being steadily achieved,
the Baha'is pTepared themselves for greater efforts during the coming year.
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Delegates and visitors at the Third National Convention Of Thailand, Seated at !eft i. the Hand of the Cause, Collis
Featherstone. In the photo at right, Collis Featherstone shows charts and photographs to the convention delegates
with Sawaeng Thongsoot, member of the National Assembly, translating into Thai.

Thailand
National Spiritual Assembly Of Thailand, elected at
Ri<;lvdn 1966, !eft to right: Mrs. Parvati Fozdar, Mrs.
Shirin Fozdar (chairman), Miss Dhanya Anapapitra
(secretary), Mr. Sawaeng Thongsoot. Back row, !eft to
right: Mr. Sane, Mr. Sompong, Mr. Thien Thai (treasurer), Mr. Marc Daugherty, Mr. Keith Blanding (vicechairman).

Vietnam

Delegates to Third National Convention, Saigon, Vietnam.
Newly elected National Spiritual Assembly of BaM'is
of Vietnam, left to right: Ngo-Huu-Kinh, Quang-DinhMinh .. Jamshed Fozdar (chairman)., Truong-Liem-Dong,.

Nguyen-van-Loi (vice-chairman), Le-Loc (secretary),
Dang-Bink,

Nguyen-van-Nhuong,

(treasuTer).

Do-Nguyen-Hanh
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Scenes at the Convention
at Wilmette
Hand of the Cause William SeaTs brings a message of
love and encouragement to the delegates and visitors
at the session on Thwrsday evening, April 28.
A group of delegates and visitors on the steps of the
House 01 Worship after one of the Convention sessions.
This picture was taken by Columbia Broadcasting System which is preparing a story on the Baha:i Faith to
be included in the program HLamp Unto My Feet"
which will be shown on a national program later this
year.

Sioux Indians from the Standing Rock Indian Reserva·
tion, members of the Fort Yates, North Dakota Baha'i
Com.munity register at the Convention. Greeting them,
at Tight, is Dr. Sarah M. Pereira, member of the Natona! Spiritua! Assemb!y.

of the youth who gathered at the Yacht C!ub,
near the House of Worship faT session Of discussion on
prob!ems and challenges facing Baha'i youth today.

Some
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Increasing Victories Bring Enthusiasm
to 57th Annual Convention
Message from the Hands in Haifa
Hearts Deeply Touched Sentiments Conveyed
Message Convention. Praying Shrines Divine
Assistance Enable American Believers Win
Unprecedented Victories All Fronts Coming
Year.
(signed) HANDSFAITH
May 4, 1966
Enthusiasm was the key as delegates and friends
converged on the 57th Annual Convention of the Baha'is
of the United States, Rio;lvan 1966. There was enthusiasm to get on with the United States? role in the
unfoldment of the Nine Year Plan, eagerness to make
convention consultation ever mOre effective, expectation of victories in sight.
From the opening day Thursday, when the Message
of the Universal House of Justice was read, the friends
feU the pulsating quality of Baha'i life inherent in that
challenging Message. On the 50th Anniversary of 'Abdu'lBaba's Revelation of the Tablets of the Divine Plan,
this convention caught that spirit anew. It is said that
victories feed the Army of Baha'u'llah, and this convention rejoiced at reports of goals met - 24 territories
opened, 4 locations resettled, 93 communities consolidated, a newly won National Spiritual Assembly of
Brunei. On hearing this glorious news, the friends
resolved with renewed spiritual energy to meet the
ch allenging goals set forth in the Mess age.
Presence of beloved Hand of the Cause, William Sears,
on opening day of the Convention, spurred delegates
and visitors alike who live in this blessed American
community to meet every expectation of the World
Center. Mr. Sears gave a ringing reminder of the
American spiritual destiny, and put the emphasis on
the fact that the pace of true progress in the American
republic was set to the spiritual rhythm evident from
the outset of its history. This becomes ever clearer as
the World Order of Baha'u'llah unfolds in the New
World.

First Evening Dedicated To Hand Of The Couse Leroy loas
Evening session of opening day was dedicated by the
Convention to the memory of Hand of the Cause, Leroy
loas, whose loss is shared by believers in all parts of
the world. Prayers for the Hands of the Cause were
followed by prayers for unity raised in Spanish. Korean, Sioux, German, Persian, and English. There were
members of the Auxiliary Board present, representing
the Hands. Their loving attention was evident throughout the entire convention. In the Message of the Hands
to the National Spiritual Assemblies of the United
States, Canada, and Alaska, there was rejoicing in
calling to mind the glorious events of Ri<j.van 103 years
ago, and encouragement for the friends in the continu~

ous expansion and teaching the glorious Faith of Baha'u'llah, and in fulfilling the command for universal
partiCipation in completing the many tasks of the Nine
Year Plan.
Loving encouragement was extended by the Auxiliary Board members to all the believers in the teaching
efforts that lie ahead. Mr. Sears reminded all that
teaching was always dear to the heart of Mr. loas, whose
counsel had been invaluable in many previous conventions here. The convention was given further impetus to
meet goals when a cable from OUr sister community of
Alaska reported all Nine Year Plan goals for that area
had been fulfilled. The need for the United States'
commW1ity to carry its role fully was increasingly clear
in the words of Mr. Habib Sabet, member of the
National Spiritual Assembly of iran, visiting the United
States' convention, because the Baha'is of him were
forbidden to meet in their National Convention this
year. Restrictions on the Faith in fran have only
increased the unity of the believers, and inspired the
friends to overcome each new obstacle.

Financial Challenges to Believers In This Country
With appreciation of the full freedom to teach the
Faith in this country, the delegates consulted upon
financial challenges inherent in the tasks set forth by
the Message. Each assignment requires funds, the
Pioneer program, the preparation for the expansion
anticipated in the Third Phase of the Plan, and in the
development of the Panama Temple Fund. In consultation on the Treasurer's report with these goals clearly
in focus, it was recognized that when assemblies and
individual believers truly know the glory of this Faith,
the flow and outpouring of funds will come. Thus, it is
clear that deepening of new believers in the maturity of
Baha'i giving is of primary importance. Sacrificial
giving strengthens both the believer and the entire
Baha'i World.
As foreign goals were announced, the need for increasing support for the various FWlds was evident;
both spiritual seeds and material seeds need to be
planted in order to have fully operative teaching programs for the latter years of the Nine Year Plan. This
stage will be set with the Intercontinental Conferences
beginning in October 1967, with the Centenary of Baha'u'llah's Messages to the kings and rulers, and will
conclude in 1973. That these foreign goals must be met
and held was made clear to the convention as a new
period of world-wide proclamation of the Faith approaches, and the need for increasing Deputization
Funds was obvious.
Organizalionallnnovolions Presented To Delegales
rn the effort to gear the American Baha'i community
to its ever-increasing expansion and consolidation tasks,
the convention approved the organizational innovations
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which fused the National Teaching Committee and the
Community Development Committee under the banner
of the National Goals Committee. The convention heard
outlines for new State Goals Committees, based on
Baha'i electoral districts. with expectation of increasing co-operation between adjacent areas, Additional teachers will he travelling in the expansion and
consolidation efforts, and as always, Baha'i teamwork
will continue to be the key to success in the year ahead,
Evidence of teaching success was seen in the attendance of increased numbers of our American Indian
believers. It was heart-warming and the convention
was reminded that the Indians were beloved by 'Abdu'lBah!!, cherished by Shoghi Effendi, and essential to the
American community. The vision of Chief Black Hawk
was vividly recalled Bthat one day all the small groups
will be combined around the Tree of Life (Baha'u'llilh)" .

the many unanimous and harmoniQus decisions
reached after consultation in convention. Recognition
was given to the National Spiritual Assembly and the
Auxiliary Board members present, representing "both
halves of the team Df Baha'u'llah", each body complementing the other's role.
Tribute was paid in convention at the beautiful Ridvan
Feast to those two devoted servants of the Cause whose
passing occurred recently. Dr. IAIi Kuli Khan was a
figure of importance in the American Baha'i-;ommunity
from the time he was secretary and interpreter for
'Abdu'l-Baha and throughout the period when his firmness in the Covenant was a beacon for the believers, to
the end of his long life of dedicated teaching and
writing.
Tribute was given to Miss Jessie Revell, whose entire
life was devotion to the Cause, who served the Guardian and the World Center with such a love th at it inspired all who came into contact with her.

Simultaneous Sessions For Visitors And Youth
Following recommendations of last year's convention, and recognizing the growing needs of the visitors
and youth who attend the convention each year, on
Saturday, there were simultaneous sessions for nondelegates at a college auditorium nearby, and for the
youth in spacious accommodations made available to
the Baha'is at the yacht club adjacent to the I;la?iratu'lQuds. Adult Baha'i visitors, many newer believers,
benefitted from extended consultation on the Message
from the Universal House of Justice, and. the tasks of
the American Baha'i community. They heard vivid
accounts of the United Nations and learned of its
functions, tasks and triumphs as the organization fulfills its role in directing the world efforts towards the
lesser peace. Increased understanding and appreciation
of the United Nations should be a personal assignment
of all believers.
In youth sessions, planned and programmed largely
by youth to give attention and discussion to their own
needs and problems, one saw a bright picture of tomorrow's adult Baha'i community in the bud. Their serious
concerns for Teaching, Pioneering, Service Projects,
and personal spiritual development were dealt with in
mature consultation. There was ample time for the fun
and fellowship that filled the young people with rich
memories to store and carry to communities and cam·
puses across the country. They were reminded that the
Baha'i Faith offers a spiritual dynamic not to be found
anywhere else. and they were called upon to cherish
this unique responsibility in this day.

National Spiritual Assembly Elected
Leading the United States' Baha'i community for the
coming year will be the National Assembly comprised
of Chairman, Dr. Daniel J{)rdan; Vice-chairman, Robert Quigley; Secretary, Dr. David S. Ruhe; Assistant
Secretary, Miss Charlotte Linfoot; Recording Secretary. Miss Edna True; Treasurer, Arthur L. Dahl and
Dr. Sarah M. Pereira, Paul Pettit, and Dr. Dwight
Allen. At the prayerful, quiet election held on Friday
afternoon, all of last year's members were re-elected,
but in a special election held Saturday, Dr. Dwight
Allen was chosen to fill the vacancy created by the
resignation of Dr. Kazemzadeh. He had submitted his
resignation to the National Spiritual Assembly upon his
re~eIection because he will be out of the country for
several months during the coming year.
The friends, strengthened with the confirmation of the
enthusiasm they brought to the convention, heard exciting news of the growing status of the Faith in the
country, in increasing attention being given in national
and regional publications and in various commwtica·
tions media. The resumption of publishing of World
Order Magazine, the additional publications planned to
assist the teaching programs, and the greater energies
devoted to national recognition of the Faith all gave the
1227 delegates and visitors present over 1200 ways to go
back to their communities and live the life, with the
closing words of the Convention ringing in their hearts.
(From Gleanings, P.196-97) "0 friends! Be not careless
of the virtues with which ye have been endowed,
neither be neglectful of your high destiny .... With the
utmost unity and in a spirit of perfect fellowship, exert
yourselves that ye may be enabled to achieve that
which beseemeth this Day of God. Strife and dissension. and whatsoever the mind of man abhorreth are
entirely unworthy of his station. Center your energies in
the propagation of the Faith of God.... Please God ye
may all be strengthened to carty out that which is the
Will of God and may be graciously assisted to appreciate the rank conferred upon such of His loved ones as
has arisen to serve Him and magnify His name .... "

Inescapable Sacred Duties Have Been Assigned
The mounting crescendo of Baha'i love and the zeal
to carry out assignments given the American community were evident in each day's developments. Inescapable sacred duties have been spelled out; unswerving
attention must be devoted to them. The Baha'i unity to
complete these goals is not personality directed unity
but the unity in the love of Bahfl'u'llflh, and obedience
to the tasks begins with this keystone, the love of Baha'u'lI.ih. It was noteworthy that this unity was evident in

-ARLENE JENNRICH
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BaM", displlly at the International FaiT in Nice, France, MaTch ~-14. Some 5,000 people "isited the display and
4,000 pieces of literature were given away. Many interested persons discussed the Faith with Mme. Gaertner,
secreta", oj the Nice Assembly, Mr. Sananse, also of Nice, Mme. Samimi.. secretary of the National Spiritual Assemblyof France and Dr. A. Navidi" AuxiliaTY Board membeT~ SeveTal people are now attending BaM'i ;tiresides
in Nice and Monaco. Both of these communities are enthusiastically planning -to sponsor a similar event when the
fair takes place next yeaT.

Baha', display in Carmel, California held during the
fiTst two weeks in April and marKing the fiftieth anniVeTsary of the revelation of the fiTst of the Tablets of
the Divine Pllln by 'Abdu'I-BaM. Much liteTature about
the Faith was given out from this information center
and many people heard of the Faith for the first time.
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Norwegian Bahins Pay Tribute to Johanna S(hubarth
Some months ago the National Assembly of Norway
along with other Baha'is visited the grave of Johanna
Schubarth in Oslo, Norway. Shortly after her passing
on December 1, 1952, Shoghi Effendi spoke of her long
record of devoted service and called her the "mother of
the Norwegian Baha'i Community . . . the fotmder of
the Faith in that country." He said: HOnly future
generations will be able to properly appraise the value

of the great service which she has rendered at such a
critical time in the history of the Faith, and under such
difficult conditions. . . . "
Although born in Norway, Johanna learned of the
Baha'i Faith in Urbana, Illinois. Later she returned
to Norway, and under the guidance of Shoghi Effendi
remained there from 1927 te the end of her life. One of
the outstanding tasks she performed was the translation of Hidden Words, Bahd'u'tMh and the New Era, and
other Baha'i literary works into Norwegian. To perfect
herself in the Norwegian language she studied at the
university and took the examination when she was past
fifty years of age.
Although she suffered many physical hardships during the years of World War II, she was uncomplaining.
In 1946 she welcomed the pioneers sent by the European
Teaching Committee and, combining her efforts with
theirs, assisted in the formation of the Oslo Assembly in
April, 1948, the first in Norway. A more detailed account of her life, including something of her childhood
in a Norwegian whaling tOW'll, can be found in BaM'i

Norwegian BaM',s visiting {IT,,"e of Johanna SchubllTth,
founder of the Balui'i Community of Norway.

World, Volume XII, pages 694-696. Not only the Baha'is
of N orw ay, but of all the world partake of the heritage
of one who was, in the words of Shoghi Effendi, a "rare
soul, . . . entirely consecrated to the Faith and completely devoted to its service. U

Inter-Religious Conference in San Diego
A conference, said to be the first of its kind ever held
took place in San Diego, California on May 14 and 15,
1966 when, at the University of San Diego an interreligious conference on "Moral Power for Peace" was
attended by about 200 persons from each of nine religious organizations in the area. The sponsoring bodies
included: San Diego Council of Churches, the Roman
Catholic Diocese of San Diego, Baha'i communities of
San Diego County, the Society of Friends, UnitarianUniversalist Fellowships of San Diego County, The
Buddhist Study Center, the Vedanta Society of Southern
California and a spokesman for Islam.
Through workshop technique discussion took place in
small groups, the subject often beginning with specific
questions such as the present day world situation and
going on to general topics like world peace, interreligious cooperation, etc. Some of the questions taken
up inc1uded: The barriers and gateways to .interreligious action for peace, what they are and how the
barriers may be overcome; Programs of action and
education through religious communities; What is moral power and how does it fit with use of other types of
power? A few of the conclusions reached were: There is
great need for: education to eliminate prejudice and
ignorance; better communications; uniform system of
measurement and an auxiliary language; a new force
for personal and social action.
The Baha'i Faith was well represented at the Conference, both in the planning stage and at every step
of its execution. And at the two dinner hours the
Baha'is enjoyed the opportunity to become acquaint-

ed with members of all the world's great religions, both
clerical and laymen. During the inter-religious panel at
the conference, when the teachings of each Faith represented were briefly presented, the Bahi! 'i participan~,
Fred Littman, showed beautifully the universal appeal
of the Faith stressing the spiritual responsibility of the
individual as well as the collective goals of the Faith.
A high point of the conference for the Baha'is was
when they led the devotions for one of the sessions,
bringing the Jiving creative words of Baha 'u'llilh
directly to the audience and demonstrating the spirit of
true brotherly love and harmonious cooperation which
is such an outstanding characteristic of the Faith. This
service brought to the lips of one of those attending, a
Jewish woman, the spontaneous comment, "That was
not just a service - that was an experience."
The Baha'is of San Diego with the help of friends from
Los Angeles were happy to be active participants at
every step of this precedent-setting conference, and in
the plans which are now being made for future activities of this group. A thirty-minute television program
was taped, including spokesmen for Christian, Jewish
and Baha'i Faiths, which will be shown at a later
date.
It was the strong and happy feeling of the Baha'is
who took part that the conference was a great succe~s
in that it engendered a spirit which is bound to help In
the mighty task of creating world understanding and
brotherhood - that, in the words of one believer"Bahii'u'llith was with us an the way,"

....
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This picture which appeared in the Huntsville Times
shows members of the Huntsville, Alabama Baha'i
Community presenting books to the Public LibraTY Tepresentative. This gift of seventeen Bahali books in·
eluded a copy of The Dawn-Breakers and consists of
ten books for the adult department and seven for the
children's section

of

the Public Library.

Swarthmore United Nations Fair

Baha'is of Cobb County, Georgia honor National LibTary Week by presenting twenty-fouT Baha'i books to
the local Public Library. Mrs. Ruth Engler, Secretary
of the Board of Directors of the library is shown in center with Mrs. Taube Slate (left) and MTS. Elaine Eilers,
both of whom are members of the local Baha'I group.
The library has requested books about the Faith because of the inquiries received.
ice groups, civic organizations and churches. The Ba-

ha'i booth was on the Universal Declaration of Human

Baha'is in and near Swarthmore, Pennsylvania participated in the United Nations Family Fair held in
Swartbmore on April 16. 1966. The Swartbmore Committee for the United Nations asked Joyce Perry. one of
the two in the Swarthmore Baha'i group, to represent
the Baha I is in its planning sessions in preparations for
the Fair. Booths showing the functions of various
United Nations agencies were prepared by clubs, serv-

Rights and contained posters and literature, including
Baha'i literature as well as pictures of Baha'i groups.
This effort brought excellent publicity to the Faith and
helped to show that BaM'is are happy to support the
United Nations at any time of year, not just on United
Nations Day and also that even a group of two Baha'is
can take an active part in a community affair.

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Stamford, Connecticut, incorporated in April, 1966. Seated, left to
right: Belle Lennox, Eleanore Szanto, Christine Frozzetta, Maryan Sommer. Standing, left to right: Richard
Tomarelli, Patricia Tomarelli, Gerald Curwin, Mildred
Mottahedeh, Marguerite Luckinbill.

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Green Bay, Wisconsin, incorporated March 2, 1966. Seated, left to
right: Mrs. Alvina Moellendorf, Conrad HeleniaJc, Gene
Browning, Dr. Jean Bonn. Standing, left to right: Miss
Florence Delany, Dr. Eduard Bonn, Mrs. Pamella
Melendy, Miss Irene Servais, Mrs. Mary Heleniak.
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Two Baha'i Delegations at Recent United Nations Conference
Both the Baha'i International Community and the
National Spiritual Assembly of the United States were
represented by delegations at the recent Annual Conference for the N on-Governmental Organizations of the
United Nations Office of Public Information held May
12-13 at the United Nations Headquarters in New York.
NGOs are accredited to the United Nations to disseminate information about the organization to their memberships. By listening to lectures and panels and by
asking questions the representatives were enlightened
on the theme, "The United Nations - A Changing Institution." The United Nations reflects the world and
therefore, as the world changes, so does the United
Nalions. With fifty-one new nations in the world having
achieved independence since Ihe birth of the UN, membership in the organization has more than doubled. It
was admitted that our ability to learn to live with each
other has not kept up with technology.
U Thant, Secretary-General, emphasized that the UN

Baha'i Success At Berkeley Freedom Festival
A Public School Freedom Festival, sponsored by the
lnter-Group Education Council of the Berkeley, CalifOrnia, Unified School District, was a very unique
opportunity for the Berkeley Community to distribute
information and material about the Faith. The Festivars theme was liThe Struggle For Freedom" and
participating organizations were asked to create displays of their contributions to this universal endeavor.
The Berkeley Community's display was concerned
with the Bahit'i principles of freedom from disunity and
strife, from extremes of poverty t from national and
racial prejudice, and the freedom of religion and inde-

is intended to build and maintain the peace. Yet it will
be as strong or as weak as its member states want it to
be. Today it is not strong enough to do all Ihat the
Charier intends that it should.
The Baha'is well understood what Edward Lawson
of the Division of Human Rights was saying when he
said that human rights begin in small places close to
the heart and they cannot be seen on the map of the
world. The participants were made fully aware that
grave problems remain to be solved. They include
questions of sovereignty, law, disarmament and finances.
The representatives for the Baha'is International
Community were Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh, Salvatore
A. Pelle and Mrs. Etta Mae Mikhael. The delegation
representing the Baha'is of the United States included
Mrs. Florence Steinhauer, Mrs. Belle Lennox, Mrs.
Louise Wold, Mrs. Lola Donaldson and Mrs. Annamarie
Honnold.
pendent investigation of truth. A large pictorial display of these principles surrounded a table of Baha'i
books and pamphlets. Literally hundreds of these were
distributed during the two day festival.
Much praise was given the display by the Festival
directors and its hundreds of spectators, who came
from all over the San Francisco Bay Area. The Berkeley Community feels that this is a most unique and
exciting way to reach many hundreds of people, and
hopes to repeat this project at similar functions in the
future.
Those Baha'is responsible for the planning and execution of the exhibit are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Deuberry, Don Boykin, Rich Richardson, Nancy Dois, Kit
Dols~ Andre Lanzaro and Jim Knudsen.

Connecticut Baha'i Week Held in April

Left: Bookmobile which toured the State before and during "Connecticut Balui" Week" and which attracted many
to the Faith, shown in StamfoTd with Baha'is (left to right): Mrs. Gai! CUTWin, MTs. Belle Lennox, Jeff Sommer
and Gerald CUTwin. Right: Participating in public meeting in Stamford, Connecticut, were (left to right): Mrs.
Carol Rutstein, leader of choral group, Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh, speaJcer, ChaTles H. Durant, III, guest spea""r,
Jordan Sommer, reader, Mrs. Hilda Dudley, chairman of the meeting.
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Local Spiritual Assembly of St. Croix, Virgin Islands
formed at Ri~van 1966. This i. a goal area of the Baha'is of the United States to be included under the new
National Spiritual Assembly to be ..tablished at
Ri(!van 1967.

Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Santa Barbara-Goleta, J.D., California, formed April 21, 1966.
Front, left to right: J. P. Inman, Mrs. Gayle Mornson,
Mrs. Sue BingwaU, Arthur Lyon Dahl (treasurer).
Rear, left to right: Andrew Hilton, Mrs. Sman Hilton
(corresponding secretary), Gary MOTTison (-vice-chairman), Mrs. Margot Malkin (recording secretary), Sey-

mour Malkin (chairman).

New Local Spiritual Assemblies
Local Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'is of Meriden,
Connecticut formed at Ri(!van, 1966. Seated, left to
right: Dr. Anselm Schurgast (vice-chairman); Allah K.
Ka14ntar (chairmanL" Mrs. Emilie M. Katantar (secretary); Kenneth E. Kalantar (treasurer). Standing~

left to right: Mrs. Gerry Schurgast (librarian), Mrs.
Gertrude Ceballos, Antonio CebaUos, Mrs. Rilla Pollidoro, Mrs. Eleonora Kalantar.

Local Spiritual Assembly of Alexandria, Louisiana,
formed April 21, 1966. Standing, left to right: Lawrence
Alexander, Ronald S. Paul, Ronald R. Lucero, John J.
Towels. Seated, left to right: Mrs. Lura Rouse, Mrs.
Mary Smith, Mrs. Zora Towe!s1 Mrs. Sandra Lucero,
Mrs. Zorn Bank.s:.

Local Spiritual Assembly of Richmond, California,
formed at Ri(!van, 1966. Back row, left to right: Mrs.
Donna Dones, Mrs. Kathy Rafaat, Mehdi Radpour,
Leona Coles, NatheUe Steimetz. Front, left to right:
J. E. Willeinson, Ata Rafaat, Bill Henderson, Thommy
Sims.

....
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News Briefs
An outstanding meeting with Vinson Brown as speaker took place in Denver, Colorado on April 26, with all
surrounding communities helping. At least one hundred
people were there, including eighteen Indians who
came in response to a personal invitation from Elizabeth Clark. Elizabeth bas been making friends in
surrounding Indian Reservations with individuals for
many years and this meeting, with several Indians
taking part in the program, was the reward 1)f her longterm efforts. Fifty percent of the audience at the
Denver meeting were not Baha'is and Vinson Brown
spoke entertainingly about Indians and Indian lore as
well as giving the Baha'i message in a way that attracted the visitors to wish to learn more.

o

"American Indian Prophecies of This Day" was the
subject on which Vinson Brown addressed the audience
at Wichita, Kansas on April 25, 1966. This is the largest
and most successful public meeting yet held by the
BaM'is in Wichita and marked their first successful
contact with the Indians of that area. Good publicity,
including a radio interview and newspaper announcements and pictures accompanied this teaching effort
and the believers were happy to accept an invitation to
a forthcoming Indian pow-wow.

Correction: The address given below is the present correct address and telephone number for the
Baha'i Center in New York City. Please note tbis
correction as it applies to the item on page 2 of
U.S. SUPPLEMENT for May. 1966.
Baha'i Center and Library
Suite #331 Henry Hudson Hotel
353 W. 57th St.
New York City, N.Y.
telepbone 581-0176
if no answer call J A 3-9492

Baha'i Distribution And Service
Department
Color pictures of Baha'i places and people are now
available. These glorious color enlargements are excellent for teaching, and for displays and decorations in
Baha'i homes, centers and schools.
The color enlargements have a matte spray finish to
reduce glare and prolong life, and are mounted on
cardboard for added protection.
There are views of the fQur houses of worship (Wilmette, Kampala, Sydney, Frankfurt), Shrine of the
Bah, Baha'is gathered on Mt. Carmel in front of Archives Building during the first International Baha'i convention April 1963, a lovely scene of Haifa from MI.
Carmel with International Archives Building and
Shrine of the Bab in foreground.
Prices for these unframed color enlargements range
from $3.50 for a 5 x 7 inch size to $15.00 for a 16 x 20 inch
size.
Write to BABA)f DISTRIBUTION AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, ill. 60091 for a complet~
descriptive brochure.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Public Meetings

Calendar of Events
Sundays

FEASTS

4:15 p.m.

July 13 - Kalimat (Words)
August 1 - Kamal (Perfection)

HOLY DAY
July 9 - Martyrdom of the Bab

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
July 1-4
August 12-15

B.&BA.'f NEWS is published for circUlation among BaM'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly at the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the BaM'i world community.
BAH!~f Nsws is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee. Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun. InternaUonal Editor; Miss Charlotte Lfntoot, National Spiritual .Assembly Representative.
Material mUst be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, nllnois, U.s.A. 60091.
Cbana:e of address should be reported directly to National

Bah~'f

Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 00091.
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TO THE BAHA'I YOUTH
IN EVERY LAND:

Universal House of Justice Addresses Baha'i Youth
COUNTRY after country the achievements of
I NBaha'i
youth are increasingly advancing the work

of the Nine Year Plan and arousing the admiration of
their fellow-believers. From the very beginning of the

Baha'i Era, youth have played a vital part in the
promulgation of God's Revelation. The Bab Himself
was but twenty-five years old when He declared His
Mission, while many of the Letters of the Living were
even younger. The Master, as a very young man, was
called upon to shoulder heavy responsibilities in the
service of His Father in 'Iraq and Turkey, and His
brother, the Purest Branch, yielded up his liie to God in
the Most Great Prison at the age of twenty-two that the
servants of God might "be quickened, and all that
dwell on earth be united." Shoghi Effendi was a student
at Oxford when called to the throne of his guardianship,
and many of the Knights of Baha'u'llah, who won
imperishable fame during the Ten Year Crusade, were
young people. Let it, therefore, never be imagined that
youth must await their years of maturity before they
can render invaluable services to the Cause of God.

A Time of Decision
For any person, whether Baha'i or not, his youthful
years are those in which he will make many decisions
which will set the course of his life. In these years he is
most likely to choose his life's work, complete his
education, begin to earn his own living, marry and
start to raise his own family. Most important of all. it is
during this period that the mind is most questing and
that the spiritual values that will guide the person's
future behavior are adopted. These factors present
Baha'i youth with their greatest opportunities, their
greatest challenges, and their greatest tests - opportu-

nities to truly apprehend the Teachings of their Faith
and to give them to their contemporaries, challenges to
overcome the pressures of the world and to provide
leadership for theic and succeeding generations, and

tests enabling them to exemplify in their lives the high
moral standards set forth in the Baha'i Writings. Indeed the Guardian wrote of the Baha'i youth that it is
they "who can contribute so decisively to the virility,

the purity, and the driving force of the life of the Baha'i
community. and upon whom must depend the future
orientation of its destiny, and the complete unfoldment
of the potentialities with which God has endowed it."

A Critical Phase of Transition
Those who now are in their teens and twenties ace
faced with a special challenge and can seize an opportunity that is unique in human history. During the Ten
Year Crusade - the ninth part of that majestic process
described so vividly by our beloved Guardian - the
Community of the Most Great Name spread wjth the
speed of lightning over the major territories and islands of the globe, increased manifoldly its manpower

and resources, saw the beginning of the entry of the
peoples by troops into the Cause of God, and completed
the structure of the Administrative Order of BaM'u'llah.
Now,. firmly established in the world, the Cause, in the
openmg years of the tenth part of that same process, is
perceptibly emerging from the obscurity that has, for
the most part, shrouded it since its inception and is
arising to challenge the outworn concepts of a corrupt
society and proclaim the solution for the agonizing
problems of a disordered humanity. During the lifetime
of those who are now young the condition of the world,
and the place of the Baha'i Cause in it, will change
immeasurably. for we are entering a highly critical
phase in this era of transition.

Three Field. of Service Open to Youth
Three great fields of service lie open before young
Baha'is, in which they will simultaneously be remaking
the character of human society and preparing themselves for the work they can undertake later in their
lives.
First, the foundation of all their other accomplishments, is their study of the teachings, the spiritualization of their lives and the forming of their characters in
accordance with the standards of Baha'u'llah. As the
moral standards of the people around us collapse and
decay, whether of the centuries-old civilizations of the
East, the more recent cultures of Christendom and
Islam. or of the rapidly-changing tribal societies of the
world, the Baha'is must increasingly stand out as
pillars of righteousness and forbearance. The life of a
Baha'i will be characterized by truthfulness and decency; he will walk uprightly among his fellow-men, dependent upon none save God, yet linked by bonds of

love and brotherhood with all mankind: he will be
entirely detached from the loose standards, the decadent theories, the frenetic experimentation, the desperation of present-day society, will look upon his neighbors with a bright and friendly face and be a beacon
light and a haven for all those who would emulate his
strength of character and assurance of soul.
The second field of service, which is linked intimately
with the first, is teaching the Faith, particularly to their
fellow-youth. among whom are some of the most open
and seeking minds in the world. Not yet having acquired all the responsibilities of a family or a long-

established home and job, youth can the more easily
choose where they wlli live and study or work. In the
world at large young people travel hither and thither
seeking amusement. education and experiences. Baha'i
youth, bearing the incomparable treasure of the Word
of God for this Day, can harness this mobility into
service for mankind and can choose their places of
l-esidence, their areas of travel and their types of work
with the goal in mind of how they can best serve the

Faith.
The third field of service is the preparation by youth
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for their later years. It is the obligation of a Baha'i to
educate his children; likewise it is the duty of the
children to acquire knowledge of the arts and sciences
and to learn a trade or a profession whereby they, in
turn, can earn their living and support their families.
This, for a Baha'i youth, is in itself a service to God, a
service, moreover, which can be combined with teaching the Faith and often with pioneering. The Baha'i
community will need men and women of many skills
and qualifications: for, as it grows in size the sphere of
its activities in the life of society will increase and
diversify. Let Baha'i youth, therefore, consider the best
ways in which they can use and develop their native
abilities for the service of mankind and the Cause of
God, whether this be as farmers, teachers, doctors,
artisans, musicians or anyone of the multitude of
livelihoods that are open to them.

The Basis of All Knowledge
When studying at school or university Baha'i youth
will often find themselves in the unusual and slightly
embarrassing position of having a more profound in~
sight into a subject than their instructors. The Teachings of Baha 'u'llah throw light on so many aspects of
human life and knowledge that a Baha'i must learn,
earlier than most, to weigh the information that is given
to him rather than to accept it blindly. A Baha'i has the
advantage of the divine Revelation for this Age, which
shines like a searchlight on so many problems that
baffie modern thinkers; he must therefore develop the
ability to learn everything from those around him,
showing proper humility before his teachers, but always relating what he hears to the Baha'i teachings,
for they will enable him to sort out the gold from the
dross of human error.

Function of Youth Within the Community
Paralleling the growth of his inner life through prayer, meditation, service and study of the teachings,
Baha'i youth have the opportunity to learn in practice

Hand

of

the very functioning of the Order of Baha'u'llah.
Through taking part in conferences and summer
schools as well as Nineteen Day Feasts, and in service
on committees, they can develop the wonderful skill of
Baha'i consultation, thus tracing new paths of human
corporate action. Consultation is no easy skill to learn,
requiring as it does the subjugation of all egotism and
unruly passions, the cultivation of frankness and
freedom of thought as well as courtesy, openness of
mind and wholehearted acquiescence in a majority
decision. In this field Baha'i youth may demonstrate
the efficiency, the vigor, the access of unity which arise
irom true consultation and, by contrast, demonstrate
the futility of partisanship, lobbying, debate, secret
diplomacy and Wlilateral action which characterize
modern affairs. Youth also take part in the life of the
Bahafi commWlity as a whole and promote a society in
which all generations - elderly, middle-aged. youth.
children - are fully integrated and make up an organic
whole. By refUsing to carry over the antagonisms and
mistrust between the generations which perplex and
bedevil modern society they will again demonstrate the
healing and life-giving nature of their religion.
Steps to Cons.ider Now
The ~ine Year Plan has just entered its third year.
The youth have already played a vital part in winning
its goals. We now call upon them, with great love and
highest hopes and the assurance of our fervent prayers,
to consider, individually and in consultation, wherever
they live and whatever their circumstances, those steps
which they should take now to deepen themselves in
their knowledge of the divine message, to develop their
characters after the pattern of the Master, to acquire
those skills, trades and professions in which they can
best serve God and man, to intensify their service to
the Cause of Baha'u'llah and to radiate its message to
t.he seekers among their contemporaries.
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

June 10, 1966

the Cause Jenabe T, Samandari at ci teaching conference in Dev~ali, Maharashtra, India, May 19 and

20, 1966.
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Brunei Forms First National Spiritual Assembly

The first histoTic convention of Brunei e!ected the following members to its National Spiritual Assembly (left
above): M. K. FozdaT (chairman), Chin Yun Sang (vice-chairman), K. Krishnan (secretary), Robert Cheok
(treasurer), Juni, M. U. Patel, Tabob, Marjorie Fozdar and Yu Wai Kang. A children's program conducted by
Mrs. Marjorie Fozdar was presented at one of the sessions (below),

The first national convention of the Baha'is of Brunei,
April 30 - May 1, 1966, was honored by the presence of
H. Collis Featherstone. Hand of the Cause. who came
:as the representative of the Universal House of Justice.
A1so attending were Dr. John Fozdar as representative
of the National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia and Mr.
YanKee Leong, Auxiliary Board member of South East
Asia.
Congratulatory messages were read with much
enthusiasm from the Universal House of Justice as well
as from several National Spiritual Assemblies. All
aspects of Baha'i activity and endeavor were consulted
upon and plans made for attainment of future goals. All
pledged themselves to proclaim the Teachings in their
towns and villages and to stand firm at all times in
their faith.

(ollis Featherstone Inspires Malaysian (onvention
One hundred and twenty Baha'is from all over
Malaysia and Singapore attended the two-day convention of the Baha'is of Malaysia held at the University of
Malaya Third Residential CoJlege. Hand of the Cause,
Collis Featherstone, was present and gave an inspiring
analysis of the Ric;ivim Message. The most outstanding
news was the increase in local assemblies. Malaya now
has ninety-five assemblies and Sarawak has thirty. The
Convention also pledged to attain all goals of the Nine
Year Plan before next RiQ.vim. A most significant
achievement is the erection of another pillar of the
Universal House of Justice, the National Spiritual
Assembly of Brunei.
The members of the newly elected National Assembly
are: Dr. C. J. Sundram (chairman), Mr. E. A.
Fernandez (vice-chairman), Mr. S. Vasudevan (secretary), Mr. I. Chinniah (treasurer), Mr. Appu Raman,
Mr. K. Rajah, Mr. S. Nagaratnam, Mrs. George Lee
and Dr. John Fozdar.

,
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Bahd'is Of Rangoon, Burma assemOIed on occasion of
meeting with Hand Of Cause CoHis Featherstone who
took the photo. 20th May, 19GG.
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African King Hears Proclamation
of the Baha'i Faith
T WAS one of those glorious autumn days in the
Southern Hemisphere - Easter Sunday in SwaziIland,
South Africa. Lobamba, the heart of Swaziland,
was pulsating with life. From north, SQuth, east and
west they came. Brightly robed figures coming in

groups of two

Of

three, or marching single file in one

condition which is deplored by the King as well as his
people. He wishes above all else to see his people united
in one common religion, one common cause, that will
lead them through this present era of transition from a
Protectorate of Britain to an Independent State, without violence or bloodshed. He is a wise and just King.

long line, following one of the multitudinous paths that

criss-cross a large part of the African Continent. The
predominant color of the costumes was blue - every
conceivable shade - with an occasional sprinkling of
greens. Overlaid in white on the back of each robe

was the sign of the cross. In the hand of each marcher
was a wand or branch of a tree with a cross stick at the
top. again symbolical of the cross of Jesus. These were
the Zionists, the largest religious group in Southern

Mrica.
One group stood out among the rest, trailing along
some one hundred strong, dressed in brilliant crimson
robes. They were truly a beautiful sight. They, too,
carried the cross - their symbol of allegiance to Christ.
All were singing. Only in Africa could one see such
a sight and hear the resonant singing of the worshippers - sometimes chanting, "Ameenie," "Ameenie"
{AmenL or bUrsting forth with hymns in a harmony
of voices.

King Is Host to 2.000
They were all on their way to the King's Kraal, and
this day, he, himself, would be in attendance. He would

be their host.
At the Kraal there were hundreds milling around,
finding places to sit in the space cleared among the
stately eucalyptus trees which resembled an exalted
out-door cathedral. The benches and chairs were not
sufficient for the great crowd so most of the people sat
on the ground. There was a hum of excitement and
everyone was happy as greetings were exchanged and
visitors welcomed.
The joint meeting of all the Swazis at Lobamba at
Easter time, is an annual event initiated by King
Sobhuza II for the unification of all religious groups in
the country. The meeting is attended, not only by
religious groups from aU parts of Swaziland, but also
by people outside the country.
When the meeting started there were some two
thuusand souls present. Sitting relaxed on a chair at the
base of a magnificent gum tree was the King, Sobhuza
II~ dressed in the gay, multi-colored national costume
of the Swazis. A beaded love-letter necklace encircled
his throat and a single red feather, symbol of royalty,
was in his hair. He was a striking figure of authority,
yet at complete "oneness" with his people.
The program was long, lasting from about noon until
early evening. The speakers, now serious, now humourous, had the full attention of the King and the audience,
for the purpose of the meeting was to create unity
among the people of Swaziland. There are many
religious sects which divide this little country, a

Present.tion of Baha·1 F.ith
As Mr. William Masehla of Johannesburg, secretary
of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
South and West Africa, was introduced as the Baha'i
speaker, a murmur went through the crowd. This was
the first time a Baha'i was on the program among
the few who were chosen to speak on this occasion.
Obviously many were aware of the Baha'i Faith and an
air of expectancy enveloped the waiting souls as he
rose to speak with a smile of encompassing love, his
face a shining light. Doubtless the Hosts on High were
surrounding him with their divine inspiration, "each
bearing aloft a chalice of pure light."
He spoke simply and with conviction, telling them
something of the Message and life of the Prisoner of
Acca - Baha'u'lhih, the Glory of God. He spoke often

of the central theme of the Baha'i Faith - unity - because this was the day dedicated to unity and the
coming together of all denominations and creeds. The
Moslems were there, the Christians and those believing
in ancient cults, all needing a common heart.
The Baha'i choir of five, Seraphina Twala, Patrick
Masuku, Mavis Dlamini, Christopher Kuhlase and Ruth
Dlamini, added their beautiful, harmonious voices in
praise of all the Messengers of God, past and present.
Proclaiming that all had come to bring guidance,
knowledge and the love of God for his creatures,
throughout the ages, and that Baha'u'lIah, the latest
Messenger of God had come to unite all religions by the

fulfillment of prophecy and giving the teachings that
could and would create unity and establish the peace of

the world.
We do not know how far-reaching this proclamation
of the beloved Faith of Baha'u'llah will be. We know
only, that the name of the Blessed Perfection, Baha'u'liah, the Lord of the Age, the Prince of Peace, the One
promised by all the Messengers and Prophets of the
past, Whose Message will one day unite the nations and
people of the world, has been mentioned and proclaimed to at least two thousand souls. May God

enlighten the hearts and cause His Word to sink deep
into the minds of the people and aid in bringing about a
true concept of the fundamental "oneness, not only of
the people of Swaziland, but the entire human family.
It

«We pray God - exalted be His glory - and
cherish the hope that He may gracious~y assist
the Manifestations of affiuence and power and
the day springs of sovereignty and glory, the
kings of the earth - may God aid them through
His strengthening grace - to establish the
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Lesser Peace. This, indeed, is the greatest

means

fOT

ensuring the tranquility of nations.

It is incumbent upon the Sovereigns of the
World - may God assist them - unitedly to
hold fast unto this Peace, which is the chief
instrument for the protection of aU mctnkind ..
. . , . '~Any king who wHI arise to carry out
this task, he, verily, win in the sight of God,
become the cynosure of all kings. Happy is

he, and great is his

b~essedness."

-Baha'u'lhlh
[This proclamation CQuld not have been possible, except through the
untiring effort and persistence 'Of Princess Gcinaphi. one of the
daughters 'Of the King.]
-VALERA ALLEN

Memorial Service
for Miss Jessie Revell
Held in Wilmette
A program of readings from the Baha'i Sacred
Writings was held Wednesday t June 15 in the auditorium of the Wilmette House of Worship. Selections read
were from the words of Baha'u'IHth with closing prayer
chanted in Arabic.

The Program distributed to those who attended
included a statement describing the life of service of
this devoted believer and reading in part:
HJessie Revell's whole life was the Baha'i Faith, and
her one desire was to serve the Cause. As secretary of
the Spiritual Assembly of Philadelphia for many years,
she had opportunities to teach and to fulfill her constant
wish to serve. Week after week, year after year, the
Revell home in Philadelphia was a center for Baha'i
teaching, Feasts, Anniversaries and special meetings,
dating even from before its great blessing of 'Abdu'lBaha's personal visit in 1912. When the Tablets of the
Divine Plan were first presented to the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada at their Convention held in
New York City jn April 1919, Jessie Revell was
privileged to unveil one of the Tablets revealed by
'Abdu'l-Baha for the believers in the United States and
Canada. In 1924, on a pilgrimage to Haifa, she met the
beloved Guardian for the first time. In 1950, when she
and her sister Ethel were studying Spanish preparatory

Enoch Olinga Inspires
West Central Africa Convention
Enoch Olinga, Hand of the Cause in Africa, was
present at the "most successful convention so far in
West Central Africa" which took place in Mamfe, West
Cameroon April 28-May 1. Mr. Olinga stressed the need
for deepening believers in the knowledge of the Faith to
insure the solid foundation of the Cause in all
communities, and the steady expansion in new districts. In convention sessions and in informal meetings,
he urged that each Baha'i pray regularly for all of the
sacred institutions of the Cause from the Universal
House of Justice to the local spiritual assemblies, and
for the members of these institutions, that they might
be enabled to carry forward the development of the
Faith throughout the worM.
The new national assembly elected is as follows: Mrs.
Lillie Rosenberg (chairman), Moses Akombi (vicechairman), Mrs. Janet Mughrabi (secretary), Sherman
Rosenberg (treasurer), Jawad Mughrabi (assistant
treasurer - for Cameroon), Sampson Forchak, Oscar
Nj ang, Stephen Ta be and Solomon Tanyi.

to pioneering to South America, both were called to
Haifa by the beloved Guardian to serve at the World
Center of the Faith. They arrived in January 1951 for
the greatest chapter of their lives of service.
"Jessie was Treasurer of the appointed Baha'i
International Council in 1952 and later, when the
Council was elected in 1961 she was elected Treasurer.
LOA unique privilege given to Jessie was to accompany 'Amatu'l-Baha Ruhiyyih Khimum on her 1961 trip
to dedicate the Mother Temple of Australia at Sydney,
visiting Burma, Malaya, Thailand and Vietnam en
route. When in New Zealand Ruhiyyih Khimum experienced a brief illness, Jessie valiantly carried out the
heavy program that had been arranged for that
arduous week's stay; she spoke in Auckland. Hamilton
and Wellington, met and consulted with the friends
from many areas, and with the National Assembly,
attended a reception given by the mayor of Wellington.
"After Jessie's passing. Ethel Revell wrote: 'Jessie
was enfolded all during her illness by the loving care
and attention of the members of the Universal House of
Justice and the Hands in the Holy Land, as well as all
the friends. Above all, they were constantly praying for
her.' "

CORRECTION
Because of errors in transmission the cablegram
announcing the passing of Miss Jessie Revell is
reprinted:
"With profound grief announce passing Jessie Revell.
Her tireless steadfast devotion Faith since before
Master's visit American Continent earned love trust
admiration Shoghi Effendi crowned by appointment
International Baha'i Council distinguished by service
Treasurer both appointed elected Councils. Urge National Assemblies hold memorial gatherings trjbute
unforgettable exemplary sel·vices Faith. (signed) Universal House of Justice."
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Kampala Convention Announces House of Justice Approval for Institute Design
One hundred thirty-two deleV,
~
\
,
gates and visitors assembled in
•
..
Kampala, Uganda, for the elevf['~
,~ "- ~'t:
enth convention of the Baha'is of
Uganda and Central Africa. Re\~'
~
gretfully noting the absence of
Hand of the Cause, Musa Banani.
..
confined to his home by ill health,
~
they listened lovingly to a mes~
sage from him read in the many
if~
languages required for this convention, and to a greeting from
the Universal House of Justice.
The following morning Max Kenyerizi read the combined message
from all African Hands of the
Cause, and ]'1"rs, Isobel Sabri read
and explained the RiQ.vfm Message
from the Universal House of Justice. Very careful study was made
of this message, with the delegates
conferring in groups according to
their own vernacular, the translations already having been prepared in the African tribal languages of Ateso, LuganThe Uganda and Centra! Africa convention (8ho~m in
da, Swahili and Lwo. Another session was opened with
session above at Kampala) cast 96 perfect ballots fOT
a message from Enoch Olinga, Hand of the Cause attheir new National Assembly. Reports at this conventending a West African convention, read by Oloro
tion are given in seven tanguages. The photo below
Epyeru, who conveyed information on the difficulties
shows the de~egates and visitors assembled in front of
which prevented fifty Eastern Congo delegates from atthe Baha'i Temple at Kampala. Universal House of
tending the convention. All of the three above-named
Ju.stice cabled appreciation of pioneers who a.rOse for
speakers are members of the Auxiliary Board.
Rwanda and Gabon.
One of the high1ights of the convention was the anUganda, 18,000 in Burundi with 1,000 local assemblies
nouncement that land had been acquired for the Teachin Uganda and seventy-five in Burundi.
er Training Institutes at Guly and Kikaya and the deThe whole spirit was that of a happy well~organized
sign approved by the Universal House of Justice. The
convention,
reflecting the growth and maturity of this
architect, Patrick Robarts, is now preparing final drawlarge, African community. Even the ninety-six ballots
ings for the town council and the contractors. The· treawere all valid and in perfect order, with the following
surer reported that financing is also available for conmembers
elected to the National Assembly: Kolonerio
struction of the Institutes.
Oule (chairman), Sospateri Isimai (secretary), Demp~
The first local assemblies have been formed in Congo,
sey Morgan (vice-chairman), Hassan Sabri (treasurer),
Brazzaville, in Gabon and in Western Congo, with
Farshid Banani, Tito Wanantsusi, Yokolamu Okello,
Rwanda soon to be opened. Goals for next year, cabled
Moses Senoga and Albert Ochamodek.
to the Universal House of Justice are 67,000 Baha'is in

~ ,~1,~'.~
TV
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Photo at left shows newly elected National Spiritual Assembly of Colombia, seated (left to right): Mrs. Gloria
de Fritzsche, Mrs. Ines de Montenegro (recording secretary), Mrs. Ellen Sims, Miss LeonDr Porras (chairman);
standing: Mr. Luis Montenegro (secretary), Mr. Stewart WaddeH, Miss Teresa Alarcon, Mr. Habib Rezvani
and Mr. Hamilton Breton. Delegates to the sixth annuaL Colombian convention aTe shoum in the photo at right.

Five Indian Delegates Attend Colombian Convention
The Sixth Annual National Convention of the Bahatis
of Colombia was held on April 23 and 24, preceded by a
reception for the delegates on the evening of April 22,
given by the community of Bucaramanga. This beautiful, mountain-surrounded City was chosen for this
year's convention to enable the Indian delegates to be
present and to be comfortable in a pleasant climate
siro ila r to their own area.
Among the guests were Auxiliary Board member,
Mrs. Gayle Woolson, acting as representative for the
South American Hand of the Cause, J alaI Khazeh, and
five Motilon Indian delegates attending a convention for
the first time after having walked two days and spent
another number of hours in a bus to be able to come.

The attendance was excellent with the friends making
many sacrifices and traveling in uncomfortable buses
over very bad roads. At all times there was an
awareness of a loving spiritual atmosphere and of an
increased maturity in the consultation.
Among the triumphs reported this year was the
opening of the two virgin goals, the islands of San
Andres and Providencia, by Charles and Helen Hornby.
These islands are many hundreds of miles from the
mainland of Colombia and there are nOw sixty-four new
believers in Providencia and forty-two new believers in
San Andres Island, the latter having formed its first
Local Spiritual Assembly this RicJ.van, after great
sacrifices. The announcement was made that the Indian
Institute building, Villa Rahmat, a very sturdy structure, has been constructed.

Fifth Swedish annual convention held in Stockholm.

,
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Dutch National Community
Adive on Many Levels

National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM',s of the
Netherlands, elected April 1966 (left to Tight): Mr, EdwaTd Bode, Mr. Lout van Veendendaa! (vice-chair.
man), Mrs. Masje van der Garde, Mr. Jan Sijs1ing,

Mr, Bob van Lith (chairman), Mr. Mas'ud Mazgani,
Mr. Rein Gramsma (treasurer), Mrs. Lottie Tobias
(secretary) and Mr. Kamran Alai.

Photo above shows Bahci'i book ex-

hibition at the NOVIB-Congress in
Arnhem, HoUand. At left are Belgian
and Dutch youth meeting together at
Liege. Belgium on April 9, 10, and 11
faT the first time. Below appear par-

ticipants of the Dutch national community in a special weekend institu.te.

-.
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Baha'i Schools Highlight
Consultation at Convention
of South West Pacific Ocean

AnnuaL convention of the South West Pacific Ocean Bahci'is at Honiara, Solomon Islands. The newly eLected
Nationat Spirituat Assembly (right above) is as follows: Mr. Hamuel Hoahania, Mrs. Ida Simpson, Mr. Frank
Simpson, Gertrude Blum (secretary), Mr. Johnson Tauhmae and standing, Mr. Johnson Oli Sukutu, Mr. Alvin J.
Blum (chairman-treasurer) and Mr. Edmond MaeLigwata. JW'r. William Laing (vice chairman) absent.

The third annual convention of the Baha'is of South
West Pacific Ocean, meeting at Honiara, Solomon
Islands, consulted at length on their teaching chal
lenges in the Nine Year Plan. The fund, the problem of
translations and the meaning of universal participation
were fully discussed. Of special interest was the
progress being made in the Baha'i schools. Mrs.
Dobbins, teacher at the Nur school in the New Hebrides
stated that seventy-five percent of the Baha'is have
come from contact with the school there. Mrs. Dobbins,
who is over seventy years of age and has been ill, is
much in need of assistance with the work. There are
w

fifty-four children, age six to sixteen from many
religious backgrounds, with many more who wish to
enroll.
The school at Tawaimare has been increased by five
buildings and an assembly hall, the work being done
through the efforts of parents and students directed by
the teacher. The High Commissioner, the District
Office, and the Department Head of Native Affairs
visited the school and were deeply impressed with this
fact. The arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simpson to
teach at the Baha'i school at Malaita has also been a
great blessing.

Fifth national convention of the Baha.'is of Switzerland.
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The fifth National Spiritual Assembly of Switzerland in
the garden of the ?a~iratu'l-Quds in Bern_ Seated, left
to right: Miss Claude Hunziker~ Mrs. Olga Schaer, Mrs.
Anna Kunz, Mrs. Etty Graeffe; standing: Daniel SchaubachTe (secretary), Fritz Semble (chairman)~ FeizoUah
Namdar (vice chairman), Otto Jung (recording secretary) and Fritz Schaer (treasurer).

Recently incorporated National Spiritual Assembly oj
the Bahci'is oj Bolivia, elected during Rir;lvdn, 1966, as
fOlwws: ZiaoHcih Vojdani (vice--chairman), Mrs. AngeHica de Costas (recording secretary), Miss Miriam
Marquez and Ehsanollcih Rezvani (treasurer). Standing: Estanislao Alvarez (chairman), Andres Jachakollo, Nazario Tirado Cuenca (national secretary)
Miguel Diez and Sabino Ortega.

Baha'i Youth Institute organized by the youth of Palermo, Italy on AprH 9-10, 1966. Auriliary Board member,
James Hotmlund, is at the right.

International News Briefs
The Korean BAHA'i NEWS (The WoH>o) reports certain
material successes which would appear to insure the
early establishment of the first permanent Teacher
Training Institute there. The Korean National Assembly has been the recipient of a generous donation,
made by one Iranian village community. and dispensed
through the Universal House of Justice, to assist in
erecting school buildings for these institutes in specified
areas. In addition to this, several Korean believers
have made a generous donation of land for the schools.

o

41'1.

i

Sixth annual convention of Honduras, April 30 - May
1, in San Pedro Sura, attended by Hand of the Cause~
Ugo Giachery (not present in this photo), who gave an
extensive radio interview. A new teaching plan was
adopted for opening the remaining five departamentos of the country and doubling the present number of
local assemblies (twenty-seven), Members of the new
National Assembly elected are: Wanita George (chairman), OHnea Andrade (vice chairman), Luis Bouche
(secretary), Lidia de Varela (recording secretary),
Carlos Vasque.~ (treasurer), Jose Lopez, Mazie Argueta, Grace Dean and Rene Sanchez.

o

The Baha.'is of Canada are again planning to have a
booth at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto,
August 19 to September 5 (except Stmdays). It is held in
the General Exhibits building. This has been found in
past years to be an excellent opportunity for giving
information on the Faith to the public.

From Switzerland comes news of the publication of
the text of "Baha Ii: Way of Life for Millions" from
Ebony magazine in the Congo Presse, a small weekly
newspaper in Brazzaville, Congo. Brazzaville is a consolidation goal of Switzerland.

o

o
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Guaymi Indians Capture Hearts of
Panamanian Pioneer Teachers

The Guaymi Indians in Chiriqui Province aTe close to the hearts 01 aU Baha'is in the Republic of Panama.
Shortly after the sixth annual convention, May 1-2, hdd at Villa ViTgtnia~ Baha'i schoot (delegates in upper right
photo), two American pioneers began their first trips in the mountains during the rainy season. Kenneth Francisco and Arthur Krummel! travelled the difficult, muddy traits accompanied by the outstanding, blind Guaymi
teacher, Alberto Perez, contacting most of the BahcFi communities. Photo at left shows Guaymi Indian Baha'is
of Boca de Remedios celebrating the Feast of Naw-Ruz at wb.ich they served a simple refreshment of corn
chicha. Naw-Rtlz is the only New Year recognized by these devoted Indian believers.

National Spiritual Assembly of Jamaica elected dUring
Ri<;Ivan, 1966. Left to right, standing: Mervyn Mitchel!
(secretary) C. B. Rose, R. FitzHenley (vice-chairman),

Neri

Brown~

Leopold Seymour; sitting: Emily

Taylo-r~

Merle Campbell (recording secretary), Dr. Doris
Buchanan (chainnan) and A. M. GaUier (treasurer).

International News Briefs
For the past eight months the Baha', Community of
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands has carried on a regular
children's Baha'i school each SWlday morning. On
March 2&.27 of this year a weekend conference was held
with Baha'i children from St. Thomas and St. Croix in
the Virgin Islands and from San Juan, Puerto Rico
attending. The classes and discussion periods were
short and varied in order not to tire the Children, ages
four to twelve, attending the conference. The lively
response and deep interest of the children in every part
of the conference was a joy to the four teachers who
arranged and supervised the week-end school. All the
children, even the youngest, had interesting comments

Hand. of Cause Ugo Giachery at a recent meeting with
BaM'! friends at the Panama lfa;irat'l-Quds. During

the meeting the Tablet of Al).mad was intoned against a
background of organ music composed by Charles J.
Peterson of the Canal Zone.

to make, excellent answers to questions and good
suggestions to offer during the discussion periods.

o
The third annual convention of the Baha'i of West
Africa, held in Monrovia, Liberia, received good publicity in the Liberian Star and the Daily Listener. The
basic teachings of the faith were accurately summarized and news of the recent incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of West Africa by
an act of the legislature of Liberia was also noted.

o
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Connecticut Baha'i Week April 22-29, 1966
Baha'i Week in Connecticut was
a substantial success in accom~
plishing the major purposes which
were its aim, namely: 1) to bring
the Faith to the attention of citi~
zens of the State and 2) to achieve
universal participation of the Ba·
ha tis of Connecticut in doing this.
The idea started at the State
Convention last November, a pilot
committee set up with representatives from each assembly in the
state held meetings frequently
during the ensuing months and a
nucleus of nine remained to see
the project carried out to final
completion.
Study of the Fresno Bulletin
convinced the committee that this
was a "must" and the offer of
a "camper" to be converted into
a bookmobile further guaranteed
that the proclamation would be
more th an just seven local public
meetings, The official statement
from Governor Dempsey furnished a welcome keynote
for the Bulletin. It read:
"Encouraging to all men of good will is the evidence
of an increasing spirit of cooperation among members
of different religious, radal, national and economic
groups.
"The Baha'i Communities in Connecticut have long
worked diligently to further this spirit.
"As a part of a statewide effort to proclaim the principle of the Oneness of Mankind, the Baha'i Communities are sponsoring a series of public meetings in Connecticut cities during the period of April 22 through
29, 1966.
"In recognition of this worthy work, this period has
been designated as BAHA'i WEEK in Connecticut, and
I am pleased to call this endeavor to the attention of
the people of this State."
Public meetings were held in Greenwich, Stamford,
Norwalk and New Haven along Long Island Sotuld, in
the center of the State at Meriden and the Capital,
Hartford, and out to the northeast in Willimantic where
the Baha'i group has three adults and one youth. Audiences numbered from 75 to 200 and it was estimated
that about one quarter of those attending were inquirers or "not yet" Baha'is. There was also a large
invisible audience for the live broadcast of the Stamford meeting and the tape recording played on a local
Greenwich radio station. Despite some rain every gathering was joyful and showed a true reflection of the
Baha'I spirit of happiness in the hearts.
The Bookmobile attracted large numbers of inquirers
as it cruised from one end of the State to the other during the week just before the meetings as well as the
week of the meetings. Stationed at prominent spots
where shoppers could see it and stop to examine the
literature on display it attracted the interested attention of many hundreds with thousands of pamphlets
being distributed. About 9,000 Souvenir Bulletins were

circulated. At a later evaluation meeting all committee
members reported with enthusiasm of how doors to
publicity media once shut have now opened and of how
people from radio, television and the press have asked
for news of this Baha'i activity, sent photographers for
the story of the Bookmobile and offered free time for
interview of speakers and local Baha'is, One radio interviewer told the air audience that the talk had inspired him to wish to come to the meeting - that evening - and indeed, he came.
A Baha'i chorus trained and conducted by Carol Kelsey Rutstein sang at most of the meetings adding
greatly to the spirit of joy pervading the whole program. One visitor said when she looked on that "sea
of fresh young faces of different races" she felt she
would have- to know more about this Faith which drew
them there. The members of the chorus came, mostly,
from outside the state, as did some of the financial assistance and some of the audience - thus demonstrating that state lines need not form immovable barriers
to Baha'i cooperation!
A large television station (WHNB) gave free program time to announcing activities of the week and
permitted a Baha'i to give the message briefly.
The National Teaching Committee gave encouragement to this project as a unique experiment adapted to
a state quite different in size and customs from California and one more typical of many smaller states,
particularly those in the East. The experience gained
has been recorded in detail and thoroughly analyzed.
It will find application as the newly created National
Goals Committee develops plans for proclaiming the

Faith through the State Goals Committees. BaM',
Week in Connecticut can truly be considered as but one
of many preludes to the major proclamation to be undertaken in the 1967 Commemoration of the Messages

to the Kings,
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Increasing Scope and Effectivity of Programs Commendable

A brief review of reports of U.S. Race Unity Day
observances as reported in BAnA'i NEWS for the past
several years indicates that the American Baha'}
community is arising to the vital and imperative
challenge of the role it must play in establishing the
oneness of mankind in America. The programs this
year were sparked by a greater display of courage,
initiative, enthusiasm and ingenuity, cQupled with
wider publicity from press, radio, television, and
through prayers read at services in many churches
throughout the land.

Increased Officiar Recognition Significant
The Seattle~ Washington commu.lIJity obtained a
Proclamation for the State from Governor Daniel J.
Evans, and used the occasion to sponsor an inter~
community proclamation effort in cooperation with
Baha'is in the greater Seattle area. To reach Negro and
Oriental residents of the community, 7 500 copies of the
Ebony reprint were distributed as an enclosure in a
local Negro newspaper. A panel discussion, "Humanity
United," will be followed up with year-round posting of
billboards throughout the Seattle area, and a continuing concentrated publicity program. Besides obtaining
Mayor A. V. Sorenson's Proclamation, Omaha, Nebraska Baha'is held a successful picnic. Of sixty-eight
attending, only thirteen were Baha'is. Letters with the
prayer for unity were sent to ninety local and nearby
clergy. Another proclamation issued by Mayor Willard
T. Jordan of Costa Mesa, California which was wellpublicized, underscored a picnic breakfast at the
Orange County Fairgrounds.
y

Mr. and Mrs. James Yates, Rochester, New York, and
children. Mr. Yates was the speaker at the HomeH,

New YOTk observance of Race Unity Dcry.

Race Unity Week was proclaimed by the Mayor of
HoyneH, New York, Harold B. Crandall. This fact was
ignored in the otherwise splendid publicity obtained in
the local paper. Ten non-Baha'is were among the sixty
who attended a public talk by Mr. James Yates of
Rochester, New York, who not only talked lovingly of
the uOneness of Humanity," but beautifully demonstrated it by bringing his lovely family. Portsmouth,
New Hampshire obtained paid and free publicity regarding the Proclamation issued by Mayor Timothy J.

Picnic demonstrates unity of mankind at Omaha,
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First Baha'i proclamation obtained in Aurora,

Colo~

rado, is also first one signed by Mayor Norma Walker,

shown holding the proclamation. Members of the Assembly on hand

fOT

the signing are from left: I. Robert

Johnston, vke-chairman, Janet Dodge, secretary, and
Eldon Dennis, chairman.
Connors. Two "firsts" occurred in Aurora, Colorado: It
was the first occasion on which a mayor there made a
proclamation for the Baha'IS, and the first proclamation signed by Mayor Norma Walker. A well-integrated
audience representing Chinese, Indian, American
Indian, Negro and Caucasian, heard a panel discussion,
which was followed by open discussion and a potluck
dinner. A professionally-arranged Race Unity Day
display was placed in a window on a main thoroughfare
by Consolidated Display Company in Maywood, Illinois.
The exhibit will be featured for a month . . . Mayor

Edgar M. Elbert's Proclamation of Race Unity Day
was one of many he has issued for the Baha'is . . .
Lat..V'Tence, Kansas also reported obtaining a proclama~
tion, but all publicity regarding it and the Race Unity
Day panel discussion was ignored. Of five posters
prominently displayed in the town, two disappeared by

Sunday. Of the twenty who attended the meeting. five
were pre-Baha'is and were brought by the Baha'is.
Each church in Lawrence received the letter with the

This large crowd

of

picnickers received much

and a response was received from the Catholic
church stating the prayer would be read at every mass,
and praising the Baha'i community for its work in
human rights.
Signing of the Greensboro, North Carolina proclamation was covered by a local television station and
induded on their regular news report. Twenty-three
non-Baha'is were among the fifty-four who enjoyed a
picnic. with swimming. horse-shoes, ball, and a brief
talk on the "Unity of Man and Religion."
The Baha'i Communities of Madison and Monona
Village, Wisconsin, went all out for Race Unity Day. A
picture of Mayor Otto Feske signing the Proclamation,
witnessed by three Baha'is, was shown on a local
television station. Excellent newspaper, radio and
television coverage was obtained for announcements
and posters. Invitations went along with the letter and
prayer to 125 churches. Included on the outstanding
program at the University YMCA was the Mt. Zion
Baptist Church Choir (Negro) and Reverend Joe
Dawson, pastor, who spoke very highly of the love and
unity manifest in the Baha'i Faith. In addition, there
was a Baha'i speaker, and a vocal soloist rendered
Baha'i songs, accompanied by a violin quartet. The
Baha'i presentation was followed by slides and stories
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. After refreshments, guests viewed a
display of international dolls and literature, then
participated in a "song-fest" and many joined in the
Jewish "Hora" dance. The wonderful cooperation of
commtUlities, plus a well-planned program generated a
marvelous spirit and a highly successful evening ... A
multitude of successes was joyously announced by the
Huntsville, Alabama Baha'i community. A bi-racial
committee of three met with the Mayor for the signing
of the Proclamation, which was m.entioned on two local
radio newscasts and in newspaper publicity. Public
service announcements of the planned picnic were
given and a three-minute taped interview of a local
Baha'i was broadcast two days. The prayer for unity

was published as a paid ad. The forty-two happy
picnickers were subject to many looks of surprise from
passers-by. Mansfield~ Ohio also reported success with
Mayor Paul Bush. They sponsored a panel on the
"Oneness of Mankind. PI

attention from passers-by in HuntsvHle. Alabama.
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Striking Example 01 Originality
Hand of the Cause, Louis G. Gregory, was eulogized
by W. A. Robinson, long-time (non-Baha'i) friend of
Mr. Gregory. Mr. Robinson t former principal of Carver
High School in Phoenix, Arizona, was instrumental in
promoting an orderly integration of the Union High
School System. Numbered among his former pupils are
Auxiliary Board member William Maxwell, and Dr.
Martin Luther King. Mr. Robinson reached his 76th
birthday On June 12, and former pupils and business
associates (including Arizona Governor Samuel P.
Goddard and Junius Bowman, Executive Director of
the Phoenix Urban Lea gue) were asked to send
birthday greetings. These were placed in a handsomelybound leather book and presented to Mr. Robinson
along with a huge birthday cake. He was deeply
touched by this gesture, as were the sixty-five guests.
One third of those attending were not Baha'is, and
there was a wide representation of minority groups.

Allen MaTTison, New York City Bureau Chief for John-

son Publications, receives the first Race Unity Day
Award from William Dunlap, right, chairman of the
New York City Assem bly. At left is speaker Archibald

Tichenor, of Dumont, New Jersey.

Unusual Presentation
The Baha'is of New York City used the occasion to
present its first Race Unity Day award to Allen
Morrison, New York City Bureau Chief for Johnson
Publishing Company (Ebony, Jet, Tan, Hue) for his
outstanding efforts in promoting racial harmony and
human relations. The Spanish Teaching Committee
served as ushers for the crowd of 175 people, about a
third of which were non~Baha'js. Good publicity was
obtained in newspapers, radio and television.

Church Cooperation in Yakima I Washington
Pilgrim Rest Missionary Baptist Church cooperated
with the Yakima Baha'is in presenting a Baha'i
program at the church. Wesley Baker, vice-chairman
of the Everett Assembly, was the speaker. His excellent
presentation included taped excerpts from the Baha'i
Writings, and was interspersed with several beautifully
rendered vocal solos. The program was well·received

by the pastor, who said he hoped we would have an
even more successful "June 12th" next year. There was
a feeling that the mutual respect and appreciation
engendered would increase with future efforts.

Wesley Baker, vice-chaiTman of the EveTett, Washington Assemb~y, shown at left above, was the speaker for
the Yakima Race Unity Day program, held at the Pilgrim Rest MiSSionary Baptist Church.

Outstanding Public Meetings Well-Attended
The inspiring accounts of many fine public meetings
and picnics held throughout the country are too
numerous to treat individually. However, it is truly
astonishing to note the extent of the pUblicity obtained
in all media and the number of letters with the prayer
sent to churches. It is interesting to note that several
Catholic churches were the only ones reported to have
responded to the letters. Even so, we feel sure that the
prayer was read in many different churches throughout
the country on Race Unity Day. and that the voice of
the Baha'is in proclaiming the necessity for the
recognition and establishment of the oneness of mankind was heard throughout the land. Particular recognition must also be given for the increased participation of minority groups and the use of good music in the
programs.
In addition to those mentioned above, the following
communities deserve special citation for the excellence
of their efforts: Arizona: Scottsdale, in cooperation with
Glendale, North Maricopa County and Tempe. California: Bakersfield, Healdsburg, in cooperation with Santa
Rosa and Sonoma County Baha'is; Lakewood. FloTida:
Hollywood. Illinois: Chicago, Edwardsville, Libertyville, Peoria, Springfield. Indiana: Fort Wayne. Iowa:
Waterloo, in cooperation with Cedar Falls. Louisiana:
Alexandria (this brand-new assembly was exhilarated
by the success of its first Race Unity Day ,jfrolic"
which featured food, slides, a talk and an art exhibit.
This I'young" community sent letters to many neighboring communities and to several hundred local
clergymen.) Michigan: Ann Arbor, Flint. Minnesota:
Mjnneapolis. New York: Syracuse. Ohio: Euclid, Medina. Pennsylvania: Philadelphia (also instrumental in
setting up a window display at Camden, New Jersey. at
the request of the Union Federal Savings and Loan
Association). Washington: Spokane - whose effort was
directed at extension teaching in nearby Millwood,
their goal area. West Virginia: Charleston. Texas: EI
Paso, whose efforts. were rewarded by a published
newspaper interview of an inter~raciaI team. (The'
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reJigious. editor was so impressed he is reading
'Renewal of Civilization') and Fort Worth.
There were no doubt many other extremely worthwhile programs put on by communities which were not
reported to BAHA'i NEWS. We sincerely hope that the
follow-up on these programs will continue throughout
the year, and that an emphasis will be put on
continuing the trend towards mOre integrated participating groups, To the American Baha'i Community,
we'd like to say '·Well done, people of Baha!"
Group attending the panel presentation arranged by the
Lakewood, California Baha'i's. Nine pre-Bahci'is were
in attendance.

Baha'i Poet Wins World Festival of Negro Arts Award
Negro Digest, Jtme 1966, carries an article entitled
"Robert Hayden: Poet Laureate" by Dr. Rosey E, Pool,
which tells the story of Mr. Hayden's winning the
award for anglophone poetry at the First World Festival of Negro Arts for his book of poetry, A Ballad
of Remembrance, published by Paul Breman, London,
The award was announced by the jury chairman,
Langston Hughes at the Festival held in Dakar.
Senegal, Africa. The article mentions the poet's mem~
bership in the Baha'i Faith. It states: "Baha'i is belief
in the unity of all religions, of all prophets . . . . Baha'is
believe in the unity of aU mankind, the universality of
all of God's creation."

Baha'is Dedicate Tree

In

International Gardens

Salt Lake City, Utah, Commissioner Louis HoUey
plants tree in International Peace Garden, Japanese
Section, Salt Lake City on May 29, 1966. Two Japanese
cherry trees, one given by the Bahci'is of Salt Lake City
and Salt Lake County, the other by Ahce Kasai, Baha'i~
are in memory of her late husband Henry Kasai, instrumental in establishing the Japanese section of the
gardens. Shown with Alice Kasai is Mrs. T. E. Gaddis,
chairman of the Peace Gardens. Mr. Kasai received
honors ~ocally as well as from the Government Of Japan
for his outstanding work in citizenship and internfltiona~ relations.
,

Baha'i Teachings on Race Publicized
At the request of the local Urban League, the local
assembly of Urbana, Illinois, prepared a statement on
the attitude of the Baha'i Faith towards race relations
which was published in the local bulletin, The Cham.
paign County Urban League Reporter. The statement,
strong and direct, pleased the editors and showed
clearly that the Baha'is have more than a sentimental
feeling of "brotherly love". In part it read:
"When one becomes a Baha'i, therefore, his first duty
is to eliminate from his heart all lurking prejudices
until, in his association with his fellow-men t he can
forget color and other man-made barriers entirely.
Indeed, one man in Mississippi likes to say, 'I'm neither
Negro nor white. I'm a Baha'i.'
~'This universal. this transcending love which the
followers of the Baha'] Faith feel for their fellow-men is
neither mysterious nor can it be said to have been
artificially stimulated. It is both spontaneous and genuine. They whose hearts are warmed by the energizing
influence of God's creative love cherish His creatures
for His sake and recognize in every hUman face a sign
of His reflected glory."

Youth conference in Fort Wayne, Indiana May 29-31
attended by fifty-five youth from six states generated
a spirit Of joy and renewed dedication and led to at
least one declaration. Leaders included: Bettijane
Walker, Fred SudhoV, Charyl and Keith Thorpe, Janet

Wilhams, and Don Streets. Discussion covered the
topics: The Covenant, The Role oj You in the New
World Order . and Practical Application of the Spiritual
Life.
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Some of the Baha'is from twelve states who participated in the United Nations Seminar - pictured in the U.N.
Garden.

Baha'is Attend Two-Day Seminar
At United Nations
About sixty Baha'is took part in the first UN
Committee conducted Seminar at the United N atians,
on May 21-22, for the purpose of increasing their
knowledge about the organization and learning how it
relates to the Faith.
This two-day Seminar included a tour of United
Nations, a visit to the new office of the International
Baha'i Community, and the Meditation Room. Films
and slides were used to illustrate lectures about U.N.
activities, and discussion of how Baha'is CQuid celebrate U.N. Day and Human Rights Day was of partic-

First Local Spiritual Assembly of San Luis Obispo,
California formed AprU 21, 1966. Left to right: Mrs.
Diane Woodward, Gerald Woodward (v. chairman);
Mrs. Chris Faulconer (chairman), Bhola Aneja, Mrs.
Jan WiHiams (secretary), ManoucheT Karami, Mrs.
Karen FaHahi, Sia Fallahi, Mrs. Genevieve Riggs
(treaSl1rer J.

ular interest.
A highlight was the talk given by Mr. Erik Valters,
United Nations Information Officer, who brought out the
fact that today's world is very different than it was
twenty years ago when the United Nations Charter was
drawn Up, and many international crises develop which
were never envisioned by the founders, for which
solutions must be found.
The participants in the Workshop, chosen by their
LSA's, came from Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia and
Washington, D.C. It is hoped this will become an annual
event and that a larger area of the country may be
included in the future.
-COMMITTEE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS

Loca! SpiritlLa~ Assembly of Atameda, California incorporated May 19, 1966. Front, left to right: Catherine
Rafaat, Verna Rowley, Pearl Newcomer, Margaret
Cavanaugh. Rear, left to right: Hugh Rowley, John
Newcumer, Robert Heidrick, Leonard Kress, AtoHah
Rafaat.
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Ninth Annual Southwestern Baha'i Summer School Resounding Success
Well-Planned Program Drew Beautiful Response
'~Best session yet!" was the enthusiastic consensus of
those attending the Ninth Annual Southwestern Baha'i
Summer School. This year the School was held at the
Assembly of God Camp at Turner Falls, Oklahoma, a
great improvement over last year's locale. Of the
ninety·six attending, approximately twenty-five were
age thirteen and younger, twenty-five were youth and
the rest adults, resulting in a nicely balanced session.
Weekends were crammed with special programs, as
were the evenings, with special emphasis on examples
of significant observances of Baha'i Holy Days and
Baha'i functions such as weddings.
Weekend programs included an address by NSA
member Paul Pettit, giving frank treatment of the
subject of Baha'i morality and the necessity for
obedience to Baha'i laws; an outstanding course on
teaching the Baha'i Faith through the use of music,
given by Dr. Allan Ward; a course on 'Abdu'l-Baha,
also presented by Dr. Ward; and "A Different Kind of
Pilgrimage," s1ide program presented by "Sissy" Weil.

Vdriety of Topics Timely and Inspiring
Daily classes were given on the following subjects:
Writings of Bah .. 'u'llah, taught by Auxiliary Board
member, Dr. William Tucker, and based primarily on
the Epistle to the Scm of the Wolf; Proclamation to the
Kings, Mrs. Jane McCants, using The Promised Day is
Come; The Individual Believer and the Covenant,
beautifully presented by Mrs. Virginia Johnson, who
substituted without notice for Mrs. Velma Sherrill; a
History of the Faith, prepared by Dr. Allan Ward (who
was unable to be with us during the week) effectively
handled by Orville Teske; and a class on Pioneering,
given by Mrs. Vivian Haley, based on her pioneering
experiences in Honduras. Youth attended adult classes
except one on the Covenant, attending instead a class
taught by Sissy Weil, "Youth and the Covenant."
Classes for the "You ng Set"
Children's classes were competently taught by Mrs.
Virginia Johnson. Mrs. Liz Gibson, Mrs. Lena Watson,
Mrs. Jean Rowell, Mrs. Mary Helen Brown and Miss
,jHappy" Callaway. Assisting the teachers were the
Misses Antoinette Lovelady and Teri Norman. Miss
Sudie Faith Johnson had charge of the Arts and Crafts
Program ior the School, and did a magnificent job.
Evening Progr.m Highlights
Featured evening programs enriched the total experience of the session, There was an example of the
Commemoration of the Ascension of Bahfl'u'llah; a
slide program of Europe, by Sissy Weil; a declaration
for AI Burgess and Stacey Dobbins (both youth)
combined with a birthday party for Stacey and Allene
Squires, followed by a marshmallow roast; and a mock
Baha'i wedding, Children's night on Friday was a
surprise treat for all. It was amazing to see what they
had accomplished during the week. The room was filled
with their creations - calendars, Greatest Names,

ChHdren's Night at the ninth annual Southwestern
Baha'i summer school was an outstanding evening.
flowers (which were distributed to all). They sang,
recited prayers, demonstrated positions they like to use
while praying, and told of ways they would demonstrate the Baha'i way of life. Climaxing the evening
was a puppet show by the older children using a skit
written by Sudie Faith Johnson.
An Unforgett.ble Night
An unusually beautiful and dramatic observance of
the Declaration of the Bah was staged by Paul Pettit,
Jane McCants and William Tucker. They were assisted
by the youth chorus, ably trained and led by Iris
Reaves. This was followed by a surprise birthday party
for Vic Di Buono, who had arrived two days before to
take over as manager of the camp cafeteria for the rest
of the summer. In addition to being attracted to the
teachings of Baha'u'llah, he had become so impressed
with the unity and warmth of the group that he was
moved to make his declaration that night. Following
this thrilling moment, Paul Pettit showed his magnificent slides of Baha!i activities taken over a period of
years.
Special Commendation Due
Individuals who contributed in an outstanding manner to the success of the school were Rudy Koskie, who
in addition to his kitchen capabilities displayed an array of talents which assured the smooth-running of
the camp; Mrs. Alice King, cook, who delighted in
providing delectable "goodiest! for evening snacks;
Brandie Watson and Lynne King, youth counselors,
who won the hearts and the whOlehearted cooperation
of the youth; Liz Gibson, who lent her talents to
everything in the children's department, and Mike
Reimer, whose leadership and ability made him an
excellent youth coordinator. The committee is deeply
indebted to the teachers, staff and participants, whose
enthusiastic efforts made this "the best session yet!"
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NEWS BRIEFS
That the dispersal of Baha'is to serve as pioneers for
the Faith is newsworthy has been demonstrated by the
Urbana and Champaign, Illinois Baha'i communities
when they recently received a detailed three column
writeup with picture in the local daily newspaper. the
News-Gazette~ in which the story of those who are
leaving is told in some detail and the basic purposes of
teaching the Faith are given, A total of fourteen adults,
a youth and five children are leaving the two communities and, as stated in the writeup, "They will not
meddle in local or national politics, will be law-abiding
in their methods. They will share with those who
express interest their belief that the teachings of Baha'u'lblh are divinely inspired."

o
Another "first" for the Faith occurred May 18 when
students at Weliesley College, Wellesley, Massachusetts
were given an opportunity to hear a discussion of the
Baha'i Faith by a Baha'i speaker, Winston Evans.
Sponsored by the Chapel Organization of the College
the meeting was held in one of the College buildings
and dealt with the subject, "Christ and Baha'u'IU.h".
Prof. Warren Wagar of Wellesley's History Department
introduced the speaker and led the discussion. Prof.
Wagar in his opening remarks referred to the Faith
thus: "The Baha'i Faith interests me more than any
religion in the world today ... it is intriguing to anyone
concerned with the problem of a coming world order. H
In his book, The City of Man, Prof. Wagar devoted
several pages to a discussion of the Faith and its plan
for a World Order. The student weekly, We!!esley
College News carried writeups of the meeting both
before and after May 18. The accounts totalled twenty
column inches and gave the important basic facts of
the Faith quite accurately.

The Baha'i Faith was brought to the attention of an
estimated 350,000 people in the Twin Cities of Benton
Harbor and St. Joseph, Michigan on May 7, 1966, the
occasion being the annual Blossomtime Parade which
attracts people from miles around,
The Baha'i group of St. Joseph entered a float in the
parade t the theme of which was "Steps to Peace". The
-float was built in four steps representing: education,
understanding, love and, On top, a globe with the word
Peace across it. On each of the steps were children of
different races holding the U.N. flag and the religious
syn:bols of the major religions. The words "Bahali
World Faith" appeared on the float, which received a
very enthusiastic welcome all along the three mile
parade route.

o
National Baha'i Addresses
Pie .... Address Mail Correctly!
National Baha'i Administrative
National Treasurer:
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
Make Checks Pa.ya.ble to: National Bah3.'i Fund
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110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
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Baha'i House of Worship

Calendar of Events
FEASTS

Visiting Hours
Daily
10 :00 a.m. to 10 p.m.

August 2(}-Asma' (Names)
September 8---'Izzat (Might)

Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETING
August 12-15

Headquarters~

536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Ill.

Public Meetings
Sundays
4:15 p.m.
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The Guardianship and the Universal House of Justice
RELATIONSHIP EXPLAINED BY THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Passages from a letter written by the Universal House of
Justice on 27th May 1966 in response to questions asked by an
individual believer on the relationship between the Guardianship and the Universal House of Justice. Published with permission of the Universal House of Justice.

Dear Baha'i Friend,
. . . You query the timing of the election of the
Universal House of Justice in view of the Guardian's
statement: " ... given favorable circumstances under
which the Baha'is of Persia and the adjoining countries
under Soviet rule, may be enabled to elect their national representatives . . . the only remaining obstacle in
the way of the definite formation of the International
House of Justice will have been removed." On 19th
April 1947 the Guardian. in ~ letter written on his behalf
by his secretary, replied. to the enquiry of an individua1
believer abo~t this passage: nAt the time he referred to
Russia there were Baha'is there, now the community
has practically ceased to exist, therefore the formation
of the International House of Justice cannot depend on
a Russian N.S.A., but other strong N.S.A.s will have to
be built up before it can be established. I t
You suggest the possibility that, for the good of the
Cause, certain information concerning the succession to
Shoghi Effendi is being withheld from the believers. We
assure you that nothing whatsoever is being withheld
from the friends for whatever reason. There is no doubt
at all that in the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahit
Shoghi Effendi was the authority designated to appoint
his success Of, but he had no children and all the
surviving A@~an had broken the Covenant, Thus, as
the Hands of the Cause stated in 1957, it is clear that
there was no one he could have appointed in accor-

dance with the provisions of the Will. To have made an
appointment outside the clear and specific provisions
of the Master's Will and Testament would obviously
have been an impossible and unthinkable course of
action fOf the Guardian, the divinely-appointed upholder and defender of the Covenant. Moreover, that same
Will had provided a clear means for the confirmation of
the Guardian's appointment of his successor, as you
are aware. The nine Hands to be elected by the body of
the Hands were to give their assent by secret ballot to
the Guardian's choice. In 1957 the entire body of the
Hands, after fully investigating the matter, announced
that Shoghi Effendi had appointed no successor and left
no will. This is documented and established.
The fact that Shoghi Effendi did not leave a will
cannot be adduced as evidence of his failure to obey
Baha'u'Jlah - rather should we acknowledge that in.his
very silence there is a wisdom and a sign of his
infallible guidance. We should ponder deeply the writings that We have, and seek to tmderstand the multitudinous significances that they contain. Do not forget
that Shoghi Effendi said two things were necessary for
a growing understanding of the World Order of Bahit'u'Jlah: the passage of time and the guidance of the
Universal House of Justice.

The Infallability of the Universal House of
Ju,tice Within It, Ordained Sphere
The infalliability of the Universal House of Justice,
operating within its ordained sphere, has not been
made dependent upon the presence in its membership
of the Guardian of the Cause. Although in the realm of
interpretation the Guardian's pronouncements are al-

~
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ways binding. in the area of the Guardian's participa~
tion in legislation it is always the decision of the House
itself which must prevaiL This is supported by the
words of the Guardian: HThe interpretation of the
Guardian, functioning within his own sphere, is as
authoritative and binding as the enactments of the
International House of Justice. whose exclusive right
and prerogative is to pronounce upon and deliver the
final judgment on such laws and ordinances as Baha'u'JU.h has not expressly revealed. Neither can, nor will
ever, infringe upon the sacred and prescribed domain
of the other. Neither will seek to curtail the specific and
undoubted authority with which both have been divinely invested.
UThough the Guardian of the Faith has been made
the permanent head of so august a body he can never,
even temporarily, assume the right of exclusive legislation. He cannot override the decision of the majority of
his fellow-members, but is bound to insist upon a
reconsideration by them of any enactment he conscientiously believes to conflict with the meaning and to
depart from the spirit of Balui'u'IM.h's revealed utterances."

However, quite apart from his function as a member
and sacred head for life of the Universal House of
Justice, the Guardian, ftmctioning within his own
sphere, had the right and duty "to define the sphere of
the legislative action" of the Universal House of Justice. In other words, he had the authority to state
whether a matter was or was not already covered by
the Sacred Texts and therefore whether it was within
the authority of the Universal House of Justice to
legislate upon it. No other person, apart from the
Guardian, has the right or authority to make such
definitions. The question therefore arises: In the absence of the Guardian, is the Universal House of Justice
in danger of straying outside its proper sphere and thus
falling into error? Here we must remember three
things: First, Shoghi Effendi, during the thirty-six
years of his Guardianship, has alreJidy made innumerpo
able such definitions, supplementing those made by
'Abdu'l-Baha and by Baba'u'llah Himself. As already
announced to the friends, a careful study of the Writings and interpretations on any subject on which the
House of Justice proposes to legislate always precedes
its act of legislation. Second, the Universal House of
Justice, itself assured of divine guidance, is well aware
of the absence of the Guardian and will approach all
matters of legislation on]y when certain of its sphere of
jurisdiction, a sphere which the Guardian has confidently described as "clearly defined". Third, we must
not forget the Guardian's written statement about these
two institutions: "Neither can, nor will ever, infringe
upon the sacred and prescribed domain of the other. 11
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Enactments of Universal House of Justice
Are Inspired and Spiritual
As regards the need to have deductions made from
the Writings to help in the formulation of the enactments of the House of Justice, there is the following text
from the pen of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Those matters of major importance which
constitute the foundation of the Law of God are
explicitly recorded in the Text, but subsidiary laws
are left to the House of Justice. The wisdom of this
is that the times never remain the same) for change
is a necessary quality and an essential attribute of
this world, and of time and place. Therefore the
House of Justice will take action accordingly.
"Let it not be imagined that the House of Justice
will take any decision according to its own concepts
and opinions. God forbid! The Supreme House of
Justice will take decisions and establish laws
through the inspiration and confirmation of the
Holy Spirit, because it is in tile safekeeping and
Wlder the shelter and protection of the Ancient
Beauty, and obedience to its decisions is a bounden
and essential duty and an absolute obligation, and
there is no escape for anyone.
"Say, 0 People: Verily the Supreme House of
Justice is under the wings of your Lord, the
Compassionate, the All-Merciful. that is under His
protection, His care, and His sheIter; for He has
commanded the firm believers to obey that blessed,
sanctified and all-subduing body, whose sovereignty is divinely ordained and of the Kingdom of Heaven and wh.Jse laws are inspired and spiritual.
"Briefly, this is the wisdom of referring the laws
of society to the House of Justice. In the reJigion of
Islam, similarly. not every ordinance was explicitly
revealed; nay not a tenth part of a tenth part was
included .in the Text; although all matters of major
importance were specifically referred to, there
were undoubtedly thousands of laws which were
unspecified. These were devised by the divines of a
later age according to the laws of Islamic jurisprudence. and individual divines made conflicting
deductions from the original revealed ordinances.
All these were enforced. Today this process of
deduction is the right of the body of the House of
Justice, and the deductions and conclusions of
individual learned men have no authority. unless
they are endorsed by the House of Justice. The
difference is precisely this. that from the conclusions and endorsements of the body of the House of
Justice whose members are elected by and known
to the worldwide Baha'i community. no differences
will arise; whereas the conclusions of individual
divines and scholars would definitely lead to
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differences, and result in schism, division and
dispersion. The oneness of the Word would be
destroyed, the unity of the Faith would disappear t
and the edifice of the Faith of God would be
shaken."

Ensures Continuity of Authority Which Flows
From the Source of Our Faith
In the Order of Baha'u'llah there are certain
functions which are reserved to certain institutions, and
others which are shared in common, even though they
may be more in the special province of one or the
other. For example, although the Hands of the Cause of
God have the specific functions of protection and
propagation, and are specialized for these functions, it
is also the duty of the Universal House of Justice and
the Spiritual Assemblies to protect and teach the
Cause - indeed teaching is a sacred obligation placed
upon every believer by Baha'u'llah. Similarly? although after the Master authoritative interpretation
was exclusively vested in the Guardian, and although
legislation is exclusively the function of the Universal
House of Justice. these two Institutions are, in Shoghi
EffendPs words, "complementary in their aim and
purpose." "Their common, their fundamental object is
to ensure the continuity of that divinely-appointed
authority which flows from the Soul'Ce of our Faith, to
safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the
integrity and flexibility of its teachings." Whereas the
Universal House of Justice cannot undertake any
function which exclusively appertained to the Guardian, it must continue to pursue the object which it
shares in common with the Guardianship.
~ you point out with many quotations, Shoghi Effendi
repeatedly stressed the inseparability of these two
institutions. Whereas he obviously envisaged their
functioning together, it cannot logically be deduced
from this that one is unable to function in the absence
of the other. During the whole thirty-six years of his
Guardianship Shoghi Effendi functioned without the
Universal House of Justice. Now the Universal House of
Justice must function without tJ:1e Guardian, but the
principle of inseparability remains. The Guardianship
does not lose its significance nor position in the Order of
BaluPu'llith merely because there is no living Guardian. We must guard against two extremes: one is to
argue that because there is no Guardian all that was
written about the Guardianship and its position in the
Baha'i World Order is a dead letter and was unimportant; the other is to be so overwhelmed by the significance of the Guardianship as to underestimate the
strength of the Covenant, or to be tempted to compromise with the clear texts in order to find somehow, in
SOme way, a "Guardian".

3

This I, God', Cause: Its Light Will Not Fail
Service to tbe Cause of God requires absolute fidelity
and integrity and unwavering faith in Him. No good but
only evil can come from taking the responsibility for
the future of God's Cause into our own hands and trying
to force it into ways that we wish it to go regardless of
the clear texts and our own limitations. It is His Cause.
He has promised that its light will not faiL Our part is
to cling tenaciously to the revealed Word and to the
Institutions that He has created to preserve His Covenant.
It is precisely in this connection that the believers
must recognize the importance of intellectual honesty
and humility. In past dispensations many errors arose
because the believers in God's Revelation were overanxious to encompass the Divine Message within the
framework of their limited understanding, to define
doctrines where definition was beyond their power, to
explain mysteries which only the wisdom and experience of a later age would make comprehensible, to
argue that something was true because it appeared
desiI'a hIe and necessary. Such compromises with
essential truth, such intellectual pride, we must scrupulously avoid.
If some of the statements of the Universal House of
Justice are not detailed the friends should realize that
the cause of this is not secretiveness, but rather the
determination of this body to refrain from interpreting
the teachings and to preserve the truth of the
Guardian's statement that "Leaders of religion, exponents of political theories, governors of human institutions. . need have no doubt or anxiety regarding the
nature. the origin or validity of the institutions which
the adherents of the Faith are building up throughout
the world. For these lie embedded in the teachings
themselves, unadulterated and unobscured by unwarranted inferences, or unauthorized interpretations of
His Word."

Distinction Between Authoritative and Individual
Interpretation
A clear distinction is made in our Faith between
authoritative interpretation and the interpretation or
understanding that each individual arrives at for
himself from his study of its teachings. While the
former is confined to the Guardian, the latter, according to the guidance given to us by the Guardian
himself. should by no means be suppressed. In fact
such individual interpretation is considered the fruit
of man's rational power and conducive to a better
understanding of the teachings, provided that no
disputes or arguments arise among the friends and the
individual himself understands and makes it clear that
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his views are merely his O'NIl. Individual interpretations continually change as one grows in comprehension of the teachings. As Shoghi Effendi wrote: "To
deepen in the Cause means to read the writings of
Baha'u'llatt and the Master so thoroughly as to be able
to give it to others in its pure form. There are many
who have some superficial idea of what the Cause
stands for. They, therefore. present it together with all
sorts of ideas that are their own. As the Cause is still in
its early days we must be most carefullest we fall into
this error and injure the Movement we so much adore.
There is no limit to the study of the Cause. The more we
read the Writings, the more truths we can find in Them,
the more we will see that our previous notions were
erroneous." So, although individual insights can be
enlightening and helpful, they can also be misleading.
The friends must therefore learn to listen to the views
of others without being over-awed or allowing their
faith to be shaken, and to express their own views
without pressing them on their fellow Baha'is.
The Cause of God is organic, growing and developing
like a living being. Time and .again it has faced crises
which have perplexed the believers, but each time the
Cause, impelled by the immutable purpose of God,
overcame the crisis and went on to greater heights.

responsibility for ensuring the lUlity and progress of the
Cause of God in accordance with the revealed Word.
There are statements from the Master and the
Guardian indicating that the Universal· House of
Justice, in addition to being the Highest Legislative
Body of the Faith, is also the body to which all must
turn, and is the "apex" of the Baha'i Administrative
Order, as well as the "supreme organ of the Baha'i
Com!D0nweaIth·'. The Guardian has in his writings
specified for the House of Justice such fundamental
functions as the formulation of future world-wide
teaching plans, the conduct of the administrative
affairs of the Faith, and the guidance, organization and
unification of the affairs of the Cause throughout the
world. Furthermore in God Passes By the Guardian
makes the following statement: "The Kitab-i-Aqdas ...
not only preserves for posterity the basic laws and
ordinances on which the fabric of His future World
Order must rest, but ordains, in addition to the function
of interpretation which it confers upon His Successor,
the necessary institutions through which the integrity
and unity of His Faith can alone be safeguarded." He
has also, in HThe Dispensation of Bahit'u'llah", written
that the members of the Universal House of Justice
"and not the body of those who either directly or
indirectly elect them, have thus been made the
recipients of the divine guidance which is at once the
life-blood and ultimate safeguard of this Revelation."

"Unto the Most Holy Book Every One Must Turn"
However great may be our inability to understand
the mystery and the implications of the passing of
Shoghi Effendi~ the strong cord to which all must cling
with assurance is the Covenant. The emphatic and
vigorous language of 'Abdu'I·Baha's Will and Testa·
ment is at this time, as at the time of His own passing,
the safeguard of the Cause:
'~Unto the Most Holy Book every one must turn
and all that is not expressly recorded therein must
be referred to the Universal House of Justice. That
which this body, whether unanimously or by a
majority doth carry, that is verily the Truth and
the Purpose of God Himself. Whoso doth deviate
therefrom is verily of them that love discord, hath
shown forth malice, and turned away from the
Lord of the Covenant." And again: "All must seek
guidance and tum unto the Center of the Cause and
the House of Justice. And he that turneth unto
whatsoever else is indeed in grievous error. OJ

The Universal House of Justice, which the Guardian
said would be regarded by posterity as "the last refuge
of a tottering civilization" is now, in the absence of the
Guardian, tbe sole infallibly guided institution in the
world to which all must tum, and on it rests thc

As the Universal House of Justice has already
announced, ~t cannot legislate to make possible the
appointment of a successor to Shoghi Effendi, nor can it
legislate to make possible the appointment of any more
Hands of the Cause, but it must do everything within its
power to ensure the performance of all those functions
which it shares with these two mighty Institutions. It
must make provision for the proper discharge in future
of the functions of protection and propagation, which
the administrative bodies share with the Guardianship
and the Hands of the Cause; it must, in the absence of
the Guardian, receive and disburse the ~uququ'llah. in
accordance with the following statement of 'Abdu'lBaha: "Disposition of the I;{uquq, wholly or partly, is
permissible, but this should be done by permission of
the authority in the Cause to whom all must turn.": it
must make provision in its Constitution for the removal
of any of its members who commits a sin "injurious to
the common weal". Above all, it must, with perfect
faith in Baha'u'llah, proclaim His Cause and enforce
His Law so that the Most Great Peace shall be firmly
established in this world and the foundation of the
Kingdom of God on earth shall be accomplished.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE •
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Universal House of Justice
Gives Revised Statistics

Universal House of Justice Commends
"A New Way of Life"

In a recent communication to the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, the
Universal House of Justice sent the following statistical
information:
Countries now open to the Faith. .... . . .. . . ... 305
Independent countries ., .............. ,... 124
Territories and islands ., .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 181
Number of localities where Baha'is live
throughout the world ...................... 25,000
Number of local assemblies ..... " .......... 5,800
Number of Temple sites acquired ... _. . ... .
50
Number of languages into which Baha'i
literatures has been translated .... _.... ... 369

The Baha'i youth in particular will be interested to
know that the Universal House of Justice has commended the publication A New Way Of Life: [What it
Means to be a Baha'i Youth], stating that they were
"highly pleased H with it. They also requested that
copies be sent in their name to all National Spiritual
Assemblies having a Nine Year Plan goal of extending
Baha'i education to the largest number possible of
Baha'i youth. This was done by the Bah"'i Publishing
Trust.
'}:he publication has met with a warm response from
the youth. as wen as all of the Baha'i agencies interest~
ed in youth teaching work. Some 6,000 copies have gone
out in the approximate nine months of its existence.

First Sardinian Believer Enrolled

permanent group was formed, but still there were no
native believers ~
Then, on April 6, 1966, Signora Livia Pargentino of
Cagliari (the capital of Sardinia) became the first per~
son in Sardinia to accept the Revelation of Baha'u'TIah.
Her search was a long, patient one. By God's will, the
miracle took place. She lUlderstood and accepted. Thus
the first fruit has been gathered in Sardinia.
Photo (inset) shows the members of the Cagliari
Sardinia Baha'i Group as follows (left to right): James
Holmlund (auxiliary board member), Mrs. Marie
Holmlund (first pioneer to Sardinia), Lady Kathleen
Hornell, Fereidun Mazlum and Mrs. Livia Pargentino,
first Sardinian Baha'i.
May the combined efforts of al1 those who have
served and sacrificed bring about a rich harvest. May
the outstanding traits of loyalty strong~mindedness and
hospitality which distinguish the Sardinians be used to
serve the Faith and may the island realize a spiritual
rebirth that shall far surpass the material one now
taking place!

The history of the Faith in Sardinia began when
'Abdu'l-Baha mentioned it in his TaMets of the Divine
Plan. Then Shoghi Effendi launched the Ten Year Crusade in 1953. In November 1953 Marie Ciocca (Holmlund), the first Baha'i, landed on shores which had seen
an endless number of conquerors arrive, only this time
it was a spiritual conquest.
During the next thirteen years-many Baha'j
visitors came to the island, often pilgrims returning from the Holy
Land. The most devoted, constant visitors
were Hand of the Cause,
Dr. Ugo Giachery and
his wife, who made numerous visits throughout the years. Through
their efforts, hundreds learned of the Faith. Final1y a

1

lta!ian Convention April 24-25, 1966 at the lfa.iratu'I-Quds, Rome, with Hand of the
Cause Dr. Adelbert Mil.schlegel.
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Members of the National Spiritual Assembly Of the
Netherlands, 1966: Left to right; Edward L. Bode, Lout

Members of the newly ele<;ted National Spiritual Assembly of Italy, left to right, seated: Mrs. A. Boerio,
(secretary); Mr. H. Muhbubi, (chairman); Mrs. M.
Rosio J (assistant secretary); Miss T. TafJa~ (Tecording
secretary); standing: Mr. A. Robiati, Mr. G. Jacoviello,
(tTeaSUrf!T); Mrs. A. De Falco; Professor A. Bausani;
Mr. H. Avaregan.

van Veenendaal (vice-chairman), Mrs. Maas Vander
Garde (recording secretary), Jan Sysling, Rein. Gramsma (treasurer), Masoud Mazgani, Bob Van Lith (chairman), Mrs. Lottie Tobias (corresponding seCTetaryJ
and Kamran A!a'i.

Formation of New London Boroullh Assemblies

South America Meets New Challenges

The Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of London was
the tirst Baha'i Assembly formed, about forty years
ago, in the British Isles. During recent years the size of
the London community grew into one of the largest in
the western world. Recently when the local authorities
reorganized the boroughs of London, the Universal
House of Justice directed the dissolution of the London
Assembly and formation of individual borough assemblies. Consequently the London Assembly was dissolved on April 21, 1966. and twelve new London
Borough assemblies were formed in Barnet, Brent,
Camden, Croydon, Ealing, Hammersmith, Harringey,
Havering, Kensington-Chelsea, Lambeth, Wandsworth
and Westminister.
During its long and illustrious existence, London Assembly and community played an important role in the
Baha'i activities in the British Isles and elsewhere.
Today there are many valiant pioneers in Britain and
abroad, who arose in the service of the Faith when they
were members of the London community. Former
members of the London Assembly included Hands of
the Cause, Hasan Balyuzi and John Ferraby; and two
members of the Universal House of Justice. David
Hofman and Ian Semple.
Besides the increase in the number of local assemblies, the teaching activities in the Greater London
area have increased many-fOld.

Baha'i News has been privileged to share with its
readers in recent months many interesting stories of
achievement. notably the Indian teaching work in Venezuela and Colombia, regional teaching conferences in
Argentina and youth conferences in Bolivia and Brazil.
The following items briefly cover activities not previously reported and are from a summary report in the
bulletin prepared by the Hands of the Cause in South
America.

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of London, England
elected at Rigvan, 122 (April 21, 1965) the last year of
its existence. Front, left to right: Mrs. Kathleen Hyett
(vice chairman), Mrs. Meherangiz M'Unsiff1 Miss 'Vivian

Isenthal. Rear, left to right: A. Nazar, Ron Stee (secretary), A. Gollestaneh, Eruch Munsiif (chairman), Donald Millar (tTeasureT) , Hassan Afnan.

Braz.i', Corombia. Peru Join Forces in Amawn
The three National Spiritual Assemblies of Brazil,
Colombia and Peru have joined forces and are sending
material resources and traveling teachers for the development of the Faith in the enormous, elevated
Amazon area, where there are already firmly established Local Spiritual Assemblies in Iqui tos, Peru,
Leticia, Colombia and Marco, Brazil.

Three National Assemblies Fulfill Joint Goal
Fulfilling one of the joint goals set by the Universal
House of Justice for the National Spiritual Assemblies
of Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay thirty-five Baha'is
took advantage of their collective vacation during Carnival Week to hold a school for Baha'i teachers. Six
Baha'is from Paraguay and five from Uruguay met
with twenty-four believers from Argentina in the peace-;.
ful. interior city of Colon, geographically located an
equal distance from Buenos Aires, Asuncion and Montevideo. For nine consecutive days they underwent a
concentrated preparation for teaching. The program
was made up of six principal subjects: Origin and history of the Baha'i Faith; The Spiritual Life of the Individual; The Administrative Order; The Essential
Truths and Principles of the Faith; Teaching the
Cause; Special Events and Baha'i Social Life. These
three National Assemblies plan an amplification and
consolidation of this International Institute in the near
future.
Bolivia Plans Five Regional Institutes
The N alional Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia has recently decided to form five Regional Institutes located
in different area-s of the country. Each of these Institutes will have its director and teacher, both living
permanently in the area and dedicating all their time
to teaching work. The basic goals of these Schools will
be three: (1) To prepare voluntary Baha'i teachers who
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Three villages in the Cuzco area of
Peru wheTe active teaching WOTk. is
carried on by pioneeTs SenOT and
Senora Fernando Alvarez. Left to
right (and below) aTe Baha'.s fTom
the villages of OcutUan, ChincheTo
and Huama.

will help local assemblies in augmenting Baha'i life in
the community. These teachers will also teach in the
villages and work in the consolidation of the Faith. (2)
To teach voluntary Baha'i instructors to read and
write. (3) To establish primary schools for the children
and young people of the nearby villages.
The intense teaching work done in the villages this
past year has resulted in some of the popular leaders in
these villages fearing that they were losing their influence among the people and hence beginning a calumnious campaign against the Baha'is, causing much
anguish for the National Assembly and the Hands of
the Cause. This serious threat was lessened by an
intense action of enlightening the public with supportive documents and official pUblications issued by government ministers, testifying to the beneficial character of the Baha'i Faith. The testimony in these official
publications from the highest government departments
is of inestimable value to the Faith, and represents a
recognition of our beloved Faith in Bolivia.

Chile Send. Pioneer Nearest the South Pole
This year the Baha'is in Chile have made many
important advancements tQward fulfillment of the goals
they have been assigned in the Nine Year Plan by the
Universal House of Justice.
The goal of Tierra de Fuego Island was filled by the
Paraguayan pioneer, RudoHo Flecha, who arrived at
the city of Ushuaia in the middle of March as the result
of international collaboration between Chile, Argentina
and Paraguay. Ushuaia is located on the southern point
of the continent, even closer than Punta Arenas to Cape
Horn, which makes it the Baha'i locality nearest the
South Pole.
The goal of Mocha Island was filIed by pioneer,

Agapito Bravo. Baha'i pioneer, Luz G. Abarca, went to
Chiloe Island, and is now teaching throughout this Archipelago group.
Teaching the Faith through Correspondence Courses
has attained good results. Altogether 223 persons have
studied the Faith through these courses, 101 having
completed their course. The students are from fifty
different localities. Plans are made to make personal
contact with each one. Because of the good results of
this type of teaching, the National Spiritual Assembly
has decided to increase the use of these courses, improve the material which is sent and cultivate the
valuable relationship won through this contact.

Colombia Opens San Andre and Providence Islands
The goal Islands of San Andre and Providence were
opened by Charles and Helen Hornby, who have enlisted a number of BaM'is in San Andre and Providence. These Caribbean Islands are part of Colombia
but the majority of the inhabitants speak English.
Ecuador Establishes Teaching Institute
The additional goal assigned to Ecuador by the
Universal House of Justice is that of establishing a
Teaching Institute anywhere in the area where mass
teaching is taking place. This goal is now being attained. The work has been made possible by the generous donation of $3,300 sent by the Baha'i community of
Ardistan, Persia. This sum, although insufficient for the
total cost, is a substantial financial base for beginning
construction.
The Guianas Acquire New Headquarters in Geor<]etowR
Combining the financial aid of the National Assembly
of Britain with the BahAfi forces of Georgetown f a
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large, majestic Baha'i headquarters has been obtained
which will be the future National J:Ia,irat'ul-Quds.

Peru Form. Cuzco Assembly, Site 01 Permanenlln,titule
Last Ri9van the Baha'i Faith in Peru took a very
important step for its progress with the establishment
of three new local spiritual assemblies. One of them is
in the extremely important center of Cuzco, where a
permanent Teaching Institute will be established this
year for the development of Baha'i teachers.

carlo (vice-chairman), Susan Baral (corresponding sec~
retary), Angelica Doldan (recording secretary), Gilbert
Grasselly (treasurer), Ana Alvarez, Marcos Villalba,
Octavio Benitez and Rosa Laterza.
Peru: Enrique Sanchez (chairman). Guillermo Aguilar (vice-chairmanL Isabel de Sanchez (corresponding
secre~ary), Oscar Egusquiza (recording secretary),
Moralma Casas (treasurer), 'Alberto Guerrero, Demetrio Molero, Grover Gonzalez and Mabel Long.
Uruguay: Juan Yura, (chairman), Martin La Palma

National A"embli .. Bected
The following National Spiritual Assemblies are
among those not previously reported in Baha'i News:
Brazil: Vivaldo Ramos (chairman), Shapoor Monadjem (vice-chairman), Muriel Miessler (corresponding
secretary). Osmar Mendes (recording secretary),
Djalal Eghrari (treasurer), Alzira Vallandro, Edivaldo
Andrade, Nylza Taetz and Robert Miessler.

Chile: Ema Cabezas (chairman), Sergio Aparicio
(vice-chairman), Alejandro Reid (corresponding secretary), Leticia Franchino (recording secretary), Jose
Rodriguez (treasurerL Eduardo Roe, Carlos Martinez,
Edmundo Fuchslocher and Ricardo Bernardos.
Ecuador: Patricia Conger (chairman), Gonzalo Calderon (vice-chairman), Dorothy Campbell (corresponding secretary). Isabel de Calderon (assistant secretary). Segundo Davila (treasurer), David Beckett,
George Conger, Raul Pavon and Teresa Jara.
Paraguay: Francisco Laterza (chairman), Luis Mer-

Eight Villages Represented at
Guajiro Training Session
Sixteen Baha'is representing eight villages in the
Venezuelan Guajira attended the fourth Guajiro Baha'i
Teacher Training Session in the town of Santa Cruz de
Mara, April 7·10:. Classes on the themes of History,
Spiritual Subjects, Administration and Health and Hygiene were presented by a staff of five pioneers. It
included a practice local assembly election. Classes on
Baha'i Laws were given by two of the most advanced
GUajiro teachers. A competition was held for memoriz~
ing prayers, and all were very pleased when the winner
of the prize. a framed photograph of the Wilmette
Baha'i Temple, turned out to be the youngest member,

(vice~chairman), Susan Millet (corresponding se~reta.

ry), Ramon Moreira (recording secretary), Elena de
Caraballo· (treasurer), Alberto Zerpa, Daisy Powell,
Efrain Acosta and Evangelina de Moreira.
Argentina: Vall Samadani (chairman), Jose Mielnik
(vice-chairman), Maralynn Dunbar (corresponding
secretary), Aramis Costas (recording secretary),
Osvaldo Costas (treasurer), Frida Schwartz, Cayetano
Liardo, Cinar Torres and Shapoor Saeed.

Venezuela Convertes in Mountains
Baha'is of Venezuela gathered at Camp Machado, in
the mountains near Caracas, on April 23-24 for their
Sixth National Convention. The following National Spir·
itual Assembly was elected: Peter McLaren (chair.
man), Dr. Jorge Stronach (vice-chairman), Yolanda
Rodriguez (corresponding secretary), Rafael Gonzalez
(recording secretary), Addie Teske (treasurer). Yolan·
da de Stronach, Eloy Carrascal. Martha Posner and
Amparo Hernandez.

who had learned six prayers. Each student made two
books of drawings and teachings and also a mobile
displaying pictures symbolizing the unity of all mankind.
Each student brought his own hammock, plate~ cup
and spoon. Thus, the problem of providing facilities for
sleeping and eating was readily solved_ About half of
those attending contributed some food for the meals in
order to help reduce costs. In this way a first step was
taken toward the goal of universal participation in the
Baha'i Fund, as requested by the Universal House of
Justice, be it in money or kind.
The beautiful spirit demonstrated by students and
teachers alike, made this Teacher Training Session the
most successful one yet organized in this area of
Venezuela.

Fourth. Guajiro Baha'i Teacher Training Session, Santa. Cruz de Mara Venezuelc,
held April 7-10, 1966 .
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Nintn Annual Alaska Baha'i Summer Scoool, Juneau, Alaska, June 25-29, 1966. Hand
of tne Cause William Sears and Auxiliary Board member Ted Anderson ([ront row
center) taught classes. Over 70 BahtPis and visitors attended these inspiring sea:·
sions where Mrs. MaTguerite SeaTs and Beverly Klostoe also presented courses.

Members of tne National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia, 1966: Seated, left to rignt; Dr. Chellie Sundram (chairman), Mrs. George Lee, Hand of the
Cause Collis Featherstone, Tony Fernandez, (vice.
chairman), Standing, /.eft to right; A. K. Rajah, Appu
Raman, S. Vasudevan (secTetary), S. NagaTetnam,
Inbum Chinnian (treasuTer), Leong Tat Chee (Auxiliary Board member). Absent from pooto Dr. John Fozdar Of Sarawak.

Teaching expedition in the village of Klikling, Srisaket,
Thailand. Left to rignt are: Keith Blanding, American
pioneer, Miss Thongs-Dot, village landowner, Shirin Fo%dar, and Mr. Sawai, II student. The statement on the
LandTOver is uBaha'i - The Religion for World Peace"
and the otheT side states "Baha'i - The Religion tor
World Brotherhood."

Left above, some of the AboTigine delegates and- observeTs at the Malayan Convention listening to a simultaneous
translation of the proceedings. At Tight, group of happy Malayan Baha'is woo came from all over the country to the
Federal capital to attend the annual Convention held at the Third Residential College, University of Malaya.

South Pacific Delegates
Assemble in Tonga

Island Groups
South Pacific Ocean
Fijian Friends Arrive

.~
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A Pre<ious Time of Fellowship
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NSA Members Meet
With Auxiliary Boards

A Public Meeting Is Held

The third convention of the South Pacific Ocean, held
this year at Nuku'alofa. Kingdom of Tonga, consulted
in three languages - Tongan, Fijian and Samoan.
Opening new island groups, consolidation, translations,
organized programs for Baha'i youth and the encouragement of more participation by women of the
islands were topics consulted upon. There were two
Auxiliary Board members to represent H. Collis Featherstone, Hand of the Cause for Australasia: Miss Margaret Rawling and Niuoleava Tuataga.
The first two Baha'is of the South Pacific Ocean area
to pioneer in the Nine Year Plan are Mosese Hokafonu
of Tonga and Toma Aviata of American Samoa, shown
in photo at right. Mosese left his wife and four children
last December to go to Niue Island, a tiny and remote
dot in the Pacific Ocean. It was his hope to eventually
settle his family there, but this proved unfeasible.
There was dismay in Tonga when the friends learned by
cable that he was forced to leave Niue. but it changed
to joy when he told of fifteen confirmed Baha'is on the
island, eleven in one village. Mosese then returned to
Niue on the next boat where he was permitted to go
ashore and assist the new Baha'is in forming their first
Local Assembly. Mosese still endeavors to return to
complete his pioneer service.
Toma Aviata of American Samoa also left a family
behind to fill the Tokelau Islands goal, reached by ship
once every four months. A Tokelauan by birth, he had

Two "make a beginning"

not seen his homeland for thirty years. Although booking passage is very difficult and otten greatly delayed,
Toma's radiant confidence culminated in his sailing on
April 20. While waiting for his passage in Western
Samoa, Toma assisted in translating prayers into the
Tokelauan language and preparing booklets to take
with him.

Youth Programs Discussed
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Hands Call Gathering at West Englewood
The Conference of the Hands of the Cause in the
Western Hemisphere and their Auxiliary Boards in
North America which took place from May 20 to 22, 1966
was particularly bOWltiful because of the choice of
meeting place - "The Cabin" in West Englewood, New
Jersey, a place blessed by the gracious presence of
our beloved Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha in June, 1912.
Two Hands of the Cause, Mr. William Sears and Mr.
Zikru'Ilitb Khadem were present and read special messages of love and greetings from the Hands of the
Cause residing in the Holy Land, from Hands of the
Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery and Mr. Jal3.I Khazeh.
Of the sixteen Auxiliary Board members serving in
North America, fifteen were present. Mr. Anthony
Lease sent special greetings but could not attend since
he was just returning from attending the National
Convention of Alaska on behalf of the Hands. Board
members in attendance were: Mr. Curtis Kelsey. Mr.
Albert James, Mr. Jack McCants, Mrs. Javidul.IDt
Khadem, Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin, Mrs. Velma
Sherrill, Mrs. Florence Mayberry, Mr. Chester Kahn,
Dr. William Tucker, Mrs. Beth McKenty, Mr. William
Maxwell, Jr., Mr. Fred Graham, Mrs. Peggy Ross, Mr.
Ted Anderson and Mr. Howard Brown.
Guests present for most sessions included eight members of the National Assembly of the United States, eight
members 'of the Canadian National Assembly, the devoted secretary of the National Assembly of Alaska,
and individuals representing the Yukon Teaching Committee, the U.S. Foreign Goals Committee, and U.S.
National Goals Committee, and the Director of Public
Information Department of the National Assembly of
the U.S.

Message from the Holy Land
Among the messages received was one from the
Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land, dated May 17,
1966, reading:

"Dearly beloved co-workers:
Our
hearts overflowing with gratitude for the
privilege and bounty of serving the institution fostered and developed by the Beloved Guardian, we assure you of our ardent and continued prayers in the Holy
Shrines that your deliberations, exchange
of reports and decisions will be guided
and assisted from on high, and that our
Beloved, Himself, will, from the Abha
Kingdom, sustain and strengthen every
step you take in the protection and pro.
pagation of the Faith, and in keeping constantly before the eyes of the American
believers their glorious destiny and the
urgent tasks they are now called upon to
discharge.
"With deep Baha'i love and warmest
greetings, in the service of the Beloved
Guardian. "

Hands Of the Cause and Auxiliary Board members at
West Englewood meeting.

The conference agenda was arranged to allow the
first day of the conference for consultation of the Hands
and Board members upon all internal affairs; with the
balance given over to consultation with tlie National
Assembly members and national committee representatives on matters of joint responsiblity having to do
with the protection and propagation of the Faith.
Miss Garreta Busey, who continues to be of great
assistance to the Hands of the Cause in the Western
Hemisphere, was present as an honored guest.

Conference Planned for 1966-67
In addition to their usual services, the Hands as-

signed to the Board members as a special project for
the 1966-1967 Baha'i year the initiation of deepening
conferences within each assigned territory, in locations
offering the best possibility of gathering together large
numbers of believers. The Board member initiating
each conference will be fully responsible for the agenda, which will include topics especially selected for
basic deepening and to be keynoted by the Hands
and/or Board members present, followed .by full and
frank consultation among all attending. The object will
be to draw out questions in the minds and hearts of the
friends and to encourage the flow of true Baha'i love
and unity.

Teaching Plan Reviewed
Various aspects of pioneering throughout the Western
Hemisphere were explored and discussed, the 1966-1967
homelront teaching structures approved by the various
National Assemblies (U,S., Canada, and Alaska) were
also reviewed, and the services of the Board members
in relation thereto considered.
It was suggested that the Hands and Board members
give particular assistance this year to Canada, and all
Board members were asked to say the prayer for
Canada every morning.
In the United States. Board members were encouraged to cooperate in every possible way with the newly
formed National Goals Committee and the some fifty
State Goals Committees to achieve the homefront goals.
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Auxiliary Board members with particular experience
in teaching among the Indians, as well as Mrs. Joan
Anderson of the Yukon Teaching Committee who was
present at the Conference, shared their experiences and
it was decided to surge ahead with concentrated efforts
for bringing the Message to the Indians. and that Board
members should endeavor to open new Indian Reservations in the United States, remembering the words of the
beloved Guardian about teaching the Indians. and to
continually inspire the friends, adults and youth, to
arise to this important work.
Each Board member at the Conference pledged to
give fifteen days during the coming year to teaching
among the Negroes in the South and among the Indians.
Miss Garreta Busey and Mr. Winston Evans, both of
whom have had extensive experience teaching the
Faith in colleges reviewed some of their experiences
and offered valuable suggestions for presenting the
Faith on college campuses.

Visit of the Master Recoiled
The consultative portion of this wonderful conference
closed on a high spiritual note of deep love and gratitude for the presence of the spirit of the Master Who,
fifty-four years ago walked and talked where the participants of the gathering walked and talked. and Who fed
the people then gathered in the ~ IGrove" with His own
dear hands. Praise and thanksgiving were also felt for
our beloved Guardian who. in his unerring guidance
and wisdom appointed for our continuing protection
and guidance the Hands of the Cause. And deepest
praise and gratitude were felt for the Universal House
of Justice. that Supreme Infallible Body of the Faith,
who will direct and guide the Faith throughout the
centuries to come.
A vote of thanks was recorded to a11 the friends in the
Teaneck and Englewood Baha'i communities who had
contributed much to the arrangements for the conference.
As was done during the conference last year, the
Hands of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere arranged that this final session be open to all the Baha';s
in the surrounding area. Large numbers of the friends
gathered for two sessions - one for Baha'is and one for

n
Baha'is and their friends. These sessions were held at
the school auditorium in Teaneck, New Jersey, which
was filled to overflowing both times.
'Abdu'l-Baha had said that many meetings would be
held to commemorate His visit to the Cabin in 1912 and
as the Hands and members of the Auxiliary Board the
members of the National Assemblies and their national
committees along with the friends from the surrounding
area gathered for this final session all seemed again to
hear His prophetic words. They recalled again the
words of the Master spoken in 1912: UBe happy and
joyous because the bestowals of God are intended for
you and the life of the Holy Spirit is breathing upon
you."

Ma .. Media Respond
Several weeks previous to the Conference the Hands
of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere consulted with
and secured the services of Mrs. Jessica Gaver in
arranging publicity for the Faith, using the occasion of
the Conference as a lead-in. The folIowing publicity
resulted:
1. The Staten Island Advance sent a reporter to
interview Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem at the Office
of the Hands in Staten Island. New York with the result
that a good story of the Faith appeared on May 21 in
this newspaper.
2. The NBC-TV "Today" Show interviewed Hand of
the Cause Mr. William Sears. This interview led to letters of inquiry from the TV audience.
3. CBS-Radio "World of Religion" Program taped an
interview with Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Velma
Sherrin, which was broadcast on May 26.
4. A press conference breakfast, arranged at the
Henry Hudson Hotel by Dr. Roberts Fuller, vice chairman of the New York City local Assembly included
representatives from Newsweek, New York Times,
United Press International, Hawthorn Books, Inc.,
Reader's Digest and Look magazine. The New Y""k
Times also sent a photographer. The result is that most
of these reporters are holding material to use later this
year or next year as our Commemoration of the Tablets
to the Kings takes place. United Press Intefllational
also interviewed Mr. Sears and stated that the interview would go out to 275 independent radio stations.

Gathering to ofJer prayers at the grove blessed by the presence of the Master in 1912.

Southeastern Summer Session, June 26..July 2 at Black Mountain, North Carolina

Southeastern Bahat Summer Session
The Southeastern Baha'i Summer School was held
June 26 through July 2, 1966 at Camp Dorothy Walls at
Black Mountain, North Carolina. One hundred eighty
friends attended.
Up in the luscious green mountainous country of
South Carolina the Baha'is from a wide area arrived on
June 26 to be equal co-sharers in the spiritual benefits
conferred on them by Baha'u'llah. They came also to be
trained in the practice of those virtues needed for a
civilization where all men can live harmoniously together and each individual can develop his or her
highest spiritual powers. Here could be found relief
from tensions and from national, racial arid religious
animosities with which the world is afflicted.
The physical environment was ideal for spiritual
growth. Beauty surrounded Camp Dorothy Walls.
Seated in class the students could gaze upon the beautiful mountains surrounding them and drink in visually
the grandeur of a beautiful lake. The feeling was of
being suspended between heaven and earth as hearts
and minds became channels for the Holy Spirit.

Leaming Aboutthe World Center
Among the many classes offered was one on "The
Universal House of Justice and the World Center" by
Mrs. Sylvia loas, widow of the beloved Hand of the
Cause, Leory loas. Mrs, loas shared the bowdy of her
spiritual experiences and love gleaned from fifteen
years of residence in Haifa? our World Center. The
students were able to learn many precious and interesting facts about their spiritual home, i.e. that the Shrine
of the Bab was the first illuminated building on Mt.
Carmel; that the Tablet of Carmel was revealed in 1890
and that Baha'u'Uah revealed it so loudly that the
monks from the nearby monastery came out to hear
Him.
The class gave the students considerable knowledge
and insight into the great sacrifices of time, energy,
finances and even life itself spent in the service of
Baha'u'llah at the World Center.
Roots of the New Worlcl Order
Another class topic was the "Roots of the New World
Order" and showed the importance of love and obedience. The high station of man was emphasized, the
many aspects of love discussed and many other
spiritual qualities were reviewed such as: truthfulness,
forgiveness, and generosity as the means whereby man
can become the best receptacle on whom the Spirit of
God can descend. Methods used to stimulate interest

were: q~.estion and answers; two minute talks by stu.
dents; visual aids and awarding of prizes. Among the
~esults o,f this class w~re improved confidence and poise
In teachmg, for as unIversal participation is the theme
for today each must learn, by practice, to teach.

Isl&m Described
Beloved Hand of the Cause, Mr. Zikru'llili Khildem
gave a course on Islam, enlightening a11 with his
knowledge and beauty of spirit. He brought out many
interesting facts and stories about IsIam including the
thought that the essence of all chapters in the Qur'an is
contained. in the first Surih and that two thirds of the
Qur'an refers to Baha'u'llah. From this class the stu.
dents learned that Baha'is must study Islam in order to
understand its close relation to the Baha'i Faith as well
as to defend IsIitm to the Christians.
Mr. lQ)adem's presence was appreciated by all, his
emphasis on the great love and knowledge of the
Beloved Guardian made all realize the blessings of
having today the fruits of the labor of the Guardian in
his Jove.
Responsibility to Ch~dren
Mrs. Javidukht Khildem touched the hearts and enlightened minds in· her class on "Family and Community Responsibility to Children." She shared with the
friends her knowledge of the Baha'i way of life in
Persia on such subjects as: marriage, dating and
discipline. To the parents who expressed feelings of
inadequacy she brought the Baha'i standards with
knowledge and depth of understanding, helping all to
grasp the essentials through her radiant spirit and true
understanding which came out in humor and anecdotes
and use of the question and answer method of teaching.
This class aroused the participants to a desire to learn
more in this difficult area. *
This session attended by believers from many states
came to an end too soon, and it is the hope and
expectation of all for participation in another gathering
soon. They departed with the resolve to "Bestir themselves and arise with heart and soul and in one accord.
.. diffuse the sweet savors of God, to teach His Cause
and to promote His Faith." God willing the next session
at this place, to be held July 18 to 25, 1967 wi11likewise
become a symbol of Baha'i love and knowledge for all
who come.
.. References used in this course include;
BahI1'i World Faith: pp. 3B3, 398. 399, 187. 185. :a9O, 200. 1 'j'6i.
meanings: pp. 334, 323, 316. 305", 303, %96, 295, 184, 170. 94, 93,
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BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The Tehran Journal of May 19, in a special column
called "Women of the World, published an extensive
story about Mrs. Shirin Fozdar in respect to the International Women's Conference held in Tehran. Mrs.
Fozdar represented the Singapore Council of Women, of
which she is the overseas rep'resentative, although she
no longer lives there. Mrs. Fozdar was also the founder
of the council. Of the 300 delegates from 58 countries,
only two women were interviewed and written up in the
newspaper. The article mentions that Mrs. Fozdar is
chairman of the National Assembly of the Baha'is of
Thailand and that she has arduously fought for the
social and political emancipation of women in Asia.
tp

o
A book entitled Religions in Australia by Tess van
Sommers has been published in Australia? containing a
photograph of the Sydney Temple and a chapter on the
Baha'i Faith, presenting it in a good light. The book is
published by Pix, a pictorial magazine in Australia.

o
The magazine, Cosmopolitan for April. 1966 published
the following paragraph in their column entitled,
"Girl's Guide to Church Going".
uBaha~i House of Worship is the only Baha'i temple
in the United States.
The service is short, simple, and philosophical- a
smorgasbord of selections from the Sacred Scriptures
of Baha'i faith and other great faiths of the worldread by three laymen (including:. worn en) from an
ultrasimple podium. An a cappella choir spells the

readers.
The congregation is mostly tourist - some in slacks
or stretch pants carrying cameras - with some couples
from Northwestern, some clergymen, and a few Baha'i
regulars."

o
The Ft. Lauderdale News (Florida) for June 23, 1966
carried a column by Bob Considine titled "Religious
Views Old and New" in which the Baha'i pamphlet,
One Universal Faith, was named and quoted almost in

Local Spiritual Assembly of Arvacia, Colorado formed
April 21,1966. Front, left to Tight: Mrs. Vivian Richardson, Melvin Richardson, Mrs. Joy McClain, Mrs. Carole
Bickle. Rear, !eft to right: Mrs. Esther Stevenson, John
Stevenson, Mrs. Darlen.e Wagerman, Estes McCtain,
Jerry Bickle.

full, about half the entire column being devoted to the
Baha'i Faith. The columnist gives the name of the
Baha'i (Elsie M. Smith of Marlboro, Mass.) who sent
him the pamphlet, and after quoting the pamphlet ends
the column with his comment, "Yes, madam, and not a
minute too soon." As this is a nationally syndicated
column it undoubtedly appeared in ·other newspapers
throughout the United States.

Baha'i News B.-iefs
On May 8, 1966 the Baha'is of Australia held a
Memoriam Service for Stanley William Bolton, Senior.
Baha'is around the world will be grieved to learn of the
passing of this devoted Baha'i who, along with his
family, have been known for their work in building the
Faith in Australia and New Zealand from early days.
Believers in Australia will always be grateful to Mr.
Bolton for donating the Summer School to the Faith. It
is known to the friends there as HBolton Place."

•

Delegates from the Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia
have elected the following National Spiritual Assembly
for the coming year: Mr. Gila Michael Bahta (chairman), Dr. Leo Neiderreitter (vice chairman), Mr.
Gamal Rushdy {secretary}, Mr. Asfaw Tessema (assistant treasurer), Dr. Heshmat Farhoumand (treasurer), Dr. Hushang Ahdieh, Mrs. Ursula Samandari, Mr.
Assefaw Habte Michael and Mr. Rabbi Teele Mariam.

•
At June luncheon of the National Council of Women of
Tasmania, mention was made on the program of the
teachings of Baha'u'llah. Founder of the Baha'i World
Faith, in respect to equal rights and privileges for both
men and women, given to the world in 1863. Mention
was also made of T<ihirih as a Persian poetess and one
of the first Baha'is'of that land, stating that she was the
first woman who cast aside the veil and that she was
later martyred for her belief.

Local Assembly Incorporated
On April 21, 1966 at 8 a.m. the Des Moines, Iowa
Assembly filed final papers of incorporation.
Local Spiritual Assembly of Anaheim, California, incorporated January 4, 1966. Front, left to right: Beverly
WalkeT~ Margaret Mitchell~ Jessica Bryant, Joanne
Thunberg, Linclsay Ruder. ReaT, left to right: Merle
Bryant, Charles Clark, Bernyce Stilwell, RichaTd WeUs.
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
Christ and Bah;i'u'llah by George Townshend. The
author of this work, at one time a dignitary of the
Anglican Church in Ireland and a Canon of St. Patrickts Cathedral, Dublin, reverently examines the history and meaning of the Christian expectation of the
return of Christ and the fulfillment of His promise to
establish the Kingdom of God on earth. This is our
finest work on this subject, one which Shoghi Effendi
called the author's 'lerowning achievement." A Talisman edition is now available under the Publishing
Trust's own imprint, making it possible for the friends
to more fully carry out the "very active teaching
campaign" which Shoghi Effendi requested when the
book was first pUblished.
116 pp.
Per copy ........................................ $.75
The following Study Guides and Courses have been
reprinted, all in a new 6 x 9 format, some considerably
revised and, in most instances, at reduced prices:
Divine Art of Living. Study Guide. Seven round table
discussions prepared by Marian Lippitt to facilitate
study of the Baha'i Teachings on individual life needs.
16 pp.
Per copy ........................................ $ .25
10 copies ......................................... $2.00
Kitab-i.lqan. Study Guide. Horace Holley indicated
the dominant themes in this book which give the key to
the study of comparative religion. Arranged for individual or group study.
12 pp.
Per copy ......................................... $ .25
10 copies ......................................... $2.00
God Passes By. Study Guide. Horace Holley cerrelates the Teachings, historical events as well as presenting the Bab, Baha'u'Uah and 'Abdu'l-Baha with
statements of their principal Tablets. For study and
discussion.
24 pp.
Per copy ......................................... $ .30
10 copies ......................................... $2.50

Baha'i House of Worship

Spiritual & Social Teachings for the New Age (Intro.
duction to the Baha'i Teachings). Mamie Seta's Study
Course revised by Gertrude Robinson. Using New Era
World Order of Baha'u'IUlh and Baha'i World Faith a;
reference texts and with an additional iesson On the
Universal House of Justice, this eleven lesson COurse is
invaluable for firesides and deepening classes. 24 pp.
Per copy ......................................... $ .30
10 copies ........................ : ................ $2.50

Baha'i Distribution and
Service Department
Talks by Hand of the Cause William Sears at 1966 U.S.
Convention. Two talks: (1) Message during the eveoing
session. April 28, in which Mr. Sears spoke of the
"Divine Formula" used in bringing about successful
attainment of goals of the California Victory Committee. (2) Address showing correlation of the events of the
Faith with those historic events in American history
wherein this country fulfills its spiritUal destiny.
7 inch reel; 30/. ips.; approx. 1 hour total time ... $4.50
Color Post Cards. Four new post cards approx. 4" by 6"
showing the following scenes in color: House of Worship, Frankfurt, Germany; Youth singing at Green
Acre Baha'i Institute, Eliot, Maine; Aerial view of
Green Acre Bahit'i Institute, Eliot, Maine; Sarah
Farmer Hall at Green Acre Baha'i Institute, Eliot,
Maine.
Each .......................................... $ .10
6 .............................................. $ .50
~ .............................................• 00
100
............................................ $7.00
Musio for Bab8.'is, Packet no. 2 (Folk Songs). The
music in this packet falls into several categories: vocal
arrangements for choral groups; songs with piano
accompaniment for solo or group singing; songs with
guitar chords.
Packet only (three hole punched) .............. $1.~
Plastic cover (three hole or 19 hole) ............ $1. 75
Half inch metal spine binder, 19 hole ... , ....... $2.25
Order from: Baha'i Distribution and Service Depart·
ment; 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Visiting Hou rs
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. (Entire building)

Devotions
Sundays
3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Public Meetings
Sundays
4:15 p.m.

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
September 8 - 'Izzat (Might)
September 27 - Maiilliyyat (Will)
PROCLAMATION EVENT
September 18 - World Peace Day
U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
September 30-0ctober 2

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Ba.h8. 'j world community.

BAlIi'i NEWS is edited. by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee. Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice

Braun. International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial
112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, lllinois. U.S.A. 6009l.
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WhoJoevel' fjuickeM one Jouf in thiJ LauJe iJ £ke
unto one who 'luickenJ all
On July 22, New York's Kennedy International Airport, crowded with stranded. frustrated travelers during the airline stoppage, received a Belgian visitor who
was to embark on a teaching trip in Canada and the
U,S. - Mrs. Lea Nys, European Auxiliary Board member and first Baha'i of Belgium, spiritual offspring of
the European Teaching Committee of the U.S.
Her air travel had been arranged by the Department
of National Teaching through One of the airlines prior
to the stoppage. A few days before her arrival, when all
hope of a timely settlement had been abandoned, a
frantic attempt was made to convert the tickets to
operating companies. No one could get near the ticket
offices or reservation desks, phones were not being
answered or lines were busy. Finally, the airline was
reached and after many communications. day, night
and weekend, all was rearranged to fit the schedule of
Mrs. Nys' speaking commitments. The gracious, patient
reservation clerk was thanked and appreciation was
warmly expressed for what was deemed action beyond
the call of duty. Her response was: HWhen you told me
that Mrs. Nys was an International Baha'i Speaker, I
had no choice but to make every effort to see that she
met her schedu1e." This was a small miracle t
On meeting with and listening to Lea Nys, 'and
witnessing her devotion and total commitment, we
understood why Baha'u'llilh had made clear the path.
For the benefit of the friends who were not fortunate
enough to meet her or hear her story from her own
lips, we shall attempt to share its inspiring highlights.
It was 1947. The war was over, but Belgium and its
people still bore the ravages of suffering and conflict.
In another part of the world, American Baha'!s were
responding to the call of the beloved Guardian, as the
second Seven Year Plan got under way. In a message
from Shoghi Effendi to America, dated June 15, 1946,
these potent words moved the believers to action. "The
second Seven Year Plan, set in motion on the morrow
of that universal and cataclysmic upheaval, must,
despite the great confusion that still prevails, the spiritual torpor, the disillusionment, the embitterment, the
political and social restlessness that still affiict the
human race. meet, as it gathers momentum and multiplies its agencies across the ocean, in lands and amidst
races that have borne, for the most part, the brunt of
this dire and bloody contest, with a success no less
startling and complete than that which rewarded the
self-sacrifice, the vigilance and the strenuous labors of
those who inaugurated the initial phase of this glorious
Mission."
John and Eunice ShurcJijJ, with six-month old daughter .in arms, arose and went to Brussels, joining forces
with Margaret Humbert who had preceded them. Less
than a week after their arrival, Mrs. Nys, marketing

the

JervantJ ...

with a young child whom she was tending during. her
mother's confinement in a hospital, crossed the path of
Mrs. Shurclill on the street. The child recognized her as
an American lady who had talked with her mother. As
Mrs. Shurcliff approached t she questioned: ··Mama ?"
Although neither spoke the other's language at the
time, it was understood that she was inquiring after the
health of the mother and in Flemish, Mrs. Nys said
'·Good."
Lea Nys wondered about the woman, since she appeared to be Usettled in" rather than a tourist. What
would an American be doing in this impoverished
country at this time? Her questioning expression was
rewarded with one word: "Peace," which she understood, but which posed yet another question. What
could she possibly have to do with peace? The stranger
handed her a small card, an invitation to the first
Baha'i meeting, to be held that very night saying
"Premier."
'
,
She shared this experience with her husband and
after discussion, out of sheer curiosity, they decided to
attend. They found in the meeting place, a taxi driver,
an express employee, indeed, all the people with. whom
these Baha'i pioneers had come in contact in their
efforts to get settled in Brussels.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Nys continued. to attend meetings, and
to read the only available pUblication, "Baha'u'll6.h
and the New Era," and became fast friends with the
Shurcliffs. But the day came when she learned that
their vis as had expired without hope of having them
renewed. They must return to the States. Mrs. N ys was
heartsick. Something must be done. Someone must talk
with the Minister. But she was only a housewife, who
knew little or nothing of the world beyond the four walls
of her home. There must be someone who could approach the unapproachable! Only Ministers talked with
Ministers!
In desperation. she dressed in her finest, and meekly
entered the Minister's office. She stated her purpose
and when asked why she was so concerned, she found
hers ell telling of the great power of the BaM'is and
their desire to unite the world. She discovered flowing
from her tongue, the principles, the Teachings, with
eloquence. He was fascinated, and opened a drawer,
taking out a scroll of the Free Masons, saying how
much akin was the thinking. She rallied to the situation
by saying that this was true, but that was for human
relationships, and they did not have the World Order,
as the Baha'is had to offer. The visas were granted!
She was not a Baha'i. She did not relate hersell, a
simple wife and mother. to the Cause of Bahil ' u'llih.
She returned to her home, pondering in her mind the
experience. Where had her knowledge come from?
Where had her courage and aggressiveness come
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from? This was not the Lea she knew. Where else but
from Baha'u'llah! This was the secret of the happy,
self-assured Baha'is,
Unworldly, housewife, Lea Nys, made her way to the
Shurcliff home, which by now she knew to be humble
and meager, because of their self-sacrifice and generos4
ity to all. They had become known as "The Givers."
She stood before Eunice, dropped to her knees and
asked: HDo you think Baha'u'llah can use me?"
And so it was that the first spiritual giant of this Low
Country, Belgium, was born!
Note; The tiUe is from Saha 'u'Uah's Tablet 01 the Branch,
Ba.hd'{ World Faith, p, 206.

Indian Teaching - A Blessed Soul Responds
Kathy Lee Reimer gives the following accoW1t of a
Bahi'i visit to teach the Indians.
"Arising at 4:30 a.m., Saturday, July 2, we (Danny
and Kathy Reimer) set out for the only Indian County
in the U.S. to attend their first official open-house ror
the pUblic. The pink glimmering of another fresh dawn
provided light as we left Madison (Wisconsin) uttering
those potent prayers for teaching. We had a brief
stopover in Green Bay, where we visited with Gene and
Doc Bonn who told stories on pioneering and gave wise
counsel about Indian teaching. We picked up Sissy
Kaplack who was eager to give her assistance in
bringing news of Baha'u'llah to the Indians.
"As we left Green Bay, we picked up two Indian lads
on their way to their hom e in Menominee County and
told them about the Faith. After taking them home, we
went on to Neopit where the main activities of the day
were to be held, hoping that God would guide us
somehow to a waiting soul. For one hour, the threE! of
Us mingled among the people trying to make friends,
but we seemed unable to fulfill our fondest goal- to
reach the ears of a sincere listener. Ou.r words seemed
powerless; our hearts were stumbling; and our confidence diminished each time someone failed to respond
to the Message of the Promised One.
'·Then it was noon, and we severed ourselves from
the crowd to pray, After the prayer. we returned with
fresh vigor. This time we received an invitation from
an Indian woman. Mrs. Caldwell, to join with her
family for lunch. We learned that she was a prominent
leader in Menominee County and was housing several
Indian students for the weekend. (Mrs. Caldwell is the
great-granddaughter of the last Chippewa Chief who,
singlehandedly, kept his people from joining the Sioux
Rebellion against the white man. He was cited by the
U.S. Government for his act,) Mrs, Caldwell's home
was full of bustling youth, some doing dishes, others
preparing the noon meal. Everyone was working, so we
BaM'is pitched in. As we helped Mrs. Caldwell's
daughter, Kris, mop the floor that blessed soul for
whom we had prayed was quickened. Kris, upon hearing of Bahil'u'llilh said, 'If you give me a chance to
learn everything I can about HIM, I am sure I will
convert to this religion. It is a most beautiful idea to
unite all religions.' Then she ran into the kitchen to tell
her mother about her new discovery. At the hutch
table, more youth came, and Kris barely took time to
greet them before she asked: ~Did you hear about
Baha'u'llah? He was in prison for forty years, and He
has come to unite the world.' Several of the youth
wanted to hear more~ and they wanted their friends to
hear of this new Baha'i Faith, so plans were made to
arrange a big fireside for the students at Eau Claire
where these Indian youth are participating in the Gov4
ernment's special 'Upward Bound' Program. How

amazingly Baha'u'Uah plans every detail. He only asks
that we, his workers, make ourselves available and
then mysteriously uses us each time to raise His ~all of
Ya-Baha'u'I4Abha! "

Baha'i Appointed to 5<hool Board
'Abdu'I-Baha's desire of I'distinction" for the people
of Baha is being fulfilled ever more frequently.
Another outstanding accomplishment has been
achieved by Mrs. Ruth James,
the Howard County
Baha'i Community, She has been appOinted to a fiveyear term on the Howard County (Maryland) School
Board.
History will record this accomplishment in view of
the fact that Mrs. James is the first Negro in Howard
County and the second in the State of Maryland to serve
on a school boa rd (according to a statement appearing
in the Maryland Commission on Interracial Problems
Newsletter of May 1006).
The achievement in itself deserves the highest praise
but far more that it should be attained by a maidser_
vant of Baha 'u'llah!

of

Phoenix Baha'is Co-Sponsor
Tenth Any town Program
Som e three hundred young people of high school age
from many Arizona communities and diverse religious,
racial and national backgrounds attended the tenth
session of Anytown~ a human relations workshop held
annually in a forest camp setting near Prescott, Ad.
zona. For two week410ng sessions, June 13--25, the youth
enjoyed a rare experience in living together, learning
first hand about the different ethnic groups which make
up OUr American society, and developing new understanding and unity.
The Spiritual Assembly of Phoenix is one of the
sponsoring agencies of the Anytoum program. This
year as in others Baha'is from several Arizona comm unities contributed to the program as adult advisors and
youthful participants. The teachings and spirit of the
Faith were the subject of lively interest in discussion
groups, during religious programs, panel discussions,
comparative religion workshops and spontaneously
throughout both sessions. Approximately two hundred
young people asked for and received literature. Since
then in the communities of Phoenix, Glendale, Scotts-dale and Tucson this interest is being kept alive
through continued contact with Baha'is and attendance
at firesides.

Lima To Hold Institute, Dedicate Center
The Baha'i commWlity of Lima, Ohio has been conducting monthly proclamation meetings which have
stimulated interest in the Faith in that area.
Encouraged by results of these meetings, the assem·
bly decided to hold a weekend Teaching Insti lute,
September 17-18. As the Institute draws to a close, Hand
of the Cause Zikru'llili Khadem will officially dedicate
the newly acquired Lima Baha'i Center where the
Institute will be held.
Needless to say, enthusiasm and excitement has been
building up during the planning, giving promise to an
occasion of exceptional quality and significance long to
be remembered by all who will ha ve participated.
The Lima Assembly'S hope is that many of the
friends from near and far will come to avail themselves
of this wonderful opportunity,

T
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UNITED STATES BAHA'I DIRECTORY
PART II
NATIONAL DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

1966-1967
INTERNATIONAL
U.S. Baha'i Committee for United Nations

Functions: To plan observances by the American Baha'i community of special events supporting the United
Nations.
Miss Isabelle Silk, Secretary. 430 E. 63 St., New York N.Y.
10021
Me. Donald Barrett

Mrs. Rosa Convers
Mes. Lola Donaldson
Mr. Lionel Gonzalez
Mr. George Goodman
Mr. Anthony Lewis, Jr.
Mrs. Juliette Soderberg
Mr. William Soderberg

stitutes; orientation programs for and means of assis~
tance to State Goals Committees, and to participate in
all projects of teaching and consolidation as approved
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mr. James Nelson, Chairman
Dr. Rexford C. Parmelee, Head 01 Department 01 National
Teaching
Miss D. Thelma Jackson, Head of Department 01 Community Development
Dr. Amin Banani
Mr. Kenneth Jeffers
Mr. James Keene
Mrs. Jane McCants
Mr. Glenford Mitchell
Mr s. Hazel Mori

Miss Karen Steinhauer

Foreign Goals
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, III. 60"'1

Functions: To assist the National Spiritual Assembly in
carrying out the international goals of the Nine-Year
Plan assigned to the American Baha'i commWlity by
the Universal House of Justice, including the recruitment, training and settlement of pioneers.
Mrs. Maurine Kraus
Mrs. Sylvia Pa:mnelee
Mrs. Julia Shows

TEAClDNG & PROCLAMATION
National Goals
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, III. 60091

Functions: To recommend to the National Spiritual Assemb]y annual teaching and consolidation goals of the
national community, as called for in the Nine-Year
Plan, with special attention to: opening new locations
to the Faith; raising Baha'i groups to assembly status;
proclamation programs; celebrations, at the local level,
of the Centenary of Baha.'u']U.h's Messages to the kings
and rulers; circuit teaching; youth activities t including
college youth; teaching among minority groups; dispersa] and placement of homefront settlers; improvement of functioning of Baha'i communities; coordina~
tion with other national teaching and development
agencies, including summer and winter schools and in-

State Goal. Committees
Functions.' To implement the plans of the National
Spiritual Assembly for teaching and consolidation of
the Faith, as developed by the National Goals Committee, and administered by the Departments of National
Teaching and Community Development. These include:
facilitating the flow of traveliing teachers within the
state; publication and distribution of a bulletin or newsletter; encouraging attendance at State Conventions,
Summer and Winter Schools, Institutes and Conferences
of the area; encouraging and assisting in proclamation
opportunities; cooperation with intercommunity activities involving local Spiritual Assemblies t groups andl
or isolated believers; encouraging the youth in activ~
ities, including college teaching, youth projects, youth
conferences, training schools, and participation in all
events of the Baha'i community; stimulation of disper~
sal for both foreign and homefront goals; assistance to
individuals and communities in obtaining state and
legal recognition of marriage and Baha'i Holy Days;
conferences on public teaching, proclamation, and
deepening in conjunction with local Spiritual Assembly
and national programs.
ALABAMA

Mrs. Florence Bagley, Secretary, 2607 Blue Spring Rd.,
N.W., Huntsville 35810
Mr. Stanley Bagley
Mrs. L. Delight Bethune
Mrs. Sara Ray
Mr. Jack Zahl

ARIZONA
Mes. Loraine Johnson, Secretary, 7439 E. Princeton, Scotts·
dale 852.\7

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

John Cook
Francis Johnson
Arthue Strickland
David Stuart, Jr.

GEORGIA

Mr. John Yocom, Secretary, 4123 Pilgrim Pl., Rt. I, Austell
30001
Miss Yvonne Harrop
Mrs. Ruth Perrin
Mrs. Nancy Searcy
Mrs. Naomi Yocom

IDAHO
ARKANSAS

Mrs. Anne Davidson, Secretary, 327 W. Lafay-ette St., Fay.
etteville
Mr. Albert Porter
Mr. Orville Teske
Dr. Anan Ward

Mrs. Loevia Hockley, Secretary, P.O. Box 141, ChaUis
Me. W. Kim Kimer1ing
Mr. Richard Hockley
Mrs. Charlotte 1. Smith

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
CALIFORNIA

Califorala Victory Committee
Mrs. Carol Allen, Se<!retary, 620 S. Mentor, Pasadena
Mr. Robert Quigley
Mr. James MIen
Dr. Amin Banani

Mrs. Sheila Banani
Mr. Richard Betts
Mrs. Elizabeth Haynes
Mr. T. Finlay Hollinger
Mr. Richard Monka
Mr. James Nelson
Mrs. Keith Quigley

COLORADO

Miss Janet Dodge, Secretary. 1663 Alton St., Apt. 203,
Aurora
Mr. P. Eldon Dennis
Mrs. Marilyn Fisher
Mrs. Elaine Mills
Mr. Seymour Weinberg

Mr. George W. Amerson, Secretary, 901 S. 7th Ave., May.
wood 60153
Mr. Robert Desatnik
Mr. Monroe McCarrell, Jr.
Mrs. Natalie Owen
Mrs. Louise Phillips
Mr. Stanley Phillips
Dr. Mary Kate Yntema

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Miss Marjean Traff, Secretary, 500B Best, Peoria Heights
61614
Mrs. Sara M. Bustard
Mrs. Eliza beth Lower
Mrs. Norma S. Luker
Mrs. Hazel S. Magnuson
Mr. William Maslauski

INDIANA

Mrs. Mary Jane LangraU, Secretary, 715 Crossway. Marion
Miss Thelma Cooley
Mr. Fred Stewart
Dr. Bernard Streets
Mr. Fred Sudhop

CONNECTICUT

Mrs. Mary Sawicki, Secretary, 60 River Road, Cos Cob
Mrs. Gail Curwin

Mr. Kenneth Kalantar

IOWA

Mrs. Virginia Finch, Secretary. P.O. Box 513, 301 E. State
St., Fayette 52142
Mrs. Naomi Darby
Mr. Samuel Jackson
Mrs. Joy Kortemeyer

DELAWARE

Mr. William Burgess, Jr., Secretary, 1114 Highgate Road,
Wilmington 19808
Mrs. Jean Burgess
S/Sgt. Nelson R. WalLace, Sr.

FLORIDA

Mrs. Nina Matthisen, Secretary, 2183 Larchmont St., Ft.
Myers 33901
Mrs. Dorothy Frye
Mr. George Frye
Mr. Carroll Hoeppner
Mrs. Jane McCants
Mrs. Nina Nadler

KANSAS

Mrs. Barbara Casterline, Secretary, 5313 E. Murdock, Wichita
Mr. Don Newby
Mrs. Marj orie Preuss
Mrs. Carol Schroeder

KENTUCKY

Dr. A. Thomas Embry
Mrs. Eileen Embry
Miss Martha CleaveUn
Mr. Warren Brunner

LOUISIANA

Mrs. Olivia Blackwel1, Secretary, 2522 Prentiss Ave., New
Orleans 70122
Mrs. Frances Glea son
Miss Helen Stute
Mr. Warren Lombard
Mr. John C. Mitchell

MONTANA

Mrs. Betty Bennett, Secretary, 2107 Pine Ave., Butte
Mr. Fred Bennett
Mr. Richard Mereness
Mr s. Helen Shane
Mr. Marion White

NEBRASKA
MAINE

Mrs. Dean Waite, Secretary, 9 Colonial Road, Kittery 03904
Mr. Wayne Hoover
Mr. Harry T. D. Rost

MARYLAND .. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Mr. Fred Myers, Jr., Secretary, Rt. 2, Box 281, Jessup.
Maryland 20794

Mrs. Florence Avis
Miss Velma Ferguson

Mr. Wiggins DeMoville, Secretary, 710 North 25th St., Lincoln
68503

Mr. Michael Jamir
Mrs. Kathleen Station

NEVADA
Mrs. Madon West, Secretary. 182.5 Greenbrae Drive, Sparks
Mr. Ben 0 gron
Mr. CUrtis Russell
Mr. Thomas West

Mrs. Ruth James
Dr. Frederick S. Lee
Mr. Glenford Mitchell

KASSACHUSETI'S

Mrs. Helen Sousa, Secretary, 45 Gleason Rd., Northampton
01060
Dr. Elmer V. Kenneally
Mrs. Helen C. LaVey
Mrs. Ethelinda Merson

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Mrs. Dorothea Reed, Secretary, 15 Van Buren Ave., Portsmouth 03801
Mr. George Godding
Mrs. Ruth Hampson
Mr. Alfred B. Reed
Mrs. LaVerne Rhode

NEW JERSEY
MICHIGAN

Mrs. Helen Eggleston,. Secretary, 3240 South State Rd.,

Davison
Mr. Kenneth Augustine
Me. Marvin Hughes

Mrs. Joan Kinney, Secretary, 1167 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck
Dr. Harrison Langrall
Mr. Nathan Rutstein
Mrs. Dods Savage
Mrs. Phyllis Tonkonogy

Dr. Peter Khan
NEW MEXICO
MINNESOTA

Mrs. Norma Cameron, Secretary, 2418 E. 4th St., Duluth
:;0812

Mr . John Berry

Mr. Kenneth Jeffers
Mr. David Skrenes
Mr. Jeffrey Wartchow

MISSISSIPPI

Miss Ethelyn Campbell, Secretary, 904 Lakeland Dr., Apt.
A-I. Jackson 39216
Mrs. Marie Bruce
Mr. Melvin Campbell, Jr.
Mrs. Jean Nicholson

Mrs. Ruth Bronson, Secretary, 8805 Snow Heights Blvd.•
N.E., Albuquerque 87112

Maj. Hubert S. Bronson
Mrs. Rosemarie S. Garcia
Mrs. Jean Laite
Mr. Cyrus Omid varan

EASTERN NEW YORK

Mrs. Florence Steinhauer, Secretary, 5 Ridgedell Ave.,
Ha stings-on-Hudson 10706
Mr. Donald Barrett
Mrs. Barbara Barrett
Mr. Bruce Jones
Mrs. Linda K. Jones
Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas

WESTERN NEW YORK
MISSOURI

Mrs. Mildred Birkett. Secretary. 4053 Lindell Blvd., St.
LoWs 83108
Mrs. L. Naomi McCord
Mrs. Clarice P. Well
Mr. Bruce Wessel

Mrs. Dorothy Holmlund, Secretary, 17 Norwood Ave., Hamburg 14075
Mrs. Jane Cz-erniejewski
Mr. Fred Reis
Mrs. Marjorie Richtel'
Mr. John Yates

SOUTH DAKOTA

NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. David Jurney, Secretary, 1116 Cedrow Drive, High Point
27260

Mrs. Frances Falvey
Me. Charles George
Miss Jean N orr is

Mrs. Arlene R. Will. Secretary, Box HI, Mobridge

Mr. Alvin Myers
Mr. Robert L. Will

TENNESSEE

Mrs. Erma Hayden, Secretary, 923 18th Ave., N. Nashville
37208

NORTH DAKOTA

Mrs. Marion Kadrie, Secretary, 1726 14th Street South,
Fargo

Mrs. Odessa Myers
Mr. Thomas A. Schwandes

Mr. Larry EasUund
Mrs. Audrey Reynolds
EAST TEXAS

Mr. George Galinkin, Secretary, 2700 5th Ave., Fort Worth
76110

omo
Miss Bettijane Walker, Secretary.

1020 Overland Ave.,

Youngstown
Mr. William Fountaine
Mrs. Florence A. Kibby
Mr. George Kibby
Miss Bernice Montgomery
Mr. Howard Tangier

Mrs. Polly Dawes
Mrs. Nancy Dobbins
Mrs. Carolyn Galinkin
Mrs. Louise Matthias
Mr. Howard Menking

WEST TEXAS
OKLAHOMA

Mrs. Eileen Norman, Secretary, 9218 E. 38th St., Tulsa 74145
Mrs. Vivian Haley
Mrs. Arabelle Haywood
Mr. Milton Norman
Miss Idabel Sine
Mr. Bransford Watson

Miss Frieda Belson, Secretary, 1505·A S. Hughes, Amarillo
79101
Mr. B. Carlton King
Mrs. Charlotte Pinto

UTAH

Miss Carolyn Ingram. Secretary,
Lake City 84100
OREGON

Mrs. Natalie Bowen, Secretary, 2410 Laurel Ave"
Salem 97303

N.E.,

Me. Aaron Bowen
Mr. Kent Lansing
Mrs. Katherine Young
Mr. Merlin Young

a129

South

aoo

East, Salt

Mrs. Badri Mahmoudi
Mr. Jalil Mahmoudi
Mrs. Martha Mann
Mrs. Clair 5c:hneider
Mr. K. Dean Stephens, Jr.

VERMONT

Mr. David Pahnberg, Secretary, 3 Durham Drive, Rutland
PENNSYLVANIA

Mrs. Joan Hadden, Secretary. Box 208, Downington 19335
Mrs. Ethel Closson

Mr. Sherwood Closson
Mr. Grant C. Hadden
Mr. Ervin W. Schawacker
Mrs. Virginia Schawacker

Mr. Donald Cruikshank.
Mr. Lance P. Meade
Mr. Stephen Waite

VIRGINIA

Mrs. Margaret Gawen, Secretary. 5917 J4th St., N ..
ton 22205
RHODE ISLAND

Mrs. Mildred M. Brown
Mrs. Margaret Searles

~'\rUng·

Mrs. Dawn Belcher
Dr_Rodney Belcher
Mrs. Soo Fouts

EASTERN WASHINGTON
SOUTH CAROLINA

Mrs. Carolyn Fulmer, Secretary, 321 Berkeley Dr., Clemson
29631

Dr. A. Lee Grimsley. Jr.
Mrs. Laura Markovich
Mrs. Elsie Thompson

Mrs. Doris Cummings, Sec:retary, 9 South 10th Ave., Yakima
96902
Mrs. Janet R. Lindstrom
Mrs. Emmalu McCandless
Mr. Jerry Meck-elson
Mr. Merle Thomas

....... ,
WESTERN WASHINGTON

Bah .. 'f Publishing Trust

Mrs. Joyce Eklund, Secretary. P.O. Box 135, Edmonds
OOG2G
Mrs. Opal Conner
Mrs. Doris Dahl
Mr. Arnold Eklund
Mr. Richard .J atmke
Mr. Clyde S. Johnson
Mrs. Hazel Mari

Mrs_ Eunice Braun, Managing Director, 110 Linden Ave.,
Wilmette, Ill. 60091

National Reference Library

WEST VIRGINIA
Miss Constance y,
Charlesbm 25301

Functions: To publish and distribute the Baha'i Sacred
Writings, books, pamphlets and other material authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly.

Lee,

Secretary,

810 Donnally

St.,

Miss Beverly Bennett
Mr. Edward C. Lippitt
Miss Adah Schott

Functions: To assemble and organize necessary material for a Baha'i Reference Library, including a master index of the Baha'i Sacred Writings; to supply on
request Baha'i references on particular subjects, and to
perform such other services as may be requested by
the National Spiritual Assembly from time to time.
Mrs. Marian Lippitt, Chairman-Secretary. 15S6-A Quarrier
St., Charleston, W. Va . .25311

WISCONSIN
Mrs. Charlotte Keefrey, Secretary. 2416 WaWlOna Way,
Madison
Mrs. Vivian Fellows
Mr. Edward A. Rivers
Mr. Edwin T. Sherwood
Mrs. Marguerite Sherwood

Mrs. Amine DeMille
Mrs. June Harris
Mr. Edward Lippitt
Mrs, Janice Mollohan
Miss Pearl Poh!
Mrs, Lura Rouse
Miss Alma Sothman
Miss Eloise Walton

Service for the Blind
WYOMING

Mrs. Sue Foreman
Mrs. Charlotte Orlick
Mr. Bill Spurgeon

Functions: To prepare and distribute Baha'i literature
for the blind.
Mrs. Amedee Gibson, Director
Mrs. Mary Francis Baral, Secretary·Librarian, 3110 E. Lester St., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

American Indian Service

Functions: To devise ways and means of attracting and
enrolling in the Faith greater numbers of American
Indians resident on Indian reservations throughout the
United States; to develop favorable attitndes toward
the Faith among Indian leaders; to provide for transla.
tion of the Teachings into Indian languages; to be responsible for the enrollment and deepening of believers
on reservations where there is no existing local spiritual assembly; to assist in the formation and training
of local spiritual assemblies on Indian reservations; to
collaborate with the National Goals Committee in its
effort to carry the Teachings to greater numbers of
nonreservation Indians.
Mr. Calvin Thur, Secretary. 6549 W, Medlock Drive, Glen.
dale, Ariz. 85301
Mrs. Beatrice Bechtold
Mr. George Bechtold
Mr. John Cook
Mrs. Nancy Phillips

Public Information Department
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Ill. 60091
Functions: To plan and implement a continuing national

public information program of the National Spiritual
Assembly for the expansion and strengthening of the
Baha'i Faith in the United States.
Mr. Salvatore A. Pelle, Director
Mrs. Natalie M. Owen, Secretary

Mrs. Melba M. King

Child's Way Editorial
Functions: To publish material in Child's Way suitable
for the education of children. based upon the Baha'i
Teachings, including the principles involved in the
training of character and Baha'i standards of living.
Mrs. Jean Hutchinson, Managing Editor, P.O. Box 2t5,
Wilmette. DL 60(191
Mrs. Sylvia DeIlllis
Mrs. Bette Duiker
Mrs. Rosemary Eller

Music Reviewing
Functions: To receive and review manuscripts of original music submitted for possible Baha'i use; to solicit
and evaluate reports in regard to songs and music having possible Bahli'i use; to make recommendations for
possible reproduction of music in printed form and in
recordings sui table for use in connection with Baha'i
functions, and to carry out such other activities assigned to the committee by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mrs_ Mildred McClellan, Secretary, 95 Avon Hill St., Cam·
bridge, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Jane Carter
Mr. Joel Ca verley
Mr. Jeffrey Gruber
Miss Ellen Parmelee
Miss Gl{lria Reimer

--

Distribution & Service Department
lIZ Linden Ave., Wilmette, Ill. 60091

Functions: To handle for sale and distribution audiovisual materials, public proclamation items not distributed or published by the Baha'i Publishing Trust;
to produce and sell such items as photographs of
'Abdu'laBaha, the Baha'i Temples, Baha'i ring stones,
and such other items as are Jisted in the Department's
catalog.
Mr. Robert 0, Jordan. Manager
Mrs, Eloise Jordan, Assistant Manager

Advisory Committee on Education

Functions: To provide consultant services to the National Spiritual Assembly on matters of Baha'i education at all ages and technical levels; to collect, study
and make recommendations regarding Baha'i educational literature for all ages of Baha'i learning; to supervise the preparation of courses for children, youth
and adults suitable for utilization throughout the national community; to conduct pilot programs of school
curricula and material development as may be requested by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Dr. Fred Littman, Secretary, 13172 Sussex Place, Santa
Ana, Calif. 92705

Dr. Dwi&ht Allen
Mrs. Diane Cotton
Mrs. Molly S. King
Mrs. Marsha Kuffel
Mr. David Lepard
Mrs, Mildred Lepard
Mrs. Dorothy Nelson
Dr. John Stroessler
Mrs. LaVerne Webb

World Order Magazine

Functions: To produce and distribute quarterly journal
of articles, reviews and other materials reflecting the
Baha'i viewpoint.
Editorial Board, P.O. Box 2011 Yale Station, New
Haven, Conn. 06520
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh
Dr. Howard Garey
Mr. Monroe Michels
Mrs. Muriel Michels

SERVICE TO THE
BAHA'I COMMUNITY
Department of Temple Activities
Functions: To study, supervise, improve and expand
all activities and services at the Baha 'f House of Worship, such as worship, teaching, public relations, guiding, ushering, hospitality and other activities; to
appoint and supervise the committees necessary to
carry out programs and activities designed to fulfill the
teaching purposes of Baha'i House of Worship.
Mrs. Lois Goebel, Secretary, 112 Linden Ave., Wilmette,
Ill. 60091

Mr. Leonard Braun
Mrs. Sylvia 1085
Mr. Richard McCurdy
Dr. Rexford Parmelee
Dr.' Mary Kate Yntema

Temple Worship
Radio & Television

Functions: Production of radio and television programs
for proclamation and teaching within the Baha'i community; consultation and co-operation with the Departments of Public Information, National Teaching and
Community Development; limited distribution of pro.grams, as agreed upon following consultation with the
National Center co-operative units.
Me. Robert Quigley
Mr. T. FinJay Hollinger, 1741 Ivar Ave., Suite 118, Hollywood, Calif. 90028

Baha'i News Editorial
Functions: To edit and publish Baha'i News for the National Spiritual Assembly in accordance with the principles defined by the Guardian and the Universal House
of Justice.
Mrs. Eunice Braun, Interhational Editor, 110 Linden Ave.,
Wilmette. ill. 60091
Mrs. SylVia Parmelee, Managing Editor, 112 Linden Ave.,

Wilmette.

m.

60091

Miss Charlotte Linfoot, N.S.A. Representative, 112 Linden
Ave., Wilmette, Ill. 60091

Ml's. Beatdce Buckley, Secretary, 2444 Central Ave., Glenview, Ill.
MrS. Annamarie Baker
Miss Hortense J. Bredehorst
Mrs. Mabel E, Eastman
Mrs. Barbara McCurdy
Mrs. Mary Lou Martin
Mrs. Harriet Terry

Temple Public Meetings
Mrs. Natalie Owen, Secretary, 112 Linden Ave., Wilmette,
Ill. 60091
Miss Bahia Deloomy
Mr. Rowell Hoff
Mrs, Margaret Ruhe

Temple Guides
Mes. Helen Hobbs, Secretary, 500 E. Oakwood Blvd., Chi·

cago, TIL 60653
Mrs. Minnie Hadley
Mrs. Margaret Jensen

Mrs. Nida Kern
Mrs. Alice Ortman
Miss Katherine A. Walker

T

Temple Ushers
Miss Lynda Somerhalder, Secretary, 419 Linden Ave., Wi!·
mette. Dl. 00091
Mr,
Mr,
Mr,
Mr.

Gerald Arp
Carl Hannen
Leon Stevens
Earl Winston

Temple Teaching Aids

Reviewing

Functions: To pass upon the accuracy of manuscripts
on the Faith submitted by members of the Baha'i community and to report its recommendations to the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly.
Mrs. Alice S, Cox, Chairman·Secretary, 804 Hilldale St.,
Washington, m. 615'11
Mrs. Barbara Casterline
Miss Ruth o.asher
Mrs. Eleanor Hutchens

Mrs. Marguerite Sherwood, Secretary. 9157 N. Tennyson,
Mil waukee, Wis. 53217

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

L. Paul Harris
Hal Nickel
Lacey Crawford
Ed win T. Sherwood

Temple HospitaBly
Mrs.
Ill.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

Laurel Stevens, Chairman, 8280 N, Ozark Ave., Niles.
60648
Bernice Bernardo
Caroline Hoff
Agnes Mitchell

Archives

Functions: To maintain the National Baha'i Archives
and organize its contents; to receive and preserve ma~
terial suitable for the National Baha'i archives.
Mrs. Myrtle Wendler, Secretary, 112 Linden Ave., Wilmette,
Ill. 60091
Mr. Carl Hannen
Mrs. Mineola Hannen

MATERIALS DIRECTORY
This materials directory has been prepared to aid the Baha'is in directing inquiries and orders for materials to the
proper Committees, Departments and Offices. No attempt has been made to list all of the materials and services
available from any single source, but rather to indicate where certain types of items may be obtained.

NATIONAL BAHA'i ADMINISTRATIVE
HEADQUARTERS

BAIlA'i NEWS EDITORIAL OFFICE
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Dl. 60091

112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Ill. 60091

Articles, photographs and reports intended for Baha'i
News should be sent to the above address.

Send here for all requests for enrollment cards, transfer cards, report forms, mctentification cards, annual
election report forms and Baha'i marriage certificates.
All changes of addresses of membership and for Baha'i
News should be sent to this office.

BAHA'i SERVICE FOR THE BLIND

Mrs. Mary Francis Baral, Secty.
3110 E. Lester St., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

BAIlA'i PUBLISHING TRUST

Write this Committee for list and price of Braille and
talking books.

Mrs. Euniee Braun. Managing Director
no Linden Ave., Wilmette, m. 60091

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE

Order only books, pamphlets, study outlines and miscellaneous teaching and administrative aids listed in the
Baha'i Publishing Trust catalogs, in special announcements sent out by the Trust, or in the Publishing Trust
section of Baha'i News concerning new and revised
items. Out-of.print items listed in Bahci'i News should
be deleted from catalogs.

DISTRIBUTION & SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. Robert O. Jordan, Manager
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Dl. 60091
Order from this department photographs of 'Abdu'lBah-a. the houses of Worship, etc., slides, postcards,
Temple models, Baha'i ring stones; audio-visual, radio
materials such as tapes and public proclamation and
teaching aids not carried by the Baha'i Publishing
Trust. Catalog available upon request.

PUBLIC INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

Mr. Salvatore A. Pelle, Director
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Dl. 60091
Send here for materials needed for publicity and special events such as Race Unity Day, World Peace Day,
World Religion Day, United Nations Day, etc.

Mrs. Muriel Michels
1 Cove Ridge Lane, Old Greenwich, Conn. 60091

Write to this address for subscriptions to World OTder
Magazine. Issued quarterly at $3.50 per year.
CHILD'S WAY
P.O. Box 245, Wihnette, III. 60091

Subscriptions $2.00 per year for six issues, should be
sent to the above address.
SUMMER SCHOOLS PROGRAMS. Information pertaining to Baha'i Summer Schools is published in the
early spring issue of Baha'i News.

IMPORTANT!
When ordering any materials, please make checks and
money orders payable to the proper Office or Committee. DO NOT combine in a single order materials available from other Departments or Committees as this
delays prompt attention to the order. Neither should
payment for materials available from several Offices
or Departments be included in one check as this in·
volves extra bookkeeping and accounting. DO NOT include payment for materials in contributions to the
National Baha'i Fund.

Payments for materials should be sent to: Committee or Offices concerned
Contributions to the National Baha'i Fund should be sent to:
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091

No. 427

BAHA'I YEAR 123

OCTOIEI 1966

A closeup of the Shrine of the Bcib, Haifa, Israel, showing gracefut arches of the Arcade, the exquisite details oj the
Toof balustrade, octa.gon, drum and dome_ The Shrine of the Martyr Prophet of the BaM', Faith was completed

in October Of 1953, the 134th anniversary of His birth in .sJJirciz J f-ran.
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Two recent photos show improvements being made on the physical properties at the Bahd'i WOTld Center. At
the left is the Mansion at Bahii near 'Akkd, with scaffolding in place for a complete replacement of Toof tiles.
View at the right is oj Saichiro FUjita working on an informal garden neaT the International Archives Building
at Haifa. Fujita~ who served the Master faT many yeaTs at the World Center and later served Shoghi Effendi, is
still actively engaged in this work.

Hands of the Faith
Announce Changed Assignments

Four Covenant-brea kers Expelled
bv Hands of the Cause

The following cablegram has been received from the
Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land;

The following cablegram was received by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States from the
Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land on September 2,

Result decision Universal House of
Justice announce following changes
assignment Hands. Hand Cause William Sears returning Africa resume
service as Hand that Continent. Hand
Cause John Robarts assigned Western Hemisphere will reside Canada
serve entire area North America.
Confident ever greater victories teaching field both continents result momentous decision. Share message National Spiritual Assemblies Canada,
Alaska also publish Baha'i News.
(signed) Handsfaith

1966;

"Owing continuation attacks undermining sacred institutions Faith despite repeated warnings explanations
announce expUlsion Amy Needy, Jean
Porch, Ruth Cornell, John Needy.
Warn friends all association forbidden. Jr

(Signed) Handsfaith

Haifa, Israel
August 27. 1966

~
~1
~
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Hand of the Cause, H. Collis Featherstone with Bah(Pi
friends at the BaM', Center in Taiwan May 12, 1966.

.
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Members of the first Local Spiritual Assembly of Pingtung, Taiwan, elected Ri¢van, 1966, as follows: :front
row (from left); Mrs. Wu Ping-chen, Ching Chung-tan,
Wu Ping..chen, Wu Wen-jen, Lee Liang-tung; back 'rOW:
Wang Chang-~an, Chin Chung-shaD, Huang Hai Tan,
Wen Lung-Jul.
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Marseille Exhibit
Proclaims Faith
to Thousands

A pornon of tlte large Marseille exltibition witlt attending Balta'is and friendB.
Over 1200 square feet of space was utilized to amply portray tlte BaItIi'i Faitlt
to tlte public. Pltoto below s/tows two youtltful Balta'is attracted to tlte Faitlt
by tlte exhibition.

Marseille, the first place in France and in Europe on
which •Abdu'l-Baha set foot over fifty years ago, was
the scene of a mighty proclamation of the Faith of
Baha'u'llith, from June 2 to June 28. More than half of

this city of a million people visited or saw a Baha'i
exhibition in one of the city's most strategic locations, a
prominent square at 159 rue de Rome. The exhibit,
occupying 1200 square feet with glass on all four sides,

National Spiritual Assembly of tlte Balta'is 01 France,
elected during Ridvan 1966: Seated, left to rigltt: Mme.
DaVid, Mr. Tamene~ Mr. Robert, Mr. Abrar and standing, left to right: Mr. Rafaat, Mr. Naunou, Mr. Petit,
Mme. Saminy and Mr. Tirandaz.

was fully lighted and open all night. Baha'i attendants
at the exhibit~ drawn from other parts of France, as
well as Monaco, were kept busy day and night answering questions, giving away literature and generally
teaching the Faith to hundreds of inquirers. The response from the public wa~ something hitherto unprecedented in France, not only for the Faith but for any
movement. 20,000 pieces of literature were given away
- many books were sold. Much of the more intense
teaching work was carried on over refreshments served
in the basement.
Many high officials of the city attended, a number
having received a copy of the book Paris Talks along
with their invitation. So successful was the exhibit in
attracting the public that the Television and Radio
Department televised the event on the third day and
showed the film on the Marseille news programs, along
with a favorable interview.
Although the National Spiritual Assembly of France
sponsored and arranged the exhibition, one individual
made the site available and underwrote the expenses,
preparatory to opening a business there.
Sixteen people declared their faith during the exhibition period. some of them having been close to the
Teachings but still hesitant prior to this event, and
approxim a tely 200 interested people made plans to
attend firesides.
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By Horace Holley
What is happening to the Baha'is? In order to attempt to deal with this vital question, let us take three
different stages in the development of the Baha'i Community and see how, in these three stages, different
conditions have become manifest Wltil we find ourselves today in the most mysterious condition the world

has ever seen.
Years ago, while the Master was still in this world~ I
had occasion one day to call on Roy Wilhelm, who had
a little office down town in New York City, which for
many years was practically the Baha'i Center of the
United States. Roy was very excited on that occasion.
He had received a Tablet from the Master and he
handed to me the original Tablet to read, and I have
never forgotten it. It was reprinted on page 384 of the
Baha'i WOTld Faith.
"All the people of the world are, as thou dost observe,
in the sleep of negligence. They have forgotten God
altogether.
. They are~ like unto the loathsome
worms, trying to lodge in the depth of the ground, while
a single Hood of rain sweeps aU their nests and lodging
away. Nevertheless, they do not come to their senses.
Where is the majesty of the Emperor of Russia? Where
is the might of the German Emperor'? Where is the
greatness of the Emperor of Austria? In a short time all
these palaces were turned into ruins and all these
pretentious edifices underwent destruction. They left no
fruit and no trace, save eternal ruin."
That was during the years of the first world wart and
the Master saw the end in the beginning, and through
this Tablet He brought into the bearts of believers the
realization that the basis of modern civilization had already been destroyed.
About this time He revealed the following Tablet
directly to the believers: "If thou seekest to be intoxicated with the cup of the Most Mighty Gift, cut thyseH
from the world and be quit of self and desire. Exert
thyself night and day until spiritual powers may penetrate thy heart and soul. Abandon the body and the
material, until merciful powers may become manifest;
because not until the soil is become pure will it develop
through the heavenly bounty; not until the hear! is
purified, will the radiance of the Sun of Truth shine
therein. I beg of God, that thou wilt day by day
increase the purity of thy heart, the cheerfulness of thy
soul, the Jight of thy insight, and the search for Truth."
In those two Tablets, revealed possibly in the year
1919, we see the great contrast, the great abyss which
has risen in this world between the collapse of the old
order and the peoples pertaining to the old order and
the rise of the new creation in the hearts of the Baha'is.
That is our starting-point as we try to deal with this
subject, jlWhat is happening to the Baha'is?"
AIl of us who have come into the Faith bring all that
we have accumulated with us, of ideas, of impressions,
of values, of emotions, of reactions, of envies, of jeal
ousies, everything that we happen to have, we bring
4

with us into the Cause of God.
A certain number of people think that they are Baha'is
when they can take a certain statement and say, HI
believe this to be truth," but belief is no longer faith.
There are other people who take a step farther, they
are stronger in their personalities, they have conviction
on what they believe, but conviction is only faith in
action. A person of strong conviction can quite sincereJy be convinced about things that are entirely wrong
and useless; so when we meet sincere people, people of
ardor, of strong conviction, we have to examine the
values they are trying to express, and we never find
that people who end in conviction have attained the
essence of faith. Faith is not feeling; faith is not the
ability to think ourselves from one world to another;
faith is being reborn. It is the element of will in the hU4
man personality that has to be influenced and that is
the last thing that we give up. We can change our feelings, we can change our ideas, but to give up our will is
the miracle of human life.
All of His life, the Master, in His travels, His Tablets,
was trying to confer upon us the realization of the
necessity- of giving up our wills and the way that we
might succeed. So we had years in the development in
the Baha'i community from that time on, and then the
Guardian came a few years later and we went through
the discipline of establishing institutions, which delimited the power and the influence and the authority of
the individuaL Therefore, it was a time of discipline,
and for a number of years a time of great confusion,
because it was easier to go along by inertia the old path
than to stop short and realize that God, Himself, had
created these institutions for which we had no respect,
because we didn't like four or five out of the nine
elected in a given year; so we lost the meaning of
institutions as we contemplated personalities.
The Guardian let this process go on for a certain
length of time until October 8, 1952, when he wrote us a
letter launching the world embracing spiritual crusade.
He said, for example, j'Hail with feelings of humble
thankfulness and unbounded joy, opening of the Holy
Year commemorating the centenary of the rise of the
Orb of Baha'u'IHlh's most sublime Revelation, marking
the consummation of the six thousand year cycle ushered in by Adam, glorified by all past prophets and
sealed with the blood of the Author of the Bilbi Despensation. "
Then he went on to say "hour propitious to proclaim
to the entire Baha'i world the projected launching on
the occasion of the convocation of the approaching
Intercontinental Conferences on the four continents of
the globe the fate-laden, soul-stirring, decade-long,
world-embracing Spiritual Crusade . . . aiming at the
immediate extension of Baha'u'llah's spiritual dominion as well as the eventual establishment of the structure of His administrative order in all remaining Sovereign States, and Principal Dependencies . . . scattered
4
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over the surface of the entire planet."
Now this was like an examination given to people,
who had been through an educational university, to see
how proficient they had become; how much faith they
possessed that could be translated into heroic selfsacrificial acts. And God be praised, the first year of
the ten·year plan in its results, delighted the Guardi·
an's heart. The souls were found who have arisen to the
condition of real faith.
This afternoon you have had presented to you the
Guardian's most recent general letter (American
Baha'is in the Time 01 World Peril) about the danger in
which the nation finds itself, and his consummate
appeal to the individual souls. Therefore we come

again to a time of tests.
Perhaps we might approach it this way: that in the
condition of faith, we are re-born into a realm where we
can no longer have a private persona1 mind, and where
we can no longer have delimited personal feelings
because the truth of God operates upon that plane, and
when our understanding is opened, the realm of tmiversal truth Hoods us from the most humble to the wisest.
There is no distinction; that universal truth of God
penetrates and illuminates, and since the same truth
passes through aU people of illumined understanding,
this is what is meant by unity.
Unity is not the formal agreement that people make
when they decide to get along together, as though they
might as well do it as comfortably as possible with as
few disputes as possible. Unity is the oneness of God
projected into human understanding, and when the
heart is opened on that plane, divine love pours through
and that love is the same love that God gives to all
other hearts that a re bound to Him I and so the hea rts
are bound together in one love and this is not the
inconstancy of personal affection. It is steadfast and
eternal. So when we by faith attain even the faintest
realization of the miracle that God wants to achieve
within every one of us, we lose our sense of the TenYear Plan as being supremely difficult. Oh, it costs so
much! Dh, it takes away our best workers] Can we do it
in ten years? Really that is not the point. The point is,
do we live in a world of faith, or do we remain in a
world of hUman doubt, human inertia, human indifference? Because in God's world, things are done.
Now. let us think for a moment. Here is a pioneer.
This pioneer has gone to a far-off area, of different race,
different religion, different language; and the American pioneer, whom we have known personally perhaps,
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responding to the -call, establishes residence in that faroff goal. Well, God is there. He is not held back by
~eographicallimitations of the human body, and surely
10 that area, if the pioneer has the light of the love of
God in his heart, there are others capable of illumination in that mass of people.
Looking at it from the point of view of the individual
pioneer. he sees thousands of people, he doesn't know
one from the other. and what is he to do?
Wen, if he remains in the condition of faith and
illumination, I think God works this way. Off in this
corner of the city, there is a person who has capacity,
and God looks down and begins to move these little
chessmen around on the board until finally in the most
natural way the person of capacity and the pioneer
meet, and if they are in the realm of spiritual consciousness, it is a true and eternal meeting even if they
are unaware of it at first. There is confirmation.
So you see the work is done for us. Friends, if we do
our share of the work, which is to be fit for God to use
because God does not do His work with people who ar~
too much tainted with the wor1d, God sends us suffering, bitternesses that we need, in order to generate
force enough to make the supreme step from the
personal will to the will that is handed over to God.
In complete faith, God fulfills our hope if it is true,
but He does not fulfill our wishes, and as long as we
have the senSe of wish uppermost in our mind, our
Baha!i career is one of frustration. So you can see that
the quicker we give up our will, the quicker that
happiness and hope will come to us, because there is
nothing for God to take away from us, He can only give.
We create the things He has to take away and then we
are upset, but if we give of ourselves, we've given all
we?ve got. And it doesn't make any difference from a
human point of view, what the capacity is, or the
station in life, or the experience, or training, or anything. In the kingdom of God, there is an equality of
being.
So friends, if we are asking ourselves, °What is
happening to the Baha'is"?" we are being torn in two,
because the world is dragging us one way and Baha'u'llilh is dragging us another. and the quicker we
realize this, the sooner we can bring ourselves to a
unity of being and give ourself to God to use: the better
for us, the belter for the Plan of God, the better for the
great work the Guardian is carrying on in Haifa.
-Talk given September 18, 1954-in BAHA'i NEWS nos.
288, 289.

..

Staff of a Tibetan Refugee SchOOl, MysDre? India, who, along with Tibetan students heard the Baha'i message
presented by Dr. H. M. Munje, Auxiliary Board Member. Some of the Tibetan ..tu.gee children are shown at right.
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Welsh Baha'is Exhibit at
National Art Festival

,

The Welsh Teaching Committee sponsored Baha'i
participation for the first time in the National Eisteddfod of Wales this year, a competitive festival of art and
culture held annually which attracts many visitors
from home and abroad. Beginning August 1 and held
for six days at Aberafan. Glamorgan, the display
featured a slide projection of views of the World Center,
Baha'i Houses of Worship around the world and the
London Congress. Posters, maps, photos and Baha'i
literature further helped. to proclaim the principles of
the Faith and the overhead banner, Baha'i World.
Faith, was given in both Welsh and English. In addition
to the thousands of visitors at the festival, many of whom
stopped for information, the exhibit was seen by mil~
lions throughout the country On television.
Seven thousand copies of a pamphlet in the Welsh
language were given away and an equal number in
English. A special presentation of the brochure was
made to a new member of Parliament inspecting the
exhibit by a young lady dressed in the Welsh national
costume.
An ann()uncement was made at the exhibition of ten
follow-up meetings in various towns throughout Wales,
two of them to be given in the Welsh language. (Photo
at right shows a portion of the exhibit.)

National Spirituat Assembly of Nicaragua, elected at
Ri4van, 1966. Left to right: Faustino Espino, Mrs.
Cecilia King, Jose Ines Arita (treaSUTe1"), Mrs. Elena
Blandford, Edgar Gomez (chairman). Standing, left to
right: Mauricio Fajardo, Jorge V. Harper (recording
secTetary) , Salomon Escalante (corresponding secretary). Adolfo Cornavaca (vice-chairman), is absent.

Left: The North West Africa National Convention held recently. Right: newly elected National Spiritual AssemblY
of the Baha'is of West Africa, left to right: Dr. E. Taii, Sh. Riaz Rouhani, M. Maanan, E. SabeTan, I. Mimoun, O.
Oueriachi, H. Rouhani Ardekani, Dr. F. Ahmadpoor and Dr. A. Mesbah.
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New U, S, Homefront Work
The work of expansion and consolidation of the Faith

on the United States homefront was thrust forward with
renewed vigor and spirit as the newly apPOinted com·

mittee structure was launched on three successive
weekends in July and August. The National Spiritual
Assembly. in order better to meet the responsibilities
and achievements stressed by the Universal House of

Justice, appointed, at Ridvim. a National Goals Committee to replace the former two committees of National Teaching and Community Development, and has, in

addition, appointed Stale Goals Committees in each of
the electoral districts throughout the country (with the
exception of California which is under the California
Victory Committee for the second year). Then, the
National Goals Committee was called upon to plan
"Briefing Sessions" for the state committees at which
information as to functions and responsibilities, inspiration for the tasks, and faith in the power of the
Covenant would be gained.
Thus, twelve such sessions were held for the fifty-one
State Goals Committees over a period of three weeks in
July and August. Each session was led by a member of
the National Spiritual Assembly, the Auxiliary Board of
the Hands of the Faith in the Western Hemisphere, and
the National Goals Committe~ who cooperated in
bringing to these newly created state committees the
total impact of their responsibilities and their privilege
and joy in service.
The response to the Briefing Sessions is clear evidence of the earnest longing of the believers to serve
their beloved Caus.e. A genuine spirit of eager expectation and dedication to the tasks was evident from the
very first, and to this spirit was added confidence,
enthusiasm and happiness. Almost one hundred per
ce~t of the state committees' membership attended,
any absences being due to unavoidable circumstances.
All were eager to begin functioning and to initiate the
greatest year thus far of teaching and consolidation of
the Faith in the United States, and of fulfilling the
spiritual mission bestowed upon the American Baha'I
Community by Abdu'l-Baha.
The agenda of the sessions, which were chaired by a
member of the National Goals Committee, provided for
clarification of the over-all structure for the work on the
homefront and universal participation by the believers,
for discussion of the state committees' functions, consultation on and acceptance of goals and implementation, and for gaining a deeper understanding of the
Covenant.
The close coordination and responsibility for the work
of the Faith by the institutions of the National Spiritual
Assembly and the Hands of Cause of God were symbolized by representatives of both institutions participating in these Briefing Sessions. The National Assembly
members brought, in a loving, inspiring and informative way, the close relationships of the institutions and
their committees and what the National Assembly
needs. expects and hopes from them in the rem aining
years of the Nine Year Plan. The Auxiliary Board
member present at each session contributed a very
essential spirit and assurance of assistance, lifting
those present to a greater realization of the meaning

IS

Launched With Success

and power of the Covenant, their reliance upon that
power, and the world-wide vision of the Faith in relation to their individual endeavors, and helping all to
serve on a higher level of faith and assurance.

Reports Show Enthusiastic Response
The response was enthusiastic and inspiriting, as
indicated in some excerpts from reports, as foHows. i'lt
was the great spiritual sense of oneness, high dedication, and new sights in the Faith which I particularly
felt." uI believe the response of these state committees
is greater than anticipated. Their establishment fills a
real VOid, and begins to open the way to achieving
universal participation." 'iAll the sessions were
marked by enthusiasm and creative planning on the
part of the various committees." "The spirit engendered should spark teaching in these states as nothing
before has done, for it is clear that the excellent ideas
of these members, plus their devoted activity, sparked
and guided by the National Spiritual Assembly should
quicken every Baha'i." "Emphasis was given all
through the sessions to the importance of expressing
love and joy in carrying out all projects undertaken."
"I am pleased with the spirit expressed by everyone,
and if it is maintained there will be surprising results
this year in the number of new assemblies." uThe spirit
of the Briefing Session was good and its impact well
impressed upon participants, all of whom returned to
their respective areas with a strong realization of the
importance of the State Goals Committee as the vital
link of the teaching and consolidation structure. It was
impressive to witness the keen sense of responsibility
displayed by the various committees in attendance/'
"The friends displayed a sense of adventure and bright
expectation that could be attributed only to the depth of
their confidence in the structure presented to them."
"The Briefing was apparently successful in achieving
the major objectives of arousing enthusiasm for and in
gaining understanding of their role, and in orienting
them to their goals, especially the one of universal
participation through prayer and fireside teaching."
"The discussions throughout were enlightened, provocative and appropriate. Questions and comments focused upon the how, when, and where of sac responsibilities; never on the why." "Many new ideas for
helping each other across state lines were presented by
the state committee members, and a selfless spirit of
cooperation was engendered." "The session on the
Covenant was powerful and caught us all in its strong
spirit. There needs to be a firm and simple understanding of the power of the Covenant - that it is the source
of life and dynamism for the very planet itself."

Utilization of All Talents
There was much interest in the emphasis placed by
the National Spiritual Assembly on uncovering and
utilizing all possible talents for serving the Faith, and
the members of these new committees seemed grateful
that they would be free to request help from any
sources in their states.
During the Briefing workshops. some committees
made specific plans, even typing letters and telephon-
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Members.of State Goa1.s Committees meet with representatives of the National Spirituaf Assembly,. the AuxHiary Board, and the National Goals Committee at

conferences held at Green Acre (left) and at Atlanta,
Georgia (right) on the weekend of July 23-24.

mg, on the spot, for meetings with assemblies, groups
and isolated believers, while others selected goals and
ways and means of attaining them. But, in whatever
manner they approached the tasks at hand, they had
one thing in common - a loving determination to
serve, as well as encourage and assist every believer to

World Order published
The first issue of World Order, the Baha'i quarterly,
will appear this month and will contain articles of great
interest to Baha'is and their friends. It is the policy of
this magazine to address itself to the general public as
well as to Baha'is and it will deal with problems of
international peace, world government, the United Nations? world law and human rights 8S well as comparative religion, the sciences, arts and letters.
Contents of the October issue include: "My Religious
Faith", by Bernard Leach, noted potter who has been
honored in Britain and japan and who describes with
simple eloquence the role of religion in the life of an
artist; uSocial Disadvantage - The Real Enemy in the
War on PovertyU by Dr. Daniel Jordan, Baha'i, and
Director of the Institute for ResearclJ. in Human Behavior of the School of Education at Indiana University;
"City of Man Revisited", by Prof. Warren Wagar of the
Department of History at Wellesley College; Excerpts
from Dispatches by the Russian Minister to Persia
between 1848 and 1856 to his government concerning
early activities of the Bab, Faith.
Subscription for one year: $3.50 (foreign - $4.00) payable to: World Order Magazine, 1 Cove Ridge Lane, Old
Greenwich, Connecticut 06870.

active participation in the Divine Plan. The new committees expressed appreciation for the wonderful leadership and loving spirit prevailing at these Briefing
Sessions, and, as the responsibilities were progressively
revealed, the prospect of serving became increasingly
exciting.

A Noteworthy Teaching Program
in New Mexico
The BaM.'is of Gallup, New Mexico, in July and
August sponsored a series of nine meetings to proclaim
the Faith to the Indians. Posters were placed. in trading
posts and stores throughout the adjacent Navajo Reservation. While the attendance was disappointing at the
first eight meetings, seventy were present at the final
week-end gathering, most of them being Navajos. Auxiliary Board member, Mr. Chester Kahn gave an inspiring talk both in English and Navajo. Mr. Gordon Laite
showed slides skillfully arranged around the theme
'IBlessed in the Spot." This was followed by group
singing led by Mr . John Cook, representative of the
American Indian Service Committee.
After the program most of the Indians and nonIndians joined in a dance and further singing around a
camp fire.
Sunday morning after prayers and breakfast, Gordon
Laite led the discussion. Before the meeting adjourned
three members of the Hopi tribe arrived, including the
secretary and the assistant chief of the tribe. The son of
the latter, at a moment's notice, gave an interesting
talk on the Hopi idea of religion.
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United Nations Representative
at Green Acre Weekend Institute
Baha'is and guests who crowded into Baha'i Hall
Green Acre Summer School, on the humid afternoon
August 7 were rewarded with an informative talk by
Mr. Asdrubal Salsamendi. Deputy Director of Unesco.
Mr. Salsamendi had made a special trip from New
York City to be the guest speaker for the public
meeting which wound up a two-day United Nations
Institute. Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh. Baha'i International Observer to the UN, was the chairman for the
meeting. A stimulating question and answer period
followed Mr. SalsamendPs talk.
His topic was Unesco's new worldwide literacy campaign, whose goal is to bring the opportunity for education to all people of the world. In pointing out that more
than one-half of the world's population is unable to read
or write, he stressed the urgency of the campaign in
face of a quickly evolving world civilization.
The United Nations Committee of the Baha'is was in

of

Flagstaff Baha'is Sponsor Art Exhibit

At the Flagstaff Art Exhibit. Gordon LaUe, exhibit
judge shows picture as frie~ds listen. Opposite Mr.
Laite is Nea! Bear, director of the Flagstaff Art Barn
where the exhibit was held. Also shown are Franklin
Kahn (left), guest artist and exhibit judge; Lucy Evans,
artist and William Latham, chairman of the Flagstaff
Spiritual Assembly.
"The Southwestern Art Exhibit, sponsored by the
Baha'i Community of Flagstaff, Arizona, was the most
exciting, indirect teaching event I ever had the joy of
participating in," said Mrs. Jeanne Laite of Gallup,
New Mexico. Other Baha'is who served the Faith in
connection with this event expressed the same feeling.
The opening, held on the evening of June 30 attracted

First meeting held at the new Bahd'i Center in Egg
Harbor, Wisconsin, J1Lty 3, 1966. Devotions and fireside
meetings wi!! be held at this Center each Sunday
morning at 11 :00.

cha~ge of the weekend institute, a series of workshops
deslgned to show how the UN is helping build the
Lesser Peace which must come before the Most Great
Peace for which Baha'is are working, and to show the
relation of the UN to the Faith.

about eighty attendants who heard Mr. Gordon Laite, a
Baha'i artist from Gallup, New Mexico, speak on the
topic, "A New Cycle of Human Power" with Mark
Tobey's painting "Little World" loaned for the exhibit
and serving as illustration for the evening's address.
The exhibit lasted from July 1 through 4, being open
from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. each day and attracting
excellent attendance partly because of the AI! Indian
Pow Wow which was held at the same time in Flagstaff.
At least 1,200 visitors from 35 states and seven foreign
countries attended the show.
Mr. David Villasenor, a Baha'i from Glendora, California contributed greatly to the interest in the exhibit
by demonstrating his permanent sand painting technique each afternoon and evening of the show.
The paintings entered in the exhibit carried out the
theme of unity from diversity. being in all media and
modes including modern, traditional, American Indian,
Ethiopian, Persian and Chinese paintings.
An attractive display of Baha'i literature, with pamphlets and post cards for free distribution offered many
opportunities for inquiries and discussion of the Faith,
and the enthusiasm and warmth demonstrated by those
Bah,,'is who helped with the project made a great
impression on the visitors who thus caught the true
spirit of the Faith. Thus was art, presented with good
taste and dignity, a means of attracting people to the
Faith.
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A Major Event
At Ridvan. 1967, a major event will take place in
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. Another
pillar will be erected to support the Universal House of
Justice by the formation at that time of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Leeward, Windward and
Virgin Islands. Sixteen islands will come under the
jur~sdiction of this new National Spiritual Assembly,
islands which differ vastly in cultural and economic
patterns. The islands of St. Thomas and St. Croix are
territories of the United States. The islands of SI.
Eustatius, Saba and half of Saint Martin belong to the
Netherland Antilles group. Guadeloupe and Martinique
and half of St. Martin are Departments of France.
Antigua, Barbuda, SI. Kitts-Nevis, Dominica, St. Vincent, Barbados, Grenada, St, Lucia are controlled by
Great Britain. Previous to the launching of the Nine
Year Plan in 1964 pioneers had settled only on the
islands of Grenada, SI. Thomas and SI. Lucia.
The Caribbean Sea is 1,700 miles long and 700 miles
wide. The islands to be included under the forthcoming
National Spiritual Assembly form a great arc in this
sea, reaching from St. Thomas at the North to Grenada
which lies close to the coast of Venezuela. In view of all
the factors involved: distance, cultural, political and
economic differences, and the varying tempo of life in
the several islands the establishment of this new National Assembly will be a momentous achievement.
Because of the great amount of teaching which must
be accomplished before April 1967. an intensified program has been latulched for the purpose of bringing
about a closer relationship between the believers on
the separate islands. A series of teaching trips by believers on various islands has been scheduled with institutes and deepening classes planned for each place
they visit. From July 24 through September 6 Mr. Ellsworth Blackwell, Auxiliary Board member from Haiti
visited all the islands. Miss Katharine Meyer. secretary
of the St. Thomas Assembly, visited several of the
islands from September 1 to 17. During October a trip
to ten islands is scheduled for Mrs. Lorraine Landau,
pioneer in Barbados. During each of the remaining
months of the Baha'i year a similar trip is planned.
The participating Baha'i teachers will include: Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Miller, pioneers in Grenada; Mrs.
Henrietta Trutza, pioneer in St. Lucia; Mr. Jose Monge,
secretary of the San Juan, Puerto Rico Assembly, as
well as others including, hopefully t some of the believers
newly enrolled.
An exciting project was carried out on St. Vincent
during July and August. Miss Jean Norris of Durham,

sea Ie; 1 inch = 150 m il.s (approx.)
North Carolina, and Miss Barbara Smith, Alexandria J
Virginia, spent their vacation time pioneering together
on this delightful island. This fine team accomplished
very rewarding results including several enrollments,
holding a school for children with over twenty in attendance, wonderful newspaper publicity, and the awakening of re a1 interest in the Faith from people at all levels
of the society.
A successful traveling ~eaching trip through the islands was taken during the summer by Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Noyes, Binghamton, New York, accompanied by
Erica Reich and Bob Cronin, youth. Another summer
trip was made by Mrs. Frances Foss, East Orange, New
Jersey which trip has brought her to the decision to
return to pioneer on one of the islands.
The many pioneers who have settled in this vast
island area are doing highly commendable work for our
beloved Faitb. They need the prayers of the friends all
around the world to fortify and give impetus to the
important work they are doing and to help in accomplishing the momentous event of next Ri9-van.

Nation-wide Television Program Presents Film
"And His Name Shall Be One"
The thirty minutes viewing time which it took to show
"And His Name Shall be One," the CBS-TV "Lamp
Unto My Feet" film that went out over the entire
network of over 200 stations in the United States and
Canada on Sunday, September 4, was only a minute
part of the time and effort involved in the presentation
of this beautiful story about the Baha'i Faith.

In February, 1965 the first contact was made by Mrs.
Jessyca Russell Gaver, a Baha'i of New York, with the
show's executive producer, Miss Pamela 1I0tt, an English actress who gave up the stage for her preferred
occupation of doing documentaries about news events.
For "Lamp Unto My Feet," a program that has been
carried on for many years, is not so much concerned
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with religious news as with the news that all sorts of
topics, ideas and people make today. Miss 1I0tt was the
first to agree that the Faith proclaimed by Baha'u'lli!h
was indeed a Faith to be recognized as important and
noteworthy.
After continued contact with representatives of the
Faith in America, in June, 1965 Miss Ilott, with her
producer/director for the show, Mr. Marvin Silbersher,
and a camera crew went to Israel to do a series of film
programs, one of which was to be the taking of camera
shots of the Baha'i Holy Places in that country_ With
the cooperation of the Hands of the Faith resident in
Haifa at the time, and members of the Universal House
of Justice? Mr. Silbersher and his crew followed the
path of Baha'i pilgrims for a number of days, going to
the Shrines, to Bahji, to Pilgrim House and to 'Akka, to
record the scenes of both Baha'u'Ilah's glory and imprisonment.
In April, 1966 the second part of the show was shot
during the National Baha'i Convention in Wilmette,
Dlinois, where a number of believers were photographed walking or discussing the Faith. And in August, 1966 the final filming was done when Mrs. Mildred
Mottahedeh, as the Faith's well-informed United Nations representative since 1948, was interviewed by
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CBS's Dallas Townsend, and told how the Faith has
affected the people and country of America.
The camera work was exquisite, particularly the
parts in color. But the editing of the film, skillfully done
by "~amp's" film editor, Bernadette Sauve, and the
selectIon of background music performed so magically
by Ethel Shaw, are what added the "icing U to the rich
cake of :risual beauty. The narration was beautifully
and poetIcal1y created by Director Marvin Silbersher
who admittedly captured much of the spirit of the
Faith, not only from the Writings but also from the
explanations given to him at Pilgrim House in Haifa by
Hands of the Cause Abu'l Qasim Faizi and Amatu'lBaha Ruhiyyih Khanum. as well as by the other gracious and wonderful believers he talked with everywhere he went in the Holy Land and in Wilmette and
New York.
The barrage of letters that followed the September 4
showing of the film, j4And His Name Shall Be One U
made everyone concerned very happy as it proved to
them that, thanks to "Lamp Unto My Feet," the name
of the Baha'i Faith will now be better known and more
easily recognized in the United States. The American
Baha'is are deeply grateful to the people of "Lamp
Unto My Feet" who made this marvelous breakthrough
possible for their beloved Faith.

Indian Baha'i Center Rededicated
The -Bahatis of Macy, Nebraska, with the assistance
of friends from nearby communities of Winnebago,
Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska, and Sioux Falls, South
Dakota have successfully carried out a three month
plan of rebuilding and again dedicating their center.
The scene of the Center, in the heart of the Omaha
Indian Reservation, was the place where the first all
Indian Assembly in the West was formed in 1948.
The completion of the work of rebuilding was celebrated on July 24 with a dinner and service of dedication, to which all residents of the Omaha and neighboring Winnebago Reservations were invited. Some 300
souls came and enjoyed a bountiful dinner of barbecued deer, chickens, soup and Indian fry bread. With
the cooperation of the Indian Service Committee a
joyful and inspiring service was held with talks by Mrs.
Bea Bechtold of Phoenix, Arizona, Mr. Michael Jamir
of Winnebago, Mrs. Edna Atkins, who pioneered at the
Omaha Reservation for six years, and Mrs. Ina Mae
Brown, Sioux Indian Baha'i who addressed the gathering with inspired words on the significance of
Baha'u'llah as the One Who Fulfills the Indian prophecy of "One who gathers all men into one fold."
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Snyder and their son William

Local Spiritual Assembly of Skokie, Illinois fOTmed at
Ri{lvan, 1966. Seated~ left to right: Valorie Wagner,
Caroline Hoff (secretary), Jessie Chitham (treasurer),
Nancy Swanson. Standing, left to right: Michael Chuno-

witz (chairman), Rowell Hoff (vice chairman), George
Wilson, George Bedcer, Barry James.

Richard Snyder J pioneeT at the newly dedicated Center
at Macy, NebTaska.

are the new pioneers who will live and teach the Faith
on the Reservation. As a fitting climax to the day's
festivities these devoted souls were blessed with the
birth of a daughter, Jamal Ann.
Those who took part feel that once again they have
seen demonstration of the power that is in this Cause.
Their plea for help was answered, request for speakers
brought able assistance with the result that at least 260
friends are close to the teachings of God for this day.
Soon the victory will be even more apparent in this
special village. one that was praised and prayed for by
the beloved Guardian.
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Baha'i Holy Days Recognized
By letter from the District Superintendent of Schools,
August fii-st, the Baha'is of Goleta, California, were
notified that 'IGoleta Union School District will excuse
the children andlor members of the Baha'i World
Faith" on the nine Baha'i Holy Days, the dates of
which were listed. Similar permission has been granted
by the Boards of Education in Toledo and in Washington Township, in Ohio as well as in Ipswich, Massachusetts. This brings to 162 the number of localities
• here Baha'i Holy Days are given recognition by local
school authorities.

New$ Briefs
The Baha'i Club of Michigan State University, at
Lansing, Michigan, presented a slide lecture in the
Student Union building an July 21. An audience of
seventy attracted by personal invitations t mimeographed announcements posted on the campus and a
two column notice in the college paper, heard Bob
Cameron, of Duluth, Minn. explain the slides as he
showed them. About half the audience remained afterwards to ask questions, giving the four Baha'is present
opportunity to explain the teachings of the Faith in
more detail. The four Baha'Is: Bob Cameron, Faramarz Samadany, Richard Thomas and Kenneth Gottlieb demonstrated the teaching on oneness of mankind, representing as they did American, Persian,
Negro, white, Christian, Islamic and Jewish backgrounds.

o
Twenty-four Marian Anderson rose bushes were
given to the City of Niagara Falls, New York, this
summer as the contribution of the local Baha'is to the

BahG'i House of Worship

community beautification program. The Marian Anderson rose, the first ever named in honor of a living
Negro, was selected for this gift "as a living symbol of
the basic principle of the Faith - the absolute Oneness
of Mankind" and because of its planting at the House of
Worship in WHmette and later in the gardens at the
Shrine of the Bab in Haifa.
The public presentation received considerable press
coverage and was attended by the city mayor, other
city dignitaries and by sixty-five Baha'is and their
friends from twelve communities in Western New York
and Ontario.
Mildred B. McKown, local spiritual assembly chairman, told those gathered of the history of the search for
and naming of the rose and why the local Baha'is
selected it for planting in the Hyde Park Rose Garden
in Niagara Falls.

o
As a result of unusual publicity that appeared in a
renowned French newspaper, France-soir, concerning
a Baha'i wedding at the Center in Paris, Radio-Television of p.aris and Radio-Luxembourg, which is heard
throughout Europe, interviewed a number of Baha'is
in respect to the Faith. Among those interviewed were
National Assembly member, Mr. Robert and Madame
Guyonne David of the Public Relations Committee.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The bimonthly magazine, Fellowship in PTayeT, for
August 1966 devotes over two pages to quotations from
the Words of Baha'u'Uah with an explanatory note
stating that the first nine of these quotations appear
over the nine entrances to the House of Worship in
Wilmette, IlIinois_ The publication is dedicated to the
purpose of promoting the practice of prayer among all
religions and has included accounts of the Baha'i Faith
in several issues in the past.

Visiting Hours
Through October 15
10;00 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily

Beginning October 16
10;00 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily

Devotions
Sundays

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
October 16 - 'JIm (Knowledge)
November 4 - Qudrat (Power)

HOLY DAY
October 20 -

Birth of the Bab

PROCLAMATION EVENT

3 :30 to 4:00 p.m.

October 24 -

Public Meetings
Sunday.
4:15 p.m.

United Nations Day

U. S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
N ovem ber 11>-20
December 3O-January 2

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual .Assembly of the United States, as a news
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Summer Institutes Spur Teaching Endeavors
West Texas

Madison, Wiscansin

Sponsored by the Local Spiritual Assembly of Odessa.
in conjW1ction with the El Paso Group, a West Texas
Teaching Institute was held September 2-5 at Hawthorne House on Texas Western Campus in EI Paso.
The Institute had as its theme: HThe Divine Plan.!)
Divided into three classes daily, two in the morning and
one in the evening, with recreation and relaxation in
between, it was very well received. This theme was
chosen for the Institute because it was the anniversary
of that charter and because the National Spiritual
Assembly and the Hands of the Cause have stressed its
study and understanding in accomplishment of the
goals of the Nine Year Plan.
Representing Hands of the Cause in the Western
Hemisphere was Mr. Chester Kahn, Auxiliary Board
member, who participated most effectively in the program. Dr. Edris Rice-Wray, international Baha'i lecturer and teacher, invited from Mexico, lent assistance
in teaching classes. Other teachers secured from surrounding communities were: Mr. Fred Bell and Mrs.
Betty Nix, of Odessa, and Mrs. Amy Dwelly, of Santa
Fe, N.M.
The more than 70 participants in this most inspiring
Institute have taken away with them a new dedication
and desire to assist in serving the goals of the Nine
Year Plan.

Baha'is in Madison, Wisconsin found inspiration to
a ttai? their ~oa~ of nineteen new believers this year by
holding an mstltute for study of the RiQ,van message
from the Universal House of Justice. Held July 4 at the
home of the Charles Keefreys the subjects covered in
the eight hour session covered the role of the individual
and that of the whole Baha'i community.
Topics included: Prayer and fasting, the laws of the
Faith ~egarding marriage, divorce, use of alcohol; the
neces.slty for educating children; spiritual obligation to
contnbute to the Funds. These subjects were let:! by:
Mrs. <;harlotte Keefrey, Mrs. Diane SCheffer, Dr.
Manucher Javid, Mr. Gustave DeCocq, and Mrs. Carl
Engler.
A report on "The Challenges of the Nine Year Plan"
using maps presented vividly the scope of the World
Order of Baha'u'llah which is being erected by believers all over the world. Important thoughts emphaSIzed were: each one should study the Tablets of the
Divine Plan; find ways to help such as lending use of
cars, ta~g weekend teaching trips, holding firesides,
and, above all, teaching by deeds and not just words.
Thus was more meaning brought to the statement of
the beloved Guardian: "The field is indeed so immense
the period so critical, the Cause so great, the worker;
so few, the time so short, the privilege so priceless, that
no follower of Baha'u'lhlh, worthy to bear His name
can afford a moment's hesitation."

Woodland Park. Colorado
The power and glory of Baha'u'llah's Most Glorious
Revelation was demonstrated at a summer weekend of
fellowship and study in Woodland Park, Colo., attended
by youth and adults of varied backgrounds and races.
Coming from a 500 mile radius, the Baha'is and their
friends heard teachers of exceptional wisdom and inspiration. adding to the spirit of unity and enthusiasm
which marked the sessions conducted. by Gordon Laite,
Wanden Kane, Brandford Watson and Auxiliary Board
member Chester Kahn.

Pioneering Teachers Needed
Teachers are needed in the Fort Myers, Fla., area, a
potential goal LSA for that southern state, As of late in
the summer, both negro and white teachers were being sought in the fields of special education, Spanish,
English, shop, social studies, science, guidance, home
economics, physical education, math and library for
elementary, junior and senior high levels. Four elementary teachers are needed for a school where a federally
financed, nongraded system is being undertaken to permit students to advance as rapidly as they can cover
the required materials. The person to write is C. Gary
Strange, Lee County School Personnel Director. Ft.
Myers, Fla.

I Desire Distinction for You
We join the Batavia, IDinois, Baha'i: community in
their pride over the accomplishments and recognition
given one of their Baha'i youth, Zlmarian Stoakley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stoakley, who has
received a scholarship to do graduate work at Indiana
University, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at Fisk
University, and spent the summer doing Bah;i1i work at
Davison and in Canada.
During the past four years, Zlmarian's experiences
have been rich and varied. Leaving Fisk University her
junior year, she attended St. Olaf College at Northfield,
Minn., as an exchange student, attended classes at the
University of California at Berkeley preparing for a
year at the Osmania University at Hyderabad, India,
where she studied with other American students, and
then returned to Fisk where she was a strong student
leader and was acknowledged with a $2,500 scholarship
for graduate study.
And that's not all . , . She has even made the
pilgrimage to Haifa and visited Baha'is in many cities.
She has been an active Bahati youth worker wherever
she has been,
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· ConsolutiluOif:"" HSd Meanmg'and Importance ' ..
To most of the followers of Baha'u'llab, it is perfectly
Wlderstood that the Baha'i Faith is a world religion,
meant for all the peoples on the globe, and that they
themselves carry a definite and direct responsibility for
its proclamation to all comers of the earth. Less clear.
for the most part, is the role they are to play and the
obligations they face in carrying out the "twin process"
of consolidating the Faith, of nourishing the seeds
which have been scattered, of deepening the understanding and spiritual development of all believers, and
of truly establishing the Cause on a sure and firm
foundation. This second process, consolidation, is much
more difficult and slower in accomplishment than the
first, that of proclaiming the glorious Message of
Bahi 'u 'Ilah.
The Universal House of Justice, in a letter to National
Spiritual Assemblies dated February 2, 1966, reaffirms
that Hexpansion and consolidation are inseparable processes that must go hand in hand." It states, further,
that "to insure that the spiritual life of the individual
believer is continuously enriched, that local communities are becoming increasingly conscious of their collective duties, and that the institutions of an evolving
administration are operating efficiently, is, therefore,
as important as expanding into new fields and bringing
in the multitudes under the shadow of the Cause."

The Unerring Guidance of God
In these days of supreme tests and challenges to all of
the individual Baha'is, as well as to the institutions of
the Faith, the Universal House of Justice - the Supreme Body of our beloved Cause - tmder the unerring
guidance of God, is emphasizing in complete detail and
with absolute clarity, the tasks to be met and the
certain, in fact. the only way of achieving their full
accomplishment. Through their understanding and loving guidance we are able to relate our individual lives
and services to the total endeavors of the Faith at this
stage of its development. Let us review together some
of these specific passages:
UFirst, the foundation of all their other accomplishments, is their study of the teachings, the spiritualization elf their lives and the forming of their characters in
accordance with the standards of Baha'u'lhih. n (Letter
to Youth, June 10, 1966)
" .... Consolidation (of the Faith) must comprise not
only the establishment of Baha'{ administrative institutions, but a true deepening in the fundamental verities
of the Cause and in its spiritual principles, understanding of its prime purpose in the establishment of the
unity of mankind, instruction in its standards of behavior Hl all aspects of private and public life, in the
particular practice of Baha '{life in such things as daily
prayer, education of children, observance of the laws of
Baha'i marriage? abstention from politics, the obligation to contribute to the FWld, the importance of the
Nineteen-day Feast and opportunity to acquire a sound
knowledge of the present-day practice of BahA'i administration." (Ri<;lvan 1966 Message to Baha'i World)
HWe, its members, must, by constant study of the
life-giving Word, and by dedicated service, deepen in
spiritual understanding and show to the world a mature, responsible, fundamentally assured and happy
way of life, far removed from the passions, prejudices
and distractions of present day society." (Message to
Baha'i World, October 1963)

The Meaning for the Individual
Thus, for the individual believer, consolidation means
':t~e dedicated effort of every believer in teaching, in

hvmg the Bah,,'i life, in contributing to the Fund and
particularly in the persistent effort to understand ~ore
and more the significance of Bah,i'u'llith's Revelation."
It means, as the Master often expressed as His wish
"that the friends should love each other, constantly
encourage each other, work together, be as one soul in
one body.'Y
It means studying and meditating upon the Writings
of Baha'u'llah for greater knowledge and a deeper
Wlderstanding of the significance of Baha'u'llah's
stupendous Revelation.
It means turning to God in prayer at least One time
every day.
It means knowing and living by the laws set forth by
Baha'u'llah.
It means understanding that the voluntary act of
contributing to the Fund is both a privilege and a
spiritual obligation.
It means attending the Nineteen-day Feasts with
thoughts and hearts freed from all else save God, and
making these Feasts gatherings of love and the cause
of joy and light. .
It means acquiring a knowledge and understanding
of the Covenant so deep and firm that he will ever
"stand steadfast in the Covenant of God."

The Meaning for the Local Spiritual Assembly
For the local Spiritual Assembly, which is responsible
for the spiritual well-being of the Baha'i community,
consolidation means:
To consciously integrate new believers into the life of
the community. and to provide for their continuous
study and development.
To make adequate arrangements for all the friends to
be deepened in the knowledge and understanding of the
Faith;
To educate Baha'i children in the Teachings of the
Faith and encourage them to memorize some of the
prayers;
To provide for some simple but effective manner of
informing all the members of the community of the
administrative processes of the Faith;
To stimulate youth to ,participate in community life;
To make the Nineteen-day Feast a joyful occasion
and a rallying point of the entire community;
To provide for an Wlderstanding by all the friends of
the law of consultation and its importance.
Dear friends, as we study and ponder the inspiring
and assuring messages and guidelines poured out for
us, we realize that being a Baha'i is, in very truth, a
way of life - a new way of life, involving our total
beings, calling for beliefs and practices completely at
variance with the ways of the world. Consolidation,
briefly. is learning of and then reflecting and manifesting the Teachings of the Faith we love so well.
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Universal House of Justice Acknowledges
Leiter from Youth Members at the
Green Acre Training Session
The Universal House of Justice On August 16 acknowledged through the National Spiritual Assembly of the

United States receipt of "a very heart warming letter"
from the Baha'i youth who attended the Green Acre
Training Session in July. The letter from the youth,
accompanied by a taped recording of one of the youth
songfests? thanked the Universal House of Justice for
its message to the Baha'i youth of the world and stated:
"The spirit and enthusiasm here has been kindled by
the realization of the tremendous opportunities that are
open to us. With the challenge of the New World Order
in our midst, and the guidance given by you we are
sure to win many victories on the path to becoming the
Spiritual Descendants of the Dawn Breakers."
In its acknowledgment the UniveTsal House of Justice
said: "We have listened to the tape and we are heartened by the spirit which animates these youthful fol·
lowers of Bahil ' u'llah. Please convey to them our greetings, our grateful appreciation and assurance of prayers for continued success in their efforts."

Pilgrims Touring the Holy Land
For the information of pilgrims who plan to tour the
Holy Land while in that part of the world, the following
instructions were issued by the Universal House of
Justice in March, 1964 and should be carefully observed.
Believers are perfectly free to tour in the Holy Land,
but they must first make the pilgrimage which extends
over nine nights, and must then leave the World Center.
They may remain in Israel a total of nineteen days and
during the remaining ten days they may tour wherever
they like outside the area of the Twin Cities, Haifa and

'Akka.
Those friends who plan to enter Jordan through the
Mandelbaum Gate would do well to check very thorough.
ly with their travel agents as they may experience
some difficulty entering Jordan due to the political
situation. There is no objection to their visiting Mrica
and other places but they should not visit Beirut or irim
without prior permission secured through the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United States.
Will all persons scheduled to make the pilgrimage to
the World Center please inform the National Spiritual
Assembly of their date of departure.

CORRECTION
The list of territories and responsibilities of Auxiliary
Board members as given in BAHA'i NEWS insert, Au·
gust, 1966 omitted mention of Nebraska, North and
South Dakota. These States should be added to those
allocated to Beth McKenty.
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Birthdav of Baha'u'l/ah
November 12, 1966
A Special Event 'Dr Proclaiming
the BaMl'1 Fait" to the Public
Theme: Baha'u'lhlh-Emancipator of Men's Minds

Suggested Materials: News and Radio Releases.
Bahci~i Teachings fOT a World Faith,· Basic Facts;

Baha'i Answers~ from Baha'i Publishing Trust.
Reports: Good photographs and reports of out·
standing meetings should be sent at once to the
Public Information Department, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

Subscribe Now to World Order
The first issue of the new World Order magazine is
being mailed to subscribers this month. As this handsome new journal is received and read there will
undoubtedly be a spurt of new subscriptions bringing
the present number of 1,100 closer to the goal of
1,900 - the number needed to enable the publication to
break even financially. A surprisingly large proportion
of these prepublication subscriptions have come from
abroad. The American Baha'i Community will certainly wish to avail itself of the opportunity to give subscriptions to friends, place the magazine in libraries
and thus help make it a well used teaching aid. With
2,500 paid subscriptions the editors can plan improvements in size, quality and appearance of this unique
journal.

Southeastern Winter Session
Announced
The Southeastern Baha'i School Winter Session will
be held at the FF A·FHA Camp located at Covington,
Georgia, December 26 through 31, 1966. For details
write to: John W. Yocum, Jr., 4123 Pilgrim Place, Route
1, Austell, Georgia 30001.

Attend
Your State Convention
November 6, 1966
Place and other detail, will be announced
in the Convention Call to be mailed to .ach believer
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National Spiritual Assembly Reports Actions
Taken on Convention Recommendations
The National Spiritual Assembly has carefully considered the several recommendations adopted by formal resolution at the 1966 National Convention and
submits the following report of the actions taken. The
comments and suggestions made by individual dele-

gates during the discussion and recorded by the secretaries were noted and taken into consideration during
consultation on each action.
Re~ommendation: That the California Victory Committee be requested to analyze its experiences and

prepare for distribution to local Assemblies and teaching committees those elements of its experiences which
it feels is responsible for the successes of the campaign.
Action: The NSA has requested the California Victory
Committee to prepare such a document.
Recommendation: That the NSA establish full·time
organizers to promote the influx of pioneers and the
training of pioneers at Bahatj schools, and that there be
a full-time organization to handle and promote victory
programs in the United States.
Action: The National Assembly approves the idea of
recruiting and training pioneers and is proceeding to
implement it to the extent that current resources permit, including the training of pioneers in spring sessions at the Baha'i schools. The victory program
throughout the United States is already being imple-

mented and handled through the newly appointed State
Goals Committees and the Departments of National
Teaching and Community Development.
Recommendation: That the National Assembly allow
a maximum budget for the home front and national
teaching; that they employ professionals wherever necessary and if necessary cut down expenditures elsewhere.
Action: The NSA agrees .in principle with this sentiment and feels that it is doing as much as possible to
promote national teaching in balance with the other
commitments under the Nine Year Plan.
Recommendation: That the chart, "Points of Agreement between Science and Religion," on display in
Foundation Hall be made available for distribution.
Action: This recommendation has been referred to
the Advisory Committee on Education for its consideration.
Recommendation: That the National Assembly consider the formation of a paid committee or project - a
group of individuals - paid to go out and inject the
serum needed in each of the communities to get an
"invasion" program under way.
Action: While it does not feel that a paid committee
or project is desirable on a continuing basis, the National Assembly will take under consideration the possibility of developing programs that might depend on
partially subsidized or temporarily supported personnel.
Recommendation: That the NSA consider introducing
courses on social sciences into the curriculum at Baha'i
summer schools.
Action: The National Assembly does not feel that
formal courses on social sciences should be taught in
Baha'i summer schools at present, but social and
psychological implications of the Baha'i teachings can

always be incorporated into broader courses. In specific
instances, such as the pioneer training programs, more
formal work in the social sciences may be appropriate.
Recommendation: That study of "The Advent of
Divine Justice" be made mandatory before persons are
enrol1ed as Baha'is.
Action: Such a requirement is not consistent with the
instructions from the Guardian on enrollment, but the
NSA encourages new believers to read this important
work and become intimately familiar with its contents.
Recommendation: That instead of sending out just
anyone who wants to pioneer, the National Assembly
send only those who are qualified, who have gone to a
Baha'i pioneer training school; that they go out for two
years and be sponsored and supported by ODe individual for that period if necessary and that this subsistence
fund be sent to the National Assembly instead of direct
to the pioneer.
Action: The National Spiritual Assembly consulted at
length on the ideas included in this motion, and as a
result has developed new guidelines for the Foreign
Goals Committee in the selection and approval of
Baha'i pioneers.
Recommendation: That the picture booklet on the
Baha'i House of Worship be enlarged to include pictures in color of the Temples around the world and the
Shrines in the Holy Land.
Action: This recommendation has been referred to
the Baha'i Publishing Trust for its study and recommendations.
Recommendation: That there be a national youth
publication of some kind.
Action: Voted to move toward a national youth bulletin, with the first steps including the location and ability
of youth teams who will supply prospectuses for a youth
bulletin for a special issue to be distributed as part of
the U.S. SUPPLEMENT to BAHA'f NEWS before next Convention, written and photographed by youth members
themselves.
Recommendation: That the plans for next year's
Convention include a specific program for pre-teens
(twelve to fourteen years) and that it include individuals who can talk to them about how they can identify
themselves with local and national goals and be of
service to the Faith.
Action: It was voted to refer this recommendation to
the Convention Planning Committee for action.
Recommendation: That the supplementary report of
the National Spiritual Assembly be given before consultation on the message from the Universal House of
Justice.
Action: This recommendation will be considered
when the time comes to plan the agenda for next year's
Convention.
Recommendation: That the National Spiritual Assembly consider the possibility of increasing the number of delegates for the National Convention.

Action: The National Assembly does not feel that the
United States Baha'i community is large enough yet to
warrant an increase in the number of delegates.
(To b. continued)

U.S. SUPPUMENT

The 1966 State Conventions
Once a year every adult Baha'i - twenty-one years
or older - has the legal right and spiritual privilege to
vote for delegates to the National Convention from his
State, and to consult upon the important issues facing
the American Baha'i community at home and abroad.
The annual State Conventions are scheduled this year
for Sunday, November 6. Each voting believer whose
address is known will receive the Convention Call about
October 15. With it will be the agenda which should be
stl,ldied beforehand in preparation for full and fruitful

consultation.

Purpose of the State Convention
The State Convention is your convention. It provides
every Baha'i with an opportWlity to get acquainted
with other Baha'is in his state or electoral district. to
discuss with them the needs of the Cause, to offer
recommendations for attaining the tasks of the Nine
Year Plan at home and abroad, and to vote, if he is of
voting age, for those whom he considers qu~lified to be
delegates to the National Convention and the electors of
the new National Spiritual Assembly.

Preparation for Voting
Contrary to the ways of the world, Baha'i elections
are approached in a spirit of prayer without preliminary electioneering or nomination of candidates. Before
the ballots are cast, prayers are read and all participating ask for guidance in selecting those best qualified
to serve as de1egates. The voter should not determine
before the convention those for whom he wishes to vote,
unless he cannot attend and must mail his ballot.
Through unhurried reflection and prayer he should
make his selection as a result of the guidance and
inspiration he receives at the Convention,

Eligibility of Delegates to the National Convention
Any adult Baha'i resident in your electoral district is
eligible to serve as a delegate to the National Convention, even if his name is not listed on the voting list
received before the Convention in which there are
frequently a number of changes between the date of
printing and the date of the Convention. Members of the
Auxiliary Board of the Hands of the Cause are eligible
for election, but if elected they must decide whether to
serve as delegates or resign from the Auxiliary Board,
since members of the Auxiliary Board cannot serve in
administrative capacities.
The beloved Guardian stated that the believers must
do all in their power to ascertain the qualifications of
those whom they elect for any national service, and "to
consider without the least trace of passion and prejudice, and irrespective of any material consideration,
the names of only those who can best combine the
necessary qualities of unquestioned loyalty, selfless
devotion, of a well trained mind, of recognized ability
and mature experience, "

Consultation
The principle of consultation, which constitutes one of
the basic laws of Baha'i Administration, should be
applied to an Baha'i activities that affect the collective
interests of the Faith, for it is through cooperation and

the continued exchange of thoughts and views that the
Cause can best safeguard and foster its interests. Opportunity lor full consultation, more intimate association of the believers, and a closer familiarity with the
character, mission and teachings of the Cause, offered
at our State Conventions provide the means by which
we seek to approach that "standard of excellence which
should characterize the cooperative efforts of Baha'i
communities" called for by the beloved Guardian,
This year the period of consultation shOUld be partie-ular1y lively and productive, for by State Convention
time most of the State Goals Committees will have had
meetings with local Spiritual Assemblies and isolated
believers for preliminary consultation on the goals of
the Nine Year Plan for their particular states t teaching
programs will have started, and new ideas and experiences can be exchanged.

Bahli'i Youth and the State Convention
The State Convention is a Baha'i institution of fWldamental importance to every believer. including the
Baha'i youth who are already engaged in widespread
teaching and proclamation service. Youth members
may participate freell' in all the consultations, and can
be called upon to assist in the conduct of the Convention
by acting as tellers' assistants, registrars, readers of
prayers or communications to the Convention, as assistants at the literature booth, to carry on activities
for the small children, and as committee members in
their home communities to encourage and assist in ensuring full attendance of both adults and youth.

Convention Arra ngernents
This year a local Spiritual Assembly in each electoral
district has been asked by the National Spiritual
Assembly to serve as host for the State Convention. The
State Goals Committees have been asked to cooperate
and to make every effort to ensure one hundred per cent
attendance on the part of members of groups and
isolated centers. They have also been asked to assist
the local community in planning any pre-Convention
public meeting or fellowship gathering of the friends
that is considered desirable and practicable by the host
Assembly and the Committee. The location of the
meeting place and the name of the individual who is to
receive ballots that must be mailed will be announced
in the Convention Call, as will all essential instructions
for voting for the allocated number of delegates for
each state or electoral district.
May the 1966 State Conventions exceed all previous
ones both in the percentage of believers who attend and
in the fruitfulness of the consultation.

Baha'i Marriages
Antelope J.D., Calif.: Mrs. Darlene G. Quintal to Owen T.
Miller on August 20, 1966
Beverly Hills, Calif.: Miss Virg-inia Rae Caldwell to Iraj Talebreza on August 8, 1966
Fresno, Calif,: Miss Peggy Jackson to Farid Sapir on July 31,
1965
Glendale, Calif.: Mrs. Jean Lucile Morgan to George Hampton
Vollmer on August 6, 1966
Los Angeles, Calif.: Miss Shelby Trebla Wiener to Michael
Peter Nissen on August 6, 1966- (non-Baha'is)
Champaign, ll1.: Miss Janet Griffith 10 Peter Khan on March
5, 1966
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West Allis: Mrs. Mary Pfiughoeft, 7726 W. Becker St., Apt.
7, 53219

ASSEMBLY SECRETARIES

COMMITTEES

Alabama

Huntsville: Mrs. Tommie H. Kelly, 2915 Ford Pl., N.W. (to
correct street name)
ArlH....

Flagstaff: Mrs. Frances Latham, 2619 E. Lockett Rd., 86001
(to

correct secretary name)

Northern California

Auburn J.D.: Mrs. Mary S. Ford, Rt. 1. Box 1231. Auburn
Berkeley: Mrs. Dorothy Frey. 754 Arlington Ave., 94707
Santa Cruz J.D.: Mr. Stanley F. Bauer. 3003 Highway 9, N ..
Boulder Creek 95006
Sunnyvale: Mrs, Lucile L. Jensen, 1282 Parkington Ave.,

94087
Washington J.D.: Mrs. May Verhoeven, 9&0 Casselman
Drive. Broderick
Southern California District No.1,
Los Angeles: Mr. Harold Jackson, Asst. Seety .. 4309· 3rd
Ave., 90008
Nor1bem Dlinois
Oak Park: Mrs. Diane Taefy. P,O. Box 854, 60301
MalISIOOhasetis

Boston: Mr. Christopher Wade, 687 Boylston St., Z 16 (now

permanent secretary)

u.s. Bahi.'i Committee for United Na.tions
Miss Isabelle Silk, Secretary 450 E, 63 St., New York. N.Y.
10021 (to correct address)
Sta.te Goals Committee
Colorado
Mrs, MarilYn Fisher, Secretary, 437 Pine St., Boulder

INDIAN SERVICE COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES
Mr, Larry E. Gibbs, Glendale, Arizona
"1
Mr, Arthur Jess, Jr., Glendale, Arizona
fl lor Arizona
Miss Barbara Magnuson, Glendale, Arizona

Deprivation of Administrative Rights
Mrs. Marian Gravet Borland, recently of St, Paul,

Minnesota, has been deprived of her administrative
rights by the National Spiritual Assembly. Her theories,
assertions, and actions, which have created disunity in
a limited area among the friends, will no longer be a
source of concern.

Mbmesota

Olmstead County: Mr. Lyle L. Wharton,
Rochester
Rochester: Mrs. Rosalee Skrenes, 2515 - 1Bth
55901
Nebraska
Lincoln: Mr. Wiggins DeMoville, 710 N, 25th St.,
New Hampshire
Nashua: Mrs. Olive Schlesinger, clo Elliott,
Ave .• 03060

Rt.

Ave., N.W.,

July 25, 1966
68503
45 Atherton

Englewood: Mrs. Noreen Keith-Beattle, ol26 Lydecker St..
07631 (to correct addresS)
North Plainfield: MrS. Avina Mortensen, 90 Mercer Ave.,

07060
Ohio
Cleveland: Mr. Thomas A. Gianfagna, 841 Alhambra Rd.,

«no

Sou.th Carolilla
Greenville: Mrs. Joy Benson, 5 Overbrook Circle

Eastern Texas
San Antonio: Mrs. Mary K. Johnson, pro-tern, 1125 Santa
Ana. 78201

$

Mrs. Ethel Taylor Benoit
Phoenix, Arizona

New-Jersey

".,.,,~

In Memoriam

No.4,

Mrs, Annie Beatrice Boyd
Odessa, Texas
No date

Sylvester Harvey
Detroit, Michigan
July 26, 1966

Mrs. Bertha Rom Clark
Hac1rensack, New Jersey
July 23, 1966

Mrs. Mayme Jackson
Clemand, Ohio
July 27. 1966
Mrs. Mary Jane Lowery
Emporia, Kansas
July 16, 1966

Armitt F. Darnell
Sacramento, Calif.
June 26, 1966

Mrs. Viola Nicholson
Lansing, Michigan
.Tuly 4, 1966

Miss Margaret Detwiler
Fargo, North Dakota
July IB, 1966

Mrs. Betty Collom Rand
Quincy. Michigan
August 7. 1966

Joe Evans
Gamerco, New Mexico
April 16, 1965

Mrs. Gertrude W. Robinson
Circleville, Ohio
August 22. 1966
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irza Husayn 'Ali, Who afterwards assumed the title oj Baha'u'llah, was
the eldest son of Mirza 'Abbas of Nur, a Vazir or Minister of State. His
family was wealthy and distinguished, many of its members having occupied
important positions in the Government and in the Civil and Military Services
of Iran. He was born in Tihran, the capital city of Iran, between dawn
and sunrise on the 12th of November, 1817. He never attended school or college, and what little teaching He received was given at home. Nevertheless,
even as a child He showed wonderful wisdom and knowledge. While He was
still a youth His father died, leaving Him responsible for the care of His
younger brothers and sisters, and for the management of the extensive family estates.

q rom childhood He was exceedingly kind and generous. He was a great
J lover of outdoor life, most of His time being spent in the garden or the
fields. He had an extraordinary power of attraction, which was felt by all. People always crowded around Him. Ministers and people of the Court would
surround Him, and the children also were devoted to Him. When He was only
thirteen or fourteen years old He became renowned for His learning. He would
converse on any subject and solve any problem pj'esented to Him. In large
gatherings He would discuss matters with the 'Ulama (leading mullas) and
would explain intricate religious questions. All of them used to listen to Him
with the greatest intel'est.
When Baha'u'llah was twenty-two years old, His father died, and the Government wished Him to succeed to His father'S position in the Ministry, as
was customary in Persia, but Baha'u'llah did not accept the offer. Then the
Prime Minister said: "Leave Him to Himself. Such a position is unworthy of
Him. He has some higher aim in view. I cannot understand Him, but r am convinced that He is destined for some lofty career. His thoughts are not like
ours. Let Him alone."

Quotations above are from Bahti'u'1[ah and the New Em hy J. E. Esslcmont.
The sec()nd selection is a statement by 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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Universal House of Justice Announces Three More National Assemblies
to Be Formed During Ridvan 1967
On September 1 the Universal House of Justice sent
the following message to all National Spiritual Assemblies, asking the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States to publish it in BAHA'i NEWS as soon as
possible:

Joyfully announce formation at Ridvim
1967 additional new National Assemblies
Belize seat Belize, Laos seat Vientiane,
Sikkim seat Gangtok. Calling upon National Assemblies Guatemala, Thailand, India
respectively call first conventions election
National Assemblies. Sikkim Assembly
supplementary achievement Nine Year
Plan. Changed situation Cambodia requires postponement formation National
Assembly that country. Addition above
National Assemblies raises total throughout world to eighty-one whose members
will participate second International Convention. Offering prayers of gratitude Baha'u'llah supplicating divine confirmations
expansion consolidation these territories
assuring solid foundation future pillars
Universal House of Justice. (Signed) Universal House of Justice.

Passing of faithful Maidservant
Anne Lynch
Notified of the passing of Mrs. Anne Lynch in Bern,
Switzerland on September 17, the Universal House of
Justice cabled the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States on September 19 as follows:

"Grieved news passing faithful maidservant Baha'u'llab Anne Lynch. Her tireless efforts response guidance beloved
Guardian encourage small band believers
Switzerland during isolation Second World
War and service nearly thirty years International Baha'i Bureau Geneva testify her steadfast devotion Cause. Advise

COMMENTARY:

With the addition of the three new National Spiritual
Assemblies named in the foregoing message to the
eight others to be formed next Ric;lvan as announced in
the Ri~vim 1966 message from the Universal House of
Justice, there will have been added to the fifty-six National Spiritual Assemblies in existence at the end of
the Ten Year Crusade twenty-five more, all eighty-one
to participate in the second International Baha'i Convention for the election of the Universal House of
Justice. There now remain only twenty-seven additional National Assemblies to be formed between Ric;lvan
1967 and 1973 to bring the total to the one hundred and
eight National Assemblies called for in the Nine Year
Plan. Since the formation of new National Assemblie:5
is dependent upon the increase of local Assemblies
in the countries and areas still to achieve National Assembly status, it follows that there must be rapid increase in membership and consolidation of the localities where Baha'is reside. As the Universal House of
Justice has pointed out, expansion and consolidation of
the Faith must go hand in hand. Pioneers are still urgently needed in many areas both to maintain and accelerate the momentum of winning new followers to the
Faith of Bahli 'u'llah.

hold befitting memorial service Temple."
(Signed) Universal House of Justice.
Mrs. Lynch served at the International Bureau in
Geneva, Switzerland, from 1928 to 1957 under the direct
guidance of Shoghi Effendi. until the Bureau was closed
on the formation of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Switzerland in 1957. For eight years. from 1929 to 1937,
Mrs. Lynch was the only Baha'i in Geneva, and
throughout that period she kept in touch with Baha'i
activities around the world, reporting them to the beloved Guardian and through bulletins to the National
Spiritual Assemblies. The story of her services in th~
International Bureau is told in BAHA'i NEWS, No. 320.

A memorial service for Mrs. Lynch will be
held in the Baha'i House of Worship on November 19 at 8 p.m.
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September-Odober 1967 Centenary Plans in Process
In its RiQ.van 1965 Message the Universal House of
Justice announced the Centenary Period and called the
Baha·i world to six Inter-Continental Conferences and
"to prepare national and local plans for the befitting
celebration of the centenary of Baha'u t l1ah's proclamation of His Message in September/October, 1867, to the
kings and rulers of the world, or revealed in the "mighty
and awe-inspiring words addressed by Him to the kings
and rulers collectively in the Siiriy-i-MulUk."
The opening of this centenary period is to be celebrated in September and October 1967. It will begin
with the Feast of Mafilliyyat in September, when a few
appointed representatives of the Baha'i world will visit
the site of the house in Adrianople where the historic
Suriy-i-MulUk was revealed. This will be followed by six
Inter-Continental Conferences held simultaneously on
October 5, 6t 7 and 8, in Panama City, Wilmette,
Sydney, Kampala, Frankfurt and New Delhi. A Hand of
the Cause of God will go from Adrianople to each of the
six conferences, sharing with the friends their memorable visit.
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States is called upon to be host and convener of
the Conference to be held in Wilmette. Its plans are
already being developed, and articles, as well as announcements, regarding the celebrations will be in

each issue of BAaA~i NEWS or the U. S. SUPPLEMENT
between now and next October.
It is now time for the believers to begin making their
plans to attend one of the Conferences, which are the
first inter-continental conferences held since those
called by the beloved Guardian in 1958. The "three-fold
purpose of the Conferences, I, as stated by the Universal
House of Justice, "is to commemorate the Centenary of
the opening of Baha 'u 'llah' s own proclamation of His
mission, to proclaim the Divine Message, and to deliberate upon the tasks of the remaining years of the Nine
Year Plan."
The program will include inspiring commemorative
events as a befitting observance of this historic period.
Proclamation will be another highlight of the Conferences, followed by deliberations on achieving the remaining goals of the Nine Year Plan.
Baha'is who have had the privilege and blessing of
attending the Inter-Continental Conferences of 1953 and
1958, called by Shoghi Effendi, will recall the joyous
spirit that exhilarated the hearts of all believers on
those momentous occasions. Those newer Baha'is who
have not yet had the opportunity to participate in such
an event will experience the strengthening of the bonds
of their faith in the fellowship and inspiration that
becomes theirs on such unique and historic occasions.

Latin America Plans for Centenary
Several National Spiritual Assemblies of Latin America are already actively preparing for the Centennial
celebration of the Proclamation of Baha'u'llah in
September of 1967. In Panama the National Spiritual
Assembly visited the President of the Republic and
plans to contact all the diplomatic corps represented in
the country. Guatemala is concentrating on the press
and other publicity media as well as the utilization of
posters in public places.
The National Proclamation Committee of Ecuador,
in collaboration with Auxiliary Board member Mrs.
Gayle Woolson, is preparing a prestige pamphlet which
will be sent to newspapermen and intellectuals. The
pamphlet will be made up of three parts: the first
consists of declarations by well-known leaders, pointing
out the need for a world religion and a spiritual renovation of civilization. The second contains appreciations
of the BaM.'i Faith by noted people. The third part is a
resume at the life and teachings of Baha'u'Uah. Upon
publication this pamphlet will be sent to each Spanishspeaking National Spiritual Assembly.
The National Assembly of Chile has sent a circular
letter to all the local communities in Chile outlining the
Plan of the Universal House of Justice in its Ri~van

Message of 1965 and announcing the active participation
of Chile in the monumental events anticipated in the
Plan. The letter stresses that for the development of the
activities surrounding the celebration of the Proclamation of Baha'u']Ia.h, it is necessary to follow three
distinct steps: (1) Preparation - plans and actions up
to September 1967; (2) Proclamation - intense activity
from September 1967 until August 1968; (3) Continuity - maintain this momentum and u reap the
ha rvest" until 1973.
In JUly the Regional Teaching Committee for the
South of Brazil asked the Baha'is in its area to attend a
conference in the city of Curitiba to prepare the believers for the commemoration of the Proclamation of
Baha'u'llilh. As a result the most intensive publicity on
the Faith ever to be attained was gained. The most
important newspapers of the city published reports with
photographs of the Baha'i delegations which visited
them. Two radio stations dedicated their most outstanding programs, forty~five minutes in all, to interviews
with Baha'is attending the conference. The TV station
interviewed two Baha'is for fifteen minutes. A public
meeting held in the Baha'i Center in Curitiba was well
attended and most of the audience participated with
questions on the Faith.

T
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Auxiliary Board Sponsors Conference
on "Heroes of God"
Two hundred Baha'is from ten different states
gathered on the week-end of Sept. 10th-11th in Waukesha, Wisconsin, for a conference on "Heroes of God,"
sponsored by the Auxiliary Board team for the Centt"al
States, Mrs. Velma Sherrill, Mr. William Maxwell, and
Mrs. Beth McKenty.

Hand. of the Couse Lead Consultation
Hand of the Cause Mr. Zikru'llah Khadem addressed
two sessions, including an open question and answer
period when many subjects for discussion were raised
by the BaM'is attending. He spoke of the great accomplishment of the thirty-six years of the Guardian's
life and repeatedly assured the friends that the death of
the Guardian came only after his work on this earth
was completed.
An unexpected bounty for the conference was the
presence at the closing session of Hand of the Cause
William Sears, who with his wife, Marguerite, had
driven 1,600 miles in less than four days to be present at
the session. Highlights of the current teaching program
in British Columbia, Canada, and touches of humor
from their experiences there, were shared with the
delighted Baha'is, who rose to give a standing ovation
as Mr. Sears walked to the front of the conference hall.
Dr. Daniel Jordan, chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, demonstrated musically at the Saturday evening session how
notes of music can be so arranged that instead of
dissonance and unattractive sounds, they unite to form
a sonata. He drew the analogy between people of
diverse interests and talents, who, through their love
for Baha 'u'nah. can 50 work with each other and
develop unity that they can and will establish the
kingdom of God on earth.
The Covenant Described
At the Sunday morning session, Dr. Jordan spoke on
a ClNew Look at the Covenant", drawing widely on his
background in psychology and sociology as well as his
many years' experience as a Baha'i, to show how the
power of the Coven ant is the source of all that is
constructive and positive in the world today, and that
turning away from the Covenant is voluntarily consigning oneself to a process of disintegration.
The pattern of Baha'i history. with its cyclical repetition from crisis to victorious resolution and movement
forward was vividly traced by Mr. Maxwell. He spoke
also on pioneering in Korea and the joy of learning the
power of Baha'u'lIMt 1'0 weld together people who had
been separated by artificial prejudices for centuries.
Speaking on the Covenant, Mrs. Sherrill reminded
her listeners that no previous dispensation has brought
with it such a gift as the unique gift of the Center of the
Covenant, to maintain unity following the death of the
Prophet. She outlined the guidance given the believers
from the Bab and Baha'u'Uith through 'Abdu'l·Baha
and Shoghi Effendi, concluding with the necessity in this
day for turning in total and loving obedience to the
Universal House of Justice, "the source of all good and
free from all error."

Hands of the Cause William Sears and Zikru'114h
Khddem at Conference in Waukesha~ Wisconsin l Sep-

tember 10, 1966.

The Call to Youth
Commenting on uYouth, Hamlets and the Nine Year
Plan", Mrs. McKenty chose highlights from the message of the Universal House of Justice to the Baha'i
youth, in June, 1966, and cited ways to implement the
suggestions for service in the message.
Speaking on the great need for leaving cities and
carrying the love of Baha 'u 'llah to rural areas, she
urged youth attending to consider enrolling in smaller
colleges for some of their education, and to seek an
education suitable to maintain them in pioneering and
service positions later in their life.
An informal supper was served in the conference
building Saturday evening, especially enjoyable in the
lovely setting of the glass-walled meeting hall facing a
small river with many trees along its banks. The
Baha'i youth of the area sang following the Sunday
morning devotional period. All in the audience who had
pioneered were called to the platform to speak. briefly.
The Local Spiritual Assembly of Waukesha was the
host community, and Dr. Jack McKentYt chairman of
the Local Spiritual Assembly of Shorewood, Wis., was
chairman.
It was indeed a gathering of friends bound together
by their love for Baha'u'llah.

Baha'is Hold Institute
Dedicate Center in Lima, Ohio
Over one hundred twenty Baha'is and their friends
gathered on September 17 and 18 to hold an institute,
dedicate their Center and proclaim the Baha'i message
to the public. The occasion was blessed and uplifted
with the presence of Hand of the Cause Mr. Khadem
who gave messages of love and inspiration ~t the
meetings on both Saturday and Sunday. An unexpected
bounty was the presence of Dr. Moyyad of fran, who
was at one time the personal physician of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The dedication of the Center, which took place on
Sunday morning brought joy and inspiration to all
who attended. Music was provided by the singing of Mrs.
Florence Zmeskal of Toledo t Ohio.
The dedication as well as the public meeting on
World Peace, held Sunday afternoon, was well announced in newspapers and on the local radio station.
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A New Way of Life for Australian Aborigines
Editorial. Note: In 1955, Mrs. Pearce of Adelaide, Australia,
first teacher of the aborigines in the Victor Harbour area. Sbe had heard Shoghi Effendi's call to take the
Baha'i teachings to the aborigines, and the following story is
a slightly briefed. version of the story of her experiences in
this field and the result of her dedicated effort,
becam.e the

In 1955 I went to Goolwa (South Australia) where I
rented a house and spent my time between Goolwa and
Adelaide for five or six years. I joined the Women's
Agriculture Bureau and went to the R.S.L. clubrooms
to play bridge. Every Sunday I attended the Methodist
Church, but I noticed that aborigines were absent from
both of these functions. I saw many in the township so I
inquired where they lived. I was given Mrs. Sumner's
address 50 I visited her. I told her I was living at
Liverpool Road and did she have any grandchildren
that would accept discarded toys. I mentioned that I
belonged to the BaM'i Faith and we believed in deeds
and not words, and this is all that was said regarding
religion.
Mrs. Sumner and I became close friends and she
would come to my home where we discussed the joys
and sorrows we experienced in life. We both had a lot in
common as to the rearing of children, as she had
reared eight and I six.
My aboriginal friends were welcome to come and
stay at my home in Adelaide for One or two nights if
they were in Adelaide on business or just visiting the
city. Two of my younger aboriginal friends, Marjorie
Tripp and her cousin, Joseph Egan, spent their weekends and their school holidays at their grandmother's
in Goolwa, as they lived in Victor Harbour twelve miles
away. Both children spent many happy hours at my
home in Goolwa.
I started a Sunday School in Goolwa and eight
aboriginal children attended. As I did not want to
confuse the children, I did not ask the ones already
attending a Church. I read stories from God's Messengers and gave them pictures to color. They played
games for an hour or so, and when they were tired off
home they would go.

First Baha 'I Youth
Marjorie Tripp, nine and half then, later became the
first aboriginal Baha'i youth. It was eighteen months
after I had started the Sunday School that I met
Marjorie Tripp's parents. They came to drive her back
to their home in Victor Harbour. They waited outside
my home and tooted their horn. I could see that they
were not anxious to come and meet me, so I decided to
go out to them. Marjorie had talked of me at home and
the parents had said not to take any notice of Mrs.
Pearce because she is a white t and white people do not
want us. After meeting and talking with me they said
"Our little girl is right, Mrs. Pearce is a good woman."

I became good friends with Mr. and Mrs. Tripp and
they would come to Adelaide and stay at my home and
bring their aboriginal friends to meet me.
I own a tape recorder and they loved to record their
own songs. Ephriam would play the guitar as accompaniment. The aborigines do not read music but they
are very gifted. Each time they came they would bring
different aborigine friends to hear and enjoy the recording of their voices. One thing that interested me was the
playing of a gum leaf. They would go outside and get a
gum leaf and hy folding the gum leaf in a special way
they produced good and enjoyable music.

Ephriam Tripp Becomes First Baha'I
It was after knowing the Tripps for four or five years

that Ephriam called on me in Adelaide and said he
wanted to become a Baha'i. I asked Why. I said, HI
have not given you much of the Baha'i Faith." He told
me that it was the Baha'i friends he had met through
me. So Ephriam Tripp became the first .aboriginal
Baha'i. Harry Carter, lmown as Uncle Harry, stayed
with the Tripp family often at their home in Victor
Harbour. It was more than a year later before Bedl
Tripp and Uncle Harry accepted the Baha'i Faith.
Beril, Ephriam and Uncle Harry told their aboriginal
friends about the Baha'i Faith. They went to Port
McLeay and spread the teachings to their friends who
lived there. Kath Harris and I heard about Bertha
Dobbin coming home from the Hebrides where she had
been spreading the teachings of the Baha'i Faith. We
hired a school bus and a small bus load of us went to
hear her speak of the experiences she had while away.
Kath Harris lived in the cottage in Goolwa and took
over the teaching of the Baha'is and their friends from
1958 until 1961.

Deeds Not Words
Harry Carter still comes and visits me in Adelaide
and brings his friends. He will go with his friends into
the hotel and have a lemonade, and this is how he has
been able to give the Baha'i teachings to his friends. He
does not preach on the religion, but his friends have
seen the different life he leads since he has become a
Baha'i, a different Harry Carter to what they knew
years ago. "Let deeds, not words, be your adorning."
That is Uncle Harry's teaching.
Ephriam Tripp's main book is the Book of Certitude.
He knows more than I do and can teach me well. His
wife, BerH, is also a good teacher. As I am not able to
go out as much as I would like, my aboriginal friends
still come and visit me at my Adelaide home. They
bring many aboriginal friends. Because of Mr. and
Mrs. Tripp and their daughter Marjorie I have had a lot
of pleasure and enjoyment in teaching the aborigines of
Australia a new way of life.

.....
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Australia Launches Dynamic Teaching Institutes
The Teaching Institute held on August 14-15 at the
Haziratu'l-Quds in Sydney, Australia is the first of a
series planned by the National Teaching Committee to
embra'ce the whole country. These will be graduated in
their materials and techniques according to the needs
and resources of individuals and areas. It used some of
the experimental material of the convention school and,
altilough shorter, was more intense and at a deeper
level. Eight people attended: J. Chittleborough of South
Australia; J. Rodwell of Queensland; Mrs. M. Handley
and K. Morgan of Victoria; Miss p, Ringwood and G.
Daynes of the Australian Capital Territory; and Mrs.
M. Bourke and J. Stevenson of New South Wales. Our
dear Effie Baker shared the brightness of her spirit
with us over the weekend. joining the group for meals.
(Baha'is will recall that many years ago Miss Baker
was responsible for the photographs used in The DawnBreakers, as acknowledged by Shoghi Effendi in that
extraordinary text by Nabil, translated by Shoghi
Effendi.)

Message, of Guardian, Universal House of Justice Fealured
Programming featured the messages of Shoghi
Effendi and those of the Universal House of Justice.
Each member was furnished with a special handbook
containing excerpts from the Writings in order to continue with the study on a more systematic level later.
The course began with a short study on "How To
Meditate" which developed into a lively workshop.
Short periods of meditation throughout the program
were of great value in spiritual refreshment. Saturday
morning included a revision of basic facts and went on
to discuss "How to Study" and "How to Read Baha'i
Literature." This latter workshop was based on Eunice
Braun's Know Your Baha'i Literature and in the course
of this, a project yielded results of an unexpectedly

high standard. Each member produced a six-week
study program for a Local Spiritual Assembly, based
on this book and it is hoped to implement these programs. Out of this grew steadily a deeper appreciation
of the Guardian's advice on individual deepening in a
systematic manner. This formed the basis of a study of
quotations from the Writings which was notable for its
honesty and sincerity of discussion. The afternoon session was on the psychological approach to teaching
various personality types.
Saturday ended with a study of the Universal House
of Justice Messages on Universal Participation and
concluded with readings from Hand of the Cause William Sears' letters on pioneering (printed in BAIIA'f
NEWS, No. 280). An evening of deep spiritual intensity
was brought to a fitting conclusion by a midnight prayer
service at the Temple. Although this involved a three
hour journey, the beauty and serenity of the Templet
the privilege of saying individual prayers and the
loveliness of the bush at night, made this a most
treasured memory.

Joyful Reward of Group Action
A Sunday Workshop on "Group Dynamics u included
both theory and practical work in the analysis of a tape
recorded discussion. A constructive weekend concluded
with the moving experience of a reading of the Tablet
Of Visitation of Baha'u'llah.
Not only were immediate projects launched but the
mature consultation, the added confidence elicited. by
increased knowledge and the practice of group support
(to be continued by correspondence) resulted in a fuller
realization of teaching responsibilities and sent the
attendants joyfully back committed to their challenging
tasks.

Hawaiian Summer School, 1966, with Dr. GiacheT1/, Hand of the Cause.

,
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Africa
They that have forsaken their cauntry, for the purpose of teaching Our Cause - these shall the Faithful
Spirit strengthen through its poweT . ... Such a service
is indeed the prince of at! goodly deeds and the ornament Of every goodly act.
With this call Baha'u'llilh stirred the hearts of His
followers nearly a century ago. Armed only with faith
they carried the new Revelation to many lands, including the far-away countries of Burma, India, Pakistan
and parts of Africa. fifteen in all, including the two
countries that had heard the call of the Bab during His
ministry of 1844 to 1853.
For twenty-nine years, after the passing of Baha'u'llilh in 1892, 'Abdu'l-Baha continued to exhort and
encourage the believers that they ". . . should be
engaged in educating the souls and should become
instruments in aiding the world of humanity to acquire
spiritual joy and fragrance." Twenty more countries
raised a banner to the light of the "oneness of the world

of humanity" in the Master's period of service.
During much of the thirty-six years of the guardianship of Shoghi Effendi, his pen seldom ceased to exhort
the friends to "the most vital, urgent and meritorious H
of a11 services, pioneering in a foreign. land. At the end
of the Ten Year Plan, inaugurated by Shoghi Effendi in
1953, another 224 countries and territories (and island
groups) had responded to the teachings of Bah"'u'llilh
brought to them by scores of eager pioneers.
The Nine Year Plan
Now we are in the third year of a Nine Year Plan
given to us by the Universal House of Justice. The goals
are specific, the needs have been carefully delineated.
But the call is the same and the spiritual reward is the
same, given by the pen of Bah;i'u'ltah: uWhosoever
quick-ens one soul in this Cause is like unto one quicken-

which I would find quite useless for the reason I have
already stated. When I left the pioneers, I had the idea
that I was leaving, instead t a great school which had
permitted me, for the little time that I had spent there,
to learn many things which I had never had the
opportunity to know since I _was born.
"Since that daYt I have not once missed going to the
Baha'i classes which are held every evening by the
Baha'i team. I have read the books about the Faith and
I am so convinced that I have become a follower, and
have signed my card with joy and love to serve this
Cause which is a new light for us Africans. Everybody
knows that our continent has great need of teachers to
liberate us from ignorance and to give us an education
of perfection. In the Bah .. 'f Faith it is important to
underline that not only do the Teachings make the
people good servants of God, but also good servants of
their countries. So it was that, as I read certain
paragraphs of Baha'u'Ulih and the New ETa., I came to
understand that in the Baha'i Faith, some of the
Teachings are consecrated to the unity of the people of
the world and to the eventual establishment of such
conditions in the world that it will be normal for men to
live in peace on earth.
"I thank the Prophet, Baha'u'llilh, for having guided
my intelligence- concerning the conduct of my life, and
for having helped the whole world by His Teachings. 1
also thank the team of Baha'i pioneers in Niger and I
wish them every happiness during their stay among
us.~'

(Now: The quotations used above are t.a.1ren from Gl.eanings, Balui'i Wartd Faith and Citadel of Faith.)

Latin America

ing all the servants . ... "
"/ thank the Prophet, Baha'u'II"h"
From such a quickened soul has come a joyful tribute
to the work of the pioneers. Although it is not possible to
publish all such letters, the following one (first published in the West Centrat African Newstetter) gives
meaning to the Master's words to "become instruments
in aiding the world of humanity." It is a typical
expression of those who have received that "spiritual
joy. "
After explaining something of his religious background, his departure from belief in traditional reli~
gians, John Akuete, a new BahaJi from Niger has
written: " ... a friend whom I lmew well, also a seeker
like myself, told me that he had got to know a team of
pioneers and that they should interest me very much.
So it was that one evening in company with my friend, I
went to visit this team of pioneers. I tell you sincerely
that I was very surprised, not only by the warm
welcome which was given to us, but also by the spirit of
the conversation and the educational ideas. That evening I imagined that I would be accepting an invitation

Tierre del Fu.ego, southernmost pioneering post in the
world. Recently Rodolfo Flecha, Paraguayan BaM'i,
responded to the call of the Universal House of Justice
to help fill remaining goals.

Mapuche Indians at the Sixth Annual Convention, 1966,
in Santiago, Chile, together with Auxiliary Board mem-

ber Mercedes Sanchez, and some BaJui'is from Santiago.

Mapuche Indian Delegates Enthuse Chile Convention
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Baha'is of Chile
took place April 22-24 in Santiago. The convention was
privileged to have as a guest Auxiliary Board member

Mercedes Sanchez,
For the first time in the history of the Faith in Chile
the Araucanos Indians t or Mapuches as they are generally called, were represented at the annual convention. Three Mapuche delegates participated with great
enthusiasm in the proceedings and in the election of the
new National Spiritual Assembly: Norberta Antivil
from Cardal, Francisco Alchao from Millapray and
Ambrosio Pallialef from Aguas Tendidas.

The National Spiritual Assembly Of the Baha'is of Chile,
elected at Ri(lvan 1966 aTe, back TOW, left to Tight:
Car!.os Martinez, Eduardo Roe~ Edmundo Fuchs~ocher.,
Jose Rodriguez (treasurer) and~ front row, left to right:
Alejandro Reid (secretary), Leticia Franchino (recording secretary), Ricardo Bafiados, Emma Cabezas
(chairman) and Sergio- Aparico (vice-chairman).

There are about 300,000 Mapuche Indians in Chile.
concentrated mainly in the provinces of Arauco y
Cautin in Southern Chile. They live mostly in small
villages with a typical Indian organization. Otherwise
they are completely incorporated into the life of the
nation, a majority of them being able to read and write.
Two goals of the Nine Year Plan have been met,
twenty·:tive Local Assemblies and eighty Baha'i centers
having been established in this narrOw country 4t 200
kilometers long. The goals set for this year were also
fulfilled. all pioneers having reached their posts, as
mentioned in the report on page two of the July BAHA'i
NEWS.

APromising Field-Where are the Pioneers?
One of the tasks of the Nine Year Plan, which the
National Spiritual Assemblies of Colombia and Venezuela share, is the development of the Faith in the
Guajira area which covers parts of both countries.
Close to 60,000 Indians of one culture and one language
live in this area where preparational work so rich and
promising has been taking place for the last three
years.
The plan now is to organize a Unified Teaching
Committee (International) for Guajira. Each country
wiH name two teachers for this committee. Two zonal
committees were formed, one in Riohacha, Colombia
and the other in Los Machos, Venezuela. Venezuela now
has a Jeep for teaching services and Colombia plans to
buy a brick-maker. The teachers will then move rapidly among the numerous villages building schools and

holding zonal congresses to increase the number of
native teachers, to deepen the believers, and to integrate them into the life of the Baha'i Community. Maps
of the whole area have been made in order to plan the
teaching in the best way possible.
A pioneer in Venezuela who has spent considerable
time teaching the Guajira Indians has recently written:
"Almost all free weekends I spend on teaching trips in
the Guajira area, but the task is so immense and the
time I can devote to this wonderful work is so short,
that progress is very slow. These lovely Indians have
such spiritual capacity and we could win them all for
the Faith if we had the personnel available to serve as
pioneers in this area ... we hope that others will soon
be with us to share the joy of planting, cultivating and
harvesting the spiritual fruits which will inevitab1y
result from this fertile soil."

T
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President of Bolivia Commends Baha'is
The National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia met on
September 3 with the president of Bolivia, General
Rene Barrientos ortuno. A letter from the National
Assembly states: HIn that meeting, we have presented
in Official form the principal points of the Baha'i Faith
to the president and we have asked his collaboration in
the teaching and alphabetization programs for the
Baha'i Bolivian Indians. The president was very happy
with our visit and he promised uS his help in our
tasks. "
E! Diano, the principal newspaper in the city of La
Paz, Bolivia, published a photograph of this meeting
and an article. It mentions that the president congratulated the Baha'is on the educational work they are
doing in Bolivia.

Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia
with President General Rene Barrientos Ortuno of
Bo!ivia on September 3, 1966.

Dominican Republic Holds Teaching Institutes
The National Teaching School, Local Teaching Committees, the National Spiritual Assembly and the National Teaching Committee met in Maca, Dominican
Republic, August 15-16, for the purpose of aiding
consolidation. The responsibilities of local assemblies
and groups were studied, such as the scheduling of
regular meetings of the local assembly, holding the
Nineteen Day feasts, and at least one study class or
other meeting a week. Representatives from Santo
Domingo, Maca, Santiago, TamboriI, San Juan de la
Maguana and San Francisco de Macoris communities
were present. A wonderful spirit of enthusiasm and
determination to overcome all obstacles was evident.
On the evening of the 15th, Sheila Rice-Wray gave a
talk, followed by slides of Haifa and the Baha'i Congress in London. The Baha'is and their guests· were
enchanted. Members of the teaching committee from
Dajab6n (the Haitian frontier) said they hadn't realized
before the vast extension of the Faith and that now the
world was truly one for them.
The school ended the afternoon of August 16 with a
party in which all took part in an atmosphere of loving
friendship,

Teaching Institute held in Moca, Dominican Repubtic,

on August 15-16, 1966.
Another school was held September 10 and 11 in San
Francisco de Macoris with great success and enthusiasm. The majority of the Bahatis there are youth, and
two young ladies entered the Faith during the schooL

Conventions

Sixth Annua! Convention Apri! 29 - May I, 1966 held in
Moca, Dominican Republic.

Sixth Annual Convention Of the Baha'is Of Ecuador,
held April 30 and May I, 1966 in QUito.

T

Puerto Rican Institute
Spurs Teaching Efforts
The first BahB.'! Institute, shown at the right, held in
Mayaguez. Puerto Rico over Labor Day weekend
brought renewed enthusiasm to those who attended.
Twelve believers from San Juan, Ponce, San German
and Mayaguez heard keynote speakers, Auxiliary Board
member Ellsworth Blackwell and Mrs. Ruth Blackwell
from Haiti on the theme t °Teaching with Spiritual
Confidence.' ,
Morning, afternoon and evening sessions were conducted for three glorious days in an inspired spiritual
atmosphere, deepening and teaching methods being
especially stressed.
The Institute, held at the home of Miss Vivian Taylor,
was so successful that it was decided to hold continued
sessions every two months, alternating between the

cities where believers reside. Other institutes and activities are being planned in cities where there are as yet
no believers.

Victories in
Asia and the Pacific

Left to right;
Baha'is of Vientiane, Laos, responding to the government's caH fOT assistance in the recent, devastating
floods.
First Spiritual Assembly Of the Ba/ui"s Of Taboiaki
ViHage on the Island of Beru in the Gilbert & Ellice
ISlands, etected Aprit 21~ 1966. Standing: Bwenawa 10,
secretary; Tebiria Teborau, treasurer; Tekare Teoti,
chairman; Matamwena Kamrona~ vice-chairman; Banian Tion, Kaitara Mariko. Seated: Terema Beniata,
TekaTiki~ and Nauti Temea.
National Huziratu'l-Quds of the Gilbert & Ellice Islands, a p~eiabricated building shown as it was being
assembled on Tarawa.

r
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The Caribbean Islands
Guests at the 1966 observance of the Martyrdom oj the
Bib held on St. Vincent Is!and. Visitors to the Island at
this time i.ncluded Mr. and Mrs. Joe Noyes, Erica Reich
and Bob Kegan and the BaM'1 teaching team of Miss
Jean Norris and Miss Barbara Smith. The latter spent
seveTal weeks on St. Vincent with gratifying results for
the Faith.

New Local Assemblies in Europe
Left to right:
The fiTst Local Spiritual Assembly of Santa Maria de
BaTbara in Catahnia, Spain, formed APTH 1965. Seated,

left to right: Mrs. Rosario PuigceTcos; Mrs. Rezvanieh
FOTghani; Mrs. Gloria Fuentes and Mrs. Ines GispeTt.
Standing, left to right: Dja!a! Forghani; Gabrie! Vila;
Na.rciso Cerdan; BaudiUo Fuentes and Rafael AcaciD.
Local Spiritual Assembly of WiiTzbuTg, Germany, established at Ri(lvan 1966;
The Local Assembly of Mons, Belgium was formed
on R14va:n 1966 as a result of the relentless work of one
BnJ.ssels and two Persian pioneers. This Assembly is
not orUlIlletv as an institution but its members also aTe
young in years - one of them Teaching twenty-one on
the day of forming the Assembly. They are, left to right:
(seated) Claudine Ruelle, Jacqu.eline Smith, Jeanne
Duelz, Parvine Fallahzadeh and (standing) Rouhollah
Fallahzadeh, Mehran Faez, Fredy Regnault, Hubert
Gilson and SiTO'US FOTOUgh.i.
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Youth attending the First National Youth

Schoo~

Spani5h Youth Hold First School in Valencia
The First Baha'i National Youth School was held in
Valencia during the days of July 24 and 25, 1966, with
approximately sixty attending. This was the first time
that a teaching activity was organized in Spain by the
Spanish youth. It was clear demonstration of youthful
hope and spiritual vitality, proving how capable they
are of serving the Cause.

held in Valencia, Spain during July 24-25, 1966.
selves" by Miss Carmen Sanchez; of Sabadell,
Barcelona.
Adults who took part in the conference were Emilio
Egea, representative of the National Assembly; R.
Mehrabkhani, of Valencia, who spoke about uYouth
and the Faith" and Mrs. Juana Orturio who spoke on
"Cooperation and Consultation in the Baha'i Faith."
Miss Sara Tiffon, Auxiliary Board member. acted as
representative of the Hands of the Cause.
The school had a deep spiritual effect on all who
attended and evoked special gratitude from these youth
who are the promise for a better world.

International News Briefs

National Youth Committee of Spain who planned the
first Spanish Youth School, standing! ~eft to right: Miss
Carmen Sanchez (chairman); Mr. EmHio Egea (secretary) and seated! ~eft to right: Miss AUTora Lopez
(treasurer); Miss Amparo Egea (librarian).
The youth speakers who appeared before the public
for the first time. astounded the audience with their
ease of speech and extensive knowledge of the Faith.
The following talks were given: "Education and Selfeducation of the Youth" by Miss Vida Missaghian of
Palma de Mallo rca ; "The Youth's Past and Present"
by Emilio Egea from Cartagena; "The Youthful
Messenger" by Deyhim Foroughi of Granada; "Features by Which Baha'i youth Should Exceed Them-

An August news bulletin from the Hands of the Cause
of South and East Asia states that Agnes Alexander,
Hand of the Cause who fell a number of months ago
and has been hospitalized, is much improved, "her
spirit as radiant as ever" and she is able to move
around a little. She is a source of inspiration to all of
the friends who come to visit her. The bulletin also
reports that Mr. T. Samandari, who was in the pres~
ence of Baha'u'llah and is now approximately ninety
years of age, is continuing to fulfill the Guardian's
request to serve the Cause until his last breath. He has
been undertaking teaching journeys to Pakistan, India,
Ceylon, Thailand and Malaysia in recent months that
have brought many new believers into the Faith.

o

Recently an outstanding journalist from Malaysia,
chosen with a group of others by the U.S. State Department for a special tour of the United States, was met
and entertained by Baha'is in Honolulu. S. J. Tilak, of
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, was introduced by the State
Department Reception Center in Honolulu to Dr. &
Mrs. C. V. Caver and was entertained for dinner at
their home. Since the occasion fen on the evening of

Two views of the Orange County, California, Baha'! schoo!. Held weekly for the past two years this school has
been a successful intercommunity project supported. by t~e local assemblies and groups in th~ county. Details
of the PTogram and plans fOT the future aTe given '!.n the November-December issue of Child's Way.

International News Briefs
(c:onH"uedl

their regular home fireside, Mr. Tilak. was given an
opportunity to meet a good cross section of the Baha'i
community, and also received an introduction to the
Baha'i Faith.
Born in India and educated at the University of
Madras, Mr. Tilak is now a citizen of Malaysia and is
the representative and correspondent for the Penang
Daily, The Straits Echo, and for Newsweek Magazine.
Conversation with him quickly revealed that he had
met Mrs. Shirin Fozdar on numerous occasions at the
time of her lecture visits to his University, and had a
limited but favorable understanding of the Teachings.
He had also visited the World Center in Haifa and was
familiar with some of the Baha'is of Malaysia.

o
A Baha'i School was held in Astulcion, the capital city
of Paraguay, July 14-17. Hand of the Cause J alai
Khazeh and two members of the Auxiliary Board,
Hooper Dunbar and David Baral attended. The objective of this school, which was successfully attained, was
the spiritual comprehension of the present responsibili~
ties of a Baha'i community. The Hand of the Cause
appealed to the BaM'!s of Paraguay to dedicate their
attention to the work already begun with the Chaco
Indians who live in the desert in complete poverty. A
great number of Baha'is from Paraguay attended this
school.

o

Two training courses for traveling teachers have
been held in Cuenca and Quito, Ecuador, with the
objective of studying the last two Messages of the
Universal House of Justice and putting them into ac~
tion. Ten teachers who travel to country villages at~
tended these two courses. In this way the directives of
the Universal House of Justice were presented to the
First Indian Teaching Congress held in Otavalo the
second half of July. Deepening Institutes were held in
Guayaquil and Quito the end of August until the first
part of September. Mrs. Louise Caswell came from
Guatemala as one of the instructors for these Institutes.

o
Mrs. Betty R. Reed, secretary of the National Assembly of the British Isles, gave two public lectures, in
Panama City and Colon, while returning from an offi~
cial trip to South America. John Burdette from Australia showed colored slides of the construction of the
Temple in Sydney on his eight-day visit to Panama
recently. He visited the indigenous school and made a
trip to the Darien Indians.

Passing of Marcia Steward de Matamoros
On August 29 Mrs. Marcia Steward de Matamoros,
well known to many Baha'is, passed away in Tegucigalpa, Honduras where she had served the Faith for a
number of years.
Mrs. de Matamoros, as Mrs. Marcia Atwater, entered
the pioneer field in the beginning years of the Second
Seven Year Plan and from then until her death she
carried on teaching activities in various parts of Central America except for short intervals when she was
pioneering elsewhere, notably in the Marshall Islands
at the beginning of the Ten Year Crusade.
Mrs. de Matamoros was an excellent teacher and her
devotion to the Faith will be immortalized in the
Karbila School which she founded and left to the
Honduras Baha'i community. Although suffering for a
long time from an incurable disease she continued her
teaching work to the very end.

Annual Pow Wow Attracts
large Attendance
More than 250 Indians and their friends met on
August 27 and 28 with Baha'is from severqJ,. states at the
familiar site of Lake Eucha, Oklahoma for the sixth
annual Prayer Pow Wow among the Cherokees and
their friends. The gathering was sponsored by the
Rogers, Arkansas Baha'i community with the cooperation of the Delaware County Assembly of Oklahoma.
Since the Cherokees are great lovers of music, the
voice and guitar of John Cook, member of the American Indian Service Committee, added greatly to the
joyousness of the occasion. There was also music by a
seven~piece Indian band, some of whose members
travelled fifty miles to be present. One of the spiritual
high points was the distribution of Baha'i prayers
printed in Cherokee.
Following the Saturday session at Lake Eucha t the
friends met in the City Park in Jay, Oklahoma where
breakfast was served to the early comers. Following
group singing led by John Cook and the reading of
messages of greeting, a short talk was given by Miss
Judy Phillips on the coming of the Spirit, on the
"roundness" and the need for all to know that all are
brothers and members of one family.
As the friends left to return to their homes many of
them who had attended previous gatherings of this kind
expressed the feeling that "this was the best Pow Wow
yet. "

Canadian BaM', Summer School near Banff, Alberta. Held August 14-20 at the School of Fine Art. of the University

of Alberta believer. from Western Canada and United States gathered for sessions of devotions, study, and
discussions as well as to enjoy the physical beauty of their surroundings. Among teachers at the

Schoo~

was Auxil.-

iary Board member, William Maxwell.

Green Acre Sessions Bring Spiritual Bounties
Green Acre was truly a "Green 'Akka" for the spirit
during the nine weeks the school was in session. Hearts
overflowed with love as the friends attended courses of
lecture, study and discussion on 'Abdu 11-Bah8. t the
Guardianship, BahiI'i Laws. Administration. Education,
Indexing, Group and Individual Application of Teachings to Daily Life, and Pioneering. Daily singing kept
spirits soaring.
Beloved Hand of the Cause, Mr. Zikru'liah Khadem,
uplifted the hearts by visiting for nine nights and
returning to address the final session on Labor Day
Weekend. Various Auxiliary Board members, during
seven weeks, contributed their efforts, deepening the
believers in love of the Covenant.
A variety of weekend conferences and institutes acquainted the friends with the work of the National
Goals Committee t American Indian Service Committee,
United Nations Committee and the National Music
Committee,
Public meetings each Sunday, well publicized in the
surrounding area, drew inquirers to hear outstanding
speakers, Baha'i and non-Baha'i. On August 7, Mr.
Asdrubal Salsamendi, Deputy-Chief of UNESCO visited
Green Acre, dined with the friends, and spoke for the
public meeting. Mr. Gerard Morin, an Indian from New
Hampshire. spoke on "Indians of the Northeast Woodlands" another weekend.

For the Children, courses were given on "Signs of
Life" for pre-schoolers, '·Living the Life" for first and
second graders, "Baha'i HistoryU for third and fourth
graders, and "Manifestations of God" for fifth and sixth
graders. Each week preparation courses for enrollment
were given to Junior Youth, with a qualified instructor.
Teachers of adult courses also spoke to the youth and
children's classes.

Roy Wilhelm's grave was visited, a memorial service
held, and the site cleaned by a youthful group of
students. A memorial service was held for Louis
Gregory, first Hand of the Cause of his race. Sarah
Farmer's birthday also was commemorated. Additional
services were performed to maintain the physical facilities of the school.
Attendance peaked during the two Senior Youth
Weeks when spirits crested on a high wave of enthusiasm. A Weekend Youth Teaching Conference discussed
"The Letter to youth" from the Universal House of
Justice.
Green Acre, trodden by the footsteps of 'Abdufl-Baha,
was truly blessed by His Presence in spirit this summer, A winter season from December 29 to January 1,
sponsored by the Green Acre Council, will continue to
keep the spirit of love, fellowship and unity, enjoined
by Him, aglow in our hearts.
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The Baha'i Faith Comes to McMinnville
McMinnville, Tennessee, a town of 10,000 was first
opened to the Faith in May, 1965 when Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Schwandes, of Shorewood, Wisconsin. moved
there to make it their home and establish a Baha'i
Center. Newspaper publicity about the Faith began in
McMinnville papers even before the new arrivals had
settled, and for the next eight months they held firesides, told friends and acquaintances about their beliefs, attended churches and did everything possible to
teach and attract ready souls.
In February, 1966 was held the first large public
meeting with Jack McCants, Auxiliary Board member,
speaking to an audience of 110 in the meeting room of
the local public library_ Three declarations followed
soon after the meeting, two of the new believers being
able to attend the Convention in Wilmette and bringing
back enthusiastic reports of the House of Worship and
the love and unity they experienced. there.
The community, numbering five. began planning a
youth project for the summer, with the goal of reaching
every person in town with the message of the Baha'i
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Faith. They decided to hold a public meeting with
Auxiliary Board member William Maxwell as speaker
and to take an invitation to this meeting to every home
in McMinnville. The invitation eventually became part
of a four page Baha'i newspaper (shown here). which
in itself contained much information about the Faith. A
youth team of three boys , Jon Piff from Washington,
Graot Rhode from New Hampshire, and Dave Handel
from New York. not only took a paper to each home in
McMinnville, but to practically every home in the
county.
The public meeting was attended by Over one hundred people and was a great success. William Maxwell's talk and Van Gilmer's singing created a wonderful atmosphere which affected everyone present. A few
days before this meeting a youth. James Womack., became a Baha'i and a few days after the meeting two
more youths, Hattie Taylor and Gwen Etten, enrolled.
These three youth were then able to go to Green Acre
for a week.
Now, a little over a year after McMinnville was
opened to the Faith, there are eight believers and many
souls who are very close.
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Some of those who attended the West Texas Teaching Institute in September, 1966.

West Texas Teaching Institute
Baha'is from West Texas. New Mexico, and Arizona
gathered in El Paso, Texas, from September 2 through
September 5, 1966, to attend the first teaching institute
of its kind to be held in the area, sponsored by the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Odessa, Texas, with the
help of the Baha'i group of El Paso, and held at
Hawthorne House, an off-campus dormitory near the
Texas Western College.
The theme of the institute was the Divine Plan of
'Abdu'l-Baha with each teacher covering various aspects relating to it. Auxiliary Board member, Chester
Kahn, talked about 4Abdu'l-Baha, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
from Mexico City discussed the spiritual aspects and
pioneering, and Fred Bell from Odessa, Texas, discussed the history and development of the Plan.
Teachers for the youth and children included Jim
Collins of Midland, Texas, Mrs. Betty Nix and Mrs.
;rohnnie Tijerina from Odessa, Texas, and Mrs. Amy
Dwelly from Santa Fe, New Mexico. In addition to
teaching the adult classes! Mr. Kahn also conducted
one class a day for the youth. Most of the evenings were
filled with musical entertainment presented by the
youth, and group singing participated in by all.
On Saturday evening, September 3, a public meeting
was held at Hawthorne House, and Mr. Chester Kahn
gave a very inspiring talk to a crowd of approximately
75, 29 of whom were non~Baha'fs who had been at~
tracted to the meeting by the extensive newspaper.
radio, and TV publicity. A great deal of interest was
shown by the inquirers and many stayed well after
midnight discussing the Faith.
On one occasion Dr. Rice~Wray talked of pioneering
in Mexico and more specifically in the Yucatan. She
spoke of the conditions there and the great need for
pioneers and teachers. The people are ready for the
Faith and ready to become Baha'is, she said. All they
need is more teachers to teach them. A group of the
West Texas believers were so moved they are now
looking into the possibilities of making a two or three

week teaching trip into the Yucatan this year during
the Christmas holidays.
This West Texas Institute was the fulfillment of a long
hoped~for dream of the friends of West Texas and the
success of the affair was far beyond their expectations.
Altogether 79 adults and children were registered and
attended the classes. With the assistance given to the
institute by State Goals Committees, local Spiritual Assemblies and individuals, it was possible for
many Baha'is to attend who could not have done so
otherwise. Certainly the effort and the sacrifices made
by all for the success of the occasion were well rewarded.
Each day the enthusiasm and spirit mounted, and
highlighting the weekend was the summation talk
given by Mr. Kahn on Monday morning, bringing the
institute to a close.

Local Spiritual Assemb~y of Culver City, California, incorporated in July, 1966. Standing, left to right: Jack
GartneT, Donald Grubb, Billie Vahdat, Hugh Lineberger
(chairman), Charles Cornell (vice chairman). Seated,
left to right: Ruthie Cornell, Pearl Cullison, Nancy
Lineberger, Lois O'Neil.
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A Productive Summer for
Youth and Cooperating Communities
"In country after country the achievements of Baha'i
youth are increasingly advancing the work of the Nine
Year Plan and arousing the admiration of their fellowbelievers. From the very beginning of the Baha'i Era,
youth have played a vital part in the promulgation of
God's Revelation." Thus wrote the Universal House of
Justice in the June, 1966, message to the world's young
followers of Bahatu'llah.
During the summer months, small armies of American and Canadian youth continued their vital mission
by arising to the plea of the beloved Guardian who
urged their "intelligent, persistent and effective participation" in Baha'i activity as a demonstration of the
"youthful vitality and the vibrant power animating the
life and institutions of the nascent Faith of Baha'u'llah. "
These youth devoted their vacation time to Summer
Youth Projects, and with the "adventurous spirit, vig·
or, alertness and optimism" which the Guardian cites
in The Advent of Divine Justice, they spread the word
Baha'i through several new towns and villages while
also assisting Baha'i communities.
Their activities have special import when viewed in
the light of the Universal House of Justice's June
message which also stated: jlThose who now are in
their teens and twenties are faced with a special
challenge and can seize an opportunity that is unique in
human history .... During the lifetime of those who are
now young the condition of the world, and the place of
the Baha'i Cause in it, will change immeasurably, for
we are entering a highly critical phase in this era of
transition" of the Cause from obscurity to that of
challenging the Old World Order and proclaiming the
solution to humanity's ills.

Glendale, Arizona
Among the Baha'i youth elUpon whom must depend
the future orientation" of the destiny of the Cause) are
four, ranging in age from 15 to 22 years, who descended
on the town of Glendale, Arizona, to accept the goal of
personally inviting two-thirds of the city's 30,700 residents to Baha'i public meetings.
In four weeks, and despite handicaps of 100-117 degree temperatures and high humidity, the youth met
the goal of canvassing Glendale, held five firesides and
a public meeting weekly, and were interviewed on ra·
dio. Because of Glendale's large Mexican population,
the 5,000 invitational cards distributed at residents'
doors were printed in both English and Spanish. No
other literature was given nor were any teaching dis·
cussions held at the homes.
The firesides were the most successful aspect of the
project with as many as 20 to 30 persons attending as
the project progressed. Four persons (two adults and
two youth) declared and the Glendale Baha'i commtuli·
ty reports u we have been strengthened and re-invigorated by the spirit of these youth." The adults plan
intensified follow·up efforts and hope "to maintain the
same wonderful spirit and enthusiasm displayed by the
youth."

The youth, David Baumann. 17, Tempe, Arizona;
Sohayl Sohrab .. 22, Corvalis, Oregon; Tina Walters, 19,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Wendi Worth, 15, Pasa.
dena. California, began each day with group devotions
deepening and consultation, considered to have bee~
very important to the progress of the project and the
morale of the youth and their adult advisors.
Individuals responded to the invitations through canvassing, and daily several individuals voiced interest in
the Faith. Many youth regularly attended the firesides
from a town some 23 miles away.

Fargo, North Dakota
Meanwhile, three other youth had left their homes in
Canada and were launching another youth project at
Fargo, North Dakota. For two weeks Cathy Saxe, Paul
Pettypiece and John Raynor conducted an extensive
publicity campaign for a public meeting by distributing
275 posters, 475 invitations, and 50 basic fact sheets to 20
nearby towns. They also arranged spot radio and
television announcements and appeared on an hour
television interview and call·in show. One of the two
most popular local television shows, it brought the
Faith into an unknown number of North Dakota homes.
A "most successful" public meeting, titled 'IThe
Challenge Facing Youth" dr~w a dozen non·Baha'is.
Six of them, all youth, came as a result of the pUblicity.
In response to the youths' efforts, old Fargo contacts
were brought back in addition to the new ones made.
The youths' explanations of their own spiritual
growths are as significant as their teaching successes.
They report: "The more Baha'i activities I participate
in, the more I realize I couldn't live without the Faith of
Baha'u'lliLh." . . . ,·It was an unforgettable experience
both in knowledge acquired in teaching the Faith and
in the many friendships gained. . . . It occurred to us
while on the project that we were each learning so
much individually that we felt guilty about not giving
enough to the community . . . . As youth now, it is
incredible for us to think that we can keep growing in
the Faith at such a rate as we experienced together in
those four weeks .... The experience of simply living in
a BaM'f home and beginning to understand what it
really means to be a Baha'i all the hours of the day was
without a doubt one of the most obvious benefits derived from the summer."

Sparks, Nevada
Some of the above comments were made by the four
youth who composed a team which journeyed to
Sparks, Nevada, primarily to assist four Baha'i adult
teachers in a Baha'i·conducted remedial school for
children from the Reno.sparks Indian Colony. This was
the second summer for the school and because of the
efforts of Baha'is the previous summer, several Indians
had become Baha'is.
The Faith was not mentioned while teaching and the
youth and adults sought, instead, to show the Baha'i
spirit through actions rather than words. During the
last week of school Melba King, an Eskimo Baha'i and
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her husband offered the Indians "overwhelmingly successful" evening firesides.
The youth who served in Sparks, Pat Plecas, Thornton, Illinois; Tony Lee, Los Angeles, California; Joan
Millar, Duxbury, Massachusettes, and Andy Hilton,
Santa Barbara, California, also worked with a Baha'i
bookmobile, and participated in community activities
such as feasts, firesides, public meetings, an LSA
meeting and a Holy Day observance.

West Chester, Pennsylvania
Another youth project was undertaken by Steve
Blair, Cincinnati, Ohio; Bill Webber. New York, and
Harry Blackwood, Wilton, Connecticut, who assisted
the West Chester Pennsylvania community. Their activities included pUblishing a "youth organization directory" which gave them abundant opportunities to
meet the town's youth leaders, and working at the
town's community center where they interested other
workers in the Faith and brought several to firesides.
As a result of the directory, a Lutheran student group
has already requested a Baha'i speaker.

Other Projects
A youth team also delivered 4,000. souvenir editions of
"The McMinnville, Tennessee, Baha'i Bulletin," a
newspaper telling the Baha'i story, to every home in
McMinnville, reaching ten thousand souls in that southern town. The newspaper preceded a mass proclamation meeting at which Auxiliary Board Member William Maxwell of North Carolina gave a Baha'i introductory talk. Over one hundred persons attended.
Two other Southeastern youth teams, the Cherokee
and the Conyers teams, in part converged on McMin~
ville to help with the meeting. Earlier the Cherokee

News a.-iefs
On August 28, 1966, Seattle, Washington held a followup meeting to Race Unity Day at the East Madison
Y.W.C.A. which is located in the heart of the international district. The program -consisted of prayers read
by members of the Caucasian and Negro races. The
topic was .IOne World-One People" which was exemplified by the participants: Japanese chairman and
three speakers from Caucasian, Negro and Alaskan
Indian backgrounds. Music was furnished by the Baha'i
singers. Free literature was available and Baha'i bboks

team had also hosted a public meeting for Mr. Maxwell
and the Conyer youth had conducted a children's school
for about 40.
Four youths (Judy Green, Marcia Harrison t Mark
Johnson, David_ Jacobs) with Elaine Spies, advisor
conducted a day camp in Edwardsville, Illinois from

July 19 through August 5. Its purpose was to introduce
the Faith to an integrated group of children as' well as
to provide these children with stimulating activities and
to reach the parents as well as children in Baha. 'i
friendship, thereby demonstrating the principle of living the Baha'I life. The group. varying in numbers
from eight to fifteen was taught the Faith through st0ries, mural drawings and puppet shows and they were
encouraged to memorize verses. Field trips and art lessons were included and the children gave a program
for their parents showing aspects of the Faith wh1ch
they had learned. It is hoped that Sa\nrday classes can
be continued for those of the group who are interested.
These Baha'i youth projects, just a few of the several
conducted during the summer months, were undertaken by many youth who would experience their first
public teaching and administrative experiences. They
bring to mind the beloved Guardian's statement to the
Baha'i Youth of America in 1938, when he wrote, "I
hope. and indeed pray, that such a participation [in
teaching and administrative spheres] may not only
redound to the glory, the power and the prestige of the
Faith, but may also react so powerfully on the spiritual
lives, and galvanize to such an extent the energies of
the youthful members of the Baha'i community, as to
empower them to display, in a fuller measure, their
inherent capacities and to unfold a further stage in
their spiritual evolution under the shadow of the Faith
of Baha 'u 'Uab. ,t
were on display. The program was announced over a
local radio station and notices appeared in five Seattle
newspapers including one which circulates principally
among Negroes. Approximately fifty people attended.

o
The first Baha'i marriage ceremony in Louisiana
took place in Alexandria, Louisiana on August 28 when
Miss Evelyn Wallace and Mr. Joseph A. Taylor were
married at the home of Mr. John J. Towels in the Negro
section of the city. The ceremony was witnessed by
approximately seventy five persons of both the Negro
and Caucasian races, only thirteen of whom were

Baoo', booths at county faiTS bring the Faith to the attention of thousands. Shown at the left is display at the
San Mateo (California) County Fair and Flower Fiesta, August 5-13. OveT 800 people stopped to inquire or take 1iterature. At right i. booth at the Benton County, Oregon, FaiT, August 23-26. An unusual feature of this displall "",s
the showing of slides taken by Fred and Beth Laws, when they pioneeTed in Basutoland, Africa. The booth ""'.
planned and attended by the Corvalli. Group.
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Baha'is. During the reception that followed many questions were asked by the visitors about the Faith. While
publicity was sent to all the daily papers, only the
Negro press reported the marriage and carried a
photograph of the couple and the official witnesses to
the marriage.

o
The Baha'i Community of Friday Harbor, Washington, assisted by the local Assembly of Edmonds participated in the San Juan County Fair at Friday Harbor
August 25th through 27th. A float was prepared for the
parade on August 27 from downtown to the fair
grounds, and a booth was rented in the main exhibition
hall. The theme of both was the Oneness of Mankind.
The float consisted of two large side panels on a camper
with a semi-circular panel above on which appeared in
large letters the words ,cBaha'i World Faith." Below
this on the side pane1s, in letters easily visible the
words: "God is One," Man is One," Religion is One."
At the parade of floats in front of the Grandstand at
the fair, the Mormon Bishop announced the float was
self-explanatory, and after the fair was over the authorities expressed their thanks both for the booth and
the Hoat.

o
At the request of The Pages (girls) and The Earls
(boys), of Washington High School, the Los Angeles
Youth Committee sponsored a fireside on Sunday morning, August 28, with approximately fifty in attendance.
The youth who attended were truly a Baha'i garden,
being of Oriental, Negro and Caucasian backgrounds.
The visitors asked interesting and sincere questions
and a beautiful spirit prevailed.

o

A picnic held at the Fruitport, Michigan home of Mr.
and Mrs. L. Wyatt Cooper September 18 drew an
attendance of some fifty Baha'is and near Baha'is from
Fruitport, Muskegan, Grand Haven, Grand Rapids,
Kalamazoo, and Pentwater. Since Fruitport was one of
the earliest Baha'i communities in the United States
and the first one in Michigan, and there are still
resident in the area several believers who were members of the original community dating back to 1906, Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper arranged the picnic primarily to honor
these Baha'is and their families and to share with the
younger believers some of the history of those early
days.
The two Tablets written by 'Abdu'l-Baha to the Fruitport believers were read by two members of the original group while another recalled briefly her memory of
being in the presence of the Master when He was in
America. Miss Edna M. True, member of the National
Spiritual Assembly, wqose mother, Mrs. Corinne True,
Hand of the Cause, introduced and taught the Faith in
the area, spoke of the work of her mother both in
teaching and in connection with the beginning of the
Baha'i House of Worship. Miss Charlotte Linfoot, also a
member of the National Spiritual Assembly, spoke of
the rapid spread of the Faith in the sixty years since
the formation of the Fruitport group and the need today
for the same spirit of dedication and enthusiasm that
prevailed among the very early communities in the
United States.
All present were immensely interested in an exhibit
of photographs that had been arranged by Mr. Cooper

showing the large groups of Baha'is who assembled
from time to time in the very early years, several of
whom were present at the picnic that day.

BAHA', 'N THE NEWS
Arthur and Lila Weinberg in their book Instead of
VioIence ~ published by Grossman in 1963 include in
Chapter 4 the address by 'Abdu'l-Baha in Paris Talks,
"The Pitiful Causes of War and the Duty of Everyone to
Strive for Peace." The authors cite the Source of this
talk. and make the comment that 'Abdu'l-Baha deplores
man's descent to slaying.

o
A recent publication, in 1966, of the Christopher
Publishing House in Boston, Christianity and Cosmopolitan Civilization, by Van Ness Bates states on
page 359: "I maintain that we should, above all, respect
the chosen Christs or 'Concepts of Christ' of our fellowmen as Socrates did; and ask only that they respect
ours - whether the Christ be Baha'u'll€th, or some other
great Teacher in history or even humble Pastor Jones
of 'Erehwyna', so long as he has some modicum of that
Christ-Power to inspire us to the worship and service of
Godl"

o

In the book, The Road to Panama, by Selden Rodman, published by Hawthorne Books, Inc., New York
City, the author mentions an interview with pioneer
Fred Berest. After learning something of Mr. Berest's
background and his purpose in being in Panama as a
Baha'i pioneer, the author states: "We asked him to
explain Baha'i to us. 'Imagine', he said, 'seven or eight
glasses being filled from a pitcher of water. God,
holding that pitcher, may be conceived of as pouring
the Holy Spirit from age to age. Every five hundred or
a thousand years, you know, religion takes a new
name. If the first glass contains Krishna, the second
Moses, and so on through Buddha, Christ and Mahomet, we come finally to the Persian seer, Baha'u'llilh (1817-1892). who taught the oneness of ail
faiths and of all mankind. A progressive revelation, we
call it. Just as the Indians of San BIas and Darien grasp
intuitively the oneness of nature, so we in the larger
world must reestablish this principle and break down
the barriers of nationalism. Each in his own way, to the
best of his ability.'
"We had no doubt, driving out, that Fred Berest is
doing more than his share of what most of us are not
doing at all. lJ

o
Morocco, Old Land, New Nation by Mark 1. Cohen
and Lorna Hahn, published in 1966 by Frederick A.
Praeger, discusses briefly the exploitation of the Baha'i
Faith by a Moroccan political party, in an effort to
dramatize a claim "to be the stanch defender of faith
and country," and the resu1tant persecution and imprisonment of several young Baha'i men from Nador.
Concerning the Faith, the authors write: "The attractiveness of the movement stemmed from its belief
in world brotherhood (a factor in its recent appeal in
certain parts of Africa), the dedication of its organizers, and the vitality of its discussions, which contrasted sharply with the small concern in Morocco with
the possibility of modernizing Islam." The reactions of
various Moroccan leaders, newspaper publicity, and
the final reversal of the convictions are noted.

T
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Baha'i Publishing Trust
Baba'i Wall Calendar, 1967. The new calendar has a
springtime photo of the Bah;' 'j Temple in Wilmette not
previously published. AU of the Feast Days are depicted in one color and the Holy Days in another color for
ready identification. Detailed information in respect to
special observances are on the back.
It is suggested that all orders for overseas shipment
be sent in as soon as possible so that they may be
received by January 1, 1967.
Per copy ''' ___ ' ____ ' __ '''' .. ' .. '' "",_,,$ .25
10 copies _.. , _. ______ . _, .. , ., ... , ., .. , .. , ..... $2_00
25 copies
, ........ , , ....... , ___ $4.50
~c~~_,_.,..._ .. _,._"' .. , . . . ".~,~
[No standing orders are being sent on this item,

except overseas,]
Minimum order $1:00
Order from Baha'i Publishing Trust
110 Linden A venue

Wilm ette, Illinois

Temporarily oul-of-.lock
All Things Made New by John Ferraby. The Publishing
Trust regrets that due to current insurmountable delays in respect to a new printing of this title, being
effected in England, our stock will be depleted for a
period of time. The new edition, when completed, will
carry updated information in respect to developments
in the faith since the book was originally written, and
will include information on the establishment of the
Universal House of Justice at the World Center. Because of the indefinite situation that exists at this time,
please do not order this title until it is again announced
in BAlrA'f NEWS. As soon as the date is available for the
new printing it will be published in BAHA'i NEWS.

Calendar of Events

Baha'i Distribution and
Service Department
Baha'i Music - A long playing record which announces
through song the advent of a new and thrilling call to
world peace and unity, the Baha'i Faith. The selec~
tions, many of which are original compositions, provide
a variety which will satisfy many musical needs. The
album was recorded in Southern California by the
California Victory Chorus under the direction of Mr.
Russ Garcia, well known arranger, composer and conductor in the recording, television and motion picture
industries.
Monaural- 33-%LP -12 inch record. Eighteen selections, nine on each side ... , ................ $3.00
(Most of the selections included on the record are
also in Music Packet #1 (Choral Music) and
Packet #2 (Folk Music), Both packets available
from this Department.)
Music Packet #1 "_" __ .. , , , " ,. , , , , .. , . _,. , .$1.00
Music Packet #2 "_".", .... " .. "." .... ,, _$1.25
Bookmarks, interesting and unusual items for personal
use, teaching aids, and as gifts. These bookmarks
measure 8~ inches by 2 inches. With plastic covering,
one side has five color pictures of the Baha'i buildings
in Haifa and the other side has an interesting flower
arrangement made from natural flowers from the Holy
Land, hand picked and pressed.
Each, ... " ... " . " " " " .. " .. " ". " ". "
. $ _75
Protective Covers for Prayer Bonks.
Clear plastic covers to fit the blue or white Baha'i
prayer books.
Each cover." "" " .. " ..... _. ,
, ." " " ... $ ,40
Opaque plastic covers to fit the book Communion With
God, available in six colors-green, black, red, blue,
brown, white
Each cover ".,", .. "", .. __
_" . " , ... $ .30
Order from: Baha'i Distribution and Service Depart.
ment; 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091

FEASTS
November 4--Qudrat (Power)
November 23-----Qawl (Speech)

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours

HOLY DAYS
November 12-Birth of BahA'u'llAh
November 26-Day of the Covenant
November 28-Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha
(1:00 a.m,)

U,S, NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS

Daily
10:00 a,m. to 5:00 p,m. (Entire Building)

Devotions
Sunday.
3:30 to 4:00 p.m,

November 13-20 December 30-January 2

U.S, STATE CONVENTIONS
November 6

Public Meetings
Sunday.
4:15 p,m_

BAHA'i NEWS is publi':j:hed for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly ot the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee. Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; :Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.

Material must be received by the t\....entieth of the sec:ond month preceding date of issue. Address: Bah::i:i :News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
Change ot address should be reported direc:tly to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U,S.A. 60091.
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Passing of Loulie Mathews Announced
Grieved news passing devoted maidservant
Loulie Mathews. Convey family assurance her
contribution Faith international services both
as teacher and donor Temerity School long
remembered. Praying Shrines progress her
soul Abha Kingdom.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

The foregoing cable was received from the Universal
House of Justice in response to the notification of the
passing of Mrs. Loulie Mathews on October 27, in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. She will be long remem~
bered for her many and unique services to the Faith
during the early days as well as in more recent years.
She travelled frequently to many parts of the world,
including Africa, Latin America and the Pacific_ Ac·
counts of these trips are given in several volumes of the
Baha'i World as well as in the very interesting reminiscences in her book, Not Every Sea Hath Pearls. The
school which she donated, called Temerity School, and
located at Pine Valley in Colorado Springs was dedicated to the training of Baha'i teachers wishing to
serve in other lands, especially Latin America.

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of North

East Africa. with Auxiliary Board member. Rilj-vdn,
1966. Left to right: Garnal Rushdy (secretary); Hushang Ahdieh, Asfaw Tessema (assistant secretary);

Assetaw Habtemicael, Leo Niederreiter, Board member Aziz Yazdi, Ursula Samandari, Gila Bahta (chairman); Heshmat Farhumand

(treasurer)

and Rabbi

Tec!emariam.

The eleventh summer school was held at Mogadiscio,
Somalia, North East AfTica. August 25 to September 2
with excellent talks given by a record number of
Baha'is.

Youth Conference held at Kivukoni College, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, August 29, 1966. Many
subjects were covered by the following teachers: F. Yazdani,. Miss ~hapar Farh~man~,
Miss Hoda Nakhjavani, Miss M. Farhoumand, Master Y. Yazdant and Mus Mo~a Nakh3aVan1..
Hassan Sabri, treasurer of the National Assembly of East and Central Afnca. Kampala,
Uganda. also was present and addressed the conference.

World Peace Day

For the first time World Peace Day was observed in
the Seychelle Islands September 18, 1966. It aroused
tremendous interest among the people and resulted in
unprec'edented publicity for the Faith throughout the
Seychelles Archipelago. The event was observed by a
public symposium on Sunday afternoon in a centrally
located public hall. Edward Sanchez, from the Philippines, and A. Rahman, secretary of the Local Assembly
of Victoria, spoke on the theme: ('World Peace - an
Imperative Challenge." Guest speakers were Archdeacon Winterbum and Guy Lionnet, director of agriculture for the government. Eric Stiven, a judge of the
Seychelles, presided. Over one hlUldred people attended.
On Saturday. preceding the meeting, Mr. Rahman
was interviewed for 24 minutes by the director of
broadcasting. In addition to an announcement on the
Peace Day program, the interviewer asked a number
of significant questions which gave Mr. Rahman an
opportunity to thoroughly explain the Faith.
Edward Sanchez, former member of the National
Assembly of the Philippines, spent about a month in the
islands, inspiring the friends to greater efforts in the
teaching field. Two local assemblies now exist and it is
anticipated fully that two mOre will come into being
next Ridvan. The Nine Year Plan calls for five assemblies. Mr. Sanchez expressed the belief that the people
of the islands were ready to come into the Faith in
large numbers.

In

Seychelles

Speakers at unprecedented World Peace Day celebration in the Seyche!!es shown above (left to Tight): Edward Sanchez, G11Y Lionnet (director of agricuLture).
Eric Stiven (Judge), Archdeacon WinteTbuTn., and A.
Rahman of the Seychelles Baha'i Assembly, Below are
some of the Baha'is of Grand Anse Mane Is!and in
the SeycheHes, a village neaT the capital city of Victoria, with Baha'i visitor from the Philippines.
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• SUMMER SCHOOLS •
• Gateway to Universal Participation.
Chateau De'Oteppe in Belgium

European Summer Schools 1966

Spain

*

o

o

Sites of European Slimmer Schaols held from JIIly 1

10

mid-Oclober, 1966
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"Through the intensive struly 01 Balui'i scriptures and 01 the early history 01 the
Faith, through the organization 01 courses on the teachings arul history ollslUm,
through conferences for the promotion of inter-racial amity; through laboratory
courses designed to familiarize the participants with the process of the Balui'i Administrative Order, through special sessions devoted to youth and child training,
through classes in public speaking; through lectures on comparative religion;
through group discussion on the manifold aspects 01 the Faith, , , these school.,
open to BaIui'is and non-Baha'is alike, bid fair to evolve into the Baha'i universities of the future," (Shoghi Effendi)

F
Adriatic Sea and the Danube River, Baha'is and
their friends gathered in the summer of 1966 in har-

ROM FINLAND TO SPAIN. FROM HARLECH IN WALES TO THE

mony of spirit and with serious intent to pursue a
deeper understanding of the new life that is "in this
age, stirring within all the peoples of the earth." People
from five continents, from as many as nineteen countries, overcame the barrier of language to experience
and demonstrate the oneness of the Bahit 'f world.
These first fruits of a new civilization are from those
seeds planted just twenty years ago when the "spiritual
conquest of the old world" began. It was June 10, 1946,
early in the second Seven Year Plan, when Shoghi
Effendi cabled the National Spiritual Assembly of tbe
United States to make plans for the opening phase of
this historic work by dispatching nine competent pioneers. At that time only Germany had a National
Assembly, or even a local assembly in continental
western Europe. The National Assemblies of both Germany and the British Isles were painfully regrouping
their forces after the difficult period of the war. On
September 3 of that same year, the tirst pioneer departed for Norway. By another year, twenty-five pioneers were in active service in the ten goal countries.
The first European Teaching Conference was held in
Geneva in 1948, an important landmark along the way,
with a second occurring in Brussels in 1949. More
conferences were held, summer schools were gradually
developed, until today regular school sessions are
planned and held each summer, following the calendar
from July 1 to mid·October.

Hands of Cause Set High Standards
Outstanding features of the 1966 schools were: a study
of the message to youth from the Universal House of
Justice; the presence of the Hands of the Cause to set a
high standard of devotion and scholarship; the dy-

Luchon in the Pyrenees, site of French schooL

namism of youth who took active part in all phases of
activity; the attendance of Baha'is and their interested
friends from many countries and several continents;
and the serious sense of responsibility in respect to
universal participation in the Nine Year Plan.

6

Ireland
Opens

the
Season

Smiling Irish (and other) faces in County South.

BAHA'is and guests gathered at DrogSIXTY-THREE
heda, County South, Ireland, July 1-4, to take part

England and Wales Hold Schools

Gregory. John Long gave a moving description of the
life of Shoghi Effendi with its unending work and
sacrifice. This created a desire to serve the beloved
Guardian today through service to the Universal House
of Justice. A visitor from Vietnam, National Assembly
chairman Jamshed Fozdar, spoke of the tremendous
growth of the Faith in that beleaguered land. A public
meeting in Ha rlech drew 120 people to hear a talk in the
Welsh language, followed by Richard St. Barbe Baker
speaking on "The Tree of Life." John and Valerie
Morley utilized many nationalities present to present a
pageant on the theme "The Unity of Mankind." The
youth of the Dalston Hall school also sponsored two
well-attended meetings in Carlisle.

"Coleg Harlech welcomes the Baha'i Assembly," was
the greeting extended by the Coleg when 160 people
assembled August 20-31, for the eighth time in Harlech,
Wales. Hands of the Cause John Ferraby and Dr.
MUehlschlegel were present at Harlech and also at the
school in Dalston Hall, England, assisted by Auxiliary
Board members Dorothy Ferraby and Ernest and Joan

In 122 A.D., the Roman wall in the north of England
was completed on the order of Emperor Hadrian, as a
barrier to marauding tribes of Picts and Scots. The
fourth annual summer school held in that Cumberland
region August 20-September 3, at Dalston Hall found no
barriers - on]y unity in the pursuit of spiritual lmowledge.

in courses led by Marion Hofman, Adib Taherzadeh,

Charles MacDonald, Dick Backwell and George Bowers. Lady Hornell shared pioneering experiences in
Sardinia, where the first native believer was recently
enrolled. The education of children was expertly
handled by John Morley. and even Pakistan was represented with an evening talk by Mr. Jamshidi. The
memory of the late, revered Hand of the Cause, George
Townshend, was vividly and lovingly called to mind by
a cable from the Universal House of Justice.

Englis~

School

Held at

DaMon Hall

T
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'let us learn so that we can teach"
northern daylight
warm sun
N along with the theme:
"Let us learn so that we can
INE DAYS OF LONG,

and

teach," expressed by Auxiliary Board member Osmo
Paivenen, set the mood for the sixty..one attendanh
from six countries and three continents gathered at
Tampere, Finland, July 23-31. Class participation was
at a record, animated high. The public meeting featured John Long of England. Dr. Firuz Kazernzadeh of
the United States provided insights into Bah,,'i history.
Harriet Terry shared her African slides on the education of children there. Youth made a strong contribution toward the international spirit that was so evident
and showed deep interest in the winning of the goals of
the Plan. Gregory and Roger Dahl of the United States
and Leonid Vojnow of Sweden brought exhilaration
through their singing in both English and Russian
languages.

AI! ages shared the joys at the Finnish Summer School
at Tampere. The contribution of youth was much ap-

preciated, including the tTavel-teaching efforts Of Roger

and Gregory Dahl (lower photo, lett). Below aTe seen

some attentive faces at history class taught by Dr.
Firu% Kazemzadeh.

r
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Infants to

octogenarians~

and many nationalities, gather at LoosdTecht, Holland JOT ;oy.
008 sessions.

Austrian Village of Spitz is Host to Baha'is

"Unitv in Diversitv" - Dutch Theme

T WAS THE BRIGHT SPIRIT of the Baha'is rather
than the weather, which was not so cooperative, that
set the warm, enthusiastic tone for the Austrian school
held in a charming village on the banks of the Danube
River .in Lower Austria. To further the theme, "The
Plan of God," Dr. Muehlschlegel and Dr. Masoud
Berdjis led concentrated discussion on three major
texts: The Kitdb-i-iqan, The World Order of Baha'u'ntih
and The Advent of Divine Justice. Other presentations
were made by Miss Charlotte Walker, Auxiliary Board
members Mrs. Anna Grossmann, Hans Randel and the

HE THEME of "Unity in Diversity" took on a
deeper dimension when presented by John Ferraby
at the Dutch Summer School July 30-August 6, at
Loosdrecht - a theme traced by Mrs. Dorothy Ferraby
in her discussion of the administrative order. Another
Board member, Gert van der Garde served as a
teacher, as did F. Monayyem; and A. Teherzadeh
made a moving presentation of Bahci'u'llah's Tablet's
to the Kings. Twenty-eight guests from the neighborhood helped fill the meeting house to hear Mrs. Rasey
Pool read the poetry of Robert Hayden, a Baha'i who
recently won the prize in English poetry at the First
World Festival of Negro Arts in Africa, many of the
poems being Baha'i-oriented. A youth committee prepared the session on the Universal House of Justice
Message to Baha'i Yo.uth. Unity in diversity was evident also in the ages of those present, from infants to
octogenarians, and in the many nationalities. Several
declarations resulted from attending guests.

I

German National Assembly secretary. Miss Anneliese

Bopp gave an enlightening analysis of •'Social Justice
Among Nations." The large number of youth brought
an earnest vitality to the class sessions and lively
entertainment for recreational hours. The blend of all
ages learning together was the spirit of Austrian summer school, July 23-30 - a spirit that rose above the
heavy rains and floods of the outer world.

Austrian school heW on banks of the Danube.

T

Germanv Holds Four Summer Schools
TWO ADULT SCHOOLS were held in the traditional
places of Husted and Gauting, July 17-30 and August 20·28 respectively. The youth committee arranged
their sessions to be held in the city of Bad Mergentheim, one of the places visited briefly by ·Abdu'lBaba more than fifty years ago. There was also a
special school for children. In all of the schools the
stress was for ever~increasing responsibility on the part
of Baha'is, not only to proclaim the Faith of Baha'u'llah
but to demonstrate, individually and collectively. that
the Faith does indeed possess the key to a new and
better civilization - a more fruitful way of life for all
people. Hands of the Cause John Ferraby in Hustedt
and Dr. Hermann Grossmann in both Hustedt and
Gauting added much to the experience of learning and
living that is so tmiquely a part of summer school life.

T
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Three Countries Sponsor Scandinavian School
Three countries held sessions from August 6-13, at the
Gerlev Folk High School in Denmark - Norway, Sweden and Denmark, with 135 Baha'is and their friends
representing fifteen countries and five continents. Miss
Edna True, member of the National Spiritual Assembly
of the United States, and chairman of the European
Teaching Committee, spoke about the building of the
Baha'i Community and the establishing of the Kingdom
of God on earth. Her review of the second Seven Year
Plan brought back early memories of those first steps in
the opening phase of the European work. The presence
of Hand of the Cause, Corinne True, at the Teaching
Conference in Elsinor in 1950, the first pioneers to these
countries, and the first pioneer to lay down her life in
the European campaign, Dagmar Dole - all these and
many other events were called to mind. It was a heart·
touching experience that brought tears to the eyes of
both the older ones who remembered or participated
in the events and to the "great grandchildren" of
today. All caught a deeper appreciation of the sacrifices that made possible the Faith in Scandinavia
today.
John Ferraby was again present to illuminate much
of the teachings. Others who assisted with the sixteen
lectures, three workshops. four firesides, one public
meeting and a number of extra study groups were:
Dorothy Ferraby, John Long, Hardy Aghsai, Ezad
Jazayery, Dr. Raffat, Feridoon Vahman. Lisbeth
Andersen, Kamma Jorgensen, Ernst Sondergaard and
Tove Deleuran (with all three sponsoring countries well
represented). Here again Gregory and Roger Dahl
from California made a happy contribution with their
able song leadership. Their visit to this school was part
of a two-month travel-teaching project. It included
visits to a number of Norwegian communities with two
weeks spent in the Lofoten Islands, as well as other
schools.

German youth took an interesting drive to the quaint~
Middle Ages city of Rothenburg (above), from Bad
MeTgentheim where theiT school was held. Second photo (above) shows inteTested~ intense faces of students
at a dass on the story of the Bab. Below are shown the
fTiends from fifteen countries sharing in the Scandinavian school, Ge;lev~ DenmaTk.
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1966

"What Does It Mean - Bah~'{?"
TIUS QUESTION was frequently asked of the friends
at Centre International deJeunesse in the province
of Liege in Belgium from August 13-21. This distinguishing word - Bah,Pi - was worn on badges by the 165
youth and adults at the school and was seen by many of
the thousands of vacationers there.
Chateau De'Oteppe, now used as a hotel, with its beautiful park, surrounding chalets, camping sites, youth hostel, playgrounds and swimming pool made possible any
type of accommodation for the assembled school attendants. Morning sessions were held on three subjects,
with special late aftenloon talks on a variety of themes.
Mrs. Lea Nys, Auxiliary Board member, gave her
program on Iran, highlighted by slides from her recent

trip. Mrs. G. David of Paris led a round table discus.
sion of the youth, analyzing the recent message from
the World Center, to the deep interest of adults as well
as the forty-five youth present. Altogether eleven
teachers. including several from France, contributed to
the high level teaching program. There was lively
participation from the students.
Traditionally a unity banquet is held on the last day.
This year it took on an extra dimension by the presence
of the owner of the center, his wife, and the director,
who congratulated the Baha'is on their discipline and
dignity. The happy week was climaxed by a cable to
Haifa concenling nine declarations at the school.

Photo above: Chateau De'Oteppe and part Of the grounds Of this charming place in Liege, Belgium. Below
aTe seen some of the 165 peop~e who attended the dynamic sessions which included an excellent round table discussion by the youth.

Italian School Draws 287 to Adriatic Sea

A

interested contacts (37 in
all), friends from many cotmtries t inspirational
courses of study and a happy Baha'i spirit - all of
these, along with a beautifully sunny locale on the
Adriatic Sea in Bellaria. have come to mean Baha'i
Summer School in Italy. Expositions on the teachings
were ably presented by Auxiliary Board member Eric
Blumenthal from Germany, Dr. Firuz Kazernzadeh,
former chairman of the National Assembly of the
United States, and Mr. Ghadimi, pioneer to Belgium.
Board member James Holmlund pinpointed discussion
of the youth message from the Universal House of Jus·
PREPONDERANCE OF YOUTH,

tice. Profound questions from the youth that followed
this presentation exhibited the spiritual maturity of
many of them.

Eighty-six of those present during the September 9 to
19 period represented nineteen other countries - a recordl This happy circumstance did present one problem - that of language. Special gratitude went to Prof.
Alessandro Bausani, who, in addition to giving two
courses, translated admirably for the English, Persian
and French speaking teachers. Several early pioneers
were present to share stories about Europe, Alaska and
Morocco. Hossein Mahboubi, chairman of the Italian
National Assembly. gave an interesting account of the
Persian journeys of Martha Root, that early. intrepid
Baha'i traveling teacher.

Italy set a record

tOT

number of countries represented

at the school. A portion of the 287 who came to BeUarta

are shoum in photo at top. Center right: Prof. Bausani
interpreting for Eric Blumenthal, Board member from
Ge'Tmany. Lower right: Youth from Genoa presenting
evening program of song.

r

Baha'is and friends gather in the Municipality's garden, Luchon, France, in !.ovely Pyrenees setting, ne4T Span,...
ish border. Below is shoum Mr. Robert, vice-chairman of the National SpiTitual Assembly of the BahcPis of France,
pTesenting tetter of Leo Tolstoy concerning the Faith to the Mayor of the city. This pTesentation took place at a
reception given to the Baha'is by the Mayor.

-,
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French School Proclaims Faith to Hundreds

A RECEPTION BY THE

MAYOR, the use
of his building, the Hotel de Ville, for
classes, a public exhibition in the official
tourist office (again granted by the Mayor),
and a public meeting that attracted 200 people are some of the thrilling events associated with the summer school held in Luchon
in France August 28-September 4. This
channing village in the Haute Garonne re~
gion of the Pyrenees, close to the Spanish
border, proved to be a felicitous choice. The
Mayor's reception for the Bahatis was also
the occasion for presenting him with a letter

from Leo Tolstoy concerning the Baha'i Faith
by Mr. Robert, vice chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of France. There was
excellent publicity given on TV and by the
local newspaper, The school sessions highlighted by Dr, Miiehlschlegel were attended
by some seventy Baha'is and friends t with a
number of people becoming confirmed in the
Faith during this period.

Top righ.t: The Mayor of Luehon and Mr, Robert of the
French Nationat Assembly at Mayor's reception. CenteT right: Leah Nys, Auxiliary Board member, and MT.
Yazdanian of the summer school committee view exhibition in official tourist ofJice that attracted hundreds of
people. Below are shown other visitors to the exhibit.

BAHA'i NEWS editors wish to thank the following European correspondents who cooperated so ably in providing materials for the feature on the schools: Salim
Noonoo (France); Mrs, Maude Bosio (Italy); Jean
Pitcher (British Isles); B. and N, Ellehammer (Germany); Donald W, Oja (Finland); LUi M. Hermann
(Austria); Mrs. Bertie Stoop and Mrs. Lottie Tobias
(Holland); Jean and Tove Deleuran, TorkiI Christiansen (Denmark); J. p, Laperches (Belgium)

Editorial Note: The editors regret that a
report on the Swiss summer school held
at Rietbad in the Canton of St. Gallen,
October 2-9 has not been received in
time for this special feature on European summer schools. Also, a youth
school was held for the first time in
Spain, July 24 and 25, in the city of
Valencia, this event already having been
reported in the November issue of BAHA'f
NEWS.
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Hand of Cause Visits Japanese School;
Dedicates Center in Hokkaido

Hand of the Cause, Mr. Samandari (holding the Greatest Name) is the honored guest at the Tenth Annuat Summer

School of Japan, he!d in Kobe, with over 100 BahlPis attending.

The Baha'is of Japan were greatly favored during
August and September of this year when Mr. Saman~
dad, Hand of the Cause visited their country for the
first time. He visited the four large islands of Japan,
speaking before groups in many cities from Sapporo in
the north to Nagasaki in the south, also giving public
talks and press interviews.
A high point of his visit was a meeting with Miss
Agnes Alexander. Hand of the Cause who has been
confined to the hospital. To her delight the room was
filled with friends, who, in turn, were delighted by their
discussion as to which one was the elder. Miss Alexander, who is ninety-one years of age, is older by about
three months.
The tenth annual summer school in Japan, with about
one hundred in attendance, was inspired to have Mr,
Samandari attend the sessions.

Flies to Hokkaido Dedication of Hazira
Twenty-three Baha'i from the main island of Honshu
flew with Mr. Samandari to attend the dedication of the
new l:Ia?iratu'l-Quds in Shiraoi, Hokkaido. The ceremony began with the Hand of the Cause cutting the

ribbons on the walkway, Board member Mr. Umegae
then greeting the people, Masazo Odani acting as
chairman for the program. Mr. Samandari spoke movingly to the gathered friends, his last recommendation
being for them to read the Tablets of Bahil.'u'JIa,h and
the Master in the new Center and meditate upon their
meaning. Cables were received from the Universal
House of Justice, from Miss Alexander and others.
Many visitors were introduced, beautiful gifts were
received and exhibited, including a plaque from Mr.
Sasaki of Sapporo, first Baha'i in Hokkaido. John McHenry III, Auxiliary Board member, and Me. Moritake.
first Baha'i of Shiraoi, each spoke briefly, and a tribute
was paid to the first pioneer to Hokkaido, Mr. Tehrani.
The Shiraoi Center is unique. It is simply designed
and inexpensively constructed. I~ is nine-slded, with a
seating capacity of about sixty-five people. It is compact, functional, light and airy. The local Shiraoi Baha'Ls, with the help of the contractor, planned the
structure, One of the officials of the company became a
Baha'i during the dedication. Also fifteen people declared their faith in another village, Tomikawa, visited
by Mr. Samandari and the friends following the dedication.

T'
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Mr. Samandari is shown above cutting the ribbons

IS

of

the walkway leading to the new 1faziratu'~uds in
ShiT40i on the island of Hokkaido, Japan. Mr. Moritake
(with beard) is the first BaM'i of Ainu. ancestry who
enTolled several yeaTs ago. Since that time the Faith
has developed steadily in Hokkaido.
Photo at right shows the charming new center at Shlram with landscaping and neat fences around it. Many

Baha'is helped with the construction but special responsibility was taken by Mr. Umegae, Mr. Yamami,
Mr. One and Mr. Koyama. Below aTe shown some of
the seventy people who attended the dedication.
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Great Effort Expended to Build
Panamanian Schools

Photo above shows Panamanian believers with American pioneer starting out on eight-houT walk carrying a
blackboard to the Baha'i Schoo! at Boca de Remedios.
Photo below shows a new school in process of construction with inadequate oldeT building in the backgTound.

In the mOlmtainOlls village of Boca de Remedios, the
Baha'is have constructed their own permanent center
and school on land donated by a believer. Through
many sacrifices, the friends donated $56.1)0, a large sum
for the indigenous people of this area, to buy corrugated zinc sheets. These were carried on foot from the
village of Paso de Ganado, the last stop for the bus to
Boca de Remedios, requiring about eight hours of

walking.
Land has been donated in four other communities for
a combination center - school, a similar building currently being under construction in Boca de Soloy. Four
Baha'i schools now operate in the mountains where no
provision has ever been made by the government for
schools. The teachers receive their training at Villa
Virginia and teach only first and second gradesSpanish, a little arithmetic and geography. Each school
is equipped with blackboard, world map, chalk and
notebooks supplied by the National Assembly.
Six teaching institutes have been held since July of
this year in these areas, each lasting two days. Suzana
Bejarana, an outstanding woman teacher, recently
gave a class on Tt-hirih which received much approbation.
Milk and finely ground com have been obtained for
the schools by the National Assembly.

Baha'i Weekend in Sardinia
The Baha'is Of Sardinia sponsored a weekend meeting
July lO-August 1, at the farm home of Edmundo Oxiria.
AU ages and many nationalities were represented.
Twenty guests were present to hear Signora Pargentina, the first native Baha'i of Sardinia speak on uThe
Search for a Faith/' and to take part in an. animated

discussion that followed.

In the beautiful countryside of Fertilia in North
Sardinia, a weekend gathering was held at the end of
July on the farm of Mr. Edmundo Oxilia, the only
Baha'i in that zone. He and his wife were gracious hosts
to the Baha'i Group of CagJiari (capital of Sardinia)
and the 20 contacts who took part in the various
meetings. This meeting was unique in the history of the
Faith in that it was organized through the combined
efforts of all the Baha'is in Sardinia and was the most
international one held to date.
The Baha'is and guests present came from iran.
U.S., England, Ireland and various parts of Italy. An
ages were represented. The activities began with the
reading of prayers in Italian, English and Persian.
The highlight of the weekend was a talk given by
Signora Livia Pargentino, the first declared Baha'i in
Sardinia. She significantly spoke of "The Search for a
Faith" and led the animated, interesting discussion
which followed.

T
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Summer school in Meknes, Morocco, held August 1-7 attracted from foTty to fifty participants.
Basic courses on administration and history were given, with additional lectures on special
topics such as Women and the Baha'i Faith, Baha'i Education, and a special study of the Message of the Universal House of Justice to Baha'i youth. This vital institution in Morocco grows
in value each year.

Right: Winter school session recently held July 14-17 in.
AsunciOn, Paraguay with Hand of Cause Mr. Khazeh
assisting the friends along with Auxiliary Board mem~

bers. A special appeal was made to devote attention to
teaching .the Chacos Indians who Hve in the desert
areas.
Right below: Some members of the fj:fst Baha'i Assembly in Zoquiapan, Oaxaca, M exicD, with Trina Gil,
pioneer, in center.

The first Yaqui Indian to become a Baha'i in the State
Of Sonora, Mexico with pioneer Esther Krieger.

I
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Australian Believer Honored

A group of friends on steps of the BaM:'i House of Worship, Sydney. Australia on the occasion of a visit of Dr.
Peter Khan from the United States, former chairman

of the National Assembly of Australia. Dr. Khan spoke
to a large gathering at the AustraHan Baha'i headquarters on the spiritual mission of America and particularly the vita! role being played by American youth.
The Baha'i Bulletin of Australia states: HIt became
evident during the talk that the great theme of Universal Participation is becoming manifest in the world
we thank Peter fOT bringing us that much. closer

and

to our brothers and sisters who share
in God's Cause."

OUT

common aim

International News Briefs
o
The bill for the incorporation of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the BaM.'!s of the Indian Ocean went
through its third and final reading at the Legislative
Assembly and was approved by the government of
Mauritius under the name: Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Mauritius and its dependencies.

"Uncle" Harry Carter, one of the first Australian
aboriginals to become a Baha'i, was the honored guest
at a Baha'i home in Plympton, South Australia recently.
This happy gathering, held on the occasion of his
seventy-ninth birthday. was living proof of the principle of unity in diversity, as Baha'is and guests gathered for the monthly fireside. They represented Russian, German, Dutch, Scotch, Persian, Yugoslavian,
Malaysian, and Indian nationalities, as well as Australian. including other aboriginals. The guest speaker was
Tushar Kanti Paul from Malaysia whose teaching activities and current art exhibit have attracted the attention of the press.
Colored slides, accompanied by a recording, were
shown of the London Congress and the International
Baha'i convention, to an appreciative audience. "Uncle"
Harry's comments did much to make the evening a
heart-warming experience for all who were present and
to deepen their understanding of the words of Baha'u'llm: "Ye are all leaves of one tree."

o
Nine students at the University of Alaska have organized for group activity, sponsored by the Tanana
Valley Assembly. They have a weekly Saturday evening
fireside close to the campus and a study class held on
campus, with announcements of these activities appear.
ing in the campus bulletin. They are also utilizing posters. The group is filled with enthusiasm and faith in the
future, the first ingredient for SUCcess.

o

o

Baha'is from JW1eau and Douglas, Alaska, held a
tbree-day sum mer school for children. Nineteen children were divided into three age groups, with a view
toward enlarging their concepts of God and creation,
of the principles for the world today and how to put
them into practice in daily life.

Two summer conferences were held this summer in
the far northwest area of the North American continent. The ninth annual Yukon conference was held near
Wbitehorse, Canada, July 1-4 with about 100 people coming from Alaska and the Yukon. In addition to the contributions of Auxiliary Board members Ted Anderson

The spirit of activity of the BaM',s of East Africa is demonstrated by the participation of 162 delegates in the
third national convention held at Ri(ivan in one Of the African villages.
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rhe first Bahci'is

of

Naga!and, an autonomous tribal
state of India.

Left: Members of the National Spiritual Assembly
the Bahci';s of India, elected Ridvan, 1966.

of

International Briefs I cont.J
and Howard Brown, classes were taught by Mrs. Janet
Stout and Marilyn Bierman. Tom and Georgia Haisler
showed slides and gave notes on their recent pilgrimage
to the Holy Land and visit to India. Immediately following the regular sessions, the first children's school
was held at the same site - Upper Jackson Lake, in a
new cabin constructed there last summer as a youth
project.
Tanana Valley. Alaska held its institute on August 13
and 14. Two Auxiliary Board members also taught
several sessions, as did Verne Stout, Gloria Sherie,
Blu Mundy. Beverly Kolstoe and Barbara Kirby.
Courses included a study of the Baha'i Fund, various
aspects of teaching, methods of self~study, the spiritual
descendants of the Dawn·Breakers t (pointing out that
this should include all of us). and the significance of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah.

The community of SabadeU, Spain, sponsored a fiesta,
or outdoor picnic this past summer, TheTe weTe many
children and youth in attendance.

Temple Model Has Gardens. Paths. and Fountains
The Alton, New Hampshire Baha'i Group has used
the model of the Baha'i House of Worship to make a
very attractive display. with gardens, tree--lined walks
and fountains, just as they are at the House of Worship.
As shown in the accompanying picture these gardens
are in proportion to the modeL All nine fountains
continuously play water (which is reused) and when
spotlights are shining on it, it is a thing of great beauty.
The complete unit is the area of a standard card table
and is compact and portable,
Mr, Edward Gustafson a 'Inot yet Baha'i" constructed
this beautiful display which has been used already in
seven New Hampshire cities. In Laconia, New Hampshire where it was on display for eight days in a florist's
window the shop owner stated that it attracted a most
unusual amount of interest and favorable attention,
people crowded to look at all times of day and several
photographed it.
This model is being made available to Baha'is in the
New England area.
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The Imperative Challenge in Varied Observances
The seventh annual Baha'i World Peace Day observances, held throughout the United States on September 18, 1966 and dedicated to the proposition, "World
Peace - The Imperative Challenge" brought a wide
variety of types of .meetings as described in reports
received thus far from mOre than eighty Baha'i communities. This day, observed first on September 20, 1959
as Baha'i Proclamation Day was designated as World
Peace Day in 1960 and became thereafter a special
annual event designated by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States. It is held In September
each year as a means of commemorating the introduction of the Baha'i Faith to the United States on September 23. 1893, the theme of world peace being used as a
way of emphasizing the spiritual destiny of America in
the establishment of universal peace.
The many reports received this year indicate resourcefulness and fine work in planning and carrying
out the many meetings held on this day.

Governors and Mayors Again Proclaim Day
In 1960 the Baha'i group of Baltimore County, Maryland, obtained a proclamation from the governor of the
state announcing the Baha'i-sponsored World Peace
Day as a state event for that year. The Hands of the
Cause recommended that similar proclamations be
obtained in other states with the result that in 1961 four
more state governors proclaimed this to be an official
day in their states (Arizona, Nevada, Rhode Island,
and Wisconsin). During the following years the number
of states whose governors proclaimed this day rose to
thirty. Beginning in 1962 believers started the practice
of getting similar proclamations from city mayors.
Beginning with single proclamations in 1962 and 1963
(Savannah, Georgia and Baltimore, Maryland) this
number rose to eleven by 1965. Obviously these proclamations are most effective in terms of publicizing the
Faith when good photographs and press releases accompany the event of the signing. A few examples are
shown on the opposite page.

Unsolicited Publicity Increases
Community service projects in connection with World
Peace Day. such as the donation and planting of trees,
peace roses, etc., use of speakers of prominence, and of
choral groups resulted in fine feature articles in local
papers. In some instances editorials were printed in
which the proc1amation of the governor was stressed
with correct dates and announcements of the observances. In addition to such W1solicited publiCity the
believers in many places made greater use of paid
advertisements, as well as invitations and posters. In
one case a reprint of the recent article on the Faith in
the National Observer was reproduced on legal size
paper with annoWlcement of the local meeting printed
at the bottom of the page. Examples of good publicity
received include: Asheville, North Carolina, where a
dawn redwood tree was planted at Asheville-Biltmore
college, with excellent news coverage including pictures; Alexandria, Virginia, where the story of the
mayor's proc1amation of World Peace Day was carried
in the local paper, with a picture of the city official and

the chairman of the local Baha'i Assembly.

Window and Library Displays
A very effective support for the World Peace Day
observances was used in a number of places where
window and library displays coincided with the public
meetings. In many of these free literature was allowed
as part of the exhibit. The Public Information Department reported receiving requests for display materials
from librarians at Army and Air Force bases, and a
request was also received from a savings and loan
company in New Jersey, which arranged the display in
its window. Other localities where window displays
were used include AtUeboro, Massachusetts, with a
display in a bank window; (shown on opposite page).

Booths and Activities at Shopping Centers
A few enterprising commlUlities have found that the
new shopping centers offer fertHe sources for booths
and meeting places. In California the Malibu-Topanga
Baha'is observed the day with a music festival (held in
a shopping center) dedicated to world peace.
Jefferson County Baha'is in Colorado for the second
year had a booth at Westland Shopping Center in Lakewood with the World Peace Day slogan appearint: in
luminous lettering. This booth was open for three consecutive days prior to the public meeting. Much free
literature was distributed and those sponsoring the
project feel confident that this is one of the best ways
of publicizing the Faith and attracting attendance at
the meetings.

Programs Widely Varied
Forms of observance of this Day ranged from picnics
and covered dish dinners to full scale dinner parties,
from informal gatherings for discussion to large formal
public meetings in which a panel of speakers and
musical programs were often included. In one community Lima, Ohio, the occasion was used to dedicate the
local Baha'i center as well as to hold a public meeting.
The excellent pUblicity obtained included the history of
the Lima Baha'i commWlity. In Baltimore a musical
program was given by a group composed of Baha'is
froII'. several nearby communities. A talk on "Music
Toward World Peace" preceeded the singing. Songs
included those from other countries and were on the
theme of a Faith for today.
t

Audiences Well Integrated
An encouraging aspect of all the reports was the
good attendance by minority groups. This was especially marked in the southern part of the country.
Reports also indicated that a higher percentage of
non-Baha'is attended and that interest was sincere.
There was a big demand for free literature, which in
many cases was presented as part of an attractive display at the meeting. There was greater evidence of
cooperation among small groups in jointly sponsoring
meetings. This may be a reflection of the activities
and encouragement of the newly formed State Goals
Committees.
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First Auxiliary Board Conference
for Northeastern States
The weekend of September 24 and 25 found over 200
Baha'is from ten states, and the Province of Ontario gathered in Hamburg, New York to attend the first of three
conferences to be conducted by the Auxiliary Board for
the Northeastern States. The theme of the Conference
was: The Heroes and Heroines of the Faith, Past,
Present and Future.
The two day program consisted of a panel on "The
Life of 'Abdu']-BaM"; "Tbe Mystery of God, Divine
Interpreter, Our Exemplar 'Abdu'l-Baha"; "Propagation of the Faith in the Western Hemisphere"; "Thirtysix Years of the Guardianship. Hand of the Cause Mr.
Zik'ru'llah Khitdem spoke on HThe Guardianship and
the Universal House of Justice. tt
Others participating in the program were: Auxiliary
Board members Mrs. Javidukh Khadem, Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin, Mrs. Velma Sherrill, Mr. Albert
James and Mr. Fred Graham. Also Mrs. Audrey Westheuser of the Canadian NSA; Dr. David Ruhe, secretary of the NSA in Wilmette, and Mr. Archie Tichenor,
and Mr. William Richter, with the youth of Western
New York presenting some choral selections.
The tape recording of the Hand of the Cause Dorothy
Baker about pioneering and one by Hand of the Cause
Horace Holley about submissiveness to the Will of God
added much to the beauty of the conference.
The presence of two devoted souls who had met. the
Master brought an added warmth to the gathermg.
They were Miss Ella Quant of Town of Tonawanda,
N.Y. and Dr. Habib Moayyad of Tehran, Iran who was
a personal physician to 'Abdu'I~Baha.
Over twenty-five long-time pioneers were present,
and spoke br:iefly of their experiences in the pioneer
field.
Following the Conference on Sunday afternoo~ a
public meeting was held with Dr. David Ruhe speakmg
an "World Peace A Reality in This Century." Over ISO
people attended, 'many of whom w~re pre-Ba~a'is, ~nd
who lingered on after the meetmg for stlmulatlOg
conversation.
Truly this was a most noteworthy occasion, and one
long to be remembered by all who .were pri'.'ileged to
attend. One believer who has been In the FaIth for 45
years remarked that this was, by far, the most outstanding Conference she had ever attended. Veteran ~n~
neophyte alike were inspired by the tr.emendous spint
which was sustained throughout the entire weekend.
tt

North Dakota Law
Authorizes Baha'i Marriages
On March 18, 1965 the Governor of the State of. No:th
Dakota signed Senate Bill 307 authoriz~g solemnlzat1?~
of marriage by local Spiritual AssemblIes of ~he Baha I
Faith according to the usage of that com~UIuty, organized or possessing a certificate of authOrIty pursuant to
the North Dakota Nonprofit Corporation Act. The bill
was unanimously passed by the Senate and by a vote of
78 to 26 in the House of Representatives. The bill went
into effect on July 1, 1965.

East Texas Baha', Institute
The "Big Thicket," in East Texas, about thirty miles
from Houston was the scene of the first East Texas
Baha'1 Institute which was held Labor Day Weekend,
September 3-5, 1966.
Here, in an environment more spartan than most city
dwellers are accustomed to, about 140 Baha!is attended
the sessions, which were held at a girl scout ranch. One
high point of the weekend came when the friends
gathered in the main dining roam at 9 a.m. Sunday to
join millions over the nation in seeing the CBS television program about the Faith on the "Lamp unto My
Feet" show and to applaud it enthusiastically.
The five local Spiritual Assemblies of East Texas,
those of Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, Austin and San
Antonio co-sponsored the institute, the first attempt at
such a ~ooperative venture in East Texas, resulting in
a very well coordinated session despite the hardships
of great distances between the cities involved, and the
relatively short time available for preparation.
One of the most pleasant featUres of the institute was
the cooking, invariably excellent and making the heat
and humidity easier to bear. The kitchen, along with all
the other facilities of the ranch was operated by the
Baha'is. Chief cook was Hormoz Hormozi. whose efforts
were rewarded by the friends' contribution of about
U2() to the "Hormoz Hormozi Gift to the World Center."
The faculty consisted of over thirty members and
included one National Assembly member, Paul Pettit
and two Auxiliary Board members, William Tucker
and Bill Maxwell. The theme was "The Tablets of the
Divine Plan. to
Children's classes, held simultaneously with those for
adults, were divided into four age groups, from three
through high school and there was also a nursery for
children under three. Three of the assemblies had
responsibilities for each of these classes and one assembly (Austin) was in charge of providing food and
other supplies.
Adult classes, coordinated by one of the local assem·
blies were held in the central hall whereas the children
were'scattered at other more distant spots, resulting in
plenty of exercise· for everybody. There was much
spontaneous singing and the spir~ts of all we~e i.oyous.
At the close of the institute the frIends left remvIgorated by the physical and spiritual atmosphere, and enthused to undertake with still more devotion the many
t.asks of the Nine Year Plan.

Huntington, New York Baha'is
Design" Bookmobile"
A display of posters accenting some of the basic
truths of the Baha'i Faith was designed by believers in
Huntington, New York as a means of teaching ~nd
attracting people in public places such as shoppmg
centers, city squares, etc. These posters can be quickly
mounted on a car and are so designed that they can be
dismounted and used again in a variety of ways and
places. Thus the hours spent in building the display
are not "wasted" in one-time use and a beginning has
been made in building up a stock of teaching materials
to be us ed on short notice.

r
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A Poet and His Poetry

A memorial service was held October 2nd 1966 at
the gravesite in Inglewood Cemetery in California,
of Thornton Chase, the very first American believer
of the BaM'. World Faith.
This spot has a very special significance to the
many Baha'is who unfailingly come from near and
far to assist at this commemoration, as it was
specially blessed .by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself in 1912
when he dedicated it as a holy place.
The Baha'i Victory chorus sang some hauntingly
beautiful songs as prayers were read and Howers
were laid on the tombstone.

The Evanston Baha'i Community sponsored a public
meeting on Sunday evening, October 2. presenting Mr.
Robert Hayden reading his poetry. Approximately 175
people had the privilege of attending this program,
Baha'is and many others, held at Kendall College
Auditorium in Evanston, Illinois.
This evening with Robert Hayden and his poetry was
a moving and poignant experience and his presentation
made a deep and lasting impression on his audience.
Mr. Hayden received outstanding recognition at the
First World Festival of Negro Arts at Dakar, Senegal,
Africa, this year when his work, "A Ballad of Remem~
brance" was awarded first prize for English poetry.
The President of Senegal presented this award to
Robert Hayden in New York shortly after his appear~
ance in Evanston.
A new Broadway production, "A Hand is on the
Gate," includes a number of Mr. Hayden's poems. The
production is made up of folk music and poetry by
American Negroes.
Robert Hayden has received many professional hon~
ors including a Ford Foundation grant, a Rosenwald
Fellowship and the Hopwell Award for Poetry. He is an
associate professor of English at Fisk University.
The American Baha'i Community is exceeding1y
proud of this distinguished Baha'i poet. His recently
published volume, Se!ected Poems, (October House.
New York), includes among other fine pieces, HBaharu'~
nah in the Garden of RiQ.van", and "Dawnbreakers."

Reno Institute
Trains Believers and Friends
The Baha'is of Reno, Nevada, feeling that their
teaching efforts were aU too often a repetition of the
conventional public meeting, held a summer institute
on August 20 in Toiyaba National Forest, Dog Valley,
California, an hour's "drive from Reno.
About fifty believers and their friends attended.
There were introductory classes for visitors while the
Baha'is took part in workshops designed to help them
teach more effectively and to understand the true
meaning of the Covenant. The workshops included act·
ing out and discussing four skits which had been
prepared to highlight specific teaching situations. One
on !'Teaching by Living the Life" used the juvenile
delinquency problems of present day society to show
that Baha'is must become involved with the real needs
of real people if they are to convince the world of the
divine origin of the Faith. There were two good skits on
introducing a person to the Faith: and on how to take
that person from fireside to study class. These skits
illustrated approaches to several types of seekers. including those who are sometimes rude and do not act
like seekers at all.
The whole spirit which pervaded this gathering was
of happiness and joy in learning and in being together
in such a beautiful place. At the close of the day a
campfire was held with songs, both conventional and
those less familiar Baha'i songs. These friends will
undoubtedly repeat such a project which brought deeper understanding to the believers as well as the enrollment of at least one.

Booth at Navajo Tribal Fair, Window Rock, Arizona,
September 8-11, 1966. The Baha'i display was the only
religious booth at the fair, which was staffed by Nava~
jos. Featured was a continuous slide presentation showing various Baha'i gatherings on the reservation. At
the right is Mrs. Chester Kahn 01 Gamerco, New Mex~co with a visitor from England who, although not a
Baha'i, wished to assist the project.
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Hews Briefs
o
Baha'is from Lincoln and Omaha, Nebraska gathered in Lincoln on Saturday, September 24, 1966 to celebratE' the fif:y-fourth anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
visit to that city. The friends retraced the automobile
routE which He took from the Lincoln Hotel to the
William Jennings Bryan home. The guides at the Bryan
home were interested to know of the visit and were
happy to r.ecei ve photostatic copies of the 1912 newspaper carrymg the front page news. "Persian Peace
Advocate Pays Visit to Lincoln."

o
Baha'is in Montana donate blue spruce to a park in

An article entitled HThe Baha'i Faith and Health" by

Browning, Montana, a v-iUage in the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation on September 4. A mang those present and

an English Baha'i, Madeline HelJaby, appeared in the

expressing thanks were the Mayor of the town, Mr.
Aubert, and Mr. Old Person, Chairman

of

the Btackfeet

Tribal Council.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
On August 15, a Finnish newspaper, EteUi Suomen
Sanomat, published a lengthy interview with Dr. Firuz
Kazernzadeh who was spending the summer at Helsinki

University library doing research on Russian history.
The article dealt largely with the Baha', Faith, quoting

Dr. Kazemzadeh as follows: "Traditional religion has
lost its inHuence upon the modern individual and especially upon the educated classes. In its place has come
some sort of vacuum. The principles of the Baha'i Faith
can, in my opinion, solve today's problems. For instance, I have always been perplexed by the apparent
conflict between religion and science, when perfect harmony can be achieved. The Baha'i Faith is not based
on miracles. It gives individuals the freedom to search
for truth."

June issue of Health fOT All, a monthly British publication widely read by people interested in good health.
The article, while making clear that Baha'Is are not
bound to principles of vegetarianism and nature cure,
gives Baha'u'llah's teachings on healing, quoting extensively from the Writings. It shows how "the organic
unity of mankind is to be achieved by its becoming a
fully inte,grated whole, spiritually as well as socially."

o
The local Assembly of Los Angeles was recently
invited to participate in a television program, "Nine on
the Line", for a half hour's talk and interview on the
Faith. Mrs. Jean Bulkin who represented the Faith on
this occasion, stated before the end of the interview,
that any viewer wishing to attend a fireside should call
the number listed under HBaha'i Faith" in the telephone directory. There has been good response to
this announcement, apparently, for more than twenty
new people are now attending firesides in the immediate area of Los Angeles. Other communities where the
program was televised may have had similar responses, if their number was listed in the local telephone directory.

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Oaily
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn. (Entire Building)

Devotions
Sundays

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
December 12 - Masa'il (Questions)
December 31- S!>araf (Honor)

U,N. HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
December 10

3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Public Meetings
Sunday.
4:15 p.m.

U.s. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
December 30- January 2
February 17 -
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:1 he fundamental purpose animating the Faith of God and His Religion is to
safeguard the interests and promote the unity of the human race, and to
foster the spirit of love and fellowship amongst men. Suffer it not to become
a source of dissension and discord, of hate and enmity. This is the straight
Path, the fixed and immovable foundation. Whatsoever is raised on this foundation, the changes and chances of the world can never impair its strength,
nor will the revolution of countless centuries undermine its structure.
:1he face of the world hath altered. The way of God and the religion of God
have ceased to be of any worth in the eyes of men . ... The vitality of man's
belief in God is dying out in every land; nothing short of His wholesome
medicine can ever restore it. The corrosion of ungodliness is eating into the
vitals of human society; what else but the Elixir of His potent Revelation
can cleanse and revive it?

t? eligion
is, verily, the chief instrument for the establishment of order in the
world, and of tranquility amongst its peoples. The weakening of the pillars of religion hath strengthened the foolish, and emboldened them, and
made them arrogant. Verily I say: The greater the decline of religion, the
more grievous the waywardness of the ungodly. This cannot but lead to chaos and confusion. . . . Religion is a radiant light and an impregnable
stronghold for the protection and welfare of the peoples of the world . .. As
the body of man needeth a garment to clothe it, so the body of mankind must
needs be adorned with the mantle of justice and wisdom. Its robe is the Revelation vouchsafed unto it by God.
-BAHA'U'LLAH
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A memorial service for

..fi

Mrs. Anne Lynch was
held in the Baha'i House
of Worship in Wilmette on
the evening of November
19, 1966, at the req ues! 01
the Universal House of
Justice. All members 01
the National Spiritual Assembly were present to
honor this faithful maidservant of Baha'u'llah.
The program contained
appropriate prayers and
readings from the Sacred Writings, and a leaflet giving
a brief resume of Mrs. Lynch's unique contribution to
the Faith was provided those who attended. the service.
In addition to the cablegram to the National Spiritual
Assembly 01 the United States (see November 1966
BAHA'i NEWS) the following cables from the Universal
House of Justice were sent to the National Assemblies
of Switzerland and Germany. respectively:
Grieved news passing Anne Lynch devoted maidservant Baho.'u'llo.h. Advising Frankfurt Wilmette hold
befitting memorial services Temples. Assure family
prayers shrines progress her soul Abha Kingdom.
Baha'i Bern advises passing devoted servant Faith
Anne Lynch September 17. Advise hold befitting memorial service Temple. Inform NSA's Europe date.
Therefore, another of several memorial services for
Mrs. Lynch was held in the House of Worship in
Frankfurt, Germany, on October 22. The Swiss National
Spiritual Assembly conducted a service in the Chapel of
the hospital in Geneva, where Mrs. Lynch spent her
last days, and in addition, a memorial service was held
by them on December 10 at the National Haziratu'l·
Quds in Bern.
With the passing of Anne Lynch a tulique and beautifu1 chapter of service to the Baha'i Faith came to an
end, in this world, to add its lustre to the immortal
annals of the followers of Baha'u'llith.
Born in Russia (December 1892), fleeing her home at
the end of the first World War to settle in England,
Anne Lynch accepted the Baha'i Faith immediately
upon first hearing of it in Italy in 1926, and she spent the
remainder of her life in service to Baha'u'llah, giving
unstintingly of her capable and unique talents.
After a several months' visit with the Guardian in the
Holy Land early in her Baha'i life, she went to Geneva,
Switzerland, to help in the work of the International
Baha'i Bureau in Geneva, and later became its head.
Her special services .in this post, which were directly
under the guidance and supervision of the Guardian
was to last continuously until 1957 when the specific
functions of the International Bureau had been fulfilled.
In accordance with the Guardian's request, Mrs.
Lynch had remained at her post in Geneva throughout
the Second World War, sending out from that center
news of the Faith and encouragement to the friends in
the war·torn countries of Europe. She was thus enabled
to help and comfort those who sorely needed contact

with their Baha'i world family.
Mrs. Lynch's extraordinary talents in languages
made her service to her beloved Faith particularly
valuable. She was completely fluent in Russian,
French, English, German, Italian and Esperanto. Some
of the specific translations and publications accomplished during her years at the International Baha'i
Bureau were:
In 1933, translation of The Hidden Words into Russian. This work was published by instructions f:rom the
Guardian, who provided the funds for the publication.
1939-1946, printing in German of the revised edition of
Bahli'u'illih and the New Era. The old edition and the
completed type of its revised version were both destroyed in Germany, together with most Hahit'i literature, by order of the government. The typed script of
the revised edition was preserved and brought over the
border by Mrs. Vautier of Zurich, with great personal
danger to herself.
Printing of Baha'u'Uah and the New Era in Polish.
Although the translation was made by Lidia Zamenhof,
daughter of the late Dr. Zamenhof, founder of Esperanto, the details of having the printing done were carried
out by Mrs. Lynch. The edition was printed in France,
proofs being corrected in a Swiss internment camp for
Polish officers by Mrs. Lynch's nephew who was born in
Poland.
Mimeographing of a French translation, by a Paris
believer, of Paris Talks of 'Abdu'I·Baha, for teaching
work in the French-speaking countries.
Mimeographing of a German translation, by the
German believers, of The Dispensation of Baha'u'Uah.
Publication and distribution 01 a monthly Swiss Bultetin in German, which contained only the words of
Baha 'u'Uah, 'Abdu'I-Baho. and Shoghi Effendi.
Publication and distribution in Europe of a bulletin in
English, beginning in 1945, later called News Ex.
change~ and mentioned by the Guardian in his message, The ChaUenging Requirements of the Present
Hour.
1945-1948, publication and distribution of a bulletin in
Esperanto.
With her work in Geneva completed, Anne Lynch, for
the first time in her life, found time and opportunity to
fulfill her cherished desire to serve as a pioneer for the
Faith. Although frail and lailing in health, she set forth
on a new adventure, a new path of service, which she
carried on up to a few months before her death.
pioneering in Neuchatel, Vevey and several other
places around Lake Geneva. She would often speak. of
'Abdu'l-Baha's words as He looked across Lake Geneva
during His visit to Thonon; wrhere is much work to be
done around this lake." It gave her great joy to take an
active part in the pioneer work which 'Abdu'l-Bahit
said should be done. Her profound knowledge of the
Teachings, her many years of experience. and her
wisdom contributed to her success and outstanding
qualities as a teacher.
To her last days on this earth, she continued to serve
her Faith with her full strength and with that selfless
devotion, steadfastness and courage which are her
priceless heritage to those who foUow after.
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CenienarIJ 196 7 -- a
Baha'is deeply grounded in the teachings of their
Faith, those who have immersed themselves in the
Writings of Baha'u'llah and the Master. who have
perused earnestly the works of Shoghi Effendi, are
given a view of history - past, present and futurethat is available to no other people on earth. Although
everyone in the world shares in the "universal fermen~
tation u that is transforming the planet, it is only the
believers, steadfast in His Cause, who can participate
directly and be an actual part of the transforming
process itself to bring about the Kingdom of God on
earth. Moreover they are given the perspective,
through the Writings, to look ahead far beyond their
own time to envision the "coming of age of the human
race tt . • . '~the inauguration of a world civilization such
as no mortal eye hath every beheld. . . ."
To no other people is given such a spiritual opportunity_ We live in the Day of God Himself. While each
day is precious, presenting its challenges. its occasi~ns
for victories and rewards, there are some that are hke
crests upon the waves, or peaks on the mountain tops.
We have to exert ourselves more each time to rise
above the crest and surmoWlt it, to climb the new peak,
and in so dOing we are lifted up to new heights. Old
discontents, old opportunities tulused and lost can be
swept away if we will pour ourselves, heart and soul,
into the new challenge.

The Nine Year Plan -

a New Opportunity

Such a mountain-top opportunity is the Nine Year
Plan with its call for universal participation, as was the
Ten Year World Crusade, and the two successive Seven
Year Plans in America before that, and the many other
Plans around the world. Each Plan is a road map to the
desired goal and within each have appeared those
magnificent
milestones - celebrations
and
commemorations of great, historic events. Such was the
Centenary of 1944, commemorating the Declaration of
the Bah and coinciding with the completion of the first
Seven Year Plan and its many goals, including the
completion of the exterior of the House of Worship in
Wilmette; the Jubilee celebrations of 1953. one hundred
years after Baha'u'llah's intimation of -His Mission in
the prison of Siyih (1Ial, marked by four epoch-making
intercontinental conferences that launched the Qnprecendented Ten Year World Crusade. This Centenary
also witnessed the conclusion of the second Seven Year
Plan and the dedication of the Temple in Wilmette.
Again in 1958 Baha'is around the world were permitted
to gather joyfully in five intercontinental conferences at
the halfway point of their Crusade, through the foresight and planning of their beloved Guardian, Shoghi
Effendi. This was a time to rejoice over achievements,
to take stock of goals yet to be won, and through the
unique fellowship that exists only when large gatherings of Baha'is are held, to gain unified strength for the
remaining five years.
The historic Baha'i World Congress held in 1963 in
London brought the exultant legions of Baha 'u'JIah's
followers from hundreds of countries, territories and
island groups throughout the entire planet to lay the

wreath of victory at the grave of their loved leader,
Shoghi Effendi. Baha'is look back upon these great,
history-making events, relive the glow of those days and
recount the experience for the rest of their lives. They
know also that apart from the spiritual warmth generated, the changes wrought in their own lives, the new
strength and fresh vision obtained, has been the power·
ful impact upon the whole world of mankind at these
periods, through a fresh outpouring of the spirit. They
are enabled thereby to become a part of history at its
spiritually creative core.

Centenary Called by Universal House of Justice
Now the Universal House of Justice is calling us to
prepare for the befitting celebration of the Centenary of
Bahil'u'll.ih's proclamation of His Message to the kings
and rulers of the world in 1867. Six inter·continental
conferences will be held on October 5, 6, 7 and 8 in
Panama City, Wilmette, Sydney, Kampala, Frankfurt
and New Delhi, precipitating a six-year period of proc·
larnation of the Cause throughout the world of unprecedented intensity. Every Baha'i is asked to participate
in the spiritual reinforcement of this great event and
thus prepare to fulfill his role in the years immediately
to follow. It may not be possible for all to attend in
person, but everyone can participate in spirit. Everyone can assist in the local observances that are equally
a part of the Centenary. We can all plan together pray
together, study together during these remaining
months of the time allotted to us to "arm [ourselves]
for the third phase" so rapidly passing by.
I

Shoghi Effendi's Commentary on Messages to Rulers
From Shoghi Effendi's book, The Promised Day Is
Come, we learn what the impact of these Messages to
the rulers was - the spiritual power that permeated the
whole world with their release. the fall of seemingly allpowerful dynasties, the social changes that shook the
structures of SOciety in the decades immediately following and which continue to take place in accordance
with the necessity for men and nations to build new
vessels to contain the spirit of tile new Revelation. To
assist each Baha'i and each local community in this
vital preparation, the National Spiritual Assembly of
the United States is calling for a special study of the
book, The Promised Day Is Come, utilizing a Study
Course prepared by Dr. Peter Khan, and being published by the Bahi!'i Publishing Trust late in January of
1967. Following a period of community study, there will
be one-day institutes throughout the entire country on
April 2, 1967, to summate the knowledge and inspiration
gained on the local level and to include all believers in
a given area in the fundamental experience of learning
through fellowship.

A New Summons
The Centenary will bring to some believers the power
to open the door to pioneering, either abroad or on the
home front where the goals set by the Universal House
of Justice must be gravely considered and fulfilled. For

T
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others it will give a new spirit to live the life and to
teach where we are, to realize in every way that
"universal participation" caned for by the House of
Justice in its September, 1964 message and thus more
fully "mirror forth ___ those eternal principles proclaimed by Bahatu'llah." God forbid that it leave any
one unchanged, failing to accept this bounty or to drink
deeply of the new spirit being released.
In 1952 Shoghi Effendi called upon the believers to
"obey _ .. the summons of the Lord of Hosts. __ ." The
Lord of Hosts is summoning each of us today, to gather
in October of 1967 and rejoice in His service, recharge
ourselves spiritually for the greater victories to come,
to fulfill our individual obligations to help "redeem a
shattered world." Wilt we be ready?
Note: The period of the Fast is :suggested as the time for c~m

munity study from the prepared Stu~y. Cour:-e on T~ PTo~nsed
D«1J Is Come mentioned above. Addl tional mformatton wIll be
forthcoming
the next issue of BAHA'f NEWS.

in

Stalwart Believer and Pioneer
Passes Away in Jamaica
Dr. Malcolm M. King, M.D. passed away in his sleep
on October 19 in Berrydale, Portland, Jamaica. Dr.
King was a remarkable figure in the history of the
Faith in his native country. Jamaica, and was dearly
loved by his countrymen. When living in the United
States he embraced the Faith of Baha'u'llah and responded to the beloved Guardian's caU for pioneers by
returning to his native land in 1942 where he succeeded
in laying the foundation of the Faith. Later he pioneered also in British Guiana, Trinidad and Antigua,
being included on the roll of honor of the Guardian as a
Knight of Baha'u'U€'h. He returned to Jamaica because
of his health and settled in his homestead where he
passed away at the venerable age of 86.

Goal Achieved in
Northwest A/rica
A five-acre piece of land~ about four mites from the
center of the city of Rabat, MOrocco, brings into focus
an important achievement of the Nine Year Plan tOT
Northwest Africa. The successful completion ot this
goal was another confirmation to the friends who continue to struggle valiantly fOT Bahti'u'llah.

Georgetown. British Guiana, new Baha'i CenteT located in a beautiful T~sidential area of
Georgetown: The center will become the #a?iTatuJI-~d.s of the future Natwnal ;~ssembly of
the Guianas, and was purchased by the National Sp.tntua~ Assembly of the BnttSh Isles on
May 31, 1966 as one of their Ntne Year goals.
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Know Your Baha'i Literature
Messages to the Baha'i World: 1950-1957
by Shoghi Effendi
(Reviewed by Kathleen Javid)
The period of embryonic world-development in the
evolution of the Baha'i Faith has been clearly chronicled by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Faith,
in Messages to the Baha'i World: 1950-1951~ a work
which contains his major communications to the worldcommunity of Baha'is.
These messages span the most tremendous era of
world expansion of the Faith covering the last seven
years of the beloved Guardian's life when divine guid~
anee was channeled through him appointed by God in
'Abdu'l-Baha's Will and Testament. Shoghi Effendi, in
these communiques, launched the Ten Year Crusade,
successively delineated its achievements and charted
its progress to 1963 when the Universal House of Justice, that body elected by Baha'is throughout the world,
became the channel for Divine guidance. Concurrently
Shoghi Effendi began building the spiritual and world
administrative centers of the Faith in the Holy Land,
reported on their progress and delineated their future
development. Simultaneously he announced the birth
and primary stages in the erection of the world administrative institutions.

Guardian Translated Goals Into Practical Action
To delve deeply, pondering the implications of these
messages, is to appreciate more fully, something of the
station of the beloved Guardian and his accomplishments. He took the broad outline of Baha'i goals to be
won as set forth by Baha'u'Uah and 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and labored a lifetime to see them accomplished. The
ability to interpret the goals in terms of practical action
was but part of the heritage of the Guardian, divinely
bestowed, enabling him to accomplish his mission.
Before he could set the world-encompassing Divine
Plan into operation, the necessary local and national
administrative institutions. which were to direct and
unify the efforts of the Baha'is, had to be erected. To
this end he directed his first messages to the American
believers between 1927 and 1932, directives published in
Baha'i Administration. His -next communications, in
Messages to America: 1932-1946, enabled the American
believers to utilize their newly forged administrative
institutions in teaching campaigns. Two long letters of
Shoghi Effendi, published separately as Advent of Divine Justice, in 1939, and The Challenging Requirements of the Present HOUT, in 1947, [now contained in
Citadel of Faith] inaugurated the First and Second
Seven Year Plans which launched the Divine Plan, the
first on the American continent. the second beyond our
continental botmdaries.

A Keystone Binding the Whole
Messages to the Baha'i World 1950-1957 is like a
keystone capping the results of Shoghi Effendi's earlier

messages, the administrative structures erected. the
teaching campaigns and techniques for propagation
developed, the glorious vision of the goal of world unity
given, and the exhortations quoted from the pen of
Baha'u'llah through which the spiritual power of the
Faith is gradually released - a keystone binding the
whole into the world-wide firmly knit community of
believers workiftg in love and unity under the guidance
of the Universal House of Justice to diffuse the light of
Baha'u'llah's teachings throughout the entire planet.

Three Aspects of Faith's Evolution
Embryonic world-evolution of the Faith, the main
theme of the book unfolds along three major topical
lines: (1) development of the spiritual and administrative world center as chartered by the Tablet of Carmel
revealed by Bah .. 'u 'llah; (2) development throughout the world in spreading the teachings, as chartered
by the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'l-Baha; (3) development
of world institutions chartered in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Will
and Testament. (p. 84)

World Center Development
In considering the first main topic, developments at
the World Center, Shoghi Effendi stressed the marked
acceleration of activity following formation of the state
of Israel. Progress in the construction of the superstructure of the Shrine of the Bah, its symbolism and
spiritual significance is reported along with joyful messages recording acquisition of additional tracts of property; acquirement, restoration, and refurnishing of
houses and sjtes assodated with the lives of Baha'u'lhih and 'Abdu'l-Baha; extension of terraces and
gardens in Haifa and Akka; and commencement of
pilgrimages. Allusions to such future events as pilgrimages by Baha'i kings. erection of a befitting mausoleum for Baha'u'llah at Bahji, and selection of a
design for the temple on Mount Carmel, determine
future unfoldments of the Faith. Progressive steps are
noted in the erection of the International Baha'i
archives building, hailed as first edifice of the world
administrative center. The pattern for future development was set with the annOWlcement that future buildings of a harmonizing style of architecture would be
built along the arc above the Shrine of the Bab to
serve as administrative seats for the divinely ordained
world institutions. H • • • Completion of this stupendous
undertaking will mark the culmination of the development of ... Administrative Order," the beloved Guardian stated, addjng I'This .' .. process . . . will synchronize with ... establishment of the Lesser Peace and the
evolution of Baha'i national and local institutions.
"
(page 74)

Progress of the Divine Plan
The second topic of the book, Shoghi Effendi reported
on each Ri<;ivan, in a message on the goals of the
Divine Plan attained during the previous year. In 1950
there were Baha'is in one hundred countries. By 1953,
an additional twenty-eight countries had been opened to
the Faith. Future generations will marvel at the opening of one hundred countries, jslands, and territories
during the first year of the Ten Year World Crusade.

T
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The convocation of Intercontinental Teaching Conferences to launch joint teaching plans and coordinate
efforts, initiated by the beloved Guardian, increased
the bonds of world fellowship and prepared the way for
a befitting world-wide Jubilee Centenary in 1963 to
commemorate the armiversary of Baha'u'llah's declaration of His mission in Baghdad.
Grasping the magnitude of the achievements of the
Crusade as Shoghi Effendi has recorded them, we
reflect upon the Divine origin of the Baha'i Faith, and
its ability to infuse a spirit of dedication in
Baha'u'liitb's followers so great as to enable them to
accomplish the seemingly impossible when they arise
to serve His cause.

World Administrative Institutions
The world administrative institutions, the third main
topic of these messages, were ordained by Baha'u'llah,
'Abdu'l-Baha gave them further form in His Will and
Testament, while to the beloved Guardian fell the
laborious task of actually erecting them. In January
1951, he announced appointment of the International
Baha'i Council, forerunner of the Universal House of
Justice, crowning institution of Baha'i administration.
He gradually enlarged it to include nine members and
defined its future unfoldment as "development into
officially recognized Baha!i Court, its transformation
into duly elected body, its effiorescence into Universal
House of Justice, and its final fruition through erection
of manifold auxiliary institutions constituting the world
administrative center destined to arise and function in
close neighborhood of twin holy shrines." (page 8) The
creation of this embryonic body, he proclaimed to be
the greatest event of the second epoch of the Formative
Age of the Baha'i Faith.
Paralleling the appointment of the International
Baha'i Council, Shoghi Effendi announced the appointment of the first contingent of the Hands of the Cause of

God, provided for in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Will and Testament.
Their original function was to bind the evolving World
Center more closely to the world community of believers. Later he added the duty of propagating the teachings, and finally, protecting and preserving the unity of
the Baha'is. Auxiliary boards, the first for teaching,
and the second for security, were appointed at his
suggestion by the Hands, to assist them in the discharge of their duties.
SlowlYt carefully,. Shoghi Effendi provided for, and
charted the evolutJOn of the institutions destined to
succeed him, the evolving International Baha'i Council
to guide affairs at the World Center, of the Hands of the
Cause of God to direct the accomplishment of the goals
of the Ten Year Crusade and to propagate and protect
the Faith until the formation of the Universal House of
Justice. With consummate wisdom he made provision
for the continuing evolution and unfoldment of the
Faith, its World Center, its teaching achtivities, and its
institutions.

Knowledge of Messages Essential
Activity throughout the Baha'i world now revolves
around the goals of the Nine Year Plan as the Universal House of Justice provides Divine guidance to lead
the followers of Baha'u'll3.h throughout the planet from
victory to victory as His faith continues the twofold
process of consolidation and expansion. Believers who
seek greater service in His cause will do well to s.tudy
i'W'essages to the Baha'i World 1950-1957. Awareness of
the steady continual evolution of Baha'u'llilh's institutions, the muitiplying strength of the Faith, the process
of the gradual release of the spiritual forces latent in
this cycle and the ultimate unity which is the goal of all
Baha'i activity, inspires greater faith and action. Those
awaiting pilgrimage will find the experience more
meaningful if they understand the development of the
World Center as given in this book by Shoghi Effendi.

Belgian-GeTman meetings at Aachen (Germany) were initiated by Hand of the Cause DT.
Milhlschlegel, in cooperation with the Local Assemblies of Aachen and Cologne (Germany) and
Liege (Belgium). Gatherings were held in May and in July, 1966, with eighty BaM:", and
guests attending from North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany), from Belgium, and from Paris.
Study talks were given in both French and German.

-

While the Birthday of Bahd'u'U-dh was celebrated by large gatherings in aU major towns and
many viHages of Vietnam, above photo shows Baha'is and distinguished guests at the com-

memoration in Saigon. Fun coverage was given by radio and press and a government news·
Teel made to be shoum throughout Vietnam.

Fjlith Progresses Steadily in Vietnam
Baha'i Faith has continued to gain adherents steadily

despite the tribulations of war and natural catastrophies such as floods, and even the annual outbreaks of
bubonic plague which, unfortunately this yea-r, for the
first time. claimed the lives of twenty believers in an
infected area before the government could rush in
medical assistance. The Baha'i population of about
42,000 believers spread out in every province is now
such that the ravages and miseries afflicting the na·
tion also affect them,
In the months of July, August and September over
1,500 new believers accepted the Faith from many
provinces, and the tempo is expected to increase con·
siderably before Rigvan. The National Assembly has
also succeeded in having the government officially
recognize (incorporate) forty-three local spiritual assemblies, thus leaving another seventeen to be incorporated before its Nine Year Plan goal of sixty incor·
porated assemblies is fulfilled. By God's grace it ex·
peets to do this by the end of the year, as well as at
least double its present number of 126 local spiritual
assemblies. (See Briefs p. 12 of this issue)
The prestige of the Faith continues to mount as it is
increasingly becoming known as the only pure religion,
while others - Catholics, Buddhists and the two indigenous religions of Vietnam - Cao Dai and Hoa·Hao,
have become discredited through their meddling in
politics as wen as their acceptance of financial ass is·
tance from those in power. Recently we have been
informed that the Mayor of Danang (the second largest
city) gave an official policy briefing to all his officials at
which he deprecated every religion except the Baha'i
Faith for their dabbJing in politics, and openly stated
that the Baha'i Faith is the only pure religion, Of
course there are already hundreds of Baha'is in
Danang. and many of the chiefs of hamlets of Danang

City are also Baha'is. They felt greatly encouraged by
their Mayor's official praise and admission of their
Faith's strict principle of abstention from poJitics. Another instance of interest is that in the northernmost
province of Quang-Tri (split in half by the seventeenth
parallel) the chiefs of every government department
were either transferred or removed for their involve.
ment in political matters, and this included both major
religions, except Mr. Dang-Hung-Khang, chairman of
Quang-Tri Assembly, who is the chief of the government's veterinary department of Quang-Tri Province
and known as a Baha'i.

Countil of Religions is EHedive
Lastly. in order to bring the religious leaders toward
a strictly spiritual pursuit of their faiths, and to enable
them to settle their problems peacefully instead of
having their followers incited to slaughter each other in
the streets, the Baha'is, since 1962, have been publicly
appealing for the establishment of a Council of Religions to promote religious unity based upon the freedom and legal equality for all. Eventually the bloody
religious riots of 1964 forced the establishment of this
Council of Religions. and today it represents the spir.
itual conscience of the peoples, as its membership
comprises the top leaders of the Buddhist, Catholic,
Baha'i, Cao-Dai and Roa-Hao Faiths. The latter two
are Buddhist sects, indigenous to Vietnam only, but
having considerable following and influence in five of
the forty-three provinces. This Council of Religions is
recognized and respected by the government, and its
charter proclaims strict abstention from politics. while
its goal is inter-Faith harmony based upon absolute
equality of all Faiths, The press has also acknowledged
the Baha'i Faith's initiative in establishing the Council
of Religions.
LE-Loc, SECRETARY
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF VIETNAM

T
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Swiss School Attracts World Federalist Speaker
One hundred twenty-six persons from nine countries
participated in the Swiss Autumn School held at Rietbad, Toggenburg from October 2 to 9, 1966. Dr. Max
Habicht, a well-knov,,"'!l Geneva lawyer, was a guest
speaker on World Federalism. Dr. Hasan Ali Kamran.
a graduate of the Hague School of International Studies
in international law, presented the Baha'i viewpoint.
Other speakers included Mrs. Haenni de Bons, Geneva:
Mrs. Lea Nys, Brussels; Dr. Eugen Schmidt, Stuttgart;
and Mr. Erik Blumenthal, psychologist from Immenstaad, all Auxiliary Board members. Shoghi K.
Ghadimi, from Belgium, gave a living presentation of
the teachings in the modern context.
One day was devoted to courses given by young
Baha'is from both the German and French speaking
parts of the Swiss Confederation. Special classes were
held for the children. The beautiful landscape of the St.
Gallen Alps in autumn, the courses in French, German
and English, the happy hours of the evening and the
spirit of unity and love among the friends helped to lay
another landmark in Switzerland's Baha'i history.

Inspired by the June message of the Universal House
of Justice, Baha'i youth of Switzerlanci climb to new
heights of service, helping to organize the Autumn and
Winter Schools~ teaching~ and in the work of the administrative institutions. They are pictured above at the
Autumn School in Rietbad, held October 2-9, 1966.

Swiss Autumn School helci October 2 to 9 at Rietbad, Toggenburg in the St. Gallen Alps.
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Teachers Visit
Switzerland
A large number of traveling teachers visited Switzerland during the past summer. Among them were Mrs.
Lea Nys, Auxiliary Board member of Brussels, who
toured the French speaking communities and shared
memories of a recent teaching trip throughout Ameri~
ca. Miss Irene Bennett, member of the Central African
Teaching Committee and professor at Hoima, Uganda
visited Vevey, her former pioneering post, and also a
number of other French speaking communities, giving
firesides and public talks. Richard St. Barbe Baker
traveled widely through Switzerland in July of 1966 to
speak on ~'Struggle Against the Desert," related to his
Sahara reclamation scheme. He utilized these talks to
proclaim the principles of the Baha'i Faith and also
showed slides on Baha'i activities south of the Sahara.
Shoghi Ghadimi of Belgium taught in the Swiss cities
of Geneva, Lausanne, Vevey, Neuchatel, Bienne and
La Chaux-de-Fonds. Visitors from the United States
included Dr. William Hatcher, who gave talks in Geneva. Lausanne and Neuchatel and exchanged views with
a well-known theologian teaching at one of the universities; Mrs. Harriet Terry and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
McCurdy, who visited communities in both the French
and German speaking parts of Switzerland, showing
sUdes on Africa and on America respectively.
Other visitors to Switzerland included Auxiliary
Board members Erik Blumenthal of Immenstaad and
Dr. Eugen Schmidt of Stuttgart (Germany); Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh of New York, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh,
Miss Edna True (USA), and Dr. Karl Schuck of Berlin.

Baha'i youth from the German-speaking part of Switzerland met on the RiveT Rhine at Schaffhausen. on
September 24-25, 1966. The topics "Bahti', Work and
Education n and HChild Edu.cation'~ were discussed by
participants from three countries.

Reykjavik. Iceland Assembly Now Incorporated
The first Local Spiritual Assembly of Reykjavik,
Iceland, capital city of Iceland, was established in
Ridvan of 1966. The story of the visit of Martha Root in
1935 and other early teachers is recorded in an article
in Bill'i NEWS, December, 1965, as well as the signa·
tories of the first Assembly, one of three required for
the Nine Year Plan. Now comes the announcement of
its legal incorporation.
A member of that Assembly, and one of the pioneers
from Canada, Nick Echeverria, writes: " ... dedication
to the Faith (is) of the first order . .. the Baha'i interest
in the administrative order has increased a thousandfold and it is a joy to listen at assembly meetings. If
you want to see love and unity in action, you should pay
a visit to Iceland. I am learning such a lot from these
people ..

Fifth National Convention of the Bahti';., of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg with Hand of the Cause John
FeTTaby in center front.
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Brazil Holds Summer School
and International Conference

TTaining session held at Baha'i National School, Cocha·
bama, Bolivia, A three-month cOUTse began August
1,1966.

qn August 1, at the Baha'i National School in the city
of Cochabama, Bolivia a three month course of instruction for the Indians began, the longest course held to
date. The goal of the school is to teach three main
subjects: (1) The election and function of the Local
Spiritual Assembly; (2) Deepening in the Baha'i Faith;
(3) The Spanish Alphabet.
Baha'i instructors are from four different depart·
ments or regions: Potosi, La Paz, Cochabamba and
Chuquicaca. The school is administered by Auxiliary
Board member, Athas Costas, and his wife Angeliea.

Two outstanding meetings were held simultaneously
in Brazil at a resort hotel in Itanhaem, Sao Paulo
Xovember 11-15, 1966. One was an international confer:
ence called by the beloved Hand of the Cause, Mr. Jalal
Khazeh, to which members of the Auxiliary Board and
of the national spiritual assemblies of six countries
were invited. The other was an annual national summer school organized and prepared by the Local Spiritual Assembly of Sao Paulo. The meetings were well
inter·related. The program of the school was largely
given by members of the AUxiliary Board and Mr.
!Qlazel. The BaM'is profited greatly by the consultation
of the members at this conference. The general theme
was proclamation and plans already made and ready
to be put into effect.
The 115 friends present included Auxiliary Board
members and representatives from the following National Spiritual Assemblies: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay. The Georgetown British
Guiana Local Spiritual Assembly was also represented.
as well as several local spiritual assemblies of Brazil.
Perhaps the most important memory of any such
meeting is the inspiration and the loving fellOWShip
experienced. This was such a gathering - one which
generate great activity during the coming year.

,,,ill

Hand of the Cause Mr. Jalcil Khazeh, second row, center, surrounded by friends from six countries and the Guianas
at the joint National School and International Conference held November 11-15, 1966, at the resort city of Itanhaem,
Silo Paulo, Brazil.
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Right: Summer Schoo~ held in Camaguey, Cuba during
August oJ the past year_ The children in the foreground
attended dasses once a week.
Below: Sixth annual convention held in Cuba in 1966.

Below right: An invitational meeting was hdd in the
lfa;iratu'l-Quds of Havana, Cuba in October. A short
talk was joUO'Wed by a livety question period and a
social hour. Baha'i plan to hold similar meetings each
month.
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FiTst Teaching Conference in Thailand was held in
YasQthon. Many

of

the trainees were farmers from the
North East.

International News Briefs
The Baha'is of Vietnam have exceeded their Nine
Year Plan goal of sixty incorporated Local Spiritual
Assemblies, with the incorporation of seventy-three
assemblies as of November 12, 1966. They have also
enrolled 580 Baha'is since October 1 of this year.

o
Notwithstanding the necessity of translating into foreign languages, the Baha'is of Nicaragua gathered for

a most successful summer school on October 2, 3 and 4,
held on the Atlantic coast. Many different racial groups
were represented at the school.

o
At the Baha'i Winter School held in Asuncion, Paraguay (see picture BAHA'i NEWS December, 1966) a
successful public meeting was held. A press conference
with the editor of Nande, the largest Paraguayan
magazine t resulted in a picture of a Baha'i group in a
subsequent issue.

Of North East Asia elected at tenth
Ilnnual convention, 1966, front row, left to Tight: Mrs.
Barbara Sims (corres. secretary), Dr. Ikuo Mizuno

National Assembly

(vice-chairman), Mr. Samandari (Hand of the Cause),
Philip MarangeUa (chairman); back row: Rouhollah

Momtazi, Hiroshi Yamazaki (recording .secretaTY),
Abbas Katirai, Ataunah Moghbel (treasurer), Masazo
Odani, and Hideya Suzuki.

o
The Baha'i youth of Tonga hold weekly classes for
deepening. On Sundays many of them teach children's
classes in the various villages. They are well organized,
have a good understanding of the Faith and are a real
credit to the Baha'i Community of Tonga.

o
Helsinki arranged a public meeting for traveling
teacher Jamshed Fozdar on September 7. Baha'is present were from all of the communities in Finland. The
news editor from Huyudstadsbladet was present at the
interview, and this paper printed a rather comprehensive artic1e about the Faith.

o
The Baha'is of Australia have recently secured excel~
lent publicity in respect to a visit from Auxiliary Board
member, Marc Towers, during the month of November,
Interviews were held with national and local newspapers and broadcasting stations. A public meeting attracted twenty guests, with several signing to attend
firesides and study classes. A literature display attracted much attention, with a number of people taking
copies of the pamphlet Literature of the Bahci'i Faith.
Mr. Towers also participated in the worship service at
the Temple in Sydney which attracted a number of
visitors. A short talk. was later given at the Information
Center to the guest choir, the Parramatta Singers, and
tea was served, All requested literature on the Faith.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is Of Kenya
elected April, 1966. From left to right, standing: Christopher Musambai, Wilfred Masinde~ Frank Mukoyani,
James Kingoina~ John Asalache. Seated: Bonaventure
Wafula (secretary), Elton Smith (chairman), Taherik

Alai

(treasurer)~

Julius Makanda (vice-chairman).

The Territorial S1Ln~ a newspaper in Agana, Guam,
carried a full-page story on Edgar A. Olson, Baha'i
pioneer to Guam. The article covers his life from its
beginning as a newspaper boy in Wilmington, Delaware
to his present job as manager of the Guam radio
station. His varied background makes a warm and
amusing story, The article also makes considerable
mention of the Baha'i Faith. Mr. Olson is vice-chairman of the Local Spiritual Assembly of Guam.

T
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Auxiliary Board Conference m Boston
Another in the series of conferences held by teams of
Auxiliary Board members took place in Boston, Massachusetts on October 15 and 16. For its success the team
responsible is deeply grateful to Hand of the Cause Me.
Khildem for his presence and participation, as well as
to the two host Assemblies, Boston and Cambridge, for
the great amount of work done in making physical
arrangements and preparing beautiful decorations,
music, and devotions. Gratitude is also expressed to
Mrs. Jessica Gaver for the successful press conference
she arranged, and to Mrs. Helen LaVey for her assistance. The success of the October 14th press breakfast
was attested to by the fact that although few in number, those who came, including a representative of the
United Press International, were sufficiently interested
to linger until almost noon, asking penetrating questions on many phases of the Cause.
Despite inclement weather about 160 Baha'is attended the conference, representing sixty-eight localities. Mr. Douglas Martin, Secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Canada represented that body.
Unable to send a representative, the National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States sent a moving greeting.
The agenda, entitled "The Armor of His Love,"
followed the lines of the Covenant from the Blessed Bah
to the second phase of the Nine Year Plan, centering on
the Chief Figures of the Cause and of the Covenant.
Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem spoke inspiringly on
the Twin Manifestations, the Guardianship, the Uni-

vers.a~ House of Justice, and the Covenant Today.
Auxlhary Board Members Albert James, Fred
Graham, JaviduJIDt Khadem and Katherine McLaughlin spoke on 'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi, and the Nine
Year Plan. In a talk on the Divinity of the Administra~
tion Mr. Graham awakened the friends to the sacredness t the authority, the spiritual power and the sensitiv_
ity of the local spiritual assembly.
A period was set aside Saturday evening for the
friends to submit written questions on any subject in
their hearts for answers by the panel of the Hand of the
Cause and the Board members. This was followed by
such a beautiful presentation of their pilgrimage by Mr.
and Mrs. Farhang Javid and their 50ns that it was as if
all who heard were on a pilgrimage.
On SlUlday morning Mr. Robert McLaughlin described impreSSions he received of the Universal House
of Justice while doing work for that Supreme Body.
Pioneers who were present shared brief anecdotes from
their experiences and, in introducing the Hand of the
Cause, Mr. Martin spoke of the human need for reverence, reminding us that in the Cause of Bahatu'lliih we
have the aristocracy of the spirit, the Hands of the
Cause and their Boards.
Mr. Martin was the speaker and Mr. Graham the
chairman at the public meeting which closed the con~
ference.
As at all previous Auxiliary Board conferences, many
of those attending spoke of the high level of inspiration
as well as the greater understanding received of the
Revelation of Baha 'u'llah.

Youth Retreat at Dexter, Michigan held November 24-27, 1966. A total Of 116 from thirty-

one communities gathered to gain deeper understanding Of the Faith and to practice the
ways of true Baha'i community life. Mrs. Mary Wolter, Mr. and Mrs. Thorpe, Mrs. He!en
McC!usky assisted with meals} with James Lightfoot serving ably as counsellor and James
Keene as inspiring program director. Two declarations were made, others promising to declare on retu.rning to their homes.

-
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UN Day Observances Bring Publicity and Prestige to the Faith
Over Seventy Communities Report Special Events
United Nations Day celebrations and publicity
brought the name "Baha'i" to the attention of people
from Oregon to Florida, from New England to California, from Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, the Solomon and Seychelles Islands. Reports of
the observances received by the UN Committee indicate that United Nations Day 1966 was a significant
success for Baha'is in over seventy communities. Attendance ranged from just a few people to as many as
500. In <;iddition to formal programs with speakers the
most popular forms of observances this year were of a
musical nature and those activities which included
children. Food was also a big attraction.

Food Fairs and Children's Parties
One of the most unique successes was an internation·
al food fair sponsored by the Baha'is of Spenard,
Alaska. This is where attendance ran to 500. Success of
the fair was due .in great part to the cooperation of Air
France, Royal Dutch Airlines, Scandinavian Airlines,
Northern Lights Civic Social Group. and the Cook Inlet
Native Association among other well known firms. Here
is a guidline for future special programs by Baha'i
communities - the seeking of assistance from national
and international firms which are eager to cooperate in
promotional events such as this. During the fair, which
ran from noon until 7 p.m., both a UN booth and a
Baha'i booth were manned for the presentation of

literature and the answering of questions.
A special children's party was co-sponsored by the
Baha'is of Urbana and Champaign,_ Illinois: with ninety-

Speakers and portion of the audience of 300 who were
present at the Baha'i observance of United Nations Day
in Victoria, Seychelles Islands.
three adults and children participating, seventy-five of
whom were not Baha'is. Adults from seven countries
taught the children how to enjoy games played by
children of other lands. A hot dog and marshmallow
roast brought the event to a joyous close. The international flavor of the party was given coverage in local
newspapers. Another event tmder the joint sponsorship
of these two communities was the presentation of music
from various cultures, tmder the direction of the University Baha'i Club, with explanations of the religious
feelings underlying the music. This was followed by
song, guitar music, and Greek dancing.

Song Fests and Student Programs
A number of communities put on folksong and folk
dancing festivals and several presented choral groups
including children's voices.
The Miami Local Assembly co-sponsored a play by
Baha'i youth and members of the Golden Age Club. It
was based on a comparison between events of 1787 and
the present, showing the similarities between attempts
at federating the states and at federating the nations.
Eighteen hundred high school social studies students
were reached by the Baha'is of Niagara FaUs, New
York, with the showing of color slides with taped
lectures written and produced by local Baha'is. Not
stopping at that, the Baha'is of Niagara Falls also
placed displays of various aspects of the UN at strategic spots within the city.

Civic Programs and Displays
In addition to the Mayor of Beacon~ New York, and
other town officials, two Baha'is served on the UN Day
Planning Committee. They are, left to right, Dr. Mary
Tomanie, and (standing second from left) Dr. Barnet
Winter. This is a goa! city,

Some of the Baha'i communities observing the day
are old hands at it. Others sponsored programs for the
first time. Many of them received requests after their
programs from top officials to "put on another UN Day
celebration next year" and to "help us plan observances for other important national days." This Baha'i
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Speakers at United Nations program in Solomon Islands OctobeT 24, 1966.
spirit of public service was felt by civic leaders in
many localities, both those where the Baha'is were the
sole sponsors of the UN Day event and those where the
believers cooperated with other local organizations in
joint sponsorships.
A glowing report of a successful °first attempt" came
from San Luis Obispo, California, This was a fully
Baha'i sponsored event. The commWlity reports: "We
have been an Assembly only since this past Ridvim and
we were under the impression it would be impossible to
get recognition of Baha'i efforts from a mayor unless
the Baha'is had been entrenched in an area for years.
How wrong we were! We called the mayor to ask if we
might participate in his UN Day celebration. He advised us that he had made no plans as yet, and if we
would like to sponsor the event he would give u.s the
city council chambers to use. We took him up on it
immediately, of course, and began to plan the program. It was attended by 21 non~Baha'is. including the
mayor and a city councilman. Both of them stayed
after the meeting to ask questions about the Faith. The
local newspaper carried stories to San Luis Obispo
residents both before and after our meeting. We are
confident that next year we will attract even more
people. We feel what happened to us could happen to
others in towns where there is no local UN Association. u
Extremely well done special displays and booths
were produced by a number of groups and Assemblies.
In Madison~ Wisconsin the Baha'is provided a booth, at
the request of the Mayor's UN Committee, on religion
in general, with the theme of "One God, One World,
One People." The booth was made of three panels
depicting the three aspects of oneneSS. Another impressive display was built by the Baha'is of northern
Virginia for use in the local public library.
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Assembly secretary writes: "Never before have we had
so much publicity, both on radio and in the press. Our
pre~s. release was published in three English papers in
addItlOn to the official government bulletin. The whole
text of the release was broadcast several nights consecutively in both English and Creole."
. Another enthusiastic report came from a small group
In Mayaguez~ Puerto Rico, with: "The spirit waS excellent. Discussion was stimulating." Three of the Baha'is
visited the mayor, inviting him to the meeting that was
planned and presenting him with United Nations books
for the public library. Also they showed him the posters
they were plaCing around town and he took one to be
p]aced in the City Hall. UN Day gave many groups
like this opportunity to make themselves known publicly.
Still another report from a far-off place came from
the Solomon Islands where, in spite of the heavy rain, a
successful public meeting was held at the Baha'i Center, Honiara, the capital of the Solomon Islands. This is
the fourth occasion on which the local Baha'i community has been responsible for organizing a special gathering for UN Day, and each time the publicity given and
the interest aroused has grown. About 150 persons were
present, including a large number of high school and
college students. Alvin J. Blum, chairman of the Southwest Pacific Ocean National Assembly, presided, and
the speakers were Dr. Gide-an Soloveke (guest) and Mr.
William Laing, another member of the National As~
sembly, whose talk was partiaUy broadcast on the

News from Distant Centers
The UN Committee's incoming mail about UN Day
included an enthusiastic report from the Baha'is of
Victoria, Mahe SeycheHes. Over 300 non-Baha'is
packed the hall at which the meeting was held. After
the meeting many of the young people gathered at a
nearby cafe to discuss at great length the principles of
the Faith with some of the Baha'is. The Victoria

A few

of the many newspaper stories that were read by
thou.sands of people throughout the country.

T

government radio. In addition to the two addresses. the
Baha'i choir sang four numbers, including the United
Nations Hymn and a rendering of a portion of the
Hidden Words. A UNESCO film was shown and the
Preamble to the United Nations' Charter, recited by Sir
Lawrence Olivier, was played. Several days later about
250 children saw the UNESCO film.

Other Observances
Many large meetings have been held with very favorable attendance and publicity. Outstanding Baha'i and
non·Baha'i speakers gave their time to make these
events successful. To fully report on all the wonderful
UN Day celebrations of the Baha'is would require
much more space than we have here. In addition to the
public meetings, other ways of obtaining publicity for
the Baha'is on UN Day were: the raising of a UN Hag,
through the efforts of the Baha'is, at a public building
in St. Joseph~ Michigan; the planting of a dogwood tree
at the public library by the Baha'i Assembly of Ham.
burg, New York; and many firesides using UN slides.
When the UN Committee, along with other UN ac.
credited non-governmental organizations, tUrn over our
statistics about UN Day observances to the United
Nation's Office of Public Information, we will be very
proud of Baha'i communities everywhere. Our UN Day
observances bring prestige and new teaching opportunities not only to the individual communities and
groups, but also to the national community of Baha'is
and to the international community.

Successful Efforts of Small Groups
Reports prove that it doesn't take a large group to
put on a successful event. An example of this came
from Fort Pierce, Florida, where the only Baha'Is,
Esther and Irene Becher, obtained fifteen inches of free
publicity for their UN meeting held in the local community center. They had a senior high school chorus of
thirty-three voices and a guest Baha'i speaker. Followup firesides are now being he]d. Realizing that the
interest in "Baha'i" awakened by UN Day activities
and publicity must be nourished, many Baha'i communities throughout the nation are following up their
programs with firesides. Having established recognition
of their public service spirit and world-mindedness,
they are sponsoring teaching efforts with publicity to
continue to reach the new contacts they have made.

This Is the Day
The Baha'i CommWlity of Ft. Wayne, Indiana, heeded
this call of Baha 'u'llah with an eleven-day proclamation of the Faith to the masses and this undertaking
turned out to be a much greater success than anyone
envisioned.
The Fort Wayne Baha'i Proclamation Days, as it was
called. started on November 11 and extended through
November 21. During this period, the community
achieved the following in the Ft. Wayne area:
The Mayor of Ft. Wayne issued a proclamation for
the event.
The Proclamation Days began with a press conference attended by representatives of televiSion,
radio and press.
A total of five hours of television time was given
over the three local stations.
A total of eight hours of prime radio time was
granted over the four local stations, plus approximately 100 spot announcements.
Ten public meetings were held_
Baha'i speakers addressed a total of twenty-five
high school groups, some as large as 250 in number,
at five high schools. They also addressed a total of
seven college groups at four colleges.
The proclamation reached some 4000 people directly through speakers, and an estimated 180,000 persons within a radius of fifty to seventy-five miles of
Ft. Wayne through radio and television.
In addition, the Ft. Wayne proclamation extended to
other parts of the state of Indiana: to Marion, South
Bend, Indianapolis, Bloomington, Kokomo and Columbus, and reaped additional harvests for the Faith in
these areas.
Marion had a one-hour television and fifteen-minute
radio program. South Bend had a ten-minute radio
program. Indianapolis had a Baha'i on a one-hour TV

US BAHA'i COMMITTEE FOR
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Which to Speak
program plus another five-minute interview on radio
and a feature article in the Negro newspaper. Bloomington held two meetings including one at the University of Indiana and had a feature article in the college
newspaper. Kokomo held two meetings and Columbus
one_
Speakers at the nightly public meetings. who also
appeared on radio and television, included: Hand of the
Cause Zikru'llah Khadem; members of the National
Spiritual Assembly Dr. David S. Ruhe, Dr. Daniel
Jordan, and Dr. Dwight Allen; Auxiliary Board members William Maxwell and Mrs. Beth McKenty; alsq
Mrs. David S. Ruhe, Mrs. Terah Cowart-Smith, Mrs.
Joy Earl, Mr. Salvatore A. Pelle, and Mr. Fred M.
Sudhop. Many others from all parts of Indiana and
elsewhere assisted in the proclamation_
In a preliminary analysis by the Local Spiritual
Assembly, they cite these factors for the success of the
proclamation:
The Ft. Wayne Baha'i Community is not large or
wealthy. It is a community that includes, among its
members, those who are blind, elderly and infirm. Yet
this Community, after the last national Convention,
decided in its Spiritual Assembly to heed the call of
Baha'u'llah. and, in complete obedience to the Universal House of Justice, to arise to proclaim His Message
to the masses and so to take its rightful place in the
Nine-Year Plan.
Through constantly turning to Baha'u'llah in prayer,
the Community received His guidance, as well as the
promised aid of the Hosts on High.
Individuals, when asked to participate eagerly ac·
cepted and did everything and anything needed to be
done including mailing out of hundreds of programs
and the placing of some 500 posters in the City.
For six months the Local Assembly held weekly

r

From upper left and clockwise: Hand of the Cause Mr. Zikru'llcih Khcidem; Auxiliary Board member Beth Mc-

Kenty; Auxiliary Board member William MaxweU greeted by friends; Chairman of National Spiritua[ Assembly
DT. Daniel Jordan; Chairman of Local Assembly Of Fort Wayne Fred Sudhop; Dr. Bernard Streets, Cha.irman
fOT Mr. Sa~vatoTe Pelle, Director of Public Information Department one of the many other guest speakers; part

of the audience at one of the public meetings; a glimpse of one of the numerous firesides.

meetings to plan and carry out details of the proclamation.
The Ft. Wayne community had previously, over a
period of years, developed friendships in the city and in
all the news media which enabled them to reach the
pubJic via the Mayor's Proclamation, television, radio,
newspapers, high schools and colleges.
Support for the proc1amation came not only from the
believers in Ft. Wayne, but also from Baha'is in different parts of the nation as far away as West Virginia.
Texas and Georgia. One Baha'i woman living in another
part of the country, wishing to have a part in the
proclamation but having no income, sold her piano and
sent the enti re proceeds.
During the entire proclamation, the point was
stressed that the main purpose of the event was to
inform not to convert. Thus, speakers at schools gave
academic talks on the Faith or talks which gave Baha'i
views or concepts in the areas of education, science, or
religion.
As a result of the proclamation and the way it was
handled, the reputation of Baha'is has reached an a11time high in the city. The news media, especially radio
and television, were tremendously impressed by the
high caliber of intelligence as well as the common
sense of the Baha'js that appeared on their programs.
At the opening press conference, attended by the Chairman and Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly
and by members of the Ft. Wayne Assembly, one of the
newsmen said, that they came without expecting very
much, but instead stayed on because of the tremendous
impression the Baha'is made on them.
Dividends from the proclamation are already apparent in the good-will of the community, the good press
and numerous queries on the Faith.
The Ft. Wayne community is not resting on its
success, but is busy at work GO the follow-up plans that
inclUde: getting a telephone listing, running a weekly
ad~ holding two firesides and one public meeting weekly, bringing in one outstanding speaker a month to get

news media coverage, and contacting clubs, churches
and other organizations. Already for their next outside
speaker in January, they have lined up two one-half
hour television programs and one half-hour radio pro.
gram.
"Arise for the triumph of My Cause, and through the
power of thine utterance, subdue the hearts of men"
are the words of Baha 'u'llah. That He blessed this
proclamation is beyond doubt, for the telegram, sent by
the Hands of the Cause in the Western Hemisphere to
Ft. Wayne, stating that the proclamation was blessed
by Baha'u'llah was through a mistake on the part of the
telegraph company reported as signed Baha'u'llahor was it a mistake"!!!

Holy Days Recognized by School Officials
An isolated believer, Mrs. Kathryn Dunn Burke, has
accomplished a goal of the Nine Year Plan for the State
of Pennsylvania. She has received from the local school
authorities of Latrobe permission for her son to observe
Baha'i Holy Days on an excused absence. In her words,
. 'This, after a thorny six months of repeated letters,
phone calls, etc." This is the first recognition of Baha'i
Holy Days by any school authority in the entire State of
Pennsylvania.
Other localities receiving permission for Baha'i children to be excused from attending classes on Holy
Days, the first in that state. are Tulsa and Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. Walla Walla, Washington has secured
the same recognition from their local school authori.
ties.
There are now but nine states in which Baha'i Holy
Days are not recognized in the schools: Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and West Virginia.
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Green LakeArming for Assurance
It is always a joy to return to Green Lake Baha'i
Institute and never more so than this year when isolated believers and small groups could share in observing
the anniversary of the Birth of Baha'u 'llah with over a
hundred early arriving friends. They heard an inspirational opening address on Baha 'u'llah, the Prince of
Peace, by Auxiliary Board member. William Maxwell.
This holy day celebration and the significant theme of
the institute began the weekend on a high spiritual
plane and the direction was upwards. The theme,
Arming for Assurance, was thoughtfully developed into
a program meaningful to seekers, new believers. and
deepened Baha'is.
The annual phenomenon of Green Lake weather,
clearest blue sky with warming bright sunshine over a
tranquil lake, greeted the 200 and more friends who
gathered in mid-November in Northern Wisconsin, unlikely weather but most welcome. Brightening the
meeting room was the increasing number of enthusiastic young people from campus groups in Iowa, IllinOiS,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and other young people
facing adult responsibilities. To their ears, the sessions
on the need for a new religion and the certainty of the
Baha'i Faith had great impact . ' and two collegians
made their declaratiom.
Facing ourselves and the problems of being Baha'is
in this day with clear eyes was the requirement of
the afternoon, as Peter Khan built upon the foundation
laid by the earlier speakers, Jane McCants and Bill
Maxweil. Innovation in presentation was the sensitive
committee's plan and a mock LSA meeting was on the
evening program. Their task was to deal with every
assembly's problem - getting universal participation.
It was the major topic of consultation. Many in the
audience, now up to 300 in number, saw themselves and
their assembly all too vividly as the evening progressed! The effectiveness of the improvised assembly
meeting was apparent as individuals related so closely
to the situations portrayed. And the meaning of being a
Baha'i in this day was powerful . . . two more declara~
tions crowned the evening. No, wait, three! Alhlh·u'Abha echoed through the room and in the hearts of the
friends.
Sunday morning's sunshine was musical, provided by
the voices of young Baha'is from all across the midwest, new voices mixing with seasoned harmonizers.
Worshiping together, strengthening convictions, shar~
ing fellowship, firming the ties to the practises and
institutions of Baha'i which will carry this Faith
through the inevitable storms that will assail the Cause
of God from within and without - these were the important highlights of Green Lake, 1966.
For the friends with younger children, a carefully
planned and effectively carried out program for several
ages was greatly appreciated, and these future carriers
of the Cause were richer for their experience in learn
ing and playing together.
At the close of the final session, the essence of the
a

Five of seven new Baha'is who made declaTtlticm.s at the
Green Lake Institute in NovembeT. From left are: Jean
Millar, Paula Schneider and FTank Wilf, all students
at Parsons College in Iowa. At right are Betty Jayne
SchoeglaT and Allan ScheffeT

of

the UniveTsity

of

Wis-

consin. MiSsing are another Parsons Bahl:Pi and a. young
lady from the University of nunois.
week-end Institute seemed to be capsuled in these key
directions as to the requirements for our times - confidence in the Writings. obedience to the institutions.
assurance in the Faith~ and happy in each other .. :
and two more young people declared themselves for
Baha ~u 'llah!
Green Lake Institutes don't end: like Brigadoon they
come to life only periodically. and next year when the
Baptist Assembly grounds magically come to life as a
Baha'i Institute, this year's seekers will return as
strong Baha'is, new believers will be back as deepened
servants of the Cause, and the strong Baha'is of many
years will be reassured in the glorious future of the
Faith. The statistics of seven declarations is exciting,
but only the beginning of another wave of growth.

Loca~ Spiritual Assembly of Baha.'is of Wahiau:a,
Oahu, Hawaii. Left to right; seated: William Smits,
Ann Gibson, Lee Smits, Victor Tift; standing: Jack
Spack, Jim Gibson, IT'L'i1 Phelps, Larry Beers, and Roy
Johnson. This Assembly was first formed at Ri.;lvcin,

1965.
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Booth a.t Fresno, California, District Fair Octo beT 6-16.
The Fair attracted over 400,000 people many stopping
at the Bahci'i exhibit to take titerature or sign the guest
book. The communities of Fresno City and Fresno JD
cooperated in planning and staffing this display made
outstandingly attractive by the large painting of the
Shrine of the Bcib.

Exhibit at Greater Jacksonville (FlOrida) Fair, October
19-29, 1966. Over 200,000 people saw this prominently
located sign and visitors to the booth viewed colored
slides of Baha/i Shrines and Houses Of Worship and
the London Congress. Shown are, left to right: John
Boy lin, Jules Vautrot and Reed Barrett. The exhibit
was planned and assembled by the Duval County Group.

Books Exhibited at Society for Scientific Study
of Religion Conference in Chicago

of each momentous step in the undertaking "while
there was yet time. H At a gathering of believers in
Cave Creek this distinguished Hand of the Cause caned
on each and all to arise for action to complete the Nine
Year Plan - a Plan which he described. as a staggering
project that shouid bring joy and elation to the American friends as it constituted recognition of their capacity.

Eighteen Baha'i books were recently displayed by the
Babali Publishing Trust at the twenty-sixth annual
meeting of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion held at the Center for Continuing Education,
University of Chicago, October 28-29. All books were
later donated to the Society's Hbrary.
Membership of this organization includes many
prominent scholars in the fields of sociology, theology
and psychology, as well as some from the physical
sciences. Several leading U.S. trade and religious publishers were represented among the exhibitors, and
also a number of university presses. World Order
magazine was displayed along with the books. It attracted the interest of a professor of philosophy who
telephoned shortly after the conference for information
concerning the magazine and the Faith in general. He
stated that he wished to call the attention of his
students to the magazine. A professor of history from a
leading CathoJic university wrote for books.
The Department of Public Information cooperated in
this venture with an attractive ad in the Conference
Program, which also brought a number of inquiries.

News Briefs
Hand of the Cause, Dr. Ugo Giachery has recently
visited in Arizona, speaking at several public meetings,
as well as to the friends. and bringing the warmth and
Vitality of his understanding of the Faith of Baha'u'113.h., as well as sharing the stories of some of his unique
services to the Faith in Haifa. At a public meeting
commemorating the Birthday of Baha'u'llah he ad~
dressed a large gathering in Encanto Park, Phoenix,
showing in scholarly yet inspiring fashion that man
without God is dead, and that Baha'u'IHlh gives the
perfect guidelines for nobility of conduct. At a fireside
in Tempe, he shared some of the exciting details of the
construction of the Shrine of the Bab, showing how the
guidance of the beloved Guardian led to the completion

o

The fourth annual Baha'i Council Fire to be held at
Makah Reservation at Neah Bay, Washington. August
13 and 14, attracted over seven hundred people including representatives from fourteen Indian tribes. The
hard work of a summer Youth Projects group was
largely responsible for the outstanding success of this
event. The program began with a story of the Makah
tribe and legends, included dances by various tribes
and a talk by Vinson Brown who told of the relationship
of Indian tradition to events of the present day. Singing,
a delicious salmon dinner and a campfire on the beach
made the occasion memorable for fellowship and joy.
The highlight of the evening was a Baha'i wedding
service performed near the fire.

o

A youth conference, sponsored by the State Goals
Committee of Western New York was held in Victor,
New York November 25-27 in commemoration of the
Day of the Covenant. Forty-five attended the classes
which included: the many aspects of the mission of
'Abdu'l-Baha; heroes of the past and present; the
recent letter from the Universal House of Justice to
Baha'i Youth; and how to live the exemplary Baha'i
life. The sessions generated a spirit of joy and devotion
and two people declared their Faith in Baha'utllah.

o

The Baha'i commWlity of Anaheim, California assisted its goal community vf Buena Park in constructing
and entering a float in a Buena Park civic parade and
winning the honor of being in second place for its
division among all the entries. The float featured a
rotating globe, of tissue paper pompons attached to the
frame of wire, the paper being in varied colors to show
continents of the world. Children of various raCes rode
on the float and Baha'i choral songs were played.

o

T

The birthday of Baha'u'llah was marked in Worcester, Massachusetts with the holding of a public meeting
on BBahil'u'llah: EmancipatOr of Men's Minds". Mr.
George Goodman of New York spoke, Miss June Eastmond, also of New York serving as chairman. The
gathering, held in a community center in an area of
Negro population, attracted OVer twenty viSitors. most..
ly youth, who seemed to respond enthusiastically to the'
warmth of the Baha'i message. A large group of
.Baha'is from nearby places attended; there was singmg, refreshments and informal visiting and the visitors
asked "when are you coming back?U

Third annual conference of Bahd'i Youth Club of Greater St. Louis, Missouri held in Potosi, October 28-30.
About eighty Baha'is and friends from six states learned
of the "Challenge of Bahd'u'll<ih" through stories Of the
Dawnbreakers and their spiritual descendants. DT.
~a:bib

Moayyad (shOwn in center), physician to the

family of 'Abdu'l-Bahci, told inspiring stories of the
life of the Beloved Master.

a

The recent hurricane which brought devastation to
many places in the Caribbean caused enormous damage on the island of Guadeloupe~ one of the islands to
be included in the area of the National Assembly which
will be eslablished in the Caribbean next April. The
roof Was blown off the Center where the believers meet
in Guadeloupe, in Lauricisque. The friends who could
gel there held meetings regularly during the month
when the little center was roofless and had no electricity. Baha'is from St. Thomas sent food which was
distributed to the believers as well as to many others.

a
The Message of Baha'u'Uah travels far in these days
of rapid communication. A man in Rogers, Arkansas
told his Baha'i friend of being unable to sleep one night
and turning on his short wave radio to find a program
from Venezuela telling about the Baha'i Faith. He said,
HIt was a Baha'{ talk and they said it in English and
then in Spanish. It was a very good program, sponsored
by their National Office."

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Devotions
Sunday.
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Public Meetings
Sunday.
4:15 p.m.

Baha'i Distribution and
Service Department
Series of Four Tapes: A series of four 15 minute
tapes, prepared by the Public Information Department,
is now available. With the addition of local introductory
and closing announcements, each tape is suitable for a
15 minute radio program, either as a public service
feature or on a paid·time basis. Each tape may also be
used for firesides and study classes - each makes a
good basis for discussion, and references may be used
to explore the topics discussed on the tapes. All of the
tapes are in narrative style against a musical background with two voices alternated (man's and woman's). While designed to be used in a series, each tape
may be used singly by deleting the closing statement
on each tape whiCh gives the subject of the next tape. A
list of suggested opening and closing annoWlcements,
suggestions for use, and references for study are included.
Tape #1
.. " ........... '. progressive revelation
Tape #2
............ ethical and social teachings
Tape #3 ....... creation, nature and destiny of man
Tape #4 ................ God and His Manifestation
.5 inch reel, 71k i.p.s. . ......................... $2.50
Set of 4 tapes ................................. $9.00
Order from; BAHA'i DISTRIflUTION AND SERVICE DEPART112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091

MENT,

Calendar of Events
FEASTS
January 19-5ultan (Sovereignty)
February 7-Mulk (Dominion)
WORLD RELIGION DAY
January I5-Religion-Foundation of World Civilization
U.S. NATIONAL S~IRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
February 17-20
March 24-26

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities ot the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee. Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Unioot, National Spiritual Ass~bly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois. U.S.A. 60091.

Change of address should be reported direcUy to National Baha'i OfHce, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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NEWS FROM THE WORLD CENTER
A selection of news items from the Universal House of Justice
and the Hands of the Cause Residing in the Holy Land
Major Victory Over the Covenant-Breakers
Now that the two-year battle is over, the story can be
told of the impudent and somewhat naive attempt of
the followers of Mason Remey to gain possession of all
Baha'i properties and funds in the United States of
America, including the Temple.
The first intimation of this fantastic claim was a
letter from a lawyer, received in the summer of 1964 by
the National Assembly of the United States, setting out
the demands of the Covenant-breakers, suggesting that
the whole matter could be settled without recourse to
the courts, and proposing a date for discussion of the
matter.
On November 5, 1964 the Covenant-breakers formally
filed suit in the U.S. District Court of Northern illinois,
supporting their claim on the grounds that they were
Ilorthodox" Baha'is and Mason Remey the "hereditary
guardian" .
On December 3, 1964 the National Assembly answered this claim stating its historic and legal right to
all Baha'i properties in the United States, and itself
filed a counter-claim seeking to restrain the Covenantbreakers from using such Baha'i names and symbols
as are already protected by United States trademark.
On March 23, 1965 the Covenant-breakers' suit was
dismissed on technical legal grounds; they filed a
further suit making the same claims and this was
dismissed on March 8, 1966, thus leaving the National
Assembly's counter-claim outstanding. After long research and preparation the case came for trial on June
1, 1966. The Covenant-breakers failed to appear and
judgement was given against them. The judgement became final after the lapse of the statutory time for
appeal.
As a result of this action the authority and rights of
the American National Spiritual Assembly over the
properties and flUlds in its care have been upheld by
law, and the dwindling group of Remey followers within
the United States has been forbidden to use those
Baha'i names and symbols which by long use have
become associated with the Faith of Baha'u'Uah and its
Administrative Order.

Activities and Travels of the
Hands of the Cause of God
At the World Center, Amatu'l-Bahil. Ruhiyyih Kbimum, Mr. Faizi and Mr. Haney have carried forward the

manifold tasks devolving upon the Hands in the Holy
Land. Ruhiyyih Khanum is engaged in writing a comprehensive article on the life and work of the beloved
Guardian for inclusion in the next volume of lIThe
Baha'i World", an undertaking which has delayed her
departure for an extensive teaching tour in the Mrican
continent.
Mr. Furutan. the other Hand assigned to the Holy
Land, has been serving temporarily in fran for the past
several months, where he has travelled widely and
given many concentrated courses to the friends, educating them and deepening them in the Faith and in the
Covenant.
During the past summer Dr. Varqa came from Tihrim to serve in the Ho1y Land for two months. This
made it possible for Mr. Faizi to carry out an intensive
itinerary, including brief visits to Europe and to Turkey.
Recently the World Center has also had visits from
Mr. Sears, who came for consultation en route to his
new post in Africa, and from Mr. Ferraby in connection
with the work of the European Hands.
In Asia,- Mr. Samandari has been constantly engaged
in teaching trips which have carried him to Arabia,
Pakistan, Ceylon, the Philippines, India, Malaysia, Japan, Korea and Taiwan. His visits have had an inspiring effect everywhere and reports received show that
he turned the thoughts and efforts of the friends to the
all-important task of teaching and promoting the Faith.
This dear Hand of the Cause, whose eyes have been
blessed by looking upon the Supreme Manifestation of
God, carries with him a special atmosphere wherever
he goes, and the friends receive a spiritual upJiftment
and a new understanding of the meaning of the Faith
and their obligation to serve it.
General 'Ala'i is currently visiting India, to consult
with the National Spiritual Assembly, and to encourage
the believers in that sub-continent where so many
victories for the Faith are being won. He will also visit
Pakistan.
Dr. Muhajir is engaged in an extensive tour through
South East Asia and neighboring countries which has
already taken him to Hong Kong, Malaysia, Cambodia,
Thailand, Laos, and to India, where he visited mass
conversion areas.
Although still confined to a hospital bed in Tokyo, as
a result of a serious fall suffered last year, Miss
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Alexander continues to receive visits from the friends,
who absorb from her the precious stories of the Master
which she can tell them and the inspiration which she
always radiates.
In the Western Hemisphere, in addition to travelling
widely and holding numerous meetings of consultation
with the National Assemblies of this vast area, the
Hands of the Cause have lent great impetus and inspi·
ration to the various Summer Schools, Youth Institutes.
and special teaching campaigns.
Dr. Giachery journeyed to the Hawaiian Islands and
officially opened the Summer School there, making
trips to Kauai. Hawaii and MauL From there he proceeded to Mexico and attended the first Summer School
held in that country, En route he also attended the
Southern California Summer School.
In North America, Mr. Kh€.dem, in addition to hold·
ing numerous conferences and meetings with the
friends in many parts of the Continental United States,
has visited Hawaii, attended the Green Acre Summer
School twice, and visited the Central States and Southeastern Summer Schools.
Mr. Sears attended the Summer School of Alaska and
appeared on two radio and two television programs
while in that northern outpost of the Faith. Before
leaving for his new post in Mrica he was able to fulfill
his commitment to assist the Canadian teaching campaign through a protracted stay in British Columbia
during the opening weeks of the intensive teaching
conferences and other projects scheduled to be inaugurated through his visit. He also attended the first Baha'i
Children's Summer School in Vancouver Island, the
Youth Training Session at the Geyserville Summer
School, and visited the Southern California Summer
Schoo1. These journeys followed the successful conclusion of the Victory Campaign in California, a teaching
effort initiated by Mr. Sears, and which accounted for
approximately sixty percent of the net gain in the
number of Local Assemblies in the United States this
year.
In South America, Colonel Khitzeh has visited Bolivia, a country where large numbers of the Indian population have entered the Faith, and set in motion a
program to strengthen Local Assemblies and deepen
the friends. He also attended the National Baha'i
School in Paraguay, and while there held a press
interview which gave wide publiCity to the Faith.
In Mrica Mr. Banan!, Mr. Olinga, Mr. Robarts and
Mr. Sears have just concluded j;i meeting in Kampala,
Uganda at which plans were formulated for intensive
prosecution of the teaching work. Previous to this
meeting Mr. Olinga visited West Africa, and engaged in
an extensive tour of Baha'i Centers and new areas in
East Africa. Mr. Robarts is visiting as many centers as
possible in Africa before leaving for his new post as a
Hand in the Western Hemisphere. He will come to the
Holy Land for consultation en route to Canada.
In Europe Dr. Muhlschlegel has recently travelled to
the British Isles, France, Belgium and Germany, and is
currently visiting Greece and Yugoslavia.
Dr. Grossmann, although in poor health, was able to
attend many of the sessions -of the German Summer
Schools and youth Schools,
Mr. Balyuzi, although prevented by reasons of health
from travelling, has been engaged in extensive research and writing on the lives of the Central Figures of
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the Faith, and in making translations from the sacred
Writings.
Mr. Ferraby, in addition to attending the two Summer Schools in the British Isles, has travelled extensively on the continent, including visits to Spain and
Portugal, Switzerland, France and the Netherlands,
and also attended a number of the Continental Summer
Schools.
In Australasia, Mr. Featherstone attended the Summer School in New Guinea and visited various communities in that area. FoIluwing this, he made an extensive tour which included visits to New Zealand, Tonga,
Fiji and Western Samoa.

Continuous Achievement of Goals
of the Nine Year Plan
The wonderful surge of pioneers during the second
year of the Nine Year Plan resulted in more than 500
Baha'is arising to leave their homes to settle in other
countries. Of this impressive number, greater than in
any single year in the history of the Cause, nearly half
came from Persia, once again demonstrating the spirit
of devotion of this long-suffering community. Further,
the Persian village of Ardistan has contributed the sum
of $10,000 to assist in the purchase of three Teaching
Institutes, one each in Ecuador, Korea and the Philippine Islands.
All over the world the friends are constantly working
to promote the Faith and to achieve the goals of the
Nine Year Plan. Reports and Minutes of all National
Spiritual Assemblies are studied at the World Center
and amply testify to the spirit animating the entire
world community. We share with you news of a few of
the more recent achievements:
Historic Sites. Final possession of (1lihriq, the fortress
on the northern border of Persia where the blessed Bah
was imprisoned and from whence He was taken to His
martyrdom, has now been achieved. This is indeed a
great victory, immensely enriching the spiritual and
historical endowments of the Faith.
Iceland. Even before the establishment of the National
Spiritual Assembly, a task assigned to Canada, the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Reykjavik has been incor·
porated, paving the way for the incorporation of the
National Spiritual Assembly when it is formed. In
addition recognition and acceptance of Baha'i marriage, Holy Days, burial and exemption from tax of
Baha'i property has been achieved.
Indian Ocean. This National Spiritual Assembly has
just achieved incorporation by Act of the Legislative
Assembly of Mauritius.
Vietnam. This National Spiritual Assembly has acquired its National Endowment and achieved the goal
of incorporating 62 Local Spiritual Assemblies. There is
a steady monthly increase in the number of believers.
Kenya. The incorporation of the National Spiritual
Assembly has been completed and the National
J:faziratu'l-Quds has been transferred into its name.
·Pieces of land for the two Teaching Institutes to be
established under the Nine Year Plan have been ac·
quired, as well as a piece for the building of a local
center in Nandi. The Baha'i Holy Days have been ree·
ognized officially by the Kenya Government as religious
anniversaries. Baha'i employees of the government may
now take any five of the nine Baha'i Holy Days without
loss of pay.
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Bolivia. The Ministry of Indian Affairs in Bolivia has
issued a circular letter to all Departmental Federations
of Workers stating that as the activities of the Faith
have "no relationship whatsoever with politics"
Baha'is should be accorded freedom of expression,
freedom in movement and freedom in worship.
A new declaration of exceptional interest is that of
Carlos Quispe Villca from the community of Mullipunco. Carlos was born in 1815, two years before Baha'u'llah, and is now 151 years old. In order to walk Carlos
needs the help of two canes, but otherwise his health is
good. At RiQ.vim he was elected to the Local Spiritual
Assembly of Mullipunco in the province of Carangas.
Belgium. One of the Baha'is in Belgium has been
granted non-combatant status in the armed forces by
act of a special tribunal. '!be certificate granting the
recognition specifically cites the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Belgium as the responsible
body for the Baha'i community in that country.
Finland, The National Spiritual Assembly of Finland
has acquired its Temple site, with the assistan'ce of the
National Spiritual Assembly of Canada.
Argentina. A piece of land has been donated to the
Faith to serve as a site for the future regional summer
school which is !)ne of the goals of the Plan.
Tonga/South Pacific Ocean, A plot has been obtained
on a twenty-one year lease in Nuku'alofa, which will be
used as a site for the l:Iaziratu'l-Quds of the projected
National Spiritual Assembly of Tonga and Cook Is·
lands.
Haiti. The valiant community of this island not only
increased their Local Assemblies from 23 to 26 this
year. but in the course of the year succeeded in sending out four pioneer families to goals in Africa and the
Caribbean.
North East Mrica. The Temple site has been acquired
near Addis Ababa.
North West Africa. The Temple site has been acquired
in Rabat, Morocco,
Malaysia. The National Endowment has been acquired,
Nigeria. The Teaching Institute has been acquired at
Akpabuyo in the Eastern Region.
South West Pacific. This National Spiritual Assembly
has achieved its incorporation.
Rhodesia. The Officer of the Registrar of Marriages has
designated. the representative of the Baha'i Community
in Rhodesia as Marriage Officer for the Baha'i religion,
empowered to perform Baha'i marriage ceremonies in
Rhodesia. This fills the goal of the Nine Year Plan.
North East Asia. The National I:Iaziratu'I-Quds has
been acquired in Korea.
UDited States, On Sunday, September 4, an audience
estimated at more than twenty million people in the
United States and Canada saw a thirty-minute tele·
vision program in color, entitled "And His Name Shall
Be One", devoted entirely to the Baha'i Faith. It was
planned and broadcast by the Columbia Broadcasting
Company in its series "Lamp Unto My Feet".
To make this program films were taken in Haifa and
'Akkii which beautifully portrayed the Shrines and
gardens at the World Center, and scenes were taken at
the National Convention in Wi1mette against the background of the House of Worship and its surrounding
gardens, A befitting commentary accompanied the mm
and a number of Baha'is were interviewed as part of
the program,
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This is undoubtedly the largest audience ever addressed at one time about the Faith and is a hopeful
augury for the forthcoming Proclamation Program.
New Languages. Six languages have been added to the
impressive list of those which contain Baba'i literature
in print: Tswana in Africa; Mapucae in Chile; Chauanco in Argentina; Garhwali in India; Tokelauan in New
Zealand; Mordva in Finland.

Trends in the World Community
Youth. Throughout the five continents Baha'i youth are
on the move. This heartening and significant news is
constantly reaching the World Center. A large proportion of new enrollments are youth) and organized activities, such as Youth Week-ends, Schools, Social Projects, Firesides and Travel-Teaching are reported from
all parts of the world, Many pioneers and administrators are youth. Baha'i societies in universities are
increasing in number. An outstanding example of this
vitality is seen in the news from Ujjain, India, that
sixty college students, some of whom are from the
Government Polytechnic College, have accepted the
Faith recently. Many of these students attended the
Conference held at the Gwalior Teaching Institute.
The U ni versal House of Justice and the Hands of the
Cause are delighted, set the greatest store by this
upsurge of enthusiastic service, and pray for its expansion and bountiful confirmation.

Panama Temple
A new site, within a short distance of the original one,
but far more accessible and susceptible to building
operations, has been acquired by exchange, and construction of a road to it is being arranged.
Mr. Robert McLaughlin, Dean Emeritus of the School
of Architecture at Princeton University, a former member of the United States National Spiritual Assembly,
has been appointed as architectural consultant to the
House of Justice for the building of the Temple.
After consideration of more than forty designs submitted, many of which were from Baha'i architects) the
Universal House of Justice selected an architect and
asked him to visit the site with Mr. McLaughlin, and
then to submit a final design, hased on his original
conception but em bodying pre·Colombian motifs and
making use of local materials, When this final design is
approved a contract will be drawn and work started.
Further announcements will be made from time to
time.

Presentation to Israel Museum
The cordial relationship which exists between the
World Center and the State of Israel was further en·
hanced when Mark Tobey and Bernard Leach each
presented a piece of their work to the new Israei
Museum in Jerusalem. The mayor of Jerusalem, who is
also Director of the Museum, expressed great pleasure
and gratitude for these gifts from Baha'is of such fame.

New Territories Opened to the Faith
The three following territories have recently been
opened to the Faith, through the devoted efforts of
pioneers:
SBt . M.artin)) in the Caribbean
onalre
Phoenix Islands in the Pacific.
This brings the total of territories opened to 309.
-NOVEMBER
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Universal House of Justice Announces Incorporation of National Assembly in Italy
Since receipt of the November News Letter from the
World Center the following cablegram was received
from the Universal House of Justice December 22, 1966:
JOYFULLY ANN 0 U N C E
INCORPORATION
ITALIAN NSA SIGNIFICANT MILESTONE PROCESS RECOGNITION FAITH HEART CHRISTENDOM. PUBLISH THIS CABLE BAHA'I NEWS.
(Signed) Universal House of Justice
COMMENTARY:

This outstanding victory raises to ten the National
Spiritual Assemblies incorporated since the beginning

of the Nine Year Plan. The goal is the incorporation of
sixty-five National Assemblies. By the end of the Nine
Year Plan several of those listed at the beginning of the
Plan to attain this objective will have altered areas or
will be dissolved as the result of the formation of
National Assemblies in independent countries or small·
er regions within existing areas. With the incorporation
of each new National Assembly another government
accords legal recognition to the Faith thus broadening
the base and increasing the prestige as well as the
responsibilities of the community of The Most Great
Name.

Two of the Guaymi Indian teachers at the teaching institute at Cerro BoZo, Chiriqui, Republic of Panama, one
of ten held from July to the end of November, 1966.

Panamanian Teaching Institute Steadily Develops
The first national teaching conference of the Republic
of Panama was held October 29-30 at Villa Virginia with
good attendance from the Capito! area. On November
26-27 a teaching institute, held in the l,ia.iratu'l-Quds,
inspired everyone toward more effort in this year c:f
proclamation. In September the youth planned thell"
first teaching conference at the BahA'i Center in the
Canal Zone.
Teaching institutes continued through the rainy season in the Chiriqui area, stimulating active participation of the Guaymi Indian teachers. The first institute
was held in July. Ten have taken place as of the last of
November. Three were held without the help of a
pioneer, an Auxiliary Board member, or a National
Assembly representative. On the recommendation of
Dr. Giachery, the two indigenous teaching committees
have been subdivided into four, to augment teaching
efforts in the mountains. Attendance at these institutes
averages about twenty adults. Three Baha1i schools are
still operating with approximately twenty students at
first and second grade level. Textbooks and other
supplies from the Canal Zone are furnished each school
by the National Assembly of Panama.
Arthur Krummel, U.S. pioneer in this area, is now

coordinating the activities of the four indigenous teaching committees with the National Spiritual Assembly.
Guaymi teachers are being encouraged to carry on
direct teaching programs in their own language. Mrs.
Ruth Pringle, Auxiliary Board member, made a trip to
that area and, with the pioneer, succeeded in getting
excellent participation in Plan de Chorcha and Quebrada Pita.

First youth-planned teaching conference at Baha'i Center in Canal Zone September 18.
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THE PROMISED DAY'S COME
by Shoghi Effendi
BOOK REVIEW by the I"te MABEL HYDE PAINE
,..-,rus BOOK~ written by the Guardian of the Baha'i
.L Faith, Shoghi Effendi, presents to the Baha'is of the
West and through them to the western world what
posterity may well judge as among the most dramatic
episodes in the history of the human race. The drama,
spiritual in its essence, moves through the hearts and
actions of the leaders and people of the Christian and
Mul)ammadan worlds between the years 1844 and 1944.
In the opening pages Shoghi Effendi represents the
times of supreme Buffering through which the world is
now passing as U a tempest, unprecedented in its violence, unpredictable in its course, catastrophic in its
immediate effects, Wlimaginably glorious in its ultimate consequences." It will bring man eventually to a
realization that, to quote Baha'u'llah. "The Kingdom is
God's, the Almighty, the AlI·Praised."

A visitotion from God
Those who have recognized Baha'u'llah as the
Mouthpiece of God see in these unprecedented sufferings of mankind, "a visitation from God and a cleansing process for all mankind." . . .
God has not been silent. hut has spoken to His people
as of old, "Through the mouths of His Holy Prophets
which have been since the world began." HIn a hundred
volumes, JJ to quote our author, "the repositories of
priceless precepts, mighty laws, unique principles, impassioned exhortations" and "reiterated warnings"
Baha'u'llah H • • • has proclaimed as no prophet before
Him has done, the mission with which God has entrusted Him." All this while He was a prisoner and an
exile. For this purpose He had forsaken fame and
fortune, submitted to physical torture and cruel deprivations.
What was the response of the world? His followers in
the Moslem world were sUbjected to such persecutions
as the world had not till that time witnessed. Rulers
and kings looked on with indifference while the corrupt
Muslim priesthood incited the populace to make away
with as many as twenty thousand heroic adherents who
refused to give up their Faith.
Proclamation to the rulers
Baha'u'llah directed His Message, as no Prophet
before Him had done) to the rulers of the world. He did
this, Shoghi Effendi points out, because these rulers, at
the time of the proclamation of the Baha'i Faith in 1863,
wielded absolute authority. The mass of the people had
not the freedom to appraise the merits of that Faith and
embrace its truth.
Though a prisoner and exile He sent letters to the
most powerful rulers of His time: Napoleon III; Pope
Pius IX; Czar Alexander II; Queen Victoria; William I
of Germany; Franz Josef , Emperor of Austria-Hun~
gary; 'Abdu'I.'Aziz, Sultan of Turkey and Caliph of
Sunnl Islam; and the Sbah of Persia. A large part of
"The Promised Day Is Come" is taken up with a
brilliant and masterly account of the character of these
rulers, their deeds and the results of their deeds, and
with quotations from Baha'u'IIa.h's letters to them,
letters which bring out "clearly and insistently ... the
tru:ths of His Revelation . , . stress the preciousness of
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the opportunities which it was in the power of these
rulers and leaders to seize . . . and warn them in
ominous tones of the grave responsibilities which the
rejection of God's Message would entail" and predict
Hthe dire consequences of such a rejection."
In two letters to Napoleon III Baha'u'llah called upon
him to recognize Him as the One foretold by Christ, to
desist from his ambitions for worldly conquest and
from following the dictates of his desires. If he failed to
observe these warnings his kingdom would "be thrown
into confusion" and his empire pass from his hands.
This prophecy was fulfilled after Napoleon's defeat at
Sed an in 1870.
Pope Pius IX was called upon to accept Baha 'u tllAh
and His Message as the fulfillment of Christts prophecy
that He would come again as "The Spirit of Truth,"
Who was to tell the "many things" which those of His
time "could not bear" and Who was to "lead into all
truth.1t He was urged to ciabandon his kingdom unto
kings", sell his "embellished ornaments" and expend
them in the path of God. Soon after this letter had been
revealed, the temporal power of the Papacy. which had
already shrunken, received its death blow through the
establishment in 1870 of the Kingdom of Italy with
Rome as its capital. This humiliation of the Papacy
Shoghi Effendi characterizes as "less spectacular" yet
"historically more significant than that of Napoleon
III. "
The downfall of the G€rman Empire in 1918 had been
foretold by Bah,,'u'llah in His letter to William I of
Germany, in which He also prophesied that Uthe sword
of retribution" would again be turned upon Berlin....
Leaders of religion responsible
Both Muhammadan and Christian worlds were called
to account in various letters and in passages from His
other works. Here again He placed responsibility for
the decline of true religion, and the consequent rejection of His Message. upon the leaders. "Leaders of
religion" is His clear and universal censure, "in every
age t have hindered their people from attaining the
shores of eternal salvation, inasmuch as they held the
reins of authority in their mighty grasp."
In the last pages Shoghi Effendi relates the main
theme of his book to the problems of our time and
removes some misunderstanding which might arise
from Baha'u'llah's denunciations of ecclesiastical and
temporal rulers. Although Baha'u'llah rebuked the
kings of His time He did not belittle the principle of
kingship, but rather, in many passages, eulogized it as
a secondary manifestation of that authority which rests
primarily in God. He quotes passages from previous
scriptures which enjoin obedience to those invested
with authority and Himself speaks of the Umajesty of
kingship" as one of the "signs of God." '~A just king" is
Hthe shadow of God on earth." He also prophesies the
appearance of a king who will embrace the Baha'i
Faith and protect its followers.
The rebukes to the leaders of the Christian and
Mul;Lammadan Faiths, Shoghi Effendi explains, are not
to be interpreted as an attempt to belittle either those
faiths or their righteous leaders. The Baha ' i Faith
upholds the Divine origin of all the Prophets of God and
does not seek to degrade the rank of religious leaders
whose "conduct conforms to their profession."
Moral downfall
The fundamental problem of our age is that, to quote
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Baha'u'llah, "the way of God and the religion of God
have cea sed to be -of worth in the eyes of men,' l From
the "weakening of the pillars of true religion" has come
a moral downfall, signs of which meet us at every tum.
To this moral downfall we must trace "the spread of
lawlessness, drunkenness, and crime; the inordinate
love of pleasure, the irresponsible attitude towards
marriage~ the weakening of parental control, the deterioration in the standard of literature and the press~
the advocacy of theories that are the negation of purity,
morality and chastity,"
Three false gods
For the worship of the one true God mankind has
substituted, among many minor idols, three chief false
gods: racialism, nationalism and communism, But in
place of these "false and war-engendering doctrines"
will come eventually a recognition of the saving truths
proclaimed by Baha'u'Uah, such as: "Bend your minds
and wills to the education of the peoples .. , of the earth
that ... all mankind may become the upholders of one
order." "Beware lest the desires of the flesh and of a
corrupt inclination provoke divisions among you. "
Humanity now adolescent
Humanity is now passing through the adolescent
stage in its development, a stage marked, as in the

development of the individual, by "tumult, impetuosity,
pride l self-assurance and contempt of discipline." From
this stage mankind will emerge into maturity, when the
ideals of the Baha'i Faith will become a reality.
Steps to the great consummation
In conclusion Shoghi Effendi traces the steps which
will lead to this great consummation, steps which must
of necessity be taken gradually, They will lead at first
to the establishment of the HLesser Peace H • uwhich the
nations of the earth, as yet unconscious of (Baha'u'll1ih's) Revelation and yet unwittingly enforcing the
general principles which He has enunciated, will themselves establish." This step ~~will bring in its wake the
spiritualization of the masses, consequent to the recog~
nition of the character, and the acknowledgement of the
claims, of the Faith of Baha'u'llah-the essential condi~
tion to that ultimate fusion of all races, creeds, classes?
and nations which must signalize the emergence of His
New World Order, , , Then will a world civilization be
born, flourish, and perpetuate itself, a civilization with
a fullness of life such as the world has never seen nor
can as yet conceive." . . .
-from World Order vol. 12, pp. 243-246

Grandson of Chief Strongeagle Visits
Five Canadian Reserves with Teaching Team

Saulteax Indians, At all reserves visited we felt the
spirit of these people with us throughout.
"Of all the gifts of God the greatest gift is that of
Teaching, It draweth unto us the Grace of God and is
our first obligation. Of such a gift how can we deprive
ourselves? Nay our lives, our goods, our comforts, our
rest, we offer them all as a sacrifice for the Abha
Beauty and teach the Cause of God,"-'AlmU'L-BAHA

[Harvey Ironeagle, a member of the Qu'Appelle
Teaching Institute Committee and very active in teaching the Faith among the Indian people of western
Canada, has sent in the following report of a recent
journey to five reserves. He is the grandson of the wellknown Indian leader, Chief Strongeagle,]
The evening of November 19, David Obey and myself
set out from Fort Qu'Appelle, to team up with Auxiliary
Board member Chester Kahn and Baptiste Shortneck
for a fi ve·day teaching trip on five of the Indian
Reserves in Alberta: Sampson, Louie Bull. Ermineskin,
Montana and Wabamun,
Our trips to the reserves were most rewarding, especially the one to Samson where for the first time the
Baha'IS were given authoritative permission to enter
the reserve for the purpose of teaching the Faith, thus
breaking down the religious barrier and bringing into
the hearts of the people, the light of Bah;\'u'Uah, There
also David gave his first BaM'! talk to the Indian
people on the life and laws of Baha'u'llah and on being
a Baha'i.
Two days later, following our visit to Samson Reserve
we had declarations from two of our Indian Hsisters".
This was a wonderful moment, and David, Chester and
I felt that the prayers of all Baha', friends were with us,
especially so when our first two declarations were
followed by a third at the Wabamun Reserve,
Enjoyable evenings were spent in the home of Mrs.
Maxine Fraser at Edmonton, where firesides were held
and slides shown of Chester's reserve near Phoenix,
Arizona. The gatherings at both of the firesides were
wonderM. Here we were able to spend a short while
among people of different national hackgrounds and
tribes. German and African nationalities were represented as well as the tribes of the Navajo, Cree and

[Note: See announcement of Study Guide on The Promised
Day is Come, page 20 of this issue,]

Two of Alaska's Nine Year Plan goals have been settled
recently by pioneers, Above aTe shown Evelyn and
Vern Huffman at Klawock, Prince of Wa!es Is!and. Atso, Leonard Revet has gone to Nunivak Island to the
valley of Mekoryuk which has 250 Eskimo villagers,
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Initiative and Imagination Evident in Malaysia's Consolidation Plan

Teachers of Malaysia with some of the chans and materials being prepared fOT
concentrated training of the many new Baha'is in deeper concepts of the Faith.
Everyone in the world, particularly in the areas of
large-scale enrollments, is concerned that the yOtUlg
and tender plants, so newly emerging into the new
world order of Bahil 'u'llah, will grow into mature and
fruitful trees - yet the means of accomplishing this is
often lacking or not as ellective as it should be. There
are not enough teachers; often suitable materials for
people of limited literacy are lacking. The new local
assemblies have not yet acquired sufficient knowledge
and maturity in the teachings to undertake their own
deepening programs in their communities. A detailed
plan that can be implemented in a practical manner is
needed.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia, confronted with this need as a result of its ever-widening
circle of confirmed believers, has developed a plan of
proclamation and participation aimed toward that coming period of proclamation of the Faith that will reach a
degree or "pitch never before attained" in the teaching
plans of this emerging world Faith. This plan aims at
proclaiming the Faith on the village level, necessitating
that both city and village BaM'is participate. Malaysia
is. fortunate in having many well-grounded Baha'is
proximate to the areas where the aggregate populations live on the rubber estates and in the small
villages. Roads are good, distances not too excessive.
Still, the plan will require great effort by those who are
vOlunteering to carry it out. It is hoped that many of the
new local assemblies will soon become true "mother
assemblies" to the villages near them, thus placing

consolidation work on a firmer basis.

Contest for Youth
The plan consists of a study course of sixteen lessons
using considerable visual material such as charts. The
teacher comes to a village at three~week intervals with
a new chart and new lessons which the students add to
their .growing "book." The book itself is full of illustrations with large print. Lessons are presented step by
step, stimulating each individual to respond. During
this first year of its development a contest was formulated to stimulate participation. A trip to the Baha'i
Intercontinental Conference in India will be given to the
youth (between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five)
who can answer the most questions correctlYt along
with other criteria related to ellort and ability. Presently it centers around the theme of the 1967 Intercontinental Conferences - Baha'u'llah's messages to the kings
and rulers. A graduation will be held in each village for
those completing the Study Course. Adults are encouraged to take the course but may not compete for
the prize of representing the youth of Malaysia at New
Delhi, India in October, 1967.
Many teachers going out to these areas are making
their own charts. Frequently the charts are made in
doth so that an entire set can be T()lled up for the use of
the traveling teacher. In one instance, a pioneer from
the Philippines marked the chart of Progressive Revelation on his blanket so that he could sleep on it at night
and hang it on the wall to teach by day! Material

•
presented is progressive so that an over-all plan of
gradual deepening follows. Too often the basic principles of the Faith are taught over and over while the
people are truly hungry for more knowledge and a
deeper understanding, even though they might not
always be able to expres s this desire.

Local Assemblies Supervise Classes
The local assembly of each village supervises the
classes, keeps the rolls and makes regular reports to
the National Teaching Committee. The students are
generally expected to buy their own course materials
- about twenty·five cents in value, as this too is a
lesson in universal participation in the Fund. Each
local assembly announces the forthcoming plan at the
Nineteen Day Feast, and financial support is also
encouraged on the local level. For those who cannot
furnish their own course materials, the local assembly
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may purchase them for them. The international character and world prestige of the Faith is stressed to
broaden the horizons of the participants. For example.
the words of appreciation of Queen Marie of Rumania
and other noted people of the world are utilized.
In emphasizing the great need of consolidation,. the
Universal House of Justice in their Rigvan, 1966,
message, quoted Shoghi Effendi as follows: UEvery
outward thrust into new fields, every multiplication of
Baha'i institutions, must be paralleled by a deeper
thrust of the roots whicb sustain the spiritual life nf the
community and ensure it sound development." 'lb.ey
also state that a proper balance must be maintained
between the two essential aspects of the development of
the Faith - large.scale teaching and consolidation. Malaysia is offering a splendid example to the Baha'i
world of initiative and imagination and practical plan.
rung in its work of consolidation.

a Raneel'?
"OUTSIDE YOUR WINDOW, Baltazar, the world is
waiting!"
Baltazar himself told me about it, how at his first
",eeting with that beloved Hand of the Cause. he had
said that to him, and added,
uYou must go far, Baltazar, very far! It
Thus there was set in his heart a fire and a longing,
the Fire of the Love of God, and a longing to carry it to
the waiting souls. But Baltazar was youog, and furthermore he had a new farm with two buffaloes of his own,
a small house he had built himself, and many banana
seedlings. YOtmg as he was~ he was proudly independent of his family. How could he go far?
Baltazar began to study the Words of Baha 'u '!lah. It
wasn~t easy at first for little was printed in his own
dialect and there were so many big words in English.
Often his head was bent over the books until the light of
his lamp was displaced by the dawn.
It was then a fever possessed Baltazar. He must tell
about Baha'u'!1.ili. At first he went to neighboring villages, then selling something from his farm, for his
expenses, he went farther and farther. . . .
HFor who," Baltazar asked himself, "will go, if I who
understand, will not?"
So, Baltazar became a pioneer if one needs a label
for a person who simply wants to share the joy of being
a Baha'I. Baltazar did go far indeed, to another island
where few lmew about Baha'u'llah. He once pointed to
the lofty mountains circling the horizon, to each one he
had walked, and wherever he gave the Message, the
Faith grew. The length and the breadth of that great
island and others besides, lmew the steps of Baltazar.
He hadn't always enough to eat, and usually his only
companions were the bone-deep ache of loneliness and
the comforting love of Baha'u'l1ah.
.. _ and there was Len! Len of the elfin, heart-shaped
face, the luminous eyes, the warm brown skin and the
crisp black hair. Len, with a soul as pure and refresh·
ing as a drink of clear water. How often have I seen her
picking up her own pack, too hea vy for her slender self t
and setting off in the blazing sun for some village where
no'one had yet heard about "Baha'i!' Len was an office

worker, in a cool and clean office, yet here she was
tramping in the mud or the dust. No one sent her, that
is no One but Baha~u'IIa,h, who paid her freely with
divine joy, a gift that came to her wrapped in selfsacrifice, or so it often seemed to me. Len would not
have said that, but it was so.
How I remember her once, crossing a river and
speaking to the people crossing with us. Right there,
with the silver water pouring about our feet, I heard
her sweet voice saying, "Have you heard about Baha·
'u'llilh?U Len gave the divine gift as freely as most
people give a greeting, and her love ignited the hearts.
And the incomparable Dominador~ who long before
he had ever heard the word pioneer was going about
month after month, and year after year, sometimes in
poverty, sometimes in sickness, it was all the same to
him because his heart would burst if he did not share
the good news of the Kingdom. And the steadfast Mrs.
Anun who tended the farm and cared for the childreJI
so he could go.
Then there was Mr. Reyes~ 'old Mr. Reyes', eighty
years and limping with arthritis who would go stumping off somewhere, uTo tell about Bah;i'i." And Cluing,
a sixteen-year-old school girl, who would go with a
companion to tell some new village about the Faith.
That she taught well in spite of her youth would be
proven when some villager, awkwardly saying the
unaccustomed "AlIah'u'Abha," would come to learn
more.
And there was Philip who moved to a college far
from his own home to attract youth to the Faith.
And Sajou a tribesman living in the mountains who
caught a glimpse of the world of peace and beauty
Baha'u'llah is bringing. How precious was the sight of
him in his tribal dress, as with eloquence and warmth
he explamed about Baha'u'llah to a neighboring tribe.
Shall we not call Sajou a pioneer?
And J un and Violet, a struggling young couple with
two children, who leaving family and friends, went to a
city where there were no Baha'is, and in spite of
privation and hardship, began a new life and attracted
t
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hundreds to the shelter of divine- unity.
And never to forget Mumsou, many times a grandmother, who hasn't travelled far to teach about Baha'u'llah, but who, not deterred by opposition of family
and friends, became the first among the wealthy and
cultured of her nation to become a Baha'i. Are there
not many dimensions to pioneering?
. . . Who is a pioneer? I do not feel qualified to do
justice to this great theme, so I have written of a few of
those who by their lives have become stars in the
drmament of pioneering, for in my heart there is a
small fear, that we shall begin to have labels among our
beloved Baha'is. If he is a pioneer who leaves his home
and travels far, what about that soul who only crosses
the road, but whose pure life and radiance of heart
shining in the darkness of the world, confirms his
neighbor? Or that mother who hour after hour and day
by day, is an example of the teachings of Baha 'u'llah
for her children? And is he not also a pioneer who, tied
by famliy or business, truly sacrifices of his substance
so that another can go as his deputy to tell the waiting
multitudes about Baha'u'llah?
A pioneer, it seems to me, discovers himself, though
the example of other ardent souls may be his first
awakening. When he can not rest, but must. at whatever cost to himself, share his joy as a Baha'i, then he
is a "pioneer". He has not waited until asked, or gone
only when given his bus fare! He has taken to heart the
words of Baha'u'lliIh:
" . . . It behoveth them ('who arise to teach My
Cause') to choose as the best pTovision jor theiT journey, reliance u.pon God, and to clothe themselves with
the love of their Lord, the Most Exalted, the AI!-
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Glorious. If they do so, their words shal! influence their
hearers."
Once I heard the Hand of the Cause, Miss Agnes
Alexander, that precious prototype of pioneers, ask a
young man, HAnd when you go to a new place (to teach
the Faith) what do you do first?" "I pray," he said.
Dear Agnes always quoted that simple answer and
found many opportW1ities to speak of it. Is there a
secret to success in pioneering? Certain 'techniques'?
Careful planning? Adequate finances? They must have
a part, but can they come first? Can we, who yearn to
arise to help bring the Kingdom of God to our anguished planet, do better than think of the simple words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, who said when asked:"I always pTa'll with great earnestness and utmost
humility and supplicate confirmations from the Kingdom of Abha."
These "confirmations" bring the miracles of pioneering. Then, the way opens, the right turn is taken, the
right person is found, the right word is said.
So, let he who can . . . go far, as Baltazar went. Or
stand in his place as Mumsou stands. For when the
history of this great age is written, all our lives, the
named and the nameless, will merge into one blaze of
light. So let us each, with yearning hearts beseech the
help of God, to find our own particular share of 'pioneering'. for outside our windows the world is waiting
~ for Baha.'u'Uah.
Note: The above article was written by Orpha Daugherty and

reprinted from Malaysian BaM';: News, September, 1966. Mrs.
Daugherty pioneered to the Philippines and is now living as
an Auxiliary Board member in Thailand. She recently visited
Malaysia.

Hawaiian Baha'is wearing leis and carrying a coloTjul banner, welcomed the ath!etic team of Guam at the Honolulu Airport NotJe:nber 30~ on its way to Fiji, Australia and New Caledonia. The team, the coach. (a. Baha.'i), and his
staff were also invited to a reception at the National HeadquarteTs the lo11o'Wing evening and were deeply appreciative of the warm hospitality extended to them.
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Eight Traveling Baha'i Teachers Visit Korea in Six Months
HE BAHA'iS OF KOREA were blessed by visits
from eight international Baha'i teachers, two of
whom were Hands of the Cause of God, during a six
month period. from May through October of last year.
The most remarkable of these visitors was Hand of
the Cause Mr. Samandari, who at the venerable age
of 91 has been making a world teaching tour for some
months and who came to Korea in October for ten days.
During this time, he traveled to five principal Baha'i
cities - Seoul, Taegu, Kyongju, Taejon and Pusan, as
well as to a remote village
in the Kyongju area. To say
the least, the light that inspired him to dedicate himself to Baha'i work when he
personally met Baha'u'IMh
so many years ago, at the
age of sixteen, burns within
him as brightly and fervently as ever.

T

exhausting heat, Dr. Muhitjir, with characteristic energy, and accompanied by Auxiliary Board member.
Mr. Yang, Chae-ho, made a rapid journey to strategic
Baha'i areas, walking into many farming and fishing
villages and inspiring Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike
with the loving spirit of the Faith. In fact, he traveled
about so rapidly that the National Assembly did not
know his actual whereabouts on several occasions.
At Dr. Muhajir's request, Auxiliary Board member,
John McHenry III, flew to Seoul in July from Hokkaido,

Mr. Samandari was accompanied throughout his
journey by Mr. Ruhi Momtazi, pioneer to Japan and
member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of North
East Asia, who ably and
vividly acted as translator
from Persian into English,
and who watched out for
Mr. Samandari with ever
solicitous and loving care,
Hand of Cause Mr. Samandari, age 91, meeting in October, 1966, with BaJui'is in
Mr. Samandari's impact on
Seoul and from surrounding villages.
the Baha'is was tremendous,
not only before audiences of the Baha'is and their
where he and his wife were assisting pioneer, Mr.
friends, but especially as he met with the National
Teherani. for the summer months, in order to meet
Spiritual Assembly and each Local Spiritual Assembly
with the National Assembly of Korea and confer on
in their respective localities, stressing the importance
teaching matters. Mr. McHenry remained in Korea at
of aU members of these bodies being present at aU of
this time for ten days, making a teaching trip in the
their administrative meetings; the importance of each
company of Mr. Suh, Cho-min to the Taejon area,
Baha'i attending Feasts; needful reminders in a dewhere they visited several villages on foot. On Sepveloping national community whose members are not
tember 1, Mr. McHenry returned to Korea with his
sufficiently aware of the vital necessity of putting inwife, Ok-soon, and remained for two weeks, during
to operation the administrative Order of Baha'u'IIah
which time the members of the National Spiritual Asas their means of showing their devotion and making
sembly
and the National Teaching Committee conthe Faith of Baha'u'lliih a vibrant, living thing. With
sulted with him extensively, using his invaluable
his own hand, Mr. Samandari executed two exquisite
knowledge of the Faith and of the native Baha'is to
Greatest Name plaques, one of which he presented to
the National Spiritual Assembly, now displayed in the
great advantage. Mrs. McHenry, who is completely biF.ia#ratu'l-Quds in Seoul. Mr. Samandari's visit will allingual, spent much of her time reviewing Bahia'i transways be regarded as an outstanding event in the hislations from the English into the Korean. On Septemtory of the Faith in Korea_
ber 15, with great regret, but of necessity, Mr. McHenry left Korea, where he had pioneered for nine
years, starting in June 1957, and where he was re-.
Exhaustive Heat No Deterrent to Dr. Muhajir
sponsible for much of the growth of this community.
In July, Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhajir made one of
Mr. McHenry and his wife now live in Washingt~,
his fast moving visits to Korea, one of the Asian counD.C. The Baha'is of Korea feel his loss greatly, and
tries to which he has been assigned. In spite of the
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pray for the time when he may be able to take up residence here once again.

Vietnam Sends Teacher
Immediately preceding Dr. Muh3jir's visit, in fac1
leaving Korea the same day on which Dr. Muhcijh
arrived, came Mr. Jamshed Fozdar, chairman of thE
National Spiritual Assembly of Vietnam, with his wife
Paru, who is a member of the National Spiritual Assembly of Thailand, and their two. sons, Vijay and
Vahid. Mr. Fozdar spoke before audiences in Seoul
and Kyongju, and went in the rain and on foot to
some of the villages in both areas, electrifying all
with whom he came in contact. Mrs. Fozdar met with
Bahil'fs in Taegu, who were much impressed and inspired by the fact that, rather than desert his post
so that their sons can attend scbool safely in Thailand, Mr. Fozdar remains in Vietnam and Mrs. Fozdar
resides in Bangkok with their sons, where her husband
commutes on week-ends.
The public talks given by Dr. MuMjir and Mr. Fozdar resulted in such favorable publicity in the leading
newspapers which circulate throughout Korea that

many letters have been received from interested readers in various parts of the country asking for literature
and how to become acquainted with Baha'is.

Indonesian Pioneer Conveys Deep Devotion
Dr. Sorroya, Auxiliary Board member, who has pioneered with his wife for thirteen years in Indonesia,
spent a strenuous four weeks in Korea, arriving in May
and leaving June 5. In spite of having no one to
translate for him from his native Persian, he conveyed
his love of the friends and devotion to the Faith in English and with a contagious enthusiasm, inspiring and
awing all with stories of the exceptional hardships in
teaching the Faith in Indonesia, where civil war has
been rampant and the Faith outlawed. On one occasion
when Dr. Sarroya, his wife and two children were on
an emergency trip to a hospital and traveling in a
Land Rover, their vehicle was stopped by a mob,
armed with knives and guns, some of whom started to

drag the Sorroyas from the car. With a knife at his
throat and instant death staring him in the face, Dr.
Sorroya recalled Baha'u'lIa.h's instructions: "love your
enemies." Immediately he flashed a warm smile of love
at his prospective murderers. This act so confused his
persecutors that they halted their operations, consulted
amongst themselves, and then asked if he, his family
and their driver were Muhammadans. Without committing himself, Dr. Sorroy~ assured them that he loved
Mu1;tammad. With this, the mob shouted, "They loveMulJ.ammad. They are not communists/' withdrew
their knives, released the Sorroyas and ~aived them on
their way. Dr. Sorroya traveled about Korea by plane,
train, bus, boat, taxi and on foot, visiting· some of the
Baha'i communities on Chindo Island and other Chonnam Islands, going as far as the Island of Cheju.

U.S. Visitor Reaches Inaccessible Islands
Last of these visitors to be mentioned and the yOWlgest, but by no means the least, was Arthur Lyon Dahl,
whose special interest in marine biology led him to
choose for his short visit the Cheju-do and the Chonnam Islands, so difficult to get to, involving twelve and
fourteen hour trips in open boats over rough seas, but
important because of the large numbers of Baha'is
living on them. Because of their inaccessibility, teachers coming from outside Korea seldom if ever go there,
so this visit was deeply appreciated by the Baha'is. He
was accompanied by the indefatigable Mr. Yong, Chaeho. Mr. Dahl ended his visit by flying to Seoul and
speaking at the H~ira to the very active members of
the Seoul Baha 'j Youth Group, all members of which
loved every minute of his twenty-four hour stay.
The Baha'is of Korea are deeply indebted to these
eight traveling teachers, many of whom came to Korea
at their own expense, for the warmth and knowledge of
the Faith which they shared with the friends, and feel
they had much to do with the more than 400 new declarations in the Faith which have been made since last
Ri.;Ivan.
-ELIZABETH McHENRY

Australia's reopo....ibility for teaching among the Aborigines is being stTong!y forwarded by the efforts of the pioneer
family, David and Freda Leyton (left) at Snake Bay, Melville Island, and also at Groote Eglandt through efforts
of Tony and Allison Scott (and sons), Tom Jones and Joe Dobbins (right, above). The pioneers are tully employed a.nd. highly respected in their communities. Both places were recently visited by Auxiliary BoaTd membeTs.

,
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On. hundred sixty-three guests were welcomed at Il reception given by the Karllchi Pllkistan Assembly in honor
of Hand of the Cause, Geneml S. 'Al<i'i, November 26, 1966 at the Intercontinental Hotel. There were .many distinguished people present, including Hlltim A. Alavi, the former Mayor of Karllchi, now Director of the State Bank
of Pakistan, as we!! as members of National Spiritual Assembly and the Auxiliary Board of Asia. In welcoming Mr. IAla.'i, Mr. Alavi paid tribute to the universal principles of the Faith, and recaUed his aSsociation unth Baha'is ever since the first annual convention of India, Pakistan and Burma was held at Karachi
some thirty-five years ago. Mr. tAlti:-'i stressed the seroices being rendered by the Bahti'i world community,
and also referred to the recent resolution passed by the State of Michigan, giving recognition. to the BaiuPi
Faith. Photo Ilt right (above) shows Mr. 'Ald'i being introduced to Hatim Alavi by the chairman of the Local
Spiritual Assembly of Karachi, A. C. Joshi.

Costa Rica Constructs New Teaching Institute
Near San Jose
Costa Rica has been training its own believers to do
teaching work and now has two Costa Rican pioneer
teachers, one in the Guanacaste area of the Pacific and
one in the Talamanca area with the Indians.
A new teaching institute was completed in December
which accommodates approximately twenty·five people. The property is close to the city of San Jose,
making it convenient for many to attend and return to
their homes each day and leaving the accommodations
for those who come from the outlying regions. Plans for
teacher training institutes to be held here regularly are
now in the formative stage.
A teacher training institute with three races repre~
sented was held in the Beverly-Newcastle area.
Costa Rica raised the number of its Local Spiritual
Assemblies from fourteen to twenty as of Rio;lvan 1966,
and has established many new centers. Four of the new
assemblies are located on the Nicoya Peninsula on the
Pacific side, and two are on the Atlantic coast where
Costa Rica's largest minority group resides - these are
the Negro people brought from Jamaica in the past
hundred years to work the cacao and banana plantations. One new Local Spiritual Assembly and several
new centers were established in the Indian area of
Talamanca.

Ground-breaKing for a new teaching institute on the
Bahd'i endowment property in Alajuela, Costa Rica,
October 5, 1966. Left to right: members of the National
SpirituaL Assemb!y~ Samuel Garcia, Myriam Mirkovich~ Richard Mirkovich, Roldan Matute, Manue! Bejarnao, Jose Ba~todano.
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Baha'is of Central Chile in process of constructing a summer schoo! at Penablanca (White Rock). ThO..gh smaU
and somewhat pTimitive now, the Baha''is are confident this is the start of greater things to come.

Central Chile Construds Smool
Lack of a proper place where the Bah8.'is could meet
and bring their children and their friends has long been
an impediment to the teaching work in Central Chile.
Now the dream of such a place is coming true. On the
slope of a beautiful bill at a place caUed Peiiablanca
(White Rock), the BaM'is are busy working on a small
house which will be used as a summer school and
general meeting place. The erection of this primitive
building is a good example of Bah3.'! spirit. The piece
of land was donated by two Baha'is, another gave a
little wooden shed, and other Baha'is have given
building materials or contributed generously of their
time. Now the foundation has been laid, doubling the
size of the original house to include a meeting room and
two bedrooms. When it is finished it will still be primitive, lackiog facilities that by normal standards are
quite necessary - such as kitchen. running water, etc.~
but these will come later.
From this modest beginning, the Bah;;.'is of Chile are
confident, will come something much greater in the
future.

Honduras Institute Stresses Laws, Institutions
A teaching institute was held in San Pedro Sula,
northern Honduras? attracting Baha'is from all regions.
Thomas Brent, a Honduran, came by boat, plane, on
train and on foot to arrive from a remote part where he
has stayed and taught among the Miskito Indians ever
since Dr. Muhajir encouraged him to go there at the
time of the first International Teaching Conference.
Baha'i laws, history, and administration were empha·
sized. A workshop on the ejection of a local assembly
was held. Coordinators of five regional teaching committees present at the institute made plans for future
weekend schools and youth conferences. Visiting Auxiliary Board member, Mrs. Edith McLaren, shared her
experience of a pilgrimage in the Guardian's lifetime
and showed slides of the World Congress.
To fill another goal of The Nine Year Plan, Wanita
Geonge has resigned her teaching position at the American School after seven years there and is dedicating
the year to teaching indigenous people of the country,
principally the Miskito and Sumo Indians.

The Baha'is of the Honduras have half of the fifty
local assemblies called for in The Nine Year Plan and
feel certain of electing approximately fifteen more this
year. Resident teachers are needed in these beautiful,
friendly towns where positions are available in the
American school.

Limon, Honduras Assembly Grows Crops for the Fund
There is a humble little town on the north coast of
Honduras. It is called Limon. The Baha'is there are of
limited circumstances and have very little money.
Recently the Local Assembly of Limon held consultation on ways to support the Baha'i Fund. They decided
to clear land and plant rice in the mountains. Nine men
went into the mountains, burned off the virgin land and
planted rice. Now it is being harvested, enabling them
to contribute the amount earned to the National Fund.
The Universal House of Jwtice wrote on December
18, 1963: I'The continual expansion of the Faith and the
diversification of the activities of Baha'i communities
make it more and more necessary for every believer to
ponder carefully his responsibilities and contribute as
much and as regularly as he or she can. Contributing to
the Fund is a service that every believer can render, be
he poor or wealthy; for this is a spiritual responsibility
in which the amount given is not important. It is the
degree of the sacrifice of the giver, the love with which
he makes his gift, and the unity of all the friends in this
service which bring spiritual confirmations."
In August of 1957, shortly before his passing, the
beloved Guardian wrote: "All, no matter how modest
their resources, must participate. Upon the degree of
self-sacrifice involved in these individual contributions
will directly depend the efficacy and the spiritual infiu·
ence which these nascent administrative institutions,
called into being through the power of Babil'u'llih . . .
will exert."
We are in the midst of a Nine Year Plan calling for
universal participation. Our individual action in respect
to the Fund is one of its major obligations and privileges. The FW1d, Uthe lifeblood of the Cause," is directly associated with our own spiritual nourishment. The
friends of Limon, Honduras, have shown the believers
around the world an example of sacrifice and devotion
in this vital area of service.

.-
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Human Rights Day Events Bring

Baha'i to Many

Babs. 'i communities in villages, towns and cities
throughout the nation celebrated Human Rights Day,
December 10, with programs resulting in excellent
publicity. The Day's celebrations accomplished the
goal of developing a deeper awareness of the spiritual
oneness of all peoples and a greater public consciousness of the Baha'i Faith.

A Yakima, Washington, newspaper reported HFor_
eign Foods, Panel Talk - Highlight Potluck Supper" in
a Human Rights Day observance sponsored by Uthe
Mayor's Committee on Human Rights and the Yakima
Baha'i Community.H A Yakima television station aired
a half-hour interview of the six panelists representing
six ethnic groups. One hundred posters were placed
throughout the city. A result of the publicity prior to the
program was that 123 non-Baha'is attended the observance, with seventeen Baha'is present. This was in
addition, of course, to the untold numbers of people who
read and heard about it.
Louisville, Kentucky; Toledo, Ohio; Huntsville, Alabama; Salem, Oregon; Springfield, Illinois; Spokane,
Washington; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Waterloo.
Iowa; and Minneapolis, Minnesota; these were just a
few of the many other communities throughout the
nation which have reported successful Human Rights
Day observances.

Cooperation with other Organizations
Generally, the most productive events were those in
which the Baha'is worked in cooperation with other
organizations or called upon well known non-Baha'i
personalities to serve as speakers. A number of communities worked through the mayor's office.

First Public Observance in Ft. Worth
The Fort Worth, Texas, Baha'is made the day an
historic event for the city by initiating the first public
observance of Human Rights Day in Fort Worth. After
receiving a go-ahead signal from the mayor, they
presented him with a proclamation for his signature,
obtaining publicity in local newspapers and on television where the announcement was made with the showing of a slide of the world being held by two hands, one
white, one Negro. A story was also carried in the
newspaper of a town thirty miles away designated by
East Texas State Goals Committee as a goal rural
community. The Fort Worth efforts were reinforced by
the Baha'is of neighboring University Park who had
staged an earlier program of their own.

H"man Rights Day Panel at Yakima, Washington, left
to right: Tomas ViUanueva, Jua.nita Umipig, Charles
Patillo Ra.y Yamamoto, Lydia Johnson, He!en Callaway (the Baha'i speaker), Roy Tufts (Yakima businessman, panel modeTatoT).
Jl

Guest Speakers Featured
New York City newspapers earried advertisements
which drew over seventy-five guests to hear two distinguished speakers. They were: Professor Nicholas Pobare-Assare. former member of the Ghana Delegation
to the UN; and Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh, Baha'i international Observer to the UN. A lively question and
answer period drew stimulating response from the
audience.
The Rochester, New York t Hahati Community called
upon a member of the UN Secretariat to be its sale
speaker. He was Dr. !braham al-Wahab, Human Rights
Officer of the UN Human Rights Division. The local
Baha'is had asked the mayor of Rochester to proclaim
the day as Human Rights Day, and he was invited to
sit on the speaker's platform as a special guest. Other
special guests were representatives of various human
relation groups of the city and the state. The publicity
included a report on the Rochester 11 p.m. television
news.
Although the attendance at the Denver, Colorado,
program totalled about sixty, those hearing about Human Rights Day and the Baha'i part in its promotion
were in excess of 1,000, for that was tht::: number of
invitations sent out. In addition~ a local radio station
taped the panel program and aired it that same eve-
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appropriate Baha'i quotations. The exhibit was twelve
feet across and four feet high, set up in a popular
grocery cooperative store patronized by many university people as well as local families. It was composed of
five panels, each one provocatively highlighting a principle of human rights.
Danville, illinOis, sent invitations to forty~nine civic
organizations, thirty~two prominent citizens, and to
many other individuals to hear Colonel Salvatore Pelle
of the Bahil'i Department of Public Information. Also,
announcements were placed on bulletin boards in the
schools and the YMCA. As a result. there followed
excellent newspaper publicity, two television interviews
with Colonel Pelle, and two radio interviews. Here was
one more example of reaching the masses through a
good program, an interesting speaker, and effort resulting in publicity.
RochesteT, New York, Mal/OT FTank T. Lamb, seated,
center, proclaims Human Rights Day showing proc14mation t<> Mrs. s. A. Lindsay and Mr. Tom L. Davis.
Standing, left to Tight: Mrs. Tom Davis, Mrs. Joon
Wolf, Dr. S. Lindsay, MT. George Adams, MTs. Earl
Whipple, Mr. John Wolf, Mr. Ja.mes Yates.

ning. Denver panelists represented a cross section of
community interests. Moderated by a Baha'i, .June
Ritter, the panelists were a member of the Denver local
United Nations Association chapter, the well known
pastor of the Zion Baptist Church. and a community
consultant for B'nai B'rith.
New Hampshire's town of Nashua was the setting for
a Baha'i sponsored meeting with distinguished guests.
These included the pr~sident of the local Roman Catholic Liberal Arts College, -a member of the Commission
on Human Rights of the New Hampshire Roman Cathahe Diocese, the rabbi of the local synagogue, and a
senator and his wife. The meeting was opened with
prayers read by the Baha'l, Mr. Allah KuliKhan Kalantar. The speaker was the Baha'f~ Dr. Firuz Kazemza~
deb. More than sixty persons were in the audience.

Proclamations in Small Centers
As with United Nations Day celebrations in Octoher,
successful Human Rights Day events were not limited
to larger towns and cities. Four Baha'is in Pendleton,
South Carolina, were hosts to ten guests. Miss Yvonne
Harrop and Mrs. Nancy Searcy from the Augusta,
Georgia, community presented slides of U A Pilgrimage
to the Holy Land."

An enthusiastic report of their Human Rights observ~
ance came from the Baha'is of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
The Correspondent writes, "Again, our meeting was
very successful We had a few more· contacts this time
. . . with interesting consultation.
The Mayaguez
Baha'is distributed to the audience copies of the main
speaker's talk in English which was delivered in Span~
ish. A panel discussion lent a lively air to the meeting
which waS presented in both Spanish and English.
Posters had been placed throughout the town and pres.
releases sent out before the meeting.
II

Well Planned Publicity
Teaneck, New Jersey; Lima, Ohio; Fairfax County,
Virginia; Benton Harbor, Michigan; and a host of other
communities set the pattern for obtaining pUblicitycareful planning, enthusiastic efforts, and a professional approach to the various news media. Baha'i Human
Rights Day publicity ran the gamut from small paid
advertisments to half-page feature stories. A few com~
munities submitted the "Fact Sheet" provided by the
UN Com mittee as a Letter to the Editor. to local
papers. These were published in full. Television and
radio were well used, and posters also brought the
public's attention to Human Rights Day programs,
sponsored and co-sponsored by Baha'i communities. As
with UN Day events t the majority of Baha'i communities are planning follow~up firesides, thereby utilizing
Human Rights Day as an opportunity for stepped-up
teaching efforts.
-U.S. BAHA'i COMMrrrEE FOR UNITED NATIONS

Another small community, Islip TownshiP. New
York, staged a successful observance. Dr. Massoud
Eghrari and Mrs. Juliana Wyatt informally moderated
dIscussion on human rights, the roles of the UN and the
US in promotion of it. and the part played by all people.
Although attendance was small, publicity carried the
story to Islip Township citizens.

In addition to an open meeting co-sponsored by the
Baha'is of Albany, California. with those of Berkeley.
the Albany group used a unique window display to gain
attention for Human Rights Day. The display showed
the spiritual basis of hwnan rights through use of

Pa.nel at Human Rights Day meeting in M.xt/a.gu.ez,
Puerto Rico, le!t to Tight: Did< Witter, Anna Phelps,
Mitton Heath, Elizabeth Thomas, visitor from New York.
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Human Rights Day at the House of Worship
The highly successful observ ance of Human Rights
Day at the Baha'i House of Worship in 1965 created in
1966 a challenge for the Baha'is of Wilmette. The
benefits of public recognition of Dr. Martin H. Bickham
of Wilmette as "Father of Human Rights in Illinois"
are still redolli,ding to the local believers, as Temple
area residents associate Baha'is with this occasion.
This year, again drawn from the Wilmette citizenry,
one of the invited speakers was Rev. Buckner Coe,
minister of the Wilmette Congregational Church, who
has received national attention for his efforts in civil
rights, anti.poverty and peace movements. Sharing the
platform was Dr. Sarah Pereira, National Spiritual Assembly member from Washington, D.C. Rev. Coe was
assigned the subject of human rights at the national
level, while Dr. Pereira spoke eloquently of the world
aspects, and from the Baha'i viewpoint. Rev. Coe, by
his graciousness and clear courage in facing difficulties
realistically, in his well-planned talk, won the appreciation of the over 260 attending, more than half of them
not Baha'is. and many attracted to the Baha'i House of
Worship for the first time.
Mrs. Coe, of Quaker background, was especially
receptive to the simplicity and quiet sense of peace she
found in Foundation Hall.
Inter-racial and inter-faith dimensions of the event
were added by the choir of the Ebenezer A.M.E.
Church of Evanston, which sang four appropriate selections, and was received with enthusiasm.

Enriching the occasion Of the Human Rights Day observance at the Baha~i House of Worship in Wilmette
was the meeting Of last year' oS honoree 1 Dr. Martin. H.
Bickham, shown at left, with this year's speakers, Dr.
Sarah M. Pereira and Rev. BuckneT Coe.
A number of prominent residents active in local
human relation programs were laudatory about this
Baha'i sponsored event, the only observance of UNHuman Rights Day in the Chicag<> North Shore area.
Many stayed for extended fellowship and some expressed a new interest in learning more about Baha'i
beliefs.

For the Delaware believers, commemoration of the
Birth of Baha'u'llah, November 12, marked the culmination of their recent success in spreading the Faith. A
declaration party was held to celebrate the enrollment
of four new Baha'is.
Following the declaration party and pot-luck supper,
an evening public meeting took place at Delaware State
College, in Dover, Delaware. Supported by the

Delaware state Goals Committee, the Kent County,
New Castle C()unty, and Wilmington Groups, the program was entitled "Baha'u'llab, the Emancipator of
Men's Minds". Mrs. Soo Fouts, of Falls ChurCh, Vir~
ginia, spoke of the need to eliminate prejudice; then
Mr. Albert James, Auxiliary Board member, addressed
the group on "Religion the Chief Instrument f()r World
Order." At the panel discussion following these talks,
many interesting questions were asked about the Faith.
The Delaware friends, though relatively few in number,
were greatly encouraged by their new level of success.

At the public meeting at Dover, Delaware, Albert
James, center, anS1Ders a question from the floaT while
the otlter panelists listen. Left to right: NeZs<m R. Wallace, Jr., Mrs. Soo Fouts, Alden Pahnke.

Friends pose with new believers, left to right: Josie
Wallace, Alden Pahnke, Sepehr Mostaghim, "Nancy E.
Waite, *Edward D. Johnson, Albert Ja.mes, WiHiam
Burgess JT., *Gregg Pahnke, :!!-Louise B. Brinkley.
+ New Be!ievers.

Birthday of Baha'u'liah Marks
New Achievements in Delaware

Youth Hold Institutes,
Conferences
as Impetus to Active Teaching
Some of those who attended the Youth Conference at Gaines"ilIe, Florid...
AuxiliaT1/ Board member Curtis Kelsey is shown at rear right.
The holiday weekend of November 25-27 offered opportunity for young people to gather at conferences as
preparation for active teaching as well as individual
deepening and inspiration. In addition to the .gatherings
at Victor, New York and Dexter, Michigan (see January BAHA'i NEWS) reports have come of conferences
held at Gainesville. Florida; Dallas, Texas; and in
Southenl California. The conference in Gainesville,
ClAecent on Youth" attracted seventy youth and their
friends from many localities in the area and provided a
three day program in which some of the following
topics were considered: . rChallenge of the BaM'i Faith
to Youth", by Auxiliary Board member, Curtis Kelsey;
"Youth in the Baha'i Revelation" with Mark Johnson
as speaker; "Baha'i Morality" led by Michelle Johnson. In Dallas, Texas over sixty people gathered down~
town at the Baker Hotel, Auxiliary Board member
Mrs. Velma Sherrill taught a class on Baha'i Administration. The importance of teaching the Faith, and how
it is done, especially among the Indians was discussed
by Paul Pettit. of the National Spiritual Assembly and
by Len King. Talks on guidance for daily living, including the Baha'i standards of morality, and on understanding oneself, "Who Am I?", were given by Fred
Bell and by Mrs. Louise Mathias. The conference was
carefully planned by the Dalias Baha'i Youth and the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Dalias, these plans including provision of three counsellors, a coordinator and
chairman. Mrs. Allene Squires served most ably as
chairman and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ben and Mr. Len
King were counsellors. In Southern California eighty
Baha'i youth attended a conference on Novem ber 25
and 26 sponsored by the Southern California Baha'i
Youth Committee. Classes were on consultation, administration, the spirit of Baha'i law, and Baha'u'llah's
Tablets to the Kings. The theme of this gathering was
"Baha'i, 1966" which was discussed with special

The newly-formed Baha'; Club of New York City makes
final plans for a gala membership drive. Board members aTe, left to Tight; Sue Lawson, Mark Sudan, E.
Bradley Davis, Joy Hunter, Howard Hunter, Fred
Omidvaran, Lee Moody.
thoughtfulness in an evening class on "Bah<i'is Around
the World." Hand of the Cause, Dr. Ugo Giachery spoke
eloquently of "'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi and the
Covenant," helping greatly to generate the spirit of
unity and of the desire to learn which pervaded the
whole conference.
In New York City. as shown in the picture at the
right, the newly formed Baha'i club made plans for a
membership drive. The club is social as well as informative in purpose.
All of the youth conferences and gatherings included
social as well as study periods. Music, dancing, and
loving fellowship heJped to bring the spirit of joy as
well as dedication to service which is such an important
part of the Bah .. 'i life.

Baha'i Youth Conference in Southern
California, November 25 and 26. Hand
of Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery is shoum. in
center, TeaT.
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Communities Cooperate in
Creative Projects at Gevserville
Fifteen Baha'i communities in Northern California
shared the renovation and beautification of the Geyser.
ville Baha'i School buildings and grounds last year in a
very successful joint effort called Creative Projects.
Though major emer.gency repairs had been in the
hands of Mr. Paul Brown of Kansas City, who with his
wife May, had travelled to Geyserville to devote the
winter and spring months to this service, much "face·
lifting" was needed in the most-used areas of the
campus.
Each participating community chose a specific proj·
ect, approved by the Geyserville School Operations and
Maintenance Department, such as nursery, children's
play yard, cafeteria, class or dormitory rooms; and
became responsible for its renovation. Several hardy
individuals also chose projects. The results were astonishing, and added greatly to the beauty and use of the
school. This was proof of what many willing hands and
creative minds can do when their efforts are coorcliR
nated.
A total awareness of the needs of the school was a by·
product of this rehabilitation program. Those who shared
the bounty of the first year of Creative Projects are
convinced that total participation in the support of their
valued and much loved school will follow in the course
of time.

Dr. David S. Ruhe, Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of United States points to picture of the Baha', World Center in Haifa, Israel during a tour of the
House of Worship in Wilmette by the Israeli Consul
General, Abraham Avidar. Mr. and Mrs. Avidar shown
in picture, were also honored at a tea held at the National}fa?iratu'l-Quds in Wilmette.

Waveland Institute Held in November

The community of Glendora, California, upon request
by the Junior Chamber of Commerce, entered a magnificent fioat, representing the oneness of mankind, in
the Annual Christmas Parade held in Glendora,
December 1. Much to the surprise of this community of
eight, the Baha'i fioat, which was among some 100
entries, won first prize, and resulted in front-page
newspaper publicity for the Faith. This demonstrates
how a united community. however small, can accomplish wonders.

The second Deep South Institute held at Waveland
Mississippi November 24-27, 1966 filled the hearts
spirits of all who attended with the vibrant spirit of
enthusiasm for service in the path of Baha'u'll8h as
did its predecessor of a year ago. This year's corderence, sponsored by the Institute Committee of the New
Orleans Community and coordinated by Jack McCants
Auxiliary Board member, proclaimed the theme of IIAll
Things Made New" and included classes on subjects
reflecting this wonderful vision. Subjects including
"The Covenant"; "Teaching the Cause of God"; "Ad:
ministration"; were inspiringly handled by four members of the Auxiliary Board (Mrs. Javidu!illt Khlldem,
Dr. William Tucker, William Maxwell and Jack McCants) as well as Dr. Sarah Pereira <>f the National
Spiritual Assembly. Special sessions for answering individual questions, sessions for youth and a program for
children helped to insure a conference that met the
needs of all who attended. The spirit of enthusiasm
generated will surely bring visible results in teaching
activities in the South.

The Lombardy region in northeTn Italy is a goal for intensified teaching effort to be spearheaded by the first
teaching committee (above) to be appointed tor this
area.

First BaM', Group of Sesto S. Giovanni (Mi!ano), Italy,
from left to right: Saverio Rovito, Khodadad Varah·
ramian, Mrs. Rtthanghiz [dUn Varahramian, Shahriar
Varahramian, Domenico Rovito.

Baha'i Float Wins "Sweepstake"

and
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News Briefs
Families liying in the University Village of the University of California at Berkeley receive a monthly newsletter, The Villager. The December 1966 issue of this
publication carried a two page story about the Baha'j
Faith, telling of its origins and basic principles, naming
the Baha'is in the community who hold weekly firesides
to which all are invited. and including a quotation from

CORRECTION
The announcement of the passing of Mrs. Anne Lynch
of SWItzerland as given in the November 1966 issue of
BAHAlf NEWS, page 2, stated that she p~ssed away in
Bern. Actually her death was in a hospital in Geneva
where, as mentioned in the article in January Bw '!
NEWS, a beautiful Baha'i service was held in the
hospital chapel.

the words of Baha'u'llah. All of the 920 families living
in this community receive this publication.

Baha'i in the News

o
The first annual Kenai, Alaska Seminar was held
October 14, 15 and 16. Auxiliary Board member Howard
Brown stressed the importance of Baha'i responsibility.
A wide variety of subjects was presented by Katherine
Alio, Agnes Harrison, Don Stettler, Janet Smith, Marie
Van Brunt, Marilyn Bierman and Don Van Brunt.
Thirty-nine people were present from eight communities in Alaska.

o
The newly rededicated Baha'i Center in Macy, Nebraska (see story page 11, BAH;'!! NEWS, October, 19(6)
was the scene of an inspiring gathering in early September, when those attending the Auxiliary Board
Conference at Omaha, Nebraska, adjourned to Macy t
in the heart of the Omaha Indian Reservation, for a
public proclamation of the "New Light on the Spirit
Path." Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem with Auxiliary
Board members Mrs. Velma Sherrill and Mrs. Beth
McKenty spoke to the audience about the message
which BaM'u'lJah has brought in this New Day to the
Indians as well as to the rest of the world. A buffet
supper was served and later in the evening the friends
gathered to hear Hand of the Cause Mr. Khadem chant
prayers and express his joy at being in this spot which
was so dear to the heart of the Beloved Guardian.

o
Elise Lynelle, accompanied by Marilyn Raubitschek,
both Baha'is, have made a 12-inch LP record of 25
songs for public and home use. It includes compositions of twelve Baha'i composers. The record, titled
Songs of the New Age, is obtainable from New Age
Music, Route I, Box 133, Nevada City, California 95959
at $5.00 (monaural) or $6.00 (stereo), postage included.
Insert notes included in the album are available in
English, French, German or Spanish.

Calendar of Evenfs
FEASTS
February 7-Mulk (Dominion)
March 2-' Ala"' (Loftiness)
INTERCALARY DAYS
February 2&--March 1
DAYS OF FASTING
March 2-21

On October 21, 1966, a review of the pamphlet, One
God, One Truth, One People, by Dr. Ugo R. Giachery,

appeared in the Italian newspaper II Secol.o in Genoa
Italy. The following is a quote from critic Nicola Ghi~
glione's article:
"The predication of the Persian Prophet and the
tenacious labors of his disciples seem to be echoed .in
the happy choice of topics in some of the fundamental
teachings of Pope Joho. The popularity of these teachings, therefore, confirms the urgency and necessity
that mankind must free itself from this period of
general confusion and chaos. The considerations of Ugo
Giachery are placed in historical and spiritual confrontation with what Pope John proclaimed, and we do
not deny that the Persian Prophet was a seer and that
with His teachings and admonitions had well nigh preceded times and events. This handbook therefore
contributes to point out to the human race the urgent
necessity of a new conscious 'human' impulse."

o
The October, 1966 issue of Progressive Architecture
carries an article, "From Precast Concrete to Integral
Architecture l l by Aldo Cossutta which includes a photograph of the Baha'; House of Worship at Wilmette,
Illinois. It is shown as an example of the use of concrete
in architecture and is noted as Ha curious early work of
ornamental precasting."

o
The American Institute of Architects in October, 1966
carried an article, "Concrete Comes of Age" showing a
picture of the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette with
the caption, "1920: B"aha'! House of Worship, Wilmette,
illinois, probably the most ambitious architectural concrete project of its time and under construction until
1949. Louis J. Bourgeois, who studied the form and
details of the temple by means of a large and minutely
faithful clay model, had invisioned a dome of sculptured stone, but its cost would have been impossible."

Baha'i House of Worship
Visiting Hours
Daily
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Entire Building)

Devotions

U,S, NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
February 17-20
March 24-26
April 26

SundaY"
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

NATIONAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
April 28-30

Sunday.
4:15 p.m.

Public Meetings

T
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Baha'i PublishinCJ Trust
Centenary Preparatian Caurse on
ShoCJhi Effendi's Book
"The Promised Day Is Come"
The Promised nay Is Come. Study Guide. By Peter
Khan.
After establishing the general theme of Shoghi Effendi's commentary on Baha'u'llah's Proclamation
("God's judgement on the waywardness of mankind,
and the ultimate salvation for the human race . . . "),
Peter Khan summarizes the proclamation to the kings
and religious leaders; analyzes the response with which
it was met, the resultant world turmoil and world chaos
in a period of world transition; and finally glimpses the
world of tomorrow in a day of the unification of man~
kind. The concluding theme of the book is a call to
Baha'is to recognize the source and meaning of this
period of titanic, world upheaval, pray ardently, and
labor intelligently and unceasingly with undimmed
hope and vision for the future triumph of God's Cause,
The outline contains a number of stimulating discussion questions, many review questions, and an appendix that lists the principal Tablets of the Proclama·
tion of Baha'u'IIa.h, as well as interesting notes to
supplement the historical understanding of the various
political and ecclesiastical leaders addressed by Baha'u'llah.
This Guide is an excellent outline for concentrated
study of this work, which all Baha'is are being asked to
undertake as a preparation for the Centenary obser..
vance in October. 1967, and for the intense period of
proclamation to follow. The December, 1966. issue of
the U.S. Supplement carries an announcement by the
Department of Community Development in respect to a
study of this material by each community to be followed by nation-wide institutes. Each Assembly and
Group should consult upon its plans and place orders
three to four weeks ahead of anticipated sessions. 8~
x 11, attractively printed.
Per copy ........................................... $.75
20 copies (special institute price) ................ $12.00
No standing orders will be filled.

Teacher's Handbooks Now Available
The Advisory Committee on Education has collected
and edited materials for Teacher's Handbooks on four
subjects of vital interest and concern to all teachers of
the Faith. They are intended primarily for the teacher
in planning and organizing an instructional program, in
accordance with his own teaching ability, the capabilities of the students, the materials to be covered, and the
time available. They are especially useful for preparation of summer school courses and institutes.
A number of Bah..:i'is who assisted in researching the
Writings for materials used are noted in the Hand·
books-this work preparatory to the extensive editorial
work of the Advisory Committee itself. The books are
81f.t x 11, each with different colored cover for ready
identification.
Each Teacher's Handbook is to be ordered separately
by Volume number and title as follows:
Teacher's Handbook, Vol. 1 Baha'i References on Education ................ $2.00
Teacher's Handbook, Vol. n - Basic Techniques .. $1.50
Teacher's Handbook, Vol. 111- Study Classes ... $2.08
Teacher's Handhook, Vol. W - Administration ... $1.50
Pocket Calendar-I967 ·1968. This convenient calendar,
billfold size, runs fTom May 1, 1967 to April 30, 1968 and
indicates all Feasts and Holy Days. It is issued at
convention time for easy distribution among various
national communities who use this little calendar. Un...
less specifically stated otherwise, all domestic orders
will continue to be filled with the current 1966-67 pocket
calendar until March 1, 1967. AlI foreign orders for
pocket calendar will receive the 1967--68 edition after
February 1, 1967. However, please state specifically
which calendar is wanted (pocket or wall calendar) and
also which edition of the pocket calendar. [See November 1966 BAHA'i NEWS for Wall Calendar announcement.] The new pocket calendar has a recent photo of
the African Temple at Kampala, Uganda.
25 copies .......................................... $1.00
100 copies ......................................... $3.00

Order from
BAHA'i PUBLISHING TRuST
110 LINDEN AVENUE
WILME'ITE, ILLINOIS 60091

BAILi'f NEWS is published for drculation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BA.H.!?f NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Euniee
Braun. International Editor; Miss Charlotte Unfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twentieth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha.'i News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, minois, U.s.A. 6OO9l.

Change ot address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office, 112. Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.SA. 60091.
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A Flame of Fire
THE STORY OF THE TABLET OF AI;fMAD

By A. Faizi
Part

T .Al;lmad: one

HERE ARE TWO

TABLETS each bearing the name of
in Persian and the other in Arabic.

The latter is the one used throughout the Baha'i world,
which the beloved Guardian characterized as being
imbued with a special potency.
The Persian Tablet is quite a long one and is written
to Al).mad of K..8@im. I:laji Mirza Jani, who was the first
one to embrace the Bab's Faith in Kashan, in whose
hou.se the B.ci.b sojourned 1 some days and who was
finally martyred in l'ihran, had three brothers. One
was never moved by his brother's faith? no matter how
much the latter endeavored to teach him. He remained a Muslim and died as such. The second was
called Ismai'l, entitled by Bahii'u'Uilh Dhabi!).' (sacrificed) and also Anis (companion); the third one who
went to Bag!ldiid was called A!).mad. He remained with
the Ancient Beauty and had the honor to be amongst
those who were chosen by Him as one of the companions in His exile to Istanbul. But unfortunately in the
storms of tests and trials this Al;Lmad departed from the
right path and sided with Azal. He then caused much
suffering for the Blessed Beauty. His family and
friends. In order to warn this man against such evil
deeds and the detrimental consequences for the nascent
Faith, Baha'u'llah sent him this long Persian Tablet
full of exhortations, elucidations of the divine power
and advice as to how a true seeker should act and
behave. Abmad remained heedless, unmoved and un~
changed? but when he fOlUld out that he could no more
live in Turkey, he returned to 'Iraq where he found his
old associates and resumed his iniquitous life with
them. One of his worst habits was to insult people and
curse them in the most bitter and vile language. In one
of his disputes with his evil friends, he lashed them with
his sharp tongue and the victims, to get rid of him,
killed him one night.
Selections from this Persian Tablet appear in the
Gleanings. S

A~mad

Begins His Search

As to the Al)mad in whose honor the well-known
Tablet is revealed, he was born in Yazd (circa 1805) to
a very noble and rich family. His father and uncles
were the chieftains of the town, but Ahmad even at the
age 'Of fourteen showed a great in~lination towards
mysticism and endeavored to find new paths to truth.
When he was fifteen, he had already started his investigations during which he heard from some of the people
that there are saints or holy men who know special
prayers which if read and repeated so many times and
in accordance with certain rituals would definitely
enable the reader to behold the countenance of the
Promised Qii'im (The Messiah).
This flared up the fire of his ever-growing longings.
He began to practice an ascetic life with long prayers,
successive days of fasting and secluding himself from
people and from the world. His parents and relatives
never approved of such practices, nor did they permit
him to continue this seclusion which was contrary to
their ways of life and ambition. Such opposition could
not be tolerated by a man like AlJ.mad who was whole·
heartedly searching and striving to reach his heart's
desire - reunion with his eternal Beloved. Therefore
one day early in the morning, he made a small bundle
of his clothes and belongings and under the pretext of
going to a public bath, departed from his father's home
and set out on his way to search for God's manifestation.
In a beggar's outfit he roamed from village to village,
and wherever he found a "pir" - spiritual leaderwith great devotion and rectitude of conduct he sat at
his feet in the hope of finding a path to the mysterious
worlds of truth. He invariably begged such people for
the special prayer. the reading of which would draw
him near the court of his Beloved. Whenever someone
would suggest to him any practice. he was so ardent in
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Shrine of Baha'u'Ulih at Bahji, viewed from the north.

his search that he would invariably carry out the
instructions with absolute sincerity no matter how timeconsuming or arduous those practices were. But aU of
this was of no avail.
Losing hope and faith in such pursuits, he made his
way to India? a land so well known for its mystic
teachers and hermits with special powers and spiritual
gifts. He reached Bombay and took up his residence
there, still looking for someone to give him a glimpse of
the glorious court of the Promised One.
He heard that if one would perform a specific ablution, put on spotlessly clean white garments, prostrate
oneself and repeat the following verse of the Qur'imp
i'There is no God but God" twelve thousand times, he
would definitely attain his aim and heart's desire. Not
once, but several times Al)mad prostrated himself for
hours to repeat the above-mentioned verse 12.000 times,
but still found himself in darkness.
In his dismay he returned to Persia, but did not go to
his own home town of Yazd. He settled in the city of
Kao;l:lan and started his own craft of cloth-making in
which he was an expert. In no time he became a very
successful businessman; but still in his inmost heart he
was restlessly searching.

A Stranger Points the Way
"Knock, and it shall be opened unto you." "Ask, and
it shall be given you." No true seeker ever returned
from His door of mercy deprived or unanswered.
It was here in Ka:man that the rumors about One
claiming to be the Promised Qa'im were heard by him.
Ceaseless in his efforts and sincere in his search, he
asked many people in many different ways. No one
ever gave him a clue.
Then one day an unknown traveller arrived in this
town and stayed in the same inn where Al).mad had
established his successful business. A certain inner
urge drew .AJ:tmad close to this unlmown man, In their
conversation, the traveller was asked about the already
spreading rumor. "Why do you ask this question?" he
inquired. '~I want to know if it is true. If it is, I shall

follow it, with all my might," was Al:fmad's rejoinder.
The traveller with a smile of triumph on his face,
instructed him to go to :K..hurasan and find a certain
famous learned man called Mullft 'Abdu'l KhaIiq who
would tell him the whole trutb.
The very next day Al;tmad was on his way to the
province of Khurasan. The owners of the neighboring
shops were very much surprised when they did not find
Al:fmad at his work as usual. HWhat passecl between
him and the unknown traveller'?" they asked one another, and no one knew the right answer.
Al:Imad crossed deserts and mOWltains on foot, and
his heart overft.owed with joy and longing. ~very step
he took he found himself nearer to the time when all his
efforts would yield the desired fruits - his reunion with
his Beloved in the search of Whose presence he spared
no effort and fOWld no sacrifice too great.
He reached Ma~hhad, Khurasan, exhausted and so ill
that he had to stay in bed. After two montbs' struggle to
overcome his weakness, he mustered the last ounceS of
his strength and courage and went directly to the door
of the desired house. Here are his own words as related
to his friends and companions of these days, "When I
reached the house, I knocked at the door and the
servant of the house came forth. Holding the door aj art
he asked me, 'What do you want?' 'I must see your
Master,' I answered. The man went back into the house
and then the Mulla himself came out. He admitted me
to his house and when we stood face to face I explained
to him all that had happened to me. When I finished, he
at once grasped my arm and told me, 'Do not say such
things here!' and he pushed me out of his house. There
was no end to my sorrows. Heartbroken and utterly
astounded I said to myself, 'Are all my efforts in vain?
To whom Shall I turn? Whom shall I approach? ... But
I will never leave this man. I will persist till such time
as he will open his heart to me and will guide me to the
right path of God. It is incumbent upon the one who
searches to drain the bitter cup of hardShip.' The next
morning I was at the door of the same house, I knocked
harder than the previous day, This time the Mulla
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himself came to the door and the moment he opened it,
I said, 'I will not go away, I will not leave you until you
tell me the whole truth.' This time he found me earnest
and true. He became sure that I had not been at his
door to spy or cause difficulties for him and his
friends."
Ahmad was then instructed to attend the evening
prayers at a certain Mosque where the same Mulla led
the congregational prayer followed by a long sermon,
He was also told to follow the Mulla after the sermon
was over. The next night Al;1mad tried his utmost to find
the Mulla after the prayer and the sermon, but crowds
of people surrounded him and Al;tmad did not have the
slightest chance to even approach him. The next day
when the two met again Al;tmad was instructed to go to
another Mosque at night and a third person would be
there to show him the way, Accordingly Al;tmad was at
the Mosque at sunset and as promised, after the evening prayers, a certain person came to him and beckoned him to follow. Without hesitation or fear Alfmad
followed. Now the three men started to walk like
shadows in the darkness of the night, through narrow
and obscure lanes. Ahmad, a complete stranger, never
wavered nor faltered'nor fled. He took every step with
great determination and was ready for any outcome.
At last they reached a certain house. They knocked
at the door very gently and it was opened immediately.
The new-comers went in very quickly. They passed
through a covered passageway, reached a small courtyard, climbed a few steps and were at the door of an
upper chamber where a very dignified figure was
sitting, The Mulla approached that revered personage
with great humility and absolute reverence and courteously whispered, "This is the man I told you about,"
and indicated Al;tmad, who had been standing at the
threshold with utter respect and high expectation.
HWelcome. Please come in and be seated" said the
man. At].mad then entered the room and sat down on
the floor.

The host was no less a person than Mulla ::;;adiq
(Truthful), one of the early believers during the Bab's
ministry and very distinguished for his erudition,
audacity and steadfastness. During Baha'u'IH.h's ministry the same Mulla ;iadiq (Truthful) displayed such
great ardour and zeal that he was entitled 'A.daq (the
most truthful) by Baha'u'llah.'
A Treasure Is Fou nd
Ahmad who for twenty-five years had been wandering 'in the valleys of search and had nowhere found
even a drop to quench his thirst, now found a path to
the main spring. With parched lips and an insatiable
longing he drank in the sweet scented stream of the
verses of God through His new Manifestation. Three
sessions were sufficient and he embraced the Faith with
all his heart and soul. So e1ated, exalted and overenthusiastic he looked, that 'A:;;daq exhorted him to
return to his family in Kawan and insisted that he
should not mention the Faith to the people, not even to
his own wife.
Those days were days of extreme danger to the
nascent Cause of God. The few followers recruited from
the poor people of the world were forever the targets of
many atrocities. Even the air was imbued with sus·
picion, spying and slander. Therefore the friends had
to be very careful, lest the slightest unwise deed or

Relics and seals of Bahci.'u'Hdh
even a foolish word would ignite a never-ending conflagration that would consume the believers in its
Harne.
'A~daq, knowing how A1;&mad had suffered, felt that
he had no money to go back home; llierefore, he gave
him some small gifts for his family and the sum of
three tumans ($1) and again advised him to be very
wise. Commenting upon his return to Ka!illan, Al;1mad
has said: "When I reached Ka,w,an, everyone asked
what had happened that I had left everything so
abruptly, I told them: 'My longing for pilgrimage was
too great to resist, and I was right.' What else could
take me away from my work, my house and my family
except that innermost yearning? The instant I heard
these words from the traveller there was no more
patience left in me."
In Kawan he resumed his work, but longed to teach
the Faith. He heard rumors that a certain man by the
name of I;Iaji Mirza Jani had changed his faith and had
become the follower of a new obscure religion. He
searched for him and when the two found each other.
there was no end to their joy and excitement. They
become fast friends. constant companions and the first
and only Bah-is of that town.
One day ~aji Mirza Jimi went to AJ:tmad and with
great enthusiasm and uncontrollable excitement asked
him: "Would you like to visit the countenance of your
Lord?" Ahmad's heart leapt up. With much joy and
ecstasy he' immediately got up from his seat and asked,
"How and when?U I:Iaji explained to him how he had
arranged with the guards to have the Bab in his house
as a guest for two or three nights. Therefore at the
appointed hour AJ:tmad went to l:Iaji's house. When he
entered, his eyes fell on a face the beauty of which
surpassed heaven and earth. A young Siyyid was sitting with such meekness, grandeur and majesty that
one could not help but behold the light of God in His
countenance. Some of the divines and dignitaries of the
t-own were seated on the floor around and the servants
stood at the door.
One of the Mullas faced the Bab and said, "We have
heard that a certain .young man in ~iraz has claimed
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to be the Bib. Is it true?" "Yes", answered the Bah.
"And does he reveal verses, too?" said the same man.
The Bab responded, HAnd We reveal verses, too."
Ahmad has further said: ··This clear and courageous
ans~er was sufficient for anyone who had ears to hear
and eyes to see and find the whole truth immediately.
His beautiful face and His powerful words and presence
sufficed all things. But when they served tea and a cup
was offered to the Bah, He immediately took it, called
the servant of the same Mulla and very graciously gave
it

to him. The day after. the very same humble servant

came to me and with great sorrow deplored the stupidity of his master. A little explanation as to the station of
the Bab brought him to our fold and our number grew

to be three."
This smail nucleus started to grow and the number of
the adherents increased. This angered the divines who
used ail their cunning to stop the flow of the already
powerful stream of life. They instigated the cruel ignorant mob to plunder, confiscate and kill all those who
bore the name of the Bab. Every day they would go to a
house? so enraged that they would break its doors and
windows, destroy the building and plunder and loot the
contents. In the evening one would find the bodies of
people dead in the streets and lanes and even scattered
over neighboring mountains and plains. This continued
and Ahmad's house was no exception. Al;1mad then had
to hide in a tower for forty days and the friends used to
take him food and provisions.

Journey to the Abode of Peace
Finding life unbearable in Ka@an and hearing that
Ba@dad had become a point of attraction, he decided

tfliT

to go there.
"And God calleth to the Abode of Peace (Bag!ldad)
and He guideth whom
He will into the right way."5
In the darkness of the night, Al)mad emerged from
his hiding place and scaled the walls of the city to
make his way to Bag!ldad. He travelled on foot, full of
love, enthusiasm and eagerness to behold the counten~
ance of the One Whom God would make manifest. As he
was walking, he came across another man travelling in
the same direction. Afraid of being molested further,
Ahmad tried to ignore the stranger, uttering not a
word, but the man persisted in walking by his side,
Taking great care Dever to even allude to the Faith or
the purpose of his journey. Al)mad and his feIlowtraveller reached their destination, On arrival in Ba@dad, they separated and AJ:1mad immediately set out
searching for the House of Baha'u'llah. When he found
the House and entered therein, he found, to his utter
astonishment, that his companion was there, too, He
then understood that his friend was also a Babi and had
been on his way to attain the presence. of the Blessed
Beauty.
1. Dawn-Breakers, page 217-222.
2. Gleanings, No. 115, page 240.
3. Gleanings, No. 153, page 323.

4. Dawn-Breakers, page 100
5. Qur'an 10: 25

(to be continued)

Fifth National Summer Schoot held in iran, 1966.
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By GARRETA BUSEY

~ IT IS!

we say as we enter Wilmette on the way
Convention and see the dome of the Temple
above the treetops; and our hearts give a little leap of
happiness. It is like the thrill we feel on coming home.
and we look forward to a reunion with our family. the
Bahil'is we have not seen for many months or years.
They greet us on the sidewalk as we go down to
register, and they embrace us so warmly that we are
caught up in the spirit of fellowship and sometimes give
little thought to the place in which we meet. We forget
that this is the House of Worship, the central Shrine of
the only Maw-riqu'l~A<!bkar, in the western world.

.I. to the

What is the MaIDriqu'I-A<Lhkar, the Dawuing Place of
the Worship of God? Its central point, the Temple, is, in
the words of Shoghi Effendi, ·ja House solely designated
and entirely dedicated to the worship of God." (Baha'i
WOTld, X, 404) It symbolizes the unity in prayer and
meditation of all the diverse peoples of the world. It is
the point from which spiritual energies arise, to be
translated into service in the dependencies which surround it. But it is infinitely more than this. For upon
this, the House of Worship, the Guardian tells us,
depends the salvation of the world. "Nor will the
exertions/' he wrote in 1929, "no matter how disinterested and strenuous~ of those who within the precincts
of the M~riqu'1-Adl1kar will be engaged in administering the affairs of the future Baha'i Commonwealth,
fructify and prosper unless they are brought into close
and daily communion with those spiritual agencies
centering in and radiating from the central Shrine of
the Ma'!ttriqu'I-Adltkar. Nothing short of direct and
constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating from this House of Worship centering in the
heart of the Ma~riqu'l-Ac;lbkar, and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs
in their service to humanity can possibly provide the
necessary agency capable of removing the ills that
have so long and so grievously afflicted humanity. For it
is assuredly upon the consciousness of the efficacy of
the Revelation of Eahil 'u'llilh, reinforced on one hand
by spiritual communion with His Spirit, and on the
other by the intelligent application and the faithful
execution of the principles and laws He revealed, that
the salvation of a world in travail must ultimately
depend." (Baha'i World X, 405)

Built of Devotion and Sacrifice
Of the Ma:iliriqu'I-A4hkar which Baha!u'llah comlJlanded to be built in every city, this is the first to arise
in the western hemisphere, the second in the world. It
was built out 'Of pure love.

To those of us who are old enough in the Faith to
remember when the Temple was only a hole in the
ground, a cluster of memories will enrich our meditations as we sit in the auditorium or before foundation
stone of the Temple, placed there by the Master Him-

On the steps of the House of Worship in Wilmette,
Hthe most hallowed Temple ever to be eTected by
the foUowers of Baha~u.'Uah."

self. We think of all the love and sacrifice that went into
its building and are somehow still embodied in it - how
dear it was to the Master, to the Greatest Holy Leaf, to
the beloved Guardian, and to all the believers in the
Baha'i world, who gave of their substance to build it,
and we are grateful to that self-sacrificing group of
Baha'is who now devote themselves daily to its service.
The building of the Temple began with the deep
devotion of a few believers in Chicago, who, fired by the
example of the Bahit'is of 'Ishqabad, Turkistan, peti·
tioned 'Abdu'l-Baha for permission to do what must
have seemed at that time the impossible and received
in 1903 His enthusiastic approval. In 1907, now just sixty
years ago, Mrs. Corrine True. later appointed Hand of
the Cause of God, visited 'Akka, where 'Abdu'I-Baha
was a prisoner. Some of us have heard her tell the
story, which her daughter Edna has now kindly written
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Temple Linked With Shrine of Bab
_Two ye.ars later the history of the Temple was mysterIOusly . linked with that of the Bab and the World
Center 10 Haifa. In 'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet to the believer.s announcing .the joyous news that the body of the
Bah had. after Sixty years been depOSited in the Shrine
on Mt. Carmel. He added: "By a strange coincidence
on that s?me day of Na~-Ruz. a cablegraJD was received
from Chlc a go, announcIng that the believers in each of
the Ame~ican centers had elected a delegate and sent
to that cIty . . . and definitely decided on the site and
construction of the MaIDriqu'I-A<lbkar."
The Master Himself, as we all know visited the site
in 1912 and set with His own hands th~ stone to mark
the exact location of the building, thus making it, as the
Guardian has said, uthe most hallowed Temple ever to
be erected by the followers of Baha'u'IHih." "Neither
the first Ma~irqu'I-A4bkar of the Baha'i world, reared
in the city of Ishqabad, nor any House of Worship to be
raised in succeeding centuries," he wrote in 1943, "can
claim to possess the vast, the immeasurable potentialities with which this Mother Temple of the West, established in the very heart of so enviable a continent, and
whose foundation stone has been laid by the hand of the
Center of the Covenant Himself, has been endowed."
-(Messages to America, p. 61)
Shoghi Effendi', Concern

Rug sent by Shoghi Effendi from the Holy Shrine on
Mt. Carmel to the Maffiriqu'I-A@k<ir in Wilmette.

out for us:
"It was very early in 1907, when she made her first
pilgrimage to Haifa and IAkka, that she carried the
'appeal' to the Master to allow the American believers
to start, to commence, to begin the project of building a
Temple, which was to be in the Chicago area. My
mother had sent this petition around the country, to
obtain as many signatures as possible, and later pasted
the pages of ordinary writing paper together, rolling up
the whole as a sort of scroll, to make it easy to carry.
Many of the friends had sent gifts to the Master and SO~
during her first night in His presence, Mother thought
she would get through with these before presenting the
·scroll', She had only given Him a couple of the gifts
when He strode quickly across the room, reached
behind her (where she had tucked the scroll) and
raising it said, 'Ma@riqu'l-Acllik;h! This is what gives
me great joy_ t And then He began immediately to
sketch it on a piece of paper, remarking quickly as He
went along: It must have nine sides, nine gardens, nine
fountains, etc.! Mother said it Was most thrilling and as
though He already saw the Temple built! When He
asked her to go home and work for this important
project, she murmured something about how gigantic
the task. And then is when He said that wonderful thing
which I have heard all my life - 'Make a beginning
and all will come right.' ,.

~hoghi Effendi's deep concern for the Temple was
eVIdent throughout his Guardianship. For its construction he sent (to be sold if need be) in 1929 what he
described as lithe most valuable and sacred posseSSion
in the Holy Land," uthe most precious ornament of the
tomb of Baha'u'llah," and in his Jetter announcing the
gift he told of the yearning of the Greatest Holy Leaf, in
the dechnmg days of her life, to hear that work on the
Ma~riqu'I-A4bkar had been renewed.
He emphasized its importance by making its completion one of the principal goals of the two Seven Year
Plans. "No sacrifice/' he wrote, iican be deemed too
great to insure the completion of such an edifice - the
most holy House of Worship ever to be associated with
the Faith of the Most Great Name - an edifice . . .
whose fairest fruits will be garnered in the Age that is
to come, the last, the Golden Age of the initial and
brightest Dispensation of the five-thousand-century
Bahitti Cycle.
'A most wonderful and thrilling motion will appear
in the world of existence: are 'Abdu'l-Baha:s own
words, predicting the release of spiritual forces that
must accompany the completion of this most hallowed
House of Worship. 'From that point of light,' He. further qualifying that edifice, has written, 'the spirit of
teaching . . . will permeate to all parts of the world.'
And again: 'Out of this Ma®riqu'I-A@kilr, without
doubt, thousands of Ma!!briqu'l-Adhkars will be born.'
'It marks the inception of the Kingdom of God on
earth'" (Citadet of Faith. 69)
To further sanctify this House of Worship, the beloved
Guardian sent at appropriate times other gifts of inestimable value to "repose for aU time beneath the
dome of the Holy Edifice within the heart of the North
American continent," a lock of the hair of the Blessed
Beauty and one of the Exalted Bab, and Their portraits.
These mementos of the human temples in which the
jj
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Revelation of God clothes itself are not to be worshipped and they are exhibited to the friends only on
very momentous occasions. But treasures almost equally precious are frequently on display. the original
manuscripts of the Revealed Word. written by the pen
of Baha·u·lIilh. that pen which He made a symbol of the
Holy Spirit Which animated Him. Addressing it He
cries "Tell out to the nations, 0 Pen of the Ancient of
Days . . . " or He proclaims: "The Pen of Revelation
exclaimeth: 'On this Day the Kindom is God's!'"
-(Gleanings. p. 131; 35)

Worldwide Contribution.
Gifts came to the Temple, not only from the Holy
Land, but from all over the Baha'i world, and not the
least valuable of these were small donations made at
great sacrifice. Roy Wilhelm, National Treasurer for
many years, used to tell how the poor widow of one of
the martyrs. knitting socks for a living. wonld say that
one of each pair was for herseH, the other for the
Temple. The American believers sold their jewelry?
and some of us remember one woman who postponed
for a long time much needed dental care in order to
contribute the whole of a legacy to build the Temple.
'Abdu'l-Bahit said it would be the great silent Teacher ~ and so it has proved to be. Tens of thousands of
people from all faiths and all backgrounds visit it each
year, many of whom become aware of the power of the
spirit within it. Only recently a young Methodist minister told me that he and his wife had been to the Bah,,',
Temple. uAnd we had a real religious experience," he
said, surprised that one could have such an experience
in these days.

Need for Reverence
Sometimes it seems that one of the things we west~
emers can learn from the East is reverence, We love
the Temple, but, because of our familiarity with it, we
sometimes treat it casually, as we would our own
houses, forgetting that when we enter the House of
Worship we are standing in the presence of the Almight
God. Our speech, our silence, our demeanor, even our
attire should attest our reverence. Sylvia 10as, for
long years a resident of Haifa with her husband, Leroy
Ioas, one of the Hands of the Cause of God most closely
associated with the beloved Guardian, tells of his sur~
prise when one of the pilgrims asked whether people
visiting the House of Worship should be permitted to
enter if they were dressed in shorts or beach wear.
"Don't the believers know," he said, "that this is the
holiest House of Worship that has ever been and ever
will be built? Of COUTse they must be properly
dressed." HWhile these may be called pilgrim's notes,"
Mrs. 10as adds, HI heard them at the table of the
beloved Guardian."
We take the Temple for granted, and only occasionally do we get a glimpse of its significance, its majesty,
and power. Such a moment of realization may come, as
it did to me last April in the gardens, which are close to
the world but seem lifted above it in an atmosphere of
quiet and serenity. The water from the fountains
sparkled in the sunlight and the great dome rose high
above me, guarding those treasures so intimately
connected with the Manifestations of God. This, I realized, is the center, the heart of the western hemisphere.
This is a fountain of spiritual life, showering its waters
on the whole thirsty world,

Gardens at Wilmette House of Worship. Intersection of Linden Ave. and Sheridan Road is
shown in the background.
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Conference called in Peru by Hand of the Cause for
South America, Mr. JaUiI Khlizeh, with three Auxiliary Board members present, as well as members
of Nationsl Spiritual Assemblies of Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela and Peru.

First Guaymi Indian Pioneer Arises in Panama
The first Guaymi Indian Baha'i has arisen
in Panama. Luis Atencio Pinedo, a graduate
the national Baha'i school of Villa Virginia.
Panama, his wife and two infant children

to pioneer
teacher of
Cerme:fio.
left their
village of Quebrada Lora in the mountains of Chiriqui
Province early in January, 1967. They will teach the
Faith to the Choco Indians in Boca del Tigre in the
heavy jungle of Darien Province. Here Mr. Atencio will
have to travel by "piragua" or dugout canoe on meandering rivers through the dense swamps. The Choco
believers will provide him with a home. food, and land
to cultivate.
Ten twCHlay institutes have been beld by the Guaymi
Indian Baha'is since July, 1966, three of which were
planned and conducted entirely by the Guaymi teachers themselves. More Spanish readers for first and
second grades, workbooks and other school supplies
have been carried up to the four Baha'i mountain
schools where children, youth and adults are learning
to read and write Spanish and studying the Baha'i
teachings.

Children's class at two-day Baha'i Institute in Plan
de Chorcha in mountains of Chiriqui Province, Paft...
ama, with Guaymi Indian teacher, Valentin GaTcia.

The Panama~A merican daily newspaper published an article on DecembeT I, 1966, concerning Baha'i pioneering
efforts of two American young ladies who spent several months teaching Indian children of the San. Blas ComaTca.
on the island of Manchucun. The article mentions their admiTable adaptation to the living habits of the Indiam ,
their success in being accepted by the Indians and the eagerness of the children to attend school and leaTn. Photos
above show Linda Martin (left) and Susan Hoy (right), who taug/>! the children, and in the center a group of San
BIas Baha'is in their colorful native dress.

-.-....HA·nifwT
The light of the Baha'i teachings has recently come
into the life of Jose Santos, young Indian father living
in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, who, along with his family,
has accepted the Faith. Now the Santos family are
eager to carry that light, with the help of their fellow
Baha'is, to their own large pueblo where they feel
certain the Indians will eagerly receive the new Teachings.
Writing of the urgency in teaching the Indians of
America, 'Abdu'l-Baha said: u • • • there is no doubt
that thTough the divine teachings they win become so
enlighted as in turn to shed light to aU regions.1.J
There are many like Jose Santos who are waiting for
that light to reach them so that they in tum shed it
upon others. Juanita George, assistant secretary of the
National Assembly of Honduras who is pioneering
among the Indians writes: uDoors to many new Indian
communities are now opening to the Faith and we need
more pioneers who will deepen and consolidate (not
abandon) them when we have received their declarations. "
The photo (left) shows the smiling face of Jose in
the center, with his wife and four children. Pioneers
Dale and Alice Sinclair appear in the back and at the
left is an Honduran youth who taught the young Indian
father to read and write.

"Light to All Regions"
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International News Briefs
o
Enoch Olinga. Hand of the Cause. has been traveling
throughout Uganda during October. November and
December, The news has already come of 150 new
believers in one of the areas that he visited.

o
More than fifty Bah,,'i's gathered at Ikot Uba. Akpabuyo, in East Nigeria, December 18, 1966, for the

Bitt

Foster~

dedication ceremony of the Baha'i Teaching Institute.
This moving and historic ceremony included prayers in
several languages, messages from the Hands of the
Cause (read by Auxiliary Board members) and also
from the National Spiritual Assembly, three of whose
members were present. After a bOWltiful meal served
under a palm-leaf shelter, more than 200 Baha'is and
their guests enjoyed a colored slide showing of the
Baha'i World Center and the World Congress in London. Nigeria's national radio network, NBC, announced
the dedication on December 31 thus publicizing the
Faith to millions of listeners in Nigeria and West Africa.

pioneer to Yekepa~ Liberia, some of the friends and the first woman BahQ'i in the
Nimba Mountain area Of Liberia-Mrs. Sah Wesson.
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Second National Youth School held in Murcia, Spain, December 24, 25 and 26. Most of the Spanish communities weTe represented at the school. A message was received
Cause in the Holy Land, A. Fain.

from Hand of the

Spanish Youth Hold Second School
When the second national youth school was opened on
December 24, in Murcia, it carried the memory and
inspiration of the school held in Valencia in J uiy, the
first teaching event organized in Spain by youth. About
fifty Baha'is came to this institute representing most of
the Spanish communities. Two talks by members of the
Murcia community highlighted the morning session,
one by Miss Aurora Lopez who discussed the spiritual
impetus of past civilizati-ons, and the other by Miss
Carmen Sanchez who spoke on the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Charles laas, Auxiliary Board member. led an allafternoon discussion on the Nine Year Plan, with a
series of questions to stimulate participation.
Other interesting talks during the three-day institute
were given by: Ali Otmani, Moroccan youth of Madrid
who spoke about the Prophet Mohammad and the
spiritual influence of the Islamic Revelation; Miss Monserrat Bolet, a new Baha!i from Tarrasa, who impressed her listeners deeply with her talk on the education of women and also with the answers she gave to a
number of questions generated by her talk; Deyhim
Foroughi. who read an inspiring message of greeting
from Hand of the Cause, Mr. Faizi, and also spoke on
the material. rational and spiritual needs of humanity.
with emphasis on attaining spiritual riches as the door
to real freedom. Emilio Egea, chairman of the youth
committee and a member of the Cartagena community,
opened and closed the sessions.

o
A reporter from the newspaper Helsingin Sanomat in
Finland contacted the national secretariat in order to
give a more thorough explanation of the Baha'i Faith in
an article concerning religious communities registered
in Finland.

Week-end Youth School held in Perugia, Italll No-

vem ber 26-27, 1966.

o
Intensified teaching among university students in the
Philippines - especially in the islands of Luzon, Negro.
Occidental and Cebu as well as in Greater Manillahas brought many new enrollments. There is also an
increase in declarations among professional and village
people in Occidental Mindoro and their harmonious
association in the Faith is a demonstration of its unify.
ing power. On this island the Sablayan Penal colony is
building its own Center. Another Center was built by
the Baha'is of the D'Baboan area on Mindanao. Five
local assemblies on Oriental Mindoro are concentrating
on community development. Here also the superintendent of the Iwahig Penal Colony has requested that
regular Baha'i classes be held. Greater Manilla is
gearing its work toward the coming Proclamation by a
tremendous increase in contacts with people in busi·
ness, education, government, diplomatic, radio, TV and
other circles.
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The BahrPis of Milan, Italy held two conlerences on
December 8, 1966, at the Hotel Diana Majesta, with
members of various cultural dubs, the Press Club
and representatives from Editor Rizzoli. Eighty.

three

guests

attended

the

first

conference

(left,

above) and fittll guests were pTesent at the second
conference (right). Col. Alai is shown at right above
welcoming the guests, preparatory to an address
given by PrOf. Bausani, at left of Col. Alai.

Intense Participation Sparks Australian School
The theme of "WIiversal participation" emphasized
by the Universal House of Justice with the launching of
the Nine Year Plan, showed results at the Australian
Summer School held at the end of December, 1966 and
early January, 1967 in Yerrinboo1 in the marked in.
crease in initiative and interest. The study sessions,
more intense in themselves, were augmented by attractive book displays, flowers, posters and charts of the
Nine Year Plan. The Devotions Committee created an
atmosphere of spiritual serenity through carefully
planned programs, participated in by children and
youth, and by a half-hour period of meditation in the
early afternoon. A number of improvements made by
the Property Committee effected greater comfort and
participation for the attendants. This was especially
appreciated inasmuch as working bees must be conducted regularly by people Jiving in distant areas in
order to accomplish the improvements.
7

Bro.d Spectrum of Courses Offered
Two school sessions were held, since the Health
Department has placed restrictions on the number who
can attend, resulting in a total of nearly 100 for the two
schools. The classes consisted of both inspirational
lectures and workshops and sometimes a combination
of both. A high sense of responsibility in respect to the
school was created by introductory talks given by Mrs.
Muriel Handley and Miss Iolee Leedham. Courses that
covered the Central Figures of the Faith and Bah.a'i
history were given by the following: Mrs. Pauline
Mason, S. Matthews, John Walker, John Davidson.

Fred and Eva Grant, Kurt Speath, Ursula Hall. A study
of Islam was given by Frank Khan. Aspects of Christianity and Biblical prophecy were covered in sessions
given by William Johnston, John Stevenson. David
Hoffman and Joy VohradskY. A lecture OIl group dynamics was given by Pam Ringwood. Courses related
to problems in modern. living were given by David
Benson and Reg Priestley. Barry O'Brien discussed the
Writings of Bahi'u'llah and gave a workshop on Baha'i
books. Others who contributed their teaching talents
were: Erica Salter, Mrs. Pat Pennington (on administration), Madge Bourke (teaching of children), P. de
Vogel, and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Lake, the latter giving
the story of the London Congress and of the traveling
teachers in the Pacific area.
A highlight of the 1966-67 school, and for a number of
years in the past, was the presentation given by Auxiliary Board member Thelma Perks, her subject this
year being the Guardian, the Universal House of Justice and the Hands of the Cause. A special workshop
was developed from the article "What Is Happening to
the Baha'is?" by Horace Holley, originally published in
BAHA'i NEWS in September, 1954 and recently reprinted
in the October, 1966 issue.
The children attended morning sessions and also
helped with some communal duties in the spirit of
service. The youth gave a playlet, UDynamics of Youth
Teaching," and also illustrated good and bad consultation in an original sketch. Music was an important part
of the school, both the a capella prayers arranged by
Avilda Reid and Dorothy Stoney, as well as informal
recreational singing especially enjoyed by the youth.

1'7"------ .
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Hand of the Cause Sends Message
to Baha'; Youth
A Youth Conference held in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. December 30 through January 1 was privileged to
receive a letter from Hand of the Cause Mr. Faizi in
Haifa. The Oklahoma State Goals Committee which
sponsored the very successful Conference is happy to
share this message with all the believers.
We are 1iving in an age when every aspect of
human life has lost its prestige and sacredness.
and when a young m an rises and proclaims his
faith in the sacred destiny of man and his glorious
future, hundreds of destructive forces attack him
to knock him down. Unless his feet are set firmly
in the path of our Beloved Faith, he will surely be
doomed to failure, disgrace, and (be) downcast.
Therefore my heart leaps up with endless joy
and gratitude when I hear of the Baha'i Youth
Conferences, pioneering, teaching plans, etc. In
this way they demonstrate that they have stood
firm against all the destructive forces so abun~
dantly prevalent in the world of today. How I

Hand of Cause Tarazu'llah Samandari To
Attend Chicago Intercontinental Conferen(e
The friends who plan to attend the Intercontinental
Conference for the North American continent to be held
in Chicago and Wilmette October 5 to 8 will be overjoyed to learn that beloved Hand of the Cause Mr.
Tarazu'llcih Samandari will represent the Universal
House of Justice at that event. Those who had the
bounty of hearing Mr. Samandari at the World Congress in London will remember the dramatic account
which he gave of his meeting at the age of sixteen with
the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'lLih" in 'Akka. He is one of
the very few Baha'is now living to have this great
blessing.

yearn to be amongst them, embrace each one and
tell them stories of the illustrious life of our
Beloved Guardian who gave so much to the world,
with so much glory t generosity and under endless
burdens, anguish and sacrifices! The world is deprived of all these heavenly bounties. Mankind is
lost in the chartless desert of self and ego, but
Baha'i youths have the plans which are destined
to spiritualize this planet. The others yearn for a
draught from the eternal cupbearers and the
Bahit'i youths have oceans. The others are in the
ways of perdition and the BaM.'! youths are firmly
established in a path trodden by thousands of
martyrs and heroes and illumined by the ever
increasing torches of divine institutions throughout the world. May they remain under His tabernacle of love and abiding glory is the ardent and
sincere prayer of your

Devoted servant,
Faizi

Human Rights Day Celebrated in Solomon Islands
Human Rights Day was observed in the Solomon
Islands for the first time December 19, 1966. A public
observance sponsored by the Baha'is was held at the
Baha'i Center, Honiara, Guadalcanal. Fifty persons
attended. including most of the elected members of the
Legislative Council and several prominent religious
figures. Silas Sitai. well-known Solomon Island administrative officer, was guest speaker. In addition to explaining the significance of Human Rights Day, he read
the articles of the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights. The Baha'; recording by the United Nations
Baha'i Committee was played, An animated and friendly discussion followed, including further explanation in
pidgin English by the speaker. One Christian minister
asked how it happened that the Bah.a'is were so actively fostering the aims of the United Nations. The chairman, Mr. Laing, made an appropriate reply, paralleling
some of the goals of the United Nations and the Baha'i
Faith.
The meeting was given free publicity on the local
radio station.

Greater Anchorage Demonstrates the
Meaning of Prodamat ion

Two membeTs oj the Loca! Spiritual Assembly oj

Bangor, Northern Ireland, and one member of the
United Nations Association at the presentation of the
United Nations flag to the Mayor oj Bangor. The flag
was flown outside the Bangor Town Hal! on United
Nations Day.

What would an ideal society be like? More than a
hundred people came to hear the answer at the World
Religion Day meeting in the Anchorage-Westward Hotel in Anchorage, Alaska. In doing so they learned
about the principles of the Baha'i Faith and why
religion is the foundation of an advancing civilization.
As guest speaker. Mrs. Roberta Christian provided the
answer to the question and to many others that were
asked daily through a series of paid ads prior to the
meeting. Fifty spot announcements, two lengthy TV
interviews. invitations and posters were part of the

T
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advance publicity. The setting was ideal: flowers. music, an attractive literature display - all of which led to
pleasant mingling and discussion among the guests.
It didn't just happen that way. It waS carefully
planned, long in advance, by the six-member proclamation committee from the three local assemblies of
Greater Anchorage - Anchorage, Spenard and Matanuska Valley - who made this meeting the opening
note of their proclamation campaign. Don and Marie
Van Bnmt, Vivian Ayerst, Kathryn Alia, Katy Main
and Lloyd Sutton and all of the Bah'; 'is of the area who
gave their support are eagerly going forward with
follow-up plans as the results of this major proclamation are beginning to appear.
An ideal society begins at least with a Baha'i community alerted to its opportunities and eager to employ
them! Today. since World Religion Day, a great many
more people in Greater Anchorage know about the
Baha'i Faith. That is the real meaning of proclamation.
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Hand of the Cause Janabe Tarazu'lidh Samandarl in
Taiwan on his recent trip to the far-eastern.
countrieS'.

Taiwan Acquires

~a~iratu'l- Quds

The purchase of the National I:iapratu'l-Quds of
Taiwan, through the cooperation of the National Spiritual Assemblies of the United Stales and North East
Asia, was formalized under direction of Hand of the
Cause Dr. Muhajir. The center is located in one of the
main roads of Taipei. Construction will be completed
before N a w- R liZ, fulfilling one of the main goals of the
Nine Year Plan for this island.

FiTrt: National Youth Conference in Seoul, Korea l
held in Octob er, 1966, at th e ~<I:?iratu'l-Quds. Plans

were made to establish youth clubs in every Baha'i
community and arrange for conferences twice a
year. With a view toward an intensified study of the
Faith 1 several Baha'i texts were distributed at the
conference. The youth were housed in the Teacher's
Institute building recently acquired, located near the
~<I:?iTatu'l-Quds.

Dr. Rosey Pool Brings Faith
to Wide Audiences in Alabama
Dr. Rasey E. Pool. the gifted poet, lecturer and
traveller who is a devoted Baha'i. awakened the people
of Montgomery, Ala ba ma to the truths of the Bah'; '1
Faith during her recent visit there. Well known for her
writing t and especially as teacher of Anne Frank and
translator of the famous Diary Of a Young Girl, Dr.
Pool was given excellent publiCity, had radio and
television interviews and spoke to a capacity audience,
January 8, On the theme "So Many People in One
World."
The meeting, with over 150 in the audience was
attended by people of both races and only a small
fraction of those itt the packed rOOm were Baha'is. A
well known 'Idisc jockey" Ralph Featherstone, was her

FiTst Baha'i wedding held in ~a.;fratu'l-Qud., Seoul,
uniting Bah(Pi, Pak, Chog-chul and his bride. Vicechairman of National Spiritual Assembly, Mr. Kim,
Chan-zin, who conducted the ceremony, can be seen
uetween bride and groom.

chairman and served with a humility and warmth
which provided an excellent ubridge H from Christianity
to the Baha'i Faith. Many. of course, came to hear of
the life and personal experiences of Dr. Pool, which she
gave, relating these incidents to the Faith and providing an excellent introduction to the teachings.
Baha'is in Montgomery are happy in the realization
that Dr. Pool's visit has been tremendously successful
in that it has brought the Faith to the attention of
everyone. and in a wise and appealing malU1er.

-
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Auxiliary Board Conference
Stresses Service
to the Cause of God
The Auxiliary Board Team Conference held at Omahat Nebraska on December 3 and 4 attracted seventy
Baha'is who were happy to partake of the joy of being
with fenow believers as well as to gain knowledge and
inspiration to make their efforts more effective.
The general theme of "The Heroes of God" set the
prevailing note to the gathering and kindled in each the
desire to be more nearly a hero -of God in work for His
Faith.
Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem was present at all
the sessions, answering the many questions on the Nine
Year Plan and speaking with deep reverence about the
Guardian. Mr. Khadem showed how Shoghi Effendi
again and again drew from the friends, through his
love and guidance, great deeds of service to the Faith.
"He looked always for believers willing to become
.instruments to serve Baha'u'Uah/' said Mr. Kh!tdem.
"He knew in what way they could best render service
and he always made each Baha'i feel able to serve/'
Miss. Charlotte Linfoot, assistant secretary to the
Nationai Spiritual Assembly of the U.S. outlined the
goals and accomplishments of the two Seven Year
Plans and the Ten Year Crusade, showing that at
present, during the Nine Year Plan Baha'ls again have
unique opportunities for service. "We can never again
contribute to the building of the Mother Temple in the
West, or the Shrine of the Bab, but there are unique
opportunities enjoyed by us now which other generations of Baha'is will envy." She cited building the
Temple in Panama City, attending the Centenary conferences this fall, and helping to win the goals of the
Nine Year Plan as examples.
A comprehensive survey of the functions of local
spiritual assemblies, referred to in the Writings as
Primary Houses of Justice, was given by Auxiliary
Board member t Mrs. Velma Sherrill. She underlined
the vital role of local spiritual assemblies in maintaining unity among the believers and in bringing to the
world an awareness of the coming of Baha'u'lhih.

Mr. z. Khadem, Hand of the Cause, is shown at center, front, at the Auxiliary Board Conference held ;ft
Omaha. With him are: National Assembly memb ....
Miss Charlotte Linfoot, rear right; Mrs. Velm .. Sherrin, center rear, and Mrs. Beth McKenty, front left,
both of the Auxiliary Board. Chairman of the Confer-

ence, Mr. Shinji Yamamoto is shown and also, at the
frant, right, Mrs. Arden Lee, pioneer.
Speaking on "Heroes of God", Auxiliary Board member? Mrs. Beth McKenty recalled the accomplishments
of Baha'is of earlier years, stressing the confirmations
promised by Bah .. 'u 'llith to any believer willing to
serve Him. As an example of serving in the Nine Year
Plan, Mrs. Arden Lee was introduced and invited to tell
and show slides of her month-long trip to the U.S. goal
areas in the Caribbean Islands during the period of the
Fast in 1966.
A special closing session of the conference was held
on the afternoon of December 4 at the Indian reservation in Macy. Nebraska. Being the site of the first a11Indian Local Spiritual Assembly in the United States, a
place where Hand of the Cause Amelia Collins taught,
it was a fitting place for this closing session.
NOTE: CORRECTION: Reference to the meeting at Macy Js included in page 18 of Baha'i News for February, with the
month given as "September" iDstead of December. The editors

regret this error.

A Sutcessful Five -Day Teaching
Program in South Carolina
A radio interview and newspaper feature story head
the list of successful efforts to bring the Faith to the
people of Sumter, South Carolina during a five day visit
in early January by Mrs . .Jane Czerniejewski, of Hamburg, New York. As guest of the Columbia Group and
South Carolina State Goals Committee, Mrs. Czerniejewski appeared at two public meetings, lectured before two college classes in religion, as well as numerous
firesides and a children's class. The "live" radio interview was on a leading NBC station and lasted one hour?
while the newspaper feature story, giving factual account of the Faith, appeared under a banner headline
in the State, South Carolina's largest daily paper.

Mrs. Czerniejewski, center, with (left to ril/ht) David Mende, Fred Ajtahl, and Jessie Entzminger of
the Baha'i Group of Columbia, South Carolina.
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World Religion Day - 1967
Theme: World Religion-Foundation of World Civilization
Reports were received from over forty communities
describing the eighteenth annual Baha'i observance of
World Religion Day on January 15. 1967. World Religion
Day was initiated by the Baha'is of the United States in
1950 for the purpose of spreading the knowledge of the
oneness of all revealed religions and gaining recognition of religion as the motivating force for world peace.
Specifically the purpose is: To proclaim the Faith of
Bahoft'u'lIah as the quickener of souls and the unifier of
races and nations. The event is listed in Chase's Calendar of Events and is receiving increased recognition
with each annual observance. This year there was
excellent representation by members of the clergy at
many of the observances held throughout the nation.

Some Highlights
The Day was observed in foundation Hall of the
House of Worship in Wilmette~ Illinois with a public
meeting designed to appeal especially to people from
Jewish and Christian backgroWlds. Mrs. Clarice Weil of
Clayton, Missouri, a Bahi. 'i of Jewish background,
explained how the moral laws of Moses were similar to
the spiritual teachings of Baha'u'llah Who was the
"Lord of Hosts" and "King of Glory" referred to in the
Jewish writings. The 614 Mosaic social laws, she said,
were abrogated, reinforced or replaced with new ones
to solve today's more complex social problems. Mr.
David Kellum, a Baha'i and former Christian from
Chicago reviewed the history of Christianity to show
that it is not able to cope with today's needs for a
peaceful world community. He showed how Baha'u'llilh's teachings provide for today's living which
demands the recognition of the oneneSS of mankind
under one universal Faith. The gathering concluded
with refreshments and a social hour when m any of the
130 who attended could ask questions and meet the
speakers.
The Boston and Cambridge Communities coordinated
activities for the commemoration which included an
ecumenical program of prayers for world peace with
thirteen participants (twelve of whom were nonBaha'is). The Boston and Cambridge observance also
included a half hour television presentation of the
Baha'i Faith on the program: HOur Believing World,H
on WBZ-TV on the same day.
The friends of St. Paul, Minnesota, observed this
event over a two-day period which included a news
conference (the first for St. Paul) on January 14, a
panel program, and a public meeting on January 15,
with Dr. David S. Rube participating in all three. Three
television stations responded to the news conference by
including the interview on their respective evening
broadcasts. The panel program was co-sponsored with
the North Central Voters League and was held in their
headquarters in the heart of the Negro community in
St. Paul.
Oakland,
California
Alameda.
Hayward
and
communities sponsored a very successful observance.
The program consisted of an Inter-Faith panel that

Charles H. Andress, Mayor of West Chester, Pennsylvania, holds World Religion Day Proclamation.
With him are, lett to right: Frank Tallel/, Mrs. Mae
Anderson, Mrs. Ashton Smith and En.oin SchtDllcker,
Baha'is of West Chester. This photograph was printed
on the front page of the Daily Local News of Cheste~
County, Pennsylvania.
answered the question, "Has Modem Man Outgrown
Religion?" 200 were in attendance - the largest single
attendance reported for this year's commemoration.
Publicity included coverage by the newspapers, nineteen radio stations, television spot announcements and
a fifteen-minute personal interview on television.

Youth Participation and Sponsorship
The Intercommunity Baha'i Committee of North
Dade, North Miami, Miami Beach, and Miami in
Florida co-sponsored an all-Baha'i youth panel program
with the topic: jjReligion - Its Contribution to Civilization." Three of the youth on the panel had recently
embraced the Faith.
The Baha'i Club of Michigan State University, with
the cooperation of the Lansing and East Lansing communities sponsored an on-campus program in observance of World Religion Day with Dr. Peter J. Khan
as a guest speaker.
Baha'i students of the University of Wyoming participated in a panel discussion in Laramie, Wyomingnamely. James Rissler Eva-Jeanne Olson and James
Wonders.
College student, David Phelps of Spokane, Washington, with Mrs. Emmalu McCandless spoke at the observance in Spokane.
MWlir Baha'i, senior at the Utah State University,
spoke at the World Religion Day meeting in Phoenix,
Arizona, showing the need for renewal of religion and
for uniting all people in one common Faith. and pointed
out that this need is even more apparent in other parts
of the world, such as the Near East, than here in the
West. The numerous visitors in attendance commented
especially on the peaceful spiritual atmosphere which
7
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Mr. Baha'is talk evoked. The community of Phoenix
had a special display in the main Public Library to
mark World Religion Day.

What Just a Few Baha'I Can Do
It is always inspiring to receive reports from small
groups of Baha'is as it shows that success does not
necessarily depend on numbers. Miss Helen M. Callaway and Dr. Virginia P. Harden of Ellensburg, Washington, reported that they arranged a public meeting
with twenty-seven people in attendance at the Grupe
Conference Center on the campus of Central Washington State College in Ellensburg with Victor Frank of
Tacoma as speaker. This was the first public meeting
to be held there and excellent newspaper and radio
covera ge was received prior to the meeting~
Mrs. Patricia Hanson, an isolated believer in Burlington, Wisconsin, with Jack and Phyllis Brower of Burlington Township, held an open house from 1;30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. at the Burlington National Bank Building. The
program included many exhibits, the showing of the
CBS-TV color film, uAnd His Name Shall be One," and
a talk by Mr. James B. Cloonao, Assistant Professor of
Marketing at Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois.

Signi"9 of Proclamation Telecast
KXLY-TV of Spokane, Washington, photographed the
signing of Mayor Fosseen's proclamation, and this was
shown on two evening newscasts the same day. The
Mayor of West Chester, Pennsylvania signed a proclamation as shown in the picture.
Other proclamations were received from the mayors
of Great Falls, Montana; Madison, Wisconsin; Houston,
Texas, and Monterey Park,. California.
Music and Drama Used in Ob5ervances
A wonderful example of how the beautiful words of
Baha 'u'llah can be depicted in musical form was displayed by the Jana'i singers of Seattle, Washington.
This group presented a musical program in combina-

lion with talks by three of the group's members for the
friends in Washington County, Oregon, and Milwaukee,
Oregon. The programs opened with the singing of two
songs, a talk by one of the members, another two
songs~ followed by more talks by the other two members and then closing with two more songs.
The Baha'j Singers, another singing group which has
presented programs from South Carolina to Connecticut
provided entertainment for a meeting sponsored by the
Baha'is of Fairfax County, Virginia. u • • • set to music
the verses and the divine words so that they may be
sung with soul-stirring melody in the Assemblies and
gatherings, and that the hearts of the listeners may
become tumultuous and rise towards the Kingdom of
Abha in supplication and prayer." (Baha'i World Fa.ith,
p. 378)
Mrs. Claire Handy presented an original meditation
entitled, uTIle Word Was God," at a tea held on January
14 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Filstrups of St.
Joseph, Michigan. Mrs. Handy's meditation deals with
the progressive revelation of God's message to man.
The Ada County, Idaho, community sponsored ao
unusual and interesting program including music and
art. The observance was held at the Kimmerling Art
Studio in Boise, and the program consisted of a Baha'i
float using a model of the House of Worship, a globe of
.Jle world surrounded by national dolls, with a backJroWld on the walls of lovely art obj ects of the Studio.
In addition, reports were received on observances
held by the following communities: Urbana aod Champaign, ID.; Port Washington, New York; Chico, California; Hollywood, Fort Lauderdale and Broward Cotmty,
Florida; Decatur, Illinois; Teaneck. New Jersey; Peterborough, New Hampshire; Nogales, Arizona; Walla
Walla, Washington; Yakima, Washington; Albany, California; Green Bay, Wisconsin; South Gate, CalifOrnia;
Springfield~ Illinois; San Diego, California; Hamburg,
New York; Arvada, Colorado; Wauwatosa, Wisconsin;
Melrose Township Group, Illinois; Danville, illinois j
Montgomery~ Alabama; EI Paso, Texas; Kettering,
Ohio.

Third annual Southern California BaM'i School held during the first week in September at Pacific Palisades, California. There were OVer 100 full term students with larger audiences at evening public meetings. With a carefully
planned program and plenty of teachers the needs of (lU were met and the program included classes in a wide
range of Baha'i subjects, devotional periods and time also fOT fellowship and recreation. The school also en...
joyed the bounty of the presence of Hands of the Cause William Sears and Dr. Ugo Giacherv.
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Well Attended Winter Sessions Bring Enthusiastic Response
The holiday period during the last week in December
provided an appropriate opportunity for Baha'is and
their families to gather at winter schools and institutes
where, in varying ways, many of the aims of such
schools. as outlined by Shoghi Effendi, were put into
practice. These general objectives include: training of
Bah!', teachers, providing opportunity to study the
history and teachings of the Faith and to gain a better
understanding of its relation to society, and fostering the
spirit of fellowship in a distinctly Baha'i atmosphere.

Southeastern School Draws from Many Areas
At Covington, Georgia the loving Baha'i spirit engendered during the week of the Southeastern Winter
School, held from December 26-31. was apparent from
the start and was fostered throughout the well planned
sessions. With 320 in attendance this was the largest
Southeastern winter or summer school ever held and
was noteworthy for the number of areas as well as
countries represented. Believers from twenty-two states
and eight countries were present and gave the gathering a really international flavor.
Well planned classes for the large number of children
were under the general direction of Mrs. Virginia
Johnson of Jackson t Mississippi. She was assisted by
Mrs. Barbara Hubbart of Louisiana Mrs. Annalean
Schwandes of Florida and Mrs. Margaret Jensen of
illinois. The highlight of the entire session was the
program presented by the children on the last night
when they sang songs, recited verses, related stories of
the Faith and presented individually made gift.s to the
audience. The importance of teaching children was
given further emphasiS in a course "The Family in the
Baha'i CommunityU given by Mrs. Elizabeth Rochester
who pointed out that chHdren deserve special attention
in teaching because they will remember and understand many things about the Faith very easily at an
early age. In the near future they will face the rigors of
adjusting to a rapidly changing society and hence
deserve far more than merely custodial care at schools
and institutes.
Other highlights of the school included the talks by
Hand of the Cause, Mr. Khadem both in his course on

"The Community of the Greatest Name" and his informal talks about 'Abdu'l-Baha as well as about many
heroes of the Faith. Florence Mayberry, Auxiliary
Board member gave an illuminating course on IIWhat It
Means to Be a Baha'i" and told in a very moving way,
during an evening session, of her personal experience
and feelings when she met the Guardian. The many
aspects of understanding how to use and appreciate
the Institutions of our Faith were clarified by two
courses; "How a Local Spiritual Assembly Should
Function" by Fred Graham, Auxiliary Board member
from Canada, and "The Divine Institutions" by Michael Rochester, chairman of the Canadian N a tiona!
Assembly. Dr. Daniel Jordan, chairman of the U.S.
National Assembly used his musical talent to demonstrate "Harmony in an Age of Dissonance" by drawing
parallels between the various aspects of music and the
Faith.
A standing ovation given, was given on the last night,
to Auxiliary Board member Dr. William Tucker in appreciation for the radiant and loving way in which he
functioned as camp director, doing all the big and little
services, from administering baby sitting schedules to
handling news conferences and meeting all emergencies.

Youth Meet at Green Acre

t

t

During the same six days in the chilly north, youthful
believers from New York. New Jersey and New England
gathered at Fellowship House at Green Acre to partake
of the "spirit of the Dawn-Breakers" and discuss their
own roll as "Bearers of the Name of God in This Day."
The program was under the guidance of Auxiliary
Board member Albert James and Mrs. Ben Kaufman
with talks during the weekend on personal implications
of obedience to the Covenant given by Auxiliary Board
member Katherine McLaughlin. Friends joined the
youth at a party to usher in the year 1967, the occasion
being made truly Baha'i by having a presentation,
early in the evening by Kathleen Javid on "The Triumph of Spiritual Forces as illustrated in Baha'i
History", a talk which precipitated discussion on how
Baha'is could best serve their fellowmen in the New
Year.

Southeastern Baha', Winter Schoo! held in December 1966 at a camp near Atlanta, Georgia and attended by over 300.

-

PennS1/lvania Winter Baha'i Institute held December 29 through January 1 at Y.M.C.A. Camp Hilltop near Downington, Pennsylvania. There were 170 believers and friends from thirteen. states.
The spirit of service and unfailing humor of "M anny"
Reimer, devoted Manager of Green Acre, the Feast
lovingly offered by the Eliot B aha 'is, the j oyiul singing
of Gloria Reimer and the final inspirational talk by
Ethelinda Merson added to the spiritual repast.
Besides remembering sledding on the hills of Green
Acre? and braving the unaccustomed icy stillness of
Sarah Farmer Building to offer prayers in 'Abdu'l·
Baha's room, youth will remember the 1966 Green Acre
Winter Session as a period of IQving fellowship when
they gathered to play together, pray together, and
discuss their spiritual obligations to humanity.

title of, "Why Baha'i?" There was music and laughter
and happy fellowship which always comes when the
believers are gathered together in the right spirit, and
on one evening the friends took an imaginary trip to the
Holy Land by seeing the slides of Joel Caverly who
came all the way from Massachusetts to share them::
And all too quickly this gathering, which could be
described only in superlatives, came to an end, leaving
in the hearts of all a heightened desire to serve more
selflessly and a strong resolve to have another such
gathering again.

Pennsylvania Holds First Institute

A smaller, but no less enthusiastic session was held
during this same period at Davison Baha'i School, in
Michigan where a total of eighty believers came together from December 26 to Jan. 2 for a program of
study of several important Baha'i Writings. Auxiliary
Board member William Maxwell taught a course on the
Guardian's letters to America as contained- in the Citadel of Faith; while the history of the Faith was covered
by Mr. Gerrald Bagley, a Knight of Baha'u'llah, who
used God Passes By as a text. Mrs. Forence Bagley,
also a Knight of Baha'u'llah, led the students through a
close investigation of Baha'u'llah~s Seven Valleys and
Mr. Ed Rivers conducted a research seminar in which
students studied carefully certain topics of their own
choice presenting the results of their work or ally in
class. Added inspiration and realization of the significance of Baha'u'llah's kingship was given by Auxiliary
Board member Jack McCants who came as a representative of Hand of the Cause Mr. Khadem. Highlights of
the sessions included: one of the friends from Quebec
opened his heart to all in his first talk, given in
connection with the class in research, illustrating what
he said with beautiful colored cards and a painting he
had made as a way of showing the meaning of the
prayer, "Blessed is the Spot." He told beautifully of
how the love of God is expressed to us everywhere in
the beauty of nature; A friend from Japan told with wit
and humor of his experience as a visitor to this cmmtry
for the first time; A youth related the story of how he
was attracted to the Faith by attending a youth conference where he experienced. such warmth of true fellowship that he became completely won over to the Faith.
And thus, for one week the friends were able to forget
the outside world of turmoil and rebuild their spiritual
strength for more devoted service to the Cause of
Baha'u'llah.

Pennsylvania's first Winter Baha'i Institute was described as a I I smashing success ". Held at Camp HilltoP. near Downington, Pennsylvania this Institute,
sponsored by the Pennsylvania Goals Committee attracted at least 170 Bah! 'is and friends from thirteen
states. Dr. Peter Khan, former chairman of the National Assembly of Australia, gave a fascinating course on
the Tablets to the Kings in which he traced the history
of each country named~ showing how the downfall of
each of the kings addressed followed their rejection of
the Tablets sent them by BahA'u'llah, and of how many
events today show the result of the disregard shown by
the religious leaders to wamings issued them by the
pen of Bah.i'u'llah. The class brought new perspective
to those who attended and filled each with a firm
resolve to restudy the Tablets to the kings and rulers.
Other subjects which occupied the students during
the three day period were: "The Guardian" conducted
by Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Khildem who showed
how the beloved center of the Faith directed its growth
and spread throughout the world and of the incomparable skill, inspiration and perfect guidance with which
he did this. Concrete assistance to individual teaching
efforts was given in a course, on Creative Speaking and
Fireside Teaching, by Helen Underhill, and a talk on
Baha'i Principles of Attitude Change" by Dr. George
Larimer, and the ever important subject of the Baha'i'
Family and Training of Children was ably presented by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meyers. There were classes for the
youth and the junior youth and fun was mixed with
study by scheduling of active play periods with sledding and tobogganing. The youth had a panel for the
entire group one evening in which moral and other
problems of today were di.scussed under the general

Inspiring Study Sessions at Davison
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Participants repre.enting Amarillo, Dallas, Lubbock,
Odessa, Texas and Chicago, nU1Wis in the Bah(].Ji Institute held December 30-January 2 and sponsored by
the West Texas State Goals Committee and the Lubbock
Baha'i Group. The Institute, open to the public, was
combined with a Public Proclamation both aided by the
able teaching of Fred and Geneva Bell and Gerald and
Ann Arp.
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Baha'is and friends in the Washington, D.C. area at
a Hsurprise party in the Washington Center on November 27, 1966. The gathering was in honor Of Prof.
Stanwood Cobb who spoke movingly of 'Abdu'l-Bahd
and of his personal experiences in meeting Him. A
telegram of greeting from the National Spiritual Assembly was read and tribute paid to Prof. Cobb's
years of distinguished seT11ice to the Faith through
his lectures and the many publications which he has
written.
H

The Baha.'i Community of Kansas City, Kansas, pre~
sents fourteen Bahd'i books to the new public library
in January, 1967. Shown are (left to right): Miss
Gwen Rose, of the public library; Mrs. Georgia
James, Baha'i Librarian, Mrs. Carol La Vine, Secretary of the Local Assembly.

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Local A.sembly at the time
of their incorporation, September 19, 1966.

Local Spiritual Assembly of the Bahli'is of Costa
Mesa, California on the occasion Of their legal incorporation, October 18, 1966.

T

Passing of Early Believer,
Miss Lucy J. Marshall
Miss Lucy J. Marshall of San Francisco, California, a
Baha'i since the early 19005 passed away on January 26
at the age of eighty-seven years. Miss Marshall was in
the company of 'Abdu'l-Baha when He visited San
Francisco in 1912 and from that time she served Him
faithfully by serving His loved ones. When the early
American pioneers and travellers set out to carry the
Teachings of Baha'u'lHlh to the far corners of the earth,
Miss Marshall kept in touch with them through Correspondence and indeed served as their more or less
permanent mailing address. Miss Martha Root and
many others of her time made their home with Miss
Marshall and her family while they were in San Francisco.
On learning of the death of Miss Marshall, the Universal House of Justice cabled: ··Grieved news passing
devoted maidservant Lucy Marshall. Her steadfastness
and labors behalf Cause since time Master long remembered. Assure family friends prayers sacred
threshold progress her soul A bhit Kingdom. f'

News Briefs
o
Dr. Chester M. Pierce, Chief Psychiatrist at the
Veterans Administration Hospital at Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. was presented with a Baha'i prayer book by
Mrs. Arabelle Haywood of that city when he left in
October, 1966 to serve as International Advisor to the
Peace Corps on Government Expedition to the South
Pole. He promised to read the prayers en route and
upon reaching the South Pole. In December Mrs. Haywood received a letter from Dr. Pierce saying: HThe
prayer book you gave me has been well used down
here a t the end of th e world."

o

The Bahd'i Faith: Dawn of a New Day, a 22O-page

book by Jessyca Russell Gaver, a Baba'i of New York,
has been published sinultaneously by Hawthorne
Books, Inc., New York City, and Prentice-Hall of
Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. The book
was not Officially approved by the National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States and therefore is not
available through official Baha'i channels. It can be
purchased from regular book stores. The price is $5.95
per copy.

o

Baha'ig of Butte, Missoula and Great Falls, Montana
joined with Jamshed Taleb-Reza in holding a public
meeting in Deer Lodge, Montana where Jim works as an
engineer to help improve the water supply system. The

gathering received good publicity in the local paper in
an article describing Jim's belief in the Baha'i F~ith
and his moving to this city as an effort to establish the
Faith. Jim finds that thus he is able to obtain publicity
for the Faith through his profession.

Baha'i Publishing Trust
The God Who Walks With Men
An Appeal to the Searching Mind and Heart
The God Who Walks with Men has been reissued in a
new gold and black cover design to increase its eye
appeal. This is perhaps one of the most inspired articles
to come from the late Hand of the Cause and eminent
Bah.a'i scholar, Horace Holley. The Message of Baha'u'Ilah is given in all its power but with a reassuring
love that makes the story of progressive revelation a
Iljoyous quest" for the "seeking heart." The historical
aspects of religion, the Hmighty waves of faith" that
have swept the world in past ages are recounted, but
the appeal is to the human heart: l'It is very plain to us
now that nothing can compensate for the loss of the
direct, heart-transforming power of the love of God ..•.
Beneath the clamor of religious systems we find with
disconsolate fear that the human heart stands alone
. . . there are people who love us and people we love.
There are m any useful things to do from morning until
night . . . (yet) We know there is solitude even in the
happy heart. The world about us is terrifying, people
become more and more abandoned to pleasure as a
flight from the soli tude . . . the emptiness where God
has not brought His compassion •... His healing. n
"God walks with men! Let us fear no longer to search
out for ourselves the tenderness, the ardor and the
compassion of the love which God has poured forth
through His Prophets, and to learn, with new minds~
the infinite wisdom of His counsel. tt
Here indeed is a call to searching minds and hearts
that find ·~no connection between our modern universe
and the simple spirit of pure love for which we long,"
and who are ready to become aware of the "miraculous
bounty of our times." The need is even greater today
than a few years ago when this essay was written.
Hundreds of thousands of people have not yet read it.
We can each make it a personal teaching plan to bring
it to them now and in the great Proclamation years that
are just ahead!
10 copies ...................................... $1.00
50 copies ...................................... $4.00
Order from

Baha 'j Publishing Trust
110 Linden Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois, 60091

BAHA'f NEWS is published t.or circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly ot. the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BABA'f NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.

Material must be received by the twentieth ot the second monU1 preceding date ot issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 6009l.

Change of address should be reported direcUy to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, lllinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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this poem of Sa 'di:

A Flame of Fire
The Story of the Tablet of Ahmad
By A. Faizi

•

Part II

A~mad

in Presence of Baha'u'IiAh

It was a breathtaking experience for a man like
.AQ.mad who all through his life had been searching for
this; immense spiritual Fountainhead. When for the first
time he glanced at the youthful countenance of Bah;''u'lhih - a Face full of charm, freshness of color and
penetrating powers, he was overwhelmed. He came to
his senses only through the mirthful remark of the
Ancient BeautYt "He becomes a Babi and then hides in
the towel"!"
Baha'u'Uah allowed him to remain in Baghdad and
have his residence very close to the House. Ahmad
immediately installed his small clothmaking ma~hine
and was the happiest man in the world. What else does
one expect? To live at the time of the Supreme Manifestation of God, adore Him, be loved by Him and be so
close to Him in heart and soul and even in residence.
When once asked about the events of the years be
spent in such close proximity to Baha'u'Ilah, with tears
in his eyes he said, "How innumerable, how great and
how immensely mighty were the events of those years.
Our nights were filled with memorable episodes, Joyful
and at times sorrowful were our experiences, yet be·
yond the power of anyone to describe. For example{\
one day as the Blessed Beauty was walking, a certain
government officer approached Him and reported that
one of His followers had been killed and his body
thrown on the river bank. The Tongue of Power and
Might replied, uNo one has killed him. Through seventy
thousand veils of light We showed him the glory of God
to an extent smaller than a needle's eye; therefore, he
could not more bear the burden of his Hfe and has
offered himself as a sacrifice." When the caliph's decree was conveyed to Baha'u'llah and He had to leave
Bag!ldad for Istanbul, He left the town on the thirtysecond day after Naw-Ruz for the Ricj.vim Garden. On
that same day the river overflowed and only on the
ninth day was it possible for His family to join Him in
the Garden. The river then overflowed a second time,
and on the twelfth day it subsided and all went to
Him. AI,lmad begged Bahil'u'lliih to be amongst His
companions in exile, but Baha'u'IHlh did not accede to
this request. He chose a few people and instructed the
others to stay to teach and protect the Cause emphasizing that this would be better for the Faith of God. At the
time of His departure, those who were left behind stood
in a row and all were so overcome with sorrow that
they burst into tears. Baha'u'llah again approached
them and consoled them saying: "It is better for the
Cause. Some of these people who accompany me are
liabl~ to do mischief; therefore I am taking them with
Myself." One of the friends could scarcely control his
anguish and sorrow. He addressed the crowd reciting

"Let us aU Tise to weep like unto the cloud. of the
Spring Season. On the day when IOVeTS aTe sepaTated from their Beloved, one can even hear the
lamentations Of stones. I t
Baha'u1IHi.h then said, "Verily this was said for this
day. n Then He moWl ted His horse and one of the
friends placed a sack of coins in front of the saddle and
Bah£&'u'llah started to distribute the coins to the bewail~
ing poor who were standing by. When they ran to him
and pushed one another, He plunged His hand in the
sack and poured all the coins out saying 1 "Gather them
yourselves! "
AJ::1mad saw his Beloved disappear from his sight
headed for an unknown destination. Little did he know
that He was like unto the SWl rising towards the zenith
of might and power. Sad at heart and utterly distressed
in soul, he returned to Ba,[hdad, which to him seemed
devoid of any attraction. He tried to make himself
hap~y by gathering the friends and encouraging them
to dIsperse and teach the Faith which had just been
declared. Though actively serving the Cause, he was
not happy. All that could keep him happy was nearness
to his Beloved.

The Ta blot i, Revealed
After a few years he once again left his home and
w:ork and set out on foot towards Adriartople, the city of
hIS love and desire.
When he reached Istanbul he received a Tablet from
Baha'u'llah, now well known as "The Tablet of Ahmad".
He describes receipt of this Tablet as follows: "I
received the Tablet of 'The Nightingale of Paramse 1
and reading it again and again, I found out that my
Beloved desired me to go and teach His Cause. Therefore I preferred obedience to visiting Him."
He was specially commissioned to travel through
Persia, find the old Babi families and convey to them
the new message of the Lord. Hence such glorious
reference to the Bab in this Tablet. The task was
arduous beyond description and therefore such exhorta·
tions as, "Be thou a flame of fire to My enemies and a
river of life eternal to My loved ones and be not of those
who doubt." The path to be pursued by him would be
full of blood, thorns and hardships to be borne, but
followed by such soul stirring promises of victory as
"And if t~ou art overtaken by affliction in My path, or
degradatlon for My sake, be not thou troubled thereby. "
With this divine amulet in his possession - a small
piece of paper which had been "invested by Bahi'u'·
llah with a special potency and significance", and clad
in the simple garments of a mendicant Ahmad made
his way back to Persia. He entered th~ country from
the district where the Bab had been imprisoned and
martyred and crossed this region like unto the breeze of
life. Many of the Babis were thus enabled to see the sun
then shining from Adrianople and even many of the
Moslems embraced the Faith wholeheartedly.

"GI.d Tidings of the Nearness of God"
Al:;1mad became the embodiment of his own Tablet.
Such persistence, undaunted spirit, tenacity and stead·
fastness as his are hardly to be found in any annals of
the Cause. When he found a contact, although he
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suffered "afflictions and degradations", he would return again and again to finish that which had been left
half discussed.
For example, when he was travelling throughout the
Province of Khurasan, he went to the house of a very
well~known Bab! family, the head of which was no less
a person than Fun.l@17 - one of the survi vars of the
Tabarsi upheaval. A1;I.mad went in and gradually
opened the subject and in very frank, vigorous and
emphatic terms explained that the One to be manifest·
ed by God was none other than Baha'u'1!ah Whose light
was then shining from the horizon of the "Remote
Prison" - Adrianople.
Funi@i t who had so audaciously fought in Tabarsi.
started a fight here too. The discussion became more
intense as the hours went by. Furug!ti became very
angry. attacked AI,lmad. breaking one of his teeth and
threw him out of the house.
AJ:unad left broken-hearted; but, undaunted, he later
returned, knocked at the door and told them that he
would not go until such time as the subject was fully
discussed and some definite conclusions reached.
We must bear in mind that the Babis were in such
great danger that even a piece of paper bearing the
verses of the Bab found in any house was enough for
the house to be demolished and the inhabitants to be
sent to prison or even to the field of martyrdom.
Therefore many of the friends hid their books and
writings in the walls of their houses. When AJ:tmad went
to Furu@i's house for the second time to resume the
discussion, he said emphatically that the Greatest
Name BAHA had very often been mentioned by the
Bab in all His writings. Furuglli challenged the truth of
this statement. To prove to Alfmad that he was wrong,
he tore a part of the wall down and brought out a
bundle containing the writings of the Bab, and promised not to say a word against the explicit texts. AJ:i.mad
says. ·'The very first one we opened referred to the
name of Baha." As promised, Furughi and all the
members of his family accepted the Faith of Baba'u'Ilcih and became zealous defenders and very outstanding in its propagation and protection.

itA Flame of Fire

ll

After crossing all the lands of Khurasim. Al:tmad
decided to go once more to Ba@dad to convey the
message of love and greetings on behalf of Baha 1 u'llah
to all the friends of that very important city. but
unfortunately on the way he again fell sick and could
not reach Ba@dad. In addition in Tihran, some of the
divines of KaID-an recognized him and lodged complaints against him at the court of the King, who was
ever ready to inflict hardship on the adherents of the
new Faith. He was consequently arrested and committed to the hands of a certain young officer who was
ordered to investigate the case and if he was sure that
his victim had gone astray, to put him to death immediately.
The young officer did not wish to molest Al;Lmad and
therefore insisted that he should recant his Faith.
Al;tmad says. "At that moment I was at the height of
my faith and enthusiasm and never for one moment
even thought of recant.ing." Ever ready to lay down his
life in the path of the Cause, he served with such selfsacrifice he insisted that he was not a Babi, but a

Baha'i, a follower of the Supreme Manifestation~ He
was detained and while in prison he heard of the
sudden and severe illness of the officerfs wife. In great
fright and in extreme distress, the officer came to
A1)mad and said, uShould my wife recover, I will
release you: t and after three days the young man,
heedless of the dire consequences to himself, took
.AJ:tmad to the gate of Tihran and set him free.

"A River of Life Etema!"
Released like a bird, he first went to the villages
where some sifters of wheat were Babis. They received
him with the utmost love and courtesy. They offered
him hospitality and he guided them to the right path of
God and in great rejoicing AI,lmad left them and made
his way to the Province of Fars, the capital of which
was Sbiraz.
He lived in this Province for about a quarter of a
century. He became the constant companion of the
wronged 'and afflicted ones. He consoled them during
times of persecution and gave them hope and vision of
the ever-widening horizons of victories and triumphs.
It was through the old people of this district of Persia
that this humble servant, the writer, came to hear the
distant echoes of a glorious dervish living amongst the
vilia gers and that he had been to them an angel of
protection, guidance and mercy. Such rumors set me to
search about hIm and then I found out that this adorable individual was our precious AlJ.mad - a name now
mentioned throughout the world with so much love and
devotion.
AQ.mad received many of the travelling teachers who
passed through this part of Persia and feasted with
them in his humble abode, mentioning God, His Faith
and recounting the experience of the many teachers
who had been in those days quickening many souls.
One of the most touching incidents as related by
himself was the following: "One day a man barely clad
and almost barefooted came to the door of my house.
He was tl;tterly exhausted and worn out. His clothes
were stiff and brownish with a mixture of dust and
perspiration. He happened to be !.iaj! Mirza !.iaydar·Ali. 8 I immediately helped him to take off his clothes. I
washed them and spread them in the sun to dry while
he rested, waiting for the friends to come for a meet4
ing."

"Steadfast in My Love"
The years passed by full of eventful days, but when
the waves of persecution spread all over Persia, the
friends in their love and admiration for Ahmad endeavored to protect him against fatal attacks ~nd after long
consultations. they suggested to him that he immediately leave that forlorn and forsaken corner of the country
for a more populated center. Wherever Attmad went,
the friends suggested the same thing to him. He was so
well known through the length and breadth of the
country that his mere presence would cause agitation
amongst the bigoted Muslims whose first arrows would
be aimed at Al.>mad himself. After changing many
places of residence many times, he settled in Tihrim.
He never wavered. nor was he ever anything but that
"flame of fire" and "the river of life eternal". After
having lived one century always enjoying good health,
he passed on to the presence of his Beloved in 1905 in
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Tihran.
As to the family of AJ:lmad, he had two chHdren: a son
called Mirza Mul:tammad and a daughter Khimum
Guhar. When Al)mad's house was confiscated, Mirza
Mul)ammad, his wife and children left the city of
Ka:w-an for Tihran. He, his wife and small daughter
died on their way to Tihrim. The traces of their graves
- if any - are lost forever.
There remained only their son, Jamal, aged five. The
mule drivers who used to take food from Provinces to
':rihrim, not knowing that Jamal was a son of Babis,
took pity on the forsaken and homeless child and
placing him on one of the loads brought him to 'fibrin.
In that great capital the poor child was left all alone
and no one even told him of his glorious ancestry or of
the Faith in the path of which the family had borne so
many afflictions and untold hardships. He was left in
this state until his aunt Kbanum Guhar 9 also went to
Tihrim. When Al;lmad reached the capital, he came to
know 01 his grandson whom he loved very much. He
took him under the wings of his own love and protection
and Jamal grew to be an excellent Baha'i. His most
outstanding characteristic was his iron determination
and his indefatigable energy. Nothing could ever deflect this man from the straight path of God, though to
him it had always been narrow and strewn with thoms,
blood and multifarious plights and calamities. Towards
the end of his life, Ahmad entrusted the original Tablet
to Jamal who in turn:, out of the purity of his heart and
his devotion to the Faith of God offered it as a gift to
Hand of the Cause, Trustee of I;Iuqiaq, the son and
brother of two illustrious martyrs, Jinab-i-Valiyu'llah
Varqa. 10 When Jimih-i-Varqa, according to the instructions of the beloved Guardian attended the opening
ceremony of the Temple in Wilmette during the In tercontinental Conference of the year nine (1953) he
brought this most precious Tablet as his offering to the
archives of the Baha'is of the United States. Now the
beloved friends of that country are the trustees of this
great gift of God to humanity.
Notf:: This is the second and final part of the story of Abmad,
recipient of the well-known Tablet of Baha'u'l1ah. Mr. Faizi is
one of the Hands of the Cause of God residing in Haifa.

FOOTNOTES:

6. God Passes By, page 136.

7. One of the members of this family is listed with eighteen
others as "The Apostles of Baha'u'llah" by the beloved
Guardian. This list appears in The Baha'i WOT[d Volume III,
page 80 where the Guardian says, "Mirza Mal;Lmud an indomitable spirit and zealous defender 01 the Faith."
8. The man who was entitled by the beloved Master as "The
Angel of Mount Carmel"

9. As to Khanwn Guhar. the glorious daughter of Ahmad, she
was a very active Baha'i, The story of such a daring
woman's history has only been briefly recorded Such a
mirror-like heart is rarely to be found,
For example, during the lifetime ot Baha'u'llah the«: were
some outstanding teachers who were almost worshipped by
the friends. One of them, who had so many exalted letters
from the Blessed Perfection, often went to Khanum Guhar's
house and she respected him so much as toclean his shoes,
It seems that such titles and extraordinary respect had
turned the heads of some of them. They thought of asswning
an independent rank in the Faitb of GOd. One such person
went to Khanum Guhar's house after the Ascension of
Baha'u'llah. When the hostess brought tea and sweets and
stood at the door with folded hands in absolute respect and
homage she found that the man had not taken any of the
refreshments. He seemed to be gloomy and pensive. ~,
num Gubar asked for the reason. "r must go to the Holy
Land". he said, "and see to the affairs of the Cause myself.
The Faith is left in the hands of a young man." He
pronounced the last phrase with indignation and pride, Upon
hearing these words, :tQt.anum Guhar raised ber voice
saying, "Do you think Baha'u'llah did not know Whom to
appoint after Hjmself?" She then entered the room and
collected the tray of tea and sweets and in a very emphatic
tone ordered the haughty and arrogant man 10 immediately

leave the house. She then went to the neighboring Baha'f
families and advised them to be most careful about him till
such time as they should receive definite instructions from
the Most Great Branch.
The following example illustrates her purity of heart. Sbe
heard that a very young girl belonging to a Bah.i'f family
was in bed with severe illness, She went to her bedside and
prayed to God saying, "0, my Lord I have had my share of
life. Please take me and leave this child for her parents.'"
The very same night she died and the patient became well.
10. His picture appears amongst other Hands appointed by the
beloved Guardian in The Baha', World, Volume XII, p. 110.

At left, Baha'is Of Bachuo Ntai Village, Cameroon Republic, gather for a conference with members of the District
Teaching Co.mmittee, Mamfe area, December 4, 1966. At right, Baha'i Community of Akure, Nigeria~ with members
of the {irst Local SpiTitual Assembly, established Ri<;!van, 1966.
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West Central Africa Achieves Two Major Goals

A Baha', Teaching Institute (above) in Ikot Uba, Akpabuyo, Eastern Nigeria (reported in Ma'Tch BAHA'i NEWS) was the occasion for celebration for many friends
shown in gTOUp pictures at right and below. The committee members Tesponsib!e for

building the institute appear at upper right: Augustine Ekpenyong, Oscar Njang,
Mrs. Elizabeth Njang and Joseph Dba.

The dedication of the Baha'i Teaching Institute in
Eastern Nigeria, illustrated on these pages and reported in March BAHA'i NEWS, is one of the major goals
for West Central Africa already achieved. The first goal
given to West Central Africa in their Nine Year Plan
was to open Niger, a virgin territory, and establish at
least one local assembly with the assistance of the
National Spiritual Assembly of fran. The first assembly
to be formed was that of Niamey, accomplished with
the aid of two Persian pioneer families who went to the
territory in August of 1965 and whose persistent efforts
won the goal. In addition. the Faith is now spread to
Agadez. an oasis in mid-Sahara which now has a group,
and Tessaoua, a new locality. Several more local assemblies have been formed in other territories of West
Central Africa. The re·establishment of the Local Spiritual AssemblY of Lome, Togo has been accomplished,
largely through the efforts of an American pioneer,
Samuel Lynch, and the community has been revitalized
with many new Baha'is.

, ~--
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Universal House of Justice Approves Supplementary Goals for Colombia
A recent letter from the Universal House of .Justice stated that the Baha'is of Colombia have
already attained the major portion of their Nine Year goals. Colombia has therefore proposed
a supplementary plan to be adupted for this period. This heartening story of these victories and
plans has been sent by the National Assembly of Colombia at the request of the BAHA'I NEWS
editors.
Steadfast efforts by the believers in Colombia have
resulted in a number of triumphs in the Nine Year
Plan, to a point where the National Spiritual Assembly
has felt challenged to establish supplementary goals.
. Colombia is the Latin American country most deeply
entrenched in its relations wIth the church - one of the
few remaining countries having a coneordat with Rome
which controls all religious and educational activities.
That the Faith is taking fire in such a traditional
ctJuntry is a miracle of Baha 'u'llah.
In the Nine Year Plan Colombia was given ten goals,
plus international cooperation with the National Spiritual Assembly of Ke~ya, Africa, to help acquire a
teaching institute. After constructing the Guajiro
Teaching Institute in Riohacha, Colombia., the friends
united in sending financial aid to Kenya, thus .fulfilling
that goal. The National Spiritual Assembly keeps a
progress chart and a map of Colombia .on the wall
during meetings, and on the agenda for' all meetings
are the ten goals.
The opening of the virgin islands of San Andres and
Providencia was given priority and has already resulted in the formation of a Local Spiritual Assembly in
San Andres, with a group of nearly one hundred b.,..
lievers. Providencia has sixty-four enrolled believers..

New localities Fa< &ceeded
The goal of raising the number of localities to 100 has
been surpassed, with believers now residing in more
than 200 localities. The National Assembly therefore
decided to augment this goal to 300. As one locality has
been established in each of the sixteen departments,
five Intendencias and four Comisarias (government
divisions) as called for in the Nine Year P1an~ the
National Assembly is taking on as a supplementary
plan the establishment of a local assembly in each of
these government divisions. In the meantime, the government has inaugurated two new departments, Sucre
and Quindio, which are now being opened to the Faith.

Plan More Assemblies, Incorporations, Schools
The goal of twenty-seven local spiritual assemblies is
on the verge of completion, but due to the violence in
the Guajiro Indian area last Ri<;lvim, it was impossible
to travel in that area and form additional assemblies
among the Indian believers. However, with mass enrollment under way, Colombia is confident that a supplementary goal of forty-five assemblies can be
reached.
The goal of incorporating five local assemblies has
been attained, and Colombia is now aiming for the
incorporation of ten local assemblies.
The need for a permanent summer school is an
additional goal of the Nine Year Plan. The National
Summer School Committee, the National Youth Com-

mittee and National Child Teaching Committee each
~nducted a summer school. the children's camp bringmg together the youngest Baha'is.

Deepening of All Babe'l•
Much effort has been spent on the preparation of
youth and children fol' active BaM?i 1ife~ In most
.communities, both are actively integrated in Baha'i
activities. The National Youth Committee is exemplary
in assuming responsibilities~ both administratively and
.in teaching.
Steps are being taken to obtain recognition of Holy
Days in the schools. and circumstances are now more
favorable for educational opportunities fo[' all children.
without prejudice.
Colombia also has a National Institute Committee,
apart from indigenous teaching, which has prepared
three series of progressive institute courses being used
throughout the country to carry out the deepening of all
Bahit'is in their knowledge of the Faith.
In addition to the land acquired for the Riohacha
Institute, Colombia bought a beautiful piece of land in
Valledup ar, registered under the title "Villa Amelia
Collins." The friends then sacrificed to buy additional
lots surrounding it, .calling it "Villa 'fahirih.''- The
original plan to establish the institute in Valledupar has
been postponed? as Guajiro teaching work had to take
priority. The purchase of Valledupar is therefore supplementary to the Nine Year Plan.
Indian Teaching Ezpands
The Indian Teaching Institute in Riohacha "Villa
RaI)mat" fulfilis another Nine Year Plan goal. It is
sturdily constructed and now humming with a ctivi ty.
with the pioneer teaching team using it as headquarters. A joint international Colombo-Venezuelan Teaching Committee carries out coordinated plans and
courses lor preparing native Indian Guajiro traveling
teachers throughout the Guajiro peninsula.
The Indian tribes of the Motilones, Chocoes and
Guajiros have all been taught and believers enrolled.
Eight local spiritual assemblies were formed among
the Motilones arotuJd Guajiro believers. The devotion of
the Guajiros resounds in that area as they smilingly
greet the pioneers and visiting friends with "Tawara
Bah.i'i" (Baha'i brother).
In the field of international teaching cooperation,
Colombia is aiding Venezuela in the Guajira Indian
area by sharing both pioneers and the National Institute. In its recent National Spiritual Assembly meeting
in January, it was decided to send Colombian itinerant
traveling teachers on trips into the cities and towns of
Venezuela. Also, pioneers in Colombia have recently
been released to fortify Bolivia, Paraguay and Venezuela.
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"What is the Religion

A Slippery Road-a Baha'i Welcome

You T each2"
~ , My m Dther would like you to visit her! H
It was the voice of a little Guatemalan girl as she
dashed out from the patio of her simple house in the
highlands of Huehuetenango. News travels in the villages and her ~other, Macaria, had heard of the
American pioneers who were visiting her village of
Chimusiniqui.
HWhat is the religion you
teach?" asked the mother as
the pioneers entered her home.
Soon her husband, Crisanto,
ca me and he too wanted to hear
the story. Then some of the
children returned from school
and listened as the pioneers
told of their reason for being
there.
For two years Crisanto and
Macaria listened, read and attended the Institute, after which
they enrolled in the Faith. One
by one the children also declared their faith. Finally, after
a long time, their eldest son
could no longer resist, and~
turning away from distractions
that had made it previously impossible for him to come into the Faith, came to his
parents' home late at night and expressed his wish to
be a Baha'i. Now there are many sons and daughtersin-law serving the Cause. At the wedding of one son in
recent months, 600 people attended the fiesta.
HWhy are the Baha'is so happy when they do not take
alcohol?" many asked, impressed by the spirit of joy.
For two years Crisanto has been traveling on foot
with his heavy pack of goods on his back. Many times
he walks sixty kilometers and returns the same day,
using every opportunity to teach the Faith in his
travels.
t ~I've never met a man so dignified and so humble,"
said a National Assembly member of Crisanto, having
accompanied him on a teaching trip to El Salvador
during the Christm as holidays.
"Crisanto and Macaria were the spirit of the conference" wrote the National Assembly of EI Salvador.
'tTh~y are examples for all of us - of abnegation,
humility and the way to teach the Faith."
In its message on Universal Participation, the Universal House of Justice, the supreme body to which all
must turn, reiterated the words of the beloved Guardian as to the most effectiv!,! .way for teaching the Faith:
"
. the extent to which our own inner life and private
character mirror forth
. . those eternal principles
proclaimed by Bahfl'u'llilh."
Crisanto and Macaria are "mirroring forth" as they
walk their humble and often difficult road. Their exam·
pIe gives new courage to all of us in whatever part of
the wor1d we live and labor for Baha'u'lL:ih.

Jeronimo Lopez lives in Buena Vista, high in the
mountains of Huehuetenango, Guatemala near the
Mexican border. Every week Jeronimo goes to the
village of Palmira Vieja, four kilometers away, to
teach and also attends the Feast regularly. He is an
inspiration to all and especially to the pioneer teachers
who come to visit him and who are given a wonderful
welcome in his home. It isn tt always easy to reach his
home, especially during the rainy season which involves an almost perpendicular. five-mile climb up
slippery roads. Usually Jeronimo meets the friends
with his mule and they take turns riding. Recently
Edith McLaren. Auxiliary Board Member from Guatemala, and Edna Ford, Baha'i pioneer and teacher
from Mexico, visited Jeronimo Lopez at two different
times.
The accompanying photo shows Jeronimo Lopez, his
wife and three children (at right) with the mountains of
Mexico in the background. Edna Ford appears in center, back row.
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Some of the Baha'is of the Island of Guadeloupe, in the
Caribbean Islands, gathered with Hand of the Cause
Dr. Ugo Giarchery (back rolL' center), on the occasion of
his visit to Guade!oupe, one of the islands to be included
'in the National Assembly of the Leeward, Windward
and Virgin [stands to be elected during Ri~van 1967.
During January and February Dr. Giachery .made an
extended visit which included most of these lslands.

- .......
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World Religion Day Marked

In

Many Places

Country-wide Observance
in Vietnam
From the northern city of Danang to Cantho in the
south, the sixth annual World Religion Day in Vietnam
was observed Sunday, January 29. In Danang and in
the provinces of Binh.Tuy, Binh-Thuan and Phan-Thiet,
thousands gathered to hear eminent leaders.
In Saigon the observance waS mOre impressive than
ever before, with an audience of 1,000 packing ThongNhut Hall to hear a discourse on "Religion is the
Salvation for Vietnam and the World." Presiding was
Ho-Huu-Tuong. eminent scholar and philosopher of
Vietnam. The speakers were: the venerable Minh-Chau,
rector of Van-Hanh Buddhist University; the Reverend
Nguyen-van-Vang, advisor of the Saigon Archdiocese;
Nguyen-van-Loi, vice-chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Vietnam; and Mr.
Dorohiem of the Cham Islam Association. Thanking the
Baha'is of Vietnam for their unflinching efforts toward
religious unity, speakers stressed that only a return to
the eternal verities can extricate mankind.
Baha'i speaker, Nguyen-van-Loi, stated that only a
restoration of moral values can ultimately bring peace
to the world, and, while only religion can do this,
religion must prove itself before a cynical humanity by
first putting its own divided house in order.
First organized by the Bah .. 'is in January, 1962,
World Religion Day has become an increasingly important observance in the religious life of Vietnam-.

H

A

PaTt

of

the large audience at Thong Nhut Hall at-

tendin.g the World Religion Day Conference in Saigon,
Vietnam on Sunday~ January 29. In the front TOw can- be
seen leading dignitaries from various religions who
spoke at the meeting.

Seychelles Islands
A public symposium marking World Religion Day in
Victoria, Seychelles Islands, was presided over by Eric
Stiven, judge of the Supreme Court of Seychelles, and
included several other speakers. The event received
advance radio and press publicity, which in view of
local conditions was providential. Later that day. a
thirteen·minute radio program entitled "Progressive
Revelation" was presented, featuring instrumental mu.
sic and the story of man from Adam to Baha'u'll8.h,
concluding with a quotation from the Hidden Words.

w
A

Samoan Temple Site Acquired
The Australian Bahii'i Bulletin reports the registration of the deed for the Temple land of Samoa. The
registration took place on September 17, 1966. in Apia.
Western Samoa. Acquiring this Temple site was one of
Australia's goals of the Nine Year Plan+ Appreciation
was also expressed to New Zealand and the South
Pacific Ocean, the National Assembly of which Samoa
is a part, for their generous assistance in helping to win
this goal.

Mayor Neal Blaisdell of Honolulu,
Mrs. Florence Kelley of the Ewa, Oahu
Community~

and Mr. Maurice Willows

of the Honolulu Community at the signing of World Religion Day proclamation.

The property goals in Samoa, with the exception of
the endowment, have now been completed. The friends
in the Gilbert Islands have also completed the erection
of their I:Ia~iratul-Quds in preparation for the formation
of their National Assembly this coming Ri9van. Only
recently the government in Tonga has granted permission for the Baha'is to lease property, and the erection
of a suitable building for their headquarters is now in
the planning stage.

T
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Winter School
In

Finland

Generates Spirit of
Courage and Resolve

The Winter School in Finland, January 5-8, 1967, at
Mukkala Tourist Center, Lahti? was characterized by a
high spirit of solidarity and accord. The memory of
former occasions and of the presence of several Hands
of the Cause, including the late Leroy loas, continued to
reassure and encourage the friends to amplify their
efforts as participants in the school and to go forth as
Baha'i teachers.
Baha'i youth and their friends (at right) arranged an
imprompht fireside after the Saturday evening social,
at which the local youth association presented a selection of Finnish dances, some remaining for the rest of
the program.
The press interviews with Auxiliary Board Member
Osmo Paivinen and the chairman and secretary of the
National Spiritual Assembly held in connection with the
Winter School appeared in the Sunday paper.

-
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Teaching Conference representing six islands and thirteen viUages held at newly
erected ~a+iTatu-l-Qu.ds on Tarawa, Gilbert and EUice Islands, October 15-23, 1966,
during visit of Hand of the Ca'USe, CoUis Featherstone, who appears in back row~
left, of photo.

.~

lllib-

,~Baha'is present at weekend deepening classes in
Guayaquil, EcuadoT on September 10-11, 1966, MTS.
Louise CasweU, from Guatemala, presented classes
which led to a deeper understanding of firmness in the
Covenant, Tetating the WiU and Testament of 'Abdu'lBahd directly to S1Lch responsibilities as protecting the
unity of the Faith, teaching, giving, and the :public and
private life Of the believer.

News Briefs
Professor Bausani recently gave a presentation at the
Cultural and Artistic Club of the Popular University in
Padua, Italy, on religions that originated in Persiathe Baha'i Faith in particular. After the talk, an
animated period of questions and answer.':> followed.

,

Baha'i youth and fTiends of the Republic of Panama
at two-day conference held
Villa Virginia on December 21 - JanuaTY 17 which included consultation on the
purpose and goats ot youth conferences.

at

Two Guaymi Indians, new pioneers, attended the
Panama Summer School, January 27.February 4, before going to their posts in the San BIas Comarca. Three
traveling teachers, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray from Mexico,
Mrs. Louise Caswell from Guatemala, and Richard
Micc:hovich from Costa Rica, gave stimUlating courses
that drew large crowds of Baha'is and their friends.
{'spct'iOllly fOI" the weekend sessions.

r
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AII·Swiss Conference
Meets in Berne to
Consult on Goals

Two board ,membeTs and seventy BahdJis met in the
at Bern, Switzerland on FebTU4T'!i 12,
1967. AfteT a talk on Swiss plans for proclamation, the
participants from German-, French- and Italian-speaking Switzerland divided into four groups to discuss ways
and means to achieve the goals of the Nine Year Plan.
Speakers for the discussion groups reported in the
~<4iTatu'l-4luds

afternoon.

Mrs. Ursula Namdar of Zurich (upper left photo), repOTted on Teaching and Pioneering. Appearing at right
of same photo is Fritz Semle chairman of the Swiss
Na.tiona! Assembly~ who addressed the conference.
J
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Seven of the nine Bahti~is who have entered the Faith in McMinnviUe Tennessee, in
the past two years l visiting with. pioneers Tom and Jean Schwandes and Au.riliary·
J

Board member Mrs. Beth McKenty, foUowing a public meeting in McMinnville, jan-uary 29th. Left to right: James Edward Womack, Mrs. Lulu Maynard, Mrs. GeoTgia Etter, Tom Schwandes, Mrs. Louise Irvin, Miss Hattie Taylor, AuxiHa-ry Board
member Mrs. Beth McKenty, Miss Gwen Etter, Mrs. Jean Schwandes and Mr. Thom-

as Irvin.

First Institute Held in Tennessee
The coming of two pioneers, Tom and Jean Schwandes, of Shorewood, Wisconsin, to McMinnville, Tennessee two years ago has led to the development of a
community of eleven, all of the new Baha'is being
permanent residents of this small Southern town. It was
in this setting that more than fifty Baha'is from Tennessee and adjoining states gathered for the first Tennessee BaM'; Institute, held January 28 and 29. Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Beth McKenty of Shorewood,
Wisconsin, and Mrs. Nancy Jordan of Terre Haute,
Indiana participated.
Although many difficulties have confronted the pioneer couple in McMinnville, they testified in the
evening session that, "Even if we mOve to some other
goal, we have found such warmth and dear friends here
that this will always feel like our home."
A highlight was the informal session Saturday evening at which each Baha'i had an opportunity to tell of
his entrance into the Faith. Mrs. Virginia Sims, of
Memphis, described how she had gone with her parents
to meet a train in Cincinnati in 1912. "I looked between
some bars in a fence and saw a wonderful Man dressed
in white. Even though I was very shy, I ran to Him
away from my parents. And so I met 'Abdu'l-Baha."
Pioneers from the first and second Seven Year Plans

In

January

and the Ten Year Crusade told of their experiences,
and the entire group of McMinnville BaM'is came to
the front of the room and spoke movingly of the way
Tom and Jean Schwandes overcame their scepticism
and won them individuallv into studying and entering
the Faith.
Mrs, Jordan shared experiences during two years in
Luxembourg where she pioneered and where she was
elected to serve on the first National Spiritual Assembly
of that country. The audience also appreciated hearing
of her visit to Istambul and Edirneh (Constantinople
and Adrianople) to the places where Baha'u'll.ih was
imprisoned.
Speaking on the destiny of America and the present
goals facing American Baha'IS, Mrs. MeKenty recalled
statements of the Guardian in which he explained that
the object of Hfe to a Baha'i is to promote the oneness
of mankind, and that he stated our aim is "to produce a
world civilization which will in turn react on the char~
acter of the individual."
The Institute closed with a public meeting attended
by seventy. Mrs. McKenty spoke on "The Baha'i FaithReligion for Mankind", with Mr. Walton of Nashville as
chairman. Everyone stayed afterwards for the reception and singing, led by Mrs. Irma Hayden of Nashville.
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Ayyam-i-Ha Observances
The Intercalary Days offer opportunities for Baha'is
to gather for fellowship and to share the joyful spirit of
this period with friends and the public. The following
reports have been received in time for inclusion in this
issue.

In Michigan
In celebration of the Intercalary Days, the Royal Oak
Township. Michigan. Baha'i community sponsored a

"Festival Day Art Exhibit" in the Oakdale Community
Center Sunday afternoon and evening, February 26,
with a public meeting at 3:00 p.m. Announcements of
the event were seo"t to six radio stations. The nonBaha'i artists responded with great enthusiasm and
were interested to know why the Baha'is would do all
the work involved without any material return. No
selling was permitted in the building, thus eliminating
any appearance of monetary gain. A number of good
contacts were made, several of whom are now attend·
ing firesides.
During the same week, the Royal Oak Township
Assembly presented two Baha'i books to the Oak Park
city library and to the high school library. Oak Park is
a teaching goal for the community. A copy of Blessed is
the Spot was also given to each of the two elementary
schools in Royal Oak Township. One of the librarians
was so pleased that she requested a catalogue so that
she could order more books. The other librarian promised to read the book herself to all the younger classes.
It is interesting that none of the librarians objected to
the Baha'i books because of the ruling of the Supreme
Court that religion is not to be taught in the public
schools.

At the Festival Day Art Exhibit in Oakdale Community
Center in Michigan.

be.liever, a dance by a young Persian girl t and a fifteen
mmute concert by an accordion band. More than a
hundred persons were present, only half of whom were
Baha~is.

The four children of the Central Marin Judicial District, California, Baha'i community with the aid of their
parents hosted an Intercalary Day beach party for all
the. s~ool-age Babit'i children in Marin County and
their fnends. Of the forty-one children- present, twenty·
five were guests. Also present were twelve adults and
six youth. The occasion afforded an opportunity to
introduce the Faith to many of these children and their
parents.

In California
The Baha'is of Ventura, California, featured a brief
talk on the meaning of Ayyam-i-Ha by a Persian

Wisconsin Gathering
Brings Fellowship, Inspiration
More than fifty Baha'is of northern and central Wisconsin gathered January 21 in Appleton to discuss
teaching goals and renew their determination to meet
them. Auxiliary Board member, Mrs. Beth McKenty
spoke on the Tablets of the Divine Plan and showed
slides of pioneers throughout the world. Mr. Steve
Suhrn, of Oshkosh was chairman.
The speaker reviewed the accomplishments of the
American Baha'i community since the Plan was revealed and showed how victories came to those who
arose, regardless of their limitations, to obey the Center
of the Covenant. She showed slides of pioneers throughout the world who followed the instructions of the
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, in the First and Second
Seven Year Plans and the Ten Year Crusade.
She also showed slides of the Hands of the Cause as
they participated in teaching events on different continent,":; and concluded with a review of the goals of the
Nine Year Plan, stressing the need for universal participation and mass conversion.
The gathering then broke up into groups to discuss
specific teaching goals, and a delicious supper was
served by the host community.

News Briefs
Mr. Ali:i.h Kalantar of Meriden, Connecticut undertook a very successful teaching trip to South Ca rolina
during three weeks in February. Highlights included:
interviews on television and on radio t a lecture to a
class in political science at the University of South
Carolina, a public reception and talk. sponsored by the
Baha'is, numerQus firesides, and visits to the homes of
believers and their interested friends. The careful planning which helped bring such good results included
newspaper publicity with photographs of Mr. Kalantar
and accounts of his personal background and varied
experiences in service to the Faith.
The television interview was on a popular morning
program, UToday in Carolina" which has a large view·
ing audience. The interview was first on the program
and lasted over ten minutes, including a clear explanation of the Faith followed by conversation with Mr.
Kalantar in which he explained his knowledge of Oriental and Persian art, and showed art objects, h1cluding
wood and metal craft, jewelry, photographs and a rug.
This visit, following soon after a similar one by Mrs.
Jane Czerniejewski, has done much to bring the Faith
to the attention of many and to stimulate and encourage the faithful believers who live there and work so
consistently to teach.

r
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Left: At a public meeting at the BaM'i Center in Nashville, Tennessee on Febnuzry 19 when Miss Bahia Deloomy,
originally from Bagtld<id, now Uving in Winnetka, IUinois~ spoke to over sixty students on '{This Radiant Century."
At right Miss Deloomy discusses the Faith with an inquirer during the supper -which followed the meeting. She
spoke al.so at Fisk UniveTsity and at a fireside meeting during her two day visit.

News Briefs
The Baha'is of Rogers, Arkansas were happy to have
the opportunity to bring the Faith to the attention of
over fifty who attended a conference of students sponsored by the Baptist Church. A leader of the conference
requested pictures of the House of Worship and literature on the Faith because of a reference t in one of the
study books used at the conference, to a visit to the
BaM'i Temple. Many pamphlets and pictures were
given to the students, ministers, Sunday School teache~s and p.arents who atte~ded.

o
The Interracial Committee of the Seattle Baha'i community presented a program On February 18 at a local
Y.M.C.A. on the topic "Integration - A Realistic
Goal?" The question seemed answered by the harmony
and joyful unity of the participants. Prayers were read
or chanted by a Persian, a Polynesian and an Eskimo.
The panel members included participants of Negro,
Chinese, Japanese and American Indian backgroWlds
with a Caucasian moderator,

Local Spiritual Assembly of Des MOines, Iowa at time

of incorporation, April 21, 1966. Back, left to right: Mrs.
Lolita Baker, Merle Altemeier, Mrs. CatherinE: Andreasen, James L. Baker, Mrs. Juanita Stuart, Front, lett
to right: Mrs. Mildred SuHivan., Mrs. Marie WiUis, Mrs.
Ruth Moffett. Mrs. Elsie De CTOW.

Book display sponsored by the local Assembly of San Luis Obispo, California, and the
Baha'i Club of California State POlytechnic CoUege during HReligion in Life" week
on the campus. Set up in the periOdicals room of the college library the attractive
showing of Baha'i books and photographs cau.sed much favorable comment and was
visited by many students. It was the only religiOUS book display on campus during
the week. Shoum aTe, left to right: Miss ChaTY!! Hughes and MTS. Diane Woodward
of the local Baoo'i community,

,.---
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Board Conferences in Florida
Brings Victories
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, on January 28 and 29 was
the scene of a conference described by some of those
attending as, "the most spiritually deepening and inspiring conference ever convened in Florida." Called
by the Au.xiliary Board of the Hands of the Cause, and
executed m cooperation with the communities of Broward Coimty and Fort Lauderdale, the two day program
featured Hand of the Cause, Zikru'llah Khadem with
Auxiliary Board members Mrs. Javidukht Khadem Dr.
William Tucker, Curtis Kelsey and Jacl;, McCants.' Mr.
Kelsey told of the early days of the Faith and of
personal experiences with 'Abdu'l-Baha, and Mrs. Khadem gave a beautiful description of The Greatest Holy
Leaf and her unique service to the Faith. There was a
public meeting with Dr. Tucker as chairman, featuring
the film "And His Name Shall Be One, U followed by a
moving talk by Jack McCants.
The most remarkable part of the conference was the
results it brought, both during the sessions and afterwards. The pervading spirit of love and enthusiasm
was present at the opening session when three newly
declared youth were welcomed to the gathering. At
various times during the sessions there were more
declarations of allegiance to the Faith of Baha?u'llah:
five during Sunday's sessions and four more the following day. And since the conference there have been
firesides nightly with three more declarations. Of the
total twelve who have declared six belong to each of
two races in Florida. Many of the new members are
youth and all are very enthusiastic. The Baha'is in this
area feel that they have been richly blessed and that
they are beginning to understand the meaning of the
statement of IAbdu'l-Baha, as quoted by Mr. Kelsey,
that He would train the believers little by little until
they have no other desire but to serve.

A TeachilltJ Opportunity
for Youth
Lions' International marks its fiftieth anniversary by
sponsoring a Peace Essay contest. This provides an
opportunity for Baba'i youth to participate by writiog
essays on the most important subject of world peace.
The Department of Public Information at the National
Baha'i Headquarters in Wilmette has informed the
members of the American Baha'i: community of the
event and has urged youth to enter the contest.
The National Spiritual Assembly has written to the
Lions International congratulating the organization.
Three Bah.a'i youth have so far been named winners
in their local Lions Club Peace Essay contests. Their
essays will be judged next at district, multiple district
and national levels. The last step, the international level
carries a first prize of $25,000.
The Baha',s are: Merry Whitney of Glendale, California; Stephanie Troxel of Fargo, North Dakota; and
Julie Piret of Amherst Township, New Jersey. Each
winner received a cash prize.
A member of the Lions was quoted as saying that
Miss Piret's essay showed a very real sense of the problems of war and peace and evidenced original thought
on what must be done to secure peace.
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U. S. National Assembly
Announces Achievements in Nine Year Plan
The goal assigned to the American Baha'i community. of forming a new National Spiritual Assembly in the
CarIbbean Islands will be won at RiQvan - just three
yea~s from the inception of the Nine Year Plan. On
Apnl22, 23 and 24 the first convention will be held in St
Thom~s, United States Virgin Islands, at which sessio~
th~ .nme members will be elected to the National
S~Irl.tual Assembly of the Leeward, Windward and
V lr gm Islands. This newly formed institution of the
Faith of Baha'u'llcih will have jurisdiction over sixteen
i~lands in the Caribbean: St. Thomas, St. Croix, Antigua, Barbuda, St. Kitts-Nevis, Dominica, St. Vincent,
Barbados, Grenada, St. Lucia, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Saba, St. Eustatius, St. Martin. Congratulations are in order to all the hard working pioneers in
these island~ and to the local Spiritual Assembly in St.
Thomas which has assumed weighty responsibility, in
the three years of its existence, for working towards
this crowning achievement.
The six goals in Africa where the United States has
been asked to assist with pioneers are now filled the
latest American pioneer to go to Africa being Mrs.
Helen Reecb who has joined Sam Lynch in Togo. Oliver
Reimann has moved from Gambia to Liberia. Assistance from pioneers from other countries has been
in: Senegal, Gabon and Burundi where devoted believers have pioneered from North Africa, France and
Uganda respectively. This assistance has been especially welcome as these goals are very difficult if not
impossible for Americans to settle.

Holy Days Recognized
in Tvvo jAore States
. One of the goals of the Nine Year Plan, that of
securing recognition of Baha'i Holy Days in the schools
of forty-eight states, came c10ser to attainment recently
when Georgia and New Hampshire were added to those
states which have already granted this recognition.
The believers in Cobb COWlty, Georgia as well as the
commtulity of Peterborough, New Hampshire were the
first in their states to secure permission for their
children to be excused from attending school on Baha'i
Holy Days.
The Baha'i communities of Glenview, Illinois; Englewood. N ew Jersey; and Meriden, Connecticut have also
recently secured this recognition from their local school
authorities.
The Department of Community Development is ready
to assist any believer, group or assembly endeavoring
to attain these legal goals.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
The Silva PUblishing Company mentioned the Baha'i
Faith and its prevalence in Switzerland in its monthly
bulletin for December, 1966. The periodical is distributed to every Swiss household in French, German and
Italian. The December issue announced the publication
of the Silva Art Book on Persia, published in Switzerland's three official languages. Professor George Red-
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Ambassador Bahhreddine Mohammud of the Sudan
talks with Mr. and Mrs. Raft Mottahedeh at a reception
given by Ihe Ambassador al Ihe United Nalions on

January 5 in honor of Sudan Independence Day.
ard of Bern University describes the history and teachings of the Faith on three pages and states, citing
Professor Bausani, a Baha'i from Italy: ~cIt is not a
syncretistic religion, it is rather the religion of the
present time, which reassumes in itself all the religions
of the past." The Silva bulletin on Persia has a circulation of 600,000 copies.

o
Mark Tobey, by Wieland Schmied published by
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. is part of its Modern
Artists series. The author is a noted German authority
on modern art. The press release announcing the publication states: "Then two important events occurred in
his (Mark Tobey's) life: he became inIIuenced by
Chinese Calligraphy, and discovered the Baha'i World
Faith; a religious movement that seeks to combine the
universal truths of man's theological experiences."

o
The 1967 edition of Chase's Calendar of Annual
Events lists the following Baha'i events and dates:
World Peace Day, World Religion Day; Race Unity
Day. Baha"u'llah's birthday, Naw-Ruz.

o
Dominion a magazine published in its issue for January 1967 a reprint of the article on the Baha'i Faith
which appeared in the National Observer May 2, 1966.
(see Baha'i News for June, p. 14) New photos accom·
panied the article. Dominion is a new magazine, having
started in January 1966, and pUblishes articles of religious interest,

Dr. Habib Moayyad (left) of Iran and Ypsilanti, Michigan, and ProfessoT Robert Hayden Of Fisk UniveTsity,
Nashville, Tennessee were recent guests of the National Spiritual Assembly. Dr. Moayyad, former pnysician of 'Aodu'l-Bahci and former member of the National Spiritual Asse.mbly of Iran, wiH make his home
in the United States with his wife and four physician
sons. Professor Hayden recently received first prize
fOT poetry in the First lnternationa! Festival Of Negro
ATts~ Dakar, Senegal~ and is cited as one of America's
finest poets.

Piano Used to Present Baha'i Principles
On February 16 the Baha'is and the public of the
North Shore! in the area of the House of Worship, had
the opportunity and privilege of spending a unique
evening with Dr. Daniel Jordan, who is Chairman of the
National Spiritual Assembly. The Baha'is of Evanston,
Illinois sponsored this event which was held at the
auditorium of Kendall College in Evanston. The program was titled, nDr. Daniel Jordan and His Piano
Speak on the Baha'i Faith." It proved a delightfully
entertaining and enlightening presentation of principles
of the Faith through the medium of music, harmony,
and dissonance. Dr. Jordan's musical selections were
diverse, original. and masterfully executed. His audi.
ence was captivated. There were approximately 130 in
attendance.
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Universal House of Justice Outlines Vital Needs
of the Baha'i World Center
CALLS FOR INCREASED CONTRIBUTIONS TO INSURE PROGRESS OF THE FAITH
Beloved Friends,
HE TIM:E HAS now come in the progress of the Nine
Year Plan when the Baha!i world must devote a
greater effort towards the development of the Faith at
its World Center.
Nearly all the accessible unsettled territories of the
Plan have now been settled, bases have been established. throughout the world for the future expansion of
the Faith; a program of progressive consolidation is
being pursued hand-in-hand with continued expansion:
plans for the construction of the Panama Temple are
well -advanced; the I:Ia+iratu'}..Quds, Temple sites and
endowments called for in the Plan are being steadily
acquired; by the end of the next RiQ.van period 81 out of
the 108 National Spiritual Assemblies called for by 1973
will have been established; and the opening of the
period of the proclamation of the Faith is fast ap~
proaching.
Since the Universal House of Justice came into being
in 1963, its primary concern at the World Center of the
Faith has been with the basic, minimum essentials of
undertaking repairs to the Holy Places; establishing its
administrative offices; re-organizing the accommoda·
tion of pilgrims; gathering its staff; developing a suit·
able housing program for the Hands of the Cause and
their families, the members of the House of Justice and
their families, and all other believers serving at the
World Center; formulating plans for the expansion of
the Gardens and taking the first steps in their initia·
tion; collating the Sacred Texts and the letters of
Shoghi Effendi and indexing them; and fostering rela·
tions with the Government of the State of Israel and
with the United Nations.
The increased burden which these essential steps
have imposed upon the International Fund we have
endeavored to keep at a minimum so that. in the early
stages of the Plan, the maximum resources could be
utilized in the teaching work throughout the world.
However, we must now embark upon certain major
undertakings vital to the future progress of the Cause.

T

Extensive beautification of the sacred endowments sur~
rOWlding the Holy Shrines in Bahji and Haifa, as well
as the site of the future Ma.w.riqu'l-Aqjlkar on Mount
Carmel must be undertaken, both for its own sake and
for the protection of these lands which are situated
within the boundaries of rapidly expanding cities; the
work of classifying and codifying the Holy Texts must
be urgently prosecuted: the arrangements for pilgrimage may have to be greatly expanded to provide
for the ever-increasing number of applications from
East and West; the Intercontinental Conferences and
the International Convention must be held and paid for;
and the auxiliary institutions of the Universal House of
Justice must begin to unfold so that the ever-growing
and increasingly complex work of the World Center of
the Faith may continue to be efficiently discharged.
Moreover, the vital assistance given by the International Fund to the work of the Hands of the Cause and
National Spiritual Assemblies must be maintained.
The minimum budget reqUirements of the Interna.
tional Fund have nearly doubled since 1963, and if in
addition we are to be enabled to undertake these
developments, a much greater flow of funds will be
needed th an is now av aila ble.
We call upon every National Spiritual Assembly to
consider now the amount that it can allocate as a
contribution to the International Fund in its budget for
the coming ye ar. In some cases this may mean that
contributions made hitherto will be doubled, trebled, or
even more greatly increased. Please write as soon as
your decision has been made, and not later than April
21, telling us the estimated amount of your allocation.
This is a vitally important matter, and we shall pray
in the Holy Shrines that the friends throughout the
world will respond whole-heartediy to this call.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
BA.HA'i WORLD CENTER
HArrA, ISRAEL

MAKeR 7, 1967
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CoMMBNTMY:
The foregoing communication from the Universal
House of.Justice was received by all National Spiritual
Assemblies in time for their consultation and action
before April 21. In connection with this appeal, the
National Assemblies were reminded of the reiterated
wish of the beloved Guardian that the National Fund,
''which undoubtedly constitutes the bedrock upon which
all the activities of the Cause ultimately rest, should
receive the continued and wholehearted support of all
the believers." "Every BahaJi," the Guardian said,. c'nQ
matter how poor, must realize what a grave responsibility he has to shoulder in this connection, and should
have confidence that his spiritual progress as a believer
in the World Order of Baha 'u'llah will depend largely
upon the measure in which he proves. in deeds, his
readiness to support materially the Divine institutions
of His Faith. tt
The National Assemblies were requested by the Universal House of .Justice to point out that the believers
will grow spiritually through their acts of self-abnega·
tion, that fear of poverty should not deter them from
sacrificing for the Fund, and that the assistance and
boWlty of the Source of all good and of aU wealth are

Wlfailing and assured.
By the time this communication is received by the
individual believers, it will have heen presented at all
the National Conventions. It is published here in order
that all Bah"is may have it before them throughout
this Baha'i year to remind them of this most important
aspect of universal participation in the progress of the
Cause of Baha'u'llih throughout the world, and particularly at its World Center.
-

UNITED STATES NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Representatives of Universal House of Justice
to Visit Site of House of Bahi'u'liah
The following communication from the Universal
House of .Justice dated March 17, 1967 is called to the
attention of every Baha'i:
UIn the 1965 Ridvan Message from the Universal
House of Justice 'we announced that in September
1967, on the Feast of Mas.b!yyat, a few appointed
representatives of the Bah .. 'I world would visit the
site of the House of Baha tU'llah in Adrianop-Ie
where the Suriy-i-MulUk was revealed. We have
decided that the six Hands of the Cause of God
who will represent the Universal House of Justice
at the Inter-Continental Conferences in October are
the ones to make this visit. Immediately following
this historic act they will proceed to their respective Conferences.
"For the protection of the Faith it is essential
that no one t except the Hands, travel to Turkey on
this occasion.
"Nat'ional Spiritual Assemblies are requested to
make this announcement at the National Convention this year, and to repeat it in their Newsletters
and at other times and places as may be appropriate ...

National Spiritual Assembly Greets
Howard University on Its Centennial
Among the addresses given by 'Abdu'l-Baha in
America was one on the unity of the races~ at Howard
University, in Washington~ D.C. on April 23, 1912. All
down the intervening years the platform at the University has been open to Baha~i speakers, most recenUy to
Dr. Daniel Jordan, chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly~ who was guest speaker in the University's
Andrew Rankin Memorial chapel on October 30, 1966.
Since March 2t 1967 was the one hundredth anniversary of the granting of the University's charter by the
Congress of the United States, the National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States on that date sent the
following telegram to President Dr~ James M. Nabrit:
"The Baha'is of the United states acclaim Howard
University in its Centennial hour. Your great mission of emancipation of Negro Americans through
the education of generations of Negro leaders will
surely expand into horizons of world leadership
in this century of enlightenment. We hail Howard
University as the great symbol of the equality of
the Negro mind and spirit. Even more, we offer
our hearts to you in this hour when you are the

vital symbol of mankindts becoming one family
by God's will."

The following is quoted from an editorial in the Latin
American Baha'i Bulletin of the Hands of the Cause of
the Western Hemisphere t in its February issue:
"Coming from every Latin American country is news
of conferences and international schools to prepare the
friends for the great Proclamation to humanity by the
Baha'i Wodd Community from next October, whose
sound will grow in impetus until the end of the Nine
Year Plan in 1973.
"Many courses and schools will be organized at the
numerous national institutes during the coming
months. The beloved Guardian recommended that we
take advantage of 'these precious opportunities to en·
rich, through lectures, study and discussions, his
knowledge of the fundamentals of the Faith, as to be
able to transmit, with greater confidence and effective·
ness, the Message that has been intrusted to his care.'
Shoghi Effendi exhorts us in his The Ad"ent of Di";....
Justice that 'AU must participate, however humble
their origin, however limited their experience, however
restricted their means, however deficient their education, however pressing their cares and preoccupa-

tion ... '
"We are approaching an entirely new phase in the
development of our Faith, the phase of proclamation to
every living soul. . . . plans are taking root deeply in
our hearts. They will achieve the sweetest victories if
each one of the believers realizes the greatness of this
Message of God and of His law which was proclaimed
purely and anew to humanity by BaM'u'llah.
"Our countries are huge, and innumerable are those

T
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Thirty-six Baha'is and gu.ests and fifteen children attended the fourth annual
conference held in Petersbu.rg, Alaska December 31, 1966 - January 2. 1967. Courses and
talks were presented by Tom and Georgia Haisler, Ted Anderson, Roberta Christian and
Mike Schwartz. A highlight among the several vital courses was one entitled uHow to Find
a Hundred Bahti.'is,H :presented by a Ketchikan. panel. The result of their concentrated efforts served as stimulation and inspiration to other commu.nities.

who are waiting anxiously for this redemptive Light.

Not one soul is too young, too old t too inexperienced, too
weak, or with too many problems to share this Message
with his neighbor. The beloved Master said: 'Many
times it occurs that one blessed soul becomes the cause
of guidance for an entire nation.'
uWiU you. be that saul?H

Distinguished Persian Believer
Passes to Abha Kingdom
Colonel and Attorney A. Shahquli, who served for

many years as secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Persia passed away recently. An account
of his funeral was broadcast on television and six
thousand people, Baha'is as well as members of other
faiths, attended the funeral ceremony held in the Baha'i: cemetery in Tihran.
Colonel Shahquli was well known and highly respected in professional circles, being a distinguished attorney as well as officer in the military. He was a devoted
believer who declared his belief in Baha'u'llah despite
opposition and difficulties. As a Baha'i teacher of capacity he was always ready to give his time and energy
to assisting the Faith in Persia.

Canada Holds Board Team Conlerence
An historic conference took place in Montreal, Canada February 4-5, 1967, planned and carried out by five
Auxiliary Board members for the purpose of increasing
the knowledge and devotion of the friends during this
hundredth anniversary year. The conference had as its
theme, "The Foundation of the Belief of the People of
Bahli," and as the theme unfolded participants were
led from the inception of llie Faith? through the Twin
Manifestations and Central Figures of the Faith, into
the lives of the early pioneers and up to the present
Nine Year Plan? revealing the challenges that rest with
present~day believers.
Board members participating were: Mrs. Peggy Ross
and Fred Graham from Canada. and Albert James,
Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin and Mrs. Zikrullah
~.badem from the United States. Their efforts were
crowned by the presence of two Hands of the Cause,
John Robarts and Mr. ~hadem.
The meetings were held in Canada's "Mother City"
- the birthplace of four Hands of the Cause and the
site of the only national shrine in the Western Hemisphere - in the very YMCA building where in the early
days public talks were given by two heroines of the
Faith, Mrs. May Maxwell. mother of Rul;1iyyih Khanum, and Miss Martha Root.
Over 200 Baha'is attended from both Canada and the
United States.
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West Central African National Assembly Incorporates
Lagos, Nigeria Be(omes
New National Center

LEFT: Eight members of National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of West Central Africa. Left to right, front:
Mr. Sampson FOTchak., Mrs. Janet Mughrabi (secTetayy)~ Mrs. Lillie Rosenberg (chairman), h.olding Ce;tificate,
Mr. Solomon Tanyi, Mr. Oscar Njang; rear: Mr. Stephen Tabe, Mr. Jawad Mughrabi (assist. treasurer), Mr.
Moses Akombi (vice-chairman). Mr. Sher.man Rosenberg (treasurer) was not present. RIGHT: Members of local
Spiritu.al Assemb~y of Baha'is of Lagos, Nigeria. Lett to right: Mr. Sherman Rosenberg, Mr, Okaro, Mrs. Lillie
Rosenberg, Mr. C.P.M. Anwer CadiT, Mr. King, Mr. Banwo, Mr. Adeboje, Mr. Dawodu, Mr. Assam.

The National Spiritual Assembly of West Central
Africa, with headquarters at Victoria, Cameroon, is

happy to report that on February 1, 1967 Prime Minister Augustine Ngom Jua signed the certificate of incorporation for that National Assembly. This important

step, in establishing the legal status of the Assembly
and of obtaining recognition 01 the Faith in West
Cameroon, is one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan,
It is timely in view of the holding, during RiQ.van
1967, of the first National Convention of the Cameroon
Republic and the formation of the new National Spiritu~

al Assembly.
The newly formed National Spiritual Assembly of
the Cameroon Republic, with headquarters in Victoria
has Spanish Guinea, Fernando Po, Cariseo and Sao

Tome and Principe Islands assigned to it, while the
National Spiritual Assembly of West Central Mrica in

its new seat at Lagos, Nigeria has responsibility for
the remaining countries in the region, namely: Nigeria,
Niger. Dahomey, Togo and Ghana.

o
A recent teaching trip to Central African Republic

did much to stimulate the growth of the Faith in that
area and to bring the joy of Baha'i fellowship to the
believers who have been isolated. Mrs. Janet Mughrabi, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of
West Central Africa visited Bangui, the capital of the
Central African Republic, where she was welcomed in a
round of visits to the believers in their homes and spoke
at numerous gatherings. The visit included a stop in
Yaounde, in the East Cameroon, where the isolated
believer, Mr. Alfred Defang, has been active and has
recently established a group.

T
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The third annual regional summer school

fOT

Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina was hdd February 4-12, 1967 in

the tiny village of Col6n, ATgentina.

Eleven Nations Represented at Argentine School
The third annual regional summer school for Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina was held February 4-12,
1967 in the tiny village of Colon, Argentina. No less than
eleven nations from four continents were represented
and the mUlti-colored, multilingual groups of Baha'is
walking along the tree-shaded streets intrigued the
populace and brought forth many inquiries about the
Faith.
Morning classes were held on the life and dispensation of Baha'u!llah, evening classes on the Covenant
and spiritual health. One evening when the lights went
out due to a sudden and violent storm, the Uruguayan
friends entertained everyone with lovely Latin songs
and some original melodies whose words carried the
Baha'i Message. When the lights were turned on, the
friends from Paraguay and Argentina presented humorous skits on the improper functioning of an assembly and some teaching methods which are not recommended! Round-table discussions were held on ways to
win the Nine Year Plan goals,
In spite of problems with food, mosquitos, heat and
the lack of water and beds, those who attended were
overwhelmed with the tangible current of Baha'i love.
On the last hour of the last day there were expressions
of gratitude that the Universal House of Justice had
assigned such a goal, and for the increasing effectiveness of the school since its inception three years ago.

Teaching Flourishes
in Dominican Republic

Happy, attentive faces at a public meeting in Santo
Domingo, Dominican RepubHc, on occasion 01 visit 01
Hand oj the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery. Since Dr. Giachery's visit there have been many newly declared
BahaJis throughout aIt parts of the Dominican Republic,

r
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Teachers, students and frieRds present at the first national Bafui'i institute for in..rtructoTs
held in Itri, Sao Paulo, Brazil FebTUaTY 5-IZ, 1967, with Jallil Khiizeh, Hand of the Cause.

Baha'i lastitute for Instructors
Held in ltu, Sao Paulo
During the week of February 5-12, 1961, a successful
institute for instructors was held tmder the auspices of
the National Spiritual Assembly of Brazil. Ten Baha'is
gathered at the country home of the Ayvazian family of
sao Paulo to study teaching, administration and the
Nine Year Plan.
The youth present planned and executed a fireside
program for nearby neighbors. On the last day of the
institute many Baha'is from surrounding cities came to
celebrate the "graduation." Two students, Sra. Iracy
Cruz and Sr. Norival Miguel, will soon leave for their
pioneer posts - the former to Espirito Santo, an as yet
unopened state, and the latter to the promising Baha'i
region of the Amazonas.
Most of the youth stayed on in Sao Paulo for further
activities. They spent one day visiting newspaper
offices and radio and television stations, securing a
radio interview, an interview with a television news
reporter. and the assurance of a story to be published
in a Sao Paulo newspaper. They also visited the nearby
Baha'i communities of Campinas, Sao Roque and Mogi
Mirim, where they consulted with the local Baha'is in
an effort to make new contacts. On the week-end they
held a two-day youth conference, Saturday being a day
of intense study and consultation, and Sunday a day of
recreation - a roadside picnic.

A tea.ching school at the national institute of Villa Rahmat was he~d December 11-17, 1966 in Riohacha J Gua-

jira, Venezuela. Left to right, standing; Jose Martin
Cemprun, Peter MacLaren, Rogelio Zabala~ Habib Rezval1i~ Hamilton Breton. Lett to ripht, seated: Maria
Chiquinquircl Salas, Zenaida Gonzalez, Dora Machado,
Vida Dioselina Villa, CeciHa de~ Carmen Iquaran.

-,
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Germany Moves Toward Proclamation
at the many projects undertaken by the German
Baha'i .community in 1966, a major achievement was
the development of new teaching methods as mentioned
in the Ri.,van message of the Universal House of
.Justice. The National Teaching Committee conducted
two of a series of four scheduled national teaching
conferences. Participants from the National Assembly
of Germany, local spiritual assemblies, the National
Teaching Committee and regional teaching committees
gave briefings on their ways of teaching as introductions to the consultation which followed.
During the year four successful summer schools took
place. The youth had their annual winter school in Bad
Sachsa. In addition, the very active youth committee
held so-called SteTntrejfen (star·gatherings) once every
six weeks. The gatherings were held at strategically
placed cities all over Germany in order to spread the
activities as much as possible.
For llSe during the Proclamation year, the committee
prepared a publication 10 be distributed among a number of dignitaries in German-speaking countries, including members of the federal and state governments,
personalities in cultural life, the press and various
religious communities. Following the distribution a
numher of activities will take place in celebration of
Pn>clamation year, which will be opened in Germany
by one of the six intercontinental conferences held in
the center of Europe in the vicinity of the European
Mother Temple.
In February, 1961, the Bavarian state radio station
devoted a half-bour program to ao introduction to the
Baha'i Faith. The speaker quoted from a number of the
Bahi'i writings. The program was part of a series of
•'Introductions to New Religions."

Recent window display in the mai" post office

Baden, Genna.ny.

The winter school at York, England~ held December~ 1966, has become an institution. among
British youth. With the Baha'i Life as a theme, sessions included talks on the privileges and
responsibilities of Baha'i youth~ with emphasis on Shoghi Effendi's messages to youth and
the major Writings of Bahd'u'lhih. Young speakers addressed the evening sessions, telling of
the earty heroes and heroines of the Faith. Throughout the sessions a. spirit of cooperation
and a sense of hannony and pUTPose was evident.

at
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Teaching
Conference
1ft

England
Bah6/i Community, January 7-8,
cable from the Universal House of
was read
and stimu~ating talks given. by National Spiritual Assembly members on tasks facing the community. Hand of the Cause John FeTTaby and board members assisted in stimulating workshop
atmosphere, highlighting the conference with fou.rteen 'WOrkshops, discussing the teaching requ.irements and shaTing ideas. The National Assembly has made Ireland the goat of fiTst priority because of its need to establish and incorporate by the end of the Nine Year Plan.

Netherlands Center Prepares for Proclamation
A happy group of Persian Bahdtis in the Netherlands, who
offered weeks of labor to rebuild and prepare the big meeting-Toom

of the National Center.

The alterations were designed
by Mr. Kamran ~Aldi, student
at the Technica! High School.
The redecorated I:f~Tatu'l
Quds of Holland wi!! open up
with exhibition on the Faith in
October, 1967.
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Teacher
Training
In

Italy

dred Mottahehdeh from February 4-11, 1967. Thirteen students WeTe graduated
the class
had two observers and seveTal visitors, Students came from as far south as Sicily and as far
north as Lake Como.

Baha'i Naw-Rltz Noted in Vietnam
Many English, French and Vietnamese newspapers
covered the occasion of the BaM'i Fast period and the
Naw-Ru.z celebration. The Saigon Post stated:
"While dedicated towards the establishment of the
brotherhood of humanity under God, the Baha'is nevertheless strictly ab stain from any political pursuits because of their conviction that the true way to world
unity is through a return to the basic moral precepts of
all the great fOW1ders of religions. J'
Baha'i communities throughout Vietnam observed
the Fast and celebrated Naw-Ruz. In Saigon an audience of 300 filled the national Baha'i hall and its garden
to hear the significance of Naw-Ruz and see the historic
film of the Master's visit to the United States, which
was publicly shown in Vietnam for the first time.
Le Loc, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly
of Vietnam, was the speaker. Prominent Vietnamese
leaders attended the meeting, along with 300 Baha'is
and guests.

School in Finland Announced
The Baha'i Summer School for Finland will be held this
summer at Oteniemi, Dipoli, near the city of Helsinki.
It will be from July 1 to 6 and visitors from other
countries will be most welcome.

Conferences in New Zealand
The National Spiritual Assembly of New Zealand
a series of pre-Ri~vim conferences to be held
in Wellington, Wanganui, Whangarei, Hamilton and
Auckland during April. Thelma Perks, Auxiliary Board
member, will be in New Zealand to help conduct the
conferences which will cover a variety of subjects
including the role of national and local assemblies,
responsibilities of delegates to the convention, responsibility of everyone to the Fund and other teaching and
Baha'i development needs.
plann~d

Audience at the Naw-Ruz celebration. in Saigon, Vietnam. Prominent Vietnamese leaders, along with. 300 Bahd'is and guests, crowded the Bahd'i hall and ga.rden.

,

At the Auxiliary Board Conference, Alexandria, Virginia February 26, 1S67.

Ninth Board Conference Held
N.ine historic Auxiliary Board Team Conferences
have been held during The Baha'i year 123 in the United

States and Canada. The latest, on February 25 and 26
under the auspices of the Northwestern Board Team,
was held in Alexandria, Virginia in beautiful accommodations at the Charter House Motel, arrangements
having been made by the host community of Fairfax
County, Virginia. One hundred and fifty.five pers~s
from ten states gathered with a warmth of ardor which
was not affected by the sub-freezing gales blowing
outside. The beautiful flower displays and corsages
contributed by the group of Beckley, West Vir~a
served as a fitting complement to the garden of lovmg
believers who gathered to I4prepare for the third phase
of the Nine Year Plan/' and to "pioneer and teach."
The conference was blessed with the presence of
Hand of the Cause of God, Mr. Zikru'llah Khadem t who
spoke conveying the fire of the love of Baha'u'Ilah, His
martyred Forerunner, the Center of the Covenant. and
the beloved Guardian. Mr. Khadem answered many
questions on the significance of the Guardianship and the
Universal House of Justice, drawing On his wealth of
knowledge of the Writings in Persian and Arabic.
Miss Edna True, member of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States, and Miss D. Thelma
Jackson, of the National Goals Committee, were present as representatives of these administrative bodies.
Miss True shared memories of her mother, Mrs. Coirme True. Hand of the Cause, who made pilgrimages to
the Holy Land at the time of the beloved Master and
who dedicated her lifetime to promoting the construction of the House of Worship in Wilmette.
The Board members of the Northwestern Team, Mrs.
Javiduk---.bt Khadem, Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin and

Youth from Maryland and ViTginia singing at the Aux·

Hand

of the Cause Zik ....'lIlih Kh<idem, second from

right, with Board members who assisted at the Conference in Alexandria, Virginia. Left to right: Albert
James, Mrs. Katherine McLaughlin, Dr. William TuckeT, Mrs. Javidu1£lt Khddem.

Mr. Albert James, as well as guest member Dr. William Tucker addressed the friends, approaching the unifying truth of Baha'utUah's Message from widely diversified backgrouods and firing the friends through the
flame of enthusiasm. Additional sparks were added to
this fire by the remarks of a young Baha'i on leave
from Uruguay who urged pioneers to settle and teach in
that country. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Barham. recently
returned from their pilgrimage, brought fragrance of
the Holy Land in speaking briefly of their visit.
Unifying and harmonizing all were the beautiful
musical contributions made by the North Virginia
Chorus and the Howard-Montgomery-Prince Georges
Counties Chorus. The conference closed on a very high
note with an address by dear Mr. Khadem. All announcements had been made before he spoke and the
friends were dismissed to the soft singing of HAlIah-u_
Abha." It was indeed a gathering from which no one
wanted to leave, many lingering although they had
long distances to travel. Many thirsts were quenched
through the blessing of drinking from the fountain of
knowledge shared at this conference, and many appetites were whetted for deeper personal study of the
wealth of the Creative Word given in this Day.
Following the conference a public meeting Sunday
afternoon, sponsored by the Washington D.C. community, and held at the Smithsonian Institution was another
first for the Faith in this place. Dr. William Tucker
spoke eloquently to an audience of seventy-five.
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Institute Engenders Enthusi asm
for Teaching Indians

DeloTes Taken Alive, Sioux of Little Eagle, South Dakota addresses Institute On Indian teaching.
Over 120 believers and friends came from many
states and Canada to attend a two day Northern Indian
Teaching Institute held February 25-26 in Fargo, North
Dakota.
At the opening session Chester Kahn, Auxiliary Board
member and Navajo, brought greetings from the Hands
of the Cause and from the American Indian Service
Committee. He offered prayers in the rhythmic lan~
guage of his people. During the sessions prayers were
recited in many languages including European, Asiatic
and Indian. Especially welcomed by the Indian visitors
was the chanting of prayers in Persian.
Highlight of the weekend was an Indian fireside held
Saturday evening at which the sign-language group
and dancers from the Wahpeton Indian School perfanned under the able direction of Mrs. Edna Cloud.
They had made their own costumes and danced to their
own tribal music. Greetings and short talks were given
by Indian Baha'is from different tribes and the thought
was expressed that the Baha'i Faith helps Indians to
have pride in their old ways while looking forward to
the futUre. A visitor from Fort Totten Reservation
spoke of her great interest in the new way of thinking
which she had never imagined could exist in the world
today.
Sunday's conference on uHow to Bring the Message
to the Indian People" brought many helpful suggestions
and stirred in those attending the desire to put these
into practice. Among the thoughts expressed were:
Pioneers are needed to go to the Indian areas, they
should have employment, should live with the Indians
and should be prepared to stay in one area. Each
pioneer should, if possible. have an Indian believer with
him. An exchange of teachers between groups would be
helpful, the teachers making short visits of one or two
weeks to help the Indians not to get lonesome, City
Baha'is should be encouraged to be interested in Indians, to visit nearby reservations or to move to places
near them. Persians are especially welcomed on Indian
reservations. Frequent and consistent efforts must be
made to be in touch with Indians living in cities. The
link between the Indian way, the Christian way, and the

Indian students fTom Wahpeton school who danced for
the program on Saturday night.
Baha'i Faith is important and aids to teaching such as
newsletters, tapes for use at firesides and on radio,
pamphlets and Indian books ·should be used.
Peter Terry, talkiog on the spiritual life quoted the
phrase, "Navajos have five fingers" - they are human
beiogs. He linked this with the Sioux word for human
being: 'lthe two legged."
As Chester Kahn poioted out, although the time is
short and pioneers are needed for the Indian areas, the
friends are not alone, for they have the power of the
Greatest Name and all efforts made for this Faith of
God will bring results.
The sincere wish of the non-Indians to know more of
the culture of the Indians and the williogness 01 the
Indians to sha re all they knew blended to make the
conference harmonious and meaningful. The happy
radiant faces of those who were privileged to attend
were evidences of the true unity which is brought by
Baha'u'llah, This conference marked. an important step
io the progress of the plan to briog the Faith to Indians
that all tribes will share in partaking of the divioe
illumina tion of the Faith of God for this day.

Chester Kahn, seated at right with visitors from CTee,
Omaha, and Sioux tTibes.
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Intercalary Days
a Prelude to the Fast
Bahit'is joyously gathered together for hospitality,
charity and gift giving this year in observance of
Intercalary Days and in preparation for the Fast.
In many communities large parties were held, particularly for the children. Over 200 people, about 80 of
them children, attended Connecticut's first statewide
Intercalary Days celebration, held in Wallingford.
"What a thrilling experience to witness so many people
of varying races and nationalities joining together in
fellowship. It was truly a 'flower g·arden' of beauty,
exclaimed a participant. After a picnic lunch with coffee
and dessert contributed by the State Goals Committee,
the adults were entertained by some of the children of
the Stamford community with a play. A Baha'i led
them in singing accompanied by a guitar and the room
vibrated with happy voices. Two movies were also
shown and gifts were distributed to the children, culminating an observance of love and beauty wonderful to
behold.
The Days were also joyously observed by friends of
Omaha. Nebraska, and their guests at a party which
included a talk on the history of calendars, from early
Egyptian to Baha'i.
In Springfield, New Jersey, a youth gathering
marked the Days. Twenty-five youth representing three
high schools and four colleges were first introduced to
the faith and then heard a panel of four youth, a
Baha'i, a Catholic, a Jew and a Protestant.
Elsewhere, as in Peoria, Illinois, covered-dish dinners were backgroWlds to evenings of community singing and children's laughter. The Peoria evening also
featured a reading of the Prayer for Intercalary Days
and an explanation of the Baha'i calendar. The rOom
was decorated with large, pastel crepe paper flowers
made by the children, and a sign stating, UYe Are the
Flowers of One Garden."
Many foreign dishes highlighted the pot-luck dinner
for the friends of Madison, Wisconsin. As each person
entered the gathering, he was given a paper Hower with
an attached quotation from the Writings. The day
ended with enthusiastic singing and games.
Nineteen Baha'is and friends of Boston, Massa·
chll$etts~ enjoyed a nice meal, an introduction to the
study class on The Promised Day Is Come and announcements of upcoming activities. The warm fellowship which permeated the gathering will make their
Intercalary Days observance one not soon to be forgotten.
A party for people of the neighborhood marked the
observance for the Ellensburg, Washington, Baha'i
group. And also in Washington, the communities of
Spokane and Spokane District No. 2 co-sponsored an
afternoon party and program planned around the
eleven children who regularly attend the Baha'i children's classes, featuring them in group singing and
readings. Their activity was recorded on tape, and this
will be sent to Baha'i friends in Auckland, New Zealand. While gifts were given to the children, the adults
It

had a song fest of their own. Then a white elephant
auction brought laughter and bidding from children
and adults; the money will go into the flUld for supplies
for the classes. The carefully planned party brought
rich dividends in adult appreciation of the children's
accomplishments and an eager interest from several
non·Baha'is to learn more about the Faith.
In Yakima~ Washington, a pot-luck supper was held
for Baha'jg and guests. All were entertained by an
integrated choral group, which later joined with the
Baha'i children in games, and by a song in Esperanto.
Minnesota celebrations included an open house in
RochesteT~Olmsted County with slides and movies and
also another day of fun and games, a pot-luck, gift
exchange, and movies and bridge.
Friends of Mobile, Alabama, were blessed during
their observance with the presence of Mr. Ardeshlr
Khavari who spoke at a fireside and at another gathering talked with parents during a children's party.
During his stay, the newspaper interviewed him, resulting in a write-up about the Faith. Auxiliary board member Mrs. Velma Sherrill was the special guest of the
Oklahoma Baha'is. After the Saturday evening festivities, the friends consulted with her Sunday on the
state's teaching goals.
She spoke of the necessity to deepen in the Covenant
so the friends are prepared to meet inquirers, having
studied and prayed hard enough to confirm them.

Baha'is Learn Public Relations
Practical aspects of how to present the Faith to large
viewing and listening audiences were taught at a recent
Public Relations Forum for Baha'is of Louisiana and
Mississippi, sponsored by the Goals Committees for
these states. The forum, whose attendants are pictured,
covered the communication areas and how Baha'is
should approach the mass media for good coverage of
Baha'i activities and teachings. Participants practiced
writing news releases which were given constructive
criticism by the group. Because the forum was for
those living in a specific region, local problems and
their solutions were stressed.
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Left: Design of Baha'i exhibit at Chicago World Flower and Garden Show, MaTch 11-19. It WOn an award of
merit and was planned and executed by Wyatt Cooper, superintendent of building and grounds, Baha'i House
of Worship. Right: Display at Mahoning Valley flome and Garden Show at Youngstown, Ohio, March 14-20. A
replica of the Temp~e gardens, it featured a real fountain. Many Of the 34 thousand visitors admired its beauty
and inquired about the Faith.

Denver Meeting Draws
Record Attendance
The occasion of the visit of Dr. Habbib Moayyad,
personal Physician to 'Abdu'l-Baha, to Denver, Colorado, provided the believers of Denver and nearby areas,
the opportunity to publicize the Faith widely in the
press, on radio and in well attended public meetings.
Believers, new and old, cooperated to offer him hospitality and to become spiritually recharged by the impact of his words.
Careful planning preceded his visit, so that the fullest
possible news coverage might be given to his visit and
to the Faith which was the subject of his talks. All
major television stations in the area, twenty radio stations, and aU the major newspapers were contacted,
personally, by representatives of the Baha'i community. Over one thousand invitations were distributed for
the public meeting at a local hotel, the flyers including
quotations about 'Abdu'l-Baha by well known people
such as: Kahlil Gibran, Helen Keller, Leo Tolstoy and
others.

Book on the Baha'i Faith
Receives Widespread Publicity
The recently published book, The BaM'i FaithDawn of aNew Day, by J essyca Russell Gaver (Hawthorne $5.95) has received wide publicity in book announcements, news columns and over the radio. Mrs.
Gaver. a Baha'i from New York, has had autograph
parties at book stores in Canada, New York and Washington, D.C., where the book has been put on sale for
the public. She appeared on radio and television in
Canada and received wide publicity there on the book.
The United Press International recently issued the
following release to all newspapers in the United States
concerning Mrs. Gaver's book:
"A lucid report by a veteran journalist on the fastgrowing religion founded in Persia during the middle of
the last century by the prophet Baha'u'l!ith.
"Baha'i aspires to be a ~world religion' replacing or

Announcements of the public meeting were carried
on two television stations and included a color slide
picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha, possibly a first for this kind of
publicity on television anywhere. A two and one half
hour radio interview with the Baha'i guest brought news
of the Faith to an estimated 40,000 people. The interview was on the Joe Fin an Show the most popular radio
forum show of its type in the state, and a taped copy of
the interview was presented to Dr. Moayyad afterwards. Many telephone calls came in during the interview.
Despite very bad weather there was record attendance both at the dinner, March 4 and at the public
meeting on the afternoon of March 5. At the former,
friends shared the Doctor's personal experiences with
'Abdu'l-Baha and the beloved Guardian, those who
attended felt that it was an event never to be forgotten.
Heavy snow did not prevent over one hundred people,
many "pre-Baha'is" included, from attending the pub·
lie meeting. Over half the audience was visitors, many
for the first time, and many questions were asked in
response to the Doctor's talk on "A Legacy for AU
Mankind."

absorbing older faiths such as Christianity, Judaism,
Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism. It teaches that 'man
everywhere must unite or perish.' Baha'is worship
God, and their conception of God is similar to that of
the three historic monotheistic religions, Christianity,
Judaism and Islam. They acknowledge Jesus and
Moses as true prophets for their own time, but look to
Baha'u'llah as the final and authoritative revealer of
God's will.
~'No membership statistics are published by the Baha'i Faith, but Mrs. Gaver says that it has 'hundreds·
of local centers in the United States and an impressive
national Temple in Wilmette, Ill."
The book has been listed in catalogues and book lists
in many of the major newspaper book sections and
therefore is being brought to the attention of a vast
reading audience among whom there should be many
who will be attracted to the Baha'i Faith. This was the
objective of Mrs. Gaver in writing the book. It is
available through most book stores.
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Students Respond Enthusiasticallv
to Presentations of Faith

Spiritual Assembly of Bakersfield, California incorporated November 16, 1966. Left to right, front: Mrs. Edna
Wafer, Mrs. Marie Rouse, Mrs. Arline C. Adams~ Bradley Mortensen (tTeaS'UTeT)~ Mrs. Bessie S. PoweTS (corresponding secrefaTl/). Rear; Dr. Boyd Hammack
(vice-chaiTmanJ~ Hugh E. Rouse (chairman), Robert
Davis (Tecording secretary), Rayford Ada-ms.

laguna Beach Reports
Two Marth Events
Mrs. Ramona A. Brown was the guest speaker for the
Baha'is of Laguna Beach, California, on March 3,
1967. She told of first hearing of the Faith in 1905 with a
group of her young friends and that when 'Abdu'I·Baha
'came to this country in 1912 she was present at Stanford
University, Temple Emmanu-El in San Francisco, and
later in Sacramento when this I<venerable figure spoke
regarding the Teachings of th e Baha'i F ai th."
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quigley spoke before an audience of fifty Baha'is and 120 guests at the Laguna Federal Savings and Loan in Laguna Beach, California. on
March 17. This program of "Baha'i Around the World"
was the successful effort of a handful of Baha'is who
have worked over one and one-half years in the Laguna
Beach area. The event was covered by the three major
papers and society editors both before and after the
program.

Santa Paula Children Present LioraTl/ Books
on Naw-Ruz

The following exciting news of presenting the Faith to
groups of stUdents of religion cQInes from Sylvene
Dillon Happenie, BAHA'i NEWS reporter for Los Angeles
C aliforni a.
'
~'The Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly recently received a request from the Temple Beth El of Hollywood, for a Baha'i speaker to appear on a weekly
course being given on different religions. Mr. Elwyn
Van Zandt represented the Faith on this occasion. and
in presenting the Baha'i teachings included a question
and answer period which was very well received by
both the audience and the Rabbi.
"A few weeks later a similar request was received
from a girls' Catholic college in Los Angeles, the Mount
St. Mary's College, which had contacted the Rabbi at
the Temple Beth El to ask where they could find a
Baha'i speaker to appear at a session of a three day
seminar they were holding on 'Days of Renewal.'
"On this occasion Mrs. Joan KeUy Bulkin represented
the Faith, and for her morning session was assigned a
room where about fifty students, as well as the Dean of
Nuns, assembled to hear the talk on the Baha'i Faith.
They asked so many questions and were so interested
in what they heard that they did not want to leave when
the time came to attend Mass. The Dean of Nuns said
she had never heard religion explained in such a clear
way and was very much impressed with the logic of the
teachings. She wanted to know where our speaker had
studied theology, and when Mrs. Bulkin explained that
her knowledge and learning came only from the Baha'i
Writings, the Nun and the students were speechless.
Some of the students followed Mrs. Bulkin around all
day while she waited for the final session. at which time
she was to appear on a panel and answer questions for
the entire student body.
°The panel, consisting of clergy of the Baptist, Mormon. Episcopalian and Catholic denominations, plus
the Baha'i speaker, was asked many wonderful ques·
tions. but some of the clergy. united in their ideas and
answers, refused to answer some of the questions. a
sampling of which were as follows: Are we born in sin?
What is the soul? What is your concept of God? Explain
the Trinity. Can anyone be saved outside of Christianity
and the organized church?
"The pure light of the Baha'i explanations of these
questions annoyed the rest of the panel, sO the students
directed the rest of their questions to the Baha. 'i speaker. When the session ended more than half the student
body clustered around Mrs. BuIltin with even more
questions. She herself. in trying to describe the day,
said 'Words cannot express exactly what transpired,
but it was all very successful in more ways than one.'
"Very gracious letters Were received from both the
Rabbi of the Temple Beth El and the Dominican
Fathers of the Department of Theology of Mount st.
Mary's College, expressing their appreciation of an
'enlightening experience' by our participation in their
inter-faith discussions."
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(freen Acre £.mmer SJ.ooi:
AtoJe

0/ t/,e Spirit

THE EARLY part of the century
Sarah
SINCE
Farmer deeded the several buildings and spacious
wtI£n

grounds comprising the Green Acre property to the
Baha'Is, it has held a place sec<JBd to none in their
atfections. This holds true not cnIy f<lr the believers
living in the northeastern part of the country, but for
those as far afield as Delaware, Michigan. Tennessee
and some of the more remote provinces of CanadaL And
the prospect of a Green Acre vacation bas special
appeal to the youth who often begin planning together
as early as mid-winter.
What is there about this Maine retreat that casts SO
irresistible a spell over young and old, Baha'i and preBaIli'l alike? A growing number of seekers are drawn
here each summer to be among Baha'is. study the
teachings~ and, in many cases, to- declare their allegiance to the CameL
To begin with a purely praclica1 consideration, the
unusually low vacation rates easily place a one or two
week: stay within reach of most budgets. and, for those
who require assistanee, a limited mnnber of scholarships are available In addlU- the property lies in
close proximity to the beautiful spot chosen by 'Abdu'lBab" as the site of the future first Baha'i university (It
is called ''llonsalvat'' after the legenda>-y Spanish
mountain said to be the repository Qf the Holy Grail)
and to famDl1S Ogunquit beach where the youth have
established HBahitii Hill,'" the scene of much successful
teaching.

Blessed by

'AbcI~'I-Ba'"

But the perennial attraction of Green Acre lies in its
prevailing atmosphere that can only be described as a
spin tual abundance? omnipresent and pervasive, which
seems to rest upon its green acres like a benediction. So
profound is its effect that a departure sans tears is rare
indeed. As a frequent guest, beloved Hand of the Cause,
Mr~ Zikru'llith Khadem once put it, standing with a
group of the friends on the veranda of the handsome
building which commands a sweeping view of the
Piscatauqua, or "River of Light" (named so by the
Indians): "The wings of 'Abdu'l~Baha o'er spread these
grounds which He loved and upon which He conferred
His blessing." On still another occasion, after a particularly exciting class on the porch of the library, a rustic
dwelling of charming design, Mr. Khadem s·aid, "For
the Baha'is to study and pray together in this blessed
spot, hallowed by the foot-steps of the Master, this is
the true paradise.' t

The Influence of In.pired Teachers
It was on this same sunlit porch, over which tall
sentinel pines stand guard, that the late gifted teacher
Mr. Mehdi Firoozi held sway for many summers. He
would pace back and forth as he eloquently expatiated

growod. Th£ ........ occapied "'" <AIrda'HIahli
tfrini Jlo<>r, conoer _ r fiTe ,,$ttLP*', i$ preserved in Hill
me1l101'1/ as II piece for _
aadmeditaOOn,

upon one <If his favorite subiecls, speaking of the Beauty
of the Baha'i Writio&s. mol prai5ing thme who when
reading a passage sbouId be moved bJ" fts beauty to
shed a tear, that tear to be ............bered i>J" God.
There are a num tier of oIbe£ teachers <If. the recent

past woo have lefL an jpdelible impriat em the hearts
and minds of scores of stud_s- LauIie Mathews,
George Spendlove, Genevieve Coy, among many others; and there is much caoS"e for rqaicing in the
continuing presence of such outstanding figures as the
scholar, Prof. stanwood Cobb; A_mary Board member Curtis Kelsey. whose .inexhaustible Nminiscences
of 'Abdu'k-Bahil are a commmt "PIi2bt; Mr. Winston
Evans, compelling speaker and lb"hlical scholar, to
name a few. Nor must the .stream of visiting pioneers
who radiate a brilliant spirit horn af sacrifice be forgotten; ar such dedicated mentors of the very young as
Mary Jane Carter, Thelma Allisoot, and lllarion Wilcox,
who have placed so many young feet firm1:Ir on the path
of the knowledge of Baha.'u'llih..

Scene of SpirilueJ Joys
After the day's classes it is sot uncommon to find a
group of students seeking fUrther illumination from the
we1I-stocired library shelves, or engaged in lively discussion in the attractively fornished living room. Others might be visiting with new or old :friends, meeting
in the spacious main room of Sarab Fanner HaIl to
hear a Hand of the Cause ansWer questions, or listening
to exciting stories of the victories won in some far-flung
outpost by a newly-returned pioneer. Everywhere, unmitigated joy is reflected in the shining faces and
happy voices of the large Green Acre family.
Perhaps the real gift "f Green Acre is the complete
oneness it engenders. Here in this blessed spot, far
removed from the distractions and pitfalls of a tumultuous world, living the life of a true Baha'i can become
an achievable reality. The total Green Acre experience
is indeed a harbinger of that gloriOUS day when the
World Order of BaIli'u'llili will finally have been
established on the earth.
-

PHYLLIS TONKONOGY~ GREEN ACRE COUNCIL
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Illinois Public Opinion. a magazine devoted to the
opinion of the people of Illinois on issues pertaining to
state, city, county or the federal government, published
in Chicago, carried in its January~February 1967 issue a
three-page story about the Baha)i House of Worship
and its history and facts about the Faith itself. It is
titled: "Spectacular Landmark at the Crossroads."

The Sociology of Development - Iran as an Asian
Case Study, by Norman Jacobs, a 541 page book pub-

The Right HonoTable ProfessoT Rama PTasad ManandhaT, of the standing committee of the State Council of
Nepal and formeT Nepalese ambassador to Great Britain,. USSR, France, Germany and S'WitzeTland visited
the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette March. 24~
1967. He is shown (at right) with SalvatoTe A. Pelle,
Nationat Bahd'i Public Information Director.

BAHA'I IN THE NEWS
Man's Religion by John B. Moss (MacMillan, third
edition 1967) includes a one page accotult of the Baha'i
Faith which gives a brief summary of the lives of the
Bab and Baha'u'llah and states that the background of
the Faith is Shi'ite Islam_ In describing the Faith the
author asserts that ·'like Sikhism" it is a separate and
distinct faith; that the writings of Baha'u'llah reached
the outside world and uadvocated a broad religious
view upholding the unity of God, and the essential
harmony of all prophecy when rightly understood!' He
states that the Faith has headquarters in Haifa, Palestine and is active in many countries and especially in
the United States.
The book is a text used in COurses in comparative
religion.

The March 1967 issue of Holiday magazine. devoted
to "The New Chicago" includes a paragraph on the

Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette. Describing it as
"an exquisite nine-sided fantasy of delicate windows
and lacy stone" the statement emphasizes the prevalence of light and the beauty of simplicity in the design
of the structure saying that jjIt's a profound religious
experience merely to stand inside the temple."
The October, 1966, issue of Senior Citizen Magazine
contained an article on the Baha'i Faith entitled 'IDaily
Thought Starters - The Wisdom of BaM'u'llah."
The article gave a brief description of the Faith t and
then listed selections from "Baha'i Scriptures" for each
day of the month. The selections from "Baha'i Scriptures" were submitted to the magazine by a Mrs. Willard E. Givens.

lished by Frederick A. Praeger, New York, contains a
lengthy chapter on "Religion and Political Authority"
which makes several references to the Baha'i Faith.
Dr. Jacobs, now serving as Fulbright Professor of
Education, Bangkok, Thailand, lived and travelled extensively in Iran for two years. While he takes no
position himself in this book regarding the Faith, he
presents the view that presumably exists in Iran that the
Faith is both political and religious, that political au·
thority does not attack it as a religious movement but
'~as an alleged political cat's paw of outside conspirators ... who hope to use the Baha'i movement to divide
Iranian from Iranian" and therefore "must be suppressed as any other politically subversive movement,"
even though its '~membership is native Iranian."

News Briefs
A busy year of varied teaching activities by the group
of Springfield, Missouri came to a joyful climax at
Naw-Ruz when a public meeting in the local Y.W.C.A.
helped proclaim to the community the message of
Baha'u'llah. This group, organized last September,
includes five students at the South West Missouri
State College who have organized and hold frequent
meetings both on the campus and in Springfield.
The Naw-Ruz meeting attracted a number of inquirers
including a reporter and a photographer for the local
paper and received excellent pUblicity in the paper,
both before and after the event, the account including a
picture of the speaker and the headline uThey Stress
Oneness of Mankind: Baha'is Welcome Spring on Happy New Year Day." Mr. Don Hawley of Sedalia, Missouri showed slides of the London Congress. Similar
public meetings are planned for the future and it is the
fervent prayer of each believer that soon a local assembly may be formed in this college town.
The Baha'is in Howard County. Maryland have been
assisted in bringing the message of Baha'u'llah to
residents of that area by a one page article on the Faith
published in the Howard County Times of February 13.
Written by reporter David Barkley this substantially
accurate and understanding account of the Faith, entitled: "The Message of Baha'u'Uah: One Fold and One
Shepherd" was based on an interview with Auxiliary
Board member, Albert James as well as the reading of
Baha'u'Utih and the New Era. Three large pictures,
from the Ebony reprint are included.

B.ud'f NBWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by thE! National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i wodd community.

BAJd'f NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office,

112 LiDden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois. U.SA 6009l.
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The Unveiling of His Sovereignty
HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE
STRESS SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS CENTENARY YEAR
To the Baha'i Conventions of Alaska, Canada and the
United States and all the Dearly Loved Friends

"Soon will all that dwell on earth
be enlisted under these banners. n
Beloved Friends:
The Blessed Beauty, Baha 'u 'llah t one hundred years
ago this glorious Riq.van, released a majestic power
from His remote prison in Adrianople. breathed a new
life upon the world, and made all things new.
The Wronged One of the world, Who, according to His
testimony, "had sought nothing for Himself," II solely
as a token of His loving kindness and favor and for the
purpose of quickening the dead and of redeeming all
who are on earth," accepted chains, fetters, adversi·
ties, and banishment.
"I bear witness that the eye of creation hath
never gazed upon one wronged like Thee."
In the midst of these tribulations, Baha'u'llilh, the
Lord of Lords, started to openly proclaim His message
to "emperors, kings, princes and potentates, to rulers,
governments, clergy and peoples, whether of the East
or the West, whether Christian, Jew, Moslem or Zor~
astrian t " and shared the iipeerless pearls of knowledge
and wisdom that lay within the ocean of His matchless
utterance. " It was at this time that Baha'u'llilh unveiled His sovereignty and alluded to His victory,
saying: liWe were welcomed with banners of light,
whereupon the voice of the spirit cried out saying: 'soon
will all that dwell on earth be enlisted under these
banners.' "
This is the goal that He, the everlasting Father, has
destined for His children to achieve, in spite of all their
heedlessness and ignorance. Humanity has no choice
but to ultimately respond to the call of Baha'u'llah and
accept His message. This is the plan of God for this
Day as foretold in all the scriptures. It was for this very
purpose that Baha'u'llah's martyred Prophet, the ex·
alted Bab, raised His call to the concourse of kings to
iideliver with truth and in haste the verses" of God "to
lands in both the East and the West." And when,

according to the beloved Guardian, Baha'u'llilh issued
His summons and the kings failed to respond, believers
were raIsed up instead. Now the responsibility is ours
and the privilege. If we fail, we too may be cast aside:
but the unalterable Will of God will be obeyed. For this
is man's destiny, as IAbdu'l-Baha affirmed, "that all
nations and kindreds will be gathered together under
the shadow of this divine banner, . . . all will dwell in
one common fatherland which is the planet itself. n
For this glorious purpose, the beloved of all hearts
Shoghi Effendi, labored and suffered all his life, sacri:
ficed himself wholly, paved the way and left'treasures
of divine guidance for his loved ones to follow.
And lastly, this is the spirit reflected in the infallible
message of the usource of all good," the Universal
House of Justice, that animates our souls and directs us
to all good.
The thrilling news in the message fills our hearts with
joy when we hear of such astounding victories throughout the world. It moves us to have this beautiful
quotation in thanksgiving on our lips, "Lord, increase
my astonishment in Thee."
Our response to the call of the Blessed Beauty, the
exalted Bab, the blessed Master, and the beloved
Guardian, today is our response to the message of the
Uuiversal House of Justice, dictated to that infallible
supreme Body by the Lord of Hosts, Baha'u'llah.
The Hands of the Cause of God in the Western
Hemisphere feel this year is extremely significant in
the lives of us all. The Concourse on High envies us for
the blessings of this Day. Out of His mercy Bah;i'u'llah
has singled us out from the entire creation to recognize
and serve Him. 'Abdu'l-Baha has stressed that "the
Holy Ones of past ages and centuries, each and all,
yearned with tearful eyes to live, though for one moment, in the Day of God. ,. . iThe sacred dweUers of the
most exalted paradise, are in this Day, filled with
burning desire to return unto this world, that they may
render such service as lieth in their power to the
threshold of the AbM. Beauty." What is our duty,
particularly as American Baha'is - addressees of the
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Tablets of the Divine Plan and recipients of all the
bounties, singled out by the supreme House for the
lion's share of the Nine Year Plan?
The Hands suggest that in order to respond befitting.
ly to this glorious message, let us pray first, study the
message carefully word for word, pledge to arise as
never before, and make our individual plan for this
year in pioneering, teaching, proclamation, contribution
to the Funds (the lifeblood of the Cause), and labor in
the manifold fields set for us by that supreme Body.
with all our resources, our energies and our very lives,
till we can answer to our own hearts that, indeed. we
have done everything possible in our humble power to
deserve these bounties showered upon us.
The Hands and their institution are each and all
standing ready to serve you whole-heartedly and by all
that lies within their power.
liOurs is the duty to rush forward and
ere it is too late, win the victories."
In conclusion, let us listen to the moving words of the
beloved of all hearts. Shoghi Effendi. and to the melody
of his voice now vibrating from the Abhi! Kingdom:
"Ours is rather the duty, however confused the scene,
however dismal the present outlook t however circum·
scribed the resources we dispose of? to labor serenely,
confidently and unremittingly to lend our share of
assistance in whichever way circumstances may enable us, to the operation of the forces which, as
marshalled and directed by Baha 'u 'llilh. are leading
humanity out of the valley of misery and shame to
the loftiest summits of power and glory."
YA~BAHi..'U'L-ABHA!

-Hands of the Cause of God
in the Western Hemisphere
April 1967
Rigvim 124

Important Announcement
from the Universal House of Justice
To All National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
In the 1965 RirJvan Message from the Universal House
of Justice we announced that in September 1967, on the
Feast of Ma:miyyat, a few appointed representatives of
the Baha'i world would visit the site of the House of
Baha:u'IIa.h in Adrianople where the Suriy-i-Muluk was
revealed. We have decided that the six Hands of the
Cause of God who will represent the Universal House
of Justice at the Inter-Continental Conferences in October are the ones to make this visit. Immediately fol.
lowing this historic act they will proceed to their respective Conferences.
For the protection of the Faith it is essential that no
one, except the Hands, travel to Turkey on this DCcasion.
With loving BaM.'! greetings,
-

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

March 17. 1967

Convention Elects
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly
The National Spiritual Assembly of the United States
for 1967-1968 elected at the National Convention is as
follows: Dr. Daniel Jordan, Chairman; Robert Quigley,
Vice Chairman; Dr. David Ruhe, Secretary; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Assistant Secretary; Miss Edna True? Re~
cording Secretary; Arthur Dahl, Treasurer; Dr. Dwight
Allen; Dr. Sarah Pereira; Paul R. Pettit.

Cablegram from the Fifty-Eighth U_ S. National Convention
to the Universal House of Justice
April 28, 1967
Overwhelmed by challenge to unprecedented self-sacrifice as we
embark upon unknown sea worldwide proclamation. Recognizing
our need rise new heights Faith, wisdom and dedicated action,
we pledge a new devotion and obedience Baha'u'Wih. We humbly
pray we may catch accents of His voice and lead Him to our
hearts that He may strengthen us marshall all our untapped forces
for total victory Nine Year Plan this Day of God.

Reply from the Universal House of Justice
to the Fifty-Eighth U. S. National Convention
received April 30, 1967
Deeply moved spirit devotion recognition need rise greater heights
self sacrifice fulfil goals Nine Year Plan. Assure all delegates,
guests Convention ou: prayers Shrines much loved Arr;7r~c~n
Community may contmue prosper m lovmg servICe Baha u llah
adding lustre mantle spiritual primacy. Loving Rio;ivan greetings-
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" ..• in that point the Occident and the Orient find each other united

through the Panama Canal, and it is also situated between the two great
oceans. That place will become very important in the future. The Teachings once established there will unite the East and the West, the North
and the South."

The Ric;lvan message from the Universal House of
Justice speaks of the great international project of
raising the Panama Temple. The site for the temple is
On the outskirts of Panama City at the summit of a hill
of volcanic rock formation some 700 feet above sea
level. It affords magnificent views in all directions. It
can be seen as one travels across the Isthmus of
Panama going from ODe ocean to the other. The area is
presently undeveloped. Clearing the road is now under.
way and construction will soon begin. It is anticipated
that the road will be completed by July 31.1967. since it
must be ready for the historic laying of the cornerstone
in October at the Inter-Continental Conference by Hand
of the Cause Amatu'l-Bahci RuJ:tiyyih Khcinum.
Peter Tillotson, an English architect, is the originator
of the design and Robert McLaughlin, former member
of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States
and Dean Emeritus of the School of Architecture of
Princeton UniverSity who served as a member of the
Technical Advisory Board for the construction of the
interior of the Mother-Temple of the West in Wilmette,
has been appOinted architectural consultant to the
Universal House of Justice in respect to the building of
the Panama Temple.
Once more an unusual opportunity for spiritual partic·
ipation through material means comes to the believers
throughout the world. In their Ri<;lvan message of 1966,
the Universal House of Justice called upon Hthe believers and Baha'i communities to contribute liberally and
continuously until the funds for the completion of this
historic structure are assured. Such contributions
should be sent directly to the National Spiritual Assem·
bly of Panama."
Baba'is who have had the privilege of sacrificing for
the construction of the edifices in the Holy Land, the
Mother Temple in Wilmette, and the Temples in Uganda, Sydney and Frankfurt know the confirmation and
blessing that comes in being able to directly assist in
the erection of so sacred a structure, vital to the World
Order of Baha'u'llah.
The friends everywhere will be looking forward
eagerly to drawings of this new Baha'i House of Worship~ as promised by the Universal House of Justice in
the April, 1967 message.

Upper photo is a view Of Panama Temple site from
the highway be!ow. Lower photo shows Robert McLaughlin (second from left) checking the area site.
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First National Spiritual Assembly Elected
in Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands
The beloved Guardian, always particularly proud of
the "firsts" achieved in the Baha'i world, "would," in
the words of Hand of the Cause, Dr. Ugo Giachery, Hbe
happy today when these 'forgotten' islands (forgotten
by the world) are witnessing the formation of the first
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the Leeward. Windward and Virgin Islands. I am sure his
great spirit is with us/'
Held in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands,
April 23-24, 1967, the first National Convention drew
attendance of Baha'is from twelve of the sixteen Caribbean islands coming under the jurisdiction of the new
national body. sweeping in an arc from Grenada (at the
southern tip) north and westward to the Virgin Islands,
and from Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, the
United States and France. Ninety-seven names were
recorded in the register of this historic occasion.

Distinguished Guests
Representative of the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of the United States, Dr. Sarah Marti'n
Pereira, opened the Convention, bringing greetings
from that body and reading its message with its assur~
ance of standing "ready to advise and assist whenever
called upon." She called attention to the great privilege
of the members to be elected to the new assembly in
going to Haifa next Riq.van to elect the new Universal
House of Justice.
Dr. Pereira had the honor of presenting dearly.loved
Hand of the Cause Dr. Giachery, who responded: "I am
here to represent the World Center of the Faith, the
Universal House of Justice and the body of the Hands of
the Cause. I bring- an expression of their admiration,
affection, Baha'i love, and the assurance that right now
they are praying for you, the Baha'is of the Caribbean
Sea, in the Holy Shrines." A thrill of gratitude and
confidence thus started vibrating which was to offset
the feeling of inadequacy in the face of the awesome
responsibilities set forth in the special message of the
Universal House of Justice to the Baha'is of the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands.

All Delegates Present
All nine delegates answered the roll call, and then
special guests were introduced: Mrs. Angeline Giachery, her husband's invaluable supporter and collaborator; Mrs. Sheila Rice-Wray, veteran pioneer in the
Dominican Republic; Knud Jensen, first Baha'i to
make his declaration in the Virgin Islands; Mrs. Alma
Lake, first native believer in St. Thomas; Mrs. Mary
Dayton, who, with her husband, Charles Dayton, were
the first pioneers in the Virgin Islands; Mr. and Mrs.
Ellerton Harmer, the second pioneer couple to arrive;
Miss Lydia Martin and Carlos Martin Pereira, sister
and son 01 Dr. Pereira; Miss Lecile Webster of Paris,
France; Mrs. Ludmilla Van Sombeek; Robert Hatcher,
new Coordinator of Temple Activities at the Wilmette
House of WorShip.

National Spiritual Assembly Of the Bahd'is of the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, elected April 23,
1967 with Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery. Left to
right: Thomas Hooper, EHerton Harmer (treasurer)t
Mrs. Lorraine Landau, Jean Desert (vice-chairman),
Mrs. Henrietta Trutza (recording secretary), Hand of
the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery, Miss Katharine Meyer
(corresponding secTetary)~ Jeffrey Lewis~ Mrs. Dorothy
Schneider, Edwin MiUer (chairman).

Weekend of Activiti..
The weekend's activities had begun unofficially with
an evening reception to which the pres s and leading
figures in St. Thomas were invited. The honored convention guests, speaking briefly and informally, remarked on the love, unity and family quality brought
by the Faith of Baba'u'nah. The public meeting held
the following evening featured the film "And His Name
Shall Be One" and a talk by Dr. Giachery.
At the joyous Ri<;lvan Feast the BaM.'! children of St.
Croix sang BahaJi songs. The declaration of a native St.
Thomian, Mrs. Angela Francis J just before the Feast
began seemed a sign that the bounties of Baha'utlliili
will be poured forth abundantly on these islands during
the coming year.
Preceding the convention was an aU-day teaching
conference with Mrs. Maurine Kraus, secretary of the
Foreign Goals Committee, presiding. LovinglYt she
commented, "This is a real homecoming for me, even
though I am seeing most of you face to face for the first
time. The committee has longed for this day. We are so
proud of you."

New Local Assemblie.
The happy news of the formation this Ri4van of_ three
additional Local Spiritual Assemblies, in St. Vincent,
St. Kitts, and Frederiksted, St. Croix, was announced.
This makes a taal of eight in the Leeward, Windward
and Virgin Islands. Two groups in Guadeloupe hope to
reach assembly status next year.
These remarks are gleaned from the ensuing reports
and consultation:
Dr. Giachery, on how to teach: '·Appeal to reason
rather than to feelings ... Steps in teaching should be
attraction, instruction, confirmation
. The Guardian
mentions teaching 'patterns' rather than teaching
methods."

The Convention, at which the National Spiritual Assemb!y of the Leeward, Windward and
Virgin Islands was elected, held in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas APTi! 23-24, 1967.
Mrs. Giachery: "When there is love in the heart the
language of thought is eloquent."
Pioneer Mrs. Frances Foss; "A year ago I had never
heard of St, Martin; I have now lived there for seven
months! . . . I have learned something about pioneering. you get to know yourself right down to the skele·

ton."
Jeffrey Lewis, warmhearted native believer of Grenada: III became a Baha'i (four years ago) very, very
easily ... Winston Evans distributed Baha'i literature
all over Grenada. After reading the pamphlet PTophedes Fulfilled ten became Baha'is."
IvoI Ellard, pioneer in Dominica: "Empty oneself of
all previous culture . . , A pamphlet based on New
Light on the Spiritual Path would be ideal."
Pioneer Mrs. Dorothy Schneider: ~'We started teach.
ing before we attracted - we got things mixed up!"
From St. Kitts, native Bahit'i, Miss Eulalie Brown,
expressed her joy in being present. Pioneer O. T.
Shelton of St. Eustatius stated: "I am there to bring
something to the island. I'm not taking anything out of

it. "
Edwin Miller: ,jFiresides are not effective in Grenada
- the terminology is unfortunate in this climate! . . .
We have learned a lot, mostly what not to do. The
words 40neness of science and religion' make sense to
us, but we found that to them I science' meanS dealing
with Satanl"

Tribute to a Pioneer
Dr. Pereira paid a tribute to the late Mrs. Etta
Woodlen for her fine pioneering work in Barbados. It
was later reported that Mrs. Woodlen's will provided
for a Baha'i Center in Barbados.
The Message from the Universal House of Justice to
the Baha'is of the WOrld, read in the opening session of

convention, brought that unique institution into clearer
focus for the friends, inspiring them to resolve to do
their share in meeting the challenging goals of the Nine
Year Plan.
Suspense mounted as the apPOinted time for the
election of the new National Spiritual Assembly approached. Dr. Giachery commented, "A pillar, a 'slim'
pillar, is being born. I feel like a father, pacing,
awaiting the birth of a child," Elected in "a spirit of
prayer . . . in that rarefied atmosphere of selflessness
and detachment . . . " were Edwin Miller, Grenada
(chairman); Jean Desert, Guadeloupe (vice chair.
man); Miss Katharine Meyer, St. Thomas (corresponding secretary); Mrs. Henrietta Trutza, St Lucia (recording secretary); Ellerton Harmer, St. Thomas
(treasurer); Mrs. Dorothy Schneider, St. Croix, V.I.;
Thomas Hooper, St. Thomas; Jeffrey Lewis, Grenada;
Mrs. Lorraine Landau, Saba. It is noteworthy that these
members come from six different islands which represent four national backgrounds - French, British,
Dutch and American.

Gifts Presented
Among the gifts presented to the infant assembly
were a contribution to the new National Baha'i Fund
with a letter of congratulations from the Universal
House of Justice; a generous gift of money, the film
"And His Name Shall Be One/' and several Baha'i
books for the national library from the U mo ther l l Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly; a picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and the Greatest Name in exquiSite, matched frames
from Dr. and Mrs. Giachery; a green leather album,
appropriately engraved, containing congratulatory
messages fom many of the National Spiritual Assemblies of the world, from the Foreign Goals Committee;
and contributions from many individual believers.
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Dr. Giachery remarked that it would be wonderful for

the friends to start to contribute to the Temple in
Panama. He stressed the necessity of precision in
making the budget. "Our personal responsibility," he

stated, "is to take the money out of corruption so as to
purify it and place it to work in the world." Dr. Pereira
gave

encouragement

reminiscent

of

'Abdutl-Baha:

"You have made a beginning, so the goals are in the
process of being achieved."
The "outside world" in St. Thomas was occupied with
Carnival festivities, but the Baha'is gathered in convention on the campus of the College of the Virgin
Islands were concerned with matters of lasting spiritual
value to the world at large.

HLet Baha'u'llah be on our lips all the time. We want
to proclaim that we have something to teach the whole
world," were Dr. Giachery's final remarks. "You are
my twelfth child. Like all children you will have problems. You will be under strain, you and your families
... Your primary duty is to the institutions that are Godordained . . . Read the Message from the Universal
House of Justice many. many times."
And in the hush left by the closing prayer, the friends
spontaneously joined hands, singing AUdh'u'Ahhti from
the depths of their bursting hearts.
- LORANA KERFOOT,
CONVENTION REPORTm

A Harvest Time in British Honduras
Harvest time seems tru1y to be at hand in British
Honduras. Behind us lie more than thirteen years of
painfully slow progress in the spread of the Faith since
the original pioneers, Mrs. Cora Oliver and Mrs. Shirley Warde, arrived in the fall of 1953 from Panama and
California respectively.
Then a small, backward and forgotten British Colony,
today the country is emerging as a nation of Central
America and is expected to attain independence in 1968.
And today the Faith is experiencing a phenomenal
surge of growth.
Fifty new believers were enrolled in the month of
December, 1966. and thirty-five more the first weekend
of January. Every teaching trip since brings new
declarations and opens new areas with people clamoring for books and more teaching. This sudden flood of
acceptance is mainly in the northern villages populated
by Mayans, Mexicans and some Creoles, and in a
southern area among the Carribs. But western villages
are also yielding their fruit and even Belize City, the
capital, has had more enrollments in the past year than
in any since the Faith was introduced there in 1953. So
eager are the people in the outlying districts to hear
about Baha'u'lU.h that we feel we are on the verge of
mass conversion.
All this activity coincided with the arrival of five new
pioneers, including Miss Ruhi Yeganeh, fulfilling a goal
of the National Spiritual Assembly of Great Britain,
and Maximillianno Cauich and family, a young Mayan
of Yucatan, Mexico, who was sent us by the National
Spiritual Assembly of Mexico to fulfill one of their goals
under the Nine Year Plan. The local believers, too,
have caught fire with the new spirit and are devotedly
teaching in all areas.
British Honduras has been under the jurisdiction of
the National Spiritual Assembly of Guatemala, but the

Universal House of Justice is permitting the formation
of our own National Assembly at Ric;lvan this year when
delegates and believers will attend our first National
Convention and we will have the blessing of the presence of Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery. When the
decision was taken we had only four local assemblies
and Baha'is residing in only eight localities as of last
Ri<;lvim, but this year we will be strengthened by eight
new assemblies and with Baha'is now residing in twen.
ty-four localities. The existing assemblies have also
grown, one having more than trebled in membership in
the past year. The Belize City Assembly is incorporated; we have our endowment; a Temple site has been
selected and is in the process of negotiation. Hence few
goals now remain under our Nine Year Plan. All of this
is proof of the unfailing aid promised by Baha'u'llilh
and the wisdom and foresight of our Universal House of
Justice.
Looking back over the period of seed planting, we
marvel at the sudden surge of acceptance that is now
taking place. It was two years before two local believers were enrolled in Belize City. one adult and one
youth. By 1958 we had grown to twelve and formed the
Belize Local Spiritual Assembly. Two more were added
in 19t1l, five in 1962, then only one a year through 1965
with a sudden acceleration in 1966 to thirteen enrollments plus the five new pioneers transferred here. In
1965 Burrel Boom. to the west where Mrs. Cora Oliver
had built her home, formed its assembly. From there
Bermudian Landing, a village stiU further west, was
opened and, together with the village of San Andres in
the north, came to assembly status in 1966.
But through these years of slow development we had
the great bounty of visits from three Hands of the
Cause, Mr. Zikru'll"h Khadem, Dr. Ugo Giachery on
three occasions, and Mr. Enoch Olinga, as well as some
extended visits from fiVe Auxiliary Board members.
Small wonder then that the seeds are now ripening and
the harvesting time is at hand.
- SHmLEY A. WARDE
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Newly purchased Alaska Baha'i summer schoo, property. consisting of fouT acres of land on north Douglas
Road near Juneau. Foundation at left is for school
buitding~ house in center is where caretaker win liue,
toundation on right is fOT an apartment and secretarial
office. Property includes eighty-five feet directly on the

waters oj Gastineau ChanneL
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Pioneers and Traveling Teachers
Assist with Venezuelan Goals

Bahi'is of Venezuela have been utilizing their vacation periods during the past year to teach in distant
places both inside and outside the country. Mickey
Posner, Sandy Whitney and Peter McLaren visited
Trinidad, where effective public and fireside teaching
was done. Mr. McLaren also visited Curazao, Aruba
and Bonaire, all of which are included in Venezuela's
Nine Year Plan goals.
On the home front two teaching trips were made to
Margarita Island (also a special goal in the Nine Year
Plan) by Addie Teske, Carole Woodard, Mickey Posner
and Peter McLaren. Eloy Carrascal and Weldon Woodard traveled to the remote area of Territoria Amazonas
where they visited Puerto Ayacucho and the Guajibo
Indian communities. All of these teaching trips included several large meetings and the enrollment of new
believers.
Bah.a'is of the central cities of Venezuela are now
making regular visits to rural Baha'i communities on

weekends. while those living in cities of the interior
make weekend trips to the Carina and Guajiro Indian
communities.
A great step forward has been made with the opening
of two virgin goals of the Nine Year Plan. Mrs. Rhoda
Vaughn arrived in Bonaire in October and Mrs. Ethel
McAllaster arrived in Aruba in January. The first native believer of Bonaire, Max Webster, has been enrolled_

Gttay.mi Indian pioneers, Venancio BejeTuno 01 Boca
de Soloy and Manue! Rodriguez of Plan de Chorcha,
ready to leave for their post in the San Bias Islands.

A portion of the audience, with Fred Beres! as chairman, at a public meeting March 18, Cana.l Zone,
Panama. Program was presented by Mr. and Mrs.
Russ Garcia and Ron and Lois Schneider, members of
a yacht crew on a travel-teaching voyage. While in the
area of the Canal Zone and the Panama Republic, they
gave generously of their time and talent.

Photos above .how activities in Trinidad and Islands
of Margarita and Bonaire aU mentioned in aTticle at
lett·
J
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The National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa fulfilled one of its Nine YeaT Plan goals with the opening of the
first BaM'; school in Bomi Hills, Liberia.

West African School Founded

In

Liberia

One of the goals of the Nine Year Plan for the
National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa was to
establish a summer/winter school, assisted by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States.
On March 24 West Africa's historic first Baha'i school
opened its ten-day session at the Baha'i Center in Borni
Hills, Liberia. West Africa now takes its place among
the other national spiritual assembles of the world having regular sessions during the summer, winter and
spring where Baha'is and guests come together for
fellowship and study. The first of its kind in Liberia, the
school aimed at training teachers to propagate the
Faith. Baha'i laws, history and principles were discussed, interspersed with workshop activities, social

periods and inspirational sessions.
A new dormitory, entirely built an4 financed by
native Baha'is, was completed and dedicated in time
for the opening of the school. Over seventy-five students, approximately half of whom were Baha'is, attended one or more classes.
Two Liberian newspapers covered the event.

o
On March 15 nearly 200 people attended the open
house at the newly-opened national Baha'i headquarters and office of the national secretary in Sinkor,
Monrovia, Liberia. This event was sponsored by the
National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa, in honor of
the Dunnes' departure for Las Palmas, in the Canary
Islands, Spain, where they have gone to try to regain
their health after many years of faithful and loyal
service.

First winter schoot held in Rabat, Morocco, February 25·26, with twenty-five communities repTesented. Theme Of
the schoot was {'Toward a. Better World."

_.,..,..
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European Summer Schools
JUNE - SEPTEMBER, 1967
AUSTRIA

July 1-<1

Pension Sonnhof, Lofer near Salzburg
Write: Baha'i-Haus Thimiggasse 12,
A lISO, Vienna, Austria

BELGIUM

August 5-15

Domaine de l'Hirondelle, Castle of
Oteppe near Huy
Write: Baha'i Center, rue Stanley 54,
Brussels 18, Belgium

BRITISH ISLES

July 1-<1
August 12-26

Harlech, Wales
DaIston, near Carlisle
Write: Baha'i Center, 27 Rutland Gate,
London, S. W. 7, England

DENMARK

June 23-25

Vapnagaard, neat Elsinore
Write; Baha'i Center, Sollevej 28,
Hellerup, Denmark

FINLAND

July 1-6

Dipoli, Otaniemi, near Helsinki
Write: Bahll'! Center, P. O. Box 10423,
Helsinki 10, Finland

FRANCE

August 26-Sept. 2

Maison Familiale de Vacances Les
Alberges, in Uriage-Ies-Bains, near
Grenoble (Isere) France
Write: Mr. Ray Foubert, 7 rue Alphand,
38 Grenoble (Isere) France

GERMANY

July 2-6
July 29-August 6

Gauting near Munich, at Germeringerl
Strasse 30
Hofheim/Taunus, near European!
Ma!ill-riqu'l-Adhkar
Write: Mrs. Erna Schmidt,
Parlerstrasse 50,
7 Stuttgart, Germany

Hote! Universitaire, Leysin, Canton de Vaud, StoitzeTland.

View near Grenoble,
France

ITALY

September 1-10

Albergo Parco delle Quercie, Contursi
near Salerno (AmaIII)
Write: Mr. Sohrab Payman,
Via Mentana 36,
Rimini, Italy

LUXEMBOURG

June 23-25

Bridel, near Luxembourg-Ville
Write: Miss Virginia Orbinson. B rue
Roger Barthel, Bereldange, G. D. Luxembourg

NETHERLANDS

July 22-29

De Berkenhoeve, near Hilversum
Write: Baha'i Center, Rioustraat 27,
The Hague, Holland

SPAIN

August 13-20

[Other information not yet available.]

SWITZERLAND

September 1-10

Hotel Universitaire, Leysin t Canton de
Vaud
Write: Bah,;'i School, P. O. Box 311,
1800 Vevey, Switzerland

A schedule of European Summer Schools to be
held from June to September, 1967, is presented
for the assistance of those who may wish to
attend. For reservations write to addresses
given above.
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Hand of the Cause
Lays Corner-Stone
for New Era School

New Era High Schoo!, Panchgani, India. Hand of the
Cause TaTazu 1 llah Samandari placing the holy relics
inside the foundation stone.

Early on Sunday morning, March 12, the ceremony for
laying the foundation stone of the New Era school in
Panchgani, India was held in the presence of the staff
and students and their friends. This Baha'i high school
is to be developed into a teacher-training college at the
:instruction of the Universal House of Justice.
It was a moving occasion. Pieces of stone from the
holy places, together with written statements describing the event in English and Persian were placed inside
the corner-stone. After prayers were chanted and the
statements were read, Mr. Samandari placed the
pieces of stone inside the cement block. As there was no
foundation to the building, the cement block had to be
placed in the ground at a predetermined spot. A pick
for digging the earth in which the cement block was to
be placed was given to Mr. Samandari. He wielded the
large pick - not once, but nine times, swinging it
above his head at each stroke. The atmosphere became
strangely hushed, except for the noise of the pick. On
he went until his breathing became very labored and he
started to tremble. Then he rested his hand on the pick

Hand Of the Cause TaTazu'Uah Samandari breaking
ground jor the foundation. His son and translatoT 1 Dr.

Medhi Samandari Of So.malia, is seen holding the
camera.

and closed his eyes in prayer. When he opened his eyes
he was ready to carryon with the dayts proceedings.
He had indeed shown everyone present the tremendous
power of prayer.
Following are some excerpts from Mr. Samandari's
talk. given at a conference in Panchgani on March 11,
preceding the corner-stone ceremony, as translated by
Dr. Medhi Samandari, Auxiliary Board member in
Africa, traveling with his father, the Hand of the Cause:
"If we look to the history of the Faith in the time of
the Bab, the Faith would have suffered terribly if there
were no true lovers willing to sacrifice all. Again
during the time of Baha'u'llah the Faith would have
come to nothing without such souls. Among these were
such souls as the King of Martyrs, the Beloved of
Martyrs and Badi who took the Tablet to the Sh3.h - a
unique honor and sacrifice in the history of the world.
These were the types of people who made the Faith
grow. Likewise in the ministry of Abdu'I~Baha, lovers
came forward to sacrifice for the Faith. . . . The same
took place in the time of the Guardian. and it was the

r
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great love of the friends that promoted the Cause. The
Promised One gave us the Most Holy Book, and its
child, the Universal House of Justice, elected in Haifa
in 1963, brings to a culmination after the Guardian the
erection of the World Order of Baha'u'll;ih. The members of the first Universal House of Justice stood before
7!000 Baha'is in London at the World Congress celebrating the Declaration of Baha'u'llah and then returned to
Haifa to start their great work of administering the
whole Baha'i world. Now, at this time, we must tum to
the Universal House of Justice as real lovers of the
Cause. The national and local assemblies must be first
on the role of lovers. We should remember. too, the
symbol of loved and lover and candle and moth given
by Baha'u'lHlh. The Universal House of Justice is like
the candle and the national and local assemblies and
the believers are like the moth attracted to the light,
until death, through sacrifice.
HIt is clear that without administration this program
is impossible, for the speed of progress is in direct
proportion to our attachment to the adminstration - so
let it work smoothly and efficiently. Any failure or
weakness on our part will harm the Faith and slow
down its progress. The Guardian spoke to me on this
matter saying that the Bab was the Forerunner and
gave the glad tidings, that Baha'u']]ah was the Founder
of the New World Order and that 'Abdu'l-Bahii. was the
Interpreter of the New World Order, and further, that
the national spiritual assemblies are the promoters of
the New World Order. The Guardian did not speak of
himself but you know that during his thirty-six year
ministry he was the teacher of the new administrative

11

order. All believers within the administrative order are
the foundation of the Faith and consultation forms the
basis. Conscientious and completely perfect consultation of all matters material and spiritual are essential.
Baha'u'llah says a Baha'i should consider himself as
entering the presence of God Himself before starting to
consult - remember this. He must be conscious of
God IS presence there, and when this is done, then and
only then start to consult. The subject must be clear
and all must participate. In this way the Holy Scriptures will infuse the gathering and results will be the
very best. I would advise the friends that gather for
consultation to show every respect, humility, meekness,
etc., then start consulting and then you will achieve the
results you hope for."
Earlier in his presentation, Mr. Samandari stated:
"We must cooperate in all matters pertaining to the
Faith, and every one of us has sacred duties. The
burden on the shoulders of the National Assembly is
very heavy in their responsibility to the community and
secondly to the Universal House of Justice, and this in
itself is equal to their responsibility to Baha 'u'llah
Himself . . . . 'Abdu'l-Baha explained the greatness of
the Faith and said that the tests would be intense. He
says a mountain can be turned into a piece of straw
and again a mountain can become as small as a grain
of mustard s~ed. We cannot realize how heavy our
responsibilities are. . . . It is essential for Hands of
the Cause and board members to cooperate fully with
national assemblies to fulfill their sacred duties . . . .

Youth Symposium in Pa.istan

Youth symposium on world peace held on MaTch 25, 1967, sponsored by the Baha'i youth of
Karachi, Pakistan.
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Teaching in Pakistan

The >Ultiona! treasurer of Pakistan (second from lett in photo at

left) after completing purchase oj site of Dacca, Pakistan ?a~
ratu'l..Quds. Photo at right shows Hassan Mahboobi and. Mr.
Jamshedi in Suthrapur, East Pakistan, on a teaching trip. Shown

with them is the chowdri (head man) of the village of Suthrapur .

. . . and in Thailand

Texan Lee and Mrs. Shirin FozdaT aboard the Bahd'i Land Rover, being ferried across a TiveT in. northeast
Thailand. Photo at right shows villagers gathering around truck on its arrival at village of Ban Thatiomsri.

The Festival of Naw-Ruz was celebrated at the Baha'i

Center, Bangkok. ThaUand, where over fifty guests, in

addition to Baha'is, attended. General Stillwell of the
U.S.A., the Burmese Ambassador, representatives from
the Indian and Russian Embassies, great-granddaugh.
ter of King Mongkut of Siam and other eminent guests
weTe present. Slides of the shrines and temples weTe
shown and a talk on the Faith was given by MTS.
Shirin Fozdar.

T
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BaM';s in the viUage of Arufa in the New Guinea highlands with Hand of the Cause, Collis
Featherstone.

New Guineans Welcome Hand of Cause
In January of this year, after attending the summer
school in Medina, New Ireland, Hand of the Cause
Collis Featherstone and members of his family visited
the believers in the highland. of the Territory of New
Guinea, only recently opened to the Faith. The new
Baha'is there belong to some of the most primitive
tribes in the world. Mr. Featherstone showed slides of
Israel to about fifty Baha'!s in the home of the pioneers
to the area, Noel and Margaret Bluett. The following
day he walked three miles in the rain up steep slopes to
the village of Arufa, where many Baha'is live. The
language barrier, though a great problem, was sUrmounted by the wonderful spirit brought by Mr. Featherstone. Taped music also helped to convey the spirit of
Baha '! fellowship.
Following the visit to Arufa, Mr. Featherstone, accompanied by his family and the Bluetts, traveled over
the mountains into the next valley, where the Faith has
only recently been established. The people in this
valley have had contact with outside civilization for
only ten years, The majority of the new Baha'is are
pagan in the sense that they have had no knowledge of
other religious teachings. On the way home the road
was closed by heavy rain and the Featherstone and
Bluett families spent the night in a grass hut.

Tom Wesley, a new Baha'i, tens his own. village people
aoout the Faith of Bahci'u'll<ih "" the occasion of visit
by Hand Of the Cause, Collis Featherstone.

Twenty-five New Guineans expressed their wish to
become Baha'is during Mr. Featherstone's visit. He
will long be remembered in the highlands of New
Guinea because he brought the fragrance of the holy
places into this remote and primitive area.

The third summer school of the Bahli'!s of the Hawaiian Islands will be held from August 5-12, 1967 at the
Waimanalo Elementary School, Waimanalo, Hawaii.
Classes will be held during morning and late afternoon
hours, with special subjects given in the evenings and
speCial weekend programs offered. Reservations can
be addressed to Baha'! Schools Council, 3264 Allan
Place, Honolulu, Hawaii.

A weekend study session was arranged in Chisimaio,
Somalia, this past winter on occasion Of visit of Mohamed Dalmar and Osman Hagi from Mogadiscio, and
Grant Winkleman from Gelib, an appearing at left.
Persian, Somali and American nationatities are represented in this photo.

.. '--
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Baha'i Week in Wilmette ...
Proclamation in the Shadow of the Temple
Most Baha'is allover the world know about Wilmette
illinois. But until recently, many residents of Wilmett~
did not know much about the Baha'i Faith. BahlPi
Week in Wilmette, April 9-16, 1967 remedied this condition to a large extent. The Wilmette Baha'i Community
planned, prayed, and prepared for this intensive local
proclamation, beginning in the hot days of last summer, through the winter of blizzards, and in the springtime shared these efforts with their neighbors.

From the outset, the importance of relating to the
unique conditions of proclaiming the Baha'i Faith in

Wilmette was kept in mind. The long buildup of local
good will was carefully fostered. The Village Board's
approval was granted. the Mayor's proclamation was
publicized, The Garden Club Federation was consulted
on where a gift of a rose garden could best enhance the
community. A new fire station lawn was chosen, and
the planting was publicly performed with Baha'i, Village, and Garden Club officials participating.

Public Meeting.
As attractions to the Baha'i Week schedule of public
affairs programs, the community was fortunate to have
the talents of Auxiliary Board member William Maxwell. Jr. and our United Nations Observer, Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh. Two evening meetings on subjects of
real public interest were held in Central SchooL On
Monday, Mrs. Motlahedeh held over 200 listeners with
the subject, HIs World Government Possible?" On
Thursday a panel discussion on BRace and Religion in
Today's Society" featured three Wilmette clergymen:
Rabbi William Frankel of Beth Hillel synagogue, Father John Rosemeyer of St. Francis Xavier Catholic
Church, and Rev. Donald Farley of the First Congregational Church, plus Mr. Maxwell for the Baha'i Faith.
Again, over 200 attended, including many Baha'is and
their friends from surrounding communities who gave
heart warming support to the meeting by their pres·
ence. Their presence added much to the spirit of the
meeting and was greatly appreciated. Refreshments
for these public meetings were gourmet treats from
many Baha'i kitchens.

Home Firesides
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, in different areas
of Wilmette, there were home firesides at which the
history of the House of Worship was related, with slide
illustrations. Since the Village has grown rapidly to its
present population of 32,000 in very recent years, most
of the residents were almost unaware of the real
significance of the magnificent structure which dominates the local skyline, and they were oblivious to the
fact that over 100,000 visitors and thousands of Baha'is
are drawn to this Chicago suburb annually for the one
purpose of coming to the Baha'i House of Worship. With
the mailing of an attractive double-purpose brochure to
every household in Wilmette prior to Baha'i Week, such
ignorance can no longer exist. Basic Baha'i facts in a
succinct presentation were included, along with a pro--

Local cleTgymen and Bahd'i spokesman. at panel on
Race and Religion. Left to right: SaivatOTe Pelle
moderatoT, FatheT John Rosemeyer, Rev. Donald Far~
ley Mr. William Maxwell, Rabbi WiUiam Frankel.
gram and invitation to share in the full week of local
public events.

Presentation and Di.play.
At its dinner, attended by a large number of citizens
the Wilmette Historical Commission, founded and
served for many years by the late Horace Holley, was
presented with a beautifully detailed picture history of
the Faith in Wilmette and the growth of the Temple on
these prairie shores. On this occasion the reasons were
explained for the selection of Wilmette as the site for
the now world famous structure. Posters, radio, local
and metropolitan press coverage carried information
about Baha'i Week.. In three major business windows
plus the local bank and the public library were outstanding window exhibits - some left up for- the entire month of April, adding interest for the National
Convention which followed ten days after Baha'j Week.
Local Baha'is were given the privilege of speaking on
the Faith at Rotary, Lions, and League of Women
Voters' meetings.

Opening Reception
In addition to the public affairs events and firesides
the Wilmette believers inaugurated their proclamatio~
with a reception to which the leading citizens officials
professional and organizational leaders and friends of
the Faith were invited . . . and which they accepted,
attended, and thoroughly enjoyed. Setting the tone for
the entire week, the Sunday evening reception was held
in the I:la~iratu!l-Quds on a beautiful clear night, tmlike
the dismal weather predicted for the day.

Youth Participation
The local high school age youth shared richly in
Baha'i Week, with Baha'i speakers invited to give talks
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both here and on their return to their homelands. From
10 until 6 in the afternoon visitors poured into the
Temple for the open house with special tours, slide
presentations and hospitality all day. The spirit was
surely felt by the guests on this day. During the
afternoon program of devotions a prominent local official of B'nai Brith, Mr. Ems Kaplan, read from the Old
Testament. Dr. Martin Bickham (who was honored a
year ago by the local Baha'is for his years of work in

human rights) read from the New Testament. Both

Crowds attend open hQuse on Wilmette Day at the
House of Worship.

on the Faith in all New Trier High School sociology
classes and its senior seminar as well as at the North

Shore Country Day School. Saturday night's youth
Fireside attracted over sixty-five young people, many
for their first encounter with Baba'i teachings, and
resulted in two youth declarations, though neither

young person was from the host community.

WilmeH. Day at the Temple
The glorious culmination of this thrilling week of

introducing the Baha'i Faith to its nearest neighbors
was Wilmette Day at the House of Worship.
That concluding Sunday began at 9 in the morning
with over eighty foreign high school students in the
American Friends' Service Foreign Students program,
and their local hosts, taking an hour tour with many
showing real interest in learning more about the Faith

Long Island Youth Hold First Conference
The Long Island Youth Conference which was held
over the weekend of March 24-26 in Manhasset, New
York and sponsored by the Huntington and Hampstead
Assemblies, proved to be a rewarding and inspirational
Ufirstt' of its kind in this area. Approximately fifty
people were in attendance with thirty-four of the youth
co:ming from New York t Connecticut, Massachusetts
and New Jersey. This number included eight not-yet
Baha'i youth and one parent who decided at the confer·
ence to sign the card on her return home.
Hospitality was provided in homes in nearby commu-

guest readers also read from Baha'i writings, as did the
three Wilmette Baha 'f readers.
The theme of the readings was powerful, "In Praise
of God,"- and its message was communicated to a full
auditorium. Dr. Bickham, a devout Christian said later,
"As I stood to read, my eyes raised upwards, and that
beautiful dome was 50 filled with such a light - it was
the presence of God,"
Following the moving devotions Mr. MaxweU's talk in
a crowded Foundation Hall, uMankind Moves Toward
Unity," crowned the week with the beautiful pure
message of Baha'u'llah, and the hope offered by the
Baha'i Faith to this troubled world. None who listened
could fail to grasp its urgency and importance. Reluctantly. the deSignated week of local proclamation closed,
but new doors were opened to the Faith in Wilmette.
New attention is being given, fresh insight is apparent,
increasing momentum is already evident in the comffiilllity attitude toward the Baha'i Faith. not as holding
title to a building which is a beautiful tourist attraction,
but as offering a possible new spiritual direction for this
day. The seeds for proclaiming in Wilmette were carefully selected, lovingly planted, and with careful tending in the coming days, weeks, months and years.
Baha 'u 'Ihih will reap a continuing harvest in the garden of Wilmette just beyond the gardens of the House of
Worship.

ing added dedication on the part of these youth to
service in the work of the Faith they love so much as
well as to their desire to help each other.

nities and transportation supplied by adult drivers_
Thus was the problem of inadequate housing facilities
in one area overcome.
Excellent talks by Nat Rutstein, Linda and Bruce
Jones, Dr. Sam McClellan and Frank Winters were
followed by good group discussion. Workshops and so-cial acti vi ty topped off with a buffet dinner and party
made the occasion inspiring and enjoyable for all. Four
youth who are not yet Baha'is expressed their desire to
go to Green Acre this summer and those under fifteen
years of age were anxious to enroll in the Faith as soon
as possible.
A high spirit of love and fellowship prevailed bring-

Those who attended the Youth Conference at "White
House" in Manhasset New York, March 24-26, 1967.
J

Youth Conference at Davison, Michigan, March 24-27, 1967.

Youth Hold Spring Conference at Davison
The Youth Conference at Davison School, Michigan
March 24-27 had for its theme "The Role of Youth in the
World" and attracted over one hundred youth from
near and far. Special greetings from the Universal
House of Justice, from the Hands of the Cause in the
Western Hemisphere and from the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States gave assurance of prayers
for success and the hope that all might arise to new
heights of service. These messages helped establish a
spirit of dedication and enthusiasm from the start of the
conference. Those who attended judged the gathering a
great and outstanding success and went away refreshed and invigorated.
The program was centered around the message of
June 1966 from the Universal House of Justice to the
Youth of the Baha'i World which was published in the
August 1966 issue of BAHA'i NEWS. The first session was
devoted to study of the entire message and was followed by eleven sessions in which prindpal themes

found in it were carefully studied and discussed. Topics
included: a review of the role of youth in the heroic age
of the Faith and in contemporary Baha'i history; an
analysis of the two processes in the world today and the
role of the Baha'is; the spiritual nature of the human
being and his relationship to God; the Baha'i personalia
ty and its development; the World Order of Bahit'u'Uah
and the role of youth therein; an analysis of the
relationship between Divine Revelation and knowledge
acquired through rational thought.
There was emphasis on discussion with two entire
sessions devoted to group participation. Teachers included Auxiliary Board member Velma Sherrill, Don
Streets, Hamilton Niss and Peter Khan. There were
several devotional periods and time for fellowship, a
dance and sin ging.
The work of preparing the school facilities, preparing
and serving meals, cleaning up and registration, was
all carried on by volunteers. whose joyful spirit and
sacrifice were a major contribution to the success of
the conference.

Many Joyful Celebrations Mark Baha'i New Year
jjJoyous" and "inspiring" were frequently-used
words to describe the gatherings of behevers in observance of Naw-Ruz, the Baha'i New Year and one of the
most festive and merry of the special Baha'i Days.
American believers celebrated in much the same
way as the iranian friends who hold picnics and other
joyful get-togethers sparked with talks, chanting of
tablets and verses, and melodious music.
Successful teaching efforts, intercommunity cooperation and delicious meals highlighted many celebrations
here, such as the delectable dinner for 65 people at a
believerts Lafayette, New York, home. The program
opened with a Naw-Ruz prayer and was followed by an
explanation of Naw-Ruz, includi!1g a general outline of
Baha'j teachings and colored-slide program of the
House of Worship. The group Singing session was enjoyed by the 31 Baha'is and 34 "not-yet" Baha'is. Also
in New York. Baha'is of Brighton, East Roch.e.ster~
GTeece, Henrietta, Irondequoit, Livonia, Penfield and
Pittsford communities realized their most outstanding
inter·group activity of the year - Naw-Ruz in the cabin
in Powder Mill Park.

The Prince Georges County, Maryland, celebration
featured a buffet style dinner and a talk on the origin of
Naw-Ruz beginning with the Zoroastrians in Ancient
Persia. About 35 attended the gala occasion representing nearly all the surrounding Baha'i communities.
Near by, in Pennsylvania, 19 attended Naw-Rliz at
an evening which was a joint venture of the West
Chester community and surrounding groups, and was
pleasantly spent with group singing and a special at·
traction, a brass quartette.
A bountiful pot luck supper followed by a program of
"happenings" took place at the Waukesha, Wisconsin,
YMCA. Men donned women's nylons while wearing
huge cotton gloves and blindfolds, women competed in
a wood sawing contest, an entire family presented a
dance routine, and awards were presented for the best
backyard activity of the year, the best driver, the
giggler of the year, the most loquacious orator, and the
best self ornamentation.
Naw-Ruz was an opportunity for a specific teaching
effort for a Decatur, Illinois, woman who entertained
her co-workers at the Nursing School, Decatur Hospi-
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tal, at a coffee hour. The meaning of Naw~Ruz was
explained. Also, the Decatur Herald Review carried an
article on the New Year and a letter to the editor
resulted in an inquiry and requests to attend firesides.
Decatur believers also had a covered-dish dinner at
which the children sang Baha'i songs learned at Sun~
day class.
The celebration in Franklin, New HampshiTe~ was
hosted by the Lakes Region Baha'is and sponsored by
the State G<>als Committee. Of the 91 attending, 32 were
non-Baha'is and among the Baha'is were the faces of
many who are not otherwise able to participate as
actively as they wish. With a guest from Nigeria
wearing his beautiful African dress, another guest
asking for a Baha'I speaker for the state's Governor's
Conference on the United Nations, with readings,
musiCal selections, an inspiring speaker and dancing
until midnight, the sponsors of the Franklin celebration
are being asked for a repeat performance of the very
gay and spirited affair.
Friends ranging from 1 to 78 years old from Madison,
Wisconsin, and nearby communities shared a delicious
pot luck supper. Children prepared a special warmhearted New Year program relating the meaning of
Naw-Riiz. The evening was also highlighted by a short
children's skit, a poem about the Baha'i year telling of
the attributes of God and the 19 months, a theme on
Intercalary and Naw-Ruz Days, a story of the original
Garden of Rif:lvim., the singing of "Shalom" (an Israeli
peace song), a skit "The Twelve Days of Rit;lvfm" with
the 12 participants each telling what Baha'u'llah spoke
on each of the days - all terminating with the 65 guests
leaving on a note of electrifying spirit of fellowship and
the true meaning of the Baha'i New Year.
Seventy Baha'is and their friends from Cleveland~
East Cleveland, Chardon, Shaker Heights, Akrem, Newbury, Chagrin-Falls and Willowick celebrated Naw Ruz
together in the host community Euclid, Ohio, where
they enjoyed a smorgasbord dinner, heard a short
address and saw youth and children depict Baha'i
principles through skits and song.
The dinner sponsored by the Montclair, New Jersey~
community was termed a "huge success" with 72
attending. In Texas~ the marvelous company and good
food topped by an evening of discussion made for a
truly bounteous occasion for the fifteen Baha'IS who
gathered at one of the communities there. Friends of
Charleston, West Virginia, report interesting attendance figures at their celebration. There were nineteen
Baha'is and nineteen non-Baha'is, nineteen of whom

17

were children and nineteen adults, at the dinner. Selected writings were typed on cards and read by
various believers present.
Friends of Beckley, West Virginia, had a most success~~ celebration, receiving wonderful newspaper
publiCIty. But what really cheered their hearts was the
tUI110ut of seventeen who were treated to a Persianprepared dinner. Many of the herbs and spices used
were sent from the Holy Land by the ~·chef'sH parents.
A lively question and answer period followed, in which
many of the college students present took part. The
Naw-Ruz season for North Dade, Florida, was crowded
with firesides, study classes and a public meeting on "A
New Year - A New Day" attended by sixty-eight persons. A Baha'i was called to Gainesville to a gathering
of mostly faculty members to help spread the Faith and
to a youth gathering at a Baha'i home the next day.
Elsewhere in the state Baha'is gathered for a happy
and spiritual observance in North Miami, and for a
banquet at Pompano Beach, hosted by the Ft. Lauderdale believers. There, a Cantonese buffet was served to
the eighty-seven Baha'is and guests, seated at tables arranged in group seatings of nine and decorated with
fresh flowers and Naw-Ruz greeting cards. After din.
ner, a Bahil'i gave a moving testimonial in song of her
search. Florida Baha'is also came together in Clearwater, from throughout Pinellas County.
Baha 1 is of Youngstown, Ohio, marked their Fast with
an exhibit at the town's flower show. Called '·the best in
the show," the exhibit was- pictUred and described in
BAHA'i NEWS in May.
Souvenir gifts of small baskets of flowers for the
women and packets of flower seeds for the men were
distributed at the Alton, New Hampshire, celebration
to symbolize the coming of Spring. A bu1let lunch was
served by the Alton believers to the Baha is and their
friends from Alton and surrounding towns. Almost
capacity crowds heard guest speaker Mrs. Vivian Fellows from Milwaukee at the Minneapolis, Minn., Naw
Ruz: festivities. She was interviewed on television with'
the non·Baha'i emcee and interviewer giving a halfhour questioning period. Three participants of the
Suffolk County, New York, Baha'is were pictured in the
Long Istand Press in conjunction with the New Year
and the following day a 32 column inch story on the
Faith appeared in the Suffolk Sun.
A large gathering - 200 New York City Baha'iswere given an iranian Feast by the city's Persian
believers. The friends also enjoyed prayers recited by
the children and songs by a folk-singing team.
7

Baha'i youth Club of the Walla Walla, Washingtem
area formed in March 1967. AU those shoum aTe now
Baha'is and since the picture was taken, in March, it
has grown by two new declarees. Left to right: Mark
Hopkins, advisor, Mrs. Emmalu McCandless, advisor,
Gerald Ivie, Janet Howard, David Phelps, Dan Brown,
Carol Mason, Wallace MCDonald, Richard Schickele,
Joanne Howard, Joel Hansen.
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FiTst Loca! SpiTitual Assembly of Brookhaven Township, New York fOTmed ApTil 21, 1967. Left to right,
seated: Froughieh Micha!chik, Dorothy Strickland,
Madeleine Humbert. Standing: Edward Cowit, Michael
Micha!chik, Monaver von deT Heydt, Jon Strickland,
Sylvia Strong, Shirley Szczepanski.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of Lubbock, Te:ras
formed at Rillva" 1967.

New Local Spiritual Assemblies

Local Spiritual Assembly of Reno-Sparks Indian Colony, Nevada formed at Rillvan 1967. This is the first all
Indian Assembly to be formed in Nevada. The members aTe Washoe and Paiute Indians. Left to right~
seated: Adele Sampson, Pearl RiveTs, Eunice Hunter
(treasurer). Standing: Harry Sampson, Marilyn Kane
(secretary), Willie Astor (chairman), Betty Pancho,
Connie Hunter.

RIGHT:
Bahd'is of Durham, North Carolina hold fireside to
hear Mr. Matthew Bullock (left, rear) distinguished
Baha~t:,

who has pioneeTed fOT several yeaTS in a nu.mber oj countries. His visit was tvaTmly received by the
Bahci'is and other gTOUpS inteTested in the message

which he brought.

First Loca! Spiritual Assembly of Bellevue, Washing..
ton elected April 21, 1967. Left to right, fTont: Patricia
Moses (treasurer), Shigrichi Tanaka (chairman),
Kathy Tanaka (recording secretary), Naomi Robinson (corresponding secretary), Rear: KaTen Robinson,
John Robinson, Nancy Colpaert, Timothy Robinson,
Stephen E. Moses Jr. (vice-chairman).
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Sonya Sey"", Baha'i and first student accepted by Atlantic Community College, Atlantic City, New Jersey
when it opened one year ago, maTks anniversary by

presenting the college library with twenty volumes on
the Baha'i Faith. The President of the College, Dr.
Luther G. Shaw, is shown accepting the gift. He expressed appreciation faT the books which- will enable
students to pursue the ideal of free inquiry. This picture with an article was published in the local paper
of Atlantic City.

An Outstanding Example of Devotion
Elizabeth Hopper, Knight of Baha'u'Uah and devoted
believer for many years, passed away on April 25 in
Funchal. Madeira. One of the first Americans to embrace
the Baha'i Faith. Miss Hopper was a second generation
believer who accepted the Baha'i Faith when a yOWlg

girl in the 1890·s. Her entire life+ from then on, was
dedicated to serving Baha'u'llah. She was reared and
educated in New York state, being a graduate of Cornell University and trained as a librarian. Many years
of her life were spent in Washington, D.C. where she
was active as a member of the local Assembly, on
committees and as an able Baha'i teacher.
When the call of the beloved Guardian came for
pioneers to arise and go to virgin areas to live and

19

Part of the audience oj eighty persons at the teachers'
training institute in F!oTence, Ita!y, who came to hear
four students speak on I~The City oj God." Institute
was conducted in February by Mildred Mottahedeh.
(See May issue of BAHA'i NEWS, page nine.)
teach the Faith, she, seventy years young, responded
immediately, arriving in September 1953 at her post
in Funchal, Madeira, a post at which she remained
for the rest of her life. She had the joy of teaching
the Faith and seeing a local spiritual assembly come
into being in Funchal in 1963.
Upon hearing of her passing the Universal House of
Justice cabled as follows:
"Please assure friends prayers Holy Shrines prog.
ress soul Elizabeth Hopper Knight Baha'u'llah out.
standing example devotion steadfastness."

News Briefs
The local Spiritual Assembly of South Kiag County
Commissioner's District, Seattle, Washington is happy
to report a "first" for that area when the chairman of
the Assembly, Douglas Harris, was invited to speak in
a series of lectures on uGreat Religions By Which Men
Live" sponsored by Highline College in Seattle. Religions covered in the series of ten lectures included
Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, Is-

OVer sixty-five at Youth Fireside hear Mr. Maxwell. Right: Peg Friedlander and Walter Pollard, youth, declared
their belief in Baha'u'Udh during BaM,'i Week in Wilmette.

T
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a local paper.
There was publicity, including a picture, in three
papers and notices were sent, by the local believers, to
the principal organizations in the city, including church
groups, clubs, radio and TV stations, book stores and
library. About one hundred attended the public meeting, at which great interest was shown and many
questions asked. Perhaps the outstanding feature of the
visit was Mr. Evans' emphasis on the fact that Baha ' u'llah is the only Prophet in all recorded history Who
has come making the claim to be the Promised One
foretold in the Holy Books of ali the world's revealed
religions. Four ministers and a Catholic nun attended
the meeting.

Col. Pin Muthukanta, DiTedor-Generul, Department of
Religious A:ffaiTs, Ministry of Education 01 the government of Thailand, left, on the occasion of his visit to
the BaM', House of Worship in Wilmette on April 21.
With Mrs. Muthukanta he exa.mines map

On

which Dr.

David Ruhe, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly points out the location of Ba1ui'i communities
throughout the world. Col. Muthukanta's tour Of the
United States included visits to various religious institutions and meetings with their personnel.

lam, Confucianism. It happened that the lecture on the
Faith came on Naw-Ruz, was the last in the series and
was well attended, over one hundred being in the
audience, More than usual interest was shown, as
evidenced by the many questions asked at the close of
the lecture.

o

Baha'is of Cheyenne, Wyoming demonstrated to
friends and neighbors some of the teachings of the
Faith when they held a naming ceremony for a young
child in the family of Patricia and John Dumbrill.
Twenty·four visitors of varied racial and religious
backgrounds crowded into the Dumbrills' home to hear
Baha'i prayers for children. readings from the Writings
on the rearing of children, and to meet little Tahirih
Amine. the new baby. A group of Baha'is from Laramie, Wyoming joined in the festivities and during the
social hour the visitors had an opportunity to become
acquainted with their Baha'i neighbors. A warmer
attitude toward the Faith was created as well as a
better understanding of the beauty and universality of
its teachings.

o

The Spiritual Assembly of Tulsa, Oklahoma sponsored a successful teaching program recently when,
on March 29 and 30, Winston Evans visited the city,
lectured at the University of Tulsa, spoke at a public
meeting and was interviewed by the religious editor of

Baha'i Publishing Trust
What Is Race? The Most Challenging Issue. By Glenford Mitchell and Daniel Jordan. In the words of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the U.S., this brochure
has been prepared as one means of "eliminating misconceptions and superstitions about race, so that posi4
tive relationships with persons of other races may be
established with confidence and ease. . . ." and to
Ufacilitate dissemination of basic information on race
in a readily assimilable form. In additi-on, the pamphlet
demonstrates another important teaching of Baha'u'llah
- the essential agreement of science and religion."
Some of the topics discussed are: How Many Ra.ces
ATe There?; How Races Are FOTmed; Are There Any
Pure Races?; What Has Blood to do with·Race?; Does
Race Have Anything to do with Intelligence?; and
many others.
Exceedingly interesting illustrations prepared by
Gordon Laite appear on every page. It is printed on a
textured paper in dark brown and ochre, "slimline"
format, to create one of our most attractively designed
brochures.
20 copies ......................................... $3.00

New Edition of Bahll'; Prayers Has Some Changes
Baha'i Prayers (Combined Edition) has been produced
in a new printing. At the request of the Universal House
of Justice, some few corrections have been made. For
example, Prayer No. 14, page 26, should be designated
as revealed by Baha'u'llilh instead of 'Abdu'I.Baha, as
was understood from previous records. Since this is
one of the Prayers for the Departed, the believers will
wish to correct their books accordingly.
Other prayers which have had some changes effected
in this printing are: No. 11, pp. 144-145; No. 13, pp. 149150; Prayer No. 15, pp. 151-152.
Per copy ......................................... $1.60
Order from: BaM'i Publishing Trust, 110 Linden Ave.,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

BAHA'i NEWS is published tor circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Baba'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Limoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'! News Editorial Offi.ce,
112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.

Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette. Illinois. U.S.A. 60091.
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Not until I have said unto him all those things that I
wish to say can any earthly power silence Me.
Though all the world be armed against Me, yet shall
it be powerless to deter Me from fulfilling, to the last
word, My intention.
Had you believed in Me, 0 wayward generation,
everyone of you would have followed the example of
this youth, who stood in rank above most of you, and
willingly would have sacrificed himself in My path.
The day wi!! come when you will have recognized
Me; that day I shall have ceased to be with you.
-THE

BIB

Thus ended a life which posterity will recognize as
standing at the confluence of two universal prophetic
cycles . .. It can, moreover, be regarded in no other
light except as the most dramatic the most tragic
event transpiring within the entire range of the first
Baha'i century. Indeed it can be rightly acclaimed as
unparalleled in the annals of the lives of all the
Founders of the world's existing systems.
-

SHOGHI EFFENDI
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Pioneers Witness Birth of Belize National Assembly
As a prelude to their first national convention, the
Baha'is of Belize gathered in the lovely terrace room of
a sea-front hotel in Belize City. to hon{)r Hand of the
Cause, Dr. Ugo Giachery and to hear his illuminating
talk on "Road to Peace."
The three-day convention opened April 28 with eight
delegates present from the four existing local assemblies of Belize, among them a Mayan Indian Baha'i.
Also present were representatives from the National
Spiritual"Assembly of Guatemala, Harold Neff and Mrs.
Louise Caswell. Mr. Neff opened the convention and
then called on Dr. Giachery. who spoke of the responsibility the community was about to assume and of its
new and closer relationship to the Universal House of
Justice.
Messages sent to the convention included one from
the Universal House of Justice which inspired all present to arise and vollUlteer as traveling teachers, and
one from the Hands of the Cause which included the
promise that "those who will arise to serve Him will, in
due time, conquer all human frailities." Among the
greetings from other national assemblies was a message from Auxiliary Board member Artemus Lamb.
who appealed specifical1y to the Belizean believers to
arise to serve, putting aside all fear and sense of
limitation.
Among the teaching goals set for Belize by the
Universal House of Justice for the remainder of the
Nine Year Plan were eight local assemblies. There are
twelve. The Plan also calls for twenty-five localities
which have already been established.
On Saturday, April 29, the first National Spiritual

First national convention

of

First National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Belize. Left to right, front row: Dr. Giachery, Hand Of
Cause, Cora Oliver (recording see'y.), Bernice York,
Rouhangiz Yeganeh. Back TOW, from left: Dr. Hedaiatu!!ah Ahmadiyeh (chairman), George Gable, Katherine Hope (secretary), WaHace TiUet. ShiTley WaTde
(treasurer), and Nat Neal.

Assembly of this small country, long forgotten by the
world but well remembered by the Center of the Covenant in His Tab!ets Of the Divine Plan, was elected with
five local believers among its members. What emotions
must h ave stirred in the hearts of Mrs. Cor a Oliver and
Mrs. Shirley Warde, who have labored for fourteen
years, patiently nourishing the seeds that grew to
fruitful trees!

the Bahli'is of Belize, April 28-30, 1967, with Hand of
the Cause Dr. Giachery.
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Panama
-

Host to an Intercontinental Conference

POOto at left shows Toad being cut to the Temple site in the Republio of Panama. National Spiritual Assembly oJ
Panama members drove to top of hill site tor· eaT~Y morning prayers at first meeting of new Bahd'i year

The Bahti'is oj Panama sponsored a booth at the FaiT in La
ChoTTera. PTesident of the Republic, Marcos Robles., visited
the Fair and the Bahci'i booth.
He is shown heTe shaking hands
with Theresa Buckley after
pTesentation of a copy of Baha 'u'llah and the New Era.

~

..

,.

Newly elected members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Republic of Panama. Seated, fTom left:
Buren Douglas, Leota Lockman, RazueZ de Constante.
Standing: HaTTY Haye, Fred Berest, Alan Pringle,
Arthur Krumme-H, James Facey and Antonio Mendoza.
The 1967 convention of the Republic of Panama had
the largest number of delegates ever attending. Delegates appealed faT women teachers to come to the
mountains to instruct their women~ who in turn would

teach the children about the Faith.

JIILY 1967

Bolivian Convention Reveals New Level
of Participation
The seventh annual convention of the Baha'is of
Bolivia demonstrated an elevation of spirit in harmony
with the altitude of the city in which it took place - La
Paz, highest capital in the world. The thirty delegates
present, most of whom were Indian cam pesina friends,
were representative of the most dedicated teachers in
Bolivia and expressed themselves in fluent Spanish and
Quechua.
High resolve was evident in the message to the
Universal House of Justice, which "pledged incessant
labor in expansion and consolidation." This year's
triumphs included the formation of the first Local
Spiritual Assembly in Beni. on the Brazilian border,
and Tarija, on the Argentine frontier. An opening to the
Faith has been achieved in all nine departments in
Bolivia.
Universal participation reached a new level in the
strenuous months before RiQ.van when over a hundred
campesinos volunteered to help with the formation of
indigenous assemblies. Due to troubled areas, however,
a number of these local assemblies could not be established.
The devotion of these Indian campesino friends, a
number of them literally ready to give their lives for
the Faith, can be seen in some of their comments
during the convention: "Those who laugh at us and
speak calumny against us are like barking dogs who
run alongside a moving truck which goes on its way
leaving them behind."
One believer who was falsely denounced told of
having a rifle pushed against his ribs and being taken
as temporary prisoner. He told his captors: "You can
kill me whenever you like but I die in the Path of God
for I am now a new person with a new spirit and a new
soul."
Especially heartening was the presence of the group
of campesino youth who are also actively engaged in
leaching work.

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Balui'is of Bolivia. Seated, left to right: Andres JachakoUo, Yolanda elaros, Angelica. Costas~ Carmela JachtJ/Wllo. Standing, lett to right: Dr. EshTaollah Ouladi
EhsanoUah Rezvani~ Nasario TiTado~ Enrique Zapata:
Estanislao Alvarez.

Delegates attending the seventh an.nual convention of
the Bah(Pis of Bolivia

Seventh annual convention of the BahtiJis of Bolivia.
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Motilon Indians of Colombia Arise to Accept Faith
Motil6n Indian valage
in high, remote
Andes Mountains
of Colombia,

£IIGH AND REMOTE in the northern Andes moun-

bas hobbled out with feet blistered and shoes, supposed-

I I tains of Colombia and Venezuela live the Motil6n

ly strong and durable, cut to shreds.

Indians, a people who have fiercely and steadfastly
maintained their ·independence and aloofness to civilization's advance and invasion. There are at least
three different grades of their hostility, in part due to
the inhumane treatment meted out by cruel men,
unthinking governments and selfish oil companies.
The civilized peoples fear all of them and their razor
sharp, exquisitely made arrows and bows. Thus far
only the most gentle castes have come into the Faith in
large numbers.

The guide was attracted to the Faith from the beginning and gladly directed the pioneers to the first three
villages, which became Baha'i. On later trips the total
of villages, or rancheros, was raised to seven. These
were the people who were believed to be not bright
enough to become Christian by an Adventist missionary
who has lived. in their midst for twenty-five years.

Three P'lOnee,. ..... ke First Visit
The beglnolng of the New Day for the Motil6ns began
when a trio of pioneers - a North American, a Persian.
and a Swede - went into the area with little knowledge
of their whereabouts and much faith. The North American was Donald Witzel? Auxiliary Board member, who
had experience approaching the Motil6ns on the other
side of the Andes in Veoezuela. After taking their vehicle as far as it would go and after an extremely arduous trip on foot into the mountains, bedding down on
a hillock: in the darkness, they woke at dawn to find a
friendly passerby who told them that he had slept on
Mt. Carmel and could lead them to a guide who knew
the Indians and their language and was trusted by
them.
Two days more of climbing steep and razor-back
slopes and even more precipitous downgrade paths

brought the travelers to the first Indian ranchers. More
than one traveling teacher, going into these mountains,

Exhau.ti"" EfFort. of Olava Novae.
Since the initial trip the Motil6ns have heard the
teachings, seen pictures of the Baha'i world and
learned songs about the Teachings in many tongues.
Brazilian pioneer, Olavo Novaes, has aided in the elections of the spiritual assemblies and the convention
delegates. His stamina has been nothing short of fantastic. Each year of the past three he has managed to
guide the election of seven Local Spiritual Assem hlies
of the Motilons, crossing the craggy, tree-covered
mountain ranges and chasms between the rancheros
in the allotted twenty-four hours of April 21, exhausting even his native guide.
This faithful pioneer who travels the length and
breadth of Colombia from the rivers of the swampy
Chaco to the vast and danger-infested Amazon River,
and from the wide open plains or Hanos to the desert of
the Guajira, has opened the majority of the departments (states) of Colombia to help fulfill a Nine Year
Plan goal in the first two years. Whether in the stifling
heat of the desert or jungle, whether in his thin cotton

-"
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clothing in the cold of the night at the high altitude of
Bogota, or riding careening buses over dangerous
mountain road.s, this stalwart pioneer is cheerful, optimistic and steadfast.

Motil6n Delegates Come to Convention
The last national convention of Colombia fell closely
on the heels of the Local Spiritual Assembly elections
and .so Mr. Novaes was able to bring three Motilon
Indian delegates with him_ The convention site had
been changed by the National Spiritual Assembly from
the capital city of Bogota to Bucaramanga in order to
make it easier for Guajiro and the Motilon Indian
delegates_ This was a delightful experience for the
Baha'is and an historic occasion_ The Motil6ns rarely
if ever go beyond the nearest villages where they sell
some of their field crops_ When a Catholic priest was
able to bring three out a few years ago it was an
occasion for much marveling and a profusion of newspaper pictures and articles. These Baha'i delegates

Baha'i families of a Motioon ranchero with Brazilian
pioneer, 01.avo Novaes, at extreme right, front rOW.
managed their electoral duties with dignity and seriousness and the National Spiritual Assembly was indeed proud of them_

T.achers and Funds Urgently Ne.ded

Hamilton Breton, Colombian pioneer, and eager MotilOn Indians view photographs of Balui'i events around
the world,

So much more needs to be done for the Motilons_
Limited manpower of Baha'i teachers able to walk and
climb restricts them to a visit only about once every
three or four months and then there is not sufficient
time for effective deepening. The children receive no
education - not even reading and writing_ The Colombian government, it appears, is giving them aid of no
kind_ A pioneer team could find full-time work with
these people alone. An institute with visual aids to
teach the Faith, and books and other tools to gjve the
children an education, both spiritual and intellectual, is
a dream that is hoped will not be too far in the future as
teachers and money become available. Here is one of
those opportunities to "raise up a new race of men!H
-

CHARLES HORNBY

Convention in Nicaragua

The BaM'is

of

Nicaragua heW their seventh annual
conventi<m April 26-27, 1967. Artemus Lamb and Rodrigo Tomas, Auxiliary Board members, attended. The
Baoo'is of Nicaragua are optimistic about their goals
and expect to fUlfil! and possibly surpass their assignment in the Nine Year Plan.

Members of the new National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Nicaragua_ Standing, left to right.- Ernesto Herrera, Salomon Escalante (corres. sec'y.),
Jorge Harper (recording secretarY)J Armando Fonseca
(chairman). Seated, left to right: Edgar Gomez (vice~
chairman), Jaleh Ahdi (news corres.), CeciHa King,
Rose Mangapis (treasurer) and Jose Arita..
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Ji(aque Indian$ of Honduru
Form Fir5t Assemblv

A one-day institute was held at Grant Etang, Grenada,
West Indies, February 12, 1967, with Hand of the CalLse
Dr. Ugo Giachery. Grenada was included in Dr. Giachery's trip through the islands of the Caribbean.

Guatemala

FE BAHA'I

A portable Baha'i exhibit to be 'Used many times in the
coming months of Proclamation in Guatemala.

The first visits to the Jicaque Indians of the Montana
de la Flor, Honduras, were inititiated in 1961. These
Indians are lmown by anthropologists to be the most
primitive of the Honduras and perhaps of all Central
America. Two women, Maralynn George (then a student at the University of Honduras and now Mrs.
Hooper Dunbar) and her mother, Mrs. Wanita M.
George, teacher in the American school. Tegucigalpa,
made the trips during school vacations. After several
visits all of the Indians on the north side declared to the
Faith, explaining that the Baha'i laws are similar to
laws their grandfathers had taught in the Jicaque tribe
for centuries. Finally, after no visits for two years, the
pioneer visited them this Ri~van and found them still
true to their Faith. The first Jicaque assembly was
formed. They are: Marcelina Martinez, Reyes Martinez, Gaviel Martinez, Augustina Martinez, Pablino Martinez, Maria Sevilla Martinez, Celestino Martinez, Ca·
melia Martinez and Celestino Martinez Soto. some of
whom appear in the above photo with Wanita George.

National Spirituat Assembly of the Baha'is of Guate·
mala for 1967-68, with Carmen de Burafato, Auxi!iary
Board member from Mexico.

Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Ruth Blackwell and Baha'i Jriends from Petionville shOwing the beginning stages
of a new Center being built in PetionviUe, Haiti, named JOT Hand of the Cause, Leroy 10as. It win be a two-.story
structure with fiTst /lOOT housing the BaM'i Center and second floor the home of the BlacKweli.s. Photo at
right is view of basement-foundation. Project is expected to be finished within two years.

A New Center in Haiti

Brazil Convention
New National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of
Brazil. Front TOW, left to right: Edvaldo Andrade, Osmar Mendes (recording sec·y.), Razi Milani (vicechairman) and Djalal E ghrari (treasurer). Back TOW:
ShapooT Monadjem (chairman), AlziTa VaUandTo, Nyl-

za Taetz (corres. secy., English), Muriel Miessler
(cOTTes. sec'y. Portuguese) and Robert Miessler.

Seventh annual Bahci'i convention, held in Aguas de Lindonia, Brazil, April 28 to May 2.
Auxiliary Board Members Eve Nicklin and Edmund Miessler are seen in center of photo.
An atmosphere of spiritual purpose and responsibilty prevailed.

Fourth national convention of the Hawaiian Is~ands, taken on the front steps of the J:fa+irat'u'l-Quds_

Hawaiian Islands
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
Hawaiian Islands, elected April~ 1967_ Front row, lett
to right: Elena Marsella, Evelyn Musacchia, Florence
Kelly, Elizabeth Hollinger. Back TOW: Dr. Claude CaveT, Robert Wolff, Hugh Chapman, James Wada, Benjamin Ayala.

A school in Brazil
A Baha'i Institute to be used as a public school was offered by the Baha'is of Gravatai Bra~iL Children are being taught by teachers furnished by the mayor of the city_ Photo shows day of his inauguration, when members
of the "mother community" of Porto Alegre united with. those of Gravatai, Tapes and Esteio. Mayor and his wife
are in center front.

Laos Elects First National Spir itua I Assembly in Vientiane
An historic event took place last Ric;lvan with the
election of the first National Spiritual Assembly, shown
in photo at right. The first national convention of the
Baha'is of Laos was held April 22·23 in Vientiane, with
Hand of the Cause Dr. R. Muhajir, two Auxiliary Board
members and three representatives of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Thailand attending. Extensive
plans for the expansion of the Faith throughout Laos
resulted from the sessions.
Members of the newly elected Assembly appear in
photo at right. seated, from left to right: F. Missaghian,
Sy Chanh. Dr. Muhajir, Hand of the Cause, Boon My,
M, Beizayee (secretary), Standing, left to right: F.
Antipolo (vice-chairmanL Kham Say (treasurer). Lau
Chou. F. Faridian and C. M. Lee (chairman).

Thailand

Left: Fourth National Convention of Thailand. Right: Eight members of new!y elected NatioMI Spiritual A ...
semb!y of Thailand with Auxiliary Board member Yankee Leong (!eft. TeaT). Left to right, frant: Miss Dhanya
Anapapitra (secretary)~ Mrs. Shirin Fozaar (chairman); Mrs. Parvati Fozdar (vice chaiTman)~ ReaT: Sawaeng

Thongsoot, Kriang Sack, Thienthai

(treasureT)~

Vollop, Sompong.
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Baha'is of Taiwan Form National Spiritual Assembly
"All things made new n seemed to be the theme of the
first convention of the Baha'is of Taiwan. held April 2830, 1967, This new pillar of the Universal House of
Justice was elected in the new I:Ia?iratu'l-Quds, located
near the center of Taiwan's capital and largest city.
Auxiliary Board member, Mr. Payman of Indonesia,
represented Hand of the Cause Dr. R. Muhajir in his
absence. Other Board members present were R. Momtazi from Japan and Mr. C. Duncan from Taiwan. Mr.
Payman observed that Taiwan had the special bounty
of forming its national assembly in the year that marks
the hundredth anniversary of Baha'u'Jlah's Proclamation to the kings and rulers of the world.
Philip Marangella, chairman of the National Spiritual AssemblY of North East Asia opened the convention, paying special tribute to Anthony Seta, the
first Chinese in the United States to become a Baha'i,
as well as to Me. and Mrs. Suleimani who have pioneered there for twelve years. He also introduced Miss
Ruthy Tu, the first Chinese Baha'i of Taiwan, who
attended the convention in spite of illness.
In a special message from the Universal House of
Justice, the new national assembly was made responsible for eleven goals during the remainder of the Nine
Year Plan. More than twenty greetings were received
from national and local assemblies and from individuals throughout the world.

FiTst national conven.tion of the Baha'is ot Taiwan, held
April 28-30, 1967 at Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Eleventh annuat Baha', convention held at Karachi, Pakistan,
The only lady delegate, Mrs. P.
Yazamridi, was also elected. to
the National Spiritual Assembly.

First National Spiritua~ Assembty of the Baha'is of
Taiwan, elected April 29, 1967. Seated, left to right:
Isabe~ Dean (treasureT), R. Suleimani. Standing, left
to right: Rong-hwei Kuo (vice-chairman.), Robert Yen,
Sidney 1_ Dean (secretary). S_ A. Suleimani, Kai-ming
Tsao. Tsing-ming Wang (chaiTman). Ab.sent~ Tin-sheng
Huang.

The Baha'i .,lfa?iratu't-Qud.s at Tatpei~ Taiwan~ R.O.C.
Center is on third floor Of tllis modern jive-story building on Dne of the main thoroughfares of the city.
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Plans for World-Wide Proclamation Stir U.S. Convention
Upcoming world-wide proclamation was an overriding theme of the joyous convention of the Baha'is of the
United States at Ri<;lvim. One hundred fifty-three delegates, 135 youth, 1000 visitors - nearly 1300 believers
shared in a convention abbreviated in time but heightened in new intensity to grasp the meaning and challenge of the glorious tasks which are the privilege of
the American Baha'i Community.
On Thursday evening, April 27, the friends prepared
for so spiritual a gathering with prayers in the Auditorium Df the beautiful Baha'i House of Worship. For
many it was a first visit, for all a renewal of dedication
at Ric;ivan. The beauty of the first blooms of the gardens
in springtime lined the way into the Temple; roses at
the reading stand brought the beauty of gardens inside.
Flowers added color and fragrance throughout the
convention period.
The high spiritual level was established at the very
outset and it was upheld during the entire week-end

and carried back across the land to every community.
At the opening session the pace of growth of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah was indicated by a heart·warming cable
from the just-formed National Spiritual Assembly of
the Leeward, Windward, and Virgin Islands, fulfilling a
primary goal cf the United States in the Nine Year
Plan, Loving greetings and inspiration were in a welcoming cable from Hand of the Cause William Sears
who had shared in last year's convention here, and
many others.
Following formalities of opening the convention, consultation on the agenda provided a dynamic beginning
to a fruitful week-end. It was evident that adoption of
some new procedures, following principles already established, might bring more adventurous consultation
as well as more effective use of limited convention
time. At the reception which followed, Baha'is renewed
old friendships and met new counterparts in the Faith
from many states.

BAHA'I NEWS

Thrilling Challenges and Achievements Shared
Friday. spiritually fortified with opening devotions,
the delegates and visitors filled Foundation Hall to hear
the powerful Ri<;lvan Message to the Baha'i World from
the Universal House of Justice, As we enter the challenging fourth year of the Nine Year Plan, the thrill of
achievements was: shared - eleven new National Spiritual Assemblies, rlumerous recognitions of the Baha'i
Institutions and Holy Days, additional goals met in all
parts of the globe, the beginnings of the construction of

the Panama Temple. The challenges to the believers at
this time are tremendous as world-wide proclamation
begins carrying the Faith of Baha'u'lhih to the entire
planet. The total dedication of the beloved Hands of the
Cause, the extension of pioneering efforts, the increasing momentum of home front teaching, highly intensified needs to support the Baha'i Funds, all point to the
third phase of the Nine Year Plan - the phase to be
inaugurated at the Inter-Continental Conferences in

13

October of this year. Already anticipation of these
joyful gatherings with their unprecedented opportunities for present day Baha'is to proclaim the Divine
Message is in the air in all countries as plans progress.
Believers are called upon for teaching in support of
proclamation, and the imperative need to deepen themselves in the Cause. The very purpose of human life
needs to be understood in dimensions of the new World
Order.
The beautiful Message from the Hands of the Cause
in the Western Hemisphere to the Conventions of Alaska, Canada, and the United States was fully supportive
to the Message from the Universal House of Justice. In
fulfilling the 1964 challenge to the U.S. believers for a
"lion's share" and leadership, more sacrifice is required at home to sustain human resources abroad and
hold achievements they have won. Consultation and
dedication to respond to that continuing challenge to
unprecedented sacrifice was made clear by the majes·
tic words from the World Center.
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Growth of Faith Focuses on Youth
Increasingly evident from the outset of the 1967 Con·
vention i~ the mounting role of youth in the growth of
the Cause. Increase in number of the believers during
the past year was 13% - but among youth was near
35%. It is to be expected that youth will be ever more
attracted. There will be tests to face as Baha'i laws
become the standard, and there will be confirmations
as young people rise to the standards so far missing in
their society.
Progress of the Faith, the growth in numbers, assemblies. groups, was cited and the importance of real
growth of the believers was spelled out in homefront
teaching reports. It is clear that Wliversal participation
begins with personal spiritual deepening, that the character and deeds of the Baha'is are increasingly under
the scrutiny of the rest of the population as proclamation proceeds, that the obligation for increased res:>urces
and increased sacrifices be understood, that systematic
programs and accomplishments must be courageously
pursued to achieve the goals which mean victory in
1972. Strengthening of assemblies, homefront pioneering to develop new assemblies and additional centers
were all vital aspects for consultation. The increasing
executive and planning roles of the National Teaching
Committee will help sustain this growth, coordinate
the Baha'i Schools, and the teaching curriculum. Additional resources must emerge from heretofore unidentified talents of many believers. State Goals committees
will continue in their coordinating efforts. Individual
believers must recognize that the challenge declined by
kings a hWldred years ago has for nearly a century
been the responsibility of the believers. The function of
the Faith of G<>d is to exalt the lowly of the land, friends
were reminded, with our energies to be used for teaching and our funds for expansion of the Faith.
When homefront teaching of minorities was subject
for consultation - bringing the Faith to American Indians, Negroes and Orientals - the urgency of dedication of pioneers was a recurring theme. To stay at a
post long enough, to deepen new believers, and· to
develop administrative understanding, to keep one's
word in the utmost degree, to fulfill obligations one
assumes, are essentials not to be forgotten. Pioneers
and all should be aware that Baha'is are being watched
closely by searchers and scoffers, by those who admire
and those who would seek to destroy. It was pointed out
that actively teaching and living the Faith helps each
believer understand the potency of the healing medicine -of Bahau'llah to a sick world.
In consultation on education of Baha'i children and
youth, the pattern of "guided discovery" was emphasized, to aid children in learning. Baha'i education
must be viewed within the total administrative order,
and through the social and ethical teachings of Baha'u'lhih. The need to include children in the life of the
Baha'i community and the means to attract them to the
Baha'i life were discuss ed.
In noting the magnified role of youth in the world, in
America, and especially in the Baha'i Faith, a department of Youth and College Activities is being established under the direction of the N ationa! Teaching
Committee. This is expected to meet the expanding
needs of youth on campuses and in communities, isolated or in groups. The vocal, affluent, educated y-outh

of America are searching for firm foundations and
rejecting the crumbling structures which have failed
them. If young people grow to maturity instead of
demanding instant adulthood, they need to be helped to
know themselves and know the Faith of God for this
day. Baha'i youth should aim for careen in which their
talents can serve the Faith and humanity. Community
participation, prayers, praise, principles all need be
applied as young people grow up at home or away, in
school and on the job. Youth, large numbers of youth,
are swelling the Baha'i ranks, and when they are
recognized and. assimilated into the total community,
vast benefits WIll accrue to all concerned.

Treasurer's Report Require, Fiscal Maturity
With the requirements to teach, to conSOlidate, to
extend services in pioneering, to further development
of the World Center - the Treasurer's report came to a
sensitized body of delegates and friends. The spiritual
challenge to meet these growing needs in the Holy
Land is sharply heightened - to care for the vita!
World Center, to extend the Auxiliary Institutions, to
codify the Holy texts. Needs have nearly doubled since
1963. Thus, for the first time in history, the U.S. Baha'i
community is faced with the figure of a $1,000,000
budget for the year ahead. Acceptance of fiscal maturity should be shared by every believer. The budget
which looms so large can be met if every believer
would give only $70 a year. if two thirds would give
$100, or if only one eighth of the believers gave $500.
Nothing is impossible when spiritual beginnings are
made. Youth resources must be channeled into the
Baha'i Fund, and all new believers should be made
aware of the bounty of sharing in building the Kingdom
of God on earth. Each believer, young and adult, new
Or long in the Cause, is enjoined to meditate and
commit himself and resOurces to the Cause. Consultation in each community will open further ways to meet
this prayerfully considered budget.

Joyous Ridvan Feest .nd Evening With Hend of the Cause
Inspiration for renewed dedication at every leveJ
came at the soul stirring Ri<;lvan Feast and evening
with Hand of the Cause Zikru'llah Khadem and the
Auxiliary Board members. The majesty of the thrilling
commemoration of Baha.'u'Uah's Declaration 104 years
ago was shared by a crowded Auditorium filled with
His American followers t-oday. The choir of young
Baha'is raised a musical salute in prayer and praise.
New believers and those who had known the privilege
of serving the Guardian in his lifetime were thrilled by
Auxiliary Board member Florence Mayberry's tribute
to Shoghi Effendi. The friends yearned for more as
Auxiliary Board member Curtis Kelsey shared his
heritage of kn-owing and directly serving the beloved
Master. The station of 'Abdu'l-Baha, His human nature,
His superhuman perfections, His servititude to all mankind were lovingly recalled. In conclusion of the Ric;1.vim
evening, Mr. Khadem spoke on the evidences of Saha·
'u'llilh shining in East and West, the need to prepare
ourselves fully for bearing the responsibility of carrying out so powerful a Message as that offered us by the
Universal House of Justice this Ric;tvan, a reminder to
all that unity and oneness of mankind is the keystone of
the Baha'i Faith. It was a blessed springtime evening.
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Threefold Schedule Plus National Spiritual
Assembly Election
The intensity of this year's convention was evident on
Saturday when simultaneously there was a full day of
activity for youth, plus a meaningful session of consultation for non-delegate visitors, in addition to the fulJ
agenda for delegates. Prayerful meditation by all of the
friends preceded election of members of the National
Spiritual Assembly, with assurance of loving prayers in
the Holy Shrines and knowledge of prayers of many
believers not in attendance sustaining the occasion.
Results of the ejection were re-election of all nine of
the present members, who met and elected officers for
the ensuing year. They remain Dr. Daniel Jordan,
chairman; Robert F. Quigley. vice-chairman; Dr. David S. Ruhe, secretary; Charlotte Linfoot, assistant secretary; Miss Edna True, recording secretary; Arthur
Dahl, treasurer; Dr. Dwight Allen; Dr. Sarah Pereira;
and Paul Pettit.
On the Saturday agenda, an extended and valuable
consultation dealt with Baha'i morality. Baha'i laws,
when understood, provide the ideal measure for development of the individual. In a declining culture, the
new standards born of God's new Revelation are affecting all mankind. It is the power of the Baha'i Faith
which enables its adherents to reach for and measure
up to those standards. "What would 'Abdu'l-Baha do'?'''
could well be the self-question when confronted with
problems or temptations. It was unanimously recommended to expand the presentation on Baha'i morality
and make it available in published form.
Over 125 youth met in continuous sessions throughout
Saturday as guests at the Yacht Club adjacent to the
Haziratu'l-Quds. Here they heard their own message
f~o~ the National Spiritual Assembly, and from Auxiliary Board member William Maxwell. They shared
consultation on news of Baha'i growth on campuses and
in communities, prepared for summer projects of service to the Faith, and learned of the new department
designed to aid youth in the American Baha'i community. The youth in convention met the call for
maturity in response to the needs of the Ftuld with a
spontaneous contribution of over $250, and prepared
recommendations to the full convention with a real
understanding of the strong role young people must fiJI
in the Baha'i Faith.

New N.S.A. of Leeward, Windward,
and Vir9in Islands Represented
Youngest among the administrative bodies in the
Baha'i world, the newly formed National Assembly of
the Leeward, Windward and Virgin IsJands, was repre
sented and that daughter assembly shared its joy of
first convention and the achievement of adding another
pillar to the· structure of the Baha'i world. Moving
tribute was paid to the late Hand of the Cause Dorothy
Baker. recognizing her early efforts in these areas of
the Caribbean.
Exciting achievements of traveling teachers and the
addition of international youth projects were a joyous
inspiration. Foreign goals were dted, opportunities
presented. As the pioneer call went out, response to
specific needs was generous, and the dedication of the
entire convention was complete. Ya-Baha'u'I-Abha!
On Sunday, report of the youth to the convention was
a

a sign evidencing their understanding of the role as full
participants in bringing til reality the World Order of
Bahi!'u'llah. Baha'i youth welcome their newly opened
channel of communication with the National Spiritual
Assembly, the dynamic projects to channel their tremendous energies, spiritual guidelines from the Universal House of Justice to the youth of the world, and
they cherish their spirit of unity in a discordant society.
Their spontaneous contribution to the Fund was
pledged to be followed by sustained additions. Recommendations for greater youth recognition in future
convention consultations were unanimously approved
by the delegates.

Exciting Plan, for Inter-Continental Conferences
On this final morning of convention? the friends heard
with great joy the early developments in the thrilling
plans for the Inter-Continental Conference to be held in
October in Chicago and Wilmette. The excitement of
the Centenary plans was heightened on learning that
Hand of the Cause Tarazu'llah Samandari will represent the Universal House of Justice, coming directly to
Chicago from an historic pilgrimage of the Hands of the
Cause to Adrianople where the Suriy-i-Mullik was revealed. The Centenary with its commemoration, proclamation, and deliberation cannot be overestimated in
its vaJue to bring the Message of Baha'u'llah to unimagined new numbers of people during this unprecedented
occasion. Prayerful planning continues and exciting details unfold.
Following the Inter-Continental Conferences, the
tasks will be clear - follow-up teaching, confirmation
and enrollment of newly found believers, continuing
efforts to find new avenues for bringing the Faith to
people where they are - in classrooms, on the job, in
public and personal meetings. Believers must increasingly stand out a.s happy beings, directing mankind to
the redeeming values of divinely sustained religious
teachings of Baha'u'llah.
The convention closed reluctantly on a high spiritual
level voiced by Mr. Khadem - the assurances that the
increasing troubles facing the planet today are indeed
the sufferings in giving birth to the World Order of
Baha'u'llah - that the pending constitution of the Universal House of Justice will upset the old order. The
world's equilibrium is upset. The glory of being chosen
to rise in this day is given to the lowly and weak - and
ours is the inescapable task to fulfill the goals assigned
by history. The beloved Hand of the Cause expressed
joy at being with the American Baha'IS to whom the
world is looking for leadership, and reminded us again
that it is imperative to put the Cause of God first in our
lives in every way at all times. In recounting the
heroic, unceasing work of the beloved Guardian, he
recalled that Shoghi Effendi had asked only "that the
friends help him to carry the burden of responsibility."
This is what is required now - that American Baha'is
be in the front lines, earning victories for the Faith. We
can see with our own eyes the Glory of Baha'u'Uah's
power and the fulfillment of all the Holy Writingsthat "aU things are made new," lIthe House of the
Lord has its door," and "soon will all that dwell on
earth be enlisted under these banners."
-
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Tanzania Stirred
by Visit from
Hand of the Cause
and Board Members

From January 13-15 Dar-es-Salaam received a twoday visit from Hand of the Cause William Sears and
Auxiliary Board member Aziz Yazdi of Nairobi. Meetings were held with the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Tanzania, the National Teaching Committee and with Baha'is in the area.
Three hours before Mr, Sears and Mr. Yazdi departed
from Tanzania a public meeting was held -in the Ukonga area. Mr, Sears stood beneath the same mango tree
under which he had spoken ten years prior, in the yard
of Mr. Elika, one of the early Baha'is of Tanzania. Fifty
Baha'is and their friends were present.
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Hand of Cause William Sears and members of National Spiritual Assembly of Kenya at opening

of

(irst teaching

institute in the Western Province of Kenya, March 21, 1967. Mr. Sears is also shown at right with a group of
friends.

Baha'is of Vietnam Continue to Add New Victories
The Baha'is of Vietnam are in many ways setting
examples of diligence and devotion to the entire Baha'i
world, in the face of trials and difficulties that are
perhaps not encountered to such a degree elsewhere.
Out of a total of 171 delegates to the annual convention,
142 votes were cast. Sixty-nine delegates attended, forty
others having to turn back midway from Saigon,
An increase of fifty local assemblies since last
RiQvan was reported, bringing the total to 176. The total
increase of Baha'is since a year ago is 6,200. One
hundred local assemblies have been incorporated? exceeding the Nine Year Plan goal of sixty. Literature
has also been translated into the Banar, Meo and
Thaidam dialects.

AU Baha'i activity in Vietnam continues to receive
outstanding attention in the .press, radio and TV~ often
being front page news in the leading newspapers.
Eagerness to make the Cause of God progress was
evidenced also by a generous contribution to the Fund
at the convention, including 5.000 square meters of land
valued at approximately $2,000.

It is understandable that the Universal House of
Justice should cable the courageous friends of Vietnam:
"DELIGHTED NEWS CONTINUOUS STEADY PROGRESS
FAITH ASSURE BELIEVERS PRAYERS HOLY SHRINES
BESEECHING BLESSINGS CONFIRMATION UNITED ENDEAVORS SERVICE CAUSE GOD LOVING RIDVAN
GREETINGS."

eo ..Hi)'. ,
DON KUMG,MIHCI1DNGllO BAHM Hll~W;Jl;{
lOAN THE TIN

.".
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Delegates to the Fourth National Convention of the Baha'is
April, 1967.

01 Vietnam,

Flenth Plodamation
Faith Proclaimed in Grenoble
Grenoble. capital of the French Alps. is an active and
expanding city with a population of 160,000. It is a
center of education (City Universitaire) and the
Baha'is of Grenoble will hold a summer school this
year in Uriage, twelve kilometers from Grenoble, from
August 26 to September 2. Students from all over the

world are expected to attend.
The city was opened to the Faith by Mr. and Mrs.
Foubert. After years of search they discovered the
Baha'i Faith while attending a conference in Nice.
They enrolled less than a year ago, and there is now an
active group of five in Grenoble. In January, 1967, they
planned an exhibition which lasted fifteen days. Three
public lectures were held and slides on the Baha'j Faith
were shown. Mr. Schaubacher of Switzerland, Ing.
Ghadimi of Belgium, and Mme. David and Mr. Froument of Paris were part of the dynamic program.
Coverage by the press and radio, though limited, was
nevertheless a beginning. This was the first public
presentation of the Faith in GreruJble.

International Fair Held at Nice
Nice, the first and most prominent city on the French
Riviera, held its annual Fair March 2-13. The Baha'i

In

Two Majol Cities

stand was given favorable location on the floor for
tourists, the adjoining booths having displays from
many foreign countries. Approximately 15,000 persons
visited the stand, 2,500 pamphlets were distributed and
many heard about the Faith for the first time. Among
those who helped prepare and man the booth were Mr.
Georges Delerine, Mrs. Lydia McVicker, Mme. Gaertner and Mme. Sananese.
Two public lectures were held during the Fair at the
Hotel Splendid.
The president of the Fair wrote the following letter:
"Au moment au s'etablit Ie bilan de notre derniere
Manifestation il nous est particulierement agreable de
vous remercier de votre participation qui a suscite un
tres vii interet aupres de nos nombreux visiteurs.
"La presentation, a 1a fois attrayante et SOignee, du
stand de l'Assemblee Spirituelle des BAHA'IS de
France a Iargement contribue au SllCCeS de la FOIRE
INTERNATiONALE DE NICE et de eel., eroyez Ie
bien, nous VallS en sommes infiniment reconnaissants.
"Nous attachons Ie plus grand prix a la collaboration
que vous voulez bien apporter a notre Camire et vous
prions d'agreer, Cher Maitre, l'expression de nos senti.
ments les plus distingues."

Baha'i exhibit at Fair in

Nice~

France.

Passing of a Knight of Baha'u'llah
The passing of a valiant servant of Bahft'u'llah is
noted in the following cablegram received in Wilmette
May 31 from the Universal House of Justice.
"DEEPLY GRIEVED PASSING KNIGHT BAHA'U'LLAR
MILDRED CLARK. HAVE REQUESTED FINLAND
HOLD MEMORIAL MEETINGS ALL COMMUNITIES
RECOGNITION HER VALIANT EFFORTS PROMOTE
FAITH DURING LONG PERIOD PIONEER SERVICE
EUROPE ADDING LUSTRE OVERSEAS ANNALS
AMERICAN BAHA'! COMMUNITY,
APPRECIATE
YOUR ASSEMBLY'S EXPRESSION LOVE TRIBUTE
PRAYING SHRINES PROGRESS HER SOUL ABHA
KINGDOM,"

Early in the Second Seven Year Plan Mrs. Clark
pioneered in Norway as well as in Holland and Luxem.
bourg. When the Ten Year Crusade was announced she
was one of the first to arise, arriving at the virgin post
of Lofoten Islands in August 1953, and, for this, named a
Knight of Bahil'u'J]ilh by the beloved Guardian, The
last few years of her life of service to the Faith were
spent in Finland where she passed away on May 27.

Second Seminar Held in Langenhainer
The second Langenhainer seminar took place May 1315, two weeks after the national convention, with one
hlIDdred Baha'is and guests participating. Seminar was
held next door to the Baha'i House of Worship in
Langenhainer, near Frankfurt/Main, Germany, and
conducted by Dr. Farhad Sobham from Berlin.
The Cologne community presented Baha'i history
through the medium of tape recordings, the Bonn
community discussed group dynamics and the Berlin
community spoke on spiritual prerequisites of the

National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Portugal,

group. Teaching was done by the Stuttgart community
and included firesides, public meetings and services at
the House of Worship. A consultation period followed
each presented topic.
A number of visitors came to see the House of
Worship, enabling the students of the seminar to put
their newly-acquired theoretical knowledge into practice.

Plans for four additional seminars are now being
made as part of a long-range teaching program in
Langenhainer.

FiTSt seminar held in Langenhainer, near Baha'i House of Worship in Germany. The second
seminar was hetd in mid-May and four more are scheduled.

Sixth national convention in Bern., Switzerland, held
April 29-30. The Faith is making good progress in the
Alpine country. The haTmony and dedication of the
Relvetic Baha'i community was evident in the fine
spirit of the Swiss convention.

Hand of the Cause DT. Adelbert Muehbchlegel (centeT), with National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahri'{s Of
Switzerland.

Conventions in
Switzerland
and
Alaska
National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM',s of Alaska
elected April 23, 1967, with Hand of the Cause John
Robarts in center. Seated, left to right: Evelyn Huffman (recoTding see'y.. ), Charlotte Schwartz, Georgia
Haister, Janet J. Smith (secretary). Second TOW, from
left: AuxiliaTY BOBrd member Howard J. BTOton, Blaine
Reed, Ben Guhrke, John Kolstoe (vice-chaiTman), Robert E. Moul (chairman), Donald A. Anderson (trea·
surer).
Eleventh annual convention of the BaM',s of Alaska, held April 22-23, 1967, in Anchorage, Alaska, with Hand of
the Cause, John Robarts.
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Nationwide Institutes on
"The Promised Day Is Come"
An experience of learning and discovery shared with
other Baha'is, a few hours of happy fellowship among
those united in a common faith and love for Baha'u'llah
and His Revelation. a growing desire to know more
about His Teachings and to be deeply a ware of Their
significance in order to serve Him. to praise Him, and
to build His kingdom on earth - these, and more, were
a part of the nationwide study by the believers in the
United States, of Bahil'u'IIah's Tablets to the kings and
religious leaders of the earth as contained in Shoghi
Effendi's The Promised Day Is Come and God Passes
By.

As the beginning of preparation on the part of the
believers for a meaningful participation in the Centen·
ary celebrations and the accompanying proclamation
of the Faith on which the BahilJi world will embark
next September-October, the believers had studied The
PTOmised Day Is Come individually or in groups during
the period of the Fast, the time of spiritual renewal and
enlightenment. Immediately following, on April 2,
eighty-four institutes were conducted throughout the
country at which the friends came together on one
weekend, almost three thous and strong, to review and,
through further study and consultation, to deepen their
understanding of Baha'u'llah's proclamation of His
Mission.
The reports from the institute leaders, among whom
were members of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Auxiliary Boards to the Hands of the Cause, National
Goals Committee, and others, as well as from the State
Goals Committees who served as hosts for these gatherings, give evidence not only to the enthusiastic response
to this endeavor, but of a hope for more of similar study
institutes in the future.

Yil'9inia (GII'erence Stirs Youth
to New Achievements
"The Challenge of Being a Baha'i Youth" was the
theme for a dynamic youth conference held under the
auspices of the Virginia State Goals Committee March
25-6 in Northern Virginia. The keynote speaker, Auxiliary Board member William Maxwell, Jr. stressed the
bounties as well as responsibilities of Baha'i youth and
the role these young people can play in living in
accordance with the Baha'i laws and moral standards.
A careful study and discussion of the June 1966 message

Institute at ChaTlottesville, Virginia was a success and
insp1.Tation to aU who came. ThTee races and thirteen
towns and cities weTe Tepresented.

April 2 Institute in Springfield, minei•.
from the Universal House of Justice to Baha'i youth;
youth projects and opportunities for active service; the
responsibilities towards the Natiorutl Ftmd; stories
from the early days of the Faith showing the vital part
which youth have played in its development - were
among the subjects which the youth gave serious and
thoughtful attention. There was a contest on uHow I
Can Help" with prizes for especially good ideas on:
teaching, contributing, studying, praying.
Interspersed with the serious hours were periods of
games, music and fun bringing to all thirty·seven
participants a feeling of the joy and deep bond of unity
which exists among Baha'is.
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Washington, D.C. Dedicates Center
The dedication of the Baha'i Center in Vilashington.
D.C. on Sunday, April 16. brought to a glorious culmination two and a half years of constant and devoted
effort. The occasion attracted over 300 Baha'is and
their friends from many parts of the country on a day
that seemed to have been ordered as a token of divine
pleasure, for no day of the year up to that time had
been as Warm or bright.
A dignified and impressive simplicity suffused the
dedicatory service which \vas repeated four times for a
capacity audience at 11:00 a.m., 1:30 p.m., 4:00 p.m.,
and 7:00 p.m. The program included a statement of
dedication by the Washington Assembly, readings from
the Books of several world religions, music by nonBaha'i artists as \'r'ell as by the Baha'i choral groups of
Maryland and Virginia, and a brief address on the
Baha'i Faith. The address was given respectively by
Dr. Stanwood Cobb, Mr.- Harvey Wiener, Mrs. Ruth
DW1bar, and Mrs. Tamineh Parsons. Miss Charlotte M.
Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly representative,
delivered a message from that body,
Three declarations magnified the achievement of this
momentous step for Washington and indeed the entire
national Community,

News Briefs
Dr. David S. Ruhe, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, is the
recipient of an honor award from the National Council
on Medical Television. The national honor award, the
first issued by the Council, is called "The TV Raster"
(from the bdght face of the television tube), This
award was given in recognition of Dr. Ruhe's '·outstanding contributions and pioneering efforts In the
development and application of television to the needs
of health sciences education."

o
The film "And His Name Shan Be One." the CBS-TV
presentation of the Faith, was the basis for the first
attempt at mass proclamation by the local Spiritual
Assembly of Central Marin Judicial District, California
April 21-23. In these three days there were four home
th'eside showings and one at a large public meeting at a

civic center. Publicity in preparation for the showings
included personal written invitations, radio and newspaper notices, posters. The very gratifying results
were: a total attendance of 127 and four declarations on
the weekend of the film showing with one more declaration later as a result of a follow-up meeting,

o

A Baha'i speaker, given charge of one class in a
series on History of Religions, showed the students how
the Baha'i Faith provides a bridge from the past
religions to the' future. At the suggestion of the instructor (a Presbyterian minister) in the class at Danville,
Illinois, Junior College, Mrs. Mable Amidon, Baha'i,
.5poke on the Faith and answered many thoughtful
questions from the students. The course covered all of
the well known religions including Hindu. Buddhist,
JUdaic, Islamic Faiths as well as the Christian. Baha'i
books are now in the library of the instructor and one
student is preparing a paper on the Faith for his class
in sociology.

At the Youth sessions held during the 1967 Convention in WUmette, At right Auxiliary Board member William
iY.faxweIl addresses the youth.
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News Briefs
The State Goals Committee of Western Washington
sends an enthusiastic report of a concentrated proclamation program in a number of communities in their
area this Spring. Mrs. Eulalia Bobo, of Beverly Hills,
California, spent the first week of April in Tacoma
where, beginning with a press conference and reception
and proceeding to a busy schedule of interviews, talks
to various groups, lunche-ons, firesides and a Baha'i
sponsored public meeting, she captivated her listeners
and brought new kno\vledge of and interest in the
Faith. In similar programs in other communities in the
State Mrs. Babo covered the subject "Unity Is Our
Destiny," giving a very direct approach to the solutions
offered by the Faith to today's problems. Most of the
communities succeeded in obtaining excellent newspaper publicity, including pictures.

A.t the April 1 opening of the Oneida Library. This
library, the fiTst of its kind on an Indian reseroation
in \o~liscDnsin, was planned and de·veloped by Mrs. Sylvia Calhoun, Baha'i of Green Bay, and other believers
'oj the area,. with the cooperation of workers in VISTA
as wen as young people and women of Oneida.

o
An inter-faith and inter-racial fello\lI,Iship potluck,
held in Santa Rosa, Callfornia on March 18 attracted
approximately 150 guests and provided a delicious
blend of food, song, information and the spirit of goodwill, It was sponsored by the Baha'i Intercommunity
Committee of Sonoma County and featured a film on
the Baha'i Faith, talks, both by a Baha'i speaker and a
guest, as well as music, food and fellowship.
"Appreciate the God given gift of human variety"
was the theme for the evening, which had been planned
as a continuation of the warm relationship that began
when Community Baptist Church invited the Baha'is to
their observance of Negro History \Veek last February.
The film shown was of the Baha'i panel, entitled
"Celebrities Look at Religion." Speakers were: Auxiliary Board member Florence Mayberry and Reverend
James Coffee, pastor of Community Baptist Church.
Music was provided by choir and singing groups of
church and civic organizations.
The cheerfully decorated hall, \'vith flowers and sparkling nine pointed stars contributed to the happy spirit
of fellowship and joy which pervaded the evening"even the kids" were thrilled with this potluck!
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First

~ocal

spiritual Assembly formed in Huntington
Beach, California April 21, 1967.

Locar Spiritual Assembly oj LaPorte, Texas formed
at Ridvan 1967. Left to right, seated: Fran Locher,
Margdret Harper., Donja Murray, Lawrence Alexander.
Standing: Ross Harper (vice chairman), Willie Hodge
(treasurer), Jack R. Keehng (secretary), Ben Locher
(chairman), Sonny Mouton.

Local Spiritual Assemoly Of Springfield, Oregon formed
April 21, 1967. Left to right, front: Mrs. Jean Beach,
Bruce Beach (uice chairman), Chad Long (treasurer),
Lyle Laue (Chairman), Arthur Schneider (corres. secretary), Rear: Don Grigsby, Mrs. Mary Grigsby (rec.
secretary), Mrs. Vera Love, Mrs. Jean Love.

~~~'===~-~--=~~----,--------.
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on page 73 a picture of Haifa harbor from Mt. CarmeL
On page 75 reference is made to the Faith, together
with a picture of the Shrine of the Bab and the Archives
Building.

Librarian Doris Foley 'of the Keokuk, Iowa Public LibTary accepts two Baha'i books fTom Floyd Donley,
chairman of the Keokuk Bahd'i group, in celebration

0/

National Library Week ApTil 16-22. This picture ap-

peared in the local paper together with a six coZumn
inch account giving many basic teachings of the Faith.

Local book review suggested to correlate
with national publicity
The Library Journal, June I, 1967 issue, carries a
book review of the first American edition of Religion tOT
Mankind by Horace Holley.
The review mentions something of the author and his
efforts to learn the meaning of the Baha'i Faith "and
how it functions." The review states: "For readers who
wish to make a similar effort, this book will be most
useful .. _ . It stresses Baha'£ principles, the organization of a spiritual society. and faith in world peace and
unity. Recommended even for small collections."
The Library Journal has a circulation of approximately 28,000 and is a leading national publication for
public and school librarians. The above review was
written by Aurora W. Gardner of the Sacramento CityCounty Library System, California.
This review and recommendation to librarians will no
doubt result in a large number of orders by public
libraries direct to the Publishing Trust. It would be an
excellent time for the communities to secure local
publicity by having someone give a book review on this
title.

Baha'; in the News
In a new revised edition of A Holiday Magazine Guide
to Is'Taet, published by Random House, a portion of the
Baha'i Gardens is shown in color on the front cover and

Relazioni Religiose of Rome, Italy, a press information agency dealing exclusively with religious affairs
and world wide theological developments, announced in
its bulletin of February 9, 1967 the legal recognition of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of Italy.
(See announcement from the Universal House of Justice on page 4, BAHA'i NEWS February, 1967). Entitled
"The Religious Baha'i Community of Italy Obtains
Juridical Recogniti'On" the article tells of the dissemination of the Faith in nearly every country of the world.
that it was founded a century ago by Baha'u'llah Who
said the revelation was direct from God, and that the
fundamental prinCiple is that "religious truth is not
absolute but relative, that divine revelation is a continuous and progressive process, that all the great religions of the world are of divine origin."

Modern MatuTity, a bi-monthly magazine published
by the American Association of Retired Persons, featured, in the April-May number, a two page article On
the Baha'i Faith titled, "The World's Great ReligionsBaha'i," This was seventh in a series and included a
number of pictures showing 'Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'i
Houses of Worship and the World Center.
The May issue of The Journal oj Graphoanalysis
contained a large pictUre of the Baha'i House of Worship with this caption; "Congress delegates on the
Tuesday evening tour will get a closeup look at the
beautiful and world-famous Baha'i House of Worship in
Wilmette, Dlinois." In the article describing the tour,
these words appear: "the world-famous Baha'i House of
Worship in Wilmette, an architectural wonder that has
become one of the country's foremost tourist attractions. I t

Baha'i Publishinfj Trust
Hahi'i Anniversary and Feast Day Card. A revised
and newly designed edition of this convenient little
calendar has just been completed. This double-fold,
pocket sized folder contains the festivals and days of
fasting, a calendar 'Of the Nineteen Day Feast, the
Baha'i holy days on which work should be suspended
(with the dates), a letter from Shoghi Effendi giving
particular instructions concerning the observance 'Of
these events, as well as the short obligatory prayer to
be recited at noon. This information is essential to
functioning within the Haha'i Community and in participating in spirit as well as form in the festivals and holy
days that characterize this new Dispensation. Printed
in deep royal blue on sea green. 10 copies .......... $.50
(Order through your local librarian. No standing order$
win be sent to HbTarians on this item.)

BAal'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activities of the Bahi'i world community.
BAm'j NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot. National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha 'f News Editorial Office,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
Cbange of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, nlinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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CAkk6 and the Mediterranean aTe shown in the distance.
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Universal House of Justice Calls for
Befitting Celebration of
150th Anniversary of Birth of Baha'u'lMh

An Interview with Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi, (center) on May 27, 1967. Ru!>iyyih Khanum, at
left, who attended the convention of India and visited
the various centeTs~ conducted the interview, accom ..
panied by Mrs. V. Nakhjavani, right.

Only a year ago members
of the Baha'i community

of Sanghar, India (right),
largely of Hindu background, learned of the
Baha'i Faith. A Local
Spiritual Assembly has
now been elected and the
community is building a
~a~iratu'l.quds

by their
own efforts.

To: An National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends.
November 12, 1967, will mark the 150th anniversary of
Bahit'u'llith's birth. We call the entire Baha'i world to
joyful celebration, befitting an event so momentous to
the fortunes of humanity.
The Universal House of Justice feels that the coincidence of this great occasion with the opening of the
proclamation period. provides a splendid opportunity
for bringing to public attention both the spiritual and
social import of the Cause. Not only its message, but
the historical fact of a new Revelation, with all its
implications of a new and worldwide civilization,
should be made clear.
Let the friends not hesitate to welcome to their
observances, even to those of a devotional character,
the non-Baha'i public, many of whom may well be
attracted by the prayers and expressions of gratitude of
the believers, no less than by the exalted tone of
passages from Baha'i writings.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-TIn: UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
BAHA'i WORLD CENTER
HAIFA, ISRAEL
JUNE

25, 1967
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Plan for Large Attendance-Frankfurt Centenary Conference

The German national convention, shown above, attended by over 200 BaM'is, gave considerable attention to the Centenary Conference to be held in Frankfurtl Main October 6-10. An attendance of 2,500 from
EUTopean and other countries is expected. One of the largest conference halls in Frankfurt. the JarhunaeTt haHe in Hoechst, has been reserved fOT this commemoration of Bahri.'u'U6h's Tablets to the kings.
Second Seminar held in LangenheineT, Germany (below) was reported in July BAHA'I

NEWS.
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KNOW YOUR BAHA"

LITERATURE

CITADEL OF FAITH

Twin Processes Transforminq the Planet

Shoghi Effendi
BOOK REVIEW BY EUNICE BRAUN

H fruits of world citizenry. will experiencing
look back
ISTORIANS 01' A FUTURE

AGE,

global teaching crusade, a ten-year plan which again
gave the American Baha'is the "lion's share" of responsibility in planting the banners of their Faith in all
continents and island groups of the World,

the first
with careful

scrutiny upon the messages sent to Baha'is from Shoghi
Effendi, world leader of the Baha'i Faith from 1921 until
his passing in 1957. These messages are milestones that
record the development and progress of a world reli·
gion already beginning to take its place with the
historic, revealed religions of past dispensations, but
yet to be identified as the consummation of their
millennial hopes and promises.
Standing out amidst the accumulated knowledge of
that day will be the overwhelming realization that in
the early part of the twentieth century the Am erican
nation received a divine mandate to establish, through
its moral leadership, universal peace upheld by a world
government. This theme is apparent throughout the
letters addressed specifically to the American Baha'i
community during the decade of 1947-1957, entiUed
Citadel of Faith. It is implicit in the warnings, exhorta~
lions and encouragement given to the Baha'is during
that period to sharpen their awareness of the ~rolonge.d
and increasingly difficult crisis through whIch theIr
country is passing, and to deepen their sense of respon~
sibility to that divine mandate.

Personal Commitment of Baha'Is
For any people in a time of crisis to have an understanding of the exigencies of the time in which they
live to catch a broad vision of and faith in the future
tow~rd which they struggle, is to add enormously to the
dimension of power and energy with which to carry out
their purpose. This is what Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Faith for thirty-six years, gave to the
American Baha'is. From him they received a sense of
urgent personal commitment in relation to their country and the world. Already engraved within their consciousness was the summons of Baha'u'llah, ProphetFounder of the Baha'i Faith, to ·'be anxiously concerned with the needs of the age" in which they live, to
center their "deliberations on its exigencies and requirements." Its need, clearly defined in Baha'~'ll~h's
writings from 1852 to 1892 is world unity. The prmclpal
requirement to fulfill that need is a regenerated mankind.

America's Responsibilities
IlCitadel of the Faith of Baha'u'IUlh" is a term which
Shoghi Effendi first applied to the American Baha'i
community in 1948, then engaged in enlarging the scope
of its activities in Latin America and Europe, as well as
strengthening its base within its homeland. This des.ignation was reaffirmed in 1956 in his last, but one, maJor
message to that commWlity Hnow deservedly recognized as the citadel of the Faith of God and the cradle
of the rising institutions of its World Order." This .w:as a
decade that also witnessed the first half of a prodiglous,

Significant to an understanding of the execution of the
various stages of what is known to Baha'is as the Di~
vine Plan for world order, is an awareness of the dual
nature of events shaping the lives of humanity at large,
as delineated by Shoghi Effendi in numerous other
works. In The World Order Of BaM'u'thlh. which projects the early, struggling efforts of Baha'is against the
landscape of a future, golden age of a planetary society, he speaks at length and in detail of the twin
processes transforming the planet, reaching into all
areas of human life. The first is essentially synergistic~
unfolding a system which "may well serve as a pattern
for that world polity toward which a . . . disordered
world is continually advancing," The opposite, parallel
process is "fWldamentally disruptive,'~ tearing down
with increasing violence aU barriers that block human·
ity's progress toward unity.
The sense of imperativeness, of urgent haste, apparent in all of these letters, is better understood when it is
realized that the forces of integration and regeneration
are, in essence, racing with time against those disruptive forces that are swiftly placing the nation and the
world in peril.

Rapid Deterioration of Society
In a message written in 1954 contained in Citadel of
Faith, Shoghi Effendi analyzes the roots of the spiritual moral social and political crisis: "The steady and
al~rming 'deterioration in the standard of morality," he
states, is "exemplified by the appalling increase in
crime, by political corruption in ever widening a,nd
ever higher circles, by the loosening of the sacred ties
of marriage, by the inordinate craving for pleasure and
diversion, and by the marked and progressive slacken~
ing of parental control . . . U Basic to this decline is
'·crass materialism, which lays excessive and everincreasing emphasis on material well-being, forgeUul
of those things of the spirit on which alone a sure and
stable fOWldation can be laid for human society."
Nor is America alone involved in this "cancerous
materialism, born originally in Europe, carried to excess in the North American continent, contaminating
the Asiatic peoples and nations, spreading . . . its
tentacles to . . . Africa." In a further indictment he
warns that America must remedy "while there is yet
time, through a revolutionary change in the concel!t
and attitude of the average white American toward his
Negro fellow citizen, a situation which, if allowed to
drift will ... cause the streets of American cities to run
with blood . . . . "
Could America assert her inherent spiritual capability in time to avert the trials and disasters into which
she appears to be heading? That America's role of
moral leadership would be fulfilled only through tribulation was at this juncture, Shoghi Effendi wrote,
"mostly in~vitable and God-sent, though partly avoida~
ble." Its purpose, stated in earlier messages, was to
"purge its institutions, purify the hearts of its people,
... fuse its constituent elements, and ... weld it into one
entity with its sister nations in both hemispheres."
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Visible and Invisible March of History

Leadership of Shoghi Effendi

Although the road will be long and reverses are in
store, it leads to a glorious future. Shoghi Effendi
frequently reminds his readers of the· prophetic statements made by 'Abdu'l-Baha, eldest son of Baha. 'u 'llah
and the appointed interpreter of the Baha'i Revelation,
from 1892 to 1921, America had "developed powers and
capacities greater and more wonderful than other nations," cAbdu'l-Baha told American audiences during
his pubJic lecture tour in 1912, and was "equipped and
empowered to accomplish that which will adorn the
pages of history," a nation inherently worthy "to proclaim the unity of mankind, and to unfurl the standard
of . . . peace. u
In one of the most powerful messages contained in
this work, written shortly after the conclusion of World
War II, Shoghi Effendi draws a clear picture of the
parallel forces molding the character of the American
nation and its people. The outer, more visible force
came sharply into focus when the nation became involved in the first World War. where she "redressed the
balance" and saved mankind the horrors of further
devastation of prolonged conflict. Her involvement in
the world was extended in World War II when her
powers were used to • 'overthrow the exponents of
ideologies fundamentally at variance with the universal tenets of [the Baha'i] Faith," principles of unity
and justice for all mankind.
Other stages along this road were the principles
enunciated by Woodrow Wilson who '4 voiced sentiments
(more] akin to the principles animating the Cause of
Baha'u'llah . . . than any other world leader"; the
creation of the League of Nations, from which America
unfortunately disassociated itself; and eventually the
birth of the United Nations in San Francisco with ·its
headquarters established in New York City.
Simultaneous with this visible march of history, has
been the rise and development of the Baha'i Faith in
America, a "divine embryonic order" within, as both
forces propel the nation toward the same glorious
destiny. Whatever the setbacks that this "idealistic,
this spiritually blessed and enviable nation" would
experience, "however severe the storms which may
buJfet it in the days to come in either hemisphere," ...
that great republic will," Shoghi Effendi declares,
"continue to evolve, undivided and undefeatable, until
the sum total of its contributions to the birth, the rise
and the fruition of that world civilization, ... will have
been made, and its last task discharged."

In addition to the major messages contained in Citadet of Faith, many deal with lesser domestic or interna~

Members of the new National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahd'is of Luxembourg with Auxiliary BoaTd member

Mrs. Dorothy FeTTaby. Standing, left to right: Leslie
Marcus (treasurer), Bob Bontemps, Nouroullah M.
D;asbi, Claude Levy (chairman), David Blackmer (secretary), PieTTe Bram, Neal Brady. Seated: Suzette Hipp,
Mrs, Ferraby, Anni Blackmer (recording secretary).
This photo has also appeared in the May 13 issue of
the Luxembourg Revue. (See BaM'i in the News.)

tional issues: construction activities at the World Center
in the Holy Land and the national center in Wilmette,
Illinois: curtailment of certain budgetary items in favor
of more urgent ones; joyouS announcements of stages
of progress in teaching plans; a brief cable to rejoice at
the «departure of the first pioneer to Africa," or to
remind the community that "time is running short" on
a vital project. With the exception of some cables
expressing personal grief at the passing of many dedicated. distinguished pioneers and promoters of the
Baha'i Faith, all of the messages are arranged chronologically. They reveal the mind of a man at work whose
viewpoint was at one and the same time organismic
and molecular. Like a brilliant but beneficent general
of an army, he seeS the full scope of the battle but is
quick to commend the smallest victory, rejoice over
each advance, or to lament the loss of a single, stalwart
soldier.
His final message addressed to the American Baha'is
shortly before his passing, commends them for their
perseverance, loyalty and dedication to their multitudinous responsibilities in the Ten Year Plan, then at the
halfway mark. He recounts their victories in the development of various institutions both in their homeland,
at the World Cent~r, and in the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres where they have founded assemblies, as
well as administrative centers and other endowments
for these newly emergent groups. He issues a final
warning to combat the jjrelentless, all-pervasive materialism, the growth of militant racialism, political corruption, widespread lawlessness and gross immorality"
being unleashed within their society.
To the Baha'is individually, Shoghi Effendi was, as
he signed his letters, their "true brother. l l Collectively
he was the unerring leader of a cause in which they had
placed their highest aspirations. To those most discerning observers of a world moving on to its appointed
destiny, he exhibited a spiritual statesmanship based
upon a new Revelation from God. universal and worldunifying in scope.
"Blessed is the man that hath turned his face
towards God, and walked steadfastly in His love,
until his son! hath winged its flight unto God, the
Sovereign Lord of all, the Most Powerful, the EverForgiving, the All-Merciful. "-BAHA'U'LLAR
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At left~ in
tion~ hefd

the picturesque mountains of central Venezuela, delegates and guests assemble for seventh annual convenin Los Teques. Thirty-one loca~ assemblies were elected during the past year, nineteen of which. aTe in
the Guajiro region. Two beHevers from the Guajiro Indian tribe have been elected to the National Assembly, shown
in photo at right with AuxiHary Board member Donald WitzeL Seated~ left to right: Ragetio Hernandez, Mkkey de
Posner (corresponding secretary), Yolanda de Stronach (treasurer), Addie Teske, Ana Josefa Pireta. Standing; Mr.
Witzel, Peter McLaren (chairman), Yolanda Rodriquez. Rafael Gonzalez (recording secretary) and Eloy Carrascal (vice-chairman)_

LEFT: National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of
Cuba, e~ected April 21, 1967. From left to right, seated:
Marta Pimentel, GudeHa Moreno, Clemencia Pimentel.
Standing: Santos Pimentel, Miguel Hinojosa, Alberto
Diez~ Pablo Perez, Carmello Perez. Absent: Migdatia
Diez. The National Spiritual Assembly of Cuba sends,
via BAHA'i NEWS, a calurosa salud (warm greeting) to
aU the Baha'i friends.

BELOW: Delegates and members of the communities 01
Cienjuegos, Marianaa and La Habana, in earnest con.suUation at the 1967 Cuban convention.
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Bolivia Effects Progress
in Official RHognition of the Faith
Although the national government of Bolivia recog·
nizes the legality of the Faith, at times some of the
lesser officials in small places have either ignored it or
permitted abuses against the believers. During May.
there was a Wlited campaign of prayer by the Local
Assemblies of Bolivia while Sr. Athas Costas, Auxiliary
Board member and Dr. Ouladi, National Spiritual Assembly representative, went on a trip in the Bahil.'iowned jeep for the protection of the Faith and believers
in troubled zones in several Departments. The results
of these many interviews were promises to cooperate
with the Baha'is and traveling teachers sO they could
teach the Faith freely, and to investigate cases of
injustice against the Indian campesino believers. The
new officials showed themselves both friendly and understanding of the high purposes of the Faith in their
interviews with the two Baha'i representatives.
In several places, where the World JUbilee slides
were shown in schools, teachers, students and others
showed much interest. Several enrollments resulted
including a teacher and an eighteen-year old youth. His
school companions, under declaration age, promised to
study the Teachings_
A surprising result of this wave of prayers was the
unexpected publication of an article and photo of recognition of the Baha'i Faith in Bolivia in the May issue of
the Bulletin of the Information Service of the Presidency of the Republic. This bulletin goes to all national
and local authorities and is widely distributed throughout the country.

National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of the D0minican Republic, with Auxiliary Board member Ellsworth Blackwell. Standing, left to right: Rafael Felipe
Pena (corresponding sec Y)J Reginio Pepin (recoTding
secretary), SheHa Rice-Wray (treaSuTeT)1 Juan Reyes,
Felix Gomez (vice-chairman)~ Rafael Benzan (chairman)_ Seated: Benito A_ Perez Mr_ BlackweH Daisy de
Vargas and Wilfred Rowland.
7
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The Honduras 1967 convention, with Edith McLaren,
AuxHiary Board member, was held on the beautiful
beach of the Caribbean at La Ceiba. The new National

Dr. Giachery. on occasion of -a public conference in the .{fa~iratu'l-Quds~ Tegucigalpa, Honduras. Photo appeared in a
leading daily paper, EI Dia, with a two-

Spiritual Assembly is as follows: Standing, left to right:
Maizie de Argueta, Ruth Perdomo (secretary), Carlos
Vasquez (treasurer), Mrs. McLaren, Thomas Brent
(vice·chairman). Jose Lobo, Wanita George (cOTTes~
ponding sec'y.). Seated: Rene Sanchez, Dale Sinclair
(chairman). Absent: Olinda Sierra Andrade.

half-page explanation of the picthe wall behind him - the Shrine
the Bab and the Archives Building on
MI. Carmel, Israel.

co~u.mn,

tUTe on

of

Honduras

Clementina Sandoval, first
believer of the Paya tribe
in Honduras, at her first

Baha'i convention, She
speaks Spanish and Miski-

to and is at present translating a,. smaU prayer book
into Miskito.

The Virgin Islands

Local Spiritual Assembly of Fredericksted, St. Croix,
Virgin Islands, one of the local assemblies under the
new National Spiritual Assembly of Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, elected April, 1967. Seated,
left to right: Charlotte Mi!den (corresponding sec'y.),
Alison Miller (recording sec'y.), Ellen Knox, Ethel
Harris. Standing: Isadore Knox (vice·chairmanJ. Dan
Milden, Knud Jensen (treasurer), Jerry Day, Douglas
Covey (chairman).

,
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Hold Spanish School and
Anuual Convention
Near Barcelona

Above, newly-elected members of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Spain, who.e
annual convention was held
in TaTTasa. Seated, lett to
right: Antonio Jimenez, Jose
L. Monge, Isidro TOTTella. and

Carlos Chios. Standing: Fernando Sanz, Ramon Escartin,
Agustin Garcia, Emilio Egea
and Ruhollah Mehrabkh<lni.
In photo at !eft, some of the
d~!egate s attending the con·
vention.

At left, a national summer schooL held in Tarrasa March
23-27, 1967. In photo above, a gr<>up Of youth at the
TaTTasa school.

T
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Hawaii

First Local Spiritual Assembly of Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii,
1967. Front TOW, left to right: Marie Brewster, SeTrita. C~
HeTbeTt~ Jean RandaH, Anita KaTToll,
Potenciano
Ga1Wb. Second TOW: Odell L~oyd, Leonard Herbert,
Andre Ajimine, James Brewster.

LEn: New National Spiritual A.ssembly 01 the Bahd'is
of New Zealand, with Hand of the Cause, CoHis Feather.
stone. Seated, left to right: Freda Butler (secretary),
Alexe Cookson, Jean Simmons (vice-chairman), Marge

Edwards (recording secretary). Standing: Bruce Weeks,
Doug Wall, Mr. Featherstone, John Milne, John Carr

(treasurer) and Doug Weeks (chairman).

BELOW: The eleventh annual convention oj the Bana'is

of

New Zealand, held May 20-21, was an occasion

fOT

rejoicing. A few months previously there was only
one ~ocal assembly in New Zealand. The Universal
House of Justice accordingly assigned the task Of creat·
ing jour additional assemblies by convention. Assisted
by overseas teachers and a smalt number of de·
termined pioneers, the goals were achieved.
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Newly-elected National Spiritual Assembly

of

South

Central Africa, which. now comprises the countries of
Botswana, Malawi and Rhodesia. Standing, teft to right:
Willard Mahtunge~ Florence Fat'he-Aazam, Esther

Local spiritual Assembly of Port Sudan, Sudan. Seated,
left to right: Ferial Hassan, Hassan Et Saeed (chairman), NouT El Dayem (secretary), Na/isa Hassan El

Saeed. Standing: Mr. Abbasher (vice-chairman), A1).med
Gasim.

Ahdu!!ahi Gasim.

Aboul Gasim

and Ahde!

Moneim (treasurer J.

Mancha, Esther G~auder and Brian Eames. Seated:
Enayat Sohaili (treasurer), Leonard Chiposi (chairman)~ Helen A. Hope (secretary) and John D. Sargent,
ST. (vice-chairman). Ten delegates, sixty additional
visitors and two board members were present fOT the
fourth annual convention, held in Salisbury, Rhodesia,
ApTiI29,1967.

"Let the Friends Immerse Themselves in This Ocean"
In its 1967 Ric;lvan Message the Universal House of
Justice points out to the Baha'is of the world the
uimperative need to deepen in the Cause, to and quotes
the words of the beloved Guardian that the first obligation and the object of the constant endeavor of the loyal
adherents of the Cause is "to strive to obtain a mOre
adequate understanding of the significance of Baha'u'lliili's stupendous Revelation."
The Baha'i institutions - the Hands of the Cause and
their Auxiliary Board members, the National and Local
Spiritual Assemblies, the Baha'i Publishing Trusts, the
National Teaching Committees can do no more than
provide the opportunities and the material to aid the
believers in their pursuit of a clear "apprehension of
the purpose of God for man . . . as revealed and
directed by Bahittu'llah. It is the individual himself who
must avail himself of all possible assistance in pursuing
this objective. But first and foremost he must "rem em·
ber conscientiously the requirement of daily prayer and
reading of the Word of God enjoined upon all Baha'is
by Baha'u'llah." This requirement must be impressed
upon all newly declared and enrolled Baha'is.
Declaration and enrollment brings one only to the
shores of the ocean of divine Revelation. The "pearls of
great price" are to be found only when one becomes
immersed in its depths. In this connection let us meditate on these excerpts from Baha'u'llah's Tablet to the
People:
"0 My servants! My holy, My divinely ordained

Revelation may be likened unto an ocean in whose
depths are concealed innumerable pearls of great
price, of surpassing luster. It is the duty of every
seeker to bestir himself and strive to attain the
shores of this ocean, so that he may, in proportion to the eagerness of his search and the efforts
he hath exerted, partake of such benefits as have
been pre-ordained in God's irrevocable and hidden Tablets. If no one be willing to direct his
steps towards it shores, if everyone should fail to
arise and find Him, can such a failure be said to
have robbed this ocean of its power or to have
lessened, to any degree, its treasures?
" . . . The one true God is My witness! This most
great, this fathomless and surging Ocean is near,
astonishingly near, unto you. Behold it is closer
to you than your life-vein! Swift as the twinkling
of an eye ye can, if ye but wish it, reach and partake of this imperishable favor, this God-given
grace, this incorruptible gift, this most potent and
unspeakably glorious bounty . . . .
"0 My servants! Through the might of God and
His power, and out of the treasury of His knowledge and wisdom, I have brought forth and revealed unto you the pearls that lay concealed in
the depths of His everlasting ocean . . . . " (Baha'i
World Faith. pages 66-67)
-UNITED STATES NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
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RACE UNITY DAY DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR
The growing awareness of the necessity for reconciliation of the races was underlined by the many Baha 'j
observances of Race Unity Day throughout the country.
Noteworthy was the participation of city officials and
concerned non-Baha'i guests in well-planned and publicized programs. The many informal picnics and covered dish dinners provided an opportunity for the
public demonstration of unity and fellowship between
people of various national and ethnic backgroundsthe American Indian, Negro, Mexicans, Malaysians,
etc.

Public Meeting.
In Palm Beach, Florida, Mrs. Clarke, friend of the
Baha'is. kindly offered the facilities of her Everee
Clarke Charm School, making it possible for the Ba~
ba'is to hold a public meeting. Speakers for the occa.·
sian were Mr. and Mrs. Hoeppner, who recently returned from their pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
Mr. Edmund O. Austin. Jr., vice chairman of the
Yonkers Committee on Human Rights, speaking to
Baha'is and guests about the rights of individuals and
court action ~ from 1954 to the present - stated that
·'America can only survive if all men, regardless of
why they are and what they are, understand the laws of
this country and the administration of those laws are
equally applied."
In Gulfport, Mississippi, scene of much prejudice, the
first public observance of Race Unity Day was held at
the Chamber of Commerce building. The observance
was held undet· the theme, "God Created One Mankind." Attendance was excellent. Credit for this fine
meeting goes to the Phillips who recently moved to
Gulfport from Chicago.
"There really is no such thing as race. Mankind is
one," said Matthew Bullock, an 85 year old retired
Negro attorney, whose parents were slaves. He urged
his listeners, at a program sponsored by the Baha'is of
Philadelphia, to fallow the "thread of gold which runs

~
'!]

!
Race Unity Day proclamation for Laramie, Wyoming is
signed by MayoT RusseH C. Keek. Shown with the
MayOT are, left to right: Detores Lee, Charlotte Orlick
and Reginald Newkirk.

through all religions," as a .Iprescription for daily
living." Speaking at this celebration also was Paul S.
Schantz. Jr., Chairman of the Philadelphia Assembly,
who said: "Race Unity Day was organized to point out
that all races basically stem from one human family . . . "

The Baha'is of Racine, Wisconsin, held their observance in the Badger Room of the Racine Center at the
University of Wisconsin. Speakers for this occasion
were Mr. Merrit Hill and Mrs. Joy Earl. Mr. Hill,
Chairman of the Board of J. I. Case Company of Racine
and prominent non-Bah a 'i, was presented an award by
Racine Baha'is for his outstanding contributions toward
racjal unity in Racine.
Scene of a tireside was the Kimmerling's home in
Ada County, Idaho. Mrs. Klara Tyler, of the Lapwai
Indian Reservation and a recent pilgrim to the Holy
Land, was speaker.
Proclamations

Some of those who attended the first Race Unity Day
meeting hdd in Gldfport, Mississippi.

Honorary Mayor Dell L. Falls, of Antelope Valley
Judicial District in California, in making his Proclamation, stated that "the most challenging issue that faces
America today is still the racial issue - it is a corrosion that has eaten :into our society for centuries." The
Race Unity Day observance featured a fireside with the
theme, "Oneness of Mankind," on Saturday and a

T
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MayoT A. Frederic Leopole! of BeveTly Hills, California
signs Race Unity Day proclamation, as MTs. Eulalia
Bobo, Rob Sennett, Victoria Chao ane! Mrs. Jowett Chao
watch.

Governor Rampton Of Utah signs Race Unity Day
procZa mation in Salt Lake City.

picnic on Sunday, Volleyball was the sport for the
afternoon on Sunday, and Mayor Falls led his team,
"The Angels," to three successive victories over the
Little Devils."
Mcnterey. California's Mayor Minnie Coyle in her
excitement about the Proclamation, stated she could
think. of nothing more worthwhile for a Proclamation.
The Race Unity Day program consisted of a panel
discussion by interracial speakers, musical acts, and
U

a buffet.

At the proclamation ceremony in Omaha, Nebraska,
Mayor A. V. Sorensen urged all the residents of the
community to make Race Unity Day"a day of resolve in
promoting, both in their individual lives and in the
community, those attributes which will Wlite us all
closer in true friendship and brotherhood, develop a
real understanding of each other, promote harmony,
and advance the cause of justice for aU peoples."
In Laramie, Wyoming, Mayor Russell C. Keck will·
ingly signed the Race Unity Day proclamation. He expressed his gratitude for receiving such a fine statement and talked with the Baha'is for some time about
the occasion and the membership of the Laramie Com·
munity. Speaking about the occasion, a Baha'i said,
HThis Race Unity Day proclamation signing is signifi·
cant because the town of Laramie, Wyoming has a Ku
Klux (Klan) history - rare in the north - and there is
still much prejudice to be overcome here."
Other proclamations were obtained in San Luis Obis.
po, California; Waterloo, Iowa; Muskegon, Michigan;
and Racine, Wisconsin. Columbus, Ohio was able to
obtain a renewal of their previous proclamation.
Picnics
An open letter to Santa Monica, California residents
invited them to the Picnic·in·the·Park sponsored by the
Baha'is of Santa Monica. The Baha'is of Scottsdale,

Mayor Minnie Cole (center, righ.t) of Monterey, CalifOTnia. signs Race Unity Day proclamation. With her are

(left to right): Don Boykin, Lee Aliqanqa, Alex Aliqanqa, and MaTVin Newport.

Arizona hosted a picnic held in Scottsdale city park,
where several recently declared believers gave brief
talks followed by a song and dance skit presented by
Mrs. Elliot Sater. A joyous and well-attended outdoor
picnic-breakfast was sponsored by the Baha'is of North
Dade Community, in Greynold Park in Miami, Florida.
Of the thirty·nine children present, thirty-six were from
the Baha'i school classes. Fifty Baha'i and non·Baha'i
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adults were present. Highlight of the celebration was a
program given by the children entitled, "A ChoralResponsive Reading for Race Unity." with special parts
for the adult audience.
Urbana and Champaign, Illinois, with friends from
Rantoul and Tuscola, held a picnic in Crystal Lake
Park. Thirty-six Baha'is entertained sixty guests. including friends from Mexico and Malaysia, adding a
note of international unity to the occasion.
Nearly 1,000 attended a now annual Baha'i International Picnic jointly hosted by the Baha'is of Niagara
Falls, New York and Ontario, Canada. For the third
consecutive year, a local Negro church has joined the
friends of Lane County, Springfield, and Eugene, Oregon in their observance of Race Unity Day. The fellowship was such that a tentative date in October has been
set for a cooperative potluck dinner with the church.
Summary

Thirty-nine other communities reported Race Unity
Day observances similar to those mentioned above.
Nationally, according to reports received, almost 1,000
column inches of free newspaper publicity was received
on the observances; about two hours of radio time, and
about one-half hour of television time were obtained
free of charge, approximately 170 posters were placed
in stores and libraries, and almost 1,000 letters were
mailed to churches asking them to read a prayer for
Race Unity. Paid advertising. in contrast, was only
about 200 column inches. Additionally, many communities developed and printed mimeographed invitations
which were widely distributed, and which showed many
interesting and creative innovations in design. A few
exhibits were placed, but reports show that this was
undertaken only in a few communities.
Each year, reports of the Race Unity Day observances indicate a strengthening of the ties between the
Baha'is and the communities in which they reside,

An African Baha'i Pioneers
Before I became a BaM'; I belonged to different
denominations. First I was a member of the Seventh
Day Adventists just because my parents were members
of that church. I therefore had to attend a Seventh Day
Adventist school. After finishing grade four I had to go
to another school and was accepted by one belonging to
the African In1 and Mis sian. But before I was allowed to
attend classes I had to be a member of the church. I
belonged to this chilrch for four years and finished the
eighth grade. One of the best high schools at that time
was under the Anglican church, so I joined the Church
Missionary Society for four years in order to be accepted in its high school.
It is interesting to note that I was only a member of
the last two churches during school time, In other
words during the school vacations I was a member of
the Seventh Day Adventists. Owing to this I escaped
many things I was expected to do in these churches.
For example, I was supposed to study Catechism for
two years so as to be a full member of the church. But
since I had to go home during the holidays, I could not
do this.

thereby fostering changes in attitudes of the civic
officials and local citizens regarding racial matters,
and awakening the desire to live in unity and promote
the ideals of .. an ever-advancing civilization."

News Briefs
The teen~age study group of the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) of Killeen, Texas, invited the
Baha'is of Fort Hood to give them a presentation on the
Baha'i Faith as part of their series on comparative
religions.
Two young believers stationed at Fort Hood - Pfc.
Ronnie Streed of Cedar Falls, Iowa and Pfc. Don
Youngquist of Kodiak, Alaska - went in response to this
invitation and gave a very interesting and comprehensive program on May 14 and again on May 21, answering questions and directing discussion. Several people
requested literature and some are now attending the
regular fireside at the home of M/Sgt. James and
Velma Rogers in Pershing Park, Fort Hood.
As a follow up the book Baha'i WOTld Faith was
presented to the Killeen Public Library. Thus the Faith
has been brought to a new area of Texas.

o
Service in a Baha'i project was specifically noted and
commended when the Dilworth JWlior High School
Parent Teachers Association presented the honor of life
membership to a Baha'i, Edward Simolke of Sparks,
Nevada for his commWlity service to young people. He
was director of the Baha'i summer school in the RenoSparks Indian Colony. A local spiritual assembly was
formed there last Rigvan, the first all Indian assembly
to be formed in Nevada. (see BAHA'i NEWS June, 1967 p.

18)

In

the Southern States

I had heard of the Baha'i Faith as far back as 1954
through my cousin who had been a Baha'i since 1952.
However I had no single chance of knowing more about
the Faith, for if I did so then that could have been the
end of my education. At any rate, after finishing my
high school education in 1963 I was given a job in
Nairobi and stayed with my cousin. He began to teach
me the Faith as soon as I got there. I can still
remember one day. the first of January, 1964, when we
had a long discussion about religion in generaL I
started attending firesides and meetings at the Baha'i
center in Nairobi. During these times I met very
distinguishd Baha'is in Kenya - Hands of the Cause,
Auxiliary Board members. and pioneers en route to
their posts.

Accepts Bah.i'u'U.ih
Throughout 1964 and part of 1965 I had been attending
meetings, but I had never been told that I had to sign a
card to be a Baha'i. Personally I assumed that after I
had accepted Bahit'u'llah I was a Baha'i. So it was in
April 1965, when my cousin asked me to sign a card if I
wanted to be a Baha'i, that I was not happy at that
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question? for I thought I was already a Baha'i. I asked
him very furiouslY why the friends did not tell me this
earlier. He explained to me why it was necessary and I
signed a card for administrative purposes.

A Scholarship to the U. S.
Before long I received a letter from the Education
Department telling me that I had been awarded a
scholarship for further studies in the United States. The
National Assembly of Kenya gave me a letter stating
that I was a Baha'i and told me to send this letter to
the National Assembly of the United States. When I
left Kenya in September 1965 I forgot to get the address
of the National Assembly in the U,S. and wondered how
I would get in touch with its Secretary_
Even when I arrived at the College I did not bother to
ask whether someone there knew Baha'is in other
states. But I never knew that Baha'u'Uith would not let
me stay in that condition long. On the following day
when we registered for courses I had to fill out a certain
form stating my religion. While I was standing in line a
lady behind me looked at my card and said, "Oh, you
are a Baha!i. I know some Baha'is in Jackson, Mississippi and I have been attending meetings there". I
almost jumped and I asked her how I could get in touch
with them. She gave me a telephone number of a
Baha'i whom I called on Sunday and was told that
someone was coming to pick me up in a few minutes'
time.

Meeting Bahn. in Jackson
While waiting for the friend to come for me I wondered how we would recognize each other and decided
to stand by the main road to the campus. In a few
minutes a car stopped beside me, the owner smiled at
me with a radiant face, I answered with a smile, we
embraced and then introduced ourselves. There I met
the first Baha'i friend in the United States, Mel Campbell who was a former Baptist minister and had been a
Baha'i just a couple of weeks. We drove to the center
and met the other Baha'is. I was amazed to see those
radiant faces and the way they welcomed me impressed me very much, As there was a Feast that
evening I returned again to enjoy the company of those
beloved friends.
It was a rather surprising experience to me, for I
came with the idea that there were no Baha'is in
Mississippi and that it would be some time before I
would meet Baha'is in America. Yet within three days
of my arrival I was among Baha'is. I also thought that
if by chance there were Baha'is in MiSSissippi they
would be either all whites or all Negroes, But when I
entered the center in Jackson I found a fully integrated
group.

Travels in the U. S.
It was not long before we went to the State Convention in Gulfport, Mississippi and in the same month
there was a Baha'i Deep South Institute at Waveland,
MissiSSippi. At the Institute I met beloved Hand of the
Cause Mr. Khadem, Auxiliary Board members Dr,
William Tucker, Curtis Kelsey and Jack McCants as
well as Bahit'is from sixteen states and three other
countries, It was a great bounty to be among Baha'is
fOl' four days.
In December that year I went to Minneapolis, Minne-

sota to visit non-Baha'is, but I had a wonderful time
with Baha'is there, They came to see me many times
and I vis.ited them in their homes. Thus the family I
~tayed With hea,rd .about the Faith, attended a meeting
In Rockford, Ilhnois and accepted Baha'i books which
they put in the public library in Minneapolis.
During 1966 I attended many meetings and visited in
a number of communities. In April Frank and Virginia
J ohr:son o.f Jackson took me to the Leroy loas Teaching
InstItute m Fort Worth, Texas. During the summer I
traveled in the northern states and visited in St. Louis
Missouri; Chicago, Illinois; Rockford illinois· and
Madison, Wisconsin. Most inspiring was 'a four day visit
at the Mother Temple of the West where I attended for
the first time a Bahit'l wedding ceremony. Another
inspiring visit was to the conference of the Auxiliary
Board members at Waukesha, Wisconsin. The Board
surprised me with a prize~ the book, Epistle to the Son
of the Wolf.
In December during a vacation visit to Louisiana I
spoke at firesides and at a Baptist church. I attended
the S~utheastern Baha'i Winter SchOOl at Covington,
Georgia where there were over two hundred Baha'is
from all parts of the U.S. and Canada as well as from
foreign countries,

Chose 10 Teach in the South
I expected to meet many problems in Mississippi~ and
felt that if things were bad I would go elsewhere. But 1
enjoy staying in Mississippi because the friends there
are now playing an important role in my life.
On my visits to other parts of America people ask
why I chose to come to the south. To the non-Baha'is I
say that I came to see what is going on in the south. To
the Baha 'is I say that it was the wish of Baha'u'llah
that I cOme there, for I am convinced that He had a
plan for me. And events have revealed that this was
true. Sometimes I wonder why Baha'is should ask me
that question, for I know Baha'is should not have any
kind of prejudice, because Baha'u'llah has said that we
should get rid of prefudice. When I tell people that I go
to school in the south they shrug their shoulders and
ask me why I chose to go there. They give me the
impression that they have sOme preconceived ideas
about Mississippi.

An Appeal for Pioneers in the South
I do think that it is the duty of every Baha'i in the
whole world to proclaim the Faith of Baha'u'll;ih to
areas where there are few Baha'is, So far as I can see
the Baha'is in Mississippi are doing a very fine job of
proclaiming the Faith to the people there. Very successful firesides are held with good attendance of nonBaha'is, Eight have been enrolled in the last two years.
I wish to tell the American Baha'is that the south is
the best place for those who wish to pioneer within the
United States and I wish to appeal to those who can
pioneer there to do so. If you can get a job there, do not
worry about the rest, Baha'u'llah will take care of you
if you have faith in Him. If a foreigner like myself can
live in the south, why not you Americans who are
familiar with all these things said about it? We need
your help. Students can seek admission to universities
and colleges here so that the Faith can be opened on
these campuses. Let not what people say scare you.
-HENRY LUKE DUMA OF NAIROBI, KENYA
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New Policy Effeded in Canadian Indian Teaching
The weekend of May 20th to 22nd saw what may well
prove to have been a major turning point in Indian
teaching work in Canada, and perhaps on the continent.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Canada called
together, at the National Teaching Institute in Fort
Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan, a policy conference of experienced Indian teachers and administrative representatives from across the country. The newly appointed
•'National Advisory Committee on Indigenous Teaching" had been assigned the executive function of planning and carrying out the conference, and the Institute
Committee assumed the responsibility for the physical arrangements.
Attending the conference were Hand of the Cause,
John Robarts, the entire Canadian National Spiritual
Assembly, Auxiliary Board members Peggy Ross and
Ted Anderson, two representatives appointed by the
National Assembly of the United States, M'5. Audrey
Reynolds and Mr. Lawrence Standing Crow, and members of the various branches of the National Teaching
Committee operating in Canada's western provinces
and territories. For the first time, too, a large number
of members of Indian reserve assemblies in the prairie
provinces took a major role in the planning.
The total attendance at the major social event of the
weekend was over eighty. including youth and children.

Workshop Method Used
The conference, chaired by Ethel Martens, used the
workshop method, by which the focus for discussion
comes from those attending. The dis~ussion, both in the
small groups and the plenary sessions centered around
ways of making teaching of Indian people more effective. Attention also was devoted to the development of
!be role of the Qu'Appelle Institute. Guided by sugges-

tions coming from the conference, the Advisory Committee made recommendations to the National Assembly which was meeting in Fort: Qu'Appelie throughout the weekend. One of the most interesting of the
recommendations, unanimously proposed by the conference, was that the Saskatchewan branch of the
National Teaching Committee should be composed entirely of Indian believers. After consultation with the
committee, the National Assembly accepted this
recommendation and others which proposed the inclusion of strong Indian representation in the National
Teaching Committee branches of Alberta and Manitoba. A new Teaching Committee branch has been
created to develop Indian teaching work in British
Columbia. On Sunday morning, the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly joined the conference and
took an active part in the discussion. The session was
opened with a showing of the film "Because They Are
Different," a National Film Board production on the
Indian situation in Canada today.

Hand of Cause Speaks
The Hand of the Cause spoke at the informal gather.
ing of members of the conference at the Baha'i Institute
on Saturday evening. After the discussion closed on
Sunday evening, Indian dancing delighted many of the
conference participants.
The essence of the conference was perhaps best
summed up in the words of one of the Indian friet;l.ds
who spoke to the group at the Saturday evening meeting; "We are making history here this weekend. For
the first time, the representatives of a World Order
have come here, to the Indian people, to s~k their advice. And they have taken the advice."

Tmher TraininIJ Institute
Held in Los AnIJeles
As a pilot project to help clarify thinking on the
education of Baha'i children the Advisory Committee
on Education held a Teacher Training Institute in Los
Angeles, California June 4. About fifty people attended
the gathering which was from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m.
The Institute was opened by a taped address by Dr.
Dwight Allen? providing a general introduction. The
philosophy and purposes of Baha'i education were then
discussed by Dr. John Strossler and Mrs. Betsy Haynes
in a dialogue using the Committee's paper on HSys_
tematic Education of Baha'i children" as a basis.
The afternoon session was started by a presentation
of a model lesson, using slides and a taped recording of
the lesson. accompanied by a commentary by David

Lepard. Discussion followed. The use of simple musical
instruments and demonstration of teaching a song
using pre-recorded material was then given by Mr.
Lepard, followed by an exercise in the use of games in
classes by Mrs. Molly King. A large part of the audience was directly involved in this se'ssion.
Craft materials were prepared by Mrs. Barbara Cook
and a demonstration given of the use of plaster forms,
with the memb~rs of the group participating.
The meeting was closed with a discussion of the
organization of children's classes, led by Mrs. Joan
Beck.
Glimpses of the sessions are shown in the accompa.nying pictures.
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"Pioneer Service
in Tbese Epocb-Making Days"
The RiQvan 1967 message from the Universal House
of Justice to the Baha'i World, "World Wide Proclamation-A New Dimension'\ contains the following statement:
"The constant need for pioneers no less than the
approaching world-wide proclamation render it imperative to pay special attention, in every continent, to
the homefronts, for they are the sources of manpower
and of administrative experience, the solid bases from
which all expansion begins, both at home and abroad."
This puts a strong spotlight On the homefronts.
It is easy sometimes for a Baha'i to feel he is not
doing his part for the great Plans of the Faith unless he
can go somewhere far away. anywhere that is not here,
right here where he is. Pioneering, it seems, can take
on the connotation of "leaving home n . U the way seems
blocked for whatever reason, this can lead to feelings of
inadequacy and discouragement, which then dim our
power to attract. Longing to pioneer elsewhere, a state
of suspension can develop in which the Baha'i is neither
here nor there, perhaps unhappy because he cannot
leave, losing satisfaction and interest in local undertak4
ings.
Of utmost importance is the outlook that each of us,

by the very fact of being an active Baha'i, is a pioneer.
Only Baha'is are doing Baha'i work or contributing
fWlds for Baha'i work. We must keep clearly in mind
that wherever a Baha'i finds himself, there must he
concentrate his efforts joyously in whatever avenues
are open to him. No other Baha'i has the exact same
oppcrtunity you have, to spread the Word of this Day.
Are you the only Baha'i at your place of business? in
your club? in your professional circle? at the hospital
where you work? the school where you teach or attend?

Then you are the only Baha'i with the ideal entree to
that particular group, No amount of radio? newspaper,
or poster advertising could reach these people as your
own personal daily association can, whether by word Or
by example. You are a pioneer.
Only by taking advantage of given opportunities as
they appear where the Baha'i is, can progress take
place. either in his own personal deepening or in his
efforts to make known the purpose and broad objectives
of the Faith.
The importance of this approach to pioneering was
made very clear to a young couple in a letter to them
from the Guardian, written through his secretary,
dated July 8, 1942:
"Pioneer service in these epoch.making days
need not be confined to going out in foreign fields.
The friends can pioneer on their assemblies in
helping to bring about a keener vision of what
their duties are; they can pioneer in developing
new local teaching methods, new contacts with
new classes of people; indeed they can even be
said to pioneer inwardly in finding new depths in
their own souls and new way.s in which their own
God given capacities can be put to use in serving
the Faith."
The Universal House oi Justice has said it is uim_
perative l t to "pay special attention" . . . 'Ito the
homefronts". If we couple that statement with the
Guardian's definition of pioneering, which "need not be
confined to going out in foreign fields", we can find
a strong motivation for the tasks in our immediate
area; we can help strengthen our homefront goals;
"the solid bases from which all expansion begins"; and
we shall surely be better prepared for action in foreign
fields in the future, if such doors should open to us.
In the United States there is one Baha'i to every
several thousand non·Baha'is. We each have a vast
field of cultivation on the homefront!
4

-

MRS. ESTELLE B. ROUSE

First Institute sponsored by New Jersey State Goals Committee held in TUStiC setting of a YMCA camp in the Lake region of the state on the weekend of June 2
featured dasses and talks by: Hand of the Cause Zikru'Uah Khadem and Au:riliaT1/
Board members Mrs. Javidu~t Knadem and Curtis Kelsey. There was a musical
evening with the Metropolitan BaM', Choral Group. The joyous and inspirational
gathering brought favorable comments from the camp director on the splendid
conduct of the young people and the loving spirit which prevailed,
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Youth Conference Generates Enthusiasm
The fourth annual Baha'i
youth conference (shown at
right) held near Wichita, Kansas attracted over forty believers and friends from four states
who gathered on the weekend
of May 5-7 to consider tasks in
the coming months and years
and to prepare for meeting new
challenges.
Lynn King, from Moore, Oklahoma opened the session with
an intense and searching look
at youth responsibilities. His
topic was "This Era of Transition," and afterwards one youth
said "and he wasn't kidding."
The subjects of prayer and
deepening were handled by
Mrs. Margaret Jensen, Winnetka, illinOiS, in a manner which
moved all, even those not yet
declared Baha'is.
Two classes led by Nancy
Dobbins of Fort Worth, Texas
on the teaching responsibilities
of youth and on the application
of Baha'i social laws were given in a straightforward manner which captivated attention and cheered the hearts.
There was forceful emphasis given to the truth that
Baha'i youth alone have the key to the problems of all
youth. that the youth of the world •• are crying for the
answer" and deserve the .opportunity to learn of Baha'u'llah's solution to their problems.
Preparation for their future role in Baha'i administration is of concern to the young people, and this was
taken up in an enlightening discussion led by Bransford
Watson from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It was suggested that developing the art of consultation while
young would prove a great asset in later years.

The adventures and joys of a pilgrimage came alive
for the group in the first hand account by Allene
Squires of Dallas, Texas. There was an evening of fun
and sociability with an impromptu drama demonstrating that Baha'is laugh and, as stated by Hand of the
Cause William Sears uGod loves laughter."
At the close of the conference a spontaneous session
for hearing a report of youth meetings during the
recent convention at Wilmette showed how serious and
mature these young people are, and how eager they are
to do their part in active promotion of the Faith of God.

Youth Rally Has Impact in Louisiana
The youth of Louisiana held a Baha'i Youth rally in
Gretna, near New Orleans, on June 3 and 4. Some of the
sixty Baha'is and friends who came are shown in the
picture at the right. They came from Gulfport, Mississippi and Houston, Texas, as well as from other parts of
Louisiana.
The rally was a good example of cooperation: the
Louisiana State Goals Committee initiated and helped
plan the event; the New Orleans Baha'is helped supply
th~ food; Baha'is of Gretna offered hospitality: and
Jackson, Mississippi supplied the main speaker,
Michael Reimer.
The non-Baha'i friends must have felt the spirit at the
rally t for there were three declarations. Furthermore.
the interracial character of this gathering had a posi.
tive impact on the local community of Gretna, which
is a small community, typical of the rural south. It is
hoped that this demonstration of racial unity will bear
fruit in the future.
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THIRD ANNUAL BAHA'i UNITED NATIONS SEMINAR HELD IN NEW YORK
Dedicated to developing a greater economic and
social world consciousness, the third annual United
Nations seminar sponsored by the Baha'i Committee
for the United Nations in New York City, May 26-28,
provided a stimulating study of various aspects of the
United Nations. The seminar focused interest on those
activities of the United Nations which relate to improv.
ing conditions of the world's population and to promot·
ing cooperation between nations.
Representatives of over 40 Baha'i communities par·
ticipated in the seminar. All of the sessions except one
were held in conference rooms in the U.N. Secretariat
Building. Four prominent United Nations speakers
highlighted the program with lively and challenging
talks.
Mrs. Dorothy Collings of the U.N. Office of Public
Information was the first speaker Friday afternoon,
with a comprehensive and stimulating presentation of
many of the problems, activities and accomplishments
of the U.N. She was followed by Edward H. Lawson.
deputy director of the Division of Human Rights. Mr.
Lawson sparked interest in the vital subject of human
rights when he defined the development of the U.N.'s
human rights progr ams and outlined the challenges
which still confront the world.
Irwin M. Isenberg, special services officer with the
United Nations Development Program, brought the
seminar participants' attention on Saturday morning to
the subject of economic justice. He demonstrated how
the Development Program operates in assisting the
world's developing countries to raise their economic
and social standards. Saturday afternoon, Dr. James
Avery Joyce, an eminent U ,N. writer and author 01
numerous books, stressed the development of world law

and world consciousness. He related the development of
world law to the thoughts in Bah<l'u'ltah and The New
Era, which had recently been presented to him. Mrs.
Mildred Mottahedeh, the Baha'i International Observer
to the United Nations~ rounded out the afternoon session
with a thought~provoking talk on the moral responsibili.
ties of Baha'is in developing a world government.
During the Saturday afternoon session the Baha~i
U.N. Committee chairman, Mrs. Juliette Soderberg,
explained various ways Baha'i communities can effec·
tively celebrate U.N. Day. and she showed how observance of the day provides an excellent prestige
opportunity for publicity. Mr. Lionel Gonzales of the
Committee showed how slides can be well used at
fireside meetings. The fuJI Baha'i U.N. Committee
presented an interesting panel discussion, Sunday
morning, on the U.N. 's Human Rights Conventions and
Covenants, with questions and answers in audience
participation.
One of the highlights of the seminar was a tour of the
General Assembly buiJding. Throughout the seminar
prcgram the audience was shown timely United NaA
tions films. A dinner at a local restaurant Saturday
evening was enlivened by a musical presentation, the
performers being two New York Baha'is, Joy and
Howard Hunter.
The Baha'i Committee for the U.N. felt the seminar
this year was particularly successful in that a great
amount of enthusiasm was stimulated about the role of
the United Nations in developing a one world of man~
kind.
- U.S. BAHA'i COMMTI'Ta
FOR THE UNITED

N A'I'IONS

Some Of the paTticipants at the United Nations Seminar shoum in the garden outside the General Assembty Building.
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News Brief:
The Berlin~ Germany Baha'i Community has rented
a bookshop with an additional apartment for a Center
and living quarters. The bookshop has a reading room
and attractive displays are arranged in the windows.

Boston Arts Festival
Judf.jed a Success
A Baha 'j Arts Festival in Boston, Massachusetts from
May 20 through 28 held for the purpose of demonstrating the artistic expression of Baha'is of the U.S. and
Canada was sponsored by the Baha'i communities of
Boston and Cambridge and featured drawings, paintings and photographs by Baha'i artists as well as slides
of Baha'i architecture around the world.
Specially featured during the exhibit were: a program of folk songs for children, a showing of the CBS
Television film "Lamp Unto My Feet" J a concert of
Balli'i music and performers, poetry reading and a
showing of experimental movies.
The festival was judged a success for a number of
reasons. It gave the sponsoring Bahai communities
opportunity to work cooperatively and to Baha'i artists
to share their work with each other and with the public.
The widespread publicity brought the Faith to the
attention of many, whether or not they attended. The
site of the Festival introduced the Faith to a new
neighborhood and formed a new link between the Faith
and the social service programs in the city. And finally
whereas the exhibit was primarily an indirect way of
proclaiming the Faith much direct teaching was done
in chats with the many visitors and in the distribution
of hundreds of Baha'i pamphlets.

Baha'i Art Exhibit
in Michigan
The Baha'i group of Clinton Township, Michigan,
with cooperation of believers in nearby areas sponsored
an art show in Mt. Clemens, Michigan on June 17 and 18
in one of the hotels. Exhibited were examples of work
created by Baha'i artists, authors and musicians, there
being seventy-eight individual exhibits in over twenty
fields of art in addition to paintings and drawings.
About 150 visitors attended, there were many expressions of praise for the beauty of the works and the
evidence of integrity as well as creative ability of the
artists.
There was excellent publicity, including announcements in twelve newspapers, the notices giving prominence to the fact that the Baha'[ Faith, like other
religions, has inspired its followers to use their creative
skills to illustrate the perfections and beauties of their
Faith. Baha'i literature was available at the exhibit
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and a real interest in the Faith was evidenced by many
people.
A happy result of the event was that it led to a
r:equest for a talk about the Faith to a class of students
of nearby Oakland University.

Baha'i in the News
The Layman, in the Open ChuTch of ChTist, published
in Hereford, England, carries in its April 1967 issue a
fine lead article by Dr. Stanwood Cobb, titled "Is There
an Inherent Progress in Human Affairs?" It presents
the view that in critical periods of decadence in human
scciety a new religion appears upon the horizon for the
specific purpose of regenerating humanity and that the
Baha'i Faith is that source of regeneration today. The
editor notes that "this is our first article that I promised
on the lesser-known religions."

o

A photo of the newly elected National Spiritual Assembly of Luxemburg has appeared in the May 13 issue
of Revue, a magazine published in Luxembourg and
carrying some international news. Included in the accompanying legend was a reference to the October
Inter-continental Conference being held to observe the
Centenary of Baha'u'llah's messages to the rulers of
the world. The European Conference in Frankfurt!
Main, Germany was cited.

o

TV Guide for June 3, 1967 carries a three page featUre
story about Vic Damone, Baha'i and well known singer.
Included are several paragraphs about the Baha'i
Faith in an account quoting Vic as he tells the I'eporter
what the Faith is and how it has profoundly changed
the pattern of his life.

Duncan McAlear Expelled from Faith
The Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land cabled
June 30 that Duncan McAlear of New York had been
expelled from the Faith as a Covenant-breaker. The
Universal House of Justice approved this action.
Before this decision was reached all effort was made
by the Hands of the Cause to explain to Mr. McAlear
what his actions would mean but he refused to heed
the warnings.
All Baha'is are forbidden to have any association
with Mr. McAlear and all other Covenant-breakers.
-U. S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

CORRECTION
BAHA'i NEWS for June, 1967 page 18 carries a picture of
the first all Indian assembly to be formed in Nevada,
that of Reno-Sparks. The name of the lady at the
extreme right of the front rOw was omitted. She is: Mrs.
Pearl Astor, treasurer of the assembly.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reportinJ: current activities af the Bahil'i world community.
B&.Bi.'t NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Conunittee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor: Mrs. Eunice
Braun, Interna.tional Editor; Miss Charlotte Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial Office.
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois, U.S.A. 6009l.
Change of address should be reported dlrectl¥ to National Baha'i Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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Entrance to house of

Ri~a

Big where Bahci'u'lldh stayed for about one year.
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BAHA'U'LLAH IN ADRIANOPLE
AY, this Youth hath departed out of this country and
deposited beneath every tree and every stone a trust,
S
which God wi!! erelong bring forth through the power of
truth.
BAHA.'U'LLAH
in Suriy-i-Ra'is

(God Passes By p. 181)

House of Ri.;!a Big where Baha'u'll<ih stayed in 1866

Places where Baha'u'liah stayed
Date

Place where He stayed

ID

Adrianople (Edrine), Turkey
Location

How long

Dec. 12, 1863

Khan·i-1Arab, a two-story
caravanserai

Near house of 'Izzat Aqa

3 nights

Dec. 15

"a house suitable only
for summer habitation'

Muradiyyih quarter
near Takyiy-i-Mawlavi

1 week

Dec. 22

"another house H

in same quarter,
near Mosque

about
6 months

About
June 1864

House of Amru'IIah
(House of God's Command)-

"on north side of
Mosque of Sultan Salim"

over
2 years

next to house of 'Izzat Aqa

about
1 year

(dervish seminary)

"more commodious quarters"

(1866)
"Shavval 22,
1282 A.H."

House of Ric;la Big"rented by His order" for
Himself and His Family
(separation from Mirza Yahya)

ca. 1866-67

House of Amru~lIah
(second time)

(1867-1868)

House of 'Izzat Aqa where Suriy-i-Mullik
revealed, Sept. 1867

Aug. 12, 1868

departure from Adrianople

3 months

near Khan-VArab

11 months

Total length of exile in Adrianople: 4 years, 8 months, 22 days, as given by Shoghi Effendi in 'jHistorical Data"
gleaned from Nabi! (Vol. II).
See also God Passes By, pages 161-182; and article by Martha L. Root, "A Visit to Adrianople," Baha'i World ..
vol. V, p. 581.
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Universal House of Justice Defines Nature and Purpose of Proclamation
Dear Baha 'i Friends~
In just over three months the period of the world-wide
proclamation of the Faith will be opened at the six
Intercontinental Conferences called to celebrate the
centenary of the revelation of the Suriy-i-Muliik. Those
coDferences will provide an opportunity for representatives of the National Spiritual Assem bUes to exchange
ideas and coordinate plans for the proclamation which
will continue throughout the remaining five and a haH
years of the Plan.
The stimulating effect of this interchange of ideas will
produce greatly increased momentum throughout the
world, but inasmuch as many projects must be worked

out before that date, we feel a few additional comments
on the nature and purpose of proclamation will be
helpful now.
Proclamation comprises a number of activities, of
which publicity is only one. The Universal House of
Justice itself will be conveying the Message of Bahil'u'IIih to the heads of all states, but, in addition to
this, one of the most important duties of each National
Spiritual Assembly is to acquaint leaders of thought
and prominent men and women in its country with the
fundamental aims, the history and the present status
and achievements of the Cause. Such an activity must
be carried out with the utmost wisdom, discretion and
dignity. Publicity connected with such approaches
must be weighed very carefully, as it may be unwise or
discourteous. This is, of course, a long-range program,
for such things cannot be rushed, but it must .be given
constant attention.
Another aspect of proclamation is a series of teaching
programs designed to reach every stratum of human
society - programs that should be pursued diligently
and wisely, using every available resOUrce.
Publicity itself should be well-conceived, dignified

and reverent. A flamboyant approach which may sUcceed in drawing much initial attention to the Cause,
may ultimately prove to have produced a revulsion
which would require great effort to overcome. The
standard of dignity and reverence set by the beloved
Guardian should always be upheld, particularly in
musical and dramatic items; and photographs of the
Master should not be used indiscriminately. This does
not mean that activities of the youth, for example,
should be stultified; one can be exuberant without being
irreverent or undermining the dignity of the Cause.
Every land has its own conditions, thus the kind of
proclamation activity to be followed in each country
should be decided by its National Spiritual Assembly.
National Spiritual Assemblies need not follow or copy
programs initiated in other cOlmtries.
In all proclamation activities, follow-up is of supreme importance. Proclamation, expansion and consolidation are mutually helpful activities which must
be carefully interrelated. In some places it is desirable to open a teaching campaign with publicityin others it is wiser to establish first a solid local
community before publicizing the Faith or encouraging
contacts with prominent people. Here, again, wisdom is
needed.
We have been elated by the enthusiasm with which
the Baha 'j community is preparing for the challenging
months and years ahead, and we eagerly await those
days but a few short months away which will open a
period of such promise for the diffusion of God's Word.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

BAHA'i WORLD
HAD' A, ISRAEL
2 JULY, 1967

CENTER

CoMMENTARY:

In this communication the Universal House of Justice
once again comments on the purpose and nature of the
world-wide proclamation of the Faith of Bahi'u'llah
which marks the third phase of the Nine Year Plan. The
opening notes of the proclamation will be the intercontinental Conferences of the believers on the six continents. It will extend to 1973, the Centenary of the
Revelation of the Kitab-i-Aqdas. The purpose is to
proclaim the appearance of Baha 'u'llab and His Message on a global scale to every stratum of human
society. The nature of the campaign is a well balanced
program of publicity and teaching to be pursued diligently and wisely during the remaining years of the
Nine Year Plan. Each National Spiritual Assembly will
plan and program the campaign for its own territory
and according to its own conditions and resources.
Local assemblies and individual believers will be informed and guided by their respective national assemblies as to how approaches are to be made to
persons of prominence and what materials should be

used for local publicity. The standards are clearly set
forth by the Universal House of Justice and if followed
they will undoubtedly inspire high respect not only for
the Faith but for its administrative institutions.
The first stage of this proclamation which extends
between the holding of the Intercontinental Conferences
and RiQ.vim 1968, is to be devoted to commemoration of
"the Centenary of the opening of that wonderful period
in human history when the clouds of Divine bounty
showered in lavish profusion their treasures upon men
and the portals of the Kingdom were thrown open,
disclosing to all who had eyes to see, a new heaven and
a new earth. . . . " The observance of the 150th anniversary of the birth of Bah8'u'lHih set within the
framework of the world-wide proclamation of His Message provides a unique opportunity for sharing the
events of this joyful celebration with a wide circle of
friends of the Faith and of the Baha'is.
- U.S. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
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A Visit to Persia
by Guy Murchie
EDlTORIAL Non:: This 1s the last in a series of notes from the diary
of Guy Murchie ta]c.en on his joumey to h'an in 1964, printed in
BAIlA'l: Nxws with permission of the Universal House of Justice. The
photos are by Mr. Murchie, taken at the time of his journey.

Zanjan

J.n Zanjan, which in 1850 was the scene of the biggest
siege in Baha'i history involving 5000 Babis and practi·
cally the whole of the :Wah's army, we had trouble
locating a Baha'i house because neighboring Muslims
did not like to admit knowing "heretics." After we

succeeded, however. of course we were warmly welcomed. Then we were entertained by being shown our
host's exquisite art work, for he was Lotfullah Mohebat,
the renowned tazhib artist who illuminated the Tablets
of the Bab, Baha'u'l!ah and 'Abdu'I-Baha with gold and
floral decorations familiar to pilgrims visiting the Archives Building in Haifa. Later, after a generous meal,
we were taken to some of the holy places such as a sort
of martyrs' vineyard on the outskirts of town and an
ancient caravanseri where the Bah once stayed on His
way from I.dah~tn to Tabriz, a two-story hostel that is
still being used and where the room He occupied is
visible to all passers. (See The Da~Breaker.s, page
535)

After that we went to the modest I;Ia~iratu'l-Quds
which adjoins the ruins of the famous house of J:1ujj at
now belonging to the Baha'is. The fort nearby is
completely gone and its dimensions evidently forgotten,
though it held a thousand families, and the area is
occupied by newer houses that would make it hard
even to dig for clues. The Baha'is, however, having
managed to buy a few acres around I;Iujjat's house,
know at least the location and general shape of that
sacred remnant though all that is visible of it is a
mound of earth some sixty feet long and nearly ten feet
high. It would be possible of course to excavate and
restore it as a shrine almost any time but Muslim

Bridge for a new highway being built near Zanian.

The northeast corner of caravanseri in. Zan,jdn whet"e
the B<ib stayed overnight on His way to Tabriz.

apprehension of the growing influence of the Baha'is is
still an explosive force capable of inflicting severe
damage (as happened in :Wiraz and Tihran in 1957).
Meanwhile there is enough to do just coping with oldfashioned creeping injustice such as the fact that a
mosque next door to the l;.Ia~iratu'l-Quds was recently
enlarged by the illegal addition of new walls for several
feet into the Bahit'i lot, for which present Persian law
appears to offer little hope of either redress or compensation.
We entered the unpretentious brick a:a~iratu'l-Quds
and attended a joyouS meeting in its assembly room
designed for up to fifty believers. Then we walked out to
I;Iujjat's mound to chant BaM'u'llilh's special Tablet of
Visitation for Zanjim and to drink in the scene of that

Mound covering Temaim of J:iujjat's House in Zan.ja.'R
(center and right) with BaM',s at left Tending Tablet
Of Visitation.
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agonizing but glorious hattle now softened, thanks to
God, by the intervening century of erosion and the
growth of trees and flowers with the hins rolling north
and eastward toward a snowy ridge against the cloudflecked sky. As we stood there three friendly crows
cawed from a poplar behind us and a flock of purple
starlings flowed like a wisp of smoke over the back of
the mound, followed by four lovely hoopoes that alight·
ed for a moment to feed in the dry grass. The hoopoe
is a sizeable (eleven-inch) bird with a pinkish buff head
and collapsible crest, reputed to have carried love
missives from the Queen of Sheba to King Solomonand it seemed a particular blessing that these four
chose to return once again during the chant to within
thirty feet of us, wheeling in the lively air like flashes of
Zaynab's eyes (she the martyr heroine of the siege who
fought like Joan of Arc with the men), alighting and
flicking their parasol crests (gifts of grateful Solomon)
in a knowing gesture that somehow symbolized the
final, mystic victory of the spirit.

Looking west across courtyard at house where BaM'u'Uah stayed in KaTand in the Kurdish mountains

Of

westeTn Persia on His way from Tihrdn to Ba@-d4d
exile in 1853.

(Grand

KUTdish vilJage of KaTand where BaM'u'll<ih stayed
and Tested a few days on His way from Tihran to
Ba@d<id.

April Zl
The road to Karand, a Kurdish town where Baha'u'll3h stopped to rest from illness a few days on His
way from Tihran into exile in Baghdad in the bitter
winter of 1853, goes through bleak mountains where the
snow may drift fifteen feet deep and half-starved goats
nibble at dormant apple boughs and red pomegmnite
buds rising out of solid ice. Travelling by mule with His
pregnant wife Navvab, two brothers, two children (including the 9-year-old 'Abdu'l-Bahit), accompanied by
soldiers and presumably a servant, Bahil 'u'llllh must
have been saddened in leaving His native land for the
last time, yet probably gladdened to begin meeting
Kurds along the road. For He seems to have had a
special fondness for these high-spirited people, as was
evident later in His choosing to spend His two years as

a nameless darvish in their mountains. Indeed in the
city of Kirmans...bah, about 60 miles before Karand as
you come from Tihnln, Kurds are plentiful and easily
recognized by the lacy and tassled turbans of the men
as well as the voluminous, dark headdresses of the
women. And in the countryside approaching Karand
one frequently sees the black camel-hair tents of nomadic Kurdish herdsmen, usually surrounded by a
circle of six or eight fierce watch dogs. who will charge
at you, followed by men with sticks and stones, if you
advance upon them unannouoced. On the road they
ride donkeys or mules, as Baha'u'llith often did, sometimes mothers with several children and babies at the
breast feeding happily as they ride.
Karand, some fifty miles from the border of Iraq, is
charmingly set agai.ru;t the southern slopes of spectacular, soaring, vertical ridges of rock that descend upon it
from both sides of a narrow valley with an unearthly,
symphonic quality accompanied by the roar of rushing
streams of melted snow. After an enjoyable night in a
primitive house reachable only by a narrow wood·andmud bridge, I was shown the town by my Habitli host,
walking in the rain to the brick mansion where BaM'u'llilh and His family stayed as guests of the
governor, one Hayat-Quli Khan (of the IAliyu'llahi sect)
who was 50 devoted to them that he was later often
considered a full believer in the new Faith. The house
is near the upper (north) end of the little city, which
seems small for its 15,000 inhabitants. And there stands
the wide, flat-roofed, one-story building around a big,
square courtyard containing some very tall old poplars
beside a bubbling fountain in the middle. The rooms
where Baha tu'llah and His party probably slept have
many tall arched windows that open on the soaring
precipices and, although they are at present furnitureless and moldy with neglect, they will uodoubtedly one
day be restored to their former glory as still another of
the many shrines of the new age - simply because, for
a fleeting moment in history, He was there.
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"Cleave to tha Root of Knowledge and
to Him Who is the Fountain Thereof"
A SURVEY OF THE WRITINGS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
by Anna M. Stevenson
"The earth is but one country, and mankind its
citizens,t' read SOme of the large white lapel buttons
displayed on college campuses today. It has the ring of
a truism for which one does not ask the source. But for
anyone who does think to ask, a door opens. He finds,

"The utterance of God is a lamp whose light is these
words: Ye are the fruits of one tree, and the leaves of
one branch;" "_ .. make of my prayer a fire that will
burn away the veils that have shut me out from Thy
beauty . . ;" "0 My brother! When a true seeker
determineth to take the step of search ... ' r And he is
well on his way into the Sacred Writings of the Baha'i
Faith, the newest chapter in the continuing Bible of
mankind.
Sixty years ago the quest for the source of such
quotations as these might have led along trails of dim
and whispy carbon copies of prayers, verses, Tablets,
passed from hand to hand among the early American
Baha'is. The translations from Persian and Arabic
were sometimes awkward and may have contributed to
the impression that the teachings were esoteric. Today
there are handsome books containing these newest
Scriptures. Their attractiveness and legibility contribute to their impact as the message of religion for this
day. Public and school libraries have a number of thebooks, and should be encouraged to carry more, especially the newer editions, The Baha'i Publishing Trust
in Wilmette, Illinois, is the source for most of the
Baha'i books presently available in EngliSh. Their catalog is in itself an excellent study aid.

Three Study Aid.
The reader of Baha'i books should have also the
study guide, Know Your Baha'i Literature, by Eunice
Braun, the incredibly capable manager of the Publishing Trust. Besides listing the books, pamphlets, and
other materials available, her book is immensely helpful in classifying original and secondary sources, clari~
tying matters of authenticity, suggesting productive
uses for the published material.
A third basic study aid is the Baha'i Glossary by
Marzieh Gail. Certain Persian and Arabic terms are
used frequently in Baha'i writings, Their pronunciation
and meaning can be quickly found in this book.
It will be assumed in this paper that the reader has
both the catalog and Know Your Baha'i Literature at
hand. No other complete listing of the books and
materials will be attempted. Rather, the emphasis will
be on building and using one's oum Baha.~i library. The
basic books will be aU the writings of Baha'u'lUlh now
available in English, aU the available writings and
approved transcripts of talks by 'Abdu'l-Baha, all the
books and compilations of letters and messages by
Shoghi Effendi.
As for the writings of the Bab - He is indeed seen
here as the Gate, the opened gate which seems to

disappear when it reveals what has been hidden, in this
case the Revelation of Baha'u'll8h, this new City of
Certitude. The once volummous writings of the Bah are
contained for us mainly as quotations in other books.
Beatrice Ashton has compiled them, presented them in
chronological order and with historical information concerning them, in an article appearing in Bah.d~i WOTId,
volume XII, pages 85-97. They are listed in Know Your
BalwPi Literature. We are perhaps most familiar with
the two brief prayers in our standard prayer books~ and
with the Bab's Address to the Letters of the Uving
found in Dawn.-BreakeTs and also printed separately.

Gleaning. of love and Spiritual Power
One's own Baba?i library might for a time consist of
only one book, perhaps Gleanings From the Writings Of
Baha.'u'llah. This special compilation was introduced to
American Baha'is by their National Spiritual Assembly
in 1935 as follows:
" . . . the important announcement is made that the
Guardian has given the friends a wonderful blessing
in the form of new translations of excerpts from
Tablets of Baha'u'llMl. Within the last few days three
different manuscripts have been received from Haifa,
and with ihem a letter stating that these are to be
published with the title Gleanings From the Writi,.gs
oj Baha'u'!Iah. It would be presumptuous to attempt
to describe their power, their beauty ~ their vitalizing
spirit. Suffice it to remark iliat Shoghi Effendi, having
renewed the Cause by instructing us in the principles
of the administrative order, now calls us to a spiritual
renewal in our knowledge of the creative Utterance of
Baha 'u ~llah. "
- BAHA'i NEWS No. 92, page 11, .June 1935

In the October BAHA'i NEWS of that year it was
ann01IDced: HGleanings From the Writings ot Baha'u'll<ih, translated by Shoghi Effendi. This work consisting of selections from Tablets which the Guardian
wishes the believers to study and ponder, will be ready
for distribution on October 8."
Translated and arranged in order by Shoghi Effendi
himself, these Tablets How along in moving sequence,
so that the book can be read from cover to cover as
well as used as a reference on specific subjects. "Quite
literally these gleanings are intended to convey the
spirit of Baha'u'llah's life and teachings 7 and not to
bring together a cross-section of all His writings. n
states Kenneth Christian in his introduction to the book.
He notes further that the Tablets fall into five divi·
sions. Part I (pages 1-46) proclaims, "This is the Day
... " Part II (pages 46-136) expounds the station of the
Manifestation of God. In Part III (pages 136-2(0) soul
and immortality are the subject matter. One is struck
by the frequency of such introductions as these: "Thou
hast asked Me . . . ; 7t "In answer to thy question
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concerning the worlds of God ... ;" "And now regarding thy question. 'How is it that no records are to be
found concerning the Prophets that have preceded
Adam .. ," Bless the questioners! In Part IV (pages
200(259) spiritual aspects of world order and the Most
Great Peace are dwelt upon. Part V seems especially
dir~ted to the individual, the goals and meaning of his
life. Important selections from .the Kitab-i~Aqdas are
found in the book, and many beloved favorites.
"Immerse yourselves in the ocean of My words." is a
message of one Tablet, H • • • unravel its secrets . . .
discover all the pearls of wisdom _ . ." Gleanings
presents a limitless expanse of this Ocean. Individual
and group study of the book can help with the exploring,
the discovering. At firesides non-Baha'is can share in
the reading of a chosen Tablet, and its discussion, when
plenty of copies of the book are provided. "Gleanings is
a book for meditation and study, H writes Kenneth
Christian, 44It is not a book of history and facts, but of
love and spiritual power. No one can understand the
faith of the thousands of martyred followers of the Bab
unless he catches the spirit of this book. Jt

A Book for Questio ners
Another giant among the books of Baha 'u 'Uah is the
Kitab-i-Iqan, the Book Of Certitude. Again one is moved
to bless the questioner who called forth the profound
and lasting answers, In this case it was the maternal
uncle of the Bab who sought out Baha'u'IHth in Baglldad, one year before Bahit'u'Uah declared Himself. For
eighteen years l:I&jl Mirza Siyyid MuJ:iammad had apparently held out against accepting the new Faith. He
had seen his young nephew's meteoric rise to fame,
then the cruel imprisonments, and execution, and the
virtual extinction of His followers and His teachings in
Persia. He came to Baha'u'llah with troubling questions. The answers were written in two days and two
nights, becoming this book - for all questioners. In it
are explained many of the symbolic expressions which
in themselves have prevented the followers of the
several religions from coming together in understanding.
Baha'u'llah quotes freely from Old and New Testaments, the Qur'an, Zoroastrian prophecy, poetry and
tradition. One finds himself recognizing, perhaps for the
first time, that all sacred writings may be seen as parts
of the same great Book.
In referring to the Kitab-i-Iqan, Shoghi Effendi states
(God Passes By, page 139): "This book occupies a
position unequalled by any work in the entire range of
Baha'i literature, except the' Kitab.i-Aqdas, Baha'u'·
llah's Most Holy Book.... Well may it be claimed that
of all the books revealed by the Author of the Baha'i
Revelation this book alone, by sweeping away the agelong barriers that have so insurmountably separated
the great religions of the world, has laid down a broad
and unassailable foundation for the complete and permanent reconciliation of their fonowers."

"Clothed in the Garment 01 Brevity"
For those who wish to travellight t a pocket- or pursesize library can be found in The Hidden Words, and in
The Seven Valleys and the Four VaHeys. One never
comes to the end of either of these small volumes t
because the principal dimension is depth rather than

number of pages. The earliest of Bahatu'llah's books,
The Hidden Words is described by Shoghi Effendi as
"that marvelous collection of gemlike utterances . . .
with which Baha'u'llah was inspired as He paced,
wrapped in His meditations, the banks of the Tigris."
"No complicated theology mars the directness of the
passages," says Kenneth Christian. "It is the voice of
God speaking directly to the heart of man." (Gleanings, page iv) "It contains the whole sum of all Revelations rounding to their completeness, renewed in power,
and brought to perfection of lUlity by the crowning
words of Baha'u'llah," writes George Townshend in his
introduction to The Hidden Words.
.
Baha'u'llah Himself gives an introduction to the little
book: "This is that which hath descended from the
realms of glory .. , revealed unto the Prophets of old.
We have taken the inner essence thereof and clothed
it in the garment of brevity . . . "
The Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys were, again,
written in answer to questions, put to Him by two
learned Sbay1!bs. The Seven Valleys is characterized
by the Guardian as a "treatise that may well be
regarded as His greatest mystical composition - the
seven stages which the soul of the seeker must traverse
to attain the object of its existence," The Four Valleys
is similar in theme.
Epistle to the Son of the Wolf is another major book
of Bahatu'llilh's. Besides its startling title it has a special place among His works. It was revealed about a
year before His death. ~IIt is besides," writes Marzieh
Gail, in the introduction to the current beautiful edition
translated by Shoghi Effendi" a kind of anthology, and
one particularly v alua bIe, the material having been
selected by the Author Himself. It includes some of the
best-known and most characteristic of His writings.u
In this case the person to whom the book is addressed
had not come seeking enlightenment from Baha 'uJllah,
had rather shunned Him, and had distinguished himself
by atrocities against the believers. The teachings given
are, of course, for mankind.

Soari n9 Paths to Ged
Prayers and Meditations by Baha'u'llah, Here we are
led to approach God along many soaring paths. And
here we may approach, to the extent of our own
capabilities, the Manifestation of God, His inmost feel.
ings and thoughts. A helpful guide is found in an article
by RUhiyyih Khanum, "The Prayers of Bahatu'llah,"
found in Baha'i World, volume IX, pages 792, 802, and
in BAHA'i NEWS, March and April, 1958.
Some of the prayers are familiar to us in the smaller
books. Many are to be found only here. If one could
make a single choice from this treasury it might be the
final selection beginning on page 324. This long prayer
is a supreme expression of the universality.of God's
word for this age, the message that aU creation is
included in the life·giving renewal. 'ISince Thou hast
purposed, 0 my God, to cause all created thing. to
enter into the tabernacle of Thy transcendent grace
and favor . . . I yield Thee such thanks , . . "
Some of the writings of Baha 'utllith are found in
English only in the special compilation, Bahd'i World
Faith. The selections here are for the most part entire
Tablets rather than brief quotations. Here are given
Tablets in which the laws for the new age are set forth
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as brilliant ornamests, lights, eifulgences. Tarclzcit, for
instance. The First Taraz may be exactly the right
introduction to Baha 'f reading for some inquirers, and
certainly can provide balance for the beginner who
thinks he prefers only the more mystical examples.
Baha'i World Faith contains also Tablet of the World,
Words of Paradise, TajaHiyat, The Glad Tidings Tab!et
of l.w.raqat, (Important readings from 'Abdu'}-Baha.
included in this book make it of great additional value.)
The words of Baha'u'llah are also found in compilations such as The Divine Art of Living, and The Reality
01 Man. These are attractive small books with a specific
interest in view. They make good introductory books
for certain people, and lasting gifts.
Such are the treasuries in which we can find the
teachings of Baha'u'Uith. Every reader will find his own
way among them, discover the answers that he needs
in his journeying. In Kitab-i-Iqan, page 175, we read:
J

We have variously and repeatedly set forth the

meaning of every theme, that peTchance every soul,
whetheT high Or low, may obtain 7 according to his
,measure and capacity, his share and. portion. there

Members of the fourth National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the Philippines. Seated, left to right: Vic

of. Should he be una Me to comprehend a certain

Samaniego, TlIshon Davis 1 Dominador Anunsacion, Few
lipe Briones. Standing: Iran Mohajer, Fe Samaniego,

w

argument, he may thus, by TejeTring unto another,
attain his purpose. tThat all sorts of men may
know where to quench theiT thirst.'

Toni Mantel and Neva Dulay. Absent: Luisa MapaGomez.

The Philippines

Delegates and friend.. at the Philippine convention, gathered in front of the
BaM'i teaching institute in Santiago, Isabella..

r
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3000 Visitors View Bolivian Exhibition
School Trains
Teachers to
Assist
Literacy Centers

In photo above, left: A ten-day training COUTse was held
June 20-30 at the national Baha'i school in Cochabamba
fOT the purpose of training young rural teachers in
techniques to be used in the thirty proposed literacy
centers to be established in Bolivia.
At left: Photos of the Baha'i Exhibition in Cochabamba,
June 24-29.

Below: Three thousand visitors came to the first e.;rhibitioR on the Bah,Pi Faith in BOlivia, held in Cochabamba. During the five-day exhibition mOTe than a thousand pamphlets weTe sold. The National Spiritual As-

sembly plans to repeat the event in a circuit throughout
the departmental capital cities Of Bolivia. There tD4s
ample newspaper and radio coverage, plus notices on
the postoJjice bulletin boaTd. The municipality Of Cochabamba gave perini.ssion to hold the exhibition in
their Municipal Salon facing the Main Plaza. La Presna

Libre published an ~ceUent photo stating: uSince the
of the exhibition it has been visited by a great
number of people who welcomed it with favoTable
comments . ... This exhibition can well be considered
as 4 cultural event in our loea! enviTonment."

opening
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The Horizon of Italy Expands
Spotlight on Island Goals

The newly elected National Spiritual Assembly of Italy
(above) has the opening and expansion oj island goats
as an important consideration. First TOW from left: Miss
Taffa, Miss BoeTia, PTofessor Bau.sani. Second row:
Mr. DeFalco, Mrs. Basia, Mr. Mahbubi, Mr. Robiati,

Mr. Avaregan, Mr. Pappalettera. (Mr. Pappalettera
resigned, as he lett italy, and Miss Pasquale was
elected.)
Below aTe shown (left) the first meeting held on the
island oj Capri opened by Miss Rouhaughy Fahteazam
in 1966; at Tight, Miss Teresa TafJa is shoum. with her
pupils on the island Of Lipari, part Of the Aeolean
Islands which she opened in 1966, as caned fOT by the
Universal House of Justice. This picturesque place,
tilled with- /lowers, still lives in another age.
The ItaHan convention appears in photo at

~ejt.

Upper

left photo shows Youth Symposium held at Rimini,
Italy, March 25-27, with over 120 attending, including
many contacts. A graduate of the first teacher training
course held in February gave the public talk, followed
by live~y discussion.

T
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Harlech summer school in

Wales~

heW July l-a, 1967.

Ri4viin Message - Basis of Harle<h Sthool Sessions
The program for the Harlech summer school in
Wales, held July H!, was based on the Ri<;lvan Message
from the Universal HOWle of Justice. A workshop plan
was utilized, enabling those present to extract as much
as possible from the most meaningful phrases in the
RiQvan Message, as, for example: <lthe tmknown sea
on which we must soon sail," U a new race of man,"
"raising the divine call," etc.
Each talk imparted a sharpened realization of the
great need for personal deepening in order that Baha'is
may be prepared to deal with the results of Proclamation - as yet unknown - and for whatever calamities
may engulf the world.
Hand of the Cause John Ferraby and three Auxiliary
Board members contributed much to the school's success. An inspiring session conducted by the National
Spiritual Assembly emphasized the work ahead and the
privilege of those chosen to undertake it.
In the middle of the week the entire school went to the
memorial haH in Harlech for a public meeting, the
U"leme of which was, uThe Charter of Human Rights. n
Social activities were planned by the youth and at the
close of the school an exhibition of the children's work
was given.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is Of the
London Borough of Wandsworth. Seated, teft to right:
FaTzin Assassi, Meherangiz Munsiff. TeTence Luke,

Tahereh Vahdat, Rustom Sabit. Standing: Edmund
KoHaart, Peter Hardwick (treasurer), Michael WitHams (secretary), Eruch Munsiff (chairman).

T

Southern California Baha'i Summer School held July 1 through 4, 1967.

Baha'i School in Southern California
One hundred and eighty people from Southern Cali·
forma enjoyed a four-day summer school high in the
mountains of Cleveland National Forest over the long
4th of July week-end. The school, near the small mining
town of Julian, was blessed by the presence of Hand of
the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery. He spoke of the work in
all parts of the Baha'i world, inspiring and strengthening the friends for the great tasks ahead during the
balance of the Nine Year Plan of the Universal House

of Justice.

"Marshalling of Our Resources"
Monmouth - the summer half of the Green LakeMonmouth Baha'i Institute - attracted over 200 to the
campus of Monmouth College in illinois over the June
23-25 weekend. It was a rewarding experience for all
who attended. Careful planning was evident as the full
program developed through the two days. Much was
gained for sharing with friends in communities across
the middle of the nation.
Opening the conference and setting the high level of
the short institute was Dr. Peter Khan, recently appointed Auxiliary Board member. He sharply focused
on the troubles of our times as fulfillment of the
prophecies of old, and the accelerated decline of the old
order, to show the direct relationship to the Tablets of
Baha.'u'll3h revealed one hundred years ago. With the
urgency of the problem clear, the balance of the
weekend sessions set forth creative ways in which the
friends might marshal their resources for the Cause of
God.
That all the troubles of humanity exist within the
body of the Baha'i community was pointed out in the
session on Baha'is and their institutions; but it was
made clear that the spiritual solutions for the Baha'is
and for all humanity exist within the divinely ordained institutions of the Faith. Resources for growing
as individuals in the Faith and for extending the

Classes for adults, youth and children were held on
the varying aspects of the Faith, deepening, teaching,
pioneering. and living the life_ Emphasis was placed on
total participation, and each participant at the school,
whether child, youth or adult was keenly aware of the
need for the cooperation so necessary in Baha'i living_
As each one left the campus at the end of the school
session, there was a promise in the air of renewed
dedication, reinvigorated spirit and a determination to
carry forward to a victorious conclusion the balance of
the Nine Year Plan of the Universal House of Justice_

message to greater numbers and in more effective
ways were dramatically outlined and shared with those
attending. New ideas were pulled forth from all the
participants in the Saturday evening session, with fresh
inspiration and innovations for teaching. deepening,
publicity, fellowship popping out "like stars in the
summer night". Results were reported on Sunday_
For the large number of children attending there was
a fully planned schedule of classes for those of all ages
with emphasis on the heroic figures of the Faith as well
as the principles Baha'is live by. There was time for
fellowship, recreation, and singing for young and adults
alike. One college youth made her declaration of belief
in BahaJuJllah, thus adding to the joy of the weekend.
Many of those who attended Monmouth this summer
were recently enrolled believers, attending their first
Baha'i Institute. All, both newly enrolled and veteran
Baha'is, however, were made keenly aware of the dual
direction the Faith must take at this time: deepening of
the individual and within the community, and at the
same time growing outwards to share the Faith of
Baha'u'llah with a dismal and confused world.
Preparation for the coming Intercontinental Conferences in October was related, and the believers from
the Central States look forward enthusiastically to the
companion conference in Monmouth, when they will
gather at Green Lake, Wisconsin in November following these momentous October events_

r
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At the Great Council Fire, Healdsburg, California

California Council Fire
AHuds Members of Twenty Indian Tribes
Indians, Baha'is and interested friends to over 700
gathered for a Great Council Fire June 23-25 on a large
ranch near Healdsburg, California, partook of a period
of fellowship and enthusiasm which, beginning in an
informal manner, continued on a rising crescendo for
the next day and a half.
Representatives of over twenty Indian tribes, Negro
and white Americans, and a few people from Asia
composed a whole which demonstrated. in a most natu~
ral and spontaneous way the Baha'i path to unity
through diversity.
Friday evening was spent getting acquainted and
with singing and story telling around the fire. On
Saturday morning there were talks on various tribes.
cultures and religious movements, including uSeekers
for Tnlth," Krishna, and Hinduism. In the afternoon
came various talks on Indian prophecies that foretell
the Baha'i Faith as well as one on Wavoka, the Paiute
prophet.
Baha]i speakers explained how they had become attracted to the Faith and something about the meaning
of the teachings. There were talks also by members of
various Indian tribes? the Lord's Prayer was exquisitely given in Indian sign language by a Sioux girl, and
Baha'i prayers were rendered in Indian and other
languages, including a Persian chant.
The program was interspersed with dances, and
singing. There was an archery demonstration by a
most expert Indian bowman who captivated the admiring audience with his skill.
The barbecue dinner on Saturday evening had full

Glimpses of Monmouth Institute: Dr. Peter Khan and
Mrs. Jane McCants address sessions of the Institute. A
children's gTOUp enjoys a period of songs.

attendance for whom delicious food was cooked on nine
large grills. And, despite some anxious moments there
was plenty for all. The evening was concluded with
circle dances and singing around the fire and a showing
of beautiful slides of children and nature.
The conference closed Sunday noon on a high spirit of
unity and love. After the last prayer a round dance, led
by three Sioux, in which all took part, forming one
great circle surrounding eight small circles, symbolized
the joining of all peoples and religions into one. It was
abundantly evident that this spiritual meaning was
grasped by many.
The master of ceremonies Saturday was Marcus Luff
(Pomo Indian Baha'i), who did a splendid job of
introducing speakers and keeping things moving. His
fine voice and commanding presence attracted attention and respect. Equally good as master of ceremonies
on Sunday was Willie Astor (Washoe Indian Baha'i) who
told interesting stories a bout his own tribe also. Since
the invitation to the COlUlcil Fire was sent out by the
Baha'i Indians of California and Nevada it was most
appropriate that these men were in charge.
Dozens who came to this gathering and had never
before heard about the Faith asked for more information. Others who knew of it, but had been ooly mildly
interested now felt their interest quickening. Most of
the Indians were very shy and reserved at first, but by
Sunday this gave way to enthusiasm. There were a few
declarations and plans are underway for careful follow
up.
As the hard working friends responsible for the gathering came to the close of the day they had the happy
feeling of having experienced a great spiritual meeting
at which the teachings of Baha'u'llah were brought to
hundreds.

.-.....
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Mexico's Aim - Complete Goals

by October Conference
Two qualities were strongly evident throughout the
Mexican National Convention this year: serious intent
and warm fellowship, with delegates entering eagerly
into the discussions. Ruth Pringle, Auxiliary Board
member, broached the spiritual aspects of the problems
under discussion. The new phase of work outlined by
the Universal House of Justice inspired all to work
harder and to make greater sacrifices. One Mayan
traveling teacher, stirred by these challenges, spoke on
unity, the fund and prayer. All were moved by his
spiritual insight and the simplicity of his expression.
Another Mayan delegate sang a song about the coming
of Baha'u'IIa.h which he had composed one day while
working in the fields. Baha'is from the Yucatan area
then sang songs from the native villages. Two other
Mayan delegates spoke of the great need for Baha'i
centers and offered to help in their respective villages
with manual labor and with furnishing some of the
materials necessary for construction.
Dynamic plans are in process for the Proclamation:
more youth activities, more expansion, more consolidation. Considerable attention was given to the Panama
Temple project and to the coming Intercontinental
Conference.
The Convention took two important steps: (1) It
recom mended to the incoming National Spiritual Assembly of Mexico that all remaining goa]s of the Nine
Year Plan be finished before the October Conference in
Panama. (2) In orqer to help open the eight remaining
virgin area states to the Faith, the believers present
offered to sustain seven native pioneers for one year.
(There are now five.)
The newly-elected National Spiritual Assembly is as

follows: Rafael Quiroz (chairman), Eduardo LeOn (vicechairman), Glejandro Cervantes (corresponding secretarY)t Dina Leon (recording secretary). Juvenal Gutierrez (treasurer). Jenabe Caldwell, Jorge Gamboa,
Valeria Nichols and Edna F-ord.

Ecuador

MembeTs of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Ecuador, elected last April: First TOW, from
teft: Patricia Conger, Dorothy CampbeU, Isabel Calderon (secTetary), Segun<lo Davila (tTeaSUreT'). Second
TOW: Rahman Ashraghi, Fausto Maldonado, Ale;andro
Bernal (vice chairman). Rear: Raul PavOn. (chairman), Macana Cui/zen. Copies of the Message from
the Universal House of Justice sent to the delegates in
advance of the convention and discussion immediately
foUowing each committee report enabled delegates to
receive critical and constTUCtive consultation.

North East Africa

Detegate.s and friends present during North East African convention.

National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'.. of North
East Africa, elected last April, with Auxiliary Board
member Belete WOTku. Seated, left to right: H. Ahdieh,
Techest. AhderDm (secretary), Mr. Worku. Standing:
Asfaw Tessema (ass't. secretary), Ursula Samandari,
Rebbi Tedemariam, Leo NeideTTeitter (vice chaiTman), H. Farhoumand (treasurer), Ira; Veganeh. Absent: Gila Michael Bahta (chairman).

T
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Series of Public Meetings
Brings Faith to Wilson. New Yorio:
Four public meetings, held on the first Sunday of
each month, April through July, brought understanding
of how the Faith meets today's problems as well as
answers to the question, • 'What is This Baha'i?" t to the
residents of Wilson, New York. In cooperation with the
Spiritual Assembly of Niagara Falls, New York. a plan
was developed to answer the question in progressive
stages with a final color slide presentation giving a
comprehensive review of the Faith. The universality of
the application of the Faith was clearly shown by the
speakers who were careful to present their subjects as
announced, and not just to give a general talk about the
Message of Baha'u'lliih.
Antonio Mayorga of El Salvador, a student at State
Teacher's College in Buffalo, New York presented the
HProblems of El Salvador" and indicated that they
were universal problems of all small nations not fully
developed and that the solutions would be found in
international cooperation. universal education and
spiritual revitalization of the masses. In the latter part
of his talk, he brought in the Baha'i Faith showing how
it would accomplish the needed changes.
Daniel Dlamini of Swaziland, a student at Rochester
U ni versi ty, Rochester , New York, spoke on Enlightening the Dark Continent". By relating his personal
experience of the confusion of the many Christian
j j

Teaching the Faith on College Campuses
The following report from Gregory C. Dahl, chairman of the
Baha'i Association of Harvard University in Cambridge. Massachusetts. indicates some of the ways of reaching students.

That major college campuses provide a unique opportunity for teaching the Faith has been amply demonstrated during the past year by the Baha'i Association at Harvard. The year began last fall when the
small team of dedicated youth handed out 3,000 copies
of a letter of introduction to the Faith, and invitations to
a Baha'i meeting, to registering students, both graduates and undergraduates. During most of the year the
Association continued its five year old tradition of
holding weekly discussion meetings, open to all stu-

Missionary claims, and his eventual acceptance of the
Baha'i Faith, he stressed the need for the concept of
One Faith, One God and One People.
Rushidar Motlagh of Inin, professor of pyschology at
State College, Fredonia, New York, presented his talk
'IRising Tides of History" to illustrate the concept of
progressive revelation. He selected specific spiritual
and social principles and traced their evolution through
a series of successive Manifestations to the coming of
the Baha'i Faith.
All three speakers showed, as they gave their talks,
such a spirit of joy and love that the audience could
appreciate the spirit of the Faith as well as specific
teachings and ideas.
The final meeting was a showing of color slides, was
titled "Baha'i - A World Faith" and included taped
commentary which accompanied the slides. Beginning
with the story of the declaration of the Bab and continuing with a brief history of the Faith, including scenes of
the World Congress in London it showed views of the
Houses of Worship and gave teachings of Bahit'u'lhlh.
Attendance was good, about half the audience at. each
meeting being guests. There was good publicity, including printed invitations personally distributed, news releases, and paid advertising in local papers.
The Kappus family, residents of the area who have
returned from pioneering in South America. have been
ably assisted in answering the question, frequently
asked them by friends and neighbors, HWhat is this
Baha'i?"

dents and advertised on OVer 100 bulletin boards, in the
student paper, etc.
I
A number of special programs were also held, including talks given by Prof. Firuz Kazemzadeh of Yale,
Prof. Dwight Allen of Stanford University, Marzieh
Gail, Mildred Mottahedeh, and Dr. Nicholas Janus; a
program of slides of the World Center j and a showing
of the CBS TV film, "And His Name Shall Be One", in
addition to the numerous meetings conducted by the
youth themselves. Of particular success this year and
last were exhibits in the undergraduate library. from
which over 300 pamphlets were taken by interested
students. The Association has also arranged to give gift
subscriptions of World Order magazine to a number of
university libraries and faculty members.
During the week-long spring recess, three members
of the Harvard Association and one member of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Discussion group
made a teaching tour of colleges in North Carolina,
organized by the State Goals Committee of the state
and the sponsoring college clubs. Ten colleges were
visited, with enormous success, during five days, and
the youth addressed hundreds of ihterested students in
classes and at public meetings. Good publicity was also
obtained, the traveling youth being invited to appear on
television and radio a number of times.
This was all accomplished by the Association's four
(now five) members.

o
Eight

Of

the nineteen students at Parsons College,

FaiTfield, Iowa, who have declared themselves during
the past nine months. Shoun> with them aTe Carol
Prichard and Berayne Halse (second and third from
left) and Candy Prichard (fourth from right).

A Baha'i student in a speech class in California State
College, Long Beach, California has found a way to
proclaim the Faith while carrying out his class assignment. Gary Howe of Hermosa Beach, California chose
"Christ's Prophecies Fulfilled" as subject for his class

- ..
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speech, using William Sears' Thief in the Night as
source of information. Much interest was shown by the
students, one of whom invited him to speak to a Bible
study group in a Presbyterian church. His talk there
was of such interest that a second invitation has been
extended to him to speak to a group in the same
church.

News Briefs:
During July Mr. Winston Evans spoke twice in Seattle, at a public meeting and at one for the Baha'is. Both
were well attended, there was good publicity. and the
friends in the area feel encouraged and ready for more
active teaching after the bounty of this circuit teaching.

o
The Bellevue, Washington Bahai community with the
assistance of South King County, Kirkland and North
King County communities entered a beautiful float in
the Bellevue Summer Festival Parade. The signs stating "Oneness of Mankind" and "All Religions are One"
as well as artistic flower arrangements drew comments
of approval from the crowd.
The spirit of joy which Baha'is show in their Ii ves
was exemplified in the smiling faces of the people of
varied backgrounds riding in the car which pulled the
float.

Baha'i in the News
The story of the Baha'i Faith together with an account of its principles was given a full writeup in the
Orange (Massachusetts) Enterprise and JouTnal for
July 6 because of the life and activities of the one
believer in Orange, Mrs. Grace Spear who suffers from
a crippling illness. The story occupies about a third of
a page, including a picture of Mrs. Spear, and tells of
how she found the Faith and what it has meant to her in
helping her face pain and suffering. Her radiance and
joy, and the teaching of the spiritual unity of mankind
and ils fulfillment of Christianity are among the
thoughts brought out in the account of this courageous
lady.

o
Esperanto-speaking Baha'is will be interested in the
following item, translated into English t from HeTotdo
De Esperanto, May 16, 1967, in anticipation of the
Congress of the Universal Esperanto Association which
had been scheduled to meet in Tel Aviv, Israel, this
summer.
jjThis year the Esperantists of the world will have a
good opportunity to see things in Israel about which
many have not even read. However, many millions of
Christians have read of the ancient land where the
three great religions were born: Judaism, Christianity

Chief Judge Dr. Pra1cob Hutasingh of the Court of
Appeals in Bangkok, Thailand, shount second from lett,
visits BahliJi House of Worship and is shoum the build-ing and gardens by Dr. David S. Rlthe, SecretaTY of the
National Spiritual Assembly, at right.

and Islam. We must also mention the religion which is
in sympathy with the language created by Zamenhof:

Baha'i, founded by Baha'u'llah. a Persian Prophet,
Who suffered much for spreading His ideas, according
to which the three main religions would be united~ and
this in tum would purge racism from the hearts of
many among the various religious followers. Insh J_
Allah, say the Arabs - God willing t
"We must not fail to mention the beautiful gardens of
the Bahlt'Is on the road to Mt. Carmel, which is
mentioned in the Old Testament. Also other religions
have beautiful monuments and temples.
"In 1934 the Esperantists of what was formerly Palestine did everything to establish our language throughout the country. In Tel Aviv, which was a village at that
time, the Esperantists named a pile of sand Zamenhof
Street. It is now one of the most active central points in
the metropolis, which is also known as HLittle Paradise.' "
On account of the unsettled situation in Israel, the site
of the Esperanto Congress was moved to Rotterdam,
The Netherlands.

o
Home Garden magazine for August 1967, in its column of "Travel Notes" recoTIlDlends the Baha'i gardens at the House of Worship in Wilmette as a rewarding trip for those visiting Chicago. The beauty of the
Temple, and its surrounding gardens is mentioned and
readers are told that group tours of the House of
Worship and gardens may be arranged.

8.uU.'f NEWS is published for cireul.ation amana: Baha'is only by the National Spiritual .Assembly ot the United States, as a news
orpn reportinl' current activities of the Bab"i world community.
B&aJ!1 NJ:W8 is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, International Editor: Miss Charlotte LInfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address! Baha'i News Editorial 0fIke.
112 LInden Avenue, wUmette, DlInois, U.S.A. 60091.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Center. 112 Lind~n Avenue, Wilmette, illinois, U.S.A. 60091.
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Gate leading '0 the Shrine 01 Baha'u'!lah at Bahji, ISTaeL This gate, a gift of Hand of the
MTS. Ameba CoUins, and named alter her by the GuaTdian, was placed at the entTance to the gardens immediately adjacent to the Tomb of Bahd'u'llcih in 1952 when the
Guardian created an "outeT sanctuary" which he termed the Haram-i-AQdas or Most Holy

Cause,

Court. see: BAHA'i WORLD voL XII, pp. 41·2
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Cameroon Republic Elects National Assemblv

-

In the presence of Hand of the Cause Mr. William
Sears? forty-six delegates from many Baha'i communities in the Federal Republic of Cameroon gathered in
Victoria for the historic first national convention of the
Baha'is of the Cameroon Republic.
Territories under the jurisdiction of this new National
Spiritual Assembly include not only the Federal Repub-

lic of Cameroon but also the Spanish territories of
Fernando Poa Island. Rio Muni and Corisco Island
which comprise Spanish Guinea; and the Portuguese
territories of St. Thomas and Principe Islands. Review
and discussion of the Nine Year Plan goals for the
region formed an important part of the consultation.
Goals include the establishment of at least two hundred
local spiritual assemblies in Cameroon Republic, with
at least one in every major administrative subdivision
of the thirty-eight divisions in the nation. The establishment of the first Local Spiritual Assembly of Bata, Rio
Muni, was announced, thus fulfilling the goal assigned
for that territory.
Highlight of the convention was the presence of
Hand of the Cause Mr. William Sears, who contributed
valuable guidance and brought thrilling accounts of the
development of the Faith in other parts of Africa and
the world. He spent an evening with the delegates
showing slides of the Baha'i holy places in Akka and
Haifa, guiding all present on a "pilgrimage" of the
World Center.

Nationa! Spiritual Assemb!y of the Baha'is of the
Cameroon Republic. Seated, reft to right: Janet Mughrabi, Moses Akombi, Jawad Mughrabi, Solomon Tanyi,
Stephen Tabe. Standing: Simeon Arraneke, Sampson
Forchak, Peter Arrey, Peter Acha Tanyie.

Convention group outside the community haU, Victoria, West Cameroon. Hand of the Cause
William Sears appears second from right.

BAHA'I NEWS

- Wins New Goals

Members of the Loca! Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of Mbehetok, Ri<:/van, 1967, first to build new lia<,iratu'l.
Quds in Cameroon Repu.blic.

Mbehetok in West Cameroon,
First to Build New Center
One of the Nine Year Plan goals for the Cameroon
Republic is to increase the number of local I;Ia~iratu'l
Quds. Several Baha'i communities plan to achieve this
goal, but the first to do so is Mbehetok, in West Cam~
eroon. During the summer months Baha'is of this com-

Baha'i community of Bata, Rio Muni, Cameroon RepUblic, including members of the newly established
Local Spiritual Assembly, a National Spiritual Assembly
member and two of the pioneers fOT the territory.

munity contributed time, materials and labor toward
the building of their first Baha'i Center. Thatched with
bamboo and palm-mat and furnished with handmade
benches, the I:Ia~iratu'l-Quds was ready for dedication
April 2, 1967, Baha'is and guests from twelve nearby
communities attended the happy occaSion, which was
blessed by one declaration.
Other commtu1ities are taking up the challenge and
more local ~a~iratu'l~uds are already Wlder construction to achieve an early victory of this goal of the
Nine Year Plan.

Baha'is and friends gather for the dedication of the Baha'i Center, Mbehetok, decorated with
palm fronds for the occasion,

r
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The New National Assembly
of Algeria and Tunisia

Hand

of the Cause General 'Ala'i, Board member

Kh. Attar and the delegates to the first national Conven·

tion

of Algeria and Tunisia.

New National SpiTitual Assembly of Algeria and Tunisia, formed at Ri(lvan 1967, with Hand Of the Cause
General .Lhu'a'u'H6h 'Aln'i.

Tanzania
National SpirituaL Assembly of the Barn£lis oj Tanzania,
with Auxiliary Board members Peter Mutabazi and Aziz
Yazdi. Seated, left to right: David Mwakyoma, Bomhappy Sikaqwe. Mr. Mutabazi, Mr. Yazdi, Constant
Wanyama~ B. M,' Barnabas (corresponding sec'Y.).
Standing: Hussein Akida (recording sec'y.), AmiT A.
Badiei (chairman). Jamshid Sammandri, Joseph R.
Sekikubo (vice chairman) R. Yazdani (tTeasurer).

Fourth Annual Convention

at the BaM'is of Tanzania, held April 28-30. 1967.

r
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North West Africa

Hands

Hand

of

the Cause General

Sbu'a~tj/Uah

'AtlPi (center

iront) with members of the National Spiritual Assembly
of North West A/rica.

of

the Cause WiHiam Sears and General 'Ala'",

meet with the friends in Casablanca, Morocco. The
friends had the great bounty of the presence of two
Hands of the Cause within a short time, Hand of the
Cause William Sears arriving for a week's consultation
with the new National Spiritual Assembly, Board members and loea' assembHes of Rabat and Casablanca.

Summer School in Alaska

Tenth Annual Summer School held in Juneau, Alaska June 24-28, 1967~ with Howard Broum,
Auxiliary Board member, in center. Pictured also aTe teachers Rouha Rose and Beatrice

Rinde, Roberta Christian and Winston Evans. Over fifty persons attended the schoo[ sessions
and public meeting.

r
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New Pillar of Universal House of Justice Formed in Pacific
ASTRIDE THE EQUATOR lie the scattered and far.jllJJlg islands of the Gilbert and Ellice group, 1/Ulny
remote and rarely visited. With existing communications it is impossible to visit even the larger islands in a
year. But still the breezes of God have blown there, resulting in the election of the First National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Ridvan, 1967.

First Nationa! Spiritual Assemb!y of the Balui'is of the Gilbert and Emce Islands. Present
at this historic occasion weTe Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone, Att.riliary Board members Niu Tuataga and MargaTet Rowling, and representative oj the National Spiritual Assembly of the South Pacific Ocean, Suhayl 'Ala'i. From left to right: Miss Rowling, David Hopper,
TebakaTo Aritiera, Mote Kiaman, Mr. Featherstone, Joe Russett, Mabel Aritiera, Mr. Tuataga, Opetaia Kiaboua, Jack Pedro and Mr. 'Ald'i. Absent: Elizabeth Blumer and Peter KaneTe.

Friends assembled at Tarawa, Gilbert Islands, for the first teaching conference and convention Of the Baha~is of the Gilbert and Ellice Istands. In background is the Nationat Ifa+iTatu'!~
Quds Of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands which was erected in time for convention.
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The LicJht of the Faith Shines
in the South Pacific

Baha'is in the Cook Islands
Arrange Rate Unity Display

FDUrth National Spiritual Assembly Of the Baha'is 0)
the South Pacific Ocean, with Hand of the Cause Collis

Featherstone and Auxiliary Board members Niu Tuatag •. From left to right: Suhayl 'Ala'; (chairman); Mr.
Featherstone, Mr. Wilson, Niu Tuataga~ LiHan ~Ala'i
(secretary), Mosese Hokafonu, Mary Tuataga, Richard

WeUand, Irene Williams, Lisiata Maka (treasurer).
Absent: Latu Tu'akiheko!o.

The Baha'is of Rarotonga arranged a display at the
Headquarters of the Rarotonga Library and Museum
Society for a week prior to June 11. During the same
week a notice was placed in the local newspaper
explaining the purpose of Race Unity Day.
The display featured a globe of the world with colored cutouts of various races pasted on the different
continents, showing the diversity of mankind. Arranged
as a background were photos from Ebony magazine
reprint showing jjunity in diversity>? with special post·
ers for the occasion on each side. Displayed on a table
below were books on various aspects of world racial
and unity problems, as well as Baha'i books on the
oneness of mankind.
This was the first public display by the Baha'i Community of the Cook Islands for some time and the
results were most encouraging.

Friends assembled in front of the National .t;ia;iratu'l-Quds, Apia, Western Samoa, for the
fourth annual convention of the BaM'is of the South Pacific Ocean. Included are friends from
Tonga, Fiji, Cook Islands, Niue Island, U.S.A., and Australia, and Mrs. Bobbie Leeham of En-

gland, enroute to her goat in Fiji.

•
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Guavmi Indians of Panama Conduct Own Institutes

Prepare for Visit of Ruhiyyih Khanum
Guaymi Indian teaching is surging ahead again with
130 adults participating in three two-day and one four·
day teaching institutes in the mountains of Chiriqui
Province, Panama, since June. Three of these institutes
were entirely conducted and planned by the Guaymi
Baha'i teachers themselves without help of pioneers or
other outside teachers. The four-day institute was directed by Alberto Perez, outstanding blind Guaymi
teacher. with the aid of his brother Damian De Gracia
in Cerro Bolo t Chiriqui, and included workshop classes
on how a local spiritual assembly meeting and Nineteen-Day Feast are conducted, how to learn Baha'i
prayers by memory, and the celebration of the Martyrdom of the Bab, July 9.
With the recent reopening of two Guaymi Baha'i
schools there are now regular daily or weekly classes of
first and second grades in Spanish, arithmetic, and on
the Baha'i teachings in nine of the fifteen Guaymi
communities with local spiritual assemblies. One goal
of the three Guaymi Teaching Committees is to estab·
Ush Baha'i schools and classes in every assembly area.
U,S. pioneers Margaret Derman, youth, and Arthur
Krummell, adult, and new Guaymi Baha'i youth. Fran·
cisco Cuevas, a University of Panama law student,
visited ninety-seven believers and friends in the new
zinc-roofed Baha'i Center of Boca de Soloy, Chiriqui, in
May, to give talks, lead songs, and prepare the people
to receive RUQ.iyyih Khanum in their Center in October.

Alberto Perez, blind Guaymi Indian teacher, pounding
unshelled rice in Quebrada Loro, Chiriqui, Panama.

Above: Guaymi Bahci/i teacher reading prayer in new
Baha'i Center at Boca de Soloy, Chiriqui, Panama. At
left, Guaymi Baha'is at new Baha'i Center.
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FIRST TIME I saw the Guaymi Indian Baha'i Alberto Perez was in January, 1966, at Villa Virginia,
the national Baha'i school out in the country about fiftysix miles west of Panama City, Panama, He had been
there before but this was my first beginner's class as a
new pioneer from the United States. A small man of
about forty years of age, dignified in features and bearing, Alberto readily commanded the attention of the
other students there, with his hearty laughter, resounding voice, and convincing manner of speaking. He loved
to sing during the evening recreation sessions and he
recited many prayers from memory during the devotions, having mastered thirty~one because he could not
read nor write. He was blind.

ptan Trip Into Mountains
The next time I saw Alberto was four months later in
Chiriqui Province on the Indian reservation, the little
Guaymi village of Quebrada Loro. upslope from the
concrete Interamerican Highway. The village is two
hours by horseback through white Zebu cattle and
"Jive" fences of barbed wire strung on trees and
sprouting tree posts. He was glad to see me and
remembered me from among the other four new U.S.
pioneers at the school. Fortunately, with his more
developed sense of hearing. he could understand my
stumbling Spanish and so We planned to ride together
to visit some Guaymi Baha'[ communities farther up
the rainy mountains, induding his home in Hato Jobo.
The next morning, assisted only by a Guaymi youth riding in front to warn him of drop-ofTs and tree branches
in the way, Alberto easily traversed the slippery cuts of
rocks, mud and brooks in the steep trails and pushed
foliage away from his face with his walking-stick. When
we filed along the high narrOw ridges with our backs to
the vast Pacific Ocean and the hazy blue mass of the
cordillera ahead, he called out the names of distant
hamlets - tiny glistening patches of wet zinc·sheeted
and yellow-leaved roofs scattered amidst the luxuriant
blue-greens of the forest. At other times I have Seen
him pound unshelled· rice with a wooden pestle in a
stout piton without missing a blow and also perch on the
beams of a new Guaymi hut to place and tie the
thatched roofing. Most remarkable to me was his un·
canny ability to know within about fifteen minutes when
it was time for the noonday Obligatory Prayer, which
he took great delight in reciting.

Alberto', Journey to Faith
still unmarried. being fed and clothed by fellow
believers, borrowing horses, saddles, and guides and
studying the Faith by listening to readings by other

teachers, Alberto has succeeded in changing the hearts
of hundreds of Guaymies for Baha'u'lhih, raising up
three new local spiritual assemblies and even conducting workshops on Baha'i Administration. What then
made him become a BahlPi?
To answer this We must look into his past. Alberto
was born in the remote headwaters of the Sixsaola
River in the Province of Bocas del Toro on the other
side of the cordillera from Chiriqui. At the age of eight
his father having died, his mother Clementina placed
him to be raised and educated as a Catholic in the
home of a medical doctor, Ernesto Perez, and his
schoolteacher wife in the little capital city of David,
Chiriqui. There the doctor gave Alberto his surname
"Perez." About two years later Dr. and Mrs. Perez took
Alberto with them to Managua, Nicaragua, where he
completed his formal education of about five years and
began working as a bottle'capping machine operator in
a soda pop facto!'y and later rose to the position of
foreman.
It was here that he began to notice a gradual loss of
vision from an optical nerve disease. He underwent two
unsuccessful eye operations in Managua and Panama
City from 1944 to 1946 and worked for two years between operations as a janitor for the public health
center in David. Medical treatment having failed and
being a]most totally blind, Alberto returned to his home
in Hato Jobo with his brother, Damian, to live with his
mother and help harvest rice and corn on the family
land. Alberto was appointed magistrate of the Hato
Jobo district and regularly had to ride about seven
hours one way to attend meetings at the mayor's office
in Las Lajas near the sea.

Recognizes B.h.i'u'II.ih as New Messenger
It was not until 1962, While visiting Quebrada Loro,
that he first heard of the Bahil'; Faith from U,S. pioneer
Kirby Brown. On Kirby's second visit, Alberto accepted
the Faith outwardly only, intending to investigate it
further. He said, however, that he soon became a
confirmed believer when he realized that God indeed
had sent a new Messenger, Baha'u'Uah, to regenerate
mankind. Then began Alberto's years of unceasing
teaching of the Cause, roaming the mountains and
valleys, barefoot or on borrowed horses under soakingcold rain and parching sun, molested by insects and
hungry, but never tiring of proclaiming the glad tidings
of Baha'u'llah. Asked of his plans for the future, he
replied. "'To continue onward in the Teaching!" This
then is why the National Spiritual Assembly of Panama
decided to provide him with a horse and saddle.
-

ARTHUR L. KRUMMELL
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National Spiritual Assembly of Haiti elected Ridvan
1967, left to right: F. D. Juste-Constant (recording secre:
tary), Eustace Bailey (chairman), Andre St. Louise,
Jacques Hyacinthe, Salmat PieTTe-Paul (corTes. sec-

retary), Georges Phinpotts (treasurer), Vital Ulyssee,
Mrs. Ruth Blac/<well (vice chairman) and Mme. Gladys
St. Louis.

to

Balui'l friends walkin"g up
the Panama Temple site,
August 6, for prayers; The occasion was the departure
of engineer Paul Thiele, who had been active in teaching work as well as the Toad building project

fOT

the

Temple.

The Faith Grows in
Latin America

First Local Spiritual Assembly of the Department of
Of Tarija, Bolivia, formed Ri~van. 196'1.
Standing, second from right in first TOW, pioneer Miss

Tarija, city

Rezsi Sunshine.

Bah<i'i Summer School at Jamundi, near Cali, Colombia, recently established as a permanent Baha'i

SchooL Group shown above were those attending the
November, 1966 sessions.

National Conv.ention

he~d

in BaTTanquiUa, Colombia.

r
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Deditated Youth Team Visits Yutatcin
Pursuant to a careful scheduling by the National
Teaching Committee of the Southwest, located in Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, four youth from the United
States spent six weeks of intensive sacrificial work in
native villages and in the city of Merida t making daily
trips with Auxiliary Board member Artemus Lamb and
others. They also made a weekend trip to the territory

of Quintana Roo. assisted in two courses in the Martha
Root Baha'i Institute in Muna, Yucatan (see group
photograph), and an institute in Komchen, Yucatan.
With the help of an enthusiastic group of Mayan youth,
they opened a new village to the Faith. The members of
the team shown in photo are, from left: Nancy Lazar,
Susan Millett, Erica Reich and Kristin Harris.
This six-week pilot project was initiated by the Foreign Goals Committee of the United States in accordance with the plans of the Universal House of Justice.
The inspiration of the example of their lives, their
knowledge of the teachings and their loving dedication
brought rich confirmations. Their visit has given a
great surge forward to youth activities.

Pioneer O!avo Novaes of Brazi! with newpurchased jeep jor travel teaching
work among the Guajira Indians.

ly

N ationa! Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'is of Mexico,
FTom left to Tight, seated: Valeria Nichols~ Dina Perez
and Edna Ford, Standing: Jenabe Caldwel!, Jorge COrDnado~

Eduardo Perez, Juvena! Gutierrez, Alejandre
Cervantes, Rajaet Quiroz.

Co~ombo-Venezuel.an Guajira Teaching Committee, all
traveHng Guajira Indian teachers, along with Donald
Witzel, Board member, Peter McLaren, pioneer from
the United States and OZavo Novaes, pioneer from
Brazil

T

Nearly a hundred Baha'is from Malaysia and Thailand attended the summer school at the seaside resort of SamHa
Beach, Songkhla, South Thailand, sponsored by the National Assemblies of ThaHand and Malaysia. The Mayor of
Songkhla oJji.ciaUy welcomed the BahcPis with best wishes for success in their efforts to bring unity. The Mayor ap·
pears in the center of the photo, flanked by Mrs. Shirin Fozdar of the National Assembly of Thailand and E. A. Fer·
nandez of the National Assembly of Malaysia who was also Principal of the summer school. The two National Assem·
bites Jeel the school will be very effective in the

d~velopment

of the Faith in the border area.

Summer School in South Thailand

Convention in North East Asia
National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM',s of North
East Asia. Seated, ~eft to right: Tahereh Kazempour,
Philip Marangella (chairman), BarbaTa Sims (corres·
panding sec'y.) Standing: Abbas Katirai (vtce·chair·
man), Hidey.a Suzuki (recording sec'y), AtauUah Moghbel (treasurer), DT. Ikuo Mizuno, Masazo Odani,
Eugene Schreiber.

Eleventh Annual Convention of the Baha'is of North East Asia, Tokyo, 1967.

T
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National Assembly Elected
in Indonesia

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahci'is of Indonesia
elected at Ri~van, 1967. Left to right: Mr. Matni Sooprapto, lng. Sajuti (chairman), Dr. P. Aastani, Mr.
Endy Seopaat, Mrs. G. Panjabi (vice-chairman), Mr.
Eddy, Mr. MaiJankay, Dr. M. Samandari (treasurer),
Mr. K. A. Samimi (secretary).

Convention in Iran
The Thirty-second Annual Bahci'i Convention of fran, held in Tihran, April

27~

1967, with 142 participants. Dr.

VaTqa, Hand of the Cause, commented at length on the Message from the UniveTsat House of Justice. The tonou>ing National Assembly was elected: Manouchehr Hakim (chairman); RouhuUah Fatn Aazam (vice chairman);
Ataullah Mogharrebi (treasurer); Manouher Quam Maquami (secretary); Miss Adelaide Sharp; Mrs. Bahieh
."laden, Habib Sabet; Riaz Ghadimi; and Ruh; Arbab.

T
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Fifth Annual Convention of Ceylon held in Colombo with ten of the twenty-five Local
Spiritual Assemblies represented by one OT more delegates aT observ~rs. Pioneers
attending were Mrs. Pym Trueman Of AustraHa; Hong Shuen of Ma~aysia and Keith

de FolD of the United States. AI! members of the newly elected National Spiritual
Assembly of Ceylon aTe citizens Of that country, formerly m-ember8
Hindu and Buddhist Faiths.

Of

Christian,

Ceylon

Baha'is from the Tamil and Sinhalese areas of Ceylon
with pioneer Hong Shuen at right.

Summer School in Luxembourg
Luxembourg National Baha'i Summer School held June 23, 24, and 25, 1967, at
Bridel, near Luxembourg-ville. Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Dorothy Ferraby

attended as the special representative of the Hands oj the Cause in Europe and also
Auxiliary Board members Mme. Lea Nys. FazluUah Nam-dar and Erik Blumenthal.
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Group of families helped by Aid to Flood Victims Committee of Italy, with members of the

committee, Baha'is of the Florence community and a contact who helped with the relief work.

Baha'is Provide Aid to Flood Victims of Italy
At the National Teaching Conference in Rome, November 12, 1966. an Aid to Flood Victims Committee
was appointed by the National Spiritual Assembly of
Italy, with headquarters in Florence. Members are as
follows: Houshyar Achraf (chairman); Mohammad
Ravanbakhsh (secretary), Col. Giulio Jacoviello (treasurer), Sohrab Payman. Maud Bosio. All assembHes and
groups were advised, and money and packages with
clothing began to flow in from Italy and from many

other countries. The first check received was from the
Universal House of Justice, with the following cabled
message: "Grateful safety friends distressing national
disaster contributing $500 to assist your relief project
Jove U .H.J. "
The City Hall furnished Jetters of introduction to the
Aid Centers of the most damaged districts in Florence
and Brozzi - an industrial town near Florence which
was practically submerged. The following is an excerpt
from these letters: "We recommend to the direction of
these centers to give every assistance and collaboration
to the representatives of the National Baha'i Community." These letters gave us the opportunity to talk with
school teachers, local authorities and social workers
who asked about the name, °Baha'i," and enabled us
to enter, by automobile, the otherwise closed city.
A pensioner offered a large room as a working
center. Every day there were packages to be picked up
at the post office, clothing to be sorted, cleaned, ironed,
mended, and packages prepared and delivered. Finding volunteers was difficult and much of the help was
from our friends, two of whom now wish to declare
their faith.
The work completed thus far is as follows: Seventyfive families visited; fifty-nine families assisted with

more than 1,600 garments; forty-eight families given
bed linen, towels, etc,; twenty-seven woolen blankets
furnished; beds, mattresses, pillows, electric stoves
and furniture distributed. The sum of $735 was given as
emergency help to twenty families.
Hel p was badly needed not only in Floren ce but in the
surrounding towns where the high water remained for
three days before subsiding. The population lived on
the roofs for several days and food was dropped by
helicopter until they could be rescued. Some could not
resist and were drowned. The local authorities could do
little and the generous sums sent from America and all
parts of the world were destined for restoration of art.
The work so far has been to help materially and
physically and to win the friendship of these tried and
suffering people. They were impressed because the
Baha'is went to them with no papers to fillout, no signatures or bureaucracy. They knew that Baha'is came as
friends in a common tragedy and their gratitude was
touching, as shown by the letters received. One such
letter stated: "They are all beautiful and useful things
and serve to show to those who in a moment have lost
all that someOne loves them and hopes for a complete
renewal of their life." The lady who wrote this now
comes to firesides in Florence.
Unlike other organizations that closed down after
giving first aid, the Baha'i work is just beginning. It is
now that we must begin to give the greatest help - the
spiritual help.
We wish all the friends from Europe, America and
other cOWltries who have so generously helped these
flood victims through this committee to know how
grateful these people are, and would be happy to know
any friend who, passing through Italy, would care to
help in this work.
-AID TO FLOOD VICTIMS COMMITTEE OF ITALY
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Principalitv of Monaco
Officiallv Recognizes Faith
News Announced at Uriage les Bains Conference
After continuous effort of eight years, with many
disappointments and setbacks, the Baha'is of Monaco
have been successful in gaining official recognition by
the Prince of Monaco. Complete freedom for Baha'j
activities of a public or private nature has been
achieved. This work was initiated by Dr. and Mrs.
Navidi of Monaco, Knights of Bahil'u'llilh, with the
cooperation of the Local Assembly and other members
of the Community. The first announcement of this was
made at a weekend conference May 14-16. 1967, at
Uriage les Bains, Isere, France, near Grenoble, attended by friends from Monaco, France, Belgium and
Switzerland. It is the site of the French Summer
School this year. In addition to this notable victory, the
friends of Monaco have been extremely active in assisting with Baha'i activities involved in the Fair at Nice.
France. contributing much time, talent and financial
aid to the success of this endea vor,
Monaco was first opened to the Faith during the Ten
Year Plan. For some few years it was difficult to forge
ahead, as is the case in many parts of the world.
Persistence, continuous effort and faith on the part of
the Baha'is there has gradually built a strong commu·
nity with momentum increasing every day.
Progress in the Faith consists of many things, but all
progress is generated by steadfast effort and faith, as
demonstrated by the friends of Monaco. In some areas

Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of the Principality of
M Dna co, incorporated A prit 191 1967. Left to right,
seated: Reno Walker, Dr. Joseph Onangha, Andree
Blagovestchensky (chairman). Standing: Dr. Gholamhossein Hakim (treasurer), Sha.msi Navidi (vice-chairman), Louis Micha, Charl.otte Campana, Serge BIagovestchensky, Ann-Marie Dtt:peyron (secretary).

it means large enrollments at a certain period of
development. For Monaco, success comes through this
official recognition granted them by their singleness of
purpose and steadfast devotion. All the Bahatis of the
world share in their victory.

Weekend conference at Uriage les Bains, Isere, France, held May 14-16, 1967.

T

Those who attended the Nonh. Central States Summer School in Minnesota. Lake Hanging Horn is shoum in the
background.

NORTH CENTRAL STATES SUMMER SCHOOL
Third Annual Session
Brings Enthusiastic Response
UA marvelous week" said everyone attending the
third annual North Central States Baha'i Summer
School, July 15·22. This year the school was held at the
Arrowhead Music Camp near Barnum, Minnesota, a
truly marvelous location overlooking beautiful Lake
Hanging Horn. One hundred twenty-one attended: sixtyeight adults and fifty·three children and youth. People
came from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa and
Canada.
Saturday evening, Auxiliary Board member Mrs.
Beth McKenty gave a glowing beginning to our week
with a talk. on her Icelandic teaching experiences. Her
first thoughts. however, were directed mainly to the
children with a story about Hand of the Cause Mr.
F aizi and a request that each child say something to
the group. "A good example of how simple Universal
Participation can be", she remarked to the audience.

Daily Class., and Semina"
Sunday morning daily classes began. Albin Kubala
and Dr. Farzin Davachi joined forces to present "The
Baha'i Looks at Islam." Dr. Garreta Busey guided us
through the entire Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, and
Dr. Husayn Danesh gave us "Baha'i Answers to Life's
Problems" - showing a real conjunction of the science
of psychiatry and the religious tenets set forth by
Baha'u'Uah.

Two seminars \vere held every afternoon on assorted
topics. Mrs. McKenty talked on "The Spiritual Challenge", Robert Cameron discussed "Baha'i Methods of
Education", Janet Cutler presented a session on
"Teaching in the South" and a session on "Prayer",
Dr. Farzin Davachi presented a session on the "Cove.
nant" and a session on "Memories of 'Akka," Dr. Busey
presented "Foundations of World Unity", and Mrs.

Ruth Moffet presented sessions on "Israel - the Land
of Promise" and IIYouth's Place in the New World Or.
der".

Many Activiti., for Children
Children ages 4-14 were blessed with well organized,
well taught classes during the morning, play rehearsals
and recreation of all kinds in the afternoon and well
planned evening entertainment including films and
stories. Many commented, "I have never been at a
school where they have 50 many activities for children". Children's teachers were: Mrs. Herb Taylor,
Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Mrs. Lori Arsenault, Miss Diane
Ogdie, Mrs. Jeanette Martin. Mrs. Lois Goebel, Mrs.
Jeanette Brayton, Mrs. Ruth La Quier, Mrs. Joy Kor~
temeyer, Miss Janet Cutler, Miss Bahia Deloomy and
Mr. Dave Skrenes.

Va ried Evening Programs
Evening programs were varied. Singing was ably led
by Mr. Sulo Mononen. Mr. Ted Martens hosted a
Canadian Night during which we learned of the activities of our Northern brothers. Mrs. McKenty presented
a slide program on the Hands of the Cause. The State
Goals Committee held a clinic one evening. Mr. Herb
Taylor presented a discussion of modern movements. A
delightful play by the children and a very funny one by
the youth were presented one evening. followed by a
bonfire ~ an evening of good fun for an. Our last
evening, Dr. Danesh talked on ~'Meeting the Challenge" - a timely and sobering talk on our racial
crisis. Not to be forgotten are the movies shown in the
late evening by Mr. Herb Taylor, ranging from "And
His Name Shall Be One" to films of the Ganges, the
Crusaders, and many more. Night Owls of the Camp
enjoyed these greatly.
A true highlight of the camp was the declaration one
evening of Leona Sylvester of St. Paul, Minnesota.
Tears, prayers, singing and refreshments all fused to
make that occasion memorable.
All in all, it was truly a summer school well worth
attending.
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Youth Hold Conference

In

Waterloo, New Yor.

Twenty Baha'i youth and their friends converged on
the farm of a devoted believer at Waterloo, New York
on August 19 and 20. Preparing their own Feast (of
Names or Asma') they generated that feeling which
makes the Hahit'i Faith unique. the same feeling found
at such places as Green Acre, Davison and Geyserville.
The conference held at this time was the first to be held
at the home of Jack Dibble.
The speakers were DUane Dumbleton. speaking on
the purposes of God for mankind in this Day: Jane
Czerniejewski, who led the group in discussion of methods of teaching; and Hank Miller. who spoke on the
Baha'i Fund and on the responsibilities of youth and
the morals they must uphold.
The Jack Dibbles have purchased this farm with the
aim of devoting one of its two houses to the use of
Baha'i youth for conferences. The Baha'i youth in
Western New York are hard at work restoring and
cleaning the house which may one day be used as a
summer school.
The weekend was completely successful, generating
a tremendous spirit of enthusiasm which resulted in the
declaration of belief in Baha'u'Uah by one of the four
young guests.

Institute Near Salt Lake City
Over thirty Baha'is and their friends gathered at the
Edward Parker residence near Salt Lake City. Utah,
for a three day Institute which included a wide range of
courses as well as plenty of opportunity for fellowship.
Titled "Overview - the Changing World Order" the
occasion was planned to give all, young and old, a taste
of living in the New World Order and to show a glimpse
of the meaning of present world conditions.
The Baha'i group of Salt Lake County sponsored the
Institute which lasted from July 22 through 24. Classes
included topics such as: HUnity - Basis of World Order"; ,jHow the Non Baha'i World Helps Build the New
World Order"; HScience and Religion"; and "How the
New World Order Works". Some of the teachers were:
Dr. Jalil Mahmoudi of Utah, Dr. Leslie Hawthorn of
Indiana and Mrs. Zona Murdock of Arizona.
A very concrete demonstration of the meaning of the
Order towards which the world is moving was the
performance of a Baha'i marriage uniting Carolyn
Ingram and William L. Staples. This was the first legal
Baha'i marriage in Utah, the authority being based on
the Utah Attorney General's opinion given in October,
1965.

Exhibit in Illinois State FaiT held at Springfield, Illinois August 11-20, 1967. Open
twelve hours each day the booth was manned by believers from Springfield
as well as communities throughout lUinois. Over fifty card.s were signed re·
questing either further information about the Faith or that the exhibit visit
their town. The Fair Exhibit Coordinator commented that the Baha'i exhibit
was one of the better displays at this year's fair. The Springfield newspapers
carTied several articles on the exhibit and two radio stations featured. -regular
announcements during the course of the fair. This display will be exhibited in
other cities and tounts throughout southern Illinois after the middle of October.
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At the Fifty.Fifth Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Bahli in Teaneck, New Jersey.

THE SOUVENIR OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
The fifty-fifth annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha held at

the Evergreen Cabin in Teaneck, N.J.

On

June 24 was

attended by some 500 Baha'is and their guests for
picnic and fellowship and above all to commemorate
'Abdu'l-Baha's visil to this blessed spot in 1912.
Miss Joy Hunter, program chairman, extended a
warm welcome to the guests and read the original
Address given by 'Abdu'l-Baha 55 years ago. Guest
speaker Raymond C. Rouse presented a glowing picture of "The Station of 'Abdu'l·Baha" and the Baha'j

Metropolitan Chorus led by Mrs. Carol Rutstein rendered several most inspiring musical selections.
At 5:00 P.M. a special prayer service was conducted
by our Auxiliary Board member, Mr. Cutis D. Kelsey
in the Pine Grove. During the program, the younger
children were entertained by Stephen Weiss.
It was indeed a day long to be remembered not only
for its spiritual significance but for the brotherly love
which was demonstrated by peoples of various racial
backgrounds.

Baha'i Vict01'Y Chorus performs in bandshell at Radon.
do Beach, California during second annual Music and
Art Feshual held June 25. The event, sponsored with
cooperation of South Bay Baha'i communities, was an
outstanding success, attended by over three hundred. A
large amount oJ Baha'i HteTuture was distributed.

First Kansas Baha'i Institute
The State·Goals sponsored Baha'i Institute at Camp
Webster, Salina, Kansas July 1 and 2 gave those who
attended the opporttu1ity to experience a weekend of
fellowship and study with Baha'is from the entire state.
Classes \!'!erc held on topics ranging from '-Proclamation" to "Enrichment of the ~ineteen Day Feast" and a
good time ,vas had by all - even the mosquitoes. The
cHmax of the occasion came at the close when the only
visitor declared his belief in Baha'u'llah and desire to
be enrolled as one of His followers. Plans for .a tri-state
institute are already underway for next year.

~4t

Camp Webster, Salina._ Kansas.
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First Local Spiritual Assembly of Westbrook, Connecticut formed at Riifvan 1967. Left to right: Edwin Phelps
(chairman), Doris DeAngelo (secretary), Michael DeAngelo (vice chairman); John Cassandro (treasurer).
Standing: Andrew Scalzi, Barbara Rice, Harold Blackwood, Henry Graves Jr., John Cornyn.

News Briefs
Funds for building the Baha'i House of Worship in
Panama have been increased by a gift of $24.00 from
Baha'i children of Douglas, Alaska. The accompanying
letter from the donors explained that this money had
been earned by the children who had been saving it for
a long time to help build the Temple in Panama.
Fourteen children ranging in age from three to eleven
years signed the letter transmitting the check.

o
The fourth of July parade in Elsinore, California
included a Baha'i exhibit, mOWlted on the car of the
Baha'i who resides there, Mrs. Mary Tracy, With the
help of believers in nearby Perris, the car was furnished with posters of the Shrine of the Bab and a
painting of the House of Worship in Wi1mette, as well as
a sign carrying the words in the prayer for America by
'Abdu'l-Baha, The parade moved slowly for its seven
mile course, giving the public ample opportunity to see
the pictures and read the words of the Faith.

CORRECTIONS
July 1967 BAHA'i NEWS, page 8, photograph at top of
page should read 'IAuxiliary Board member Ellsworth
Blackwell with Mrs. Ruth Blackwell and Baha'i
friends," etc. Mrs. Ruth B1ackwell, member of the
National Spiritual Assembly of Haiti was incorrectly
Hsted as Auxiliary Board member.

o
June 1967 BAHA'j NEWS, page 17, first column second paragraph 11th and 12th lines, the account of
Naw-Ruz celebration in Madison, Wisconsin, should
read: "the 12 participants each carrying a sign relating
Baha'u'llah's teachings-all terminating with . , ,"

Local Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of Scottsdale,
Arizona, incorporated June 14, 1967. Left to right, back
TOW: Mrs. Cheryl Gibbs, (recording secretaTY)~ LaTry
Gibbs, Mrs. Helen Becker (chairman), Eliot Sater (uicechairman). Middle

TOW:

Mrs. Adele Kovachy, Mrs. Julie

Sater, Miss Lois Sokup. Front: FTancis Johnson (treasurer), Mrs. Loraine Johnson (corTes. secretary).

Baha'i PublishinC) Trust
Baha'u'1Iah - His Call to the Nations. A Summons to
World Ol'der. By EWlice Braun. A challenging state~
ment concerning the spiritual impact of Babit'u'l1ah's
proclamation to world rulers and mankind in general:
an analysis of the world crisis based upon failure to
understand the reality of spiritual law underlying the
structure of society. Printed on text paper, printed in
dark blue and aqua, 9 x 4. Designed for use throughout
the proclamation years. Matching envelopes available.
10 copies ..................................... $2.50
. ................ $6.00
100 copies ................................... $18.00

30 copies .................

Matching Envelopes:

30 (minimum) ................................ $1.00
~

·····.·.······· .. ·· ........ · ....... a5O

(No standing orders are being sent on the above
inasmuch as most communities have already ordered
from the adv ..mce Centenary announcement on this
item.)

Ask for Observance of Minimum Orders
The Publishing Trust requests that whenever possible
the local commWlity should try to order a minimum of
$10,00 in literature in order to keep the expediting of
orders as economical as possible. Orders under this
amount will, of course, be filled, and it is tmderstood
that in small communities the $10.00 amount is not
always feasible. AU orders, however, personal or community. should observe the $2.00 minimum, A 20 cent
fee is charged for handling any order under $2.00,

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, as a news
organ reporting current activitie.$ of the Baha'i world community,
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Managing Editor; Mrs. Eunice
Braun, lntern.atiana~ EditOT; Miss Charlotte Limoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative.
Material must be received by the twenty-fifth of the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i. News Editorial Oftice,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, lllinois 60091, U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to National Baha'i Center. 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette. Illinois 60091, U,S.A.
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'The Time is Ripe"
MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE TO THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES
To the Six Intercontinental Conferences
Dearly·loved Friends,
On this, the hundredth anniversary of the sounding in
Adrianople of the opening notes of Baha'u'llith's proclamation to the rulers, leaders and peoples of the world,
we recall with profound emotion the circumstances
surrounding the Faith of God at that time. In a land,
termed by Him, the "Land of Mystery", the Bearer of
God's Revelation had arisen to carry that Faith a stage
further in its divinely-ordained destiny.
Internally, the infant Cause of God was convulsed by
a crisis from whose shadows emerged the majestic
figure of Bahit'u'llah, the visible Center and Head of a
newly·established Faith. The first pilgrimages were
made to His Residence, a further stage in the transfer
of the remains of the Bab was achieved, and above all
the first intimations were given of the future station of
IAhdu'l·Baha as the Center of the Covenant and of the
revelation of the new laws for the New Day. Externally,
the full significance of the new Revelation was proclaimed by no one less than its Divine Bearer, His
followers began openly to identify themselves with the
Most Great Name, the independent character of the
Faith became established and its fearless exponents
took up their pens in defense of its fair name.
Now t a hundred years later, the friends gathered in
the six Intercontinental Conferences to commemorate
the events of the past. privileged to gaze upon the
portrait of their Beloved. must consider the urgent
needs of the Cause today. As the Baha:i world enters
the third phase of the Nin· Year Plan we are called
upon to proclaim once agai11. that Divine Message to the
leaders and masses of the V"orld, to aid the Faith of God
to emerge from obscurity into the arena of public
attention, to demonstrate through steadfast adherence
to its laws the independent character of its mission and
to brace ourselves in preparation for the attacks that
are bound to be directed against its victorious onward
march. Upon our efforts depends in very large measure

the fate of humanity. The hundred years· respite having ended, the struggle between the forces of darkness - man's lower nature - and the rising sun of the
Divine teachings which draw him on to his true station,
intensifies day by day.
The Centena ry campaign has been opened by the
Universal House of Justice presenting to 140 Heads of
State a compilation of Baha'u'Uah's Own proclamation.
The friends must now take the Message to the rest of
humanity. The time is ripe and the opportunities illim·
itable. We are not alone nor helpless. Sustained by our
love for each other and given power through the Administrative Order - so laboriously erected by our beloved Guardian - the Army of Light can achieve such
victories as will astonish posterity.
We pray at the Holy Shrines that these Intercontinental Conferences will be centers of spiritual illumina·
tion inspiring the friends to redouble their efforts in
further expanding and consolidating the Faith of God,
to arise to fill the remaining pioneer goals, to undertake
travelling teaching projects, and to offer generously of
their substance to the various funds, particularly to the
vital project of erecting the Panama Temple, the foundation stone of which is being laid by 'Amatu'l-Bahil
Rill)iyyih Khanum during the course of these Conferences.
As humanity enters the dark heart of this age of
transition our course is clear - the achievement of the
assigned goals and the proclamation of Baha'u'Uah's
healing Message. It is our ardent hope that from these
Conferences valiant souls may arise with noble resolve
and in loving service to ensure the successful and early
accomplishment of the sacred tasks that lie ahead.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Baha'i World Center
Haifa. Israel
October, 1967
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Third Phase Nine Year Plan Begins
HEARTS FILLED PROFOUND GRATITUDE REJOICE ANNOUNCE INAUGURATION
THIRD PHASE NINE YEAR PLAN THROUGH SUCCESSFUL CONSUMMATION SIX
INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES ATTENDED BY 9,200 BELIEVERS INCLUDING NEARLY ALL HANDS CAUSE, LARGE NUMBER BOARD MEMBERS, REPRESENTATIVES ALMOST ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES BAHA'I WORLD, OVER
140 TERRITORIES AND HOST OF ASIAN AFRICAN AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES.
INESTIMABLE PRIVILEGE CONFERRED PARTICIPANTS THROUGH VIEWING
PORTRAIT ABHA BEAUTY. SPIRIT HOLY LAND AND ADRIANOPLE CONVEYED
SIX DISTlNGIDSHED REPRESENTATIVES HOUSE JUSTICE. FIRST PRESENTATIONS BEHALF HOUSE JUSTICE PROCLAMATION BOOK HEADS OF STATES
MADE BEFORE AND DURING CONFERENCES. FRUITFUL DELIBERATIONS HELD
PROCLAMATION EXECUTION REMAINING GOALS PLAN. SOLIDARITY BAHA'i
WORLD FURTHER EVINCED THROUGH INGENIOUS SCHEME TELEPHONIC EXCHANGE GREETINGS ALL SIX CONFERENCES. spmITUAL POTENCIES THIS
NEW PHASE REINFORCED THROUGH FORMAL LAYING BY 'AMATU'L BAHA OF
CORNERSTONE MOTHER TEMPLE LATIN AMERICA. OVER 230 OFFERS MADE
AT CONFERENCES JOIN RANKS VALIANT PIONEERS CAUSE. RAISE SUPPLIANT
HANDS BAHA'U'LLAR ENDOW FRIENDS EVERY LAND FRESH MEASURE CELESTIAL STRENGTH ENABLE THEM PURSUE WITH INCREASED VISION UNABATED
RESOLVE GLORIOUS GOALS AHEAD UNTIL THIS NEW PERIOD PROCLAMATION
YIELDS ITS SHARE IN DIVINELY PROPELLED PROCESS ESTABLISHMENT
KINGDOM GOD HEARTS MEN.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haila. Israel
October 15, 1967

The foregoing caMegTam from the UniveTSal House of Justice,
that divinely guided, infallible, Supreme Institution Of the Cause 01 God,
received within a week foUawing the six Intercontinental Conferences calls upon
the entire Baha'i world to push forward with new vision and unabated resolve
toward the achievement 0/ aU unfinished goals of the Nine Year Plan. The
Plan itself~ launched at Ric;lvan 1964, when the memories of the glorious Jubilee
in London were stilt fresh in the .minds of the mare than 6,000 Baha'is who
attended that historic gathering, calls faT "a huge expansion of the Came of
God and universal participation by aU believers in the life of that Cause. n
COMMENTARY:

The fiTst and second phases at the Nine YeaT Plan weTe announced by the
Universal House of Justice in its Ri~vdn Messages Of 1965 and 1966, respectively, each emphasizing the necessity 01 arming for the third phase, the worldwide proclamation 01 the Faith 01 Bahd'u'l1:ih, 1WW formaUy launched by six
Intercontinental Conferences. To the moTe than 9,000 believers attending
these historic .conferences there has come a new spirit of dedication and surely
a firm resolve to share the inspiration of these great gatherings with their
fellow Baha'is and to take the lead in enlisting their fun cooperation. and
participation in the prompt achievement oj every goal of this gtoriou.s Plan,
the fiTst in the second epoch at the Divine Plan at 'Abdu'l-Baha.
-UNITED STATES NATIONAL
SPlBlTU AL AsSEMLY

r
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Bearers of the Inter(ontinental Message

Hands of the Cause of God who delivered the Message from the Universal
House of Justice to the six Intercontinental Conferences. From left to Tight:
Dr. Ugo Giachery to Sydney, Australia; Paut E. Haney to Frankfurt, Germany;
'Amatu' l-Baha Ru~iyyih Khcinum to Panama; Abu~l-Qasim Faizi to New Dethi~
India; 1'ara-?'uUdh Samandari to Wilmette, Illinois; CAli Akbar Furutan to
Kampala, Uganda. Photograph taken in front of the Shrine of the Bcib.
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testify before God to the greatness, the inconceivable greatness of this Revelation. Again and
again have We in most of Our Tablets borne
witness to this truth, that mankind may be roused from
its heedlessness_ _ , . That which hath been made
manifest in this preeminent, this most exalted Revelation, stands unparalleled in the annals of the past, nor
will future ages witness its like.
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Divine Education - The Root of Knowledge
by
Hand of the Cause Mr. Abu'I.Qasim Fai.,

The following article from a letter received by the National
Spiritual Assembly of Canada and published in Canadian
BAHA'i NEWS of July, 1967, expresses Mr. Faizi's thoughts on
the important subject of education and will be interesting and
helpful to all Baha'is.

The Journey of Truthseeking
Of all the basic principles of BahiL'u'llah for the
safeguarding of the world order and unity of mankind.
this principle of Independent Investigation of Truth is
one of the few which is directed solely to the individual
while the others are basically collective and primarily
involve a social change. For example individuals are
not responsibe to adopt the international language or
to formulate a universal system of education, but they
do have to investigate the truth and to conduct the
investigation independently of others. It is equally
significant for us to realize that this principle is a two·
edged sword; one edge separates falsehood from the
truth, the other protects the individual believer against
his own ego when confronted with divine tests,
This principle does not only apply to man's spiritual
Hfe, but it is important to know that it is equally
applicable to whatever he desires to do. He goes
through this process of investigation in all his major
and minor actions. It is indeed inevitable and one of the
most fundamental prerogatives of every individual.
The question is whether the attitude of Baha'i parents
toward their children should be to bring them up as
Baha'is or to leave them to themselves, on the very
wrong assumption and slender hope that the children
would lind the Faith by themselves.
The latter is a misinterpretation of the Divine Utter·
ances and one of the greatest factors that contributes to
the decrease in numbers, the spiritual destruction of
Baha'i families, and the lack of progress in the work of
the F ai th in m any lands.
It is indeed unfortunate that some newly enrolled
believers, due to their lack of knowledge about our all·
comprehensive Faith, and in their desire to tread the
path of least resistance and to silence the voice of their
conscience, misconstrue this very fundamental princi·
pIe of man's eternal life. Thus the gift of God entrusted
to us to be used as a torch which casts its rays through
the obscure paths of life is changed into a fire which
consumes every fibre of our spiritual entity and allows
nothing to survive, except the skeleton of our physical
creation, destined to be transformed into dust,
I found to my utter grief that some Baha'i families,
though themselves active members of different Baha'i
communities, due to their grave misunderstanding of
this fundamental principle, have not uttered even a
word to their children about our eternal legacy - the
glorious Faith. Unmindful of the consequences of this
ignorance in the hearts and minds of their dear ones,

they act as if they belong to a secret society, There is
not a single token of the Faith in their well furnished
houses. I even found some of them ashamed to mention
their religious affiliations. Thus the Faith remains unknown to their children who, I am sure, will disperse
from their homes never gazing at the immense horizon
floodlit with the rising Sun of Truth.
When asked, the parents have invariably answered,
"We want them to find it by themselves a:ld investigate
it independently."
Such answers brought so much sorrow to my heart
that I could not find adequate words and expressions to
pour out my feelings.
"To find it by themselves!" What a false dictuml
How will they find it? Through whom and from where,
if not in their own homes, from their own parents'
loving and vigilant directions? If we do not pity our
children and throw them to the devouring waves of this
turbulent ocean, called "society," how do we expect
others to pity them, hold their hands, save them and set
them on the shores of safety and security?
If this is what we mean by "Independent Investigation" why do we then exert our utmost to arrange
schOOls for them. register their names well ahead of
time, even many years jn advance for attendance at
some universities? Why do we keep on urging them to
attend all the classes at every period, encourage them
to do better work and take pride in their daily advancement in what is called arts and sciences? Why do we
not leave them free to find their own way to educational
institutions and abandon them to their own choice,
never asking them whether they spent their days in
school, or in bars and gambling houses?
For material education we surely urge our children
to go into special training, require discipline. and we
are vigilant to see that they will never lose any opportunity. But alas! In this, the most vital matter which is
like unto sunshine in all the aspects of the lives of our
dear ones, and which insures their eternal happiness,
we remain heedless, nonchalant and carefree,
Should our intention be limited to raising I ourselves
from the distress of unbelief, doubt, and scepticism to
the condition of recognition, faith and certitude in the
truth of the Mission of Baha'u'IIah. when we do reach
this ultimate goal and recognize Him as the Divine
Educator, then our journey ends, It means that thereafter every act of Bah.i'u'llah and every Utterance
revealed by Him will have to be accepted as the
manifestation of truth; and the spirit of investigation
will help the traveller who has embarked on this
journey to discard the impurities of falsehood from the
gems of truth and advance on this path until every
member of his physical temple and even every hair will
find tongues to proclaim the light of the faith ignited in
his heart and soul.
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But the journey is not ended. Having reached the
station of faith the traveller is at the shore of an endless
and fathomless. ocean of divine utterances. He has to
plunge into it, not to examine the truth of every word,
verse, principle or precept, nay on the contrary, with a
heart full of certitude and an attitude of utter humility
and supplication the believer will meditate and pray
and then seek to discover pearls of wisdom and win
behold abiding beauty and innumerable mysteries enshrined in every word.

The Object of All Knowledge
Before turning to the main subject of this letter, let us
refer to the following two extracts from the immortal
Narrative of Nabil to refresh our memory of the glorious deeds of the heroes and saints of our beloved
Cause. These illustrate the two aspects of the problem
at hand and will, I feel sure, shed much light on our
research.
"As soon as the call from ~iraz reached his ears,
lJujjat deputed one of his disciples, MuHa Iskandar, in
whom he reposed the fullest confidence, to inquire into
the whole matter and to report to him the result of his
investigations. Utterly indifferent to the praise and
censure of his countrymen, whose integrity he suspected and whose judgment he disdained, he sent his
delegate to Sbiraz with explicit instructions to conduct
a minute and independent enquiry. Mulla Iskandar
attained the presence of the Bab and felt immediately
the regenerating power of His influence. He tarried 40
days in $.hiraz, during which time he imbibed the
principles of the Faith and acquired, according to his
capacity, a knowledge of the measure of its glory.
"With the approval of the Bab, he returned to Zanjan. He arrived at a time when all the leading 'ulamas
of the city had assembled in the presence of I:Iujjat. As
soon as he appeared) I:Iujjat enquired whether he
believed in, or rejected the new Revelation.
"Mulla Iskandar submitted the writings of the Bab
which he had brought with him, and asserted that
whatever should be the verdict of his master, the same
would he deem it his obligation to follow. 'What1'
angrily exclaimed Hujj at, 'But for the presence of this
distinguished company. I would have chastised you
severely. How dare you consider matters of belief to be
dependent upon the approbation or rejection of others?'
Receiving from the hand of his messenger the copy of
the Qayyumu'l-Asma', he, as soon as he had perused
a page of that book, fell prostrate upon the groWld and
exclaimed: '1 bear witness that these words which I
have read proceed from the same Source as that of the
Qur'an. Whoso has recognized the truth of that sacred
Book must needs testify to the Divine origin of these
words and must needs submit to the precepts inculcated
by their Author. I take you, members of this assembly,
as my witnesses. I pledge such allegiance to the Author
of this Revelation that should He ever pronounce the
night to be the day, and declare the sun to be a shadow,
I would un.reservedly submit to His judgment. and would
regard His verdict as the voice of Truth. Whoso denies
Him, him will I regard as the repudiator of God
Himself.' With these words he terminated the proceedings of that gathering." (NabU's Narrative pp. 178-9)
'·n was in those days that his special envoy, Ma~hadi
Al)mad, whom he had confidentially despatched to ~i
raz with a petition and gifts from him to the Bab, arrived

at Zanj';m and delivered into his hands, while he was
addressing his disciples, a sealed letter from his Beloved. In the Tablet he received, the Bab conferred
upon him one of His own titles, that of I:Iujjat, and
urged him to proclaim from the pulpit, without the least
reservation, the fundamental teachings of his faith.
No sooner was he informed of the wishes of his Master
than he declared his resolve to devote himself to the
immediate enforcement of whatever injunction that
Tablet contained. He immediately dismissed his disciples, bade them close their books, and declared his
intention of discontinuing his courses of study. 'Of what
profit,' he said, 'are study and research to those who
have already found the Truth, and why strive after
learning when He who is the Object of all knowledge is
made manifest?" (Nabil's NaTTatit'e, pp. 532·3)
Every human temple regardless of race, color, country or clime, is considered by Baha'u'llah as a mine in
which God has, through His inscrutable wisdom and
boundless love, deposited gems which are to be discovered, polished and cultured through t~e process of
proper, divine, all-embracing education. These gems
are the latent powers and talents with which every
individual is endowed. When these powers and talents
are discovered and correctly trained, the world of
humanity will become the mirror of Heaven in which
all divine perfections are gloriously reflected.
j

Divine Education -

The Root 01 Knowledge

The vast subject of Baha'i education has many ramifications stretching over all aspects of man's life and our
Baha'i literature is replete with elucidations which
reveal to our eyes the most obscure corners of the
human soul. How lamentable that mankind stubbornly
abandons these abundant divine bounties and chooses
the path of disgrace and perdition t
It is still more lamentable if those who believe in the
Supreme Manifestation of God, deprive themselves of
following His loving advice. Until such time as we will
have authorized classifications and translations of all
the holy texts, I shall limit myself in this letter to the
references on parents' obligations towards their children.
We must first know that there is a vast difference
between education, in the sense of character training,
and instruction. The beloved Master has emphasized
that education must always have priority over mere
accumulation of knowledge. To know many facts, to
memorize numerous formulae and to repeat parrot-like
theories of science is not honor for man. True honor
lies in man's education and moral conduct which enable him to be the mirror of divine perfections and
shine like unto a guiding star, ready to die rather than
to apply his knowledge for the destruction of humanity.
It is towards this ultimate goal that we are encouraged to advance. Divine education is considered by
Baha'u'llah to rank as "The most exalted" amongst
His commandments and is a "great protection" for the
Cause of God. Educational Institutions must first instill
divine laws and precepts in the hearts and minds of
children. Thus the children grow to worship God and to
love one another as His sons and daughters. Immediately after giving us this commandment Baha'u'llah
warns us against excess of any system which, individually or collectively, inculcates prejudice and intolerance in the innocent hearts of our children.
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Parental Responsibility
As we clearly lUlderstand from the Texts, there is no
coercion in the Faith. Under no circumstances are the
parents to force their children to be Baha'is, but according to the explicit Texts, they are responsible for the
spiritual birth and growth of their children.

Let us take a lesson from nature. When a mother
conceives, nature creates a certain condition in her
physical temple which forms the home of the growing
foetus. In that proper atmosphere the physical growth
of the child starts. The parents, though intensely eager
to behold the face of their little ones, never force its
birth. On the contrary t they patiently await the approach of the hour appointed by Providence and keep
every other thing in perfect harmony with the natural
process. When that blessed moment comes through the
operation of natural forces, the child is born into this
immense world.

Now let us apply the same rule to the second home of
the child into which it is introduced through its physical
birth.
By divine education at home we mean the creation of

an atmosphere in which the child can breathe the
spiritual powers of this Age, and in due time, like unto
a rose, may blossom out, unfold, and proclaim his
existence in the garden of God under the care and
protection of the Divine Gardener. This cannot be
achieved by force or by any form of compulsion, just as
the child's birth cannot be realized by outside forces.
We never try to pull the flower out of its stem in winter.
The flowers will adorn the stems in due time, according
to the rules and regulations especially conferred upon
the plants by the Creator.
Let us illustrate this by giving an example. The
children who grow up in houses where the music of
Mozart or Beethoven is often played, surely grow to
enjoy that kind of music. This is achieved because the
atmosphere of the house was filled with such melodies.
The child has breathed them in. As a matter of fact this
united aim becomes a focus which brings parents very
close to each other.

Should the parents read the Writings each morning
and evening as commanded by the Ancient Beauty;
hold firesides in their homes where they show love,
respect and reverence to the people regardless of race,
class and creed; recite the obligatory prayers; fast;
attend the Nineteen Day Feasts; celebrate the nine
Holy days; and in all of these commemorations have
the children comprehend the importance and significance of each act, then there remains nothing for the
parents to fear. They will proudly watch the growing
flowers in their Own homes. Thus the spirit of the Cause
will fill every layer in the atmosphere of the house. The
warmth and light of this divine love emanated from
such a home will definitely help the little ones to grow
into fruitful trees in the Garden of God, and in due
course they will proclaim not only by their words but
also by the sanctity of their deeds that they are gathered under the banner of the Greatest Name; committed to be soldiers in the army of life, winning
victories in the forefront of the battle lines of teaching,
consolidation and pioneering fields of service.
Our writings further indicate that expectant mothers

are advised to recite the Words of God to foster the
spiritual growth of the conceived children. After the
birth of the child, the mother is exhorted to say prayers
as she puts her dear ones to bed. The influence of these
words on the infants' hearts has been described as the
influence of the light and the heat of sunshine on the
growing flowers. As the children grow the parents are
called on to teach them the Words of God. At the age
of five they are to be gathered together to receive divine
education. We clearly observe that education is emphasized and is given the first rank in the order of
importance. It is explicitly recommended to first teach
the children courtesy and reverence after which comes
the acquisitions of knowledge.

Need for Early Spiritual Training
Knowledge- must go hand in hand with divine education, otherwise man's learning will be governed by
greed and lust, These qualities will change science into
a disgrace and bring about the eventual destruction of
all man's achievements. 'Abdu'I·Baha, in His love for
children, begs the friends to do their utmost to give
proper Baha'i education to their dear ones so they may
understand the importance of the practice of its precepts in their lives. He promises that the children
trained in the divine gardens of love and in homes
imbued with the Baha'j spirit win learn in one month
what others will learn in twelve. He urges the parents
to be diligent in directing the frail steps of their little
ones to the path of eternal glory. All of this should be
done with tender affection, loving care and kindness.
He warns us against beating the children and making
them the victims of tongue lashings and rebukes. Experience shows that such treatment is detrimental to
the proper growth of the child's mental, spiritual and
even his physical powers; it dams the opening and the
onflow of his latent powers. In addition, he grows to
hate his home and all that pertains to it.
We must always remember this fundamental princi·
pIe of the Master affirming that education of the child
who is more than fifteen is extremely difficult and in
some cases, impossible. Can we straighten a branch
when it has become hard and stiff? Such children, we
are warned by the Master, will be left in the abyss of
misery, the victims of iniquity, arrogance, pride and
ignorance and very often of mental deficiencies. They
will be despised and humiliated, sick and invalid and
forever ashamed of themselves. They will barely pass
the tests of life.
What will they think of their parents who had the
torch of guidance and did not try to show it to their
loved ones?
Parents who thus reduce their offspring to such
depths of misery through their negligence will surely be
responsible to God. We are emphatically warned by the
Ancient Beauty that He will charge the parents with
this negligence and will consider this as a great sin - a
sin which will never be forgiven.
The injunction of Baha'u'llah to parents about the
divine education of their children is sO emphatic that,
as pointed out by Him, those who ignore such a responsibility are in the sight of God, deprived of their rights
of parenthood.

I
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I appeal to the hearts of the parents who desire
nothing but the welfare of their children, the apples of
their eyes of as the Arabs say, "the fragments of their
hearts which walk on earth." I supplicate them to
ponder upon the conditions prevailing in the world and
find out for themselves whether children need protection or whether they should be left to themselves and to
the cruel influences of life.
That the world is too much with us and that society is

overcome by many social diseases, no sound mind can
ever deny. Pollutions have penetrated into all the pores
of man's existence and the swamps of moral corruption
have flooded the farthest and driest deserts and the
most remote corners of every barren waste. Carnal
desires and animal passions are unleashed and all aim
to be gratified. Gratification of this beast of lust is to be
fulfilled by all means - at the risk of break.ing every
sacred standard in man's life. To accede to the desires
of seH has become a universal verdict.
PlWlged in this overtly immoral world, where the
raging beast of lust is the domineering monarch,
caught in the throes of its devilish machinations, unable to separate the diabolical from the divine, and
almost insensible to benevolent love, pity and reverence; our children, Our poor children, find themselves
engulfed by their own urges within and hypnotized by
their dazzling and alluring lights. Don't they need
lamps at their feet, an inherent and powerful force to
enable them to live as true men, to walk with celestial
pride and to lead a clean, a holy and pure life as a
prelude to the eternal one?

Protection of Baha'u'lIah's Teachings
Whatever the explanation the world may give and
however it justifies its present plight. it is crystal clear
to the adherents of our Faith, that the road projected
by Baha'u'llah through this world enveloped in darkness, is illumined and safeguarded by the protective
meaSUres of His teachings.

The unpardonable forgetfulness and negligence of
parents in their attitude towards their children is the
result of wrong deductions and will ultimately bring the
children to the abyss of disgrace and shame, and in the
life to come will hold them subject to God's justice.
If we live in a house without a lamp the consequences
of Wlseen troubles and even disasters will no doubt
await us, If we do not ignite the fire of faith in the
hearts of our little ones the decline of their mental,
physical and spiritual lives will immediately set in.
Where there is light, everything is properly placed and
clearly seen; and the residents of the house can use
everything with proper perspective. The same thing is
true of the light of faith when ignited in the hearts and
souls of children. Then all their God-given gifts, talents
and capacities will function harmoniously and efficient.
ly.
As the immense horizon of life stretches in front of
our children's eyes, we see them torn between two
forces. The one pulls them down to the point where all
their pleasures turn into agony and the other, symbolized by a voice within them, which seeks to lift them to
summits of splendors where even death is changed into
glory and eternity. Look at them with their expecting,
innocent and bewildered eyes, undecided amidst the
controversial and devouring forces of life. Do we sit

comfortably in our seats as Roman spectators and
watch human lives thrown into the mouths of beasts?
Or, as honest parents, do we help them, guide them and
assist them to raise their eyes and behold the rising sun
of Glory?

Backbiting Quenches the Spirit
From my experience I know pf one calamity Which
pitilessly brings gradual death to the growing spirit of
our children. This di s aster is very often an undesired
guest, but alas, sometimes is invited, given the best
seat - OUr hearts - and is offered the sweetest moments of our precious Iives. It is like the freezing breeze
of mid-winter which passes through almond groves,
kills the blossoms and leaves the poor farmers who were
comfortably settled in their warm rooms, povertystricken and sorrowful.
This hideous intruder is backbiting. No matter how
much we endeavour to bring up our children in the
spirit of the Faith, to teach them its laws, prinCiples
and precepts, if there is the slightest whisp{:!r of backbiting in our homes, let Us be sure that our dear little
ones are gone forever and irretrievably lost.
The perilous effects are so imperceptible that one's
own ego is not warned and the parents are not alerted
to the symptoms of the spreading spiritual ailment. One
of the old teachers of the Cause used to say that we try
to pull a very heavy load to the top story of the house,
and when the load is up, an ignorant man applies the
sharp edge of his knife to the rope carrying the load.
The downfall is sure. All the efforts of the many
laborers who pulled the load are lost forever and in one
instant. The same thing is true of the poisonous atmosphere created by this hideous guest in our own abode.
We think the children are playing with their toys and
are not paying attention to what We are saying. It may
be true that they do not consciously respond to the
conversation of their elders, but their eyes see and their
ears hear and register things within.
The children's hearts and souls are like clean mirrors
or containers of pure, crystal and translucent water.
Every word uttered by us against other friends, like a
drop of ink, sinks deep into the transparent hearts. At
the beginning, the color may not seem to have changed,
but we know that it is absorbed with all its poisonous
effects. Should the drops of poison be repeated, the
child's whole existence becomes victim to a spiritual
disease, the first symptoms of which are his reluctance
to attend Baha'i classes, and his grudges, even sometimes his hatred towards other Baha'is.
What do we exp{:!ct our children to do when we as
elders sit in our homes and talk against our fellow
Baha'is, membe.L's of r.ommittees and Local Spiritual
Assemblies, and perhaps the Secretary or a member of
the National Asembly? The children look up to these
Divine Institutions and we raze them to the dust in their
growing minds and loving hearts. Then when they are of
age, they do not feel any sense of security and safety in
the friends' homes, nor do they trust Baha'i committees, Local Spiritual Assemblies or the National Spir~
itual Assembly. That is why when we ask them to
attend classes or summer schools, their reaction is
obviously antagonistic. It is exactly as if we paralyze
the child and then ask him to run, or starve him and
then demand the performance of athletic feats.

T
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Moroccan School

Welcomes
Seventy
Participants

Fifth National Summer School in Meknes.
Morocco, held September 3-9, 1967. Friends
from fourteen localities attended. A message from the Universal House at Justice
was read in reply to a cable supplicating
the prayers of that august body, A young
girl from Marrakech delivered a well-pre-

pared lecture on the Tole of women in the
Baha'i Faith. AU present were impressed
by this manifestation of the creative force
of the Word of God, transforming the habitually

shy

and

withdraum

Moroccan

women into efficient and active partici.
pants.
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Swaziland,
Lesotho,
and
Mozambique
National Assembly Formed
First National Spiritual
the Baha'is of
Swaziland, Lesotho and Moza71,b"q'te, elected April,
1967, at Mawelawe!a Camp in

Mawelawela Camp in Swaziland, South Africa, was
again the setting for the National Convention, Many familiar faces were absent, for it was the hour for the new
National Spiritual Assembly of Swaziland, Lesotho and
Mozambique to be born. The mother region of South
and West Africa was about to be divided again. One
mOre link in the chain of Baha'u'llah's expanding World
Order was being forged, and it was a solemn moment.
A sense of unworthiness and a feeling of wonder prevailed, for such bounty had come so quickly to this
little corner of a great continent. But as a young bird
must leave its nest to try its wings, so God in His
mercy is allowing these countries an opportunity to be·
come a sister National Assembly among the pillars
supporting our supreme administrative body, the Universal House of Justice.
Registration took place Friday evening, April 21. The
Convention was opened Sunday morning by vice-chairman John Allen, of the National Spiritual Assembly of
South and West Africa, who welcomed three Auxiliary
Board members, the representative of South and West
Africa, the eighteen delegates and visiting friends.
William Masehla, representative of the Mother Assembly, gave an inspiring message.
The message of the Universal House of Justice was
given by selected readers and translators. The onward
march of the Faith was proclaimed, with its victories
and achievements, as well as the goals and projects
immediately ahead. After the reading of a second
message from the Universa] House of Justice outlining
goals for this region, there was discussion as to what
progress had been made. Various problems were
brought forth, chief of which was a need for competent
teachers. The Universal House of Justice placed priority on the goal of acquiring a Teacher Training Institute, but this and other property goals are being delayed by the need to obtain the sanction of town

South Africa.

management boards and government officials_ Stress
was placed on teaching youth and children as the
source of future strength, also a goal of the Nine Year
Plan.
The Convention was fortunate in having three auxil.
iary Board members present - Helen Wilks, Joseph
Nkambule and Paddy Mazibuko. Mrs. Wilks explained
the relationship between various institutions of the
Faith, illustrating her talk with a chart. Joseph Nkam.
bule read the message from the Hands of the Cause in
Africa, giving both the English and Zulu translations.
Paddy Mazibuko came from Johannesburg to be with
his fellow·Swazis. He gave the Ric;ivim Message, telling
again of the Declaration of Baha'u'llah to His followers
in the Garden of Riq.van, near Baghdad. Benjamin
Dlamini and Christopher Kuhlase summed up the goals
assigned to the three countries of this region with
emphasis on strong, functioning local assemblies. RudoUo Duna from Mozambique outlined the functions of
the National Spiritual Assembly, stressing the great
responsibility that rests upon that body, elected as
follows: Bothata Pokane, Wellington Malindise, Chris·
topher Kuhlase, Rudolfo Duna, Benjamin Dlamini,
Charles Ducker, John Allen, Dale Allen and Valera
Allen. All countries of the new region were represented.
A vote of thanks went to Enola Leonard, sister of
John Allen visiting from California, Mrs. Leonard
trained a chorus of love]y voices who sang for devotions, for entertainment, for enticing stragglers back
into the convention hall and simply for the love of
singing and uplifting the hearts of all. The flow of the
spirit which gave birth to the new National Spiritual
Assembly caused the delegates and friends to rise and
reaffirm their dedication to the tasks assigned them by
the Universal House of Justice. They pledged to carry
on, in this little corner of the world. the work 'Abdu'lBahiL so longed to do.
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First NationaZ Convention of the BahlPis of Swaziland, Lesotho and Mozambique held in April, 1967, in Swaziland, South Africa

Summer School
in

Somalia

A group of Baha'is and friends from
Mogadiscio, SamaHa, taken during their
thirteenth Summer School, held August
31 - September 8, 1967.
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Israeli Ambassador to Korea
Calls at Haziratu'l- Quds in Seoul
The Israeli Ambassador to Korea, Mr. Mordcchai
Arbell, honored the Baha'is of Korea with a visit to the
Baha'i National Headquarters in Seoul on August 8,
1967. He was greeted by five officers of the National
Spiritual Assembly: John S. McHenry, Kim Chan Zin,
Kim Yang Yon, Cho Ching Yang and Mrs. Elizabeth
McHenry. as well as several local Baha'is. A small tea
was served in his honor.
Mr. Arbell explained that while serving his military
duty in the Israeli army some years ago he had been
stationed in 'Akka and while there visited the mansion
of Bahji. "It was my good fortune," he said, "to be
accompanied on this visit by two Baha'is. They explained the Baha'i Faith to me and gave me an appreciation of their Faith and the Baha'i holy shrines located
in Israel. Ever since I have had an espeCially warm
place in my heart for the Baha'is and consider myself
their friend." He further stated that he had noticed the
Baha'i sign on the building and wanted to pay his
respects to the Baha'is of Korea.

Israeli Ambassador to KOTea (front TOW, center) making caH at national ~a?iTatu'I-Quds, Seoul, Korea, in
August, 1967.

New Korean School Inaugurated With Institutes and Summer School
The new teaching institute building, bought with
some of the funds donated by the friends in Ardistan,
irim, was first put into use June 1-5, 1967. The building
is located in the City of Kyongju, in the Province of
Kyongsan-Buk-To, the area in Korea the most heavily
populated with Baha'is. There are over 2500 Baha'is
living in this area, with twenty-five local spiritual
assemblies. Invitations to the school were sent first to
just ten students and a faculty of four in a trial·run.
This session, because it was so successful, put many
fears at rest, i.e.: maybe people wouldn't be interested
enough in studying to come; perhaps farmers would be
too busy with their crops to come; if it were attended
would the local Baha'is be able to house and provide
food for everyone in the institute. But instead of these
fears coming true, more applications came in than
expected and Suh Yonk Hak, temporary caret alter of
the building, Mrs. Song, who keeps a restaurant locally
with her husband (also a Baha'i), and Miss Yu, member of the Kyongju Spiritual Assembly, rose magnificently to the occasion and managed the physical needs
of the institute with aplomb. As a result, the plans of
the National Teaching Committee to hold institutes the
last three to five days of each month throughout the
year went forward.
The second monthly institute was a full-scale affair.
Sixty-one Baha'is and inquirers, induding faculty
members, gathered from Seoul, Kwangju and Pusan,
attended the institute and put in eight hours a day of
concentrated, serious enthusiastic study. Special guests
at the school were two AuxiHary Board members:
Rouhollah Momtazi from Japan and Mr. Charles Duncan, whose last post was Taiwan but who is now permanently residing in Korea. The school was more than
launched - it was on its way!

Sixty-seven Attend Summer School
An even greater success was experienced when the

summer school was held in mid-August from the tenth
through the fifteenth ~ the first summer school held in
Korea in three years. Sixty~seven Baha'is from all over
Korea attended and participated in the classes, recreational tours and evening entertainment. The summer
school presented an even greater challenge to organizational talent than the institutes, for. whereas a great
number of students for the institutes lived nearby and
went home at night and for some of their meals, the
summer school students came from far and wide and
had to be fed at the school and housed either at the
school ot' in inns. In spite of crowded conditions, ex·
tremely hot and humid weather. and an abundance of
mosquitoes, morale couldn't have been higher.
Four classes were held each morning starting at 8
a.m.; workshop classes were held on three of the
afternoons in a nearby park under magnificent trees,
with secretaries reporting to all the assembled students
their group's answers to workshop questions. The park
was largely deserted and seemed placed there just for
the Baha'is.
Kyongju City was once the ancient capital of Korea,
and is the site of many historically famous places - including a famous Buddhist Temple and the oldest
observatory in the world. Buses were chartered, and a
tour to some of these places was arranged for the
Baha'is one afternoon and a trip to the beach, one hour
away, On another afternoon. As many of the Baha'is
had never before seen or been in the ocean, this provided a special treat.
On the strength of such successful institutes and the
summer school, plans are being considered for holding
a winter school. Also, hopes are high that additional
funds may be found so that another teaching institute
can be secured in Mokpo, a city in southern Korea,
centrally located for the many Baha'i communities in
the surrounding islands.

.-~
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Teaching Institute recently acquired by the Baha'is of
Korea, at Kyongju is the scene of a study session in
July, 1967, as shown above. Photo at right is of one of
the classes. During August a summer schaar was held
at this Institute as pictured be~ow.
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Photo at left shows BahaJi children and friends from Trapiche de Ja~apa, Nicaragua, who were given lessons in
reading and writing by Baha'i teacher Mrs, Olga Harper. At right, Baha'is and guests of the community of Tra·
piche de Jalapa, with pioneer Jorge Harper.

Teac:hin9 in
Nic:ara9ua
Brazil
Costa Rica

Indian Baha'is of the Kiriri tribe, Bahia, BraziL

Left: Costa Rica recently held its first
teaching institu.te at Newc-astle on the At~antic seaboard. The National Spiritual
Assembly of Costa Rica, shown above,
chartered a bus to transport approximate[y thirty-five Baha'is to the Intercontinental Conference in Panama.

'
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Sixth Convention
in
Norway

Sixth National Convention of the Baha'is of Norway, held in Oslo, with
some participants coming from Lofoten
Island~ above the Arctic CiTcle.

The Dawn-Breakers in Process of German Translation
The Publishing Trust of Germany. Baha'i Verlag, is
in process of translating a number of publications
including The Dawn-Breakers, that soul~stirring narfa·
tive by Nabil which Shoghi Effendi stated was an
essential adjunct to teaching programs, an '~unchal
lengeable textbook in ... Summer Schools, as a source
of inspiration in all literary and artistic pursuits, as an
invaluable companion in times of leisure, as indispensable preliminary to future pilgrimage to Baha'u'llah's
native land, and as unfailing instrument to allay distress and resist attacks of critical, disillusioned human-

ity." (BAHA'I

NEWS,

July, 1932)

School in the
Dominican Republic

Regiona~

school in San Pedro de

Maco~

M.S, Dominican Republic, was held August 19-20, with good attendance from

several communities.

The Publishing Trust of Germany states; "The im·
portance and value of the preparations (Le. translation
and pUblication) should not be underestimated. With
the present costs in Germany, the pure cost of translating the book God Passes By is more than $4,000.00.
Hence translating done by Baha'i friends is a very
interesting means of contributing to the Faith in more
than one way: the actual translations; and the saving of
essential funds for other purposes."
The German Trust also translated and published The
Promised Day Is Come during the past year, an important . text for Proclamation activities.
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Vancouver School Holds Three Sessions
In a beautiful seaside setting, blessed
by sunny summer weather, the Cana·
dian Pacific Summer School at Bowser,
Vancouver Island, British Columbia,
provided children, youth and adults
with knowledge and understanding of
the Faith and inspiration for the responsibilities awaiting them. Three
separate, one-week sessions were held:
The Northwest Projects Committee of
the United States sponsored the first
session - a training class for young
people prior to their setting out on sum·
mer youth projects. Most gratifying to
all present was the enthusiasm of the
youth, who are already planning next
year's session.
The second session was a children's
school for youngsters ages five to fif·
teen, aimed at giving the children an
experience in Baha'i living. Each child
or family group was accompanied by
an aduJt, thereby providing the staff
!"'!.eeded to supervise children in a camp

The Canadian Pacific Summer School a.t Bowser on Vancouver
lsland~ British Co~umbia.

setting.

The third session was the adult school, with study
sessions held mornings, afternoons and evenings. The
staff included Hand of the Cause John Robarts and his
wife Audrey, Auxiliary Board member; Mrs. Rinde of

California and Tom Garroway of Baker Lake in Canada's Arctic. Mr. Robarts inspired his listeners with
reminiscences. of Africa, stories of prayer in action and
thoughts on the future of the Faith.

Convention in Southwest Pacific Ocean

Annual Convention of the Bah,Pis of the Southwest Pacific Ocean,

Honiara~

Guadatcanal, Solomon Is~ands. The foUowing National SpirituaL AssemblY was

elected: William Laing (chairman), A. J. Btum (vice-chairman), Mrs. G. Blu.m
(secretary), Alek Suatou, Mr. Hoahania, Johnson Sukulu, Johnson TaUmae, A.

Fussy (treasurer) and Mrs. Mary Fassy.

T

At the Makah Council Fire, left to right, top: Auxiliary Board member Chester Kahn, Melba King, Joseph HiltaiTe,' bottom: Rita. Barbre, Bin TyleT PTeparing salmon, John Thomas~

Fifth Annual Council Fire Held on the Makah Reservation
On the Makah Reservation at Neah Bay, Washington,
amid tall trees with the Pacific Ocean on one side and
the Sooe. river on the other, the Filth Annual Council
Fire attracted 600 Baha'is and guests. including representatives from many Indian tribes. The Makah be·
lievers and friends sang traditional songs with dances
and story telling.
Auxiliary Board member Chester Kahn, a Navajo
Indian from New Mexico, represented. the Hands of the
Cause. He stressed the importance of teaching the
American Indians. Eugene King, a Tlingit Indian of
SeatUe, and Melba King, Eskimo, spoke of Biblical

prophecy as it relates to the Faith and its teaching.
Joseph Hillaire, member of the Lummi tribe and noted
orator and carver from the Northwest, spoke to the
friends and guests with radiance and feeling about how
he had found the Faith and how much more each one
can do.
Prayers, music and delicious baked salmon, as well
as the messages from other speakers were joyfully
shared by all. Plans are already underway for an even
bigger Council Fire next year and all are invited to
attend.

r

Jack
pToclaimed SeptembeT 17 as WOTld Peace Day. With him aTe Mrs. Beatrice
Bechtold, and Col. C. B. Cleveland of the Phoenix Local
Spiritual Assembly.

Maine Governor CUTtis signs proclamation
onlookeTS James Calahan, Marie HooveT,

Wayne
Hoover, Juanita Rowe and Lawrence Gray.

World Peace Day Proclaimed Throughout the United States
IIMany Nations - One World" was this year's theme
for the eighth annual Baha'i World Peace Day obser·
vance held September 17 promoting America's spiritual
destiny to raise the standard of peace in the world.
Early reports indicate the day was observed by more
than sixty communities in thirty-one states. Newspaper publicity became the most successful means of
promotion with over seventy papers carrying more
than 900 column inches. This year press coverage was
especially extensive because of the mention of the six
intercontinental conferences marking the lOoth anniversary of Baha'u~nah's call to kings and rulers of the
world for peace and unity, The press releases prepared
by the BaM 'j Public Information Department in Wilmette, Illinois were well received by editors and, with
paid ads, constituted the major portion of coverage.
Radio and television spot announcements and interviews of prominent Baha'i speakers were also used to
explain the Saha'i Day to Americans. Other methods
included window and library displays, posters and
beautifully printed invitations. The latter were mailed
to ministers, human relations workers, town and county
officials, civic groups, and educators in several localities.
This year there were fourteen governors~ (Arizona,
California, Colorado, Maine, Maryland, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, South Carolina, Wyoming) and four mayors' (Hollywood, Florida; Florissant and Webster
Groves, Missouri; Alexandria, Virginia) proclamations

and statements designating September 17 as World
Peace Day. These are in addition to the unknown number which were renewed from the thirty proclamations previously acquired since the inception of the Day

in 1959.
Baha'is promoted World Peace Day with imagination
and variety. The public was invited to attend everything from public meetings with speakers and panel
discussions to afternoon coffees, shopping center exhibits, movie and slide shows, and potluck dinners. The

Phoenix, Arizona Local Assembly gave the city a living
memorial of the Day by planting a Peace rose in a
heavily traveled area of Encanto Park in Phoenix.
Mayor Milton Graham took part in the program by
accepting the rose and helping with the planting. Many
non~Baha'is were present to hear his remarks and those
of the Baha'i, Dr. Robert Gulick. The Baha'is presented
a permanent plaque, UPeace Rose Presented to the
City by the Baha'is of Phoenix? Arizona, in Commemoration of World Peace Day, 1967". Hoping to include all
areas of the town in the observance, the Baha'is in
another part of town had earlier held a panel discussion
On universal language, universal education and elimination of all prejudice. The Local Spiritual Assembly
was also represented at Governor Jack Williams' issuance of the proclamation for the State.
A small group of New York Baha'is (five adults and
two youth) in Rockland County hosted seventy-five
guests at a buffet dinner. The three major county
papers gave it extensive coverage. Among the thirty
guests present was a refreshing abundance of young
people as well as five teachers and a high school
guidance counsellor t all invited by anew ly declared
youth and his brother.
A Baha'i children's chorus conducted by five year old
Tony Kahn and an a cappella choir rounded out the
Gallup, New Mexico, program which featured speakers
Auxiliary Board member Chester Kahn and Mrs. Bernice Fairchilds, a public school teacher.
Baha'is of Hollywood. Florida, invited leaders of
different denominations and religions to speak at their
city-wide observance in the Theatre Under the Stars,
Mayor Maynard Abrams proclaimed the Day, About
300 attended the meeting which received notable press
advance and follow-up coverage. Jointly the Baha'is of
Ft. Lauderdale, Broward County and Boca Raton, Florida, sponsored a public meeting in Ft. Lauderdale with
Herbert Lewis speaking on the Baha'i Peace Plan. He
also addressed seventy-five Kiwanians on the Faith.
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Wo ..ld Peace Day Obse ..ved in Many Ways
Public Meeting.
(speakers indicated where known)
Arizona, Scottsdale: Mrs. Lia Tanti
California, Apple Valley: Miss Nora A. Newman
Ventura: Fred Schechter
Newhall: Reuben Busby
San Diego: John Stroessler (followed by buffet supper)
Santa Monica: Hugh Lineberger
Santa Rosa:
Fair-Oaks, J.D.: Willis Sprattling
Shell Beach-Pismo Beach: Mr. and Mrs. John Marino

Laguna Beach: James Nelson
Colorado, Jefferson County; Seymour Weinberg
(also booth at shopping center)
Florida, Ft. Myers: Mrs. Nina B. Matthisen
(also gave book to library)
Tallahassee: David West
Hollywood: (see story)
Tampa:
Illinois, Danville: Terry Boland
Quincy: Henry Wei[
Peoria: Mrs. Margaret Bustard
Urbana and Champaign: Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Parmelee
Maine, Portland: Mrs. Robert McLaughlin
Iowa, Waterloo:
Maryland, Montgomery County: Thomas Thompson
Massachusetts, Brockton:
Michigan, Grand Rapids: Mrs. Carol Lynn
Missouri, Webster Groves: Mrs. Naomi McCord
Nebraska, Lincoln: State Sen. Marvin B. Stromer, Mrs.
Elizabeth Holand Gibson
New Hampshire, Peterborough: Mrs. Marzieh Gail
New Jersey, Teaneck: Dr. Eugene Byrd
New Mexico, Gallup: Mrs. Bernice Fairchilds and Auxiliary Board member Chester Kahn
New York, Rockland County: (see story)
North Dakota, Fargo: Mrs. Catherine Hanson
Ohio, North Olmsted: Steven Foster
Columbus: Robert Richard
Oklahoma, Tulsa: Mrs. Carol Allen
Pennsylvania, Swarthmore: Auxiliary Board member
Mrs. Javidul;!tt Khildem
West Chester:
Rhode Island, Providence: Mason McCracken
(also booth at State Fair)
South Carolina, Greenville: Mrs. Jane McCants and
J os eph Vaughn
Washington, Spokane: Dr. Arnold A. SUrtan and Keith
E. Brown
Yakima: Roy Hudson
Wyoming, Laramie: Dr. Julian Abas and Dr. Lois Abas
Ohio, Mansfield: Mrs. Mary Maxwell
Toledo: John Copeland

Firesides
Tucson, Arizona: home fireside with tapes
Hillsboro, Oregon

Audio-Vi.ual Show.
Mobile, Alabama: slide program at hotel

Redondo Beach, California: film, ';And His Name Shall
Be One" shown at shopping center
Jackson, Mississippi: film "And His Name Shall Be
One"
Butte, Montana: slide program
Hempstead, New York: films, "And His Name Shall Be
One" and "The Minds of Men"

Panel.
Miami, Florida: "Paths to Peace"
Prince Georges County, Maryland: "The Lesser and
the Most Great Peace"
Salem, Oregon
Snohomish County, Washington: Youth panel
Omaha, Nebraska

Other Program.
Phoenix, Arizona: (see story)
Greenwich, Connecticut: fall opening of Baha'i School
Key West, Florida: afternoon tea and talk
Park Forest, Illinois: press publicity
Ipswich, Massachusetts: buffet and discussion
Plainville, Massachusetts: display of Baha'i books in
public library for week of Sept. 10-17
LaPorte, Texas: press publicity
Fort Worth, Texas: coffee and talk
Alexandria, Virginia: pot luck supper with Arlington,
Vir.ginia
Issaquah, Washington: race unity picnic
Oshkosh, Wisconsin: privately in homes
Kenosha, Wisconsin: chicken supper followed by talk
Cheyenne, Wyoming: supported program at Laramie,
Wyoming

World Peace Day Panel, Sept. 17, 1967, Snohomish-County Intercommunity Meeting held in Everett, Washington. youth Panel speaking on World Peace, in picture
frDm left to right, Jonathan Pijf, Tacoma Community
Cot/ego; Harold Javid, Cascade High School in Everett;
John Martig, Olympic Community CoUege; Janine
Thorson! University of Washington; and Kip Yotter,
Chairman, ShDreline Community CoUege of Edmonds.
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Alaska Governor Walter J. Hicket signing World Peace
Day Proclamation in Juneau. Standing~ left to right:
Robert Milton, chairman of the Local Assembly of Juneau, John Kotstoe

of

Rhode Istand Baha/is obtain Governor's Proclamation

the National Spiritual Assembly,

Janet Smith (NSA secretary), and MaTion Johnson (secretary of the Alaska Bahri/i Proclamation Committee).

Some of the groop of over fifty believers and friends at
a Race Unity picnic at Lake Sammamish State Park,
Washington on August 20. Special prayers for unity and

peace were read; there was a bountiful potluck dinner
with songs and good feUowship to create the Baha'i
spirit oj unity. This gathering received good local publicity and paved the way jor World Peace Day meeting
in September.

Briefil19 Session Maps Plans for Action
In Eastern New York State the information and enthusiasm for carrying out the teaching plans for the
coming year have been passed to the communities and
isolated believers speedily and effectively. After a
briefing session for members of the State Goals Commjttee held on September 10 a similar session was held
September 24 in Rockland County, New York, where
newly appointed representatives of the areas met with
members of the State Goals Committee to prayerfully
consider plans for implementing programs locally.
Basic to the consultation was the 1967 Rigvan message from the Universal House of Justice and the
Tablets of the Divine Plan. The role of area representatives was explained, practical suggestions for teaching
were given and the importance of the individual believer was stressed. As the representatives return home
they will in turn pass on to the local believers the
renewed spirit of dedication generated at this Conference, thus translating national plans into community
action.

Briefing Conference, September 24 in Rockland Cou.nty,
New York. Left to right, standing: Arthur Grossman,
Don Barrett, Richard Suhm, Bob Jordan, Tom Moore,
Jim Bornn; sitting: HeUa Weiland, Barbara Barrett}
Virginia Cooper, Lisel Lowen, Nancy Monschein, Jo·
sephine Lasoff.
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Baha'is and friends at the Rocky Mountain Bnhti'i Institute, September 1-4, 1967.

Colorado Institute Inspires Participants

News Briefs

The Rocky Mountain Baha~i Institute held at a boys'
camp near Arvada, Colorado on the weekend of Sep·
tember 1-4, attracted over eighty Baha'is and close
seekers. Those who came were richly rewarded with
food for thought and action, there was opportunity for
fellowship and sharing of thoughts, and the program
included sessions for the youth.
Teachers of the courses were: Auxiliary Board member Beth McKenty, Winston Evans, Jane McCants and
Kay Zinky. Some highlights of these sessions are as
folJows:
Beth McKenty: That action is needed as well as
knowledge of the Faith. It is not sufficient to know, but
to know and to do. We can be like a drop of water that
evaporates from the top of an ocean, or we can become
a part of that OCean that contacts the companions of
God. In all cases our response should be one of kind·
ness, not acting in a s'llperior manner, but remembering our station as servant of God.
Jane McCants: On teaching people of different backgrounds, remember that souls are ignorant, lowly,
mature or not mature, not that people are black, white,
Spanish speaking etc. Find the need of each individual.
Teaching is the product of love for God demonstrated in
loving service to mankind. If your words affect your
own heart, they will effect the heart of others. The
Tablets to the Kings mark the beginning of the Day of
Judgment when all humanity is called to account.
Winston Evans: The immediate future of the American Baha'i community depends on proclamation. The
principles given by Baha'u'llah are no longer a chal·
lenge to people, but proclamation must center on Who
Bahil.'u'Uah is. People are wrapped in a "strange
sleep" and Baha'is must not be affected. The greatest
calamity for Baha'is is spiritual death. The Guardian
urged that Baha'is have courage and not be conscious
of frailties.
Kay Zinky: The importance of deepening should be
stressed, aids for this are to be found in the Hidden
Words and the Gleanings which are as gems of His
Knowledge from the Pen of Power. Backbiting is the
most grievous error for it quenches the light of the
heart and soul.

Villa Gonzalez, Dominican Republic, dedicated a new
Center with a well~planned program by the Baha'is of
Santiago. Also the Baha'i youth of Santa Domingo and
San Pedro de Macoris co-sponsored a picnic attended
by fifty-five Baha'i youth and their friends on August
27, 1967.

o
On July 9, 1967, the government·owned radio station,
Radio Belize, used a twenty minute radio dramatization
of the Martyrdom of the Bab, written and produced by
Shirley Warde. The program received so much popular
comment throughout the country that the station decided to rebroadcast it during September.

o
New a venues of publicity have been openin g up in an
encouraging way in New Zealand, including a number
of newspaper articles. A twelve minute talk was also
broadcast on the "I Believe" series over all national
stations during the month of August. The talk was
given by John Carr, member of the National Spiritual
Assembly of New Zealand.

o
The Baha'is of Niagara Falls, New York marked the
anniversary of the visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to that city in
1912 with a two day Institute for Baha'is, September 9
and 10, concluded with a public meeting. Held at a local
hotel the commemoration featured three sessions by
Mrs. Beatrice Rinde on Baha'i Law.
The group of over seventy believers enjoyed meals
together in the hotel, with the added opportunity for
fellowship. The public meeting at the conclusion of the
Institute attracted over one hundred, at least twentyfive being inquirers. Auxiliary Board membet· Dr. Peter Khan gave a very inspiring talk On
'Abdu'l-Baha
Architect of World Order".
The joy and inspiration resulting from this activity is
felt by the believers in the area and there have been
tangible results in the way of opportunities to publicize
the Faith on the radio.
1L
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Proclamation Cortez - An Overwhelming Success

Baha1is singing at the Cortez proclamation, Augu.st 26,

after the presentation of "The Martyrs".

Baha"i youth and seekers at the pamphlet table in the
Grace Speck room~ City Building~ Cortez. where proc-

1amation was held.
There is a small town of 6000, Cortez. Colorado, where
the four states of Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and
Colorado meet. It serves a population many times its
size because of the outlying ranches, hamlets and
Indian reservations. Here, with no other Baha'is for
miles around, live two Baha'is, the Paul Brocks and
their son Paul, and here the Colorado State Goals Committee, with the cooperation of the three other states,
sponsored Baha'i Proclamation Days, August 2&-27 with
results far exceeding expectations.
Over twenty seekers joined with thirty-five Baha'is in
the Saturday evening presentation of "The Martyrs" t a
dramatic reading involving the life of the Bah. At least
fifteen attending the Sunday afternoon lecture heard
Seymour Weinberg on "Challenging Pathway to
Peace".
Many of the seekers were youth who filtered in during
the day on Saturday in groups of two and four, and
were given a more or less continuous fireside by the
Bahati young people from Colorado and New Mexico.
The only radio station in the area carried com pre·

~ensive

news bulletin~ of the proclamation and many
hsteners were surely Impressed with the affable interview with Seymour Weinberg and Eldon Dennis on the
station. This was most warm and personal, with the
hostess stressing the "wonderful opportunity for people
in the area" to learn more of the Faith. She ended
with, "people who are curious and interested surely are
welcome." The subsequent station break emphasized
that the proclamation was the most exciting event in
the listening area that weekend.
The excellent posters and souvenir edition of the
program, mailed to many including the churches in the
area, were most effective as were ads in the local
papers.
The Baha'is of Colorado have never before undertaken
a major proclamation event in an underpopulated area,
but feel that this was a most auspicious beginning. Not
the least of the reasons for its success was the· devoted
efforts of the Brock family who have lived there for two
years as Baha'i pioneers, preparing the way, and
attracting confirmations which are now becoming evident.

News Briefs
Sixty Baha'is and their friends who gathered in EI
Paso, Texas on the first weekend of September for an
institute were happily rewarded in experiencing Baha'i
fellowship and cooperation in action. All worked together to make the program run smoothly in little as well as
big details. Classes were offered for children and youth
as well as adults t with programs suited to the audiencl;:'). Subjects considered included: "The Baha'i Way
to Pe.-ce", HThe Laws of the New Age" and "Spiritual
and Material Balance in Life." The believers of EI
Paso feel especially blessed to have hosted the event.

o
For the third consecutive year the Baha'is of Urbana,
Ohio have had a display at the Champaign County
Fair, which was August 6 through 11 this year. Over
300 pamplets were taken, Life Alter Death and Man
One Family being most popular.

Part of the group of sixty who attended the Institute in
EI Paso, Texas, September 1-4.
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Planning for Human Rights Year - 1968

Southeastern School Continues to Grow

On September 13 and 14 eight Baha'is attended the
Annual Conference for Non-Governmental Organizations held at the United Nations Headquarters in New
York.
Dr. Victor deAraujo, Mildred R. Mottahedeh, Dr.
George Goodman and Badi Foster were appointed by
the Baha'i International Community; and Ellen Parmelee, Charlotte Donaldson, Juliet Soderberg and Salvatore Pelle by the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States to attend as delegates and observers.
They joined those of more than 150 organizations also
accredited to the Office of Public Information.
Preparations for the International Year for Human
Rights was the theme for the four sessions with addresses from distinguished United Nations personnel
and panels of experts in related fields. On Wednesday
afternoon, there was a reception for those attending the
conference to meet members of the United Nations
Secretariat.
At the first session Mr. Mark Shreiber, Director of the
Division of Human Rights. introduced plans for the
International Year. He made repeated reference to the
important contribution the N.G.O-'s can make to the
celebration of this anniversary in 1968. Next. experts
from various specialized agencies outlined work done
towards support of specific rights to education, to work
and of the child. A panel followed with discussion
encouraging the organizations to assist in stimulating
and informing their respective groups.
To enhance the diversity of the presentations, the
Ambassador of Jamaica, Mr. E. R. Richardson, presented an account of the United Nations' efforts for the
elimination of racial discrimination. His talk was most
frank and pointed to the difficulty the governments are
facing in implementing the Rights as outlined in the
Covenants.
The discussions which followed each session often
raised the question of what an organization can do to
support the Year for Human Rights. It was stated that
the United Nations does not have the means or position
to adequate1y inform the public of its work in this field.
Therefore, great emphasis was placed on the role of the
N.G.O. '5 in carrying to their groups the news of the
international efforts for the rights of man. To this
discussion the Baha'i delegation, with its distinguished
variety of races, ages and backgrounds, was outstanding in its regular attendance and constructive contributions.
As a result of the Conference, the Baha'is better
understand the opportunities available to work more
closely with the United Nations in celebration of International Human Rights Year - 1968. It also was more
apparent how urgent is the need for Baha'is to understand and teach the spiritual basis of the unity of
mankind as proclaimed by Baha'u'llah.
U.S. Baha'i Committee for the United Nations

Baha'is from as far away -as.... California, Ohio and
Florida, plus twelve other states gathered at Camp
Dorothy Walls, for another Southeastern Baha'i Summer School ~ July 16·22. This year's school was the
second one held at the camp located near Asheville,
North Carolina. Despite following the largest Southeastern School ever - 302 at Covington, Georgia ~ and
preceding the Centennial Celebration in October, 170
Bahil!is attended the schooL
Auxiliary Board member William Tucker conducted
the orientation session. Later. refreshments were
served from a beautiful "Heavenly Table", a table
decorated with a model of the Wilmette House of
Worship and heavily laden with ripe fruit and tempting
goodies. From this first night the spirit began to mount.
The children. some fifty strong, were met by equally
strong and capable teachers and teacher aids. Day and
night baby sitting was also provided.
Seven o'clock prayer sessions began the days at the
mountain camp. Classes following were: The Dawn
Breakers, with Auxiliary Board member Albert James
conducting; Baha'i Law with Mrs. Beatrice Rinde;
Tablets to the Kings led by Mrs. Jane McCants.
The adults and the youth separated for the evening
session with the adults going into discussion groups.
Terah Cowart-Smith, was the discussion group coordinator. Mrs. Nancy Jordan was the teacher of youth
classes, on Friendship. Love and Marriage.
The teaching effort was further assisted by Allah
Kalantar. one of the many discussion leaders. His
special topic was. Answers to Questions about the
Bible. The midweek arrival of Auxiliary Board members Beth McKenty and Jack McCants, further heightened the spirit of fel10wship and deepening among the
friends.
The wrap·up session of the summer school began
Friday evening, under the pavilion, down by the lake.
After several talks by teachers and Auxiliary Board
members. the children's group and the youth group
made special presentations.
Amid tears of sadness and joy. smiles, hugs and
hearty hand shakes, the Baha'is departed Camp Dorothy Walls Saturday afternoon, after another successful
Southeastern Baha'i Summer School.

Fourteen youths who declared themse!ves at Homecoming Weekend at Davison Batui'i School in Michigan.
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Part of the booth $pOnSOTed by the Baha'is of Huntsville, Alabama in the county faiT, held September 4 to
9. It is a popular occasion which attTacts many visi-

tors.

At the Benton County, OTegon, Fa.iT, August 11.;.15,
where the SpiTitual Assembly of Corvanis presented
uWords fOT the World" inteT"spersed with choral music
fTOm the Bahli'i Victory Chorus ReCOTd. There was also
a slide shaw demonstrating unity of m en and including
several pictures Of Baha'i Houses Of Worship and
Shrines.

Booth at Tribat Fair Attracts Man, Y"1Sitors
The Message of Baha 'u?llilh was proclaimed in Window Rock, Arizona (capital of the Navajo Tribe) by
means of a booth at the Navajo Tribal Fair September
7-10, 1967.
It was a joint effort of Baha'ls of McKinley County
and Gallup, New Mexico, and of Fort Defiance and
Phoenix, Arizona, with the generous assistance of the
American Indian Service Committee.
Attendants at the booth worked in teams, Indian and
non-Indian, whenever possible so that there could be
conversation with Navajo and English speaking people.
Many of the visitors lingered to talk and ask questions. Some had even visited the House of Worship in
Wilmette, while others were anxious to take pamphlets
for perusal later.
A Roman Catholic mID, observing the activity in the
booth, remarked, "The Baha'Is act as Christians
should."
The use of two feathers (shown in picture) is related
to Navajo prophecy concerning the return of Twin
T-Jllly Beings in a time of great change and upheaval.

At Navajo Tribal Fair. Left to right: Mrs. Inge Ronins,
Mrs. Linda Broum Franklin Kahn, Hoskie Wilson, Cal
Rollins and daughter Birgit.
J

Prelude to Proclamation
The Baha'i community of Denver, Colorado sponsored a series of meetings and activities during the last
week of August which were successful both in bringing
the Faith to the attention of the public and in quickening and enthusing the local believers for future teaching_ Winston Evans spoke twice during the week to well
attended public meetings, evoking much interest as
well as thoughtful questions from many of those attending. He appeared on a television program, during a

morning news period in a live interview, and was
featured on a radio program for One evening in which
listeners telephoned in questions. In answer to a ques~
tion concerning miracles he quoted the words of Christ
concerning judging Him by His fruits, pointing out that
the fruits of this Faith are evident in its spread to over
300 countries and territories. In a meeting for believers
Mr. Evans stressed the importance of deepening and
preparation for the forthcoming period of proclamation.
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